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FOREWORD 

This “Workshop on B Physics at Hadran Accelerators~ held at Snowmass in the 
summer of 1993, is to be viewed both as the culmination and end of B series of meetings held 
at and sponsored by Fermilab and the SSC Laboratory in the preceding twelve months. The 
workshop brought together over 200 participants, theorists, experimentalists, and accelerator 
scientists of varied backgrounds. The purpose of the Snowmass Workshop was to explore 
opportunities and to compare capabilities for the study of B physics and CP violation in 
colliding beam experiments with central and forward rapidity coverage at Fermilab, LHC, 
and SSC, as well as fixed target experiments with internal targets at HERA and LHC and 
external targets at Fermilab, LHC, and SSC. It is hoped that these studies will lay the 
foundation for future proposals for new detector facilities or major upgrades of existing ones, 
by defining the physics objectives, setting the performance goals, and studying the layouts 
and technology choices for the detector subsystems. and examining background conditions. 
It was anticipated that Fermilab and the SSC Laboratory would call for Letters of Intent for 
such experiments in the near future. Such a call has been made by Fermilab. 

During the workshop, participants attended plenary sessions and daily seminars. Most 
of the time was reserved for work in smaller groups. These groups were organized to maximize 
the interaction of the participants. There were two sets of working groups which met in 
parallel. In the mornings, three groups examined various methods of measuring one of the 
three angles o, 0, and 1, of the unitarity triangle. A fourth group studied the wide range 
of other physics topics that can be studied in B experiments. In the afternoons, five groups 
examined detector subsystems for tracking and vertexing, photon and electron detection, 
muon detection, particle identification, and electronics and data acquisition. A sixth group 
focused on issues related to the interface between the detector and the accelerator, and a 
seventh group discussed various theoretical topics related to heavy flavor particles. 

During the deliberations of the working groups, many ideas and studies were pre- 
sented, including reports on ongoing analysis of data recorded recently. Assumptions were 
challenged; methods and results were examined. In particular, for the measurements of 
the three unitarity angles, comparisons of the analysis and the projected performance were 
made, For these comparisons, a real attempt was made to use common assumptions for 
cross sections and branching ratios, and to apply common levels of realism in the evalua- 
tion of the detection efficiencies, subsystem performance and data acquisition rates. The 
experience gained in recent fixed target and collider experiments was extremely valuable in 
this effort. A large number of B decay modes were considered both from the theoretical and 
experimental points of view, the background processes were analyzed, and their demands 
on the detector capabilities were examined. Detection efficiency, trigger, and flavor tagging 
signals were studied and compared in various detectors and beam configurations at different 
energies. 

These proceedings are to serve as a record of the workshop activities and discussions 
and could form a basis for the development of a coherent long-term program, capable of 
meanwing CP violating affects in many different decay modes and addressing many other 
critical questions accessible via the production and decay of B hadrons. The proceedings 
contain most of the plenary talks, describing the principal physica issues and reporting results 
on charm and beauty decays from existing experiments at CESR, LEP, and the Tevatron. 
In addition. the moceedines contain summaries and individual contributions from the eleven 
working groups. 

The proceedings of this workshop underline the fact that hadron accelerators have a 
very lame wtential to studv CP violation and other difficult questions in the B system. The I. 
enormous production rates-in high energy beams allow for a large variety of event selection 
schemes by multi-level triggers, both in hardware and software. Promising schemes have 
been proposed and will be further developed and tested in the next few years. 

Near the end of the Workshop, the United States House of Representatives voted to 
terminate the funding for the construction of the SSC. Since then, both Houses of Congress 
have agreed to cancel the SSC project and close the SSC Laboratory. This action has an im- 
measurable impact on the future of high energy physics and fundamental research in general, 
in this country and abroad. Dedicated B experiments at the highest energies are among the 
many exciting scientific opportunities that are lost. Nevertheless, these proceedings will serve 
a,s a valuable guide to the potential of hadron accelerators for the understanding of the origin 
of CP violation in particular and beauty physics in general. The projections presented here 
are to be compared with the capabilities of present and future high luminosity e+e- storage 
rings operating at the T(4s) resonance. The Fermilab Collider remains a viable opportunity 
for reaching many of the goals examined here. The proposed LHC project st CERN can 
benefit from many of the insights recorded here, as can the fixed target experiments planned 
for 1 TeV proton beams at Fermilab and HERA. 

We would like take this opportunity to thank the members of the Organizing Com- 
mittee, the working group conveners, the speakers, the editors of the proceedings, and the 
members of our dedicated workshop staff. They all worked hard to make this workshop pos- 
sible and they, along with the enthusiastic participants, deserve credit for the very fruitful 
results generated in the thin air and natural beauty of the Colorado Rockies. We would also 
like to thank Patricia Ehresmann, Valerie Kelly and the staff of the Technical Information 
and Publication Services at the Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory for their efforts 
in putting together this document. 

Regrettably, this was the last in a long and successful series of Snowmass workshops 
related to SSC physics! 

Vera Liith and Jeffrey Appel 
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CP VIOLATION IN THE STANDARD MODEL: 
THE B MESON SYSTEM 

Michael Gwnau 
Depwtmcnl of Phyricr, Tech&n - lame/ Inatilute of Technology 

SlOOO IfaiJa, Imae 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We review various phenomena of CP violation in B decays within the standard model. 
Section 2 describes the mechanism of CP violation in the Standard Model, which is based on 
a complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayaahi-Maskawa quark mixing matrix. Three different 
manifestationa of CP breakdown in the B system arc studied in Sections 3, 4, 5. These 
include CP asymmetries in direct decaye of charged B mesons, CP nonconaervation in 9-9 
mixing and CP violation which occur when mixed neutral B mesona decay to states which 
are comma,, decay products of B” and B”. We show how to use mesawed CP asymmetries 
to determine angles of the CKM unitarity triangle, which are fundamentrJ parameters of 
the Slandard Model. Complications due to penguin amplitudes and due to possible color 
suppression of certain decay amplitudes are discussed. Section 6 presents a method which 
uses correlated pions to identify the flexor of neutral B mesons in order to measure CP 
asymmetries. We conclude in Section 1. 

This review is not supposed to be complete. Rather, it represents our own view about 
the most promising ways of testing the CKM mechanism of CP violation in B decays. A 
more complete list of references may be found in previous reviews.’ 

2. CP VIOLATION IN THE STANDARD MODEL 

2.1 The CKM Matriz 

In the standard model the SU(3)o x SU(2)r. x U(l)u gauge group is spontaneously 
broken by the ve.cuum expectation value of a single scalar Higgs doublet. CP violation 
occur in the interactions of the three families of left-handed quarks with the charged gauge 
boson: 

d 
E i)‘7’lV 8 

0 
w,’ + .., 

b I. 

CP violation requires a complex (rather than real) Cabibbo-Kahayashi-Maskawa 2 (CKM) 
miting matrix V. The quark mane terms exhibit a symmetry under phase redefinitions of 
the six quark fields. This freedom leaves a single phase in V. The unitary matrix V, which 
can, be defined in terms of this phase (7) and three Euler-like mixing angles, is approximated 



for most practical purposes by the following form: 

( 

IV”.1 Iv”ble-‘~ 
VZ -I:“., 1 IVCSI 

‘1 
(2) 

IVWKbl - IV&” -Iv&l 1 

The measured values of tbe three mixing angles (sin011 ? IV,,l, sin823 F iVeal, sin8,r 
c IV,sl) have a hierarcbial structure in generation sp~e,~ 

pJ”,l = 0.220f0.002 (A) , Iv,sl = 0.040*0.007 (CqX’)) , IVd = 0.003 f 0.001 (O(Y)) , 

(3) 
often characterized ’ by powers of a parameter A. This structure was used with unitarity 
to obtain the approximate expressions 01 the three 1 quark couplings in V. It is amusing to 
note that the yet unmeasured value of IV,,1 obtained irom unitarity is the most accurately 
known psrameter of the mixing matrix. 

Unite&y of V can be represented geometrically in terms of triangles, such as the one 
depicted in Fig.1 representing the relation 

V”dV”J + vdv:, + vl,v,; = 0 (4) 

7 

&d “:b 

Figure 1: The CKM~unitarity triangle 

The three angles of the unitarity triangle, o, P and 7 (which appears as a phase in (Z)), we 
rather badly known at present. Current constraints irom direct measurements and irom the 
observed B” -Be mixing and CP violation in K decays, which depend oil uncertainties in 
IC- and B-meson hadronic parameters, can be approximately summarized by the following 
ranges? 

50 5 a 5 160S, 50 < 0 5 450, lO$ 5 170’ (5) 

As we wilt show, CP asymmetries in 8 decays are directly related to these angles io a manner 
which is free of hadronic uncertainties, and cao provide a more precise determination for some 
of these fundamental parameters. 

2.2 CP VioLdon in B ~3, K Decoys 

One advantage of using the B system compared to the neutral I( system is simply 
illustrated in Fig. 2, which compares the unitarity triangles of these two cases. For 0: 

all the three sides of the triangle have comparable lengths (0(X5)), white in the K meson 
triangle, which essentially collapses to a line, two sides are much longer (A) and the third 
one is extremely tiny (0(X5)). Unitarily pt zrn ICS that lhe two triangles have equal areas. 
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Figure 2: Unitarity triangles of Sj (a) and Ke (b). 

Therefore, CP asymmetries in B decays, represented, ior instance, by the angle 7, are much 
larger than the asymmetries expected in K decays, which are given by the angle 0. In physical 
terms, this follows from the fact that the difference between particle and antiparticle decay 
rates for both K and 8 mesons involves the same universal CKM lactor, given by the area of 
either triangle. That is, when two CKM amplitudes interiere in X and B decays the particle- 
antiparticle decay-rate-difference contains in both cases a common factor Im(V.rV&~.V:,) = 
IIXI(V.~V;~~~V:,). On the other hand, the CKM factors which determine the decay r&es 
themselves are much~lorger for X decays than lor Ll decays. 

The experimental and theoretical situation of CP violation in K decays is nicely sum- 
marized in ref. 6. In brief, the overall magnitude of the very precisely measured parameter 
Ed, which measures CP violation in IC’ - i? mixing, can he accounted for in the Slan- 
dard Model. However, the theoretical calculation involves large uncertainties in lhe CKM 
parameters, in the 1 quark mass and in the hadronic “bag” parameter BK, which gives the 
box-diagram K” -i? matrix element. These uncertainties lead to the large range al allowed 
values of sin7 (Eq.(5)) to which ex is propaprtional. The theoretical situation with respect 
to CP violation in K + 2rr decay, where the 30 year experimental search for a nonzero value 
of e’/e is still going on, is worse. The et&cl of the QCD penguin amplitude is to yield v&es 
of 8/e around 1O-3 with about an order of magnitude uncertainty. The contributions of 
additional etectroweak penguin amplitudes which tend to cancel this term can lead to much 
smaller wlues. Values as small as IO-’ or even smaller cannot be excluded. These calcuta- 
lions involve uncertaities in a few hadronic matrix elements. The advantage of certain CP 
asymmetries in B decays, to which we now turn, is that they are both very large nod bee of 
such uncertainties, and can poleniatly provide luture tests oi the mechanism of CP violation 
in the Standard Model. 

3. CP VIOLATION IN CHARGED B DECAYS 

9.1 A Theowfieal Di&tlfy 

The simplest manifestations of CP violation are different partial decay widths for a 
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particle and its antipvrlicle into corresponding decay modes. Consider a general decay Bt _ 
f and its charge-conjugate process Bm + f. In order that these two proceses have different 
rates, two amplitudes (A,, A,) must contribute, with dilTerent CKM phase. (6, # &) and 
different final state interaction phases (6, # 6,): 

A(B+ - f) = IA,le”‘e’6’ + [Alle”‘e’6’ , 

n(B- + f) = IA,(e-‘+‘ei61 + IA21e-‘~lei6~ , 

IAl2 - 17iiz = 2JA,A21sin(& - &)ain(& - 6,) (6) 

The theoretical difficulty of relating an asymmetry in charged B decays to a pure CKM 
phase follows from having two unknowns in the problem: The ratio al amplitudes, IA2/A,I, 
and the final state phase difference, & 6,. Both quantities involve quite large theorertical 
uncertainties. 

This is demonstrated in Fig. 3, which describes the two amplitudes A1 and A1 for 
Bt + K+r’, given by the “penguin” (a) and “tree” (b) diagrams, respectively. In this case 

(b) 

Figure 3: Penguin (a) and tree (b) diagrams in B+ -+ K*r’. 

4, = 0, & = 7, A few calculations of the asymmetry in this process were made,’ based 
on estimates 01 the tree-to-penguin ratio of ampliludes and of the strong phase diKerence. 
They all involve large theoretical uncertainties. To demonstrate the difficulty, noLe that the 
strong phase includes a phase due to the absorptive part of the physical eF quark pair in the 
penguin diagram, arising for instance from the rescattering process B - aLI. - Ka. 

3.2 A Way lo Meorum 7 

The decays B* + @(@)I<* and s few other processes of this type provide a unique 
case,’ in which one can measwe separately the magnitudes of the two contributing ampli- 
tudes, and thereby determine the CKM phase 7. D:(D;) = (0’ + (-@)/a is a CP-even 
(odd) state, which is identified by its CP-even (add) decay products. For instance, the states 

K&s KS-P’s Ksw, Ksr$ identify e. Oi, while r+r-, K+K- represent a Oi. The decay 
amplitudes of the above two charge-conjugate processes can be written (say for Dy) in the 
form 

&(B+ + DyK+) = JA11exp(i-r)exp(i6,) + IAslexp(i&) , 

hA(B- - DYK-) = IAllexp(-il)exp(idl) + IAzlexp(i&). 
(7) 

Al and A2 are the two weak amplitudes, shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(a), respectively. Their 
CKM lactors V&V,, and V<iV,, are 01 comparable magnitudes. Their weak phases arc 7 and 
zero in the standard convention of Fig. 1. Since AI leads to final stales with &spin 0 and 
1, whereas A2 can only lead to isospin 1 states, one generally expects p g1 # &. 

” 
B+ ri” Do 

K+ K’ 
” ” 

(0) (b) 

Figure 4: Two diagrams decribing B* + aoK+ (a) and B+ 4 D°K+ (b). 

Aa shown in Fig. 4, the two amplitudes on the right-hand-sides of the first of Eqs. (7) 
are the amplitudes of B+ + D’K+ and B+ - @K+, respectively. Similarly, the two 
terma in the second equation describe the amplitudes oi B- - i?K- and B- - DOK-, 
respectively. The flavor states Do and tie ace identified by the charge of the decay lepton or 
kaon. Thus we find: 

,hA(B+ - D;K+) = A(B+ - D’K+) + A(B+ - $K+), 

&?A(B- - D:K-) = A(B- - ~YK-) + A(B- - D~K-). 
(8) 

Eqs. (8) can be described by two triangles in the complex plane a~ shown in Fig. 5. 

Figure 5: Triangles describing l+.(S), 

The two triangles represent the complex B’. and B- decay ampliludcr. Note that 

A(B+ - 3~~) = A(E - DOK-) , 

A(B+ - D’K+) = exp(2i7)A(E- -+ 8K-), (9) 

IA(B+ - D;K+)I # IA(B- - DYK-)I 

This implies that CP is conserved in B* - D’(B”)K* but is violated in B* - DfK’. In 
the last of Eqs.(S) we assumed 7 # 0, 6, # 6,. The asymmetry in the rates of B* - DyK* 
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depends on 7 and 6, - 6,; clearly 

IA(B+ - D;K+)/* - lA(B- - DfK-)I’ 

= ZIA(E+ - SK+)~~A(B+ - DOK+)IS~~(~~ br)sin7. 
(10) 

The procedure for obtaining 7 is straightforward. Measurements of the rates of the above 
six proccesses, two pairs of which are equal, determine the lengths of all six sides of the two 

triangles. When the two triangles are formed, ‘27 is the angle between A(B* - D’K+) and 
A(B- + $K-). This determines the magnitude’oi 7 (even ii 6, = 6,) within a lwo~fold 
ambiguity related lo a possible interchange oiy and 6, - 62. This ambiguity may be resolved 
by carrying out this analysis for other decay processes of the type 8* - D”(i?,DPcr,)X*, 
where X* is any other slate with the flavor quantum number of a K*. 

The ieasibilily ai observing a CP asymmetry in Bf - DycrjK+ depends on the branch- 
ing ratios of the three related decays, and on the values of the weak and strong phases. 
An estimate, BR(B+ - B°K’t) i-: 2 x IO-‘, is obtained from the corresponding Cabibbo- 

allowed rate lo of B+ - OTT+. The number ai B+ + Dyt,,K+ events is suppressed by 

a 5 - 10% efficiency for detecting a neutral D meson through its CP decay modes. The 
worst factor may be the unknown branching ratio of B+ - D’K+. This process, in which 
the two quarks of the c: current enter two diKerent meson stales, is usually assumed lo be 
“color-suppressed”. Color suppression has already been varified in 8 - Dn, for which two 
processes are shown in Fig.6. Here one has ” BR(B; + D-a+) = (2.2 zt 0.5) x lo-’ for the 

d 
Bad D‘ 6” 

% 

(01 (b) 

Figure 6: Color~allowed (a) and color-suppressed (b) B - Da decays. 

color~allowed decay, whereas for the color-suppressed mode one has t!le limit BR(Bz - 
-0 
D TO) < 3.5 x IO-‘. If the same suppression Jaclor applies also lo B* - DOI<+, then the 
branching rnlio of this process is al the level of il few limes 1O-5 or analler. 

Using the value BR(L? - DoI = 5 x 10m6, lhc Icasibilily ior observing a CP 

nsymmetry in B+ - D~c,jK+ was recently sludied II as function of 7 and 6, - 6,) for a 

(symmetric) et,- + T(4.Y) B-iaclory with an integrated luminosity oiZO/b-‘. It was found 
that even with the above small branching ratio the discovery region covers a significanl part 
of the (~~6~ - 6,) plane. For small final stale phase differences the experiment is sensilive 
mainly lo values of 7 around 90’. Large values of 62 - 6, allow measurement of 7 in the 
range 50° 5 -, < 130’. Note that the branching ratio of Bt - D’K* may be considerably 
larger than 5 x 10-O which would lead lo a wider discovery region. 

Present experiments are reaching the level of being able lo observe the first Cabibbo 
suppressed decays B - DK. The question of color-suppression in these decays needs la be 
studied. Al this point, the assumplion of a universal color-suppression Iaclor should be taken 
with a great deal of caulion. For instance, the dynamics may be different in B+ - D’K+ 
(Fig. 4(b)), which involves B heavy-lo-light quark transition, and in Bi -+ nor0 (Fig&(b)), 
which is a heavy-lo-heavy quark transition. Factorization, which is one assumption needed 
lo calculate two-body decay rates, can only be argued for in heavy-lo-heavy lransilions.” 

4. CP VIOLAION IN 8’ - 3’ MIXING 

The flavor slates 8’ and go mix through lhe weak interactions to form the “Light” and 
“H&y” mass-eigenstales BL and B”: 

Ied = PIB”) t ,A@ , 

IBM) = PIB”) -da’) (11) 
The Hamiltonian e&value equation (using CPT) 

(g-jr p r;s 
“Qr$) (lq) =(mr.H-;r‘,“)(~*) (12) 

has the following solution for the mixing parameter q/p 3 (1 - cs)/(l + ~8): 

‘=J 
Iv;, - ;r;, 

P Ml2 - ;r12 (13) 

Since q/p has a phase freedom under redefinition of the phases ai the flavor stales B”, B” 
(lBo) - ei(lBo), 1-B”) - e-‘(IFJo) * (qlp) 
in BQ -a” mixing, and the deviation of [q/pi 

- P’(q/p)), lq/pI = 1 means CP conservation 
I ram 

Now, in the B system one has lr,>l < JM12/. 
one measures CP violation in the mixing. 

r 16 is given by the absorptive part oi the 
box diagram, Fig.‘l(a), arising from decay channels which are common to B” and i?. On 
the other hand, MIS is the dispersive part of the diagram, Fig.‘l(b), governed by the 1 quark 
mass. Crudely speaking lI’lsJM1~1 - m:/m:. Thus CP violation in 8’ - 8’ mixing in 
expected lo be very small in the Standard Model,” lq/pl- 1 - O(lO-‘). This is about the 
level of violation measured in the neutral I< meson system, 

:7i d 

(bl 

Figure 7: Box diagrams oi rj2 (a) and Ml2 (h). 



CP violation in BD - B” mixing is expected to show up as a charge asymmetry in 
semiieptonic decays to “wrongcharge” leptons, namely leptons to which only a mixed neutral 
B can decay: 

&‘ = mow + e+uq - qqq + e-ox) 

I@(t) + C+vX) + l?(BO(f) - t-iiX) 
(14) 

B’(t) (B’(t)) is a time-evolving state, which was a pure B” (3’) slate at 1 = 0. The 
asymmetry can be easily shown to be time-independent: 

As‘ = 1 - IdPI 
1 + Iq/pl’ = 4RerB (15) 

A recent 90% c.1. experimental upper Limit irom CLEO,” ]Ref~] < 45 x lo-‘, is almost 
two orders 01 magnitude above the Standard Model prediction. It wiU be extremely difficult 
to observe an asymmetry at this tiny level. Also, since the calculation cd lq/pl - 1 involves 
hadronic uncertainties, this asymmetry would not provide a useful quantitative test of the 
CKM mechanism. A large asymmetry would rule out the model. 

Let us note in passing that while CP violation in the B” -B” miring is expected to be at 
the level of the one observed in KQ -fT’ mixing, the asymmetries expected in neutral B decays 
are much larger than those of K decays. Thus, when discussing neutral B decay asymmetries 
in the Cc&wing section we will take ]q/p] = 1 which IS a very good approximation. In this 
aooraximation . . 

(16) 

where the last relation is obtained in the quite standard phase convention used in Fig.1. We 
will also assume rr. = rH, which is e. good approximation, in particular for Bi where it is 
expected to hold within better than 1% accuracy. 

5. CP VIOLATION IN DECAYS OF MIXED B0 -B” 

5.1 Time-dependent A~ymmclrie~ in the Geneml Cue 

Consider the time-evolution of a state which is identified at time 1 = 0 as a B’: 
‘Yrr 

t=O: ~B’)=+BL)+IBH)). (‘71 

The time-evolutions of the states BL,H are given simply by their masses and by their equal 
decay width I’: ]BL,H(~ = 0)) + [B&1)) = exp[-i(m~,~ - ;T)t]lBL,H(t = 0)). Thus, in 

proper time 1 the B” oscillales into a mixture of B” and B”: 

t: /B”(t)) = e-‘=e-ff[m(~)~Bo) +ie-“” sin($@)j , (18) 

where fii z (,,q, + ,7,‘)/2, Am = mH - m‘. Now, asaune that both B” and B” can decay 
to a common state f, with amplitudes A and 2, respectively. The time-dependent decay 
rate to f of an initial B” and the corresponding rate for an initial B” we then given by 

r(B’(t) - f) = e-rLjA]‘jcoaz(~) + ]~/Aj’sin’(~) - lm(e~z’+Y~/A)8in(Amt)] , 

l-@‘(i) - f) = eCr’lA12(l;i/A12cos’( ) + lm(eC”~Y z/A) sin(Anrl)] 

(10) 
In the special cake that f is an eigenstate of CP, CPlf) = *If), CP violation is manifest 
when r(t) z rp(t) + f) # r@(t) + f) E i=(t). I n g enerd the CP asymmetry is then 
given by:” 

Aaym.(t) E 
I’(t) -r(t) = (1 - ]a/A]2) +A&) - 21m(e-“(‘~/A)sin(Amt) 

r(f) + q’(t) I + I~/Al’ 
(20) 

The two terms in the numerator represent different sources of CP violation. The first term 
follows from CP violation in the direct decay of a neutral B meson, whereas the second term 
is induced by B” - 8’ mixing. 

5.1 Deocys to CP Eigenslotes Dominated by a Single CKM Phase 

Let us first consider the ce.ae of no direct CP violation, ]Z] = IAl, in which a single 
weak amplitude (or rather a single weak phase) dominates the decay.” This is the case 
of a maximal interference term in Eqe.(lS). Denoting the weak and strong phases by +D 
and 6, respectively, we have A = lA(exp($o)exp(i6), A = l ]Sil.xp(-ibo)exp(i6), and the 
asymmetry is given simply by 

Arym.(i) = +sin2($, + d~)sin(Amt) 

The sign is given by CP(f). The time-integrated asymmetry is 

WI 

Asym. = f ( 1 +Tr$.)2) ~inX+h + 4~) (22) 

That is, in this case the CP asymmeiry rn~a~~re~ a CKMphose toilk no hodmnie uncertainly. 
The best example is the well-known and much studied ” case of Bz -+ +Ks, for which 

a branching ratio of (5.6 f 0.9) x IO-’ may be obtsined by isospin from the measured ‘O 
value of BR(B- - $KC-). In this case +M = P, 4~ = arg(VAV,.) = 0, CP(+Ks) = -1. 
Another case is B; + ,r+n-, for which only a combined branching ratio BR(Bi -a r+r- + 
K+rr-) = (2.3 f 0.8) x 10.’ exists at present, with 6~ = arg(VcbV,,) = 7, CP(r+a-) = 1. 
Consequently one has in these two cases 

Asym.(B~ + $Ks; 1) = - sin 20 sin(Amt) , 

Asym.(B~ + ~+r-;l) = -sinZasin(Amt) (23) 

In the case of decay to two pions the asymmetry obtains, however, corrections irom a second 
(penguin) CKM phase. This problem will be studied below. 

5;s Deocys lo Non-CP Eigenrtates 

Angles of the unitarity triangle can also be determined from neutral B decays to states 
f which arc not eigenstates of CP. ” This is feasible when both a B” and a B” can decay 
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to a final state which appears in only one partial wave, provided that a single CKM phase 
dominates each oi the corresponding decay amplitudes. 

The time-dependent rates for states which were B” or zi” at 1 = 0 and decay at time t 
to a state J or its charge-conjugate 7 are given by:” 

r,(l) = e -r’[IAl’ m2(~) + ~;4~2.inz(~) + lAnl.in(A6 + A&, -+ Z&)sin(Amt)l , 

-r,(t) = ,-“[17i/z COS’( y) + IA(’ ’ stn (+) - I.A;4lsin(A6 + A&, + Z&,)sin(Amt)) , 

r?(l) = e -r’[lSi12 ecd( T) + IAl’ ’ sm ( y ) - IAZI sin(A6 - AND - Z$,)rin(Amt)] , 

F?(L) = e -r’[lA/Z~~~‘(~)+l~~zsin’(~)+lAA~sin(A6-A~o-2~~)sin(Amt)]. (24) 

Here A6, (Ado) is the diKerences between the strong (weak) phases of A and Xi. The four 
rates depend on four unknown quantities, [Al, 1x1, sin(A6 + A$, + 2+~), sin(A6 - A$o - 
24,). Measurement of the rates allows a determination of the weak CKM phase AdD -1. 2dM 
apart Iram a two-fold ambiguity.” 

There are two interesting examples to which this method may be applied. In the first 
case, B! + p+r-, one must neglect B second conlribution of a penguin amplitude, a problem 
which will be addressed in the following subsection. Assuming for a moment that tree 
diagrams, shown in Figs. g(a), g(b), d ominnte A and x, one can measure in this manner the 
angle a, since in this case AND + Z$nn = 2(7 + 0) = Z(n - a). A decay, which may be used 
to measure 7, is 8: - Df Km, in which the single amplitude which contributes is shown in 
Figs.S(a), 9(b) for A and 2. Here A.#, + 24, = 1. 
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Figure 8: Diagrams of 8: - p+n- (a) and Z?i - p+n- (b). 
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Figure 9: Diagrams of By - DfK- (a) and i?y - DtK- (b). 

5.1 Corrections from Penguin Ampliludcr 

A crucial question is, of course, how good is the assumption of a single dominant CKM 
phase, which is needed for a hadronic-free determination of an angle of the unit&y triangle. 
An experimental way to answer this question is to look for an extra cor(Aml) term in the 
time-dependent asymmetry 01 Eq.(ZO) which describes CP violation in the direct decay of 
Ea. There is, however, the danger tbnt this term will be unobservably small, just because 
final state interaction phase differences happen to be small. ‘The eKect of a second amplitude 
on the coefficient of sin(Amt), which is proportional to the cosine of this phase-diflerence. 
may still be large. 

In a large variety of decay processes there exists a second amplitude due to “penguin” 
diagrams” in addition to the usual “tree” diagram. In general, the new contribution becomes 
more disturbing when the process becomes more CKM-aupprcssed. Thus, in the case of 
Bi - Ksn’, for which the two diagrams are similar to those shown in Fig.3, the penguin 
diagram may, in fact, dominate. The penguin-to-tree ratio of amplitudes is proportinal to 
the ratio oi the corresponding CKM factors and to a QCD fator ((2,(m:)/12s)ln(m:/m:). 
This ratio may be estimated for a given process. A few examples of final states in 8: decays, 
characterizing different levels 01 CKM suppression, are:‘” 

10-s $Ks ) 
Penguin 0.05 -= 

I 
DfD- (D’fW) , 

Tree 0.20 *‘r- (&3+x-), 
O(1) I<*?? 

(25) 

These numbers represent quite crude estimates, since there exists no reliable method to 
calculate hadronic matrix elements of penguin operators. One way to obtain information 
about these matrix elements would be to measure pure penguin processes, such a6 89 + +U<,. 

We see from Eqs.(25) that the decay 8; - $Ks remains a pure case, within lcsa than 
l%, also in the presence 01 penguin contributions. On the other hand, penguin effects one the 
CP asymmetry of l3; * *+*- may be substantial. This is demonstrated in Fig.10, taken 
from Rel. 21, which shows the coefficient 01 the sin(Amt) term in this asymmetry as Iunction 
nf the =nglc 01 for a zero final slate interaction phase difTerence. The range of values comes 
from taking the ratio (Penguin/Tree) to be between 0.04 and 0.20. An asymmetry as large 
as 0.4 can possibly be measured even when sin(2a) = 0. 
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Figure 10: Asymmetry in Bz + n’n- as function of ~1 



5.5 Removing Penguin Corwclionr in 0: - x+Y 

It is possible to disentangle the penguin contribution in 8: - r+r- from the tree- 
dominating asymmetry by measuring also the rates oi B+ - ,r+n’ and 8: - @lr’. The 
method a’ is bared on the observation that the two weak operators contributing to the three 
isospin~related processes have different isospin properties. Whereas the tree operator is a 
mixture of A1 = l/2 and AI = 3/Z, the penguin operator is pure AI = l/2. Denoting 
the physical amplitudes of B - ir+rm,aono ,T+,? by the charges of the two corresponding 

pions, one linds from an &spin decomposition 

LA+- = AZ - A0 , 
Ji 

Aon = 2Az + Ao., A+’ = 3A2 , (26) 

where Aa and A1 are the amplitudes for a Bj or a B+ to decay into a rn state with I = 0 
and I = 2, respectively. This yields the complex triangle relation 

LA+- + Aon = ,.,fQ 
Jz 

(27) 

There is a similar triangle relation for the charge-conjugated processes: 

(28) 

Here, T-, itoo, and Ame are the amp,itudes for the processes B; - ,r+r-, BP, _ ireno, 

and B- - r-no, respectively. The 7i amplitudes are obtained irom the A amplitudes by 
simply changing the sign of the CKM phases (the strong phases remain the same). 

The crucial point in the analysis is that the pure “tree” amplitude A, has a well-defined 
weak phase, which is given by the angle 7 of the unitarity triangle: 

A1 = IA@ei7 , & = IA21ei6’e-” (29) 

where & is the I = 2 final-stale-interaction phase. it is convenient to define A = exp(Zi7)A 
so that & = A2 and 2-O = Ato. The two complex lriangles representing Eqs. (27)(28) 
(where Ais replaced by ii) are shown in Fig.11. They have a common base (CP is conserved 
in B+ - n+ne); however the length of their corresponding sides are different. That is, CP 
is violated in 83 - II+-- and in Bi - #no. 

Figure 11: lsospin trinngles of R - li7r 

The six sides of the two triangles are measured by the decay rates of B” and by the time- 
integrated rates of Bi (Bi). This determines the two triangles within a two-fold ambiguity; 
each triangle may be turned up-side-down. The coefficient of the sin(Amt) term in the 
time-dependent decay rate of Bi j r+r- measures the quantity 

**(e-2’(8+vl~) = W sin(2a + e+_) 
IA++ 

8+-, which vanishes in the absence of the penguin correction, is obtained from Fig.11. This 
determines the angle OI. 

The ieasibilty of applying this method in asymmetric e+e- B-Factories ” depends not 
only on the small branching ratio of Bj - T+I-, but also on the presumably smaller decay 
rate into neutral pions. Measurement of a much smaller rate for neutral pions would confirm 
color-suppression of the tree diagram in this process. 

Similar isospin analyses may be carried out for other decays in which penguin amplitudes 
are involved.24 In general, the precision of determining a CKM phase becomes worse when a 
larger number of amplitudes must be related. Also a few ambiguities show up in this case. In 
the above-discussed case of Bz - prr (and B+ - pr) five physical decay am&itudes appear. 
In this case the ambiguity can be resolved ii a full DaliIs plot analysis can be made for the 
three pion final states.25 

8. FLAVOR-TAGGING OF NEUTRAL B MESONS 

6.1 The Conventional Method 

in order to measure CP ,asymmetries in neutral B decays one must identify the flavor of 
the decaying meson at some reference time (1 = 0 in Eq.(21)). In a e+e‘ - T(4.S) W-factory 
this is achieved ” by observing a lepton (or a cascade charged kaon from B -+ D -+ K) 
from the decay of the other neutral B. Since at any time after production the two neutral B 
mesons form B coherent C(B’?) = -1 EPR pair, the charge of the lepton serves to “tag” 
the opposite flavor of the other B at the time of semileptonic decay. Furthermore, the CP 
asymmetry is odd in the time-difference of the two decays, and consequently asymmetric 
storage rings are required for an asymmetry measurement, 

The conventional method of determining the flavor of neutral B mesons in high energy 
e+e- or in hadronic collisions zd IS to use as a “tag” the lepton from II semileptonic decay of 
an associated b-meson or b-baryon. The flavor is misidentified part of the time as a result oi 
8’ -B” mixing. The probability of misidentification and its effect on diluting the measured 
CP asymmetry can only be crudely estimated. Since the Be and B” are usually produced 
with many other particles, it is commonly assumed that they are in an incohemnf mixture. 

6.2 Flavor-Tagging by Comlaled Piona 

Recently an alternative method of flavor identification WM suggested I’, which uses (L 
correlation of the decaying neutral B with charged piona produced nearby in phase space. 



We have also presented a way of testing experimentally for arbitrary coherence properties 
01 the B’, 3’ mixture state “. This general tagging procedure can determine weak phases 
from measured asymmetries, independent of any theoretical assumption about properties of 
the initially produced state. We will briefy describe the idea of this melhod and the manner 
in which it can be applied. 

There are two arguments for an expected correlation between the flavor of a neutral B 
and the charge of a pion which makes a low mass B,- r system. The first argument is based 
on the existence of positive-parity “D”” resonances, with 3’ = O+, I+, 2+ and masses 
below about 5.8 &V/c’. Using Heavy Quark Symmetry, this mass value is obtained horn 
the corresponding observed “D”” mr~sses (2420, 2460 &V/c’). The R” resonances decay 
to ET and/or B’rr mcaons in I = l/2 states. That is, a r+ will accompany a Bj and not a 
B”,. The production of D” 1s about 20% 01 all D mesons produced in the e+e- continuum 
and in charm- photoproduction. ” Similar relative rater may be assumed for B” production. 

The second argument is that in b-quark fragmentation the leading pion carriw informa- 
tion about the flavor of the neutral B (B’), as illustrated in Fig.12. This elfect was calculated 
for LEP energies ” , and an asymmeky [N(B’lr+)-N(B’~-)J/[~(BOnt)+N(BOn-)] = 0.27 

was found at and slightly above B ET mass of 5.8 GeVfc’. Adding B” production at a level 
of 20% may lead to asymmetries as large as 40% or so. The asymmetries may be less pro- 
nounced at the Tevatron, where the band 6 jets are not as strongly separated. An important 
experimental question is, of course, how to maximize this correlation using different kin=. 
matical constraints on the B - T system, such as the range of invariant mass or the relative 
angle/transverse momentum/rapidity 01 the two particles. 

Eq.(lg) as functions of proper decay time: 

R(1) = e-” IP,Cos2(~)tP~~in2(~)] ( 

W(f) = cc” (31) 

In obtaining Eqs.(Sl) we assumed that the produced B” and 8” are always incoherent with 
respect to one another. The time-dependent asymmetry is 

R(f) - W(r) P, - P2 
R(r) + W(1) = p,+p2 

cos(Amt) 

The corresponding time-integrated asymmetry is 

J[W - W(W P, - P, 
.fF-W + WW = m 1 + (A&)2 

(32) 

(33) 

The tagging dilution factor (PI - P2)/(P, + P ) 2 , which measures the B - ST correlation, 

may be determined from Eqs.(32) (33). Statistically, the time-dependent asymmetry may 
be more powerful than the time-integrated one. Also, to gain statiatica, one may add up in 
the numerator and denominator of the asymmetry a few specific-flavor decay modes, such as 
+bK’O, LFn+, etc. 

Let us note in passing that Eqs.(31)-(33) hold also for th e conventional method of flavor 

tagging, which uses the eemileptonic decay of the b-hadron produced in association with the 
neutral B. In this case PI and P, are the probabilities of right and wrong flavor tagging. 

6.9 CP Asymmetries with Correlated Pions 

In neutral B decays to B CP eigenstate, such as Bi -a *KS, one now considers B - r 
combinations in the same low mass range as in the specific flavor decays. An asymmetry is 
defined in terms of the charge of the pion produced along with the neutral B: 

(b) Asym.(JIKs,a;f) E ;;,“;;;::;:;; ;;$;:‘:I;:; 
1 I 

(34) 

Figure 12: Fragmentation of b(6) into am with production of a charged pion. Using Eq.(lg) one finds 

Let us denote N(B’a+) = Pi and N(D’lr-) = Pz, for low-mass B - n combinations. 
Aaym.(4Ks,~~;1) = -( s)sin2Psin(Amt), (35) 

so that one expectr PI > P,. We will consider charge-symmetric production processes, such 
as in e+e- and iip collisions, in which N(B’a’) = N(B’r-), N(DOr-) = N(B’r+). Let 
us imagine that a neutral B decays to a state of identifiable flavor, lor instance B” + $K’O 
where the flavor 01 the neutral K’ is identified by K” - K+r-. Denoling the relative 
numbers of “right-sign” combinations (Don+ or O”s-) by R and the numbers of “wrong- 
sign” combinations (Bore or Bon+) by 14’. these time-dependent numbers are obtained from 

and an integrated asymmetry 

Asym.(+Ks,n) = -( (36) 

These asymmetries and the correlation factor (PI - P*)/Pz + Ps) determined from Eqs.(32) 
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(33) can then be used to find sin2P. Again, we should point out that Eqs.(35)(36) hold e,Iso 
iii caze of tagging with leptons from decays of the associated b-hadron; however here the 
asymmetry in Eq.(34) is defined in terms of e* instead of x*. 

6.4 The Qustion of Coherence 

The tagging asymmetries of Eqs.(32)(33) and the CP asymmetries of Eqs.(35)(36) were 
obtained under the assumption that the produced B” and B” are incoherent with respect to 
one another. Although this is quite plausible, wince the two mesons are usually separated in 
rapidity by many intermediate hadrons. this assumption should be tested. In a recent study 
” we have shown how to use the above two kinds of asymmetries botb to completely specify 
the coherence properties of the produced no/g state and to determine a weak CKM phase. 
In brief, one uses a density matrix in a “quasispin” space of B” and 8” to describe R general 
neutral B state. One then finds instead of Eqs.(32) and (35) the following asymmetries: 

R(t) - W(t) 
R(t) t W(t) 

= Q; cos(Amt t VP) , (37) 

Asym.(tiIis, )r; t) = -( 1 ~Q~~os2P)sin2~sin(Aort tp). (381 
3 

The three parameters Q;, Qj and ‘p describe en arbitrary coherent, partially coherent, 
or incoherent combination of neutral 8’ and B”. Incoherent production, with relative prob- 
abilities Pi, Ps for Do B” I 2 IS described by Q; = (PI - P,)/(P, + Pz), f& = 0. ‘p = 0. 
Coherence (v # 0 and/or &; # 0) IS c h aracterized by e. phase shift in Eqs.(37)(38), and by 
a change in normalization of the CP-eigenstate production rate. Q; and 9 can be measured 
by Eq.(37). The CP asymmetry of Eq.(38) can then be used to determine both Qj and 0, 
For the former one needs to normalize the production rate of the CP eigenstate $I<, by the 
production rate of a corresponding flavor state, such as $1i+.28 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have shown how expected large CP asymmetries in B decays can determine CKM 
phases in manners which are free of hadronic uncertainties. With other (CP conserving) 
measuremmts, this may eventually serve to overconstrain the CKM matrix. A determina- 
tion of the three angles of the unitarity triangle is based theoretically on different types of 
asymmetries and is expected to involve different levels of experimental difficulty, The most 
promising mensurement seems at present to be that of the angle @in Bi + $lis. This is the 
simplest case of CP violation in decays of mixed B@, which essentially involves no correc- 
tions from CP nonconservation in direct decay. In the asymmetry of Bi + TT+~- (p*n’), 
which measures the angle o , one will have to disentangle direct decay CP violation from the 
measured asymmetry. This requires a good detector for neutral pions. A time-independent 
determination of 7 from direct decay CP violation in B* + 0: ,I{* may be feasible if 
BR(B+ - D’K+) is not too strongly color~suppressed. 

Finally, we presented a new idea of lagging neutral B meeons, based on their correlation 
with nearby pions. This may be a very promising possibility if one can establish experi- 
mentally a strong correlation. The number of B mesons in modes such as $K and +K’ 
reconstructed by CDF ” and LEP colIaborations sz 1s sufficiently large that these correla- 
lions are already under invesligation.53 A first time-dependent measurement of Do - 8” 
oscillations was recently made by the ALEPH Collaboration. ” In view of the sizable number 
of reconstructed B’s and the expecte, progress in high resolution vertex detectors, it seems 
that the first time-dependent studies rearching for CP violation may be made not too far in 
the future. 
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B DECAYS IN THE STANDARD MODEL 
A .4D BEYOND 

DAVID LONDON 
Loboratoin de physique nucle’oire, UniuersitC de Montre’al 

C.P. 6128, succ. A, MonlrCol, QuCbec, CANADA, HJC 357. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

When Vera Liith asked me to give a talk on B decays in and beyond the standard 
model (SM), I readily accepted. However, when I sat down and made a list of the topics 1 
would have to cover, I quickly realized that I had bitten 017 more than I could chew. My list 
consisted of the following subjects: 

l Ssmileptonic B decays: these are typically described in one of two ways. Either one 
picks a specific model,‘, or one uses the Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET);* 

. Hadronic B decays: such decays are usually described by the BSW model$ 

l Right-handed B decays? the suggestion here is that B decays are mediated not by the 
ordinary W, but rather by a right-handed W,; 

. Rare B decays: included are the flavour-changing neutral-current decays 
b + 87, b + sPl-, b -a wv, b - sg, b - aq& and 8’ + PP, as well as hadronic 
penguins (B + K,r, etc.), and B’ + 77; 

. the decay B,t + l+v; 

. Exotic B states such as B,‘a and Ah’s; 

s B-B mixing - 26 and t.; 

l T Violation (triple products), 

and I’m sure I’ve overlooked xrne other possibilities. Given the length of this list, I realized 
that I would have to limit myself to a subset of the above topics. I lherefore decided to 
discuss only right-handed B decays, certain rare B decays, B, decays, B,O-e mixing, and T 
violation. Some of the other subjects, such as HQET and B baryons, are discussed elsewhere 
in these proceedings.s 
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2. RIGHT-HANDED B DECAYS 

ated 
Gronau and Wakaizum? (CW) have suggested bhat B decays might in fact he medi- 

by B right-handed We, instead of the SM left-handed W. This possibility is predicated 
on two facts. First, the chirality of B decays has not yet been measured. And second, the 
mass of the W, could still he relatively small:” 

where M. is the mass of the W,, and gL and ga are the left and right couplings, respectively. 
With this in mind, GW have proposed a model in which the SM W doesn’t couple to 

B’s at all. They interpret the long B lifetime as being due to the heaviness of the W., not 
to the smallness of Vd. That is, 

A= (2) (2) N IVcal = 0.044 -t 0.006 

Phenomenolagicedly, & is bounded to he < 0.07. 
In order for this model to he viable, the form of the right-handed CKM matrix VR 

must take into account a large number of phenomenological constraints involving B’s - the B 
lifetime, b - u transitions, Z-body B decays, Cabihbo-suppressed B decays, B:-@ mixing 
- as well as the K&-K, mass difference, Am,. The forms suggested by GW far both the 
left- and right-handed CKM matrix, consistent with the above data, are 

( 

EoS e, sin& 0 
V’, = -sine, case, 0 

0 0 1 i i 

, V” zz *(I -‘L),d (c+T)\/z 
-s(l - c)/Jz m(c - 2)Jz 

cl”& ( (3) 
c/Jz 1 

in which 8, is the Cabihho angle, and 3 = sinOn, c z cos&‘. The magnitude of J is 
determined from IV+,/V,,l, i.e. 

s = 0.08 f 0.02 (4) 
With this choice of left- and right-handed CKM matrices, all known data can he explained 
with 

M; = 300-600 GeV. (5) 
In fact, strictly speaking, this is not completely true - additional assumptions are 

necessary. For example, this model demands the existence of a right-handed neutrina with a 
mass m(u,) < mb-m,. Furthermore, if the vn is very light, muon decay experiments require 
either that ME be in the upper part of the range of Eq. 5, or that the vR he unstable. In 
addition, from direct searches for right-handed W’s at hadron colliders, the limit M, > 520 
GeV is obtained for gn = gL. Thus, if one wants a value for MS in the lower part of the 
range of Eq. 5, it is necessary that grr he larger than gL. Nevertheless, despite these caveats, 
the model is interesting in the sense that it points out certain aspects of B decays which 
must be examined in order to fully test the SM. 

One possibly bothersome aspect of the GW solution (Eq. 3), pointed out by Hou 
and Wyler’ (HW), is that V: is unnaturally small (= 0.0003). One way to avoid this is to 
parametrize the right-handed CKM matrix using two angles 11,2 and 0,3. HW propose’ 

Now, the question is, how can one rule out these models? One of the advantages 
of B hadron collider, as compared to an asymmetric e+e- collider operating at the T(4s) 
resonance, is that one can search directly for new physics. It is more likely that physics 
beyond the standard model - supersymmetry, extra Higgses, technicolour, etc. - wiU be first 
found via direct searches than by looking for indirect signals in B physics. As such, the most 
straightforward way to rule out models of right-handed B decays is simply to look Ior, and 
fail to find, a light W,. 

Another possibility’ is to look at certain B decays which are suppressed in these 
models relative to the SM. Far example, 

BR(b + cEd) 
BR(b + c~s) 

= x2 II 0.05, (SW, 

= O(lO.‘), (CW 
5 o(lo-‘I), (LW. (8) 

In this case, if right-handed currents were responsible for B decays, the ratio of the decay 
rates of B + Dl’lD;l’l and B + D(.lD-l-l would d&r from that of the SM. Similarly, 

BR(b + mis) 
BR(b - tid) 

= A2 Y 0.05, PM), 

z 0.008, (‘=,I), 
2 2 ,$ o(1o-a), w. (9) 

Here one should compare, for example, B - D(‘)p and B + D(‘)K’. 
Finally, there is the possibility of measuring the chirality of B decays. The tepton 

forward-backward decay asymmetry A,, in the decay ?? + D’l-iil is sensitive to the chirality 
of the b + c coupUng.8 However, not being parity-violating, A,b aI.0 depends on the chirality 
of the lepton current, and therefore cannot distinguish models of right-handed B decays from 
the standard model. On the other hand, experiments at LEP can make such a distinction. 
One looks’ at the reaction e+e- -+ 2’ - AaX, in which the hb is highly polarized, its spin 
carried essentie.lly entirety by the bquark. The electron energy spectrum in Aa + charm 
semileptonic decays is then quite sensitive to the V f A nature of the b + c coupling. In 
this way it might be possible to rule out models of right-handed B decays at LEP. 

and take all Y 0.098, 613 z 0.085, in which case VCi = sIz - c12a13 c 0.01. I will refer to this 
as solution (I). 

HW also point out that even if the b + c transitions are dominated by right-handed 
currents, b + u decays might still he mediated mainly via left-handed currents. They thus 
arrive at solution (II): 

v+ Jb %) I v*=(;* G& &). (7) 

with X = sine,, 6 - 0.05 and E i 0.01. 

V” = 
( 
1 0 0 o ~l,Jz A) (;!I;, i T) (;: :;i2 H) , l/Jz (6) 



3. RARE B DECAYS 

3. I b + a-, (and b -P d7) 

The Ravour-changing decay b + 37 occurs first at one loop, and is dominated at 
lowest order by the t-quark contribution: 

M(b + 5-r) = $ $ ~,&(~,)q’r”~~,, (ms( 1 + 7s) + m,(l - 15)) b , (10) 

in which Xt z &bV,;, z, = mF/M:,, and 

&(z) = 24(2: 1)” [6z(3z - 2)logz -(z - l)(Sz* + 52 - 7)] (11) 

However, this process receives important QCD conlrihutions,‘O as shown in Fig. 1. For 
example, for m, = 150 GeV, we find 

BR(b+ a-,) = 1.4 x lo-” (no QCD corrections), 

= 4.2 x 10-4 (including QCD corrections). (12) 

6.o ----?I 

Figure 1: Branching ratio ior b 4 37 in the SM with (solid line) and without 
(dashed line) QCD corrections (from Ref. 11 (reproduced by permission)). 

The rate for b + d7 is obtained from that for b + ~7 (Eq. 10) by replacing the 
a-quark variables by d-quark variables. Thus, to lowest order, 

BR(b - d7) 
BR(b + a-,) 

= 1g1’ (13) 

However, there are additional corrections due to the breaking of SfJ(3),,..,.,. Estimating 
these, and taking into account the uncertainty in the magnitude of I&, one finds” 

BR(b + 31) = 3-5 x IO-’ , 

BR(b + d-,) = 0.5-3 x 10.’ 04) 

Although the inclusive decay rate for b - 87 can be calculated with good precision, 
it is well-known that exclusive decays are poorly understood theoretically: 

R B - BR(B - K’7) = 4-40 %. 
BR(b - q) (15) 

CLEO has measured both inclusive and exclusive tlavour-changing dccays:‘2 

BR(b- 57) < 8.4 x lo-’ (1991), 

< 5.4 x 10-d (1993), 
BR(B - K=,) = (4.5 f 1.5 f 0.9) x IO-’ (1993). (1’5) 

These measurements have important consequences for models al new physics. 
First coiwider models with two Higgs doublets (ZHDM). In general, such models wiU 

lead to flavo,:r-changing neutral currents. This then requires that the Higgs bosom be very 
heavy, rendering their effects in B physics unobservable. There are two ways to avoid this, 
distinguished h y th e couplings of the iermions and the Higgses. One possibility (model 
I) is that one Higgs doublet, 62, gives mass to all fermions, while the other doublet, b,, 
decouples. In the other case (model II), one doublet, &, couples to aU u-type quarks, while 
the second Higgs doublet, $0, gives mass to d-type quarks. It is model II which appears in 
supersymmetric and &on models. 

In either of these ZHDM there are new contributions to the decay b + 37, found by 
replr(cing the W’ in the loop by B charged Higgs, If*. In these models, both Higgs doublets 
acquire vacuum expectation values, denoted vI and “2. We define tan0 E v2/v,, which is 
apriori completely free. The transition amplitude is then proportional to 

(17) 

where A,, and Ai;’ represent the SM and charged-Hiiggs contributions to the amplitude, 
respectively. In model I, X = -11 tan’p, while X = +I in model II. 

From this we see that in model I, there is an enhancement to the rate for b + q 
only for small values of tan0. In model II, the rate is also enhanced for small tanp. More 
importantly, due to the AL term, the rate is olwoys larger than that of the SM. This leads 
to a lower bound on the mass of the charged Higgs in this madel,‘3,” independent of the 
value of ml. In Fig. 2, taken from Ref. 13, the constraints cm models I and II are shown for 
ml = 150 GeV, using the 1991 CLEO hound (Eq. 16). 

800 
\ 

*cc 
(0) I bl 

Model I M0d.l 11 

~~~~~~~~“~~~“j G/,-:;;;“, 1 

0.2 tanp a4 a6 0.8 I 19 100 IO’ 
tan!3 

Figure 2: Excluded regions in the M,,+-tanp plane for models 1 and II, 
for rn, = 150 GeV, (from Ref. 13 (reproduced by permission)). 

For model I, we see that there is no tan&independent lower limit on M,* coming 
from the bound an b -a 57. However, in model II, we find that M,,t > 110 GeV at large 
tanp, with stronger bounds for smaller values of tan/3. For model 11 this lower Limit has 
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been updated’s using the 1993 data on b + 67 (Eq. 16): M,,t > 320 GeV (540 GcV) for 
WI, = 120 GeV (150 GeV). This new lower bound has several important consequencea. First, 
the decay t 4 bH+ is no longer allowed. Second, if the two Higgs doublets arc part of a 
supersymmetric theory, the difficult region for Higgs searches is now ruled out (see below, 
however). Finally, this eliminates most large effects in ZHDM in other rare B decays. 

The implications of the limits on BR(b - 67) e*e less clearcut for supersymmet- 
ric models. If the main new contributions to b - ST came from the two Higgs doublets, 
then the constraints would be as described above. However, the situation is more compii- 
c&d. First, electroweak radiative corrections to the charged-Higgs mass and to the charged 
Riggs-fermion-fermion vertex can be substantial. ‘* These corrections tend to weaken the 
constraints on the charged-Higgs mass as a function of t;nP. More importantly, in the 
minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), the contributions to b + ~7 from other 
supersymmetric particles may not be negligible.” In this case there can be cancellations with 
the charged-Higgs contributions, possibly resulting in a branching ratio for b - ~7 which is 
smaller than that of the SM. Thus, it is impassible to say anything concrete regarding the 
constraints on SUSY models due to BR(b - 81). 

Finally, left-right symmetric models are essentially unconstrained by the limits on 
BR(b 4 87) (Eq. 16). Models with right-handed B decays predict a rate for b + ST 
which is down by a factor of 2 compared to the SM. And in models with manifest left-right 
symmetry, the W, must be so heavy that its effects in b + q are negligible. 

3.8 b - sL+t- 

In the SM, at the quark level, the decay b - afiLm arises through penguin diagrams 
with a virtual 7 or Z”, s.s well as through box diagrams. In addition, in contrast to b + q, 
b + aPL- receives important long-distance contributions. These effects are dominated by 
the decays B + P(B’)X + PC-X, whose branching ratios have been measured by the 
ARGUS and CLEO collaborations1B to be O(10.“). Th e I ong-distance effects are then very 
important when the P(- pair has an invariant mass close to that of the 9 or g’. However, 
since the long-distance contribution is so much larger than the short-distance contribution, 
which is estimated to be O(lO-‘) ( see below), one has to worry about residual effects in the 
spectrum away from the % and q’ resonances. In other words, the invariant dilepton mass 
spectrum is important in analysing b + J t’l-. 

The short-distance contributions have been calculated:‘g+‘J’ 

BR(B - X, e+e-) = 0.6-2.5 x 1OP , 
BR(B - X.,L+~-) = 3.5-14.0 x 1OP , (18) 

for 100 GeV < m, < 200 GcV. Note that th e n,-dependence is much more important here 
than in b + 37. Also note the the UAI upper limit? 

BR(B -@‘p-X) < 5 x 10m5 (19) 

The short-distance contributions for the inclusive decays b - dl+!- have also been 
computed,*’ assuming IV,&& = 0.21: 

BR(B + X,e+e-) = 2.6-10.0 x lo-’ , 

BR(B - X, p+p’) = 1.5-6.0 x IO-’ (20) 
Again, it must be remembered that the above cross sections are only the short- 

distance contributions. One can try to also include the long-distance effects, but there are 

large uncertainties. Nevertheless it is possible to isolate the short-distance contributions by 
looking at the forward-backward asymmetry in the decay. In Fig. 3 one sees the angular 
distribution of the decay, for three different values of m,, in which 8 is defined LB the angle 
between the momentum of the B-meson and that of the f+ in the centre-of-mass frame of the 
dilepton pair. and i is the scaled dileptan invariant mass. This figure is taken from Ref. 23, 
to which I refer the reader for more details. 

0 m, =*m 

“z 
B 

n, *150 .V) 
‘:6 
” 

IF 

s4 
m, ~100 

% 

-?.a -0.5 0.0 0.5 

Figure 3: The angular distribution d’ BR/dz dj in the decay b + sL+!-, 
for i = 0.3 (from Ref. 23 (reproduced by permission)). 

As mentioned earlier, the constraints from b + 37 on two-Higgs-doublet models 
preclude large enhancements to b + s P(-. As to supersymmetric models, in Ref. 24, it is 
found that the rate for b - s!+!- can be greater than that of the SM by up to a factor of 
2, when the electroweak symmetry is broken radiatively. On the other hand, this reference 
predates the recent CLEO bounds on b * ~7, and I’m not sure how their inclusion would 
change the predictions of SUSY models for b - SC+!-. The feeling seems to be that the 
CLEO data probably now precludes SUSY enhancements to b + sPL-, but this should be 
checked.= 

Another type of new physics which could lead to an enhancement of the rate for 
b + sl+l- is extended technic&w. In fact, for certain models, specifically those which 
include a “tcchni-GIM” mechanism, the enhancement is too large.” In such models, barring 
delicate fine-tuned cancellations, the prediction for BR(B + p+p-X) is O(1O-a), which is 
in conflict with the UAl bound (Eq. 19). Th ese models therefore appear to be ruled out. On 
the other hand, extended technic&w models without a GIM mechanism are still allowed 
- they predict BR(B 
compared to the SM. 

- p+p-X) = 1-3 x lo-‘, a,, enhancement of roughly a iactor of 4 

3.3 b-WC 

Although the decay b * sv? has negligible QCD corrections, it is very sensitive to 
the value of ml. In the SM, its bianching ratio is calculated to be’“J’J’ 

c BR(b - a&v;) = 2.8-13.0 x IO-’ (21) 

for 100 GeV < ml < 200 GeV. 
This branching ratio is not expected to be significantly affected by the presence oi 
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new physics. In two-Higgs-doublet models, any possible effects are already ruled out by the 3.5 
b + 87 measurement, end the inclusion ofsupersymmetric particles” is not expected to lead 

8. - 17 

to any enhancement. All that I will say about this processzs’zl is that in the SM BR(B, --t 77) = 1.5 x IO-* 

3.A BP 4 u*u-lr+r- 
for ml = 150 GeV and fs. = 200 McV. 

~ ..I 

In order to deduce the form af the operator leading to the decay B,O _ t+C, one 
notes the following points. First, the a-b matrix element is 

(Ol~Y-rablB) = JnP;; (22) 

This is because the matrix element of 6T”b vanishes due to consideratians of parity (the B,O is 
e pseudoscalar) and %?“b won’t work since there aren’t enough Lorentz vectors to construct 
e scaler. Second, P;tiac~~vt = 0, which means we need e helicity flip in the leptonic current. 
Thus, the operator describing the decay By - tcfm is 

3.6 Hadronic penguins 

The predictions far the exclusive rates of penguin-induced hadronic B decays are 
highly model dependent. However, it is important to measure the branching rstios of such 
deceys for several reasons. First, this will give us some idea as to the importance of penguin 
cantributimw” in CP-violating hadranic B asymmetries. Also, we will be able to test dif- 
ferent models of exclusive decays and hence gain some information regarding QCD effects in 
B decays. 

0 - il”-,sbiT,,7sl (23) 

The helicity flip means, of course, that the final enswer will depend on the lcpton mess. 
The branching ratio for the decay 8,” + p+p- is given in Fig. 4 es e function of 

m,,27~2s ior Jn. = 200 MeV, re. = 1.49 psec, and IV,.1 = 0.042. For m( = 150 GeV, this gives 

BR(B,O +fi+p-) = 2 x IO-*, 

BR(B; - ~+r-) = 4 X 10“ (24) 

Some examples of such penguin-induced decays3,J2 and their predicted branching 
ratios (taken from Ref. 32) are given in Table 1. These specific final states have been chosen 
since the signal consists only of charged particles, so that these processes might be observable 
et hadron colliders. 

Table 1: Same exclusive penguin-induced hadronic B decays 
and their predicted branching ratios (from Ref. 32). 

4. B, PHYSICS 

One particularly interesting piece al B physics which is likely to be studied et hadron 
colliders is the B, = (EC) system (for further discussion regarding B, physics, see Refs. 33 
and 34). The mess of the B, has been calculatcd,3~+‘s using potential models, to be = 6.25 
GeV. Its production cross-section is about a(B - lo-? This leads to3* 

1.3 x 103 B,‘s per year (IO’ sec.) et LEP, 

2.0 x 106 TeVetron, 
1.1 x 10’ LHC (fixed target), 

1.1 x 10” LHC. 
0 

mt 

Figure 4: Standard model branching ratio for B,O + ptp- es a function of m,, 
assuming Je, = 200 MeV, rg, = 1.49 psec, and IV,,1 = 0.042. 

In two-Higgs-doublet models, there ten be en enhancement to the rate for B,O - 
p+p-,r+r- by es much es one to two orders of magnitude.” Since this decay proceeds 
through the loop-induced exchange of a neutral Higgs scalar, the constraint 0,; the M,* c CASd c’ \ 

from b + ST is unimportant. In extended technic&w models without a GIM mechanism, 
the rate ten also be an order of magnitude bigger than that of the SM.Q (Recall that 

Iii1 ’ 1 iii l 

extended technic&w models with e GIM mechanism are alreedy in conflict with date from 
B -a p+p-X,) Finally, light leptoquarks could also enhance the rate for B,O + p+p-. 

Figure 5: The three mechanisms for B, decay: 
(i) c-spectator, (ii) b-spectator, (iii) annihilation. 
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The main reason that B, mesons are so interesting is that there are three mechanisms 
for their decay, show” in Fig. 5. Examples of these different decays are: 

e-spectator: B: -+ 4Je+u. , 

B: - w+u, , 
0; - -#‘n+ ) 
8: + D+p 

b-spectator: 0: * Bj&, ) 
(25) 

B: + B%f”, ( 
0: + l?yp+ , 
B.’ _ B(.)qp ) (26) 

annihilation: Bf + r++ ( 
0; 4 DC’)+ KU (27) 

Note that, unlike B.‘s, B,,‘s and B,‘s, the annihilation decays of the B, are expected to be 
important. There are e number “I reasons ior this, First, h&city suppression is ineKective 
iI there are heavy particles (e.g. r, D. . ..) in the final state. Second, in the B, system, such 
decays are unsuppressed by CKM factors. And finally, 1”. is expected to be large. 

The relative importance of these three different decay mechanisms have been esti- 
mated. Using quark and spectator models, and taking T,(. 2 5 x lOm’3 sec., the inclusive 
branching ratios for each of these three types of decay are predicted to be:-” 

e-spectator: 37%, 
b~spectator: 45%, 

annihilation: 18%. 

Assuming 7’~. z 9 x IO-‘” sec., QCD sum roles give? 

(28) 

c-spectator: 48%, 
b-spectator: 39%, 

annihilation: 13%. (29) 

For a more complete discussion “1 these relative inclwive branching ratios, pee Ref. 34. 
There are several particularly interesting decay modes of the B, which involve a Y, 

in the final state. The decay 8: - *‘ai is likely to be the discovery mode. Its branching 
ratio is estimated to be 2 x 10m3 and it permits the full reconstruction of the El,. The decay 
B,t + ‘l!‘p+v, has a large branching ratio (l-4 x 10mz) and its signal is three leptons coming 
from the same vertex. In fact, BR(B, + g + X) is estimated to be (19~24)%, which means 
the.1 the B, probably can be seen at CDF. 

Given a sufficiently large sample of B,‘s, it is even possible to look for CP violation 
in the B, s~stern.~’ In order to have a non-zero CP-violating decay-rate asymmetry, it is 
necessary to choose a final state which can be reached via two different weak amplitudes. 
For example, the decay B: + D’K + has two contributions with ditTerent CKM matrix 
elements - a c-spectator tree diagram and a 6 + i penguin diagram. Another example is the 
processes B: - DOD: and B: + PDF. By measur’ g 
Bf - D;,D:, where D;, 

,n these decay rates and the rate for 
is identified by its decay to a CP eigenstate, the angle 7 of the 

unitarity triangle can in principle be extracted. ‘” (Unfortunately, this particular example is 
probably experimentally unfeasible, due to the tiny product branching ratios.) 

J. ., B”-p MIXING 

The measurement of B,D-p mixing” is important for a number of reasons: 

l The mixing parameter z, z (AM)a./r,. is expected to be large (> 3). If found to he 
small, this would be a smoking gun for new physics. 

. 2, can be used in conjuction with td to get a handle an Kd: 

The ratio of hadronic matrix elements is usually known better than each individual one. 
Thus, the measurement of 2, would enable us to extract II&I with better precision. 

l An accurate knowledge of z, is needed to extract the CP-violating angle 7 in B,O decays. 

In the SM, BP-e mixing is dominated by t-quark exchange in the box diagram, 
leading to 

~a = W&&T. (fi.B~,) ~.Y~~~(Y~)IK;K,I* > 

in which y, = m:/M:, and 

(31) 

f*(z) = - 1 + -~ 9 1 3 x2lnr - -__ 3 1 --__ 
4 4(1-z) 2(1-z)* 2(1-.)3’ (32) 

Taking 

Iv,,1 = Iv& = 0.042 -t 0.005 , 

%. = 7” = 1.49 f 0.04 psec , 
‘Is* = ljr, = 0.55 , 

Ml?. = 5.38 GeV , (33) 

this gives 

zl. B 
I, = (175 * 21) &~tfh). (34) 

For 89 GeV 5 ml 5 182 GeV, the lunction y,f2(y,) 
to 2.03 for the “central” value of m,, 150 GeV. 

is in the range 0.88-2.72, and is equal 

A consensus has not yet been reached regarding the value “I fi,BB,. Potential models 
and QCD sum rules tend to give smaller values, while lattice calculations give larger values. 
I will therefore consider two ranges for fi;,BB.: 

(1) : fB.6 = 180 rt 35 MeV, 

(II) : fB.6 = 225 + 25 MeV. (35) 
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These lead to the following “central” values for z, (taking ml = 150 GeV): 

(I) : 2# = 11.5, 

(II): z, = 18.0. 

The “la” lower limits on z. are 

(36) 

(I) : z, > 3.3, 
(II) : 2, > 6.6. (37) 

Clearly thereis alarge theoretical uncertainty regarding the hadronic matrix elements. 
For example, lattice estimates give’* 

ftl, = 188-246 MeV, 

JFJ. = 204-241 McV. 

However, the error on the ratio 01 these two quantities is considerably smaller:‘3 

(36) 

J&b 2 = 1.19 5 0.10 
f&b, 

This is why a precise measurement of z, can be used, along with zdl to extract I& (see 
Eq. 30). 

It is possible to get smaller values oi 2, ii one invokes physics beyond the SM. Ex- 
amples oi such new physics are: B fourth generation,4’ non-minimal SUSY models,” fine- 
tuned left-right symmetric mod&’ and models with Z-mediated flavour-changing neutral 
currents.” However, none oi these is particularly compelling. 

6. T VIOLATION 

The last topic I wish to briefly discuss is T violation. By this I do not mean CP 
violation, which is discussed elsewhere, ‘I8 but rather triple-product correlationa. There exe 
two examples of these which have been discussed in the literature, having to do with the 
decays B + VtVt (Vt and VZ are spin-l mesons) and B - D’Lvt. I won’t go into very much 
detail regarding either oi these decays, preierring instead to simply sketch out the salient 
ieatures. 

Consider first the decay” 

B(P) + Vc(k ~~)V,(q,4, (46) 

in which the particles are specified by their 4-momenta (p, k, q) and their polarizations (Lo, c?). 
The most general decay amplitude can be written 

in which 

M=ar,.s+ &(P l I)(P 62) + i e per* 
ml** 

c,,wk,ps, (41) 

* = I,lp.+w ( 

b = lble’(6bt+‘) , 

c = I,l,w.+a) , (42) 

where S.,s,~ and &a.. are the strong phases and the weak phases, respectively. The corre- 
spanding amplitude for the decay of the antiparticle is 

XT=iiQ.C,+ &(P. ~I)(P.~z) i&e%,,, ezPk,pd , 

in which i,$,E are identical to a,b,e (Eq. 42), except that the $.,a.c change sign. 
Now, the asymmetry 

(43) 

A, = AL.,. (i, ?I x r; > 0) - N =“=n,, (i. Z, x r; < 0) 

NT”, (44) 

can be written 
A, - Im(oe*) - 1x1 sin(6 + 4), (45) 

where S E S. - 6. end +4 f 4. - &. Ii we imagine measuring a similar asymmetry As for the 
antiparticle decay, then we ca.n obtain 

A,+Az - (neleos6sin4, 
A,-AE - laclsin6cos4. (46) 

The useful thing about such asymmetries, particularly the sum A. + AZ, is that 
they are sensitive to the weak phases only, i.e. they do not vanish if 6 = 0. On the other 
hand, the question oi how to relate phases at the meson level to phases at the quark level, 
and oi how to calculate strong phases, introduces much theoretical uncertainty and model 
dependence?’ Still, the signals would be interesting to look for. Some possible decay modes 
are: z + p’+K’-, Be - 8K‘- and p - p4. 

Another interesting process is the decay B 
to Dx.~’ The triple product 6. (p’ 

- D’&, in which the D’ decays further 
,s x &) is T-violating. There are .a variety of asymmetries 

one can measure which depend on this triple product (I refer the reader to Ref. 51 ior more 
details). Again, to go irom the quark-level calculation to the meson-level measurement intro- 
duces hadronic uncertainties and model dependence. However, this triple product vanishes 
in the SM, so that this would be another way of looking for CP violation from new physics, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This review combines material on heavy quark production presented at the Snowmass 
WoVorkshop in the opening plenary session by the first author on established theory; and in 
the closing plenary session by the second author summarizing work and discussions by two 
working groups - the heavy quark production subgroup of the morning delta group and the 
afternoon theory ~wup. This introductory sectiqn contains: (i) a general discussion on henuy 
quarks and energy scales; and (ii) an overview of the kinematic regions and the theoretical 
approaches to heavy quark calculation. Sec.2 consists of a brief summary of the experimental 
status, including the main successes and problems in the comparison between data and exist- 
ing theoretical calculations. Sec.3 reviews the well-known calculations on photoproduction, 
leptoproduction and hadroproduction of heavy quarks. Sec.4 describes two current efforts to 
extend the region of validity of existing calculations, involving the resummation of relevant 
large logarithms inherent in fixed-order perturbative QCD calculations. Note that actual 
cross section values for individual experiments are not included in this article. They can be 
found in the contribution by Riemersma and Meng. 

In order to provide the necessary background for describing the different approaches 
to heavy quark production calculations, we begin by some general remarks. 

Energy Scales and Heavy Quacks: The term “heavy quark” depends on the energy 
scale. It is generally regarded that the up, down and strange quarks with masses muI md 
and m, respectively are “light quarks” as their masses are below and/or comparable with 
the scale Aqc~ in perturbative QCD. Therefore we only see experimental manifestations of 
their production via “jets”. The “heavy” quarks are the charm, bottom and top quarks 
with masses m, , mb and m, respectively. However in QCD this distinction should really 
depend on the energy scale in the process under consideration. At high energiwwhere the 
total energy in the hadronic collision fi > m, then the effective mass of the charmed 
quark is zero and the charmed quark should be considered as a normal light quark in the 
hadron. Therefore it can be described by a parton density, and this parton can initiate a 
hard scattering. At even higher energies where fi > ms then the bottom quark should also 
be considered as a light quark. (Since the top quark has not been detected it is unclear how 
large the energy must be before it can he considered ag a light quark.) This scale-dependent 
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description of charm and bottom quarks has not so far been adopted i” m”st theoretical 
calculations. 

The mass parameters m, and mb need clarification since they are not directly mea- 
surable quantities. Originally the existence of heavy (confined) quarks was inferred frmn the 
discovery of colorless spin-l vector roes”,, states such as the J/e and K, which are produced 
copiously both in electron-positron and in hadronic collisions. These physical particles (let 
us call them heavy hadrons) are bound states of rharmed and bottam quarks respectively 
and have well-defined masses and lifetimes. Within the context of QCD there must be qua.n- 
tities which we can designate as heavy quark masses with values approximately “ne-half 
those of the vector meson masses. Then m, % 1.5 GeV/c2 and ,,,* z 4.75 GeV/c2 have a 
phenomenological significance. In perturbation theory, we can identify these masses as the 
renormalized masses of the basic QCD Lagrangian. When mazs effects are important, for 
example just above the “threshold” for heavy quark antiquark production, we cannot ig”“re 
terms of order m/G in a partonic reaction. 

The description of experimentally observed heavy hadrorl production a”d decay in. 
valve the followingstages: (i) productiou of the heavy quark by the high energy c”llisi”o; (ii) 
“fragmentation” of the heavy quark into a heavy meson or baryon (we ““ly consider ape” 
heavy flavor hadrons, not “oniwl” states); and (iii) decay of the heavy flavor hadron int” 
ordinary hadrons and leptons. 
Heavy Quark Production: The production of a heavy quark is usually calculated in the 
part”” model at & scale set approximately by the heavy quark mass, inchtdiog higher order 
currections if possible. As the heavy quark mass m is larger than Aqco, there is an extra 
large energy scale compared to the usual light quark physics, It was pr”vcn by Collins, Soper 
and Stermanl’~ that the production cross section factorizes into a partonic hard scattering 
cross section &~(s,m2,QZ), which includes all short distance effects, multiplied by light 
quark parton densities &(z, 4’). which incorporate all long distance effects. The scale which 
separates these two regions is the mass factorization scale, which we denote by QZ. lnhererlt 
in this factorization is the notion that the only quarks in the hadron are the light ““es. (In 
view of the discussion in the first paragraph, this approach needs modification when ;n << fi, 
see below.) In hadronic collisions and in neutral current lepton-hadron processes, the heavy 
quark IS produced i” association with a heavy antiquark. This process is referred to in the 
literature as “flavor creation”. In flavvr-changing charged current neutrin” interactions a 
single heavy quark can be produced from a light quark so there is n” need for pair productioo 
01. 

Prior to the proof of this factorization theorem (valid form n”t to” smallcompared to 
&), other production mechanisms were considered, one of them being “flavor excitation”, 
where the heavy quark exists as a parton density in the hadron and is “excited” “ut of 
the hadron by the hard interaction. Since (as mentioned earlier) c and b quarks should be 
considered as portons at very high energies, this production mechanism does have a naturai 
place in the complete QCD treatment of heavy quark production valid for a wide range of 
energies, especially when m < Q < fi, A consisterlt formulation of pQCD incorporating 
both flavor creation and flavor excitation will he described briefly in Sec.4 later. Within 
the QCD framework, there is a third kinematic region, m - Q << ,I% (the so-called small-z 
region), which needs special attenti”” a~ well. We shall describe recent developments on 
this topic also in section four. A schematic map of the various kinematic regions and the 
relevant underlying physics is shown in Fig.1. Finally. there are kinematical regions where 
factarization of short and long distance effects cann”t be pruven so other mechanisms may 

play a role 131. 
Fragmentation and Decay: The heavy quarks referred t” above carry color a”d do not 
have the proper quantum numbers to make colorless heavy hadrons. When they are produced 
in partonic collisions wcuum perturbations produce light quark-antiquark pairs over the 
time scale AEAt zs h. The heavy quark then combines with a light quark to form a 
c”l”rless physical hadron with well defined mass. Since this process inv”lves long-distance 
physics, not calculable in perturbation theory, it is also factorized out as a phenomenological 
“fragmentation function” in the pQCD framework. This function is extracted by fitting 
other experimental data, usually from e+e- collisions. The heavy hadron finally decays into 
light on-mass-shell badrans with branching ratios that can be measured experimentally. The 
decay process involves the transition of the heavy quark into a light quark accarding to weak 
or electromagnetic interactions. Decays of heavy quarks are extensively discussed in other 
sections of this praceedings. 

2. STATUS OF EXPERIMENTS 

Heavy flavor production has been experimentally studied at electron-positron, 
hadron-hadron and leptos-hadron facilities. Some general review articles are Refs.[4],[5]& 
IS]. h efe- collisions the production of heavy flavors does not involve strong interactions 
in the initial state. The physics studied focus on decay properties and CP violation, hence 
lie outside the scope of this review. (However, these measurements da yield useful informa- 
tion on the fragmentation functions for heavy quarks into heavy flavor hadrons which exe of 
considerable relevance to the interpretation of data in hadron collisions.) 

or NC, 
Leptoproduction of charm has been observed in #N scattering (neutral current, 
interaction) experiments and UN scattering (charged current, “I CC, interaction) 

experiments. The NC measurements171 are t”” crude to yield quantitative information “o 
the,productian mechanism so far. Both flavor-creation (virtual 7 gluon fusion) and flavor- 
excitation (virtual 7 charm part”” scattering) have been invoked to interpret the data, with 
“o conclusive evidence for either. Forthcoming data from HERA will be of vital importance 
m testing QCD predictions. Charged current data@llgl are much m”re decisive. Then con- 
ventional interpretation of these data was confined to the “leading order” QCD process 
scatteringof the exchanged W-boson off light quarks (d and s). Recently, it has bee” realized 
that the “next-to-leading order” (NLO) process of W-&on fusion is of equal significance 
numerically and physically.@l Thus the analysis of the most recent comprehensive d&al91 
has been carried to this order.l’@ This process provides vital informatian on the basic QCD 
parameter m. (1.61 f 0.25GeV) - the charm quark mass, and on the strange quark distri- 
bution inside the nucleon. (See Ref.[lO] for details.) Charged current production of charm 
is also anticipated in ep collider (HERA) experiments. 

The production of charmed mesons and baryons in hadron-hadron scattering 
at fixed target energies has been recently reviewed.l’ll TI le second generation of charm 
production experiments have overc”me many of the difficulties of the earlier experiments; 
and the recent high-statisticsdata from CERN and Fermilab are in good general agreement, 
in contrast to the conflicting results from the first generation days. The shape of the energy 
dependence of the total production cross-section agrees quite well with existing fixed-order 
QCD calculations. However the theoretical predictions on the overall normalization has very 
large uncertainties first, the NLO contribution is of the same magnitude as the LO term; 
secondly, the results are strongly dependent on the choice ofthe (unknown) factorization (and 
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renormalization) scale (usually denoted by 1’ or Q). Fig.2 show the measured total cross- 
section with some specific choices of m, and scale @. Fig.3 shows the large scale dependence 
of the theory prediction. Note that the strong /L dependence persists in the NLO result. 
This is conclusive evidence that this scheme of perturbative calculation is not reliable, since, 
in genernt. the scale-dependence is expected to diminish with increased order al calculation. 
These problems are not unexpected. On one hand, at the charmed quark mass, n, is large 
so snwdl changes in the scale result in large changes in the theoretical cross sectiot~. On 
the other hand. since the rna~s m, is much smaller than the typical energy scale, the charm 
quark should behave just like another parton a fact not taken into account in the existing 
fixed-order calculations. We shall come back to this point in Sec.4.. Data are also available 
on the p, and .TF inclusive distributions. For a discussions of these distributions we refer the 
reader to the above review article. 

Photoproduction of charm is in a similarstate as hadroproduct,ionlla. Due to the 
fact that real on-mass-shell photons fluctuate eaily into virtual light mass quark-ant,iqsa,rk 
pairs, photoproduction consists of two components: the direct or point l&e component is 
similar to leptoproduction; and the hadronic or resoluedcompooent to hadroproduction. For 
the second component, we need to input the parton deosities in the pt~otonl’3~ a well a5 
the parton densities in the proton I141 These former quantities are not well known but the 
situation should be better clarified when data from HERA are analyzed. Electraproduction 
of charm (Cf. discussion in previous paragraphs on leptopraduction.) is probably a cleaner 
test of QCD but there wilt be many fewer events. 

Hadroproduction of bquarks has been observed at CERN and at Fermitab. The 
WA1 experiment produced the first inclusivedilTe~ential spectrum in the transverse momen- 
tum of the b-quark [‘El. This data were fitted rather well, both in shape and normalization, 
by the predictions from O(af) perturbative QCD ( assuming only flavor creation), using the 
best available gluon and quark densities in the proton. At higher energies the same differ- 
ential spectrum (actually in pr > m,,,iJ has been presented by the CDF collaboration at 
the Fermitab Tevatron. In this case the data are generally a factor of two larger than the 
theoretical predictions and the points at small ~~~~~ are eveo higher. At this meeting we 
have seen the latest data analysis from the CDF group. II71 They have now discovered that 
there were more .I/$ decays from excited charmed states in the low pT data. Therefore 
the data points at low m,,,in have come down so that the shape is more in line with the 
theory. We note that here, again. the theory predictions are fairly sensitive to the choice of 
the unknown factorization scale. See Fig.3. However, even allowing the scale to vary over a 
reasonable range, the rate is still uncomfortably large. Attempts have been made to fit this 
data using the O(u,) corrections in @I but by changing the gluon density in the proton (and 
stretching the choice of scale).[‘@ Another discussion of the discrepancy between theory and 
data is given in Ref.[lS]. As mentioned earlier, systematic efforts to extend the validity of 
QCD predictions beyond the fixed-order calculations will be discussed in Sec.4. 

3 REVIEW of FIXED-ORDER QCD CALCULATIONS 

As explained above perturbative QCD calculations of the production cross sections 
for heavy quarks are only valid in specific regions in the energy scale. Near threshold, where 
the heavy quark mase m is not negligible with respect to the total energy in the partonic 
collision ,/Z, fixed order calculations in us using the flavor-creation mechanism alone should 
generally be reliable. However, since the partonic collision energy is not fixed, even though 

the hadronic collision energy is set for a particular accelerator. the relevant scales are not 
constant. Therefore all quarks have to be subdivided into two ctasse~ at a typical scale, 
say the mass factorization scale Q*, those with light masses mL (where rni < Q2), which 
can be produced in the final state, and those with heavy masses mH (where m$ B Q2), 
which are too heavy to be produced in the final state. One can consider that the relevant 
scale is Q2 z n?, the mass of the heavy quark under study. The light mass quarks are 
then described by parton densities, &(z, Q2) w c evolve in Q2 as solutions of the QCD hi h 
evolution equation l*‘l. 

The hadron-hadron production cross section is given by the convolution of parton- 
parton scattering cross-sections with distribution functions of the partons. as given by the 
mnster Jonnula of the QCD parton model: 

o(S,m, 12’) = s /“l,, dxt /i,,*, s d~z4i(~1,0*)4j1(~z~Q~)~ij(~,~,Q*), (1) 

where the parton distributions are labelled by 4;(z, Q2) for flavor i in the h&on and 
3 = 11zzS. The parton-parton scattering cross-section +ij(?, m, Q*) can be calculated in 
perturb&w QCD. In lowest order the appropriate 6 should be identified with one of simple 
cross sections given below. The carat is only significant in higher order when it means that 
we must take the finite part of the calculated parton-parton cross section in a specific renor- 
malization and factorization scheme. Both &(z, Q*) and eij(S, m, Q*) are scheme and scale 
dependent, but the calculated physical cross-section o(S, m, QZ) should be insensitive to Q2 
if the choice of calculational scheme ia appropriate for the process. (See Sec.1 and Sec.4 for 
discussions.) 

3.1 Leading Order Flavor Creation Cross-sections 

We will now write, down the lowest order parton-level cross-sections for heavy quark 
production in the reactions p + q -+ Q + 0 I221 ̂ i + g -+ Q + 0 [231 and g + 9 -+ Q + rj Iz41, 

The ditTerential and total cross sections for the reaction p + q + Q + 0 , where 
q(Q) are light (massless) quarks and Q(O) are heavy quarks with maae m, can be obtained 
from the well-known results for the QED reaction et + e- + p+ + pm. Comparing the two 
Lagrangians one can easily show that the QCD results are 

d% 
%ix= 

4ra:(Q*) t: + uf 

I L 3 IT + 96(s+t1 +u,). (2) 

We use the notation TV = t - m2, u, = u - m2 where s, t and u are the standard Mad&tam 
invariants, p = (1-4fr1~/s)‘/~ and aI = g2/(4*). The results include a summation over final 
spins and colors and a average over initial spins and colors. 

For photoproduction we need to consider the reaction 7 + g + Q + 0, which has its 
QED counterpart in 7 + y + p+ + p-. The differential cross section is 

au 5’~ = *%4Q%;~~db + tr + 211) a 
L I 
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where 

&ED = $ + z + g+$), 
is the same factor that appears in the QED result. The total cross section is 

b(S.d) = 2~%“4Q2) 
8 e~{(1+~-$),,(!3)-(l,~),}. (6) 

For electroproduction we need the correspollding formulae for the transverse and longitudinal 
partonic cross SCCtiOnS in the reaction 7’ + IJ + Q + Q. These can be found in 1251-1281. 

Finally for the reaction 9 + 9 + Q + 0 the color structure is more complicated and 
the differential scattering amplitude takes the form 

d20 
“*zz I I 

=~{3(l-~)-~}[~+~+~(l-~)]b(s+t,+n,). (i) 

again summed and averaged over initial polarizations and colors. The total cross section is 

As mentioned before, the above results should be convoluted with the appropriate 
leading order parton densities to calculate hadronic cross sections and inclusive distributions 
in the Born approximation. Note that in lowest order the scale QZ only appears in the lowest 
order coupling constant (which we will discuss in more detail shortly) and in the parton 
densities. There is no real physical criterion for choosing any particular scale. Therefore one 
should not be surprised ttmt there are rattler large changes in the theoretical cross section 
when Q2 is varied. One of the reasons why it is important to calculate the next order QCD 
corrections is to reduce this sensitivity to QZ. 

3.2 Nat-to-leading Order Calculations 

Now consider what happens wheu we calculate QCD corrections to the Born ieac- 
tions given above. These corrections have been carried out for photoproduction lzol 130J, 
electroproduction f31] and hadroproduction [3a’1201 f I o xavy quarks through next order in 
ai.. 

One has to calculate all diagrams containing loop corrections to ttx Born amplitude 
(in order to calculate the interference terms) and square the sum of all diagrams with emission 
of an additional parton. in this calculation several new features enter. which we will try 
to explain in 89 non-technical language as possible. The first problem is that there are 
several types of divergences in the diagrams, which are classified es ultraviolet (removed 
by renormalization), infrared (cancels when we sum over degenerate physical states) and 
collinear (absorbed into the definition of the light mass parton densities). The removal of 
these singularities is understood in principle but complex to carry out in practice. When the 
singularities are removed analytically, it is easiest to discuss the total cross section or the 
single particle inclusive heavy quark differential distributions in pi or y. 

Light Quark contributions: The classification of quarks into light and heavy has been 
mentioned ear)ier. The light maas quarks are absorbed into the definitions of parton densities 
at a certain scale Q’. Another way of stating this is that during the calculation we find 

potentially dangerous terms in rn~, such as Inrn~/rn’, which we rewrite as InQ2/mz + 
tnm2/Q2, and absorb the latter logarithms into the definitions of the tight quark densities, 
which then satisfy the Altarelli-Parisi equations. The cross section stilt depends on the scale 
Q2 via terms in In Q2/m2. The other scale, called the renormalization scale, enters via the 
running coupling constant a,(Q’), which is introduced to solve the renormalization group 
equation. These two scales are taken equal in all attempts to extract parton densities from 
experiment so we call them simply Q2. Therefore the partonic cross sections are usually 
written in terms of so-called scaling ratios as 

~i.,(s,m*.Q*) = $[f!,y’(v) + 4ms(f(::‘(rl) + fi~:‘(v)ln $}I I 

where the dimensionless functions j!,;‘(q), !/,:‘(,I) re p resent the Born contribution and the 

O(a,) correction respectively. The function f:::‘(v) appears when the maw factorization scale 
Q2 deviates from the square of the heavy flavor mass m’. The scaling ratio 7 is denoted by 

although other ratios such aa 4m2/s are just aa useful. In higher order QCD all these partonic 
cross sections as well as the parton densities are scheme dependent because they are only 
defined after a prescription is used to remove the collinear singularities. 

Heavy Quark Decoupling: Now let us discuss the case of realty heavy quarks, with 
mu > m. At first sight one would neglect them since there is not enough energy to produce 
such quarks as physical particles. However this is not a correct procedure. Heavy quark loop 
corrections to the gtuon propagator (like fermion loop corrections to the photon propagator 
in QCD) include a sum over all virtual quarks irrespective how heavy they are so we cannot 
i nore them. Fortunately there is a theorem due to Appelquist. Carrazone and Symanzik 
8% which states that the higher order corrections due to the heavy quark loops can be 
absorbed into a redefinition of the measurable parameters of the theory (coupling constants 
and masses) so their effects we not observable. (In spontaneously broken theories such as the 
standard model of etectroweak interactions, the particle masses are related to the coupling 
constants so the theorem is not valid. This is why accurate measurements of standard model 
parameters at the Z mass are sensitive to the top and Higgs masses.) In QCD the theorem 
is true and has to be implemented in (1 spectfic scheme if one wants the running coupling 
constant to be continuous across quark production thresholds. If this is not done then terms 
like ln(m~/Q*) appear in the perturhative expansion and they are large when Q2 < mi. 
Of course one can absorb them into a redefinition of the running coupling constant so it is 
discontinuous at the scale where Q2 = mi. Although there is nothing wrong with such a 
method it is simpler to remove all these large logarithms completely from the start. This is 
what is done when one follows the so-called Collins, Wilczek and Zee renormalizationscheme 
f341, in which the heavy quarks are decoupled in the limit of small momentum flowing into 
heavy flavor loops. We will assume that this scheme is followed when we consider higher order 
corrections. Since t.he cross section is a renormalization group invariant we can limit ourselves 
to rn~s8 and coupling constant renormalization. Usually mass renormalization is performed 
in the on-mass-shell renormalization scheme and coupling constant renormalization follows 
the so-called F;Ts scheme. 
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3.3 Illustrative Results on Porton-level Cross sections 

III Fig.4 we show the contributions to the partonic functions Jjpj(q). J;:(q) and 
ii,:(r)) from the gluon-gluon scattering channel plotted vwsus 7 in the m scheme. The 
Born contribution f:!(v) decreases at large and small fj However the higher order correc- 
tioo Jji(q) is large in both these regions. The corrections at small 7 (near threshold) are 
partly due to the exchange of a “Coulomb” gluon between the heavy quark-antiquark pair. 
This has a QED counterpart which was discussed long ago hy Schwinger 1351. However this 
correction is only important very close to threshold. The main contribution to the enhance- 
ment is due to an imperfect cancellation of soft and virtual O(a,) corrections near threshold, 
which leaves behind some large logarithms. 

There is also an enhancement in the cross section at large 7 which is due mainly to 
graphs where the incoming gluon splits into two i.e., these are the Feynman diagrams with 
massless t-channel exchanges. These are often referred to ag the large corrections at smalls 
where z = m2/s. 

We now examine the plot of $fd(q) the coefficient of the scale dependent logarithm 
ln(Q2/m2). This function changes sign an intermediate value of ‘1, Since we do uot know 
whether to choose a scale so that this logarithm is positive or negative we see that it can 
either enhance or suppress the contributions at large and/or small 7. This is one reason 
that we still see large variations in the hadronic cross section at a different choice of the Q’. 
There is of course a favorable situation where the variation is small, namely when the partoo 
densities weight the central region heavily. However this only occurs at specific values of m 
for each experimental value of &, which are often nowhere near the masses m,, mb or the 
estimated value of m,. Clearly when m is small and the parton densities weight the large 7 
region (high CM energies) then the prediction for the cross section is poor. Also when m is 
large and we are sensitive to the parton densities in the large z region (near threshold) then 
again we do not have B very accurate prediction of the cross section. These regions will he 
discussed shortly. We should remind the reader that these J,,,(q) functions are not physical 
quantities. Only after convolution with the corresponding m parton densities do we arrive 
at measurable cross sections. 

3.4 The QCD Running Coupling in the presence of Heauy Quark Masses: 

The above decomposition factors out the running coupling constant so it can he 
discussed separately. Our choice of which quark is “light” has 8 significant inRl;ence on a,. 
Since the latter depends on nap the number of light quarks, it should change its numerical 
value when Q* crosses a heavy quark threshold. To maintain continuity of the running 
coupling constant across such thresholds, we have to change the value of A = Apco, If we 
define the two-loop corrected cr. in the m scheme then 

a.(Q*, n/l = *, ,“(;2,*2) 11- *:;%i;g;;;1 ’ 
where b, and b’, are given hy 

* 
I 

= 33-2nl 
12*’ 

*, = 153 - 19n, 
’ Za(33 - 2n,) ’ 

(121 

is valid for top-quark production with A = A, and n, = 5. For bottom and charm production 
we need a. for four and three flavors with different A4 and A3 values respectively. So that 

there is continuity across the b and c thresholds we define following 13@ 

dQ21 = oJQ’15) 
o;:(Q*) = a;l(Q*.4) +n;‘(n1:,5) - o;‘(n&4) 
dQ’1 = &(Q*,3) +a,‘(m:.4) +cc;‘(mf,5) (13) 

-a;‘(n1;,4) - a;+rl:,3) 

so that 
s(Q’l = cw(Q*)tYQ* - mfl + a,.4Q21@(mi - Q210(Q2 - m:l 

+~,,s(Q*l~(Q* - 4) 
(14) 

This result is also often used in the calculation of the lowest order Born approximation eveo 
though one should only use the first term io Eq. (11) above, with yet another value of A. 

3.5 Limitations of Fizzed-order Calculntions 

We recall that these fixed O(o,) correction calculations are only applicable in B kine- 
matical region where the mass m and the other typical energy scales of the physical process, 
such aa &. p,. etc. (generically called Q above), are roughly of the same magnitude and 
significantly larger than &co, Under such circumstances the scale parameter in the cross 
section is the heavy quark mass, so we need the running coupling constant at the scale m, 
and light-mass parton densities evaluated at the same scale. Single particle differential dis- 
tributions are calculable when p, % m at a scale Qz I pf + m*. Other distributions are 
available from Monte Carlo programs. which generally do not include the O(a,) corrections 
fa71. Recently more effort has been put into the numerical cancellation of the singularities, 
since this allows one to calculate exclusive correlations 13gi For charm and bottom quarks, 
the condition Q - m is not well satisfied in current collider energies and beyond. Thus, as 
observed in the review of experimental status (Section 2). in spite of qualitative agreements, 
there are problems in comparison of these calculations with existing experimental results: in 
particular, the large scale dependence of theoretical results which diminishes the predictive 
power of the theory and the spparent disagreement of measured h-production cross-section 
at CDF with existing theory. Limitations on the range of applicability of fixed-order (say, 
n) calculations arise from terms of the form [a,(Q) ln(Q*/m2)~ and [a.(Q) In(s/Qz)p which 
do not become small as n becomes large if either Q2/mZ > 1 or s/Q? > 1. hence vitiate the 
usefulness of the perturbation expansion. The truncated perturhative calculation then he- 
come a poor approximation, and it acquires large spurious scale-dependence. The following 
section gives a brief description of recent approaches to extend the region of applicability of 
QCD calculations of heavy quark production. 

We close this section with a comment on the size of the next order corrections. For 
next-to-leading order heavy quark production, they me often large even in the region where 
fixed order calculation is supposed to be valid (typically, the ratio NLO/LO is of order 
l), which brings up the question of whether the perturbation series is to he trusted at all. 
In our opinion this is not a real problem, since the origin of the large NLO correction is 
well-undentood: the LO Feynman diagrams all give rise to cross-sections which vanish at 
asymptotic energies; only the next order contribution contains graphs with massless gluon 
exchanges in the t-channel which yield a constant cross-section which, of course dominates 
at high energies, even if down by one power of a,. Further higher order contributions do not 
introduce similar large corrections, since no new qualitatively different mechanisms come in 
beyond the NLO. This type of phenomenon is well known in field theory. A dramatic (and 
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familiar) example occurs in QED. The cross section for e+ + em + p+ + @- in lowest order 
falls off as a&S- as the CM energy increases. In higher order the so-called two-photon 
process is allowed, for instance et + e- --t e+ + e- + p+ + p-, whose cross section grows 
logarithmically at large energies as a’ aEom;2in(S/m~)In2(S/mf). The relevant Fcynman 
diagrams now contain the t-channel exchange of massless particles. Since this process has: 
completely different kinematics as compared to the Born reaction (the muons arc produced 
at low p, with a Rat rapidity distribution) it should not be considered as a correction to 
it. The calculations of the true next order corrections to two-photon physics reactions 
generally find small effects. since the scale change is now correctly incorporated in the “Born” 
approximation. A similar phenomena is expected to occur in the production of heavy quarks 
in QCO. 

4 BEYOND FIXED-ORDER CALCULATIONS - RECENT DEVELOP- 
MENTS 

Fig.1 in Sec.1 delineates the regions of phase space of applicability of the fixed-order 
calculations and its extensions. In the region where Q1/m2 >> 1. the “heavy quark” (say, 
charm or bottom) behaves more or less like an ordinary parton, hence the calculational 
scheme must be adapted to reflect this fact. This will be discussed below in Sec.4.1. 1x1 
the region where s/Q’ > 1, the mamentum fraction carried by the partons (typically, x -. 
O(Q/,/?J) becomes very smzdl, large logarithm factors [a,(Q) In(s/Q2)]” must be twummed 
to all orders in R. This “small-r” region will be discussed in Sec.4.2. 

4.1 Heavy quark partons and flavor ezcitation 

To elucidate the basic physics, consider for example the production of a heavy quark- 
antiquark pair in deep inelastic electron scattering, e + N + Q + 0 + ,Yj3g1 In addition 
to the energy scales s and m, the underlying process is characterized by another physical 
scale Q, the virtuality of the exchange photon. (Recall s = IV* = Q*(l/x - 1). where 
r is the Bjorkcn scaling variable.) The leading order flavor creation process considered in 
fixed-order calculations is 7’ + 9 + Q + 0. For this reaction one can define analogous 
functions to the f’s which appeared in Eq.(Q) of the NLO calculation section, only they are 
now dependent on two ratios, namely 7 = s/4m2 - 1 and t = QZ/m2. It is terms of the form 
[u,(p) In<)“, 0 = 1,2, which cause the results to be unreliable in the region Q2/m’ >> 1. 
Here we encounter the fame situation as ordinary light quark production in deep inelastic 
scattering at current fixed-target energies. The cure to this problem is well-known: we wed 
to resum all logarithm factors of this form to all orders and this can be don? “automatically” 
by use of the renormalization group equation (which is commonly called the Altarelli-Parisi 
equation in leading order). The net result is that, the “heavy quark” (denoted by Q and 0) 
becomes one of the partons of the theory. and we must include the additional basic process 
7’ + Q(Q) + Q(Q) flavor ezcitalion with the associated parton distribution function 
&(x,0) in the master formula! Since the [a,(#) InC]fl, P = 1.2 terms are now included in 
this additional (finite) contribution, they must be removed from the original formulas for 
o(7’ + 9 .+ Q + 0) to avoid double-counting. This results in a subtracted hard cross-section 
to be inserted in the master formula. This subtraction involves a factorizatioo scale fi which 
we can identify with the physical scale Q according to usual convention. (A good alternative 
choice is p2 = Q* + m*.) 

The leading flavor excitation contribution y’ + Q(a) --t Q(Q) is formally of order 

of - one order lower than that of flavor creation, 7’ + 9 -+ Q + 0, which begins at 
order a!. Thus. at very high energies ( p(Q) > m), Y’ + Q(Q) --t Q(4) should be the 
dominant one, leading to theoretical predictions substantially di@ent from those of fized. 
order flavor creation calculolions. In contrast, when p(Q) is not too large compared to m. 
the contributions from the two mechanisms arc numerically of the same order since the gluon 
distribution function & is much larger than 4:. thus compensating for the extra power of 
a,. (In fact. in this region $2 - cr. In(p/m) P,O @ VN where P? is the splitting function 
of 9 --t Q.) Here, the flavor excitation contribution is rather unphysical (since the “partan” 
interpretation is not a good one when the mass is not negligible) and the QCD formalism 
corrects this by removing its contribution with the required ‘“subtraction” of double-counting 
mentioned above. The end result is that, flavor creation dws emerge as the primary physical 
mechanism for producing heavy quarks when r(Q) - m. 

This brief discussion should make it clear that, in a properly formulated QCD framc- 
work, flavor creation and flavor excitation arc complementary fundamental processes, each 
nith their own natural region of dominance, but also must co-exist in some parts of phase 
space which mark the transition region. (See Fig.1) The ideas explained here applies to 
hadroproduction of heavy quarks ac well. At the present, whereas fixed-order flavor creation 
calculations have been completed to NLO order. the generalized scheme to include flavor ex- 
citation is only beginning to be developed. First rcsults[3% on leptoproduction, carried out 
to order o,, is encouraging in that they show all the expected qualitative features discussed 
above, and yield the anticipated reduction in scale-dependence, Fig.5 shows results on the 
various contributions (flavor excitation, flavor creation, their overlap (i.e. subtraction)) to 
the structure function Fz(r,Q) for charm production as a function of Q for a given z‘. Note 
how the subtraction interpolates between the flavor excitation (at low Q) and the flavor 
creation (at high Q) ac the physics dictates. Fig.6 shows dependence on the choice of scale 
(p) for the various terms. We see that the strong fi dependence of the individual terms is 
greatly reduced in the theoretically more complete combined result. 

4.2 Small-z rcsummalion - k, Factorization 

A similar problem occurs as the In(l/s) - In(s/p*) 
ln(@/m). Thus. for large CM energies when o, In(l/z) 

variable gets large for not too large 
c 1, the fixed-order perturbation 

series again breaks down. Several groups have worked on this “small Z” roblem. and 
methods have to be developed to rcwm these large logarithms [401.1411, I4 % The basic 
tool for resumming leading [a, In(l/z)]” contributions to all orders in or was the Lipatov 
equation. This problem is extremely challenging theoretically. There is no simple physical 
picture which can be described in this short review. The three existing approaches differ 
considerably in technical detail. But they also share several general features which rue worth 
mentioning. These arc: (i) they all start with the Lipatov “hard pomeron” formalism, as 
already mentioned; (ii) they all involve using a k,-Jactotization formalism, which employs a 
new type of gluon distribution involving off-shell gluons with definite transverse momentum 
9(x. k:) which relates to the usual on-shell gluon distribution function G(z, Q*) qualitatively 
by rG(t,Qz) = I*’ dk:ip(s, k:); (iii) so far, they arc limited to a theory of gluons [which 
dominate at small-z) only and to resummation of the “leading” contribution to small-s (i.e. 
no systematic extension to terms of the form a: In’-‘(l/z) and lower is available). 

Quantitative predictions from the efforts to include small-1: resummation are still lack- 
ing. Estimates’obtained by Rcfs.[40] & (411 su gg t es corrections to fixed-order flavor creation 
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calculations are no more than 30.40% at current collider (both lepton-hadron and hadron- 
hadron) energies. However, Ref.[42] claims effects up to 100% or more for b-production at 
the Tevatron. At this workshop. considerable efforts were made to understand this result 
and to evaluate the potential for making quantitative predictions for cross-sections useful for 
the rest of the Workshop. These efforts were not fruitful. It appears the quoted results arc 
wry much dependent on the input gluon distribution function v(z,kf) (which is not well 
determined) and that the numerical calculation of the hard crass-section and the convolution 
integral of the &factorization form&are not yet fully under control. Much work is required 
to develop these individual new approaches and to reconcile the differences between them. 

Also, it is important to clarify where the transition region between the “e.m&s” 
and the conventional physics takes place. In the absence of o priori theoretical prediction 
on the location of this transition, a phenomenological approach is to compare fixed order 
calculations hold with the alternative resummed results. Numerical studies focusing on 
this comparison completed so far[431 strongly suggest that distinctive small-x resummed 
results do not become important down to z - IO-‘. For practical applications. this type 
of comparison involves comparing data on the production of one specific heavy quark at 
different accelerators. or data on c, b and/or f production at the same machine. 

4.3 Other Regions nnd cansiderntions 

Finally there is the region where both In( l/z) and In(b/ m are large. This is the multi- ) 
scale asymptotic region, where nothing much is known, either experimentally or theoretically. 
For completeness we should also warn the reader that the region where the quark is prodwed 
near threshold is also not theoretically clean. Then there are another set of large logaritbn,s 
in the perturbation series which have to be resummed 144], see also Ref.1451. These corrertions 
are important for t-quark production at the Fermilab Tevatron c4@ 
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ABSTRACT 

Hadronic decays of B mesons are reviewed. First, masses of B mesons and observed 
patterns together with uhvsicn behind them are discussed. Then the effective Hamiltonian 
resp,onaihlefor major deciy.ys is presented and its practical applications is discussed in the 
context of factorization. Various tests of factorization are then studied. For rare decays, 
the focus is placed on Ks, rr final state and the penguin-mediated X.7. In general, the 
measurements are in excellent agreement with predictiona of the standard model. 

1. BASIC METHODS ON UPSILON-4S RESONANCE 

Most of the data presented in the following are collected on the upsilon-4S resonance, 
and wme basic experimental techniques are briefly described below. 

The B meson pair production cross section on the upsilon-4S resonance is roughly 
1 nb; namely, (~1 integrated luminosity of 1 fb-’ would generate 1 million B meson pairs. 
The CLEO-II d&&or bar lonned about 1.2 fb-’ of data thus generating 1.2 million B meson 
paira. 

__ 

On the upsilon-4S reeson(~nce, light quark pairs (un, da, sa, and cz - often referred to 
M the ‘continuum’) are also venerated in addition to the B meson pairs. The cross section 
ratio of B meson pair to the continuum ia roughly 1 to 2.5. The continuum is often a 
major background and in order to understand this component, data are taken right below 
the resonance (32 MeV below the peak) corresponding to about one half of the integrated 
luminosity taken on the resonance. When we want to plot LL distribution of certain parameter 
for B meson pairs, we can subtract the distribution for the data taken off-resonance from 
that taken on-resonance (with a proper normalization). The distribution is then said to he 
‘continuum auhtracted’. 

At the upsilon-4S resonance, the B mesons are generated with definite energy and 
momentum given by 

EB = Ebum = 5.289GeV, PB = 0.325GeV/c. 
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When reconstructing a decay B + J, + fi + (, J., natural parameters to look at are thus 
the total energy and momentum of the decay products Ji (i = 1, ,,, n): 

Et,, = c EC, Pb, = c Pi (2) 

which should peak at EbcMl and PB respectively, where E, and P< are the energy and momen- 
tum of the i-th decay product. In practice, often used parameters are the ‘energy di&rence 
AE and the ‘beam-constrained mass’ MB defined by 

AE = Et,, - &earn, MB=@=. (3) 

Since E,,-,, is a constant, measuring AE and MS is equivalent to measuring E,,, and I’,,,. 
The mass reconstructed this way has a good resolution which varies from 2.5 to 3.3 MeV 
depending on decay mode and usually dominated by the spread of beam energy. The cssencc 
of this method in background rejection, however, is simply the conservation of energy and 
absolute momentum in a B meson decay. We will often be referring to MB and AE in the 
rest of this article; the definitions are as defined above. 

2. MASSES 

2.f B- and? 

The masses of neutral and charged B mesons can be measured by fully reconstructing 
the major decay modes. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the beam-constrained maa 
MS for Be and B” mesons after requiring that the energy difference AE is within 2.5o’of 
zero. The decay modes used are B- + D’“n-,D’op-,Don-, D’p-,$I<- for the charged 
B meson and B” - D’+a-,D’+p-, D+n-,D +p-,$lC” for the neutral B meson. The D’ 
mesons are detected by the decays D’O --t DV, D*+ - Don+ and D mesom are detected 
by Do + ICli+, D+ --t K-a++ These modes are chosen since they are particularly cl& 
There are 362 signal events for B‘ and 340 signal events for B”. With a. correction due to 
initial state radiation of -1.1 f 0.5 MeV, we obtain MBO = 5280.3 f 0.2 f 2.0 MeV and 
At*- = 5279.9 f 0.2 f 2.0 MeV The first error is statistical and the second sys?ematic. 
The systematic err01 is dominated by the uncertainty in the energy scale of the storage ring 
which can& when we take the mass difference: MB’ - MS- = 0.44 f 0.25 f 0.19 MeV; 
namely, the masses of B- and B” are consistent with being identical within several tenth 
of MeV. The results are summarized in Table 1 together with previous meaurements. 

It iu interesting to compare this result with that for strange and charm mesons. There 
we have Mp - MK- = 4.024 f 0.032 MeV and M D+ - Mw = 4.77 f 0.2’1 MeV’ which seem 
to indicate that the meson mass is heavier when a heavy quark is combined with a d quark 
than with a u quark. The pattern, however, clearly does not repeat for B mesons. The 
current understanding for the isospin mass splitting is that there are effects due to the u - d 
mass difference a.8 well as QED effects5 (i.e. due to the electric charge difference between u 
and d quarks). Both are of order a few MeV, and the two kinds of effects happen to cancel 
for the B meson ca~e.~ There seems to be no simple and intrinsic reason to give Mg = Mi. 

Figure 1. The beam-constrained mass for charged (a) and neutral (b) B mesons after AE is 
required to be consistent with zero. Particularly clean modes are selected and summed. 

Table 1. Masses of neutral and charged B mesons 

W-V) CLEO 1.5’ ARGUS3 CLEO II’ 
ML? 5278.0f0.4 f2.0 5279.6Sz0.7fZ.O 5280.3f0.2 f2.0 
MB- 5278.3 f 0.4 + 2.0 5280.5 f 1.0 + 2.0 5279.9 f 0.2 i 2.0 

Mp - MS- -0.4 5 0.6 f 0.5 -0.9 f 1.2 f 0.5 0.44 i 0.25 f 0.19 

2.2 Other Bottom Mesons 

Bottom hadrons heavier than 8. and a” are not produced on upsilon-4S resonance, 
and the results so far come from accelerators that operate at higher energies. 

Figure 2 shows the decay Bs - T,$+, 4 
in pp collisions at 1.8 TeV c.m. 

+ I<+K- observed by the CDF collaboration’ 
energy. There are 14 + 4.7 events observed and fitting a 

gaussian to the peak. the BS mass is determined to be 5383.3 f 4.5 f 5.0 MeV. The ALEPH 
collaboration has also reported B result on Bs mas from two events Bs --t $‘+4 and Dir-. 
The maw measurement is dominated by the #‘r$ event and gives 5369f5.6;t 1.5 MeV. These 
results are summarized in Table 2 together with a possible candidate event reported earlier 
by the OPAL collaboration and B recently reported result from DELPHI. The measurements 
by CDF and ALEPH are marginally consistent (Zsigma difference statistically); taking the 
weighted average, the mass difference between Bs and B” is 97 MeV. The value is strikingly 
similar to the charm case MO: -MD+ = 99.5f0.6 MeV,’ an d I a so consistent with predictions 
of non-relativistic models: MB~ = 5345 - 5388 MeV.” 
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Figure 2. Bs + $d decay observed by the CDF co a II b oration. (a) Invariant mass of~l<flC 
when the [<+I<- pair forms the $ mass (within +I0 MeV). The dots are for a 4 rnas~ side 
band. (b) Invariant mass of I<+K- when the +IC+li- mass is in the Es peak (within 
f20 MeV). 

Table 2. Measurements of Bs meson mass. The $1” and ,$mesons aredetected by &” + f+f- 
and d + I<+IC- respectively, and 0: mesons are detected in the modes D$ + QR+, IC’K. 

Modes Number of events 
ALEPHB +‘A Din- 

M&eV) 
2 5368.6 f 5.6 f 1.5 

CDF’ 14Yk4.7 5383 A 4.5 f 5.0 
OPALS zs (I candidate) 5360 f 70 

DELPHI’O DQ(x-ara;),$d 4 5357 f 12 f 6 

The mass of B’(Jp = l-) has been measured by CUSP” and CLEOIJ by detecting 
the monochromatic photon in the transition B’ --t By. The numbers a~e’~ 

MB. - MB = 46.4 i 0.3 f 0.8 MeV (CLEO) (4) 
45.6 f 1.0 MeV (CUSP). (5) 
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These measurements are in accordance with an intriguing observation on the hype&e split- 
ting 

AM = M’(l-) - M*(O-) = const z 0.5MeV’. (6) 
This holds well for (,r,p), I<, D, D s n now for B. In non-relativistic models, such relation is a d 
realized when the potential between the constituent quarks is linearly increasing as a function 
of the distance between the quarks. “J’ It is consistent with a naive picture that the two 
constituent quarks are connected by a flux tube with a constant tension. At short distance, 
the potential is expected to be Coulomb-like; this portion of the potential, however, is not 
expected to play a significant rote.‘e Also, there is an electromagnetic hype&e splitting 
which violates the relation 6, but its effect is also much smaller than the hyperfine splitting 
due to strong interaction.” 

Apart from the theoretical importance, the above mass difference indicates that B 
cannot decay to BFT. It has a practical implication that one cannot tag the sign of the bottom 
flavor by the decays such as B’+ + Bon+ where the charge sign of the pion tells us if the 
neutral B meson is bottom or anti-bottom. Such flavor tagging would have made it easy 
to study the CP violating decay asymmetry in 8’ or 8” + $I<,, r+r- etc. particularly in 
hadron colliders. Now we have to hope that there may be a higher resonance that decays to 
Bs which is narrow and produced copiou~ly.‘~ 

3. NON-SUPPRESSED DECAYS 

3.1 E&live Hamiltonian 

The interaction of interest for B me~cm decays comes from the charged current part 
of the Standard Model LagrangiaxLB 

d 
Lee = $4,., t)‘+r”v “b 

0 
W’! 

L 
(7) 

where 9 is the weak coupling constant, the subscript L for the quark field indicates teft- 
handed component (e.g. u,, = f( I - -, ) s u e c , and the matrix V is the Cabbibo-Kobayashi- t .) 
Masukawa (CKM) matrix: 

vq; ;; 2) (8) 

The experimental value of the CKM matrix V is welt represented by”J’ (assuming unitarity 
of V) 

( 

I A IV”ale’= 
v- -x t 

It&l@ -x1 
Aa ) where ( ;i;&u;; (9) 
1 

and the magnitude of V.a, Vr, is of order ha. Taking the first and third columns, the unitarity 
condition 

v:,v”s + v<;v,, + v,;v,, = 0 (10) 
becomes a. triangle as below (catted the unitary triangle). 



,““,,~ (11) 
a P\ 

13 

At energy scales well below the W mass, the propagation of W can be ‘integrated 
out’ and we obtain 4-fermion effective Hamiltonianz2 relevant to B decays given by 

X<R = ~vxb(c,(Plo, t G(,)O*) + (12) 

0, = (&)(rb), 02 = (m)@b) (13) 
where G,E = g2/(4&A4&) is the Fermi coupling constant and the quark current (q’q) is 
a short hand for q;yp(l - rs)ne which is a. color-singlet I’ - A current (a: C&T index). 
Any combination of replacements c -t u,u + e and d 4 s can be made to obtain other 
possible interactions as long as the replacements are consistently made including the indexes 
of the CKM matrix elements. The terms shown in (12) are part of an expansion of the 
effective hamiltonian (the operator product expansionz3). It has an advantage that the 
calculable short-distance effects are separated into the coefficients of the operators (Wilson 
coefficients) while the long distance effects such as the state of valence quarks in mesons are 
absorbed into matrix elements of the operators. 

Without QCD correction, we only have the first operator 0, which is shown dia- 
gramatically in Figure 3(a). With QCD o c rrection, gluons flying between the quark lines 
can shuffle the color flows and generate an effective neutral current operator 02 shown in 
Figure 3(b). The Wilson coefficients C,,? can be calculated using the leading-logarithm 
approximation (LLA)” 

c,+++c-) c,=;(c+-c.) (14) 

with 

(151 

where d- = -2d+ = 8, and us is the running coupling constant of strong interaction given 

%-(iq = 
4T 

bbd~2/~&,) 
with b = 11 - 2, 

3 ’ (16) 

with n, being the number of relevant flavors, and p the typical mass scale of problems in 
question. Note that C+ and C- are related by C:C- = 1. With p = mb = 5 GeV, n, = 4, 
and &co = 0.25 GeV we have 

Cl(mb) = 1.11 Cz(ms) = -0.26. (171 

The next-to-leading logarithm approximation (NLLA) has been computed;2s the result does 
not differ drastically from the LLA result quoted above. For the transition b-t CSE, however, 
the momentum transfer associated with the light quarks are much smaller than the bottom 

mass scale and as a result the corresponding coefficients could be significantly different 
from (17). In fact, in one estimation using heavy quark effective theory (HQET):’ the 
coefficients are about 30% larger for C, and almost twice as large for C2:= 

Cl - 1.45 c, - -0.45 (for b + CSZ). (18) 

There are also 4.fermion operators of the type shown in Figure 3(c) called Penguin 
operatorsz6 The corresponding coefficients, however, are small and the Penguin operators 
are relevant only Ior highly suppressed decays such as B --t Icy and KS, to which we will 
come back later. 

Figure 3. Four fermion operators of the effective Hamiltonian responsible for B meson decays. 

3.2 Two-body Decays and Factorization 

Compared to semileptonic decays, hadronic decays are harder to understand due to 
variety of short and long-distance strong interactions among the quarks involved. Two-body 
hadronic decays, however, are the simplest kind, and some framework of understanding 
factorization exists.” Also, it should be noted that two-body decays account for a sub- 
stantial fraction of total hadronic decays of heavy mesons (- 15% for bottom mesons and 
- 75% for charm mesons when resonances are included’8). 

The idea of factorization for hadronic weak decay dates back at least to the early 
60’s when Schwinger showed that the AI = 312 transition of K + xx can be estimated 
from the corresponding semileptonic rate. l8 The procedure, however, was not considered to 
be accurate; in fact, when Feynman reported calculations of A + ps and KC -t T+r’ using 
the idea of factorization,g he preceded the discussion by the following disclaimer: ‘You may 
not wish to consider this line of flimsy reasoning; we are becoming very uncertain about this 
matter, nevertheless I shall present it.’ There is, however, B good reason to believe that the 
factorization works well for certain B decays. 
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We take B” + D+a- as an example. This can occw by the operator 0, as shown 
in Figure 4(a), where it is assumed that the B + D transition is caused by the current 
operator (Zb) and that r.‘ is created by the current operator (au). Assuming that the 
B - D transition and the r- creation are independent, the amplitude can be written as 

(D+r-Ill”) = (~-I(au)lO)(D+l(Fb)IBU) (19) 

which constitutes the essence of the factorization assumption. 

II- 
~: f 

8 
,, 
6’:; 

,<: .: 

~~~~i-~~,~::, 
~,~~ IEpf&~&;;;$ 0’ 

,. _., 

$I&;;, 
‘_< .I;,&’ 

01 sx 02 
Figure 4. Decay B” + D+n- by the operator 01 (e.) and 02 (b). The latter is suppressed 
by a factor 6. 

It is instructive to visualize the situation intuitively. A B meson may be viewed as 
an analog of a hydrogen atom where the heavy bottom quark is at the center surrounded 
by a cloud made of light quark and gluon [Figure 5(a)]. Upon the decay of the b quark, the 
b quark disappears and c, ii, and d quarks appear. The c quark will combine with the original 
cloud that was around the b quark to form B D meson, and the rid pair will eventually turn 
into a pion. Here orie can cast doubts on the factorization assumption an two points: 

1. When the cd pair passes through the cloud, it may strongly interact with the cloud, 
in which case the formation of the D meson and the creation of the pion csnnot be 
independent. 

2. After the D meson and the pion are formed, they may re-scatter through final-state 
interaction (FSI); e.g. D+ + n- + Do + x0 etc. 

For each of the above, Bjorken has argued that it does not pose seriros problem for the 
factorization assumptioma3 First, the invariant mess of the tid pair is of order pion mess; 
thus, they are highly collinear and close together. Since the total color of the pair is zero, 
they form a small color dipole and the cloud cannot see them from some distance away. 
‘The pair is thus expected to pass through the cloud without much interaction. Second, the 
formation time of the pion in its own rest frame is of order 0.3 fm/c which is the time for 
light to propagate from the center of the pioo to the edge. Since the pion is highly energetic 
(- 2.5 GeV), by the time it is formed the distance between the D meson and the pion is 
already several fermis; thus, they cannot interact through FSI. A similar argument of ‘color 
transparency’ was also used for production of p and 11 in high energy scatterings.3’ 

= 0.4 fm J ,,:” 

(a) (b) Cc) 

Figure 5. An intuitive picture of the decay B” - D+r-. Before the decay (a), immediately 
after the b quark decay (h), and right after the formation of final state mesons (c). 

This line of argument has been put forward by Dugan and Grinstein in the framework 
of QCO and the heavy quark effective theory, and it has been shown that factorization holds 
in the limit of Ms.0 --t DJ while MB/MD is kept cons&t.” For decays which involve 
two charmed mesons such as %? - D;D+, th e t wo mesons in the final state are partially 
overlapped at the formation time, and thus the factorization may not work well for these 
decays. Factorization is known to hold also for the large NC limit where No is the number 
of ~olors.~ Even though the correction to the limit is of order l/3 which is quite large, the 
applicability of the ~/NC argument is not restricted to the large velocity limit,3’ and thus 
complementary to the ‘color transparency’ argument. 

The decay B” + Dfam can also proceed by the operator 0% as shown in Figure 4(b). 
In this case, naively only the color singlet component of the ~RZ and d legs is expected to 
contribute. Applying Fierz transformations to color indexes as well a.8 to gamma matrices,% 
02 cm be written as 

01 = 50, + ;@A’u)(&b) (20) 
where the second term is a color singlet operator formed by two color-octet currents with Y 
being the SfJ(3) Gell-Mann matrices. Thus, 02 contains 0, within itself, and consequently 
01 and 01 are not orthogonaLa The overall coefficient of 01 is then C, + C&. For the 
decay B” + Don’, the relevant operator is 0,. There, the role of 01 and O1 are inverted 
with the overall coefficient of 0~ being C, + C,/3. In fact, we can write (12) in two ways 

GO, + CzOs = (C, + +)O, + f(Ji’u)(TX;b) 

= (C, + +)O, t ;(~A’b)(&u). 
(21) 

Assuming factorization, the effective Hamiltonian may then be written in terms of ‘factorized 
hadron operators’3g as 

‘hsd = ~V:,v,,lu,(a.),,.,(Eb), + a#b),&u)ml 

where the above arguments suggest 

a,= c,+ec2 
02 = c, t EC, 

with E = L 
3’ 

PI 

(23) 
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where the effect of 02 to the first term and that of 0, to the second term is parametrized by 
C (sometimes called ‘color suppression factor’), The contribution of the octet, current term 
in (ZO), however, may have a significant effect; in fact, an estimation using QCD sum rule 
indicates that its contribution may in effect lead to [ - fJao Also, an analysis of charm decays 
suggests [ near ~ero.‘~ It has thus been suggested that a,,az be taken as free parameters.z8 

Given the factorized Hamiltonian (22), one GUI then write down the amplitude for a 
decay. For example, if X- is a meson made of valence quarks d and ii, 

Am@ + D+X-) = ~V~~v,,=,(X-~(~d):.,la)(D+~(~*),.,.1~) 

where we have from Lorentz invariance 

(24) 

G’XW~,,l~) = -ifxP (for X: pseudo scalar) (25) 

(X-l(W’,,lO) = fxmxP (for X: vector or axial vector) (26) 

with jx being a parameter of energy dimension (called the decay constant). The current 
matrix element is the same as that appearing in the corresponding semileptonic decay” 
evaluated at q2 = m:: 

(D+l(sb),.,,\~“) = (6’~ + Pu - m’; “‘q) F,(q*) + ‘,’ ;7nbqBF&2) (27) 
!J 

where FO and F, are longitudinal and transverse form factors respectively [one can easily 
verify that the coefficient of r, satisfies (...),,q” = 01. For the case of pion emission, the 
transverse component exactly vanishes (by definition) and we have 

Amp(80 + D+a-) = -i%‘u;V,~a, jx(m:, - m;)F&,‘,). 
d 

(28) 

The form factors Fo,, may be either obtained from semileptonic decays or calculated by 
models such as the relativistic harmonic oscillator model together with the pole dominance.4’ 
They are relatively slowly varying functions of order 1. In addition, the heavy quark effective 
theory allows us to relate all form factors for transitions between heavy owsoos to a universal 
form factor.” Similar procedures are applied to other decay modes. 

In general, we may distinguish three classes of decays when we consider two-body 
decays of heavy mesons mediated by operators of the types O,,* in spectator mode (i.e. the 
light quark in the parent meson does not participate in the weak decay):‘3 

Class 1 Only the first term in (22) contributes and the amplitude is proportional to 0,; 
e.g. i? -4 D+n-. 

Class 2 Only the second term in (22) contributes and the amplitude is proportional to aI; 
e.g. B” + Do+‘. Sometimes called ‘color-suppressed’ decays. 

Class 3 Both terms in (22) contribute and the amplitude contains both a, and 11%; 
e.g. B- t Dar-. 

Some comments are in order. If both final-state particles are charged, then it is Class I, 
if both are neutral, then it is Class 2, if one is neutral and the other is charged, then it 
depends. In i? - D+x-, the current B - D emits a z and thus the pion decay constant 
f” is involved. In B” -+ Dora, the current B + x emits a D meson and thus the D nwon 
decay constant j,o is involved. In B- + DOT-, a class 1 amplitude and a. class 2 amplitude 
interfere and thus both j” and JD are involved. Also, note that in B” - DO,?, the ‘color 
transparency’ argument does not apply since the color-singlet pair passing through the cloud 
is now cii pair which are moving quite slowly, and it may form B D meson before leaving the 
cloud. Thus, factorization may not be a good assumption in this case. 

Heavy mesons may also decay through valence quark annihilation or W-exchange 
processes” as shown in Figure 6 which are also mediated by interactions of types 01,~. Such 
processes have been discussed in the context of the lifetime difference between D+ and Do, 
but thought to be helicity-suppressed.” and also suppressed by form factor effect when two- 
body decays are considered.‘B It was suggested. however, that the h&city suppression may 
be lifted when soft gluon effects are taken into account.” Even though annihilation/exchange 
processes are usually ignored in I3 decays, it has not been proven that they do not significantly 
contribute in all types of decays. 

Q q’ 
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x 

Figure 6. The annihilation and W-exchange processes. 

3.3 Experimental Tesl oJ F~ctoriratior~ 

The decays B * PP, PV have definite final spin state, where P is a pseudo scalar 
meson and V a vector meson, thus the decay rate is the only dynamical parameter that can 
be tested. On the other hand, the decays B + VV has three possible helicity amplitudes 
which ca.n also be compared against prediction of factorization. 

For the test of decay rates, we take B” + D’+X- with X- being n-, pm, or a;. 
As described above, factorization allows us to estimate the decay rates of these modes from 
the qz-dependent form factors of the corresponding semileptonic decay B” --t D’+l-v. In 
other words, there is a simple relation between the differential decay rate of the semileptonic 
mode at a2 = m?, and the corresponding non-leptonic decay rate, which can be conveniently 
written & n 

(29) g “21 Br@ .+ D’+X-) 
4 = &?J;1V.,(* 

27 dBT(B + D+k”)l q-x”:, 

where jx is the decay constant of the meson X. No QCD correction is included in the 
expression on the right hand side. ” If QCD correction is to be included, a reasonable choice 
would be to add (Cl t C2/3)’ to the right hand side of (29). This is because, in (21). 
the contribution from the octet current has been shown’to be suppressed in the decays in 
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question as shown by Dugan and Grinstein.3s However, 6, + 6213 is unity lo the first order 
due to the relation C:C, = I; thus, we will proceed without QCD correction. The above 
formula is applicable for X being any spin-l particle or any light spin-0 particle (assuming 
factorization, of course).” When the particle X is spin-O, it cannot, replace all the he1icit.y 
degrees of freedom of the D’ appearing in the semileptooic decay, and the formula is correct 
only io the limit of vn,~ << mo. The correctioo for pion, howwcr, is negligible (- 0.5%). If 
X is spin-l, then no such restriction applies. If U’ is replaced by D, then a similar helicity 
projection factor should be included. 

The procedure of the test is to measure the decay rate B + D’X and the differential 
semileptonic rate dr/dq’ to obtain the ratio R, and then compare it to the value expected 
from factorization: Gn2f~IVu~12, The $ d’ IS n u *on of the semileptonic decay B + LP+lPv t ‘b t’ 
is shown in Figure 7, which is a combination of ARGUS”’ and CLEO” data. The shape is 
tit to three diffewot models q’,s2w to obtain the value at givrn q2. 

Figure 7. Tho distribution of the lepton-neutrino invariant mass (q’) for the process B + 
D--v as measured by CLEO and ARGUS. 

The decay const,ants can be obtained by the &tonic decay ratP 

2 2 
r(*- + p-ii,) = !3$+ I_ !!?!A 

( ) ?n: ’ (30) 

for pion which gives f- = 132 MeV. From the tau decay rates 

r(r-~“-r,J=~G~,““sl’,~(I-~)~(1+2~) (31) 

where V is a vector or axial vector, we get Jo = 197 f 3 MeV and f., = 178 f 28 MeV. 
Including the effect of decay width of rnes~n,~~ these go up to f, = 210 i 3 MeV and 
J*, = 201 f 32 MeV. Using the isospin symmetry relation Jo- = Joo5 the decay constant of 
p can also be obtained from I’(# + e+e-) measured in e+e- + p” by 

qv’1- e+e-) = 
4*az 
KWJ; (32) 

where cy = l/2 for p;” this gives J, = 216 f 5 MeV which we will use. 
Table 3 summarizes the result of the comparison. Note that in taking the ratio (29), 

uncertainty in D’ detection efficiency is canceled. This of course assumes that same D’ and 
D branching ratios are used for the measurements of D’lu mode and D’X mode; a correction 
has been made to the values of Figure 7 using the new measurements from CLE0.S’J8 The 
agreement is quite good for T and p. For a,. the measured R is about a factor of two larger 
than the expected value, but statistically it is only 1.5 sigma’s, This could well be due to 
breakdown of factorization at (11 mass of 1.26 GeV. The branching ratio of D’a, is determined 
assuming that the D’+r+a-~ final stale with 1.0 < Msn < 1.6 GeV is dominated by a,. 
Figure 8 shows the 3s invariant mass distribution for the decay mode B” - D’+n+ti-n-. 
The a, peak is clearly seen, and amount of non a, contribution is quite small. 

Table 3. Test of factorization. Branching fraction of B -+ D’X is compared to the corre- 
sponding semileptonic decay evaluated at q2 = m$. 

X Br(D’+X-) 
(%)‘“’ 

dBr/dq’ R(measured) 
(%/GeV) ( GeV2) 

R = WLI’J; 
(GeV2) 

T 0.265f0.036 0.23f0.05 1.15f0.30 0.132f0.0005 0.98f0.01 
p 0.735f0.106 0.25f0.04 2.94-tO.63 0.216f0.005 2.63f0.12 
a, 1.32 *0.30[” 0.32f0.04 4.1311.07 O.ZOliO.032 2.27fQ.72 

(a) The errors are statistical only. 
(b) It is assumed that D’+a; dominates D’+x+~-rr~ mode where the 3~ mass 
is between 1.0 and 1.6 GeV. 

I 
’ *i 

Figure 8. The 3n mass distribution in the decay B” + D’+ri+a-x-. (a) Monte Carlo 
simulation for F - D’+a;, 0; + pan-. (a) Monte Carlo simulation where p”r- is uniform 
in phase space. (c) Data with R-mass side bands subtracted. 
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As stated earlier, for B + VV decays there are h&city degrees of freedom which 
cannot be uniquely determined by kinematics. The factorization assumption leads to specific 
prediction for helicity amplitudes which cau then be tested experimentally. For example, once 
the matrix element is factorized as 

A~P(B - D’P) m (Pl(~d)~~~lO)(D’l(Tb)~nd.IB), (33) 

then by Lorentz invariance the rho production part (pl(iid)&lO) is proportional to the p po 
larization vector c” [see (26)]. It then acts the same way as the polarization vector of W 
in semileptonic decay resulting in the same p polarization as that of the W in semileptonic 
decay at q2 = mz. If factorization is not valid, this argument cannot hold, and thus it serves 
as a good check of factorization. 

The polarization of p can be measured by the distribution of pm + *Or- polar decay 
angle 8, in the p rest frame with respect to the D’ d’ 
nal polarization (h&city = 0) 

nection in the same frame. Longitudi- 
would have cos2BP distribution while transverse polarization 

(h&city = fl) would have sin’8, distribution. Or equivalently, one c&u measure the decay 
angle of D’ (00) in the same way since the h&city of D’ is the same as that of p. In fact, 
the angular distribution can be writteu a~ 

dl- 1-a‘. 
d cos 0,d cos 0~ 

cc __ sm2 0,sin2 00 + (IL. co2 0, co? 8” 
4 

where (IL is the fraction of longitudinal polarization 

(34) 

2 

“‘ = [H+12 + ::i2 + IH-l* (35) 

with Il+,o,- being the three h&city amplitudes. Figure 9 shows the distributions of 0, and 
80 for data. A simultaneous fit to the two angles gives 

OL = 0.93 f 0.05 f 0.05 (CLEO) (361 

where the first error is statistical and the second systematic which includes uncertainty in 
background subtraction and detection efficiencies. The experimental measurement of the 
polarization in the semileptonic decay is unfortunately not available at this point, and we 
have to compare the above measurement to absolute theoretical predictirn which requires 
some assumption on form factors. One estimate using I,lQET’8 gives 

“L = 0.88 (factorization + IIQET) (37) 

which is in agreement wilh the data. 
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Figure 9. The angular distributions for p decay angle (a) and the D’ decay angle (b) in 
8” -+ D’+p-. 

below). 
This h&city = 0 dominance can be intuitively understood as follows (see the figure 

When the ?id pair is emitted, they are nearly collinear, and the h&cities are left- 
handed for the d quark and right-handed for the ii quark. Therefore the total h&city is zero 
which is transferred to the final p meson assuming that there is no final state interaction 
that changes the spin state. This feature is independent of specific choice of form factors, 
while it does assume factorization. 

3.4 E&action oj a~ and a2 

In this section, we will take the coefficients a, and al as free parameters in the 
factorized effective Hamiltonian (22), and try to find their values by fitting to measured 
branching ratios. First, we will use B - DT and $I{ decays to demonstrate the procedure, 
then a global fit to clean modes will be performed. 

In order to extract (II and a2. we need the form factors of B - D transition. This 
is quite well known; we will use the result of the fit to the universal form factor under the 
framework of HQET. The relevant value here is Fo(q2 = m:) = 0.58. For the B + r or 
K transition, there is no experimental data, and a model calculation is used where the overlap 
of B and the light meson wave functions is obtained by relativistic harmonic oscillator model 
and the q2 dependence is given by pole dominance. The coefficients of ~1,1 below. are taken 
from Reference 21. 

Class-I (determination of al): The decay amplitude of 8” + D+a- (or for any two- 
body decay B - PP) is given by 

I-= &IAmPv (38) 

where p is the momentum in the B rest frame. Using the factorized amplitude (28) together 
with K, = 0.045, v., = 0.975, GF = 1.166x10-’ (GeV-*), F&n:) = 0.58, and r~ = 1.18 ps. 



we get 
Br(D+a-) = 0.264a; (So). (391 

The measured branching ratio is Rr(D+r-) = 0.29 f 0.04% from CLEO, where the error is 
statistical only. It then gives (I, = 1.1. 

Class-II (determination of al): In B” - Doan, D meson is emitted and the transition 
is from B to 7. Proceeding the same way as before. we get 

Br(DV) = 0.201 = ( ) 
2 

0.22 =: (%) (40) 

where the isospin factor l/2 is included (TO is half iiu and lmlf zd). Experimentally, only up- 
per limit exists for this mode: a recent number from CLEO is Br(D’n’) < 0.035%(90%C.L.), 
which corresponds to lo21 < 0.4. 

The decay B- + l/Ii- is also a Cahhibo~favored Class-II decay. The transition is 
B - I( and 4 is emitted. The decay constant of ti can be obtained from its e+e- width: 
J+ = 384 f 14MeV. The expected branching ratio is 

Br(l/lc-) = G319n: (%) (41) 

where the large coefficient is primarily due to the large decay constant of $. The measurement 
Br($/<-) = 0.110 f 0.015 (CLEO) g’ wes Iug( = 0.26. One point of caution is that aa in 
b + CES transition is likely to be different from a~ in b + ciid transition. In fact, the values 
of Cl,? themselves are expected to be different as seen in (18). Nonetheless, they are often 
assumed to be the same and we will proceed with this assumption for now. 

Class-III (determin.xttion of az/02): As stated earlier, for Class-U and Class-III decays, 
the factorization assumption is not well founded. However, if we assume the factorized 
Hamiltonian (22), we can obtain the sign as well as the absolute value of a2/rz1 through the 
interference of the two types of diagrams shown in Figure 4. For example, the branching 
fraction of R- + Doam (normalized to B” + D+a-) is given by 

;;;;y) = [I + 1.230; (‘$g”‘)]‘. (42) 

The ratio measured by CLEO is 1.64 f 0.24 f 0.29, and this leads to a2/a1 = P.29 + 0.11. 
The positive sign is a direct consequence of Br(DW) > Br(Dfre). 

Tables 4 to 6 summarize measurements and expected branching ratios from the fac- 
torization model as calculated in Reference 21. The agreements are excellent in all cases. 

In order to obtain more accurate value for al we fit four Clara-I modes, 3 + 
D+a-. D+(p-, D’+a-, and D’+p-. For a?, we use the Class-II modes @’ t $/C”,+X*e 
and B- 4 $K-,$K-. The result is 

Ia,1 = 1.15 f 0.04 * 0.04 f 0.09. Ia21 = 0.26 * 0.01 SC 0.01 f 0.02 (43) 

where the first error is statistical, the second and the third are systematic. The third error is 
due to the uncertainty in the ratio of production end that of lifetimes of charged YB neutral 
B mesons. The relevant quantity is (f+r+)/(f-r-) where J+, J- are the production fractions 
and T+, r- are the lifetimes. This value is sometimes assumed to be unity. A measurement 
from Br(B- + D*“lv)/Er(Z? - D’+lv” is 

$$ = 1.2 -t 0.20 f 0.10 f 0.16. (CLEO). (44) 

For determination of al/a,, we we the following four ratios of branching fractions: 
B(Lh-)/B(D+r-), B(D”p-)/B(D+p-), L3(D’“n-)/B(D’+~-), and B(D”p-)/B(D*+p-) 
to obtain 

; = 0.23 * 0.04 i 0.03 f 0.10 (45) 

where (J+r+)/(Je~e) = 1.2 is used and the last error is due to the uncertainty in this 
quantity. The absolute value of al/al is consistent with the value obtained above which is 
0.26/1.15 = 0.23. and the negative sign seems to be excluded. From (231, we have 

‘1=- G + G =2/a, - G/G 
=, C? + ZCl - c = 1 - (C2/G1(=,l=11 (46) 

Using C, = 1.11, Cz = -0.26, the negative value as/al = -0.23 corresponds to t = 0.01 
and the positive value az/cz, = 0.23 corresponds to [ = 0.44. Thus, E = 0 as suggested by 
an analysis of charm decaysas seems to be excluded in the B decays. However, one has to 
keep in mind that in the analysis above, the factorization was applied to questionable cases 
where emitted meson is heavy. Also, the factorization is not expected to hold well for charm 
decays, so the formulation using al,l itself is in question in charm decays. 

So far only Class-II modes observed are for b - cEs only. As one can see from the 
table, however, the present sensitivity is close to the expected values for the Doa and related 
modes. It is likely that these modes will be observed soon. 

Table 4. Class-l branching ratios. 

B” 
De,- 
D+p- 
D’fF 
D’+p‘ 
D-+a;’ 

p.+ 
(mm)r- 
D+D; 
D+D:- 
D’+D; 
D’+D.- 

B- 
DOD; 
DOD’. 
D*Ll;- 
D.O& 

CLEO (%) ARGUS (%) 
0.29f0.04*00.03f0.05” 0.48*0.11 fO.lld 
0.81 f 0.11 + 0.12 f 0.13” 0.9 f 0.5 f 0.3d 
0.26i0.03~0.03f0.01” 0.28f0.09f0.06d 
0.74 * 0.10 l 0.13 f 0.03” 0.7 f 0.3 f 0.36 
1.26 zt 0.20 5 0.14 f 0.04” 

< 0.18” 
I.2 f 0.v 1.7i1.3f0.6’ 

2.7 f 1.7 * 0.9’ 
2.4 f l.4b 1.4 * 1.0 i 0.3’ 

2.6 i 1.4 f 0.6’ 

2.9 f 1.3b 2.4 i 1.2 f 0.4= 
1.6 * 1.2 i 0.3’ 
1.3 i 0.9 f 0.Y 
3.1 i 1.6 f 0.5’ 

Model (%)?’ 0, = 1.15 
0.264a? 0.35 
0.621a; 0.82 
0.254a; 0.34 
0.702a: 0.93 

0.97a:(J.,/0.22)~ 1.28 

1.213a:(J~./0.28)~ 1.60 
O.S59a:(J~,./O.ZS)~ 1.14 
0.824a:(J~./O.28)~ 1.09 
2.203a:(J~,./O.28)’ 2.91 

1.215a~(J~./0.28)’ 1.61 
0.862a:(J~../0.28)’ 1.14 
0.828a:(J,./O.Z8)‘, 1.10 
2.206a;(Jo,./O.28)~ 2.92 

a. Preliminary result to be submitted to Phys. Rev. D. The first error is statistical, the 
second systematic, and the third error is due to uncertainties of D branching ratios. 
b. Reference 59, Br(DB - @T+) = 2% is used. 
c. Reference 60, Br(D: + +k+) = 2.7% is used. 
d. Reference 3. 
e. All events with 3a mass between 1.0 and 1.6 GeV (after background subtraction) are 
assumed to he al, 
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Table 5. Class-11 branching ratios. Table 6. Class-III branching ratios, 

T 
i77 
DOPO 
D-v 
D’OpO 
D% 
DO$ 
DOW 
D-O,, 
D’%j’ 
D’% 

7 
*P 
I@ 
t/m0 

X&P 
dT” - 

B- 
YjiF 
*t<*- 
#I<- 
*‘I(‘- 
xcl1(- 
c,II(*- 

CLEO (%) ARGUS (%] 
< 0.035” 
< 0.042” 
< 0.072” 
< 0.092” 
< 0.075n 
< 0.074” 
< 0.048” 
< 0.086” 
< 0.36” 
< 0.13” 

0.075 i 0.024 f 0.008’ 0.08 f 0.06 f 0.02’ 
0.169 i 0.031 f 0.018” 0.11 f 0.05 & O.OZb 

< 0.08” < 0.28b 
< O.lQ* < 0.23b 
< 0.27” 
< 0.21” 

0.110 zt 0.015 f 0.009” 0.07 f 0.03 f 0.01~ 
0.178&0.051 hO.023” 0.16iO.Ll d=0.03b 
0.061 f 0.023 zk 0.015” 0.18 i 0.08 f 0.04b 

< 0.30” < 0.4Qb 
0.097 f 0.040 rt 0.009” 

< 0.21” 

Model (%)*’ a, = 0.: 
r2ola;(f~/o.zz)~ 0.014 
3.136a;(f~/O.22)~ 0.009 
l.213a;(~,./0.22)z 0.014 
l.223a:(f~./o.22)~ 0.015 

1.817a; 0.123 
2.927a: 0.198 
1.0650; 0.072 
1.965a: 0.133 

1.819a; 0.123 
2.9sza; 0.198 
1.ossa; 0.072 
1.971a: 0.133 

?reliminary result to be submitted to Phys. Rev. D. 
Reference 3. Modes involving a Ii, are multiplied by two to obtain the branching ratios 
i?. 

B- 

r 

DOp- 

D’V 

D’Op- 

D’%;’ 

D”O 
(242q- 

D”O 
(14Bo)=- 

p.0 
(m)P- 

s 

CLEO (%) ARGUS (%) Model (W)” a, = 1.15 
a2 = 0.26 

0.55 f 0.04 0.20 f 0.08 f 0.06’ 0.265(q + l.230a~(f~/0.2Z))Z 0.57 
*0.03 f 0.02’ 

1.35 * 0.12 1.3 l 0.4 f 0.4b 0.622(0, t 0.662e,(J~,/O.22))~ 1.09 
f0.12 * 0.04” 

0.49 * 0.07 0.40 * 0.14 * O.lZb 0.255(0, + 1.292oz(fo./O.22))~ 0.56 
f0.06 f 0.03” 

1.68 f 0.21 1.0 f 0.6 f 0.41 
f0.22 i 0.08 

1.88 f 0.40 
f0.30 f 0.10’ 

0.11 0.05 * 
f0.04 l 0.03” 

< 0.15~ 
< 0.14’ 
< 0.5” 

0.703[a; + 0.635a;(f~./O.22)’ 1.27 
+1.487a,a~(fo.j0.22)] 

a. Preliminary result to be submitted to Phys. Rev. D. The first error is statistical, the 
second systematic, and the third error is due to uncertainties of D branching ratios. 
b. Reference 3. 
c. All events with 3n mass between 1.0 and 1.6 GeV (after background subtraction) are 
assumed to be a,. 

3.5 Final State hlemclion 

The factorization assumes that effect of final state interaction is negligible. Therefore 
any test that is sensitive to final state interaction is also a test of factorization. 

One way is to perform an ismpin analysis on a set of isospin-related modes. For 
example, assuming that the relevant Hamiltonian has isaspin II,I,) = 11, -1) (i.e. b - cZd 

Ll 
simply a creation of cd pair as long as isopin is concerned), the three decay amplitudes of 

B -+ D+n- D”?r” and B- + DOT- can be written as 9 > 

Amp(D+n-) = &A+ - &A+ 

Amp(D?) = &A$ + &f+ 

Amp(D%-) = &At 

(47) 

where As and At are the &pin 312 and l/2 amplitudes respectively. There are three 
unknown parameters: IA& IAt/, and 6 = arg(A+/A$. S’ ,nce there are three measurements 
of decay rates, one can solve for the three unknowns. Then the non-zero phase 6 signifies 
the existence of final state,interaction. Unfortunately, the Do*’ mode is not observed yet at 
this point; we expect, however, that it will be observed sometime soon aa mentioned earlier. 
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One could go further along this line if one is enough. One can set 6 = 0 and recalculate 
the decay rates that would have been without the final state interaction. Then those rates 
may be compared with what is expected by factorization. In fact, a phenomenologically 
successful analysis of charm decay was performed in such manner.*8 However, there is no 
guarantee that all the effect of final state interaction can be taken away by this method. 
There may be interactions with other final states, for example. 

Another possibility is to look at the azimuthal angular distribution in B + VV 
decays. Taking E + D’p as an example, the angular distribution is given by 

,,~,,, m W+12 t IH-121sils: + 4lHol~c1Dc~ 

+2Re(H;H-)s;s~cos2x + 2I”(H;H-)s;s:si” 2x (48) 

+4Re(H;Ho + H~Ho).s~c~s,e,cas~ + 41m(HJHo - HIHo)s~c~s,c,sin~ 

where BD,, are the polar decay angle of D and p decays as before, and x is the .Izimuthal 
angle between the two decay planes. We have used a short hand: eD = cosOD, sD = 
sinOD etc. If there is no final-state interaction and there is no CP violation. then all the 
helicity amplitudes are relatively real. The effect of CP violation would show up as difference 
of angular distribution (as well as difference in total decay rate) between B and 0 decays.e2 
For Cabbibo-favored modes such as D’p, we do not expect significant CP violation. Thus, 
existence of terms proportional to sin x or sin 2.y signals final state interaction.63 This analysis 
should be able to be done with dataset presently available, but thus far not completed. 

4. SUPPRESSED DECAYS 

Now we move to rare decays which are typically Cabbibo-suppressed, We start from 
charmless two-body decays. 

4.1 B Decays~to Two Charmless Mesons 

Each of the processes J3O + K-r+, n+v could proceed through two types of dia- 
grams: spectator and penguin (Figure 10). Wh en there exist more than one dia:ram with 
different weak interaction phases and different final state interaction phases (i.e. strong 
interaction), there can be CP violating decay asymmetri& a.3 seen below. Suppose two 
diagrams contribute to a decay B 4 f with amplitudes A, and Azei6 where Al,l are the 
weak amplitudes and 6 is the FSI phase difference. Since only relative phases matter, the 
weak and strong phases of the first diagram are assumed to be zero. Fo; the corresponding 
3 + f decay, the weak phase changes its sign but the strong phase does not. This leads to 
a decay asymmetry: 

Amp(B - f) = A, + Aze’&, Amp(B - f) = A; + A;e” (A, : real). (49) 

(50) 

In our case, the weak phase of each diagram is given by that of the CKM matrix elements 
which multiply the entire amplitude as coefficients. Thus we expect that there is a weak 
phase difference a.3 shown in the figure. The strong phases, however, are difficult to estimate. 

spectator Penguin 

b Q 

II 
a a 

phase = argVub a phase = 1 a= 

x 

?k 

cl 
b 

b u 

II 

a a a a” 
phase = argVub phase = -argVtd 

h- 0.22 

Figure 10. Diagrams that can contribute to B + Kn, sm. 

If we assume the flavor SU(3) symmetry, then the ratio of amplitudes are 

3....,.,., - x &I.,,. - i (51) 

where X is the Cabbibo suppression factor (- 0.2). It IS expected that the spectator diagram 
will dominate in 8’ -+ r+r-. Then if there is no penguin contribution, the K-a+ branching 
ratio should be A2 - 0.04 times smaller than that of r+r-. Thus, if the rate of K-r+ is 
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comparable or greater than n+r-, then it is likely that the K-a+ rate is dominated by the 
penguin diagram. When there is a large disparity in magnitudes of the two diagrams, the 
expected CP violation will be small independent of the phases. 

One should note, however, that there is a possibility that b’ - Ka can occur 
through final state re-scatterings. Tbis could occur through intermediate states involving 
two charmed mesons as 

B0 - D-D,+ 4 I~+=-, EO * D-D+ 4 n-r+ (52) 

which corresponds to replacing the top quark loop in the penguin diagrams by a charm quark 
which will be on-shell as shown below and can be considered to be a dispersive version of 
penguin diagram. 

(53) 

Such process will result in a large FSI phase, and can interfere witb the top quark penguin 
diagram to generate a CP violation as originally postulated by Bander, Silverman and Soni.es 

Approximate rate of x+n- can be estimated from the measured B” 4 D-n+ rate 
quite reliably: 

Br(lr+n-) 
-ia 

- 1 x 10-S (54) 

where the effect of form factor will reduce it somewhat and that of phase space will increase 
it somewhat. The estimation of tha Ki7 rate requires the coefficient of the penguin opera- 
tor, and the uncertainty is greater; the theoretical estimates are in the same range as the 
aa mode.=e 

Experimentally. the signature on T(4S) is a rather spectacular high-momer,tum back- 
to~back tracks of p - 2.6 GeV. This is the maximum momentum a E-decay can emit and 
thus the background is dominated by continuum events; thus, cuts are made on event shapes 
to reject Z-jet like events and the fast back-to-hack tracks are required not to be aligned with 
the jet axis of event. For a BB pair event, the event shape is spherical and there is little 
correlation between the event axis and the direction of the back-to-back tracks. Then, as 
before, the energy difference AE and the beam-constrained mass MB is used to select the 
candidates (see (3)]. 

When masses are correctly assigned to the tracks, the AE resolution is 25 MeV. The 
dE/dr information in the drift chamber is used to separate kaon and pion. The dEJdz 
resolution is 6.5% and provides 1.80 K-n separation per track. Each candidate is assigned 
the most likely masses (w, Kn, or If Ix’), then AE is calculated. The beam-constrained 
mass, on the other hand, does not depend on the mass assignments and the resolution is 
2.5 MeV. Figure II(a) shows the Mg distribution for Kn and rz candidates after 2-o cut 
on AE around zero. The shaded events are the rr candidates., One can see an enhancement 
at the nominal B mass of 5.280 GeV. The AE distribution after t,he 2~0 cut on MS is shown 
in Figure 11(b). Again, there is a peak around the nominal region near AE = 0. For the 
final extraction of numbers, an “n-binned maximum likelihood fit is performed with DE, 

MB, dE/dx, and an event shape variable as parameters. Here AE is calculated assuming 
TX. The result is shown in Table 7.B’ 

When AE is calculated assuming lir, the value shifts down by 42 MeV if the actual 
tracks are Ka. Since the AE resolution is 25 MeV, this by itself can provide 1.70 separation 
between Kr and znr. The available particle identifications are not good enough to cleanly 
separate the two. When KS and TX are combined there is a substantial signal of about 3.50. 
The central value of R+T- mode is consistent with the expected v&e of 1 x IO,. If we take 
the central value of the Kc*- mode at its face value, then penguin diagrams (t-loop or the 
re-scattering c-loop) are likely to be dominating the K+T- mode. 

-1”” 
AE,M.“? 

Figure 11. Sum of Kn sample and ~II sample. (a) The beam-constrained maas MB after the 
2-a cut on AE. (b) AE distribution after the 2-o cut on Ms. The shaded events are the 
events assigned to be 7111. 

Table 7. Measured branching fractions and 90% confidence level upper limits. 

Mode ] Br(lO-s) Upper Limit (lOes) 
*+r- 1.3’;:: f 0.2 2.9 
K+C l.l?>:. * 0.2 2.6 
K+K- 0.7 

K+n- + vr+r- 2.4:::; + 0.2 
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4.2 b to a Rodialive Decays 

Another rare process a penguin diagram is expected to contribute is the radiative 
b + s transition through emission and re-absorption of W. 

At the lowest order, the CIM suppression is operative and it depends on the top mass (m,) 
strongly, and Br(B + X,1) changes from 0.5 x 1O-d at me = 100 GeV to 1.4 x IO-4 
at m, = 200 GeV. With QCD correction, 68 the GIM suppression is loosened (‘soft’ GIM 
suppression) and as a result the rate is substantially enhanced and becomes a slow function 
of m,. The enhancement factor is -5 at ml = 120 GeV to give Br(B + X,7) =- 3.5 x lo-‘. 
Theoretical estimate for the exclusive mode B - K’y is more uncertain due to the unknown 
transition matrix element B - 1P.69 One estimate based on HQET gives Br(B + K-7) = 
(1.4 - 4.9) x lo-s.‘0 

The experimental signature” is a monochromatic hard photon (2.6 GeV) recoiling 
against I<’ + Krr decay. We look for both 0’ + K”y and 0. + K-7. The K”s are 
searched for in the modes I<” + 1<+11- and Ii’- - It’-a’.K.rr-. Again the background is 
dominated by continuum events since such high-energy photon is at the kinematic limit of 
B decay. The continuum backgrounds are reduced by requiring that the events be not Z-jet 
like and that the hard photon be not aligned to the event axis. If the photon forms a r” or 
rl with another photon then it is rejected. Figure 12 shows the MS distribution after the cut 
IAEl < 90 MeV (2.20). There is a clear signal dbserved with 6.6 f 2.8 events in 0’ mode 
and 4.1 f 2.3 events in Be modes. The branching fractions are 

Er(BO + K’Oy) = (4.0 f 1.7 f 0.8) x LOP, 
Br(E + K-y) = (5.7 f 3.1 l 1.1) x 10-S (CLEO). (56) 

If we assume isospin symmetry, then 

Br(BO 4 K’Oy) = Br(E + K-y) = (4.5 * 1.5 * 0.9) x 10-S (57) 

which is consistent with theoretical estimates based on the standard mode! where the penguin 
contribution dominates. Another possibility is that the B -+ K’y transition may occur 
through $K* by vector dominance” 

B+$K’+yK’ (vector dominance) (58) 

or other long distance effects.” Such processes have been estimated and found to be at least 
an order of magnitude smaller than the observed rate. 

The inclusive transition B -+ X,7 can be searched by looking for the hard photon 
without reconstructing X. ,where the mass of X, lies in the typical strange meson region 
(0.5 to 2 GeV). Similar cuts as before to reduce continuum backgrounds are applied. Fig- 
ure 13 shows the continuum-subtracted (see Section 1) photon spectrum. The signal region 

is around 2.2 to 2.7 GeV. There seems to be some enhancement, but it is not statistically 
significant; thus, we set an upper limit 

Br(b - s+,) < 5.4 x lo-’ (CLEO”). (59) 

Such measurement places stringent constraints on non-standard physics, in particular two- 
Higgs-doublet models.‘s The W-top lcop can be replaced by loops involving charged Higgs, 
neutralinos, gluinos. and squarks etc. For example, in the minimal supersymmetric model 
with two Higgs doublets, the mass 01 the CP-odd neutral Higgs A0 is ruled out for rn~o < 
250 GeV (tan B > I).” 
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Figure 12. The MB distribution for B + I?7 after AIZ cut 
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Figure 13. Single photon spectrum after continuum subtraction. The signal b -+ ST would 
show up in the region 2.2 to 2.7 GeV. 
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DESIGN CHOICES AND ISSUES FOR 
COLLIDER EXPERIMENTS 

jEFF SPALDING 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 

Batavia, IL 60510 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This talk was given on the first day of the workshop. It discusses the technical 
considerations in the design of B physics experiments at hadron colliders. 
Since the talk was given on the first day of the workshop, it is an overview of 
the issues which will be mcwe fully addressed in the working groups. 

B particles are copiously produced in hadronic collisions at both FNAL and 
SSC energies. However, the high rates and relatively soft pt distribution for B 
production present severe challenges for the experiments. In terms of 
detector technologies the main issues are: 

0 Triggering and DAQ at very high rates, and the collection and 
analysis of very large data sets 

0 Tracking and vertexing over a large rapidity range in a high 
radiation environment 

0 Particle ID - in particular lepton ID and good x and K separation, 
again over a large rapidity range 

These technical issues result from underlying physics properties and 
requirements, including: 

0 The small ratio of o,B(per decay mode)laTOT 

0 The need for precision measurements -- for example in the 
measurement of the time evolution in Bs-mixing 

0 The need to tag the flavor of the B particle at its production 

The large cross-section for B production (about 0.1% of the total hadronic 
cross-section) is a major advantage for hadron colliders. As illustrated in 
Table 1, these cross-sections lead to the production of very large numbers of B 
particles. For example at Fermilab energies, \Is = 2 TeV, an integrated 
luminosity of 1 fbb-1 will produce about 5-10 x 1010 B decays, and the yields are 
5 to 10 times higher at the SSC. The main issue for B physics at hadron 
machines is not the production of sufficient B particles, but rather the 
development of the experimental techniques to fully exploit the en~rrn~u~ 
yield. 
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Table 1: Beauty cross-sections and production rates at hadron colliders. 

bb 
cross-section 

FNAL FNAL 
(1.8 ->2.0 TeV) Main Injector 

QCO - 50pb QCD - 50pb 
Expt - 100 pb Expt - 100 &b 

ssc 
(40 TeV) 

QCD 2 500 pb 

Luminosity 

bb produced 
in lo7 
seconds 

5 x 1030 5 x 1031 lo=/1034 l 

,,-2,-l 
O-26-1 m-2,-1 

2.5-5 x109 2.5 - 5 x lOI loll_ 1012 * 

* Although the accelerator will run at higher luminosities, trigger rate 
limitations and radiation damage to v tex detectors will limit the 
luminosity for B experiments to about 10 55 

The, B particles are produced at relatively low pt, and over a broad range in 
rapidity y, with a rather loose correlation in Ay between the B and 8. Figure 1 
illustrates the rapidity and polar angle distributions of the B’s and the pt of 
thei,r decay products. These distributions necessitate a broad coverage in 
rapidity for tracking and triggering, especially for studies involving the 
reconstruction of decay products from both the B and s. There are 
conceptually two classes of detector geometry; central (typically with coverage 
out to one to three units of rapidity on each side of zero) and forward (with 
coverage above plus one or two units or below minus one or two units of 
rapidity, perhaps in a two-arm configuration). The present CDF and DO 
detectors at Fermilab are central detectors optimized for high-pt physics, but 
are nevertheless capable of extensive B physics. CDF has a solenoidal field, 
while DO in its present configuration has no magnetic field. The B physics 
capabilities of these detectors will be upgraded by extending the rapidity range 
of the tracking and triggering, and by adding a solenoidal field for DO. I The 
BCD collaboration has proposed a central detector at Fermilab and at the SSC 
with a broad rapidity range and a dipole field to improve forward tracking for 
low pt particles. 2 Forward detectors using planar hxed-target like) geometry 
have been proposed at Fermilab, LHC and the SSC. 5’ 

Figure I .: Rapidity and polar an gle_ distributions of B-particles, the 
difference in rapidity for the B and B, and the pt distribution for the 
B decay products (generated by ISAJET). 

B rapidity 

A 
-4 -2 0 2 4 

\y: B-B 

&l!!L- 
-4 0 4 0 2 4 6 

Extended rapidity coverage is essential for analysesjn which the flavor of a B 
at production is tagged via the decay of the partner B, either using the lepton 
from semi-leptonic decays or with the kaon charge from the subsequent 
charm decay. These tags require particle ID, charge measurement, and 
probably pt selection and impact parameter cuts for the tag particle over this 
broad range. An alternative method for tagging, using the charge of a pion 
associated with the signal B, may prove to be very important. 4 Such a 
correlation may result from the decay of B” states, or from the non-resonant 
fragmentation of the b quark. This correlation, if it is found to exist, will 
alleviate much of the need for extended rapidity coverage. 

At high luminosities the B production rate is several kHz. The challenge of 
isolating the B decays from the even larger number of background events 
presents the main problem encountered in hadron experiments, both in 
triggering and in event reconstruction. 

Since the characteristics of Bg events, in terms of particle pt, rapidity spread 
and multiplicity are not particularly distinctive, it is _difficult to design 
experiment triggers and analysis criteria which separate B B events from the 
much larger total cross-section. At high luminosities, the total 88 event rate 
is itself too high, and mode-specific triggers are needed. The most obvious 
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feature of a generic Be event is the presence of the B (and the subsequent 
charm) decay vertices. Silicon vertex detectors have been used for some time 

In addition to the need for vertex finding and tracking over a wide rapidity 

with great success in fixed-target experiments to isolate and study charm 
decays. They have more recently been used in the LEP experiments. 5 

range, and for fast DAQ and triggering, another area of detector development 
important for B physics is particle ID. This not only contributes to the 
reduction in combinatoric_background to the B signals, but also allows the use 
of kaons to “tag” the b orb flavor of the decaying 8. The branching ratio for a 
charged kaon from the decay chain b --t c -a s is higher than direct semi- 
leptonic branching. The BCD and COBEX proposals estimate that the tagging 
efficiency using kaons and leptons can be over three times higher than that 
for lepto:w alone. Of course this improvement is only fully realized for 
triggers which do not themselves rely on observing a semi-leptonic decay. 

We now discuss each of these three issues for hadron collider B experiments. 

Figure 2: CDF event display showing the vertex reconstruction of 
an event with a primary vertex and two secondary vertices, one of 
which includes a J/w. The length of the tracks is proportional to 
their momenta. 

CDF is using the first silicon detector to be installed in a full hadron collider 
experiment. 6 (The first use of a silicon detector at a hadron machine was in 
the SPPS test P-238 for a dedicated forward B experiment.) 7 The power of 
vertex reconstruction to isolate B decays is illustrated by the first results of 
CDF using the SVX. Figure 2 shows a reconstructed event in CDF. A J/w 
resulting from a B decay is seen, well separated from the primary interaction 
vertex, and from a second decay vertex, presumably the decay of the second B. 
Events like_ this will yield valuable information on the correlations between 
the B and B 

Currently BB events are selected by triggering on semi-leptonic or multi- 
leptonic B decay modes, since these are more easily identified at the trigger 
level. Future triggers will include impact parameter information, and 
eventually vertex reconstruction to greatly reduce the trigger rate and 
enhance the B content of the data set. 

2. TRIGGERING FOR B’S AND THE NEED FOR HIGH 
DATA ACQUISITION RATES 

Experiments so far have relied on triggers based on semi-leptonic B decays, or 
the decays into J/w modes. Even so, single lepton trigger rates are dominated 
by background due to decays in flight and “punch-through’ for muons. 
Several groups are working on strategies based on the use of vertex detector 
information by a trigger processor at “Level 2” (in a typical 3-level tri 
system). Such processors must produce rejection factors of order 10 PL 

ger 
or 

higher and make the trigger decision within a few bsec. Trigger processor 
technology will continue to improve, with more complete event 
reconstruction becoming possible in shorter times. This then puts severe 
requirements on the speed of the front-end electronics and Level 1 trigger. 

With such processors in the on-line triggers, the high event rates result in the 
accumulation of very large data sets. Even with the expected reduction in the 
cost of workstation farms on which we have come to rely, the scale of the 
offline computing is a serious problem for many experiments. 

As an illustration WE look at the approaches adopted by BCD, COEEX and 
CDF. 

2.1 BCV 

The BCD proposals were perhaps the first to really grapple with this problem 
of triggering, data aquisition rate, and data set size (see Figure 3). Their 
solution is to emphasize speed of readout and to send tlw data to a huge 
online workstation farm. The size of farm required is estimated to be one 
million MIPS, or 10 thousand 100-MIP workstations! Similarly the quantity of 
data archived, and the off-line computing required, are on a very large scale. 
Of course computing costs continue to drop and it is difficult to estimate the 
cost to purchase and support computing on this scale in, say, the year 2000. 
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1~10~~ @ FNAL 4 > 4 MHz interaction rate 
I I 

A rejection of -l/100 is 
required for a trigger 
rate of 40 KHz. 

I Di itize 

Online 
Farm 9 “W farm rejection -l/100 

requires - 1 Terra II’S (million MIPS) 

Offline: archive - 1KHz (0.5 Mbytes per event) 

Figure 3: BCD Trigger-DAQ Scheme. 

2.2 COBEX 

Two trigger schemes are discussed in the COBEX proposals (see Figure 4). The 
“topology trigger” uses a pipeline trigger processor to process the vertex 
detector information and determine inconsistency with a single vertex. The 
vertex detector consists of a series of silicon planes perpendicular to the beam. 
In order to achieve high acceptance the silicon planes come to within a few 
millimeters of the beam itself. The trigger processor reconstructs tracks in 
each view separately, and determines a chi-squared assuming nly ne 
vertex. This trigger is limited to a maximum luminosity of a few 10 39 2.1 cm s 
by the rate of multiple beam interactions. For higher luminosities a muon 
trigger is proposed, including processors for tracking and impact param& 
CUtS. 

SxlL+‘@LHC 5xld2@LHC 

1 Interacti; Trigger 1 

Ll-2 Trigger Processor 
using vertex detector 

Rejection - l/l00 

Trigger rate into farm - 75 KHz 

Offline 

3.5 MHz 

L2 Trigger Processors: Muon 

Trigger rate into farm - 25 KHz 

Offline 

Figure 4: COBEX Trigger-DAQ Scheme. 

The L3 farm and offline computing are not specified in the COBEX proposals, 
but it is interesting to riote that with extensive Ll and L2 trigger processors the 
event rate into the farm at LHC is similar to the BCD FNAL proposal. 

2.3 CDF 

CDF also emphasizes the need for Ll and L2 trigger processors (see Figure 5). 
The XFT (extremely Fast Tracker) will find tracks in the central tracking 
chamber in the level 1 trigger. At level 2, the Silicon Vertex Tracker or SVT 
will use an array of processors and associative memories to extend these 
tracks in the r-0 view in the vertex detector and impose impact parameter 
cuts. This will allow the pt threshold for single-lepton triggers to be lowered, 
and will provide a trigger for exclusive B final states such as T(II g 
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Interaction Trigger - 7.6 MHz 
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Front-end 
data 

Ll Trigger 

Ll Buffer 
Rejection - l/150 

50 KHz Calorimeter Towers, 
* Leptons & tracks (XFT) 

L2 Buffer L2 Trigger 
Rejection - l/50 

more of the same, plus 
<lKHz 

4 
impact parameter cuts 

(SW 

Offline 

Figure 5: CDF Trigger-DAQ Scheme. 

Use of the vertex detector information at L2 requires a very fast digitization 
and readout, within 7 ~5. Groups at Fermilab, LHC and SSC are designing 
readout schemes using high speed optical links to provide the vertex detector 
information both to the data acquisition and trigger systems. 

3. VERTEX DETECrORS 

Silicon vertex detectors are an essential component of heavy flavor 
experiments. Hadron colliders present a severe environment for these 
detectors in terms of requirements on high rate operation, low m&, 
construction (particularly since the B decay products are low pt, and hence 
multiple scattering is of particular concern in the central region), extended 
rapidity coverage, and exposure to radiation doses up to a few Mrad. 
Improved pattern recognition and 3D vertex reconstruction are provided by 

double-sided vertex detectors with little increase in multiple scattering. Pixel 
detectors hold out the promise of significant further improvements for the 
future. To extend the rapidity range the next generation of silicon vertex 
detectors will be significantly larger than the present CDF SVX. Both CDF and 
DO are planning detectors with 250K readout channels, compared to 46K 
channels for SVX, and the central detectors at SSC and LHC are designed with 
several million channels. Extended rapidity coverage requires detectors in 
both barrel and disk geometry. The forward geometry experiments achieve 
their coverage with detectors in a disk geometry, resulting in a simplified 
mechnical design. 

The short interbunch spacing at future hadron colliders (132 nsec at FNAL 
with the Main Injector. and 25 nsec at the SSC), and the need for fast DAQ 
places challenging demands on the vertex detector readout. New readout 
chips are being developed to meet the needs of the high data rates, and large 
scale of detectors (see Figure 6). Like the present SVX chip (SVX-H) these 
chips will all be radiation hard. For precision vertex reconstruction the 
analog information from the strips is important to locate the centroid of a 
cluster. Chips being developed at FNAL and LBL for the CDF and DO 
upgrades, and those developed by the RD2 collaboration 9 include ADCs on- 
board the chip. Of course, keeping this analog information greatly increases 
the quantity of digital data which must then be read from the chip. 

Ll Trigger initiates digitization of a specific 
cell in the pipeline and subsequent readout 

r-l 

Preamp Integrator 

to Detector Strip 

I 

Sparcification and 
readout of the chip 

Figure 6: Conceptual Chip Components. Each chip contains 128 such readout 
channels at 50 pm spacing. 

The position resolution may be less crucial for tracking devices. The silicon 
tracker designed for SDC keeps only hit information, not the value of the 
charge. In the present SVX II design the analog input is halted during 
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digitization and readout (which are expected to take about 5 psec) , leading to a 
deadtime at very large level 1 rates. Operating the analog and digital 
functions concurrently on the same chip is a challenge. The RD2 group is 
developing a design to do this in one CMOS chip. In the SDC design the 
analog front-end is bipolar with the digital section in a separate CMOS chip. 

Whereas the readout electronics mounted on the detectors can be made rad- 
hard to above 1 Mrad (the SVX-I-I chip, fabricated in the UTMC radiation hard 
CMOS process has so far been tested above 2 Mrad), the issues for the detectors 
themselves are of more concern. Several groups have studied the effects of 
radiation on detectors 10. Ionization can increase the detector capacitance, at 
least on the n-side, and bulk damage leads to increased leakage current, which 
can be reduced by running the detectors at lower temperatures. At exposures 
of about 0.5 Mrad the bulk silicon changes from n-type to p-type, and 
following this the voltage required to fully deplete the detector increases. The 
life of the detector will finally be limited to a few Mrad when this increase in 
the depletion voltage reaches the point where the detectors break down. 

Exposing the silicon to high doses cannot be avoided. For precision 
measurements of the time evolution of Bs-mixing or CP-asymmetries vertex 
detectors should be close to the beam. For CDF and DO running at full Main 
Injector luminosities, with the inner silicon 2 to 3 cm from the beam, the 
detectors are likely to experience an integrated dose of about 1 Mrad over 4 x 
107 seconds. This is about the same as the dose which will be experienced by 
the inner layer of the SDC silicon tracker at 10 cm at the SSC. In the forward 
geometry of COBEX, with the silicon about 3 mm from the beam the dose is 
much higher, scaling something like radius2. Such proximity to the beam is 
required for a high acceptance for vertex reconstruction and triggering at high 
rapidities. In order to run at a few lO32 cm-2s.1 it is likely that the silicon 
would have to be replaced several times during a data run. 

4. PARTICLE ID 

It is clear that muon and electron identification with a large geometric 
coverage is important for B experiments. In 40% of beauty events one of the 
B’s decays semi-leptonically, and the charge of the lepton then tags the flavor 
of that B at the time of decay. Similarly, hadronic ID can play a critial role. 
The identification of kaons in particular not only allows a reduction in 
combinatorial backgrounds and reflections, but also the possibility of tagging 
using the kaon from the subsequent charm decay. While lepton coverage is 
fairly standard in all experiments, hadron ID is more challenging, especially 
in the central region. In a forward geometry the B momentum is typically a 
few tens of GeV 3, which puts the kaons into a momentum range which is 
typical for fixed-target experiments. Also, this geometry allows significant 
real estate to be devoted to Cerenkov counters. Standard Cerenkov counters 
can therefore be used, although the high occupancy levels suggest the need 

for finely segmented RICH counters rather than traditional threshold 
counters. 

For the central geometries the momentum range of the decay products 
extends up to only a few GeV. Depending on the trigger, the momentum 
spectrum of kaons in triggered events can extend quite high, so one would 
like K/x separation from a pt of, say, 0.4 GeV to above 6 GeV. Also, the space 
available for detectors dedicated to particle ID is very limited in a central 
magnetic field. Time-of-flight systems can in principal provide adequate 
separation up to perhaps 1.5 to 2 GeV/c , depending on the time resolution 
and the path length of the s stern The present CLEO system provides 2~ K-z 
separation to above 1 Gev 1, dE/dX information using the tracking systems J 
can contribute to higher pt, with a gap in coverage where the K and rc dE/dX 
curves cross. The performance of such systems depends largely on the 
number of samples, for example the OPAL and ALEPH dE/dX measurements 
provide good K-n separation to high pt 12, whereas the smaller number of 
samples with the central tracking chamber at CDF limits the significance of 
the separation at higher pt. In combination with a TOF system studies for 
CDF indicate that a 20 separation can be achieved out to a pt of 5 Gev. 13 

Compact Cerenkov counters could extend this pt range higher, and the 
development work looks very promising for counters using a liquid or solid 
radiator, a low gain gaseous chamber to allow the Cerenkov ring to spread, 
and a solid photocathode with, for example, Csl pads on a substrate. 14 These 
counters are thin, fast, and are efficient for Cerenkov light while being 
insensitive to minimum ionizing particles. While substantial development 
is still needed, it is possible that such counters can be built with a total 
thickness of 5 to 10 cm, making this technology suitable for placement 
between the tracking and magnetic coil or calorimeters in the central region. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

B physics at hadron colliders is already a broad on-going program and we are 
just learning how to do it, both in terms of the technology and the analysis 
techniques. The initial results from CDF are very encouraging and the 
upgrades to CDF and DO will extend this program in the future to include the 
study of rare decays, Bs-mixing, and Cl’-asymmetries. Over the next few years 
the efficiencies and dilutions will be measured for lepton tagging, and for 
tagging via associated pions, allowing reliable estimates to be made for the 
future. 

Achieving sufficiently high data rates and background rejection requires the 
development of high speed data acquisition and triggering, and precision 
vertex detectors. While the DO and CDF detectors, and the major detectors 
planned at SSC and LHC are primarily intended for high pt physics, they will 
be capable of extensive B physics. The full exploitation of the potential at 
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hadron colliders may however require a dedicated experiment, optimized for 
low pt and very high rates, perhaps with a forward geometry. The choice of 
rapidity coverage, forward versus central, is driven by the issues of trigger 
strategies and rates, vertex detector design and tracking performance, and 
particle ID. The requirements for these capabilities, and the performace of the 
different approaches are studied by the working groups at this workshop. 
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DESIGN CHOICES AND ISSUES IN FIXED-TARGET B EXPERIMENTS 

LESLIE CAMILLERI 
PPE Division. CERN 

1211 Geneva 23, Swimrland 

1. THE PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS 

I .I CP Violarion 

The main priority of any experiment on B physics in the years to come will be an 
endeavour to observe CP violation in the B sector t, This can be attempted in weral wavs as 
dew&d in the dxoretical talks in this workshop. 

a) A measurement of the CP asymmeWy 

~I%+f~-~R”+f~ 

where f is a self-conjug& state, will yield a measure of the angles a, 0, and y through B 
measurement of Bi + n+n-, Bi + I+IK~, and Bf + p”Kg respectively. In order to 
determine whether the observed decay originated from a Bo or a go, the nature of Ihe 
companion B must be ascertained, most probably through the sign of the lepton or the 
kaon it decays to. A measurement of these three angles will overconstrain the unitary 
triangle shown in Fig. I. 

b) The angle ycan also be determined by measuring six self-tagging reactions *. 
B” +aK’“, DOK’” D”K’” 

d I 
where D; denotes the decay of 
a Do into CP eigenslares, such 
as ITLII, ~IIOI. KK, and KKnx. 
Constructing the triangles 
shown in Fig. 2 wilt yield a 
measurement of y. Note that all 
six reactions are characterized 
by at least four tracks not 
coming from the primery 
vertex. m, P I.0 (1.0, 

Figure 1. The unitary triangk 

H 

n,s-‘o”lro, 
~ a,&~~* 00 P, 

Figure 2. Self-tagging processes nrxmged in two rriangles giving the angle y. 
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1.2 Bf Oscillarions 

These are expected to be very fast and hadron machines may well be the only way to 
observe them. They could be observed in the decay 

B” + D’x’ s 
&,G 

4 K+K- 
Here again [he reacdon involves four tracks originating at secondary vertices. At LHC fixed- 
urger condidons (&=I 14 GeV) the oscillation length is of the order of I cm for xs = 12. Vertex 
resolutions of = I mm are therefore needed. 

1.3 Rare Decay Modes 

The inclusive reacdons B --f p+)rX and I3 + e+e-X as well as the exclusive channels 
B + p+p-aand B + e+ec could be observed using a lepton trigger. In the Ialter case the Standard 
Model predicts 3 a branching ratio of - l&9. Any deviations from this number could poim 10 
new physics. For instance a two Higgs Doublet extension would predict 4 a branching ratio of 
IO” for ml = 150 GeVlc?, rn~ < 400 GcV/c2. and small tan p. 

1.4 Tagging 

For those reactions which are not self-tagging the nature of the companion B must be 
dewmined. Experimentally this is most easily done by determining the sign of the leplon in its 
semi~lepronic decays. However. this is costly in event numbers as only 21% of rhe B’s decay 10 
an electron or a muon. Fur!hermore. mistags can occur because of the observed leptons 
originating from the B 4 D + chain, from nlK decays, or from n/p or n/e misidentifications. 
These mistags can he reduced by requiring the Icpton to have Pr 1 1.2 GeVlc. The efficiency of 
this cut is 0.8 for B’s and results in 

o= wr”%! ws =o,,7. 
all tags 

The nature of the companion B can also he determined by measuring the sign of the 
charged kaon in the B + D + K chain. More events are retained this way as SO% of the B’s 
result in a charged kaon. Mistags are due to B + DE decays and Cabihbo suppressed decays. 
For kaons 0 = 0.16. 

In principle, it is also possible to tag by direcdy measuring the charge of the companion 
Bf, either in a very strong magnetic field or by reconstructing all the decay charged panicles. 

Finally, as explained in an enriier talk, the effect of oscillations of the companion B resuhs 
in a value of 

0 = wrung w = 0.25, 
all tag 

1.5 Checks 

Because the inidal slate is pp rather than pp. the 8” and B” production rates will not 
necessarily be the szame 5. Before a CP asymmetry can he measured these producdon rites will, 
of course, have to be known. This can he done by measuring the reactions 

B”+ l/vK’ !i”+ J/vK’ 

4 K ‘n- b K-n+ 

These reactions are expected to have a branching rado that is three times bigger than Ihe 
J/vKi decays and they will of course be automatically included in a J/v trigger. Furlhermore. 
they are not expected 10 exhibit CP violation and they are self tagging. Because of this latter 
Property an observation of this reaction will yield a measurement of dilution effects in 
“companion B lagging”. 

The production rates for B+ and B- will also need to be known in order to compule 0. 
Here the reaction B* + J/!+rK*, which will also be included in B J&I trigger. can be used. 

Both these reactions will need panicle identification. 
These measurements imply the following requirements of the experiment. 

a) Trigger -A moon trigger will be sensitive to J/v reactions and muon tags. 
-An electron [rigger will double the number of leplon wems. 
- In order to include kaon tags and self-ragging reactions, Ihe experiment must not 

rely endrely on leplon triggers. Secondary vertex triggers and hndron pr triggers 
should be included in order to have the maximum flexibility. 

b) Derector - Venex detector. 
Particle identilicadon. 

-Good momen,um resoludon. 
-Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. 
- Muon detector. 

2. QUESTIONS AND ISSUES 

The following issues have to he addreved. 

-Collider or fixed-target mode? 
- If fixed target, extracted beam or internal target? 
- If internal target, gas jet or wire target? 
- If a gas jet, hydrogen or a heavy gas? 
- Beam pipe design. 
- Silicon microvertex design and radiation damage. 
- Ki decay path. 
-Particle idendficatioo. 
-Momentum resolution. 

Order of detectors. 

2.1 Collider or Fixed Tar&w 

- The mean B flight path is much longer in a fixed-target mode than in a collider mode 
(Fig. 3). Furthermore. the target region in fixed-target can he limited to a few millimelres 
compared with several cendmewes in a collider mode. This makes for much easier 
separarion of a secondary vertex from Ihe primary vertex, even at the trigger level. 

-Owing to the lower & in fixed-target mode, the associated mulliplicily is lower (Fig. 4). 
Comparing a fixed-target spectrometer having an acceptance of 3.5-87 mrad with a 
forward collider 6 one having an acceptance of 5600 mrad, the mean charged multiplicity 
associated with a B is 9.5 as against 30.3 and the mean number of associated Ki is 0.9 as 
against 1.9. 

-Whereas them distribution of secondaries from B decays is the same for fixed-target and 
collider modes, the a distribution of minimum bias events is much steeper in fixed-target 
than in collider modes, This results in a hadronic pr trigger having a rejection of 6 x lC@ 
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against minimum bias events in fixed-tsarget mode and only 5 x IO-2 in collider mode for 
an efftciency for B + I[+A- of fl.80 in both casts. 

-The momenta arc higbcr in fixed-vargct mode resulting in less multiple scattering. 
-, lo the case of an extracted beam there is no need for a beam pipe or reman pots. 

BUI of course Ihe cross-section 7 is smaller in fixed-txget mode by a factor of 500 and the 
signal to noise ratio is also worse by a factor of 2(X1. 

B-II’ n 
to, blh n’s 

Wilhi” accaplancs 
on > 3 mad 

LHC l,Xed large, 

\ 

& = 123 GSY 

LHC mllider 

J6 = 16 Te” 
\ 

I 
I3 decay length ,Crn/ 

Figure 3. The dacay path dislributions of 
B mesons decaying I” n+xm for fixed- 
target and collider modes 3, the LHC. The 
n+ and Y are required to have a 
producrion angle grealer than 3 mrad. 

Figure 4. The chsrged~pnrticle multiplicity 
associated wilh B mesons for fixed-target 
(3.5-87 mrad) and collider (5~601l mrad) 
geometries ilt the LHC. 

2.2 Exrrocred &am 

A! the LHC and SSC a conlinuously extracted beam can be obtained using channeling by a 
benl crystal placed in the halo of Ihe beam. The halo particles are goided by the bent crystal 
planes and deviated by - 0.7 mrad. The principle was tested 8 using a I20 GeV beam at the 
CERN SPS. The counting rate in a counter &scope is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of crystal 
orientation. A clear peak is observed. Channeling efficiencies of l&12% have been measured. 
Both the Sm’and LHB 10 proposals intend 1” use this technique. 

Table I is a summary of running or proposed extracted beam B experimenls. II can be seen 
that the longitudinal target dimension varies from 0.2 cm to 18 cm and that the largrt thicknesses 
are several tens of per cent of a radiation length and several per cent of an interaction length. 
This results in many conversions and secondary interactions thus increasing the muldplicily in 
an event and producing “fake” secondary vertices. The beam intensities vary from 2.5 x I@ 1” 
4 x IO” panicles per second (2 x IO* for SFT and LHB) 

- 225000 
ii l c 
2 200000 : . 

5 175000 
** * I 

R ** ‘L 

0 
1440 ,480 1520 1580 1600 1 40 

frydot arientoticn angle (step) 

Figure 5. The counting rate in a scinlillalor coumer telescope 
an a function of crystal orientation in a bent crystal extraction tesl at the SPS 

Table I, A summary of extracted beam experiments. 
~i$rnent 1 Beam in&tv-l-- Tarw ~~ 1 

- (protons/s) Type -(%x0) (%hi”d _ 
WA92 ” 2.5 x 106(x-) 2mmCu 14 I.3 
E77 I ‘2 4.6 x IO’ 24 mm Si 2s 4.1 
E789’3 3.0 x I09 3mmW R6 3.1 

[During flat lop] 
P865 I4 4x 109 2mmW 57 2.1 

[During flat lop] 
P867 ‘5 1.2 x I()_ 24 mm Si 25 4.1 
sFr9 2x IO8 I8 mm Si 19 7.7 

l/GFiirl 2 x lo8+go plz”~~:8 cm!Tt~-~Y ----I 

2.3 Inrernal Target 

2.3.1 Gas jet 

An experiment using a gas jet in the circulating beam of a collider uses a beam of 

EFFECT,“E INTENSrrY = NUMBER OFClRClJLAT,NG PROTONS x RE”OL.“TION FREQUENCY 
= (1.5 x 10’4) x 3441 = 5.2 x IO” p/s at ssc 
= (4.8 x 10’4) x I1246 = 5.4 x 10’8 p/s at LHC. 
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This is ten orders of magnitude more than an exnacted beam and therefore allows the use 
of a very thin target such as a gas jet. This in turn implies no conversions, no secondary 
interactions, and no multiple scattering in the target. 

A molecular hydrogen cluster target has been used ‘6 for seven years in the SPS collider 
by experiment UA6. The design is shown in Fig. 6. Hydrogen gas is pumped thmugh a 0. I mm 
nozzle cooled to 25 K. Sawration occurs on the other side of the nozzle and clusters of - lo* 
molecules are formed. This cluster jet is collimated using a skimmer and diaphragms. It then 
!nverses the circulating beam and is absorbed in a cryopomp. In UA6 the jet profile at the beam 
was 2.5 nun transverse Lo the beam and 8 mm along the beam, and its density was 
4 x IO’” p/cm’. The integrated density along the beam was 3.2 x lOI4 plcoi2. For use in the 
proposed GAJET B experimenr I7 the longitudinal dimension of the jet must be reduced to about 
2 mm, while maintaining approximately [he same integrated density. This can be done by 
reducing the size of the diaphragm and skimmer holes, reducing the distance between the nozzle 
and the circulating beam from 22 cm IO 13 cm. and increasing the gas throughpur by a factor of 
1.7. This should result in a 2 mm long jet with an integrated density of 3.8 x lOI4 p/cm2. II must 
be ascertained that no diffuse gas remains in the vicinity of the jet. The upper limit on this 
number from UA6 is 5% of the peak density, 

Cluster beam 

HI p - I kv. Q - 16 rnb”.“WC 

1 T.UK 
--0.1 mni dhm 

I~LYrltlcm 

, CIYldl ‘amleion 

jk. 

(. 101 mol.e,cl”,l.r~ 

“l”“., soumc 
Of CIYsterI 

-&-skimmer 
‘I 

-“i-=dl.phrlpm, 
lj\ 

-Jl--- ,/ 
I!\ LHCbsMl 

------ l&-L---- 
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rlily 

SIYItcr dump 
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Figure 6. The UA6 mobxular cluster jet design. 

2.3.2 Wire urge, 

This is a method advocated by the 
proponenrs of the HERA B experiment ‘8. 
Eight 50 pm steel wires would be placed 
in the halo of the 820 GeV proron beam at 
about 4 beam o’s from the centre. They 
would be arranged in two groups of four 
wires 5 cm apart. as shown in Fig. 7. A 
wire target is favoored by this group over 
a gas jet as if only affects the particles in 
Ihe halo, which are in any case lost 10 the 
main ep experiments; it needs a simple 
scraper lype mechanism rather dw? big 
pumping s~alions and it produces no 
diffuse gas. However, n sudden movement 
of the beam could result in large increases 
m counting rates. whereas with il gas jet a 
movement of the beam can only reduce 
[he counting rate. The technique was 
tested with a single wire and was shown 10 
produce stable counting rates five minutes 
after moving the wire into position. Also, 
no background increase was observed in 
the ep experimenrs. 

Figure 7: The eight-wire configuration of the HERA B proposed inwnal target 

2.4 The Use of Heavy Gases in a Jer 

The following applies to metallic targets as well. II is expected [hat the Bn production 
cross-section will be proportional 10 Aa. where A = atomic weight of the target and 0.9 c a c 
I .O. On the other hand. the total cross-section is known to be proportional to An.? The raiio of 
the EBB to qO, will therefore be F times what iI is in hydrogen where F = A”~o~72, For argon 
(A = 40) and a = 0.95, F is equid I9 10 2.3. Therefore, for il given number of minimum bias 
events there will be 2.3 limes more BB events in argon than in hydrogen. Hence a better signal- 
lo-noise ratio for A f I targets. 

There is however a price 10 pay. 
- Both the multiplicity associated with a BB pair and the multiplicity in minimum bias 

events are about a factor of 2 higher in pA collision rhan in pp collisions. thus increasing 
the complexity of events 20 

- In pA collisions Ihe production cross-section for pions 21 of m > 2.0 GeVic is proportional 
to A’.15. As an example, for a copper target (A = 64) the cross-scclion for pion producrion 
per nucleon is 1.9 limes bigger than the pp cross-section. The difference in pi distribution 
between minimum bias events and B events is rhus reduced in pA collisions. 
A summaly of the luminosities, interaction rates. and numbers of minimum bias events per 

bunch is given in Table 2 for SFr. LHB. GAJET, and HERA B. The number of inwraction rates 
varies from 0.1 per bunch for SFf lo 4.0 per bunch for HERA B. 

Table 2. Cross-sections. luminosities and inlerxtiotl rates for proposed fixed-target 
experiments on CP violalion. 

W’R @/A = effective 
per nucleon oine’ per nucleon 

fubl (mb) 
SF? I.5 I4 
LHB 
GAJET 

1.0 ‘- 2 
1.0 35 __ 2xjo31 

HERA B 0.01 IO 
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2.5 Beam Pipe Design 

For experiment using an internal large,, (he B decay products musl traverse the storage 
ring beam pipe. ,r musl rhereforc be carefully designed 10 minimize [be amoom of material. In 
particular, heavy flanges and seprum plmes must be avoided. Glencing incidence on even very 
thin pipes can result in waversals of several radiation lengths of material 22. The silicon 
mi~ro~crtex dctec~ormusl be housed inside the beam pipe in reman pots. 

2.6 Silicon Microverrcx Derecror 

In the case of experiments using an external beam, ,he microvertex dcleclor can be placed 
immediately following the target (Lf1B) or can acrunlly conslitute the target (Sm). In both cases 
,he B’s have enough night path to decay within the microvenex detecmr. This makes the pattern 
rccognhion problem much easier, as demonstrated by rbe WA92 expcrimem a, CERN =. The 
direa observation of decay vertices wirhin the microvcr,ex detector is a dirtincr advnmage of an 
extracted beam over all other methods of studying E production. 

The SFT amive larger design consists of 90 planes of 200 &m thick silicon planes spread 
over 18 cm along xhe benm and followed hy furlher reconwuclion planes occupying 120 cm 
along the beam. 

For a gas jet target or a wire rarger Ihe silicon planes must be housed in reman pots. The 
minimum dismnce of approach 10 the beam. dictared either by radiation dose or by disturbance 10 
the beam, togerher with the minimum producdon angle 10 be observed determines the position of 
these dew,ors along Ihe beam In the case of GAJET the detectors consisls of tninc 300 pm thick 
double sided reconwuaion plaoes of 25 pm pitch. These reconsvuclion planes. together with six 
additional trigger planes, are located at disrances varying between 40 cm and 400 cm from the 
jet. They can be located in individual pots or grouped in a few pots following the design 
pioneered by P238: partial vacuum within the pots allows very thin walls 24. The decay veniccs 
can be reconstructed with a precision off f mm along the beam and + 20 pm transverse 10 the 
beam 

2.7 Rod&ion Damngr 10 the Silicon Microverrex 

The radialion dose, D, absorbed in IO’ s by a strip located a, a distance of R cm from Ihe 
beam is given by 25 

D = 2.66x IO-% 

=4,2x10-“+ (J E.!- MRad 
“’ dq R* 

where 
@ = fluencc (particles per cm*) 
+ = inslamaneous luminosity 
qo, = mal cross-section 
dN/dq = number of particles per unit of rapidity. 

The dose is essen,ia,,y independem of the distance ALONG the beam at which the detector 
is placed but depends critically on ,he transverse distance R from the beam. For a given 
luminosity, rhc maximum dose tolerable 26 by ,he silicon will determine Ihe minimum distance 
R,, at which rhe detecrors can be placed. For a desired angular coverage, this in tom Will fix the 
disrance along [he beam at which rhc detectors must be placed. 

As an example, for GAJET running at 2 x 1O’3 cm-2 ss’ a dose of 20 MRadlyear is 
expected for a strip 7 mm from the beam. 

In Ihe case of an extracled beam there is an exlrit complicnlion because. in order 10 
capi,alire on the facr tha, in these experiments Ihe B decay vertex can occur within Ihe vergx 
defector. rhe beam must also go through Ihe vertex delector. This would quickly destroy rhe 
silicon a, the spot traversed by the beam. The solution is m spre;id Ihe radiation damage due 10 
the beam over an area S cmz, The LHB so,odon is 10 move the verlex detector over an area of 
10 x 10 cmz, whereas SFT‘intends IO use a beam of 8 cm diameter. Either sofmion necessitates a 
venex detector of much largerdimensi, 11s than would be needed with a ,ixcd nwrow beam. The 
thence is than given by 2s. 

@ = (IO’s) (N,,) x (I + L.r ( Nch) f,,, fs,)/s 
where 

NP = Number of protons per second in the beam 
h = Target lhickness in “nils of inleraclinn length 
(N& = Mean number of charged prrlicles per imeraclion 

%A = Nuc,earenh;mcemem of multipliciry = 2 
kl = Enhancement of muhipliciry due 10 secondary imemclions nnd conversions = 2. 
A comparison of LHB with GAJET. both a8 H luminosity of lO33 cm2 s-l, results in LHB 

expecring a dose of 2.4 MRad everywhere, whereas GAJET expects a maximum of 1.5 MRad al 
0.7 cm from rhe beam. The extrxxed beam experiment expects a smaller maximum dose because 
of its ability ,o spread the radiation damage of Ihe beam over a large area. 

2.8. Ki Decay Rqim 

It is necessary IO :d,ow a significan, distance for the Ke 10 decay before [he magneric 
analysis. The mean decay length a, the LHC fixed rarget is 8.6 m 111 order to maximize the 
distance available for Ki decay GAJET is investigadng rhe possibility of installing the RICH in 
front of ,hc magnet. 

2.9 Pnrricle Idenrificorion 

Discrimination between pions and kaons is necessary for kxm tagging and 10 avoid [he 
contaminadon of rhe B + nn sample by B + Kn decays. The laller is Ihe most difficult problem 
because of Ihe high momema of the pions in B + XR evems (Fig. 8). Rejecting candidate even6 
with momema larger than 250 GeVlc would resuh in an efficiency of only 50%. Extending Ihe 
upper mome”um cut 10 hOO GcVlc would recover most of the lost events. 

The SFT Collabormion proposes 10 use P 12 m long neon-filled RICH. The Chercnkov 
photons are 10 be observed in an array of multianode phoromoltipliers. These are preferred over 
TEA or TMAE filled wire chambers because of 

- small (c 2 ns) dispersion in collection Lime 
-no need for high ,empera,ure or low pressure 

- no need for ultra-pure radiator gas (TEA is only sensitive 10 UV photons and hence is 
very sensidve Lo oxygen contamination). 

The upper limit in momemom for n/K discrimination a~ the 2 standard deviation level is 
shown in Fig, 9 as a funcrion of anode pad size. It can be seen lhar discrimination can be 
obtained for momenfa up ,o 300 GeVlc for a pad size of 3 x 3 mm2. 
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Figure X. The momrniwn dimribu&r of n‘s 
from B + n+r in a LHC fix&targrl ~made, 
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sire of Ihe molti;wudc p11otot11~~11il~lieT used m 

drrrct the Chcrenkw photons. 

Another very inlererting new idea, currently being invrslig;wd by PXhS, is lhe use of 
Visible Lighr Photon Counters instead of pholotubes or wire chambers. 

Beyond these momenta it should be possible to use transiliun radiation detectors for n/K 
separation. GAJET is propwing w use IOIl modules of lbe type developed for ATLAS in the 
RD6 project 27. E;tuh rnwdule cot&Is of 12 x IS pm thick polypropyicnr foils scparawd by 
370 pm and of one plane of 4 mm dianeer Xe-filled swiw tubes sepwwd by X nun. Defining a 
“hit” as a tube conuining an energy deposition gre:wx dun 5 keV (where :t tminirnum ionizing 
particle deposits I .8 krV). rhe distribution of the number uf bits ;dong a tuck is plowd for pionq 
and kaons of 400 GeV/c (Fig. l(S). The pwricles amnot be distinguished at low momemi~, 
where both of them do not give transition radiation and at very high nwmenla where both of 
them do. However. between 150 and 450 GeVic a kaon suppression factor of 10 can he obtained 
(Fig. IOh). 
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Figure. lob. The kaon suppression factor provided by the TRD as a function uf momemum 

2.10 Themngnericspecrromerer 

It is expected that it will not he possible to link observed no’s 10 a given decay vertex. It is 
therefore important to he able to distinguish between B + wK~ and B + !+I Ki no on the basis 
of the nxonswuclion of the I+I and the Ki,only. The t+tK’ invarianr mass for the IWO modes is 
shown in Fig. I I for a momentum resolution adp = I A p For this momenwn resolution the 
background for $fKin” under the peak from wK~ is small. However. worsening the momentum 
resolution would clearly broaden the peak and move more background to higher masses. 
Similarly for B+ u+tn-no and B-1 n+n-. 
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Figure I I. The invariant mass of I+IK~ for B t +IK~ and B --f skin” assuming 
a momenur resolution of o(p)lp = lOA p. 
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2.11 Order ofDerecror Componenrs 

Several possibilities can be envisaged. GAJET, HERA B, P865 and P867 envisage the use 
of a single magnet. whereas Sm and LHB are lhinking of wo. As menlioned earlier, GAJET is 
advocaling placing ,he RICH before rhe magnet unlike ,he other proposals. This maximizes ,he 
Ki decay volume. and resul,s in straighr tracks from a pain, source in the RICH. In this 
configuration the magne, is closer to the calorimeter thus minimizing ,he effec, of the magnetic 
bend on ,he m of a panicle as calculated from calorimeter information alone. 

3. FIRST-LEVEL TRRX;ERS 

I .3 I, is assumed that the dala will be pipelined 

~ a.,“2pmbrr>~,,“~ ;,.’ over about 2.5 11s and ,ha, ,he first~lcvel 
1.2 - : OS,“@ (II Ihall*) ,.I’ triggers should give a rejeclion of ahou, 

\/” IO00 in ths, time. Four ,ypes of lriggers 
I.! - will he discussed - an optical discrimhwor. 

a silicon trigger. a pi trigger. and a muon 
trigger. The firs, IWO selec, events wi,h 
tracks no, originating a, the targe, and give 
rejections which are therefore correlated. In 
selecting events wi,h a displaced second 
vertex, these IWO triggers necesrarily rejec, 
B decays a, smilll proper rime. However, 
the CP asymmelry of ,here even,s is small 
and therefore rejecting ,hem does no, 
significantly worsen the error on the 
asymmetry. This is demonstrnted in Fig. 
12, which shows. as B func,io,l of ,he lower 

Irn,” ITSI cu, of the proper lime ‘~,i”. the number of 

Figure 12. The proporlion of the number of 
even,s retained, the error on the asymmetry. 

events retained, the filling factor I. 
and ,he lilting f;,c,or I, al, normalized by 

and the degmdation in ,he error in sin 28 as a 
,heir wlue a, ‘~.i” = 0 (all even,s re,ained). 

function of the lowest value of proper lime. 
For a co, a, T > 0.5 T,,, 22% of ,he evems 

rmin. used in the analysis. 
xc lost hut the error only worsens by 2%. 
This is therefore a useful WI. 

3. I The Opricd Discriminoror ZH 

/I consis,s of a shell of transparent meterial centred on the targe,. The index of refraction of 
,he malerial is chose!, such ,ha, Cherenkov ligh, emilled in the shell by charged panicles 
originating a, ,he targe, is refracted au,. whereas some of the ligh, emilled by parlicles no, 
poiming ,o ,he urge, is Irapped in the shell by ,o,ifl internnl refleclion and emerges a, the edge of 
,he shell (Fig, 13). The principle was tested 29 by placing a LiF shell in B parallel beam (Fig. 14). 
For each parricle a pseudo-impx, psmme,cr. h, could he calcule,ed. I, increased with dig,tance 
from the middle of ,he crywl. The mean number of pho,wlee,rons observed 8, ,he edge of the 
shell is ploued in Fig. IS as a function of b. I, cw be seen Ihat, as expected, very little light is 
trapped and collec,ed a, ,he edge for parlicles with h = 0 (i.e. particles simulating ,hose 
originaling from ,he urge,). Furthermore. the amount of collected ligh, increases wi,h h. 
~lowever, it is ‘?,hvious from the figure ,hu, ,he device ,es,ed is only sensitive 10 impac, 

paramerers above - 4 mm, whereas in a B experiment an opdcal discriminalor must be able ,o 
trigger on impac, parame,ers of a few hundred microns. The resul, of a Moore Carlo calculation 
which includes Fresnel reflection. refraclion. chroma,ici,y mirror collection efficiency. and 
quantum efficiency of the photomuhiplier is also shown in Fig. I5 and agrees very well wirh ,he 
da,a. This program was therefore used IO predict the behaviour of differen, optical configura- 
tions. For a shell of index of refrac,ion n,. immersed in a medium of index “2, the condi,ion 
NOT 10 collec, light for particles with h = 0 is 

The closer this quan,i,y is 10 zero ,he smaller will he the impact parame,ers tha, resuh in 
collected light. Fur,hermore. in order to obr;,in a sharp threshold and a large amount of collecwd 
light. this condifion mus, be satisfied by as large a range of wavelengths as possible. Such an 
achromatic combination of n, avid nz would be oh,ained with sapphire (Al203. n, = 1.8) coated 
with SiOz (IQ = 1.5). For small impact paramelers only light emilted in the last par, of the shell is 
trapped. The amoun, of collecred light can therefore he increased by replacing a single ,hick 
shell by several ,hinner canceruric achromaric shells. The efficiency for retaining B + n+n- and 
minimum bias events as a function of a co, on rhe number of observed photoelectrons, N.,,, was 
calculated using the Mon,e Carlo described earlier, for ,he GAJET geometry (Fig. 16). An 
efficiency for B + n+n- of 0.62 and for minimum bias of 0.1 was obtained for N.,, 2 8. This 
trigger has a very fas, response time - 25 ns and could even give a decision in less than ,he 
bunch crossing time. I, relies heavily on having a point target. Its rejection of minimum bias 
events worsens by a factor of 3 in going from a 2 mm long ,a a 7 mm long urge, becxuse of 
minimum bias events produced a, ,he edges of rhe large, simulating h f 0 events. 

h” ‘““a%@ 

,n*, 
4 ma1 

f(i- &n 
\ vb Pane. 

“, :$$;:2 h” 1.b. 

a, w 2x, w 

~. b,O 

1 
b-C 

L 
Figure 13: The principle of rhe opdcal 
discriminator. a) Cherenkov ligh, 
refrac,ed ou, of ,he shell for a particle 
originating a, ,hc large,. b) Some 
Cherenkov light totally internally 
reflected IO the edge of the shell for a 
pardcle no, originating a, the target. 

Figure 14. Tes, of an optical discrimina,or 
in a parallel beam. The off-axis panicles 
simulate particles no, originaring a, the 
target. 
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[he number of delecled phqtoelectrons 
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3.2 Secondary Verrex Trigger 

This would be based on silicon planes. For exp-erimenrs with point targe:ets (gas jets or wire 
mrgers) in which the primary vertex is aul”rna~ic;tilly known. the preferred geometry 1” capitalize 
on Ihe long flight path of Ihe B is an r-a geomewy. To reduce combinnlorial background. each 
r-4 strip can be divided into striplets. The [rigger could be based on 3 planes, the number of 
striplets in each plane being the same but their dimensions increasing in proponion 1” the 
distance of the plane from the target. Thus a [rack originaring ac the large, will imersect striplets 
of the same order number in the 3 planes and can be easily rejecwd. The lrigger algorithm would 

-reject hits that form 3-hiI combinations, poinling 1” the target; 
form 3.hi1 combinations rhat point downsmeam of the target; 

-require at least 3 such combinations. 
A Monte Carlo program which includes multiple scalering indicates 1ba1 a rejection of 

minimum bias events by more lhan a factor of 100 can be obtained for a. 50% B efficiency. It is 
expecred rhar lhis rejection can be obfained in less than 2.5 ps. 

3.3 Tronsvcne M,,n,o,r u,,, T,;gjicrfi,r tludrms md Elccrrom 

The energy sod pnsirion infomwlirm 80 form lbe pi trigger c;m be obtained: 
-either from the calorimeter; this is fasl but has a worse resolulioo iwd is affected by Ihe 

magnetic deflection; 
- or from “ad chambers and Ihe mapne(: Ihis is slower and is affected by chamber 

occupancy; however, it is more accurate and compures Ihe !rue pr. 

It muy be ~bat Ihe best solution wollld be 
I” use Ihe magnetic bend algorithms in which 
the position information of the I:N pad pl;!ne is 
replaced by posirion information obtained from 
the culorimewr. The following calculillion is 
based on calorimeter information only in Ihe 
GAJET geometry. 

An individual calorimelercell (4 x 4 cm2) 
CO~S~SIS of u scintilkm~r tile S,. 2 XI, of le:ld. a 
scintillator tile S2, il” eteclromagneric o 
calorimeter cell of lead scinfilluor lile design, a 2 
hadron calorimeter cell. Using npproprixc g 
combinadons of SI. S2. an elec~romagneric cell 
and a hadmnic cell, we cim define sigwtures for 

w 91 

charged hadrons. electrodes. and photons. 
Overlapping cluslers of 3 x 3 cells for electrons 
and 5 x 5 cells for hudroos can be formed. A 
Monte Carlo which includes multiple 
interactions, calorimeter resoludons, and the 
effect of Ihe magnetic bending results in the 
efficiencies for tri 1 eriog on a single hxdronic 
clusfer of pT 5 
GAJET for 

$%“R 

pt*’ 
shown in Fig. 17. In 

> 2.6 GeVlc Ihe efficiency 
for B+ ~l+n- is 54% 1” he compawd wi!h O.Y% 
for minimum bias eveou. The Iri ger 

+A efficiencies are Y6% for B + J&K:. J/q! K, --t 
c+e- compared with 1.7% for minimum bias 
CYentS when mggermg on pi:- > I Ciev,c. Figure 17. The efficiency of a brdrunic pi 

Lri 
If 

ger as a function of lbr threshold on 

PT A” for B + n+n- and minimum bias. 

3.4 Muon Trigger 

Both SFT and LHB advocnre the ox of three planes of Rcsislivc Pxl Chxnbrrr (RPC) for 
their moon nigger and Programmable Array Logic (PAL). SFT plxns IO USC two pl:mes between 
the magnet and rhe moon filter and one plane after Ihe filler. For a given pad combination in 
chambers 1 and 3. the range of pads in chamber 2 corresponding IO Ihe minimom pi I” be 
uiiggered on is stored in Ihe PAL. 

In LHB all three RPC planes are placed behind Ihe filter, thus reducing Ihr occupancy 
(Fig. IS). Two magnets of equal and opposire deflection are used such lhiu ;If!rr lhe IWO magners 
a rrack emerges parallel to its original direction but displaced by ilo :m~oou~ which decreases 
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wifb increasing momenwm. The trigger is therefore based on s&cling 3.pad combinations that 
point close to the target. 

LHB 

Figure 18. The LHB trigger scheme for muons. 

4. COMPARISON OF SENSITIVITIES AND DIFFICULTIES 

4.1 Senririviries 

The sensitivities of SFT, LHB, GAJET, and HERA B are contrasted in Table 3. The 
branching ratios of B + J/WKi, J/v + ,+,-, and Kz + n+n- have bee” taken to be 3.3 x lOA, 
0.12. and 0.69 respectively. II is assumed that the angle p will be obtained from a lime- 
dependent lit which minimizes the effect of oscillations i” [he primary B. Note that in the 
numbers presented by the collaboradons. 

- LHB has only used a lepro” tag. 
- HERA B, because of the very low B production cross-secdo”, assumes a run lasting five 

times longer rha” [he other proposals (but il proposes 10 use B” exisli”g machine!). 
- There arc still large differences i” assumed reconstruction efficiencies (0.27 for GAJET 

compared with 0.57 for LHB). 
-HERA B would benefit from a” increase of the HERA proto” energy from 0.8 TeV to 

I TeV. 

Table 3. Sensirivitv of SFT. LHB. GAJET. and HERA B for rhe B + J/V K! cballnel 

Errors on sin 2p of the order of + 0.03 could be achieved with about IO.000 observed 
events in one year. 

The corresponding numbers for the n+r mode are shown in Table 4. HERA B is not 
proposing to invesfigare this channel at present. Errors on sin 2a of the order off 0.03 IO 0.08 
are antic&ted. - 

Table 4. Sensitivity of SFf. LHB. and GAJET for Ihe B + n+r channel. 

4.2 Difficulries 

An atlempt has bee” made to summarize the difficulties of the extracted beani, gas jet, and 
wire taTgeL approaches in Table 5. A “+” in a give” column favourc thr corresponding method. 

A” extracted ban offers the advantages of a well-deii”ed targel (“0 surro”“di”g halo), 
larger signal-to-noise ratio due to its use of a A ;f I,target, better vencx rcsoludo” because of ius 
ability to place silicon planes in the extracted beam, no beam pipe and roma” pots, and smaller 
radiation damage. Its disadvantages are its thick target which resulu i” multiple scattering. 
secondary interactions and conversions. its long target which makes triggering on secondary 
vertices more difficult, its increased aswciated multiplicity due m nuclear effects. 

Table 5. Advantages (+) and disadvantages of the various fixed-target approaches to 6 physics. 

7. Extracted beam HZ aas iet Wire target 
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A gas jet offers a thin large, wi,h no secondary inreracrions. il short targe, making 
secondary venex trigger algorilhms faster. a lower associafed multiplicily, and a be,,cr pi 
miggcr. However. i, has a smaller signal-wnoise miio, worse venex resolulio~~. a beam pipe and 
mman pots. and worse radiaion damage. 

A wire large, offers a thin large, wi,h no mul,iple sca,,ering, secondary imeracxions or 
convekms. a short target making it easy ,o trigger on secondary veoices. and u berter signal- 
to-noise ratio. Bu, i, has a worse associaied mulliplicity. a beam pipe. roman po,s, and worse 
radiation damage. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

No single melhod stands out as the “obvious one”. An rxmcted bexm yields beuer venex 
resolution and an in,ern;d large, easier Iriggering. 

A flexible and diverse rriggering scheme is of prime importance in order 10 be sensitive IO 
ns mnny reections as possible; ,he experimen, should nor be limiled ,o lepmn triggers only. 

Proposed experiments (PX65. PX67, HERA 0) a, existing machines will be invaluable for 
,es,ing new devices and s,ra,egirs for Ihe LHC and SSC experimen,s. 
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RECENT RESULTS ON B PHYSICS WITH CDF 

JAMES A. MUELLER 
Deparlmcnt of Physics and Asfmnomy, Rufgcrs Uniucrsily 

Piscalawey, NJ 08855, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The existence of working b experiments at hadron colliders is a vital component in 
planning for CP violation studies in the B system. Not only do they extend our current 
knowledge of the production and decay of the b quark, they reduce the amount of extrap- 
olation necessary in making decisions for the future. As our experimental and theoretical 
prejudices confront the reality of data, we obtain benchmarks with which to better design 
new experiments and upgrade existing ones. In May 1992, the drought of CDF data ended, 
as the Fermilab Tevatron resumed operations. This began what turned out to be c very 
successful year of running. Between the completion of detector commissioning and the end 
of the run, CDF wrote - 21 pb-1 of data to tape. Analysis is proceeding rapidly, and 
already two papers on b physics have been submitted for publication. 

I will discuss the improvements made to CDF’ for the 1992 run, M well as give a 
broad description on how we triggered on b events CDF. I will briefly review the results from 
the 1988 run on inclusive b production, with a little more detail on a study of b& correlated 
production. Then, I will discuss a messurement of the differential cram section made using 
fully reconstructed B mesons from a portion of the new data. The addition of a silicon 
vertex detector has made the study of b lif e t imes possible at CDF, and I wiU discuss results 
on inclusive and exclusive measurements. Finally, I give some indication of what, we hope, 
is yet to come from the data we have taken and wiU take in the coming year. I will not 
discuss the longer range upgrade plans for CDF, e.a that aa been covered elsewhere in this 
workshop? 

1.1 Detector Upgrades for Run 1A 

A number of improvementa were made to CDF in the long shutdown between the 
1989 and 1992 runa. The Central Muon eXtenaion chambers (CMX) have been added which 
extend the 7 coverage from 0.6 to 1.0. Behind the original muon chambers(CMU), extra 
steel has been added, followed by the Central Muon upgrade chambers (CMP), increasing 
the number of absorption lengths in this region from 5 to 8. The Central PreItadiator mul- 
tiwire proportional chambers (CPR) were installed in front of the Central ElectroMagnetic 
calorimeter (CEM), but outeide the 1.09 radiation lengtha of material in the CDF solenoid. 
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These allow additional e/r discrimination. The readout electronics for the Central nacking 
Chamber (CTC) have been modified to allow for dE/dX measurementr. Calibration of the 
dE/dX information is in progress. 

Finally, we added a silicon microstrip detector (SVX)! This is P four layer DC coupled, 
single sided silicon device. The hit resolution is 13 pm, with radii ranging from 3 to 8 tin. 
This gives an impact parameter resolution that varies from 40 pm for a 1.0 GeV/c track, to 
< 15 pm for high PT tracks. It covers 111 < 26 cm, but since this is also the RMS spread of 
the interaction region in z, not all events in CDF have vertices within the fiducial volume of 
the SVX. 

1.2 b %ggers for Run IA 

Currently and for the near future, CDF is primarily a high PT experiment. Triggers 
for low PT physics must obey the rule, “Contribute no deadtime to the top search.” A brief 
discussion of the triggers relevant for b physics, may help people understand what physics 
might be done at CDF and on what time scale. These triggers arc based identification of 
electrons and muons. 

The trigger is divided into three levels. At Levell, WC require at least one central 
muon stub or one CEM trigger tower (q x b = 0.2 x 0.25) with B PT(ET) > 6 GeV. For 
events with two or more lepton candidates, the threshold is lowered to 4 for the CEM tower 
and 3 for the muon stub. Since the PT of the muon stub is measured only in the muon 
chambers, the resolution is poor, and the trigger turn on soft. For instance, the 3 GeV/c 
threshold has an efficiency that rises from 50% at 1.6 &V/c to 90% at 3.1 GeV/c and 
reaches a plateau of 94% 

At Level2, hardware EM clustering, and track finding4 are run. The tracks are 
matched to the EM clusters or muon stubs, cuts are placed on the ET of EM clusters 
and the Pr of tracks. The eIectron(muan) cuts are 9 GeV (9 GeV/c) for the single lepton 
triggers, and 5 GeV (3 GeV/c) for th e cc, ep and pp triggers. In order to increase the 
acceptance for J/G events in the dimuon triggers, only one of the muon stubs was required 
to have a hardware track matched to it. In addition, a lower threshold single lepton trigger 
was installed specifically for b physics. The threshold was 6 GeV, but not all events were 
written to tape. The fraction of these triggers that was passed by Level 2 was automatically 
adjusted to soak up any available bandwidth, without violating the prime rule stated above. 

Lev~l3~ consisted of a 1000 MIP microprocessor farm, in which a subset of the offline 
reconstruction software was run. The thresholds far the lepton triggers were matched to 
their Level 2 values, except the dimuon trigger, where the thresholds were lowered to down 
to 1.4 GeV/c. This matched the range out energy for muons passing through calorimeter. 
In addition to filtering, Level3 also selected 10% of the events for a special high priority data 
set. Since this split was made in the trigger, these events were available to the collaboration 
within hours of the data being taken. This stream mainly consisted of top candidates, W’s, 
and other high PT events. We were able to include a data set containing opposite sign 
dimuon events with mass between 2.8 and 3.4 GeV/c’. AU of the results from the 1992 run 
presented here come from these .l/$ events. 

2. b PRODUCTION STUDIES 

Determining b production cmss sections provide an interesting test of QCD. Measur- 
ing B spectra also provide important engineering numbers for predicting the sensitivity of 
future experiments. CDF has used many methods of studying b production, and is using the 
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Figure 1: Summary of various CDF measurements of the cross section for b quark production 
with P& > Pp”. The solid line is a next-to-leading order calculation along with those 
obtained from varying parameters in the calculation. 

new data to extend and refine these measurements. 

2. I Ovem,iets of 1988 dota 

A summary of the published CDF b cross section measurements is shown in Figure 1. 
Although measurements at lower energy’ were in good agreement with the next-to-leading- 
order (NLO) QCD calculations: the theory seems to slightly underestimate the cross section 
at the Tcntron. Here, I will try to list what the major sources of uncertainty were in the 
individual measurements, and how we will be able to reduce them with the 1992 data set. 

Inclusive lepton crow sectionss~s provided a high statistics measure of the b CWBI 
section at the Tevatron. The systematic uncertainties in these measurements, come from 
our level of knowledge of the backgrounds. Using the detector improvements in the current 
dath we wiU be able to greatly reduce these uncertainties. The CPR will allow us to better 
estimate and reduce the amount of hadron fakes in the electron sample, while the level of 
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hadron punch-through in the moon sample can be reduced by requiring muon confirmation 
in the CMP. Studies of lepton impact parameters in the SVX will allow a more accurate 
determination of what fraction of the leptons actually come from the decay of b hadrons. 

We also meuured the 6 cross section’ using the semi-exclusive decay B - ecD”X. 
The improvements listed above will also lead to ra better measurement in this channel. Just 
BLI important will he the increase in statistics that the lower lepton trigger thresholds and 
increased luminosity are providing. 

Studies of chsrmonium production’o provide an estimate of the b cram section at 
lower PT. The excellent mass resolution of CDF, allows UB to easily separate J/$, xc, 
and +(ZS) states from the background. Converting charmonium cross sections to b cross 
sections requires knowledge of the fraction of these 11 states that come from b decays. In 
these measurements we have used the theoretical assumption that chsrmonium production 
at the Tevatrqn is dominated hy 6 and xs production. This predicts that the 100% of the 
$@S) eventa come from b’e. Using the measured J/$ and xc cross sections we can allao 
determine this model dependent b cross section. With the addition of the SVX we now 
have vertex resolutions that ore small compared to the b lifetime. This will allow us to 
separate the J/$‘s from prompt charmonium production from those from b decays in a 
model independent manner. As will he seen in the discussion on the lifetime analysis, there 
are indications that the fraction of J/$‘s th a come from b might be smaller than derived t 
from the above assumption. 

The last two points on the curve come from fully reconstructed B meson decays!’ 
These measurement were limited by statistics. The triggers implemented for the 1992 run 
increased the acceptance for J/$ events by over a factor of five. The integrated luminosity 
written to tape was also about a factor of 5 greater than in 1988. As will be discussed later, 
this increase in statistics are substantially increasing our physics reach with these decay 
modes. 

2.2 b6 Correlated Crows Section 

The NLO calculations’2 predict correlations between the b and &quark. In addition 
to being an interesting check of the theory, measurements of these correlations indicate how 
we can use these models to predict tagging rate8 in future experiments. We have used the 
ep data set from the 1988 run to examine some of these correlations!3 

Since a fake lepton will have no sign correlation with the other lepton, we use the 
difference in number of same sign and opposite sign ep events (A.,,) to measure the b&cross 
section. To calculate the number of b$ events, we correct Acu for events lost due to mixing, 
using the average mixing parameter x. The number of b6 events is then, 

where delta corrects for events where one of the leptons comes from the sequential decay, 
b + c + 1. fa is the fraction of sign subtracted event6 due to bI as opposed to cz production. 
This is measured from the distribution of the component of the lepton momentum tranaverae 
to the direction of the associated jet (PF’). This distribution is shown in Figure 2 for same 
sign (dashed histogram) and opporrite sign (solid histogram) events. The difference of these 
distributions (points) is then fit to the shapes of the PT “’ distributions for b and E decays 
obtained from Monte Carlo. The fit indicatea f& = l.tl?~:~. 

We measure N, for electron P, 2 5.0 GeV/c and muon PT 2 3.6, 4.0, snd 5.0 
GcV/c. These cuts imply P, > 6.15 GcV/ t f or one band P= 2 6.5, 7.5, and 8.75 GeV/c for 
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Figure 2: Py’ for electrons in the e-p data. Opposite sign (solid) and same sign (dashed) 
distributions are shown along with the difference (points). The curve is d&scribed in the 
text. 

the second b. The derived cross section as a function of the second b quark’s P, is shown 
in Figure 3. Again, the NLO prediction seems to be slightly low with respect to the data, 
but within errors the agreement ia good. Although the plot shows little sensitivity to the 
shape of the distribution, the uncertainties in the measurements are highly correlated. Work 
is proceeding to unfold the correlated from the oncorrelated errors, in order to get a more 
precise determination of the shape. 

2.3 doe/dPt 

The statistics available in the decay l3+ - .l/+K + allow UB to directly meallure the 
ditTerential cross section of B mesons as a function of 9. This measurement” is currently 
based on 14pb-’ of the 1992 data. 

Evcnta were selected by requiring opposite sign dimuona with track-stub matching 
consistent with the multiple scattering in the material before the muon chambers. In order 
to be in a region of weU understood trigger efficiency, each moon wa required to have 
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Figure 3: The cross section for pF + bgX. The cross section is plotted as a function of the 
P+“” of the second b given the PF” of the first b. Also shown is a theoretical prediction and 
associated uncertainty. 

PT 2 1.8 GeV/c, and at least one was required to have PT 2 2.8 GeV/c. The dimuons were 
constrained to come from a common point in space, which improves the mass resolution. 
.J/$ candidates were selected by requiring that the invariant mess be within 3 sigma of the 
world average[* where sigma was determined by fitting a gaussian to the mass distribution. 

Any track with PT 2 2.0 GeV/c was assigned the bon mass and combined with the 
J/$. The PT cut reduces the combinatoric background due to tracks from the underlying 
event. AU three tracks were then refit with the constraints that they all come from a common 
point and the dimuon invariant mass be equal to the world average J/+ mass. The mass 
distribution for Jl$Kt candidates with Pr > 6.0 GeVjc is shown in Figure 4. A fit to the 
data gives 104 f 21 events. 

The data was divided into three bins in PT, 6-9, 9-12, and 12-15 GeV/c. Mass plots 
for each bin were fit with mean and width fixed to the ve.lucs obtained in the full sample. The 
cross section is shown in Figure 5, along with a NLO calculation” convoluted with Peterson 
fragmentation!’ A common normalization uncertainty, dominated by the uncertainty in the 

I 0 A-111111(11(11 ILII 
5.01 5.09 5.17 5.25 5.33 5.41 5.49 5.57 

M(u+u-) GeV/c’ 
Figure 4: B meson invariant mass from the decay B+ - J/$K+. 

product branching ratio” for this decay is shown separately. The measured v&es are about 
a factor of two higher than the NLO predictions’2, and the shape may be steeper at low PT 
than was predicted. Work is ongoing to determine the best way to use the SVX information 
in this analysis. 

3. b LIFETIMES 

The b lifetime can be combined with measures of semikptonic b decays, to determine 
the Cahbibba-Kabayashi-Maskawa” matrix element Vd. The most promising method cm- 
ploys Heavy Quark EfIective Theory” to interpret exclusive semileptonic decays!’ In the 
past they have used a Lifetime determined as an inclusive average over hadronic states, but 
as statistics improve over the next year or so, I expect that exclusive lifetimes wiU naturally 
be combined with exclusive decay rates, to obtain V+ Exclusive Lifetime measurements also 
allow comparisona between hadrons. The spectator model predicts that the B” and Bf life- 
time should be nearly equal, although this didn’t turn to be true in the charm rystem!8 CDF 
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Figure 5: The B meson differential cros* section compared to a NLO calculation convoluted 
with Peterson fragmentation. 

has completed a measurement of the inclusive b lifetime:0 and is now pursuing II program of 
individual measurements of bottom hadron lifetimes. 

3.1 lnclusiuc Lifetime 

In the past two years, LEP experiments have used semileptonic b decays, to ob- 
tain statistically precise measurements of the average b lifetime? The theoretical models of 
semileptonic decays are now the dominant source of uncertainty. The decay B + J/$X 
provides an alternative determination of the b lifetime with different systematic uncertain- 
ties. Using the 1992 data, CDF has obtained the first high statistics measurement of the b 
lifetime using J/+ decay vertices. 

To obtain a sample sample of J/~‘S f or measuring the lifetime, the PT requirements 
for the muon8 were reduced slightly to increase the acceptance. To ensure a well meuured 
vertex, both muon tracks were required to be reconstructed in the SVX with hits on at least 
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Figure 6: The X distributions from a) the .I/+ sideband regions and h) the J/$ signal region. 
The fits (curves) are described in the text. 

three out of the four layers. None of these hits could have total charge deposition greater 
than four times that expected for a minimum ionizing particle, and all of them had to have 
a amall residual. The total x2 contribution of these residuals had to be leas than 20. If any 
of the SVX hits matched to the muons could be assigned to another track, the muon was not 
considered further. Finally, the two muons were refit with a constraint that they come from 
P common vertex. Only those events consistent with this constraint were retained. About 
20% of the triggered .I/+ events survived all these cuts. 

The transverse decay distance (L.“) is the projection of the vector pointing from 
the primary to the secondary vertex, bath measured in the transverse plane. The secondary 
vertex that obtained in the constrained fit, while the primary is approximated by the average 
beam position, determined run-by run. The beam is circular and has an rms of x 40,nn. 
Contrary to some peoples expectations, many of these events are too clean to allow an event- 
by-event determination of the primary with better accuracy. We convert Lzu to a proper 
lifetime (,I) using the 01 of the J/$, 

A = L., M* 
P$F(P$)’ 

(2) 

where F(P$) corrects from @~)a to &)a. It is depends on the b production and decay M 
convoluted with the trigger and is determined as a function of P$ using Monte Carlo. 

We fit the A distribution using curves representing the three sources of dimuon events 
in the J/G region. 

l J/$ from b decays: Thia is parameterized by an exponential convoluted with a gaussian 
resolution. From the fit, we also obtain the fraction of J/+‘a arising from b decaya (Ja). 

l Prompt charmonium production: This yields a zero lifetime contribution, smeared with 
e. gaussisn resolution. 
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l Background processes whose invariant mass happens to f&U in the .I/$ mass window: 
There are many possible sources to this component, and the shape could be complex. 
It can, however be measured using the .I/$ sidebands. The distribution of the sideband 
events has been fit to the sum of a gaussian and both a positive and negative exponential, 
each with different slope. Bath the shape and Size of this component are determined 
from the sidebands and are not free parameters in the fit to the signal region. 

Figuw 6a shows the X distribution with the fit for the J/$ sidebands. Figure 6h shows 
the results of an unbinned likelihood fit to the data. The dark shaded area is the contribution 
from the background fit. The light shaded area shows the sum of the background plus the 
component due to b decays. The remaining unshaded gaussian is due to prompt decays. The 
fit results are 3 = 1.46 f 0.06 ps and Ja = 15.1 & 0.6%. This value is much lower than the 
model dependent fraction obtained in the cross section measurement of the last run. The 
track quality cuts, however, tend to favor isolated muons. Therefore, the value of Jb can 
not be used to measure the b cross section until relative efficiencies for different sources of b 
decays are understood. 

The uncertainty in F(PT) is the dominant source of systematic uncertainty in this 
measurement (3.0%). We have estimated this by varying the b quark production spectrum 
and fragmentation, and J/y5 momentum spectrum and polarization in the B rest frame. 
Other sources are the due to any residual SVX misalignment (Z.O%), our uncertainty in the 
event-by-event calculation of the error on A (1.6%), possible trigger biases (1.4%), beam 
instabilities over the course of a Tevatron store (LOW), and the statistical uncertainty in the 
determination of the background shape (0.5%). The final result is 

q = 1.46 zt O.OG(stat.) f O.OGsyst.)ps. (3) 

This represents the average lifetime for bhadrons produced at the Tevatron, weighted by 
their decay fraction into a J/4. Th 1s result is final and has been submitted for publication. 

3.2 Ezclusivc Lifetimes 

Measurements of the Bf and B” lifetimes have been made” at LEP and PEP using 
partially reconstructed decays containing B lepton and a Do or D’t. Although CDF is also 
pursuing this technique, the large cross section at the Tevatron allows us to measure the 
lifetimes directly using fully reconstructed B meson decays? Measuring the lifetime of B+ 
and B” lifetimes using this method is, at the moment, statistically limited by the number of 
fully reconstructed Bk In order to increase the sample, we have relaxed some of the track 
quality cuts applied in the inclusive lifetime analysis. Only two SVX hits are required on each 
track, and the muons are allowed to he in the new CMX chambers. B’s are reconstructed 
in eight decay modes: 

B+ - J/$iK+ + pip-K+ 
B+ _ J/4X’+ + ,,+p- K%+ 
B+ d ,b(ZS)K+ - ,,+p-skK+ 
B+ - $(ZS)K’+ + ,,+p-s+n-K”s’, 
B” -$K; -‘@p-K0 ’ 
B” -,6K” + ,,tp- Kin- 
B” - $(ZS)K,o 4 ,L+~-~+~-K~ 
B” - $(2S)K’” ---t ,,+p-~+a-K’+T- (4) 
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Figure 8: Mass distributions of the fully reconstructed B samples. The shaded histograms 
are obtained by requiring es > 100 pm. The signal and sideband regions are indicated by 
the horieontal lines above the histograms. 

Kg are selected by combining two tracks with impact parameters greater than 20, where c 
is the measurement error on the impact parameter added in quadrature with the size of the 
beam spot. The Xi is required to have a positive decay length, and an impact parameter 
with respect to the J/4 vertex of less than 2 mm. Since Kz’s can decay outside the SVX 
outer radius, the tracks used to reconstruct them are not required to have hits in the SVX. 
The invariant mass distributions of some of the intermediate states are shown in Figure 7. 
$(ZS) and Kg candidates are required to be within 20 MeV of the world averages* while 
J/$ and K’ candidates are required to he within 80 MeV of the world average!@ To be used 
for reconstructing B’s, the K+, Kg, or K’ candidates must have a PT 2 1.25 GeV/c. 

In the final B reconstruction, all the decay tracks, except those from a Kg, are vertex 
constrained, and the J/$ and $(ZS) candidates are mass constrained to their known v&es. 
Any B’s with PT < 6.0 GcV/c are rejected. In the case of multiple candidates, we keep the 
one with the best x2 for the constrained fit. The mass distributions for these candidates 
are shown in Figure 8. The shaded region shows the same distribution for candidates with 
cr > 10Ofim. There are clear B signals, albeit with a large zero lifetime background. For 
the lifetime analysis, we define the signal region to be HO MeV of the world average” B 
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Figure 9: The proper decay length (c~) distributions of the fully reconstructed B samples. 
The fits (curves) ax described in the text. 

mass. Sideband regions are are defined to be between 60 and 120 MeV away from the world 
average. This excludes the region where B’s with a missing r would be reconstructed. 

The decay length distributions for charged and neutral B’s, for both the signal and 
sideband regions is shown in Figure 9. The superimposed curves are the resulta of separate 
unbinned likelihood fita for the Et and B’. As for the inclusive analyeia, the signal is param- 
eterized as an exponential convoluted with the gaussian resolution, while the background is 
gaussian plus asymmetric exponential tails. The signal and background distributions have 
been fit simultaneously. The fits indicate that there are 75 f 10 charged and 61 f 9 neutral 
B mesons in the signal regions. As can be seen, there are events at large decay length in the 
sideband regions. The preliminary measurement of the lifetimes of the Bf and B”.mesons 
is, 

r+ = 1.63 f O.Zl(atat.) f O.lG(syst.)ps 
TO = 1.54 l o.zz(stat.) * O.lO(syst.)ps. (5) 

The syetematic uncertainty is dominated by the lack of statistics in the sideband regions, 
and hence our inability to accurately measure the shape of the positive taile of their lifetime 
dislribution. Assuming that this systematic is uncorrelated, we obtain the lifetime ratio 

r+/r” = 1.06 f O.ZO(stat.) f OJZ(sy6t.). (‘3) 

Work is ongoing to further increase both the statistics and the signal to noise ratio of the 
B mesons, and to understand the shape of the background distribution better. We also will 
add in the second half 1992 data. 

4. The B. Mass 

The B, meson ia a bound state of a of a ba quark-antiquark pair. Ite mass is de- 
termined from the QCD potential between them. It has been observed in the decay to a 
lepton plus a D. meson?4~zs This all owed measurementa of the B. lifetime, but due to miss- 
ing neutrals, not the ma6s. An indirect mass measurement was obtained by CUSB using 

;j.l 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 

lTOO0 1.025 1.050 1.075 1.100 
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Figure 10: a)The J/$ K+K- mass distribution for K+K- within 10 MeV/c’ of the 4 mass 
(solid). The dots arc thenormalized 4 sideband region (MiK- between 1050-1090 MeV/c*). 
b) The X+K- mass distribution for J/4 K+K- combinations within 20 MeV/c’ of 5380 
MeVJc’. 

the photon spectrum in T(5S) decays? Recently, experiments at LEP have reported fully 
reconstructing candidate events?s.2’ The CDF search” user the decay mode B, -+ J/$4. 

We follow the general reconstruction procedures tuned on the B. - J/$X+ and 
Bd + J/+K’ decays. To ensure high efficiency, all well matched mows are considered, and 
tracks are not required to pass be rgonatructed in the SVX. We combine tracks, -signed 
the K maw, and keep combinations where the invariant msss is within 10 MeV of the 4 
mass. These are combined with J/$ ---t p+p- candidates, where the four tracks are vertex 
constrained and the dimuon pair ia maas constrained to the J/$ mas#. The probability of 
this fit muat be greater than 1%. In order to reject combinatoric background, the resulting 
combination is required to have a positive decay length. The mass spectrum of the remdiing 
events is shown in Figure 10. A signal is clearly visible and remaim significant under variation 
of the selection criteria. A binned likelihood fit result gives 14.0 i 4.7 B. events at a mass 
of 6888.8 f 4.5 (stat.) b&V/d. 

The atimate of the systematic error is blscd on the uncertainty io the magnetic 
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field (1 MeV), varying the fitting procedure (2 MeV), and the selection criteria (2 MeV), 
alternative methods for constraining the 4.track system (2 MeV), and the current uncertainty 
in the tracking calibration (3 MeV). 0 ur ability to estimate these uncertainties is limited by 
the size of the data sample. Thus the find result is, 

M,, = 5383.3 f 4.5(etat) f S.O(syst)MeV/c’. (7) 

Although this measurement has been submitted for publication, we expect it to be 
further improved with the addition of the second half of the data. 

5. NEAR TERM GOALS AT CDF 

While this workshop wa8 going on, processing the “express” data stream with the 
‘final” version of the production executable was completed. Thus the entire J/+ data 
sample is now available for analysis. The main data set is expected to be completed by 
the end of September. In these data sets, we wiU have - 80K J/$ events, and N 300 fully 
reconstructed B decays; P few 10’ semileptonic b decays, and - 1000 partially reconstructed 
lepton + charm hadron events. 

Using these data, we expect a rich program of b physics at CDF. We will improve our 
understanding of b production at the Tentron. The study of bg production wiU be extended 
using the dilepton correlations in the new data. (We also look forward to seeing results on 
this from our friends at DO.) 

We will measure the exclusive B lifetimes with at least a factor of Ji reduction in 
errors over what is presented here. We should also have a measurement using scmileptonic 
decays sometime this fall. We will improve our measurement of the B, mass. We will 
either observe or greatly improve our upper limit on Ab production. We will set limits on 
or observe B, production. Searches for the rare decays including B + p+p-, B + pfp- 
K./K/+ are in progress, and in some we hope our sensitivity wiU approach the standard 
model expectations. We wiU improve our measurement of time integrated B mixing, and 
use the SVX to measure the time dependence of it. 

We are looking forward to the continuation 01 the collider run, this fall through 
next spring. We are still improving the detector, and optimizing the trigger, to obtain 
the maximum physics output from CDF. For instance, we are studying the feasibility of 
instituting P dedicated trigger for the decay B + 7 K-14. Th e observation” of this decay 
at CLEO is one of the more interesting events of the year. We feel obliged, if it appears 
possible, to try to confirm it. 

If this years run goes well, we should have 1000 fully reconstructed and self-tagged 
B decays by next summer. This wiU allow us to study tdgging rates and mis-tag fractions in 
the kinematic region of interest for CP violation. We hope to have measurements of these 
numbers using both lepton tagging and B-x correlations. This wiU allow us to begin to 
optimize our strategies for the future. 
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ABSTRACT 

This article describes the current b physics program at the DO experi- 
ment at Fermilab’. Results from single and dimuon events produced in 
pi collisions at Ji = 1.8 TeV include the inclusive muon snd J/G dif- 
ferential cross sections and a measurement of the time-averaged B’- ,!To 
mixing parameter x. Plans for the near luture b physics program at 
D0 are discussed, snd an overview of the DQ upgrade, scheduled for 
implementation beginning with Fermilab collider run II are presented 
with emphasis on the prospects for continuing b physics research. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The DO detector was originally designed and constructed to study high mass states 
and large pr final products from proton-antiproton collisions at fi = 2 TeV in the FNAL 
Tevatron Collider. Several gross features of the current detector reflect the original intent: 
1) large muon coverage, 1~1 < 3.4, with thick magnet&d iron to provide muon momentum 
determination with small hadron punchthoughs 2) stable, unity-gain, finely segmented, her- 
metic, radiation-hard calorimetry 3) non-magnetic tracking with emphasis on suppressing 
backgrounds to electrons. The design and optimisation of the D0 tracking system has, 
nsturely, been very much influenced by the absence 01 a magnetic field. 

These features serve the primary physics goals of DQ , namely, searches far new 
phenomena (the top quark, supersymmetric and other particles outside of the standard 
model) and high precision &tidies of the W and Z bosons. The detector design has allowed 
for accurate identification, complete angular acceptance and precise measurement of charged 
leptona (both electrons and muons), quarks and gluons which emerge as coUim&ed jets of 
particles, snd neutrioa. The fine segmentation of the calorimeter makes D0 and excellent 
loot for jet and QCD studies. However, in addition to the original goals, the large muon 
coverage, both in triggering and track reconstruction, and the large b6 crow section at fi 
= 1.8 TeV (the current c.o.m. energy of the FNAL machine) also allow for -viable study of 
b quark production in single muon and multi-muon channels. 



This presentation will describe the DO b phy sies program as carried out in the recent 
‘92.‘93 FNAL collider run. This WBB the first time that DO operated in colliding mode, and 
an ambitious physics program was carried out despite having also to commission the detector, 
electronics, and data acquisition system. The priority was to collect data for top search and 
W and Z studies; however, by the end of the run, all the necessary trigger hardware was 
in place and functioning for single and dimuon triggers over the entire design coverage for 
muons. The results of the inclusive muon and J/$ CIOSG sections can be used to extract the 
b& cross sections which, in turn, can be compared directly to QCD next-ta~leading (NLO) 
calculations. A precise measurement of the combined mixing parameter x can be used to 
set a lower limit on the Bz mixing strength, z.. Measurement of heavy quark production at 
large pseudorapidity would provide a useful probe of the gluon density function at small x. 

WlDE ANGLE PDT&w WIDE ANGLE PDT w.4~ 
c LAYER r A LAYER c LAYER 

Figure 1. Elevation of the D0 detector. 

The next &ion (2) will briefly describe the D0 detector,emphasising features salient 
to b quark detection. The results from single and dimuon triggers are summarised in sections 
3.5. The plans for the imminent collider run Ib are discussed in section 6. The penultimate 
section summarises the long term plans for the b phyeics program in the 00 upgrade. 

2. DO DETECTOR 

Figure 1 shows an elevation of the D0 detector. The D0 detector comprises (in 
order from the beamline), a vertex detector, transition radiation detectors, central tracking 
(drift chambers), a uranium.Equid argon calorimeter, and an extensive, three-layer system 
of muon chambers. The calorimeter is contained in three cryostats, one central and two 
endcaps. The central tracking is in three corresponding sections (central and two forward). 
The fine segmentation (Aq x A$ = 0.1 x 0.1) and good energy resolution (e zz 0.41%/x@) 
along with coverage up to 171 z 4.0 provides good measurement of jet energies. 

0 , 11 

I / / 

Figure 2. Thickness, in interaction lengths, of the DO calorimeter and toroids. 

The muon system comprises two different detector types. The “wide angle” (WA- 
MUS) muon chambers are made of aluminum extrusiona, 3 or 4 decks of 10.0 cti wide pro- 
portional drift cells. These chambers are mounted three layers deep around three iron toroids 
(one central, two ends). The 4-deck chambers form the layer inside the teroids, the 3-deck 
chambers form the two outer layers. In addition to the drift times, the WAMUS chamber 
cells are paired with II common anode wire to produce a longitudinal position through the 
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time division (AT) measurement. Vernier pads arranged in repeating patterns inside each 
cell provide finer longitudinal position resolution within their “half’ patterns (=z 30.0 cm) by 
the ratios of induced charges on the inner and outer pads (see Figure 3). Signals from these 
pads sre also latched to form the trigger elements of the various muon triggers. The “am&U 
angle” (SAMUS) system extends the reach of the muon system to 1’11 zz 3.4. SAMUS corn- 
prises three stations of 3.0 cm wide proportional drift tubes at z, y and u planar orientations, 
with B smaller toroid between the first and second stations, at either end of the detector. 
In both detectors, the combination of chambers and toroidr provide a measurement of the 
signed momentum of the muon by the bend of the track. Thus, the momentum resolution is 
limited by multiple scattering in the iron to he 2 18%. The thickness of the calorimeter plus 
the iron is 14-18X over the 7 coverage (Figure 2). This makes the punchthrough probability 
quite small (= IOP). For details of the DO detector, and the muon system in particular, 
see refs. [Z] and 131. 

Figure 3. Cross section of the muon drift cells (top) and a section of the 
vernier pad pattern along the length of the ceU (bottom). 
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3. INCLUSNE MUON CROSS SECTION 

3.1 Single Muon ZKgger 

The DO trigger comprises B hierarchical system which reduces the 43 mb of inelastic 
cross section to 2 Bz of interesting physics events which are written to 6mm tapes. There 
are three main levels. The Level 0 trigger is a. scintillator array around the beam pipe that 
detects the presences of sn inelastic went. The Level 1 trigger is actuaUy any number of 
trigger elements from the calorimetc and muon systems. For the b physics program, the 
triggers consist of muon elements; B combination of hit cells that are contained within 60 
cm roads. These combinations sre required to have at least 2 hits from at least 2 or 3 
layers (depending on the detector geometry). The Level 1 muon trigger efficiency, including 
geometrical acceptance, has a maximum of 60%, and is 30% efficient at pi= 4.0 GeV. The 
Level 2 trigger is a software Irigger, using P. farm of 48 micro Vaxes (4000/60). Several 
routines, or filters, can run, depending an the physics requirements, that use code similar 
to the &line reconstruction. At Level 2, e. good quality muon track, with f17 > 3.0 GeV is 
required. 

In addition, there is another hardware trigger, Level 1.5, which in the last run was 
implemented only in the high pi muon triggers used in the top and W/Z analyses. This 
imposes B rough pi cut on the muon track. It was not used for the run Ia b physics data, 
but has been fully implemented for the next run, and should provide enough rejection for 
single muon low pr triggers over most of the 7 coverage. This is discussed in section 6. 

S.8 Data Analysis 

Data for the inclwive muon cross section measurement was taken in several special 
runs as the trigger rate was too high to run concurrently with other physics triggers. Data 
was collected for the 7 regions 1’11 < 1.0, 1.0 < /?I < 1.6, and 2.2 < 171 < 3.3 with integrated 
luminosities of 89 nb-I, 12 nb-‘, and 6.3 inb respectively. Approximately 70% of the data 
from the regions 171 < 1.0 and 1.0 < 171 < 1.6 h we been fully reconstructed and are used for 
the cross section measurement. 

A goad quality muon is defined after the following offline cuts: 

1. Good vertex projection in the bend and non-bend views; 
2. Track hits in ail three layers of the muon system; 
3. 1 GeV energy deposition in the hit plus nearest neighbour calorimeter cells; 
4. Matching central tracking detector; 
5. Muon drift to within 100 ns of the beam crossing for 171 < 1.0. 

The overall acceptance for single muons was calculated using b+cp-PX ISAJET 
events. These events were passed through a complete GEANT detector simulation, Level 1 
and Level 2 ttigger simulators, full reconstruction and offline cuts. The overall efficiency is 
shown in Figure 4 26% for 1~1 < 1.0 and 16% for 1.0 < 171 < 1.6. 

3.9 Results 

The inclusive muon cross section h found by dividing the number of observed muon 
&cuts in (L given pr bin by the efficiency and integrated luminosity. The results for lql < 1.0, 
1.0 < 1’11 < 1.6 and 2.2 < lql < 3.3 are shown in Figures 5(8-c). The various dotted/dashed 



lines show the contributions lo the cross section from b 4 pX c t /LX r or K decays and 
their summed contribution. 

Sources of systematic error arise from uncertainties in backgrounds from cosmic rays 
and combinatorics (20%/o), and luminosity (12%). Th e combined systematic error is shown 
as the larger error bars in the Figures 5(a-c). 

The fact that the data agree well with lhc summed contributions from ISAJET is 
NOT equivalent lo the statement that the data agree with QCD predictions for the b6 cross 
section, since the ISAJET events did not necessarily sample the full b6 CIOS~ sections. The 
predictions for the observed muon cross section depend on the heavy quark fragmentation 
functions folded into the QCD calculation. Work is still going on lo extract bb cross sections 
from the inclusive muon cross section measuremcnls. 

CF-bit3 M.Corlo Muon Efficiencies 

Pt - Overall Efficiency 

Figure 4. Combined trigger, reconstruction and ollline,culs efficiency far 
muons with 1’11 < 1.0 

4. INCLUSIVE J/+ CROSS SECTION 

I.1 The Dimuon n-igger 

Dimuan events were collected by requiring that two muons are found in the Level 1 
muon trigger aa described above, and that two “quality” muons be reconstructed with the 
Level 7. muon trigger. The integrated luminosity for the data sample used in the cross section 
analysis is 3.5 pb-‘. 

4.2 The Dimuon Analysis 

Ailer an event has passed the above requirements, additional cuts are applied offline: 

1. At least two “high quality” muoq tracks are found; 
2. Both tracks have goad vertex projection in the bend and non-bend views; 
3. A4 < degl60 and A9 < 170” cosmic ray rejection); 

4. 1 GeV energy deposition in the hit plus nearest neighbour cells for both tracks; 
5. # > 6.0 GeV; 
6. 1’11 < 0.6 for both muons. 
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Figure 5. Inclusive muon cross sections for (a) It)/ < 1.0, 
(b) 1.0 < 1’11 < 1.7 and (c) 2.2 < 171 < 3.3. Shown with Monte 

Carlo predictions for muons from b ---) pX (dashed line), c - PX (dotted line), 
r or K decays (dashed-dolled tine), and their sum (solid line). 

Jets are defined using B AR = ./A+ + AP cone of 0.7 and have E,+, > 8.0 GeV. 
Isolated dimuons are defined such that the AR distance between each muon and the nearest 



jet be greater than 0.7. Non-isolated dimuons are defined lo have al least one muon within a 6. Ilo - L% MIXING PARAMETER 
ARcone of 0.7 about the nearest jet. The invariant mass plots for both like and unlike-sign 
dimuona and for bath non-isolated and isolated dimuon samples are shown in Figures 5. This 

5.1 M&g Probabilities 

particular data sample corresponds lo an integrated luminosity of 7.0 pb“. Bolh unlike-sign Mixing between B’ and its anti-particle can occur in the Standard Model vis well- 
samples show a clear J/$ peak. The isolated unlike- sign sample shows evidence ai the Jl$. known box diagrams. The lime averaged mixing probability x is given in terms of the mixing 
Neither of the like-sign samples shows any evidence of mass peaks. parameter z as 

Figure 6. Unlike-sign (unshaded) and like-sign (shaded) invariant mass for: 
(a) non-isolated and (b) isolated dimuans. 

4,J Comments on Dimuom 

Far the inclusive J/+b cross section, both isolated and non-isolated dimuons were 
used. The number of J/$‘s in each mass bin was estimated by filling the iv&ant mass 
distribution to a Gaussian (signal) plus a polynomial (background) which matched the tails 
of the distribution above 4.0 GeV and below 2.0 GeV. The total number of J/$‘s is found 
lo be 138 f 15 events. 

The acceptance was determined by generating J/$‘s with the ISAJET Monte Carlo, 
passing them through the complete GEANT detector and trigger simulators, reconstructing 
them fully, and applying the offline cuts. The overall efficiency for J/#‘s is shown in Figure 
6(a), where the bounds indicate systematic uncertainties. The inclusive Jl$ cross section 
is gotten by dividing the number of J/$ ‘s in each pi bin by the efficiency, and the inte- 
grated luminosity. The results are shown in Figure 6(b). The error bars are for statistical 
uncertainties only. Also shown are the ISAJET predictions for the J/$ from x and direct 
production (CPM) and for J/$‘s from B decay (BPM). That the data lie above the summed 
contributions is significant, however. The determination of the b& cross section using inclu- 
sive J/+‘s and of the fraction of .I/$ ‘s which come from x’s or direct production is still in 
progress. 

where t is the mass difference of the mass eigenstales divided by their average decay width. 
The mixing parameters zd and a, are of interest because they can be written in terms of 
parameters of the Standard Model. In particular, they depend on the CKM matrix elements 
V,d and 6,. An accurate measurement of 2 (or x.) can be used lo set a lower limit on 2, 
and thus help constrain elements of the CKM matrix. 

The combined mixing probability x is defined as 

x = BR(b --t B” --t li0 + p+) 
BR(b-r p’) ’ 

which is an werage wer both & and B,” mesons which can mix as weU as charged B mesons 
which can not. The b or 6 can be lagged by the sign of the muon from the semi-leplanic 
decav ai the B. 
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Figure 7. (a) Inclusive J/J, cm68 sections; (b) Overall J/$ efficiency. 

The semi-leptonic decay of a B-p pair into muons (direct decay) wiU give rise lo 
unlike-sign dimuans. Flavor mixing of II B” or B wiU result in like sign dimuons. Like sign 
dimuons can also be produced by secondary decays in which one muon comes from b + p 
decay while the other comes from b --t c --t p decay. In the presence of mixing the fraction 
of like and unlike-sign dimuons for various processes is given in Table 1. 

Experimentally, one measures the ratio R of like- lo unlike-sign dimuons. In order 
lo extract 2 from R it is necessary lo model the relative contributions of all processes 



Table 1: Fraction of like and unlike sign dimuons from contributing processes 

Process TYPO LikeSign Unlike= 

Pl b+p-lb+p+ 2x0 - xl (1 - XY t x2 
P2 b + p-8 b + E + p--. (‘-x)* + x2 ~(1 ~- x) 
P3 b -SC-+I;+, b + c-z+. 
P4 b +ep-, e + p+ 

-~ P5 c + p+- E + p- 0% 100% - 
P6 Drell-Ya”, J/+, T 0% 100% 
P7 decay background 50% 50% 

contributing to dimuon production. Far thia we “se LheISAJET Monte Carlo event generator 
and B fast detectar simulator described below. Once the relative fractions of the contributb~g 
processes are know”, x ca” be extracted from R as the solution to a quadratic equation. 

5.2 Dolo Reduction and Analysis 

Data was collected “sing the dim”“” Level 1 and Level 2 m”“” trigger described in 
section 4.1. The data used in the mixing analysis corresponds to B total integrated luminosity 
of 8.4 pb-‘. OWine cuts for the mixing analysis include: 

1. Two or three high quality muon tracks in 1~1 < 1.1; 
2. 1.0 GeV energy deposition in hit plus nearest neighbor calorimeter cells; 
3. J B dl for each m”“” > 0.5 GeV; 
4. Ad < 160” (cosmic ray rejection); 
5. m,, > 6.0 GeV (removes J/$‘s); 
6. 3 < &I 25.0 GeV (ensures proper sign determination). 

I” additia”, each event is required to have at least one associated jet where a” as- 
sociated jet is defined as a jet with Efl > 6 GeV within AR= 0.8 of the m”w. Further, 
all m”ons having associated jets i” the event must satisfy py’ > 1.2 GeV where p;’ is the 
transverse momentum of the m”“” relative to the jet axis. These cuts serve to enhance the 
fraction of dimuons coming directly from b& decay. 

Using these cuts we find a total of 116 like sign and 234 ““like-sign events. The 
ratia of like to unlike-sign events does not change significantly if we I&X the assaciated jet 
requirement and ask only that at least one jet be found anywhere in the event. The fraction 
of cosmic rays in these events is estimated to be cj 15% based on visual sea” of a subset 
of the sample. Correcting for cosmic ray background we find the ratio of like to unlike-sign 
dimuons to be 

R=$ = 0.51 f 0.06(&t) f O.O+ys), 

where the systematic error retlects the ““certainties associated with our estimated fraction 
of cosmic rays. 

5.3 Monte Cad0 Analysis 

Table 2: Relative fraction of contributing processes 

bfsame side) (P4.P6) 0.02 + 

To determine the relative fraction of the processes listed in Table 1, a sample of 10000 
dim”“” events from b6 and cE were generated using the ISAJET Monte Carlo. The events 
were the” passed through the fast D0 simulator which employs parameterizations of the DO 
detector response to hadrons and leptons and the Level 1 and Level 2 trigger efficiencies. 
The offline cuts described above were then applied and the relative fractions of contributing 
processes resulting are show” in Table 2. 

The accuracy of the Iast simulation model has been checked by processing 5000 
dim”“” ISAJET events through full GEANT detector simulation, complete trigger and re- 
construction packages, and offline cuts. Similar fractions are observed within statistical 
errors. 

5.4 &S”h 

Assuming the relative fractions of contributing processes give” in Table 2 and using 
the measured value of R from equation (3) we find for the combined time averaged mixing 
parameter x 

‘X = 0.14 f O.OJ(stal) f O.OB(syr), (4) 
where the systematic err”r is dominated by uncertainties in our estimation of the fractions 
“f contributing processes from our procedure. This value of x is in agreement with results 
from CDF and LEPl’-‘1. Work in reducing the systematic err”r by increasing Monte Carlo 
statistics and improving the technique for estimating the fractions of contributing processes 
is in progress, along with determining a lower limit on 2,. 

6. RUN IB 

The results presented in the previous sections are largely preliminary. Because of 
the higher priority of top search, W/Z, and QCD physics programs, all of the single m”cm 
data were take” with special, low luminosity runs. This, nsturally, severely limits the data 
sample, and low luminosity runs wiIl become increasingly rare in the next I”“. Our plan for 
w” Ibis to implement single m”“” triggers to run in the regular trigger set. This will require 
a a high enough rejection rate from the Level 1, 1.5 and 2.0 triggera to get to a” overall rate 
that is some acceptable fraction of the 4 He handwith limit to tape, with a minimum of 
prcscaling. 

The biggest contribution to this reduction will come from the Level 1.5 hardware mu”” 
trigger. The Level 1.5 triaer defines much “arr”wer roads thsn the Level 1 hardware trigger. 
The delerminatio” of muon hits consistent with these roads allows e. rough detcx”ir&o” 
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Table 3: Single Muon Rates with Level 1.5 Rejection, luminosity zz 10” 

q Region Level 1 (/.,b) Level 1.5 (pb) Level 2 (hz) 
171 < 1.0 50.0 8.0 1.6 
IOI < 1.7 65.0 20.0 20.0 
191 < 2.2 115.0 30.0 30.0 
1’11 < 3.3 625.0 50.0 35.0 

Table 4: Single Muon Rates plus Jets with Level 1.5 Rejection 

7 Region Level 1 (pb) Level 1.5 (pb) Level 2 (!x) 
I?1 < I.0 2.0 0.8 0.6 
lhl < 1.7 3.0 1.2 1.0 
IhI < 2.2 4.0 1.6 1.5 
1’11 < 3.3 20.0 2.0 4.0 

of muon momentum, and pr cuts can be applied at this level. For the last run this Level 
1.5 rejection was only applied to high p7 W, Z and top triggers in the central region during 
regular data taking. The Level 1.5 is now in place for the entire muon coverage. The very 
high rater at I?1 > 1.0 will force an additional requirement on the single muon triggers. If 
a jet is also required in the Level 1.0 trigger, the single muon trigger should he able to run 
unprescaled for all but the highest 1 region. 

The dimuon data sample was taken during normal data runs, but prescaled signif- 
icantly. A Level 1.5 requirement on one or bath muons would eliminate the need for any 
prescaling of the dimuon triggers. Dedicated runs were taken oear the end of run la to test 
the Level 1.5 hardware on single muon, single muon plus jet and dimuon triggers. Figures 
7(8-c) show the results for each trigger in increasing regions of 7. Further rejection rate is 
expected for both Single muon and Dimuon triggers as the Level 1.5 is better understood 
and the tables refined, and from improved code in the Level 2 (software) trigger. 

7. RUN II AND BEYOND 

7. I DO Defector Upgrade 

The upgrade in the Tevatron luminosity has made it necessary Ix an extensive up- 
grade of the DQ detector for higher luminosity aperstion. To keep a viable physics program 
st DO running through the decade, a detailed detector upgrade plan bar been proposed for 

Table 5: Dimuon Rates with Level 1.5 Rejection on One Muan 

r, 
I’11 < 1.7 

B 
1’11 < 2.2 
lhl < 3.3 

1 9 Region ) Level 1 (pb) Level 1.5 (pb) Level 2 (hz) 
I lnl < 1.0 1 2.5 1.3 0.3 

3.5 1.8 0.5 
4.5 2.0 0.6 

215.0 43.0 1.0 

implementation begin- ing with collider run II. Th ese plans have been described extensively 
in several documentsl’0~‘31. The basic scheme calls for the replacement of the entire current 
central tracking system. The vertex tracking (VTX), t ransiton radiation detector (TRD) 
and the central and forward drift chambers (CDC and FDC) will be replaced by B combi- 
nation of silicon microstrip barrel and disk detectors, and a full scintillating fiber tracker. 
Another major addition will be a superconducting solenoid magnet, surrounding the new 
tracking system, with B preshower detector located just outside the magnet. 

The current scintillating fiber design consists of four “super-layers” at radii of 20.0, 
33.0, 44.0, and 55.0 cm inside a 2.0 Tesla superconducting magnet. In each super-layer the 
fiber layers are arranged in four doublets with half-fiber width offsets. Two of the fiber 
doublets (axial) are oriented parallel to the besm axis, and the other two are oriented with 
offset angles to the axial doublets of one to three degrees ( i.e a constant pitch of 0.001 
r&d/cm along I). There is a total of 90,000 fibers in this system which are individually 
read out. The silicon disks and barrels are located inside the fiber bsrrels and close to the 
beam. The full DQ upgrade tracker is shown in Figure 8. 

A full simulation of the proposed upgrade is available and is used in extensive stud- 
ies of event reconstruction, track resolutions and efficiencies. In particular, b6 events with 
selected b + p decays and J/e events have been generated to study tracking performance 
of the upgrade central tracker. 

7.2 6 Physics al the lipgraded DO Detector 

The copious production of hadrons containing the b quark at the Tevatron will permit 
a broad range of studies. Results from CDF and the very preliminary DO sample show that 
it will be possible to obtain high-statistics, clean samples of El states and J/$‘s. This, and 
the results from DO upgrade simulation studies” , give an optimistic outlook far detecting 
CP violation in the B-sector st the upgraded D0 In addition, severalmore crucial measure- 
nients are possible with the upgraded DO d e ec or, many of them inaccessible to experiments t t 
in an e+e- collider. Among these unique studies are 1) B, mixing and determination of V,,; 
2) Study of the B, meson (with its unique spectroscopy of two heavy dissimilar quarks); 3) 
Exploration of the b-haryon sp&troscopy; 4) Rare decays involving flsvaur changing neutral 
C”l*e”ts. 

As in the original design, a major thrust of the D0 upgrade has been toward high 
mass, high pi physics. Aowever, as with the current muon system, the acceptances and 
resolutions for tracks are adequate to make a significant contribution to bphysics. The 
phase space of the B-meson decay products fully populates the geometric acceptance of the 
tracking down to 171 = 3 and beyond, and also dawn to very low pr. In particular, for b 
quark physics at the upgrade, there must he a high reconstruction efficiency for tracks which 
traverse all components of the tracking system: s&tilling fibers, silicon barrels and s&on 
disks, Thus b-physics tracking necessitates B deeper level of tracking system integration than 
does the high pr top and W tracking. 

Studies have been made with generated b6 events and selected b + p decays into 
2 distinct +J regions: 1~1 z 2.0 and 171 zz 2.5. In the first ce.se the muon traverses four 
silicon disks, two silicon barrels and two fiber barrels; in the second case it traverses seven 
silicon disks and one silicon barrel. In either case, the track finding efficiency is lOO%, 
with no distortion of the resolutions compared with those found earlier for isolated muon 
tracks. Figure g shows the geometry of the 7 divisions in the upgrade central tracking - the 
arrangement of the silicon and fiber eleme?ts are such that for any v~ a track goes through a 
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minimum of 7 tracking devices. 

ocm sodm looEm 

Figure 8. Upgraded DO detector. The existing central detector is to be 
replaced by silicon barrels and disks and scintillatinn fibers. with a 

solenoid just inside the calorimeter cryostats (top). De&Is of the Upgrade 
central tracking shown w.r.t. 7 (bottom). 

A b&sample has slso been generated where one of the B-mesons decay to a Jl$ and 
subsequently to a muon pair. The b quark pr was between 10.0 and 20.0 GcV and that of the 
muons greater than 2.0 GeV with 1~1 < 4.0. Several reconstruction studies have been done 

on these events. The .l/Jlmass resolution for 2 different q regions: 1) both muons accepted 
in the scintillating fiber barrels and 2) both not accepted. These are shown in Figure 9. The 
resolution obtained in the me.sses is compatible with that used in previous simulation studies 
of CP violation. The study here uses full pattern recognition in both disks and barrels. 

The results show a fwaurable outlook for the tracking design to support a strong b 
physics program. Integrated with the current muon chambers, the upgraded tracking system 
combines the resolution, vertex reconstruction and the current system’s low background 
from punchthroughs and direct decays needed for CP violation search. The inclusion of 
the solenoid for the inner tracking effectively doubles the b event sample by identifying the 
electron B decay channels analogous to those of the muon. With the new central tracking, 
and the planned electronics upgrades on the existing detector elements, the upgraded D0 
detector will be able to satisfv all reouirements for a sustained, competitive b physics program I . 
for the next decade. 
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8. SUMMARY 9. C. Albajar, et al., Phyr. Ldt B301 (1993) 345. 

10. The DO Upgrade, unpublished (1990) 

The DO experiment has completed its first collider run with notable success. De- 
spite the priority given to top, W/Z and QCD programs. the b ohysics group managed to 

ll. P823 (D0 Upgrade): Responses to the Physics Advisory Committee, DQ note 1148 
(1991). I 

solve most major outstanding problems in t&gering and recon&ction of b-quark produced 
muons, and demonstrated that the DO detector has impressive reach to low pr high q 

12. Pg23 (DO Upgrade): R & D and Optimisation Progress Report, D0 note 1322 (1992). 

regions where the high cross section for b-quark moduction can be exploited. DO produced 13. P823 (D0 Upgrade): Step-l and Beyond, DO note 1619 (1993). 
preliminary results on the inclusive muon;ross ;ection out to jv/ < 3.3, and for J/$ out to 
171 < 0.8. Also produced was a preliminary measurem+ of the time-averaged mixing proba- 
bility x. Prospects for reducing both systematic and statistical errors in these measurements 
using the full run Ia (1992.1993) d B a sample are exceUent. Since the entire mnon trigger t 
was in place by the end of run Ia, the collaboration anticipates all b physics measurements to 
be made out to the design coverage of 1~1 < 3.4 during run Ib. Work on the determination of 
the b&cross sections using the inclusive muon and J/$ cross sections is in progress. Searches 
for additional particles such as 7’s and Kzi associated with J/~‘S are ongoing. The data 
sample is expected increase by more than an order of magnitude during run Ib. The pro- 
posed DO upgrade will greatly improve the DO detector’s continued b physics programs, 
in particular, enhancing its prospects for CP violation search in the B system and providing 
a strong b physics program at Fermilab into the next century. 
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Extracting CKM parameters from B decays 
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Abstract 

This note extracts CKM (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-MaFkaws) parameters from currently 
triggerable B-decay modes. The classic Ed - Jltilis asymmetry measures the angle 
(3, one of the angles 01 the CKM unilarity triangle. The other angles of that triangle 
are mare difficult to extract. A tagged, time-dependent study ol B, - J/e+ extracts 
the angle 7. Such a study of Rd - Jl@ independently determines 7, where & - 
J/$K’ needs to he studied lor normalization purposes. A tagged study of the classic 

& - r+r- extracts L) if the penguin amplitude is negligible. The penguin may 
be sizable, however. An involved isospin analysis is then required. It measures 01 
by disentangling the penguin from the tree amplitude. At hadron accelerators, this 
isaspin analysis would require a tagged, time.dependent study of & - .Pr”, which 
is currently impossible. This note presents alternatives for measuring L). The angle 
could he obtained irom studies 01 exclusive modes that are governed by b - d I+!-. 
such as 8 - &(-. The branching ratio for such an exclusive mode is tiny. at 
the few I!l-’ level. Another method for measuring this angle requires the study ol 
both B., - r+x- and R, - PI<-. Many mwe modes could be used to extract 
CKM parameters. if triggering on secondary vertices becomes leasible. The methods 
discussed here require high precision. They require tremendous effort experimentally 
and theoretically. Experiment will guide us toward the feasible modes and theory must 
accurately estimate ratios of related strong matrix elements. 
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1. Introduction 

Not all the three angles 0.0, and 7 of the CKM (Cabihb~l(obayashi-Maskawa) [I] unitarity 
triangle [2] can be straightforwardly extracted; see Figure 1. The angle 0 is the easiest to 
extract and can be obtained from the Bd - J/G KS asymmetry with negligible hadronic un- 

certainty 131. The uncertainty of strong matrix-elements cancels in a ratio which determines 

the B, -+ J/$Ks asymmetry. 

The determination of (I and 7 is more difficult on two fronts. First, the straightforward 
asymmetries, such as for B, -+ r-n+ and E, - p”lCs, may not suffice to determine thk 
angles of the CKM triangle, because of penguin diagrams. Elaborate methods have been 
proposed to overcome this problem [4] - [II]. S econd, all existing methods employ modes 

that cannot currently be triggered on at hadron accelerators. 

This note shows how triggerable modes, those with di-leptons in the final state. can 
extract all the angles of the unitarity triangle: a.0 and 7, Further, all the angles can be 

obtained from triggerable Bd modes alone. Additional triggerable B, modes are available 
for the extraction. if the resolution is good enough to ohserve time-dependent eRects of the 

9.. Time-integrated rate-asymmetries are not as useful, because they are badly diluted by 
the large mixing parameter z,, 

Jo”df [r(B,W + I)+r(&(t) -i)] 
I 

=a 
(1) 

Before turning to the triggerable modes, we briefly review the existing methods. The 
angle a can be determined from the Bd - R+IT-, p+nf,ufn* asymmetries [4], when pen- 

guin contributions are negligible. For sizable penguins, elaborate isospin analyses extract 

a by disentangling the penguin from tbe tree [5]. S’ mce the XT &spin analysis requires 

time-dependent studies of Ed - nono decays at hadron machines, it will not work in the 

foreseeable future [6]. A combined Dalitz plot and &spin analysis of B -+ pr may be able 

to determine Q (71. The angle cz can also be extracted from six decay modes related to 
& t L?‘Ks 181, or variants thereof 191. 

Most methods extract 7 from tagged. time-dependent studies of specific &decays. Ex- 

perimentalists will have to learn how to observe the rapid B,-oscillations for very large B, 

mixing, 
r.220. (2) 

The B, + p°Ks asymmetry would measure 7, if penguins could be neglected. But penguins 

may not be negligible, and 1 cannot be cleanly extracted from the asymmetry. Anyway. the 

branching ratio of this color-suppressed mode is expected to be tiny, at the IO-’ level [IO). 

The angle 7 can be extracted from tagged, time-dependent studies of [lo] B, -t 0: KF 

or B, -+ O”d IS]. Penguins cannot contribute and the branching ratio for the color-favored 
B, -+ D:IP mode is expected to be large, 

B(B, - D:K’) - 2 x IO-’ (3) 

Modes of beautiful hadrons with neutral D’s can be used to extract 7. Neither tagging 

nor time-dependence is required for this extraction. The angle 7 is obtained by measuring 

the rates of six processes. B + D”K, D’IC, D&A’ and their CP-conjugated partners IS], 
[ll]. Here OS, denotes that the neutral D is seen in modes with definite CP parity. 

We designate by Iv those resonances of I<’ which can appreciably be seen both in modes 
that determine their kaon flavor and in modes where the kaon flavor is lost. The & denotes 

CP-eigenmodes of the Ii’ resonance, which are modes with undetermined kaon flavor. Two 

‘*’ such resonances are I,“’ and IC,(l270). The k is seen in its li+n- mode two-thirds of the 

time and in its A’# mode one-sixth of the time. Because the lr” may be difficult to detect 
in a hadronic environment, we consider the A’,(1270). It is not too broad, r z 90 MeV, and 
is seen appreciably in the &+(1430)x- and IC’+n- modes that tag the original kaon-flavor. 

A mode where the original kaon-flavor is lost is 

B(K1(1270) -+ Ksp’) = 0.07 

A Dalitz plot analysis distinguishes among the various modes of N,(1270). 

(4) 

Time-dependent studies are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 shows that a tagged, time- 
dependent study of B, + J/$$ meawes 7 or alternatively a. It notes, in passing, that 
a similar study of color-allowed modes, B, - DZD;, D:+D:-, D:D:-, D;+D;, extracts 

the zame CKM angle. Section 4 mentions that the b - d + cc transition involves non- 

spectator amplitudes at the few percent level compared to the dominant spectator one. The 
interference between the non-spectator with the spectator amplitude could result in direct 

CP violation 1121. Section 5 exploits this interference to measure 7 from a tagged, time- 

dependent study of any of the following processes of Bd -+ J/$ p’, J/&r, J/qhov B, - 

Jlti I<s, B, + J/$ I?‘, 8, + Jl+ ii’. The measurement of 7 can be performed regardless 
of whether direct CP violation occurs. Section 6 sketches the extraction of the angle (I from 

CKM suppressed exclusive rare decays governed by b - d+t+t-, such a B + p P+e-, B + 

T P+t-, B - w t+t-. If we could succeed in triggering on secondary vertices, many more 

modes could be used to masure CKM parameters. Although some of those modes are 
briefly discussed in Sections 3 and 5, Sections 7 and 8 are devoted entirely to them, Section 

7 determines LI from the Bd + ncr- mode when the penguin graph contributes sizably, 

without recourse to an isospin analysis. The determination of CKM parameters from many 
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additional modes, governed by b -+ d + charmless. is covered in Section 8. The short hand 

b -+ d + charmless denotes any of the b --t duo:, b - ddd and 6 --t ds3 quark transitions. 

Sections 5 8 extract the CKM angles up to discrete ambiguities. We chose not to discuss 
them because the treatment would become more cumbersome. The time to analyze all the 
possible ambiguities is when data has been accumulated. Unfortunately this lies many years 

into the future. Conclusions can be found io Section 9. 

The CKM angles can be extracted only when ratios of related strong matrix elements 
are accurately known, except in the method described in Section 3. Those ratios will have 

to be aoalyzed carefully. 

We have organized this report in terms of measuring the CKM angles a.0. and 1, because 
this ha become the popular description of the CKM model. Ilowever, on a more fundamental 

level, the CKM matrix can be parametrized by a single CP-violating parameter and three 
magnitudes. Within that context, the report extracts various CKM combinations. The 

extractions allow the overdetermination of the CKM model. 

2. Time-Dependence 

This section reviews time-dependent amplitudes for the decay of a neutral B to a final 
state f [13, 14, 41. This intriguing phenomenon occurs because of Do - @’ mixing. The 

time-evolutions of initially unmixed 0’ and B0 are 

IL?“(t)) = c(t) 10’) + i ; s(t) 18”) , (5) 

lP(1)) = c(f) IL?) + i ; S(f) 1610) , (6) 

Amt c(t) = e-i Vf e-b cos 2 , (7) 

s(f) = e-’ 
.+x, e-~ sin Amt 

-. 
2 (8) 

The parameters p and p are the coefficients which relate the B” and 8e to the mass- 

eigenstates. The CKM model predicts 

(9) 

to an accuracy of 10m3 for the Bd system. and to lo- for the B, system. The ratio q/p is 

essentially a phase given by 

T=v,; 
P I/b v,: 

where I = d or s for the % or 8, system. Define the CP-coojogatod firm-state as 

Ii) = CPIJ) (11) 
Consider the four time-dependent rates of an initially unmixed neutral B to / and i. 

where 

r(B”(1) + ,) = e-“{I( /~B”)~2cos2~ + I( flL?“)l*sin2 y 

- I( flB”)~21m Asin Amt} , 

r(L?‘(t) + J) = em”{ I( Jl@)l’cos’~ + I( f~B”)~*sin* y 

+ I( f~Bo)~zlmAsinAmt}, 

r (P(f) + i) = eY’(l( /p”)~2cos~ y + I( jlB0)(‘sin2 T 

+ I( flBO))*lm h’sin Amt} , 

r(B’(t)-+j) = e-r’{~(flB0)~2~~~2~ + I( /IB”)lZsin2 y 

- I( flB”)121m A’sin Amt} , 

A6A(Bo+J)GQ (JIB? 
PiTi@’ 

A’ s A(BO _ j) E 4 G!!? 
P (JIW 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

The distinction between an initial unmixed B” and fin is called tagging. Whenever we 
speak about a tagged, time-dependent study of B” - J, we mean the study of all four 
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timcdependent rates. Eqs. (lZ)-(15). Poor final states which are CP eigenstates, only two 

distinct time-dependent rates exist. 

A tagged, time-dependent study meuures the magnitudes of the unmixed amplitudes, 

I( flB”)l, I( fl~“k I( il~“H, I( ilB”)l (18) 

and 

Im A(B” - f), Im A(B” -+ j). (19) 

Strictly speaking the four time-dependent rates of Eqs. (12).(15) were derived under the 
assumption that there is no lifetime difference (AI’) b t e ween the heavy and light 8”. While 
Ar may be observable in the B, system jl5, 161, 

ar/r - lO%, (20) 

it is negligible for the Ed system. Tagged, time-dependent fits with non-zero Ar extract, in 

addition to the above observables, Eqs. (18).(19), the quantities [13] 

Rx A( R” - f) and Re A( B” + f), (21) 

The X’s will be known without any ambiguity 

3. 7 (or a) from B, --t J/Q!+ 

The angle 1 can be extracted from tagged, time-dependent measurements of 0. + J/$ + 
113, 171. The unmixed B, - J/$ $ amplitude is dominated by the CKM combination Vc,Vrz, 
and B(e, + J/* 4) z 10-l can be inferred from the measured B(Bd 4 J/$1?“) [l8]. The 

amplitude with the ditTerent CKM combination V,aVut is negligible, because it is suppressed 

by three orders of magnitude 1121. A tagged, time-dependent study of B, - J/$4 measures 

(22) 

The final state has both CP-even and CP-add components, diluting the CP asymmetry. 

An angular analysis can disentangle the CP-odd from the CP-even contributions 119, 201. 

It extracts A without loss in statistical accuracy when one CP-parity dominates. But even 

when no CP-parity dominates. the full angular distribution measures ImA with a statistical 
accuracy that at worst would require no more than four times the statistics compared to 

a definite CP eigenstate [ZO]. CLEO and ARGUS results indicate that the helicity-zero 

Bd + J/+ A”” amplitude is dominant 1211. This result suggests that the final state of 

B, + J/4 4 is mainly CP-even. 

The tamed, time-dependent distribution (for the CP-even part) is 

l’+‘Im A sin Aml 

where r denotes the B” lifetime, Am the positive B” - @ rms difference, and 

ImX = 2(v,,( (gjsin7 (I + 0 (e*)) 

= 2lK.A )$sinD (1 + 0 (8’)) 

=2 y sina(1 +0(0’)) 
I I 

(26) 

The sine of the Cabibbo angle is denoted by B E sin 0, = 0.22. 

Measuring ImA requires the tapped, time-dependent study of B. - J/4 4. Once ImX 

is measured, we can either choose to determine sin7 by using Eq. (24) with the by then 
accurate measurement of IV.,/V,,l. 0 r sina can be extracted from Eq. (26) with the by 
then well known quantities IVcdVua/Vil. 

The CKM model predicts large values for 7, 

0.3 .s shy < 1. (27) 

Equation (27) and present measurements of IKa/V,al guarantee that the interference term 
never vanishes, 

0.01 $ ImA $0.05. w 

Thus the CKM model predicts nonuanishing CP violation at the 0’ level. Measuring ImA = 

0.05 (to 30) requires the observation of 3600 tagged B, - Jlqh 4 decays, assuming perfect 
tagging and time-resolution. 

The same CP violating interference term occurs for the modes governed by b + CO, such 

as B. -a DZD;, O:+D:-, DtD;-, D;+D;. Those modes are dominantly CP-even [16]. To 

increase the data sample, they could be added and measure ImA up to a correction that 

depends upon the dilution coming from the CP-odd parity. 
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4. Direct CP Violation with b -+ d(c~) 

The branching ratio for the color and CKM suppressed exclusive decay mode Ha -a HdJ/+ 

is, 

B(Ha - H.,J/+) - 5 x lo-” (29) 

Here Ha (Hd) denotes a bottom (down)-quark flavored hadron. Rate asymmetries at the few 
percent level are possible 1121. They require neither tagging nor time-dependences, except 

for modes of neutral B mesons where & decays into a CP eigenstate. 

The comparison between the Ha --t HdJl$ process with its CP-transformed partner may 

exhibit CP violation not only in a rate comparison, but in other decay parametera as well. 

For instance. compare 
B- + J/+rr- versw B+ - J/tin+, 

B- + Jf$a; versus B+ - J/t&;, 

B- - J/tip- verws B+ + J/+p+, 

8, -+ Jl$X” versus B. - J/$&‘=. 

B, - J/dS+n- V~ISUS 8, - J/dN-rr+, 

t; - JltiA versus 2; - Jl$,i, 

Cl; + J/$Z- “emus ii,+ - Jl@:+ 

The amplitude for the process is 

A = A(Ha - bJl6) = Lax t La., 

while that for the CP-conjugated process ia 

(30) 

A % A(& - t&J/$) = (:a? + (:a.. (31) 

Here 

L = v,,vyd> 9 = u,c,t, (32) 

are CKM combinations, and a? and a, strong matrix elements which probably differ in 

their final-state phases. Unitarity of the CKM matrix eliminated the 6 contribution to the 
amplitude. One CP violating observable is the rate asymmetry, 

IAl’ - I/if2 
*=ym q ,A,2 + ,A(1 = 

5 -2siny h(z) [$+I 

The CKM model predicts sin? to be large, Eq. (27). A recent report has shown that 1121 

la./a21 = 0.05, (34) 

where a. is estimated from the one-loop electroweak contributions. The conventional non- 
leptonic penguin amplitude requires at least three gluons to create the Jl& The final-state 
phane difference is currently being investigated (221. 

There is no need to limit ourselves to the H d + .I/+& modes. CP asymmetries at the 
1% level occur for the truly semi-inclusive b -+ c?d mode. For instance, the asymmetrywould 

show up when all the B- modes governed by b + de are summed over, such ks B- -+ D-P, 
D.-D’, D-D”, D’-D@, JlW, Jl+pm, J/+x;, etc. Neither tagging nor time-dependence8 
are required to observe this CP violating effect. The inclusive b + dct asymmetry can be 

more reliably calculated than the exclusive ones. It is trivial to obtain the asymmetry from 
the existing literature which considered b -+ d + charmless. Some choice exclusive modes 
have been studied (23, 24). The CPT theorem requires that [25) 

r(b - de<) - r (” + &) = - (r (b + d + charmless) - f’ (5 -t i+ charmless))(35) 

Thus the inclusive b -+ dc? asymmetry can be estimated from the published calculationa 
of b - d + charmless 1261. But let us review what is involved in calculating the inclusive 

b -+ dcZ asymmetry. First, the 9’ dependence of the virtual gluon of the penguin graph is 

tightlyconstrained, 4m: < 9’ < m:. The gluon is hard and can be treated perturbatively. 
Further, the absorptive part relevant for CP violation emerging from the u-quark loop is 
not kinematically suppressed. Asymmetries at the percent level result. This perturbative 
treatment is more justifiable for the inclusive b - dcZ process than for the exclusive modes, 

such as B- + DOD-, DOD’-, D’@D-, D’OD’-, b ecause of rescattering among them. It is 
possible that some of the exclusive modes will show larger CP-violating effects, which will 
be compensated by smaller effects with other modes. 

In conclusion, the CKM-suppressed modes governed by the b + d c~ transition may show 
direct CP violating effects at best at the few percent level. Although siny is proportional 

to the rate asymmetry, we cannot extract it, due to our lack of understanding about final- 
state interactions. The effects ai final state interactions largely cancel in ratios of related 

processes. Such ratios may then allow the extraction of CKM parameters, which will be the 
topic of the next sections. 

(33) 
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5. y from & -+ J/+p' 

Section 4 focussed on exclusive modes governed by b + da!. Those modes involve two inter- 
fering amplitudes with the relative CKM angle y. Ii the strong matrix elements could 

be calculated from first principles, the CKM parameters could be extracted from Cp- 

violating elfects and other observables. However, our ability to estimate strong matrix 
elements is meager. Although we are currently not able to estimate strong matrix .& 
mats, we may be able to estimate their ratios more reliably. This note extracts CKM 
parameters by using such ratios. The extraction of y will be illustrated with the & + 

J/tip’ mode, where 0, - J/$K” serves as normalization. However, each of the modes, 

& + J/M’, J/$w, D+D-, D’+D-, D+D’-, D’+D“. etc., extracts 7, with the normal- 
ization coming from & + J/$Ks. J/1/K”, D:D-, D;+D-, D:P-, D;+D’+, etc., respec- 
ti”ely. 

For the exclusive modes governed by b + dcc, factorization applied to the effective 

Hamiltonian predicts a penguin to tree amplitude-ratio of a few percent [12, 221, Io./all -+ 
0.05. This section demonstrates that 7 can be extracted regardless of whether or not the 

final-state phase difference--that is, the phase of o,/ar-vanishes. 

Consider then the Bd + J/v/@ mode and use Bd + J/~K” as normalization. The 
amplitude of the unmixed 8, + J/tip0 is 

A - ( J/$p”l&) = Fro2 + f.uu = C,az(l + ZC-‘~] = [,a&, (36) 

while that for the unmixed 0, + J/tip’ is 

A = ( J/@lB,) = &[l t ze”] = C:azb. (37) 

The normalization comes from the CKM favored mode 0, - J/q$K’“, 

( J/M-‘lB,) = - v’? (~:a? t ~;a.) = - v? ~:a~[1 + U(w3)] , (38) 

where u. = V’,I$:. Since the final state consists of two spin one particles, three h&city 
amplitudes contribute. A full angular analysis disentangles them, as shown in Appendix 

A. The helicity zero amplitude probably dominates the decay, as in Bd + J/$K’O [21]. 
We assume that to he the case so as to illustrate the point most simply, Otherwise a 

full angular analysis will obtain the CKM-parameter; see Appendix A. A tagged, time- 
dependent Bd + J/+p’ study determines 

I#. IAl’ a and Imh(Bd - J/T@) (39) 

The last observable combined with the observation of CP-violation in t3, + J/$Ks yields 

arg(h/b). because 

X(Bd - J&I’) = -A(Bd - Jl+Ks); (40) 

In fact, the isospin related processes, Bi -+ J/$pi, merare IAl and (Al without tagging and 
without time-dependence. Then the determination of ImX(Bd - Jl+pO) might not require 

time-dependence. It does require tagging, however. By normalizing with Bd -+ JIJIK’O, we 
measure Ib12, 1612 , smce 

l(g$y$) r = ; gp r 11 + *e+y = 

= ; lgfr~l 
Here r is the ratio of the strong matrix elements as and will come from theory [2?]? 

(41) 

(42) 

It must be accurately calculated and need not be close to 1. Eq. (41) determines Ib[, since 
IV,,lV,,l LS 0, r will be given from theory, and the left-hand side of Eq. (41) is a ratio of 
rates. Fig. 2 shows the two amplitude triangles, 

6 = 1 + ~87, b = I + .eh (43) 

The points B and B are equidistant from 0, and the angle between OB and OB is 27. Let 
us extract 7 from the observables, which are lbf, $1 and arg(h/b). 

We mea.wre the lengths of b and G and the angle between them. Let us draw them. The 

point 0 is not yet fixed. It is equidistant from points B and 0, that is-point 0 is somewhere 

an line d, see Fig. 2. However, normalization demands that EO is of unit length. The 
location of point 0 is thus determined, and the angle 7 can he obtained. 

Studies of Bd -+ J/$p’ and Bd -+ J/$K” extract the angle 7. The extraction is ac- 

complished by observing the interference between the spectator and non-spectator diagrams. 

The angle 7 can be extracted whether or not direct CP violation occurs-that is, whether L 

has a phase or is real--as long as jz/ does not vanish. The extraction requires the knowledge 
of the ratio of matrix elements, r. 

The specific mode 0, + J/$p’ suffers from drawbacks. The small phase of h/b must be 
disentangled from the large CP violating interference terms, h(B,, -+ J/$Ks) and X(Bd + 

J/$p’), see Eq. (40). The final-state interactions may differ for the J/+K’O and J/d@ 

modes, and thus r may not be able to be calculated accurately. Furthermore, even within 
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the SU(3) limit, the ratio r is not exactly 1, because the W-exchange diagram contributes 

to Br - J/tip0 but does not to B,+ - J/$K”. This is an academic problem, because the 
W-exchange diagram is expected to be highly suppressed compared to the spectator one. 

Those drawbacks can be overcome by tagged, time-dependent studies of specific B, modes 
as shown in Appendix B. 

What makes this method difficult is that the interfering amplitudes, which are governed 

by different CKM combinations, are so unequal, Jz] < 1. Tagged, time-dependent studies 

of B, - D,fK* and B, -+ J/$6 are most likely superior in extracting 7. Our motivation 
to present the B., - J/$p” method is tw*iold. It may not be possible to study time 

dependences of B, accurately, if z, is large. Secondly, we wanted to point out that, in 
principle, triggerable B”-modes allow the extraction of CKM parameter8 in addition to 0. 

An analogous method extracts a from exclusive modes governed by the b - deft“ 
transition. This is the topic of the next section. The interfering amplitudes are of similar 

strength, and the interference term yields the phase between the two unmixed amplitudes 

without any disentangling. Those are two important advantages over the modes discussed 

in this section. The branching ratio is miniscule, however. 

6. CY from B -i p e+e- 

The angle 01 can be extracted from the once CKM-suppressed exclusive rake processes, gov- 

erned by b - de’!-. The branching ratio is tiny, at the few x lOms level. 

B(B 4 p e+P-) - IO-’ - 10‘~ (44) 

The modes of interest are three body decays, such as B + pPP-,~t+f-,o,Pt~, B, + 
f?‘P+P-, etc. The amplitude varies around the Dalitz plot. The variation [ZS] and the short- 

.md long-distance [20] contributions have been theoretically analyzed for the CKM-favored 
b - se+!- modes. The analyses can be modified to apply to the modes of interest here 

b -+ dP+P (301. Our aim is only to sketch several ways to extract a. We thus simplify and 
treat the amplitude as a complex number. We are currently investigating how to optimize 

the extraction of a. The unmixed amplitudes are 

( p”e+e-lBd) = F;z,[l + I e-l0 J = c;;,b-. 

(pv+e-lBd) = Q,[l + * e’O] = &r,E. (45) 

where I, is a strong matrix element, and I depends on ratios of strong matrix elements and 

on the magnitude of the CKM combination IVuaVudl/l&aVtdl. This parameter z dilTers from 

the one in Section 5 and varies around the D&z plot. An honest determination of a moat 
take the variation into account, which however is ignored here as stated above. 

Large direct CP violation occurs with exclusive rare modes governed by b * dPtr? [30]. 

The parameter I is of order unity with a large final state phase difference 1301. A few options 

exist to determine n. The Bd * f?“Fl- mode can be used aa normalization. 

( K’“e+e-lBd) = - Jz Y;zJl + 0(10-l)] (46) 

Then we get 

where we omit an SU(3) breaking ratio of order unity, for simplicity. Clearly, by the time 
experiments capable of meanuring this ratio will be feasible, the CKM ratio ]I&&,] will be 

well-known. A tagged, time-dependent study of Bd 4 poF!- yields 

IEI, IEI and (48) 

ImA(Bd -+ p”t+t-) = ImE 
E’ (49) 

The moduli of the unmixed amplitudes can also be obtained from the isospin related charged 
B decays, Bf _ p* P+e-. Neither tagging nor time-dependence is required. Note that the 

interference term informs us directly about the relative phase between E and l?, without 

having to involve another CP-violating measurement, in contrast to Eq. (40). The angle 

a is extracted “in analogy” to the extraction of y from Bd -t po.ljJl [31). If time-dependent 
B.-measurements are feasible, 01 could also be determined from B. modes; see Appendix 8. 

A second variant could be to measure only the moduli of the two “unmixed” amplitudes 

and use the calculated I. This suffices to extract 01. The moduli could be obtained from 

the charged B-decays, B* - r*lff’-.a:!+!-, etc. The mode B - K(‘)Pl- would provide 
the normalization. The two moduli could alternatively come from B. - @Pt- and 
8. - K’“(+!-, which are self-tagging since K” is seen in its K+a- mode. Theoretical 

uncertainties are probably reduced since the Bd-mode with identical particle content Bd + 

I(‘“!.+[- could be used for normalization. Neither tagging nor time-dependence would ever 

be necessary. A third variant eliminates normalization. The two moduli of the unmixed 

amplitudes, the interference term arg(E/E), and the calculated I suffice to determine a. 

The amplitude ratio 1 is of order unity for the exclusive 6 -a d t+e- processes, in contrast 

to the exclusive b + d.I/JI modes where it is tiny at the few percent level. Thus, the angle 

01 may be more readily extracted than the angle 7 by the method discussed here. 

The extraction of a is also possible from modes with a photon, by using variant 2. The 

an& (I cannot be extracted from methods that involve an interference term A, for modes 
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with a photon. The interference term vanishes because only one h&city occurs from the 

Bo-decay and the other from the P-decay (X2]. Variant 2 measures the moduli of the two 

amplitudes of Be + a:~ and Be -+ a;-(, or B* - ~‘7. It normalizes from B -+ h”y, The 
two moduli of B, - R-o7 and L?, - A”” I also extract cr. where the normalization comes 
from Bd - Py or alternatively from 0, - ti. The parameter z here is different from that 

of Bd - p’=~+l- or B + p”J/4, and IS in principle calculable. A first step was taken by 

Soares, who calculated 1321 
2 z (0.09 + i 0.13)]1/.a/V,d]. (50) 

More theoretical work is required in calculating this z reliably. Because the final state is 

simpler than non-leptonic modes, there is more hope that theory will estimate z reliably. 

In summary, exclusive modes governed by the b t d transition extract the angle a. 

In addition to the information coming from the relevant modes, the extraction requires 
experimental and theoretical input. Experiments must inform us about IV,d/V,,l, and theory 
about I and about ratios of strong matrix elements. 

7. a from & --f rtr- and B, -+ K+K- 

The tagged Bd - n+ir- mode extracts a. for negligible penguin amplitudes. It may occur, 
however, that penguin contributions are significant compared to the tree one. An elaborate 
isospin analysis could determine o by disentangling the tree from the penguin [5]. At hadron 

accelerators. it requires a tagged, time-dependent study of the Bd + Y&P mode, which at 

present cannot be achieved [6]. 

This section presents alternative measurements of a in the case of large penguins. \Ve as- 

sume that flavor SU(3) for B-decays [33] and its breaking terms will be well understood. One 

way could be to have a tagged, time-dependent B, -+ n+r- study with the normalization 

coming from Bd * Iifs-. This method is analogous to the extraction of 7 from the tagged, 

time-dependent & - J/tip’ study, where the normalization comes from B,, t J/+Xas see 

Section 5. 

The accuracy on a depends on how dominant the penguin is over the tree amplitide in 

Bd _ Ii+n-. The more dominant the penguin compared to the tree, the more accurately 
o could, in principle, be extracted. Information as to the strength of the penguin amplitudes 

could be obtained by comparing the branching ratio of the T+K mode to the IPa- one 

and to those of pore penguin modes, such as B- - Ii-4, Kg-, Bd - 4Iis. 

Another alternative uses tagged, time-dependent studies of the charged twsbody modes, 

Bd - ri+n- and 9, + PI<-. This method will be the focus of the section. The unmixed 

Bd-amplitudes are 

( :c’r-lB,) = (4, + (.a. = (&(I + 1 e’“) = (,(1,0, 

( *+r-lBd) = C;a,(l + 2 e-‘“) = <;o,o 

The interference term is given by 

(51) 

(52) 

Al = y = I + LP 
0 KG=. 

Here C, are the rele%mt CKM combinations. o,,ou are the two strong matrix elements. and 

r depends oo their ratio and oo the ratio ]<,/&I. Note that ol.ou, and 2 denote different 
quantities from the ones of previous sections. The two unmixed B.-amplitudes and the 
interference term are 

( f\‘+h-I&) = “,“e + t’uou = ~,a,[1 + rze-“1 = u,a,b. 

( K+Ii-IB,,) = ,.;a,[l + r:P1 = ,a;o,b, 

A. = ; = I + rze-” 
1 + rze- (54) 

The b,, 6 and r differ from the ones delined in Section 5. For simplicity, SU(3) flavor 
symmetry is assumed. although much effort will have to be directed toward estimating 

corrections to it. The parameter P is a ratio of CKM elements and will be well known: 

and so will the relative normalization of the unmixed Bd- and B,-amplitudes, 

(56) 

The tagged, time-dependent study of Ed * s+n‘ informs about lo]. ]ir], and arg (i/a), while 
that of B. + I<+IC- measures Ibl. $1, and arg (b/b). Figure 3 shows the two Bd-amplitude 
triangles. 

(I = I + *e-- , 0 = I + ze+i- (57) 

and the two B, ones. 

b = I + me+‘7 , h = I + r;e-” (58) 

The angle LACA is ?a. while LBCB is 27. 

We wish now to demonstrate the extraction of the CIiM parameters 01 and 7. The 

tagged, time-dependent Bd - r+=- study obtains the phase. arg(o/n). and the moduli of 
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the unmixed amplitudes, Ia1 and [ai. The two moduli are determined up to an overall constant 

that can be chosen arbitrarily. The choice of the overall constant fixes the magnitudes of 161 

and 161. The two magnitudes, lb1 and 161, as well as arg(h/b) are obtained from the tagged, 
time-dependent B,-study. Draw the triangle AOA. The lengths of its two sides and its angle 
LAOA are known. Point C lies on the straight line d that bisects A,& The shape of the 

BOL? triangle is known. Its orientation relative to AOli is fixed because points B and B 

must be equidistant from d. Point C is found since the ratio of lengths is known, 

CB/CA=r, (59) 

thus determining the angles a and 1. If the penguin of B, -+ n’n- is sizeable, b and 6 
will be indistinguishable and 1 will not be determined, because CB < CA. For a negligible 
penguin of Ed - rr+n--that is, I > l-the interference term Ar determines a, and 7 could 

be obtained from the method outlined here. 

Instead of extractirrg the CKM angles o and 7 w~hen j!&/V,,l is used as input, the 
procedure could be inverted by supplying a CKM angle and determining IV,,/&,1 and the 

other CKM angle. The key point is that a simultaneous study of B,, + T+T- and B, + 

I,‘+!;- cm be used to extract CKM parameters. 

8. cy from b + d + charmless 

The method used in the previous section can he extended to many additional modes, where 
tire Bd and 0, modes are related by flavor 51/(3). There may be doubts as to the validity of 

flavor SlJ(3) for the final state. For instance, the symmetry is badly broken for Do modes 

iISI> 
I-( Do + /\‘+I,‘-) 
T(D” _ r+n-) 2 2’ (60) 

Perhaps the invariant mass of Do still lies within the resonance region, and the breakdown is 

due to different resonance structures. If so, flavor SU(3) would be a rather good symmetry 
for B-decays, because the B-mass is much above the resonance region. We do not really 
understand the symmetry breakdown for the final states of Do that are related by flavor 

SU(3). We could, however, consider final states that are identical in particle content and 

differ only in their invariant mass, one coming from decays of the heavy hadron and the 

other coming from the SU(3)~related heavy hadron. For the B-mass region, the final state 
interactions are expected to be similar for the modes with identical particle content coming 

from decays of the Bd and a,. Only the SU(3) relation between the initial states (Bd and 
B,) and between the transition currents must be investigated. Table 1 lists examplesofsuch 

modes. In analogy to the last section. the angles 01 (and perhaps 7 too) can be extracted. 

For classes l-2. the phase between the two unmixed amplitudes can be disentangled; for a 
similar discussion, see Section 5. For modes that involve a single K0 resonance. I?, the 

moduli of the two unmixed amplitudes can be obtained from untagged and timcintegrated 

data samples. Determining the interference term requires a tagged, time-dependent study 
with K,Lp, however. Theory and experiment will guide us to those modes that have small 
theoretical uncertainties and that are experimentally feasible. 

Many neutral B modes may be used in the future to extract CKM parameters. The 

extraction is done by disentangling the CKM parameters from strong matrix eleroents. The 
disentangling is accomplished by simultaneously studying related modes, where most the- 
oretical uncertainties cancel. We could either study SU(3) related modes. or B, and 8, 
modes with identical particle content. 

Table I: B, and Bd modes with identical particle content. 

Class B. transition Bd transition Examples 
I 

I b-.duti Ls-i3”!3 p”lis,wli~.~~Ii*,~li’,pol~,~~i’ 

2 b-da 6-sss $lis, $I? 

3 b-add & - ciss ~<O~O, ,pp’, JiOp, [<rKO 

9. Conclusion 

Triggerable Bd modes can extract each of the three angles of the unitarity triangle. It is well 

known that a tagged study of Ed + J/+Ks measures 0. It is. however, not as well known 
that a tagged, time-dependent study of B, + J/v@, D:D; determines 7 113. 171. The 
determination requires the value of IV.,/V,,l as input. The angle 7 can still be measured, 

even if accurate time-dependent B.-studies are not feasible, perhaps because Z, ii too large. 
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The measurement could come from a tagged, time-depeodent study of Bd + J/@“, where 

Bd + J/+W” would serve as normalization. Although it could be done, it is a challenge 
in both experimental and theoretical aspects. The small phase between the two unmixed 
amplitudes nwt be disentangled from two large interference terms, see Eq. (40). Further, 

the magnitudes of those two unmixed amplitudes must be measured very well. On the 

theoretical front, much elfort must be expended to accurately calculate a ratio of strong 

matrix elements, az(B, -+ J/$@)/az(Bd - J/$K’O), The exclusive modes governed by 

b + dP+t- extract the angle o. Here the phase between the two unmixed amplitudes is 

generally large. It is measured from an interference term without any disentangling. The 

rate is tiny, however. 

If triggering on secondary vertices becomes feasible, many more modes could be used to 
measure CKM parameters. For instance, a combined 0, - r+n- and B. + li+IC analysis 

can measure CKM parameters. Extractions with other such modes are discussed throughout 

the note. 

lo conclusion, precision measurements with beautiful badrons allow the extraction of 
various CKM parameters. The CKM model will thus be tested by overconstraining it. The 

extractions require copious amounts of beautiful hadrons and additional theoretical input 
.IS to ratios of strong matrix elements, The first requirement can be fulfilled at badron 

eccelerators. The second one requires much additional study. We look forward to stimulating 

interactions between experimerrtalists and theorists as to what modes are feasible and as to 

what methods have the least theoretical uncertainties. 
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Appendix A: H&city Amplitudes and the Extraction of CKM Angles 

The extraction of the relevant CKM angle is possible even when several h&city arn- 
plitudes exist. We prefer to explain the main idea by an example instead of keeping the 

discussion abstract. The generalization to other cases is straightforward. Although Sec- 

tion 5 focuses on Bd + J/+pe, this appendix discusses the B, -+ JJ$I?e mode, because 
additional subtleties occur. Consider the mode 

B, -+ Jl+ Ii’= 

L-8 IC+n- 

Three helicily amplitudes contribute, 

A>r = (J/$(X) IL’-“(X)1&), X = fl, 0. 

The CP-conjugated partner, 

(61) 

(62) 

0. * JIG po 

L Ii-n+ 
(63) 

involves 

&A = (J/ti(X) /?“(A)lB,), > = fl. 0. 

We find it useful to define 

H, E .4++ + A-- , 

He E A++ -A-- , 

H,~2&.3. (67) 

A full angular analysis can determine the following observables (34, 201, 

IH+12. W-IS, lfw , (68) 

Re H, Ho’ , 

ImH+HI, ImH_H,‘. 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(6% 

(70) 
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I , 

‘he magnitudes and relative pbasus of II,, l/L, IIn ue ubservablcs [:jsj. 

The U-conjugated pvxcss involves 

/I+ E .A++ + A-. (71) 

Ii- 5 A++ - ‘I.. , 172) 

Ho E L/loo (73) 

CP invariance requires 

IA+1 = l/1+/, l//L = 111.1, Ii/d = IH”~, (74) 

Re i,, /lo’ = Re II, II; , (75) 

1111 ,r, Ir: = -Im H, III, I,” K /I; = -,m I,. ,I; (76) 

In tern,s of strong ,natrix el.mclltF (dmotcd by pc, I,“, ,a,, n, (,, G, 2”) and CliM combinations 

C,! 

II- = (< mr + c. “I”, (is) 

Ho = cc i< f <. :” 

The Ckonjugated process involves 

(79) 

/I+ = ‘I(CPc + Fla.) > WV 

ff- = -v(C;w + c;nr.) , (81) 

.% = tl(Cs + c::.) (82) 

The phase 7 is arbitrary when the I?” is seen in its Ii-n+ mode. It is +1(-l) when ;L$ is 

seen in its Ksn”(K~no) mode. Were the Bd - J/tip0 mode considered, q would be +I. 

The h’& mode of the k0 allows the B, _ J/tj I? and B, - J/G IP’ amplitudes to 

mterfere. The time-dependence5 of the helicity amplitudes are 

where 

Hi(f) = fhlc(t) t i s(t)/&], 033) 

HI(~) = Hk(c(t) +i AI s(f)], (34) 

&ET!& 
P Hi’ 

(35) 

lark= +,-,O. 

As discussed after Eq. (8). the observables are the magnitudes and relative phases of 
the three HI(I). Obviously that is true also for the three A,(f). A tagged time-dependent 

study of B, - Jlll(Iisd’)r;~ determines the relevant interierence terms. By disentangling 
them, we measure 

arg (H,/&) for k = +,-,o. 

The much more copious self-tagged data sample of 0, - J/$(li+rr-)K. obtains 

(8’3) 

IHfil and I&l. k = +, -,o. 

In the md = m, limit. a lull angular analysis of the process 

(37) 

Qd - J/G IL-0 

L litrim 
(88) 

provides the magnitudes and relative phases of 

Pr, IQ. G WJ) 

For instance, 

H+ (0” - J/ti I\?“) Z 2 <: pc (90) 



and similarly for HO and H-. Statistics are doubled when the CP-conjugated mode i?d -+ 

J/$ Ii em’ is considered as well. The angle 7 can ndw be extracted in several independent 

ways. Alternatively the magnitudes and relative phases alp,, m,, ii could be obtained from 

an untagged, time-integrated study of B, - J/$4. 

Appendix 8: CKM Extraction With B, Modes 

The angles 7 and 01 can be extracted from time-dependent B.-studies. Specific B,- 

modes probably reduce theoretical uncertainties, because the &mode with identical particle 
content could be used as normalization. The tmcalculahle final State interactions mostly 

cancel in ratios of amplitudes. The latter part 01 Section 5 discussed drawbacks of the 

extraction of? from the Bd - J/tip’ mode. Those drawbacks can be overcome by studies of 
specific E, modes governed by b + d+J/tL. such as t?, + J/$Ks or 8. + Jj$W. A tagged. 

time-dependent study of such B,-modes extracts 7. The normalization could come from the 
untagged, time-integrated, CKM-favored mode of the other neutral B-species, Bd -+ Jl$li~ 

or Bd + Ji$li’, respectively [36]. The final states have identical particle content and d&r 
only in their invariant mass by about 100 MeV [37]. The uncalculable final-state interactions 

cancel to a large extent in the ratio of strong matrix elements. 

Cl = ad& - Jl$J&) 2 
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Figure I: The CKM unitarity triangle. 
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Figure 2: The two amplitude triangles b and 6, see Eq. (43). The angle between 0B and 
08 is 2y. 
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Figure 3: The four amplitude triangles a,&b and b. The angle between AC and AC is 
‘20, and the one between BC and BC is 2~. 
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B MESON SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS 
FROM T(4S) RESONANCE DATA 
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1. ’ INTRODUCTION 

E meson semileptonic decays are an exceptional laboratory to study a very impor- 
tant sector of the Standard Model. namelv the auark mitinK oarametrized bv the Cabibbw . _ -. 
Kobayashi-Maakawa (CKM) matrix. Two CKM elements are directly measured in semilep- 
tonic decays, (I Vu* 1 and 1 V, 1). F’g I ure 1 showa the Feynman diagrams associated with 
these decya. In principle, another CKM element, (I V,d I), CM he extracted from measure- 
ments of Bob0 mixing. A precise determination of quark mixing prrametcrs ia a crucial teat 
01 the Standard Model. Eventually, the determination of the complex pheae in this mixing 
matrix, through measurement of CP asymmetries in E decays is likely to provide the moat 
sensitive probe of possible physics beyond the Standard Model. However the measurement 
of the absolute velues of these CKM elementa already provide very interesting constraints 
and are important inputs in the prediction of the expected magnitude of these asymmetries. 

Wolfenatein’ proposed an approximate representation of the CKM matrix which pro- 
vides a natural parametrization of the hierarchy of the quark couplinga : 

V= 

( 

1 -,I’ x AX’(p - iq) 
-A 1 -X1/2 AA2 

I 
+ O(W, 

AP(1 - p - i?) -AX* 1 
where A = sin 0. % 0.22 is the sine of the Cahibbo angle. 

The most attractive feature of semileptonic decays is that the virtual W decays into 
s lepton-ti pair and therefore this vertex is governed by a purely electroweak interaction, 
which is amenable to precise theoretical calculationa. On the other hand, the evaluation 
of the matrix element r&tins the hadronic system in the final state and the initial meson 
must take into account the strong interaction between quarks in the initial and &.I state. 
This is the realm of non-perturb&w QCD, which is so far elusive to precise theoretical 
determination. In principle, hsdrcnic B decays can also be used to study quark mixing, hut 
in this cue the effects of the atrong interactions are even more difficult to evaluate hecauae 
the particles produced in the W decay are quarks too. The exceptional increase in atstisticll 
accuracy which we are expecting to achieve in the near future with the CESR e+c- collider 
at Cornell University and with the bfactories, will enable us to probe thin sector of the 
Standard Model with high sensitivity, if a parallel progress in the theoretical evaluations of 
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the hadronic matrix elements governing these processes is achieved. transition WC have: 

A precision study of the phenomenology of B’l?’ is quite crucial in several respecta. 
In fact the most promising avenue to me~dure CP violation in B decays appears to be the 
study of decays where the interference producing observable CP asymmetry is between direct 
decay of a neutral B” meson to a CP eigenstate and decay occurring after flavour oscillation. 
In addition, when the top quark mass is measured accurately, a reliable value of the B meson 
decay constant is available and QCD ff t e ec B are better understood, it can provide a precise 
determination of 1 V,r I.The high t t‘ t’ s a 1s lcs samples presently available and the even higher 
ones which will be accumulated in the near future will allow to reduce significantly both 
statistical and systematical error in AM/r. 

< D(P,) I V, I B(p,) >= F,y(q’)(p, + pz)o t F!q, (1) 

where pl and ps are respectively the B and D momenta and q = p, -h is the momentum 
transfer to the lepton-i. system or, equivalently, the 4.momentum of the virtual W. E+ch 
model assumes a q2 dependence of the form factors, UI a more or less educated conjecture 
and calculates their normalization by relating quarks and hadrona at some q2 scale, which 
typically ia qk.. for non-relativistic models and q2 = 0 for ultrarelativistic calculations. 

A different approach to the calculation of the form factors ia proposed by the QCD sum 

2. THEORETICAL EVALUATIONS OF STRONG INTERACTION 
EFFECTS 

rule technique, originally proposed to study non-perturb&w aspects of QCD by Shifman, 
Vainshtcin and Zakharov.” This method evaluatea the form factors in terms of the three 
point current correlator with the suitable Lorents structure. “J’ For instance, in the ewe of 
the B --t D transition the relevant three point correlator is: 

Lattice gauge calculations are supposed to provide UB, in due time, with values of 
the hadronic matrix element based on the ‘exact theory’of the strong interaction according 
to the Standard Model. The progress made in recent years is quite impressiw?, but it is 
crucial to have a better understanding of the errors introduced by the approximations made 
in doing the calculation3 (most notably the quenched approximation). 

II,.(p,,p2, q) = i’ /dzdye(‘@.-+=u) < 0 I Tt5?=)7sc(z), J,~W~~(Y~J~Y)~ IO > (2) 

where 

In absence of lattice final results, phenomenological models and approaches based on 
limits of QCD in specific kinematical regimes have been employed to study these decays. 
Most of them focus on aemileptonic decays for the reasons discussed above. It is worth 
summarizing their most salient features in order to understand their success and shortcoming 
with respect to experimental information. 

S‘ 
J,” = ,+(#,b : (3) 

is the vector component of the cur&t involved in the weak decay between e. b and a c quark 
and T idbnti&a a time bidered product in the integral. The current correlator is in turn 
decomposed into a’c&&nt expansion. In the case of the B --t D transition, we have: 

One approach is based on pure parton phenomenology. The electroweak interaction 
is calculated treating the decaying quark aa a free parton. Strong interactions effects are 
introduced in some ca.sa. For instance, in the model developed by Altarelli and collaborators 
(ACCMM),” bound state effects are accounted for by introducing an effective mass for the 
decaying b quark and smearing the lepton momentum spectrum in the B meson center of 
mass system by the motion of the initial b parton inside the decaying meson. Alternatively, in 
an ultrarelativistic treatment,’ the decay rate is calculated in the infinite momentum frame 
and partons are related to hadrons through structure functions. These models are expected 
to be more suitable to the study of decays which involve many channels in the final state, 
because the quark-hsdron duality is expected to he valid on the average if a continuurh 
of states are involved. It is more difficult to see how this treatment can appiy to decays 
dominated by a few resonances in the final state. Nonetheless, a~ it will be discussed below, 
the ACCMM model seems to be BS good as any other model to describe the lepton spectrum 
from the b + c decay, which is dominated by two resonances (B + D and B --t D* ) which 
constitute at least 60% of the total rate. 

~U(Pl,Pz,9) =gj+‘(P:,P:,q%Pl t P& t ~-(P:.P;,q2)q” 
< 

The amplitudes appearing in this &pan&n can be evaluated evaluated in two different ways. 
The first expression is obtained by expanding each amplitude in terms of operator product 
expansion and the other is obtained by saturating the correlator with the low lying resonances 
and B continuum of states above a certain threshold, generally modeled by perturbative QCD. 
By matching the two expressions, one gets a value for the form factors at q2 = 0. 

“Exclusive” quark models calculate the hadronic current < X 1 Jp [ B > between the 
decaying E meson and specific meson final state. Generally only the low lying resonances 
of the 1 f&i > state are considered, (Q d’ t m ~ca es the quark produced in the weak decay 
and a indicates the spectator quark in the B meson). This approach is more useful for 
decays involving only a few resonances in the final state. It has been relatively successful 
in describing b + c scmileptonic decays. Aleo in this case, the non-relativistic approach”-’ 
and the infinite momentum frame approach’-’ have been applied. The hadronic current is 
expressed in terms of form factors using a covariant expansion. For instance, for the B + D 

Finally, in the last few years much interest has been stirred by the “Heavy Quark 
Effective Theory” (HQET)13 which studies several aspects of B meson decay phenomenology 
by exploiting an effective Hamiltonian which is the correct limit of QCD for large quark 
masses. This theory can be considered the analogy of the chiral limit of QCD, which holds for 
infinitely small quark masses, in the opposite kinematical regime. The interest is motivated 
by the hope to overcome the model dependence which plagues purely phenomenological 
approaches, especially in cases where the band c quark mtwes can legitimately be considered 
close to infinity. Radiative corrections induced by gluons attached to the heavy and light 
quark lines have been studied extensively. In addition, the effective theory is the first order 
term in an expansion in term6 of l/mp, where mg is the heavy quark mass. Effects of higher 
order tams in this expansion need to be evaluated far each specific process. The hope is 
that thin approach will lead to a leas model dependent evaluation of the CKM parametera. 
The present prospects for 1 I& I and ( Kb I wiU be discussed below. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL HANDLES 

3.1 Sludy oJlnclusiue Semileplonic Decays 

“.*. 

(4) 
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A first observable which is amenable to experimental study and is interesting in 
several respects is the lepton spectrum from B decays. Figure 2 shows the lepton spectra 
from B decays recently measured by CLEO. These spectra can he fitted with two dominant 
components, produced respectively in ‘cascade decays’, where the B meson decays to a 
charmed meson which subsequently undergoes a semileptonic decay, and in direct B meson 
semileptonic decays to a charmed final state. There is sn additional component which affects 
the shape of the end point of this spectrum and corresponds to B meson semilcptonic decays 
to charmless hadrons in the final state. This tiny portion of the spectrum plays crucial 
importance on our ability to determine the CKM parameter 1 V.s 1 and wiU be discussed in 
great detail below. 

The main physical information coming from the study of the inclusive lepton spec- 
trum is the rate for b--t clu. In order to determine it precisely, it is necessary to eliminate 
the contribution from cascade decays as accurately as possible. The CLEO collaboration 
performs this subtraction by convoluting the measured spectrum for D + Xiv from the 
DELCO collaboration” and convoluting it to the measured D” and D+ momentum dis- 
tributions from CLEO data. There is some uncertainty in this procedure associated with 
the lack of knowledge of the effective smearing induced by detector resolution effects in 
the DELCO measurements. The fit is performed with three different models: the model 
by Altar& and collaborators,’ the model by Isgur, Scora, Grinstein and Wise’ (ISGW) 
and a modified version of ISGW (referred as ISGW’), where the fraction of D** mesxxw 
in B - X.1” is taken as one of the parameters of the fit. This last model was motivated 
by the evidence shown in the previous CLEO data sample (CLEO 1.5) for a substantial 
fraction of semileptonic decays not accounted for by the channels Dlv and D’lv (totaling 
only 62f12% of the XJv).” The ARGUS collaboration measured a consistent fraction of 
B + D’*lv (roughly 26%).‘s It should he pointed out that the ARGUS analysis claims to 
identify a contribution from P-wave charmed mesons, and that the new CLEO results with 
the ISGW’ fit indicate a smaller D” fraction (21.2 f 1.6 f a%),” with B systematic error 
which is still large and in part reflects our poor knowledge of the composition of the D” 
states and the corresponding form factors. The fit results are summarized in Table I. 

where b, b- are the charged and neutral B semileptonic branching fractiona and fa and f- 
are the branching fractions for T(4S) decay to I? and 8. respectively. Here and throughout 
the paper charge conjugate reactions are also used. It is of great interest to measure the 
individual scmikptonic branching fractions for charged and neutral B separately and this 
can he accomplished with samples of tased B’s, The meet relevant quantity which can be 
extracted from these measurements is the ratio between lifetimes T-/T”, which gives a direct 
measurement of non spectator effects in B decays and, assuming equal semileptonic widths 
for Be and B”, ia given by: 

T- b- 

+ 4 
CLEO takes advantage of the high statistic sample of tagged B’szo to obtain 4 and 

b,. There arc four subset in the tagged sample used: 

I- 492+31 fully reconstructed 8”s and 919 + 42 fully reconstructed B-, 

2. 3lgf 30 scmileptonic decays B” + D**lC and 231 f 30 B- A D”‘lfi, where the Y ia 
the only missing particle. 

3. TlOOf IS2 semileptonic decays B” - D’+lfi, where only the slow x from D* decay ia 
explicitly reconstructed. 

4., 754f 51 partially reconstructed B” + De+*-, where only the slow T from D’ decay is 
explicitly reconstructed. 

This analysis gives: 

Table I. CLEO II b - zlv branching fractions from inclusive lepton spectrum analysis. 

p$sJgij 

1. E(B- --t X01-0) = 12.0 f 1.7 f 1.8% 

2. B(BO * x+i-C) = 11.4 f 0.7 f 1.3% 

3. r-/r” = E(B- 4 X”l-ti)/E(~?~ + X+l-fi) = 1.05 f 0.16 f 0.15 

A quantity related to r-/r” can be extracted from the yields of exclusive semileptonic 
decays B” - D^‘l6 and B- + D”I-Q. Assuming isospin invariance, WC have: 

E(F - D%) T- 
B(B” + D*+&) = 7 

These results are consistent with previous CLEO” and ARGUS’* measurements summarized 
in Table 2 for the ACCMM model. 

Table 2. Previous b + XIV branching fractions obtained with ACCMM model. 

-1 

CLEO*l recently presented a measurement of a related quantity Rs: 

R” = w- + D%) f- 
- = 1.20 f 0.20 f 0.19; 

B(B” -+ D-h) fo 

These measurements give < b >, d&cd as: 

< b >= f,,b, t f-b_ (5) 

the method involves full reconstruction of the D’+ and D^’ mesons, both in the Dn” channel. 
The second error quoted is systematic and is dominated by the uncerlainty in the ratio 
E(D+ - K-r+r+)/B(D” + K-r+). These results are consistent with values of r-/r0 
recently reported hy LEP experiments.2’ 

3.2 Study of Ezclusive Semileplonic Decnys 

Exclusive semileptonic decays to the dominant charmed final states (DUD and D’lii) 
have been studied by the CLEO end ARGUS collaborations quite extensively. Unfortunately, 
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the published resu1ts’J-‘e~23-zs h eve been normalized to different absolute branching fractions 
of the Do and Dt decay modes chosen to reconstruct the specific decay channel investigated. 
In addition, some results have been obtained by performing a constrained fit tho the MM2 
distributions from D+Xlti and D’XIP simultaneously, imposing typically that the vector to 
pseudoscalar ratio is the same in the charged and neutral B semileptonic decays. Although 
this assumplion is a good one, it makes it difficult to unfold the results when the Do or D+ 
branching fractions Therefore this information wiIl be neglected in the summary shown in 
Table 3. The published branching ratios are resealed to the D absolute branching ratios 
E(D” - K-r+) = (3.91 f 0.08 f 0.17)%, recently measured by CLEO*’ end B(D* + 
K-a+~+) = (9.1 f 1.3 f 0.4)%,2R) and to the most recent values of the D’ branching 
fractions.” In addition, all the measurements assume f- = f. = 0.5. 

Table 3. CLEO and ARGUS average semileptonic exclusive branching fractions 

1 CLEO 1.5 1 CLEO 11 ARGUS 
B(B’ 

1 
D+lc) 

1 Average 
- 1.9 i 0.6 f 0.4 1.9 f 0.7 

B@‘+D’+lO) 4.1f0.5f0.7 4.5ztO.44~0.44 4.7f0.6-tO.6 4.5f0.4 

These branching fractions can be related to the CKM parameter 1 V, 1 through hadronic 
matrix elements evaluated through some of the approaches discussed in the previous section, 
In order to reduce the model dependence of the result obtained, it is important to provide 
more stringent constraints on the various models. In particular, several variables for the 
decay 8 + D’IC can be studied to extract information about the form factors discussed 
above. The differential decay width for this decay is generally parametrized in terms of the 
helicity amplitudes:30 

dT(B + D’lv) 
dq2dcos Bdcos B’dX 

= $$ I Vd 1’ %((I If+ 1’ + 1 H- I’)(1 + co2O)sin*P + 

4 1 HO 1’ sin’ B cos’P - ZRe[H+XI] sinZBsin281~os2~ 

-Re[(H+ + H-)/H:] sin 28 sin 2O’~os x 

+ZqE{Re[(H+ + H-)/H;‘] sin Bsin 2O’cos~ 

+(I H+ 1’ - 1 H- 12)cosBsinZ8*}), (9) 

where 9’ is the virtual W invariant mass, ll is the lepton polar angle in the 10 rest frame, P 
is the polar angle of the D in the D’ rest frame, mt, is the B mass, GF is the Fermi coupling 
constant, K is the D’ momentum in the B rest frame, q=+l describe the handedness of the 
lfi current and { = tl describe the V A behaviour of the leptonic current. 

The helicity amplitudes are related to the form factors appearing in the hadronie 
currents by the r&tionshipP: 

.‘Mq*) = (wa + mo.bL(q’) F m,““fE”. VW) (10) 

H,(qZ) = i 
2mLd? [ 

(m:, - 4. q’)(m t mo.)A,(q*) - m;mj;; Adq’) 
I 

(11) 

The form factor AI can be factored out Equations 10 and 11 and the differential decay 
rate can be expressed a6 a function of the ratios A,(q’)/A,(q*) and V(q2)/A,(q2). The 
absolute scale of this decay width is determined by the product I Vd 1’ Afrs. If an estimate 

of 1 V, I and the lifetime of the B meson are taken, the normalisation of the decay rate gives 
.‘W). 

The procedure chosen by CLEO’I to extract the form factors is to build e x1 with nine 
different measurements of observables related to the differential decay width in Equation 9. 
They are: 

1. The forward backward asymmetry defined es: 

A,b = W) - m(s - 8) : < B < * 
dr(B)-dr(x-8)’ 2 - - (12) 

where the notation implies that the differential decay width has been integrated over 
all the remaining observables. This observables is sensitive to the chIraIity of the b + c 
transitioP and has been measured by CLEO to be 0.14 f 0.06 f 0.03 for a lepton 
momentum PI > 1 GeV. The background subtracted A,, is shown in Figure 3, which 
shows also the results of the fits of these data with the ISGW model assuming pure 
V - A and V t A currents for the b + c transition. It can be seen that e V - A current 
is clearly favoured. This test is valid under the assumption that the lepton current is 
V - A. Gronau and WakeizumP have shown that it is possible to construct some non 
Standard Model in which this test is not sufficient to determine the chirelity of the b + e 
transition. 

2. The shape of the distribution dP/dql from B weighted average of the CLE01.5 and 
ARGUS data.3” 

3. The value of I’L/IIT from measurements of the D’ polaril;ation.3sJ3 

The fit parameters are only the form factor ratios at q2 = a&., using two different esaump- 
tions for the q2 dependence, a) an exponential dependence e. la ISGW and b) the fitting 
function used by Neubert.j6 These two fits should give a rough idea of the sensitivity of the 
results to the q’ dependence assumed. The results are shown in Table 4 together with the 
predictions by different models. It can be seen that the results are in qualitative agreement 
with all the models, but the experimental errors need to be reduced in order to be able to 
enhance the discriminatory power of the measurement. 

Table 4. Form factor ratios at q2 = q&. 

0.79 f 0.28 
1.14 
1.39 
1.06 

4. DETERMINATION OF I&l 

A precise determination of 1 VA I is B very important goal as it determines the parsm- 
eter A in the Wolfenstein representation of the CKM quark mixing matrix. In turn, this has 



crucial importance, es pointed our recently by Mar&no, ” to constraint some Supersym- 
metric Grand Unified Theories (SUSY GUTS) , which predict some natural relationships 
between quark and lepton masses and couplings. In particular a relatively high value of 
I Vca I is predicted (5 0.047): e. firm evidence that it is be much smaller than this value 
would cast serious doubts on the validity of this minimal SUSY GUT. Several approaches 
can be adopted to extract from the data discussed so far a value of I Vd I. Some methods 
have a better statistical accuracy but ere plagued by a higher sensitivity to the theoretical 
model used in extracting I Vd I from the data, some others appear promising but more data 
are necessary to improve the statistical error. 

4.1 IV,hl fwm Ezzcfusivc Setnifeutonie Decnvs 

In principle both the B -+ Df; and B + D’ID can be used to extract I Vd 1, The 
present discussion wiIl focus on B + Dale because the difficulties in combining different 
experimental values of this branching fraction discussed above make the present errors too 
big to be a useful determination. In order to extract I V, 1 it is necessary to transform the 
semileptonic branching fraction into a decay width. The value of TH chosen in the present 
analysis and in all the subsequent determinations of I Vd I is 1.51f0.1,22 which is the present 
world average of ro. The error in this lifetime is bigger than the one associated with the 
commonly used < a >, but this choice eliminates the additional systematic error in 1 Vca 1 
associated with the eflects of the lifetimes of the Bs and b baryons in the latter quantity. 

In this average value of D(O + D*lfi) = 4.45-t0.44 is used; / V+, I is obtained through 
the relationship: 

I v, I= Jr,.lr,,, (13) 

where rs,, is given by E( B + D’lc/r~ and ~TIJ is the model dependent theoretical hadranic 
matrix element. Table 5 summarizes the predicted values of rTn and the corresponding 
dues of I V, 1, 

Table 5. ) V, Jfrom b’(B + D’lir). 

Model rT,,(ps-I) I Vd I 
ISGW / 25.2 I 0.034 f 0.004 
KS 25.7 0.034 * 0.004 
WBS 21.9 0.037 i 0.004 

It can be seen that the models considered in this case are in a reasonable good agree- 
ment: if we take the somewhat dubious approech of averaging over models and associating 
an additional error with the spread in predictions, we get <( V, I>= 0.035 * 0.004 f 0.002 
and the relatively low value of <I Vd I> with respect to previously published numbers” is 
due to the increased value of r”. 

4.2 IVcal fmm hchiue Leplon Specfrum 

The same procedure followed in extracting I V, I f ram the exclusive decay B + D’lP 
can be adopted to extract 1 V, ) from th e inclusive b + zli, spectra discussed before. In 
this case the theoretical width rTlr~is taken either from an inclusive model, like ACCMM, 
which does not consider explicit hadranic final states or from the sum of the r+,, for each 
final state i included in the calculation. It was originally thought that exclusive models were 
the best to describe semileptonic B decays, dominated by the b - c transition, as the D 
end D^ hadronic final states appeared to saturate the rate. There was even home theoretical 

justification for this” because of the relatively high mass of the quarks involved in the decay. 
Now it appears that other final states compose between 20 to 30 % of the semileptonic rate. 
Parton models are justified by qua&hadion duality which applies when II continuum of 
hedronic final states are involved. This hardly seems the case here. On the other hand , 
the relatively sizable component which is presently labeled “D”l~” indicates that exclusive 
models may need some refinement to be able to give reliable predictions for the inclusive 
rTH. 

With these caveats, the values of I & I extracted with the ACCMM and the ISGW* 
models in the CLEO II analysis are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. 1 V, I from E(B - Xb?). 

4.3 IV<,1 from q* Dependenre of fhe Demy W’idlh for U - fl‘lo 

HQET has stirred a new interest in a precision study of the q’ distribution for the 
exclusive decay B -+ D’lk Luke’s theorem’2 guarantees that the l/mq corrections to the 
infinite mass limit form factors vanish near the point q2 = qiaz, which, in the formalism of 
HQET corresponds to the limit y = v Y’ = 1, where v and Y’ correspond to the I-velocity 
of the B and D’ meson respectively. The differential decay rate is given by3*: 

&ddc - = gp4.(mB-mb)*9;Co IV& I* EZ(Y)f(Y) (14) 

where E(y) is the Isgur - Wise function, giving the shape of the form factors in the decays 
B + D(D”)Iti, q,~co represents the strong interaction radiative correction, 7 = rn’o/rns snd 
the function f(y) is given by: 

f(v) = 4Y(Y+ l)1-12yy (15) 
for D’ with transverse polarization and: 

f(Y) = (Y + I)2 (1’3) 

for D* with longitudinal polarization. 
The theoretical claim is that, up to I/m: corrections, dr/dy (y = 1) is given exactly hy 

the HQET prediction. The only theoretical uncertainty the error in qqco which is presently 
quoted as 70~~ = 0.99f0.04.‘3, which corresponds to an 8% uncertainty in the absolute scale 
ofdrldy. In addition, there has been some discussion on the etTects of different assumptions 
for the unknown function F(y) in extracting j Vd 1 from present measurements ofdl’/dy.“J* 

Figure 4 shows the CLEO II data Their fit results are summa&cd in Table 7. An 
estimate of 1 Vm I with this method was performed previously by Neuhert’e; which used 
the compilation of CLEO 1.5 and ARGUS data performed by Bortoletto and Stonea’. Note 
that the value of I Vm 1 reported by Neubert (0.045 f 0.007) was obtained with a different 
assumed value of re = 1.18 pa and qsco=O.95. If we use ~8 = 1.51 pa and vocD=O.99, his 
result becomes 1 V, I= 0.037 f 0.006 in full agreement with the CLEO II data. 
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Table 7. I Ka I from dI’/dy for B(B - D*IY). 

1.2 f 0.6 & 0.3 0.038 f- 0.006 * 0.004 

1.1 f 0.5 zt 0.2 0.038 f 0.005 f 0.004 

1.0 f 0.4 i 0.2 0.037 -t 0.005 f 0.004 

where the parameter fiz By combining the Neubert’s and CLEO results, we get as our best 
estimate of 1 Vd 1 with this method 0.038 + 0.004 * 0.004 f 0.004. The last error reflects the 
theoretical uncertainty on the value of qpc~. 

4-4 Summnry 

Figure 5 summarizes the ( V,b 1 values extracted with the different methods discussed 
before. Ii we use the value extracted from dl’/dy to get the value ai the Parameter A in the 
Wolienstein parametrization of the CKM matrix, we get A = 0.79 f 0.14. A smaller error 
is necessary in order to make a stringent test of the validity of the minimal SUSY GUTS 
theoretical expectations. 

5. DETERMINATION OF Ix.aj 

The only positive evidence for b + u transitions is the study of the end-point of the 
lepton spectrum. The discovery of an excess oileptons beyond the kinematical end-point for 
b + c transitions was performed by CLEO*’ and was soon confirmed by ARGUS.“” Figure 6 
shows the end-point lcpton spectra from the new CLEO data sample,” which shows a robust 
signal, which however implies a value of 1 V.6 ( smaller that in the previous measurements. 

1 Vd 1. 
In this case; the theoretical uncertainties are much bigger than in the extraction of 

This is due to the fact that the quark in the final state is light. Therefore the 
phase space available in the q2 - E, plane is much larger than in the b + c ease and the 
model sensitivity is more pronounced. In particular, there is B significant difference between 
“inclusive” models (e.g. ACCMM) and exclusive models which sum up contributions from 
discrete resonances (a,p,w...). Th ere is general consensus that the “exclusive” inodels cannot 
account for the whole lcpton spectrum from b - u transitions, but it was argued that they 
could describe the end-point quite adequately.’ On the other hand, even when leptons have 
energy close to the kinematical end-point, the q2 of the lepton-D spans the whole range 
between q2 = 0 and qiar. Ii yz is close to &,**, the hadronic final state is likely to be 
composed by a single low mass resonance. On the other hand, ii q’ is close to q2 = 0, 
D continuum of final states is more likely, and inclusive models appear more appropriate.” 
Artuso” has shown that the q2 distribution predicted by an inclusive model is quite diKerent 
from the one predicted by exclusive models, as shown in Figure 7. In addition, exclusive 
models give quite different predictions because they assume different q1 dependence of the 
form factors. Therefore a study of the q’ distribution in b --t u semileptonic decay may be 
a very sensitive test to the valid’t I y of different theoretical approaches and may reduce the 
model dependence of the results 

Table 9 summarized the CLEO II I V., I es mates, which represent the most precise t‘ 
knowledge so far of this parameter. It can be seen that the dominant uncertainty is associated 
with the spread of model predictions, which needs to be reduced until significant progress is 
made in determining I Vua /. 

Table 8. I V,, I from O(B + XJY) for 2.3 5 p, < 2.6 GeV. 

r 

Exclusive decays, like B + $3, could provide some discrimination between exclusive 
models, especially ii enough statistics were available to ,mcasure Lhe form factors. We are 
still a long way from this goal: so far only upper limits are available for thee decays. In 
particular, CLEO measures an upper limit for B(B- - V’IF) < (1.6 - 2.7) x IO-’ at 90% 
CL,” where V” is a neutral vector meson (p” or w ) and the range covers the diKerent 
theoretical predictions. 

6. Bon” MIXING 

The discovery of BOB’ mixing, performed by ARGUS” in 1987 and soon confirmed 
by CLEO,” had several important ramifications. It implied a much higher top quark mass 
than previously expected and opened up new prospects for measuring CP violations in B 
decays. In these measurements the flavour of the I3 meson is tagged by the charge of the 
lepton from B” semileptonic decays. 

The first measurements were given in terms of the parameter P defined as: 

(17) 

A related parameter which is used in recent CLEO measurement; s3 and in measurements 
performed at higher energies is Ed: 

I-(B” + B”) 
” = I’( B” - B”) + I-( B” - B”) (18) 

The experimental value of xd is obtained from the measured ratio of like-sign to 
opposite-sign dileptons via : 

1 N(lf)N(lf) -.__ 
xd = 1 -A [N(w) + N(I’1*)1 

where II = f+b:/(f+b:+fubi) is the fraction oileptons coming from charged B’s semileptonic 
decays. Presently the uncertainty in A represents the largest source of systematic uncertainty 
in Ed. This is the reason why both CLEO and ARGUS tried to perform this measurement 
on an enriched sample of neutral B mesons using several different tagging techniques. 

CLEOs3 uses the decay B” + D’+l-fi to tag i? events. In order to increase the 
statistical accuracy, D’+ are partially reconstructed, that is only the slow r from the D’ is 
explicitly detected and the low Q value in the decay D’+ + Don+ is used to select these 
events without explicitly reconstructing the D”. It measures: 

x,, = 0.149 f 0.023 f 0.019 f 0.010 PJ) 
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where the third error corresponds to a fl5% variation in A. This has to be compared with 

Xd = 0.157 f 0.016 f 0.01et;:;;; (21) 

which is obtained from the same data sample from the untagged analysis. The two results 
are in good agreement and confirm previous results and the recent ARGUS~“” evaluation 
Ed = 0.173 f 0.038 f O.O44!z:ij:, with smaller erram. 

The parameter Ed is related to the parameter AM/l’, which is relevant to the mea- 
surement of CP violation occurring via mixing, through the relationship: 

zd=y= JW (22) 

The tagged measurement from CLEO corresponds to zd = 0.652 f 0.074. 

7. SUMMARY ON EXPEFUMENTAL CONSTRAINTS ON 
CKM PARAMETERS 

The experimental information from semileptooic B decays discussed in the previous 
section can be combined with the data on the parameter LK, describing CP violation in the 
K”- ko system. It is usual to display these constraints as bands in the p and q plane, where 
p and 7 are the CKM parameters in the WoKenstein representation. Figure 8 shows the 
region allowed by the present experimental information ** for three values of the top quark 
m*ss 772,. 

The measured value of I V,,/V, 1 d e mea a region comprised between two circler f 
having radius I V”‘.aJVd I /X. The boundaries correspond to I V.a/Vd j /A = 0.34 f 0.13, 
where the central value corresponds to the value obtained by CLEO II with the ACCMM 
model and the error retlects mostly the theoretical uncertainty in the extraction of 1 V.1 I 
from experimental data. The measoremeot of the mixing parameter zd defines an allowed 
region between two circles centered at (p = 1,r) = 0). In this cue the major uncertainty, for a 
given m,, comes from the uncertainty in the B meson decay constant fe: the two boundaries 
corresponding to the allowed region correspond to f8 = 160 MeV (leftmost boundary) and 
fs = 240 MeV (rightmost boundary). Finally the measured value of <K defines the region 
between the two almost horizontal lines. 

The shaded areas in the three plots correspond to the region consistent with all these 
constraints. In the middle figure, the triangle describing CP violation is shown. The angle 
with the vertex at (p = l,q = 0) is the one which is related to the CP asymmetry in the 
decay 8’ + $Ks. It can be seen that the constraints from the Standard model seem to 
indicate that B rather large asymmetry should be measured in this channel. An increased 
value off” with respect to present lattice gauge calculation expectations would increase this 
angle towards its maximum allowed value of 45”.55 
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Figure 2. Lepton spectra from B decays (CLEO). The fit with ACCMM model ia superin 
posed. 
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LIGHT-QUARK, HEAVY-QUARK SYSTEMS: AN UPDATE 
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We review many of the recently developed applications of Heavy Quark Effective 
Theory techniques. After a brief update on Luke’s theorem, we describe striking 
relations between heavy baryon form factors, and how to use them to estimate the 
accuracy of the extraction of IV&f. We discuss factorization and compare with ex- 
periment. An elementary presentation, with sample applications, of reparametriza- 
tion invariance comet next. The final and most extensive chapter in this review 
deals with phenomenological lagrangians that incorporate heavy-quark spin-flavor 
as well a~ light quark chin1 symmetries. We compile many interesting results and 
discuss the validity of the calculations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It seems hardly appropriate to devote any time to reviewing the fundamentals of 
Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET), both because this is a meeting of experts and 
because several good reviews of the subject are now available.‘,’ Instead of wasting any 
space introducing conventions, I simply choose to use the notation of Ref. 2. Thus, I will be 
able to devote more energy towards a description ~1 recent developments in this field. 

I view this paper ils updating and expanding on Ref. 2. There the HQET wa pre- 
sented and a few applications discussed at length. 0th er applications where briefly discussed. 
Much has changed since Ref. 2 was written, and it seems the time is ripe for an extension 
of that work. Because of time and space limitations this is not intended BS an extensive 
overview of progress in the field since Ref. 2 was written. Rather, 1 shall pick and choose 
according to my taste, familiarity with the subjects, and what I perceived as relevant to the 
participants oi the workshop. 

2. AN UPDATE ON LUKE’S THEOREM 

Presumably the best known consequence of heavy quark symmetries is that tbe form 
factors for semileptonic B + D and B - D’ decays nre determined at the point ol zero 
recoil (equal Band D velocities). Luke’s theorem states that this normalization of the meson 
form factors has no l/Mp corrections. 3 It is not widely appreciated that Luke’s original 



prod did not exclude possible short distance corrections of order (o.(m,)/m,). It turns out 
it is easy to extend Luke’s proof to exclude correclioqs of this sort to any order in the strong 
coupling.” 

Similarly, the normalization of form factors for Aa -+ A, semileptonic decay is co?- 
putable up to corrections of order l/M;.‘, 5 

3. HEAVY BARYON FORM FACTOR RELATIONS 

3. , Relolions lo Fird Order in l/Mq 

Six form factors encode the semileptonic decay amplitude Aa - A,ev. The transitiorl 
lends itself particularly well to HQET analysis because it is tightly constrained by the heavy 
quark spit, symmetry.6 Like their mesonic counterparts, the six form factors that parame- 
terizc this baryonic process arc predicted at leading order in the l/M* expansion in terms 
of a single Isgur-Wise function In contrast with their mesonic counterparts, one can prove 
that Ibis is still the case at order I/M,J.’ In other words, five relations among these six 
form factors remain after O(l/m,) and O(L/ 11,b correctiona are i,,cluded. ) 

Remarkably. that such relations can be written is not precluded by short distance 
elkts to any order in the strong coupling constant.” However the relations themselves get 
corrected order by order in perturbation theory. To see how this works, define the form 
factors through 

(A~(~‘,S’)IV”lAb(U,J)) = o(“‘,s’)[F,(v”‘)y + FZ(v.“‘)d + F3(w’)““‘]r(tJ,s) (1) 
(Ar(~‘,~‘)(Ay/Ab(~,~)) = ~(~‘,s’)[G~(uu’)~’ + Gz(w’)u’ + C,(wv’)u’“~~“u(u,s) (2) 

where v and s refer to the velocity and spin of the state Aa and of tbe Dirac spinor u. Then, 
the relations between form faclors are4 

F, 
:, 

= I+[~+~]~+5~r+$~~2(l(t:;+~P’r) (3) 

F2 G Ti 2. 4 4m.l 4 o,(m.) ;i 2( I + r - w’~) :, = -=--__ 
Cl znr, (vzr’+ I) 3 r 3 I 2% (u.v’ + 1) (4) 

& CJ ;i 2 
c, = -c, = -G(u.“‘+ 1) 

where 

?.= 

log(w’ t J-1 

&Tjq 

(5) 

and b iy an undetermined constant with unit maw dimensions, expected to bc of order of the 
hadronic scale, X - 500 MeV. If in Eqs. 3 - 5 one sets n.(m,) = 0 and 3 = 0, one recovers 
the zeroth order results of Ref. 6, while the results of Ref. 5 are obtained by allowing x # 0 
hut with a,(m.) = 0. Clearly there are also corrections of order a.(ms) and of higher order 
in l/Mq. 

Heavy quark symmetries give the value of the form factors at zero recoil. In the 
leading-loa approximation 

G,(I)= # 
( 1 

0, 

. c 

There are no corrections of order l/Mg to this relation. St ’ The counterpart of this prediction 
for me.wns is used in the measurement of the mixing angle IV,l. 

The form factor relations 3 - 5 provide a valuable means for assessing the uncertainty 
in fulure measurements of the mixing angle IV,al. It is reasonable to expect the prediction 
in Eq. 7 to hold to the same accuracy with which the form factors satisfy the predicted 
relations, at least for small or moderate vw’ - 1. 

3.2 Relations To All Orders In l/m, 

The relations above were obtained by expanding both in l/m, and l/ma. Because the 
charm quark is only a few times heavier than typical hadronic acalw, the corrections to the 
relations 3 - 5 may be large. Remarkably, Mannel and Roberts obtain Sour relations among 
the six form factors without assumption8 on the size of ms.’ Expanding in l/ma, i.e., using 
the HQET for the b quark, the spin symmetry acting on the b quark alone is enough to limit 
to two the number of independent form factors in Aa --t A,, where p = U,C: 

(A~(p’,~‘ll~~h~*~lAs(~,s)l = B(P’, J’)[/I+P’) -t +J+P’)]~+,J) (81 

It is straightforward to write the six form factors in Eqs. 1 - 2 in terms of the two form 
factors in Eq. 8. Explicit relations between the form factors follow from eliminating fi,l 
from Eq. 8: 

F, = G, - Ga (9) 
Fx = Gs (101 
& = 0 (111 
G, = 0 (12) 

These remarkably simple expressions receive corrections in order l/ms and o,(ms)/r, but 
are valid for arbitrary m, (provided m, < ma). Moreover, the perturb&w corrections 
- a(w)/* are computable; the leading correction is obtained by replacing’ 

r + r - *70gy7- (13) 

in Eq. 8. 
By taking the limit rnb + m, one readily checks that Eqs. 3 - 5 are consistent with 

Eqs. 9 - 12. 

4. FACTORIZATION 

4.1 Summary oJ Theory 

Consider purely hadronic B-meson decays into singly charmed final states. I have in 
mind the class of processes that includep B -+ DC, B - D’n, E + Dp, etc. The interaction 
Hamiltonian density mediating these decays is 

31 = ~V~V,;[e,br?,cLu‘l’d,.d‘ + c&Q%,,C~~‘T”d~.] , 04) 

where c,,~ are calculable short dislance QCD corrections, T” are color octet matrices, and 
9~ stands for a left handed quark. The second term in H arises from short distance QCD 
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effects. Factorization in R particular decay, say B - Dn is the statement that the following 
equation is true: 

(D+lB) = ~V.al::,e,(DID~,u’r.IB)(nlPr.l.d~IO) 

II factorization holds, the rate Ior the hadronic decay (the left hand side in eq. (9)) is given in 
terms of a meson decay constant ((r(q)Iti~~~d,,lO) = ij”q”) and the form factors for B + D 
at a fixed momentum transfer (that is (D~~L~,,cL~B) at qa = M:). 

Whether a particular matrix element factorizes is a dynamical issue that involves 
nowpertorbative strong interactions, and is therefore hard to settle from first principles. We 
do know, nevertheless, that factorization does not hold i or a large class of two body decays. 
In the case of A’ decays, the AI = l/2 rule is B stark reminder that simple factorization 
does not hold. More recently, a wealth of evidence against factorization in D-meson decays 
(a+ in D --t KS) has been amassed.’ 

To my knowledge there are two known theoretical approaches to demonstrating fac- 
torization. It holds in leading order jo the 1 /NC expansion, where N, is the number of colors 
in QCD.‘O And it holds in the leading order in the I/M* expansion.” 

Now, these approaches are rather different. The large N, limit is fairly democratic: 
effectively, it predicts factorization in any meson decay into two meson final states, regardless 
of which flavors are involved in the transition. It does not predict, as far as I can tell, factor- 
ization io baryon decays (because the number of non-spectator diagrams, each suppressed 
by ~I/N,, scales like NC). 

The laree Mn limit is fairly restrictive hs to which transitions mav exhibit factoriza- Y Y 
tion. It must be a transition of the form M - M’X where M and M’ are heavy hadrons. with 
their manses io a fixed ratio, both scaling with the large parameter Mq, and X is a hadronic 
state with small invariant mass, that is, it’s mass does not grow with Ma. To the extent that 
the b and c quarks can be considered heavy, this approach can be used for B + Dn, and 
even ior baryons M in i\a + A,rr. But in the case of D decays this approach says oothiog, 
since the final state does not involve any heavy quarks. 

1 wilt have nothing to say about phenomenological approaches to iactorizatian.‘z 
My interest hew is on what can be obtained from first principles, even ii only in some 
approximation. Clearly we have a better chance of learning about dynamics if we concentrate 
on results that follow directly from QCD than on phenomenological approaches. It is for this 
reason also that we have nothing to say about decays such as B + $lC which may very wctl 
factorize, but we don’t know of any first principles justiiicntion for that to be the case. (lo 
fact, one expects factorization in the inclusive resonant rate 6 + 1+5x,, where by resonant we 
mean that the + is directly produced. P-wave charmoniom production in B-meson decays is 
known not to iactorize.‘3 Consequently nonresonant inclusive $ production won’t either). 

4.2 Comparison Wi/h Experiment 

The large N, approach is far too democratic: experimentally it is found that iactor- 
izntion does not hold in decays of heavy mesons to light mesons, or in light-to-tight decays. 
In this section I intend to investigate the predictions of the large mass limit as far 89 iactor- 
ization is concerned. 

We start by considering qualitative statements implied by the arguments of Ref. 11. 
Feynman diagrams that don’t factorize on account of the light quark in the initial heavy 
meson ending up in the light hadron in the final state are suppressed by I/MO. Now, the 

only diagrams that contribute to 8’ + D’s’ are of this kind (and therefore Do -+ Dona 
does not itself factorize). Hence ii factorization is to hold to some accuracy e, the rate for 
8’ + Dono ought to he suppressed relative to the rate for p -+ D+a- or B- + Done by 
roughly t=. 

A quick glance at the particle data book shows that 8’ decays into D+*-, D+p-, 
D+a,(l%O)-, D’(2010) +ir-. D’(2010)+p- and ~(2010)+a~(1260)- have been observed and 
have branching fractions in the 0.3% to 1.8% range. Non of the corresponding decays into Do 
or o’(2010)” plus a neutral tight meson have been observed. An upper bound exists on the 
branching fraction for B” -+ Dope of 6 x IO-‘. This is all as expected from the factorization 
argument in the paragraph above. 

Quantitative, model independent,14 tests of factorization are readily available. We 
will consider three kinds of such tests. The first two compare diflerent two body decays 
which are related by a combined use of factorization and either isospin or heavy quark spin 
symmetries. In the tbird we compare some two body decays to corresponding semiteptonic 
rates. The third is the most direct test, hot is not available for as many processes. Also, 
it isG+xesting to see how well the other symmetries, and in particular heavy quark spin 
symmetry, work. 

Using isospin symmetry on the factorized amplitudes, one obtains that the partial 
widths for the charxed and the neutral meson decavs into charmed two hodv decavs should he 
equal. That is, one-expects r(I?’ + D+a-) LS r(B- + Dose) and similar r&ions for the 
other modes. These results are not predicted by isospin symmetry alone. The hamiltonian 
in Eq. I4 has AI = 0, I, white the B rmd D rne~mw are both I = l/2 states, so the final Dn 
state is n combination of I = l/2 and I = 312. There am three independent bmptitudes, 
hut they are not independent if factorization holds. 

This can he tested assuming the total widths of the charged and neutral B-mesons 
are equal. It is seen that these relations bold to the present experimental accuracy. For 
example, the particle data book gives 

nr(B- + DOT-) = (3.8 !z 1.1) x 1OV (16) 

white 
Rr(i?“+ D+n-) = (3.2f0.7) x tO-3 (17) 

and similar resolts for the other three modes mentioned nhove. 
Since the iartorized amplitude is given in terms of the semiteptonic form factors, one 

can use heavy quark spio symmetry to relate tbr rates into D and D’ final states: 

I-@-+ DX)= I-(li+ D-X). (18) 

This seems to work welt, too. For example, from the parlicle data book 

Br(B’ -.v D’(20tO)+n‘) = (3.2 i 0.7) x lO-3 (19) 

to be compared with Br(BO - D+T-) in Eq. 17 above. It is remarkable that both factor- 
ization and heavy quark spin symmetry can be tested simultaneously and that both seem to 
work rather welt. 

Table 1 shows CLEO II measured branching iractions.‘5 The two columns are related 
by spin symmetry (ii factorization holds). We group lines into pairs for the neulral and, 
charged B decays. Thus the combined result of factorization. isospin symmetry, heavy 



quark spin symmetry and the assumption oi equal P and B+ lifetimes, is that all entries 
in each 2 x 2 block are equal. It can be seen that, within experimental errors this is the 
case. It is intriguing tlv.1 lhe central values of all of the B0 decays are about 70% of the 
corresponding B-. If ?his is a real &ct it could be evidence against factorizatior~. It could 
also be interpreted as evidence for different EP and Et lifetimes, T(P)/T(B+) - 0.7. But 
this is hard to reconcile with direct results from the DELPHI’6 and ALEPII” cxpwiments, 
which tend to favor ~(iP)/r(lJ+) > I. 

Table I. Some CLEO II Branching Fractions 

If factorization holds, the degree of polnriaation in the decay B0 + n’(2OlO)+p- can 
be predicted in terms of the degree of polarization iu the scmileptonic deca~:‘~ 

!g(jy + o*(zolo)+p-) = $(F + ~(2010)+e”)~.,,~“~,,,~ (20) 

Ilere the differential rates on the right hnnd side are with respect to the invariant lepton 
pair mass, m:,. The CLEO collaboration finds 

+y - o’(2010)+~-) = 0.90 It 0.07 * 0.05 (21) 

while the expected value from the semileptooic decay is 85% 88%. 
Finally. the most direct test of factorization is obtained by comparing directly both 

sides of Eq. 15, or equivalently by testing whether Bjorken’s ratio 

R, E 
IyB” + u’(2010)+*-) 

dr(D - D.(2010)+~v)/dm:,l,:“=M~ (22) 

agrees with the expectation from factorization: 

R r = Grr’/‘c’ r I (23) 
Similar expressions can be written with the pion replaced by some other final state. Ex- 
perimentally, the ratios R. and R, for the neutral meson decay have been studied. The 
results of CLEO II measurements and the expectations from factorization are summarized 
in Table 2.‘” 

Table 2. CLEO If Results on Bjorken’s Ratios 

6. REPARAMETRIZATION INVARIANCE 

There is an ambiguity in assigning a four-velocity, v, and residual momentum, k, 
to a particle in the HQET. Recall that only the momentum p = Mv + k has physical 
significance. One may shift both the velocity and residual momentum to obtain the same 
physical momentum: 

” - v+qlM (24) 
k 3 k-q (25) 

The only constraint oo the vector q is that the new four-velocity be properly normalized: 

(u + q/M)1 = 1 (26) 
The &ective field theory most be invariant under these reparametrizations.‘* The 
reparametriaations mix different orders in l/M. Hence, one can use reparametriaation in- 
variance to put constraints on the form of the l/M correctiorrs.‘D 

As an example of an application consider the matrix element of the vector current 
between two pseudoscalar mesons. When using the HQET to order l/M it is important to 
include in the description of the states both the velocity label v and the residual momentum 
k: 

hwhA~) = II% t fi(h + k:) t fdk‘ - qJ (27) 
Here t$ stands for the heavy quark current including l/M corrections. Now, in the “fall 
theory”, that is, the theory without any large mw expansion, there are only two independent 
form factors, usually denoted by f+ and j-. It shouldn’t be necessary to introduce three 
form factors in the effective theory. This is implied by reparametrization invariance, which 
gives the relation 

(28) 
Of more practical importance is the use of reparametrization invariance to constrain 

the form of the heavy quark current in the eflective theory. The heavy quark vector currerlt 
has a l/M expansion1 

~cqd)oj” + l 2Mp 5 Dq”.“‘)o~” + & 7 D”qv”‘)oj’) (29) 

where C$” and 0:” stand for vector operators of dimension three and four respectively with 
?&Q. quantum numbers, and their coefficients C, D and D’ are pertwbatively calculable. 
For example, at tree level the curreot is 

Q~nQu f &Chi4’Q. - & qlQ:~i?hQ. (30) 

where we have used the equations of motion, v-DQ.. = 0. Now, the vector current in Eq. 29 
will be reparametrization invariant if and only if it depends on the velocities v and v’ in the 
combinations 

vu t hl% and w: t k:lM~s (31) 
or in operator language 

vp + iD,/Mp and u: - ir‘i,/MQ (32) 
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Consider, for example, lhe following leading term in Eq. 29 stone bosons appears in the usual exponentiated form C = exp(iM/ J), where 

C(“(~“‘)i&“Q” = Q1,( qqcIfil(y”‘)7” (!p)Q” 

It must appear in the following combination to be invariant under separate reparametriza- 
tions of v and o’ 

d’)((u’ - i(ii/&) (v + iD/Mq))r, 

In a similar manner the coefficients of other dimension four operators can be constrained 
by applying the sane method to the other two dimensiora three operators, g:,u,,Q. and 
C+/Q”. 

The calculation leading to the I/m, corrections in Ab --t A,eu required the coeflicients 
of the vector and axial currents to order I/m,. It is easy to check that the coeffacients 
used to obtain the relations in Eqs. 3 5 satisfy the constraints from reparametrization 
invariance. The calculation there would have been simplified vastly had reparametrioatian 
invariance been used to obtain the result. (Alternatively, reparametrization invariance gives 
an independent test of the calculation). 

0. CHIRAL SYMMETRY TOO 

6. I Generalities 

Chiral symmetry and soft pion theorems have been used in particle physics for several 
decades now with great success. The most efficient way of extracting information from chiral 
symmetry is by writing a phenomenological I;rgrangian for pions that incorporates both 
the explicitly realized vector symmetry and the non-linearly realized spontaneously brokeo 
axial ~yrnrnetry.~~ Theorems that simultaneously use heavy quark symmetries and chiral 
symmetries are most expediently written by means of a phenomenological lagrangian for 
pions and heavy mesons that incorporates these symmetrics.z’~l’ 

It! the limit mb - co, the B and the B’ mesons are degenerate, and to implement 
the hmvy quark symmetrirs it is convenient to assemble them iota a “superReId” H.(v): 

H.(u) = !$ [T‘% - W] (35) 

j,r" + +I r+ K+ 

M= CT- -~o+~II K” , (36) 
I<- 770 -&J 1 

and J is the pion (or kaon) decay constant. The bosons couple to the heavy fields through 
the covariant derivative and axial vector field, 

02 = s.,artvg, = hap+ +(Pa~t~ay+), , (37) 

A:& = ; (C+a“t - Wt’), = -;l?,M.b t O(M3). (38) 

Lower case roman indices correspond to flavor W(3). Under chiral SU(3), x SU(3)8, the 
peeudogoldstone bosom and heavy meson fields transform BS 6 + L<U’ = UERt, A’ - 
UAW’, H + HU’ and (D@H) - (D”H)CJ’, where the matrix U.a is B nonlinear (unction 
of the pseudogoldstone boson matrix M. 

The chiral lagrangian is an expansion in derivatives and pion fields, an well as in 
inverse powers of the heavy quark mass. The kinetic energy terms take the form 

CM. = i J’ P&~Y,,E~, - or [7Ta(u)iv. D*.H~(“)] , (39) 

where C = cz. Here the trace is in the space of 4 x 4 Dirac matrices that define the 
“superfields” H,(u) in Eq. 35 Th e ea m m era&on term is of dimension four, I d’ g. t 

Lint = sTr [7f,(v)Ha(v) da.?] , (40) 

Here d’ is the fixed loor-velocity of the heavy meson, and P is a flavor N(3) index car- 
responding to the light antiquark. Uecaose we have absorbed mars factors &ilG into the 
fields, they have dimeosioo 3/Z; to recover the correct relativistic oormalization, we wilt 
multiply amplitudes by 6 for each external B or B meson. 

The chirat lagrangian contains both heavy meson superfields and pseudogoldstone 
bosom, couplocl togclher in an SU(3),, x SU(3) 8 invariant way. The matrix of pseudogotd- 

where g is an unknown parameter, of order one in the constituent quark model. The analo- 
gous term in the charm system is responsible for the decay D’ -+ Dr. Expanding the term 
in the lagrangiao in 40 to linear order in the Goldstone Boson fields, M, we find the explicit 
forms for the D’DM and D’D’M couplings 

D”a,MD’t h.7 t $f r,,~.D”a’MD’“v” I() (41) 

Using this one can compute the partial width 

qD’+ -t DO;?) = (42) 

r(D’+ + D+n’) = &+-“I8 (43) 

The ACCMOR collaboration has reported an upper limit of 131 KeV on the D’ widthJ3 
The branching fractions for D’+ - DW and D’+ - D+r” are (68.1 i 1.0 * 1.3)% and 
(30.8 f 0.4 f 0.8)%, respectively, as measured by the CLEO collaboration.” Using J = 
130 MeV, one obtains the limit g’ < 0.5. Even if the D’ decay width is too small to 
measure, radiative D’ decays provide an indirect means for determining the coupling g, and 
provide a tower bound g1 2 0.1.” 
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Since charmccl and beauty baryons are lung lived, me cm write down phenomenolag- 
ical Ixgrangians far their inkractions with pions. These nre 11s well just&d and should be 
a.~ good an approximalion as the lagrmginn fur hmvy rnemn~ discussed above. The treat- 
ment is ralher similar, and due to space limitations, we refer the interested reader to the 
li1eratore.2” 

6.2 B + De” nrd B * D’nev 

As R first ex.zmple of an npplication comider a soil pion theorem that relates the 
amplit,,des for B - D’eu aud B + D’nev. l2 The heavy quark current is represented in 
the phenomenological lagranginn approach by 

,I,:” = i&,Jl - -,s)h’*’ + +u’)Tr7i’d’(v’)~,.( I - -,.)/l:“(u) + (44) 

wberr the ellipsis denote terms with derivatives, factors of light quark masses mp, or factors 
of l/M*, and [(ua’) is the Isgar-W’ 1se function. The leading term in Eq. 44 is independent 
of the pion field. Therefore, it is pole diagrams that dominate the amplitude lor semilcptonic 
B + DT and B + D’n transitions; see Fig. 1. These pale diagrams are calculable in this 
approach, and are determined by the Isgnr-Wise function and the coupling 9. 

*e *It 

: .* * ” I 

: ,* I 
: : I 
: : 
’ : I 

:: 
d 

I 
- I - 

B D’ D 
Figure 1. Feynman diagrams for B -a Dev 

A straightforward calculatiqn gives 

(D(+“(q)IJ;“lB(v)) = iu(B)‘fr”u(D)JMsMo~C(vv’) 

x 
1 

$ir,,&u’“v” + *. (0 + u’)u, - (1 + u.v’)qu 

-- vip[i~,v~.q’v’*v” + *. (u + u’)u; - (1 + u.v’)qu 
I 

(45) 

where u(M) stands for the isoapin wavefunction of meson M. A similar but lengthier ex- 
pression is found for B + D’~.w.~~ If the coupling g is close to its upper limit, this process 
could be an important correction to the inclusive semileptonic rate. It may, perhaps, account 
for some of the anomalously large “D”” contributions observed by CLEO.” 

6.3 Violations To Chid Symmetry 

Phenamenological lagrangians are particularly well suited to explore deviations from 
symmetry predictions. In the context of heavy mesons, several quantities of considerable 
interest have been studied. Moreover, the sell-consistency of the approach has been explored. 
It would be impassible to cover all of this in this talk. I will briefly comment on a few of 
those results, and invite you to consult the references for further details. 

In order to study violations of chin1 symmetry, one must introduce symmetry break- 
ing terms into the phenomenological lagrangian. The light quark mass matrix m, = 
diag(m., mr,m,) parametrizes the violations to Ravar SLr(3)v. To linear order in m, and 
lowest order in the derivative expansion, the correction to the phenomenological lagrangian 
is 

AC = &, [m,E+m,E’]‘. 

+ A,Tr@*)-Hj’) [cm.{ + &,tt]L ~ 

+ X;Tr@*“Hj*) [m,C + m,Et]b, (46) 

The coefficients ho, A, and & are determined by non-perturbative strong interaction elfects, 
but may be determined phenomenolagically. We postpone consideration of mass relations 
obtained from this lagrangian until we have introduced heavy quark spin symmetry breaking 
terms into the lagrangian too. 

The decay constants for the D and D, mesons, defined by 

(W-fpwlD+(~)) = ifm (47) 

and 
(Oli-mclD.(~)) = ilap, > (48) 

determine the rate for the purely leptonic decays D+ -a p’u,, and D. + p+v.. These are 
likely to be measured in the future. lo In the chiral limit, where the up, down and strange 
quark masses go to zero, flavor N(3) y is an exact symmetry and 80 fo,/fo = 1. However 
m, # 0, so this ratio will deviate from unity. Calculating this involves, at one loop, the 
Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2, where a dashed line stands for B light pseudoscalar propagator. 
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Neglecting the up and down quark mnsscs in cornpitrison with the strange quark mass, this 
deviation has been calculated to bez”,30 

fo./Jr = I - ; (I t 391) &lo (M;./,‘z) + x(,,)M;. + (49) 

where the ellipsis denote terms will, more powers of the strange quark mass (recall Mi. - 
m,). The depe&nce of A on the subtraction point p cancels that of the logarithm If ,i 
is of order thr chirnl symmetry breaking scale then i ha no large logarithms and for wry 
small m, the. explicit logarithm dominates Che deviation of J~,/fr, from unity. In Eq. 49 
the contribution from 7 loops has been written io terms of MK using the Cell-Mann-Okobo 
formula M,1 = 4Mij3, and the contribution from pion loops, proportional to M: la MI, has 
been neglected Numerically, using IL = 1 GeV, the result is that 

JD,JJD = I + 0.064 (1 + 3#), (50) 

or Jo,/J,, = 1.16 for g2 = 0.5. 

r- \ 
I’ ‘, 
1 

,--. , --. t I 
, \ \ I 

\ ‘.” 
D 

Figure 2. Feynman Diagrams in the calculation of JD.JJD. 

The same formula also holds for JB,/JB. In fact, to leading order in I/M4 the ratio 
is independent of the the flavor of the heavy quark. Consequently, 

to leading order in I/M* and all orders in the light quark masses. Now, Eq. 51 also holds as 
a result of cbiral symmetry, for any m, and mb. That is JB,/ Jt, and In.1 JD are separately 
unity in the limit in which the light quark mssses are equal. This means that deviations 
from unity in Eq. 51 must be small, O(m,) x 0(1/m, - l/n~a).~’ This ratio of ratios is 
observed to be very close to unity in a variety of calculatiorw.‘z This may be very uselol, 
since it suggests obtaining the ratio Js,/f~ of interest in the analysis of E - B mixing (see 
below) from the ratio SD,/ JO, measurable from leptonic D and D, decays. 

The hadronic matrix elements needed for the analysis of B - B mixing are 

m4wu - dd wu - 7dww) = ~J;B~ , 

(B,(v)l&l’(l - 75)s v(l - ~s)slB,(v)) = ;J~,B.s , 

where the right hand side of these equations define the parameters Be, and Bg, In the 
SU(3)v symmetry limit Bs,/Be = 1. .For non-zero strange quark mass, the ratio is no 
longer unity. The chiral correction is” 

2 = 1 - ; (1 - 392) &In (M,$//?) 

Again, Mi = 4M,$/3 has been used. Using p = 1 GeV, J = JK, and g’ = 0.5, the correction 
is Es./08 z 0.95. 

Violations to cbiral symmetry in R - D semileptonic decays have also been studied. 
One obtains that a different Isgur-Wise function must be used for each flavor of light spectator 
quarkJo 

C.(~U’) 5 2 ~ = 1 + ig 
Ld(“4 

O(d)&ln (M;/$) + X’(/~,w’)M; + (55) 

n(z) = -I+ 
2+x 

ZllFT 
I” 5+1+- 

( =+1-m ) 

z 

+4- 
I” 

( 

z-/F=7 
s+\/li-=l 1 

or, expanding about z = 1, 

n(z) = + - 1) + $(z - I)2 - $z - I)3 +, 

Using g1 = 0.5 and 18 = 1 GeV, and neglecting the counterterm one obtains 

h(wJ’) ~ = 1 - 0.21 rl(w’) t 
Ld(tJd) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

or a 5% correction at w’ = 2. 

6.4 Vi’iolnliot~s to Heavy Qunrk Symmetry 

In a similar spirit one can consider the corrections io chiral perturbation theory to 
predictions that follow from heavy quark spin and flavor symmetries. These are effects that 
enter at order l/Mg, so the first step towards this end is to supplement the phenomenological 
lagrangian with such terms. In particolnr, the only SU(3)v preserving term of order l/Me 
that violates spin symmetry in the lagrangian is” 

AL!., = ~T~~lOi’,l’“,,~Q’o,,” (59) 

In addition there are contributions to the lagrnngian io order l/Mp that violate flavor but 
not spin symmetries. These can be cbararterized as iotrodocing M* dependence in the 
couplings g, Xl and X: of Eqs. 40 and 46. At the same order as these corrections, there is a 
term that violates both spin and SU(3)v symmetries 

ALi,,, = $Tr [ii’Q)‘,I’“/l~“‘,,,~] rnqbs (GO) 
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Spin symmetry violation is responsible for “hypertine” splittings in spin multiplets. 
To leading order these mass splittings are computed in terms of the spin symmetry violating 
coupling of Eq. 59 

a,EMB.-MB=-% 
mb (611 

That the mass splittings scale like I/& seems to be well verified in nature: 

M,,-MO MB 
MB.-Mt) “Mu 

Table 3. Measured Mass Splittings 

I 
- 

X-Y Mx-MY 
WV1 

D, - D+ I 99.5 f 0.6!JJ 
D+ -Do 4.80 f 0.10 f 0.06:” 

D’f - D.0 3.32 f 0.08 f 0.053’ 
D’O-DO 142.12 f 0.05 zt 0.053” 
.I,‘+ _ “f 140.64 f 0.08 f 0.063’ 

0: B, 47.0 f 2.635 
( De0 - Do) 
(D’+ - D+) 1.48 f 0.09 f 0.05= 

(62) 

Armed with the machinery of chiral lagrangians that include both spin and chin 
ral symmetry violating turns, one can compare hyperline splitting for different flavored 
mesons. There is a we&b of experimental information to draw from; see Table 3. Break- 
iug of flavor SU(3)v and heavy quark flavor symmetries by electromagnetic effects is not 
negligible. It is readily incorporated into the lagrangian in terms of the charge matrices 
QQ = diag(2/3, -l/3) and Q, = disg(2/3, -l/3,-1/3),3’ which most come in bibnearly. 
For example, ternw involving Qi correspond to replacing m, + Q, in Eqs. 46 and 60. The 
electromagnetic effects of the light quarks can be neglected if one considers only mesons with 
d and s light quarks. The electromagnetic shifts in the hyperfine splittings Ax, and Ax, 
(X = D, B, q = d,s) d&r on account of different b and c charges, but they cancel in the 
dillorencc of splittings 

Ax, - Ax, = (Mx; - Mx,) - (Mx; - Mx.) (63) 

The only term in the phenomenalogical lagrangiao that enters this difference is Eq. 60. This 

immediately leads to 

(MB:-MEL-(MET-MB.) = (m&a) (s)“‘” [(MD: - Mu.1 - (MD; - MD,)] (64) 

We have included here the short distance QCD effect that is usually neglected.38 
The accuracy with which Eq. 64 holds is to be much better than the separate relations 

for each hyperfine splitting in Eq. 61. Recall that SU(3)v breaking by light quark masses 
and electromagnetic interactions have been accounted for in leading order. Moreover, the 
result is trivially generalized by replacing the quark mass matrix in Eqs. 46 and 60, by an 
arbitrary function of the light quark mass matrix. It is seen from Table 3 that this relation 
works well. The left side is 1.2 f 2.7 MeV while the right side is 3.0 f 6.3 MeV. 

Since both sides of Eq. 64 are consistent with zero and both are proportional to 
the interaction term in Eq. 60, it must be tbat the coupling ,IJ is very small.3’ From the 
difference of hyperfine splittings in the charm sector 

- %(m. - md) = 0.9 f 1.9 MeV (65) 

while 

MD, MO, = 4hg(m, - mr) $$n, md) = 99.5 -t 0.6 MeV (66) 

leading to IXJ/A1l less than w 20 MeV. Th’ IS IS smaller than expected by about an order of 
magnitude. With such a small coefficient it is clear that the next-to-leadibg terms and the 
loop corrections may play an important role. In particular they may invalidate the simple 
l/M* scaling of Eq. 64. ” There is no obvious breakdown of chiral perturbation theory. even 
though the leading coupling (A,) is anomalously small.‘o 

At one loop, the expressions for the mars shifts involve large O(m, In m,) and O(m:/l) 
(non-analytic) terms.“, ‘o The coupling A3 is not anomalously small at one loop. Instead. 
the smallness of the difference of hyperfine splittings in Eq. 64 is the result of a precise 
cancellation between one loop and tree level graphs. Explicitly,‘o 

(h, - ~4~:) - (h, - Mu;) = $72 (2) *I” (~22) - $VI, (67) 

With g2 = 0.5 and p = 1 GeV, the chiral log is 30 MeV, so the ,41 counterterm must cancel 
this to a precision of better than 10%. 

The L/M* corrections to the masses Mx and Mx. drop out of the combination 
Mx + 3Mx.. The combination (Mx, + 3MxO - (Mx, + 3Mx;) is a measure of SU(3)v 
breaking by B non-vanishing m, (or m, - md If the d quark mass is not neglected). It can 
be computed in the phenomenological lagrangian. To one loop”’ 

a( Mx. + 3Mx:) - ; (Mx. + 3Mx;) = 4&m, - gz 
(~+&i)i$ 

-4hm (; + ;g’) &In (M&I’) (68) 

The pseudoscalar splittings (MD. -MD,) and (Me, -MS,) have been measured; see Table 3. 
Also, @fx. t 3Mx:) - f(Mx. t 3Mx;) = $(Mx: - Mx.) - (Mx; - Mx,)] t (Mx. - Mw.), 
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and the term in sqonre brackets is less than a few MeV, as we saw above. The combination 
(M,y, + 3Mx;) - (Mx, + 3M.x;) in Eq. 68 is first order in m, but has no corrections at order 
l/h!g. Thus, one expects a similar numerical result for B and D systems. Experimentdly, 
(MB, - M,,)/(M,, -MO,) is coosistent with unity; see Table 3. The formulain Eq. 68 has’ 
R significaot contribution from the Mi term which is iodependent of the splitting parameter 
XI. The MC term gives a negative contribution to the splitting of - -250 MeV for 9’ = 0.5. 
The chirnl logarithmic correction eflectively corrects the tree level value of the parameter X,; 
for p = I GeV and $ = 0.5, the term 4A,m, gets a correction z 0.9 times its tree level value. 
Tbas, the one-loop value of IX,m, can be significantly greater than the value determined at 
tree-level of approximately 100 MeV. 

Chiral perturbation theory cao be used to predict the leading corrections to the 
form factors for scmileptonic B + D or D* decays which are generated at low momentum, 
below, the chiral symmetry breaking scale. Of puticular interest are corrections to the 
predicted normalization of form factors at zero recoil, u-u’ = 1. According to Luke’s theorem 
(see section Z), loog distance corrections enter first at order l/M;. Deviations from tbe 
predicted normalization of form factors that arise from terms of order l/M: in either the 
lagrangian or the current arc dictated by non-perturbntive physics. But thereare computable 
corrections that arise from the terms of order l/Mp in the lagrangian. These must enter at 
onc~loop, since Luke’s theorem prevents them at tree level, and result from the spin and flavor 
symmet.ry breaking in the byperRoe splittings Ao and AB. Retaining only the dependence 
on the larger A,,, the correction to the matrix elements nt zero recoil are” 

the leading term is a logarithmic singularity - -21”~. Physically this limit corresponds 
to M, + 0 (rather than the absurd alternative AD -+ m), and the logarithmic singularity 
is canceled by the In(p’/M:) in Eqs. 69 and 70. Th us, the expansions in powers of I 
and l/z correspond, in terms of physical limits, to expansions in powers of l/m. and M,, 
respectively. These are alternative, but not equivalent, expansions. This troubles roe some. 
It seems to indicate that the order of the limits l/m. + 0 and M, + 0 matters. But the 
phenomenological lagrangian for pions and heavy mesons implicitly assumes that one can 
systematically expand about the origin in l/m, - M, space. 

Frequently the eon-analytic corrections to relations that follow from the symmetries 
are uncomfortably large. A case 01 much interest is the relation between the form factors f* 
and h for L7 + K transitions, relevant to the short distance process b + s&e-, 

(I I w”b I a(m)) = I+ (m + PK)” + /- (PO - PX)” , (72) 
(fi(p~) Izd’“bl B(;m)) = ih KPB t PK)“(PB - PK)” - (PLI + m)‘(rs - mY1 1 (73) 

sod the form factors for R - rev, 

(“(P.) IW’bl~(p,l) = i+ (PR + P*) + i- be -P.)“. (74) 

lo the combined large mass and chiral limits only one of these form factors is independent: 

mak = f+ = -f- = f+ = -j- (75) 

In this limit, the ratio of rates for B - Ke+e‘ and l? 4 KAY is simply given, in the standard 
model of electroweak interactions, by (V,./V.al’, times a perturhatively computable function 
of the too quark mass. If the relation 75 held to good accuracy one could thus masore a 

(/~(u)lJ:“p(u)) = zu,, (*-$(&g [F(AdMx) + W’/M:)] + W)/d 

(‘39) . . 

(D’(“,r)lJ~IB(v)) = 26, (,-q$$ [I;.(-AD/M,) t ln(,“/M:)] t C’(a)lm: 
1 

ratio of fundamental standard model parameters.’ 
The non-analytic, one-loop corrections to the relations in Eq. 75 have been com- 

(70) 
puted.” The results are too lengthy to display here. Numerically, the violation to SU(3)v 
symmetry is found to be at the 40% level.’ 

where C and 6’ stand for tree level counter-terms and The pbenomenological lagrangian that we have been considering extensively neglects 

1 I 
tbe ellects of states with heavy-light quantum numbers other than the pseudoscalar vector- 

[(zz+ ,)I,? +q - ~ 9 t 1 (71) meson moltiplet. The splitting between multiplets is of tbe order of 400 MeV and is hardly 
neelieible when one considers SU(31v relations involving both x and K mesons. For example. 

As before, no large logarithms will appear in lhe functions C and C’ if one takes p E 
4nf - 1 GeV. With this choice, formally, their contribotions are dwarfed by the term that 
is enhanced by B lagaritbm of the pion mass. Numerically, witb 9’ = 0.5 the lognrithmically 
enhancrd term is -2.1% and -0.7% for D and I?, respectively. 

The frmction F accounts for eKects of order (l/m,)‘+“, n = 1,2,. It is enhanced by 
powers of I/M. over terms that have been neglected. Consequently it is expected to be agoad 
rstimate of higher order I/m. corrections. With AD/M. z 1, one needs F(l) = 1413 - 2~ 
sod F(-I) = 1413 + 2n for a numerical estimate; with p and 9’ as above, this term is 0.9% 
and -2.0% for II and D’, respectively. 

6.5 Trouble on fke Ilnrizot~? 

I would like to point out a pecoliar aspect of this resnlt. The frmction F(z) can be 
expanded in 2 starting at order T, as expected. ” Dot it can also be expanded in l/.x, and, 

II . ,~ 

consider the effect of the scalar pseudovector-meson multiplet. One can incorparate.its 
eflects into the phenomenological lagrangian. To this end, assemble its components into a 
“superfield”, akin to tbat in Eq. 35 for the pseodoscalar vector multiplet:‘3 

S.(v) = 9 [B2t,.Y5 - o;,] 
The phenomenological lagraogiao has to be supplemented with a kinetic energy and mass 
for s, 

Tr [s.(v)(iv Da. - A&,)&(u)] , (77) 

‘Another application olthis relation va9 discussed by 1. Dunietz in this workshop. A~saminglactorieation 
in B t +W, ratio of CKM elements can bc extracted from these two body hadronic decays. For more details, 
consult the talk by Lhnietz, these prowAings 

IThe laqe violation of S”(S)v ~ymmelry aRecta BB well the resolts ol Dunielz (see previous footnote). 
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whm A is 1,lw nmss splil,l,irng lor &- wcikd S 1rwn thy grc”“>d sl,al,‘. II, arid wit,h coupling 

g”l’r [~“(,!).S,(ll) /Ih7q + (/,‘I; [ii.(” &7q + bc.). (78) 

In trrnns or t.brsr ore can uow computr nddif.iounl correrlionr Lo quantities such as Jo,/ Jo 
in Eq. 49 Numc+ally tbr corrrcl,ions arc not, ~mall,~ JD,/JD = I + O.l3/~~ for MD. = 
2300 MrV (or J,,,/J,, = I + O.ORk’ for M 

0 
D; = 2400 McV), wwming the strange mesons to 

he I(10 Mev hcaYiCr. Siddy. cOrl.~Ct.i011S to 1.h~ ISg~\hiis~ hlllCt&Xl Call bc computed, and 
arc not negli$blr.” 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Applications ol Iwavy quark aymmrt.rics aucl or Iwavy q”nrk cllcct.ive theory methods 
abound. Many spwiftr prcdict,iorw hiw lwli ,)&P illld car> br I~~~~I.P~. If tllc predictiolls work 
well we may Ieel c0nfidvnt in using t,hw ~~~c~.hods ror a I~IOTC iorty goal, that d inlerpreling 
expwinw~ts, he it, hr tlw IIIPMII~C~CI~~. ol rIlllhlld4 pnra~nrtrrs (AS in IV,,l) or in probirlg 
new physics at very slwrt disl.nna:s (as in fi + I<P+e-). 

Theorists arc start,ing to undc~sl,and thr pwcision and linlitntions of tbc method. 
The warning rings d tlw prrvious section an: a sign d the milturity rrsc~~rch in this lield lias 
altnined. 

This is not to say the work is dolor. Mnuy olwu questions rennin. A salient issue 
is that or compul,ntioll 111 form lnctors for sel&:l~tonic b + 1, decays. Even the inclusive 
rate rallllot he conqmtc~d at large clccl,ro,, rnrrgicr, ’ wllcre il is nxasured with an aim at 
determining IV,bl. Some remaining issues require impmved input rrom experiment, For 
example, a better ~ne.wrcment of the r!ltrie~ iu Table I arid of lhe lifetimes al B+ and B” 
would settle the issue d Inctorirnt,ion discussed above. 

Regardless of the n&we oi the wacbiw tbnt condrrcts the next generation beauty 
and charm experiments, Henry Quark ElTcctive Theory methods will play a snlient role in 
the interuretatian ol the results. 
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B PHYSICS AT LEP 

ROBERT V. KOWALEWSKI 
CERN 

121 I Geneva 23, Switzerland 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Each LEP experiment has accumulated approximately 250000 Z’-h6events through 
1992. The analysis of these data has produced resolts on b production and decay properties. 

,This talk will discuss LEP results on b hsdron lifetimes, B meson mixing, and b hadroo 
masses. Measuremenls of the forward-backward asymmetry in Zo-b6 decays and of the 
partial width of the Z” into b6 are being aclively pursued at LEP, but will not be discussed 
jlere. 

LEP has certain advantages for stodyiog b physics. The event rake, while small 
in comparison lo hadron machines, is far above the levels seeo at PEP nod PETRA and 
approaches those of DORIS-II and CESR. The LEP I urninosity has improved each year, and 
has recenlly exceeded the design figure of 1.5, 103’/cm/s in 8 x 8 bunch running. Further 
improvements to the luminosity nre planned. 

The triggering and selectioo of qq final states is done wilh high efficiency and negligible 
background, and b6 final slates accoonl for roughly 22% of all hndronic Z0 decays. The b 
hadrons are boosted and typically travel a few millimeLers before decaying, and lheir decay 
products are collimated iolo easily identifiable jets. The cleanliness of the final states allows 
inclusive studies of b hadron decays. The B. and b baryon states have been observed and 
can be studied at LEP, in contrast to the experimenls at lhe T(4S). 

2. EXPERIMENTS AT LEP 
The experiments at LEP as of 1992 are 

OPAL Good charged particle tracking in the rd plane, 2 layers of silicon io I,$, good 
lepton identification, excellent dE/dx. 

LS Small tracking volume, excellent electromagnel.ic energy resolution, 8ood lept.oo iden- 
tification. 

DELPHI Good charged particle tracking from silicon (3 layers io r4), good muon idal- 
tification, RICH detectors for particle identification. 
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ALEPH Good charged particle tracking including silicon in 3-d, excellent invariant m&w 
resolution, good lepto” identification, finely segmented electromagnetic calorimeter, 
good dE/dx. 

Some characteristics relevant to studying b hadro” decays are listed for each detector. L3 
and OPAL have silicon vertex detectors with rb and rz readmit installed for the 1993 run. 
Several experiments are proposing further improvements in silicon vertex detectors. 

Lepto” identification and charged track impact parameter measurements are two 
important tools used in the study of b hadrons at LEP. Th e semileptonic decay of b hadrons 
is responsible for about 80% of the identified leptons in hadronic events with p greater than 
3GeV/c and p,, the momentum transverse to the jet with which the lepto” candidate is 
associated, greater than I GeV/c. These leptans are used to discriminate b from na”.b final 
states and to determine the charge of the decaying b quark. 

The tracking resolutions achieved with silicon vertex detectors in OPAL, DELPHI, 
and ALEPH on the impact parameter (30.IOOpm depending on p) and vertex decay length 
(ZOO-400gm) are small compared to the average impact parameter of tracks from b hadrons 
(e 4OOpm) and the average b hadro” decay length (E 3mm). Vertex information is used to 
tag the presence of long-lived b hadro” decays, to measure b hadro” lifetimes, and to reduce 
con~binntorial background in b hadro” reconstruction. The most precise measurements of 
the partial width of the Z” into b6 “ow come from comparing single and double lifetime tags. 

The “umber of Z’-rbi; events collected per experiment per year is roughly 

. 1990: 30000, 

. 1991: 70000, 

. 1992: 150000. 

Not all of the analyses presented here include the data collected i” 1992. The year(s) in 
which the data set for a parlicular measurement was collected is indicated in each table in 
the sections which follow. 

3. LIFETIMES OF b HADRONS 

9. I Aurruye b Hadron LiJdim 

The average lilctimr of the b hadrons produced at LEP has bee” measured by all 4 
rxperinx”ts. The stwdnrd technique is to perform a maximum likelihood fit to the impact 
parameter dislribution 01 high p, high p, Ieptons. The lepto” candidnte sample is typically 70. 
BOY0 I,-PvX n”d 8.12W L+c+euX, the remainder coming from primary charm decay, “on- 
prompt lepto” backgrmlnds, and misidentified hadrons. The fitting f”“ction is a convolution 
of the distribuliorls expected in n detector with perfect impact parameter resolutior~ with 
the observed resolution of the experiment. This rcsolutiorl is determined from the impact 
para”leter rlistribrltiarl of those tracks which satisfy the same kinematic criteria as the lepton 
caoclidate tracks, but which appear to have originated from the hemisphere opposite to which 
their momenturn points. Thest: tracks conx predamioanlly from the primary vertex. and 
thus provide a measnr~ of the trur resolution of the detector. The lifetime results, i” ps, are 
given i” table 1. In this ad all the following tables, the first error quoted is statistical and 
the SPCO”d systematic. 

Table 1. Measurements of the average b hadron lifetime. 

ALEPH ’ 1.49 f0.03 f0.06 91 I 
(DELPHI preliminary 1.36 f0.01 fO.05 91 10 
(DELPHI preliminary 1.41 f0.03 f0.0.5 91 hadrons) 
(DELPHI preliminary 1.57 f0.03 fO.05 91 vwtices) 
DELPHI preliminary 1.48 fO.03 +0.05 91 nvernge 
L3 preliminary 1.36 fO.04 fO.O.5 91 I 
OPAL ’ 1.52 f0.03 fO.04 90.91 [ 
LEP 1.4i4 rtO.035 iz = 4.113 

The lifetime measured is a” average weighted by the prodoctio” fractions wrd semileptonic 
branching ratios of the b hadrons in Z” decays. Systematic errors come mostly fro”) ““cer- 
tainties in the detector resolution and in the modelling of fragme”latio” and weak decays. 
A common systematic error of 0.02 ps was ass”mrd in formirlg the LEP average. 

The LEP results on (ra) from B-J/*X decays, give” in table 2. are statislically 
weaker. 

Table 2. Lifetime measmements using J/o decays. 

The combined precision one might obtain from LEP using J/$ decays when each experiment 
updates their results with the 1992 data is ? 6%, corresponding to roughly 600 decays. 

3.2 B+/B’ LiJetime Roth 

The B” and B+ lifetimes at LEP have bee” measured indirectly using the following 
modes: 

. B-D’-e+uX, 

. B+pP+vX, and 

. B-D-e+uX 

The D mesons are reconstructed primarily in all charged modes of tbe type Km”a, but modes 
with a missing ire are also used for the D’- decays. The apparent lifetimes of these samples 
are determined from the reconstructed decay lengths and estimated energies of the B decays. 
As mentioned above, the decay length resolution is typically ZOO-400pm. The uncertainty 
in the estimate of the B energy varies considerably as a function of the invariant mass of the 
De pair, but is typically 15.20%. 

The different samples do not provide perfect separation between B+ and B’, since 
“X” can be charged. Estimates of the sample composition are based partly on measurements 
of B-D”& and partly on assumptions, e.g. isospi” symmetry. The uncertainties i” these 
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estimates we the major SOUKF of system&c error on the lifetime ratio. Table 3 gives the 
results. 

Table 3. Mensorements of the B+/B’ liletime ratio. 

DELPHI have also used lbe charge of reconstructed vertices to separate B+ from neutral b 
hadroos’. The charge of recoostracted sec~ondnry vertices is estimated to be correct 71% of 
the time, allowing a partial separntioo between charged and neutral b hndrons. 

The average of the B+ and B” lifetime measurements is 

(r(B+),r(BO)) = 1.4!lf0.10ps. 

in good agreement with measoremeots of the average h hadroo lifetime. 

3.3 The B, LiJelime 

Srm-exclusive decays of the type 

. B,+D;P+vX 

witth 

. D,+- or 

. D--tK’OI<- 

have been used to measure the B. lifetime. The decay time estimate is determined from the 
measured D.( veitex and the estimated relativistic boost. The analysis is the similar to tbe 
B+/W case, but is simpler in that the sample is not significantly contaminated by decays of 
a dillerent b hadron. DELPHI have also used r$& correlations and inclusive D. decays to tag 
the presence of B. and memore its lifetime. These channels yield less pure samples of B,, 
and a correction must be made for the charm flight path in the inclusive D. case. Table 4 
summarizes the B. lifetime measurements. 

3.1 The b Baryoe Lijdirne 

The b baryon signatures used for lifetime mensuremeuts so far are 

. (A,)+twX, 

. (AL)-&P-X, with A,-pK-r+. 

The symbol (Aa) represents all b bnryons; the mixture of b baryons at LEP is not well 
known, although the b flavor changing decays are expected to be domioaterl by /\b and Zb. 
A method similar to that used in the B meson lifetime analyses is used by ALEPH on n 
sample of (Ab)+A,lX candidates. OPAL fit a decay length to (Ab)+A!-X candidates, 
while ALEPU use only the &ton impact parameter in their (A,)-At-X candidates, wing 
an analysis similar to the one used in measuring the average b h,vlron lifetime. DELPHI 
reconstruct a vertex around the lepton candidate in the (AL)-At-X sample osiug additional 
tracks to obtain a more precise decay time estimator. The results are given in table 5. 

Table 5. Measurements of the average b baryon lifetime. 

The systematic errors come principally from uncertainties in the background and biases 
in the fit (especially for (Ab)+AP-X candidates). The effect of uncertainties in b baryorl 
polarization is small (2.3% cor~servalively). The measurementof separate AL and 31, lifetimes 
awaits higher statistics. 

The measurement of the lifetimesof specific b hndrons has just begun at LEP, and all 
meawrements to date are statistics limited. The LEP average values lor each of the scalar B 
mesons is consistent wilh the measured average b hadron lifetime, nod the b baryon lifetime 
is about 2a below the average. 

‘I. MEASUREMENTS OF B MESON MIXING 

4.1 Time Integrated Mensurements 

Table 4. Measurements of the B. lifetime. 
LEP experiments are xusitive to the mixing of B, and Bd mesons. Me;ciuremeots 

of the time-integrated mixing parameter 2 = N(b+6+!+)/N(b+P) bnve been made osing 

ALEPH preliminary 2.26 ‘;:g f0.12 91,92 like and unlike-sign dileptons, and using a combination of leptons and jet charge, 

DELPHI preliminary 1.00 zkO.30 91 
OPAL’ 1.13 :::; fO.O!l 00.92 QH = ci IPi erl” ‘Ia 

I LEP 1.53 :;::: x2 = 6.3/Z 13; IPi WI- 

where p; and qi are, respectively, momentum and charge, Ed is t,be direction of the summed 
The background from improper reconstruction 01 B” and B+ decays is small. The uncertainty momentum vector of the jet, and the sum runs over all pxticles in the jet. These two 
in the size and lifetime content of the combinatorial background in the KKlr invariant mass methods have slightly ditTereot sensitivity to B. and B,I mixing. Leptoas from the cascade 
distribution is the major source of systematic error. This error will decrease as statistics decay b+c+C+ are an intrinsic source of incorrect flavor tagging, and are an important 
improve. source of systematic error in the dilepton meaarement. The largest systematic error in 
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the jet charge analysis comes from uncertainties in fragmentation. Table 6 summarizes the 
measurementsof 

Table 6. Measurements of (x) at LEP. 

OPAL Is ,143 ‘:;::’ f.007 90:91 grand ! fit 
LEP I.129 f.010 1 x’ = 2.2/5 

Interpretation of (x) is complicated by production rates and branching fractions CLEO” 
and ARGUS” have determined xd = 0.167 f 0.037. Using this value and assuming 40% 
of the b quarks result in B,J mesons at LEP, one expects (x) = 0.067 in the absence of B. 
mixing. 

4.2 Time Dependetrl Meastmrrren!s 

Recently, ALEPH” have made a first observation of the time dependence of Bd 
mixing. A D’* decay is fully reconstructed in one jet and a lepton with large p and pt 
is tagged in a second, well separated jet. The lepton tag is used to enrich the sample in b6 
events and to infer the flavor of the b which produced the charged D’. The reconstructed D’* 
vertex forms the basis for the decay time measnrewznt, and the D” charge tags the b flavor 
at the time of decay. An oscillation is observed in the plot of the D’*~P cbnrge correlation 
versus reconstructed decay length. After correcting for the additional decay length of the 
Do, they find 

Am = (3.44’::;‘::;)10-‘eV , 
Am 
- = 0.75’;::;‘;:g , 

r 

coxlpatible with mixing measurements from CLEO ;rnd ARGUS. DELPHI see a time de- 
pendence for Bd mixing in the ratio of like to unlike sign dileptons versus the lepton impact 
pnrirmeter, and find Am/r = 0.54’~:~~ f 0.10. The resolution on the decay time is approx- 
imately 0.7 1, precluding any search for B, mixing. ALEPII I law studied dilepton events, 
where they achieve a decay time resolution of 0.3ps@O.Zt by ._ ttxonstructing vertices around 
the tagged Ieptons. They observe an oscillation corresponding to B,J mixing, but do not yet 
extract a value for A,n. The dilepton technique nllows one to search for both Bd and B. 
mixing, nnd has R sensitivity to B, mixing if Am/l‘ c 8, given sufficient statistics. 

5. EXCLUSIVE RECONSTRUCTION OF b HADRONS 

5.1 Reconslrvction OJ B, awl Bd 

ALEPH, DELPHI, and OPAL have reported a few dozen B, and Bd reconstructed in 
the following modes: 

Jl$ K Jl$‘I(‘, 

$‘K VK’, 
D’+il?T, D+na, Doll*. 

The statistics are modest, but observation of these events shows that exclusive b hadron 
reconstruction can he done at LEP. 

5.2 Reconstruction oJ B, 

ALEPH, DELPHI and OPAL have searched for exclusive B. decays in the modes 

J/G 6 .I/$ K+K- 

*‘d $‘K+K- 

D.nr. 

The J/+ are reconstructed in their It!- decay, the $’ into either I+!- or JI$na, and the 
D. into 4~ or K’K. Based on two ‘unambiguous’ exclusive events, ALEPH quo@ 

m(B,) = 5.3686 f 0.0056 -t O.O015GeV/c’ 

The event which dominates the mars measurement is 

B.+$Q+~+,,-K+K- , 

for which the uncertainty in the measured mass is 5.6 MeV/c’. DELPHI report a preliminary 
mmsurement of 

nz(B.) - m(Bd) = 78 f 9 f II MeV/c’ 

m(B.) = 5.357 f 0.009 i 0.011 GeV/cZ 

based on 11 B. candidates in 6 decay modes (O-3 everds/mode). An OPAL candidntr? in 
the J/G .$ channel gave a mass of 5.36 f 0.07GeV/c2. C ounbining these numbers, 

m(B,) = 5.369 f O.O05GeV/c’ 

6. OTHER TOPICS 

6. I O!Jservafio” of B’*B Trnnsiliot,s 

L3 have seen evidence for B’ production in their inclusive photon energy spectrum. 
They take all pboton candidates passing quality criteria and boost than back to the presumed 
B rest frame. The resulting rest lrame energy spectrum hils a large excess near 50 MeV 
which is attributed to photons from the B -B transition. From the number observed and 
a calculation of the efficiency they determine the vector to pseudo-scalar B production ratio 
to be 0.82 i 0.08 f 0.12, consistent with the spin-cowling rxpectation of 0.75. 

6.2 Braaching Faction B-trvX 

ALEPH have measured B(BwvX) to bc2’ 4.08 LIZ 0.76 f 0.62Yo. This value is 
consistent with theoretical expectations. The nrensurement is performed by looking for the 
missing energy carried away by the v, and v,. 
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6.3 Senrches for B, Penguin Decays 

ALEPH have set a 90% cl. upper limit on the decay B,+& of 

B(B,+dy) < 4.1 ,1d-” 

Tkis is near the theoretical upper limit on the branching fraction for b-q penguin decays. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Thr experiments at LEP now dominate lhe world average b hadron lifetime, and 
have measured individual liletimes for the pseudo-scalar B mesons and for b baryons witb 
precisions of 15.20%. Measurements of the average mixing parameter (x) at LEP suggest 
substantial B, mixing. l~‘lavor oscillations have been observed direclly for the Bd, and searches 
for B. oscillations are underway. Some exclusive B decays have been reconstructed, and 
the mass of the B. has been measured. Most analyses are statistics limited, so further 
improvements cm be expected as the data sample increases. 
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B-PHYSICS IN HADRON COLLIDERS 

CHRISTOPHER T. HILL 
Fermi National Accelemtor Lobomtory 
P.O. Boz 500, Batavia, Illinois, 60510 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Genemlities 

The &quark offers a window on the standard model that is open to experimental- 
ists at hadron colliders, where the largest yields of &quarks occur. With existing facilities, 
such as CDF, it should be possible to achieve w IO9 observable B-decays within the next 
few years. This entails evolution of the high resolution vertex detectors, e.g.. CDF’s SVX, 
including full r-0-z information, and especially generalized triggers, such a.s single lepton dis- 
placed vertices for semileptonic weak decay studies. I.’ With B modest yet dedicated program, 
perhaps involving a new detector. > 1O’O observed B’s should be achievable at Tevatron to 
Main Injector luminosities within this decade. Such a program is essential to break the 
ground for future hadron-based B-physics programs at LHC and SSC. An ultimate hadron 
collider based program at Fermilab, LHC and SSC can look forward to recording the decays 
of > 10” produced B’s. 

The present discussion is intended to be primarily a prospectus for such a program. 
We will, however, indulge in some speculations about taggingofflavom and the all-important 
kinematic reconstruction needed to do semileptonic weak studies. This reflects recent interest 
that has arisen in the possibility of “daughter pion” tagging, i.e., using the pions from the 
decays of parent resonances to tag the fla~or.~ 

The major advantages of the hadron based B-physics environment are the relatively 
large cross-section for b-quark production and the the “broad-band” nature of the beam. 
b-quark pairs are produced by (predominantly) gluon fusion’ and arbitrarily massive states 
are available. Thus, all of the spectroscopy, including B, - gc and the resonances, B” 
etc.. are produced in hadronic collisions. This sharply contrasts with the situation in e+e- 
machines that make use of the T(4.S) and T(5S) resonances in which only the low-lying 
g(u,d) combinations can be produced. Moreover, in e+e‘ machines that operate in the 
continuum or on the Z-peak the cross-section for b production is many orders of magnitude 
below that in the hadronic environment. 

On the other hand these advantages imply major challenges as ~ell.‘~~ The copious 
production at hadron machines implies that a substantial parsing of data must occur quickly 
on-line, i.e., a trigger that can keep interesting candidate events must be provided. To date 
in hadronic colliders the semileptonic decay modes have been largely discarded in favor of 
the much easier ti modes. A trigger capable of recovering the semileptonic decays is possible, 
and demonstrating its feasibility is of high priority for a number of reasons (e.g., conventional 
flavor tagging requires it). 

Another issue is the extent to which decays involving missing mass, such as the 
semileptonic decays involving neutrinos, can be fully reconstructed. In e+e- machines that 
make use of the T(4S) the R-mesons ace produced with a known energy, the beam energy. 
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In combination with the visible decay momentum, this completely determines the decay 
kinematics, e.g., the Q2 of the lepton pair is determined even though the neutrino is never 
seen. In a hadronic mode we observe a B-meson flight direction and the visible momentum 
of the decay products, but this yields a two-fold ambiguity in the B energy. Thus, to make 
maximal use of a semileptonic decay sample it is imperative that efficient techniques evolve 
for resolving this ambiguity! 

One technique would “bludgeon” the semileptonic processes with high statistics by 
insisting on keeping only those special kinematic configurations for which the ambiguity 
disappears”. While inefficient, this technique is guaranteed to work. However, we will 
suggest another approach presently that is speculative, but may ultimately prove to be an 
efficient way of fully reconstructing B processes with relatively high efficiency. It makes use 
of the fact that B-mesons will often be produced as decay fragments of a resonance as in 
B” + D + m. The n meson here we will call a “daughter pion,” and it has previously 
been suggested as a flavor tagging mechanism for neutral B-mesons2 The observation of 
daughter vmesons from resonances is established by ARGUS, E-691 and CLEO. and E-687.’ 
However. we suggest here that it can potentially be used to resolve the two-fold kinematic 
ambiguity in the B-meson 4&momeotum. We describe this approach in Section 2.4 below. 
It may prove workable in some form as our understanding of B production evolves. 

The physics goals of a > 10 ‘O B-meson program are very rich and diverse. Heavy 
quark physics allows us to map out the CKM matrix of the standard model through the 
detailed studies of inclusive and exclusive decay modes. It will allow us to test the standard 
model beyood the leading order in radiative corrections. and through rare decay modes and 
mixing phenomena which are sensitive to n~,.~ and V,,, etc. This will lead ultimately to 
experimental tests of the CKM theory of CP-violation. which is expected to manifest itself 
in many interesting new channels in the t-system High statistics studies of the b-system 
will furthermore enable searches for exotic physics, signals of which might be expected to 
emerge in heavy quark processes. 

We begin first with B brief overview of the physics considerations that are relevant to 
doing heavy quark physics in the hadronic collider environment. 

1.2 Prima Facie Considerations of Hadronic B’s 

D-physics at hadron colliders is often casually dismissed out-of-hand, preference 
given to e+e- production. because the hadronic environment is “too noisy.” It is important 
to realize that the ‘*noise,” i.e., the barkground of high multiplicity, mostly low pi pions in a 
hadronic collision, is largely spread out over a large range of rapidity. Tbe low-mass particle 
production follows ao approximately constant distribution in the pseudo-rapidity: 

‘I = - in[t.3rl(e/2)l ii tanhi’(p,/E) 

Typically at Tevatran energies the number of pions per unit rapidity is given by: 

(1) 

dN. - z 3.0 charged; 
drl 

z 1.5 neutral (2) 

Thus, in a rapidity range of ]IJ < 1 we expect of order ii = 6 charged pions, and 6 na 
gamma’s emanating from the beam collision spot. 

On the other hand, the finite and relatively large mass of the &quark leads to a 
longitudinal momentum distribution that is centered on r) = 0, and is fairly broad depending 

upon the cm energy scale and the p, cut (see, e.g., Alan Sill in ref.[l]). In rapidity, the range 
of significant &quark production with high p, is for the Tevatron - f3; for the LHC - f4.5; 
and for the SSC - f7. Moreover, the transverse momentum distribution, pt, of heavy quarks 
is set by the mass scale of the quark (generally, it requires a parton subprocess of larger b 
to make a heavier quark, hence larger values of p, become relatively more probable]. 

Moreover, b-hadrons have a fortuitously long lifetime, and they therefore drift a 
resolvable distance away from the primary vertex before they decay. With high resolution 
vertex detectors it is easy to resolve the secondary vertex and isolate the heavy hadron decay. 
The typical displacement of a &h&on secondary decay vertex is - 400 microns, while a 
resolution to better than - 15 microns is achieved with the SVX. With this secondary vertex 
separation there is only & very small combinatorial background to these displaced vertices 
coming from minimum bias physics. There remains, however, B significant background from 
charmed mesons which also have displaced secondary vertices. These can generally be con- 
trolled by demanding partial reconstruction of the heavy h&on decay with mass cuts, i.e., 
demand that the visible decay products have masses exceeding those of charmed particles, 
typically 2 2.5 GeV. 

Table I: Indicated yields of usable B-mesons running for a 3 year, 30% duty cycle, 
period for: (a) Tevatron at present attainable C = 1O3’ cm-? set-’ (b) Main 
Injector assuming C = IOa2 CII-~ see-’ (twice the design goal; multiply by 10 if 
the rapidity range is 1~1 < 3 and pl > 5 GeV). (c) ABF - Asymmetric B-factory 
proposal at L = 1Os4 cme2 set-’ operating on the T(4S) (d) LEP at ZO-pole with 
C = 2 x 103’ an-’ set-’ (see M. Artuso in ref.[Z]). 

Mode ] Tevatron”) 1 Main Injector” 1 ABF(o 1 LEP II(d) 

At the luminosity of lO3’ cm-’ xc-’ in a pp collider, for which we assume fi = 1.8 
GeV, B-meson pairs are produced in a rapidity range of 171 < 1 and p, > 10 GeV. with a 
total crass-section of - IO pb or 100 Hz (ref.[l]; M. Artuso in ref.121). With the main injector, 
and the experience to date at the Tevatron, an ultimate luminosity of lOa cm-’ set-’ is 
thinkable (the present peak Tevatron luminosity is - 0.8 x 10”). Running at lOa (103’) 
for a total of 3 years, with a 33% duty factor yields - 3 x 1O’O (3 x LOU) usable B-mesons. 
If we can triple the rapidity range to 1111 5 3 and reduce the lower limit to p, > 5 GeV the 
yields for useful B’s approach w 3 x 10” (3 x lOlo). Of this, the yield of B, is - IS%, As 
is - 10% and of B, is - 0.1%. The yield of &quark containing baryons is expected to be of 
order 10%. though these are crude estimates at present, and should actually be measured at 
t,he end of run 1: 

This compares with the idealized luminosity of 10” cme2 set-’ in an e+e- storage 
rine. such as the orooosed asvmmetric B-factory (ABF) at SLAC or CESR (the present 
peak luminosity 8; C&R is 2.; x 103’). The cro&+ection for Bi? production on the-T(4S) 
is - 1 nb, which yields B pairs on the T(4S) at a rate of - 10 Hz. The yield for the same 
3 year 30% duty cycle period is - 3 x lo8 B-mesons (note this is the proposed ultimate 
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300 fb-‘, lifetime JCdt for the asymmetric B-factory). On the Z” pole the cross-section 
is - 7.0 nb. Hence operating an e+e- collider at the LEP luminosity of 2 x 1O3’ on the Z” 
pole for the same 3 year continuous duty cycle period yields - 3 x lo8 b’s, For continuum 
e+e- machines the cross-sections are - lo-* those on the Z” pole and we will not consider 
them for comparison. 

We see from Table I that various new states and decay modes are available in the 
hadronic facility that are inaccessible, or of lower statistics in the e+e- environment. More- 
over. it appears that a reasonable goal for B dedicated hadron collider based program in the 
pre-SSC era is to produce a total of > 10” usable b hadrons. In what follows we will take 1O’O 
B-mesons to be our standard reference normalization and give a preliminary consideration 
of what might be achieved in such a program. 

2. PHYSICAL STATES AND LEADING PROCESSES 

2.1 nesononce Spectmscopy 

The spectrum of resonances of the B-mesons imitates that of the charm system. We 
see this by comparison in Fig.(l), where the known and predicted resonances of P = 0 and 
E = I are indicated. The spectroscopy is actually reflecting a remarkable aspect of heavy 
quark symmetry, i.e., the heavy quark spin symmetry.’ 

Put simply, heavy quark spin can be ignored in the dynamics, and acts effectively 
like a flavor symmetry. As a result, states which differ only by Ripping the heavy quark 
spin will be degenerate (up to 0(1/M)). It is convenient to describe this by classifying 
mesons as (j,, j,), where j, is the spin of the heavy quark subsystem and j, is the spin 
of the remaining system. So, for a heavy-light meson j, = 1, and the states of lowest 
mazs will have j? = 1 as well. Thus (1,;) describes the ground state and this corresponds 
to total J = 0 or J = 1. Therefore, the groundstate consists of a degenerate 0- and 1‘ 
multiplet. We see the D and D’ are actually split by slightly more than a pion mass. while 
tbc splitting between the B and B’ decreases by m,/ma in the B system. It is important to 
note that j, is the quantum number of the “brown muck;” we cannot o priori separate the 
light quark and gluon degrees of freedom under rotations in QCD. though potential models 
do so [potential models refer to constituent quarks. and work remarkably well even in light 
heavy-light systems).8 A fancier way of stating this is to note that spin is the classification 
of a state under the “little group;” the little group is the subgroup of the Lorentz group 
which commutes with the momentum of the state (i.e., it is just O(3) = SU(2) for a massive 
particle, or O(2) = U(I) for a massless particle). Remarkably, we see that the little group 
of a heavy-light meson is enlarged to SU(2) x SIJ(Z), since we can rotate the heavy quark 
independently of the brown muck. The states for which lj, - j,l is an integer are equivalent 
to representations of O(4) = SU(2) x SU(2). Thus the ground state is equivalent to a 4.plet 
under O(4), containing the 0. and the I- mesons. 

The masses and decay widths of heavy-light resonances have been estimated recently 
by Eichten. Hill and Quigg (EHQ)8. The masses of these states seem to be well fit by using 
a Buchmiiller-Tye potential for a static massive quark with a constituent light quark bound 
statebound state. Their decay widths were obtained by resealing the known strange and 
charm widtbs with smearing. The spectra are presented here: 
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Figure 1. The low-lying spectra of D and B states from EHQ.’ Solid lines are 
established, dashed lines are predictions (we omit the broad (O+. I+) p-wayesg). 

There will generally occur a 1:. k) = 0’ + I* parity partner of the ground state (a p 
wave in the constituent quark model) which ba5 a xry large - Geli width and will generalI! 
be unobservable.P This state OK+!~ be viewed as the “chiral partner” of the ground state? if 
we imagine restoring the broken chiral symmetry the ground state would have to linearly 
realize the chiral symmetry. thus becoming doubly degenerate (thus. the left-handed iso- 
doublet is O+ - 0.. while the right-banded iso-doublet is Oc + O- when the chiral symmetr! 
is restored). 

2.2 Doughier Mesons 

The resonances cao be observed by studying the T’S and K’s produced in association 
with B-mesons. Some of the ~-mesons will be decay relics from processes like: 

pfp-S+(ZI”-B+(a.Ii)) (3) 

The first objective is to establish the existence and masses of the resonant states and the frac- 
tion f = oR..lao by which a B-meson is produced throng11 the decay of parent resonance. 
J is likely to be sensitive to the decay and production kinematics. 

Experience in e+e- (ARGUS and CLEO) and charm l)hoto~prodllction experiments’ 
suggests J - 13% for the fraction of D’ coming from the D”. and J - i% for the fraction of 
D coming from the D”. We note that photoproduction on a badronic target (E-691, E-6gi 
in ref.[6]) bears some formal resemblance to the gluon fusion process. and might be a good 
analogue process for calibrating our understanding of detailed production in jjp collisions. We 
would expect (heavy quark symmetry) that apart from normalization the charm production 
distributions can be taken over to B-physics directly. Thus, for tagging purposes an inclusive 



rate of f - 20% of B’s coming from the B” -+ B’ - B and B” -+ B chains might be 
expected. The experience in photoproduction suggests that the efficiency for finding the 
daughter pion is - 50%. We will therefore assume an overall tagging efficiency of - 10% by 
daughter mesons is possible. 

The production tagging efficiency is probably sensitive tom and to angular cuts (or 
rapidity cuts). The heavy quark limit ensures that the 4-velocity of the produced B” is 
approximately equal to the 46velocity of the B, i.e., zero-recoil of the &system is B good 
approximation. In hadronic collisions it is probably reasonable to assume that the 8” 
system at low pr is produced in an unpolarized initial state and, thus, the distribution of 
decay pious in the process 0” - B + R is spherical in the B” rest frame. The (unit 
normalized) polar distribution of pions relative to the B flight direction is then obtained by 
boosting the spherical distribution: 

dN 1 ~(1 -~*wz-((P’-2~2)~z+~*)~~z8)+2A~wcosB 
dn=- 4n 1 Ar2(P co9 8 - l)z I 

(4) 

where: 
A = (1 - p2wz - @( 1 - w’) co? 8)“’ (5) 

and w = l/J- = 1.04. In the massless pion limit, w = 1 and this reduces to 
dN/dfl = 1/[47rr*(l - ~~ccos~)~] valid to order iO(m:/(AM)*) = 4%. Note that 50% of the 
pions will occur within a cone of opening angle Osog given by (for w = I): 

tan eso9, = $ = -&& (6) 

For y zz 2 we see that 0~0% - 30’, and this defines a cone of small solid angle of 0.07 x 4n 
steradians. The aligned daughter pions. coming from the primary vertex, are also expected 
be more energetic than typical minimum bias pions. Thus, the conical cut on pions with 
0 < I& should lead to a significant gain in signal to background for low-p, (81 high pi the 
O-meson is enveloped in a jet with higher A multiplicity within small conical angle). We do 
not consider the more general possibility of rapidity correlations here.3 

2.3 Semileptonic Weak Decays inwiving V,s 

High statistics measurements of exclusive semileptonic branching ratios such as B + 
I + Y + (D”. D’, D), etc., are possible at the level of - lo9 decays. These we important 
processes for establishing the overall normalization of weak transitions in hadron colliders 
since the CLEO and ARGUS experiments are significantly improving the statistics of these 
processes. The key physics goal here is to obtain the highest precision determination of V, 
possible. This requires exploiting the heavy quark symmetry result, together with QCD and 
l/M corrections, which fixes at special kinematic point w = v. Y’ + 1 the normalization of 
the Isgur-Wise function. The normalization of <(w - 1) is known to a precision approaching~ 
3%.‘O Therefore, the goal of experiment should be to approach a 3% determination of V,. 

Much effort to date has gone into the measurements of semileptonic weak inclusive 
decays and exclusive decays of lreavy mesons. In e+e- experiments such as CLEO or ARGUS, 
and as proposed for the asymmetric B-factory, one tunes the beam energy to produce the 
K(4S) resonance, which decays to pairs of B+B- or B”p mesons that are nearly at rest in 
their cm system. With tagging this can produce a clean sample of B’s for the exclusive decay 

modes. The B-mesons cao then decay to a final state lepton either directly. semileptonically 
as B + (!v)X, or hadronically, cascading as B + ,Y. + (lv)X’. 

Various models” are used to lit the leptonic energy distribution to the various com- 
ponent subprocesses (see discussion of S. Stone in ref.[Z]). The error in these results is 
dominated by t.he theoretical models used to fit the spectra. and is of order .-, 15%. At 
PEP, PETRA and the LEP experiments the semileptonic decays are studied at much higher 
energies. These results are consistent with the T(4S) results to order - 15%.* Alterna- 
tively, one can study exclusive modes using a tagged 9, and determine the missing Mz 
distribution from the mass of the visible decay fragments of the other B. The miss- 
ing M* distribution will contain endpoint peaks from contributing subprocesses. such as 
B’ + l-v(D’+) - r+(DO) + K-a+. Th e subprocesses are then fit to the observed missing 
M1 distribution. These methods, using different theoretical models, have broadly consis- 
tently yielded our lirst determinations of branching ratios and again yield results to order 
- 15%.2.” 

However, ultimately we want to minimize the sensitivity to theoretical models in 
extracting VCa, V.a. Here we can use heavy quark symmetry in B model independent ~ay.‘~ 
from the w distribution. The decay distribution in tu for B - PvDi is: 

where r = mo,/ms and F~;(r,w) is a form factor.‘O In the ms,o - m limit F is given 
in terms of the Isgur-Wise function c(m) and the known ratio r. At. the special “zero 
recoil” point ((1) = 1 + c where e is composed of (a) QCD corrections computed to NLLA 
order *l% and (b) 1/M effects that are dominant f3%. Hence, the strategy is to extract the 
functional dependence of F(r. w)> or C(w) upon u) and extrapolate to w = 1 where theoretical 
corrections are under control. This implies that the experimental statistical uncertainties 
must become significantly smaller than - 1% and the limiting attainable precision of lea is 
expected to be - 3%. module improvements in the theoretical uncertainties. 

Neubert” has carried out this analysis with the existing CLEO and ARGUS data 
on the q2 distributions, based upon - (a few 100) events. to extract the model independent 
result IV,al = 0.042 f 0.007. This is indicative of the current statistical extrapolation errme 
attained with - 300 events, and this should improve in the near future. It would appear that 
with 10’ fully reconstructed events the statistical error in this approach will scale downward 
by a factor of 10. The key point here is that the theoretical modeling in the hadronic 
environment is now relegated to the corrections. and not to the result itself. The highest 
experimental statistics will drive the future determinations of V,. 

The challenge for this approach in the hadronic experiments is the requirement to 
fully reconstruct the decaying B-meson, particularly with respect to kinematics. In e+e- 
experiments the the beam energy, together with the flight direction of the B. supplies suf- 
ficient kinematic information to know the B energy unambiguously. In the broad-band 
hadronic environment we are a ptioti limited to knowing only the flight 3-vector of the B, 
and the visible 4-momenta; the unobserved neutrino momentum leads to the ambiguity. 

Let us consider the semileptonic decay Q - D + P* + X. Of course, S contains the 
oeutrino but may also contain missing neutrals as well. The first question is, can we select 
events in which w - 1 using this information alone? If we consider events for which we 
hypothesize that the missing (mass)? is A4$, then the energy of the B is determined up to a 
a two-fold ambiguity, 
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= APE,,, f [Ar’E;,, - (E;;, - & cos20)(A1 + :\4&7;Scos’S)]“’ 
(E? ,I, - & cos2 e) (8) 

where (,E”~,, &,) = pl’;, = & + r/; is the risible 4-momentum (M,$, = &,) and A* ‘= 
;(U; + &J:;, - MC). 

Y=PiP$“; 

2 XgP&‘Me 

Figure 2: The phase space for B + D+P+v (M,$ = 0) in thevariablesz - ED/MB, 
1, - &l&fB. The phase space is bounded by the points (a) (P and v back-to- 
back), (b) (D and e back-to-back), and (c) (D and v back-to-back). The point (a) 
corresponds to w = vu “0 = 1. 

Here 0 is the angle subtended hy the flight vector of the B (primary to secondary vertex 
vector) and &,. Let us now further assume Mx = 0 (no missing neutrals, etc.). To observe 
IU = vD ug = I we must have in the B rest-frame. MB = MD + 2Et. i.e., the massless 
leptons are hack-to-back, whence 

Mf,. = (po + p# = M:, + 2M,,Ec = M~MB (9) 

The condition Mz;, = MDMB, using, 

O=M,;=(p,+~,rd implies z + y = ;(I + MD/MS), (W 

which defines a line in the phase space of the decay Fig.(2) intersecting point (a). Unfor- 
tunately this line cuts accross the physical region (interior to (abc)) and does not uniquely 

select w = 1. while M:i. = Mi and A4zi. = ML do uniquely select points(b) and (c). Thus, 
forw=l: 

Therefore, we see that we cannot uniquely reconstruct the Isgur-Wise point w = 1 from 
Mzil alone. To uniquely reconstruct the kinematic point w = I using the information about 
the B decay alone we must have (i) Mi = 0 (ii) M,‘,. = MoMe, (iii) and IF”i.1 = 0. Note 
that for I&,1 = 0 the B-energy is determined uniquely as EB = A2/Evi.. 

P. Sphi& has examined by Monte Carlo the fraction of (hypothetical) events for 
which the two-fold energy ambiguity of the B-meson is less than 10%. For - lo9 decays he 
finds (few) x lo3 decays in which 6EelE~ < 10%. The slope of the fsgul-Wise function near 
v.tf=lisC/t Y -0.4, thus a 10% precision in the B energy yields about an additional 4% 
uncertainty in the normalization, or about - 6% overall. With 10” B’s this would approach 
the desired limiting resolution. 

How well does this do in excluding missing neutrals? If we allow Mi = mz, which 
occurs for a fast pion collinear to the neutrino, then one finds that the point (a) shifts by 
62. _ 6Y.l - O(m:/Mi) (the points (b) and (c) shift by O(m./M8), which is easier to 
resolve). This is much less than the experimental momentum resolution, and is therefore 
problematic. However, the typical pion contribution is not collinear with the neutrino and 
M; . m.Ms, whence 62. - 6~. - O(m./MB) - 3%. and is marginally resolvable. 

2.4 Kinematic Tagging with Daughter Pians? 

Let me indulge here in a speculative proposal. Clearly we can sacrifice the huge 
statistics available at the hadron machine to achieve reasonable kinematic reconstruction for, 
B (few)x lo3 events. However, we would prefer a method which is efficient, covers all of phase 
space. not just &J. = 0. and ideally which offers greater leverage in momentum resolution. 

Perhaps we can exploit the fact that a fraction I- 20% of B-mesons will be produced 
as the daughters of the B” resonance. together with the daughter pion. Thus, let us ask 
if we can select the B-meson energy in a typical process B -+ D’ + P + u, where the two 
hypothetical 4-momenta of the B are p, ‘I’, $‘. We demand that we find a pion which 
matches a hypothetical solution for the B-meson 4&momentum, ps, satisfying either: 

(P. + pi?)’ = M;.. or (p. + p’.“,’ = (Me.. + 6Ms..)’ (12) 

where 6Me.. is the width of the resonance parent. Then adifference between the hypothetical 
4-momentum has a resolution given by the width: 

K(p(d) - p’,“) = Mo..6M8.. = E.6,Ee(l-(1+4-&COS#) (13) 

where 6,Es is the minimum resoluable B-energy. Hence, apparently we can directly recon- 
struct the B energy by this method to a limiting resolution of only: 

6,EL3 
6Ms*- z 5% --- 

Ms.. E, (14) 

where we use E, w 1 GeV, 6M,.. - 50 MeV, typically, and 0 x 90°. On the other hand. 
we see in eq.(ll) that, using &;i, the energy ambiguity is: 

ml = IF”i.1 (2 - 1) (15) 
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Note that (,i,,,,l cao be qllitc large; als WC approach the Isgur-Wise point (a) in Fig.(2) and. 
takiog for ~xamplc the U rcst~~framc. WP have []jui.l - ~(IU,, -MO). The value 6,En is then 
snfiicicntly small to ellow n wlcction between the two 601utioos, since: 

using IjL.,l - i(M” - *lo). lo other words, the rnergy ambiguity can be - 100 of the 
minimum rcs.llvablc energy of the &IIIPS~II. using the daughter pion in combination. 

Nntr that we are not then rcstrictcd to the special kinematic configurations IFuc,\ = 0; 
indeed, this approach would be complimentary to [&,I = 0, and preferably requires that 
IF,,,.1 bc large. It dots rely oo lb&g able to “cut bard” to reduce the bxkground pions that 
fake a 0” daughter. and it is subject to background fakes that favor the wrong solution. 
This probably favors low ,>r B’s with less of an enveloping jet structure, nod then a < 850% 
cut. Again. this cannot rcsolvc the missing collinear pion ambiguity, but it is potentially 
able to rcsolw the typical lmissing wutral pion ambiguity. We heve given here only asketcby 
analysis of this. It rcquircs scrioos study by Monte Cnrlo simulation. or direct application to 
the existing data of charm I’llat~,l”o’lncti~,li experiments, and eventually in B decays where 
the O~~momcnturn is known (all decay products visible). 1Vith f - 10% we may hope to be 
able to select between kinematic options with cfficicncics of order I%, allowing - 10’ fully 
reconstructed semileptonic weak decays. 

2.5 Semtleptonic Wcnk Decays involving V”/.a 

High statistics mcaarcments of exclusive scmileptonic branching ratios such as B - 
Y + Y + (ii. ((1. s)), etc., are possible at the level of a (few)x 10” decays. These are important 
praccsscs to establish the general oormalization of weak transitions involving V.6. The 
statistical limitations together with theory imply better then a 3% dctcrmination of the 
quantity f,,filV.,l may be possible. The quantity fHv% is known poorly to about 20% 
precision, implying an overall tleterminatiml of \‘,a f 20%. 

Table Il. Branching ratios estimated by resealing charm aoalogoes. assuming 
IL~./l&l = 0.05. The yields a.swme 33% B’, 33% B”, 18% 8,. 

I Rr I vicldllO’” B’s I commeot n _..--- 

The present determinations of IV.,/V 1 d are based upon the endpoint of the lepton 
spectrum for inclusive semileptonic decay rates (see the S. Stone review in ref.[2]). There 
have been searches for the exclusive decay mode B t ph. On the T(4.5’) the measurement 

of Er near the endpoint where the background from b - dv and continuum e+e- produc- 
tion becomes small in principle yields a determination of IV.a/l/,al, however it is subject to 
limitations from the knowledge of ms and m,, and is highly model dependent. The extracted 
V.a/V,a values range from 0.075 f 0.008 for the ACM model to 0.101 f 0.010 for the 1SGW 
madel.z The statistical errors are large. The exclusive decay mode B - pev has been stud- 
ied, with aeater model dependence, lower statistics < 100 events and a lamer scatter of 
0.1 < Iv”,jV,l < 0.3. 

With P. reasonable extrapolation to the SVX technology, end the copious yield of 
B’s we can imaaine rather conservative cuts ellowina the study of final states such X = 0. 
X = II, X = w. x = many n’s, etc. In the decay B-; pl-v and the subsequent p - nfn’ 
(P = 0.5) we demand that the pions reconstruct to the p mass, and connect to the lepton 
at the decay vertex of the B. The estimated Br(B- + pl-v) .-+ (Br(B- + D’l-u) - 
4%) x I!&/V’l* x l/2 - 5.0 x 10m5. thus with 1O’O produced B’s we will have - 1.5 x lo5 
events. The problematic backgrounds are from B + Deu and D + 2n or D + pn”, with the 
rr” undetected, B - pD end D -+ Yv. The p tends to be diluted by the pion background, 
which may require cuttiog on events in which the other B is seen in a semileptonic mode 
(- 10%). The rejection of 7’s and the maa reconstruction of the p. and a veto on more than 
2 pions are important constraints to consider in fishing the p out of hadronic events. 

Thus, a high statistics study of Cabibba suppressed decay modes seems possible with 
101’ B-mesons, but we are in e learning situation et present that must evolve considerably. 
This yields of order IO5 decays. A form factor analysis may be possible for the new mode 
if daughter pion kinematic tagging is possible, yielding - lOa fully reconstructed decays. 
One can hope to exploit the fact that chiral symmetry fixes the normalization of this matrix 
clement at w = 1. It should certainly be possible to achieve V.a to better than f20% using 
models, and perhaps better precision by use of chiral symmetry. The quantity fo./fs.,d 
would be probed to fl% precision. 

2.6 B, and B, 

Tbe B, = (6s) has been seen et ALEPH. OPAL and CDF.l* CDF has observed 14 
fully reconstructed $I@ events. end reports a mass of MS, = 5383 + 7 MeV. With a yield of 
I@” usable B’s there are expected to be produced 1.8 x lo9 B, + B,. This will allow survey 
of various decay modes, such as DIG’. D-J\., DfD;, D;eu, etc. Also, of greet interest will 
be the study of higher resonances produciog daughter A-mesons in association with the B,, 
e.g.. 

pp - B:“(Z-. 3-) + I; + B, (17) 

The prospects for the application of this to, e.g., flavor tagging for study of B,??, mixing, is 
discussed below. 

Perhaps the most interesting new mesonic system will be the B, = (6~). This is 
remarkable because we can say with certainty that non-relativistic potential models apply, 
and the spectrum is completely determined by those methods. Indeed, this is the true 
Hydrogen atom of QCD. Eichten and Quigg13 have estimated the spectrum end widths of 
the B, system. They use the Buchmiiller~Tye potential as fit to the $ end 1 systems 
(and use other potentials. e.g., the Cornell and Richardson potentials. for error estimation), 
finding: 

-MB< = 6258 f 20 .\leV MB<. - >\‘IB, = 73 f 5 MeV (18) 

The prospects for observation of 0, hinge upon the production cross-section. There is 
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reasonable agreement amongst several groups” that the ratio o(B,)/o(6b) Y 10e3 Thus, for 
171 2 1 and p, > 10 GeVjc we have o(K) - lo@ pb, and B yield of - 10’ Be’s for lOLo B’s, 
Some of the principal detectable decay modes are listed in Table III.‘2 

Table III. (a) Yields are for detectable decays and include the branching fractions 
$b - u+p- - 7% (b) includes ($J - p+p-) x (D: - T+(@ - K+K-) - 2%). 

Mode Br yield/l0’0 B’s yield/lOOpb” 

B, - n+$ 4.0 x 10-a 2.8 x I03 (0) 276 (4 
0, - D:$ 5.0 x lo-* 7.0 x lo* ‘9 few (a’ 
0, - +Pv 10% 7.0 x 10’ lm) 

Note that the decay mode 8, + I!& is the B, analogue of the B, + D’fu decay 
for which the Isgnr-Wise function at w = 1 sets the normalization. Here the process is 
completely determined, and tu = I involves only the overlap of the known $a and 5, wave- 
functions. Thus, this is an interestiog toy laboratory for the heavy quark symmetry methods 
where everything is perturbative. We should also mention that processes containing CP- 
violation. like B, - D,+. involve both a direct short-distance penguin and interference terms 
with short-distance contributions to the imaginary parts. Here the factorization approxi- 
mation is exact. and the short--distance imaginary parts are also in principle computable. 
Thus, CP-violation in the LX, system may ultimately prove to be B fundamental issue in the 
B-physics program. The B, is a remarkable system in which much of the QCD dynamics 
is solvable by perturbative methods. It will thus provide a powerful laboratory for theorists 
and experimentalists. and possibly R probative system for new physics in the future. 

2.7 Heavy Boryons 

The spectroscopy and interactions of baryons consisting of two hewy quarks and one 
light quark simplify in the heavy quark mass limit, mu - co. The heavy quarks are bound 
into B diquark whose radius v~p is much smaller than the typical length scale l,ih of QCD. 
In the limit 70~ ZZ l/A the hewy diquark has interactions with the light quark and other 
light degrees of freedom which are identical to those of a heavy antiquark. Hence as far as 
these light degrees of freedom are concerned, the diquark is nothing more than the pointlike, 
static, color antitriplet source of the confining color field in which they are bound, i.e., these 
QQq bnryons are in a sense “dual” to heavy mesons q9, 

The spectrnm of QQ9 baryons is thus related to the spectrum of mesons containing 
a single heavy antiquark. The ground state is essentially a (1. i) or (0, $) heavy spin multi- 
plet. The form factors describing the semileptonic decays of these objects may be directly 
related to the Isgur-Wise function. which arises in the semileptonic decay of heavy mesons. 
The production rates for baryons of the form cc9, bbq and bcq have been estimated in the 
approximation that the QQ diquark is formed first by perturbativc QCD interactions, and 
then this system fragments to form the baryon like a heavy meson.” (In the cc system the 
heavy diquarks are not particularly small relative to l/A. so there may be sizeable corrections 
to these results). Essentially the fragmentation of a heavy quark Q into R QQ9 (or QQ’9) 
bnryon factorizes into short-distance and long-distance contributions. The heavy quark first 
fragmentation into B heavy diquark may be trivially related to the fragmentation of Q into 
quarkonium Qg. This initial short distance fragmentation process is analogous to fragmen- 
t,ation into charmonium. c - tic, which has been analyzed recently by Braaten, et al., and 

others”~‘5 The subsequent fragmentation of the diquark QQ to a baryon is identical to the 
fragmentation of a Q to a meson &Is Experimental data on production of heavy mesons 
can be used here. 

The probability for c - E,,, X:, is estimated to be - 2 x 10e5, for b + Ak to be 
- 2 x lO-5. and for b - Ek ,X;, to be - 3 x 1O-5. The probabilities for b + Cab. EL, c - Aa. 
and c + &XL are down by roughly (m./ mb ) 3, or two orders of magnitude. 

Table IV. Hadronically produced double heavy baryons for Tevatron (3 x lo9 &,d’s) 
and Main Injector (3 x 10” &d’s). 

1 Mode 1 Tewtron 1 Main Injector 1 

detection of these objects is probably very difficult at best. Consider the Caa decay chain: 

Et4 - D’ +x + (cr 
- D’+X+(Aa 

-D’+X+(A, 
- IC’ + x t A (1% 

Each vertex above must be reconstructed, in spite of a high probability of missing neutrals, 
including tbe drift of D’ - D’s away to branch vertices. A rough estimate is that a handful 
of such decay chains might be available in a IO” program admitting reconstruction of the 
parent doubly~-heavy baryon. However. there will come insights as to how to do this well as 
experience is gained. 

3. RARE PROCESSES 

In this section we will briefly discuss some of the interesting “rare” processes that 
are the farvreaching goals of the initiatives of this decade. Much greater detail is afforded 
these topics in other talks io tbis conference, so we will focus only on issues that involve 
some of the aforementioned ideas Clearly the ultimate structure of CP-violation is of great 
interest. but the first observation of CP-violation in the B-system will be an achievement 
of eoormoos importance. We will comment as to how this observation may be feasible in 
the hadronic collider mode by making use of daughter pion flavor tagging, in comparison to 
the conventional strategy. Indeed, many of the tools necessary to see the CP-asymmetry in 
El - $I& are now in place at CDF, and this exciting observation may be only a few years 
way! 

We describe the important observation of B.B. mixing. This process will be quite a 
bit more difficult to observe than CP-violation. This is likely, given that the large top maw 
implies a large z,, and mandates very high statistics for flavor taeeed. and kinematicallv _ -- 
tagged 6’. semileptonic decays. It may be R leap of fiith to extrapolate to this process, 
given that there is limited experience with semileptonic decays of any B-system to date. 
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In conjunction with flavor tagging, OUT experience here is O(?) at present. We will also 
discuss the rare leptonic modes. Here we have made extensive use of a presentation by S. 
Willenbrock and G. Valencia from our in-house workshop. Thus, the last subsection is really 
their effort, more than mine. 

3.1 CP violation 

There are well-known modes for the observation of CP-violation, such as ED - ti KS, 
etc.. and B. - 0: I<‘, and self-tagging modes.lB To observe CP-violation we must tag 
the flavor of the initial state, which taxes the available statistics. CP-violation with self- 
tagging modes is experimentally attractive, but there exists no guarantee that observable 
CP-effects will be present in these modes.‘B Since the volume of the Snowmass Proceedings 
is consumed with the intimate details of CP-violation in the B-system, we will simply focus 
on how one might use the conventional or daughter-meson tagging methods to observe the 
straightforward B” -+ ti KS CP-asymmetry. 

The decay mode (ED, i?) - $ KS involves CP-violation. Thus the partial widths 
for B” and B” to decay into the IJ KS final state differ, and the time integrated asymmetry 
is defined as: 

r(B - +Ks) - r(B - $Ks) 
a=r(B-+llKs)+r(B++Ks) d 

= $ sin(20) - 0.1 - 0.5 (20) 

Note that the branching ratio for B” - KS + ($ - p”p-) is - 2 x 10m5 (including the 7% 
dimuon mode of $). 

To observe a one must flavor-tag the neutral B-meson at production t = 0 to deter- 
mine if it is a particle or anti&particle. Since b-quarks are produced in pairs, this is con- 
ventionally achieved by observing the semile tonic decay mode of the other B in the event. 

4 For example, if the other meson is a B- (B ) it can decay semileptonically to a charge - 
(+) lepton, with a Br(B - !vD) - 10%. This does not require full reconstruction of the 
semileptonic decay, so for CP-violation one is effeclively measuring r(P+$Ks) - r(P-@KS) 
(Note that this does not require a new single lepton trigger since one can trigger on the $ 
dimuons). Including geometric efficiencies this conventional tagging efficiency is expected to 
be of order 6, - 1O-2. 

Gronau, Nippe and Rosner3 have pointed out that resonance daughter pions (as well 
as rapidity correlations associated with the jet fraamentationl are possible flavor-taas. A _ - 
stunning implication of the daughter mesons from parent resonances is that all CP-violating 
processes in hadron machines are expected to be self-tagging! We should recognize that at 
low-pr the &production mechanism is somewhat more akin to threshold production and the 
resonance mechanism may be favored. At higher pr the t-jet is forming and there would 
be more pions expected (a source of dilution), and perhaps lhe rapidity correlation idea is 
favored. This is not to advocate any theory of production, but rather to emphasize that 
the optimization may involve tuning of pr, etc. For example, we may prefer operating at 
low pr’s below the present cuts. While with optimization cuts it is possible that significant 
improvements in the tagging efficiency may occur, the charm photoproduction experiments 
suggest that a tagging efficiency of c2 - 
of a neutral Bo - 8d (i? 

10% from daughter pions is possible. The flavor 
- b;i) is tagged by the presence of B a+ (v) daughter, and the 

CP-asymmetry we mea.wre in practice is effectively c( r(n+eKs) - r(?r-$Ks). 
The overall efficiency for observing B - K.($ - !+) involves the physics branching 

ratio - 2 x low5 times the detection efficiency (including geometric efficiencies). The latter is 

- 3% at the CDF SVX at present, and we resume it in Table IV. Thus, the overall efficiency 
for B - Ic’a($ -+ ,,,L) is - 6 Y IO-‘, and. for IO0 I,b-‘. we expect 3 Y lo8 usable neutral B’s, 
therefore - 180 $Ka events. Larger r) coverage. and other detector gains might boost this 
-5x. 

Table V. Statistical significance “, for tagging efficiencies c,,c? and asymmetries a, 
for various integrated luminosities. We show the 100 pb6’. i.e., prospects for run 
l(b) at Fe;milab (IO” B’s corresponds to JCdt = IO3 pb-‘1. 

0 62 - fI 1 JCdt 1 a*-fl, 

The prospects for observing the CP-asymmetry at a statistical deviation o are indi- 
cated in Table V. Significant limitsoo C&violation in the B system will begin to be placed 
by end of run I. In the best case, o = 0.5 we can begin to see a signal with the conventional 
semileptonic tagging cfiiciency, e = 0.01. for 10” produced B’s, OI with the daughter pion 
tagging ts = 0.1 and the larger asymmetry a discovery is likely. We note that the pp collision 
mode is charge symmetric, while pp is not, and this suppresses a fake CP background in 
daughter pion tagged neutral B’s which contributes to o. This background is expected not 
to exceed - 4% at the SSC in @KS, which is tolerable. but potentially problematic in other 
modes (Note that a charge asymmetric detector car, give a background in the $ip mode), 
Evidently a discovery is assured for > IO” B’s with daughter pion tagging. 

3.2 B.B, A&zing 

We have for the mixing parameter: 

z, = Gh.ro 
‘B.J~.~lol~;~~l~~:F(~,/~w) 

= aMyi,r - (14 f 6)(fo,/200 Mel/)2 (21) 

where F(n) is an Inami-Lim function An expression for zd is gotten by replacing s by d 
everywhere. Note that: 

;=1$[(1+6) 6=(-&l)-0.2 

I, is very sensitive to mlop and we find: 

5, - 8.0 H 18.0, m, = 140 GeV; JisJu = 200 nev (23) 
I. - 17.0 ++ 40.0, m, = 200 GeV; fife = 220 MeV 

and we must prepare ourselves for the possibility of large I,, 8 A I, S 40. For large 
values the system oscillates many times per decay length (z = i(radians)/(e-attenuation), 
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thus I = 10 corresponds to 20 radians per decay length). This requires observing the time 
evolution of the system, which implies that fully reconstructed (eoerw and &or), tagged 
B, decays are necessary. In contrast. zd = 0.66 and is readily observed in time-integrated 
measurements. These requirements make the observation of B,i5. mixing more challenging 
than the observation of CP-violation! However, it should be emphasized that this important 
phenomenon is likely to be the exclusive province of hadron collider experiments because of 
the large statistical requirements. 

The key to observing oscillations is achieving the smallest proper time resolution, 
a, (for B good schematic discussion of this see Mike Gold in ref.(l); we also thank John 
Skarha for discussions on this topic). 0, is composed of the beam-spot resolution 6L.,/L,, 
where L., is the transverse path length (this is the dominant contribution), together with 
the momentum resolution &/pr as: 

0, = (w,,/L.,)* + er/Pr)~)~ (24) 

With 6., - 40 P”, L., - 600 pm, we find ot - 0.07 characteristic of CDF-SVX. 
The conventional triggers would use a produced l3, - Iv(D, + 4X) or 8, + 

ii+n-n+(D, + 4X) and the opposite B - 1vX for flavor tagging. By fully reconstructing 
the 0, decay (requiring exclusively charged particles in X) and partially reconstructing the 
tagging decay, it has been estimated that ““e can reconstruct the oscillation in T with - 4000 
events.’ With the estimated efficiencies this requires about 3 x 10’” to 10” produced E’s, 
This appears to be a significant challenge! 

Can we tag the B, flavor and kinematics by “sing the daughter K mesons associated 
with it’s resonance production? For example, we expect the D-wave B(T) and B(3-) to 
be above threshold for decay to I<+ + E, or I(- + Is.. These resonances arc estimated to 
be broad (250 to 400 MeV). hot with a decay fraction to I3. and 0: of about 30%. Thus, 
with the favorable production sod branching fractions we may have a flavor tag for B,, 
but a kinematic tag stems less likely. The charm system process 0: - D’K has been 
dem”nstrated,5 which is the apposite to D”’ + D,K, The higher resonances have not yet 
hen seen. 

3.9 Some Other Rare Modes 

Length considerations preclude “or giving any comprehensive discussion of the addi- 
tional iotercsting rare modes in O-physics. We will, bowevcr, briefly mention a few of the 
lcptonic modes. Rare B decays encompass such processes as 

(0 4s - (@, p& 77) 

(II) Iti,, + (ej5 pL+, er) (25) 

sod additianal hadroos in the final state may be included. We should remark that the T 
cootaining final states are uniqw to 8. ocvcr available in K decays, and at best phase space 
snpprcsscd for D’s, 

Such praccsws as (I) have low standard model rates and arc probes of V,d. V,,. and 
in,. Thus. they are good probes of the standard model if they are seen at the expected rates. 
M”rrovrr, they are excellent probes of new physics, such as charged Higgs and flavor changing 
ocutral Higga coepiings. which arc ycnerally cx mass. The conventional SM estimates are as 
follows: 

Table VI. Rare leptonic mode branching ratios. 

0 I r7 I PP I e II 
Br(B. - ) 1 10-r I 0 1 10-i” 
Br(Bd -+ ) 1 5.0 x lo-’ j5.0:0;0-” 1 5.0 x lo-” 

A crude estimate of the background due to V&n& and Willenbrock is BS fol- 
lows. UAl has measured the continuum p-pair background cross-section near the B-mass, 
Mj+,. = A4; with momentom resolution 6p .-, 100 MeV to be o(p+fi-) - 10e5arr, where 
0~ is the hadronic B cross-section. This can presumably be reduced to a(#~-) - 10‘60e 
with improved momentum resolution from silicon vertex detectors. The probability that two 
stray muons make B vertex is geometrically - low2 and the probability that this yields a 
momentum vector pointing toward the primary vertex is - lo@. Thus we have an overall 
background approaching - 10-‘“oe and a 3-o B.-peak is therefore possible. With a yield 
of 10” E’s we expect therefore - 30 events from 8, - fig. Since the signature is a clean 
displaced muon pair event with mass reconstruction. it is likely that this can be searched 
over a rapidity range of 1~1 ZG. 3, and a p, threshold of O(5) &V/c. 

Valencia and Willenbrock (VW) have given a “ice characterization of the lcpton- 
number violating processes (class II, above) which we describe here. First, note that (7 e) 
and (T a) are unique to the B-system (not available in rare K decays). Since such processes 
can be generated in principle by Higgs-scalar exchange, which is a coupling c”n.sta”t o[ mass, 
it is possible that the B system becomes sensitive to these processes at a level that is readily 
experimentally accessible, and complimentary to rare K decay searches, such .w at KTEV. 

VW begin by postulating general four-fermion interactions describing such processes 
as B - e/i and K -+ ep as: 

c&I-d PI-e) + ch.(6lYs jire) (26) 

with arbitray Dirac structwes r. VW then consider the effects of different r’s and cx’s 
on the ratio of branching ratios R, = Br(B -+ pe)/Br(Kr. - pe) and R2 = Br(B -+ 
pe + h)/Br(KI, + pe + h) (where h is a” extra h&on system, e.g.. pions) as follows: 

(27) 

Thus, to proceed we need input as to the magnitude of the ratio CB/CK. VW distinguish 
three cases: (i) (Current-like) cr,fc~( Y 1 (ii) (Higgs-like) CB/CK - m”/na~ - 10’ (iii) (Box- 
like) w/w - KaK.lK&. - lo*. The latter “box-like” result assumes that the process is 
induced via a top quark containing box diagram. Thus, wc have the following table: 
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Table VII. Valencia and Willenbrock’s characterization of lepton~number violating 
modes of B and I\.. 

Br(B - S)/Br(l<. - S) Current-like Higgs-like Box-like 
r = (Ip,yr7J); s = ep - 10-d - lo-’ -1 
r=(l,y”);S=ep 10-z I 10’ 
Any r; S = el, + h 1 lo’ 10” 

Thus, in the “box-alike” and “Higgswlike” limits the B system maybe B better probe 
than the A’ system for new physics. The VW characterization is general, and covers all 
possible models. It illnstratcs the possibility that B decays are sensitive to new physics in a 
manner complimentary to rare li’s. 

4. SUMMARY 

A program of producing > 10” detectable B’s is conservatively achievable within this 
decade. This offers an excellent conventional physics program of - IO9 B -+ LT& decays 
and - 105 B - pPv decays, allowing a determination of Vca + 3% and 1/.&f 20%. This also 
probes the quantities such as &Tfe and /e, with high statistics. 

The resonances of the B-system and the prospects for flavor and kinematic tagging 
will emerge within the next few years. New states such as B, will be surveyed, and the list of 
B, and B, decay modes will grow. CP-violation with conventional or bachelor pion tagging 
may be first observed in the +Hs asymmetry within such a 10” program. &E, mixing 
looks difficult, though I. 5 20 may be probed. Rare and radiative decays will be subject to 
their first probative examination. 

In conclusion, we have seen that B-physics based in a hadron collider offers a rich 
and diverse, unique and powerful scientific program. It can peacefully coexist with a high- 
pr program and dominate the post-high-p, era at such facilities as Fermilab. Indeed, the 
prospects for observation of CP-violation in the pji collider environment are great. There 
are. in fact, advantages of the charge-symmetric pp mode over pp in the observation of CP- 
violation. A dedicated B-physics program at Fermilab is important to the evolution of the 
war&wide effort and a hcalthy base program for at least the next ten years and probably 
beyond. 
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SECONDARY PARTICLE BACKGROUND LEVELS 
AND EFFECTS ON DETECTORS 

AT FUTURE HADRON COLLIDERS 

TRIVAN PAL 
Physics Research Division, 

Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory,‘2550 Beckleymeade Avenue 
Dallas. Teros 75237 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The next generation of hadron colliders, the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) 
and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), will p o crate at high center-of-mass energies and lu- 
minosities. Namely, for the SSC (LHC) J; = 40 TeV (6 = 16 TeV) and L = 10z5 cm-%’ 
(L = 3 x 103’ cm-‘s-‘). These conditions will result in the production of large backgrounds 
as well ae radiation environments. Ascertaining the backgrounds, in terms of the production 
of secondary charged and neutral particles, and the radiation environments are important 
considerations for the detectors proposed for these colliders. An initial investigation of the 
radiation levels in the SSC detectors was undertaken by D. Groom and colleagues, in the 
context of the “task force on radiation levels in the SSC interaction regions.“’ The method 
consisted essentially of an analytic approach, using standard descriptions of average events 
in conjunction with simulations of secondary processes. 

Following Groom’S work, extensive Monte Carlo simulations were performed to ad- 
dress the issues of backgrounds and radiation environments for the GEM’ and SDC3 ex- 
periments proposed at the SSC. and for the ATLAS’ and CMS5 experiments planned for 
the LHC. The purpose of the present article is to give a brief summary of some aspects 
of the methods, assumptions, and calculations performed to date (principally for the SSC 
detectors), and to stress the relevance of such calculations to the detectors proposed for the 
study of B-physics in particular. 

At the SSC, the GEM and SDC experiments will be located in the interaction regions 
(IRS), where the beam optics will provide a high value of the luminosity and hence small 8’. 
In these regions, the dominant source of background is due to the p-p collisions themselves. 
The interaction rate will be approximately 10’ Hz, corresponding to the nominal luminosity 
of C = 10” cm-%‘. There also exist other, smaller sources of backgrounds arising from 
beam-gas collisions in the vacuum pipe and beam losses in the collider lattice elements. In 
contrast to the above, IRS are also foreseen that will have larger free space for the experiments 
(for example, detectors for B-physics). However, the corresponding beam optics will result 
in higher values of B’ and lower luminosity.” 

‘Operated by the Universities Research Associarion. Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under 
Contrsct No. DE-AC36.89ER49486. 
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2. SYNOPSIS OF THE ANALYTIC APPROACH 

Various processes contribute to the charged.and neutral particle backgrounds and 
the radiation levels in the experimental apparatus. The following were considered by the 
task force:’ the minimum ionizing particles (MIPS) produced in the p-p collisions; photon 
conversions; electromagnetic and hadronic showers in the calorimeters; and albedo particles 
(mostly neutrons and photons) from the showers induced in the calorimeters. We “ate that 
there are other considerations to incorporate, and these are described in the next section. 

2.1 Particle Production Characteristics 

The p-p interaction cross sections have bee” measured as a function of fi (Figure I) 
at lower elrergies and extrapolated to the energies of interest to us. The cross sections have 
also been calculated “sing QCD, and are subject to theoretical uncertainties arising from, for 
example, the parametrization of the parto” distributions (i.e., structure functions). It has 
been assumed that 114 of the total cross section is elastic and 314 of the total cross section 
has been assigned to the inelastic cross section (including diffractive processes). Thus, at 
the SSC and LHC the v&es assumed are: ~;~.l = 100 mb and 84 mb, respectively. 

The distribution of charged particles produced in a” inelastic p-p interaction is de- 
scribed as a function of the pseudorapidity (7) of the particle. The pseudorapidity is defined 
as ‘I = -I”(&, O/2), where B is the polar angle of the particle with respect to the beam axis. 
Figure 2 shows the differential distribution (dN/dq) obtained using the DTUJET Monte 
Carlos for p-p collisions at 6 = 40 TeV. The Monte Carlo is based on the dual parton 
model and incorporates both soft and hard transverse momentwn processes. The distri- 
bution in Figure 2 is approximately constant over the “central rapidity plateau.” This is 
referred to as the “height” (X) of the rapidity plateau. The dip in the distribution at q = 0 
is due to a kinematical effect. 

Akeno fit 
I I 

$1’ 

/ I ,’ 
,** 

,/’ 
I,,,’ 

Regge fits 
0 c Yi \, I j 

1 
0 -12 -8 4 0 4 8 12 tl TIP.oIPB* 

Figure 2. Distribution of charged particles as a function of the pseudorapidity, T,, obtained 
by the DTUJET Monte Carlo. The central rapidity plateau corresponds to - 7.5 charged 
particles per “nit rapidity, for p-p interactions at fi = 40 TeV. 

The mean charged particle multiplicity as a function of fi is shown in Figure 3. The 
lower energy data have been obtained from the ISR, Spy& and FNAL, and extrapolated to 
higher e~nergies.~ The val”e for H per “nit 7 is 6.2 at the LHC and 7.5 at the SSC! It is 
observed that the momentum (p) distribution for a give” value of 7 is an q-independent func- 
tion of the transverse momentum (~0. The studies of the task force suggest that radiation 
levels scale as (p,)“, where 01 s 1. Furthermore, in the analytic approach the approximation 
f(p,) = 6(p, - (pJ) was used, which is estimated to result in a systematic error of - 6%.’ The 
(dN/dp,) distribution for the charged particles produced in p-p collisions at ,,6 = 40 TeV is 
shown in Figure 4, with (p,) - 0.6 GeV; whereas at LHC, (pi) w 0.55 GeV. 

Figure 5 shows the cumulative energy fraction emitted from the interaction point (IP) 
BS B function of 7, The figure indicates typical intervals in pseudorapidity covered by the 
different components of the experimental apparatus, i.e., the tracking region, the barrel and 
end-cap regions of the calorimeter, the forward calorimeter region, and the regions of the 
low-beta quadrupoles, including their shielding. 

4% (GsV) 
TIP-cd881 

Figure 1. Data points and extrapolations to higher energies of the pp and p-p total cross 
sections (Reference 9). 
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Figure 3. Evolutiorl of the number of charged particles per ““it rapidity as a function of the 
center-of-mass energy (Reference 9). 

P, G’A’I”) TIP.xml 
Figure 4. p, distribution of charged particles obtained using the DTUJET Monte Carlo, for 
p-p interactions at fi = 40 TeV. Average p, is approximately 0.6 GeV/c. 
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Figure 5. Cumulative energy fraction emitted from the p-p interactions at & = 40 TeV, as 
a function of the pseudorapidity. Regions covered by the various detector elements are also 
i”d&ted. 

2.2 Quantitative Pnmmetrirations 

2.2.1 Charged Pwticle Flu 

The charged particle llux in a ““it area, A, perpendicular to the radius vector from 
the IP, with a polar angle 0 with respect to the beam line, is given by: 

ii = (~)(~)(~) 
= “,” Gz> x (3 
= 2*r:’ (1) 

where dfl = 2nsintJdtJ is the solid angle (after integration over the azimuthal angle), and 
rl = r sin 0 is the perpendicular distance from the beam line. 

2.22 Dose Rate 

The dose rate is obtained from Eq. (I): 

Dose rate = H ‘,“,?: %‘I x ($) , 
I 

(2) 

where C x oh,, is the event rate, and dE/d I is the usual energy loss of a particle as it 
goes through a thin absorber. Note that this expression does not include the effects due to 
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secondary interactions and photon conversions, nor low-momentum particles ascribing loops 
in the presence of the solenoidal magnetic fields in the tracking volume of the detectors. 
These effects will increase the flux, typically by a factor of two. 

2.23 Paramrtriaztion for Cascades 

A derivation of the ionizing dose and Auence of neutrons in a cascade process is 
given in Reference 9. The essential steps of the argument are as follows: from Eq. (1) and 
since the mean energy (E rz p) of a particle at polar angle 0 is E c p = ptlain8, then 
the energy flow in the solid angle dfl a I/ s&n?, and thus the energy flow in a unit area, 
dE/dA c( l/rZsin30. Thus, one can write: 

C 
Dose or Ftuence = p2 sinz+” 9 _ T1 = %osh’+‘,l, (3) 

where C is an appropriate variable used to scale the above quantities for different colliders: 
C cx qn., x C, x H x (p$‘. Note that L _ is an average luminosity over the canonical 1O’sec 
assumed to be the operation time for the colliders per calendar yea. From the experimental 
data and Monte Carlo simulations, it is observed that o is in the range of 0.5 5 o < 1. 

2.2.4 Rejlections in a Cavity 

For the tracking detectors that are contained within the cavity of the calorimeters, 
the flux of backscattered neutrons (and photons) is an important consideration. A derivation 
of this albedo flux (B) in terms of the characteristic radius (R) of the cavity, and the average 
number of reflections that the neutrons undergo (A) are given in Reference 7: 

Q = &(I+ A), (4) 

where N represents the number of neutrons “injected” in the cavity. The simulation studies 
suggest that (I+ A) c 2 for spherical calorimeters. For neutrons, this represents the number 
of reflections before absorption, or degradation in energy, such that it will not damage the 
material (e.g., silicon for the tracker). 

3. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 

In addition to the considerations of the preceding section, we have ascertained from 
the extensive Monte Carlo simulations performed tbat the details concerning the geometry 
and material composition of the detector halts and the collider tunnel are also important to 
include. Likewise, it has been quantified by the results of the simulations that the details 
of the low-beta quadrupotes (LBQs) and the collimators designed to protect them (from the 
impinging particles produced at the IP) are rather crucial to implement, in order to predict 
accurately the backgrounds at various locations. 

In the following sections a brief description is given of the processes involved leading 
to secondary particle production and radioactivation. Likewise, a summary of the various 
Monte Carlo codes employed to estimate the particle Ruences and activity, es well as the 
shielding requirements, is also given. 

3.1 Summary of the Mechanisms 

Each high-energy particle interacting with a nucleus msy be absorbed or may dislodge 
some nucteons out of the struck nucleus. In this proms, additional high-energy particles ca.n 
also be created. If the resulting nucleus is excited, it will de-excite by “boiling off” neutrons, 
also referred to as “evaporation neutrons.” The nuclear reaction above is called a “star” due 
to the numerous particles radiating from it. 

The various cross sections for producing specific nuclides depend on the target nu- 
cleus as welt as on the energy and species of the incident particle. These cross sections are 
determined from experimental data, or else empirical formulae are employed to approximate 
the cross sections over orders of magnitude. Further details can be found in Reference IO. 
Similarly, to calculate the radioactivity, it is required to have radiological data, such as 
nuclear lifetimes, decay schemes, transport of p’s and y’s out of the activated object (i.e., 
self-shielding considerations), and conversion factors that will convert the particie flux to 
dose. 

For the Monte Carlo calculations, one has to be careful in the interpretation of the 
results, since these codes have low-energy cutoffs below which the particles are not followed. 
Depending on the cutoff, it may be higher than the thresholds of certain activation reactions. 
Thus, using the flux or the star density calculated by Monte Carlo would result in a lower 
value for the activation with respect to the true value. 

Various Monte Carlo programs have been developed for the purpose of estimating the 
secondary particle backgrounds in terms of charged sod neutral particles produced by the 
mechanisms described above. Likewise, there exist specific codes to calculate the radioac- 
tivity and to perform calculations to optimize the shielding required for the detectors and 
for personnel safety considerations. White a detailed description of the individual codes is 
beyond the scope of the present article, some of the salient featurea are listed below. The 
GEM and SDC experiments have used the LAHET” and CALOR” packages. Similarly, the 
ATLAS and CMS experiments have employed the FLUKA code.13 

The LAHET system of codes, developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
consists of several “modules” for specific purposes. The transport of hadrons is done using 
the models of FLUKA and HETC, in the energy range < I MeV for charged hadrons and 
< 20 MeV for neutrons. The MCNP model is used for neutron transport down to thermal 
energies. All electromagnetic processes we simulated using the EGS code. There exists 
an interface to the CINDER code in order to calculate the residual radioactivity. The 
information of the spatlation products in conjunction with the low-energy neutron spectra, 
calculated previously, is used to estimate the nuctide densities, activation, and dose rates es 
a function of the time and specific location. 

The CALOR Monte Carlo package was developed at the Oak Ridge National Labo- 
ratory. The models employed consist of HETC, which uses the high-energy fragmentation 
scheme of FLUKA; an evaporation model for tow energies; and MORSE, which is used for 
the transport of neutrons with kinetic energy < 20 MeV. As in the preceding case, the 
EGS code is used for the propagation of the electromagnetic cascades. Recently, a version of 
CALOR has been interfaced to the GEANT program,” enabling the use of a detailed detec- 
tor geometry package as well as other well established features-familiar in the simulation 
of detector response--contained in GEANT. The combined package is called GCALOR. 

In addition to the above, extensive simulations have also been performed using the 
MARS code.‘* In particular, since the code utilizes inclusive particle production and statisti- 
cal weighting techniques, it allows for relatively fast simulation as compared to the two cases 
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described previously. This approach is particularly useful when considering the backgrounds 
produced by beam losses in the accelerator lattice elements and the transport of particles 
over large distances. The typical threshold energies for particle species, below which they 
are not followed, are: 2 MeV for charged hadrons; 0.025 eV < E < 14 MeV for neutrons, 
and 0.1 MeV for electrons and photons. 

3.2 Code Comparison and Systemalics 

In order to ascertain the reliability of the results obtained from the Monte Carlo 
calculations, it is important to compare the values with experimental data, when available, 
and to compare the simulation results among themselves. As an illustrative example, the test 
geometry shown in Figure 6 was used to calculate the neutron Auence at various locations 
of the setup, corresponding to punchthrough, side leakage, and albedo, which are important 
to quantify in the actual experiments. The energy range of the incident protons as well as 
the dimensions and materials used in the test geometry were selected to simulate a typical 
shielding requirement for the collider experiments. The comparison was performed using the 
three sets of simulation codes described previously: GCALOR, LAHET, and MARS. The 
results are summarized in Table 1. There appears to be fair agreement between the codes. 
The discreoancv observed between GCALOR and the other codes for the side leakage is 
being investigated.” 

Another example is from the ROSTI and FLUKA collaborations” at CERN. The 
experiment was motivated by the lack of experimental information concerning the number 
of neutrons with energies between 0.1 MeV and IO MeV in the cascades originating from 
hadrons with energy in the range 1 GeV to several hundred GeV. The ROSTI series of 
experiments consisted of calorimeter-like structures, constructed from 5.cm-thick slabs of 
iron or lead with dimensions between 30 x 30 cm2 and 50 x 50 cml. In between the slabs, 
B-mm-wide gaps were present that contained thin aluminium plates that were equipped 
with neutron activation detectors and dosimeters. From the information of these detectors, 
one could infer the longitudinal and radial profiles as well as the energy distribution of the 
neutrons. Thus, one can compare the ratios of neutrons at cascade maximum and the albedo 
neutrons as a function of the kinetic energy (E) of th e incident primary hadron, with those 
of the task force.’ These results are summarized in Table 2. The value for the ratio at 
cascade maximum determined from the experiment is higher than the value obtained by the 
task force. This would suggest an exponent n = 0.8 in the power law E”, as compared to 
n = 0.67 assumed in the task force. The albedo ratio, however, is in good agreement with 
the value quoted by the task force. 

Figure 6. Details of the test geometry used to compare the neutron Ruences at various 
locations using different Monte Carlo simulation packages. 

Table 1. Results of code comparison for the test geometry shown in Figure 6. The numbers 
in the columns indicate the number of neutrons emerging from the surface of the cylinder _ 1 
per incident proton. 

Incident p Monte Carlo Punchthrough Side Leakage Albedo 
Energy Code 

I GCALOR I 0.041 I 1.47 I 32.6 
10 GeV 1 LAHET 1 0.027 I 0.72 I 39.2 

1 MARS 1 0.06 0.67 1 35.2 
GCALOR 0.96 12.2 173.0 

100 GeV LAHET 0.67 5.3 176.1 

Table 2. Comparison of Auences at cascade maximum and albedo neutrons for the ROSTI 
experiment and the SSCL task force. 

1 Cascade Maximum ) Albedo 
ROSTI Experiment I 5.4 f 0.1 I 2.8 f 0.4 
SSCL Task Force 4.1 1 2.9 

5.9 Strategiee for Shielding 

The details of the shielding configurations adopted for the detectors are specific to 
the particular requirements. However, it is possible, albeit simplified, to list the strategy 
employed to design the shielding around the various sources of the backgrounds in the collider 
experiments, from the primary pp interactions. 
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There are essentially four crileria that have been identified to reduce the backgrounds: 

1. to suppress the high-energy hadranic cascade by the use of dense materials; 

2. to ‘Wow down” t!,e flux of neutrons present to thermal energies; 

3. to reduce the low-energy neutron background using materials that have a high cross 
se&on for thermal neutron capture; and 

4. to supprcsa the resulting low-energy gamma flux from the neutron capture process by 
using materials with high Z. 

For the high~energy hadronic cascade, it is desirable to have B material with a rela- 
tively small interaction Imglb Likewise. the choice of the material should be such that it 
does not generate additional neutrons from the nucleu fission process. Taking into account 
practical considerations, materials such as tungsten, lead, and steel ace commonly used. 

Concerning the neutron flux, it is well known that hydrogen effectively shifts the 
energy of the neutrons downward to thermal energies, by the elastic scattering process. 
Thermal neutrons can also he captured by the hydrogen nucleus, producing deuterium and 
yielding a photon of energy 2.2 MeV. Polyethylene, for example, is a “good candidate” with 
the above limitation. Similarly, tbr Boron-10 isotope has a large cross section for neutron 
capture, and in the process it yields photons with energy - 0.4 MeV. In order to suppress 
the residual photon flux, lrigll+Z materials such as lead arc employed. 

Figure 7(a) shows a quadrant of the GEM d t t e ec or with the proposed shielding, 
and Figure 7(b) shows the distributions of the neutrons and photons with the shielding 
implemented, as estimated from the CALORjGEANT Monte Carlo package. 

In analogy, Figure 8 shows the proposed shielding for a quadrant of the SDC detector. 
Also indicated on the figure are the neutron and photon fluxes and their ratios for the different 
locations in the apparatus, obtained using the MARS and LAHET code systems. 

The dimensions of the shieldings are variable, and depend on the requirements as well 
as the constraints present. However, the typical “size” can he estimated froth the scale of 
the relevant figures. For both experiments, a suppression factor between 100 and 1000 has 
been achieved, depending on the location, by the implementation of the proposed shielding 
with respect to typical values of the neutron flux in the range 10’2~10’3 n/&/SSCY. 

It is worthwhile to recall that all these calculations have been performed assuming 
the standard luminosity of lOa cm-%’ and the canonical SSC year (SSCY) operating 
time of IO’ s. It is important to stress that the desired reduction in the particle fluences (in 
particular neutrons and gammas) is principally motivated by the low occupancy requirements 
in the large-area muon detector apparatus and by the radiation damage considerations to 
the silicon devices in the central tracking sy&ms. 

Similar considerations have been made for the shielding requirements in the ATLAS 
and CMS experiments, bearing in mind that the LHC luminosity is expected to be over an 
order of magnitude higher (- 3 x 103’ cm-‘se’) than the SSC. Further details can be found 
in References 4 and 5. 
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Figure I. (a) A quadrant of the GEM experiment, showing details of the proposed shield- 
ing. (b) Results obtained for the neutron tluence and photon fluence, with the shielding 
implemented. The simulation code CALOR-GEANT was employed. The scale on the right- 
hand-side indicates the value of the exponent (m). The units are 10” neutrons or photons 
per cm2 per SSCY (Reference 2). 
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Figure 8. A quadrant of the SIX experiment, showing details of the proposed shielding. 
The neutron and photon fluence, as well as their ratio, is also indicated at various locations 
of the detector, corresponding to the moon detector subsystem. 

3.4 Beam-Line Considemtions 

From the results of the previous section il can be ascertained that among the pre- 
dominant sources of backgrouods are the LBQs and the collimators on either side of the 
II’ (at a typical distance of 25-30 m with respect to the center of the detector), as well as 
the beam pipe. Thus, care has been taken to optimize the design of these components. As 
an example, Figures 9 shows the mean number of hadronic interactions in a beam pipe as a 
function of the longitudinal distance along it for two geometries. In the case of the GEM 
apparatus, the beam pipe design’ in the region of the central tracker consists of a beryllium 
section of diameter 80 mm and thickness 1.5 mm. The section of the beam pipe oear the 
endcap calorimeter region has a larger diameter (ZOO mm) and is proposed to be made of 
stainless steel with a thickness of 2 mm. The figure serves to illustrate that the larger di- 
ameter ensores that only a small fraction of the forward emitted particles at low angles and 
high energies intercept the beam pipe, 

Other, smaller sources of backgrounds in comparison to the particle production in 
thepp interaction themselves are due to beam losses in the LBQs and beam-gas interactions 
in the evacuated beam pipe.” Figure 10 shows a comparison of the magnitude of the low- 
energy neutron Ruence from these sources. The beam loss in the LBQs is approximately 
5 x 10’ p/m/s in the region shown in Figure IO, and corresponds to - IO% of the pp inters 
action energy at & = 40 TeV, which in turn is 4 x 10’ TeVfs. Similarly, for the beam-gas 
interactions, assuming a residual pressure of 106 torr nitrogen equivalent in the ‘Yvarm re- 
gion” of the evacuated beam pipe and - 4 v IO8 NZ molecules per cc in the “cold region,” 
the loss rate is - 2 x 10’ p/m/s. which is small compared to the pp interaction rate. 

In terms of systematic uncertainties concerning the results of the two previous sub- 
sections, it is noteworthy that the inclusion of the magnetic fields in the simulations, in 
particular for the LBQs, is rather important. 

Figure 9. Average number of hadronic interactions in the beam pipe as a function of the lon- 
gitudinal dimension from the IP, for the GEM apparatus. The dashed line represents a pipe 
with a constant diameter, and the solid line a ,pipe with a variable diameter (Reference 2). 
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Figure 10. Low-energy neutron fluence from sources corresponding to beam-gas interactions 
in the beam pipe and beam losses in the collider lattice, in the vicinity of the LB@. The 
abscissa refers to the distance from the IP (Reference 18). 
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3.5 Pamrnetrirolion OJ the Spectrum 

For the purpose oi5r.+lating the response of a detector to the background flux of 
neutrons and photons, it IS mportant to be able to parametrize the energy distribution of 
these backgrounds obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations. D. Groom” has studied this 
in the context of the background particles’ energy distributions that are calculated in the 
context of the SDC apparatu~.~~ As a specific example, Figure 11 (upper figure) shows the 
spectrum of the neutron flux for the air owx the detector itself; the lower figure shows the 
contributions to the theoretical model used to parametrize the spectrum. 

The following essential features of the spectrum have been identified by D. Groom: 

l Evaporation peak: this is centered near 0.5 MeV, and is due to the evaporation process 
of neutrons after the collisions. 

l Hole peak: this occurs at approximately 460 keV, and corresponds to an increase in the 
n-Fe cross section. 

. Notch: this is characterized by a sharp peak at 26 keV, and corresponds to a dip in the 
n-Fe cross section. 

l Skirt: this is analogous to a smooth “background” under the spectrum going almost 
linearly “downhill” from the 500.keV peak to thermal energy values. This is most likely 
the result of repeated neutron scatterings (downscattering) with some energy loss. 

l Thermal peak: this thermal neutron peak is well described by a Maxwellian distribut,ion. 

Additional details pertinent to the interpretation of the spectrum can be found in the 
original document.2’ 
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Figure 11. Differential neutron flux spectra corresponding to the “air over the detector” for 
the SDC apparatus, upper figure (Reference 22). The lower figure indicates the contributions 
to the theoretical model used to describe the spectra (Reference 21). 
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3.6 Charged Particle Fluence and Dose 4. EFFECTS ON DETECTORS 

In the preceding sections, emphasis has been put on understanding the neutron and The purpose of this section is to present a brief overview concerning the consequences 

photon Ruence. In order to be complete, one should also discuss the charged-particle back- 
grounds as well as the overall issue of dose and activation. For the latter, since the values 
for the doses and activation levels are specific to the individual detectors, the appropriate 
details may be found in References 2 and 3 and in References 4 and 5 for the SSC and LHC 
detectors, respectively. 

However, the charged-particle Auence is indeed an important consideration for the 
silicon detectors proposed for particle tracking and event as well as secondary vertex recon- 
struction, in particular for the proposed B-physics expe&ents. In order to obtain a quan~ 
titative comparison, Table 3 lists the charged-particle fluences (and corresponding doses) 
calculated for various luminosities (corresponding to existing and proposed future collider 
facilities), as a function of the radial distance where it is proposed to implement the silicon 
devices. 

of radiation damage to the operation of silicon detector devices. As indicated in the pre- 
vious ,section, these silicon detectors will be placed around the beam pipe, at small radii 
with respect to the interaction point for purposes of particle track reconstruction and vertex 
reconstruction. It is beyond the scope of this paper to attempt to summarize the conse- 
quences of radiation damage to other detector devices and electronics. Details may be found 
in recent workshop praceedings.23 

4.1 Damage Mechanisms 

Table 3. List of charged particle Auence (for IO’s) from the primary interactions as a function 
of the perpendicular distance (rl) from the IP, for various colliders. The a’s represent the 
inelastic cross sections. 

The damage mechanisms in silicon devices can essentially be separated into bulk 
effects and surface effects. The typical energy of the neutrons in the tracking cavity oi the 
apparatus is - 1 MeV, characteristic of the nuclear evaporation process. Neutrons in this 
energy range are effective in creating displacement damage. Figure I2 shows the relative 
damage of neutrons as a function of the incident R energy, calculated from a knowledge of 
the n-Si cross sections.” Recently, there has been evidence from investigation of electronic 
devices that the displacement damage is proportional to non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL). 
This has been calculated by Van Ginneken,zs and is shown in Figure 13 for different particle 
species as a function of their incident energy. From this figure it csn be ascertained that for 

2 a particular value of the incident enerev (l-2 MeW. the ratio of the damage coefficient of 5.0 cm 
4.8 x 10” 
part/cm’ 

I.3 mrad 
56 x IOl3 
part/cmz 

15 mrad 
0.003 x 10’3 

part/cm~ 

1.74 x lO-3 mrad 
0.14 x 10’3 
part/cm2 

0.04 mrad 0.009 mrad 0.002 oirad 

_. ~ I. 

electrons to neutrons is - 10-Y Some of the consequences of the bulk damage are: 

l an increase in the leakage current of the reverse-biased p-n junction; 

. trapping of the mobile charge carriers, leading to incomplete charge collection; 

l effective compens&ion of the material, thus modifying the electrical field characteristics 
in the device. 

10’ L , ,,/,] , ,,,,, , ,,,,, 

Neutron energy (MN) TIpQyI,s 

Figure 12. Relative displacement damage by neutrons in silicon, as a function of the neutron 
energy (Reference 24). 
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Figure 13. Calculated non-ionizing energy loss for diKerent particle species, as a function of 
the incident particle energy (Reference 25). 

Surface damage affects the passivation layer (SiO2) and the SiOz-Si interface region 
in the p-n junction diode.z3 Also, there could he the creation of “mid-gap” interface states, 
which are mobile. Likewise, there may be charge trapping due to oxide defects. A partial 
list of some of the important consequences includes: 

l an increase in the surface leakage current; 

. a decrease in the charge carrier mobility; 

l a decrease in the “interstrip” resistivity of the device; 

. the formation of charge %version” layers. 

These phenomena lead to a degraded performance of the devices. In the following, a 
brief sample of some of these phenomena is listed. 

l Leakage current: an increase in the leakage current of the device will, in turn, lead to 
an increase in the electronic noise as well as increased power consumption. It is rather 
well established that the increase in the current density (AI) is related to the particle 
Ruence (CD), as in the expression A/ = a x @, where a is referred to as the damage 
constant. Numerous experiments have measured this constantz3 with different incident 
particles. Typical values ue: c( = 2 x 10.” A/cm f or incident neutrons with energy 
- 1 MeV; and ol Y 3 x IO-” A/cm for incident protons of energy - 800 MeV. 

l Effective doping concentration: this is a phenomenon where the initial, n-type (bulk) 
material gradually becomes intrinsic and then inverts to p-type material with increased 
particle Ruence. The effective donor concentration (ND) decreases during irradiation as 
a consequence of the creation of charged damage sites in the bulk. The electric field 
characteristics, and thus the depletion voltage (Vdep), will he affected. The depletion 
voltage is related to the donor concentration by the equation: Vdrp = (ex N~xd~)/(Zxe), 

where e is the electric charge, d is the detector thickness (usually 300 p), and t is 
the permittivity of silicon. Figure 14 shows the variation of the depletion voltage as 
a function of the Ruence for &IO-MeV incident protons.le The phenomenon of “type 
inversion” occurs at a hence between 1 and 2 x 10” p/cm=. The curves are a fit to 
the data, using a model in which ND = N,e-‘@ + p4, where N, is the initial doping 
concentration, and c and B we coefficients to be determined from the fit to the data 
points. The model is consistent with a two-component process, which incorporates donor 
removal and acceptor creation in the silicon bulk. Additional details may be found in 
Reference 26. 

It should he noted that similar conclusions areobtained with incident neutrons, where 
type inversion is also observed at a Ruence of - 2 x lOI nJcn?.‘e We note, however. that 
recent results from the RD.2 collaboration” at CERN indicate that type inversion is observed 
at a Ruence of - 3 x 10” n/cm2, which is approximately an order of magnitude lower. It 
is clear that the systematics concerning the actual neutron fluence have to be quantified. 
These could be quite large. 

The effect of the change in the depletion voltage of the p-n junction device in terms 
of the charge collection (i.e., peak position) is illustrated in Figure 15. The typical values 
for the depletion voltage prior to irradiation were in the range 30 < Vdep < 65 V. After 
irradiation, a bias voltage of 100 V is required to attain the fame charge collection. 

0123456789 
op (10%m2) 

TIP-06420 
Figure 14. Variation of the depletion voltage in a reverse-biased silicon p-n junction diode 
as a function of the particle Ruence. The solid lines represent a fit to the data in the context 
of the model described in the text. 
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Figure 15. Pulse height spectrum obtained from a reverse-biased silicon p-n junction diode, 
using a &source. The upper figure shows the variation in the peak position of the pulse 
height spectrum for the different applied bias voltages, after the detector has received a 
Ruence of 1.7 x lOI1 n/cr& In analogy, the lower figure shows the same, but for a larger 
Ruence corresponding to 6 x 10” n/cm’. The detectors are required to be significantly 
overdepleted after irradiation with respect to the original values in order to ensure complete 
charge collection. 

4.2 Consequences /or Opemtion 

The silicon devices operating at the SSC, with the nominal luminosity of lOa c~-~s-‘, 
will be exposed to a fluence of w 10” particles/cm’ over approximately a decade of operation, 
at a typical radius of 10 cm from the interaction point, The consequences of radiation damage 
suggest that it would be desirable to operate the devices at relatively low temperatures (0°C) 
as compared to ambient temperature. The reason is essentially that the leakage current is 
lowered by B factor two for every 7°C reduction in the temperature. Thus, experimental 
results18 suggest that, for example, operating the devices at 0°C as opposed to 24°C would 
lead to approximately B factor 10 reduction in the leakage current. Even if one takes into 

account the lack of annealing at O”C, the overall reduction in the leakage current would 
be a factor - 5, with respect to the higher temperature. Likewise, from the point of view 
of the operating voltage, the experimental observations favor the lower temperature. It 
is important to stress that the study of the annealing phenomenon and its temperature 
dependence is the subject of extensive investigation at present. The annealing phenomenon 
is rather complicated, and the characteristic time constants involved can be long (of the 
order of hundreds of days), requiring large time periods of monitoring and analysis. Further 
details and an update on recent experimental results can be found in Reference 28. 
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PHYSICS OPPORTUNITIES AT ASYMMETRIC e+e- 
COLLIDER AT ‘I- 

- KEK ASYMMETRIC B-FACTORY - 

YOSHlHlDE SAKAI 

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics 
I-1 Oho, Tsukuba-city, Ibaraki, 305, Japan 

ABSTRAC? 

The prospects of various physics ue discussed for an Asymmetric e+e- B-Factory, which is 
considered M a next project after TRISTAN at KEK. The potential reach of CP asymmetry 
measurements am presented for various decay modes based on the Monte Carlo simulation 
studies. Combining various decay modes, the angles in the onitarity triangle of the CKM- 
matrix could be measured with precisionr of 6sin ‘20, N 0.05,6&n 26 Y 0.07, and 6&, m L3O 
with an integrated luminosity of 100 /be’. 

1. INTR~OUCTION 

An asymmetric et,- collider at T(4S)[l] IS considered as a next generation B- 
Factory and studies for acceleratars[2-41 and experiments[5-Q] have been made in great 
detail. 11 is considered as a next project after TRISTAN at KEK (National Lab. for 
High Energy Physics) in Japan. It collides et and em with different energies at a cm 
energy of Y(4.7) and therefore BO are produced moving along the higher energy beam 
direction. This provides an ability to measwe the decay time evolution by measuring 
vertex points of B decay. 

An asymmetric e+e- B-Factory essentially covem all nice features of an ordinary 
symmetric e+e- collider; Running at T(45), only B”B” or B+B- are produced without 
any associated particles. Signal to noise ratio is - l/3 and kinematical constraint can 
be used for event reconstruction since energy of B is equal to &/2 in the CM. frame. 
These provide the cleanest B signals, which we the most advantage of e+e- collider 
at T(4S). This is in contrast to the hadron machine cue where S/N ratio is lo-” m 
lo-* and ED are imbedded in particles with multiplicity of 15 w 100 (depending on 
collision energy). As in usual e+e- collider, the trigger efficiency for BB events are - 
100% and no special triggers are needed. 

An asymmetric collision provides further unique physics possibilities. CP asym- 
metry is the most important and unique physics possible with an asymmetric e+e- 
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B-Factory. In the standard model, CP violation is explained by the complex phase of 
the quark mixing matrix (CKM matrix)[lO] (in the Wolfenstein repreoentation[ll]): 

Table 1. Parameters for KEK Asymmetric D-Factory accelerator. Valueo in parentheses 
are for Phase-l. 

? 
Emr,Ty(C.“) 

HER 
E 3.5 

Momentum cornpa~clion factor 
8.0 

mxmll IO,” 
Circ”ml.rcnce(m) 

Ll0rm.l 
c 3018 

Ltioorily(clr-‘r-~) 
3018 

L I x UP 12 I 10~1, 

A sizable CP violation effect in B system is predicted. The observation of CP 
violation in B system would be the first CP violation effect other than in the Kaon sys- 
tem. It will provide new information on the mechanism of CP violation and redundant 
measurements on CKM matrix elements. 

On the other hand, an asymmetric e+e- B-Factory has limitations compared to 
hadron machine; A production cross section for RB is I.15 nb and orders of magnitude 
smaller than hadron machine, which limits the total number of produced events. Heavy 
b-flavored states such as 0, and Aa can not be studied because they are not produced 
at T energy. Therefore, they are complementaryeacb other, while they arecompetitors 
at the sari,,, time. 

In this report, the design and status of the KEK asymmetric B-Factory accelerator 
is briefly described in Sec. 2 and physics goal and potential is overviewed in Sec. 3. 
Then in Sec. 4, the potential of CP asymmetry measurements by KEK B-Factory 
experimenls are described, which are mostly based on simulation work by KEK B- 
Factory Physics Task Force group[7-91. S’ 1rn8 or ‘I studies have been reported for other 
proposed asymmetric B-Factories[S. 61. Tt lose reported here also apply to the other 
asymmetric B-Factories. 

2. I<EI< B-FACTORY ACCELERATOR 

The KEK B Factory is a 3.5 x 8 GeV asymmetric e+e- cotlider[4]. The present 
TRISTAN Main Ring tunnel will be used for 3.5 GeV et and 8 GeV e- rings. The 
present design parameters of the accelerator are listed in Table I. 

The luminosity goal is 103’on~‘sec~ and the design is based on the following 
philosophies: 

l A small 0; (I cm) and tligb &, (0.05) are chosen in order to achieve the desired 
luminosity with the smallest current. 

l All RF buckets xc 6llcd with the beam in order to reduce the RF voltage. An 
RF frequency of 508 Ml+z results iu a beam crossing interval of 2 nsec. Also, a 
low o lattice is proposed for the Low Energy Ring. 

l A low emittance ratio (ty/cr = 0.01) together with the same&;/&ratio is chosen. 
This ser~ex to rcducc tt ,e xc g,ound problem to the detector, I k 

Since the achievement of 103’cm-zsec-’ requires several breakthroughs from the present 
situation, the accelerator construction will go through two steps. In phase-l, it wit1 start 
with a luminosity of 2 x 10”cm~‘sec~ by fitting every fifth bucket in the beams. This 
considerably reduces the problems (like beam-beam instability) and enables a quick 
start of the accelerator operation and physics program. During phase-1 operation, fur- 
ther R&D and machine studies will be pursued aiming towards the luminosity goal of 
1034cm-‘sec-’ in phase-II. 

The present linac wit1 be upgraded as an injector for the B-Factory: 

1) The linac energy will be increased from the present 2.5 GeV to 8.0 GeV. so 
that both electrons and positrons can be directly injected into the main rings and 
the complexity of having a booster ring can be avoided. This energy upgrade will be 
achieved by adding RF units (10 - 20) and M inCrease of RF power with SLED or 
recirculation method. 

2) The intensity of the positron source will be increased at least a factor 10 by 
increasing the energy on the positron production target from the present 0.25 GeV to 
- 4 GeV. 

3) The repetition rate will be increased from the present 25 Hz to 50 Hz. 

A tinac upgrade has started from FY 1993. R&D work on accelerator hardware compo- 
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nents (RI: rnvity, Y~LCUIIIII system, feed back, and so on) rls well as design and simulation 
work (on lattice, dynamic aperture, and benm-henm &cl) lhavc hero intensively per- 
formed. We Hope. ro,,strr,ction of the B-liaclory accelerator starts from FY 1994 sod 
phase- I operation begins by the end of 1998. 

3. PHYSICS GOAL OF ASYMMETRIC B-FACTORY 

The physics goal of an asymmetric II-faclory cm be divided into following 3 steps. 

1. Dkrover and confirm Cl’ violntio~~ in B system as soon as possible. 

2. Precise detmnimtion of CKM~matrix elements. 

3. Find keys Ibeyond the Standard Model. 

1~ cacb step, experiments at ha,dron lmacbine would be strong competitors, but nlso 
complementary in some aspects. 

F,vcn though 110 experimental evidence beyond the standard model has been ob~ 
served so far, x fact wbicb can not be explained within the standard model is the mat- 
ter antimattrr itsymn~~try of tbr presrot uuivcrse. In interpreting this fact, baryon 
number no~~~ro~~serr,.,tion is retluired, which should involve CP violation. Therefore, 
invcstigatiou of CP violation would provide a key to beyond the standard model. 

An unitarity condition 01 CKM-matrix gives triangle relalion shown in Fig. I. Be- 
cause of the direct relation brlween As described below, CP asymmetries are directly 
related to angle &‘s of unitarity trinngle. Any observation of inconsistency between 
measurements of lengths nnd angles of unitarity triangle would be a manifestation 
beyond the standard model. Th e,e ore, f measurements of CP asymmetries still hnve a 
special importance even after the first discovery and following points should be stressed: 

l The precise measurements of length of triangle have fame importance as CP 
asymmetry in order to make an over-constraints for CKM parameters. 

l The ambiguity in extracting CKM-parameters from experimentally measured 
quantities should be reduced theoretically or by additional experimental mea- 
surements. Otherwise, measurements are not so useful even if they are very 
p&Se. 

3.1. Measurenm~ts of Triangle Length 

The lengths of the sides alone uniquely determine triangle. However, constraints on 
the unitarity triangle from the present measurements are yet not strict enough[9, 151 
because of both experimental and theoretical uncertainties. Though improvement of 
these measurements are being made by CLEO, ‘t I IS B 80 one of the important roles of an I 
asymmetric e+e- B-Factory since it accumulates much more luminosity and potentially 
better signal to noise ratio provided by decay vertex measurement. 

Vcd vc: 
Fig. 1. Unitarity t,riaagle of ~,be f:Iih,I In,at,rir. 

-1. 

-2- II 
/ / 

II 
-3 

-4 
I 11 II 

-b -3 -2 --‘I b i i 5 4Wll, 
Fig. 2. The detector configuration of 1iE1i B Factory. 
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The following improvemenl is expected in an asymmetric efe- B-Factory. 

1) II&j: Inclusive semi-leptonic B decay modes have been used to measure IV<al, 
but this suffers the model dependence. According to Heavy Quark Effective Theory 
(HQET), hadranic form factors can be expressed by a single universal function t(u .o’) 
which is absolutely normalized to 1 at kinematical end point u. Y’ = L for exclusive 
semi~leptonic decays like B + D’&. (Here 2) and v’ are four-velocities of heavy 
particles.) Therefore, measurement of differential decay rate at v. u’ = I provides 
model independent [l&l. However, an application of this method to presently available 
data still gives similar uncertainty as inclusive mode due to the quite limited statistics 
around kinematical end point and extrapolation errors 112). Both uncertainties can be 
reduced by accumulating more statistics, especially around kinematic end point. We 
expect to measure IV,,1 witb accuracy of a few % by an asymmetric B-Factory with 
100 .fb-‘. 

2) IV.& The end point of lepton spectrum has been used to extract iV,aj so far. 
This suffers large rnodct dependence since only small part of spectrum is measured. 
Exclusive semi-leptonic decay modes B + p(n,w)Pu allow to measure wider kinematic 
region and lrelp to reduce uncertainties. We expect sevwal hundreds of exclusive decay 
events with 100 ,fb-’ nt asymmetric B-Factory. Theoretical uncertainty stilt needs to 
be reduce io tbr future. 

3) IV,dl: A measurement oi Bj - B; mixing provides IV,,l. Iloruever, it sulTers R large 

Table 2. Decay modes for CP asymmetry measurements and angle 4; of CKM unitarity 
triangle for 6: decays. A final state shown is just a reprwxtative. 

TPX 4; O(A) Decay Penguin 4i O(A). 

6 + ?(~a) 4, Aa JNKS b‘+ j(ct) 41 A2 
b-c(&) 4, A3 J/W b - d(d) 0 A= 

A3 D+D- 

amplitude and is directly related to the angles of the unitarity triangle of CKM-matrix 
as shown in Fig. I. 

uncertainty due to poorly known f~J8 whose theoretical prediction ranges 100 to 250 
MeV. The uncertainty 01 JBU% can be reduced in some extent by measuring I?,” - B,” 
mixing and taking ratio of a:./zd. However. it is difficult to measure 0: - B; mixing 
at asymmetric B-Factory. Anotbw mcttmd which would be suitable for asymmetric 
B-Factory is a ~ne~surcnw~~t of tbc ratio of radiative Penguin decay branching ratios 
T(B + p?)/1‘(0 - K-7) which is proportional to IVta12[13]. Recently CLEO has 
reported Br(B - Ii-y) = (4.5 f 1.7) x 10.‘[14]. Taking into account Cabbibo sup- 
pression factor. we cnpect about 100 B + p7 events and - 5% measurement error ill 
\V<dl with 100 ,/b-l at asynuretric B~Factory. 

Depending on the Clihl-mat,rix ~lemcnt.~ involved in decay nlodes. one can measure 
different~ 4;. Table 2 lists the relation 01 various decay modes and 4, for Bj cage. Tbc 
final state shown in the table is just representative and any CP eigenstates with the 
same quark content. gives esact,ly Lbc wnr 0,. Our cau get those for 0; by replacing 
41 - 0, $2 + 03, and 0 4 4,. 

In order to detwminr the Clihl-mat,rir elcnrrots. it is quite important to bnve small 
theoretical ambiguities in extracting (be desired quant,ities. There is no tbeoreticat 
ambiguity in extracting $i from a nwasuwd asy~nn~etry. ns tong as a decay goes through 
amplitudes with a single Clihl ~phasc. This cooditionl can be always sat.isfird if a drra) 
is completely dominated by a single diagram. I~afortunatrly. as shown in Table 2. in 
addition to a tree diagram there is w.ualt~ a~~ottwr diagram (so called Penguin) which 
provides ~amr final stair. Also. t,wo 11.w diagrams wit,h dillerent pbasa contribute 
to the sanv final states for II&a” and LI>,lis cases. Only Jju’.Ks (b + ?cS) is a 
special case whew two diagrams have sil~nc pbasc Q I and l,lw condition is satislied. 
The eflcct of Penguin diagruu to 4; III~RSLI~IIICII~ cnu wt, be rrliabty calculated yet. A 
rough estimnt~iou indiratrs that, it amounts to - -ram rol ir+n- case[t~j, for exal,rtk 

Recently, it has been shown that Peugoin efforts cau bc extracted out using Iso-spin 
relations bet,wero amplitudcs[ Ii], which will br drscritxd tatrr. flowever, decay modes 
to which Iso-spin .annlgsis can be applird arc qt!itc limited[li, 181 awl for otlw modes 
we need to wait, for mow h110wledgr 011 Prnguin dcmy. wbicb is also 011r d ~4~s of 

3.2. Cl’ Vidntiorr nl Asyn~rnelric B-Faclo~y 

In a R” demy into CP eigenstate ,J, CP violation appears as a consequence of 
interfereucr between the amplitude for 0” + f and that for B” + p + j through 
B” i? mixing. In e+e- collider at Y(.I.S) r’nse, the Cl’ asymmetry is written as 

,,, = IQ U” + .I) - R( P - .f) 
R(P + .I) + R(R’ + .I) 

= sin 24, sin(Am At) 

It stror,ld Ibe noted that Al (= t, - ft..) ,a,, eb ion, -cc to +m and the asymmetry g I, 
wnishes for tinx int,egrated rate. Therefore, it is essential to measure At to observe CP 
asymmetry. oi is n pbaw dillrrcncc between amptilrrdc of B’ L? mixing and decay 
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e+e- B-Factories. 

The existcnc? of two diagruns decaying inlo the same final stale with difkerent 
phases could lea<1 to a CP rlsymmet,ry io an integrated decay rate (so catted “direct” 
Cl’ violslion). This type oi CP nsymmct,ry can also he ofrserved at a symmetric e+e- 
U-Factory. Afthor~gf~, it, is imf>ortaot t,o <fiscriminale between some models (such as 
superweak morfel[f9]), it does not give mucfl information to constrain the CKM-matrix 
lxcausr of unknowrl fhsdwnic phases, except D”li modes described later. 

The best a<fwmtnge of an e+e- nsymmetric B-Factory is that it can provide not 
only Cf’ asymmetries but stso most of the information needed to determine the Cf<M- 
matrix witbiu one experiment, which enhances the reliability of measurements. 

4. CP REACHES BY ASYMI\IETRIC B-FACTORY 

Mrasurrn~~? CIIOIS of Cl’ asymmetries for various cfecay modes have been esti- 
msted by Monte Cwlo simrnlation[g] using lhc KEK B-Factory detector design shown 
in Fig. 2. A fast simulation program (f>SIM) IS used for tfle study, wflicb simulates tbc 
detector ,perl”rm?.nce as following: 

1. lk!tect.“r has arm?,‘ta~rKe of 17* < 0 < 150” for all pn&fes. 

2. It snxars the particle momenta, energies. and vertex with expected resolutions. 

o,,,/pt = (O.Gl ‘1’6 a 0.49)% 
OF/E = [(I .F/,@ + O.EGE’.“) @0.45/E]% 
CA. - 80,rm 

3 f’arlicfc identification includes TOF ( CT = 15Ops), dE/dx from CDC (u = 7.2%), 
anrt RICII (3a nt ,, = 3 CeV). 

4. Hfect of track finding and reconstruction is not included. 

5. Elfect of materials in front of Csf calorimeter or effect of clustering are not ins 
cfuded for photon detection. 

Items 4 and 5 are now under investigation using full simulation program based on 
GEANT 

The s1atist.iw.f error of sin 2& from a CP asymmetry measurement is given by: 

bSi”2& = /F@ ‘,,). 

Here d is a dilution factor which comes from a factor sin(Am At) and the finite 
resolution of vertex measurement. By fitting the At distribution of simulated events, 
we get d = 0.53. This value weakly depends on the vertex resolution. w is a fraction 

of wrong B” lagging. N,a, and Neo represent tfle exfwcted number at signal and 
background events, resfxctively. N,&, is given by; 

No,, = 1. o~,.,~) 2Jo UT(~) I?P( j) err< <coy, 

Wht-R?, 

L : integraterf f~~minosity, 
ok = I.15 ah = 1.15 x IO-s3 co?. 
Jo = /hfT(lS) + BORO) = 0.5. 
flv(B) = Ur(H” -/), 
h(j) = Or(J + observed psrtirtes), 
crec : event reconstruction efliciency, 
cgrg : tagging efkiency al the other B” 

Various methods of tagging have lbeeo studied. The commonly used method is with 
fligh momentum feplons (pi 2 1.4 CeV) and charged Kaons, which gives <to9 = 0.42 nnd 
w = 0.09. Further, methods using low and mcdiom monwtom feptons and the recon- 
struction of missing Dt’” in DC*)* nr decay modes have been studied@, 81. Combining 
all methods, we obtain ctOs = 0.5s and 1s = 0.10, wflich gives a 30% increase in the 
figure of merit L,.~(I -2w)s for CP asymmetry measurement. However, conventionally, 
(,a9 = 0.42 and w = 0.09 are used Ibelow. 

In the error estimation below, we use I, = fO”‘cm-’ (= IO0 /b-l) which is our 
milestone luminosity corresponding to 5 years running at Phase-f or I year running at 
Phase-If. With this luminosity, 1.15 x 10s B,!? events are produced, which are orders of 
magnitude smaller than for the hadronic machinecase. Since it is considered quite hard 
to get a luminosity much greater than 103~cn-7sec-‘, the number of BB is the most 
serious limitation of an e+c- B-Factory. Therefore, it is quite important to messore 
as many decay channels as possible lor an asymmetric e+e- B-Factory to increase the 
number of observed events to increase sensitivities for CP asymmetry measurements. 

4.1. c,+, Measwement 

4.1.1 b + f(cS) Mode 

As mentioned previously. this mode does not sufier Penguin pollution in deriving Q, 
from CP asymmetry. The most promising decay mode is B,” + J/+1& + P&n+*- 
and catted the “Gold Plated Mode (GPM)” b ecause of its clean signature. As demon- 
strated by ARGUS[20] and CLEO[Zl], this mode is free from background. As seen 
from Table 3, we expect N.a, = 837 and 6sin24, = 0.081. CP asymmetry measure- 
ment using this mode guarantees the possibility of CP violation observation at 8 certain 
level. 

However, as mentioned above, it is quite import,ant to increase the sensitivity by 
using other decay modes if possible. We have explored the following decay modes: 
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Tablr 3. .Sum~na~~ O~CX~PCI~~ srlmitivity kar sit, 20, IIIC~IN:~~WI~S wilh 1. = 100/b-‘. 
For all I~~Ics. tagging dir ikwy tIug = 0.42. wxmg tag hart iou 10 = 0.09, dilution 
ractor d = ox aIc LIscd. src kxk rcjl dL. iai slllll rol ccc) = ,,?, .I/<~, xru. arld *<,. 
lb) sulll “r L)+ - /iTs*l;*. /iC/t'+r*, .A i,7Ar+Ir- 

deca, 
mode 

Jl*Iis 
J/il<S 
JltICL 
J/$X-” 
xc, KS 
@/\‘,S 

(CC ) I\‘,5 
I)+ IT 

liwl statrs 

i+l-s+n- 
I+i-i;“n” 
I’ r li,, 

i+/-l?+r-l;* 
ji+l-n+r- 

air-i+t-n+a- 
(hadl”lls)r+~- 

(vis)? ‘I 

Ih(l3) h(J) x ‘,rr 

3.0 x 10-4 0.0% x 0.0, 

:1.0 x 10-a 0.012 x 0.33 

7= 

.i.o x IO-” 0. 140 Y r1.34 
I.’ x lo-:’ O.Olfi x Il.34 
i.0 x 10-A 0.026 x 0.43 
:I.” x 10-d 0.031 x o..s! 
1.4 x 10-5 o.ooi.5 ‘2 

r--t- .~.----~-- .x0 x 10-d NOli x 0.34 

6 sin 24, 

0.081 
0.17 

no!)!l 
Il.14 x d* 

0.16 
0.15 

I) J/,p/;,- + l+l-n”na: ‘lh hllchil~g ratio is ahout hnrr <,r CPM and this mode 
rcquirw gw~l pl~~t01~ dclr~tiw 10 rr~nmstru~:t tlw Lw T~‘L~. >I(: study ~h”WS N,o. = 
0.22 x Cl’\1, 

2) .Jl$l<~, dr:cay nmdc: Ii, c~iw lh: rlr:lc~lcrl hy rhscrving chnrg~xl pulick:s coming 
rroln It’,, intrwilctiq in tl~c! rml~i~rial. r:rl ud chtu~~b~:~s inscrlcc I in a finely srgmrntcd 
iron filter call d~!trcl. such it sigllnl. hlmlk C;trlu sinaulatim Or LIK harlhw showc~. show’: 
that nhuut Cl’%, 4 Ii, c a lx: d~~I,c~~t~~~l. This cilu I)rwidc irdrrrrmtiw~ ou I<,, tliwrliw 
and gins R kinc~t~i~tical co~~*Irai~~l~ OII the, I/l/,li,, cuc~~t rr:cwsln~liur~. As 6hu1v1~ iu 
Fig. 3, Irackgww~rl 1wm .I/$‘,h” cm Iw I.~IOVC~ by kitmtmtic aa I~m:a~w: or the 
&an signature <,r ,I/$ - t+Y-, I~arkgmml 1rom the cwllintnum is ctxpecterl to he 
SnlR~~. wt, ~~xIl~s~ 0.73 x wvd Ilvl!lltS rlc,,,, ulis nlodt. 

3) J/$/;“’ + J/z/,/<,~T~: Siwc hth .//a/, a114 I<“’ ala w:clor lhm, Cl’ = fl slates 
are gwnrnlly trlixcxl. IIowc~w, AHCIJS rcrwlly show~xl LIWL ,I/* and Pi” are highly 
pularized illld 011<! CI’ iltatc! dorllillatcr oyI!r th ot~lczr.p2] rr 11 . . . ..~ 1 II5 I, rue WC ran 11sc the _, 
J/$li”’ ndc as bilmr way as o1h IIIWIC~. I:vm il Irw Cl’ s~a1cs an: mixed wilh some 
Iraction. we can rrtract llw Cl’ niymnet~ry Iry using i( t~rnb~swrsily aldysis.[23] Fig. 1 
shows the rcsult “r a trnusvcrrity malyrir rising silllulal,iw c:w~ti. ‘l’hc degradation 
factor (d,) or CI’ lllcaslllclrrellts Inllgcs rrolrl 1 to 2.7 dcpcdil~g 011 llte mixing ratio 
or w staks. rr thr lractiOtl 4 othsr states is less ulall :in% dk is kzis tl1.3,~ 1.5. 

I) (cc)Ks - .YJI$/is decay ~no&:s: Ilcccntly All(:lIS ;tml (:l.l<O r~p~rtcd that the 
branching ralius <,r I3 dccayiq into (cc) IJ arc simihr Lr> I,hnL into .J/sb. Especially, 
lh(Il- + xc,,<-) wils IIICWIIN:~ tu IX: 0.11 * 0.055 ‘%,[22I. Silnulal~ioll was done rot 
decay modes ,y<, Ii5 + ~Jl$li,s and $/L’S + n+n-JJ$IIG. IVIIWC .I/$ + E+l- and 
KS A r+r-, As showrt in ‘l’abl~ 3, Ihoth modes give ahmt twia: Inrgvr error than 
GI’M, 

PKL 

Fig. 3. cor0 vs P,~~ plats: (&) rar 8” - JI#IL’L events before cuts, (b) alter 
selection cuts. (cl ror Be - J/$A’- ev~nk rberore cuts, (d) arter selection cuts. 

0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.8 I 

I-- / ( r+ + r- ) 

Fig. 4. The ratio ofespected WON on cl’ a~~~~,~~etry for .71Y;Icsrro lnode extracted 

using transverail? analysis to that ror pure C:P state. The ratio is plotted as B function 
or the mixing ratio. 
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5) (cc)/<s - (hadrons)a+a- decay modes: J/$ + PP. decay mode Provides a clean 
signature hut the branching ratio is limited. An alternative way is to USC decay modes 
into hadrons. Pour charged hadronic decay modes have been studied by simulation. In 
this tax, decays (cz)/<s + hadrons + r+v can be~reconstructed simultaneously for 
(ct) = qc, J/$. ,yr,, and xc,. Branching ratios are assumed to he 5 x 10“ far xC,K~ 
and 3 x IO-’ for other modes. Fig. 5 shows lhe invariant mass distribution of I-charged 
particles after various kinematic sod vertex cuts. A mass constrained fit is done to 
improve the mass resolution with constraint of mhs and mu*. The mass distribution 
shows clear peaks corresponding to each (ci;) state, althoogh the background from the 
continuum is at n comparable level. 

If all above modes are combined (assuming d+ = 1.4), 6sin2& reduces to 0.048 
from O.OSl with CPM nlone. 

4.l.Z. Non (cc)(d) final slnfes 

As SIIOWII in ‘Table 2, thaw acr SPYC~RI other decay modes which provide QI nwa~ore- 
rnents in thr slandnld model. However, this might not be true if a CP asymmetry does 
not cows from tlw CI<M SC~~~IIIC. ‘I’hewfor~, it is important to measure CP asymnwtry 
with such modes also. ‘The lollowing decay modes belong ibis category; 

1) D” - J/@T” o~ode: A branching ratio is expected to be - AZ x Br(E” + J/$/is) 
- 2 x IO-” Ibwaow drcay aolpliludr (IV,,l<,l - P) is suppressed by 1 compared to 

Jlti1i.s (Il:al:sl - h2). MC simulation &owed similar detection eflicieocy as GPM 
casr and t.his modt= give - 0.1 x CPM. 

2) D+lY mode.: This mode has 1110 cuoc CliM coui>ling elements as the J/$x’ mode 
but with extw~nl W emission diagram (no color suppression). The theoretically ex- 
pected branching ratio is - 5 x IO-” and is similar to J/$Ks. However, detection 
ol the I)* is difficult Ibec~use it does loot have a dominant decay mode. Using Df + 
I<Tn*lr+, ii-li+n*. and lisn+lr+n- (total Br = In%), MC gives a detection efficiency 
010.34 and N,,, - 0.15 x CPM. In this mode, 0” decay vertex can not he directly seen. 
A multi~vertrn fit is p~rlorowd t,o drtwodne fl* wrtex from two D’ decay particles. 
A similar YPIIPX resololion as in the CPM CBSP is achieved for lhe D+ D- CRS~. 

As in Table ‘?. tlw above two ~modcs suller Pengoio pollution with the same order of 
- A’ as tree diagram. D+W modr has smaller &cl because of larger branching ratio 
Iso-spiv analysis is tnot, applicable lbecaus~ only the AI = l/2 amplitude contributes. 

3) I);,, + in’, 71, p0 mode: This mode is free from Prngoin pollnliou and contamination 
horn b - <(cd) is suppre~~c~l by A’. A brauclting ratio al this mode is expected Lo be 
O(lOm” - IO-“). flowcver, branching ratios for D” + CP eigenslate are ~milll (only 1 
to 0.1%). Forf.hrrmore, MC study sho~vs that the combiontorinl background from the 
continuum is too swew and is not acceptable for CP asymmetry measurement. 

&WI (G4 
Fig. 5. Invariant amass distribution of 4.charged particles after all selection cuts for 

El” - (ct)/s’s events. Continuum, FiB. and B” + (c?)iis events are mixed together 
corresponding to IO’BB events. 

BrlB-K*n*l;BrlB-.n+r-I” 

t..,.,,,,,,,,,,, 

Fig. 6. (a) S/N ratio vs ratio of li*aT and x*=7 branching fractions, and (b) 

Detection efficieocy lor 9’ -+ r + - for different combinations of K/r identification n 

devices. 
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At present, it has nnfortunntely not bean possible to find good decay modes wbicb 
providr a N,a, comparable to CPM. 

~II~SIII’CIII~II~. Ilo~~ver. ilrm th abo~v study, we cau c:x~~:cL rL - IO-” will, ~8 - 0.45. 

Another concern ior tlw -r+r- wade ix R l’enguio lpollutioo For X+K case, the 
effect of Penguin call he r:.lrnckd out using Iso-spill Ir:lation Ixtwccn ampliludrs 01 

4.2. $32 Mensurrmenf R” - T+C. B” + 7~~19, and II- - n-a’[li]. I.- ~.‘l 5” 5 )ill almlysis Ik:ads to thr following 
relations: 

4.2.1. B” + ?r+r- 

The B” + TT+Z- rr~~le is ~wually ment~ioned as a bench mark for & measure- 
ment. Experimentally. the background and the branching ratio are the main con- 
cerns. Recently, CLEO “hserved positive signal with U?,(n+a- + f<“ai) = 2.3 !t; x 
10ms[24] which is consistent with the theorelical expectation 125, 261. llowever, indi- 
vidual branchiog ratio has large uncertainly. Two kinds of background arc imporlant: 
one is from B” - Ii-a+ decay wbicb has a similar branching ratio in theoretical 
estinmtior~[26], and the other is from the continuum (e+e- - yg). We have made 
simulation studies in detail on these issoes.[$ 

I) I( *IT* backgrwd: Rejection of Ii’n’ Ibackground requires good IC/rr identi- 
fication in the higb ~nomentum region (up to 4 GeV or so) and we need a special 
device such as R~ICff or Aerogel. Detection efficiencies for I~+K and S/N ratios are 
estimated for Various combination of pu~iclc idcntifcation devices, as shown in Fig. 6. 
The detection efficiency is n,b”ut 50% ii only a combination “i dE/dx and ‘1‘01~ is used 
which gives about 1.5 o K/r separation for high momentum tracks. Adding RICH 
only in the forwud region does not signilicnntly improve the efficiency. The detection 
efficiency hprows significantly ii Aerogel counter or RICfl is added in the barrel re- 
gion. However lhe difference belwccn using RICll over aerogel is not very large. The 
background fraction due to li’n*, on the other hand, is greatly improved ii RICH is 
used. Study also shows that the detecti”,, efficiency and S/N ratio only weakly depend 
on the average nuniber of photoelectrons (for < N,,., > = 2 - 5) 

2) Contiounm hackground: For CP asymmetry measureroeot~ we like to achieve 
S/N > 1, i.e. LJQ < 10-‘/l for Rv(R’ - a+n-) - 1 x IO-‘. flere LB (cc) is 
fraction of selected events for B” - TT+T- (continuum) events. CLEO reported that 
their selection gave eg - 0.31 and ei - 5 x 1Om6 with particle-ID using dE/dz and 
TOF[27]. We have checked the same selection cots as CLEO and obtained LB = 0.52 
and cc - I6 x lO-6 without particle-ID. cc reduces to 4 x lO-6 with particle-ID. In 
this study, we use onl/p~ - 0.0024pr Q? 0.0033 which is expected when CDC, PDC, 
and SVD data are combined. We have alao studied another set of cuts: (1) A!,+.. < 
mp f20, (2) 0.2 < P:,, < 0.44 GeV, (3) Fox~Woliman parameter ratio[28] & < 0.45, 
and (4) (cos&,,l < 0.7, where Daphc, is an angle between the sphericity axis of 7+x- 
and that of the rest of the particles. This selection gives LB - 0.51 and cr - 8 x IO-* 
without particle-ID, which is similar to CLEO’s cuts. In addition, the following vertex 
cuts are tried: (5) Pnw > 0.05 and P,I~ < 0.05 where P,, and P.rr are x1 probability of 
vertex fit for a+s- and all tracks, respectively. Thisgives e.q - 0.28 and cc - 1.5x lo-‘. 
We need further study on the optimization of cuts and their effects on the asymmetry 

A(B+ + rtn”) c Ato = 3Ar 
A(B” + n+r-) = A+- = ,&(A, - A,) 
A(B” + hr’) z AW = 2,12 + A” 

A(B- -+ n-no) E A+” = :3,& 
A(@ + TT+C) s ,I+- = fi(!(n? A,) 
A(I!IO - nono) E ,@ = 2/I> + & 

where AZ and A” are t.hc annl,lituclvs for 1 = 2 sod 0. ‘l’lw I’cnguin diagram cootrih~~tes 
to Ao only and II~IICP ,I2 = A,. ‘L’br abo~r ~&t.ion call Ix ~.cprcsv~tcd Iby two trinnglt!s 
shown in Fig. 7. lly measuring branching ratios for l,lw ithow: 6 (5 illcl,:l’l!ildcnt) &ray 
modes, one cao determine all ]A;]‘: >, and thrrriorr (I and 0 in Fig. i. Then, rval sin 2& 
can he determined from ~nwasuwd sin 2&,,,,,, i- tot11 Ii” i li+ii- with n *I-fold ambiguilg: 

sill’1&,,,,, = /in c ( 12m, ; 1 bww;;::;, 

Thus, an ~lfccl of I’cngoiu to siu 2& ~wasuwment CHII be I.CIIIOYC~. liscl~~lncss of Iso- 
spin analysis in artual erpwimcut has ber!l~ st,udied by scwral pc”l~lr[?R], but further 
study is needed 

There arc also decay modes to Cl’ eigrnstatrs nit11 both ~ncutrals tllrough V.b 
t~ransition, snrh as pD7rD, wxO, ,I*~ ct,c. ‘l‘lww wodw have l,he sa~iw (.!lihl couplirag 
aa fr+r- IbUl are rolor 51,ppwwY I (- l/IO in Duanchil~g ratio). ll,ww, tlin r:xpccled 
branching ratios are 0( lOme) and serws too small to be osciul. 

4.2.2. 8” + p+rrr nnd .:6 

I” these IllodDS, the liosl sta,,rs arc ll”l CP eigcllslat<~s lm1, (11’ scli-~““jugate at, the 
quark level. Therciorc, both U” and U0 can decay into tlw salof: final states. In this 
case, CP asymmetry arises in the same way as for tho Cl’ <+,:‘“sl,ntr CRSP. Ilowever, 
an additional dilution iactol 

d,=L, IA(H” - /)I 
/Jz + I ’ = IA(B* i J)I 

appears because the final state is not a CP eigensta,te[30]. Ii ,I is a Cl’ <,igu&\tr. JJ = 
I and d, = 1. 

Theoretically, branching rnlios of these decay modes are ~xpett~rd to lb? about 3 
times larger than air-. A MC simulation study has been dour ior t,br:p’rT - r”r+r 
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Fig. 7’. Triangle wlatiou lbet,w~w ao,plitudes for B - IT decays. 

Table 4. Summary of expected sensitivity Ior sin 24, measurements with L = 100Jb~‘. 
A dilution factor d = 0.53 are used. See text for de. 

decay mode final states WB) f,..+& N.b NBG 6sinZq& 
tr+T- *+1- 1.5 x 10-S 0.45 x 0.42 326 73 0.14 
pf?T.r +A+- 6.0 x IO-’ 0.215 1480 532 0.07/d, 
CAT F+T-r+u- 6.0 x IO-’ 0.095 656 476 0.12/d, 

and a:~? a T+R-R*T- modes. The background from continuum is more severe than 
in the u+r- case. With kinematic cuts similar to the X+T- case, S/N ratios are still 
- l/20 and are not acceptable for Cf’ measurements. To improve background rejection, 
a more elaborate selection which optimizes cuts for leptan and Kaon tags separately 
has beeo reported[30]. They obtain ~.r+a.~ = 0.215 and tr = 1.9 x 1O-6 for p*rT case, 
and G~~+,,,~ = 0.095 and cr = 1.7 x 10m6 for a:~~ case, respectively. This mode also 
sulkrs Penguin pollution. A suggestion has made to remow Penguin contribution by 
fitting to Dalitz plot and time distribution for BD - p*n’ mode[31]. 

The expected errors for sin2& are shown in Table 4. Combining the three modes 
with the assumptions of d, = 0.75 and no Penguin effect, we get 6sin 242 = 0.07. 

“cb 

b-y--g -+:” +j----g~ T, 

4.3. $2 Mensuvmenf 

4x1. E,” - p”lCs 

As seen from Table 2. one can not ~me~sure d3 using 0; iu an analogous way as for 

s 
41 and 42. Instead, one needs to use Bt - p’lCs, as is often mentioned. However. there 

3 2 2 Ti 
s are several inconveniences to use 0: decay modes at an asymmetric e+e- B-Factory: 

(a) (bl . 0,” can not be produced at T(4S) and one has to run at 1(5S) 

Fig. 8. Drcay dingrams for L3 + D”IC and B + rioA’ decay modes. 

l Both t,he production cross section of T(5S) and Br(T(5S) -t B,“B,“) are consid- 
erahly smaller than T(4.S) and B;B; case. 

l Tho expected value of ta is too large (> 5) to measure an oscillation of CP 
asymmetry with a modest boost by an asymmetric B-Factory. 

. This mode also suffers Penguin pollution, but Iso-spin a~nalysis can not be a,pplied 
for B,o. 
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4.3.2. Q + D”K(.Y) Modes 

Fortunately, a method to mcas~~w +a using ,!& - PIi has been ,“oposed[32]. 
‘This nn?tl,“rl I,!wS I,ra,,rhing ratio mraa,,w,r,co,~s o,,ly and is nut specific to an asym- 
mrt~ir II-Factory. 

R cau decay into IP I< or P/i tb~o~~gh diagrams shown in Fig. 8. Decay amplitudes 
arr with, as folk>\“vs; 

/I 4 11°K “,I = IA,/,:” 
D - P/C: 
B - /Y/i: 

40 = IA#r’~J 
AI, = IADIc’” 

” 4 11-c: no = (AnI’:‘“‘-‘*, 

where 6 and 6 are Irsdru,,ic ,>bilSI!S. siw: a Cl’ cigenstatc of 0” can be written as DIJ 
= (D” * D)/&, tllr decay <1111 , I IICCI <an aIs” be written; , I’L I ,’ : 

II --t ll,,21c: A,>,,, = (A,) AD)/&) 
II 4 1),.2/i: A,,,,, = (A,, AD)//?) 

ThcKfow, (/I,,, ./ID, /I ,,,, *) ad (AU. A,, A,,,,) form triangles as shown in Fig. 9. 
‘The angle Ibctwtr:~~ A” and A, ix IA + q&l and II : I< OIN: botwean /i, and AD is IA-q&I, 
wlww A = 6 - h, Wbw 111~ absuluto values of all 6 a~nplitudes (4 are i~&pcndcnt) arc 
1nw.~1~r~4. two trimglvs aw fixed nrK then spa a~sd A can lbc obteinetl. The absolute 
values of m,,‘litudrs call IK obtaiwrl Iran the branching ntius. IA,,,,1 # /AD,,~~ 
indicat,es <lirrct (:I’ violritim ‘I’llis ~~mthorl call lbc npplird to lboth U” and charged B, 
nnd nny ,!I + /T/i + s lll”dP <:n,, IbC IlbCd 

A simulirtioam study Ins lbcc~~ done: iur R” + II”lis and mm - LPIP modes. D’ 
a,~1 Do arc rcco,,stwrted with /\‘*nf (HI- = 3.7%) ilnd li+9r*n” (ISr = 11.9%) decay 
nmdcs, wbcw a Iinon cbugc: iduntili~s D” w @. D, can be identified by decay modes 
into Cl’ cigcnatates and I<# (Hr = I .I%) and Ksw (Rr = 1.7%) decay modes (Cl’ = 
~1) are IIX~. IJ~~iort~~nately, the Ibranching ratio is small for 11, which actually carries 
Cl’ asy~~mtry. Dolt’ wcnts al-c sckcted with similar kinematic cuts as other modes 
already rnrcntiomxl. /I” -t Pii. mode rcqoires lagging of tbe other BO, while B’ 
~nodc is self-l.agging. Poor lIDI<+ mode, good K/r separation is required in nromentun1, 
rrgim hr:twm~ 2.5 ml 3.5 GcV, siricc bmching ratio of L3* + D”sf is expected to 
be U&IS of mnguitude large. 111 tlw: silnulation, perfect Ii/r separation is assumed. 

Results arc waIImarized in Table 5. The error of rj3 mensurement depends on values 
of r&, A, and r, where r = IADl/lAol. r is expect.ed to be - Il/.a/V,bI/X - 0.4 for 
II” + D”/Cs, while - 0.1 for U- + P/i- modes because of an extra contribution 
of 11o~~-col~~~s~1~~~~I(Is6ed diagram I:rom tbs numbers in Table 5, the error of 43 is 
r:stirnatcrl md show in Fig. IO for various values of $3, A and I‘. The error of $3 for 
B” is Icss than 25” (for & < 90”), if IA/ is.b t e ween 50” and 150’ and v is larger than 
0.25. That for Of is less than 15” (for any &), if IAl is larger than 50” and P is larger 
tbm 0.1. Combining the LP md 0’ modes, the error of $3 becomes ICSS than 13”. 

lADI lADI 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9, Triangl? relations for B + D”I\ nncl B - ~7~1; decay modes. 

$0 ‘. 
*,b150. 

40. ‘, 

Fig. 10. (a) Expected error of $3 measurement by B” + PIis ag 8 function of r, 

(b) as a fnnctian of 6 - 8. (c) Expected error of 43 measurement by B* - D”I<* as 
a function of I, (d) as a function of 6 - b. 
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‘l’;thlv 5. S~I~I~IIM~)- 4 siultlli3t,iw ron~ II -a I)“/$’ ~~~1~~ hr d3 ~~~~z~~r~:~~~cols wil,h I. = 
loo~a~~‘. (a) xv ,<Yl 

5. SUMh~lAR\ 

I 
*n asymmel~ric T+C- IJ-l:wl~~ry at *(,IS) I novidcs an ulli<pe opportunity to Imea- 

sure (Cl’ asy~ti~urli-its ill II clrcays ivil,ll many wdundanciw. It will sled light iu ulldcr~ 
standing lbc wigin of (:I’ violation 

Using a “Gold Plated Modr” /V i ,//ti/is + P+P-n+nm. we ciln nwtsure CP 
asynrmehy with a~wvacy d 6ain 24, g O.ORl with 1, = 10”’ car2 (= 100 Jb-‘). ‘l‘l~is 
is mow or Icss”~~~~~a~,t~r~l”. Adcliug othrr drray 11mdw into (cE)/i”, w? may be able 
lo acbi~w 6 sill 2q& - O.O:IS. 

rp2 could be nneasurrd with 6sin’24~ - O.Oi using 13’ + ?r+r- decay as well as p’rr’ 

and .:7? dcc;ty IllOdCS. 

A method to mcxa~rc pl using I&, + D”/i dcay anodes has lbrw proposed This 
will enable us to wrasuw 4J at *(,I.<), witbout using l3’ 13’ mixing. Tbr frrol of $3 
Ior R” is estimatrd to Ire less t,han 25” (for 03 < 90’). if IAl is b~:twrrt~ 50” and 150” 
and r is larger than 0.25. ‘That for Ij’ is estimalcd to Ibc lcs3 than 15’ (for any &), if 
IAl is larger than SO” and r is larger tbnn 0.1. Combining the 0” and nf modes, the 
error or 43 b,!‘““IPS less hi, 13”. 

Besides CP asymmetry meas~~~cn~c~~ts, asymmetric Il~l‘aclory will provide improved 
measurement~s of the length of unitarity triangle, which nrr also i~npnrta~~t roles of 
asymmetric B-Factory. This offers x stringent check of tlw rt,andard modrl aud oppor- 
tunity to explore beyond tbc standard model. 
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CHARM AND BEAUTY MEASUREMENTS 
AT FERMILAB FIXED TARGET 
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. 

ABSTRACT 

Eighteen months after a successful run of the Fermilab fixed target program, interesting 
results from several experiments are available. This is the first time that more than one 

.Fermilab fixed target experiment has reported the observation of beauty mesons. In this 
paper we review recent results from charm and beauty fixed target experiments& Fermilab. 

1: INTRODUCTION 

The Fermilab fixed target program is quite diverse. Several experiments have studied the 
production and decay of charm and beauty quark hardons during the past two fixed tar- 
get runs, 1987-88 and 1990-91. These experiments will provide better understanding of the 
dynamics of charm and beauty production, better lifetime measurementa, improved under- 
standing of semileptonic and hardonic decays, searches for new bound statea, atudiea of rare 
and forbidden decays such as B”, D’ - p+~-, and Dobe mixing. A detailed discussion 
of the physics of all these heavy quark production experiments is beyond the scope of this 
paper. These high statistics heavy quark experiments have been made possible by advances 
in ailicon microstrip detector and data acquisition technology All the experiments use sil- 
icon microstrip detectors to search for detached secondary vertices. Experiment E653 is a 
hybrid emulsion experiment measuring charm and beauty production and decay.’ The pho- 
toproduction of charm quark hardons bar been studied by E687 and E691. E687 ran both 
periods and has several new resulta. The hadroproduction of charm has been studied by 
E791. B meson decays have also been reported by E672. During the lest fixed target run the 

*Operated by the Univwitiea Research Aaeciation under contract with the U.S. Department of Energy 
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hadroproduction of beauty mesons was studied by two experiments, E771 and E789. These 
two experiments were planned to be the initial phase of further experiments to investigate 
the possibility of a high sensitivity B experiment. Experiment E711 was designed to study 
B production and decay by measuring B - J/$K. and B- pX. Experiment E789 studied 
two body decays of charm and beauty mesons in a high r&e fixed target environment, and 
has measured dihadron decays of D” mesons and also B+ J/$ X. 

It is not possible to discuss all of these experiments in detail here, only important features 
of these experiments and their physics results will be discussed. Each experiment’s results 
will be presented separately. We discuss the luminosity limitations of fixed target heavy 
flavor production experiments at the end of this paper. 

II. CHARM PRODUCTION AND DECAY 

Charmed hadron production and decay have been studied by using photon, pion and proton 
beams. In photoproduction, the charm pair production cross section is about I% of the total 
cross section. Photoproduced charm events have low primary multiplicity, but the lack of a 
primary vertex can make the event reconstruction difficult. The photon beam intensity is 
lower than typical hadron beams. 

On the other hand, in hadroproduction the charm to total cross section ratio is only about 
0.1% (30pb/40 mb). The advantage of hadroproduction is the presence of a primary vertex 
and higher intensity beams. The total hadroproduction cross section is much larger which 
thus requires a selective trigger and/or a high bandwidth data acquisition system. Fig.1 
shows a comparison between the photoproduction experiment E69l [l] and the hadropro- 
duction experiment E/91 121. The signal to backg round of the hadroproduction experiment 
is better. This lignre also shows how much the capability of charm experiments has in- 
creased in about three years. In this section we will limit om discussion to the hadronic 
decays of charm, There are several new results on the semileptonic decays of charm which 
are described in detail elsewhere 131. 

A. E&Q7 

Experiment E687 [4] is a high rate multiparticle spectrometer dedicated to the photopro- 
duction of charm. The goal of the experiment is to reconstruct a Iacre sample of charm 
quack decays in order to study the dynamics of heavy quark photoproduction, to study 
charm quark weak decays, and to study Jl$ photoproduction. 

During the 1990/91 run more than 500 million events were collected. The data contains 
more than 10s folly reconstructed charm decays 151. E687 IS currently analyaing their data 
and has several new results. This experiment has measured the lifetime of charmed mesons 
and baryons more accurately than before, providing information on the relative importance 
of different weak decay diagrams and various modifying hadronic effects. Fig.2 shows the 
invariant mass plot of $T+ combinations as a function of vsrions cuts on the distance of 

the decay vertex from the primary vertex (L) and the error on that quantity (o). The two 
peaks in the plots are the Cabibbo suppressed decay of D+ and the Cabibbo flavored decay 
of the 0:. As the L/o cut is increased the peak gets cleaner and the relative size of the D+ 
increases due to its longer lifetime. 

A comparison of the D. lifetime from different experiments is shown in Fig.3. Due to the 
high statistics of E687, the new result is the most accurate and allows a comparison of the D. 
and D” lifetimes with better precision [6]. The E687 measurementsgive 7~. /To. = 1.13fll.05, 
suggesting that the D, is sightly longer lived than the D”. 

Experiment E687 has also observed and measured the lifetime of the charmed baryons 
A,,Z:,S:“, and fl,. Fig.4 shows the mass plot of these four charmed baryons. The life- 
time measurements of charmed baryons provide important tests of theoretical models which 
include light quark interference effects and exchange diagrams. The measured lifetime hi- 
erarchy of charmed baryons, shown in Fig.5, is consistent with the theoretical prediction 
171. According to this model the exchange diagram and light quark interference play s 
significant role in the lifetime of charmed baryons. The E687 measurement of lifetimes, 
hf = 0.215’;:;:; f O.O08ps,z: = 0.41:;:: i O.O2ps, and Z; = 0.101’;:~~; k O.Olpa, have 
smaller uncertainties than previous measurements by NA32. 

The Cabibbo suppressed decays D” - ir+li- and A,t - pK-K+ have been observed by 
E687. Fig.Gshows the invariant massdistributionof D” + KmKtntnm, D” - K-KtKmT+, 
and A: .-f pK- K+. These decay modes contain two or three charged kaons. 

The D” charmed meson states, in which the relative angular momentum between the 
charm quark and lighter quark equals one, have also been observed by E687 [S]. These pre- 
viously observed I)” states [9] are D,‘*0(2460) d D+n-, D**0(2420)-, D’+a-, and D:‘+(2536) 
- D*+K,. The mass difference (M ntr- MD+) distribution, Fig.7, shows a pronounced peak 
atAM- 600 MeV. This peak is due to D”“(2460) decaying into D’a-. The natural width 
of this peak has been calculated to be 42f10 MeV. Fig.8 shows the invariant mass difference 
plot for MD.+.- MD.+ with a peak at about 420 MeV. This peak is due to the D”‘(2420) 
and has a natural width of 14 -t 8 MeV. Fig.9 shows the mess difference distribution of the 
D:‘+ - D’K decay. This observed peak is due to the D, **+(2536) state and has B natural 
width of 12 f 6 MeV. 

E687 has enough statistics to study the production dynamics (the xf and pt distributions) 
of the charmed hadrons and to study correlations between charm pairs. 

8. E791 

Experiment E79l is a charm hadroproduction experiment built reusing the same basic 
spectrometer as a series of charm experiments, photoproduction E69l [lo] and ~hadropro. 
duction El69 1111. The goals of E791 are to collect a large unbiased charm sample in order 
to make precision, high statistics charm measurements and to search for rare and forbidden 
charm decays. Using a 500 GeV/c s- beam incident on a segmented target, this experiment 
has collected over 20 billion “minimally biased” events. A high E, trigger was made possible 
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by the segmented nature of their electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. The large data 
set (50 Terabytes) was made with a high speed parallel data acqusition system [IZ]. 

The analysis of the E791 data is currently in progress, Fig.10 shows some of their pre- 
liminary charm signals. Based on the preliminary analysis of 10% of data, they expect to 
reconstruct more than 200k charm decays [Zj. Th’ IS ar I g e sample of charm decays will enable 
them to set limits on flavor changing neutral current decays of D” and search for D”LP 
mixing. The current data sample is about 20 times larger than the predecessor experiment 
E691. 

III. BEAUTY PRODUCTION AND DECAY 

The recent observation 1131 i I g o ar e mixing of neutral B mesons suggests 1141 the possibility 
that CP-violation could be observed in a high statistics study of B” decays. The luminosity 
and the small cross section at existing e+e- colliders severely limit the B production rate. 
An alternative is the detection of B decays at B high energy proton accelerator, FNAL or 
CERN, either in fixed target or collider mode. At proton colliders both the cross section 
and luminosity we high. The crucial questions to be addressed by these initial experiments 
are how many b’s can be produced, and can one distinguish the b-decay events from the 
non b quark backgrounds. The large number of 66 pairs produced at the Fermilab Tevatron 
makes it interesting to explore different methods to trigger, detecl, and reconstruct both the 
incl~sivr and exclusive b quark hadrons. Experiments E653 and E672 have studied b quark 
production cross sections and dynamics. Experiments E771 and E789 are exploring possible 
ways to do high yield b quark experiments at Fermilab fixed target in order to reach CP 
sensitivity. 

A. E653 

Experiment E653 (151 is the first fixed target experiment to report more than one re- 
constructed B pair. The hybrid emulsion spectrometer used in this experiment has been 
described in detail elsewhere 1161. Th e experiment uses an active nuclear emulsion target 
in which both the primary interaction and short lived decays are observed. A silicon spec- 
trometer with 18 planes of silicon microstrip vertex detectors provides tracking information 
for selecting events to be scanned in the emulsion. During the second run oi E653, data was 
taken with a 600 GeV/c n- beam. The trigger required an interaction !n the target and a 
moon that penetrated 3900 gm/cm’ of absorber. A total of 8.2 x 10s events, selected from 
2.5 x 10s interactions, were recorded during the run. Reconstructed events with a muon of 
transverse momentum greater than 1.5 GeV/c were selected for scanning in the emulsion. 

The first scan of the data sample yielded 9 6b pair candidates. The decay modes and 
topologies of these 9 pairs are shown schematically in Fig.11. There are 12 neutral and 6 
charged b decays, produced in 4 neutral-neutral, 4 neutral-charged and 1 charged-charged 
combinations. The production zf and p: distributions [I71 are shown in Fig.12. The inclusive 

zf distribution is described by do/dx, = (1 - )z, - 301”) with n = 5.0?!::?::: and a positive 
offset zo = 0.06?$:;. The inclusive p: distribution is broader than thst of charm and is 
described by do/dp: = exp(-bp:) with b= 0.13?~:~:. Based on these 9 pair events, the pair 
production cross section, assuming a linear A dependence, is 33 -t 11 f 6 nbfnucleon [15,17], 
consistent with QCD predictions [18j. 

The measured lifetimeof the 12 neutral and 6 charged beauty decays is [191~~- = O.Sl$:::?~:~~ 
ps and 7&t = 3.84?:::~?$~~ ps. The combined sample lifetime is n = 1.88?~:~~4::~ ps, where 
the first errors are statistical and the second are systematic. A second scs.n of the data with 
a reduced p, cut on the moon has so far yielded three more beauty pair candidates. 

B. E6Z 

Experiment E672 has investigated B+ J/+$X d eta s m x- nucleon collisions at 530 GeV/c y 
by analyzing the J/T) vertex distribution [ZO]. They h we reported evidence for the exclusive 
B decay modes B+ J/+K’ and J/+K”. Experiment E672 sits behind Experiment E706 at 
Fermilab. The experiment triggers on final states containing two muons. This experiment 
uses the E706 vertex spectrometer to search for secondary J/G vertices in their J/$ sample. 
The data was collected during the 1990 fixed target ran with a 530 GeV/c =- beam incident 
on a segmented Co and Be target. About 5 million triggers were recorded during this run. 

Of the 11,000 reconstructed .IJ$ events, II% have more than one vertex. About 64% of 
these events have a detached J/J, vertex. A vertex fit was done for dimuon pairs in the .I/$ 
mass range 2.85 GeVJc’ < M,,, <3.35 GeV/cs. The J/$ vertex z-position distribution is 
shown in Fig.13. The target, two 0.8mm thick pieces of CU followed by 3.71 snd 1.12cm 
thick Be, is clearly separated in the J/$ vertex distribution plot. They reconstruct the 
difference of the primary and secondary vertex in each event. Fig.14 shows the Z position 
difference of the primary and Jl$ vertices. The Jl$’ s f ram the primary vertex are centered 
at zero, while events with B difference greater than 1 mm are J/$‘s from .s secondary vertex. 
The false event reconstruction rate is given by the events reconstructed with a negative SZ. 
The sample contains 857 J/+ events with a downstream vertex, of which only 73 events 
survive different selection cuts to eliminate backgrounds. The 2 position of the primary and 
secondary vertex of the 73 events is shown in Fig.lS(a,b). From Monte Carlo simulations, 
the estimated backgrounds are 4 f 2 events due to false secondary vertices and 33 & 7 due 
to secondary interactions. 

The experiment then searched for secondary vertices in the mass free regions of the target- 
SSD system. They report a preliminary signal of 9 f 3 secondary vertex J/$ events from 
B decays in the mass free region. Fig.16 shows the secondary J/$ vertex position in the 
y-z plane in the mass free region, with errors. Based on 9 f 3 B+ J/+X candidate events, 
the Jf$ cross section, assuming linear A dependence and s. B+ J/$X branching fraction of 
I.57 x lo-‘, is 0,&X, > 0.1) = 28 -t 9 f 8 nb/nucleon. 

Experiment E672 has also searched for the exclusive B decays, B+ J/1/K* and B+ 
.J,‘$K”*, in their sample of 73 secondary vertex JJ$ events. The experiment has no hadron 
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identification and considers all non-muon tracks as hadrons. In three prong events with, 
two muons plus another track, the third track was assigned B kaon identification if it had a 
pt > 0.5 GeV and satisfied all other secondary vertex requirements. In four prong events, 
K”’ was observed by its decays into Kn. A non-muon track in these four prong events was 
assigned B kaon mass if it had a momentum greater than twice the other. The combined 
J/+K* and J/+K”’ invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig.17. There is an excess of 
events near the B mass. A background analysis using primary vertex events subjected to 
same cuts shows no evidence of enhancement in the B mass region, 

This experiment has also measured the production of x states. During the 1991 run, E672 
collected 10 million triggers with 530 GeV/c and 800 GeV/c protons incident on Be and Cu 
targets. 

c. h-771 

Experiment E771 1211 is a high rate 800 GeV proton fixed target beauty experiment using 
the upgraded E705 spectrometer. The main goals of the experiment are to measure the total 
cross section for BB production at 800 GeV, to study inclusive distributions and correlations 
and reconstruct exclusive B final states, measure beauty lifetimes in both exclusive and 
inclusive modes, and observe BB mixing. E771 has B magnetic spectrometer which follows 
an array of target foils and 18 planes of silicon vertex detectors. During 1990.91, experiment 
E771 could instrument only 60% of the original design number of silicon readout channels. 
In a four week running period the experiment recorded 127 million dimuon and 62 million 
single muon triggers. 

The experiment targets 800 GeV/c protons on a distributed foil target at a 2 MHz inter- 
action rate. Data acquisition is triggered by dimuons or single high pt muons. The data 
analysis from the last run is currently in progress. The dimuon invariant mass from the 
preliminary analysis of 10% of the data is shown in Fig.16, .lJ$ and $’ peaks are clearly 
resolved. The preliminary cross section for 800 GeV protons is c(J/qb) = 339 f 10 * 74 nb 
and “(+(2a)) = 72 f 16 f 16 nb [21]. 

Using the silicon vertex spectrometer, a search for downstream J/$ vertices has been made 
on about 10% of the data. Fig.19 shows one four prong event which reconstructed with a 
downstream vertex consistent with a B mass. This event is consistent with a B-1 Jl$K* -+ 
,,+p- Kr (non resonant) decay. 

D. E789 

Experiment E789 studies low multiplicity decays of neutral D and B mesons in a high rate 
environment. The experiment used the upgraded E605 1221, E772 1231 spectrometer used 
in previous experiments to detect hadron and lepton pairs with good mess resolution and 
high rate capability. The spectrometer was upgraded with the addition of a. silicon vertex 
spectrometer, drift chambers, a vertex trigger processor, and an upgraded high capacity data 

acquisition system. The main goals E789 are to measure the B production cross section at 
800 GeV via B-1 J/$X decays and to search for charmless dihadron decay modes such .u 
B- z+r-. 

A schematic view of the E789 [24] spectrometer and its silicon vertex spectrometer is 
shown in Fig.aO(a,b). The silicon spectrometer consists of sixteen 50pm pitch silicon strip 
detectors, each 5 x 5cm’ in area and 300pm thick, covering an angular range of 20 to 60 mr 
above and below the beam axis. Unlike other fixed target experiments where a defocused 
beam is incident on foil targets and the silicon spectrometer intercepts the incident beam, 
the E789 silicon spectrometer has a beam hole. This enables the spectrometer to take a 
high interaction rate but reduces the acceptance. An 800 GeV proton beam was incident 
on one of several thin wire targets ranging from 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm high and 0.8 mm to 
3 mm thick. The signals from silicon microstrips were read by DC coupled Fermilab I28 
channel amplifiers 1251 and LBL discriminators 126) synchronized to the accelerator RF. The 
electronics were designed to have 1 RF bucket (19 ns) resolution time; on average only 2 RF 
bucket resolution was achieved due to several limitations. The use of a thin target localizes 
the primary interaction vertex and greatly simplifies the offline event reconstruction. 

Two different spectrometer settings were needed toapan the mass regions of the D-, h+h-, 
B+ J/$X, and B+ h+h- decays. A total of 1.5 x lO@events were recorded in 8 x 10’ spills. 
The beauty data corresponds to a total of 3 x lOI interactions. The charm setting was 
used to study the performance of the newly installed silicon spectrometer. The nuclear 
dependence of D meson production, measured with gold and beryllium targets, should give 
valuable insight into the origin of the J/4 A dependence observed at the same beam energy 
1231. A vertex reconstruction trigger processor was used online for the D data taking. For 
the beauty setting, a proton beam of 5~10’~ protons per pulse was incident on a 3mm thick 
gold target yielding a 50 MHz interaction rate. 

Fig.21 shows the E789 dihadron mass spectra for the charm data sample. The D” + 
n+K-,LP + K+s- and D”,LP + T+II-, K+K- decays arc clearly visible in this figure. 
Information from the ring imaging Cherenkov detector has not been used in this analysis 
for s/K identification. Fig.22 shows the D” lifetime distribution obtained by making a side 
band subtraction at the D” peak. The estimated D” lifetime is 0.41 f 0.03 ps consistent 
with other published measurements 1271. The nuclear dependence of D production was also 
measured in this experiment by measuring D” production from Be and Au targets. The 
preliminary value of a is 1.02 * 0.06. Analysis of the D + dilepton mode data is in progress. 
E789 is expected to set a 90% CL. upper limit of 5 x 10-e for D+ e+e-,,~+p-, and ep. 

The dimuon mass spectrum from a preliminary analysis of data at the beauty mass setting 
is shown in Fig.23. These events are required to have silicon tracks but no vertex cut is 
applied. There are approximately 50k J/$ and 600 $’ events in this sample. Requiring that 
the impact parameters for both muon tracks are greater than 150pm and that the decay 
vertex is between 0.7 cm and 5.0 cm yields the dimuon mass spectra in Fig.24a. A J/$ peak 
is clearly visible. These 24 events are candidate events for Bd J/$X + p’p-X decays. 
Backgrounds caused by silicon tracking errors are estimated by selecting events with an 
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apparent vertex upstream of the target, -5.Ocm < Z..,, < -0,7cm, see Fig24b. The Z,.,, 
symmetry of the silicon tracking is confirmed using a dihadron data sample, where no signal 
is expected to be observed. A more detailed analysis, currently underway, using a different 
silicon tracker should confirm the b signal and allow the calculation of the b productian cross 
section. This experiment is also studying B- J/$X + etemX, B+ p+p-,e+e-,ep, h+h- 
decays. Extrapolating from the current yield, the full sample shauld provide abaut 75 
reconstructed B+ JJ$X events. Assuming no decays are observed after all cuts, a 90% 
confidence level upper limit for rare decays of about 1.0 x lo-’ should be obtained. 

V. LIMITATIONS OF FIXED TARGET HEAVY QUARK EXPERIMENTS 

This is a controversial topic; opinions vary considerably. It is not directly related to the 
topic of this paper, but is an important issue at this workshop. The experiences gained 
from the current experiments are the best guide to future high rate beauty experiments. 
At 800 GeV, the beauty production cross section is predicted to be about 10 nb compared 
to 40 mb of total cross section. The experiment must be capable of handling a very high 
trigger rate and must find a very small signal in a very large background. There are twa 
major types of background. The first is due to the copious production of light hadrons at 
then primary vertex. The second arises from pairs of long lived particles, each decaying at 
different distances downstream of the target. Accurate multiple vertex reconstruction in the 
presence of these two backgrounds is extremely difficult, especially when the soft pions from 
either source multiple scatter in the silicon detectors. 

The silicon detector can be placed either in the beam (EW), or very close to the beam 
(E789), to accept the maximum number of B decays. To accumulate high statistics these 
experiments must run at a high interaction rate, which results in very high track rates in 
the silican and radiation damage of the silicon detectors. The high track density makes 
it difficult to correctly identify tracks, one must devise a very sophisticated and highly 
segmented vertex spectrometer to reduce this problem. Besides the hard and soft tracks 
produced in the target, there are tracks present in the events which are due to the decay 
of long lived strange and charmed hadrons. Such tracks, paired with B misrcconstructed 
primary vertex track, yield fake downstream vertices. The high rate of tracks also limits the 
capability of the downstream charged particle spectrometer. Experiment E789, which has a 
very limited acceptance (about I%), was rate limited in almost all of its detectors. One must 
deal with higher rates if one increases the angular acceptance to achieve higher statistics or 
broaden the physics potential. It is not enough to simulate the signal to claim the potential 
of an experiment. In designing future experiments, we must “se the backgrounds and hit 
density information gathered in recent runs to estimate realistically the signal to background 
ratios. 

It is my impression that doing a high rate, high yield beauty experiment with Fermilab 
fixed target beams is difficult. It might be possible to do an experiment to measure the cmss 
section, lifetime, production dynamics, with reasonable statistics and ta observe some rare 

decays in B long run. It is unlikely that a Fermilab fixed target B experiment will be able 
to reach CP sensitivity by only the same means that have been very successful for present 
Charm experiments. On the other hand it does appear that an order of magnitude over 
current charm statistics can be achieved in a neyly designed charm experiments [28]. 
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: 
WHAT LATTICE QCD CAN DO FOR B PHYSICS’ 

Aodre;rs S. KRONFELD 

Theorelied Physics Croap, Fermi Nalionol Accelerdor Lobowtory, 
P.O. Bor SW, Bolnvin, IL COSl0, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the reasons why bldrons are interesting is that their properties (decays, mix- 
ing, CP violation) help determine the least well-known elerneots of the Cabibbo-Kobayash- 
Maskawn (Cl(M) matrix. (For a review of tbe CKM matrix. see Ref. I.) Leptonic and 
sernileptooic B-meson decay amplitudes are p~oporlional to the CKM matrix elements I/.6 
or V,.,. Through top-quark box diagrams, fI:-i$ mixing is sensitive to V,,. where q denotes 
a d or an s quark. In each case, however, t,br stn~~dar&morleI expression for the (di17erentixl) 
decay rate follows the pattern 

( ~zz~:~~) = [E::] (E) (:rr:) (1.1) 

The known factors consist of well-known coostanfs and experimentally me~erable quantities 
such as masses and kinematic variables. But, as a wle, tbe QCD factor is nonperturbativc 
and cannot be deduced from other experimeots. Therefore, to extract the CKM factor from 
the measurement ooe znwt have reliable theoretical calculations in nonperturbative QCD. 

The only systematic, first-principles xpproacb to nonperturbative QCD is the formu- 
lation oo the lattice.2 Tbe most promising cnlculatiooal method has proven to be large-scale 
numerical computations. Much like an experimentalist, a lattice theorist mast contend with 
statistical and systematic errors in numerical dat,a. Ilence, the reliability of the calculation 
boils down to the care and control of the nnrcrtninties. Only recently, bowever, have metb- 
ods and machines become powerful enough to produce reasonably reliable estimates for the 
quantities needed to pin down standard-model parnmeters. Altbougb this report focuses on 
E physics, a recent review is more geuerat.:’ 

How does lattice QCD compare to ol,lner I,hroreticirt approaches to properties of b 
hadrons? The maio streogtb qf lat,tice QCD is t.bat it is QCD. Given enough computing 
resources tbe numerical results are derived from tbr first principles ol the path integral, the 
renormalization group and the QCD Lagrangiao. Thrrc are only n, + 1 free parameters, 
corresponding to quark masses and the gaugr coupling. Once these are fixed by experiment, 

‘This wxlt vaa perlormed at. t.he Fermi Nalional AL.IY~P~~~~.o~ I.dmralory, which is operared by Universif,ies 
Research Aasocinlion. hc., llnder e”lltlRCt DE-ACW7liCH”Tw”” Wilh ,.l,e U.S. Depart,me,,t of Ewgy 
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using meson ma.wes to fix the quark masses and the IF-IS splitting ofquarkonium’ Am,p-,s 
to fix Aqc”, there are no more adjustable parameters. By contrast, both QCD sum rules and 
etTectiv0 field theories introduce additional par;llneters~~c”ndensates or coupling coostnnts, 
respectively, which are not calculable in a self-consistent fashion. 

Of course, numerical lattice QCD is not omnipotent. Computational physicu is more 
labor intensive than theoretical physics, though less so than experimental physics. lo ltrc 
case of lattice QCD, the field is just starting to mature. Other aspects of the owneri- 
cal tecllnirloe~inlagirllry time ad the finite volume~~make some calculations less feasible. 
Nevertheless, the origins of the uncertainties in the numerical calculations are conceptually 
understood. I” B physics results for leptonic and semileptonic decays and neutral-meson 
mixing are limited only by computer and homao resources. But by the end of the decade 
the uncertainty io the: QCD factor of eq. (1.1) for lhcse mcasurrrrcuts should Le less thao or 
comparable to the experimeotal uncertainties. 

For the time being, one must live with something called the “quenched approxima- 
tion” (cf. sect. Z), if other errors are to be brought under control. The quenched approxima- 
tion is easy to describe: it omits the vacuum polwization of the quarks. For heavy quarks 
(c, h, t) this is probably tolerable, becnnsc their YXIIIIIII polarizntiou is short~distnncc, and 
hence mostly pcrturbative. Similarly, one ought to be able: to compensate for short-distance, 
light~quark (u, d, s) VXII~III polarization Loog~distance effects of tigbt quarks is IIR&L. to 
characterize. NevertLeless, the quenched approximation can be hoped to provide a useful 
pheo”o~er~“t”gy, Lecause it embodies owre of QCD than, say, the naive quark mod& do. 
Rut, as with an cmpiricd model, presuming predictions ill one arena after succrss io another 
may be subject to trial and “rror. 

This paper is organized as follows: Elecause of the importance of the uocertilinty esti- 
mates sect. 2 reviews some of the theoretical foundation nod the origin of systematic errors 
in the numerical calcetatioos. To itlostr-ate thr advirutnges of a system&c approach, recent 
calculations of tight hadron ~uasses* ,aod decay constants” are b&fly discussed in sect. 3. The 
emphasis of sect. 4 is on properties of the U mesorl~leptonic (sect. 4.1) and semiteptonic 
(sect. 4.2) decays and neutral-meson nhing (sect. 4.3)~--for wl I 11c I reliable QCD calcutatians 
will be avaitahle withio the next few years. Prospects for studying n”nlept”“ic decays are 
discussed in sect. 4.4, and results on t,he R mcsoo wave function are mentioned in sect., 4.5. 
Suet. 5 shows how R combinirtion of experimeotnl Illeas,lrelnellts and the lattice QCD c&xla- 
tions discussed in sect. 4 cao Le asscmblcd to dctenoioc the sides “1 the celebratrd uoitarity 
triangle. Together with the assomptioo of J-generation ooitarity (i.e., the uoitarity polygon 
is i&cd a triangle), the three sides yield tht: angles 0, 0, and 7 dcscrilling CP asymmetries. 

2. THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL BASICS 

According to Feyrmran, vacuum eupcctation VRIWS ciw br represented as a path 
integral. In field ttxory, a oratheoraticxlly sound definition starts witL n lattice of fioitc 
votume, depicted in Fig. I. For QCD tl 1c degm!s of freedon, are glrlons /q(z) (-” is a color 
index), quarks +;(z) ( i is an index for spin, color, and Ilavor), awl anti-quarks &(z). Then 
ao expectation value is giveu by 

(.) = pir <IA”,(r) fl d&(r) fl d&(x) . e-s’n’*‘il, (2.1) 
I,i I,i 

‘This quanlit~y il espccinlly imellsil~i”e to ,.l,e c,,,nrk “l&SBC8. 

Figure 1: The finite lattice consists of a discrcte set of points z separated by lattice spacing 
a. If the number of poiots on each side is N. the linear size of the finite volume is L = Na. 
Usually “oe “se6 periodic boundary conditions, which would ideotiiy the white sites at lhe 
top (ix right) with the sites at the Lotlo~n (inr Ieit). 

where S is (a lattice version oi) the QCD xlioo ‘I‘hr narmalizatioo factor ZL,. is defined 
so that (I) = I for each I, and R, 

As au applic;rti”n of eq (Z.!), Ict 6 drnotc ;w opwator with well-specified quantum 
nombcrs, built out of A;, +;, awl +,, and conskIm 

(Ok’) = (qQe-“WlO). (2.21 

Note tLnt the evolution is through imaginary timr (I:-” instead “i c’“‘), which makes the 
integral in erl. (2.1) converge better (weight ems illstead “i G). Iouerting complete sets “I 
states 

(Q(f)4qO)) = y(ol&)J* ce.1 ‘“K ’ I(nliIt)(zE-~‘~, (2.3) 

where En is the eoergy of the n-th state. For lug<! coongh 2 the lowest-tying state dominates, 
so its energy E:, can be read “17 irom the exponential iall-off. If 0 has the quantum numbers 
oi a B meson at rest, then EL = rn~. By R similar approach, one can determine matrix 
elements. Substituting a current J ior a in ccl. (2.2) yields 

(J(o#J(O)) ‘“E ’ (a~~~l)(l~~+~n)r-“‘~, (2.4) 

ior !arge t. Once E, iud (l16tlO) I t 1 inw xc II detwrni~wd from eq (2.3), eq. (2.4) yields 
(OlJIl). If .I is the charged weak current awl @ again Las the quantum oumbars “i a D 
meson at rest, (al&) ” , ] t’ 15 no nor tonal to JH, cf. SPct. 4.1. In an obvious jargoo, eqs. (2.2) 
and (2.4) are called two-point functions. For nnul.rix elements with hadroos in the final state 
too, one calculates a three-point function 

(o,(t,)J(t,)aj(o)) ‘“‘“‘,“,” (Ol~,IJ,)(J,l.ili,)(ill~~/O)e-E~~’~-E.~f~, (2.5) 

to obtain (f,ljli,). Matrix element of this kind are uecded for semiteptonic iorm factors and 
neutral-meson mixing. 



No,,perturbative calcr,lntior~s of eqs. (2.2), (2.4). md (X5) artually yield n,a~~es and 
matrix cle~nerrt~ in “tnt.ticc units,” c.g. nm8 u~tlwr than mg.’ Physical resulls are obtained 
by extrapolating dimwsio”less ratios. For exannplr~, 

JB -=& lirrr rrJdL,n) 
mg 0-t” .nrlJ(L,n) 

L = iv” ,iWl, 

Fortonatety, both limits are constrained by tbeoxtical considerations. The infinite-volume 
limit L i m must cor~hurrn with general properties of massive quantum field theories in a 
finite voI”me.~ In QCD the pullem of approach to the contin”“m limit n-to ran he l,= No 8”d 
deduced from perturbation theory, beca”sr of asyrnptotir freedom 

Rm~ilinr runits of MeV are restored by “sing a standard mass in the denominator 
of eq (2.6) and setting it to its physical value. Owing to the renormalization group, this 
equivalent to eliminating the bare galgr coupling, ow of the frer parameters oi QCD. Rather 
ttrnn mu, as indicated in eq (Z.(i), typical choices are m, or the IP-1S splittiog oiquarkoninm 
ArnIp.Is. ‘The latter is esper:iatly iwrositivr to the qwrk ma~:s, i.e. the other parameters 
of QCD. The qwrk masses are also paramrtes tlmt m,,st be set by experimental input. For 
examl~le, rn~ is fixed by truring mr/Am,p~.,s to its physical value. 

Eq (2.1) makes an explicit rnatbemat.ic:;d analogy between quantum field theory and 
stirtist.iral mechanics. Starting from eq (2. I ), Lt~err:fore, a wide variety of nonperturba- 
tive techniques from statisticirl physics can bc applied to field theory. For QCD the most 
pronlising has prove” to Ibe a nwnerical metho& First CL and I, are fixed. Then tire teft-hand- 
sides ole,,s. (2.2), (2.4), nnd (2.r) ._ r nrr rrmr y illt,egrals ol il finite. thongh bnge, dimension II 
- (L/n)’ x 4 x 8. In prxtice, available memory in t,l,e b,rgest sllpercomputers limits the 
dimcnsiou to 1O’~~lO’“. The only practical way to evaluate int,egrals of wch high dimension 
is Moote Carlo integration with importance sitmpling, almost always with weight ems, Then 
the whole proced”rr is repeated for a SP~II~IICP ol a’s holding L = Na fixed, and for sequences 
of 1,‘s holding II fixed 

Thcrc are two ways to red”cc thr st,ntistical crvors. One is to carry out lorrger Mo”te 
Carlo r,,r,s. This p”ts a premiurl on computer speed The otbor is to choose the largely 
arbitrary oprrator @, above, to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the two and three-point 
functions. This p”ts a premium on computer programmability. From eq. (2.fi) it is clear 
tbet ttw statistical errors m”st he ,mder control if sewibt e extrapolations in (1 and L are to 
be Imade. 

There are also two ways to take the contin”rlm limit, and, hence, to control finite 
lattice-spacing errors. One is by brute force, making a smaller and smaller, “sing a simple 
Corn, of the action S. The other way, wbicb should save computer time, is to improve 
the arwrncy of the lattice action. This is the generalization to field theory of methods 
funiliar from thr mlwerical sohltion of diflerrntiat equations. In the past, statistical errors 
were often too large to “otice any practical improvement from this theoretical improvement, 
Now, bowever, therr we several examples, and one sbo”kt expect “improved actions” to play 
an important role in B physics. 

For complicated technical reasons the most time-consuming part of the nmnerical 
ralc”lations involve treating the light quarks. The physical root of these problems is the Pauli 
priuriplr: a fermion over here &ays “knows” something about a fermion way over there. 
It t”rns out that one can save B factor of lo’-IO3 in computer time by neglecting the back 
reaction of quarks on the gl”ons. As mentioned in the t”trod”ction, this amounts toomitting 

(b) 

0 c() +m***o~ 
CC) Cd) 

Figure 2: (a) A meson consisting of valence q”nrks (lines) interacting with the glue (gray 
shading); tbis quark-tine topology is kept ill the quenched approximation. (b) Same as (a) 
but with some sea quarks; this topology is omitted in the quenched approximation. (c) A 
flavor-singlet topology kept in the quenched approximation. (d) Flavor-singlet topologies 
omitted in the q”encbed approximation; s”ch diagrams gewrirte the q’ mass. 

vacuum polarization while treating the interaction between the ~atence qurks and tbe gluons 
exactly. This approximation is therefore sometimes called the valence approximation. More 
often it is called the quenched approximation (calling on an technical analogy to condensed 
matter physics). Fig. 2 illustrates examples of qwrk-flow diagrams that are kept (a, c) or 
omitted (h, d) in the quenched approximatio”. In particular, the quenched approximation 
spoils the mechanism generating the mass of the ?I’, with consequences that could afTect 
other masse8 through self-energy interactions.’ 

Another way to assess the q~renched approximation is at tbe quark-gtuon level. As 
sbowo in Fig. 3, the gauge coupling runs too quickly ill the que~bed approximation. In 
qr~encbed QCD one eflectively adjuts the q”encbed ga”ge coupling (dotted line in Fig. 3) 
at the cutoff, so that it agrees witb the real coupling (solid line in Fig. 3) at the scale of the 
physics (denoted ,dph in Fig. 3). If the quenched approximation is at all successful, many 
quantities with typical scale ,+,h sboald be verifiable. On the other hand, one need not expect 
quantities with a typical scale rather different from ,‘ph to be verified. Usually this consider- 
ation is merely heuristic. For nonrelativistic systems, i.e. the + and T families, the two-body 
wave function provides the probability of each scale, so one can account quantitatively for 
the effects of the dillerence between the two curves.8 

To conclude this section, let IIS offer a handful of qwstions the nonexpert should keep 
in mind when appraising lattice QCD calculations: 

1. Are the statistical errors small enough to understand anything? 

2. Is the lattice spacing large eno”gb? Or, even better, have lattice-spacing errors been 
extrapolated away? 

3. Is the physical v&me large enough? Or, even better, have finite-volume errors been 
extrapolated away? 
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Figure iI: .Skrt~ch of 111~ gmbgr mupliug iu ~p~~wl~~~l itnd “hill” (~(:I). ‘7%~ flavor~~le~rcr~rle~~se 
oi tbr li-ruw-l~iw ux.lli<%ul. b, = I I - Yu,/ZI illl1alh.s t,l~i~t 1,111, I-oupliug ini the qws~h~d 
(nf = 0) crlw rwls 1twm cluirkly ial, slwrl, dist.i\llv<x 

4. llavr the qmwk wassw bmv a~ljusl~wl Iwwis<,ly ~w~uyl~‘! 

5. Is the qIwwhfd aI,lll~,xillint,itrll :~~~~I~t~i~blr’! 

With a little luck the lattice mavtw will nlways mswr, “At the z% level, yes.” 

3. LIGHT HADRON SPECTRUM 

One of the original goals of Iattic<! QCI) nwh n first. lwinriples calculation of the light 
hadron nmss qxctruw A rurent paper’ employilng t,hv qw~~ch~d approximation reports a 
significant step towarda that goal. Using the CF.1 I, a special Inwpose computer designed at 
IBM,” Weingarten, ct al, have evaluated tlw Imt,l~ iut.vgraI at, t,hrw VRIUPS of a (and fixed L) 
and, at the coarsest lattice spacing, three YRIUPS al L. \Vil,h ru,, l,o ronvert from lattice units 
to MeV (cf. eq. (2.6)) and m, and ,RK to ret the light md srrmge r,wk masses, their results 
for two vector mesons and six baryons are sunmarizrd iu Fig. 4. Thr error bars represent 
tbc authors’ estimatesof the accumulated uwxrt;liutirs 1. to,,, all so\xr~vs wept the quenched 
approximation. 

The agreement between these quenrhed QCD wsul1~s an<1 nxl,ure is tantalizing. 
Experts3, lo. ‘1 in the field might quibble al mut mw d&A of llw ianalysis, but they cannot 
deny that such B systematic attack on the errors is basically souwl. A “bot,tom-line” example 
is the ratio m~/m,, which without extrapolation is too larg~.‘~I hrt,rr extrapolation, however, 
this ratio agrees to an accuracy much better than the quoted Iwccisioll. Moreover, there are 
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Figure 4: Spectrum and decay constants of Lbe light badrons. Error bars are from lattice 
calculations in the quenched approxirnation,~~ 5 awl + denotes experiment. 

some nontrivial cross-checks: The value of Al:: (= A ~60 m t le “lattice” scheme with n, = 0 I 
active flavors) agrees witb the V&Z obtirined ill lattice QCD studies of charmoniu~n.8~ 12 
In charmonir~m, bowever, it is possible to correct ior the quenched approximation, because 
most of tbe error comes lrom short distances. The same calculations8 obtain a value of A& 
that agrees with deep, inelastic scattering and othf,r bigll-energy processes. 

Fig. 4 also shows results for the n and I,’ decay coust,ants.5 We have converted the 
results to the convention of eq. (4.Z), h e ow, in whicb /, = 131 MeV. The relative uncertain- I 
ties are larger than for the mass ratios. I3ecaux t,hr decay constants are more sensitive to 
short distances, one might bqx that. t,lw ralio I/< Jf* wxld be less sensitive to the errors of 
the quenched approximation. Unfortunately, t,he n~w~erical results do not support this idea. 

4. B-PHYSICS 

In condrirst to the Ii&t h&011 physics disrussed above, the lattice-spacing nnd finite 
volume dependence of B mwon propertips has not pet been tborooghly investigated An 
exception t,o t.his rule is t,hr study of t,lw dpray const~ant~ in t,he theoreticnlly intererling limit 
of an infmitrly beavy (, quark. ‘3 ‘4 This limit is oft.en called the static limit, because the 
heavy quark is anchored in one place. It swms. howver, t,bat the l/ma correction to the 
decay co~~t.ant is large, so that these wsult.s are not, direct.ly applicable to phenomenology. 

The dynamics of a hadrou wit,h ow Iheavy quark is surprisingly simple, bccw~c t,be 
energy scalp associat.rd wihi tbr heavy quark mass drcoul>lrs. For t,his reason, it is possible 
t,o treat a heavy quark 01, the lattice, 1s IC 1: eve,, wIlei, ~Il”ll - 1. 
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In this section, subsection titles indicate the product of CKM matrix element and A remarkable feature of Ref. 18 is that the oumber of systematic uncertainties quoted equals 
R-meson property, where appropriate. the number of authors. 

4.1 Leptonic Decays: f~IVub( 

The leptanic width of the charged B meson is given by 

In ratios many of the errors cancel, because of statistical and systematic correlations. 
The result from Ref. 18 

m = rs = A! = lb!2 = 0.00 * 5%. 
ID. fs. fo JD. 

(4.4) 

r[B --t I”] = Gyp9.“, 1 
2 ( )I 1 - z /.$w. (4.1) 

Eq (4.1) is a concrete example of eq. (1.1). The numerical value of the bracket is well 
known, although the electromagnetic rxdiative correction 9 (,I, is rmcertain at the 0.1% level. 
To determine IVua[ through a mensoremeot’ of a leptonic decay, OILC “lost first koow the 
decay constant f~. defined by 

W~~^isbl~~(~)) = ids (4.2) 

with the normalization convention (B-(9)lB-(p)) = 2/?~(2n)~N(p - 9). 
The ta*poiot function in eq. (4.2) [cf. cq. (2.4)/ IS one of the most straightl”rward 

of lat,tice QCO calculations. A recent prelxint,l8 for example, finds 

~~=187(10)~12i32~15MeV, 

Je, =207( !I)+ lOf32f22 MeV, 

f~ = 208( 9) f 11 f 33 f 12 MeV, 
(4.31 

JD, = 230( 8) f 10 * 28 i 18 MeV. 

The rmcertaioty in parentheses is statistical; the otbers are systematic. From left to right, 
they are due to the following sources: 

Fitting, irrterpolatioo, and extrapolation. The 1 depeodence of the numerical twwpoint 
functions is.fit to eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) once the lowest~lying pseudoscalar has been is- 
l&cd. The mass of the heavy quark is adjusted by interpolating to ~16 or me; the mass 
of t,he light quark is adjusted by extrapolating to (m., + md)/2 or m,. These could be 
reduced somewhat ill concert with a reduction iu the statistical error. 

Large rnb elfectctr. Two l/ms contributions modify the static limit, the kinetic energy 
and a chromomagnetic iE. B term Owing to lattice artifacts in the standard lattice 
action, the quark mass is tuned so that the kinetic energy has the correct strength, the 
cbrom”mngr,etic term is to” weak. ‘7 ‘0 This cook1 be reduced with an improved action, 
as dooe in Ref. 20. The resr~lts wit,11 the improved action agree extremely well with 
eq. (4.3), especially when one comparer fp/J” from both.ls~ 10 

Uncertninty in the con~er-sio” from lattice units to MeV. As in Ref. 5, it turns out 
that (nfr/emp)~.,, 18 # (,fn/m,)..,,,. This could be an artifact either of no”-zero lattice 
q>aciog or of finite ~“Iume, but these possibilities are unlikely because Ref. 18 agrees 
with Ref. 5, which extrapolates these two eflects away. Another culprit could be the 
quenched approximation, which is, p&haps, more likely. 

ie easy to remember. II Jo, were experimentally determined to 5%, eq. (4.4) would perhaps 
be more relevant than eq. (4.3). 

The uncertainty estimates do not explicitly include quenched, finite-volume. or non- 
zero lattice spacing errors. As indicated above, however, some of these errors are implicitly 
included in the estimates quoted From the studies of the static limitl3,” one expects the 
volume dependence to be insignificant once the volume is “large enough.” The lattice-spacing 
dependence, on the other hand, is surprisingly large. 

The results shown in eq. (4.3) may disagree with previous lattice calculations. Some 
older results were higher. quoting values larger thwl 300 MeV for fs. Such numbers came 
typically from early calculations in the static limit, neglecting the dependence on the heavy 
qurk mass. In addition, the early studies were at luger lattice spacings and often used 
operators that were onsucce~sftd in isolating the lowest-lying states. Other older results 
were lower. These results typically started with heavy qoark that were relatively light, 
and extrapolated. Tkese extrapolations were done using an incorrect normalization of the 
current. The correct normalization is now understood”, ID and Ref. 18, for example, ues it. 
The difference is most noticeable on coarse lattices; the impact oi the correct norioalization 
and an associated mass shiit 17 I* is show in Fig. 5, using numerical data from Ref. 21. 

4-e Sendeptonic Decnys: Af+D’(q*)lKal nnd Af”($)lV,,l 

TIE rates of scmileptooic decays exceed those oi pure leptonic decays, because they 
do not suffer from helicity suppression. They therefore lend themselves particularly well 
to the determination of elements oi the CKM matrix. The rates are measurable and the 
reliability oi theoretical calcrdatioos is bet& than for nonleptonic decays (sect. 4.4). For 
example, the best determiontion oi /l&l comes from Ii --t nlu. and the best determination 
of IV,,1 ccnnes from B --t D’lu. 

we shall focus on mesons, because tbcy are easier than baryons to study, both exper- 
imentally and theoretically. A generic semileptouic decay can be denoted A --t Xiv, where 
A is a Ravared meson. The process is depicted in Fig. 6. The differential decay rate follows 
the “attern of eq. (1.1): #II‘ 

-=[ I dq2 & ll+hzwi~12, A 
when X is a pseudoscnlar meson, and 

Ill- - = E IA,(~*)121K,12, 
,191 I 1 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

when X is a vector meson In eqs. (4.5) and (4.(i), q1 is the invariant mass oi the virtual W 

10 < 92 5 A. = (mA - mx)l], V., is the element of the CKM matrix associated with the 
quark-W vertex in Fig. 6, and h = ( rn% + m$ - $)l - 4nz:m$. For brevity and a reason 
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Figure 5: Putative calcd;ttions of+p = J;;;;l;, whcrc /‘denotes a heavy-light pseudoscalar 
nwson, as a function of (inverse) mass. The squares denote an incorrect current nwrnaliz~r- 
tioo, which systematically nnder~~stimates $p. The circlrs LISP a currrnt normaliantion and 
mass definition derived in Ref. 17. The cwves indicate the large mass behavior in each c&x. 

explained b<4”W, eq. (4.6) IS “‘did only for 92 near q;>... The form factors f+ and A, are 
defined by hadronic matrix ehnrnt of the V - A current 

.I,. = ?-(<,(I -x)0 (4.7) 

turoi~jg (lavor ri into flavor 2. When X is a psf:udoscalar meson 

(A’IJ,sIA) = /+(9*)(1)+ ~‘),a + f-(9%- P’L (4.8) 

where p (7’0 is the initial (final) state ~nieson’~ momentum and q = I>-71’ = pr +p”. Similarly, 
when X is il vector meson there are four independent form factors: 

(W,.IA) = 4 [ ;yT7z: V(q’) - 6,.i(mr + mx)A,(9’) 

+ (P + P’LPA ml + mX A,(97 - 2mx(7’9; “)“” A(9)] , 

14.91 
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where r; is the polarization vector of the final-state meson. The form factors f- and A do 
not appear in the expressions for the differential decay rates because tbe lepton mass has 
been neglected; Al and V do not appear for 9’ near 9;,.. because they are suppressed by a 
higher power of A. 

Table 1: Semi-leptonic decays and the CKM mntrix elements they determine. For brevity 
only pseudoacalar final states UC listed; vector final states are p, Ii- and u’, as app’op’iate. 

A+X v., COMMENT 
Ii + m V., calibrate quenched approximation 
D + r V,, uncertainty in IV,,1 domin&xl first by llll(D + nlu), then by J+ 
D + Ii V,, uncertainty in IV,,1 dominated by J+ 
B + D V,a test/compute corrections to heavy quark limit 
B-b?7 V”b p final state more whd; cf. text 

Table 1 lists a variety if semiluptonic decays and their utility in cithcr testing namer- 
ical lattice QCD methods or extracting CKM mat,rix elements. For L3 decay* two entries nre 
of note, depending on whether the quark-level &cay is b--t c or b + 1,. 

For B --t Df” both the charm and bottom quarks are reasonably heavy and one can 
apply heavy-quark symmetry. The kinematic endpoint ,,i,,:,., = (mu - muc.,)1 is especially 
interesting, because then one cau determine tbe B + D’/I, difPwzntial decay rate up to 
corrections of orderzz~ 73 I/m&.. A similar analysis shows t.hat the lending correction to the 
B + D/v differential decay rate is 0( l/ma). For ,,I < ,,z,., the corrections are O(l/mD,.,) loor 
both fillal states. Using estimates from QCD : win ruks for thr l/m& and ljnr~ corrections 
to A,(&) enables one to limit the thcorrtical unrwt,n,inty ou \Vccl to 4%. It scents unlikely 
that lattice QCO can improve on this bottom lirw wy time soon, although verilication of 
the QCD sum rule calculations would br import;nlt. Arlother contribution tint lnttice QCD 
can make is a ~noclal-i~~~le~,e~~~l~~~t detenninatiol> of tlw 9’ dcpcnde~~e. Tllis would assist 
the extrapolation of the expcrimcxltal data towards tlx statistics-poor endpoint, possibly 
reducing the overall uncertainty on IV‘al. Exploratory results ill this direction have appeared 
rece”tly.2’. 25 

Lattice QCD can make a smote significant impact ONI the determination of V,,b. Si~r 
the r or p is light, henvy~c~unrk symmetry could ouly be usnl to relntc, say, D --t (r or p) 

Figure 6: Quark-Row diagrams lor meson semilcptonic decays. For tbe weak interactions, 
the diagram may be interpreted as a Feynman diagram The strong interactions binding 
quarks into mesons must be treated nonperturbatively, however, as indicated by the gray 
shading. The second diagram contributes only when X is an isoscalar. It is usually neglected, 
because it is difficult to calculate and because diagrams similar to Fig, 2(d) are omitted in 
the quenched approximation anyway. 



iornl f.,dors to m i (I or ,>) rorn, farlorr.~~~ hz ;~bow ril,hw models or bktticr QCD would 
bc IIFC&~ to connputr! !bc I/nc,~ - l/w” (orrwl,ions, Sl~trictly spcakiog, the cod result wo~~td 
be IV”a/vdI. it sec!IIc 111”W r‘wxlllalll<~ 1,” ,151, tilf,tiw QCD to ,:a,c~lat,e the r”rlll kt0rs 
and usr tbr ~:~p~~inwnts to dct~w~~im~ IV,.,1 iwt IV,,,1 ac:j~~r;~t.c4y. As pointed out ill Rcl. 27 
the cleanest ,~ro~~:dur~ is to usP p fioat st,al,iis wil II qz ~~cilr q,:,,,. ‘Sbc catcutatioos arc most 
relieblr at qt,.,, becaow q2 < yi,,, is obtidw< I lo* pr # 0, RIKI Whllll Jp’la - I i,hrre are 
additional laf~iw artifwt.s. Nwr ,,t,., tlw ptwc s,nws su,>,mwioo is less drastic for vector 
n,eso,~s thil:, for ,,seudoicalar ,,,w<,,,s. No mlcu,nt.io~~ of Ap” ’ (q ) with a tborougb error 
analysis is wailaldv yrt. alttmugh it seems 1,” fviwildr 10 ccxop,<~tc il calculation with 5-,0Y0 
errors hy the tirnr: cxp~rinn~~~tat data lo* dl‘/r/$ 1~1:conw availrtbk:. 

I.& us skvlch how t.bis will come alm\kt, st,wt.iug rrom t,tm rxtirnatrs of the systematic 
ooc-uliiilltiw ror I) --t lit’ll~ it* rl6 28 and 27, One o~ghl to IX able to ~~hcc ttle 10. 
20% slatistiral uorvrtili~~ty or putitistwd catculat.iow2il. 28. w 21 t 0 ‘2.5%. *t ttrilt tewt it is 
possibtr to trrat Ltw systcwatir ~~~~;~~~f.il,nfivrty. (ia 2X ilr~l 27 mnde selni~rloinltitative 
rstimatr3; otlwr pa,w1~52~. ,‘(I rclt tbilt, tbrir t;~rg~ stnt.irt~irnl onrwl,aiotirs ~nade estimates “r 
systcjnafir crrws ,m~~~at,wr~.) Tl~c prwiws 211 4fl’Z, ~~~~wrtaioty rr”,,, O(n) erects sho~~td be 
r<Ytoced to twlow ttw sl,a,irt,icitt wror, by vxtr;~,&t,iog it, IL, Tbr 5-20X oncrrtaillty owiog to 
inalwulatv knowlrdgr~ of qntark maws sl~o~~td l;ntt 1,” t,t~ Iw~l timitpd by mass c&olati”os, 
wlbirh is prw~w!~ly vrt~itnittt~fl 10 tr ?Cti’W I:i~lalty, allt~o~~gt~ v0to111c deprodr~~c is probnbly 
not a ,,1”1h”, ,,,“,l,l’lltl,l” itlld, hwr., ,,’ take on rliscwtc v~tue ill a finite ~“Iumc. A 
v~ic,.y “1 YO,IIIIIPS ~0~~ld 311nkc. i~witid3tv (!101(. VRIII(,S “r ,,, 

4.3 /I~-/~~ Afiri,,y: 1.f,RH)1/1,J2 ,!!,<I f;,/fH,(v,,I’ 

Nr~!tr;&rnrw~~ mixing is iol,w,sting 1ron1, tl~c point of vifcw of the CKM matrix, be- 
rausr it ollcra n baodlr~ “II thy third wv. Ttw r.11,~ “l Inixing is r&&d to 

A,,,,,” ld = ~ = 
Str” I 

w&(,,,;,7,rf”)] ‘/,.qcr,Q7r~~~~/le~I/,;~a~~, (4.10) 

%pt;f;n, = (it”l6,y,,(l - y+i1,,y,.(1 - #;l,lB”). (4.11) 

Sijnnilar exprvssiozls bold IoI~ ttle II, ~PS~II, sulastitulirlg a18 s quark lor the d quark throilgll~ 
OUL ‘1‘1~~ p1~~~1111b~tiv1~ QCI) factor ~1,,~~;” I~;Ls I,PPH g~o~~[,~.rt outside or the bracket “r koown 
[actors, eww though il. is knowo, bccwse Iboth r~,,,,(:,~ ;qwl 13” dq~wd 011 the renormalizatioo 
SA(1I”C, hut tt,c ,““<lUl-t r),.yc,,i3R d”<!S no,.. I?\,,.,, t~hr,,,,$ !,I,,, c.o,,~<,unrk ,nnss ml is not yet 
koown. tbc <t~,,t~wtw~: 01, it, is g,w,w<l will, ,I,(. k,,w,, r;wl.ors, l><~l.aosv it stmutd he know,, 
SOW; the runctio!l fx is kl,owo 

‘The ,xcutirlr but traditional notation UH is uw (8 I I 10r b~l.l~icv QCD calcnlations, be- 
cause f3, is then il ratio of matrix elements for wbicb w;,z~y ulwvrlainfics cancel. Although 
the nnalogoos quwtity in the kaon system rrpresc~~ts “IV 01 ll~c~ 11ws1 rclinbte lattice QCD 
calculations,3’ calculations “r /?lr are sl,ilt euplorntory,:~~ *t, l.tw 20~ 40% Iewl, there is 110 

evidence yet for a significant deviation rrolrl ttw miw c:xpwt;8t~io~~ /I” = , 
Thr de,,e,,d<wx “11 the topx,wk mass amt SOIIID ot,twr “k,ww,,” lartars, cancel i,, 

the ratio, IravinE 

(4.12) 

Hence, an experimental measurement of zd/xa together with a lattice QCD calculation of 
.fiB8/(j&E8,) determines IV,,/V,,[. As in eq. (4.4) th e uncertainty in the B-to& ratio 
should be smaller than in numerator or denominator separately.32 

4.4 Nonleptonie Decoys 

Nanleptonic decays, such as B + J/+K s or B + n+n-, receive almost all of the 
attention in discussions of CP violation. A serious obstacle to the treatment of nonteptonic 
decays is the presence of two (or more) hadrons in the final state. The technical aspect is 
the difficulty of separating the particles in the finite volume. The conceptual aspect is tbe 
determination al final-state phase shifts from purely real quantities computed in Euclidean 
field theories.33,3’ It is rigorously known35 how to determine the resonance properties of the 
p. which decays through an interaction in the QCD tlamiltonia~n. The stnmbtiog block for 
weak B decays is evidently the application of the ideas in Ref. 35 when the particle decays 
through an interaction being treated as a perturbation. Nate that these difliculties do not 
stem from the lattice cutoff, but from other features, finite volume and imaginary time, 
introduced to make the computational method tractable. Nevertheless, until these issues 
are resolved, lattice results for nonleptooic decays probably will not warrant attention from 
non-experts. 

With the lattice QCD calculations disc”sscd above, however, it will be able to deter- 
mine the angles of the tmitarity triangle. as discussed in sect. 5 

4.5 Qunlilnliuc Inforrnnlion 

An interesting qoniitativc result for the U rocso~ is its valence wave fonction. ~1,~ 
intriguing resutP” is that the wave fi0”cti”ns io tbc st,atic limit are completely consistent 
with wave rIlllctiolls of the sew-relativistic potential model with Hamiltonian 

II = &cz t- v,,(T), (4.13) 

wh~rc rn is the (reduced) uass al the light quark amI V,-(z) is Bochmiitter-Tye potential 0, 

any ot,hr!- empirical ,mtent.iilt rollsislent wit,b asymptoti<: Irrrdo~~~, linear coofioelnent, and 
quarkoniuw ,)lleilolnelrol”gy. Bccaosc of t,hc relativistic kinetic energy, the wave Iooctiolls 
arc murl~ broader than in a oonrcli~tivistic motto,, h I~RrtiCLIkIr, the trUe WilYe rilnctio,, 
SPC”lS ,,a be “1Kh t~r”nrlcr ttm those used 1~ p N nomrnotogical quark mocte,s. I 

5. FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The sl~aorlarrl model has aroon~l 20 paranwlers and, io t,he long run, precision lattice 
Qco cillcotations are ~leeded to dctern,ine half of the”, ever ~more ,,Tecise,y.3 In ,,articotar, 
properties of the B I~~SOII are ~dcd to pin d”\vo t,he rollr ,‘araoteters asso&ted with the 
CKM matrix. ,wleed, in the rtanrlnrd O~geowatiou parameteriantiao It&j, iV,al, ~,nrl IV& 
yield (to good qq~roximnt~ion) 012, 0 13, and a,,, rr.x,‘P’t~ively. Tllesc! three together wit,, IKdl 
yield l.he ,)IIRSP d respousiblc ror CP viol&n~. ttww, scndq3t,orric decays and mixing or 
the Ll mesOn, togettlel with the cntculatioos rlescribrd above, are essential to deterlninjng 
three ollt or t,he foor ciu4 ,jaralneters. 

To put an wcn filler point au t,his obsrrvat~ioo, consider the rmitarity triangle. The 
magnitudes “r ils side are I~!,~~,*,I, IV,,V;,l, 
IV,al and IV.al with snnileptooir dwxys; 

and I&V,;[. Sect. 4.2 shows how to rletermioe 
a similar terb~i~li~c ror charms decavs determines 
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B + plv -y 
,1,“,,1,:,, -7 BPz “lixing 

D-r plv P, r- B-a D/v 

P’,dY‘l 

Figure 7: The unitarity triangle and the B properties needed to determine the sides. )Vurl 
is known irom A’ --t RI” and IV,11 is known irow tlree-generation unitarity. 

)Vcn[. Sect. 4.3 sluvs IHWJ to determine IV,,/ I 
generation unitarily. (Eg. (4.10) I 

ram neutral-mrsou mixing. Now a.s~urnr three- 
a ready does so.) That implies that the thrc- sides Form a 

triangle, as shown in Fig. 7. It also implies IV,&/ = I, )V,,rl = 0.976, and IV,,1 = IV,*l; the 
latter can improve the determination oi [l&I through IV,,/&/, cl. eq. (4.12). 01 all these 
CKM matrix elements Il/.al is the most poorly koown, but the experimental and theoretical 
work of the next iew yews will improve the determination. Ouce is it precise enough, all 
three sides will be known, and, ns any child will tell you, then the angles are known too. 

Most theoretical descriptions of CP asymmetries cast them as meuuremez~ts of the 
angles LI. 0, and 7. But three-generation ooit,arit,y is oiten assumed and peoguirl cootrib”. 
tions are almost always assumed to be uoiinportaot. Usiog the calcolatioos discussed above, 
however, one need only assume three-generation uuitarity to determine 01, 0, and 7. Because 
the measurements involved all conserve CP, they will most likely be available beiore the CP 
asymmetries are. If that is indeed so, it is more accurate to say that measurements of CP 
asymmetries test the CKM theory oi Cl’ violation, t,han to say that they determine the 
CKM parameters. 
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NEW PHYSICS EFFECTS ON CP VIOLATION IN B DECAYS 

YOSEF NIR 

Physics Department, Weizmann Institute of Science, 

Rehovot 76100, Israel 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We review new physics effects on CP violation in B decays. For pr~vio~~s 

reviews on this subject, we refer the reader to refs. [l, 2,3,4]. A discussion of CP 

violation in B decays within the Standard Model (and a guide to the literat,ure) 

can be found in [5], 

In chapter 2 we introduce our formalism, and discuss the Standard Modrl pir. 

ture of CP violation in, B decays, with special emphasis on the rleanlinPss of thr 

predictions. Chapter 3 gives a general discussion of new physics effects: we point 

out the ingredients in the analysis that are sensit,ive to mw physics aml rlv~ll~cr 

the type of new physics that is most likely to modify the Standard Xlodcl prrdir- 

tions. Explicit examples are given in chapter 4: a modrl nit.h Z-mediatrd flavor 

changing neutral currents (FCNC) d emonstrates in which ways will new physics 

manifest itself in CP asymmetries in B decays; a supersymmetric modt~l with 

“quark-squark alignment” mechanism shows that supersymmetry may &-rt CP 

asymmetries in B decays, even though the minimal supersymmetric Standard 

Model (MSSM) does not; multi-scalar mod& may affect the asymmrtrirs PV’PI~ 

in the absence of new CP violating phases; schrmrs for quark mass matrircs will 

be crucially tested by the CP asymmetries. In rhaptrr 5 w explain how. if &- 

viations from the Standard Model predictions are mrasurrd. WP will br nblr to 

learn detailed feat.ures of the New Physics that is wsponsiblv for that. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Let us first describe our basic formalism. A more detailed discussion CR” be 

found in ref. [3]. If B and B are the CP conjugate bottom mesons (i.e. B” and 

i?‘, B+ and B-, B, and B.), and f and f are CP conjugate final states, the” 

we denote by A and A the two CP conjugate amplitudes: 

Ar(flHIB), nz(/[HIB). (1) 

For the neutral B mesons, we define p a”d ‘I to be the components of the inter- 

action eigenstates B” and l? within the mass eigenstates BE, and BL (H and L 

stand for Heavy and Light, respectively): 

I&)=P~@‘)+~IE’), IBH)=PJB’)-~~B’). 

For final CP eigenstates fcp, we define the product 

(21 

A ~ ‘1 A~cp 
PAICp’ 

(3) 

The quantities (A/AI, [q/p] and A are free of phase conventions arid physicrd 

We distinguish three types of CP violation in meson decays: 

(i) CP violation in decay: 

la/Al # 1. (4) 

Here, CP violation arises from the interference between direct decay amplitudes. 

CP violation of the type (4) can be observed in non-leptonic charged B &TR~S, 

e.g. a difference in the rate of B+ + Iit@ and B- --t K-no, 

(ii) CP violation i” mixing: 

b/PI f 1. (5) 

Here, CP violation arises fro”, the mass eigenstates being different from t.he CP 

eigenstates. CP violation of the type (5) can be observed in sem-leptonic neutrnl 

B decays, e.g. a dilTcre”cc: i” the rate of D&,.(t) + @vX and B$,,.(t) - P-v.Y. 

(iii) CP violation in the interference of mixing and decay: 

ImX # 0, 1x1 = 1. (6) 

Here, CP violation arises from the interference between the direct decay, B” + 

fcp. and the “first mix, then decay” process, B” - LF + fcp, Of course, 

1x1 # 1 dso reflects CP violation, but it belongs to either or both of the types (4) 

and (5). CP violation of the type (6) em be observed in neutral B decays into 

final CP eigenstates that are dominated by a single weak phase, e.g. a difference 

in the rate of 8&(t) + *KS and B:,,,(t) - @KS, 

There is a significant difference in the cleanliness of the theoretical calcula- 

tions in the three types of CP violation. If a certain decay gets contributions 

from various amplitudes with absolute values Ai, strong phases 6; and weak, CP 

violating phases $;, then 

(7) 

It follows that direct CP violation requires both “on-trivial strong phase differ- 

ence (6; - 6j # 0) and “on-trivial weak phase difference (& - #j # 0). Conversely, 

the calculatio” of direct CP violation requires knowledge of strong phase shifts 

and absolute values of various amplitudes and, therefore, necessarily involvrs 

hadronic uncertainties. 

In the neutral B system, where the width difference between the two mass 

eigenstates is much smaller than the mass difference, 

(8) 

While MI? is measured by the mars difference, r12 needs to be theoretically 

calculated. This is basically a long-distance physics calculation, and therefore 

involveslarge hadro”ic uncertainties. While it is clear that jq/pI - 1 is very small 

(o(lo--3)), the actual value is uncertain by a factor of a few [l]. 
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III contrast. CP asymnwtrirs of tlw type (G) are thmtically clean. Take, It is difficult, however, to see how these inclusive asymmetries can be experi- 

for example, the B + thlis mode. The deviation of IL/ from unity dw to CP mentally measured. It is more likely that direct CP violation would be nwasured 

violnt~ion in mixing is, as mmlioncxl in t,hc prwious paragmplr, of order 10m3. The in exclusive modes. On the one hand side, the asymmetries for exclusive modes 

rhiatiorr of 1x1 f1wnl unity due to dir& CP viotnt,ion is even smaller: not only is could be much larger. On the other hand, their calculation suffers from larger 

the penguin diagram much smaller than the tree diagram. it also carries to R good hedronic uncertainties and is sometimes very sensitive to the value of q2 being 

approximation the same weak phase. Thus, the interpwtnt,ion of the measured used. Examples of exclusive asymmetries we [6,7] 

CP asymmetry in tmms of electroweak paramctrrs, ncp(B + $A’s) = sin?,?, is 

nrcurate to bettrr Lhan 10e3. In other rrrodcs, where the pPngrlin cont,ril,otio*~ 

differs in phase from the tree diagrams, hadronic uncertain& are larprr. e.g. of 

acp(B+ - 1c+dy - 0.01, 

acp(B+ + Ic+rP) - 0.05. 
_ ” 

o&r 10% ill B - Tli. 

The Standard Model predictions for direct CP violation in various semi- 

inclusive B* decoys are given in Table 1. We take the results for the porrl) 

badronic modes from refs. [6, 71. Th e resuttv in these two references agree, except 

Again, the Standard Model prediction is uncertain by at least a factor of R few 

in either direction. However, if the measured asymmetries are very large, say 

> 0.2, it would be very difficult to accommodate them in the Standard Model 

even if one stretches the hadronic uncertainties, and would probsbty sigmd new 

physics. 

for the modes marked with a star, where [6] quotes very small asymmetries, 

The quoted valueu should be taken as representative numbers and not as exact 

predictions. The asymmetries in the radiative decays were calculated in ref. 161. 

l. Direct CP Violation 

I- Decw 1 BR 1 ~TP 1 

An estimate of the Standard Model value of the CP Bsymmetry in semi- 

teptonic B decays, 

r(B;,,,(t) + e-14 - r(~7;~,,(t) -) P+VX) IdPI - 1 
a” = J&9;,,&) + P-vX) + l-(B;,,,(t) --t P+vx) = I&d + I’ 00) 

can be made on the basis of quark diagrams calculation of Pll (see refs. [1,3] 

and references therein): 

8~ d J 
“dBO) = fi(y,)$m - w3, 

(11) 

(J is the Jarlskog measure of CP violation). The estinmtes (11) have hndronic 

uncertainties of a factor of 2-3. In addition, the estimate of os~(B”) haa a, large 

uncertainty from the poorly determined CKM pawmeter ]l,‘,d]. Again. R very 

large leptonic asymmetry, say ;2 lo-*, would be difficult to explain by hadronic 

uncertainties and would imply new physics. 



The cleanliness of CP violation in the interference of mixing and decay makrs 

it the prime candidate for discovery of New Physics. The St,andard Model pwdir- 

tions for various classes of asymmetries are given in Tables 2 and 3. (Tlw signs of 

the asymmetries in tbc last column corrrsponds t,o CT rv<‘,, final hadroni(. st;ifrr 

and not r.ecessnrily for the actual exwnplc in the first cohunn.) 

2. CP Asymmetries in Do Drmys ti!!Qzd 

I 3 CP Asvmmetries in B, Decays 

,“Z I SulT~~:kcess I PreZtion 

pKs I b + 7iad 1 -sin2(y + 0’ 

&I Tl-sss l 0 
dK.5 I 6 t 332 I sin 2(8 - 8’) 

Fig. 1. The Standard Model predictions in the sin2a(horizontal) - sinZ/)(vertical) 

plane for 110 < ma 5 190 Ge”. (The allowed ranges for a,, other parameterr are 

take” from [ZV].) 

v,,v,; OL = arg - V”dl$ l-1 V” d V,& I Y=a% -w , I 3 VedV$ p=wg -m ) [ 1 P'=arg -s [ I (13 
Of these angles, p is constrained to be very small, 

IsinZP’I 5 0.06. (13) 

The Standard Model constraints on sin?o and sin20 are given in Fig, 1. (IV; 

focus on these two angles because they are likely to be measured first.) 

It follows that there are several clean signals of new physics: 

(i) acp(B + $I<,) that is significantly smaller than +0.2 (and certainly if it 

is negative). 

(4 WP(B -+ $lis) and ncp(B + i~r) both significantly smaller than +0.5. 

(iii) Any of acp(B, - $q+), acp(B. - $lis) and acp(B, + 44) above a few 

percent in absolute value. 

The various angles that appear in Tables 2 and 3 a,rr rl~fincd by 



3. BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL - GENERAL 

CP asymmetries in B decays are a sensitive probe of new physics in the quark, 

sector, because they are likely to differ from the Standard Model predictions if 

there are sources of CP violation beyond the CKM phase of the Standard Model. 

This can contribute in two ways: 

1. If there are significant contributions to B-B -mixing (or B, - B. mixing) 

beyond the box diagram with intermediate top quarks; or 

2. If the unitarity of the three-generation CKM matrix dors not hold. nnrwly 

if there are additional quarks. 

Actually, there is a third way in which the Standard Model predictions may 

be modified even if there are no new sources of CP violation: 

3. The constraints on the CKM parameters may change if there are significant 

new contributions to B - fi mixing and to 6,~. 

On the other hand, the following ingredients of the analysis of CP asymme- 

tries in neutral B decays arc likely to hold in most extensions of the Standard 

Model: 

4. rl~ < M,z. In order for this relation to be violated, one needs a n~rn 

dominant contribution to tree decays of B mesons, which is extremely unlikely, or 

strong suppression of the mixing compared to the Standard Mock~l box diagram, 

which is unlikely (though not impossible for the B. ,system). The argument is 

particularly solid for the BA system az it is supported by experimental widencc: 

A&f/r - 0.7, while branchingratios intostates that contribute to r12 are 5 10e3. 

5. The relevant decay processes (for tree decays) are dominated by Star&& 

Model diagrams. Again, it is unlikely that new physics, which typically takes 

place at R high energy scale, would compete with weak tree drcays. (On ttw ot,her 

hand, for penguin dominated decays, there could be significant contributions from 

new physics.) 

Within the Standard Model, both B de& and B-B mixing are determined 

by combinations of CKM elements. The asymmetries then measure the relative 

phase between these combinations. Unitarity of the CKM matrix directly relates 

these phases (and consequently the measured asymmetries) to angles of the uni- 

tarity triangles. In models with new physics, unitarity of the three-generation 

charged-current mixing matrix may be lost and consequently the relation between 

the CKM phases and angles of the unitarity triangle violated. But this is not the 

main retlnon that the predictions for the asymmetries are modified. The reason 

is rather that if B - B mixing has significant contributions from new physics, t,he 

asymmetries measure ditTerent quantities: the relative phases between the CKM 

elements that determine B decays and the elements of mixing matrices in sectors 

of new physics (squarks, multi-scalar, etc) that contribute to B - B mixing. 

Thus, when studying CP asymmetries in models of new physics, we look 

for violation of the unitarity constraints and, even more importantly, for contri- 

butions to B - B mixing that are different in phase and not much sm~tler in 

magnitude than the Standard Model contribution. This leads to the following 

generat description of the potential for large effects in various directions of new 

physics: 

1. In extensions of the quark sector, CKM-unitarity is violated and there are 

new contributions to B - L? mixing. Potentiadly, large effects are possible. 

2. In Supersymmetry, there are new contributions to B - B mixing. Po- 

tentially, large effects are possible. (Note, h owever, that in the minimal SUSY 

Standard Model (MSSM), FCNC and new phases are “switched-off by hand, 

and no new effects are possible.) 

3. In extensions of the scalar sector, there are new contributions t,o B - 0 

mixing. Potentially, large effects are possible. (Note, however, that in the two 

Higgs doublet Model with NFC, there are no new phases, and no new effects are 

possible.) 

4. In extensions of the gauge sector, the new gauge hosons couple universally 
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in flavor space. Typically, the strong constraints from A-physics imply that it is 

unlikely to have observable effects in B-physics, 

In what follows, we describe several specific examples of extensions of the 

Standard Model that affect CP asymmetries in B decays. The following modrts 

werediscussedindetait in theliterature: 4th generation quarks [9,10,11,12,I3,14]; 

Z-mediated FCNC [15,16,17], Left-Right Symmetry [I& IS]; extensions of the 

scalar sector [20,21,22,23,24,25,26]; Supersymmetry (27,281; schemes of qwwk 

mass matrices 129,301; modifications of the CKM constraints [31,24]. Effects of 

new physics on direct Cl’ violation have been studied in refs. (32,331 and on CP 

violation in mixing in refs. 134,351. 

1. Unitarity of the CKM matrix is violated. In particular. the unitarity 

triangle turns into a unitarity quadrangle, with Lids being the fourt.h side. 

2. There are new contributions to B - B mixing from Z mediated tree 

diagrams: 

Jz 
M;“, = ~WB~f~bwG’ci~)~. (15) 

3. There are new sources of CP violation, as the matrices V and U depend 

on three CP violating phases. 

It is a peculiar property of this model that all three new ingredients are 

related to each other. Let us define the following new two angles in the unitarity 

quadrangle: 
4. SPECIFIC EXAMPLES 

4.1 E&a Quark Singlels [15,16,17] 

We describe here an extension of the quark sector with an SU(2)L-singlet 

of charge -l/3. (This represents well the case when there is such an additional 

quark for each generation, as in E6 models.) With this extension, all the in- 

gredients relevant to CP asymmetries in B decays are indeed affected by new 

physics. 

6 = arg (16) 

Then, if the Z-mediated tree diagrams dominate B - B mixing, 

acp(B * $Ks) = sin 24. acp(B --t mr) e sin26. (17) 

The significant modification is then not in the new range for a and 17 but rather 

that the asymmetries now depend on new phases, o and 0. As there are no 

experimental constraints on the values of 6 and s (but only on the magnitude 

lUd,l), the asymmetries in (17) could have any value [15], unlike the Standard 

Model case described in Fig. 1. (If the extra singlet quarks are much heavier 

than a few TeVs, [Uds] is expected to be very small, the Z-mediated FCNC 

contribute negligibly to B - B mixing, and the deviations from the Standwd 

In such models, the charged current mixing matrix V is 3 x 4 and, most 

important, it is not unitary. (It is R submatrix of the unitary 4 x 4 matrix that 

relates the down mass eigenstates to the interaction eigenstntes.) This leads to 

non-diagonal Z couplings, as the neutral cc lrrent mixing matrix, U = V+V # 1. 

In particular. Model predictions are unobservably small.) 

Vdb = V=,V”b + V~~vc,v,, + v,;v,, # 0. (14) 

Eq. (14) shows that the two ingredients relevant to CP asymmetries in B decays 

are indeed modified in this extension: 

In ref. 116) it was shown that the upper bound on (U,s] from the U.41 mea- 

surement of b -+ sp+p- implies that the effects on CP asymmetries in B, decays 

cannot be maximal. For example, the zero asymmetries predicted for various B. 

decays (see Table 3), could be modified to, at most, O(O.3). In ref. 117) it wzw 
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ohserved that even if the Z contributions do not dominate the mixing hut are 

just not much smaller than the box diagrams, they could still have large effects 

on the asymmetries. In this case, the asymmetries in (17) would have R more 

complicated dependence on o. 0, 6 and ,?. 

4.2 Quark-Sguark Alignment [36,28j 

We describe here R supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model that is 

different from the MSSM. In particular, the mechanism &at suppresses SUSY- 

induced FCNC is not squark degeneracy. Instead, the quark maas matrices and 

the squnrk mass-squared matrices are naturally aligned in models of ahclian 

horizontal symmetry 1361, namely the are both approximately diagonal in the 

same hasis. If this alignment is precise enough, the mixing matrix for quark- 

squark-gluino couplings is very close to the unit matrix, and FCNC are highly 

suppressed even if squwks are not degenerate at all. 

The motivation for this extension [37] wa9 to explain the hierarchy in the 

quark sector parameters, 

1 - 4 (4%) ; 

x - v.,; 

A2 - Kb, mdm., %/ma; 
(18) 

x3 - &a, m./m,, m,/m,. 

(with A - 0.2 these relations hold to within a factor of 2.) These relations are 

predicted and the alignment of quarks and squarks is precise enough to satisfy 

the constraints from neutral meson mixing if the mass matrices have the following 

form (for details see 1281): 

Mw$di(; >; !), +; 1; F). (19) 

[All entries here are just order of magnitude estimates.) 

Such a structure for the quark mass matrices can be a result of a horizontal 

(discrete subgroup of) U(1). x U(1) b s y mm&y, that is spontaneously broken by 

the VEVs of two Standard Model singlet scalars: 

s.,-1,O) : J$ - A; $(0,-l) : g - x2. 

M is a high scale where the information about the horizontal symmetry breaking 

is communicated to the light quarks. An example of charge assignments that 

lead to Md as in (19) is the following: 

Q1(3,0), Qd’J,1), QdO,O); 

l&-1,1), &,(2,-l), &(0.0). 
(21) 

Here, the Q; are quark-doublet supermultiplets, while & are down-quark singlet 

supermoltiplets. The charge nssignmentsin (21) determine the form of the squark 

‘mass-squared matrices as well. Most important for our study are the diagonal 

blocks in the down-squark mass-squared matrix: 

The structure of Md and ti dz allows an estimate of the mixing matrix for 

quark-squark-gluino interaction which, in turn, gives an estimate of the SUSY 

contribution to neutral meson mixing. With the mass m&ices of eqs. (19) and 

(22), SUSY contribution to E - B mixing (with fi - mg - 1 TeV) is about 

20% of the Standard Model one. On the other hand, the SUSY contribution to 

mixing in the Ii system is negligibly small. Actually, it is smell enough t,o obey 

the more stringent ch- constraints even for phases of order 1. 

As the SUSY diagram is, in magnitude, about 20% of M,z(B”) but with a 

phase that could he very different from the Standard Model one, the St.andard 
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Model predictions for CP asymmetries in B” .decays may be modified by as much 

as 0.4, a sizable effect. On the other hand, a similar analysis for B. mixing shows 

that it cannot be significantly affected by the SUSY contributions, 80 that the 

Standard Model predictions for CP asymmetries in B, decays remain unchanged. 

The quark-squark alignment mechanism has strong testable predictions, nameI> 

that squarks are not degenerate and that D - b mixing is close to the exper- 

imental upper bound. Large effects on CP asymmetries in B decays are not a 

necessary result of quark-squark alignment, but their measurement would lx cx- 

tremely useful in distinguishing between various explicit models that incorporate 

this mechanism. Furthermore, the model above shows that the absence of modi~ 

fications to the Standard Model predictions for CP asymmetries in 4 decays iu 

the MSSM is a special property of this model and not, a generic feature of SUSY 

models. 

4.3 Charged Scalar Exchange [24] 

In models of three or more scalar doublets, the mixing matrix for chtwgpd 

scalars contains one or more CP violating phases. This phase could, in principle, 

affect CP asymmetries in B decays [24]. However, recent experimental constrnints 

imply that the effect is too small to be observed. Still, the Standard Model 

predictions may be violated because the constraints on the CKM parwnet,rrs 

change. 

In multi-scalar models, B - B mixing gets additional cont.ributions from box 

diagrams where one or two of the Standard Model It’-boson propagators are 

replaced by the charged scalar H propagators. This situ&ion can be prcscnt,cd 

in the following way: 

M12(B0) = ~(v,;v,a12(rww + 21WH + IHHL (23) 

where Iww, Ixw and IHH arefunctionsof the intermediateparticle masses (mw. 

mH and n,) and of the Yukawacouplings. The Standard Model contribution is 

Iww. The functions IHW and, in a more significant way, IHH depend on the 

phase in the charged scalar mixing matrix. 

Let us define a phase 0” according to 

6% = **g(Iww + 21~~ + IMH). (24) 

(Iww is real, so that in the Standard Model 8” = 0.) The angles measured hy 

CP asymmetries in ED decays will he universally shifted by b’~. Specifically, 

acp(B + $Ks) = - sin(-20 + 8~1, acp(B --t mr) = sin(2a + 6~). (25) 

The magnitudeof this effect depends on how large 8” is. Existing constraints 

from CP violating processes, most noticeably the electric dipole moment of the 

neutron, still allow for very large 8~. However, the CP violating charged scalar 

couplings contribute also to the CP conserving decay b - q The recent CLEO 

bound on the rate of this decay gives the strongest constraint on CP violation 

from charged scalar exchange 1241. It implies that the effect on CP asymmetries 

in B” decays cannot he larger than 2%, too small to stand out &s a signal of new 

physics. 

Modifications of the Standard Model predictions for CP asymmetries in D 

decays may dsa arise from the different constraints on CKM parameters. This 

holds even for two scalar doublet (type I and type II) models where indeed there 

are no new phases. The most significant effect is that the lower bounds on IV,aV,jj 

from B-L? mixing and from LK are relaxed, because charged scalar exchange may 

contribute significantly. This situation is actually much more general than our 

specific multi-scalar framework, and the results below apply to all models with 

significant contributions to zd and TV: a new region (forbidden in the Standard 

Model) opens up in the plane of sin2a - sin28, as shown in Fig. 2 1241. If 

experiment finds a relatively low value of sin28 (below 0.5) and a negative value 
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Fig. 2. The allowed region in the sink - sin24 plane in the Standard Model (solid) 
and the new allowed region in multi-SC&I models (dot-darhed). 

for sin2n, it may be an indication that there are significant contributions from 

knew physics to B - L? mixing, even if these contributions carry no new phases. 

Multi-scalar models without NFC are much less constrained, and may give 

large effects on the CP asymmetries 1251. A n interesting case is that of light 

scalars with small couplings to quarks protected by approximate symmetries, 

where close to zero asymmetries are expected for all B decays 1261. 

4.4 Schemes for Quark Maas Matrices 1291 

As far as CP asymmetries in B decays are concerned, extensions of the 

Standard Model that provide relations between the quark sector parameters are 

unique: instead of relaxing the Standard Model constraints on CP asymmetries 

in B decays, they actually narrow down considerably the allowed ranges. This 

means that while none of the extensions discussed in previous sections can be 

excluded on the basis of measurements of CP asymmetries, schemes for quark 

ma.33 matrices can. 

We will not go to any details concerning the various schemes for quark mass 

:g 

oi-.. I 

L1 

iw c 

a[ / 

c 
I “I’ ““’ d -I 0 

1 I 7 

i_ b 

----I 

,~ d / / 
0 

hr(r+r-) P ru 2a 

Fig. 3. The regions predicted by various maw matrix schemes in the sin2a sin?fl 
plane form, = (a) 90 Ce”. (b) 130 Ge”, (c) 160 Ge”, (d) 185 Ge”. The Sk.ndsrd 
Model predictions are outlined in grey. and those ol the ~.r/ou. ahemcs in black. (See 
the text for details.) 

matrices discussed here. Instead, we present in Fig. 3 [29] the predictions for 

acp(B - $Ks) and acp(B + TB) from schemes by Fritzsch (the thin black 

wedge in Fig. 3.a); Giudice (the black band in Fig. 3.b); Dimopoulos-Hall-Raby 

(the black region in Fig. 3d); and the “symmetric - CKM” scheme (the black 

curves in Figs. 3.c and 3.d). (For detailed references, see 1291.) It is clear from 

the figure that CP asymmetries in the above-mentioned modes would crucially 

test each of these schemes. 

5. HOW TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN VARIOUS TYPES 

OF NEW PHYSICS? 

If deviations from the Standard Model predictions are found, how can we tell 
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which extension of the Standard Model (among the many r:xtensions that ;dknv 

large effects) is responsible for that? 1~ this rhaptrr, WC slww that the ricllncss of 

cxperimrnt;rl rnens~mmrnts, reflcrted in the la,rge numhw of modw iu T;llJl,s 2 

and 3, cim br used to study vuy detail~~d feat,urrs rrf t,hc nwv lJlpsica t,l~at mi&t 

affect the: CP asymmetrirs [38,31]. 

More sperifirally, various rclntions among the asymmr4Gs do not <lrpw<l 

on nil thcr sssumptions that go into the andysis awl t,hlas rnny h&l l,ryw,rl 

the Standard Model or, convrrsely, if they arc violat cnn help pinpoizlt wlli(.l> 

ingrcdieuts: must Ix addrrl to the Standard Model. Hcr~ arc n fwv cxarn~,h~s. 

(i) Violation of 

acp(i3 - D+D-) = -ncp(D - ILlis) (26) 

(t.hr rniuus sign com(:s from the opposite CP of th? fin&l st,nt,rs) woldd imply t,hat 

(a) thcrr is new physics rontrihution t,x, Ii I; miring and (b) t,h<, approxirnatr 

unitarity relation V:,V,, + Vc>tC, x 0 (where we nrglectc:d V,>V,,) is violated 

(ii) Violation of 

WP(D, - vv) = 0 (27) 

would imply that there is new physics contribution to B.-B, mixing. As shown 

in ref. (381, this condition is equivalent to 

a+P+-/=~ (28) 

(where (I, p and 7 are dcduccd from thcr Cl? asyrnmctries in B + nn, B + d>I<s 

and B, + pl<s, respectively). 

(iii) Violation of 

acp(B --t $1;~) = sin20, ncp(Ll - i~r) = sin%, (29) 

(where sin2a and sin20 are calculated from t,he ronnfraintn on the rmitarity 

triangle) would imply that there is new physics cont,rihllt.ion to B” - L? mixing. 

(iv) Violation of 

wd& - d4) = ac~(B, - $4) (30) 

would most likely imply that the approximate unitarity relation V;V,.+V,;V,. zz 

0 (where we neglected V&Vyd) is violated. 

As an example, we explain the test (i) above. The phases measure~l by the 

two modes are: 

argX(B --t D+D-) =arg(&(B’)) - 2arg(A(6 --t cd)). 

arg,l(B - $Ks) = arg(Mlz(B’)) - 2arg(A(6 - EcS)) - arg(M,,(Ii’)). 

(31) 

It is clear that the phase of the B” mixing amplitude does not affect the relation 

of eq. (26) (even though it affects the actual values of the asymmetries). As 

decay amplitudes are dominated by W-mediated tree diagrams, (26) does hold if 

a*g(M,*(IiO)) = arg((VcdVcy). (32) 

This is trivially the case if Ii - K mixing is dominated by the Stsndard Model 

box diagram with virtual c quarks. Therefore, R necessary condition for violating 

(26) is a new mechanism for I,- - I? mixing. However. the extrrnwly small 

experimental value of c~ implies that arg(Al,z(1i))/r,z(1i)) - lOma. Therefore, 

model-independently 

q(MldIi’)) = arg((V.dVZ,)*). (33) 

Consequently, another necessary condition for violating (26) is that V,,dV:, + 

VrdK # 0. 

We conclude that with CP asymmetries measured in many B decay modes, 

we can learn many detailed feat,ures of the new physics that affects their v&es. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the framework of the standard model, CP violating asymmetries in decays of kaons 
or B hadrona can be described using the parameters of the CKM matrix [l], which includes 
a CP violating phase. The unitarity of the CKM matrix implies several triangular relations 
in the complex plane such as: 

v”dv; + KdK; + vlldv~; = 0 (1) 

This relation can be described in terms of three angles, a = arg(V.,+V;V,dI$;), p = 
mg(V,V;K,av,;), 7 = nrg(V,V;V,V;). A test of th e unitarity relation and the CKM 
scheme for CP violation can be performed by measuring these angles and testing the rela- 
tion, a + p + 7 = 180”. 

The charge of this working group was to consider the feasibility of measuring the 
angle a using a hadron accelerator and to compare the capabilities of the various experi- 
mental options. For this study we focussed on experiments at the SSC with Ek,,,, = 20 TeV 
and at the Tevatron with Eke,,, = 1 TeV. For detector configurations, we formed three sub- 
groups studying,central collider experiments, forward collider experiments and fixed target 
experiments. In each subgroup we compared the capabilities of several proposed or existing 
experiments using, for the most part, the results of the simulation studies provided by the 
proponents of each experiment. The results of these comparisons are discussed in detail in 
the reports of the subgroups and are summarized here in Tables 1 to 3, where as a figure of 
merit we present the number of years required to measure the CP asymmetry in the mode 
B” + r+r- with an accuracy of SA,, = 0.1. 

This report consists of a theoretical introduction, a brief description of some of the 
principal experimental issues involved in the measurements of CP asymmetries in modes 
sensitive to the angle a, fallowed by a set of Tab1 es comparing the capabilities of various 
experimental options. Following the summary report arc the reports of subgroups which 
contain more detailed discussions of the experiments considered in this study. Also included 
in the report are several papers on talks presented at the workshop sessions on issues related 
to the messurement of the angle a. 



2. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

We begin with a brief review of the foormalism describing CP violation in the neutral 
B-meson system [Z]. 

Due to B’-p mixing, a meson which is born as a B” or a p will evolve in time to 
B mixture of B” and p: 

IBoW) = f+(WJ”) + ; f-(t)lF) 

I~@)) = ; f-(W”) + f+(tW) , (2) 

in which IB”) (I@)) represents a pure B” (F) state at t = 0, and 

ft(t) = e-“‘e-““cos(Aml/Z) 

f-(l) = emi”‘ee’% sin(Amt/2) (3) 

In Eq. (2) the factor q/p represents the CP violation in the mixing. To B good approximation 
this is a pure phase and can be written as 

! E e-lidH 
P 

(4) 

For the Bd and B, systema, this phase is 

0 
g =G, 4 =1 
p 8, v,; 0 p 8. (5) 

Here and below we implicitly assume the Wolfenstein parametrization [3] of the CKM matrix, 
in which only V,d and VA have non-negligible phases. 

The standard way to look for CP violation in the neutral B system is to look for a 
difference between r(B’(t) + f) and T(p(t) + f), in which f is some final state and f is 
its CP-conjugate. As we will see, it may not always be possible to obtain clean information 
on the CKM phases using this asymmetry, 60 it is necessary to perform a more general 
analysis. The quantities which will be of interest to us are the rates for B’(t) and F(t) to 
decay into both f and f. Defining 

-41 = WJ”) , 
z, z (f/F) ) 

it is straightforward to calculate 

Af = (fIBal > 
& = (f P”) > 

r(B’(t) + f) = e~“lA,~‘[caaa~+la,~zsin’~-Imo,sinAmt]; 

OLf E I3 
P A/ ’ 

l-(B”(t) + f) = e-“lAJl’ [co.’ y + IaII ‘sin’? - Imaisin Amt 
I 

; 

mf E ‘1 Xi 
Pll;’ 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

r(Zqq + f) = eeP’IXJ,P [cd y + In,l’ain’ T - Im+ sin Amt] ; 

q s P!!=L 
q& a, * (9) 

r(F(t) + f) = 8’ 7i, ’ 
’ 11 

cm2 F + I~~l’sin’ F - Im STsin Amt 1 ; 

q z --=L. P AI 
nxJ ‘=I 

(‘0) 

Thus far, the calculations have been completely general. The procedure for measuring 
CP violation depends on the assumptions made regarding the final state and the weak decay 
amplitudea. 

P.J f = f; One Weak Amplitude in 8” + f 

Consider the case in which the final state is a CP eigenstate 141, that is, f = f. 
Suppose further that one weak amplitude contributes to the decay B” + J. In this case we 
can write [S] 

A, = A(B’ + f) = IA,le”De’6 , 
Ti, = A(B” + f) = IA,~c-‘*~~” (11) 

in which 4. is the weak phase in the decay and 6 is the strong phase. The.value of the weak 
decay phase depends on whether a b + c or B b + u transition is involved: 

(4h.L. = av z , 
( 1 

(~o)a~., = 0, (12) 

The above assumptions imply two things, First, we law 

IA,j’ = j;i,l’ E IAl’ 

The second implication is that Ia11 = 1, that is, U, is a pure phase: 

(13) 

q A/ Q, = _ _ = e-li4Me-2i*” 
P AI 

(14) 

The four equations for the B decay rates in Eqs. (7).(10) now simplify considerably to the 
following two expressions: 

r(BO(t) + f) = eCr’lA/2[l Ima, sin Amf] , 
rp(t) + f) = eCr’lAl*[l + ImaJsio Aml) (15) 

The difference between these two rates (time-dependent or time-integrated) is the measure 
of CP violation, with Im a, = sin2(&, + 4,). Note that the above rates depend only on 
weak phases; there is no contamination from the strong phase 6. 

Thus, if the final state j is a CP eigenstate, and if we asuune that only one weak 
amplitude contributes to the B-decay procens, we find that there are three classes of B decays 
which can have sizable CP-violating asymmetries [6\, re p resented by the angles a, p and -, 
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s Bd decays with b - u (e.g. Bd - r+r-): sin2a. 

l Bd decays with b -t e (e.g. Bd --t *If,): sin2P 

. B, decays with b 4 u (e.g. B. -a pK,): sin27 

(The fourth class, B, decays with b + c (e.g. B. + D:D;), is expected to have no CP 
asymmetry.) In this report we will focus on the possibilities for measuring the angle a, 
principally via the final atate x+x-. 

There are, however, a number of good reasons to consider other find states than 
a+~-. First, although the branching ratio is expected to be about 1 x lo-‘, it has not been 
measured, and could conceivably be smaller. Second, rtr- might be a difficult find state to 
observe in a hsdron collider, due to the large backgrounds. Finally, penguin diagrams might 
contribute significantly to this decay [I], which would ruin the assumption of the dominance 
of a single weak decay amplitude. In this case the CP violation in Bd - T+K would 
no longer depend cleanly on the angle a. For dl these reasons it is necessary to consider 
relaxing the above assumptions regarding the find state and the weak decay amplitudes, 
and to consider other final states for measuring a. 

6.2 f # f; One Weak Amplitude in B” - f(f) 
Consider now the case in which the find state f is not B CP eigenstate, but that stiU 

one weak amplitude contributes to the decays B” 4 f, B” -I f, B” * f and X? + f. In 
this case we have 

AJ E A(B’ - f) = JA,le’*“e” , 

;4, E A(p -a f) = IAlle-‘“Ded , (16) 

which implies that IAll = 1X,1. Similarly, 

A, E A@ 4 f) = IA#v?’ , 

7f, 5 A(@ _ f) = IAJle-%e’r’ , 

with /A,1 = [X,1. It is therefore clear that a, and uf are not pure phases: 

(17) 

~‘ = IAfle-i(rru+b+rb+r-a*) 
IA/l 

~, = ~,-+r,+rD+rb-“+d’) 
14 (18) 

From the above we see that there are four independent parameters: IAll, fA,l, 
WC,, = 2& + q& + fib, and A z 6 - 6. The iime-dependent measurement of the four 
decay rates in Eqs. (7).(10) permits the extraction of the two quantities sin (2&,, + A) and 
sin (WcxM - A). It is then straightforward to obtain sin2&,,,,, up to a 4.fold ambiguity 

PI. 
In order for this technique to be practical, it is necessary to consider find states for 

which A,, A,, iTf and 2, are about the same siae. This can be accomplished by choosing 
dates for which f and f, though not CP-conjugatea of one another, have the ame quark 
content. In this cue, 0.. = &. For the mcasuremcnt of the angle a, examples of such states 
are (p+r-,p-&) and (~:*-,a;*+). The a,* state might be particularly interesting far 
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d d d d 

Figure 1: Tree level (a) and penguin (b) diagrams for the decay Bz - rr. 

hadron colliders, since the signal wiU be four charged pions coming from B single secondary 
vertex. 

2.3 f = f; Man than One Weak Amplitude in B” - f) 

If the find state is a CP eigenstate, but more than one weak amplitude contributes to 
the decay B’ - f, then the asymmetry betwecri the rates r(BO(t) - f) and r(p(t) + f), 
as described in Sec. 1.1, wiU not provide clean information on the CKM phases - there wiU 
be inevitably be some uncertainty due to both strong phases and the presence of more than 
one weak phane. In this case, it is necessary to perform a more intricate analysis. 

One example of such a situation is the find state r+r-, in the case in which penguin 
diagrams contribute significantly to the decays Bi(t),E((t) -a w’r- (see Fig. 1). Since the 
weak phase of the penguin contribution is not equal to that of the tree diagram, the CP 
asymmetry does not cleanly measure the angle a. It is, however, possible to disentangle the 
various ctlects by using iaospin [9]. 

The andyaia proceeds by cdnsidering the decays Bi - r+r-, Bj - tr”# and 8: 4 
r+#. The amplitudes for these three processes, denoted A+-, Aw and A+“, respectively, 
can be related by isospin. We begin by noting the following points. First, due to Bose 
statistica, the find wr states can have only I = 0 or I = 2. Second, the tree diagram can 
produce rr pairs in either state of total isospin. On the other hand, since the gluon carries 
no isoapin, the penguin diagrama can contribute to find states with I = 0 only. Therefore 
the AI = 312 operator comes purely from the tree diagram, while the AI = l/2 operator 
has contributions from both tree and penguin diagrams. Finally, the decay i?: -+ r+r” 
arises solely from the tree diagram, since the find state can have only I = 2. 

Using the Wigner-E&art theorem, it is straightforward to express A+-, Aoo and Ato 
in terms of the I = 0 and I = 2 amplitudes (A, and Aa, respectively): 

LA+- = AI-A*, 
fi 

Am = 2Az+Ao, (‘9) 
A+’ = 3A,, 



(b) 

Figure 2: Complex triangles of Eqs. (20) and (21) 

which immediately leads to the triangle relation 

L*t- + ,p = AtO 
Jz (243) 

There is a similar relation for the charge-conjugated processes g - n+n-, q - r”# and 
B; - ,-TO, whose amplitudes are denoted ;i+-, To, Z-O, respectively: 

In+- + a”” = x+0 
Jz (21) 

The X-amplitudes are obtained from the A-amplitudes by changing the sign of the weak 
phases, while leaving the strong phases unchanged. 

The key point here is that only one weak amplitude - the tree-level diagram - con- 
tributes to the I = 2 final state, so that 

Aa = ~A&%‘6’ , Air = ,&,e-‘6*e’” 
(22) 

in which +L is the weak phase of the tree diagram and 62 is the I = 2 final-state-interaction 
phase. This implies that IAt01 = 17imal. On the other hand, due to the presence of penguin 
contributions there is no simple relation between A+- and Tit-, or between AW and ;ii”. 
One can, however, obtain information by looking at the time-dependent decay rates. For f 
a CP eigenstate, the four rates of Eqs. (‘I)-(10) reduce to the two equations 

r(Bi(t) A f) = e-“‘]A# 
[ 
cd y + l$l’h~‘~ Im 

(J 
!! 3 ain Amt 

18 (23) 

r(Bj(t) - f) = .-rtix,I’ 
1 
co2 v + 1-1 ““~ina~+l-(~~)~inA,t]. (24) 

At 
For / = r+r-, the time-dependent measurementa of the above rates allow the extraction 
of IA+-1 and 17i*-I. For the r”ro final &ate, in principle one could perform similar mea- 
surements to obtain lAWl and Ipi”l. I n p r&ice, however, it is extremely unlikely that such 

a meuurement could be performed at a h&on collider. Such information must probably 
come from e+e- colliders. 

In fact, at ,w e+c- machine operatin 
4 

at the T(4*), it is not even necessary to do a 
time-dependent measurement [Xl]. The E& pur rcndting from the decay of the T(4s) is 
neccamrily in a C = -1 eigenstate. The time-dependent rates for such a BiE pair to decay 
to a final CP eigenstatc f plus * aemileptonic tag sre 

I-(B,(t)@(i) --t f + (DfvX),.,) = c~@+‘)IA,I’ 

Am@ + i) + lj$,,aina Am@ + i) 
2 AI 2 1 , (25) 

r(@(t)B:(i) - f(~vX)~..) = e-rc’+rll&j’ 

x cc.2 
I 

Am@ t i) A,,. ,Am(tti) 
2 

t ,-I 81” 
4 

2 sinAm(t-i) (26) 1 
Integrating over t and i symmetrically from 0 to m yields 

r(B,o~ - f + (Dfi.Qt.,l - (IA,l’+ lz,I’) t & (14’ l~,l’) > (27) 

r(B,oE --t f t W4t.,l m (14’ + I%?) - & (IAtl’ - 1x,1’) , (28) 

where zd is the mixing parameter, Am/r. From these two expressions IAt1 and IA,1 can be 
obtained. Thus, the tagged, time-integrated measurements at the T(4a) of the rates for the 
decay into XV will yield IAWl and lp”l. 

Given the magnitudes of the A- and the Z-i-amplitudes, this allows us to specify the 
triangles of Eqa. (20) and (21) (Fig. 2). The final piece of information is the measurement 
of CP violation in Eqa. (23) and (24). For the nfr- final state, this is 

.(29) 

in which z. E AoIAs and i E Ao/Az. Here one wes explicitly that, indeed, in the presence 
of penguins, the asymmetry in B,O(G) + r+r- does not cleanly measure the angle OL - 
there is additional phase information, a priori unknown, in I and i. However, and this is 
the main point, I and i can be obtained from the triangles of Fig. 2, each up to a twofold 
ambiguity, using elementary trigonometry. In this way the isospin analysis permits the clean 
measurement of sin 2a, even in the presence of large penguin contributions, up to a fourfold 
ambiguity. (If, in addition, it were possible to measure CP violation using the final state 
##, then the ambiguity could, in general, be lifted completely.) This same technique can 
in principle be used to extract a using the decays Bj + rK, rp, [II] although here there 
tend to be a larger number of ambiguities [12]. 

Another example of a cue in which the final state is a CP eigenstate, but more 
than one weak amplitude contributes to B” - f, is the decay Bj + DO,,K,, in which 
D”,, = (D”+F)/fiis identified by its CP-even decay products. Here there are no penguin 
contributions, but rather two tree-level diagrams (Fig. 3), so that once again the technique 
elaborated in Sec. 1.1 will not yield clean information on the CKM phases. 
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Figure 3: The two diagrams for (a) Bz + DK,, (b) Bj + D’K, 

This situation can be resolved [13) by considering alao the amplitudes for the decays 
Bj + FK, and Bj + D’K,. The weak CKM phases of diagrams Figs. 3a and 3b are 0 
and 7, respectively, with corresponding strong phases 6~ and 6,. We can therefore write 

Aa E A(B,O -a FK,) = ,A#% 

A, E A(B: + D’K,) = ,A&‘VD (30) 

AeF E A(B,O + DO,,K,) = $ (A. + Aa), 

where the third equation is due to the definition of Dzp. The magnitudes lA~f and IA,, 
are expected to be of comparable size. The amplitudes for the charge-conjugated processes, 
Bj 4 PK,, Bj 
obtained from 

+ FK, and @ - DE,K,, denoted &, & and 7i,:p, respectively, are 
the A-amplitudes by changing the sign of the weak CKM phases. We therefore 

have /Aal = I&, and IA,, = ,-&I, but IA.;p, # ,7i,,pl. 
As with the previous examples, it is necessary to measure the time-dependence of Bi 

decays to the three final states D’K,, FK, and D:,K, (Eqs. (7) and (8)). From these 
measurements, it is possible to obtain the magnitudes of A., As and A,sp. These same 
measurements will also give the CP-violating parameters 

-has = ksin(20 t 1 -A), 
D 

-I* OLD = fisin(2@+7+A), 
D (31) 

where A E 6, - 63 and we have used the fact that the phase of 8,0-q mixing (q/p) is 20. 
It is now just straightforward algebra to show that these five quantities - the three 

magnitudes and the 2 CP-violating parameters - along with the triangle relation of Eq. (30) 
suffice to determine both sin2a and sin 20 with no hadranic uncertainty (we use the relation 
sin Z(p + 7) I -sin 2a, which follows from the unitarity triangle). Note that, in fact, we are 

not obliged to consider only the CP-even final atate DF,K, - one can also include the CP- 
odd state DzpK,, where DzF = (Do - F)/fi. In thin case it ia necessary to appropriately 
modify the triangle relation of Eq. (30). 

The one drawback of this method is that the branching ratios (UC likely to be rather 
small, since the decays are color-suppressed. A rough estimate yields 1141 B(B,O + FK,) - 
2 x10-O and E(E,O -+ DOK,) w 5 x lo-‘. Since about 10% of D decays are to CP eigenstatea, 
the branching ration to the final states Dz,K, and Dz?K, should be O(lO-‘). 

2.4 f # f; More than One Weat Amplitudc/Partiot Wmx in 8’ + f(f) 

For the case in which the final state f is not a CP eigenstate, and where more than 
one weak amplitude contributes to 8’ + f(f), in general it is impossible to obtain clean 
information on the CKM phases. This is also true if there is only one weak amplitude, hut 
many different partial waves. The one exception to the rule is if the different partial waves 
have different CP parities. In this case one CM perform an angular correlation analysis to 
distinguish the partial waves, and then measure CP asymmetries within each partial wave. 
Since the method of angular analysis is rather involved, we will not describe it here - we 
refer the reader to the original articles 1151. 

As far M the angle LI is concerned, a partial list of final states to which this method 
applies includes wwp’, u##, wwr’, WYY, p+p-, pop’, a:a;, ayay, w$, Ah, ws’K,, WWK,, 
and upOK,. Although elegant, the method of angular correlations has a number of draw- 
hacks. First, one needs a larger data sample in order to perform such an analysis. Second, 
the branching ratios to baryons and to 3-body states are likely to be considerably smaller 
than those to pairs of mesons. Finally, for mast, if not all, of the above states, it will be 
necessary to combine the angular analysis with the isospin analysis described in Sec. 1.3 
in order to eliminate the contributions from penguin diagrams. For all of these reasons, 
more work ia required to determine if this method will be useful in the first generation of 
CP-violation experiments at hadron colliders. 

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW 

Since the detector options and the related technology largely depend on the geomet- 
rical configuration of the experiments, we grouped the experiments into three categories: (a) 
central collider experiments, (b) forward collider experiments, and (c) fixed target experi- 
menta. The central collider experiments typically cover the pseudorapidity range of 171 < 3. 
However, the acceptance of these experiments for doing B physics is generally limited to a 
smaller 7 range because of requirements on the detector performance, particularly in regard 
to the momentum and vertex reconstruction resolution. The lorward collider experiments 
with a single arm cover the pseudorapidity range of 1 < v < 6. The fixed target experiments, 
benefitting from the large Lorente boost of the final state particles, cover the small angular 
range of about 100 mrad around the incident beam direction. 

Aside from the experimental and technological issues, there are several physics-related 
quantities that determine the capabilities of the experiments. These include the BB cross 
section, the production branching ratio (u&as/~,~,.l), and the momentum distribution of the 
btlavared hadrons and their decay products. The collider experiments, being at higher 
center-of-mass energies compared to the fixed target experiments, have the advantage of a 
larger BB cross section as weU as a higher production branching ratio. However, the very 
high momenta of the decay products in the fixed target experiments significantly reduce 
the effect of multiple scattering, thus allowing for a more accurate determination of the 
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secondary vertices. In addition, the decay vertices are in general well acparated from the 
primary interaction point because of the longer mean decay distance in the fixed target 
experiments. 

The overall comptiaon of the merita of the experimental options must take into ac- 
count issues involving the detector technology and accelerator conditions. These are covered 
in the relevant detector and accelerator seasions. 

In the following vre wiU brie0y discuss wme of the principal issues relevant to the 
meanremcnt of CP asymmetries related to the angle a’. Our considerations include the 
choice of decay mode, triggers, criteria for the selection and reconstruction of events, tagging 
and dilution effects. 

9.1 Choice of the Decay Mode 

Aa discussed in Section 2, a large class of B decays is sensitive to the angle a. Among 
these, the decay 8’ - a+n- has been extensively simulated for the different experimental 
options considered here. However, the measurement of the CP symmetry in the decay 
B” + r+r- does not directly lead to the determination of the angle 0~. In the presence 
of penguin processes, (I can be extracted from the time-dependent decay rates and the 
CP asymmetries of the modes B” + T+T-, B+ + rtro, and BP - r”ro. Since no 
reconstruction in hadron beam experiments in considered to be very difficult, we assumed 
that the information on modes involving #‘s must come from e+e- experiments. Here we 
simply focuased on the feasibility of measuring the time-dependent decay rate and the CP 
asymmetry for the decay mode B” + r+u-. We also briefly considered the decay mode 
B + a:,-. 

The reconstruction of the B” + T+T- decay is rather simple. It requires two tracks 
with a displaced vertex from the primary vertexof the event. However, because of ita simple 
two-body topology, the signature for this mode can also be e&y mimicked by random com- 
binatorial processes, including the combination of particles from other decaya of B mesons. 
Monte Carlo studies have shown that the level of combinatorial background can be several 
orders of magnitude larger than the expected signal in this mode. Therefore, background 
supprcasion is the most challenging teak for any measurement involving thia mode. 

The kinematic features of this decay offer same diwimination against backgrtiund 
processes. In Fig. 4 the transverse momentum distribution of the piona from the B” + t~+x- 
decay, baaed on a simulation study for the GAJET propom.l at LIIC [16], is compared with 
that of the minimum bias events and the decay products from B + $K decay. The distinctly 
hard distribution of the r from the B” + r+~- decay is obvious. Furthermore, owing to the 
long Lifetime of b hadrons, the pions tend to have B larger impact pexameter on average, hence 
providing further discrimination against the background. These are some of the feature8 of 
the 8’ - r+x- decay that are exploited in dedicated triggers for tbia process (171. In the 
&line analyeie additional cuts can be developed based on the decay length of the B mewn 
and information from partide identification. 

3.3 Trigger 

The most common acheme for a BB trigger in hadron accelerator experiments is a 
lepton trigger, where an event is recorded if it containa a lepton which is consistent with 
having originated from the semileptonic decay of a B h&on. The aelection of the decay 
B” - X+T‘ is subsequently performed in the &Iine analysis of the data. The overall 
trigger efficiency ia then the product of the semileptonic branching ratio of B hadrona, the 
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Figure 4: Simulation of calorimetric pT distribution in GAJET: (a) the decay products in 
E” - ~+r-, (b) minimum bias events, and (c) the decay products in iJ - $K 

kinematic acceptance for the lepton, and the efficiency for detecting and identifying the 
Ieptan. In such events, the charge of the lcpton in also used to tag the flavor of the R meson 
at the production point. Considerations have dso been given to a dedicated trigger, where 
the event is recorded if a candidate B” + T+T- decay is present 1111. The main advantage 
of a dedicated trigger is that, given M event containing an identified B” -a ST+T- decay, 
one could envisage using varicue complementary tagging techniques, hence enhancing the 
statistical power of the measurement. 

3.3 Background Rejection and Event Selection 

The criteria for the reconstruction and selection of B” + r+r- events are primarily 
dictated by the requirements for the suppreaaion of the background proceases. Several de- 
tailed studies of the IOU~CCII and the suppreaaion of the combinatorial background have been 
performed. One study for the FJCD prapowd at SSC, which is reported here in the contributed 
papers, considers the background from BE events in detecting the decay B” + T+T- [lg]. 
It demonstrates that, by applying cuts on the distributions of the tranrverse momentum and 
impact parameter of the decay products and the decay vertex of the B candidates (required 
to be separated Lam the primary vertex by at least 15 standard deviations), a signal to 
noise ratio of 1:l can he achieved. Although this result is specific to the BCD detector, it 
providea a general indication of the severity of the background contamination and the need 
for accurate measurement of the secondary vertices. 

Another background is the overlapping of signals from other exclusive decay modes 
of B melons. Examples of much backgrounds are 8” * K+r-, B. - K-K+, which, if 
reconstructed as a TK combination, would produce a peak neu the expected signal for the 
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Figure 5: Invariant mass distribution of nn combinations from the decay B” - ST+*- (from 
a simulation far the BCD proposal). Shown are also the invariant mass distributions of 
the track combinations from the decays B. + Kr and 8’ + Kn, interpreted as a-r. The 
relative normalizations are arbitrary. 

decay 8’ + r+r-. The decay 8’ + ptrms where P+ -a *+n’, can also r&It in a structure 
overlapping with the B” + T+C signal. As an example, in Fig. 5 we show the rr invariant 
mass distributions for various final states interpreted as T+I‘, for (L BCD-Iike detector st 
SSC [19]. The presence of the background dilutes the measured CP asymmetry for the 
mode ,Y” + r+v by an unknown factor which is a function of the maas resolution and 
the CP asymmetry of the background decay modes. There are, however, ways of reducing 
these background events. According to Monte Carlo simulations, a maas resolution on the 
order of 5 MeV, though difficult to achieve, can either resolve or reduce the contamination 
of the different decay modes in the rr invariant mass distribution. In addition, the level of 
the reflected peaks can be further suppressed by means of particle identification. Clearly, 
the message here is that excellent mass resolution and particle identification capability are 
needed. 

3.4 Tagging 

In order to determine the CP asymmetry for a decay channel, the particle anti-particle 
nature (the flavor) of the B meson at production (f = 0) must be known. For decays in 
which the final state is a CP eigenstate, the flavor of the B meson cannot be determined 
from the decay products it must be extracted from the accompanying B hadron in the 
event. This can be achieved by using the charge of a lcpton originating from the semileptonic 
decay of the accompanying B meson. For lepton-triggered events, this is readily done by 
using the trigger leptan. However, in order to reduce the mistagging probability, one may 
have to apply somewhat harder kinematic cuts to the lepton. The tagging efficiency is then 
just the acceptance of the additional kinematic cuts on the trigger lepton. 

For r+r--triggered events, the tagging efficiency would include a factor due to the 

scmileptonic decay branching ratio times the lepton selection and identification efficiencies. 
Other methods for tagging include the kaon tag, in which the sign of the leading kaon in the 
accompanying B decay is used, and the so-called “soft pion” tag. The latter is based on a 
proposal by M. Gronau, A. Nippe and J. Roaner (201, wh’ h IC makes use of the presence of a 
soft pion accompanying the B mcmn in the fragmentation of the b quark or from the decay 
of an excited B” meson. The charge of the soft pion is correl*ted with the original flavor 
of the B meson. Preliminary studies show that this method offers a potentially powerful 
tagging method. However, currently there are no experimental results on 8” production or 
on the production rate of an accompanying soft pion in B-meson production. Future data 
from LEP and Tevatron experiments will allow us to address these issues. 

9.5 Dilution Factors 

For a given decay, the observed CP asymmetry is diluted by the background, wrong- 
sign tagging of the B flavor, and flavor oscillation of the B meson before decay. Assuming that 
the combinatorial background is symmetric, the dilution due to this effect is simply a factor 
of $& where S refers to the number of signal events, and B is the number of background 
events. Lacking a detailed Monte Carlo study of the combinatorial background for most 
of the experimental options, we assumed a signal to noise ratio of 1:l for all experiments 
considered here. This is (L very optimistic assumption. Wrong sign tagging of the flavor of the 
B mesons can occur because of contamination in the leptan sample from the cascade process 
B - D - 1, misidentification of hadrons, or B - B oscillations in the accompanying B 
meson. The dilution factor due to mistagging is a strong function of the kinematic cuts 
spplied to the lepton or the hadron used for the tag. In general an optimum setting for 
an experiment can be determined by maximizing’ the product D’ x 6, where D is the total 
dilution factor and e is the total efficiency (211. Finally, f or cues in which the CP asymmetry 
is determined using a time-integrated signal, the CP asymmetry is reduced by the factor 
a~‘/(1 + z’), where o = &n/r, assuming that the time integration is performed from t = 0. 

4. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS APPROACHES 

In order to compare the capability of different experiments to measure the CP asym- 
metry for the B” - T+K decay, a figure of merit web calculated for each experiment we 
have considered. This figure of merit is defined as the number of nominal SSC years (10’ 
seconds/year) required to measure the CP asymmetry with an accuracy of SA,, = 0.1. 
The basic ingredients of these calculations are the estimatea for the factors described in the 
previous Section and some quantities which are common to aU experiments, including the 
branching ratio B(B’ + *+I-), and the probability of producting a ED meson in the frag- 
mentation of a b quark, fso. Guided by theoretical arguments and existing measurements 
we have assumed B(B’ - x+x-) = 1 x 10.’ and fp = 0.375. Results from Monte Carlo 
studies of the experiments are then used to determine the acceptance, trigger and taming 
efficiency and the related dilution effects. Some results of the comparimn of the fixed target 
and forward collider experiments at the SSC, and central collider experiments at Tevatron are 
summarized in the following Tables. We refer the reader to the subgroup reports for further 
details. We did not have time in this workshop to compare the central collider experiments 
et ssc. 
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Table 1. Central Collider Experiments 
CDF at Tevatran DO at Tevatron 

J; 2 TEV 2 TEV 
Luminosity 102’ cm’r-’ 103’ cm’*-’ 
r(b&) 50 pb 50 fib 
o(tolol) 50 mb 50 mb 

1 trigger *r trig. *cf trig. f trigger 
f tag f tag sort rr tag f tag 

Total efficiency 9.3 x lo-’ 6.9 x lo-’ 6.9 x 1O-J 2.34 x lo-’ 

Total dilution 0.36 0.33 0.19 0.23 

N(B,O) for 6A,,=O.l 8.3 x 10’0 1.3 x 10” 4.1 x 10’0 8.1 x 10’0 

Tim (x 10’s) 2.3 3.5 1.1 2.2 

It should be noted that although the results presented here for the combination of 
leptan trigger and lepton tag suggests a similar capability for the CDF and DO experiments, 
the assumptions and the analysis leading to these results are quite different. For example, 
the CDF analysis uses a limited acceptance of 171 < 1.1 in order to achieve B maw resolution 
of better 20 MeV. The DO analysis uses Iv/ i 3. However, the loss of efficiency in the CDF 
analysis is somewhat compensated for by their higher dilution factor which is claimed to 
correctly account for the effects of cuts on track impact parameter and vertex separation. 

Table 2. Forward Collider Experiments 
BCD at SSC COBEX at SSC 

J; 20 TeV 20 TeV 
Luminositv 103’ cm28-’ 1032 cm13-’ 
db&) ’ 1 mb 1 mb ~ I 

r7(total) 100 mb 100 nab 
f trig. f trig. f trig. topology trig. 
f tag Kaon tag muon tag kaon tag 

Total efficiency 6.0 x 10-4 4.0 x lo-’ 6.8 x lo-’ 5.3 x 10-s 

(P JL =) (P & 4 
Total dilution 0.12 0.32 0.21 0.32 

N(B;) for SA,,=O.l 2.3 x 10” 4.9 x 10” 2.0 x 10” 1.9 x 10” 

Time (x 10’S) 1.5 0.33 0.21 0.025 

Table 3. Fixed Target Experiments 
SFT at SSC GAJET at LHC 

h 
Interaction rate 
db6) 
&&I) 

Total efficiency 

194 GeV 123 GeV 
1 x 10’ 7 x 10’ 

2.0 x (A = 281 ub 1.0 ub 
I 

32 x (A = 28)“~” mb 32 mb 
f and hadron trig. 1 and hadron trig. 
1 and hadron tag 1 and hadron tag 

0.119 0.073 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

As shown in Tables 1-3 both the fixed target and collider experiments at SSC claim 
that they could measure the CP asymmetry in the E” + T+C decay with a precision of 
6A,, = 0.1 in a fraction of a year. The time scale of the collider experiments at Tevatron is 
between 1 to 2 years. There are, however, significant uncertainties in these conclusions. To 
date none of the experiments has simulated in detail the background processes, including the 
minimum bias, cE and b6 events. AU estimates are based on an assumed signal to background 
ratio of l/l. Without a detailed simulation of the background for each experimental setup it 
ir difficult to obtain a reliable estimate of the efficiencies and dilution factors corresponding to 
this level of signal to background. One study of the bL background done for the BCD Proposal 
claims that it is possible to achieve a signal to background ratio of l/l. Understanding the 
background processes is certainly the most important issue for any further studies of the 
feasibility of measuring the angle a using the 8’ - r+r- mode. The background issue 
also points to the need for excellent mass resolution and particle identification in order to 
suppress overlapping signals from other low multiplicity B decays, such as i? -+ K-n+, 
B. - K-K+ and B -+ p+r-. In addition it is also important to study other aodes, such 
as B - a,*, which can be used to determine the the angle 01. 
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Fixed ‘JIbget B Experiments and the Angle Alpha 
using B” --4 XT and B” 4 a,?r 

A.P. McManus, B. Cox, E.G. Dukes, T. Lawry 
Phyaicr Department, Vniuwaify of Virginia, McCormick Rd. 

Chmlotteatdle, Va 42901, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fixed target beauty (B) experiments proposed at the SSC or LHC come in two basic 
types. The first type ia the extracted beam experiments using a bent crystal of silicon or 
mme other method to extract B beam of protons parasitically from the circulating beam as 
the collider experiments arc taking data. The two chief experiments proposing this method 
am the LHB’ collaboration which would we the LHC at CERN md the SFT’ collaboration 
which would use the SSC. The second type of fixed target experiment ie one that would 
place the detector around the circulating beam using a gar jet or thin wire(s) LII a target. 
Two experiments of this type are the one proposed at CERN for LHC (GAJET3) and the 
Hers-B’ experiment proposed at DESY using the Hers collider. 

a. GENERAL COMMENTS ON FIXED TARGET EXPERIMENTS 

The bmic difference affecting design between fixed target experimenta and collider 
experiments is the large Lorene boast that all decay products are given in fixed target 
experiments. Because oi the large hood, all tixed target experiments are long (JO- 100 meters) 
and cover a amall solid a& (9 - 100 mrad) unlike the typical collider expcrimcnt which 
attempts to cover a 4s solid angle and on average has much lower momentum decay products. 
The basic layout of a fixed target B experimenls is a follows: the target (internal/external) is 
followed by as ailicon micravertex detector, wire chambers, a dipole magnet (or perhaps two 
magneta), some mme wire chambers and a calorimeter iollowed by a muon detector. There 
is also tame kind cd hadron ID system placed before or after the magnet(s). 

The one main advantage that alI fixed target experiments share is very good primary 
vertex resolution either because the target is emall (internal target or external target) or 
because the vertex detector is very close to the target (external target). In addition, coupled 
with the good primary resolution offered by the fixed target experiments, the large Lorenz 
boost given very long decay paths for B particles in the lab frame. The average B decay 
length is 16mm for an BOO GeV proton beam or 95mm for a 20 TeV proton beam. These 
two effects will favorably impact the reconstruction efficiency of fixed target experimenta as 
will be seen I.ter. 
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a. EXTRACTED BEAM EXPERIMENTS 

Extracted beam experiments offer several advantages over internal target experiments. 
The chief advantages are the ability to bring the silicon microvertex detector as close as 
needed to the target and to cover an angular range down to zero mrad without having,to 
Increase the length of the spectrometer beyond practical limits. This gives the extracted 
beam experiments the sbiity to get a complete view of the event, since all charged tracks 
can be seen by some part of the detector. This also means that extracted beam experiments 
have better vertex resolution and impact parameter rcsolutisn than achievable by any other 
type of experiment with similar detector technology. Another advantage of extracted beam 
experiments is the ability to use B live target (SFT experiment) and determine the charge oi 
the B’s from the presence or absence of B charged track leading into the secondary vertex. 
This would aleo allow the reconstruction of more complicated decay topologies and the use 
of partly reconstructed states to help in determining the particle or antiparticle state of the 
tagging B. 

External target experiments allow much less expensive and easier to build detectors 
than either internal tarnet or collider experimenta and the radiation damage of the detectors 
can be tuned by “blo&g up” the beam or scanning the beam across the surface area of 
the silicon strip detectors. Extracted beam experiment can exist either in a separate hall 
some distance away from the circulating beam or be placed in a hall designed for collider 
experiments. An advantage of z. separate fixed target hall would be the ability to install and 
repair detectors without affecting collider experiments. 

4. INTERNAL TARGET EXPERIMENTS 

The internal target experiments propose to operate at very bigh beam intensities and 
use a very thin target oi either gas (GAJET) OI wire (HERA-B). Unfortunately because of 
the high intensity, internal target experiments will have multiple interactions per bucket. 
GAJET would expect 2 interactions per bucket and Hera-B 5 interactions per bucket as 
compared to 0.2 interactions per bucket for a extracted beam experiment. Also, like collider 
experiments, internal beam experiments must be designed around a beam pipe and can not 
bring the silicon vertex detector too close to the beam without suffering severe radiation 
damage. 

5. PHYSICS CAPABILITIES AT SSC/LHC 

5.1 General Conriderotions 

The abilities of fired target experiments to extract the angle alpha using the decay 
B” --t rx wiU be discussed using one example from the extracted beam experiments (SFT) 
and one from the internal target experiments (GAJET). The LHB colle.bom.tion st CERN 
uses e. spectrometer almost identical to the SFT spectrometer. Other than the lower fi for a 
LHC tied target experiment, the only difference between the LHB and SFT spectrometers is 
the use of an active target in SFT and a thin non-active target in LHB. The made B0 - als 
wiU he briefly discussed for the SFT experiment. 

Listed in Table 1 are the physics quantities that were usumed to make an estimation 
of the physics potential of the fixed target experiments. The branching ratio for B” + TUT 

is assumed to be lo-“. Both SFT and GAJET assume that they can use p. e, and X M a 
tag for the other B in the event. 

Table 1. Aesumptions for physical quantities and experiment parameters. 

J; 
,nteraction rate 
# of interactions/bunch 
6 em68 section 
total cross section/nucleon 
target material 
Neutral B fraction 
Number of B”Jp produced/y 

SFT (E + rr or a,~) 
194 GeV 

Branching ratio 
Branching ratio 
Branching ratio 
Physics final state 
Particle used as tag 
Angular acceptance 

1 x 10’ 
0.17 

2.0 pb 
32 mb 
silicon 
0.76 

1.3 x 10’0 
10.’ for rr mode I 

0.75 x 10m5 for a+ modt 
3 x 10m5 for &;a+ mode 

B” + ,m, B” + a,a 

’ The silicon micrastrip detector acceptance is O-75 mrad 

5.2 Reconstruction Efieiencies and Aeceptnnce 

c 

1 

:AJET (B + an) 
123 GeV 
7 x 10’ 

1.6 
1.0 pb 
32 mh 

hydrogen 
0.76 

2.0 x 10’0 
IO-’ for rr mode 

- 
- 

B” + CTII 

tW,K 
5-87.5 mrad 

Listed in Table 2 ue the eSiciencies and acceptances for reconstructing the decays of 
B” + rr and 8” + a,* for SFT and GAJET. 

The efficiency cdEroy, which is the probability for the decay into the CP eigenstate, is 
1.0 for the B” + rmr decay since the decay is always into two charged pians and 0.5 from 
isospin for the decay of B” + ala into all charged pions. 

The triggers used by SFT and GAJET are similar with both experiments expecting 
to use B single lepton (I) trigger with a P, threshold of 1.5 GeV/c for SFT and 1.0 GeVjc 
for GAJET. Both experiments also plan to use a dihadron (211) trigger with SFT using a P, 
threshold oi3.0 GeV/c for the high P , h d a ran and 1.0 GeVjc for ‘he low P, hadron. GAJET 
would use a single P, threshold of 2.6 GeVjc for both hadrons. The trigger efficiency, E,,,~, 
is defined to be the probability of the trigger particle(s) being above threshold and the effect 
of a vertex trigger which is a first level optical trigger (62% effxient) ic the cue of GAJET 
and a second level secondary vertex trigger processor (81% eflicicot) in the case 01 SFT. Also 
for SFT, the efficiency of the trigger hardware (97% efficient) is taken into account. The 
Monte-Carlo studies for using the hadronic P, trigger were not done for the 8’ + al* decay. 
The hadronic P, trigger should he very useful for triggering on the B” 4 ala decay, but wiU 
not be quite as efficient 8s for the B” --* r~ decay. 

The efficiency for reconstructing the CP eigenstate, WI,, includes ‘he acceptance for 
all the secondary tracks to be in the tracking volume, the track reconstruction efficiency, 
the vertex reconstruction efficiency, and a secondary vertex cut that requires the secondary 
vertex to he 15 v from the primary. For the SFT d t t e ec or, all of the above numbers are 
bared on a GEANT simulation with detector efficiency, noise, secondary interactions, delta 
rays and pattern recognition. The efficiency, ECP, also includes the acceptance of the tagging 
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particle (r,e, K). The GAJET efficiency, EC,-, includes a “safety factor” of SO% to account 
for effecta not present in the the simpler GAJET Monte-Carlo. 

The tagging efficiency, etopr includes the branching ratio for the other B in the event 
to provide a tag&g particle. In the case of SFT, the efficiency to reconstruct the tag end 
identify it is also included. 

The total efficiency, ~,~*~t, is complicated for the B” + m decay since there a*e 
two triggers and two tags that must be added up together and their overlaps accounted 
fore. The branching ratio for the kaonic and leptonic decays of the B a*e 21% and 85% 
respectively. If one asume~ that 15% of the events have both tags, the total number of 
events with a tag are 91% rather than 100% for maximally uncorrelated tags. This means 
that only 30% of the leptan tags (6% of the total events) in 2 hadron triggered events were 
not also in the lepton trigger sample. For the effect of overlapping triggers, if one assumes 
that they a*e uncorrelated then the fraction (30%) of d’h d I a *on triggers overlapping with a 
lepton trigger must he subtracted from the dihedron trigger sample. The final efficiency for 
fully reconstructed B” + rr decays after taking both triggers and both tags into account 
is: 

~,oto, = Iwig(‘) x 444 x cdl)1 + [cei$h) l 0.70 x dK,zh) x ct.o(K)I+ 

[c,,,,(Zh) x r,(l,2h) x r,.,(l) l 0.301 (‘1 

where the symbol in bracket. is the tag o* trigger, lepton tag or t*igge*=l, kaon=K end 
2 hadron trigge*=2h. The efficiency for fully reconstructed B” --t ala decays is just the 
product of the individual efficiencies. Only lepton tags were considered for the B” --t air 
decays, but in principle the dihedron trigger with K tagging should work almost as well for 
this decay es it does for the B” + ~6. Further study of the ECP for the B” -+ a,~ decay 
is clearly needed but the trigger efficiency for this decay with dihedron trigger has been 
calculated (Table 2). 

Table 2. Reconstruction efficiency of the CP state 

I 

SFT: B - rn 
Gi.ray I 1.0 

E,.#: I tag, I trigger 0.85. BR = 0.11 
E,.+ I tag, 2h P, trigger 0.85. BR = 0.11 

SFT: B + a,* GAJET: B - TT 
0.5 I 1.0 

0.85. BR = 0.18 
0.85. BR = 0.18 

5.9 Dilution Faclors 

The dilution factors are listed in Table 3. The dilution factor, D,,,i,, ie the time 
dependent mixing dilution including the dilution from the tag. The dilution factor, D,.,, is 

1-2~ where w is the probability of inco**ectly tagging the “other” B either though faulty 
particle identification or assigning the tag to the wrong vertex, for example, B + D + P,~. 
For SFT with B 1.5 GeV P, cut and an impact parameter cut on the lepton, the probability 
of a wrong tag from a lepton tag is 5%. The dilution factor, Dbo, is the dilution from 
background under the wr o* 4~ peak. From a monte-errlo simulation, SFT hss a meas 
resolution of less than 13 MeV. Experience from FNAL E771’ data analysis ahowa that B 
signal to noime of at least 5:l can he achieved for the J/+ decay into two muons with a tight 
50 vertex cut and a 35 MeV mass resolution. For further information on backgrounds in 
SFT see the paper by T. Lawry in this section. 

The total dilution is: 

D,.,.I = IAn<, l D, l L&a, 
(2) 

where G is the weighted average of the dilution from the K and 1 tags. There are 3.4 
times es many K tags as 1 tags in SFT end 3.5 times as many K tags as I tags in GAJET. 

Table 3. Dilution factors 

1 D,i= 1 DJ.. = t*g SFT 1 D,., P tag 0.67 1 D,., K tag 
0.85 

1 Ds. ) D,,., 
0.93 0.75 0.00 

GAJET 
0.47 

0.70 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.70 0.25 

6. CP MEASUREMENTS & CONCLUSIONS 

The time needed for these experiments to reach an asymmetry error of IO% and 
the total esymmetry error for II one year run ia listed in Table 4. The CP asymmetry 
measurement from the B” + at= decay is mo*e complicated than the measurement from the 
B0 --t rr decay and only the total number detected fdr each state in listed in Table 4. Clearly 
the fixed target option to measure the angle alpha is very attractive with measurements of 
the angle alpha to less than 10% in well under a year with either option, and in particular 
the external fixed target option (SFT) 
of operation. 

would yield a measurement of alpha of 2% in one year 

An important point that impacts the physics goals of all SSC B physics experiments is 
the survivability of silicon microstrip detectors. Experience on FNAL E7718 has shown, that 
the maximum radiation dose that the current generation silicon strip detectors can survive 
is about 2 Mrad. This would imply that GAJET would need to replace their silicon detector 
3-4 times in the COU*BC of a 1 year run, since they expect a radiation dose of 7.5 Mrad in I 
year. The SFT experiment would expect to experience about 4 Mrad with a 5cm beam or 
2 Mrad with a 7cm beam in B 1 year run and might expect to replace detectors at the rate 
on no more than once per year. As a. worst case, COBEX’ would have a dose of 30 Mrad in 
1 year and would have to replace detectors more often then once per month. 

Table 4. CP asymmetry measurements 
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’ Only events with lepton tags considered. 
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Report of the a subgroup on Forward Collider Experiments* 

S. Kwan 
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois 60510 

K.B. Luk 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720 

1. Introduction 

The subgroup studied the potential of forward collider experiments for measuring 
the angle a using the B”-> x+n- decay. In particular, we tied to answer the questions of 

what sensitivites the two different proposals (COBEX(I] and forward BCD[ZI) could 

probe CP violation in the above decay mode in units of 107 seconds. A detailed 

comparison of the capabilities of the experiments would require extensive Mottle Carlo 

estimates of the total number of reconstructed and tagged exclusive B meson decays as 

well as realistic estimates of the background. Both experiments have perfomwd most of 

these calculadons and their numbers have been used as the basis of discussion. Given the 

short time available in the workshop, we took the approach of examining the numbers 

presented by the proponents of the two experiments at the workshop and estimated what 

would be achievable. 

2. Overview of the Forward Collider Experiments 

Details of the experimental setup. trigger strategy and tmckinglvenexing capability 

of both BCD and COBEX are covered in this workshop in relevant sessions. Here we will 

just summarize some of [he essential features that are important for our discussion. 

The COBEX detector covers pseudorapidity from I to 6 with a spectranew based 

on a quadrupole and a dipole magnet. Irs vertex detecmr, which consists of uniformly 

spaced disks, is in a field free region inside the beampipe at an inner radius of 2 mm. The 

disks are placed inside the acceleralor vacuum system in ‘Roman Pots’. The massive 

support structure prevents the expansion of the spectrometer into the central region. A 

more serious penalty of placing the vertex detector so close to the beam is the radiation 

dosage. It has been estimated that 01 a luminosity of lO32 cm-2s-1 and at a radius of 

‘The members of the subgroup on forward collider geometry for measuring CI included: 

K. Gounder, I. Izen, C. James, C. Kennedy. S. Kwan, K.B. Luk and D. Wagoner. 
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5mm from the beam, the radiation dosage is IO.8 Mrad per year. Either COBEX has to 

run ar a much lower luminosity or the venex detector has to be replaced every couple of 
months. For triggering, COBEX plans to use a high pt muon trigger, with a pt threshold 

sef between I and I.5 GeV/c, as well as a topology trigger which selects events not 

compatible with a single prcduction venex. But the latter trigger is only effective up LO a 

luminosity of 1031 cn~-~s-~. 

The BCD detector strives to cover a broad pseudorapidity range from -6 to +6. 

Early stages of the detector plan f” use a dipole magnet and a spectrometer in the forward 

region f” cover the rapidity interval from I.5 to 5.5 without compromisng the possibility 

of later expansion into the central region. The BCD venex detector has rapidity space 

disks in the forward region and is outside the beampipe at an inner radius of I cm. 

Radiation dosage is expected to be about 1.7 Mrad per a year of running. For triggering, 
BCD plans to use a high p[ lepton (muon or electron) trigger but they also plan to do a 

vertex trigger with a large processor farm. 

The conclusion from the trackinglvenex group in this workshop is that there is little 

difference between COBEX and forward BCD in terms of efficiency and vertex 

resolution. Furthermore, they also conclude that from the tracking perspective, there is 

no compelling evidence that a forward collider experiment is better lhan a dedicated 

central collider experiment. However, it is also clear that for a decay mode like 
BO -> x+x-, good mass resolution and particle identification are imporlant. Both 

COBEX and forward BCD claim to have a mass resoludon of about 20 MeV for this 

mode. 

3. Comparison of COBM and forward BCD 

Table I summarizes the CP reach in B -> T(+x- decay mode for COBEX[3] and 

forward BCD[4] at the SSC. Most of the numbers are prod&d by the proponents of the 

experiments. The assumplioos used in the generation of these numbers have to be 

checked carefully and systematically. The feasibility of running the experimenls at such 
a high luminosity and at the proposed trigger rate has not been considered thoroughly. 

Nor are the effects of losses due to having more than one interaction per bunch crossing 

included. 

COBEX have evaluated Ihe muon trigger using a Pylhia-based Monte Carlo 
simulation for minimum biased events and fur Bo -> n+ n-. Using a three level trigger 

system. and with apt > I.2 GeV, they estimated that the total rejection factor would be 

about 1300. The efficiency for B -> ?I+ x- in which both decay n’s are accepted is about 

3%. including Ihe inclusive branching rado of B-+X. In table I. the geometrical 

acceplance. tracking and venexing efficiency are combined to give the number ECP. We 

show the physics potential of COBEX for the two triggers [hat they proposed. An 

advantage of the lopology lrigger is that il does not bias the tag panicle. To suppress the 

combinatorial background, various cuts have been studied by both COBEX and BCD. 

BCD assummed that with their analysis cws. a S/B of 1 could be obtained. The study by 

COBEX. on the other hand, showed that while a S/B of greater than 20 is achievable, 

S/B of I has not yet been demonstrated. In the table, a value of S/B of I was assummed. 

Since the final state is a CP eigenstate. tagging information has to be obtained from 

the accompanying B meson. Both COBEX and BCD plan to use lepron(only muon in 

COBEX, and both electron and muon in BCD) and K tag. The soft pion rag discussed in 

this workshop has not been studied at all. There are several sources of wrong lags, such 

as the oscillation of the accompanying B before decay. “I from tags which do nor come 

from the b-x lransitions. These wrong lags dilute the mearurcd asymmeuy. Two 
dilution factors ax given: dray, is the dilution due to mistngging and d,nir is due to 

oscillation. For Bd. using XdcO.7. d mix is equal to X/(1+X2) which is 0.47 using 

Xd=o.7. COBEX claim that when one fits the time dependence of the oscillation, one 

can get 3 better d,ix. BCD. on the other hand. claim 111x1 rven with perfect time 

resolution, dm& can only be as high iis 0.58. 

To estimate background. both COBEX and BCD have douc extensive Monte Carl” 

studies. COBEX have estimated that in the time required to trigxcr on 100 accepted B -> 
n+n- events. there will be 5 x 1010 minimum bias inteructious in their apparatus. 

Assuming IO% reconstruction efficiency, one has to suppress the combinatorial 

background from minimum bias events by more than 5 x 109. Their studies show that a 

minimum overall suppression of 109.from the minimum bias background is achievable 

with loose analysis cuts combining with trigger efficiency autl tight mass GUI on the IIR 

invariant mass. Their conclusion is that the signal to background ralio grealer than i/20 

is achievable. BCD have done a similar study from a different pcrspeaive[5]. They have 

generated a million beauty events and the B” in these events urc Inrced to decay into the 
x+x’ channel. Backgrounds were studied wilh b, c and lighl~qwrk events by trying 

various cuts. Their conclusions are that the principle source of background comes from 

bb events and nor from charm or light quark events. After idl cuts. they found an 
efficiency of 4% for finding Bd -x+x- with a signal 1” noise rzuiu of 70.42. at #he 90% 

confidence level. Both experiments agree that in the n+n- inv;wi:wt mass disttibution. 

there would be significant contamination under the mass peuk from rrflections of the 

decays: Bd -> K+n-, Bs -> K+K-, Bs -> K+n-. Therefore, good Wn separation would be 
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necessary. Both experiments plan 1” use a fast RICH for panicle idenlification. Aside 

from the formidable technical challenge of consrructing and operating B fast RICH, there 

may “01 be a realistic eslimate on the particle identification efficiency and contaminadon 
for the analysis cuts used for Bd -x+x- and ragging in the table. 

4. DIscussIon 

As one can see from [he table. both forward BCD and COBEX claim that they can 

measure a in a year of running at the SSC. However, the COBEX numbers seem to 

imply that it is a better experiment. Their t”lal efficiency is higher, particularly so in the 

topology [rigger although it is highly doubtful if this trigger is practical in a luminosity of 

lO32 cm-*,-I. A small fraction “f their higher Ecp could be attributed to the fact that 

they cover one m”re unit of pseudorapidity but il seems that the crucial difference 

between the IWO experiments is the number used for the tracking and verrexing 

efficiencies. Naively, one would expect the vertex and impacl parameter resolutions are 

better for COBEX. However, a remarkable conclusion of the forward tracking group at 

this workshop is that both experiments are about Ihe same in terms of vertex resolution 

and tracking efficiency: in this cue. if is hard 1” justify the advantages of placing the 

venex detectors inside the beampipe. Wbal might be causing the difference in the 

numbers could be the looser cuts used by COBEX which give them a higher effG%cy as 

well as a higher background. Instead of asumming S/B to be I. if we used 0.05 which is 

what COBEX have demonsnwed 1” be achievable, the figure of merit for COBEX would 

be increased by about IO, bringing the CP reach of the two experiments about the same 

to within a factor of two. 
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1. Introduction 

The “central region” in hadron collider experiments is gencralIy defined as the region 
q < 1 or 1.5, although “central experiments” certainly have some coverage well beyond this 
region. CDF and DO at FNAL are principally “high-p,” experiments, with an emphasis an 
this central region. Nevertheless they are capable of significant b physica and are upgrading 
their capabilities over an extended 7 region. The high-p, experiments proposed for LAC and 
SSC w,tin stress the central &on. In this section we discuss the caDabilities of the CDF 
detector at FNAL. 

In the central region, it is natural to use a solenoidal magnetic field with pT as the 
relevant parameter for charred v&i& trackinn. CDF has such a field. Solenoids are not 
ideal for tracking in the far forward direction (beyond 171 of 2.5 or wa), and the proposed 
forward experiments have dipole or quadrupole fields. The BCD proposals cwer bath central 
and forward region with a single dipole field. 

The principal issues for studying the angle (2 via the r*r- decay mode are: 

Triggering: Present triggers are based on the semileptonic decay of the partner B. Using 
tracking and vertex information, triggers based on the r+v decay itself are being 
developed by CDF. 

Background Rejection: The combinatoric background is expected to be very high in this 
mode, so isolation of the n+r- decay vertex is essential. Even so, Ed and B. decays into 
KTT and XK will contaminate the signal. Goad masn resolution is essential to reduce 
this contamination in particular, and the background in general, and K-r separation 
in particle identification is important. The CDF upgrades have no specific plans for 
particle identification, although CDF h as implemented the use of dE/dz in the central 
tracking system and is studying the feasibility of adding a time-of-flight system. 

Tagging: Because the correlation in rapidity between the decaying B and its partner is 
loose, tagging via the semileptanic decay of the partner B requires charge identification, 
e, p, cut, and perhaps an impact parameter cut over a wide range of rapidity. Including 
the semileptonic branching ratio, the tagging efficiency is relatively low, a few percent. 
Similarly tagging using the kaon resulting from the decay of the partner B requires kwn 
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identification over a large rapidity range. CDF has no plans for hadron identification 
over a wide rapidity range at this time. An ,+lternative method for tagging, using the 
charge of a. pion associated with the signal B, may prove to be very important! We 
will refer to this method as Bn tag&g. Such a correlation may result from the decay 
of excited B meson states (B”) or from the non-resonant fragmentation of b quarks. 
If such a correlation is found, the efficiency may well be much higher than in lepton 
tagging. For either of these tagging methods the efficiency and dilution can be measured 
for decays into self-tagging modes. CDF wiU be able to make these measurements in 
the next year or so. 

2. The CDF Detector for Run II and Beyond 

The CDF detector’ is a solenaide.l detector designed originally for probing high-mass 
phenomena. However, it has P number of advantages for b physics. The current configuration 
includes charged particle tracking accomplished with an 64.layer drift chamber with momen. 
turn resolution Sp,/p,’ i 0.002 GeV-’ for (71 < 1.2 and a four-layer silicon strip detector 
with impact parameter resolution 6d < 10 pm for pT > I GeV. A trigger processor finds 
tracks with pr > 2 GeV with resolution 6pT/pr-’ < 0.04 GeV-‘. The lead and scintillator 
central electromagnetic calorimeter covers the region 171 < I. It is segmented into towers that 
cover 15” in azimuth and 0.1 in pseudorapidity. The resolution is 6Er/EI. = 13.,5%/G 
(& in GeV). Wire chambers at shower maximum are also used in electron identification. 
Electron triggers are formed from a electromagnetic energy cluster matched to a charged 
track. Muon chambers in the range 171 < 1 lie behind 4-6 h a ronic interaction lengths of d 
material. At the trigger level, the pl of track stubs in the muon chambers is determined 
from the drift-time dilTerence of hits on radially aligned wires. Muon candidates are formed 
from matching tracks to muon chamber stubs. Triggers currently used for b physics include 
dileptons with pT(p) > 3 GeV and/or pT(e) > 5 GeV and single leptons with p, > 9 GeV and 
with pr > 6 GeV at a reduced rate. Gas calorimeters covering 1 < 171 < 3.5 and torroidal 
muon spectrometers 2 < 171 < 3.5 d o not provide trigger signals efficient for 6 physics. 

For collider Run II, the CDF data aquisition and trigger systems are being replaced 
to accommodate the planned 400 ns (and ultimately I32 ns) bunch spacing of the Tevatron. 
The silicon vertex detector wiU he replaced with a new detector (SVX II) with a length of 
1 m along the beam axis, twice the extent of the current SVX. SVX II will have 4 layers of 
double-sided detectors with F-$ resolution of 10 pm and T-Z resolution of 25 pm. The readout 
electronics wiU incorporate a trigger processor to determine theimpact parameters of charged 
tracks of pl > 2 GeV with 40 pm resolution. Single-lepton triggers with lower thresholds 
and multi-track triggers wiU become feasible when track impact-parameter information is 
included. Other improvements for Run II include replacing the gas calorimeter systems with 
an upgraded plug calorimeter incorporating scintillator tiles with optical fiber light guides, 
filling azimuthal gaps in muon coverage in 0.6 < 171 < 1.0, and moving the forward muon 
torroids closer to the central detector to cover 1.5 < 1~1 < 3. 

We envision that a future CDF upgrade optimized for b physics would include silicon 
disks for tracking coverage over 171 < 3. Fu r th EI, new trigger electronics would take advan- 
tage of this increased tracking range to provide single-lepton triggers over the full instru- 
mented range; however, resolution for the B - zfw- still degrades beyond about 1~1 > 1.0. 
New muon chambers would cover the region between the central and forward detectors, and 
hadron identification using either time-of-flight or RICH technology would be added inside 

the solenoid without compromising momentum resolution. 

3. CDF Capabilities for n+r- 

To estimate CDF’s capabilities for studying the B + YT*T- mode, we consider two 
triggering approaches (lepton and x+r-) and two tagging methods (lepton and Bn). For 
lepton triggering and tagging, the efficiency and trigger rate estimates are taken from the 
studies of P. Sphic& and G. Punzi! In Run II, CDF will have single electron and muon 
triggers with pr thresholds of 3 GeV and rapidity range 171 < 1.2 (1.0) for electrons (muon,). 
We assume that a 100 pm impact parameter cut will be applied to these single lepton triggers’ 
in order to reduce the trigger backgrounds and rates. The trigger efficiency is 0.5% (0.32%), 
and the trigger rate is 0.2 pb (0.45 pb). It is expected that further upgrades beyond Run II, 
with a new forward muon system and improved tracking in the forward region wiU provide 
lepton identification to 1~1 < 3. ‘The lepton trigger efficiency then increases to 1.5% (1.5%) 
and the trigger rate increases to 0.5 pb (1.5 ph). Th e r+r- trigger requires two opposite-sign 
charged tracks with pT > 2.0 GeV that each have an impact parameter greater than lOO/rm. 
The efficiency and rate for the T 
Punzi’ to be 4.4% and 3.0+ 

+ - trigger in the region 171 < 1.0 are determined by G. r 

The n+z- reconstruction efficiency is quite different for the two classes of trigger, 
since a 100 pm impact parameter cut and a pr > 2.0 GeV cut are already applied to each 
pion in the xirm trigger. For the lepton triggers the pion pT cut is relaxed to 1.0 GeV. The 
reconstruction efficiency is estimated from a simulation of the vertex detector and tracking 
system within 1~1 < 1.0. The error on the vertex separation is expected to be about 25 pm 
in the r-4 plane and 65 pm in P-Z. The mass resolution is determined to be better than 
20 MeV rms if both tracks have 1~1 < 1.1 and pT < 10 GeV. No estimate of the background 
level has been made at this time. In the spirit of the working group we apply a 15~ vertex- 
separation cut and assume a signal-to-background ratio S/B = 1 implying a dilution factor 
dbark = 0.7. Figure 1 shows the ma88 distribution of B., + T+T-, Bd + Ka, B. --t Ks and 
B. + XX where kaons have been assigned the pion mass in the reconstruction of the B’s 
and the cuts outlined above have been applied. Figure 2 shows the efficiency of the trigger 
and reconstruction cuts as a function of the proper lifetime of the B, as determined in Monte 
Carlo simulations. The result is a reconstruction efficiency of 3.1% for the lepton triggers 
and 25.6% for the rtr- trigger, including the pT < 10 GeV cut. Upgrades beyond Run II 
will not increase the ‘I coverage of the reconstruction or the K+Y trigger since the mass 
resolution is degraded significantly beyond 1~1 = 1 by multiple scattering. 

The tagging efficiency is also dependent on the tagging and triggering methods. For 
the lepton trigger, the requirements far the tag are taken to be the same as those for the 
trigger, including the impact parameter cut, and the dilution is estimated to be 0.61. For 
lepton tagging with the r+r- trigger, cuts similar to those used with the lepton trigger 
are applied with two exceptions: the p, threshold for tagging muons is 2 GeV rather than 
the 3 GeV threshold applied in the trigger, and the impact parameter cut is not applied to 
electron tags. For electrons there is an additional factor 0.7 for fiducial and reconstruction 
cuts. The tag efficiency is 1.5% (0.6%) for the R un II configuration and increases to 4% (2%) 
with increased q coverage of upgrades beyond Run II. The false-tag fraction for the lepton 
tags is estimated to be 6% for a 3 GeV threshold and 11% for 2 GeV which in combination 
with a factor 0.73 for mixing of the partner B yields a dilution factor d,., of 0.62. 

The effectiveness of the Bn tag is completely unknown at this time. CDF will be 
able to measure bath the efficiency and dilution for this method in the next year. We use 
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here some values only as an illustration of how valuable such s tagging method could be. 
The numbera are not unreasonable, but they are not substantiated. We assume that 60% 
of reconstructed B - T r + - decays have a charged pion within aomc Am, Apr and cone 
selection, of which Z/3 are the right sign and l/3 the wrong sign, yielding a dilution factor 
d,., of 0.33. 

The dilution effect due to mixing of the signal B before decaying to T+*- depends 
strongly on the method of analysis (time dependent or independent) and on the vertex 
separation cuts. The standard numbers quoted ford,,,). are 0.47 and 0.58 for time-integrated 
and time-dependent asymmetry mcesurements. These, however, assume an efficiency that is 
constant with respect to decay time. When applying impact parameter or vertex separation 
cuts, one must calculate their effect on the dilution factors as well as the efficiency. For 
a time-integrated measurement, dml;, is the average dilution, weighted by the number of 
produced events N(t) sod the efficiency e(t): 

d,ix = I N(t) 41) 41) dt 
IN(t)=(t)dl 

where d(t) = sin(r&), and 1 is the proper decay time in units of the lifetime. It is possible 
to make an unfortunate choice of decay cuts, such that the d,;. will average to zero. For a 
time-dependent measurement, one can think of binning the data in proper time and taking 
a weighted average of all the measurementa of a. The weight ir proportional to l/N,ridf: 

Ned;;, = c N.r;d:, (2) 

dii, = c N;r;d;/ 1 NT<;. (3) 
The case where one requires a minimum proper decay time has been derived elsewhere 

with a slightly different technique and taking into account resolution in the decay timef For 
8d mixing the resolution is much smaller than the oscillation period and can safely he 
ignored. As an example, if one removed all events with proper time less than 1.5 lifetimes, 
d.,;. would rise from 0.56 to 0.89, with a 78% loss in efficiency, hut cd:,,, would fall only from 
0.34 to 0.18. Making cuts in the trigger or in the reconstruction can sculpt the efficiency 
as a function of decay time, and it is necessary to evaluate the effect of such cuts on d,,,i. 
as well as the efficiency. Using the results shown in Figure 2 and the above expressions, we 
calculate the time-integrated d,,.;. = 0.73 and the time-dependent d,,,;. = 0.82. 

Table 1 lista the net efficiencies and dilution factora for each of the trigger, tag and 
detector combinations. The last column of the table gives estimates of the number of years 
required to measure the CP assymetry with an error 6Acp = 0.1 assuming B luminosity 
of 1 x 103’ cm-‘s-’ at Fermilah with the Main Injector. It takes at least 2.3 years with 
lepton tagging if lepton coverage reaches out to 7 = 3 hut only I year if Br tagging were to 
work as well as in the example used here. However, it should be stressed that the reliability 
of these estimates and any comparison with other experiments depends on understanding 
the relationship between the r+x- cuts and the background. It is possible that S/E of 
1 can be achieved with less than 15a separation between the primary and decay vertices, 
resulting in a significantly higher efficiency. A full Monte Carlo simulation is required to 
estimate the background, including effects of pattern recognition. Since the branching ratio 
for B + ~+a- is IO-“, very large Monte Carlo samples are needed to determine sources of 
background due to tracking errors. 

Table 1: Efficiencies and dilutions for CDF. 
c d I/=@ Time 

(10’ set) 
CDF Run II 
Lepton Trigger, Lepton Tag (e and p) 2.5 x lo-’ 3.6 x IO-’ 3.2 x 10’ 8.5 
r+r- Trigger, Lepton Tag 2.4 x IO-’ 3.3 x 10-l 3.8 x 10’ 10 
&r- Trigger, f3r Tag 6.3 x 10-s 1.9 x 10-l 4.1 x 103 1.1 

CDF Upgrade beyond Run II 
Lepton Trigger, Lepton Tag (e and fi) 9.3 x IO-’ 3.6 x 10-l 8.5 x lOa 2.3 
r**- Trigger, Lepton Tag 6.9 x lo-< 3.3 x 10-l 1.3 x 10’ 3.5 
X+T- Trigger, Br Tag 6.9 x 1O-3 1.9 x 10-l 4.1 x lo3 1.1 

4. Comments and Conclusions 

Use of the r+r- trigger allows a lower threshold to he applied for lepton tagging 
than can be allowed for leptons at the trigger level because of trigger rate considerations. 
However, in the estimates here, this is partly compensated by a somewhat worse dilution 
factor for lepton tagging at lower pl. The lepton trigger has the advantage of pushing the 
pion’p, threshold down to 1 GeV. For tagging that does not require leptonic decaye, for 
example the Bn tagging assumptions used here, the r+x- trigger gains significantly over 
the lepton triggers. The numbers are striking if the Br tagging works this well. 
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ABSTRACT 

The upgrade plans of the Fermilab collider detectors opens the possibility of measuring 
CP violation in B decays. In this paper we discuss the planned DO upgrade and present 
simulation results to explore the feasibility of measuring angle of the CKM matrix using 
B” -+ r+x- decays. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The DO Collider detector at Fermilab haa finished its successful first run and is preparing for 
its second run. The current DO detector’s emphasis is on high pt physics. A major upgrade 
of the DO detector is planned which will improve its capability in many aspects of the collider 
physics including B Physics. This planned upgrade is also compatible with the improvements 
in the Tevatron luminosity. The Tevatron luminosity will increase from its current luminosity 
of 5 x lOJo to lO”cn-‘sr’ after the Main Injector is operational, at the same time the 
bunch crossing time will reduce from 3.5~5 to 132~ In this paper we only discuss the 
experimental issue, a theoretical overview of measuring angle alpha by B” - rfr- decays is 
discussed elsewhere[l]. The major components of the upgrade include a solenoidal magnet, 
replacement of the central tracking detectors by silicon micro atrip detector surrounded by 
a scintillating fiber tracker inside the solenoidal magnet. Surrounding the superconducting 
coil will be a preahower detector, which will aid in electron identification. Upgrades to the 
calorimeterelectronica, the muon system, the triggers and the DAQ are also planned to meet 
the requirements of the high luminosity and shorter bunch crossing interval. 

*Operated by the “niverailks Reacsrch Association under contract with the U.S. Dcplrtmcnl of Energy 
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II. THE DO UPGRADE 

A significant part of the DO upgrade will be in place for the RUN II (1996) of the Tevatron 
just before the Main Injector. The full upgrade is anticipated to complete for the first run of 
the Tevatron with the Main Injector Run III(1999). In th’ IS section, we will briefly describe 
the plumed DO upgrade, the details are described elsewhere[Z]. 

Full replacement of the current DO Tracking system is the major part of the DO upgrade. 
A schematic view of the tracking system is given in Fig. I. This system is designed to 
operate at luminosity of lOs’~~ss-’ with 13’2 ns bunch crossing time. The momentum 
resolution of this detector is dptlpt .= 0.0008pt -I- 0.015 for the central part and about 
O.OO25pt + 0.03 in the forward region. This trs.cker will also determine the sign of the 
charge of particles and will have sufficient vertex resolution to identify B decays near jets 
to reconstruct exclusive B decays. The tracker will enhance the identification of electrons 
in calorimeter through energy and momentum comparisons, and by extrapolating candidate 
tracks into the preshowcr detector. 

The silicon tracker system as shown at the center of Fig I. consists of three layers of silicon 
barrel and 28 silicon disks. The detector is designed to provide good coverage up to 1111 < 3, 
while covering a large interaction region of c = 25 cm. All the silicon detectors used will 
have 50pm pitch. The silicon barrel detectors are made of single sided silicon wafers. The 
inner barrel (radius =2.1 cm) is 48 cm long, whereas the outer two barrels (ut radius =11.9 
cm and 14.9 cm) are 96 cm long. The double sided silicon disks (called F type) are placed 
in between the first and second barrel layer. The F type Si disk, consists of twelve double 
sided wedge detectors with strips running parallel to one of the radially extending edge on 
one side, and parallel to the other edge on other side providing 30” stereo ang!e. In the 
forward region, to provide better tracking there s.re large ‘S-disks (called II-type). H typo 
disks covers the radial region from 9.5 cm to 26 cm with single sided silicon detectors. The 
silicon detectors will be readout with a 128 channel AC-coupled SVX-II chip with onboard 
digitization. Each chip contains shaping, an analog delay pipeline and 7 bit A/D circuitry 
with subsequent multiplexing. 

The scintillating fiber tracking system consists of four concentric fiber (765 pm diameter) 
detectors in the space between silicon tracker and the solenoid coil, 2Un < radius < 55cm. 
Each scintillating fiber superlayer contains 8 layers of fibers arranged in 4 layers of axial 
fibers and two layers each of stereo fibers. The photons are carried to the photo detector by 
coupling the scintillating fibers to clear wave guide fibers. The visible light photon counter 
(VLPC) developed by Rockwell Inc [3] is the proposed photo detectors for this system. The 
VLPC is a compact, low power and high speed device with quantum efficiency > 60 % which 
operates at cryogenic temperature ( 6 - 8” K). A I ar g e scale cosmic ray test of this system 
is underway at Fermilab. 

The superconducting solenoid& magnet for DO upgrade will be a 2 Tesla magnet with good 
field uniformity. This will add about one radiation length X, material to the central tracker. 

A preshower detector will be installed between the coil of the superconducting solenoid 

and calorimeter cryostat to correct for the electromagnetic energy lost in the coil. The 
preshower detector consists of a tapered lead absorber to provide s. constant 2x0 radiator 
when combined with the coil material and six layers of scintillating strips with wavelength 
shifting fiber readout, arranged in two axial and two stereo layers with flOO stereo angle. 
The readout system is the same as VLPC readout of scintillating fiber tracker. A preshower 
electron trigger is under study. 

Shorter beam bunch crossing time and higher luminosity also requires upgrades to the DO 
calorimeter electronics, the muon system, the triggers and the DAQ. The upgrade of the 
calorimeter electronics requires a re-optimization of the shaping time, addition of a delay in 
the signal path to accommodate the signal formation time of 2ps and a change in timing 
of the baseline measurement. Muon PDT system gas will be replaced with a faster gas 
(A~CO&FI) to reduce the drift time from about I.2 ps to 800 ns. This drift time will be 
longer than the bunch crossing time. A full scintillator coverage of the muon PDT’s will help 
provide a time stamped associated with the beam crossing number for every event. The small 
angle muon system (SAMUS) will have a small cell chamber and significant improvements 
to its readout electronics, i.e. double hit capability for drift time measurements, increased 
spatial resolution at trigger level and increase in digitization speed. 

The raw event rate will increase by about two orders of magnitude to 5 MHz at a luminosity 
of IOssn~ss~’ over the current DO capability. A dead time less Level I trigger and increase 
of the bandwidth into Level 2 by providing additional data path is planned to deal with the 
higher rates. The Level 2 output is estimated to increase from 2 Hz to 50 Hz. We are also 
investigating more sophisticated triggers and processor to increase the physics throughput 
of the data. 

Ill. SIMULATION OF B” --t r+?r-. 

The simulations presented in this paper are done by using a fast simulation program(l\. 
The detector simulated in this study is the current DO upgrade design[Z]. The detector 
geometry is specified in files specifying resolution, radiation length, and orientation of each 
detector. A set of tracks s.re generated binned in momentum, vertex position, and eta. Fits 
are made to the track and the error matrices are saved in a file. These error matrices are 
then used to produce a special smearing matrix, V, which can be stored and used to produce 
smeared tracks. The idea is to find the matrix V such that the measured vector Y = YD + 
VxR, where R is a vector of 5 normalized Gaussian distributed random numbers. These five 
vectors are X8bpe, yslope, inverse momentum, x intercept and y intercept. Y then is the set 
of “measured” variables with the proper errors and correlations. 

We have used ISAJET (DO Version) to generate B” -t I+*- and B-p ,zX decays. These 
two decays were generated separately, so our tagging efficiency could be higher than if both 
the B were required to be reconstructed in the detector simultaneously. In both of these 
simulations B’s were generated as TWOJETS and were forced to decay in B” + n+n- and 
B+ D@Y respectively. The code takes as input a standard DO ISAJET ZEBRA fib and aset 
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of routines which describe the measured parameters (momentum, slopes, intercepts, error 
matrix) of tracks as a function of the ISAJET Z, Px, Py, Pz. The output is an NTUPLE 
which contains the generated and fitted parameters for the B and charm vertices. Using the 
full error matrices, fit are made to the vertices. A muon trigger simulator was used to set 
flags for muon trigger acceptance. lnformations are also available on effective mass, particle 
identification, and the eta range of the decay products from each vertex. 

At present there is no scheme to trigger on hadrons specifically from B decays in DO. We 
will use the semileptonic decays of B ( B-1 @X and B + eX) to trigger and tag the B event. 
The most important factor is how low in pt one can go to improve the trigger and tagging 
efficiency without saturating the available bandwidth for the readout. After triggering on a 
B event we will look in the other parts of the detector for a B” -+ R+T-, hence all of the 
detected B” - ir’~il will be tagged by our trigger. 

a. B” + *+a.- acceptance 

We have generated B” events using lSAJF,T and forced them to decay into ir’~?r-, This 
ISAJET file is then tracked with the fast simulation program. In all the simulations presented 
here tracking efficiency per track is assumed to be 90%. B” lifetime used in these calculation 
is 1.29 x IO-‘* set 151. Fig. 2 shows the plot of decay length over error in decay length for 
the~B* -+ ~+n- events. The mass resolution of B + n+z-- is an important issue considering 
the backgrounds. Mass resolution of B -t 71+x” degrades significantly above 7 of 2.5 for 
upgraded DO detector[&,]. W e 1 law also applied a 2 GeV cut on the B” pt. It is also necessary 
to impose decay length over error in decay length cut to improve signal to background ratio. 
Fig. 3 shows our acceptance ecp a function of this parameter. During this w&kshop[6b] 
there were some cuts selected and all the experiments were supposed to use the same cut for 
comparison. BCD collaboration, has done a simulation of the background contributions to 
B” - x+n-[71. In their simulation study they claim that the ratio of decay length over error 
in decay length > 15 is a powerful tool to reduce the background. Detailed simulations of 
the background for Tevatron energy have not been done, so for the purpose of comparison 
we will use the same cut for estimating the acceptance. Although it seems to be a tight for 
Tevatron experiment. 

b. B+ fiX acceptance 

We have also simulated our trigger and tagging efficiency by generating B+ PX decay using 
ISAJET and tracking it through the same simulation program. Muons f:om B-+ pXdecay 
are required to satisfy the current muon trigger and be with in 171 < 3.C. The BR(B-, pX) 
is 10.3%[5]. Fig. 4 shows our trigger and tagging efficiency as a function of the muon pt 
cut. At present we do not have a simulation for B+ eX. For calculations purpose we have 
assumed that muon and electron trigger efficiencies are equal. 

c. Cdculolion of Dilution factors 

The dilution of the measured asymmetry is from three principal sources, mixing of the 
neutral B mesons prior to its decay, decays that are mistagged and the presenceof background 
in the observed sample. There exists an extensive discussion of dilution factor and its 
calculation in the literature. Here we will present only the relevant informations. 

Using the Silicon vertex detector one can perform the time dependent analysis of the 
mixing. The mixing parameter z for B’j is 0.69 f 0.17 151. The dilution due to mixing using 
the time dependent information is given hy[8] 

d,“,.(td.,] = J(Zz’/(l -+ 4s9) = 0.57 

At the workshop[6h] we agreed to use the signal to background ratio of 1, which is the 
current estimate from CDF in their B + .I/$K events. 

das = J(S/S + 8) = 0.71 

The flavor of the B” or L?e can be tagged by the decay of the second B particle. A fraction 
of B will be incorrectly tagged either because the tagging B mixes before decaying or because 
the tagging lepton does not originate from the decay of B, but instead comes from cascade 
decay -if a charmed meson, decay of other light mesons or hadron punchthrough. If we 
denote the fraction of tags due to these processes by FB, Fc, Fo, and Fp respectively, then 
the wrong sign tagging fraction is given by [9] 

w = aFn + (I - a)Fc + (Fo +- Fp)/Z 

where a is given by 

a = I,/2 + fd(Z’/(Z + 22’)) = 0.15 

j# and fd are the fractions of h quarks which hadronize to strange and down type neutral 
B’s respectively, and a is therefore the fraction of B’s which mixes before decaying. The 
dilution due to mistagging is given by d,., = (I - 2~). Since the pt distribution of these 
processes are significantly different, the dilution due to tagging depends on the pt cut used 
in the trigger. We have used the value of w from the simulations presented in [9] which is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

IV. CALCULATION OF SENSITIVITY TO ALPHA MEASUREMENT 

We are still in the process of planning of the DO upgrade for B physics. It is not yet clear 
how soft lepton we can trigger on or will we use B online vertex processor to trigger on large 
impact parameter particles. We believe that with not too modest effort we can trigger on 
leptons with pt above 3 GeV. The number of produced BOB0 needed to obtain a given error 
on &A, is given by 

N v~ = (1/6’A,)(I/D’f BR) 

Where D and e are the products of different factors contributing to dilution and efficiency 
and BR is the branching ratio. The summary of DO’s sensitivity in measuring angle Alpha 
using the simulation results and other information8 is presented in Table 1. We have done 
separate simulations for B’ * 7+x- and B - @X, rather than doing a more realistic 
simulation where both the B’s are required to decay simultaneously. 
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V. REMARKS 

This study is very preliminary and points that the measurement of asymmetry by B” + 
n*r- is difficult with the current DO upgrade plans. The detector efficiencies used in this 
simulation for muons are from current run. They are expected to improve significantly after 
the full upgrade. It should be noted that with improved triggering scheme, where we can 
trigger on particles with large impact parameter or on mass from two reconstructed tracks, 
the measurement will improve significantly. We are in the process of evaluating all of these 
options including the design of our central tracker, such as using double sided silicon in some 
of the silicon barrel detectors. 

TABLE 1. MEASUREMENT OF CP ASYMMETRY: ALPHA 

Energy Ecm (TeV) 
Luminosity L 

Cross Section irbi 
Cross Section iriot 

BO fraction, f0 

N(B0) produced/lo7 set 

Branching Ratio B” -+ r+?r~ 
CP final state 
B Ravor tag 

c&x 
Gig, 177 < 3.0,pw 2 3.GeV 

ccp, 1~1 5 2.5,pt B” > Z.&i 

%g 

&xi, 

&, 

&kg 
Total efficiency e 
Total Dilution D 

Figp of Merit, l/(O’)e 

v~ for 6A, = 0.1 

rime for Measurement ( lo7 SI 

I 

_-_ 
2.0 

10%T-25-l 

50 pb 

50 mb 

0.375 
3.75 x 10’0 

1.0 x 10.-s 

B + ?T+?T- 

b/e (Semi!!ptonic Decays on B) 

1.0 

0.018 

0.13 

1.0 

0.57 
0.56 
0.71 

2.34 x 10-S 
0.23 
8078 

8.1 x 10”’ 
2.2 years 
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Fig. 2 Plot of decay length/error in decay length for B + w+r- events. 
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A B” --+ r+n- TRIGGER FOR CDF 
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and 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We have studied how to implement in CDF t. trigger for the process B” - T+C, 
exploiting the new trigger hardware being built for Run II (1996/1997). 

The trigger we propose is based on online measurement of impact parameters, a very 
important handle for a decay channel that ia otherwise slmast featureless. The new devices 
that will make thin trigger possible ue, St Level I, the new fast tracker for the Central 
Drift Chamber (XFT’) and, at Level 2, the Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT’), allowing online 
tracking in the new Silicon Vertex detector (SVX II’). W e evalustc rates and efficiency of 
the proposed trigger, and discuss ita feasibility. 

2. METHOD 

We describe in the following the tools used in performing this study. All mtes are 
estimated from e. samvIe of real Minimum Biu data collected in the CDF run IA f1992/19931. 
amounting to about 2.4. IO6 events. We believe that using real data is crucial, since the 
evalustion of the background when very high rejection factors are needed (as in this case) ia 
very uncertsin if baaed on simulated data. 

We have crudely simulated the XFT by smearing the track momenta with the expected 
resolution and making the appropriate acceptance cut (1st < 1 and PT > 2 GeV). This is 
expected to be good enough for our purpose, since the efficiency and background rate should 
be almost ideal in eventa with low multiplicity like those we are considering. The SVX II 
detector is simulated by the actual SVX of Run IA, which is very similar except for 2 
acceptance. This is taken into account by scaling the resulting rates by the appropriate 
factor. 

For the SVT, we have used a fully detailed simulation program that includea the 
algorithms for online correction of SVX misalignment and beam position. WC expect this 
simulation to be very accurate in predicting the behaviour of the real device. Given the 
small number of MB eventa written on tape for each run, the beam finding algorithm yields 
large ststiaticsl error8 on the beam position. This leads to ra pessimistic estimation of the 
SVT perfoormsnce, since in the actual running conditiooa c huge statistics will be available. 
For this re~on, we alaa made alternative rate estimatea using the full off-line reconstruction 
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in place of the SVT simulator, that has a much larger available statistics, given the lower 
PT threshold. This provides an upper limit to the expected performance, and it is likely to 
be closer to reality than the lower limit, since the SVT resolution has been determined to 
he almost identical to the offline resolution. 

Efficiency estimates are baaed on R sample oi 10,000 simulated B” + x+x- @ys, 
generated according to theoretical calculations’ of B-meson PT and rapidity distributions. 
No detector simulation W&B performed in evaluating the efficiency, but simply resolution 
smearing and acceptance cuts were applied. We deemed this appropriate, since the largest 
uncertainties on signal size come irom the theoretical uncertainties on cross sections and 
branching ratios. 

3. RESULTS 

We have performed the cuts both on the signal and background samples, and we 
report in the table below the efficiency on both the signal and the background after ewh 
cut. All rates are estimated at the expected Run II luminosity of 5. 10”. 

At Level 1, vte require two tracks within the XFT acceptance ([lrl < 1 and PT > 2 
f&V), and this simple requirement gives an acceptable, though high, trigger rate. At Level 
2, we require the presence of at least two appositely-charged tracks with impact parameter 
greater than 100 pm. This gives a substantial rate reduction. A further cut is made on the 
impact parameter of the reconstructed B particle, to make sure it points back to the primnry 
vertex, and that the decay is in the forward direction. A cut at 140 ,~nz on this variable 
helps in reducing the background and is almost fully efficient. 

Table 1. Trigger cuts, efficiencies and rates 

CUT Signal MB (OFF.) MB(SVT) RATE 
Eta 0.20 
PT 0.12 0.026 0.026 
Opp. charge 0.12 0.017 0.017 30 kHe (Ll) 
Impact par. 0.044 1.2.10“ 4. lo-’ 
B imp. par. 0.043 2.2, 10-S ll.lO-l 40+190 Hz (L2) 
lnveriant Maas 0.043 < 10-s < 10-S < 18 He (13) 

The expected bandwidths are: 

. Ll: 50 to 100 kHz 

. L2: zz 1 kHz 

. L3: 50 Hz or more 

We can see that the rates are easily fit in the available bandwidth, and we are able 
to preserve B significant fraction of the signal (4%). Note that the eta acceptance alone is 
responsible for cutting the efficiency down to 20%. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming a b-quark cross section of 50 pb, a BR(B” + r+n-) = lo-‘, and a B” 
fraction of 40%, we expect to be able to put about 8.5 Kevents of signal on tape in 10’s run 

at the Run II design luminosity. This is a sizable sample, and if the lagging efficiency is not 
too small (we expect 4% or better), it could yield the first observation of CP-violation in 
B” - zr+m-. 

That i* 
The initial signal/noise ratio is 1:3,000,000, and reduces to about 1:1,500 on tape. 
still a large background and, in order to actually make R measurement. further tight 

cuts will be needed in the offline analysis. It is still to be understood how wuch additionnl 
rejection is obtainable in the offline. Unfortunately, this is not easy to figure out with some 
level of confidence until a huge smnple of real dsta becomea available. 
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STUDY OF COMBINATORICAL BACKGROUND IN THE 
DECAY Ej + ?T+?T- 

FROM ,J-,> INTERACTIONS AT ,/‘Z = 40 TeV 

0. LONG. F. AZFAR and .I. HEINRICH 
Drpndrrzrul of Pl~ysirs. Ch~irvtaily of Pcmtrylunnin, 109 ,S .%I .Xrrct 

Pldadel,,hin. PA 19104.6396, iK,i 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The bi, C~ORI serliou nt t,he SSC! is prdicted to Ibe IL3 ml>. and I-Y%. of t.lw ,I-,> 
i~~lrrart~io~~s will prodnre R bi pair.' Daserl ou the experience of t,lw (~!DF rollalwrnlion il 
IIR~ Ibex estaldished l,hal the B - Jj$S modes can Ibe fowd with accq~l~&I~ Imrkgwr~ul 
Irvels in a hildro~~ collider. 

This paper rqmrts studies of the eRici&y for reconstructing thr decay- B:; -t r+n- 
ad 01 r+ct.ion of Ihnckgrod due to b6. Identification of this &rag mode is mlwl~~~l 
1," Ix II~W ditlbll than t,lw B + J/r).\- I~~PR due Lo SPWI’P roml~iaat.orir Iharkgrouwlr. 
Now4hdess. two aspds al B decays will nmk?it possilde to extract thr ni -+ x+x- signal 
~1 a hadron collider. The rdnt~ively long lif&n? of lhr B mcsm allows thr vertex lor the 
cleray Bi + rfne to Ibe msily isolated fmu the primary vertex. 111 addition, the piws 1w1n 
t,his decay haw t,hc mximunl monm~tun~ of dsughlers front any B deca.y and so RIP ~orr 
readily scparnle-rl IFOUI low-PT hadrou Ihackgrounds. 

'The results reported here we Ibnaed on delded sitnulalion 01 p&tern recognition iu 
vertex Ming using information fiorn R silicon vertex detector. lionewr, the separator issw 
of l,rark lntlern wcog~~ilim is not addressed, and it is a~swwxl that rlet~~clor hits aw all 
IKOIMIY associated with tracks. A study that conlbines the issues of track RIKI vertex lmttrrn 
lrcogniliw has hew relmrled in Ref. 2. 

2. DETECTOR PARAMETERS 

Mb sinldat~ed8 vertex detector that co~+isted of3 coaxial silicon Ihwd4 awl, 33 siliw~~ 
disk.- nouml to the Iwmn. 21 of WIIICII were intwleawd with the Ibards, ThP vrrff-x <lPt,Pct"I 
wwou~&d a, bwyllium Ibea~m pipe. The detector is synrm~trical about :=I, with lhe c~~~l~ral 
21 discs spacd w~ifordy ill lellgtlti and the rest uniformly in pwwloral~irlily wilh 1 PI I<.5 
The sindnled del~clor ha.3 Ibeen deacriherl ill more detail iu Ref. :1. 

3: EVENT GENERATION 

Based on previous experience we have coeclarled that the main R~IIICP 01 Ibackgro~lnrl 
for this decay nmle comet from other B decays, and 1101 from Illitlillllllll-ldi1. wrntn OI 



cham decays. lSA.JET man used to generate I,O-LO,OOO bi c\w,,~s a,, d0 ‘IkV rm,,rr ol ,,,a~ 
~wrgy.. ‘Thr d&clor simalat,ion-l,ackage GEAN’I’ WM mcd to t,mck ad drray t Ihc pdiclcs 
(aking iulo arcow~t mult,ipl~ scallering. ~nwlear iolernclions, and rlecl.rouagnrlic CRRC&R. 
Ruegllly 42% of l,lw b6 went8 coulained 6; I~SOIIS: ~,IWSC wrle rod h &cay t,o n+~-. 
‘Tllr d&ct.or ~iu~ulal~ion ronlaid a I~CRIII pipe. a silicon eden d~ld~r and 110 lungwir 
lidd. ‘Thr simulal~ioll was run ou Intel il’SC!/SGO twocessors at II. I’eunsylvauia awl l,hr SS(’ 
Lal~oral~ol-.Ks IIIz I.0 16 iudrpcdwt procec9ors (110des) were LISPS Eilllllll..lll,,uUrl!.. 

4. VERTEX RECONSTRUCTION 

011ly charged tracks rvit,h a,t least. thrrr hits in either thr I~OI.IPIF or l.lw disk detw 
l,“lS \VPLC lw?ll ror wrt~ex Ic.r”,l~trurt,i”ll. A hit, w’aa defi~wd as a Irnrk i~~lerw~~l~i~~g a silica 
dddor at, all allglr 01’ incidmm < 5.5”. The hits werr snwared wit,11 (:nussinu cworx Ihiwd 
on angle dqwdr~~l wsolulio~~.” A stmiglG line WRS lhm lit lo 1.1~ hits for each tmd rdurw 
ing a dupe. iul~wwpt. and wror mat.Gx Im~d 011 an rsl~imat.e ul b~adliple arali~rriltg. ‘1’1~ 
~~~o~~wwt~u~u of I,he prlicle- was a~s~uued know due lo a~! or!t,rr dct~ct.o~. (~1 sill,~~lalcd), 
Fillrtl tracks will) a PT > 0.G C&V/ c aud / ,, 1 < 4 iwrc ,passed 01, I,” t,hc (‘IillN ,,cogr.,,,, 
lilmuy I.UL~~.~IK \‘ERTEX. All selrrlrd tracks were iuilinlly fit, t,u l,lnr Ilylxdwsis 4 it singlr. 
wrt~rx ad I.how coul~ril~ul.i~~g a \’ > 3 were excluded Irons lhir WI.IC.~. 1~ IIIP 116~x1. itwnl,iwb 
tU,is wt. or Ipwviurwly cxcI~&d tracks WPLP rowridered t,o COUK l’rou~ n sin& wr1,e.x awl l,lw 
whole ~~~.occdur~ rrprat~cd until no l~lore vdices were fowxl. All wroudar~ wrliws with I no 
oppositely rhargwl I,rn<ks WPW vxmidcd na B& - r+n- candidal~rs. 

5. ANALYSIS 

Only 11%. “r thr Irue 0: 4 r+r- yentas pa4~ed the iuil.81 sd “r ds id 1.111, wrl~rxilbg 
algorit~lml dfwlilwd ~IIOI.P. aft,rr which three nddil.ionnl cut,s wew IIEP~: 

1. Tlw rlos~sl.-dista~~re-oI-al~~~~o~~l~ ((‘DA) cut,. whwe (‘DA is l.hr disla~w IIPI wwa It?- 
LWCII llw reco~~nlruct.~l primary wrt~ex and the ~~II~~-I~IOIII~~~IIIII 01’ 1,hc lJ,y \\WWK 
(~!DA is required Tao be < 0.01 cm. 

2. The ,,rrtex-s~pnrRI,ion cut (S/A.?). WIIPW S is thy two dinwmiod displaccmml. ol 11~ 
lit.t~rd wrtm I~om l,hr li*am and A,$ is 11,~ wror 011 this cpaul~il.!-. ,?/A.9 is wqurif-(I to 
or >I,. 

3. The track-P7 cut,. This rut, was on t,he P, of both the chargd t~racks l:orn 11,~ arco~laq 
ve~kx. I$ is required to lx >I.75 &V/c. 

The elJicin,cies and the lharkgrowd rejection of each cut is ~IIOWI~ ill t,lw I~RMP given Ihcluw: 

Table 1. Efficimcy ~IKI Background Rejection of t,Iw (~‘utr. 

HIT EFFICIENC’~ BAC’I<GROl~ND REJWTION 
PT >l.i5 &V/c GiW, Yzw 

~!DA<O.Olrn, R.5’% 50% 
.s/lM >I5 48% 5% 

No Ib.ckgroud remaina in R f0.25 (&-V/c’ window about. l,he B,? IIIRSS. aIl.w all cut,s 
are applied. Aeswning n^ brrmching ratio of lo-’ for the &ray Bi - i~+r-. we caludale a 
signal-lo-noise ratio of greater than I. ~1 R confidence level of YO’%. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Wt- haw sl.udied the feasibility 01 observing the decay IIIO~P 0: + n+n- in R hild~o~~ 
collider SWII as 1.1~ SSC!. using the ISAJET hIonte &do ad GEANT ~Irl,P(.t~~-sillllllaliou 
parkage. The large co~~d~inalorir Imckgrord Irom olhn. B &rap was t,lw jnai~a COIICWI. 
All,er cds, prillcipdly 011 8ecO~hr~-verkx qualily, we achiwed au Pf~ciwc). 1~ lin<ling 
t?y + n+K rkxays ol 4% and R sign&lo-noise ratio of > 1.0. YO% (~!L. This sinlulal~iou 
indicate lhnl 11,~ SKI roll’ I I< a ewirannwnl provides an opportudy !,o detrrt. n large 8ampJc 
of B,y + n+li-. 
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Background to Bd -+ x’r From Secondary Interactions in a 
Silicon Microvertex Detector at the SFT 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The decay Ed - n+r- 18 very important for CP violation st.udics. We propose t,o 
st.udy this decay using a Silicon Microvertex Detector (SMVD) nt the SFT’ (SSC’ Fixed 
Target.) experiment. The target region of the SMVD has 0.04 interaction lengths ao the 
probability 01 secondary interact.ion is 2% per hadron fra~~~lhe primary vertex. These s.ec- 
ondary interactions sre a background to the decay Bd - X+K, This background ia peculiar 
to the SFT since in collider, gas jet,, and wire experiments the Bd decays take place in 
YRC”“III. 

In this note WF show t,hnt the background from secondary interactions is negligible 
after simple kinematic cuts, at least for thp channel Bd - ir+tr-. The background could be 
further reduced, if necessary, by requiring that the production vertex oi the n+r- pair lie in 
one of the spaces between the silicon foils. 

The PYTHIA simulations were run with PT = 0.7 GeV/c, rather than Pr = 
0.35 GeV/c which ia the PYTHIA defaults. Pf is the parameter which controls t.he t.rnns- 
ver~c monwntum 01 primary hadrons. The large value of PT gives a much larger t,ail at high 
mass. The value of PT = 0.7 GeV/e is probably much too large but we use it anyway lo be 
ronaervative. 

2. VARIOUS CUTS 

Using PYTHIA we simulate the energy distribution of B parlirles produced it the 
SFT. For Bd - r+r- with both pions in the acceptance, only 1% have E,q < 100 Gel’. This 
is reasonshle since a part,& of masg 5.278 GeV/c’ has lab frame energy below 100 Gel’ 
only if 2,+ynm.nn c -0.14. 

We require Bd - n+w- candidates t.o have exactly two charged t,mcks (of opposit,c 
sign) in the spectrometer acceptance (2 75 mrad), the energy of the two tracks nmst exceed 
100 GeV, and the invariant &as of the two tracks must he within 25 AfeV/c’ of the Bd 
mass. (The mess resolution of the spectrometer is 13.0 MeV/e’ al the Bd mass.)’ 

In Table I we summarize the mass spectrum for 10’ n-p secondary interart~ions with 
E. = 300 Gel/, and E. = 3 TeV. The fraction of secondary interactions which pass our cuts 
ia almoat independent of the hadron energy so this crude simulation of the energy apeclrunr 
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of primary hadrons is sufficient. The was region 5.0-5.5 GeV/e2 has 16 events at 300 Gel’ 
and 29 events at 3 TeV. So we expect 1.8-2.9 events (per lo* secondary interactions) in our 
50 MeV/c* wide mass window. Further cuts eliminate these events completely. 

Let 6 be the angle between the momentum ol the primary hadron and the sum of 
the momenta of the two secondary tracka in the spectrometer. We make B conservative cut 
j 6 I< I nlrad and require that there should be no “other” charged track* from this vertex. 
“Other” tracks are charged tracks which fall outside the spectrometer acceptance but, inride 
the acceptance of the SMVD. We make the very conrervative assumption that the SMVD 
can detect tracks out to 250 mrad. 

An orthogonal cot can be applied to the P” of the nt~- pair. In Table 2 WC give 
the percentage of Bd, and of primary h*drons in minimum bias events, whose PT exceeds B 

-__ 
Table 1. Number of secondary interaction which 

produce X+K in given mar)s ranges, for 
different cuts snd energies of the primary hadron. 

In the 0 cut and “other” cut coloams, the 
first number is the number of events. the second 

number ia the hackgro fund reduction due to the cut. 
E = 3”” c&l/ 

Mass Range No Cuts e cut “other” cut both cuts 
o-1 44,910 235j191.1 ( 7,158/6.27 1 51 
l-2 24,636 444/f&.5 I 4.fi7915.26 I 97 .~ 
Z-3 5,470 169/32 f.4 I 1.097l4.99 I 41 I ~,~~~,~~.~ , 
3-4 932 33126.2 1 164/5.68 1 5 
4-5 173 9119.2 1 mfc.cJ* 1 n '",Y..TY " 
5-6 26 319.3: 3 1 319.33 [ 0 

t?=R7 "a" 

Mass Range No Cuta 8 cut “other” cut both cuts 
o-1 26,420 1351195.7 166/159.2 0 
1-2 12,436 213156.4 761163.7 2 
2-3 2,931 76138.5 19/154.3 1 
3-4 669 17140.5 61114.6 0 
4-5 150 6125 l/150 0 
5-6 46 Z/23 l/46 0 

Table 2. P’ distribution of particles. 

Particle type 1 Pl > 0.0 ) P= > 1.0 ) PT > 1.5 ) PT > 2 1 P-T > 3 
Bd 1 100.0 ( 92.6 1 65.5 1 76.1 1 65.6 1 55.6 

Primary hadron 1 100.0 1 17.5 1 4.69 1 1.19 1 0.33 1 0.11 

3. RESULTS 

In Table 1 we summarize the effects of the 6 and “other” track cuts. Note that 
after both cuts there are no events with masds pairs above 4 GeV/c’ in lo* r-p secondary 
interaction*. To get B conservative upper limit we suppose that there is one pair in the ma*6 

range 5.0 - 5.5 Gel//c’, or 0.1 pairs in the 50 MeV/c’ mass window. The nvcrage event 
has 12 primary hadrons with energy above 100 GeV, givinp 0.24 secondary inl~ernrt,ions per 
event. One background pair per IQ’ secondary intcrnctions. limes 0.24 int~eract~ions prr event,. 
gives a background of 2.4 x lo-* per triggered event, if one triggers on the other B in thr 
event. We assume that the 8 and “other” track cuts cause nrgligible loss olsignal, since the 
cuts are very conservative this assumption is a good approxiuatioa. 

Frow Table 2, R PT rut on the Bd -+ n’r- candidate ol 2 or 3 GelTJ’lc r&aim 76.1% 
or 55.6% of the sign&l while suppressing the background bg n l&or of R4.0 or 909, giving 
background rates of 2.9 x LO-‘* 01 2.6 x IO-” respectively. 

The nominal branching ratio for Ed - r+r- IS lOmY so secondary int~eract,ions in 
B - B events are B negligible background. High 9 lepton triss~t* yield went snrnples with 
*bout 50 times more minimum bias events than B - 8 CYCIIIS’. So nt the first Lrigger level 
minimum bias event* would be a 12% contamination t,o t~he UA -1 r+r- sirmple with no 
PT cut, or 0.2% contamination with (L rut of PT > 2 Gel’/r. Applying impart par.wnet.er 
or vertex cuts on the trigger lepton, which can be done boll! ofliine and in n second level 
trigger, will reduce the background from minimum bias by R large factor. 

Mininun~ bias events are 6300 times more common than 8 8 event.*‘, so R t~riggcr 
on high was6 a-n’ events would have 24.0% or 2.9% coot~amio&on from miniowoa bias 
with PT cuts of 2 GeVle or 3 GeV/c. The background can be reduced lurt,hcr by requiring 
evidence for a second B in the event. 

We conclude that the background to & - n’c from scconduy int~erwtions ran be 
reduced to levels 01 a 1% by simple kinenmtic cuts. 
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VERTEX RESOLUTION IN EXPERIMENT 791 

Krishnaswnmy Gounder 
Departmenl of Physics and Astronomy, University of llississippi 

Oxford. ?JS 381377. U. S. A. 

1. Introduction 

The experiment E791 is fourth in the series of experiments using the Togged Photon 
Spectrometer at Fermilab devoted to the study of production and decay of charm 
particles. During the 1991-92 Fixed Target Run, it acquired RI, unprecedented 20 billion 
triggers (with a mild E-T trigger of about 4.5 GeV) with no espected reconstructed 
charm saniple of over ZOOK decays. The components of the Ei91 version of the Tagged 
Photon Spectrometer along with the higb speed parallal data acquisition system are 
described in detail elsewhere ‘,’ Here, only tbe relevant elements for the detection of 
the primary interaction and the secondary charm decay vertices will be addressed. 

2. Vertex Detection 

The detector components for the vertex detection consist of 8 P\\‘C (Proportional 
‘kire Chamber) nnd 23 SIID (Silicon .\licro\trip) pInoes. Tbr immediate pair of S\ID 
planes upstream nod dowustrcnm of rbr rnrget baw n pitA of 25 microns while the 
rest of the S\ID planes have 50 microbus. 11113 outer legions of tb six most downstream 
SMD planes hax co effetivc pit& of 20U o~icroos. The f’!YC planes bnve lmm wire 
spacing and are located opst~eaul of (be target. The primary interaction is produced 
by colliding a Ibeam of 500 GcV/r wgntiw pious oo a target wade up of a platinium 
and four carbon foils separated 1,~ about 1.5 cm Tbe Ibeam is tracked with the aid of 
8 PWC and G S\lD planes located opstrcnm of tbe target foils. Locating the primar) 
interaction foil and in tom the prin~ary vertex is greatly aided by this beam tracking, 
especially in tbe transverse (S-Y) plnor. The tracks originating from primary and 
secondary vertices are reconstructed wsiog the bits in li S\ID planes consisting of X, 
Y and V views. The mon~entuo~ for tlrrsc tracks are determined to an accuracy of few 
MeV by a system of drift cluunbers, P\VCs and two magnets located dwr-nstrenm of 
the SMD planes. 

The three dimensional track segments we reconstructed after forming segments in 
X, Y and V views in the S.\lD l~lzmes. A complete tmch fitting procedore is applied 
and the covwiant error matrix for these tracks axe determined io tbe S\ID region 
alone. There is about K-GO track wgu~~ts for each triggered coot. These 3-d track 
segments are projected and swum tbro,qb magnets to obtain linked tmcl;s. The two 
downstream magnets bend the tracks onl? io tbr borizo~~tnl dircrtion thus nIlowing 
straight projection of SAID track scgwrots it1 1.. Tbc dowostw~n~ pattern recognition 
algorithm functiorls using the mctbod of ri~iplets. Each li~~lird downstream track is 
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refitted to obtain its momentum. The tracking efficiency for lbe SMD tracks is about 
0.90 and tbc gbost rate is 0.25. 

3. Primary Vertex 

and their momenta, etc.. Again using the CERN vertex package and candidate driven 
method, the secondary foil and z-resolution for a three prong decay is shown in figures 
2 and 4 respectively. Tbe secondary vertex resolutions in x, y. ood z for two, three and 
four prong decays are listed in Table I. 

A number of vcrtcx algorithms exist for finding vertices in E791. Usually, tbc pri- 
mary vertex is found using tbc bean> track as a serd track. Crrnrlidnte tracks for the 
primary arc fouorl by means of u impact porametrr tccbnique and then, taking mu- 
tiple scattering into wcow~t, snbjcctcd to a full vertex fit. The average number of 
tracks in the lximnry is about F cscludiog tbr bww track. Tlrr primary vertex finding 
efficiency is about 0.95. Using a populu CERNLIB vertex fitter, the primary foil and 
the z-resalutiou we plotted in figuwn I nod 3. Tire error iu x, y and z of the primary 
are given in tirble 1. 

120 

SO 

40 

0 
-10 -7.5 -5 -2.5 0 

4. Secondary Vertex Fig. 1 Primary Foil (in cm) 

The two major ~uctbods oi finding srcoodary vertices in use are (i) topological ver- 
texing sod (ii) candidate (mars) vcrtcsiog. III tlw former, one se~rchcs topalagically 
for sccondwy vertices using tlacks ~~x~:loded Iron1 the priuary witbout any regard to 
a give0 dccnying I~artir:lr or its mods of drray Io the latter case. n ciudidate set of 
tracks (dewy prod,lcts such ai kaooh, pious. ionoo~. ctr,) aw courbioed such tbkt their 
elfective mass is io a Iwgc intcvwl t,lwt iucludcs tlrc parent 1>artirlr mass. This interval 
is C~OSCII socb 11x1: tlwe is ~wougb range oo both t,be los-rr aud upper ends of the 
parent mass for dcteunioiog bwkgro~wd \\‘hilr the topological vcrtcxing tccbniqoe 
is nseiol for identifying new dixi\ys. tbc cnodidate drivro nwt~lmrl is mwc cfficieut for 
searching for a given dcc;ry. 

40 

0 ,a Ll. 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 
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Fig. 3 Primary z-resolution (in cm) Fig. 4 Secondary r.-resolution (in cm) 

Table I. Mean Vertex Resolutions 

Vertcs Prong S (ill cm) Y(in cm) Z(io cm) 

Primary o.uoo4 0.0004 O.Olil 
Scc”“<lary 2 0.0000 o.ou10 u.0410 
Secondary 3 u.ouo9 0.0000 0.0340 
Secondary 4 0.0008 0.0008 0.0310 

From the shove table, it is evidrot the x aorl y vwtn wrohttion is very small 
compared to the z-resolution as one might expert. The z-rcsol~~~ ioo of secoodary vertex 
is worse compared to that of the prinmry. As n result. III,, Ggoificnnce of charm 
decay distance (secondary vrrtex scparetion from the primwy ~livi~lcd by the errors in 
quadralures) is dominnted by tbr secondary vertex rcnoll~tion 

5. Conclusion 

Besides dctectar resolution, tmcking w~l wrtexiog algoritluus, multiple scattering 
plays a major role iu determioiog tlw qunlity (1’ per dr@cc of fivrdoua) of a vertex. 
In E791, a complete linbwur filtering’ trwttmeot of nndtiplc scattering is applied to 
the candidate tracks as o part of tbr WLWS fitting procerl~wr. Tlw rrrtex resolution 
also depends oo decay topology sorb w opruing angle. tbr numbr~~ of decay products 

Due to e8icient lbenm tracking xud tlw bigb mnltiplirity ill 1111, l>rim~ry, the vertex 
separation is dominated by the error in rcwwtn~ctiug tbc s~~coo~li~~y wrtex. In E791, 
the majority of charm IIWSOIIS aud baryo~~s travel ~ii few tlro~~~cl o;icrons before they 
decay. With the present mcnn vertex sclxuutior~ z rrsolutioo of 4~500 microns, we 
are able to recontract cbnrm meson nod bwyou decays with ~~idrl~;d~lc &cieocy. 
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RECONSTRUCTION OF B: -i n+?r- DECAYS 
IN THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT AT LHC 

S. Gadamski 
Institute OJ Nuclear Physics, Craeow, Polortd 

P. Eerola. N. Ellis, D. Froidevaux 
CERN, Geneun, Switrwlnnd 

A study of the capability of the ATLAS erpcviment at the Large tladron Collider 
to measure the CP-violation, pammeter 0 by using the deray cba~nwsl ISi --t ~T+T- 
is described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the Cabibbo-I(obayashi-Maskawa (Cl(M) triangles, constructed by using the 
unitarity constraint of the CKM matrix and sensitive to the CP-violating complex phase, 
ia formed by the matrix elements Vc;Vcd, Vc6 and I,;,. Tbr angle opposite to the side V;,V,r 
is called a. It can be measured from the asymmetry of the rates of the neutral B-decays 
Bi -+ A+*- and @ + n+n-. B and B mesons are distinguished by the charge of the lepton 
originating from a semileptonic decay of the other b-quark in the event. 

When the decay rates for L3: and L?s mesons are integrated starting from time lo, the 
observed asymmetry is 

p = N,,,.,(n+*-P+) - N,ot.,(*+n-P‘) 

Nw.,(n+ii-P+) t Nto,dn+r-P-1 
.I 

= Dt.,&.<r- sin Zo(sin Ad, + T., cos Amto). 
I +d’ (1) 

if the tree-level amplitude dominates the decay. The statistical significance of the signal is 
reduced by wrong sign tags (Dtna = (J’J,;~I~u~~~ - Nrmllglag~l/(hili.t,llnll + Nw,~.st.s.)l. back- 
ground (Damr = -1 and mixing (I/( I + xi) (sin An& + zd COJ An&)). where 
z., = Am/r r 0.71 f 0.11 [I]. 

The expected error on sin 20 is 

6(sin2cr) rr 
1 

D,.,Dtmw/(l + ~&‘K’ 
/Ph. << l,to << Tba/.Cd PI 

where Ns = Ns(n+r-P+) t Ns(r+r-e-), and % is the lifetime of the b. 
The ATLAS experiment is described in detail in I?]. and a short summary of the 

detector parts relevant to B-physics is given elsewhere in these proceedings 131. 
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The total b6 production cross-section is estimated to be between 100 and 700 pb 141 
for LHC operating at a center of mass energy of 16 TeV. The total cross-section given by 
the PYTHIA Monte Carlo program [5] was 560 ,,I,. 

In ATLAS, events from I,-quacks will lb<: triggrred with Ihe 1nooo trigger. Ibased on 
coincidences in trigger chambers ill th outer tomid magnet. Tlur h:s1 f,,asil,le ,tr threshold 
for the muon trigger is about G <Zv\‘/<~. l‘lr lriggw cross~sv~ liolt give I,? 1’\“1’1~11:\ wds I.7 
(lb with a muon ,* threshold of G Cc\‘/,: aocl I’,1 < I .G. At tlw initial Ionlinosity of L: = 1Uz3 
cmm2s-‘, the single rmuoo trigger rate from I>- and c-decays is expected to be about 3 kHz 
with a n threshold of 6 GeV/c. The second level trigger slrauld rrxluce the rate giving a 
maximum output rate of I kHz. 

2. THE DECAY 8: -+ vr+x- 

Events triggered with a high11-r muon trigger arc predominantly Ij~events. Back- 
ground to the signal Bz + ir+n- can he produced by: 

To estimate reconstruction cfliciaocirr a~nr I Ibackground rejertion, signal events and 
background events were generated with the PYTIIIA Moot<~ Carlo lprogram, including direct 
bb production, gluoo splitting and flavorer excitation. The nnominal beam energy was 7.7 
TeV. Subsequently, the cbargw particle tracks weu: puametrize<l iIn terms al momenturn 
resolution and impact lparametrr resolutiojl. The allgrdar acceptance wns assumed to he 
lr,l < 2.5, the track finding efiiciency 95% and the Iepton identification efficiency 80%. 

Events were accept& if the triggel olooli had a ]jT larger lhan G CeV/c, sod a 
pseudorapidity in the ra~oge (711 < 1.G. Events lpassiog the level-2 t.rigger ~must coota,in two 
oppositely charged particles with ,pr > I &V/c. 1~11 < 2.5. TI 1~ 1 IYO Iparticles were required 
to be nearby in space (a(~..) < ‘Xl”. A(O..) c 17”). 

The final event ~ele~tiou critrrin were Ibaxd 011 tlw drcay cheractcrislicn of h B~hadron: 

B-meson decays B: i I<+r-, fly i I<+n-, B; + I<+[<-. Since the Ibranchiog fractions 
of these chanoels have oat bee11 me~1surcd if, was aswo~ed LII~I. the fractioos are the 
same as for the signal, ‘1. lo-‘. ‘The lnass difference Ibetwxn B: and Bf was set to 100 
MeV/c’ according to the latest measurements 161. H-meson production fractions were 
assumed to he 0.40 and 0.14 for 13: and By, respectively. 

B-baryon decay Ab + 1)~. The Ibranching fmctiol, for this decay was assumed to be 
1 lo-’ (71. ‘The Al 1produclion fraction was take,, to lx: 0.1 and the lnlass was assumed 
to he 5.62 GeV/? 

Three-body B-decays: 11; + p*nf and Cl; -i )i+ii-ir”. These brnncliiog fractions were 
each iusune~l to Ihe funlr lillws that oi the aigllnl. 

Combinatorial background with one lpwticle fowl a H-hadron decay and the other from 
the primary vertex. 

Combinatorial Ibackgroutld with Iboth Iparticles from tlw lprimary vertex. 

Combinatorial Ibachg~ouod with the two pnrticles from two dilfrroot B-hadron decays, or 
one from a B-hadroll decay and Ike other from a decay of a long-lived particle (I(;,*): 

I 

t 

. The scaled impact parameters (f = d/o,,) of the two particles greater than 3, and 
the angle between the reconstructed B-meson transverse momentum vector and the 
line joining the primary and the secondary vertices in the transverse plane less than 
6”. The acceptance for signal events was 44%. The impact parameter cut rejects the 
combinatorial background with at least one particle coming from the primary vertex, 
and reduces background where both particles origina,te from the primary vertex to a 
negligible level. 

l The closest distance of the two tracks in space less than 150 pm. The acceptance for 
signal events was 941%. This cot is powerful in rejecting fake secondary vertices. 

l The reconstructed n+li- mass within one standard deviation of the nominal value (f50 
MeV/cZ). This cut reduces the background coming from reflections from other B-hadron 
two- or three-body decays. 

The mass distributions for the sigoal and the different backgrounds are shown in 
?igures I and 2 after all the othw cots except for the final mass cot. 

The fraction of wrong sign mooos with the ATLAS trigger was found to be 0.14 from 
sources other than oscillations. The dominant contrihutioo is cascade b + c + p decays 
‘0.085). The rest origin&es from multiple quark pa,ir production (0.04), hadron decays and 
I/$ decays. Including the effecl of mixing the total fraction of wrong sign muons is 0.24, 
ubich corresponds to a dilution factor D,., equal to 0.52. 

The fraction of wrong sigo tags ci~n he measured directly from data using CP- 
:onserving B-decays like B+ t J/$1<+. The sune decay mode ca~o be used to control 
:he production asymmetry of Bz and ni at LHC, estimated to be at the per cent level IS]. 

The results are summa~rizrd in Table 1. 

1. CONCLUSIONS 

The CP-reach of the ATLAS eq~erinwnt in measuring the angle n using the decay 
:lmnoel B$ --t rfr- WRL investigated. lo the absence of particle identification, the good 
iecondary vertex resolution results in a signal to Ibackground mtio of about I:? under the 
iigoal mass peak. where the background is dominated hy other two-body B-decays. Taking 
uto account the Ibackground, sill 2a cao be measured with a statistical precision of O.L2 
vitb the data collected during the first year of noruing with LHC at, the lwninosity of 10s3 
:xn-*SF’, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The angle 0 of the unitarity triangle can be measured through CP asymmetries in 
several decay modes. The most commonly considered decay mode is B” + J/$K., .I/$ --t 
ee.pfi, and K. - r+w-. The dilepton in a secondary vortex provides B distinctive signature 
for triggering and reconstruction. 

Other modes in this class have a xr instepd of a J/4, detected through 2. + J/+&r. 
Also, there are modes with a K” Instead of a K., detected through K” -t K,#. The 
con.w~~us of the group was that detection efficiencies for the photons would not be high 
enough to make these modes useful. In a contribution to this session, Giorgio ApolIinari 
demonstrates this for the case of a central hadron collider. 

In a contribution to this seasion, Boris Kayser discoases another class of decay modes, 
B 4 D+D-, B 4 D’+D-, B - D*D’-, and B a D’+D’-. He points out that CP 
asymmetries in these modes provide a signal to measure sio(Zfl) through different quark 
level diagrams than those for B + Jl$K.. C om p aring the values obtained by the two 
methods is thus a orefol consistency check. 

There are a couple of strategies that may enable a measurment of the CP asymmetry 
in this class of decay modes. In the first, a D+ is detected in the Ker+st final state. In the 
second, a D’+ is detected in the s+D’ final state. The signature is a soft pion and a tertiary 
vertex (partially reconstructed) for the DO. Some collaborations thought this measurement 
may be feasible, and were interested in investigeting the possibility for their proposals. 

Tagging whether the meson WLLB produced as a B” or B” is necessary. This is usually 
done through the partial reconstruction of the second B hadron in the event. Efficiencies M 
well as fake rates need to be considered. In many proposals, the tag signature is exploited in 
the trigger. Electron and moon tagging are moat commonly considered, and are relatively 
straightforward to incorporate into a trigger. Kaan tagging has II potentially large advantage 
in the high branching ratio to taggable final states. Charged vertex tagging (tagging by 
measuring the total charge of a secondary vertex) also has a potentislIy large efficiency, but 
it .is not clear whether a high dilution factor can be echeived. The soft pion in the decay 
chain 8.’ + Bn can be used for flavor tagging, but the fraction of B mesons produced in 
this decay chain must still be measured. 
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2. COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT PROPOSALS 

John Hassard and Walter Toki, in a contribution to this session, have compiled a table 
comparing the capabilities of the various proposals and have shown in a graphical format how 
the different factors enter for the measurement of the CP asymmetry. It is apparent that 
different proposals at diffewnt center of mass energies claim to achieve similar neositivity 
through moth different combioations of b cross-section and acceptance. For example, fixed 
target geometries with the same beam energy as a collide, geometry compensate for the 
lower bottom cross-section by attaining a higher acceptance. 

Many people in on, session have pointed out that when makiog these comparisons 
it is important to keep in mind that many proposals with lesser seosititity are planned to 
begin at a much earlier date. 

3. CURRENT STATUS 

A milestone has recently beeo achieved on the route to measuring the CP asymmetry 
in .l/+K.: The CDF collaboration has reconstructed a B signal of approximately 40 J/$K. 
events, as shown by Julio Gone&z in n contribution to these proceedings. This has been 
aceomplish~d by a co&in&an of low trigger thresholds, silicon vertex tracking and other; 
detector upgrades, and an integrated luminosity of 20 pb-’ This was also the lint ,n>n for 
the DO collaboration, which has prescntcd b signals in inclusive lepton and J/4 chanoels. 

The CDF data set marks the start 01 the stody of B decays in hadronic collisions. 
Many interesting measurements will become possible in the nea,- and medium-te,m. CDF 
and DO are planning to take more data starting in fall 1993, with the goal ofaccomulating an 
integrated luminosity of 75 pb--‘. CDF and DO UP also planning major upgrades fo, a ,on 
to start app,oximately in 1997. The data from these runs will provide valuable information 
on improving J/$K. efficiency, and the feasibility of various tagging methods. 

4. PROSPECTS WITH UPGRADES OF EXISTING EXPERIMENTS 

When the Fermilab Main Injector is completed, it will become possible to accumulate 
I fb-’ of data per yea,. Furthermore, the machine g,oop at this workshop has foormulated 
a plan they call “Tevatron-09” to extend beyond this. By using 99 bunches and bunched 
beam cooling, they estimate that it may be possible to acewmdate 7 f!-’ per yea,. 

The challenge for CDF and DO is therefore to simultanwosly improve trigger and 
reconstruction efficiency and the data rate capability. Both collaborations have plans to do 
this, 

Ooe approach is to expand the pseudorapidity coverage for muons. The correct CDF 
results use only the region 171 < 1. DO has coverage to 1~1 < 3.1 and CDF, with planned 
upgrades, will have coverage to 171 < 2.5. This could resolt in a ineta, of4 gain in acceptance 
for Jl$K, events times a facto, of 2 gain in meon tagging efficiency. It still needs to be 
demonstrated that the difficolties of this approach can be ove,come. The mass resolution 
gets wo,sr as 171 increases, and track reconstruction becomes less robust as there R,P fewer 
measurements in the central tracking chambers. The mass resolution most be at least good 
enough to reject low mass background from B + J/$K’, K” + K.T. 

Another approach for CDF would be to continue to concentrate oo the region 1’1) i 1. 
By completing the muon coverage, lowering triggm thresholds, and in addition using J/$ + 
e+‘e-, it may be possible to gain a facto, of 3 in J/$K. trigg e, efficiency. Imp,o”emPnts 

would also be necessary in the tagging efficiency. Lepton tagging may not yield mo,e than 
4% efficiency. Kaoo tagging is possible in principle, but would require a very difficult upgrade 
in practice. Charged vertex tagging and 8” tagging may help but remain unproven. 

In summary, using the current CDF data set as a baseline, a facto, of 50 incmase in 
luminosity and IO in efficiency while maintaining a high dilution facto, would allow a 10% 
measurement of ain in 3 years. The current data set and new data to be acquired in the 
near term will allow additional feasibility studies. 

5. NEW EXPERIMENTS AT EXISTING ACCELERATORS 

There is an proposal called HERA-B to build a fixed target experiment in the Hera 
proton ring. The target would consist of wires moved into the beam halo. The feasibility of 
this type of target has been investigated in test runs. 

The B cross-section is expected to be 12 nb at 820 GeV, and 20 nb if the energy is 
opgraded to 1000 GeV. The total cross-section is expected to be about 10’ higher. 

The goal is to obtain an efficiency for tagged J/$K. of 0.02, with a dilution facto, of 
0.5. This would allow an asymmetry measurement to a precision of 0.07 in 5 o, 6 years. 

0. LARGE CENTRAL LHC AND SSC DETECTORS 

The SDC and GEM collaborations at the SSC and the CMS and ATLAS callabo- 
rations at the LHC have been investigating the possibility of applying these large central 
detecto,s, designed primarily Co, the Higgs bosoon sear,.h, to E physics. Typically, the pro- 
posal is to do the B physics at a luminosity l/10 that of the design. 

The triggers envisioned typically involve 2 muons from the J/$J as well as a muon 
from the tag. It may he possible to require only I o, 2 moons, but with higher thresholds. 
This appears to allow B measurement of sin(2fl) with a precision of about 0.07 in one yea, 
of running if detectors are ready during accelerator commissioning and DAQ bandwidth is 
allocated. 

7. DEDICATED B DETECTORS AT THE LHC and SSC 

There are many proposals for dedicated B detectors at the LHC and SSC. The BCD 
and COBEX collaborations propaw forward collide, experiments. SFT and LHB are pro- 
posals for extracted beam fixed target experiments, and GAJET is a proposal fo, a gas jet 
fixed target expe,iment. 

The total b cross-section is of cou,se row h higher for the forward collide,, and the 
ratio of b cross-section to total cross-section is also higher. However, since the B hadrons 
are much mo,e boosted in the fixed target case, the acceptance is higher. Also, minimum 
transverse momentum requirements suppress the extra background from the total c,oss- 
section in the fixed target case. From the presentations at this workshop, it appeared that 
both approaches have similar capabilities. 

Within each approach, there me various designs, differing in the a,eas of of detector 
configuration, trigger signature used, trigger hardware and DAQ system, etc. These areas 
me highly cooplcd to each other, and the optimal configuration is not yet clear. There was 
general agreement though among the various proponents that a measurement of sin(2g) to 
a precision of 2% would be possible for one yea, of run&g. 
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A. CONCLUSIONS 

The study of b decays at hadron colliders has started at the Twatros. There ilre still 
many steps to take ta achieve a meawrement of sin(2p). CDF and DO have plans to take 
tbe next step in a program that may culminate in an initial measurement. An internal wire 
fixed target experiment in the HERA ring may also be able to meawre sin(Zfi) with sevwal 
yrara running. 

The large central detector. at SSC and LHC nppear to have the ability to merls~~re 
sin(Zfl) in one year of ronning at a luminosity one tenth of design. However, the dedieatcd 
forward and fixed target B detector proposals claim to have significantly better precision. 
At this workshop, while we pined much information abriut the variom propmnlr, WP WPW 
not able to evaluate which approach was the beat. 
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COMPARING THE PHYSICS REACH OF DETECTORS 
IN MEASURING CP VIOLATING ANGLE 0 

W. TOKl 
Colorado State University. Fort Collins 

J.F. HASSARD 
Imperial College, London 

1. COMPARING EXPERIMENTS 

There have beeu attempts in the p&(1] to make quantitive comparison among present 
and proposed experiments seeking to measure the internal angles of the CKfvl onitar- 
ity triangle. The best known, which we shall call the Harrison Plot (figure 1). puts the 
attainable error in sin (20) against the year that error might be reached. Since there 
is huge uncertainty in the luminosity profiles of the proposed accelerators, the slope of 
these curves is recognised to be suspect. Furthermore, this representation makes no 
statement about the relative sizes of efficiency, dilution and number of events which 
determine the error. Here we present a complementary representation which allows 
R simple comparison to be made, and which can be later extended to accommodate 
systematic erra and contributions to, say, the efficiencies to be compared. 

a. THE ERROR ON ,5 

The error on CP reach is given by 

d(sin(Z/3)) z=3 
J(I - DP(sin(2fl))2 

Df N,rd 
11) 

where 
D,=DI” 

1 +z: (2) 

and D = 0.51, N,.rod being the number of events. Consequently, the inverse log error 
ill the measured asymmetry Am(B) is simply: 

f”(&) = lll(Dl/zzz) (3) 

We can therefore add linearly the logarithms of the components which contribute to 
the error and compare experiments in a bar chart. This is shown in figtire 2, where the 
error attainable in one yew’s running is shown. In effect, what is left of the number of 
events Nprd after branching faction, efficiency and dilution have been subtracted is 
the height of the white histogram, which is shown as a percentage error on the right. 
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The reader ten factor in believable luminosities N required. On tube left we show l,bat 
all experiments apart from CDF (without Main Injector) are to some degree viable. 
that is, bwe errors less than 100% after I year runoing. 

3. CONCLUSION 

While absolute values shown above for bldividual experiments not even yet approved 
must remain suspect, the above representation does at least revea, some interesting 
even anomalous differences, and can be used to hone known parameters, and focus 
on areas which clearly need more work. 

4. REFERENCES 

[I] Paul Harrison, EPS Confereuce. Marseille, July 22nd 1993: Paul Harrison. B 
Physics Workshop, Liblice Castle, Czech Republic, November 1992. 
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Figure 1. The Harrison plot: CP reach vs. year. 
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Reference Table for sin@ 

I 
*D 5 In 1 year at 
107 seconds 

Decay modes Tag Eff., not 
JfylKs 

dilution final error reference 
modes icluding factor 

B(B+J@Ks) 
in sin2P 

09(2~1030) lwm 
for 1 year 

1 3.7x10-6 .165 >l 
~to(1~1032) ppm 

T.LeCompte 
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T.Lohse 
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~. I.008 I.36 
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PROBING BETA 

BORIS k4YSER 
Division of Physics, National Science Foundation 

Washington, DC 20650 USA 

The angle P of the unitarity triangle may be measured by studying CP viola- 
tion in the decay Bd --f w + @. However, to test the Standard Model (SM) of CP tie- 
l&ion, one would like to do more than merely measure p. Rather, one would like to 
measure it in a uariety of decay modes which diEer at the quark level, but which, if 
the SM is correct, all yield this same angle. Do these different decay modes actually 
yield the same angle, as predicted? 

From the standpoint of testing the SM of CP violation, decay modes which are 
identical at the quark level may be considered to be equivalent, even if they involve 
different hadrons. Results on p from equivalent decay modes may be combined to 
improve the statistics. 

In this note we explain which B decay modes probe p, and identify several 
such modes which might be amenable to experimental study. Among these are 
modes which differ at the quark level, so that their results can be compared to test 
the SM, and ones which are identical at the quark level, so that their results can be 
combined to improve statistics. 

In the Wolfenstein approximation’ to the Cabibbo-Kobayasbi-Maskawa 
(CKM) matrix V, the~only elements which are not real are Vtd and V,,t,. In this 
approximation, the angles a, p, and y of the unitarity triangle are given by 

CZ=7t+WZ(Vti)+tWg(V,b) 

p = -arg(Vti) 

Y = -Z%gcv,b). (1) 

Thus, in this approximation, to experimentally probe p is to probe the phase of Vd. 

As is well known, the B decays which promise to provide the cleanest infor- 
mation on phases in the CKM matrix are those of the neutral B mesons, Bd and Bs. 
Consider the decay of a neutral B barn as a pure B,, q = d or 8, into a final state f 

that can come either from a pure B, or from a pure& The B, can decay to f direct- 

ly, or, taking advantage of B-B mixing, it can transform itself into a rq which then 
decays to f. The CP violation in the decay of the initially pure B, to f probes the rel- 
ative CKM phase of the amplitudes for these two decay paths. That is, it probea 
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CKM Phase 
A(B, -if) 

A(B, + B,)*A(B, --f f) 1 ’ 
where A stands for amplitude. 

(2) 

In the Wolfenstein approximation, the CKM phase of A(Bd -+ &) is 

arg (Va I V;d) = -2p. (3) 

Thus, from (21, we can probe p by studying Bd decays in which the CKM elements 

occurring in the decay amplitudes A(Bd + 0 and As4 --t t7 are real. In the Wolf- 
enstein approximation, these CKM elements will be real when, at the quark level, 
the Bd decay is dominated by a single tree diagram involving one of the processes 

[d 

6-t + 
I 
cH “a ’ 

and the &decay is dominated by the CP-conjugate diagram. Thus, to probe p, we 
need to find Bd decays which are hadmnic embodiments of the quark processes (41, 
and which have reasonable branching ratios. As we shall discuss, information on p 
can be extracted even from decays which do not yield CP eigenstates. However, if a 

final state f is to be useful, then the amplitudes A(B,j +O and A(Bd -+@ *A(& +f), 
whose interference will probe p, should be of comparable size so that the interfer- 

ence is large. Since 1 A(& --t&l I = 1,2 this means that A(Bd + 0 and A& --f f) 
should be of comparable size. In addition, A(Bd -a 0 must not contain significant 
contributions from penguin diagrams. For, unlike the tree diagrams for the pro- 
ces8es (4), a penguin diagram can involve one of the non-real CKM elements Vtd 
and V,b. 

In Table 1 we list Bd decays produced largely by tree diagrams for the quark- 
level processes (4), together with crude estimates of their branching ratios. Each 
listed estimate is meant to be the branching ratio for a typical decay in the 
collection of decays listed in the given row of the Table. The estimate was obtained 
by relating the decay of interest to another decay whose branching ratio is already 
known. In the Table, K& stands for a g or a Ki. The symbol Krp stands for a K*O 
which is required to decay to xOl‘$ or to n”Ki. By D& we mean a neutral D which is 
required to decay to a CP eigenstate, such as K*K- or rr’n-. (One pays a price of a 
factor of -100 in the overall branching ratio for the Bd decay by imposing this 
requirement.) Finally, by DE; we mean a neutral D* which is required to decay to 

n”D&. Table 1 lists only final states f for which, as desired, the amplitudes A(Bd+0 

Table 1. Decays of beauty mesons born 88 pure Bd that probe p. Seete 
I 

, Quark Process Hadranic Processes Rough 
Branching 
Ratio 

6,,+&i i?d + D+D-,D**DT,D*+D*- 6x 104 

Bd+(W,W’,Ilc, or&) + @‘orR’) 2x10-5 

ij+E+CB Bd+(W,W’,tlc, or.&) + $!’ 3x10-4 

G+F+“;i Bd + D$ + (p” ?’ x0) 10-r 

and A(& + 0 are not only both nonvanishing but are of comparable magnitude. 

Penguins 
Worrisome? 

Perhaps 
As in Bd-t tin- 

Perhaps 

NO 

No 

Among the decays in Table 1, those to D+D; D**DT D*+D*; wK~, and vKg” 
have relatively advantageous branching ratios and might be amenable to experi- 

mental study. (By Go we mean a K*O which decays to x”Ki.1 Since the D (*H*) D 

decay modes differ at the quark level from the I@$~ modes, it would be desirable 

to study both of them in order to test the SM. Resulta from the D’D-, D**D’, and 
D*+D*- modes may be combined to improve statistics, as may those from the 

vK; and vK;’ modes 

To extract information on p from the decay Bd+D’D- or the decay Bd --f I+IK& 
either of which yields a CP eigenstate, one would use the usual method for obtain- 
ing CKM phase information from the time dependence of the decay of a neutral B to 
a CP eigenstate3 To extract information from Bd-iD*‘D*- or Bd +I+@‘, in either 
of which the tinal state may not be a CP eigenstate because it may be a mixture of 
partial waves, one can use angular distribution measurements to disentangle the 
partial waves.4,6 To entradinformation from Bd +D*+D-and Bd + D”D+, where the 
final states are not CP eigenstates because of their particle content, one would use 
the technique6 for extracting clean CKM phase information fmm final states of this 
kind. 
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To be useful, the decay to D*‘D- of an initially pure Bd must involve interfer- 

ing amplitudes A(Bd + D*‘D-I and A(& + D*‘D-) which are of comparable magni- 
tude. A general argument?*2 suggests that these amplitudes are of comparable mag- 
nitude. Indeed, according to the heavy quark effective theory (HQET),e we haves 

A(Bd -i D*+D7 = -A(Bd --f D*-D+) 

But, by CP in the approximation where penguin diagrams are neglected, 

(5) 

A(Bd +D*-D+) c -A&-+D*+D7 (6) 

Thus, according to HQET, A(Bd + D*‘D-I and A& + D*‘D-) are of equal magxi- 

** 
tude.10,” Moreover, the equality (5) implies that the decays Ed + D D* actually 

yield a CP eigenstate: 
k - 

D*‘D- - D* D+ 
) 

.9 If this is true, then these decays 

enjoy many of the advantages of other decays to CP eigenstates as probes of p.g 

Interestingly, according to HQET, the decay Bd --f D*+D’ also yields a CP 
eigenstate (at least to a good approximation). 11,9 If this is true, then this decay also 
enjoys many of the advantages of any decay to a CP eigenstate. 

Again interestingly, a naive quark picture suggests that Bd + wK? yields a 
CP eigenstate as well; namely, the state in which the wand Go have helidty zero.” 
Here, there is already experimental evidence that this CP eigenstate is at least the 
dominant component of the linal state. 12.13 Thus, Bd + I&+ is yet another rather 

promising probe of i3.14 

In conclusion, there are a number of decay modes which appear to be poten- 
tially useful probes of 0. These modes merit consideration, both with a view to 
testing the Standard Model, and in order to improve the statistical accuracy of the 
measurement of p. 
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A FIXED TARGET B EXPERIMENT AT THE 
HERA PROTON RING 

THOMASLOHSE 
MPIfir Kamphysik, 69029 Heidelberg, Germany 

1. Introduction 

Amongst the multitude of prapoaed fixed target E experiments at proton machines, the 
EERA B detector is in several ways unique: Firstly, it is the only experiment for which the 
machine already exists and would be continuously available with peak luminaaity for msny 
yeam. Secondly, it wqld have to operate at very low center of meas energies, slightly above 
40 GeV, where the B cross section of 10 to 20 nb is 6 orders of magnitude smaller than 
that of normal inelastic events. It is therefore the first but also the most challenging fixed 
target B experiment dedicated to the phenomenon of CP violation. At the same time it 
haa to be regarded as an ideal teat-ground to gain experience for future more sophisticated - 
experiments at the large machines. 

The project will be briefly described in thia article. More details can be found in refer- 
cnces [I, 21. 

2. Detector 

The detector is sketched in Fig. 1. It is B single-stage spectrometer of 22 m length with an 
angular acceptance of 300 mrad horizontally and 130 mrad verticelly. 

The target consists of a act of wires grouped sround the beam. Interactions are produced 
by collisiona of beam halo protons with the wires. This technique allows to reach high 
rates without significantly reducing the beam lifetimes and the e-p luminosity of HERA. 
Preliminary beam tests indicate [3] that the required interaction rates of 20 to 40 MHz are 
achievable once HERA wna with design currents. 

The target is followed by a moveable silicon vertex detector of 2 m length. The device 
is mounted in an evacuated target tank and is planned to he operated in I cm distance to 
the beam during data taking. At high momenta it provides impact parameter measurements 
with resolutions around 20 to 30 /an. The longitudinal vertex resolution is better than 
400 ,an. The inner edge of the detector will have to stand considerable radiation doses; 
10 Mrad per year are expected at full luminosity. The detector will bt replaced in the long 
machine shutdown once per year. If the radiation hardness of the device pravea insufficient, 
the detector might (at least initially) be operated at a slightly larger distance to the beam. 

The main tracking chambers inside the magnet are followed by a TRD tracker and fur- 
ther tracking chambers behind the magnet. The latter are vital for the first level trigger. 
Pion/ksan/proton separation, necessary for kaon tagging, is provided by a RICH counter. 
Leptons are detected in the SPACAL electromagnetic calorimeter and the muon filter. 
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Figure 1: Sketch of the HERA B detector. 

3. First Level Trigger 

Given the enormous background of inelastic events and from charm production, first level 
triggering at the HERA experiment deserves special attention. We require a reduction of 
the 20 to 40 MHz event rate’ by three orders of magnitude while keeping more than 50% of 
the signal. 

The trigger is based on the invariant mass of lepton pairs from J/e decays. Electron 
candidates are given by energetic clusters in the calorimeter, muon candidates by hit cain- 
cidences in the muon chambers. Electron candidates might be further rest&ted by using 
fast information of the TRD. These candidates start a track search procedure in four dedi- 
cated tracking chambers behind the magnet. Processors mapped onto small regions of these 
chambers with memory boards containing the local wire information exchange current track 
parameters via short messages. A processor receiving a message checks in its wire memory 
whether a hit is found in the predicted region and, if aucceasful, updates the track infor- 
mation and issues a new message to the next relevant processor. Since no detector raw 
data information is moved around, this strategy avoids transfer of huge amounts of data 
Successful track candidatea are finally combined in processors which compute the invariant 
muses from the track wrameters. If an electron or muon rrair exceeds a maa8 of 2.5 GeV 
the trigger tires. 

The trigger algorithm has been tested by software simulation. The trigger efficiency, 
folded with detector acceptance snd energy cuts was found to be 47% for J/P + et.- and 
60% for J/P + fi+p- wiih trigger rates &nd 10 to 30 kHz. 

‘The HERA bunch crorsiog r& i, 10 MHs. The detector thcrcfore hea to handle several .imultaneous 
inte.actiona far every bunch cmssing, Lhc vcttic.s of which arc ditributed over the tails. 

A preliminary hardware implementation has been designed and tested by circuit simu- 
lations. The latency of the trigger ranges from 5 to 8 ps which has to be compared to lhe 
upper limit of 12.3 ps for 128 element front-end pipelines and a 96 ns bunch crossing time. 

4. CP Reach 

Because of lack of space the sensitivity of the detector is summarized in form of two tables. 
Details can be liound in 111. 

Table 1 shows the relevant factors for the rate estimations (from [I\). Numbers are given 

Table I: Rate caliv?les fop B” + Jl$K. 

I 

t 

bb production rate 

bb + h;i 
BQ - J/.$K.o 
Br(J/.J + lit-). Br(K: - z+*-) 
Average geometrical and reconstruction efficiency 
Trigger efficiency 
Lepto” quality cuts 
Vertex cut 
Kinematics1 cuts 
15000 h running time 
Number of events 

40 SC’ for p&a,,, = 820 GeV 
(70 a-’ for pk.,,, = 1000 GeV) 

0.8 
4.10.’ 

0.1 
0.33 
0.7 
0.75 
0.511 
0.65 

5.4. 10’ d 
3900 for p&o,,, = 820 GeV 

(6800 for pb.a,” = 1000 GeV) 

for the nominal HERA energy of 820 GeV and the maximum reachable energy of 1 TeV. 
The experiment is assumed to run for 5.4.10’s (corresponding to five “snowmass years”). 
It should be noted that unlike collider &periments, where the luminosity decreases during 
the run and where the average luminosity is well below the peak luminosity, the proposed 
experiment iB designed to operate throughout a run at a constant trigger rate, controlled 
by the distances of the target wires to the beam. The expected number of B events with 
a decay i?’ + J/WKf after all cuts is about 3900 for the 826 GeV beam, and 6800 for the 
1 TeV beam. 

To merure CP asymmetries, the initial flavor of the B” under study has to be determined 
by tagging the flavor of the second B in the event. We considered only two single-particle 
tags, namely kaons and high-p, leptons. Additional tsge, such M charge countina at a 
secondary vertex, are conceivable and may serve to enhsnce the tagging efficiency further. 

Various cuts have to he applied on the tagging tracka in order to optimize the quality of 
the tagging. They are summa&cd together with th e resulting tagging efficiencies in Table 2. 
Kaon tags are more frequent than lepton taga hut are less clean and therefore more strongly 
diluted. The statistical precision far the measurement in sin20 is therefore comparable for 
the two tags. Combining lepfon and kaan taga results in A sin 20 = 0.065 for an 820 GeV 
proton beam, and A~in’Z~ = 0.050 for a 1000 GeV beam. 
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Table 2: Tagging eficisnciea and difufion factora. 

Lepton tag 

Cuts in impact parameter none 

Cuts in momentum p > 5 GeV/e 
p > O.‘IGeV/c. b-‘.‘” 

Probability w to detect wronr-sirn 
tag from if’ 01 B+ (id. mixingj 2.0% 
Probability f to detect fake tag 3.1% 
Told lagging efficiency c + w + f 14.7% 
Tagging dilution (c - w)/(c + UI + I) 0.52 
Number of lagged events 
(for ph.,,, = 820 GeV/c) 570 
Error in sin ‘20 0.11 
Combined error in sin 2fl 0.06! 

Kaon ta 

24.7% 

5.6% 
22.1% 
52.4% 
0.36 

2040 
0.08 
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Measuring the Angle p in & --) Pb’ Decays at the SFT 

T.J. Lawry, S. Conetti, G. Corti 
Physica Dept., II. of Virginiq McComick Rd. 

Cherloffesuillc, Va., 22901 USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Even though the most popular reaction to measure the angle 0 is without any doubt 
the decsy B + J/$Kf, it would be extremely useful to achieve an independent measurement 
exploiting some different decay mode. It has been suggested’ that one possibility is given 
by the decays B - DB or B - D+r. In the following we discuss the caprbiity of the 
SFT’ in reconstructing such decay modes; aa discussed below, the live target environment is 
particularly suitable in recognizing the unique signaturea of the modes under consideration. 
The I?&- mode is expected to have a larger branching ratio than Db and provides a more 
striking signature. 

We consider only the decay chain Bd --t D’*D’-,D’* -+ rriDo. We require one 
neutral D to decay to all charged tracks, we reconslruct the other D from the missing PT 
and the D and D’ nmss contraints. 

2. ACCEPTANCE 

The topology of the decay chain is two soft charged pious from the Ed decay vertex 
and two Do decay vertices. For the D’ + r*D’ decays, the median opening angle in the lab 
between the r and the D” is 1.4 mrad. The median distance of closest approach of the pion 
to the Do vertex is 19 microns, 10 each pion will appear to paw through or very near D 2 or 4 
prong vertex. The kinematic limits on the r+r- mws are 313.6 MeVld and 448.5 MeV/cl. 
We lake the initial signature for the decay Ed + D’+D’- to be a pair of tracks with mass 
in the range 310-450 MeV/cZ. 

We require both piona to be in the spectrometer acceptance of 2-15 mrad, and to 
have E. > 5 CeV, which gives an acceptance of 55.2%. 

To reconstruct the Ed, we require that for one of the D”s all of the daughter tracks 
are chuged, have energies greater than 5 GeV, and are in the spectrometer acceptance. We 
make no requirement on the other b. The 8um of the branching ratioa for Do decay to two 
or four charged particles (and no neutral particles)3 is 12.8 %, which gives an acceptance of 
24.0% since there are two D’s in the event. The probability for all the charged daughters of 
the Do to be in the apcctrometer acceptance is 82.1%. assuming the T from the D’ is in the 
UCeptfhllCC 
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The reconstruction efficiency in the spectrometer’ is 0.95 per track. Since we must 
detect the two pions from the D”s and the two or four daughters of the D”, the tracking 
efficiency is (0.95)‘(.33 + .67(0.95)‘) = 0.761. 

We reconstruct the other Do by requiring that it satisfies the D” and D’ mass con- 
straints and that the momentum perpendicular to the flight path of the Bd be zero. To DC- 
count for the spectrameter resolution, the momenta of the charged tracks were smeared using 
the formula c,fp = 0.0009+0.00000841p and the vertices using’ (T= = 3p, ry = 4p, cz = 58~~ 
for the primary vertex and oI = 6p, oy = 8p, (I~ = 300~ for the Bd decay vertex. The 
resulting invariant mass distribution of the D‘+D’- 1s shown in Figure 1. Without the ver- 
tex error, the mass peak would have B g of 30 MeV/c’. The mass range 5.1 - 5.4 GeV/e’ 
cant&a 62.6% of the B,+ 

The final acceptance is then 

(0.55)‘(0.552)(0.240)(0.821)(0.626)(0.761) = 0.0156 

The 0.55 is the branching ratio for D" + a*D”. The other numbers are given above. 

3. SAMPLE SIZE 

In one year of running at the SFT” we expect to have 1.6 x 10” B - B events. We 
expect that 9.6% wiU have a Level I1 high PT lepton trigger, 85% will be successfully tagged 
by the lepton’, and in 38% of the triggered events the other FJ will be B Bd. Given our 
acceptance of 1.56% we expect 7.7 x lo6 x BR events per year. The decay Bd -+ D’+D’- 
wiU be Cabibbo suppressed by a factor of about 20 relative to Ed + D’+D, which has 
branching ratio 1.6 f 1.1%. There should al so be a spin enhancement of three. Therefore we 
expect a branching ratio z 2 x 10e3 and B total sample of 15,400 events per year. 

4. BACKGROUNDS 

We consider three background decay moden, Bd + D’+LlmKo, Bd -+ D’+D’-a’, 
and Bd + D*+d%-, L?r- nonresonant. We wish to find their acceptances relative to 
Ed + D’+D’-. 

To reduce the background we make the mass cut 0.31 GeV/c’ < hf,. < 0.45 GeV/c’ 
on the pions from the D’ decay. We require 2.26 GeV/? < MO.. < 2.42 GeV/? where the 
D’ is the one whose Do decays to all charged tracks, the r comes from the other D’. These 
cuts do not remove any signal since they are outside the kinematic limits for Bd + D’+D’-. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the invariant mass distribution of the s+n- and the D’a 
respectively. The solid line is the mass spectrum for Bd -+ D’+D’-, the dashed Line is 
the mass spectrum for Bd 4 D’+D’r-, and the dotted line is the mass spectrum for 
Bd + D’+D’-K’. 

The two maass cuts combined cut 93.2% of the X0 decays, 76.4% of the x0 decays, 
and 91.5% for the Do* nonresonant decays. 

After requiring the mass of the reconstructed BJ to be in the range 5.1 GeV/c” - 
5.4 GeV/?, the final acceptance for Bd + D’+D’-K” is only 2.0% of the acceptance for 
Bd - D’+D’-. For Bd 4 D’+D’-~0 and B.A + D’+t)%‘ the acceptances are 10.5% and 
6.1% respectively. The acceptance for the # decay is larger than for the K” decay, but we 
expect the branching ratio to be larger for the K” decay since it is not Cabibbo suppressed. 

Another background comes irom triggered events with a secondary interaction which 
produces D’+D’- and no detectable charged tracks. In the SFT target we expect 0.24 see- 

ondary interactions with energy greater than 100 GeV per triggered eve&. Approximately 
one secondary interaction in a thousand produces charmed particles. 

The rate of leptan triggers is the product of the interaction rate of 10’ Hz and the 
Level I and Level II trigger supressian factors’ (lO’)(l.S + .44) x 10m3(0.1) = 2.04 x 101 
where the 1.6 and the 0.44 refer to the electron and muon triggers respectively. Since B-B 
events are 6300 less common than minimum bias, the rate of B - L? events with Level II 
lepton triggers is (10’)(1/6300)(0.096) = 1.52 x lo*. So 1 in 13.5 Level II lepton triggers wiU 
be a due to a B - B event. 

We assume that all C - I? interactions produce D’D’ and that one in four produce 
D’+D“. Hence in 13,500 triggered event@ there are about (13.5 x lO”)(lO-“)(0.24)(.25) = 
0.81 with a secondary interaction which makes D’+D“, and (103)(2 x 10m3)(0.38) = 0.76 
with Bd + D’+D’-. 

From PYTHIA aimulaiions bf r-p interactions with E, = 1000 GeV, 1.4% of D’+D’- 
events have no detectable charged tracks. We consider B charged track to be detectable if 
ita momentum ia greater than 20 GeV/c and it falls within the spectrometer acceptance of 
2-75 mm+ Both the momentum and angle cuts are very conservative since the silicon can 
detect charge tracks out to at least 250 mrad. 

The acceptance of C - I? background events relative to Bd --t D’+D’- is 4.1% for 
the cuts on track energy, track angle, and mass of track pairs given above. Hence the ratio 
of C - c background events relative to Bd -+ D’+D’- is 

(0.81/0.76)(0.014)(0.041) = 6.2 x 10“ 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In one year of running at the SFT we expect 15,400 events Bd + D’*D’-,D” + 
n’D” where the other B provides a high PT lepton trigger and tag. The background is 
dominated by Bd decays and is of the order of ten percent. The error on the angle p for time 
independent measurements is l/(Dfi) h w ere D is the dilution factor and N is the number 
of observed decays”. Taking D = 3.45 from the average of lepton tags” we find the error on 
sin(2p) from one year of running is 0.028. 
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MEASUREMENT OF CP-VIOLATION 
WITH THE GEM DETECTOR 

HIFLOAKI YAMAMOTO 

Louritscn Laboratory, Cali~oornio Institute of Technology 

Pasadena, CA 91125, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this note, the feasibility of measuring CP-violation in the B-meson system with the 
GEM detector’ at SSC is described, using the decay mode Ed - .I/$ + Kz - p+/~-r+r- 
for the 0 angle measurement. In Section 2, the signature of the signal is discussed. Section 
3 is devoted to a description of the GEM performance, including the estimation of the 
backgrounds. The rate of the signal is discussed in Section 4, and the summary is given in 
Section 5. More details of this study are published in a separate paper.’ 

2. CP-VIOLATION SIGNATURE 

CP violation is signalled by a difference of the branching ratios of Bd and Bd decaying 
into the same CP eigenstate J/$+Kz in the production of b-i quark pairs in proton-proton 
collisions. The flavor of the B-meson can be determined by the sign of the decay leptan from 
the other B hadron. The error of the sin28 measurement can be expressed as 

6(sin20) z 
I 

DJS 

where the parameters in this equation are summarized in Table 1. 
One significant uncertainty in judging the feasibility of a CP violation signal mea- 

surement is the total production rate of b - 6 quark pairs. A big systematic error comes 
from theoretical and MC implementation uncertainties. 34.5 As is explained in Ref. 3, the 
comparison between the analytical and MC cnlculations is not straight forward. 

The prediction of PYTHIA 5.6’, with the CTEQ PDF set CTEQlL’, is used in the 
following calculations without an additional multiplicative factor. The three processes to 
produce b - b pairs, flavor production, shower and flavor excitation process, were simply 
added together assuming that the ambiguity due to the double counting is less important than 
other amhiguities.‘The total cross section strongly depends on the chaiceof the minimum p, 
of the produced partons, but the cross sections which pass the signal event selection are not. 
The total cross section in Table I was calculated using P,,~,” = 0 for the flnvor production 
and IO GeV for the other processes. 
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Table 1. Paramelers for sin28 mea.wrement Table 2. Particle Properties (Eff. includes all effects) 

arameter I Descriotion I Value 
I 

N prod Number of Ed, & : ~&it. Oai. 21~ 9.3 x10” 

j Cdl int. luminosity per year at L = ltlzl ~rn-~sec-’ I fi-’ 

aat cross section for b - b production 1.2 mb (Sec..2) 

fd fraction of Bd mesons from b quark 0.39 (f.=o.l3.~s.,“,.=o.I) 

Br Branching faction of Ed + J/$ + Kg 0.032 xIO-~ (Ref. 8) 

e Total detection efficiency : cd.< C~,;~ tc~ eta0 2.2 x10-e 

L&C Br(J/$ - p+p-). Br(K: --t r+x-) 4.12 x10-l 

C,,ig trigger efficiency 0.10 (Sec.4) 

CCP detect and reconstruct the signal 4.6 x10-3 (Sec.3,4) 

Q.* B flavor tagging “sing muons 0.11 (Sec.4) 

D Dilution factors : d,,, d,,, da. 0.21 

d,i, mixing of Bd prior to decay 0.47 

4,. = I - 2xw, incorrect Rnvor tagging 0.6 (Sec.4) 

4 = S/(S + B), backgrounds in the “signal” 0.95 (Sec.3) 

The cross section “sing CTEQIL was compared with that “sing the set 2 of the PDF 
by Marlin sod T”ngg. Although the total cross sections differ by a factor of 2, the cross 
sections passing the event selection differ only by 15%. Th’ IS indicates how the cross section 
depends on the parametrization at small x, but the ellect of the O(a:) correction can be still 
large, and the predicted number of the s&I can he off by a factor of 2. 

Finally, note that PYTHIA was modified to include the correct longitudinal polariza- 
tion of vector mesons decaying from B mesons to cnlculate the acceptance of J/$ correctly. 

3. GEM DETECTOR, PARTICLE PROPERTIES, AND BACKGROUNDS 

The GEM detector performance ww estimated using the MC GEMFAST’ based on 
detailed GEANT simulation. The GEM detector includes a central tracker and a muon 
system covering (71 < 2.5 in a 0.8 T magnetic field. Th e central tracker consists of a” inner 
silicon strip detector, and a barrel and two endcaps made by interpolating pad chambers. 
The silicon tracker is around 200 cm long and extends in radius from IO to 35 cm. The 
muon moment”m is reconstructed “sing the m”on system measurement atId the energy loss 
measured in the calorimeter, which is then combined with the measurement of the central 
tracker to improve the resolution at low momentum. The acceptance below 5 GeV is not 
well understood, but studies are in progress. The single muon trigger with a minimum pt of 
8 IO GeV at the origin is feasible. 

The particle properties are summarized in Table 2. Both Kg and .I/$ were recon- 
strutted by I) combining a pair of particles with invariant mass requirements shown in the 
last col”mn of Table 2, 2) applying the mass constraint fit, and 3) requiring the x1 of the 

P 3 (p,=SGeV) 

2 (p,>2OGeV) 

I J/3 1.5 (p,=lOGeV) 

2 (p,>30GeV) 

Kg 2 (p,=2GeV) 

/ 0.5 (p,~GGeV) Bd 

Efficiency o(mae.s) (Me’/) Particle Selection 

0.97 I I 

0.83 

I I 

0.55 17 M,, = 2.8 3.4 GeV 

,yz < 20 

0.6 (p,=2GeV) 8.3 Mr. = 0.45 0.55 GeV 

0.15 (p,=lSGeV) x2 2 5 

0 (p,=lOGeV) 24 (p,=lSGeV) M,,,,;= 5.2 5.36 GeV 

0.09 (p,>20GeV) 42 (p,=35GeV) 

constraint fit less than 5 and 20 respectively. The constritinl, fil improves the moment”mre~- 
olutio” of Kg by a factor of 5. It is assumed that the secandnty vertex can be reconstructed 
if those two tracks are well reconstructed, i.e., each t,rack has a!, least 4 silicon hits and 6 IPC 
hits. This condition is almost equivalent to requiring that tlw Kg decays within a cylinder of 
radius p = I5 cm and half length z = 70 cm in the beam dilwI,io”. The M,,,,:$strib”tion 
of the signal with and without mass constraint is shown in I’ig”re 1. The effiaency of the 
signal below p,(Bd) = 20 GeV strongly d e p ends on the mwu vliiciency at p,(fi) - 5 GeV. 

Type II background 
Type III background 

width = 33 MeV 

4.8 5 5.2 

Figure 1. M,,,,;; (GeV) dist,ribu!ilw 

5.4 5.6 

Three kinds of backgrounds were studied, which are s\unllnarized i” Table 3. Type I 
backgrounds contain J/G sod Kg decaying I. tom a B hadro” Hxkglo”nds involving $’ and 
xc, decays were also studied, and their contributioos were wgligibly small above M,,,,;= 
5.18 GeV. Type II are combinatorinl backgrounds of of 2,1’s ;inbd a Ii; in jets. The estimated 
backgrounds include I) J/d from B hadron decay + Kg in t,hc sanx jet (2.5%), 2) other J/4 
+ X (2.5%) and 3) muon pairs in heavy quark jets (2.5%). Type III contains K+ and r- 
which are combined to form 1~:. These backgrounds can be ~educ~xl by the requirement of a 
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Table 3. Backgrounds / Signal (W) in MI,+K;= 5.2 to 5.38 GeV 

Background process BR (%) Ns/Ns (W) 

I Ad + J/$ + I(” + J/$J + K; + r” Br(Bd + J/$ + K’o) = 0.153* 0.3 

B. + J/4 + I(-+ 4 J/$ + I(; + ,r+ Br(B,, + J/G + K’+) = 0.153* 0.3 

II Combinatorial background Br(B + J/$+X) = I.098 7.5 

II Bd - J/+ + I(” - J/$ + K+ + li- Br(Bd + J/$ + K’o) = 0.1538 2.4 

Bd --t J/$ + K+ + r- (non-resonant) Br assumed = 0.153 0.6 

Total background 11 

finite flight length of the I{: candidate, and though not simrhled, Table 3 shows the result 
assuming the rejection by a factor of 20. These backgrounds are also shown in Figure 1. 

4. SIGNAL SELECTION EFFICIENCIES AND DILUTION 

The cficiencies to select the signal is summarized io Table 4. To clnrify each effect, the 
calcolatioo was done using PYTIIIA, aod the parlicle detection efficiencies were multiplied at 
thr end. Among these ellicirnciq lhe lower limit of the muon p, coverage and the detection 
01 t,he I<: secondary vertex are the Imajor detector dependent factors. Table 4 also shows lhe 
efficiencies for different cases. 

Including all the elfects, the total efficiency to observe the signal is 5.4 x 10““, and 

Table 4. Efficiency 

Contributioo Acceptance Factor Comment 1 
Trigger IL p,t8GrV,lr)I < 2.5 0.12 

31”s p,>SGeV,lql 5 2.5 0.039 

Zn’s ~,?O.SGPV,I,~I 5 2.5 0.79 

x0.G if p,(trig)zl3GeV 

x1.7 if p,(thresbald)>4GeV 

x0.76 if pt(r)>lGeV 

z( K~decay) < 70 cm 0.71 xl.OG if z<lOOcm -~ 
p(K;decay) > 1 cm 1 0,97 

p(K;decrry) 5 I5 cm 0.42 xl.5 if r <30cm 

Parlicle Elliciencies 

Sub total (Detector dep.) 

b + /i for flavor tagging 

Jd, Br(Bci-J/4+KO,) 6d.r 

0.43 

4.6 x 10-4 

0.23 

5.1 x 10-G 

0.83(,+0.6G(J/~).O.Sl(K~).O.96(M~~) 

2.rlal ( including b and 6 decay ) 

Total 5.4 x 10-10 650 evts 1 1 ft-’ 9. J. G. Morfin and W. I<. Tug, Z. P/L+. ~152, 13 (1991). 

lhe detector dependence is a factor of 2 lo 3. As has been discussed before, the ambiguity 
of this number is a factor of 2 coming from tbr O(a:) correction. 

The cascade decay, b - c - p + s, gives the wrong sign for the flavor tagging. The 
hactian 01 tagging by Lbis cascade moon is dependent on the p, of the tagging muon, and is 
around 10% with p,(p) above 4 GeV. The conlribution of decay muons from K and r and 
the punch lhrougll arc negligible compared to olber elfecls. Including the Aavor oscillation, 
the wrong sign lagging frart,ion W in Table I was 0.2. 

5. SUMMARY 

Applying the mass constrain1 fits for J/$ and Kg, the mass resolution of the B,, signal 
was improved by a Iaclor of 2.5 to 33 MeV. With this resolution. the background fraction 
was around II%. 

Combining all these numbers in Equation (I), tl >e error 011 sin20 comes out to be 
r 

6(sin20) z 
0.27& - “$ 

rvbex ‘I’ is the total luminosity in units ol 1 II,-‘, i.e., IO’ seconds al C = 103zcm‘zsec~‘. 
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PROSPECTS FOR MEASURING CP VIOLATION IN SDC 
USING B; --+ $K; 

DAVID P. COUPAL 

Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory,* 
$550 Beckleymeade Avenue, Dallas, TX ‘YSt97 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This note describes results of a study of acceptance and backgrounds in the SDC 
detector for the neutral B meson decay Bj -+ I/K;. The aim here is to explore the 
possibility of observing CP violation in the B system - B significant physics measurement 
that may be possible at the SSC during the period of time when the accelerator is ramping 
up to design luminosity. 

Section 2 describes the theoretical predictions for b6 quark production at the SSC 
and the signal for CP violation in the B meson system. The following section outlines 
the cuts used to isolate &I: 4 $Ki decays and presents the expected rates for signal and 
background. The next section discusses the sensitivity to CP violation parameters and the 
final section contains some additional comments. 

2. b6 PRODUCTION AND CP VIOLATION 

Berger and Meng’ present calculations of the h6 production up to SSC energies based 
on next-to-leading-order QCD hard scattering cross sections.’ At & = 40TeV they find 
a total cross section of l-3 mb. A central detector like SDC would probably trigger on 
the pt components of the b quark decay products (at least at level 1). We therefore limit 
the study to b quarks with pt greater than 10 GeV/ c, a region dominated by higher-order 
gluon splitting diagrams. Berger and Meng predict a cross section o(pp - bX,pT(b) > 
10) = 80 - 170pb with resummation effects boosting it to around m 250 pb. This number 
will be used in the signal and background estimates that follow. 

We look for CP violation in the decay of the neutral Bi meson to the CP eigenstate 
$Kl. The time-integrated asymmetry is: 

A = N - ’ = Zdsin2p 
m 1+ x: 

(2.1) 

The sensitivity to sin20 is diluted due to mixing (zd = Amd/rd = degree of mixing in Bi). 
The above equations assume a knowledge of the initial state(B” or J?3’ ). In practice one 
uws the fact that band 6 are pair produced and tags the flavor of the B meson by observing 
the sign of the lepton in the semileptonic decay of the other B. This demand introduces 
additional dilution due to mixing of the tagging B meson and mistagging contributions 

* Operated by the Universities Research Asoociation, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract 
No. DEAC35-39ER40486. 
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from cascade decays or detector limitations (e.g. ?r qr K decay, punchthrough, etc.). The 
measured asymmetry can be written A,.., = (1 - 2w)A where w is the fraction of wrong 
tags from mixing, cascade decays and detector effects 

The probability of mistagging from mixing of the tagging B meson is wmil = oi x FB 
where 

4 ol=.5xf,tfdx~ 
2 + 24 

is the probability of mixing, FB is the relative fraction of tags from B semileptonic decays 
and f, and fd are the relative fractions of Bf and Bi production. Bt is assumed to be 
fully mixed. For tags from cascade decays to charm, a wrong-sign tag is produced only if 
the initial B meson does not mix, otherwise a correct sign tag will result. Therefore the 
cascade term is ~<~,~.,d. = (1-o)Fc w h ere Fc is the fraction of tags from charm. Similarly, 
decay in flight and punchthrough backgrounds will have a random charge so wdccaY = FD/Z 
and upvnrh = Fp/2 where FD and Fp are the decay in flight and punchthrough fractions, 
respectively. Assuming relative fractions: f+ : fd : fs : f* = 0.38 : 0.38 : 0.14 : 0.10 and 
zd = .i’, then (I = ,132. An estimate of the tagging fractions (FB,etc.) derived from a 
Monte Carlo simulation of the detector response is given in section 5. 

3. CP VIOLATION SIGNAL 

Bottom quark production via gluon splitting was simulated with ISAJET by generating 
lowest order parton~parton scattering to non-b partons and accepting only events in which 
a b quark with p,> lOGeV/c is produced in the parton shower. This study used the decays 
El0 - ILK!, $ - p+p-and tagged the flavor using the semileptonic decay El --P + X. 

B KS’s were required to decay to R+=-. Half of the MC data sample selected on the b quark 
rather than the b. The mean pt of the Bi is -12 GeV/c; the mean momentum is -27 
GeV/c. 

Fig, 3.1 shows the SDC detector, with tracking, calorimetry and muon identification. 
out to 101 < 2.5. For triggering and eliminating law pt backgrounds such as x and K decay 
we impose a minimum p, cut on the muons. For events with all 3 muons within 1~1 < 2.5, 
Fig, 3.2 shows the acceptance versus the minimum p, cut for one, two or all three muons 
passing the cut. The acceptance for 3 muons with pt > 5 is roughly equal to requiring 2 
muons with pt > 10 or one muon with pt > 20. The effect of different combinations of pt 
cuts is discussed further in section 5. 

The B meson is reconstructed by first taking opposite sign muon pairs to reccmstruct 
the J/G. A cut of f50Mr?V/c2 around the .I/$ mass is used. The J/$ are combined with 
Kg’s in the event that satisfy 171 < 2.5 and pt> 1.0 GeV/c. Kg were required to decay 
within a cylinder of .33 meter radius (layer 6 of SDC si mm barrel) and .33 meter in z I’ 
(layer 1 of forward disks) to insure efficient Kg reconstruction. The r+i~- are not tracked 
to insure that they are within the 0 acceptance (though we do so for the parent Kg) so 
there will be a small additional loss in acceptance due to this approximation. Cuts on 
p,(Ks) > 1.0 and cos(O(J/$,Ks)) > .S, where Q is the angle between the .l/$ and the 
Kg, remove much of the background discussed in the next section. 

The contributions to tbe total rate for Bj -a $Ki in SDC are given in Table 3.1. 
Assuming a run of lo7 seconds at a luminosity of 10 cm-%-‘(.I x design) and a b 

SDC DETECTOR 
/f MuOn Chamber* m 

Barrel Torold /II 

I 
ILL\ *\, \ 

I 

\ \’ Solenoid ’ Forward Calorimetsr 
,,ermedia,e Tracker 
ml Tracker 

3 
d 

on Tracker (dimensions In meters) 

,,<2.5 

Figure 3.1: The SDC detector. 

quark production cross section of u(b6,pt(b) > lOGeV/c) = 250pb. the above acceptance 
predicts a sample of 1050 events. 

Table 3.1: Contributians to the rate for Bi - $Kz detected in SDC 
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Figure 3.2; Acceptance versus minimum p, after requiring that the 3 final 
state muon8 fall within 171 < 2.5 f or one, two or three muons above p, cut. 

eliminated much of the ?I and K decay background so we do not consider events where all 
3 muon8 come from this background sowee. Given the 3 background muons, we apply the 
8ame reconstruction outlined in the previous section. To boost statistics, the background 
is memored with wider cuts around the Jfti and B mas8 and scaled down to the smaller 
cuts. 

A predominant background is inclusive J/ti production by b quarks combined with 
other Ki’8 in the event. The branching ratio BR(B + J/$ + X) is measured to be 
approximately 1%. Cuts on the Kg momentum and angle relative to the J/G direction 
reduce this background significantly. 

The number of background events ia still limited by MC statistics. The 90% CL limit 
is 2500 events for one + from b and two from charm or n/K decay, 600 events for one p 
from b, one from b and one from charm or rr/K decay and 300 events for inclusive J/$ 
plus one other muon from b,c or n/K decay. Based on extrapolating the pt distribution of 
~‘8 from charm or n/K decay the first background is probably small in spite of the size of 
the limit quoted. 

5. IMPLICATIONS 

Assuming 1050 Bi + $Kj events in one year of running at 10J2cm-%ec- and the 
background is indeed negligible, the expected error on sin2P is: 

where N is the number of events, D is the dilution factor 

4. BACKGROUNDS 

The large b& cross section at SSC (1-3 mb) implies of order 2 x 10” produced b6 
pairs. Hence, even limiting consideration to background8 from b quarks, there is the 
computational problem of generating such a large number of events end one must make 
guesses of modes likely to contribute to the 3~ final state. The background8 considered in 
this study are: 

1. Muons from semileptonic decay of b or b. 
2. Muons from semileptonic decay of c or F. 
3. Muons from = or K decay. 
4. Inclusive J/$ production in B me8on decay together with a tagging nuon from 

above 8ources. 

Punchthrough is a possibly significant background not studied in this analysis. 
Pion and kaan decay-in-flight backgrounds are evaluated by assigning a weight corre- 

sponding to the probability of decay to p+X before the calorimetry, assigning the direction 
of the decay muon to be the same &8 the parent, the p, to be .79 (.53) of parent * (K) 
and assuming that all such muons are identified in the muon system. The pt > 5 cut 

and w is the mis-tagging probability. Monte Carlo simulations were used to get the tagging 
fraction8 from bottom and charm. x and K decay contributions to mistagging are assumed 
to be negligible. No estimate was done of punchthrough probabilities. The fraction of B 
tags is found to be F8 = .77 and for charm Fc = .23. Using these numbers in the equations 
of section 2, gives utogal = .30. The predicted error then is: 

6(sin28) = .16 (5.3) 
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6. FURTHER COMMENTS 

1. Referring to Fig. 3.2, the acceptance for requiring 3 p’s with pt > 5 is about 
the same as requiring 2 p’s with pt > 10 and one p with p, > 20, so there is 
some flexibility in how one might consider triggering on these events. Tracks 
with pr around 5 GeV/c will barely penetrate the calorimeter+toroid. The case 
where one requires 2 p’s with pt > 10 then adds a third p with pl > 5 reduces 
the total acceptance of Table 3.1 by 0.32. One p with pi > 20 and 2 p’s with 
pi > 5 reduces it by 0.43. Finally requiring one p with pt > 10 and 2 p’s with 
p, > 5 reduces it by 0.81. A J/$ mass cut at level 2 could also be considered 
to significantly cut the rate into level 3. 

2. Electrons have not been considered. If one can make similar cuts then the 
statistics increase by a factor of 4. The error then is 6(sin28),+, = .08. An 
isolation requirement on the electrons will likely reduce the acceptance but 
B study of this is yet to be done. In addition, SDC stud& indicate that a 
trigger of one muon with pt > 20 is viable at a luminosity of 10s3. Given the 
acceptance loss mentioned above, a one-year run at lOa will give a muon-only 
measurement error of 6(sin2ii),_.“,,,,@ = .08 

3. Also lacking in this study is any estimate of moon punchthrough backgrounds. 
Tools now exist for studying this possible source of background and mistagging. 

4. No use was made of the displaced vertex of the B meson decays. It doesn’t 
appear to be necessary for this clean decay mode but could he considered if the 
backgrounds increase (from punchthrough, for example). For SDC to measure 
other decay modes (for example, measuring sin20 through the decay mode 
El + n+a- or sin27 using Bt - pKz) would likely require vertexing in the 
reconstruction and probably at the trigger level. This is left to future studies. 
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RECONSTRUCTION OF B: -i J/$K; DECAYS 
IN THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT AT LHC 

P. Eerola, N. Ellis, D. Froidevaux, S. Weinzierl 

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

A study of the feasibility for the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider 
to mea~ere the CP-violation parameter ,0 by using the decay channel Bi + J/1/K: 
is described. Both time-integrated and time-dependent analyses are presented, and 
estimates on the sensitivities of the mesurement~ are updated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The angle p, one of the angles in the CabibbwKobayashi-Makawa complex triangle, 
can be measured from the asymmetry of the rates of the neutral B-decays B: + .l/$K; and 
Bi + J/$K& B and l?4 mesons are distinguished by the charge of the lepton originating 
from a semileptonic decay of the other b-quark in the event. 

When the decay rates for Bz and @ mesons are integrated starting from time ia = 
0, the observed asymmetry is 

p. = Nt,t.i(J/$K~f+) - N~.I(J/$K~~-) 
Nto,.,(J/1/K:k’+) + N,.,,.I(J/~K:!-) 

= D,.,DM -.?A- sin 20, 
1 + x:, (1) 

where N,,.I = .%,,.I + Ns.cxsmun+ The statistical significance of the signal is reduced 
by wrong %I~ tags CD,., = (Nr~Shtl..8 - Nw,+..~) /(N,ilh,tal~ + N,,.,,.,)), background 
(Dm = $iiiEZ) and mixing (z,+/(l + zi)), where zd = Am/r z 0.71 f 0.11 [l]. 
Assuming A”” << 1, the expected error on sin28 is 

1 

a(si”28) z D,aID~&,,/(l + z&6%’ (2) 

where Ns = N,(J/$K;t’+) + Ns(J/$K;P-). 
This note describes both time-integrated and time-dependent analyses ofsin2/3 with 

the ATLAS experiment at LHC, and is an update to previous estimates [2]. 
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2. THE ATLAS DETECTOR 

The ATLAS detector [3] is a general purpose pp collider detector with a tracking sys- 
tem situated in a 2 T solenoidal field, consisting of silicon detectors and a transition radiation 
straw tube tracker (TRT) in the central region, and microstrip gas chambers interspersed 
with TRT wheels in the forward part. The innermost radius of the tracking system is at 11.5 
cm and the outer radius is at 1.10 m The tracker length is 6.9 m, thus covering 171 < 2.7. 
The momentum resolution is expected to be 5. 10m4pr @ 1.2%, and the asymptotic impact 
parameter resolution 27 pm. The resolution in z at the point of closest approach is 40 pm. 

Together with a lead-LAr electromagnetic calorimeter, the TRT provides electron 
identification down to energies of about 1 GeV. Muons are identified with the outer muon 
system, consisting of a superconducting air-core toroid magnet with three chamber snper- 
layers. 

Events containing h-quarks will be triggered with the muon trigger, based on coinci- 
dences in trigger chambers in the outer toroid magnet. The lowest feasible b threshold for 
a single muon trigger at low luminosity is about 6 &V/c. I& events with the muon coming 
from primary b-decay are expected to dominate beyond a trigger threshold of about 5 GeV/c 
[4], The ATLAS muon trigger is thus well optimized for detecting lb events and rejecting 
backeroond. The luminositv was assumed to be the initial LHC luminosity of 10s3 cm-’ 
s-‘, thus minimising pile-up effects. At this luminosity, the expected single moon trigger 
rate from b- and c-decays is about 3 klla with a err threshold of G &V/c, assuming a muon 
trigger pseudorapidity coverage of *I.6 corresponding to the barrel toroid. The second level 
trigger should reduce this rate well helow the maximum tolerable rate of I klia. It will do 
this by refining the muon trigger and by identifying the J/$ + P+P- decay using the TRT. 

3. THE DECAY Bz -+ .l/tiK: 

The total bb production cross section is estimated to be between IO0 and 700 ph 151 
for LllC operating at a center of mass energy of 1G TeV. The total cross-section given by the 
PYTHIA Monte Carlo program [G] was 560 {Lb, corresponding to I.7 ph with the ATLAS 
muon trigger. 

Background to the signal can be produced by other B-meson decays with a true J/$J 
and Kg in the final state: Bi + J/$K*’ + J/$K”,r’, and I~+ + J/$K’+ i J/ILKgrr+. 
Including the branching ratios of K *O+ + n+r-n”+, the number of background events in 
cxh mode is rouehlv the same as the number of signal events. The decay modes Uz --t 
.r/*rc+n- (non-re&d) and B; + J/$K’” + J/+1&- (resonant) could also be a source 
of background, when a K+ misidentified as a vr+ produces a fake K:. It has been shown that 
after cuts on the decay lrngtll and the mass of the I(: candidate this background is negiigihle 

PI. 
A,, accidental background can he produced by combining a real J/$J from a B-decay 

and a Kz from fragmentation. This is potentially the most dangerous background from 
accidental correlations. Background from fake J/lo ‘s and any K”s can be reduced by cuts on 
the J/$ --t tf!- impact parametersor decay vertex. These cuts also suppress the background 
from real J/$‘s coming directly from hadronization. 

To estimate reconstruction efficiencies and background rejection, signal events and 
background events were generated with the, PYTHIA Monte Carlo program, including direct 
bt production, gluon splitting and flavour excitation. The nominal beam energy was 7.7 
TeV. Subsequently, the charged particle tracks were parametrized in terms of momentum 

resolution. The angular acceptance was assumed to be 1~1 < 2.5, track finding efficiency 95% 
and lepton identification efficiency 80%. 

The simulated mass resolution for Kg varies from 3 to 8 MeV/c’ depending on the 
KO, decay position and transverse momentum. The mass resolution for .I/$ is 27 MeV/c’, 
ignoring hremsstrablung eRects for J/$ + e+e- decays. A mass resolution of 35 MeV/c’ 
can he obtained for the Bz meson without using mass constraints. Constraining the Kg and 
the J/$ masses to tkeir nominal values, a resolution of 7.5 t&V/c= can be obtained for the 
BZ. 

The reconstruction elficiencies were calculated by demanding that the events satisfied 
the following cuts. The first set of cuts corresponds to the requirements set by the trigger: 

For J/$ + e+e- decays, the electrons were required to be within 171 < 2.5, and to 
have a transverse momentum greater than 1 GeV/c. The low pr threshold for electrons 
is possible because of the electron identification in the TRT. Events were required to 
contain a tag muon with a transverse momentum greater than 6 GeV/c and with (ql < 
1.6. 

For J/$ --t p’+p- decays, three muons were required to be found within pseudorapidity 
range off 2.5. The transverse momentaoi two of the muons (one of them being the tag 
muon) were required to be greater than 5 GeV/ c muons identified in the muon cham- ( 
hers), and greater than I GeV/c for the third muon (no muon identification required). 
In addition, one of the muons was required to satisfy the single muon trigger conditions: 
pr > G GeV/c, 1~1 < I.G. 

The second set of cuts corresponds to Wlline’ analysis requirements: 

The two charged pions from the Kg decay within the tracking volume 1171 < 2.5, and the 
transverse “lomenta of ale pions greater than 0.5 GeV/c. 

Kg decay length in the transverse plane with respect to the beam axis greater than 1 
and less than 50 cm. The upper limit ensures that the charged pion tracks from the 
Ki decay start before the inner radius of the TRT, and that the first measurement 
point is the space point from the innermost layer of the outer silicon tracker. The lower 
limit reduces the combinatorial background from particles originating from the primary 
vertex. 

Reconstructed Kg and J/$ masses within two standard deviations of the nominal values. 

The reconstructed (J/$Kg) mass distributions for the signal and background are 
_ ^. shown in Fig. I after all the other cuts except fbr the final mass cut 

The main sources of wrong assignments, ‘tags’, are 

Cascade decays of the h and additional c- and b-quark pairs created in the parton 
shower. The fraction of wrong sign muons was found to he (0.135 f 0.07.G) with a 
dominant contribution from cascade h + c --t p decays. The error is due to the 
simulation statistics. 

Hadron background (n, K-decays, punchthrough). The fake muon background from 
hadran decays is about 1% [7], contributing equally to the right and wrong sign muon 
classes. This gives a total fraction of wrong sign muons equal to 0.14 from source8 other 
than oscillations. 
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3. B” - B” mixing. Including the effect of mixing using mixing probabilities P(Bz + eg) 
= 0.17, P(Bo + fiy) = 0.5, the total fraction of wrong sign muons is 0.24, which 
corresponds to a dilution factor Dtag equal to 0.52. 

In Fig. 2, the dilution factor including the different contributions is shown as a function of 
the transverse momentum threshold of the trigger muon. 

The fraction of wrong sign tags can be measured directly from data using CP- 
conserving B-decays like B+ + J/ILK+. Th e same decay mode can be used to control 
the production asymmetry of B: and 8: at LHC, estimated to be at the per cent level [a]. 

The results are summarized in Table I. 

Table 1. ATLAS summary on measuring sin 24. 

Paranrekr 
c [cm-*s-‘] 
t 14 
o(hE, + /LX) (/lb] p; > G GeV/c, JqyI < 1.G 

Includes 2. Br(b + a) = 0.2, 
Br(c + ,,) = 0.1 

N(bb +/IX) 
f(b + BYi) 
Br(B; + et!-n+ir-) 
N(J/$Kg) triggered 
Nle+e-K’ZI reconstructed 

1.7. 10’” 
0.4 

2.7G. 1O-5 
187,000 

P = p or e. Br’s from ref. [9] 

ti;,,+,&$ 9,950 reconstructed 
G,370 

NS 15,500 m = mp f 20 
Ns(B: --t J/$K*“‘) <3 Br = 1.3 x IO@ [9] 
Ns(B+ --t J/v%?+) 3 Br = 1.4 x lO‘3 [O] 
Ns((B + J/I/J + e+e-) @ Kg ) 600 
Nd(B + Jlti -+ p+p-) 63 K:) 250 
N,“,.I 16,360 

Db.,k 0.95 Ns/Nt.t.~ 
Dt., 0.52 
Time integration 0.47 26 = 0.71 
6(sin20) (stat.) 1 0.035 1 

4. TIME-DEPENDENT MEASUREMENT 

A measurement of the CP-violation parameter sin2P using decays Bi,Bi + J/1/K: 
could also be performed by measuring directly the proper time of the B-decay from the 
secondary vertex of the J/$-decay, if secondary vertex reconstruction in B-decays is feasible. 
CP-violation should reveal itself as a deviation from the exponential decay rate, which is of 
diRerent sign for Bz and Bg. Measurement of the time-variation of the asymmetry is also an 
important confirmation of the origin of the observed time-integrated asymmetry. 

In ATLAS, a secondary vertex resolution in the transverse plane of about 400 pm 
is expected for two-body decays of B-mesons, when the decay particles have a transverse 
momentum above 2 GeV/c. 

In this study, the sample consisted of 14000 events using only events with & > 5 
GeV/c. Requiring proper time 1 > 1.0 ps, 7265 events were selected. The value of sin20 
was then extracted from a x’ fit to the asymmetry of the two proper time distributions for 
the positive and negative tags. The results are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Results of the time-dependent measurement of sin 20. Errors are statistical. 

Parameter Input value Fitted value 

pg?gkEJ 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The CP-reach of the ATLAS experiment in measuring the angle fl using the decay 
channel Bz + J/$Ki was investigated. The signal selection cuts were optimized to use 
the full potential of the experiment in electron and muon identification as well ad in Kg 
reconstruction. A statistical error of f0.035 in the measurement of sin2P can be reached 
during the first year of running of LHC. A measurement of the time-dependence of the 
asymmetry has been shown to be feasible as well, with comparable statistical accuracy. 
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Figure 1: Reconstructed (J/$1(g)-mass. The dark shaded histogram shows the signal, the 
hatched histogram shows the background Jrom J/$1<*+ and J/r+hK’“, and the while region 
shows the signal added together with n/l the considered sources oJ background. 
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Figure 2: The Jraclion of wrong sign logs as a Junction oJlhe transuevse momentum threshold 
of the trigger muon. 
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MEASUREMENT OF sin(,Zfi) WITH THE 
CMS DETECTOR AT LHC 

N. Neumeister 
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&lermichischr Akademie dcr Wisscnschafien, 
Nikolsdorfergosse 18, A-1050 Vienna, Austria 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The large number of Ss events at LHC will offer the possibility to search far CP- 
violation in the B” - &’ system. The unitarity of the 3 x 3 CKM matrix implies a relation 
between the elements: V$ + V,, % AI’,,, which can be visualized aa a triangle in the complex 
plane. In principle all three angles of this unitarity triangle are accessible to direct exper- 
imental measurements, for instance from the neutral B-decays Bi - x+x-, Eli + JltiK.0 
and 8: - pK; [I]. 

For this study we explored the possibility to determine CP-violation by measuring 
the time-integrated asymmetry in Bi, Bi + J/4KP decays, to determine the angle B of the 
unitarity triangle. The lime-independent asymmetry A for this channel is: 

A = IV%’ - J/W.01 - W% - J/W) = sin~2~~, ld 
r(B,o - J/$K,O) + l-( i?: --t J/tiK:) I + 1: (1) 

where q has been measured to be 0.71 1’21. 
Because of the mixing phenomena, the nature of the 8: (particle or antiparticle) has 

to be determined. This can be dobe by measuring the charge of the p* in the semileplonic 
decay of the associated beauty hadron (b + p-X). 

2. THE CMS DETECTOR 

The CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) is designed as a general purpose detector for 
discoveries at the highest luminosity in proton-proton collisions at LHC. However, during 
the initial period of LHC operation. it is expected that there will be an opportunity to 
carry out heavy Aavour studies. such as CP-violation, at lower luminosity. Here I will just 
concentrate on the detector parts most important for measuring CP-violation, i.e. the muon- 
system, the muon trigger and the inner tracker. A d&ailed description of the CMS detector 
can be found in ref. [3]. 

The detector will he built around a 14 m long 4 T superconducting solenoid. The 
4 T central field logether with a powerful tracking leads to a good momentum resolution. 
The muon momentum is measured three times almost independently. which makes the muon 
identification very robust. Starting from the primary vertex. centrally produced muons are 
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first meaured in the inner tracker inside the uniform 4 T magnetic field. They then traverse 
the calorimeters (?A al 90’), still inside the 4 T magnetic field, the coil (l.lh) and a non- 
magnetic “tail catcher” (2X). They are then identified‘and measured in four identical muon 
stations inserted in the return yoke. Each muon station consists of several planes of drift 
chambers designed lo give a muon vector in space, with IOOpm precision in positign and 
better than I mrad in direction. The four moon stations also ioclode triggering planes which 
identify the bunch crossing and cut on the moon transverse momentum. The transverse 
position of the vertex is known lo an accuracy of better than 20 pm. 

The muon trigger should be very flexible and therefore various options are considered 
lor the first-level muon trigger (adjustable m-cut from 4-100 CeV): 

inclusive single p trigger in the 1~1 < 2.0 region with a pi threshold w 25 GeV (dependent 
on luminosity) for large p;, W, W’, top physics. etc. 

inclusive double p trigger in the /?I < 2.4 region with pr threshold down lo 4 GeV for 
inclusive Z, lop physics, CP-violation, etc. 
The mooos from b’s have relatively low pi and therefore one needs B low-m moon trigger 
and high statistics lo study CP.violalion. 

The CMS inner tracker consists of several planes of microstrip gas chambers (u - 
50 pm) and silicon strip detectors with 50 em pitch for the innermoat part of the tracker. 
The silicon detectors al a radial distance of 20 lo 40 cro from the beam improve the resolution 
significantly. The planes of the inner tracker are disf,ributed in a cylindrical tracking volume 
of dimensions 111 < 3.5 m, R < I.3 m. The tracking system has been optimized for pattern 
recognition and track findiog efficiency 13). F or straight tracks there are oo average 12 points 
per track in the barrel region and about 20 points per track in the forward region. With 
the distributed tracking of CMS it should be possible to reconstruct /C’s with sufficient 
efficiency. 

3. SIMULATION OF THE 8; - J/1/K; CHANNEL 

The most realistic decay-channel lo measure CP-violation is: Bi + J/+K,O fol- 
towed by J/$ + ,i+p- and Ii; - r r + -, because it has the clearest signature and the most 
tractable background [4]. Moreover it is the only channel for which a lower bound of the CP- 
violation parameter can be predicted, depending on the lop quark mass. For ma = 100,140, 
160 GeV the lower bound of sin(2B) b ecomes 0.16,0.21,0.24 respectively [5]. Further advan- 
tages are the relatively high branching ratio and the fact that triggering on J/$ + p+p- 
is relatively easy. The experimentally measurable time-integrated asymmetry (I) for this 
decay-channel is related to the CP-violation parameter sin(20). The total branching frac- 
tion for this decay-channel including the semileptonic branching ratio of the associated b is: 
FR[bi - B,obj BR[B; - $/~;I. QR[J/+ -+ P+P-]. BR(K; + r+n-]. BR[b + I&! = 
0.8.3.3 x lo-‘. 0.0597 .0.6861 .0.103 = 1.114 x lOme. The production cross-section of bb at 
LHC, operating at a center of mass energy of 14 TeV, is estimated lo be between 300 and 
700 pb [ti]. For this study we assume nbi to be 500 pb. 

To avoid problems due to multiple eveols per bunch-crossing we are assuming a 
luminosity of C = 103= cm-‘s-’ (corresponding to an integrated luminosity of IO’ pb-‘), 
which might be realistic for the first years of LHC operation. Al this luminosity the total 
number of produced events per year is 5.6 x IO’. 

To calculate the total signal-efficiency for this decay-channel we simulatedevents with 
PYTH[A Monte Carlo 171 and used a simple detector simulation lo estimate the detector 

effects. For the trigger we assume a low-p= Zp-trigger. For the kinematical selection of the 
3 moons we consider two different options: 

l 3 p’s with 1q”I < 2.4 and p; > 4.0 &V/c. 

l 3 p’s with lr,u) 5 2.4 and p; 2 6.0,4.5 and 2.5 GcV/c, where the two higher-pr muons 
are triggered and the third muon is just accepted. 

The following cuts were applied lo all events: 2 r’s from ICo with 1’11 5 2.4 and pr 2 
0.7 GeV/c sod the I(: decay length in the transverse plane between 2 and 60 cm in order 
lo avoid problems due lo the pattern recognition. 

The kinematical parameters (p,A,@) of all charged particles have been smeared ac. 
cording to a parametrization obtained by a full detector simulation. According to our simu- 
lation, the fitted values for the mass resolutions are: a(K’) = 6.5 MeV, a(J/*) = 15.5 MeV, 
a(&‘) = 21 MeV. 

In addition we considered the trigger efficiency and the efficiency of tracking and 
identification of 3 moons with I = (0.8)’ 0.9 and the pattern recognition efficiency for 
1~: (in the case of 2 ~‘5 from 11’~ with pr 2 0.7GeV/ c with 35%. Finally the numbers ) 
of reconstructed events (for IO’ pb-‘) f or the two options are given in table 1. These 
numbers include the kinematical acceptance, the effective mass resolution. trigger efficiencies. 
efficiencies for a tracking and identification and I<,” reconstruction efficiency. 

[SELECTION number of events per year 

3p with pr 2 4.0 GeV/c I 2280 
3p with pr > 6.0,4.5,2.5 GeV/c 1 4780 

Table I: Total number of tagged and reconstructed events per year 

The background to this channel can be produced by the following B-decays: B* -+ 
J/+K’*, 8: + J/$K” and B -a $(2S)K/K’. Applying our cuts weend up with a signal lo 
background ration in the B-mass region of - 50. Furthermore there will be a combinatorial 
background from inclusive .I/$ production of approximatly 15%. 

4. DILUTION EFFECTS 

Equation (I) deals with the ideal but unrealistic case that the second beauty hadroo 
is perfectly tagged. Practically the measured asymmetry A is affected by a dilution effect 
due lo the mistagging of muons (A + D. A), and the dilution factor D is dependent on the 
p7-threshold of the tagging moon 18, 9). The muon mislagging can be due lo: 

I. mixing of B,O or By before decaying into muons 

2. cascade-decays of b’s 

3. p’s from hadron decays (K’s and T’S) 

4. punchthrough in the detector. 
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The dominant contribution to the dilution e&t is doe to mixing and cascade decays. With- 
out mixing t.he dilution factor I), can be defined as: 

D 
c 

= N(goodtogs) - N(bodtags) 
N(goodtags) + N(bndtng.9) 

=I-2xw 

whcrc w is the frartion of wrong sign muons. The tagging-qualily increases with higher 
pi~cuts, as does the detection efficiency. In fig. 1 the fraction of wrong sign muons is plotted 
as a function of the &cut. With a muon &threshold of 4.0 GeV/c, the fraction of wrong 
sign muons (excluding mixing) wiis found to be 15%. Therefore we obtain a dilution factor 
of 0, = 0.70 and including the mixing our final dilution factor is D = D,,,. D, = 0.73~0.70 = 
0.51. 

The punchthrough has not been included yet, but the fraction of punchthrough moons 
is expected to be lower than the fraction of muons from hadron decays. 

To rwxwre the dilution elTect we consider the following channels: B* - J/$Kf and 
O,O 4 J]$li*“. After applying all kinematical cuts and efliciencies we estimate to obtain 
approximately ten times more reconstructed events for these control channels than for the 
signal channel. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The error on the CP-violation parameter sin(2B) is related to: 

6(sin28) Y 
41 - (D’ sin 20)’ I =d 

D’ v+i “g 
with D’ = D, D, 

iT$ 

where N is the number of reconstructed events. For 3 muons with 1~~1 5 2.4 and p; > 
6.0,4.5,2.5 GeV/c with IO’ pb-’ the error on sin(20) is therefore 0.06. Fig. 2 shows 
the number of reconstructed events necessary to measure sin(2/3) with 3 and 5 standard 
deviations. The present expected theoretical lower limit on sin(28) is 0.16 [6]. 

Although this is just a preliminary study it is clear that the CMS-detector is well 
suited to study CP-violation in the B,O + J/$1<: channel. After I year’s running (10” pb-‘) 
we would measure CP-violation at 30 provided sin(28) 2 0.18. 
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Ii0 FINDING EFFICIENCIES IN INCREASING 
LUMINOSITIES 

J.F. HASS,\RD and S. MARGETIDES 
/,n,,f’.in/ C&ge. Lolldon 

1. THE pp ENVIRONMENT 

11, t-ilrlr 1,11(‘ running it is anticipnlrd that we will ohtaiu lu~nimxilies of 
103 c~~~-‘scci. during which t,ypirnll.v only ow iutt:ractian pm we~~t will hv ~Maiwd. 
tht at highrr Iuzninosities. nrwssary for any Higgs and myriad otltw sea~h~s, WC will have 
lo deal wilh up to 50 distit~rl prinlary pwcrssrs. Mod will he anininuim hias. and easil! 
disl~i~~gaishcd in twms ol t,riggrr. ‘l’lwy call still, of cowse. ranlusc analysis of high Pr eventr. 
\Vh il ccxncs to 13 events. the conhsim rven Iran minimum Ibias cvcnt.3 Ixxomcs more 
arate. sincp II evrrh are not “high I$” in lhis enviwnment. The nwd lcw vertex discrim 
ination, pnrticulnrly in a, is well uder~laod: howcvc~, a collateral dT*xl~ ~the increasing 
difficulty in finding tracks at a&h ~5 lcccivcd little attention. : IN I:igare 1, we show the 
dist~rihotion of the Ii” in the Pythia’ pmress LI + Jl$fi’ in the space 3 vs. 8,. (‘onfusion in 
wconstructing the Ic” is arutr iw many reasws, note leas1 of which is the way Iheic ~pions 
are boostrd iorwa.rd. and even out of acceptancr. Extra luminosity merely increases the 
prol~1cms in finding Ii’s, so it must not hc assumed that 10T3 an-%-’ is ten timer better 
thnll 105 cn-%Pc-‘. 

2. THE LUMINOSITY DEPENDENCE IN B + J(+li’ 

We have described the CMS tmcklinder CMS’I’II elsewhere. To illustratr the prohlcm 
outlined ahovc, we show here how it copes with increasing luminosity and the subsequent 
effect on finding Rs. Figure 2 shows the track finding luminosity as n function al PT for 
varying nnmhers of events overlying each other. I’igure 3 shows the effect on the efficiency 
of finding a given number of I<% in increasing track density. The fi reconstruction effi- 
ciency is barely allected, depending on isolated tracks in the muon system. The suhsequetlt 
reconstruction efliciency of Bs in incrrasiog luminosity comes from the convolution of the 
Iwo daughler parlicle efficiencies, and as we go horn I to 2 to 3 overlying rvents. rrsemhlPs. 
therelore. the h’” graphs. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

Estimates of CP reach3 as it function of time are haugbt with danger. Track lindcrs 
at future colliders must be robust. 

4. REFERENCES 
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Imperial College IC-HEP 93~12. 
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Figure 1. The distribution of I<% from B decay in 1 (hoost) vs. q space. 
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Figure 2. The track&ding efficiency as a function of PT. Different symbols refer to 
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A NOVEL TRACK FINDING TECHNIQUE 
FOR pp --t b6 EVENTS 

J.F. HASSARD AND S. MARGETIDES 
Imperial College, London 

1. WHY BOTHER? 

Track finding techniques nre in many senses a mature technology, with many highly 
effective working examples. This note describes in a preliminary way n novel method 
to be used in the LHC detector CMS. We have written trackfinder CMSTR for several 
reasons, among them: 

. We wanted to develop a speedy method which would be suitable for highly 
parallel, probably ouliue, hardwired VLSI treatmeut; 

. We wanted to optimise for heavy quark decays in the CMS environment[l]: that 
means decoupling the trackfinder from a known vertex, and reaching down to 
the relatively low 9s of 0.7 - 1 GeV/ c, momenta characteristic of the pions 
from the I<% in the decay B-+ Jl$Ii”. 

l We ranted to exploit - rather than be hurt by - the CMS tracker high magnetic 
field. 

l We wanted to be relatively insensitive to misalignments between detector aid>- 
components; 

l We wanted an algorithm which was robust enough to allow pain-free adapta- 
tion from the “Basic” design[Z] to the four or five options still being discuss& 
changes characteristic of an evolvmg detector. 

For R more detailed analysis of the decay reconstruction of CP eigenstates 
B-+ J(+li” and Bd Dl*v read Neumeister’s talk in these proceedings. 

2. THE CMS DETECTOR 

CMS is one of the two detectors expected to exploit the LHC collider fwm its turn on 
later this century, The CMS tracker geometry is shown in figure I. In the bnrrel. you 
may see 9 layers of detectors, the outer 6 MicroStrip Gas Counter (MSGC) layers, 
the inner 3 silicon strip detectors. In the endcaps we have 9 layers of MSGC. CMS 
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lhas a iT solenoid. so tracks of PT 5 SO0 Me\‘/< and ran loop many limes. Givru I he 
huge particle multiplicity (even at low luminosity. typically 200 charged tracks per I5 
II crossing time) tlw confusioo can Ibe considc~able for n track finder. 

3. CMSTR 

Tlw detect.or is simulated in a way which includes multiple scattering. po5itional IPSO- 
Iutiou. which is strongly nlomentum dependent. and alignment error% Resolutions of 
hlSGCs were onknorvo during this study Ibut were assumed to Ibe GO /‘, independent of 
PT. folded with a 50 1~ alignnx’nt cwx Silicon strips had 15 -30 1, resolution. III fact 
a strong PT dependence of resolution exists for MSGC’s. Work done since Snorvn~ass 
lw iwluded these extra effect,s[:l]. 

Pairs of hits. wbetber in Ibarrel. or endrap. are combined to make vectors. The 
natural grouping of Inyers in CMS. their concentricity in the barrel and their ipar- 
rallelity io the endcaps. and the higb magnetic field allow us to calculnte radii of 
wwatore irom different pairs of vectors. Angular “ro&” are defined within which 
vrctoxial conabiuationa can Ire made. these roads being radius dependent. Ron pairs 
of vectors. one radios can be calculirted. From a low PT track which loops. ~usny 
mdii cao~therefore be found, and if an adjustment is made for energy low. those radii 
will coincide. Note bow this is optimised for B physics. The dependence on &ins 
of the road makes finding tracks coming from a point away from the origin easier: 
tlwy have a, mmller angle of incideoce. Low Pr tracks spike more; ~nmller circles aw 
measuwd with wocb greater accuracy (until we get smaller than the ouler detert,or 
plane mdius). 

For a given event. we store all found radii in all the superlayers. and intww 
gate the array for spikes. It is important to note that the worst, of the effect,s of 
molt,iple scattering aud intersupevlayer &alignments are minimised by keeping cal- 
culations of radii to witbin any superlayer. Note also that for all but very st,iff t,ratkr 
(P, > 4OGev/c) the positions of the circle centrea (I,. gj) cau be used t,o check t,lw 
track‘s validity. Any cut on the clustering of the circle centres has to Ibc strongly PT 
depmdent. since the errm 6x,. Syj grow large with the track radius of curuat,are. 
and therefore this information is not used except in certain ambiguities. Ext,ra ue- 
dondancy comes from the fact that we &II bnve z hit inlormatiorl (Ln~n rerolutioo ill 
Ibath MSGCs and silicon) which is used in fitting the track and resolving nmbiguitier. 

All associated bits (ie. those found in tracks of acceptable \‘) are removed from 
the hit array, and the method is rpiterat,ed. with looser cuts to mop up reumioillg 
bits. This process cao repeated an arbitrary number of times. nomimlly two. 

In the regjou 1.0 5 ~1 5 2.5 we nwst nwasure tracks wlricb. whw projert.ed onto 
all endcap plane, have a rnmll eKecti\w path length As’-~. Since 9 = w where 
K= 0.027. the sagjtta to this becomes comparable to the errors &rj, 6yj with which 
the j points are measured. 

Any p&t in the endcap is defined by z (unique to a detector plane). azimulbal 
9 and polar Y. We get z for free, nod have seen tbat for hard tracks. 4 cautnins lit.tle 
informntian. Our strategy is to look first for the very low PT x PL tracks using the 
radii method outlined. Having found them. we leave the hits in the bit array to avoid 
losing anbigwxs hits from harder tracks. For the tracks too stitl to find using radii. 
we oot,e that s is close to \/,r’ + ~1 + zl, and so we look for sequences of bits in tbr 
endcaps tvhich satisfy clest,ering in the analogous angle 8, starting rest.rict,ivcly wit,b 
It I deg to get those tracks wit.h lnrge P, x PL RIMI about f 2 deg in &J. Asroria~ted 
Ihits are withdrawn. We then repeat with aogle cuts of increasing mignitnde. 

4. RESULTS 

A t,ypical event at, J; = IG TeV and lrtminosity IO*’ is shown[4] in figure 2. The 
trackfinding efficiency as a function of pseudorapidity for all tracks above PT = SO 
t&v/c is showy in figure 3, and in figure 4 the track efficiency for tracks as a fmctiou 
of PT. 

We find that the track finder nnd titter[51 takes R period per event almost surpria- 
hgly linear in the number 01 tracks in the event. The fit package is a :3% o~e&~d 
Figure 5 shows the relationship for a VAX station 4000. CMSTR has been written in 
a way which should make its translation to hardwired processors reasonably possible. 
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Figure 2. A CP eigenstate in the CMS LO1 detector. Figure 4. Trackfinding efficiency vs. PT, 
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CMSTR TIMING CURVE AS A FUNCTION OF TRACK MULTIPLICITY 
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Figure 5. CMSTR timing curve in VAX 4000. 
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MEASUREMENT OF RATIO OF 
BRANCHING RATIOS 

BR(B+ + J/t,bIC+)/ER(B” + J/t,W) 

JULIO GONZALEZ-A 
Deportment OJ Physics, University OJ Pennsylvania, 209 S JJnl Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104-6396, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper reports a preliminary measurement of the ratio of branching ratios 
BR(B+ + J/$Lx+)/BR(B” + J/$ICO). The reconstruction of J/$j’s is done via the de- 
cay J/+ + p+p- while the I(~2 RX identilkd through the decay Ii: + r+n-. The data 
used was obtained at the Collider Detector at Fermilab from p,i collisions at fi =I.8 TeV. 
There are several reasons why this measuremeni is important. It embodies the first obser- 
vation of the decay mode t3’ + JJ$lig at a hadronic machine and it permits us to measure 
the ratio of charged to neutral liletimes and the BR(B’ + J/l/I?‘). 

1.1 Ratio oJ LiJelimes 

There are recent predictions [l] that the ratio of lifetimes should be in the range 

By assuming that 

1.02 < r(B+)/r(B”) 5 1.0s (1) 

t-(8+ 4 J/$K+) = I-(B’ + J/+/l’) 

with r the decay rate, we have the following relntiou 

(2) 

BR(B+ + J/$/i’) 
BR(B” --t J/$/i”) = 

T(B+ - J/$Ii+)/r(B+ + X) 
I‘(B” + J/~~K”)/r(R” - Xl 

= l/lY(Bf - S) 
yr(oo + .‘;I 

= r(Q+)/r(B”) 

1.2 Bmnching Rolio 

Ry using the BR(B’ - J/$1<+) from CLEO we can obtain the BR(B’ + J/$1<‘) 
with higher precision than the present PDC x value which has 50% cwo~1. 
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a. METHOD 

The basic necessary relationships are 

c x o(pp + Et) 
xBR(B+ --t J/+K+) x eg+ = N(J/+K+) 

c x o(p&i + B”) 
xBR(B” + J,‘$K”) x ego = N(J/$K’) (4) 

Here C is the integrated luminosity, 0 is a cross section, c represents the reconstruction 
efficiencv and N is the number of reconstructed events for the specific decay mode. 

&u&g that 
o(pfi - B+) = O(PP 4 89 (5) 

( this is a good assumption because of the smallness of the u and d quark masses compared 
to the b quark mass ) we the,, have 

BR(B+ + J/tbK+) = N(JMK+) x 2 
LIR(B” + .J/$li”) N( .I/$ W) LIT’ 

(6) 

3. PARTICLE SELECTION 

3.1 J/+ Selection 

We require a goad match between the stubs from the muon chambers and the corre- 
spending track from the Central Tracking Chamber ( CTC ). The softer muon is required to 
have a transverse momentum > 1.7 GeV while the harder muon must be > 2.1 GeV. This 
requirement is needed only because these are the minimum momentums above which the 
level 1 and level 2 muon triggers are understood. The track parameters are then constrained 
to a common vertex and the J/+ candidates are selected as d-muons with mass within f2.5~ 
of the world average. 

3.2 I(+ Selection 

All tracks with P, > 1.5 GeV are considered Ii’ candidates. 

3.3 Kg Selection 

We require both r tracks to have an impact parameter ( with respect to the beam 
position ) over its error grater than 1.0. We then constrain the parameters to a common 
vertex and require the decay diatanw to be > 1.0 cm and the [it impact parameter to 
be < 0.3 cm if bath tracks only ha,ve CTC infarmnt.ian or 0.03 cm if both tmcks have 
information from the Silicon Vertex Detector. The 11’: candidates are selected as di-pions 
with mass within 12.5~ of the world average. 

Figure I: J/$ I(* muss distribution. The smooth line is R log likelihood 
fit of a gaussian plus a straight line. There are 167 f 38 (stat) fitted 
events in the peak. 

3.4 B’ Reconstruction 

Mass constrain all J/+ candidates and simultaneously vertex constrain the di-muons 
plus the IC* candidates to a common vertex. The B’ candidate must have P, > 6 GeV and 
a positive displacement with respect to the primary vertex. Figure 1 shows the resulting 
mass distribution. The smooth line is a log likelihood fit of a gaussian pins a straight line. 
There are 167 f 38(stat) fitted events in the peak. 

3.5 E” Reconstruction 

Mass and vertex constrain all J/+ candidates. Then mass, point and vertex constrain 
all Kg candidates. Require that the Kg transverse momentum be greater than I.5 GeV. 
The B” candidate must have P, > 6 GeV and B positive displacement with respect to the 
primary vertex. Figure 2 shows the resulting mass distribution. The smooth line is a log 
likelihood fit of s gaussian plus a straight line. There are 31 f S(stat) fitted events in the 
peak. 

4. RECONSTRUCTION EFFICIENCY 

For this measurement we assume all efficiencies common to both modes cancel in the 
ratio. Now we present II list of the efficiencies that are particular to each made. The cuta 
are studied in succession in order to properly consider the correlation among them. Some 
eflicienciea are determined by using a simple B-decay Monte Carlo ( no underlying event or 
fragmentation ) and a full simulation of the detector. 

4.1 B* Mode 

Ur the M.C. simulation to determine the following two efficiencies 
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Figure 2: J/$lCi mass distribution. The smooth line is a log lik&ood 
fit of a gaussian plus a straight line. There ue 31 f 5 (stat) fitted 
events in the peak. 

f~* detection 
Count number of found J/G within a i2.5n mass window of the PDG value. Then 
count the number of B candidates. No cuts applied to the K. The r&io of these two 
numbers is t,(* detection 

cl;* detection = 0.878 f 0.028 (7) 

cwK*, 
Ratio of number I<* after requiring P,(K*) > 1.5 GeV to the number before. 

CP,,,<*, = 0.627 fO.023 (8) 

4.2 B” Mode 

Use the M.C. simulation to determine the following three efficiencies 

r~; detection 

Count number of found J/G within a f2.50 mass window of the PDG value. Cbunt 
the number of A’$ within a f2.5o mass window. The ratio of these two numbers is 

tx: detection 

cK; detection = 0.611 f 0.017 (9) 

Ratio of number I<,’ after requiring Pc(/<~) > 1.5 GeV to the number before. 

cp,,,<;, = O.i48 f O.W4 (10) 

%l(,q, 

Ratio of number Ii% after requiring dist(lit) > I cm to the number before 

L&,,,,q = o.mi zk 0.031 (11) 

Use inclusive iit sunpIe Tao detwmine 

~otlrel- cuts = 0.X9 f 0.040 (12) 

4.3 Ralio of Eficiewies 

It comes to 
‘J,w; _ 
__ - 0.51 * 0.05 
(J/i,/<* 

113) 

An &cieecy cowcvtion of &\I4 Ihas been applird to accoont, for the extra track in the 
J/$JK~ made. This is newled as the WC does not have a simulat~ion of lngmentntion or of 
the underlying event and the pwscnw of extra tracks lowers tlv I racking ~~fficieucy. 

5. RATIO OF BRANCHING RATIOS 

BR(B+ + J/$/L’+) N,,e,;+ 
BR(BO + J/$I;o) = 7 ’ J&K; 

(J/u<; ~ x 0.686 x 0.5 
~J,li.Kf 

= 1.05 f 0.3 f 0.2 (14) 

where O.&S6 is the IL’: - r+n- bmnching ratio and 0.5 is the Ii” -+ A’: ratio. The 
20% systematic uncertainty reflects our best guess for a conservative upper limit. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

In the unitarity triangle, the angle 7 is the phase between the legs Vu,Vu; and V&V;. 
As such, it is the only angle that does not touch on the &l(:; leg. This last combinstion of 
CKM elements enters in the amplitude of BdEid mixing. Therefore, both the o and fl angles, 
which do have V,,,L(~ on one side can be measured by using Bd decays, which, unfortunately, 
do not yield any information on 7. 
Therefore, the analog of the “golden” mode 
traditionally studied in association with the 
angle 0, i.e. Ed + J/$K,, in the case of 
the angle 7 involves the decay of a B, mesa,. 
The mode cited frequently as a probe of 1 is 
thus the decay B. --t PK.. And here lies the 
difficulty associated with 7: its measurement 
involvea the decay of a B, meson into z.n all- 
hadronic final atate with a very small branch- 
ing ratio. For an e+e- collider, this implies 
very small production cross-sections whereas 
for a hadron collider, the backgrounds would 
he formidable while the natural trigger pro- 
vided by the J/+ ia no longer present. More- 

VdVZ 

over, the extraction of the angle 7 from B, --t pK, is not clean because of contributions from 
penguin and reacattering diagrams’,s. 

Thia situation, at least seemingly hopeless, has prompted intense theoretical work in 
search of more suitable decay modes. The result is a host of new possible decay modes. The 
most notable examples, some of which had been proposed prior to the workshop, together 
with the expected branching ratios, are listed in Table 1. Also listed in Table 1 are the 
requirements of each decay mode, i.e. whether a time-dependent analyei. and tagging are 
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required. With the exception of the 8, - J/&decay, all the modes listed have all-hadronic 
final states. Furthermore, these new modes are still not easily triggerable in a hadronic en- 
vironment. Experimentally, this puts severe demands on the trigger, the data acquisition 
system, the acceptance to be covered by the detect&s, and certainly their background rejec- 
tion capabilities 

Table 1. Decay modes for the angle 7, 

Decay Mode 

& * PK. 

B, + D;K+ 

B+ + DpK+ 

B.-,dJd 

Branching 
fraction 

5 x lo-’ 

2 x 10-4 

2 x 10-d 

10-S 

Tagging 
required 

Yes 

Ye5 

NO 

Yes 

Time-Dependent 
Analysis 

Yes 

Yes 

NO 

Yes 

In this paper we summarize the results of a first attempt to study the feasibility 
of using these modes in a hadronic machine. 
configurations have been examined: 

To this end, different accelerator-detector 

1. The “Central Collider” option: a detector such as CDF covering the central rapidity 
(171 < I, 0 > 40”) region of a pp interacction’ at J; = 2 TeV. 

2. The “Forward Collider” option: a detector such as the one envisaged in the COBEX 
and BCD proposals, covering the large rapidity region (1.5 < q < 5.5, 0.3” < 0 < 34”) 
of B pp interaction’ at SSC-type energies. 

3. The “Fixed Target” option: a detectoi such BS the one proposed by the SFT collahora- 
tion with B proton beam on B fixed target at SSC-type energies.” 

The goal of the 7 working group was defined a6 a full comparison of the above three 
different optinns, hoping that at least one of them is sufficient for measurement of the angle 
7. If none of the options could yield a measurement of 7 with sufficiently small errors, 
then the next goal was defined as the description of B fourth option, the “Dream Detector” 
option, i.e. B non-existent, yet feasible, detector-accelerator option that would be needed for 
the measurement of 7, 

Whenever possible, the capabilities of these different approaches have been compared. 
The task of defining B “7” detector option, clearly capable of measuring 7 accurately enough 
for a test of the closedness of the unitarity triangle, very quickly became one of requiring 
extremely large Trigger and Data Acquisition rates to tape. As such, very little has been 
concluded on this front. 

The orgw&ation of this paper is as follows: in section 2 the details of the analysis 
of the D;K+ mode is presented. This is then used to compare the expectations for each 
of the three options. Section 3 contains the same information regarding the B+ + DyK+ 
mode. In section 4, we examine the J/$- I t d re a e modes proposed hy Dunieta. No extensive 
analysis of these modes is attempted, since with the exception of the time-dependent 
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part of the analysis explained in se&on 2 they ace very similar to the Bd + J/$X. 
analysis. Finally, we summarize an unexpected theoretical result thal was obtained in the 
course of the workshop, regarding the meaning of the “measurement of “1” in general. The 
subject is analyzed in detail in review of Ihe subject by Aleksan, Kayser and London in these 
proceedings’. 

2. B, + D;K* 

The study of this mode was first proposed in reference 5. Briefly, the B, can decay 
into both D:K- and D;K+. Therefore, one can observe CP violation in this mode from 
the interference of the two amplitudes for the decay of the B., namely the direct decay and 
that via mixing, or, schematically, 

One can then write” 

Or@, - D:K-) - e.“{l~Rcosr,tf Dsin(-r+Am)sinz.l} 

Br(& - 0, K+) 
(1) 

- em’{lfRcosz,tfDsin(-T-Aa)sinr,t) 

whereR=$$,D=mandp=H;A OL is the strong phase difference between the 
two decays D,+K- and D;K’; IA,1 and IAll me the amplitudes for the B, + D;K+ and 
B, + DtK- respectively. In equation (I) the first sign refers to the B. whereas the second 
sign refers to the Li,. Theoretical expectations yield D zz 0.94. Denoting the decay of the B, 
into either D:K- or D; K+ as B, - D,K an asymmetry is then expected in the quantity 

&r(t) = 
N(B. - DAK) - N(& -) D.K) 

- - DcosAosin~sinr,~ 
N(B. * D.K) + A’(& + D.K) 

visible. 
Depending on the value of the strong phase difference Ao, an asymmetry may he 

This measurement requires knowledge of Ihe flavor of the decaying particle, i.e. 
whether it is a B. or a L7.. This “tagging” of the flavor of the decaying meson can he 
achieved by determining the flavor of the second b-flavored meson in the event. Lepton 
tagging refers to only using events in which the second b decays semileptonically, the sign of 
the lepton thus determining its flavor with a high efficiency. Another possibility arises from 
using kaons from the second b. In either case, Ihe flavor of the meson that decayed into the 
D.K state is then determined and one computes the ratio A. Experimentally, the quantity 
measured is however not AC,. but rather 

A m<a, = AcPD~~,D~.,D,~.I,,D,,.D/;~ 

where the factors 0. are various “dilution factors”. These are: 

1. DM~ : this is the dilution due to the presence of background in the data sample, i.e. 
events not due to B, + D.K decays. If S is the signal and B is the background 

Das = s 
StB 



2. D1,, : this is the dilution due to the mixing of the second b which is used for tagging. 
Using x, the average B mixing parameter (averaged over all b-hadron species) 

DC., = 1 2% 

3. D,,,,,, : this is the d’l t’ I u non due to mistegging. An example of n&tagging is B lepton 
from the second b decay which does not arise from a direct decay of the b but from a 
sequential decay: b + c + 1. Clearly, the sign of the lepton then does not conrespond 
to the sign of the second b. Ifw is the mistagging probability, 

Dm;.,,, = 1 - 2w 

4. D,,, : this is the dilution arising from the resolution in the measurement of the decay 
length6 (and therefore of the decay time t also). 

D,.. = e -&,2 

5. D,<,: this is the dilution arising from the statistics of the CP decay”. Simply put, the 
difference between the particle and antiparticle yields is maximum when the statistics 
on the lower of the two is minimum, and vice-versa. 

-- 

D~it = zr: 
1 + 42: 

The error on A,,,. is given by 6A,,.. = % where N is the total number of 
events observed. Including the background fraction m the events observed, the statistical 
errm on AC,, is then given by 

SAC, = >- 
1 I1 1 1 

Dt., Dm~,o, Dm Dfit d- d= 

where N,,,d is the number of events produced. In the above list of dilutions some terms 
are global, i.e. common to all experiments, while other terms are experiment-dependent. 
Clearly, the &, and D,., are different for the three detector options under consideration. 
Also, since tagging is performed with different PT thresholds, and in home experiments only 
leptons are being owed, whereas in others kaons are &o used, the factor D,;,,., is also 
experiment-dependent. On the other hand, the dilution due to mixing of the tag and the 
fit statistics are common acrow experiments. To facilitate a comparison, we use 2, = 10 
and x = 0.15 in what follows. We then apply the common factor D,,,Djil = 0.5 to alI 
experiments. 

2.1 Time resolution 

Clearly, the resolution on the measurement of the decay length of the B w&s con. 
siderably across the three options. Table 2 lists the measured or expected secondary vertex 
resolution, the average B momentum, the average B decay length and the ratio of the decay 
length to its error for the three options. A B lifetime of 450 pm was assumed. 

Clearly, the fixed-target option benefits greatly from the high boost of the B meson 
in the lab frame, resulting in a negligible iractional error on the decay length, and thus 

essentially no dilution due to this eflect. On the other end of the spectrum, the Central 
Collider option refers to the measured quantities at CDF, and results in a sizable dilution 
of 0.6. These factors are assumed throughout this paper, whenever a time-dependent n., 
analysis is involved. 

Table 2. Decay length resolution and resulting Dilution factor for the three options. 

~(Decay Length) 

< PfJ > (GeV) 

< -p > 

v-1 

L 

~__ 
Zentral Collide, 

(CD’? _ 

60 ,*m 

7-10 

630 - 900 ,mx 

10 - 15 

0.6 

E 

-1 
2.2 Bacl;ground and Mistagging 

‘orward Collider 
(COBEX) ~.__- 

0.15 mm 

45 

i 

I 
4mm 

26 

0.9 

450 

4 cm 

160 

1.0 

With the exception of the CDF calculation, for which real data has been used to 
evaluate the signal to background ratio from the observed D. + &r signal’, the dilutions 
from backgrounds are based on Monte Carlo studies. Aa such, they entail large errors, and 
one should treat these numbers with caution. They are presented in table 3. 

Table 3. Backgrqund and Mistagging fractions and resulting Dilution factor 
for the three options. 

Central Collider Forward Collider Fixed Target 
VW) (COBEX) W-7 

6 0.7 1.0 0.89 

Dmi.t.Je) 0.8 0.85 
(P) 0.8 0.93 
(K) 0.75 

(average) 0.8 0.7 

J 

The Dtig = 1 for COBEX is simply due to the absence of B background calculation. 
CDF and COBEX use the decay chain D. + &.T, .$ + K+K-. SFT uses a host of decay 
modes for the D,, including K’K. These extra modes should have higher backgrounds 
(e.g. due to the large width of the K’). The expected SFT dilutions, especially due to 
backgrounds, may he overly optimistic, due to the absence of data. Overall, however, there 
is not a big difference between the three options with the exception of Kaon tagging. CDF 
doea not quote a fraction due to the lack of a particle identification system. This will result in 
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much smaller tagging rates for the central collider option. COBEX lists a average dilution 
across the lepton and kaon tags. 

The total dilution factor for the three options is thus computed aa DTOT = 
0.17,0.31,0.33 for the three options (CDF, COBEX and SFT respectively). Note that in 
the Forward Collider contribution in these proceedings3, the dilution factor due to tagging 
is equal to D,.,D,;.,., here; this is the difference between the dilutions presented here and 
those in reference 3: the product does yield the same dilution factor, Also note that the 
total dilution factor, ezlracting the contribution due to the time resolution, is approximately 
the same across experiments. The inclusion of a small background fraction in COBEX, for 
example, would yield a number very close to that from CDF - and similarly for the SFT. 

2.3 Signal Ezpectalions 

We now turn to the expected signal. The relevant quantities are (a) the trigger 
effifiency (et+,), (b) the acceptance to the decay products (a), (c)the reconstruction efficiency 
(c,‘.) and (d) the tagging efficiency (et.,). 

A direct comparison of the above factors for the three detector options is not always 
possible due to the overlap between the trigger and acceptance factors. Perhaps the most 
meaningful comparison can be made by examining the product of OL x e,.i9 across options, 
Even then, in some cases the tag is included in the trigger, end thus its efficiency - or at least 
part of it -is sometimes included in the trigger efficiency. Table 4 lists the above factors, and 
also the total efficiency, i.e. the product of the efficiencies listed. The luminosities assumed 
are 5 x 10” cm-zsecc’ at the Tevatron and 10”2cm-2scc-’ at the SSC. 

Table 4. Efliciencies and Expected yield for B, + D,K 

I 0.85 

0.60 

0.11 

1500 J 

In the above, the CDF group has assumed the existence of a high impact parameter 
two-track trigger at level 1. Given the kinematic cuts of Pr > 2 GeV, this translates 
to the low trigger efficiency of zz 0.03. For comparison, the COBEX scheme, which also 
involves B secondary vertex trigger (the actual requirement is inconsistency with B single 
primary vertex) has a trigger efficiency of e 0.05. The SFT group estimates B total trigger 
elliciencyxacceptance of 0.21. Presumably, the factor - 4 superior efficiency is due to SFT 
plans to trigger on very low fir leptons in association with hadrans. The reader is referred 
to reference 4 for details on this subject. Finally, the 100% efficiency for reconstruction at 
CDF is due to the inclusion of the reconstruction requirements in the e,+ x a factor’. 

From Table 4, it can be seen that the expected efficiency for SFT is - 100 times 
better than the CDF and COBEX efficiencies. This is because the SFT group has chosen to 

include factors like the Branching ratio of B --t 1 into the total branching ratio for the decay, 
and not in the acceptance to leptons. A detailed comparison with the other two options is 
thus not possible. Perhaps the bottom line is just. the number of events expected. Clesrly, 
the Central Collider option at FNAL energies is far worse than the Forward and Fixed Target 
options at SSC-type energies. This can be traced to the small tagging efficiency expected in 
a central collider detector. In fact, were it not for this big difference, a CDF-type detector 
would be quite competitive (at least in principle) with the other two alternatives. 

e.4 Error an 1 

Combining the expected number of events with the dilution factors yields the esti- 
mated error on the quantity cos Ansin7. This is listed in table 5. Taken at face value, 
the measurement is hopeless at CDF and - assuming the background estimates and trigger 
efficiencies of SFT are correct - possible with a fixed-target experiment at high energy. 

Table 5. Error on sin-/ from B, - D,K for 10’ set; cos Ao = 1. 

Central Collider Forward Collider Fixed Target 

KW (COBEX) (SW 
I I 

In the cause of the workshop, attention was drawn to the possibility that use of 
higher B resonances (such 8s the E”) or charge carrelslions between the B meson and 
fragmentation tracks could enhance significantly the tagging rate of e. single B meson’. 
Clearly, CDF stands to gain the most from such a possibility. This fact is noted, and no 
further analysis of this possibility is attempted at this point, until more experimental input 

on the feasibility of such B tagging method is received. 
It should be noted that the above analysis does not yield B value for sin7, since the 

strong plwx difference, Ao, is unknown - even though we expect Au - 0. As explained in 
the theoretical contribution to the 7 group', the actual solution for sin7 involves discrete 
ambiguities. Thus, even if one fits the independent B, and & time distributions in (l), there 
remains an ambiguity between Aa and 7. Thus, this decay mode can he used only as long 
as an external means of distinguishing between the two solutions exists. Ideally, one would 
have multiple measurements of sin7 using various decay modes. It is conceivable that these 
extra decay modes can help in determining the correct siny, without the ambiguity with 
cos Aa. 

In conclusion, the proposed designs are at least capable of observing an asymmetry 
in B, + D.K, for values of cos Aa not too small. It should also be noted here that this 
result depends crucially on the assumed value of z, and also on the backgrounds quoted by 
the proponents of the COBEX and SFT proposals. 

3. B* + D,K* 

The details of this decay mode are discussed in the theoretical review of the 7 angle 
in [I). The method was proposed in reference IS]. Briefly, CP violation in B+ + D,K+ 
arises from the interference of the two amplitudes for Bf - i?‘K+ (the favored “right” 
decay mode) and El* -+ D”K+ (the “wrong” i.e. unfavored made). Here, D, refers to B CP 
eigenstate of the D” meson, 88 deduced from, say, the decay D” 4 K+K-. The branching 
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ratios for the two modes differ by a factor 100. Schematically”, 

hA(B+ -3 D;K+) = A(B+ + D”K+) .+ A(B+ + L?‘K+) 

&A(~-- -3 D;K-) = A(B- + D”K-) + A(B- + PK.-) 

where 

A(B+ + D”K+) = ,+,e’~e”” ,,(B+ + fPK+) = Me’“’ 

where, as usual, a,, ~1~ are the strong phases. A similar expression holds for the E-. An 
asymmetry is then expected in the two rates for Et - DTK+ and B- - D;K-: 

lA(B’ - DTK+)f’~ jA(B- + DTK-)I’ = ZM&fssinAasinr 

where Aa := 01, a?. 
Unfortunately, there is still the unmeasurable factor sin Aa - which leads to a discrete 

ambiguity in determining ain7 just like in the B. + D,K case. The question, experimentally, 
is whether one can measure this asymmetry, and to a lesser extent, what the “error” on 7 is, 
given the discrete ambiguity. Once one accounts for the branching ratio of D” mesorw into 
observable final states, such as Ks, and with the assumption that both D” --t T+C and 
D” + K+ K- decays can be used for observing the Bt 4 D, K+ decay, the final branching 
ratios for the “right”, the “CP” and the “wrong” mode are roughly in the ratio 100 : 10 : I. 
Clearly, measurement of the angle 7 will be dominated by the statistics in the “wrong mode”. 
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Figure 1: The error on sin7 as a function of sin7, for COBEX-type ststi&ica. 

%ble 6. Expectations for 0’ - D,K* in 10’ sec. 

Central Collider Forward Collider Fixed Target 

(CW (COBEX) (SW 

NC, 127. 627 1100 

Experimentally, this decay is attractive - compared to B. + D.K - because the B 
is self tagged from its decay products, via the sign of the Kahn in the decay. Given the 
input from the previous section, we expect results roughly similar to the B, + D.K case for 
the fixed target and forward collider options, and a significant enhancement of the expected 
signal for the central collider option. 

This indeed turns out to be the cage, as can be seen in table 6 which lists the expected 
number of eventa for the three options. The number8 listed are the expectations for the CP 
eigenstste, which after all is the most important decay mode, since sn asymmetry has to be 
observed before any attempts at measuring 7 can be made. II can be seen that the gain of a 
factor 50 in CDF (by avoiding the tagging requirement) results in a considerably increased 
event yield. 

None of the groups has included a dilution due to background. With this caveat, an 
asymmetry - dependent on the strong phase difference again - may actually he observed. 
This is shown for the CDF case by explicit calculation of the error on the expected asymmetry 
for various values of sin 7 and sin Ao ‘. As an example, the best case of sin Aa = I and 
sin? = 1 would result in an asymmetry of 0.20, measured with an error of 0.09. 

The error on sin7 is more complicated to calculate, because of the discrete ambiguity. 
A calculation by Avery’ in this workshop yields an error which is dependent on the value 
of siny. This is shown in Figure 1. The calculation assumes the best-case scenario, that in 
which Aa = r/Z. 

4. B. - Jl++ 

It has been suggested by Duniete” that CP violation c&n also he observed in the 
decays B, 4 J/$4. In the Wolfenstein spprotimation,V~V~; has no phase and this decay 
does not exhibit CP violation. Thus, 

B. --t J/$4 

was considered as B good mode to search for CP violation as a sign of new physics, When 
one treats the CKM phases exactly, instead of within the Wolfenstein approximation, and 
assuming unitarity leads to a small CP violation effect given by 

Acp(t) = 21V~l(&Isin7ainz.t 

Clearly, the factor multiplying sin7 is quite small (- 0.03). And ,since it finally represents 
a dilution factor, the statistics required for measurement of 7 with a certain precision ia 
increased by a factor - 1O3. The presence of the J/+ in the final state, however, makes this 
analysis possible: a natural trigger is provided. 

Thia mode, involving a B., again, implies a time-dependent analysis. In addition, 
it requires tagging. The expected yields for CDF are therefore too small to discern an 
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asymmetry (due to the extra factor IO3 required in this mode). The analysis has, however, 
been attempted by the two other options. The expected yields, total dilution factor and 
error on sin7 are shown in table 7. 

Table 7. Expectations for 0, + J/T& in IO’ sec. 

N.Z, 

D,“, 

6(sin 7) 

In determining the values in Table 7, the efficiencies predicted by the COBEX and 
SFT groups have been used. The total dilution factor used diflers from the one cited by 
COBEX3 because a factor 0.71 to account for the missing D,,, dilution in COBEX referred 
to a “d(mix)” in 131~ and a resolution Iactor D,,,, = 0.9 have been applied in order to facilitate 
the comparison. It should bc noted that the SFT group cites a very small mistagging fraction, 
whereas COBEX has no background estimate. The yields listed should therefore be regarded 
as optimistic. To compensate for this, the dilution factor due to 211/,d1 121 was taken to be 

0.03, i.e. on the low side of the expected range for i\?l. Th e estimate on the error on sin 7 
differs from the one in 141. ‘This is probably to the nowinclusion of this extra dilution factor. 

At any rate, the measurement seems to be quite possible at SSC-type energies, over 
B span of 2 - 3 years. In addition, this mode remains an excellent probe of new physics in 
the event that an abnormally high asymmetry is observed. 

Another suggestion by Dun&z has been to use the decay mode Jl$rp. The analysis 
is similar to the one for J/T&+ Th e width of the p will certainly introduce more background. 
In addition, in this case the asymmetry also depends on the angle 0: 

ACP - Id; x = e-ziD I t ret” 
1 + re’7 

where T is in general a complex number with magnitude in the range 0.01 0.10. This 
decay mode clearly suffers from the small dilution factor r and also the dependence on p. A 
preliminary analysis by the SDC group” yields that a measurement, excluding background 
contaminations, etc. which could be significant, will require the equivalent of N 5 SSC years. 

5. Ba + pK, 

This mode is the direct analog of the Bd + J/+X, decay mode for the angle p. 
It requires tagging and a time-dependent analysis. These have been investigated by the 
Forward Collider and Fixed Target groups. The reader is directed to the contributions from 
the Forward Collider and SFT group&‘. 

It should be noted that this decay mode can receive considerable contributions from 
penguin diagrams, thus making extraction of the angle 7 theoretically unclear (one really 
measures B linear combination of the 0 and 7 angles that only theoretical calculations can 
decipher). 

0. Measuring 7 

A closer examination by Aleksan, Kayser and London of what one actually meruures 
in all the decay modes considered so far yielded a host of interesting results’. Briefly stated, 
none of the decay modes examined here actually measures the angle 7 directly, without ref- 
erence to either (a) other angles in the unitarity triangles, or (b) invoking an approximation. 

For example, the B” - r’x- decay probes the angle a via the mixing of B; - B;. 
The asymmetry in B” + *+a- vs p + r+r- decays is proportional to the phase of the 
CKM product VtiiVu,/VtiVti> x &V,b/V,,+&. This angle is 20. The term V,;V,;,/V,,,V,; arises 
from the mixing Bj H &. In B, decays, the equivalent factor is &:&a/V,,& and thus, B. 
decays do not measure the angle 7. 

It is then shown [II that the 8. - D.K decay results in a CP asymmetry which 
is proportional to sin(7 + 0(X’)). Similarly, the B. - pK, decay results in an asymmetry 
proportional to sin 2(y tO(A*)). The 0(X*) terms disappear only upon using the Wolfenatein 
approximation. Thus, in general, the “7” modes do not yield a measurement of 7 hut an 
approximation to it. The Dunieta suggestion of using the J/+4 mode probes the small X2 
angle in the unitarity triangle formed by the unitarity condition applied to the sb row-column 
combination of the CKM matrix: 

K,.v;, t v‘,v,; t i&v,; = 0 

i.e. it corresponds to the measurement of the angle between the sides ri.V,; and V,,V,,. Using 
unitarity, this small angle can be expressed approximately in terms of 1 and the magnitudes 
of certain CKM elements. 

Further theoretical work by Aleksan, Kayser and London has yielded a much more 
general statement regarding measurement of the complete CKM matrix via four angles. This 
work is reviewed in [l] also. 

7. Conclusion 

The angle 7 at least as defined in the Wolfenstein approximation is not completely 
out of reach of current or proposed dedicated B experiments. This conclusion certainly 
depends crucially on the assumed trigger and tagging efficiencies and also on the expected 
backgrounds. The work summarized here represents but a first step in the direction of 
extracting the third angle of the unitsrity triangle. The theoretical developments during 
the workshop have resulted in a clearer understanding of the quantities studied. On the 
experimental side, new decay modes (i.e. in addition to the traditional pK. decay) have 
resulted in expectations for observing CP violation in B. decays which we not unreasonable. 
It is conceivable that B dedicated B experiment can probe a fundamental aspect of the 
Standard Model, the CKM matrix, in multiple ways. In the process, new physics can appear 
anywhere along the line. 
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ABSTRACT 

After reviewing techniques for extracting clean information on CP-violating phase 
angles from B decays, we explain the rules for finding decay modes that cm probe the 
phase angle 7 of the unitarity triangle. We identify the more promising of these “7 modes,” 
estimate their branching ratios, and examine the degree to which they are theoretically 
clesn. We then show that when the quark mixing matrix is not approximated a.~ usual, but 
ir treated exactly, none of the “1 modes” actually measutea 7. Rather, each of them measures 
7 plus some correction. In all modes, the corr&tion is small enough to be disregarded in 
first-generation experiments, but in some of them, it may be large enough to be observed in 
second-generation experiments. 

Our treatment of the 7 modes calls attention to the fact that when the quark miring 
matrix is treated exactly, there are six unitarity triangles, rather than just one triangle. 
However, only four of the angles in these six triangles are independent. Examining the role 
played by these four angles, we discover that, in principle e.t least, measurements of nothing 
hut CP-violating asymmetries in B decays are sufficient to determine the entire quark mixing 
matrix. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the Standard Model, CP violation is caused by complex elements in the unitary 
C(abibbo)-K(obayashi)-M( k as awa) quark mixing matrix, V. If this Model is correct, then 
in many B decays there should be large CP-violating asymmetries from which theoretically 
clean information an the phases in V can he extracted. This information can then be used 
to confirm in detail that phases in V really are the origin of CP violation, or to exhibit an 
inconsistency of the theory. 

In the Wolfenstein approximation’ to V, there is B phase convention in which this 
matrix ic real except for the elements V., and V,,. In this approximation, experiments on 
CP violation in B decays are usually described as probes of the angles LI, p and 7 of the 
“uhitarity triangle,” shown in Fig. 1. That the legs in this Figure Corm a closed triangle 
follows from the unitarity constraint that the d and b columns of V must be orthogonal, 
and the assumption that there are only three generations. From Fig. 1 we see that in the 
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““d”s 
l 

&dv,b 

Figure 1: The unitarity triangle expressing orthogonality of the d and b columns of the CKM 
matrix. 

Wolfenstein approximation, 

1 ^I -4V.a) 1 P L- +w(Kd) , n ^I * + arg(v”s) t “‘g(v,d). (1) 

Thus, probing the angle 7 - the focus of the Gamma Working Group within this Snowmass 
Workshop - amounts to probing the phase of V,a. 

In Sec. 2, we recall what must be measured to extract clean CKM phase information 
from the decays of neutral B mesons. We then identify a number of B decay modes which 
potentially can yield the phase of Vu/. We estimate the branching ratios, and comment on 
the degree of theoretical cleanliness, of these modes. 

In Sec. 3, we ask what happens if one treats the CKM matrix exactly, rather than in 
the Wolfenstein approximation. The single unitarity triangle of Fig. I is then replaced by 
the six unitarity triangles of Fig. 9, which express the orthogonaljty of any pair of columns, 
or any $r of rmw, of V. We find th a w t h en the Wolfenstein approximation is not made, 
none of the B decays modes proposed so far as “probes of the angle 7” actually measure 
1. Instead, each of these modes measures 7 plus corrections which are smslI angles in the 
triangles other than the one of Fig. I. We explore the degree to which these corrections may 
undermine the interpretation of these decay modes 8s probes of 7. 

In Sec. 4, we report on a general analysis of the unitarity triangles and CP-violating 
phases when the CKM matrix is treated exactly. We find that the CKM phase yielded by a 
theoretically-clean decay mode is always a simple linear combination of angles in the unitarity 
triangles. Moreover, at least in principle, measurements of CP-violating asymmetries in B 
decays are sufficient to determine, not only some angles in one unitarity triangle, but the 
entire CKM matrix. 

2. POTENTIAL PROBES OF GAMMA 

2.1 Eztrdion of CKM Phaaca 

In general, theoretically clean CKM phase information can be extracted only from the 
decays of the neutral B mesons, Bd and B.. In the decays of either of these meaons, we are 
usually interested in some final state which can come both from the pure B and from the 
pure B. Now, owing to B-i? mixing, a particle born at time t = 0 as a pure IBq), q = d or 
8, evolves in time t into a state IB*(t)) w lc 1s a linear superposition of IBq) and IB,).‘,” h’ h 
In the (excellent) approximation that B-B mixing is dominated by L t-quark box diagram, 

thin superposition is given by 

IBq(t)) = ezp (-i(m, - i?)t) [c,IB*,) +iw,,a,@T,)] (2) 

Here, mp is the average mass of the two mae.8 eigenststes 01 the B,-B, system, and Pp is 
their common width.’ With Am, their mass dif&rence, 

FinalIy, wp is the CKM phase of the amplitude A(B, + B,) Ior I&) * IT,), and is given 
h” -, 

_ K,v,i 
‘I- K:; vtb (4) 

In a similar fashion, D particle born at t = 9 as a pure I@&) evolves in time t into a Linear 
superposition I@?+(t)) of I@,) and I&) g’ wen by an expression analogous to that of Eq. (2). 
Suppose, now, that f is some final state which can come both from a pure B, and from D 
pure Bq. From Eq. (Z), the amplitude A(B,(t) + f) for the meson B,(t) which at time 
t = 0 was a pure Bq to decay into f at time t is 

A(B,(t) -+ J) = ezp (-i(m, - ifi)t) [cq A(B, + f) + iwpseA(zq + f)] (5) 

The corresponding time-dependent decay rate, r,,,(t) = lA(B,(t) - f)l’, then contains a 
term representing the interference between the A(B, - f) and A@, + J) terms in Eq. (5). 

Let “8 now turn to the CP-mirror-image process B?(t) - f, in which the meson B,(t) 
born at 1 = 0 as B pure i?q decays into the final state J, the CP-mirror-image off. The 
rate for this process, F,,j(t) = IA&(t) - f)l’, also contains an A(B, -t f).A(& -t J) 
interference term. However, when the CKM matrix elementa are complex, this interference 
term haa, in general, a different magnitude than its counterpart in r,,,(t). This difference 
leads to a CP-violating difference betwecnF&t) and r,,,(t), which one would like toobserve. 
In order to observe it, one must know in each event whether the decaying meson was born as 
a BP or a B,. That is, one must tag it OS one of these by observing e. flavor-revealing decay 
of M accompanying beautiful meson or baryon. It may also be possible to use an interesting, 
recently-proposed “self-tagging” method.’ 

Suppose that the final state J is a CP eigenstate, so that f is the same as J. If J has 
intrinsic CP parity ‘I,, the decay rates r,,,(t) and r*,,(t) = Fgia.,(t) are given by2 

r,,h) = =v+W)ll + ‘II sinsw WAm,t)l, 
F&t) [x eap(-r,t)[l - r)lrin vq,,sin(Am,t)]. (f4 

Here, ~~,f ia the phase of some product of CKM e ements whose identities depend on g and I 
J. It is ‘pp., that we would Iike to determine from the asymmetry in the decay rates (6). We 
shall be interested in decay. where up.,, is 7, or perhaps 27. 

Suppose, next, that the final state J is not a CP eigenstate, but has II CP conjugate 
f distinct from it&. An example of interest is J = DfK-, f = D;X+. Theoretically clean 
CKM phase information can still be extracted.’ There are now four decay rates which can 
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be measured. They are given by 

r,,,(f) = =zp(-w [ci Mi,, + 4% t 2~ Mv.lT&p.t *i*(w + h.,)] 

W) = =zp(-w [ci Mi,, + 5X, + 25.9, w.Jh *in(-v,,~ f h)] 

f;d(t) = =-v-r&) [cixi,, + *i M~,J - 2w, Ktmd si*(lp,.f + 4,,)] 

r,,f(4 = =zp(-r,t) [cZ,, + 4 J%, - %*, %./W,.t *i*(-vp,,j t h)] (7) 

Here, r,,(t) is the rate for decay of B,(t) into f, T,,/(t) is the rate for decay of B,(t) into 
f, etc. The angle vv,, is, es before, the phase of some product of CKM elements whose 
identities depend on q and J. As before, ‘pa, is the quantity we would like to determine, 
and we shell be interested here in decays where vp,, is 7 or 21, The constants ,$fp,, end 
Mg,., are, respectively, the magnitudes of the amplitudes A(B, + f) and A(& - f), It is 
desirable that Mp,, and Xg,r be comparable, so that the rates (7) wilI be sensitive to ‘pp.,, 
Finally, II,,, is a strong-interaction phase. 

With P, and Am, known, measuring the decay rates (7) more than suffices to deter. 
mine the quantities +(q, J) = sin(&v,,,t8,,,). In turn, these quantities determine sin’ ‘p.,,, 
up to e. two-fold ambiguity, via the expression 

*i**ip,,, = i [1 - *+(q, J)a-(q, J) l 40 - G(q, J))(l 2(q, J))] (8) 

If, contrary to what we have assumed here, the two mass eigenstates of the B,.B, sys- 
tem have widths which differ enough to result in measurable effects, it becomes possible to 
experimentally resolve some of the ambiguities in the determination of p.,,. 

The decay &es (6) and (7) hold when A(Bp - J) and A@* + f) are each dominated 
by a single Feynman diagram, so that they each have e well-defined CKM phase. When, 
instead, A(B, + f) receives significant contributions from several Feynman diagrams with 
different CKM phases, the extraction of clean CKM phase information from experimental 
decay rates is either impossible or requires measurement of ratea for several isospin-related 
decays.’ When several diagrams contribute significantly, the largest one is usually e tree 
diagram, and the others are usually penguin diagrams. In exploring the usefulness of each 
decay mode proposed as a probe of the angle 7, we will consider the degree to which penguin 
or other diagrams with CKM phases different from that of the dominant diagram might 
contribute significantly to the mode. 

In the decay rates (6) and (7), th e violation of CP invariance, and the information 
on the CKM phase vs., producing this violation, are in the term proportionsl to 2%~~ = 
sin(Am,t). To learn about vp,f, one would like to measure the time dependence of the 
rates end uncover this term. When J is not a CP eigenstate and the rates are described by 
Eqs. (7), measurement of their time dependence is sbsolutely essential. Not all four decey 
rates need be measured. Indeed, it is easy to see’ that, say, r,,,(t) and ?&t) alone suffice 
to determine sin’ p.,,. However, if we measure only the time integrals of the rates (7), then 
we cannot determine sinZIp,,,, even if we measure the time integrals of aU four of the rates. 
For, if Eqs. (7) hold, then clearly we must have 

r,.b) t Fd) = r,,i(Q t Td(t) (9) 

Now, when the decay rates in this constraint are replaced by their time integrals, they 
become merely four numbers, instead of four functions of time, and the constraint implies 

that only three of these four numbers are independent. But the decay rates (7), and their 
time-integrated analogues, depend oe jaw unknowns: M,,,, Z,+,, ‘p.,,, and 8,~. Hence, it 
is impossible to determine ‘p*,~ from the time-integrated rates. When J is a CP eigenstate 
and the decay rates are described by Eqs. (6), then in principle one can extract sin v9., Irom 
a knowledge of the time-integrated rates alone. However, in the case of B. decey, this wiU 
be extremely difficult if, as we expect,’ Am, is an order of magnitude larger than r,. When 
z, s Am./r. is large, the fractional contribution of the CP-violating sin ‘pp.! sin(Am.1) term 
in Eqs. (6) to the decay rate gets reduced by e factor of - l/z, when the rate is integrated 
over time. 

In view of these circumstances, we assume here that when one is seeking to extract 
CKM phase information from e neutral B decay, the time dependence of the decay rate most 
be measured, except perhaps in % decay to a CP eigenstate. 

2.2 Neutral B Decay Modes That Can Probe Gamma 

In which neutral B decays can we identify the CKM phase p.,, that is probed es 1 
or 27? As we have discussed, the CP violation that we study in the decay BP(t) + f results 
from iuterference between the two terms in the decay amplitude (5). The CKM phase pp., 
that is probed by B,(t) - J is, therefore, just the relative CKM phase of these two terms. 
Thus, remembering that w9 is the CKM phase of A(& --t B,), we see from Eq. (5) that the 
$op,, probed by B,(t) - f is given by 

vq,, = CKM Phase 
1 

44 - J) 
I A(B, + B,) x A(B, + J) (10) 

Instead of referring to Eq. (5), we may think of the CP violation in B,(t) - J as resulting 
from interference between the amplitude A(B, + J) for the particle born as a pure B, to 
decay directly to fLend the amplitude A(& + B,) x A@$ * f) for this particle to convert, 
via mixing, into a B, which then decays into f. Once again we conclude that the v.,, probed 
by Bp(t) - J is given by (10). 

Now, recall that in the Wolfenstein approximation to the CKM matrix, aU CKM 
elements are real save V.s and &d, and 7 = -arg(K,). In this approximation, the CKM 
phase of A(Bd + Rd) is 

Qv(wv,;) = -20 I (11) 
while the.1 of A(B. - B.) is 

*v(v,.lK;) = 0 (12) 
Thus, from Eq._llO), we can probe 1 by studying B,(t) decays in which the phase of 
A(B, + J)/A(B. -* /) is essentially 1, This wiU be the case when each of B, - J and 
B, - J is dominated by a tree diagram, and either (a) the tree diagram for B, + J involves 
one of the processes 

c2.i 

i -t it + Cd 

11 
0.i ’ (13) 

ud 

or (b) the tree diagram for 3. + J involves one of the processes 

ES 

b+u+ 
Ed 
us ’ (14) 

.id 
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Table I: B. decay modes that can probe the angle 7. 

Figure 2: The dominant diagram for 8, + D;K+ 

or both. When both (13) and (14) are involved, the CKM phase of A(B. + f)/A(B, + f) 
is obviously arg(y:,/V.,) = 27. Wh en only one of them is involved, the other is replaced by 
a (real) b - c or b + 2 transition, so that the phase of A(E, + f)/A(B. + f) is 7. 

We have considered the hadronic B, decay modes produced by tree diagrams for 
the quark processes (13,14). We h ave tried to identify the modes that have advantageous 
branching ratios, and in which the interfering decay amplitudes A(E, + f) and A@. + f) 
are each dominated by a single Feynman diagram’ and have comparable magnitudes. The 
most promising modes we found are listed, together with their estimated branching ratios, 
in Table 1. These branching ratios were obtained by comparing the modes of interest to 
others whose branching ratios are already known. We now discuss the modea in Table.1 in 
turn. 
. B,(t),&(t) - D:Kf:‘O 

Here the final state f E 0: K- is distinct from its CP conjugate, f E D;K+, and 
one uses the expressions (7) to analyze the time-dependent decays of B,(t) and B,(t) into 
f and i. Tagging of the parent meson and study of the time dependence of the decays are 
essential. 

The expected branching ratio is relatively large. The value quoted in Table 1,2 x lo-‘, 
is for the decay B. + D;K+. Like all th e values quoted, it assumes the parent to be il pure 
B, snd neglects mixing. The value 2 x lo-‘, which should be fairly reliable, is obtained by 
comparing the dominant diagram for B, - D; K+, shown in Fig. 2, to the very similar one 
for the decay Bd + D-T+, whose branching ratio is known. The branching ratio for the 
decay B. + DfK- (again of a pure B. neglecting mixing) is estimated, bath in Ref. 10 
and by the present authors, to he - 1 x IOV. This estimate is obtained by comparing the 
dominant diagram for B, .+ D:K-, shown in Fig. 3, to the related but somewhat different 
diagram for 8. + *‘KM. Accordingly, it is not as reliable as the estimate for B. - D;K+. 

In B,(t) - D:K-, the interfering decay amplitudes are, of course, A(B, - D+K-) 

Figure 3: The dominant diagram for B, + D:K’. 

Figure 4: The dominant diagram for B. + D”q$. 

and A(B, - D:K-). The amplitude A(B. - D:K-), being dominated by the diagram of 
Fig. 3, has a CKM phase which is arg(V:,V,,) ? 7. Th’ II amplitude receives no other tree- 
level contributions except from a W-exchange diagram with the same CKM phase. Penguin 
diagrams cannot contribute at all. The amplitude A(i?. + D:K-) is dominated by the 
diagram which is the CP-mirror-image of that in Fig. 2. Thus, it has a CKM phase which 
is arg(V,V,:) cx 0. It receives no other tree-level contributions except from a W-exchange 
diagram with the same CKM phase, ind no penguin contributions. Thus, from Eq. (lo), 
the CKM phase v,,~?~- probed by the rates (7) for the decays B.(t),B.(t) 4 D:K* is 7. 
Moreover, irom our branching ratio estimates, the magnitudes M,,,?,- = IA(B. + D:K-)I 
and m,,,?,. = IA@, - D:K-)I (= [A(& + D;K+)l) of the two interiering decay 
amplitudes in B,(t) + D:K- are in the ratio (1 x 10-‘/2x lo-“)‘/’ (L 0.7. Thus, the desire 
that these magnitudes be comparable is very nicely satisfied. 
. B,(t),i?,(t) + D”$,i?$: 

f = D 
Once again, we have a final state, I = 0’4, which is distinct from its CP conjugate, 

- a 4, and we use the expressions (7) to analyze the four time-dependent decays B,(t) + 
DO.+, B,(t) + Do+, B,(t) 4 Do+, and B.(t) -pd. Tagging of the parent B is essential. 

In B.(l) - 0’4, the interfering decay processes are 8. -a Do+, which is dominated 
hy the tree diagram in Fig. 4, and B. + Do+, which is dominated by the tree diagram 
in Fig. 5. Penguin diagrams cannot contribute. Thus, the CKM phase v.,~Q~ probed by 
B,(t) - Do4 and the related decays is 1. 

The branching ratio estimate quoted in Table I, 2 x lo-‘, is for 8. + FQ~, or ior 
its CP-mirror-image B, 4 Do+, and is obtained by comparing this process to Ed + LlK’O. 
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Figure 5: The dominant diagram for B. 4 Dud. 

Figure 6: The dominant diagram for B. - p'K,. 

The diagram which dominates B. + Do+ is almost identical to that which dominates B. + 
Do+, apart from CKM factors, and we estimate the branching ratio far B. + D"+ to be 
4x IO-‘. The magnitudes M.,D.+ = lA(B. -+ DOd)l and R,,Do* = /,4(a, + Do+)1 ofthe two 
interfering decay amplitudes in E.(t) -+ Do+ then have the ratio (4 x10-“/2x 1O-s)‘/1 N 0.4, 
which is U(l), aa desired.” 
. B.(t),B.(t) 2 p°K,: 

This mode,, oft-proposed as a probe 017, has the advantage of yielding B CP eigenrtate, 
e.o that the analysis is simplified. However, the estimated branching ratio, obtained by 
comparing B. - p”K, to Bd - QK,, is very small. 

The decay amplitudes A(B. + p°Ks) and A@, - pO.4,) that interfere in B,(t) - 
p”K, are dominated, respectively, by the tree diagram in Fig. 6 and by its CP-mirror-image. 
Thus, from Eq. (lo), the CKM phase v,.#K~ probed by B.(t),z,(t) - p°K, via Eqe. (6) is 
27. Furthermore, as in all decays to a_CP eigenatate, if one diagram dominates A(B, -+ J) 
and its CP-mirror-image dominates A(B, - J), these two interfering decay amplitudes are of 
identical size. However, unlike the other modes in Table 1, B.(t),B,(t) + p’K, does involve 
penguin contributions. Possibly, these are significant, and some of them have CKM phases 
other than 7. Thus, in addition to having a small branching ratio, B.(t),B.(t) -+ p°K5 may 
not be a clean probe of 7. 

2.3 Non-B. Decag Modes That Con Probe Gamma 

While most decaya of charged B mesona cammt yield clean CKM phase information, 
the decays B’ + DK” are an exception, and they probe 7.” The technique for using these 

Figure 7: The dominant diagram for B+ -+ D“K+, 

Figure 8: The dominant diagram for B+ + pK+. 

decays, explained in Ref. 12, requires one to measure the branching ratios for B* + DOK’, 
I$* + mK*, and B+ + D,,K*, where D,, is B neutral D that decays to a CP eigenstate 
such as K+K- or r+r-. As in all charged B decays, there is, of course, no need to tag, and 
no non-exponential time dependence. 

The decay B+ 4 D”K+ is dominated by the diagram in Fig. 7, while B+ -t pK+ 
is dominated by the diagram in Fig. 6. Since D,, is a coherent superposition of Do and 
@, in B+ 4 DC,-K+ the diagrams of Figs. 7 and 6 interfere. Now, the CKM phase of the 
Et + D°Kt diagram, Fig. 7, is arg(V,>V,,) rz 7. That of the B+ -+ wK* diagram, Fig. 6, 
is arg(ViV.,) rr 0. Hence, the interference between these diagrams probes 7, There are no 
penguin contributions, so this probe is quite clean. 

By compsring the diagram for B+ a WK+ to that for B+ - i%+, we resd- 
ily estimate that BR(B+ -a DK+) = 2 x lo-‘. This ia a promising value. However, 
hy comparing the diagram for B+ 4 D”K+ to that for B+ --t BK+, we estimate that 
BR(B+ -+ D”K+) - 2 x 10m6. In addition, by comparing B4 -+ D°KC to & - &o, far 
which there is an interesting upper limit,13 we estimate that BR(B+ --) DOK+) $ 6 x 10e6. 
Thus, if these estimates prove to be right, this branching ratio may bC hard to measure. So 
may the branching ratios for B* + DcpK*, since study of these processes requires that 
the neutral D decay to a CP eigenatate, a requirement which costs a factor of w 10-l in 
overall branching ratio. The initial B* decay will be dominated by the diagram of Fig. 6 
or its CP-mirror-image, and 60 will have a branching ratio of N 2 x 10.‘. Thus, the overall 
branching ratio will be - 2 x 10e6. 

Aa in alI studies of CP violation in B decay, one would like the two diagrama which 



interfere in B+ + D.,.,.K+ to be of comparable magnitude. From our breaching ratio 
estimates, their magmtudes will be in the ratio - (2 x 10-“/Z x IO-“)“’ cz l/10. While not 
as close to unity as one might wish, this ratio is perhaps close enough to yield measurable 
interference effects. 

A variant of the B* -3 DK* approach utilizing the self-tagging Bd decays B,@d) + 
DK*“(D~“; has been proposed as an alterne.te way to probe -,.I4 By comparing to B+ _ 
D”K+, we -stirnate that BR(Bd + D”K”‘) - 
that BR(H, + FK’“) - 2 x lo-“. 

2 x lo-“, and by comparing to & + D’K”, 

3. WHAT ANGLES DO THE “GAMMA” MODES 
ACTUALLY MEASURE? 

We have identified a number of D decay modes which, within the WalJenstein appror- 
imntion to the CKM mafrir, probe the angle 7. In each of these modes, the decay amplitude 
consists of two interfering terms, as illustrated in Eq. (5), and each of these terms is domi- 
nated by a single Feynman diagram. In the Wolfenstein approrimation, the CKM phases of 
these dominating diagrams are such that the interfering terms in the decay amplitude have 
relative CKM phase 7, or 27. In this approximation, the statement that our “7 modes” 
probe -, entails only the error, which we have argued is in most cases small or absent, cor- 
responding to the neglect of the non-dominating diagrams. However, suppose that one does 
not make the Wolfenstein approximation. The CKM phases of Feynman diagrams are then 
altered. Neglecting the non-dominating diagrams, do the “7 modes” still probe r? If not, 
what phase angle does each of them actually probe? How big an error do we make if we 
identify this angle as being approximately 7? 

To explore these questions, we note that a very useful framework for dealing with 
phases in the CKM matrix is provided by the “uniterity triangles.” One of these triangles is 
shown in Fig. 1. When the CKM matrix is treated exactly, rather than in the Wolfenstein 
approximation, one has, not just this one triangle, but six triangles. These triangles corre- 
spond to the unitarity constraint that any pair of columns, or any pair of rows, of the CKM 
matrix be orthogonal. That is, they correspond to the orthogonality requirements 

ds V”dV”-, t KdV:, 
A A 

ab v.. G t K. vi 
A’ A* 

db 

“C YudVi 
A 

b&v,; = 0 
A” 

t&v,; = 0 
Al 

I&v,; = 0 
AiJ 

v&v;, = 0 (15) 
AS 

ct v,v,; t V-K; t v*y; = 0 
A' A* AZ 

ut v.,v#; t v".v,; t v"aV,; = 0 
A3 x3 A3 

To the left of each of these equations, we have indicated the pair of columns, or pair of rows, 
whose orthagonality it expresses. Also, under each term in the equations, we have indicated 
the rough magnitude of the term aa a power of the Wolfenstein parameter ,! = 0.22. 

The unitarity triangles, depicted somewhat schematically in Fig. 9, are simply pictures 
in the wmpkx plane of the conditions (15). Apart from signs and extra u’s, the angles in any 
triangle are just the relative phues of the various terms in the corresponding condition. Let 
us refer to a specific triangle by stating the calumny (rows) whose orthagonality it expresses, 
and e. specific leg in this triangle by stating which up-type (down-type) quark it involves, 
Denoting up-type quarks by Greek letters, and down-type ones by Latin letters, let 

I& E at-g (v&i/vpiv;j) (16) 
be the relative phase of the a and p legs in the ij triangle. Since 

nv (K;~jIbivpj) = av (Kiv;~/K;v;j) , (17) 

w$ is also the relative phase of the i and j legs in the a0 triangle. That is, each angle in a 
triangle expressing ortbaganality of rows is also an angle in one expressing orthogonality of 
columns. Hence, for our discussion of CKM phases, we con forget about the row triangles. 
From the first two of Eqs. (15) (c.f. also Fig. 9), we see that 

4: 5 WI, 
w:,” 5 0(X2). (18) 

That is, one of the angles in the ab triangle is small (5 0.05), and one in the da triangle 
is extremely small (5 0.003). (Th 
these triangles are small.) 

ere is no reason to suppose that the remaining angles in 

Now, when the CKM matrix is treated exactly, what CKM phases do the decay modes 
we have discussed in Sec. 2 actually probe? Any neutral B mode probes the phase given by 
Eq. (10). Applied to any B.(t) decay, this equation involves the mixing phase atg(B, + 8;), 
which from Eq. (4) is org(&~VJ~:~s). M oreover, the V,./V,: in this expression cannot be 
cancelled by the decay amplitudes A(B. + J) and A(B; - J) so long as these amplitudes 
LLIC dominated by tree diagrams, which can never involve a t quark. However, from Fig. 1, 
apart from a T, 

7 E Y” = org(v”.JJV,V~). (19) 
Since the CKM elements in this expression do not include V,., it is clear that the phase 
probed by a B.(t) decay cannot be 1. 

For the decay B,(t) + D:K;A(B, 
proportional to V.,VG. Similarly, A(B, 

+ J) is dominated by the diagram in Fig, 3, 
- f) is dominated by the CP-mirror-image of the 

diagram in Fig. 2, and so is proportional to V&V:,. Thus, from Eqs. (10) and (4), the phase 
probed by B,(t) + D:K- is v,. G ~.,D:K- = arg v,,v; v v’ I 1 - c6 Y, Y,:Kb = arg [g$J (z)*z] 

= ~tzw:;-w~:. (20) 
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sb 

*“*v., 

Figure 9: The unitarity triangles. To the left of each triangle is indicated the pair of columns, 
or of IOWS, whose orthogonality this closed triangle expresses. 

E.,B, + D’KF . ytzlL&w~ 

B.,B. + Do+, pc$ yt2d’-WC 

B.,B. -+ Pa& Z(y Ii:;, 

B’ - DK* [with D --t K+K-J y--l& 

Bd(&) + DK”(DX”) [with D + K+K-] 7 - 4: 

Table 2: CKM phases probed by the “7 modes” when the CKM matrix is treated exactly. 

We LIK that this phase is 7 plus angles in the ab and da triangles. From Eq. (la), we note 
that the mrticular a6 and da angles involved are the small ones, so that 9. ,,ty. is 7 plus a 
< O(A2) correction. 

In the same we.y, we can find the CKM ph am probed by the other E.(t) decay modes 
listed in Table 1. For the decays 

8’ + D+K*, (21) 
4 fCP 

where fcp is the CP eigenstate (e.g. K+K-) into which the neutral D decays, we must find 
the relative.CKM phase of the two interfering terms in the decay amplitude 

A( B+ - f++Lp+) = A(B+ 4 D’K+)A(D” - fcp) 

+A(B+ + DK+)A(~F + fc.). (22) 

If Do-B mixing is slow compared to the Do decay rate, then, as suggested by Eq. (22), 
the D-system phases which influence the decay sequence (21) are the D decay phases, not 
the Do-D mixing phase. Bat then the phase probed by the sequence depends on fw. 
For fcp = K+K-,we find from the diagrams of Figs. 7 and 8, and the tree diagrams for 
Do --t K+K- and Do - K+K-, that the relative CKM phase of the two terms in Eq. (22) 
ia 

arg[v”.v”;lv.~vJ = w.“. 

1 
V”. G Vd V”i = a??? v,“~ v,,“~ = 7 - 4 

I 
(33) 

Thus, the decay chain (21) with f.. = K+K- p co b es a CKM phase which ia one of the 
“lsrge” anglea in the sb triangle, and this angle is in turn 7 plus a 5 O(A’) correction. 

IO Table 2 we show what CKM phases are actually probed by the various “7 modes” 
we have considered when the CKM matrix is treated exactly. These phases are exprewed 
in terms of 7 and angles in the sb and da triangles. We see irom Table 2 that none of the 
modes we have diacusscd actually m~cc.aurcs 7. Every one of them yields 7, or 27. plus non%em 
correctiona. On the other hand, in every cue the corrections involve only the < 0(X’) angIe 
in the .ab triangle and/or the 5 O(A’) an gl c in the da triangle. Thus, the corrections are 
shays lesl than 0.1 radians. One might wonder whether the correction angles LJ:,” and u,” 
can represent s fmctionolly large correction in the event the4 7 i&If is amalI. It era be 
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Figure 10: Diagrams for B: + D”a+ 

shown that they cannot. When 7 goes to 8ero. w:,” and w;; also go to zero, at the 8m,,e rate 
8.8 7. Furthermore, given what is already known about the CKM matrix, the proportionality 
constant relating w:,” to 7 for small 7 i8 - 0.015, and that relating w” to 7 is still smaller. 
Thus, the corrections to 7 are always fractionally small. 

As the examples in Table 2 suggest, any B decay mode which probes 7 in the Wolfen- 
stein approximation probes 7 plus, at most, correction8 involving only the small angles Y:: 
and w% when the CKM matrix i8 treated exactly. For, a8 discussed in Sec. 4, the exact CKM 
phase probed by an arbitrary B decay mode can be expressed a8 8 linear combination oI7,p, 
to:,” and w”* UC? with integer coefficients. Now, for a E decay which yields 7 in the Wolfenstein 
approximation, this linear combination obiiously does not involve 0. Thu., apart from 7, it 
can involve only w$ sod wd’ YC. 

While the angles measured by the various “7 modes” differ only slightly from y, they 
do differ, and in some modes they may differ by as much 88 0.05 to 0.1. In contrast, neglecting 
penguin contributions, the ‘<a modes” Bd,Bd + r+v and Bd,Bd --t p’af yield precisely 
a, even when the CKM matrix is treated exactly. Similarly, assuming as usual that K”-F 
mixing is dominated by the di -a c~ + adbox diagram, the “p mode” Bd,& + PK, yields 
precisely 0. Thus, in the second generation experiment8 on CP violation in tJ decays, it 
would be interesting to test the Standard Model by 8howing that the angles extracted from, 
say, the modes Bd,& - a-+~, B.+ih + ‘SK, and B,,B, + D:KT fnifto add up to x by 
8.n amount of order 0.05 to 0.1. To carry out this precision test of the angle8 probed by the 
leading diagram8 in various modes, one would have to eliminate from Bd.Bd + r+u- the 
possible penguin contributions, using an isospin analyeis.’ 

It is tempting to ask whether there ir any B decay mode which, unlike all the modes 
we have discussed, actually msa8ures precisely 7 when the CKM matrix i8 not approximated. 
In principle, the mode B: + Don+ does this via interference between the diagram8 shown in 

Figure 11: The dominant diagram for B. + 94~ 

Fig. 10. The relative CKM phase of these diagrams is just arg(XdVJ&V:,) = 7. However, 
it is not clear that the penguin diagrams for this decay are smail relative to the annihilation 
diagram in Fig. lo,‘8 and, in any case, this mode, like most charged B decays, cannot yield 
clean CKM phase information. 

It would, of course, be very interesting to probe directly angles in the ab and da 
triangles. One decay mode that would do this is B.(t),E,(t) - *+4.‘8 In this mode, the 
interfering decay amplitudes sre A(B, - V4),which is dominated by thediagram in Fig. II, 
and A(B, + *d), which is dominated by it8 CP conjugate. From Eqs. (10) md (4), the 
CKM phase probed by B.(t) - 64 is then” 

(24) 

just twice the small angle in the ab triangle. 
To use this mode, tagging and measurement of the time dependence wiil, of course, 

be necessary. The final state 99 is technically not a CP eigenstate, because it may be a 
mixture of helicity configurations. However, it appear8 that the outgoing particles in the 
decay Bd - ‘#K’ have zero heiicity much of the time.‘8 We then expect the same to be 
true of the outgoing particle8 in B.(l),B,(t) -a S#. The final state then is lsrgely a CP 
eigenstatc, and the decay rates are described by the simple equations (6). 

By comparing to the very similar decay 8, + @K’, one readily estimate8 that 
BR(B. --t Q#) E 10-8, B very promising value. 

It has been pointed out’* that ainv,,vr, the quantity probed by B,(t),B,(t) - eq$ 
via Eqs. (6), can be rewritten as 

1 sin y,.*+( = 2 Vd$ sin71 (1 + O(A*)). (25) 

Thus, if fVJV&l is known, thin decay mode become8 another way to determine 7. Of 
coome, the mode doe8 not Uprobe 7” in the sense of involving two interfering amplitude8 
whose relative CKM phase ia 7 or 27. Bather, the relative phase is, as we 8e.w in Eq. (24), the 
8maII phue 2~::. The CP-violating asymmetry in the mode will be correspondingly smail, 



rather than being of order sin 7 or sin 27. Indeed, if we assume that IV,.&%I - 0.07,‘3 then 
J&q*. (25) and (6) indicate that the asymmetry wilI he - 0.03 sin 7, which ia necessarily quite 
small. Nevertheless, perhaps the large branching ratio for the mode will make this small 
asymmetry observable. Needless to add, if B.(t),B,(t) + C+ should be found to have an 
asymmetry much larger then, bay, 0.06, then we would have evidence for e. CP-violating 
mechardam beyond that in the Standard Model. 

4. THE UNITARITY TRIANGLES AND THE CKM MATRIX 

The discussion of the previous Section calls attention to the unitarity triangles beyond 
the db triangle, and to the angles in those other triangles. We would now like to briefly report 
the results of a general analysis of how the angles in the fuIl set of six unitarity triangles are 
related to CP-violating asymmetries in B decay, and of how they are related to the CKM 
matrix. A more complete discussion, including the proofs of the results, wiU be presented 
elsewhere.” 

There are three main results, which we shall describe in turn. 

l As we have already noted (see Eq. 17), each angle in a “row” triangle is also an angle in 
a “column” triangle. Thus, there are at most nine, not eighteen, distinct angles in the 
six unitarity triangles. We find that exactly four of these nine angles are independent. 
The remaining five angles are very simple linear combinations of the independent four. 
The independent sngles may he chosen, for example, as two of the angles a, 0 and 7 in 
the db trisngle, plus two of the angles in one of the other column triangles. They may 
aleo he chosen as two of the angles 01, p and 7, plus the two small angles w:,” and wz:. 

s As we have seen, any CP-violating asymmetry in B decay probes the relative CKM 
phase of two inteziering amplitudes. Thus, the asymmetry probes the phase of some 
product and quotient, or, equivalently, of some product, of CKM elements. Now, not 
every conceivable product 01 CKM I e ements has a phase which is invariant under phase 
redefinitions of the quark fields. However, if the phase of some product oiCKM~elements 
is determined by an experiment, then, obviously, this phase must he invariant under 
quark-field rephasing. 

We find that it the phase ‘p of some product of CKM elements is rephasing-invariant, 
the” 

v=&ip,tka, (261 
i=, 

where the vi are the four independent angles in the unitarity triangles, the tl; are 
integers, and k is aero or one. For any specific ‘p and choice of the independent angles 
v&, the n; and k will, of course, be known quantities. 

The relation (26) states that the CKM ph sse probed by any CP-violating asymmetry in a 
B decay is a simple linear combinstion, with integer coefftcienta, of the iour independent 
angles in the unitarity triangles. Thus, these angles form a complete set of variables 
for the description of CP violation in B decay. Moreover, these variables are very 
closely and simply related to the quantities - the phases up - to he measured in B decay 
experiments. 

l Suppose that the four independent angles ‘p, have been determined by CP-violation 
experiments. What have we learned about the CKM matrix? The answer is that once 

the p; are known, the entire CKM matrix foIIawa from them! That is, in principle rt 
least, we can determine the whole CKM matrix, including the magnitudes of all its 
elements. and all its physically-meaningful phases, through mePaurements of nothing 
but CP-violating wymmetrics in B decays. Thus, albeit at varying levels of sensitivity, 
these CP-violating symmetries pmhe evcryfhing in the CKM matrix. Consequently, 
they are potentially a very rich test of the Standard Model explanation of CP violation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report summarizes a study of the sensitivity of the present CDF detector’, with 
a trigger upgrade’, to the following decay modes (and their charge conjugates) of the 8, and 
B., mesons: 

1. S,o - D;K+ and D:K 

2. B+ --t b’K+, B+ - DOK+, and B+ + D;,+K+, 

where DCP+ refers to the even CP state (ID’) + lO”))/&. These decays we of interest for 
measuring3 the angle 7, which is one of the three angles of the unitary triangle defined by 
v,v;, + v,v; + t&K; = 0. 

For this study, we use e. b quark cross section of D = 2Qpb for )r)l < 1 for p@ collisions 
at & = 1.8 TeV’. We take a luminosity of 5 x 103’cm-‘s-‘, which for c year of 10’ 
seconds corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 0.5 tl-‘. This integrated luminosity 
yields 1.0 x IOx0 b quarks per year in (91 < 1 (and 1.0 x IO’” 6 quarks). We ase.ume that 8 
b quark hadronizes into h hadrons in the following proportions: 37.5% &?, 37.5% Be, 15% 
B;, and 10% b haryons. 
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2. TRIGGER RATES 

For this study, we have considered B track-based trigger that exploits the relatively 
long lifetime of b hadrona. 

The CDF trigger upgrade includes (1) a first level trigger with a track processor” 
(XFT), which uses azimuthal information from the central detector to reconstruct charged 
tracks, and (2) B second level trigger, with a Silicon Vertex Tracker’ (SVT), which combines 
XFT tracks with clusters from the silicon vertex detector to determine track impact param- 
eters. In the present design, the XFT is only efficient for finding tracks with p, > 2 GeV!c. 
The first level trigger is designed to have no deadtime. The second level trigger is designed 
to take 20 microseconds; this second level wiU not introduce deadtime as long as the input 
from the first level is less than 50 kHz. The output from the second level must he less than 
1 kHe. 

We have used CDF minimum-bias data from the 1992.1993 data taking period to 
investigate the feasibility of a trigger based an track transverse momentum (p,) at the first 
level and track impact parameter at the second level. Table 1 summarizes the fraction of 
minimum-bias events with the following combinations of tracks passing a pt cut: (1) one 
track, (2) two tracks with opposite charge, (3) t wo tracks with opposite charge and an 
additional track, and (4) two pairs of oppositely charged tracks. AU tracks were required to 
have 171 < 1. The quoted rates are based on a luminosity of 5 x 103’ cmm2sm’, a minimum-bias 
cross section of 50 mb, and assume - 1 interaction per crossing. 

of CDF. No simulation of the CDF detector is made for these efficiency calculations. The 
35 pm beam spot size and resolution an the impact parameter of the track have been ignored, 
which makes our estimates slightly pessimistic. We have included a track-finding efficiency 
of 0.95 per track. 

The detection efficiencies for the two decay modes of interest are expressed as the 
product of two numbers: (1) the acceptance, which is the fraction of the decays for which 
all tracks have 191 < I and p, > 250 MeV/ c, and (2) the trigger efficiency, which is defined 
as the fraction of events in the acceptance that pass the trigger requirements described 
above. Table 2 summarizes these efficiencies. The total given in the table is the product of 
the acceptance and trigger efficiencies multiplied by an additional factor of (0.95)” = 0.32 
for the B, decays, end (0.9.5y = 0.66 for the B. d ecays, to account for the reconstruction 
efficiency in the central detector of the charged tracks in the final state ai each of the two 
modes. 

Table 2: Detection Efficiencies for E. + D; K' and B+ + PK+ 

B,+D;K+ B-pK+ 
Acceptance (% ) 0.34 0.37 
Trigger (% ) 0.12 0.09 
Total (% ) 0.029 0.029 

Table 1: Measured Minimum-Bias Rejection Factors 
(G=V) 1 track 

4. 
n 2 opp..ch. 2 opp..ch. +1 

The Determination of sin- 

Eff. Rate (kHz) Eff. Rate (kHz) 
2 opp.-ch. pairs 

Eff. Rate (k&z) Eff. Rate (kHz) 

> 0.5 / 0.72 1607 I 0.50 1260 I 0.44 1100 I 0.31 775 
> 1.0 0.43 
> 1.5 0.22 
> 2.0 
> 2.5 __. L 

1063 0.18 451 0.13 315 0.06 140 
553 0.05 134 0.03 70 0.007 19 

0.11 273 0.016 40 0.005 13 0.0012 3- 
0.05 130 0.005 13 0.0016 4 0.0002 0.5 

For further studies, we require two oppositely-charged tracks with p, > 2 GeV/c, 
which results in a first level output of 40 kHe. 

Using SVT information at the second level, we require that both tracks have impact 
parameters greater than 100 pm. In the minimum-bias data, this impact psrameter require- 
ment reduces the rate by an additional factor’ of 200. The combined rejection of the first 
and second levels of the trigger is 6 x lo-‘; this rejection corresponds to an output rate of 
200 Hz. 

We have examined two methods of extracting sin?. The first method is based on the 
comparison of the branching fraction of B,O + D;K+ and D:K- to the branching fraction 
of 8: + D:K- and D;K+. Experimentally we compare the measured combined number 
of 0; K+ snd D:K- decays when the initial state produced in the pp interaction is a B,O 
to the measured combined number of D:K- and D;K+ decays when the initial state is a 
8:. This comparison, therefore, requires that we tag whether the state produced in the pp 
interaction is a B,O or 8:. In this study, we consider only a tagging method that uses the 
semileptonic decay of the other b hadron produced in the collision. As discussed in reference’, 
the extraction of sin 7 from just the measured rates alone is diluted by an overwelming factor, 
z,/(l + z:)+ due to the rapid Bf - L?,U oscillation. It is necessary, therefore, to compare the 
rates as a Iunction of the proper decay time of the B meson, that is, a time dependent 
measurement is required. 

3. DETECTION EFFICIENCIES 

To determine the detector acceptance and the efficiency of the above trigger require- 
ments for L7,O - D;K+ and B+ - D°Kf, we have used a Monte Carlo that generates a 
single h hadron with a p, spectrum that agrees with data. The b hadron is required to 
have 171 < 1. For the D, and D', we consider the following decay modes: D. --t &x with 
4 + K+K- and Do + K-s+. In addition to the above trigger requirements, all decay 
products ue required to have p, > 250 MeV/c and 1~1 < 1. These requirements eneare 
that the decay products will be reconstructed with high efficiency in the central detector 

The second method’ of extracting sin 7 comes from the measurement of the following 
branching fractions (and the branching lrsctians of the charge conjugate modes e.s well): 
B+ -+ b'K+,B+ + D"K+, and B+ +D" Cp+Kt, where DC+.+ refers to the even CP state 
(ID") + ID’))/&. Flavour tagging using the other b hadron in the event and a measurement 
of the proper decay time of the B meson are not required in this method. 

The numbers of events given below are baaed on the following branching ratioa: 

B(B,o + D;K+)=Z x lo-‘, 
B(Bf - c:K-)= 1 x lo-‘, 
B(B+ + D°K+)=2 x 10-4, 
B(B+ - D'K+)=Z x IO-? 
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4.1 B.-rD;K+ 

The total number of produced L?O and B,U mesons in ]v] < 1 in one year (using 
the cross sections and hadroniaation probabilities niven in Section 1) is 3.0 x 10’. Usinc 
B(@ + D; Kt and 0: Km) = 3 x 10.’ gives 9.0 ~“10’ go and L$’ decaying to D;K+ and 
Di Km. We look for D. j dr with $J - K*K-: the combined branching ratio” is 1.38%. 
The trigger and detection efficiencies for this final state are given in Section 3. The total 
detected number of events in one year is (9.0 x 10”). (0.0138) (0.029) = 360. 

To tag the initial Ravour of the B meson, we use the charge of the lepton coming 
from the semileptonic decay of the other b hadron produced in the pp collision. We use 
either electrons or muons with p1 > 2 GeVjc. The total tagging efficiency is 2%“. This 
efficiency includes the geometric acceptance (the lepton must have 171 < l), the semileptonic 
branching fractions of b hadrons, and the lepton identification criteria. With this tagging 
efficiency, the total number of tagged events in one year is 7.2. 

To determine the statistical precision on the extraction of sin7, we follow the pre- 
scription described in reference’. The statistical precision depends on the total number of 
tagged B,O and B,D decays and on the following dilution factors: 

l incorrect tagging of the Aavour of the initial B. meson. Mistags can arise from miring of 
the other b hsdron in the event, hadrons that are misidentified as leptons, and leptons 
that come from the semileptonic decays of charmed particles produced in the decay of 
the other b hadron. We take D,., equal to D,., = 0.58. 

l The time dependent measurement has an inherent dilution factors D,_,,<., given by 
DI-,,rp = [Zt:/(l + 42:)]“‘. This d’l t’ I u lo” factor approaches B maximum value of 0.71 
for large values of z.. Since I. is expected to he large, we take D,-,,*,, = 0.71 

l There is a dilution factor due to the experimental resolution on the proper decay time 
of the B, meson. This dilution factor is given bys D.,, = exp(-z:=f/Z), where r, is the 
experimental resolution on the B, decay distance in units of proper time. We assume 
that oL is 0.1 lifetimes and take 8. = IO to get D,,, = 0.61. 

. There is a dilution L& due to background in the B. signal. Using the signal to back- 
ground ratio in the D, - 4~ signal observed in the CDF data, we estimate 9s = 0.70 

The total dilution factor D is the product of all the above dilution factors: 

D = D,.,. D,-drp. D,., Da. = 0.18. 

We have not made an explicit minimum decay length requirement on the reconstructed 
R. meson. The impact parameter requirements in the trigger cause the acceptance to turn on 
for decay lengths that are well beyond any minimum we might impose to reduce background. 
This loss of acceptance has been taken into account in the detection efficiencies. 

The statistical precision on the determination of sin 7 is given by v(sin7) = [Dfl]]-' 
where N is the total number of tagged decays in the time dependent analysis performed with 
our above assumed resolution on the proper decay time (l/10 of a lifetime) and our assumed 
value of I, (10). The number of tagged events needed for a 10% determination of sin7 is 
3200 events, which corresponds to 450 years. 

Additional statistics could be obtained by using other decay modes of the D:, such as 
K+K”. The K+K” mode has a detection efficiency similar to the h+ mode. The dilution 
due to background, however, is expected to be higher in K+K”. 

4.2 B.+ D'K 

tudes: 
This second method of extracting sin-( involves the measurement of six decay ampli- 

1. B++PK+, 

2. B- + 3°K., 

3. B+ +D'K', 

4. B- + b'K-, 

5. B+ - D;,>+K+, 

6. B- + D&+K-. 

The charge of the kaon indicates whether a 9’ or B- decayed. In reactions (1) through 
(4), the Do and 6’ are detected using the K-a+ and K+r- decay modes, respectively. The 
charge of the kaon in the D decay tells us whether it was a Do or b’. We detect the CP 
even state with the decay Do .+ K*K- and the decay Do - T+T-. 

We expect B(B+ + o"K+) to equal B(B- - DOK-) and B(B+ + D'K+) to 
equal B(B- + i)'K-). The rate for B- _ D&+X- 
B+ -Do 

might be different than the rate of 
CPt K', and the observation of such a difference would be evidence for direct CP 

violation. The expected asymmetry is proportional to sin Adsinl, where A&is the difference 
of the phases of the final state strong interactions in the L3+ and Be decaysg. If A6 = 0, 
then no asymmetry is observed. If an asymmetry is observed, it is difficult to extract sin7 
from the asymmetry, since there is B large theoretical uncertainty in AS. Gronau and Wylers 
have proposed a method for using alI six reactions listed above to determine both sin7 and 
sin A6. The estimated observed rates of events for these six reactions are given below. 

The number of B+ mesons produced in one year is 3.8 x 10’. Using the branching 
fractions given above and B(DO - K-a+) = 3.65 x lo-‘, this implies 27400 produced 
B+ + ijeK+ with Do _ K+s-, and 214 Bf - D°Kt with Do + K-s+; equal numbers 
we expected for the charge conjugate modes. The total detection efficiency for (1) is (see 
Table 2) 0.0286, and we have used this efficiency for reactions (2) through (5) as well. The 
detected numbers of events per year are 780 for process (l), and 7.8 for process (3). To get 
the combined rate from B* and R-, these numbers must be multiplied by two. 

The observed rates for reactions (5) and (6) are given in Table 3 for different values 
of 7 and A6. To obtain these numbers, we have wed” B(D' + K-K+) = 4.1 x lOma, 
B(D" --t r-r') = 1.63 x lo-“. The observed asymmetry in the Table is defined as A s 
(N+ - NW)/(N+ + N_). No dilution due to backgrounds has been taken into account. 
In particular, we have neglected backgrounds from D" j K-s+ decays misidentified as 
Do + K+K- or Do + T'C decays. For the best ewe (i.e., Ad = r/2 and 7 = r/2), one 
year of data results in about a 44% measurement of the asymmetry. 
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Table 3: Expected numbers of events and asymmetry for Bi + Dy:,.+K+ (N+) and 
B- + Dz.,., Km (N-) as e function of 7 end AS after one year of data. Note thet the 
results are identical if the values of 7 and A6 ere interchanged. 

A6 N+ N. A AA 
r;2 r/2 74 50 0.20 0.09 
r/2 s/4 71 53 0.14 0.09 
n./2 lrj8 67 57 0.08 0.09 
a/4 sj4 74 62 0.09 0.09 
s/4 n/8 73 67 0.05 0.08 
r/8 T/S 74 71 0.02 0.08 

0 0 74 74 0.00 0.08 ___- 

The method of Gronau and Wyler” results in au equation for sin7 that has four 
solutions: two solutions correspond to fsin 7a and the other two solutions correspond to 
fsin A&. An independent measurement of sin 1 is required to resolve which of these four 
solutions is correct. Assuming this independent information is available, WC have studied 
the statistical precision of the determination of sin-,. To exploit the technique of Gronau 
end Wyler, sin7 end sin A6 should be determined using a maximum-likelihood method, We 
have not performed such en analysis; we have. however, considered a specific cue: 7 = ~14 
end A6 = r/2. For these values of 7 end As, sin7 is determined to 70% after one year 
of running. Other values of sin 7 end sin A6 would lead to a determination of sin7 with a 
dilTerent statistical precision. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Decoy Modes of Interest 

The 7 group considered a variety of ways to directly or indirectly extract the angle 
7. A representative sample of these methods we.8 chosen for detailed evaluation by sub- 
groups examining a specific detector or class of detectors. Our sub-group considered the 
measurement of 7 with LL forward collider detector. The decay modes chosen for detailed 
study are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Decay modes for the angle 7. 

tag 
required? 

t 

Yea 

Yes 

Yea 

no 

,ime dependenct 
required? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

“II 

Note that decay modes of both B. snd B. are considered. Some decay modes require flavor- 
tagging of the accompanying B while others are self-tagging. The theoretical basis for the 
various techniques are described in the published literature’-3 and/or in the proceedings of 
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this workshop. The theoretical estimates for branching fractions, given in the table, were 
agreed upon as standards for the 7 group. The analysis for sensitivity to the angle 7 is 
straightforward for decays to a tagged CP eigenatdte. Thin analysis is summarized in the 
note by V. Luth which was distributed to all conference participants, For the other types 
of decays considered by the 7 group, the determination of the error on 7 is described in the 
report of the 7 group. In this article, we report only the total number of expected observed 
decays for these modes. 

2. OUR GENERIC FORWARD COLLIDER DETECTOR 

2.1 Coverage in Polar Angk 

Our definition of a forward collider detector is one that covers B pseudo-rapidity (7) 
range from 1.5 to 5.5. We’ve also considered a detector covering only 2 units of q, from 
1.5 to 3.5. The smaller range detector is considered as a less costly alternative to the full 
detector, which is comparable to the (upgraded) CDF in the number of units of q covered. 
Furthermore, if trigger rate is a limiting factor in the larger detector, the smaller one may be 
justified simply to limit the trigger rate to a msnageable level. For our forward detector, the 
minimum q is taken to be 1.5 as this corresponds to a laboratory angle of 25 degrees which 
can be reasonably covered with a planar geometry. The angular coverage is summarized 
below. 

Table 2. Polar Angle Coverage of Generic Forward Collider Detector. 
A larger detector covers the range 1.5 < q < 5.5 and II smaller one covers 1.5 < q < 3.5. 

Ei 

Our estimates of geometric acceptance and trigger efficiency are based on Monte Carlo 
studies using Pythia. We require e. trigger muon with P, > 1.2 GeV and we require that 
each track in the final state of interest have P > 0.5 GeV, to insure good tracking. 

We’ve taken the estimates of tagging efficiency and tagging dilution from the COBEX 
design’ which has 7 coverage of 1.2 to 6.0, LB tabulated below. 

Tuhle 3. Parameters of the COBEX design. 

7 1.2 6.0 

tan(8) ,664 ,005 

EEI 

B(r.d) ,600 ,005 

degrees 34 0.3 

Another difference between our generic detector and COBEX is that WC take the 
silicon vertex detector to be st z, minimum distance of 6 mm from the beam line, as opposed 
to 2 mm for COBEX. This is discussed in more detail below. 

Our design has coverageover the full q range for muon detection, vertexing, magnetic 
spectrometry, and Cerenkov detection. 

For the smaller forward detector, we found that to a good approximation the combined 
trigger and geometric acceptance for the final states of interest is about half that for the 
larger forward detector. Thus, estimates tor the smaller detector can be easily extrapolated 
from those of the full forward detector. In this article, our detailed analysis for specific decay 
modes is for the larger forward detector. 

g.2 The Muon n-igger and Tagging 

Since muons can generally be detected with lower background snd at lower energies 
than electrons, we assume that a muon system is favored for the trigger and far tagging 
B’a. For events triggered with e. muon, we expect that electron and kaon tagging will not 
be competitive with muon tagging, except in cases where the final state has a $, Then, 
kaon and electron tagging will significantly add to the overall tagging efficiency. So in these 
studies, we allow kaon and muon tagging only for final states with a +. 

We do not consider the recently proposed idea of tagging the B with an associated 
pion either from L B” decay or from II quark anti-quark pair shared between the B meson 
and the associated pion. This method has yet to be established. 

For self-tagging modes, the p requirement in the trigger is still useful. This is because 
the b and 6 are correlated in r~ and so if a muon from the accompanying B falls in the 
acceptance, then the chance that the B decay of interest also falls in the acceptance is 
enhanced. 

For the special case of a $ decay in the final state, a muon trigger is very effective, 
since the muon could come from the 11 decay or from the accompanying B. The only such 
decay we consider here is B, + +b. This decay must also be time tagged. 

Note that the trigger efficiencies quoted in our studies takeinto account the branching 
fraction for B + fix. 

We’ve studied a muon trigger far minimum bias events using Pythia. Since a 66 pair 
can be generated by Pythia in minimum bias events, we excluded these events in order to 
study explicitly the trigger rate due to non-beauty events. We allowed a 10 meter radius 
sphere in which particles such as piowand kaons could decay snd studied the efficiency of 
retaining minimum bias events as a function of a cut on the highest P or P, muon in the 
acceptance. We found that we could get a rejection of about 100 by cutting an either P or 
P, at the values shown below. 

Table 4. Values of the minimum P or P= for the trigger muon 
for a background rejection factor of 100. 

Ma&tine r) range F+ cut (GeV) P cut (GeV) 

I” 

Furthermore, the P and P, cuts listed above rem&d in about the same efficiency for various 
final states of interest. Thus, we found that for the single muon trigger, s cut on P or PT is 
equally effective. The cut used in alI the studies that fol+ is fi > 1.2GeV. 
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For a final state without II +, the muon trigger is still useful. We found that for a 
muon trigger cut giving a factor of 100 in rejection of minimum bias events, there is about a 
faclor of 100 reduction in the efficiency for all B’a. However, the B’a that are retained by the 
trigger have a tagging muon in the acceptance, whereas all B’s have only a 10% chance of 
being accompanied by 6 tagging muon, and this muon may not be in the acceptance. Even 
for final states that are self tagging, the muon trigger still helps compared to a minimum 
bias trigger because the B eventa that are retained haves better geometric acceptance than 
all B events. This is because the tagging muon is correlated in polar angle with the decay 
products from the other B. 

We alao considered a di-muon trigger for final states with a +. We found that such 
B trigger, although operating at b lower P or PT threshold than the single muon trigger, 
gave no better rejection and efficiency than the single muon trigger. Thus, we confine our 
detailed analysis of final states to the ewe of a single muon trigger. 

So far, there has been no study of the effect of secondary interactions in the beam pipe 
on the muon trigger rate. This problem was discussed by CDF at this workshop. If secondary 
interaction products enter the muon detectors without paasing through the muon absorber, 
they create a false muon signal. However, timing and fiducial cuta, such a8 employed by 
CDF, may be sufficient to eliminate these triggers, even at higher luminosity and energy, 

For decays without a muon in the final state, it would certainly be advsntageous 
to have a trigger that does not require s muon. There W(LB discussion at the workshop 
of the trigger for B - s+v- being considered for CDF based an track PT and impact 
parameter. Schemes of vertex triggers for forward collider detectors were also discussed 
during the workshop, but none was specific enough to be included in our considerations. If 
the technique of vertex triggering can be successfully developed, it may provide B promissing 
way of obtaining a 8ubstantiaUy enriched sample of B decays for which electron and kaon 
tagging can be employed as well. 

2.3 Vertez Detector Minimum Radius 

In the COBEX design, the ailicon vertex detector is at a radial distance of 2 mm 
from the beam line. At the luminosities considered here, a more likely location is a radius 
of 6 mm, which reduces the radiation dose by (L factor of 9 compared to B radius of 2 mm. 
The minimum radius affect8 the vertex resolution primarily because of multiple Coulomb 
scattering in the silicon detectors. This, in turn, effects the reconstruction efficiency of 
the final state, the efficiency of flavor tagging, and the dilution factors for tagging and 
final state oscillation. However, in a detailed simulation of vertex detectors for a forward 
collider geometrys, R. Harr et al. show that the multiple scattering contribution to vertex 
resolution does not dominate at radial distances up to about 2 cm. Hence, we expect that 
the event reconstruction efficiency estimated for COBEX will not significantly change when 
the minimum mdius increases from 2 mm to 6 mm. 

2.4 Data Acquisition Rafe 

The DA rate to tape is an important parameter in the (likely) case that the number 
of beauty events recorded in the experiment ie limited simply by the ability to read out the 
detector fast enough and write out the data to tape. Let’s examine the factors affecting 
the DA rate. We estimate the event size for a forward detector to be 10K byte. This is to 
be compared to CDF, which currently has an event size of about 100 Kbyte. The forward 

detector can have a smaller event siee if the readout electronics is specifically designed 
to exploit zero-suppression and data compaction to the fullest extent possible. The next 
important factor is the data rate to tape. Fixed target experiments specifically designed for 
high DA rate have azhicved 10 Mbytejaec, while CDF can currently write to tape at about 
100 Kbyte/aec. So the planned forward experiment could auatsin a trigger rate of 1 KHz. 
At the SSC, the interaction rate is 10 MHz at L = 103’ cm-’ see-‘. Thus a reduction in the 
trigger rate of 10’ ia required. 

Since the muon trigger alone can give a rate reduction of only about 100, even with 
adding other trigger requirements, such as a vertex condition, the reduction in the trigger 
rate is Likely to be only about 10%. An additional factor of 10 is needed which could come 
from a prescalcr or cutting very hard on the trigger vsriablea, such as muon PT and vertex 
separation. However, there are alternatives. 

A higher rate to tape can be considered, such as 100 Mbyte/see, the design goal 
for the SDC detector. Then, the forward detector could tolerate e. trigger rate of 10 KHz. 
However, a large data set is expensive to manage. One estimate8 is that at current prices, 3 
million dollars wiU buy enough computing power to analyze, in one calendar year, the data 
produced at 100 Mbytea/sec for 10’ seconds. We take this amount of data as an upper limit. 

Another possibility is a sophisticated level 3 trigger: if the trigger rate can be reduced 
to 1 KHz, then a rate of only 10 MByte/set ia required. 

In our estimate8 below, we wiU .wsume that a 1 KHz r&e to tape is achieved (with 
10 kbytc events) with a trigger that requires a muon above a certain PT in combination with 
L vertex requirement giving a rate reduction of 10’. Such a trigger implies that for decays 
to final statea without B muon, the only useful tagging for the events written to tape is LL 
muon tag. This is because in events triggered on a muon, the tagging efficiency for muons 
wiU be high, while the tagging with kaons wiU not benefit from the trigger condition. If B 
vertex-only trigger with B rate reduction of 10’ ia possible, then kaon and electron tagging 
wiU also be useful for final states without a 4. 

2.5 Luminous Region at Fermilab 

At the Tevatron, the longitudinal extent of the luminous region has fl, of 30 cm, 
which is also the length of the current CDF vertex barrel. Even with a 60 cm long vertex 
detector, there ia a 32% loss of luminosity, assuming a Gaussian distribution. However, we 
do not include this factor in estimates. 

3. CASE STUDIES OF SENSITIVITY FOR CP ASYMMETRIES 

3.1 Common Considcratiow 

Standard valuca for luminosity and CIDBB section were adapted st the conference to 
facilitate comparison of the results of the various sub-groups. These values are listed in Table 
5. 

For Bd and B, decaying to CP final states, the expression for the error on asymmetry 
is given in the document by V. Luth distributed at the conference. We follow the method 
given there. 

For all of the decay modea, we used Pythia to evaluate the efficiency of the muon 
trigger (for the cuts described in section 2.2) and the efficiency due to the geometrical 
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acceptance. AU four B decay modes considered have four particles in the final state. We 
took the reconstruction efficiency to be 0.1, slightly less than the COBEX estimste of 0.12 
for Bd -+ 4Ki final state. 

The Iactor d(mit) describes the dilution of the decay rate asymmetry due to the mix- 
ing of the decaying particle. With no messurement of the time development of the decaying 
particle, this factor is d(miz) = z/(1 + z’). I n rmcl p ‘pl e, with perfect measurement of the 
time development, the mixing factor is one, i.e., there is no dilution. In practice, the time 
development of the mixing is hard to measure for Bd because of the relatively rapid rate 
of decay compared to mixing (2, = 0.7). For B,, many mixing oscillations we expected to 
occur within the period of 8 mean lifetime (a. - 15), 80 that the mixing CM he accurately 
measured if the time resolution is much smaller than a mean lifetime. We 888ume this to be 
the case for B. decay and hence set d(mi+) = 1 

Table 5 Common parameter8 for specific decay mode studies. 

bi; cm88 section (pb) 

Since the trigger muon may have come from the +, the trigger efficiency is higher for 
this mode than for modes without a $ in the final state. However, the muon tag efficiency in 
recorded event8 is not as high 88 for 8 state without 8 $I. Kaon tagging wiU help significantly 
with this mode, enhancing the tagging efficiency over muons only. We assume kaon tagging 
is possible. The parameters for this decay are summarized in Table 6. 

3.3 B. * PK, 

This decay is considered here because it was the first one widely discussed for mea- 
surement of 7. However, because of the small expected branching fraction, this decay is not 
likely to provide a measurement, 88 can be seen from Table 7. 

3.4 8. + D;K+ 

The analysis for this mode ia not the same a8 for the CP eigenstates previously consid- 
ered. The charge conjugate mode ia also required and ia expected to have a aomewhrt lower 
branching fraction. In Table 6 we estimate only the number of I&w-tagged, reconstructed 
decays of B. -) D; K+. The analysis for 7, which also requires measurement of the time 
distribution of the decays, was discussed by P. Spbicse in the summary talk for the 7 group: 
The error on ain depends on the value of sin(v) an d 8lae of the strong interaction phase 

factor. For a few hundred tagged decays, the sen8itivity to sin(T) is only of order 0.2 Thus, 
a measurement of 7 would be difficult with this mode. 

The decay 8; + 8.7 could be useful to reduce background if the single 7 could be 
detected. However, we do not consider this c88e here. 

9.5 B+ + DyK+ 

The analysis for this mode is both different from the previous one and different than 
that for a CP eigenstate. Thia mode i8 self-tagged, and the time dependence of the decay 
ia not required. However, the mode Bf -a D’K+ is also required for 8 joint analysis and 
is considered separately. In fact, it turns out that the sensitivity ultimately depends on the 
statistics from this related mode. The parameters for the two decay modes are given in 
Tables 9 and 10. 

The sensitivity to 8&z(~) was analyeed by P. Avery and reported in the summary talk 
of the ‘1 group by P. Sphicas. The error on ain depend8 on the value of &n(T). For the 
order of magnitude of the number of tagged, reconstructed events shown below, the error on 
nin(7) ia of order 1 or worse for 8, wide range of values of h(7). This technique does not 
appear to he useful. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Four different techniques were considered which are sensitive, in principle, to the 
angle 7. The only one which appears promising is the decay B, - +$ measured at the SSC. 
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Table 6. B. - $$ Table 7. 8. + pK. 

B, fraction .15 

N( B. + B.)/lO’ see 3 x 10” (SC) 1.5 ~~10~~ (FNAL) 

branching ratio 3.5 x lo- 

B flavor tag P 

c(decay) 89 

r(trigger and acceptance) ,009 (SSC) ,006 (FNAL) 

c(reconstruction) .l 

hd .76 (from COBEX, B - TT+T-) 

d(h) .7 

d(b) .5 (from COBEX, B - *+T-) 

d(bkd) 1 (ie., no estimate yet) 

total efficiency 4.7 x lo-’ 

total dilution .35 

l/D% 1.7 x 10’ 

V(B, + E.) for 6(A) = 0.1 4.9 x 1012 

time for measurement 16 (SSC) 
(10’ seconds) 

B. fraction .15 

N(B, + B.)/lO’ ~ec 3 x 10” (SSC) 1.5 x 1O’O (FNAL) 

branching ratio 10-s 

B flavor tag PI If 

c(decay) ,035 (branching for pip- and K*K- 

r(trig).AND.r(acceptance) .19 (SSC) .14 (FNAL) 

s(rccan.) .l 

4t.d .37 (COBEX proposal for $K.) 

d(mix) 1 

4tad .4 (COBEX proposal for $K) 

d(bkd) 1 (ie., no estimate yet) 

total efficiency 2.5 x lo-’ 

total dilution .4 

l/DZC 2.5 x 10” 

!J(B. + B.) for 6(A) = 0.01 2.5 x 10” (expected asymmetry is 0.03) 

time for measurement 0.6 (SSC) 23. (FNAL) 
(10’ seconds) 
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Table 8. B. + D;K+ 

B. fraction .15 

N(prod)/lO’ set 1.5 x 10” 7.5 x 10g (FNAL) 

branching ratio 2.5 x lo-” 

B flavor tag P 

t(decay) .015 (LIZ + c$*+, 4 4 KfK- ) 

c( trigger) ,053 .039 (FNAL) 

r(acceptance) .19 .i6 (FNAL) 

c(reconstruction) .l 

4ta.d .76 (from COBEX, B - r+r-) 

d(t-4 .5 ( .58 in COBEX, B + ,+,-) 

d(bkd) 1 (ie., no estimate yet) 

total efficiency 1.1 x 10-s 7.1 x 10-s 

N(reconstructed & tagged) 412 (SSC) 16 (FNAL) 
per 10’ see. 

Tsble 8. II+ + DPK+ 

B. fraction ,375 

N(B+ and B-)/10’ set 7.5 x 101~ 3.75 x 1010 (FNAL) 

branching ratio 

B flavor tag 

c(decay) 

e(trigger) 

e(acceptance) 

c(reconstruction) 

total efficiency 

2 x lo-* 

,004 

.055 

.19 

.l 

4.1 x 10-e 

self tagging 

(DO + K+K-) 

N(reconstructed)/lO’ sec. 627 @SC) 32 (FNAL) 

Table 10. B+ 4 D"X+ 

B. fraction ,375 

N(B+ end B-)/10’ set 7.5 x 10” 3.75 x 10’0 

branching ratio 2 x 10’6 

B flavor tag self tagging 

r(decay) .l (Do- K-x+) 

c(trigger) ,055 

r(acceptance) .19 

t(reconstructian) .l 

d(bkd) 1 (ic., ~0 estimate yet) 

total efficiency lo-’ 

Y(recmtructed)/lO sec. 157 (SSC) 8 (FNAL) 
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THE MEASUREMENT OF THE 
IN THE SFT: 

AN SSC FIXED TARGET B 

ANGLE GAMMA 

EXPERIMENT 

8. COY.. G. Corli, K. Nelson 
University of Virginia, Chwlouesville. Virginia 22901 

A. Erwin 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706 

ARSTRACT 

The meawrement of the gamma angle of the CKh4 triangle defined by the unitarity 
relationship Vud V’“b + Vcd V cb + Vtd V*(b = 0 is difficult since most B decay modes 
only give direct acce.ss 10 this angle in the limil of the Wolfenstein approximation. In 
additicweven assuming this approximation is valid. determination of the gamma angle 
from many of the B decay modes requires measurements of the rapid oscillations of Bos 
decay distribution. Since the superior time resolulion possible in fixed target experiments 
permits better measwements of mixing and lime dependent CP violation effects in Bs 
decays than with other options, the SFT fixed target option is parricularly suited for 
determination of the gamma angle. 

1. INTRGDUCTION 

The fixed target experimenlal configuration ‘.2.3.4 has many technical advantages in 
the measurement of CP violating asymmetries compared to e+e‘ or hadron collider 
experiments (see as examples. Ref. 5 and 6) and is more economical 10 implement. The 
long decay lengths of the Lorentz boosted B’s combined with superior vertex resolution 
(or/L for B decays = 380) make possible very good resolution measurements of the time 
dependent CP asynlmenies in both Bad and Bos decay dislriburions, minimizing “dilution” 
effects due to mixing and minimum decay length criteria. The superior ratio of resolution 
to decay length of fixed target experiments also significandy decrease the dilution effects 
due 10 mistagging by allowing association of the tagging panicle with a given secondary or 
tertiary vertex. The overall effect is to make possible precise measurements of Ihe gamma 
angle of the unhariry triangle in cases where the rapid oscillations of the B’& must be 
measured. 
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Furthemlore. baxuse the meuswemenl of Ihe gamma angle in CP eigensmte and 
“almost” CP eigenst;ue modes involves Bo s mixing, we do not measure gamma directly 
excepl in Ihe Wolfeenslehl approximation14. For example, in the case of Bad-x% where 
the inlerference that allows obserwion of CP violation co_mes from Bad mixing. rhe angle 
determined from filling the time distributions for Bad and Rod decay inlo n+n- is 

which is juu !hc ;mgle a of the pwdculx unitwily triangle indicated by unitdrily relation 
Vud V*“b + “,d V*& + V,d v*!b = 0. 011 rhe conlrary. for 9”s.>pK(&. we llleaS”re a” 
angle “y which is Ihe following combination of CKM matrix elements’ 

Therefore, we use “7” to indicales thal, in mosl cases. rhe measuremenf proposed does ~not 
determine ydirecdy. IO the limit of Ihe Wolfenslein approximation. only Vub and Vlb have 
phases so “y”=y. However. wirh the precision of Ihe measuremem possible with the SFT. 
Ihe effect of Ihe Wolfenstein approximation should be visible and the 0(X*) significant. In 
some cases combinations of two different measurements provides enough infomxninn 10 
extract gamma cleanly independent of the Wolfenstein approximation. For example. a 
measuremem of B’&>J/‘I’/Q measures the small angle (call it v) in the uiangle appropriare 
10 unitary reladon Vus V*“b + Vcs V*cb + Vrs V*tb = 0. This urns out to be jusr the 
correction term needed IO extrxt gamma (10 order ha) from the measuremenf of Bo,. 
>D”K- which meawres an angle. “y = y+ y+ 0(X4). 

Following the dwelopmenr of Aleksan et al.” for particular class I or II type l3 
decays where only one amplitude dominates the decay, Ihe error in sin (2q) is given by 

I I 6@in2@) 5 $.L.LL- 1 

‘0, do d, da, dti,oz -d, * G 

where Nrecon is the sum of the reconsrmcfed and ragged 90 and Bo decays in Ihe selected 
mode for which a measuremem of CP asymmetries is being analyzed. The various 
“dilufion” factors in the error are 

d,., = dilution of B,,, mixing = [p+ + pA] + q + 43~ 
[I+%] [1+*:,] 

where p p p p, are [he hadronizalion fractions for B:, B:, By. A, f. d’ I, 
d,, = diluion due LO CPdecay statistics 

-e-l ,.,. [,+2~~..si~2~;~~~,:““2~~,,~~“,] redo ,Er 

d, = dilution due 10 deviation of final state from a CP eigenslate 

2P 
=I+p’ ,3CP*&,m + I 

d,,& = dilution due LO background = 
s 

d 
- 
S+B 

d ‘y,~, = dilution due LO mistagging = (l- 219) 

d,,* = dilution due to time resoluion = e -.A~,1 ( 

Table 1 below gives an evaluadon of the dilution factors appropriate to rhe SFI’ 
dewto for Class I and II decays of neulral B’s, 

Table I 
Dilution Factors 

The number of reconstructed and tagged events, Nrecon is given by 

N rr<oa = NB * f a * B&P * BRr., * Am, * e where E = qp . qag . eeg 

NB - Number of B’s produced per year of operation in the SF7 
BRCP I Composile Branching ratio for the CP decay 
BRmg f Composite Branching ratio for Ihe lag decay 
fB I Hadronizadon ratio for specific CP and tagging B configuradon 
Accp I Composite accep!ance for the BCp. Btag and trigger particles. 
ECP I Composire detector and reconst~uclion efficiencies for CP B decay 
%g q Composite detector and reconshuction efficiency for tagging B decay 
cpig 3 Composite derecror efficiency for trigger 



3. YIELDS OF B DECAYS SUITABLE FOR MEASUREMENT OF y 

As described in Ref. 4, wing the Snowmass stwdnrd cross secdon of 2pb wifh en 
Aldeperldence nnd Ihndroniratios fncrions ptipd/p$p,\ =0.3X/0.38 IO.14 IO.10 for pp.> 
BB production in 20 TeV fixed target experiment together with 32 mb and an atonlic 
number dependence of Ao.72 for the pN total cross seaion. we expect one BE pair for 
every 6300 psi inferacdons in the SFT. With the 2.5r10~crystnl exrrncred proton beam 
producing 10’ interactions in the SFT live target (0.04X0). =1014 interaction will be 
produced per year of operation yielding the numbers of various B species given in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Production per Year (107 set) of B 

B Pair Cross Section for pN 
B Pair Prcduc~ion Cross Section for OS 

Number of B Pairs 
Number of B+” 
Number of Bud 
Number of Bo, 
Number of B’k 
Number of Ah 

rs in SFf 
2Pb 
56 pb 

1.6~10’4 
1.3x10’” 
1.3xlO’O 
4.5x109 
3.2~10’ 
3.2~10” 

The yields of B decay * B tagging topologies suitable for “y” meilsuremems we given in 
Table 3. 

Table 3 
Production per Year of B Decays in the SFT / propriate for “r Measurements 

The branching ratios of Table 3 arc composite branching ratios for the required B 
decay contiguradon. They include branching ratios for all secondary decays such as KO,- 
xx. IrY-+ll. @>K+K- and a composite of D branching ratios for modes which 
produce experimenlally detectable final stale as described in Ref. 4. The composite 
branching ratio also contains the branching ratios for the tagging and trigger decays of the 
“other” 9. 

The three level uiggering strategy described in References 4 and I5 adopted for the 
SFT detector is based on detection of high pt leptons and hadrons. Level I, II, and 111 of 
the trigger necessarily resuh in loss of B signal in Ihe various ‘y’ decay modes. Preliminary 
results for acceplsnces and trigger efficiencies and the trigger level retention factors for 
modes appropriate 10 measurements of “y are given in Table 4 for both CP and tag B’s 

Table 4 
.%mnl Retendou for “y’ Decay Modes and “Other” Tagging B Decays 

Accp. 
B Decay 

Effhg 
charged 

Efftrig overall Trigger/ 
Level I Level II FWZi0n Threshold 

TOPOIOEV mcks A’Trig GCVIC 
B’J,->pKo, . B->I+ 0.28 0.45.0.96 
13’&>D+,D-S. B->I* 0.40 0.45-0.96 
Bos->D+,K- . B->I+ 0.50 0.45.0.96 
B+.>DOK+ . R-4 “in 0.45-0.96 

“~uI.n~w n RI Bad->I,Y’p .B->I+.K* 0.56,.51 __, 
BOd->J/‘P@ .B->l*,K* 

_.I_ 
O.hO,.Sl 0.91.0.97 1 0.81 c 

Using these trigger retention faaors and collecting all other efficiencies and 
acceptances, we obtain the yields of reconsmxxed events in each channel shown in Table 5. 
Delails of how these estim:tles were nrrived at are given in Ref. 4. 

Table 5 

Bad->D”dKo’ * B->l*(ais/tag) 3.2~10~ 0.45 0.37 0.85 0.38 
Bed->D°Ko’ * B->l%ris/tag) 

17600 I7600 
3.2~10~ 0.45 0.37 0.85 0.38 

B%>DOIKO’* B->l+(tric/lnc) 
1760 1760 

0.6~103 0.45 0.37 0.85 0.42 370 370 
B+->DOdK+ . 3.8~10~ 0.50 0.37 0.85 0.42 
B+->DoK+ . 

B->l+Wig) 
B->l%ig) 

25800 25800 
5.1~10~ 0.50 0.37 0.85 0.42 350 3sn 

B+->Do,K+ . B->l+(t&) 1.4~103 0.50 0.37 0.85 0.47 II0 110 
Bad->‘+‘po . 5.4~10~ 0.56 0.70 0.85 0.60 B’+->YpO B->l%g) 1.100 4600 . B->K%ag) 2.3~104 0.51 0.70 0.77 0.60 3900 

B’+‘I’Q . B->l%~g) 1.2~105 0.60 0.70 0.85 0.54 B”,->‘+‘@ B->Kb) 24ooO 4.7~10~ 94700 - 0.55 0.70 0.77 0.54 SOOBO 
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The acceptance factors in TabIts 4 and 5 are Ihe composite acceptances for all lbe 
charged decay products of the BCp and B,+,tag, For some triggers. both leplon and knon 
tagging are used In these cases the first number in the ;!ccepwmcc column is for lepton 
lagging and the second number for kaon ,agging. 

4. ESTIMATED ERRORS IN ‘y’ PER YEAR OF SFT OPERATION 

To demonswate the sensitivity of the fixed targel method and specifically the SF? 
for measuring the angles of the unirarity triangle, we have estimated the enor in “y” as 
given in Section 2 for CP eigcnstate modes (Class I B decays) per year of SFT operadon 
for several B-> CP eigenslate modes. Only Class I decays have been used 8, this point 
since these decays have fewer uncertainties in the theoretical wciltmerlt than Class II decays 
and the error does nor depend on the actual magnitude of the angle as it does for Class 111 
and IV. The rcsul~s am given in Table 6 below. 

Table 6 

‘Weighted by the proponion of the p, e and K tags 

5. SUMMARY 

In conc!usion. the SFf live twger/exuacred beam conligoration allows measurement 
of the yangle of the unitarity triangle IO one lo two degrees even if Class I decays are 
considered. When all possible methods are considered. errors of less than a degree should 
be possible. 
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THE PROSPECT FOR DETERMINING THE ANGLE y IN 
THE DECAY Bj -+ tip” AT THE SSC 

FRED BIRD 
Superconducting Super Collider Labomlory; 2550 Becklcymeade Avenue, 

Dallas, TX 75237 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The most compelling understanding of the evidence for CP violation in the neutral 
B meson system will require many redundant measurements of the angles of the unitarity 
triangle. The angle 7 is presently considered to be the most difficult angle to measure. This 
is primarily due to mounting evidence that the mixing is almost complete in the neutral 
B, system, which implies rapid oscillations between Bf - q mesons. A large oscillation 
rate will preclude the experimental observation of the B. mixing due to inadequate ddtector 
resolution, where the most optimistic designs promise to allow measurement to no better 
than 2. w 25. 

Due to this complication, alternative methods for extracting 7 have been proposed. 
A candidate mode which has recently been proposed would require a. study of the neutral 
Bd system in the Bj + tip0 decay mode[l]. The measurement of the 7 angle is via an 
asymmetry measurement as in the case of the P angle measurement in the Bz - 6X.” mode. 
Here, the extraction of 1 necessarily depends upon, and so is coupled to, the measurement 
of 0. However, as will become apparent, the measurement of the B angle will he known with 
sufficient precision by the time that a 7 measurement can be attempted that the proposed 
technique remains interesting. In fact, many of the techniques required to observe j3 and 
those necessary to determine 7 are identtcal so that both numbers can, in principle, be 
extracted within the same experiment, given a. sufficient statistical sample and favorable 
decay parameters. 

The theoretical motivation for the measurement is discussed below, followed by the 
experimental potential for such a measurement from one of the large high pt detectors, SDC, 
proposed for the Superconducting Supercollider[2]. I n all likelihood this measurement will 
require the SSC (at least), where the primary b yield is expected to he E;C 1~3’~ at the design 
luminosity of 1033cm-‘sec-‘, since the expected branching ratio for g + $p” is small, 
E;: 5 x IO-‘. The final state will be readily observable in SDC. There are 4 tracks, 2 p’s (or 

e’s, though they are not explicitly studied here) and Z*‘s, from the signal &?, each pair of 
which should reconstruct to a resonance, and an additional fi from the Bj -t pv,X decay 

‘Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc., 
Conlrsct No. DE-ACW89ER40486. 

for the U.S. Deparunent ol Enersy under 
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of the associated tag B. Good tracking efficiency, good p identification, and good mass 
resolution allow the signal to he observed. 

2. THE THEORY 

The theoretical motivation for studyiog this channel is discussed by Dunietz[ll; only 
the salient experimental points are reviewed here. First, this decay is not the most apparent 
one in which to measure 1. For instance, measuring the asymmetry in the B. - $4 final 
state would yield 7, through a sec”nd.“rder penguin contribution. This final state is very 
accessible to experiment; however, il most he stressed that it requires clean tagging and 
excellent vertexing (required to observe the time-dependent mixing oscillations) which may 
both be precluded if T, is large. The same comment applies to other potentially interesting 
B, decays, e.g., Bf + D!*‘K(F’. 

They measurement in Bd” + +,+’ is extracted from the measurement of the lmX( B,o - 
$p”) which follows from a measurement of the asymmetry 

Acdt) = 
WC + dvO) - r@f - 4~“) = Imx sin a”,[, 
I-(B,o - tLp”) + r(z + W’) 

From eq. 40 of [l), 

X(82 - +p’) = -X(B,” + +K$, (2) 

which can be rewritten as 

X(B,” _ &,“) = -e-pid+&:ke_~ = -e-2i6eid, (3) 

where b(g) = I + I(‘)&)‘~. Figure 2 of (11 depicts the geometrical relationship of y to the 
“bservahles in the experiment. Due to strong matrix element effects in the final state, a 
measurement of Bj + *I<‘” is also required when determining b. However, that mode will. 
be well known by the time that the present measurement could be attempted. 

Now z (considering only case z = z’) is expected to be a small number, 0.01 5 z 5 0.1. 
In that case, neglecting second order terms in z, write 

qBf _ *p”) = -poei ~ -,-liPe-~2~*in,, 
(4) 

Then, 
ImX z=z sin(2rsin7 + Zfi) (5) 

and so the time integrated asymmetry is given by 

ACP = sin(Zr sin-, + 2/3). (‘3) 

Clearly, a good measurement of y requires a good knowledge of p, which is expected to be 
well known by the time the 7 measurement can be attempted. 

3. THE SIGNAL SAMPLE 

This work is closely coupled to that of the proposed measurement of the 0 angle in 
the Bi -+ r+GK,O channel with the SDC de&to@]. ISAJET is used to generate the pair- 
produced b quarks via gluon splitting. Events are selected which contain a b quark jet with 

pl 2 10 GeV/c’ within the acceptance of SDC. The tip0 decay is studied in the p+p-r+r- 
final state. The initial flavor of the b quark in the final state is determined (tagged) by the 
sign of the p from the associated 6 semileptonic decay. The trigger discussion follows that 
of the $KP decay[3]. However, here the SDC nominal single p trigger with a p, = 20 GeV/c 
threshold is chosen. 

The Bi is reconstructed by first reconstructing the two final state resonances. The + 
is made from a pair of oppositely charged F’S which have a mass within f50 MeV/? of the 
nominal v) mass. Each p must have p, > 1 GeV/c and 1~1 52.5. A pair of unlike sign r’s, 
each of which meet the same kinematic criteria as the $J decay muons, which reconstruct 
within +50 MeV/? of the p” mass are also selected. It is also required that p$(p”) 2 1 
GeVJc. To further suppress background, the $ and the p” are required to he close together, 
here c”sS($,p”) 2 0.9. 

The full set of cuts required to isolate a clean $p” sample is shown in table 1. For 
1 SSC year of running at design luminosity (10’ seconds at lOa cm-’ see-‘), and a b 
quark production cross section of 25Oph [3], there will be of order 2000 Bi --t lilp’ events 
reconstructed. 

Table 1: Contributions to the rate for Bj + 110’ detected in SDC. t&m fiaure 3.2 of 
Coupal[3]. 

Contribution 1 Acceptance factor 
b - Bj or b + B: 2 x 0.38 
B; + +pO,,,, + p+p-,$ + r+li- 3 x 10-e 

b-p+X 0.12 
1 trigger > p.pt 20, 171 5 2.5’ 0.015 
2 other p’s, 2 p, 3,171 5 2.5 I 0.46 I 
PdP) 2 1 0.91 
cos 8( J/& p”) > 0.9 0.95 
tracking and p id efficiency (0.8)’ 
Total @BP) 9 x 10-l” 

4. BACKGROUNDS 

Much of the background to the $p” signal arises from the same sowces as in the 
background discussion of the $I<: channel[3]. Briefly, spurious g’s which could give rise 
to false signals will arise from other true c.b decays, decays in flight, “I punchthrough. 
In particular, p’s due to inclusive + production from b decays in combination with other 
unassociated r’s and pa’s in the event are the most serious. The angle cut reduces the fake 
rate. The p’s from charm decays and from decays in flight are generally at low p, and so of 
less concern. The punchthrough contamination has not been evaluated. If these background 
p’s prove unwieldy, there can be loose requirements placed on a common vertex for the II 
and p” which should reduce the problem considerably at a minimal cost to the signal. A 
very serious problem may arise from the production of 82 + &J, where the 1” from the w 
decay is very soft. Future studies should address and quantify these points. 
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5. MEASUREMENT OF 7 

For the present purposes then, asome that the background to the signal can be 
neglected. Then, the measured asymmetry will be given by A = DAcp where the dilution 
factor, D, represents the loss of analyzing power due to incorrect.identification of the final 
state. There are several contributions to D including that due to mixing of both the signal 
and tag Bs, those due to the cascade decays of the tagging b, and to detection dificulties. 
A thorough Monte Carlo study of these errors has been made[3] and gives D zs 0.19. The 
number of events required to measure the angle to a given precision follows from eq. (6); 

N=Il=-- 1 1 1 1 
PAcp D2~Br 6*(siny) D2COSf28;1’ 

where it has been assumed that 22 sin 7 < ‘20. Again, this will require that sin 20 has been 
well measured, io fact well enough that 6p < zsiny. 

At this point, some assumptions must be made regarding the sizes of the differeot 
parameters in order to extract an example y measurement. In the most optimistic scenario, 
with I near a maximum (z = 0.1) and cos20 z 1 (or 24 z 0), the analysis indicates that it 
would take on the order of 10 SSC years at design luminosity to reach 6(sin 7) rz 0.2. 

Unfortunately, full vertexing of the $po pair wilt probably be required, which would 
cost signal. However, a factor of perhaps four in improvement could be expected if the e’s 
from Bi -+ eu,X on the tagging side and $ + efee from the signal side can be used. It is 
clear that a good measurement of 7 wilt require a great deal of patience...and lock. 
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AN OVERVIEW of the 6 WORKING GROUP 

ANDRZEJ ZlEMlNSKl 
Department of Physics 

Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 47405, USA 

0. INTRODUCTION 

The 6 group was charged to encompass all other bphysics topics not covered by the 
a,0 and 7 groups. It turned out to be quite a challenge. The conveners of the group: Y. Nir, 
.S. Wojcicki and A. Zieminski decided that the topics discussed by the group should reflect 
the interests of the participants. With over 80 physicists, who signed up for our group, we 
were able to cover a large aea of exciting physics. All topics were tirst presented at the group 
plenary sessions, and then the actual work was done by smaller working groups, with a well 
balanced input from both experimentalists and theorists. The 6 group split into 3 major 
subgroups: (1) hadro- and photo- production, (2) B. mixing, (3) B-decays plus a small 
subgroup dedicated to (4) other spectroscopy. The B-decays subgroup split even further 
iFto: (3.1) B, spectroscopy and pentoquarks, (3.2) leptonic and semileptonic decays and 
(3.3) rare decays. The leaders and contributors to individual subgroups are listed at the end 
of this overview. 

There are 18 6 papers included in these proceedings. They summarize majority of 
the topics discussed by the group and their order reflects the group organization described 
above. 

1. HADRO- and PHOTO- PRODUCTION 

The first four papers are concerned with the b-quark hadroproduction. There was a 
natural overlap between the hadroproduction 6 subgroup and the “theory” group. Whereas 
the theory group concentrated primarily on theoretical uncertainties of the QCD calcula- 
tions, the 6 subgroup tried to provide experimentalists with a consistent set of predictions 
for total and differential beauty cross sections. A lot of activity was spent testing the small I 
resummstion approach by Levi” et al. Unfortunately, the current results from this approach 
are at best very preliminary. Therefore the cross section predictions are based on a fixed- 
order perturhative QCD, which is expected to be more reliable at the Fermilab fixed target 
cm. energy range than at the Tevatron or the SSC collider energies. The two 6 papers 
included in these proceedings provide predictions for b-quark cross sectiona calculated in the 
regions of phase apace covered by various experiments. The papers by S. Riemarsama 
and R. Meng and by E. Berger and R. Meng should serve as pinacotheques of bcross 
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sections, consistently calculated in the fixed-order perturhative QCD. Contributions from 
V. Papadimitriou and B. Choudhary present the most recent (as of September 1993) 
results from CDF and DO Fermilab collider experiments. 

2. B. MIXING 

A precise measurement of B. mixing could lead to a determination of the CKM 
unitarity triangle through a measurements of its sides. rather than angles. Present estimates 
predict a value of the mixing parameter 2, within a range of 10.30. Papers included in 
these proceedings cover majority of experimental approaches to the subject. J. Skarha 
and B. Wicklund introduce the subject and discuss CDF B. mixing potential. They 
also provide extensive lists of B. decay modes most suitable for the measurement. K. 
Johns summarizes DO measurements of the time integrated and flavor averaged mixing. The 
LEP results and approach to mixing measurements are described by X. Lou. The SLD 
plans are presented by C. Baltay. The LEP experiments do not have enough statistics 
to study exclusive B, decay modes and the time resolution for semileptonic decays limits 
the measurable z, range to z.<lO. The SLD group proposes to use the electron beam 
polarization to tag b quarks at the production time. Under optimistic assumptions, with an 
upgraded vertex detector, this technique can reach z. values of 15. The z, range around 
20 is available only to the hadroproduction experiments. The methodology for evaluating 
B. mixing measurement capabilities for various experiments, developed by the subgroup, is 
described by T. Burnett. The summary Tables are contained in a paper by D. Ritchie, J. 
Skarha and A. Zieminski. They conclude that the upgraded CDF and DO experiments 
should accumulate enough events to measure z. up to 20 in less than a year of running 
with the Main Injector. Many of the Monte Carlo assumptions used in this study should be 
verified by CDF during the forthcoming run in 1994. 

3. B DECAYS 

3.1 B, spectroscopy and Pentayuwks 

C. Quigg addresses many aspects of the production and decay of 6, , a bound state 
of two heavy quarks ~6, yet to be discovered. He discusses the B, mass spectrum, its lifetime, 
exclusive decay modes and chances of its discovery during the forthcoming Tevatron collider 
run. 

3.2 Leplonic and semileptonic decays 

An article by K. Kinoshita et al. summarizes the conclusions of this subgroup. The 
leptonic and semileptonic decay modes are the modes of choice for measurement of the CKM 
matrix elements IV,,1 and IVual. The th eoretical uncertainties involved in determinations of 
CI<M matrix elements will improve in the near future as a result of heavy-quark symmetry 
applications and improved lattice QCD calculations. The vector meson decays B --t D’lv 
should soon lead to a IVeal measurement with a 2% statistical accuracy, diluted by a 7% 
systematic errors combined with a 4% theoretical uncertainty. The projection for statistical 
errors on IVval is (5.l5)% within five years. 

3.3 Rare decays 

H. Lipkin introduces, at a level aimed at pedestrians, the difficulties and future 
possibilities of two types of CP-violation experiments, neutral meson mixing and direct 
charge asymmetry in B+ decays. 

Discussions of the B rare decays subgroup are summarized in a paper by Y. Nir. 
The group concentrated on three type of processes: (I) neutral B decays into linal CP 
eigenstates, for which CP asymmetries are predicted to be close to zero, (2) rare decays with 
two final charged leptons, (3) CP asymmetries in charge B-mesons and baryons. Specific 
aspects of processes (2) and (3) are also discussed in papers by D. Cline and A. Schwartz, 
respectively. The B decay modes that seem to be experimentally most feasible are: the 
B.- 44 mode (among the “clean zeros” B. decays), the B - Kp+@- mode (among the 
Ravor changing decays), and the Be + @I<- and Aa -+ piC modes for the observation of 
direct CP violation. 

D. Cline discusses selected topics of rare B Flavor Changing Neutral Currents 
(FCNC) processes and their sensitivity to physics beyond the standard model. The pa- 
per also addresses potentials of various fixed target and collider experiments to detect these 
processes. Results of specific Monte Carlo studies of the process b + s + y for the Fermilab 
fixed target proposal PM7 are described by D. Cline et al. in B companion paper. 

Experimental methods of observing some of the self.tagging B decays are discussed 
by A. Schwartz. He concentrates on decay modes producing two charged K’s in the 
final states. These h”s can be used to trigger the detector with a reasonably high level of 
background rejection. 

4. OTHER SPECTROSCOPY 

Finally, J.Rosen,J. Marques and L. Spiegel discuss heavy flavor spectroscopy. 
They stress that there are many undiscovered states among both: (I) hidden flavor states 
and (2) open flavor states. A special effort should he made to identify possible hadro- 
molecular states. The authors alao suggest that the richness of the exited B-states may 
undermine the efficacy of self-tagging schemes using excited B-mesons. a topic discussed in 
C. Hill’s report at this workshop. 
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B-QUARK PRODUCTION AT HADRON COLLIDERS 

STEPHAN RIEMERSMA 
Department of Physics, Southern Methodist University, Fondmn Science Building 

Dallas, TX 75275-0175, U.S.A. 

and 

RUIBIN MENG 
High Energy Physics Division 

Argonne h’ationol Lobomtory, Argonne, IL 60439, U,S.A. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Studying B-physics at hadron accelerators requires a good understanding of the total 
and differential cross sections for b-quark production. This knowledge gives those involved 
in Bn mixing, rare B decays, and those trying to determine the Cl<&4 angles (L ,p, and y an 
idea of how many events they can expect, given the luminosity and the branching ratios. It 
is particularly important for those studying rare B decays as they set limits on where we can 
hope t,o see new physics. For these reasons and others, the complete O(a3,) corrections to 
heavy-quark production at hadron accelerators were calculated in ’ and ‘2 Also t.hree groups 
3 ’ 5 have attempted to calculate heavy-quark production using resummation t,echniques in I I 
the small-x kinematic region. These resummation techniques are necessary since the b-quark 
mass mb is small relative to the cent,er-of-mass energies fi of the TeVatron and the SSC. 
While these techniques offer some hope of obt.aining reasonable predictions for b-production 
at these machines, Lhe current results can best, be considered as preliminary. 

Thus we must t~urn Lo fixed-order perturbative QCD for guidance, as we have no other 
real choice at this point.. However, let us submit a couent here: fixed-order perturbative QCD 
works best when all t.he scales are roughly comparable, i.e. fi zz mb % pt. ,/Z being the 
parbmc center-of-mass energy. \Vhen we are not in Lhis regime, far example at t,he TeVatron 
and t.he SSC, our predict.ions will Lhen be less reliable. Bearing t.his in mind. let us continue 
t.0 he results section. 

2. RESULTS 

A number of fixed-target, pp experiments have been proposed for HERA, LHC, and 
SSC. The cross sect,ions given in Table 1. are total cross s&ions wit,hout. any cuta applied 
The purpose is t.o give an idea of t.he overall r&e of b-product,ion at, these proposed ex- 
periment,s. Zlote t~hat. t.hese cross seclians are for inclusiw bproduct,ion, so if one wants t6 
calculat~e r&es for l,- or 6-product.ion. one needs t,o mult,ipty t,hese results by a la&or of t.wo. 
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Table 1. Cross Sections for Proposed Fixed-Target Experiments. 

v’S(GeV) 1 Born 1 CJ(a;) 
43 1 8.3 nb 1 17 nb 
124 0.32 fib 0.58 pb 
200 0.89 vb 1.6 pb 

These cross sections were generated using programs created by ’ with the following inputs: 
mb was chosen to be 4.75 GeV/ c2, the mass factorization scale M2 was chosen to be tii, 
and the parton distribution set used was CTEQIM e. We would also like fo menlion here 
that similar results have been obtained earlier in 7 using a similar part,oo dist~ribotion set 
and our numbers in Table I. as well as io Table 2. below agree wit.h theirs. From Table I., 
we see that the corrections eveo at these low energies are sizeable. For & = 43 GeV, one 
should probably take into accoont resummation effects at large-z (see *), However, at, t~hese 
energies, we expect that the results are fairly accurate. 

The situation for b-production at the TeVatron, LHC, and SSC is more probtem- 
atic. We are oo longer in a region where we expect fixe&order perturbat.ive QCD t,o give 
experimentatty valid results. Nevertheless, the predictions made are wort.h oot,ing, to get a 
quantitative idea of which regions in phase space our predictions are lacking sod how much 
of an improvement needs to be made. Haviog given sufficient warning, we present Table 2.. 
cross sections for the TeVatran, LHC, and SSC. 

Table 2. Cross Scctioos for the Various Colliders 

\/S(TeV) 1 Born 1 0(a;) 
1.8 t t7ub I 37ub 

Iii.4 I;;ohp;;~ 

As in Table l., no cots were applied and the input psrameters chosen were the same. We 
see rather large increases wheo the 0(a$) corrections are included. The ‘I<-factors’ are 2.2, 
2.9, and 3.2 for the TeVatron, LHC, and’SSC, respectively. The size of these ‘K-factors 
might give one cause to worry, t~~wever they are slightly misleading sioce the masstess t- 
channel exchanges present in the 0(ni) corrections are absent in the Bore approximation 
calculation A better indication of the convergence shoatd be found ia comparing the U(na) 
results with the U(ai) correctioos. We were also presented with a list of cuts from various 
experimental grasps, and what was settled upon was the following: for CDF, we were asked 
for pseudorapidities 1~1 < 1 and p, > 4 GeV/c in the central region. The DO cuts were 
171 < 3.4 and p, > 5 GeVJc in the central region. In the forward region at the TeVatroo, 
the request was for 2.5 < 1rJ < 5.5 sod pt > I.5 GeV/c. At the SSC, the central regioo 
was determined to be lrj/ < 2.5 and p, > 10 GeV/c, and the forward region given was 
1.5 < 101 < 5.5 and pt > 1.5 GeV/c. The calculations are done with cots in rapidity not 
pseudorapidity, but the difference should be small. Table 3. shows the results for these cuts. 

Table 3. Cross Sections with Cuts Implemented. 

1 CDF 1 DO I TeVatron I SSC I SSC / 
Central Central Forward Central Forward 
7.2pb 1 13lrb 1 7.0 pb 1 62pb ] 300pb 

The forward region resulta include the sum of the positive and negative rapidity results. The 
result for t.he central SSC region seems low unt,it one considers t,he large p,-cut made. Also, 
t,tle large rapidity coverage of DO helps cansiderabt,y in enlarging t,he cross sect,ion. 

For additional enlightenment. we have plot~ted do/dplp, versus p, for the central and 
forward regions for borh t.he TeVaron and t,he SSC. Before we discuss t~he do/dplp, ptot,s we 
would also refer interested readers to ’ for rapiditv distributions giving additional useful 
information. In Figure I., we see Lhat. the expanded rapidity coverage of DO makes the cross 
se&on larger b,y a f&or of two over CDF rattler uniformly over t,he entire p,-range. Most of 
t.he cross sectioo lies in Lhe low-p, range. Tt~erefore if one could tower t,tie p-cut,, the event 
increase uodd be sizeable. For t,llese plots, we have chosen .M2 = pf + m’& Also, these plots 
were produced by running Lhe programs for t.be Born approximat,ion pt-distributions and 
multiplying by the ‘Kfactors previously introduce(l: 2.2 for t,tle TeVatroo ptols and 3.2 for 
t.he SSC plots. Ttre just.iticat,ion for t,tds was 1) time was of t,he essence and t~tre higher-order 
calculations would have t,aken a day each to compute and 2) is discussions O, it was revealed 
that t.he higher-order calculat.ions ~er~eraltv raise t,he Bore aoproximation resutte, by a fairly 
uniform amoont across the entire p,.range. 
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Figure 1. doldp, ~8. pt for the kinematic cuts imposed for the CDF collaboration (solid 
tine) and the DO collaboration (dashed tine) in the central region. 
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Figure 2. shows a dramatic fall-off in the forward region as p, increases, again with 
mast of the cross section in the low-pl region. In the low-p, range, the cross section is reduced 
1,~ a fact,or of three to five compared to the central region. depending on the cut made. 

Turning to the SSC, FiFwr 3. shows t.hnt, hy imposing :\ pr-cut of 10 &V/,, nlc,st, c,f 
the CPXS section is lost in t,hr C&KLI rrgiw At. Inrgc II,, wc find t.1~1. UK collt,ril>tlticj11 is 
still apprecidlle 
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Figure 2. rlo/rlp, vs. p, for the kinematic cuts imposed 
in the forward region at the TeVatran. 
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Figure 3. do/dplp, vs. p, for the kinematic cuts imposed in the central region at the SSC. 
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Finally, in the forward region, Figure 4. reveals the large-p, region is again still 
significant, but again the majority of the CI”B~ section comes from the low-p, region. The 
loss of cross section as p, increases is not so dramatic as it is in the forward region at the 
TeVatron. 

20 40 60 

PI (GeW 

0 50 100 150 200 

~t@eW 

Figllre 4. dc/dp, vs. p, for the kincmalic cuts imposed ill t,he forward region at the SSC. 

Figure 5. o vs. p;‘” for & = 630 GeV with jyl < 1.5. The data are taken from Table 2. of 
lo. The high curve was run with rnb = 4.5 GeV/c2, and A4 = ma/Z. The middle curve was 
run with ntb = 4.75 GcVJc’, and M = mb. The low curve was nm with ntb = 5.0 GeV/$, 

and M = 2mb. CTEQlM distribution funct,ions were used. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

W,,at cau IPC cowludc from thrsc IPSII~~~S? First,, t,hc fixctl-t,arget rcsult,s are ])rohal~ly 
solid, sinw bv ran sw from Figure 5. the results from UAI ‘O are iu good ngreement with Looking at Figure G., we compare the O(ut) calculations of ‘,2 with the 
,,ht. o(“;) rcs,itt,s, >,,i<l h,c ellcrgirs f”l l,lW fixerl-t~;lget~ cx,,erimeIlts are l”Wl tllall that of 1988.89 and 1992-93 results of CDF”. Some of these data are still pre- 
UAl. liminary, of course, but it appears that the data do not fit the calculation. 
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Figure F. 0 “5. p;‘” for fi = 1.8 TeV with lyj < 1. The high solid curve was run with 
I,-quark mass rnb = 4.5 GeV/?, and M = m& The middle solid curve was run with 

mb = 4.75 GeV/c’, and M = m,. The low solid curve was run with mb = 5.0 GeV/c?, and 
M = 2mb. CTEQlM distribution functions were used The data with the thick error bars 

are taken from the 88-89 and the thin error bars from the 92-93 runs of CDF”. The 
dashed wrve is the middle solid cowe multiplied by a factor of 2.6, 

From the figure caption we see that we are off hy about a factor of 2.6. But we have 
some consolation because the shape is approximately correct, although a steeper distribution 
as discussed in Iz would fit better. This fact,or of 2.6 will only be magnified when we look at 
the results for the SSC. Clearly, we have a problem. 

What are the possible solutions? Calculate the CJ(n$) corrections and see what 
difference that makes. That is an enormous endeavor and would take years. Try to make 
further headway on the small-r front. This is possible but large uncertainties remain. As an 
example, one interesting mechanism to accommodate the CDF data shown in Figure 6. is to 

where q is the Born cross section, K is the appropriate ‘K-factor,’ and oczp is the expected 
cross section. In the case of the TeVatron, 00 = 17 microbarns and K = 2.2. We would get 
oczp = 56 microbarns. For the SSC, 60 = 170 microbarns and K = 3.2. Here oezp = 1.5 
millibarns. The distributions would also have the factor e(K-” multiplying the Iowest- 
order distributions. This is of course rather ad hoc, but the results look reasanahle.‘More 
theoretically valid calculations are still well off in the distance, and the numbers are needed 
now. 

Finally, in the coome of many discussions Ia, it was decided that approximate cross 
section numbers for each of the colliders, current and proposed, should be provided so an 
estimate of B-physics event, rates could he made. Toward that end, we present Table 4., a 
compilation of cross section numbers that should he correct within a factor of two. 

Table 4. Cross Section Figures for Reference. 

\/S / 43 GeV 1 124 GeV 1 200 GeV 1 1.8 TeV ( 15.4 TeV 1 40 TeV 
0 1 20nb I 0.5pb ) 2pb 1 lOOfib 1 0.5mb I 1 mb 

The numbers for the lower energies were arrived at ewentially by rounding the results 
of the Cl(&) calculation. The 1.8 TeV result was derived in the following way: we took 
the fact that the curve that tits the data of CDF is 2.6 times the CJ(n:) result. Multiplying 
the .37 microbarns by the factor of 2.6, we get a convenient number of 100 microbarns for 
the TeVatron with no cuts. The numbers for the LHC and the SSC were based on various 
estimates obtained using various parton distribution sets. They were a.180 agreed upon in ” 
and further detailed discussions about the uncertainties can he fouud in ‘.13. 
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Bottom Quark Cross Sectibns at Collider and 
Fixed-Target Energies at the SSC and LHC 
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“CERN, Getwva~. Swit~zerlmd 

Abstract 

C~alralat~innr 0T inclusive cross serliou~ for the producliot~ cd bollom quarks iu 
prot~ou.prolon ~0lli~ion~ are preaent.ed as a funrtim of energy. tmwwm ~~mnen1wn. 
a~nd Feyman .TF for values of fi horn 100 Get’ to JO TPV. In nddilion. we provide 
simple par’anwtrizations ol our tleowtical mwlts tkat should facilitate eratinmtm of 
I’RM. RCC~~~~~IIC~R. aud ei?riencien 01 proposed new detrtton. 

C’alcrdnt~iom of heavy flavor cross se&our at. the planmxl enwgies of IU~~UIP b~clrn~~ 
collides i&at iu the design of experinxnts and in t.ke evnlustiol~ of tlw nwit,n 01 various 
optims. web as experituents in fixed twget, nlodes and/or nitb detcctiou cotuxnt~nled in 
lor,v4 or ~&MI regiotils of phiVJP space. III this pap.~. calrula~tiom are preao~ted or inch- 
siw cross wct.iom for l,oktom quark produrtiou al energies froor J3 = IW GPV t,o 40 TPY. 
For SP~FI.~~I energies. cross sectiona are displayed as functions for trmsvrrse mo~~~~~~tu~u (pr) 
for s&ct,ed value.z 01 Feynmnn SF. In addition. we provide rimple zumlvtir paranwirizntionn 
of our tbwmt,ical tm-dictions that should make our results easy to use in studios of expected 
scwptaocea and efficiencies 01 puq,+ new detectors. The theoreticd computdions nw 
b~.wd on nw..lo-leading order QC!D hard-acnl,tering cross wctioaa’~ &lld lb? Int.w t\vo.lo”,, 
wolwd p.rt~n dmsitbs ohtsined from a global lit of data from deep-in&st,ic Ieptan aat- 
lering and ot.hm wartions 3 The work presented here is RI> update of m earlier pnblic&m 
ta rvbicb we r&v 10~. the theoretical formalism awl summary of its limitations. 

The heavy <psrk inclusive cross xct.iou in patnrbative QC!D is obtained as R convo- 
lution ol prton demil.iea J;,,,(;r.p) with R hnrcl-sraltwing cross sect.ion b;i(.i.dl~.p. oJp)). 
Tlw bm,.?. <,nark mws is M,; . i is the ~<,~a~~ of the part~on-psrtoa ccntwof-mass cwrgc 
.? = ;r,z26; and 1’ is tbe renonllali=atioll/Inctoriznlioll sc& that serves ho 8epwaIe loug. and 
short-distnnce effects. 

u(0. Al;, = pr, /dl.~.li,h,~S,.,o.l;,hr~‘I.1./1)B~j~i,df~.rr.n.~a)l. 
” 0 

For tbr total C~ORR sections reported here nnd for the cross sections di&rent.inl in pr. we uw 

11,~ scalr choice 11 = 7. M, + pT We adopt Ma = 4.i5 GeV. Poor knowledge of f,br gluon 
density is a principal murcc of uncertainty for predictions of botlom quark cross sectionn et, 
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Figure I. a) Tlw calrulatell cross sccth o(pj, - 66.Y) at order 0: in QCD is ~kow~~ RI i) fwn~tion 

of J6 1w 100 < fi < 2UOU Ge\‘. Tlw solid liw is obtaiwd iron the parfw densiliw ol hlltS IY, 
(“wglllal.” glllouI. ntd IlIP daslwd curve rro,,, t,,r MRS D’(“ri,!gtd.w” g,uoll). b, As ill ,a,. ,111, 
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wllidf~r wwrp,irs. 111 mdivr work. WC IIWWI lh IW~SUWWU~S or ll~ I~IIOW <park truss 
c~clio~~s 1,~ llw (‘ERN I’?\ I aud FNAL (‘DF collal,o~at,iom provi& valual~l~ umslraints 011 
LIW ghw &wit? at i~ltwm?diat? values of tJjorkr,l ,p. For LHC’ i)~l SS(’ wwyirr. 11~ 
wlws of ,r d it~lwrsl rxt*nd over tlw rwgr IOY (0 IO-‘, or so. To cxplor~ 11~ uuwrlailllim 
associated 5vitll r~lati~ igwrance d tlrp gho~ density h this ravage. \ve adopt h ~,ad d ulll 
study the “siq,ulnl” aud “rrgulal” gluon dewit?- para~netrizntiona d he hlll.5 collal,oralioir. 
TIWSC nw d*llolwl. ws,>c’-t~ir.Ply. hlKS D’ a,,,1 hlRS 0:. 

lia Fig. I wP *how ralnllat~ions of llw illclnmiw CIOSR section n(pp - M.\Y) oljlaiiwd 
rlolll au iulpgral ikm d Ihe inclusive yielcl ow all rapidif,y and h~vcrnr I~OIUPI~LIIU. Ii,, 
llw ~m-rgy HIIS? IO0 Gtl’ c fi < 2 Tel’ sl~own in Fig. I (a). t,lw si~~gular and regular 
param=lrizaliow or tlw- gluou densit,v yield sinlilar rmnlts. The diliere~~c~s IWCOIIIP iucwas- 
iugl\- riglliliraul as fi increases above fi = 2 Tc,IV. RJ slmvn iu Fig, I (I,). 

A ?O ?‘< 1. p101w1 IW~III illci<lwt 011 a lixcd prolo~l ,aug*( pwvidvs R L~~II~pI-or-l,lilsI 
mvrgy fi = 2110 i:r 1. For Ihis W’ fixF<l-largrt option. we rnl~~lilt~e n(h1.Y) = I.2i 1~10 fh 
I IhP singular set 11: alld I .5F /r/l for llw wgulav wl 0:. Inrludiug rnncw!ninlk-r asso&trd 
xilh wriat~iow of lh choice of scale p and I) quark amass ill,,. we erlim;,te 

nibi,.\-. fi = 200 (:<I-) = 1.0 ,,a %.O,rb 

,\I fi = .I(1 ‘/‘rl ‘, tl~ calculal~iom +-Id ~(l16.Y) L- O.J.5 rntb hr 3.4 0:. .A ~al-ly 2 ,,,I, 
h $4 fl\. hwvrv~ al tllis ewrgy, ghm rrmmluation effects” are exp~cIed to Ih vprJ 
signifiraljl. Iwwirling ~IIII~IK~I~W~ rachd of - 4 h 8 rrgnlar ghoa rtarlillg dist~ihtion 

PP -> bX. a=40 TeV 

100 
Ia): x.=0.25 

10-z 
c,: x.=o.L5 

10-I ,0-J 

10-2 

~~ 

lo-’ 

10-3 10-e 

ID-’ 10-6 

0 LO w 30 IO *o 0 10 20 30 40 M) 

P, [Cd PI [Cd PI Ic=w 
Figure 2. The calculated order 0: QCD ditTwatial cross section do/drF/d& vs. 1’7 for !he 
SC’ collider ewrgy fi = 40 Tev is ~lvxv~~ (solid curveel ror (a)zF = 0: (1,)~~ = 0.25: (c):vF = 
0.50. Phelloll,~rologicaI paranwlrimlions fitted to tke t~lworelical calculations are prewntrtl 8s l,lw 
Ikistogranm 

(.rG(.r) +, ronrtant~) and - 1.5 h a singular dist~rilmtion (rC;(.r) - .r-t), llaing t~lws~ 
hclors. W’P may multipI) OUI O(K:) r~lt,s a( fi = .lO Tel,‘. olhiniwg 1 l.knrb for set 0: 
and 21 :I& for ael 0:. hchdi~~g enlister of ot,h uncrrtainlies, w C,UO~~ 

u(bk6.y; fi = .I0 rcl.1 = I t,o hb 

Similar wasming leads to an estimate appropriate at 11~ LHC energy ,,r’S = 15.4 7’rl.: 

u(bZ.l-,& = 15.J Tc1.J = 0.5 to O.Ymb. 

In Fig. 2. we present the QCD order 0: differential crow section da/d.r,& ns 
a funrlio~b of pT for the WI collider energ)-, for three WIWS of FP~UIW .rp. For thP 
~aulla. w USC the ~golnr gluon density MRS D:, In NV ~&er J)L&, !VP ahard t.hat tile 
i~dlumce d the more singular gluou de~it,y is irlt most shngly at mall pr I/r= g 25 Ch I .) 
nl fi = 40 Tc I’. Our thcoreticnl results we rhown as the solid curves in Fig. 2. NohI& in 
Fig. 2 is the dramat,ic decrease in t~he cross s&ion at pr = 0 by more lh four O&M of 
magh& vlwn ?F in increased from 0. to 0.25. Comparison of Figs. 2 (1,) and 2 (c) bows 
that this large drop is followed by a less remrkable decrease by n factor of 30 or so RII ;rr. 
is incwawd from 0.25 to 0.5. At small 3:~ md sn~a~ll pi? lhr cross section is sensilim to t.1~ 
mall 1‘ Iwhvior d the glum density. In our prerious pper. we lxovidcd cnlrulat.ianr d 
rapidity ad peodo-rapidity distributions’. 

The tleorelical results sltiow~ ill Fig. 2 may Ibe filled will, a fairly &~ple analyt.ic 
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PP -> bX. 43=200 GeV PP->bX, *=15.6 TeV 

6 100 
Y 
> to-1 
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Figuw :I. .ts in Fig. 2 lht for the proposed SSC’ fixed target carrgy fi = 200 C:P\:. 

tqwessiwi. l‘hr lorn> we arloptrtl is 

do 1 
d,ifd.r F ~ = ,,;+ + ,,1y2 -1)(,-I t B/V) 

\\‘r lrrat quantilim A.B. nurl 28th as t.hrw frw paranwkrs whew value racy wit It J; 
~IKI .r~. Thr Ihirfogranls in Fig. 2 show t,he results of mu fit.3 to & thmwti~al rnlrulatio~~s. 
I:it,trd \RIWE 01 lhr three ,mrnm~Iers am ,wxi&-<I in T,,ble Ia. The Rt~tecl \alw o, o,,r 
~paramder mb i3 close to t,he WIUP we ~tsd for the physical lhottcm rprk mars 111,. in OUI 
calculat~ion. fo I>(. adicipnted since < pr > is nplmx&nrdely A&. bat no grrnt, aigniliranw 
sho~1ld II? Rtladwd I,0 1,lw fad lhnl nw filtrd nab varies samewhat with ,I‘,c and J;, Tl~e 
goad agr~.p~mwl 01 111~ sinqde fit, wit~k llw full lhporetiral calculation dvxlr! make tlw fii,l~d 
~xpwssim urchl lor ent~i~nates of rates, arc~planr~s. and efliriencie~. 

‘lkl,lr 1.~ Fitted Pwa,nrters for dn/d,i:./,l.v, for: 0 < ,,r < 50 C&\’ RI SSC’ (‘ollider E,,erg~. 

Table 1.1) Fitted Paramet~ers for da/dp+/d.r~ for: 0 < pr < 20 C&V at, fi = 200 CA 1 

7 c): x,-m 
8 
103 

100 Lo-= 
> 3 10~ 10-I x0-3 a ? 10’ 10-2 $ IO“ 2 100 10-3 m-5 q 0 0 10 16 80 PC, JO 0 s 10 1s a0 ED 30 0 8 10 16 EO eo 30 P, [G4 PI [Cd PI KM 

Figure -1. Aa in Fig. 2 but for tke LHC’ collider energy fi = 15.;1 Te\‘. 

Table 1.~ Fitt.4 I’R~~III&w~ for d~/d&/d:~~ for: 0 < 1,~ < 30 CeV at LHC! C’&& ~&l.gy, 

1’F lllb (CkV) n I B(Gel/- ) 
0.0 .5.35 14.2 -0.ORi3 
0.25 5.96 5.58 -0.0318 
0.50 G.81 2.4G -O.O:liB 

Tahl~ 1x1 Fil~ted Paramders for do/dp$/d;r, for: 0 < 1)~ < 15 C&V at fi = 120 C;E 1. 

In Fig. B and Table 1.b. we provide analogous results for the SK! fixed target energ) 
of 6 = 200 Grl~. The :I’F dependence is less rlranmtic at this enmgy. 

In Fig. 4 and Table l.c. we present results for the LHC! collider energy of JJ = 
15.4. Tel'. The .I’F dependence at this mergy shows R steep decre.we from :I‘F = 0 Leo 0.25. 
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loll”w~rl I>? a 1,KJre gradual &crea.se Iron1 0.25 t,o 0.5. as <VP saw RlKxt- a, fi = .I0 I-c I’. 
Fitt,ed I~WE for he LHC cross section at, ,h = 120 C% I’ are provided in Table 1.~1 

Wr arknorrMge valualrle r~~~~~~~ll~~iCalioll~ witch Stat&-)- Woiojricki. \Vr aw gmtrlul LCJ 
\Y. .Janm St,irling for providing a copy of the hlart~in. Roberts. and St.irling parton dmrhirr. 
‘This work WRR suppxt~erl in part, by t~he l1.S. Dcpartnw~~l of Energ)., Division of High lhwg~ 
Physics. (‘ontrad \I’-3l-100.ENC.35. 
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QUARKONIA PRODUCTION, b-QUARK PRODUCTION 
AND bb CORRELATION STUDIES WITH CDF 

VAIA PAPADIMITRIOU 
Fermi National Acceleratar Labomlory 

P.O. Bar 500, Batavia, IL 60510 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The high rate of BE production at the Tevatron makes it a unique place for the 
study of B production and decay. Although e+e- colliders provide a cleaner environment 
than hadron colliders for tb study of B decays, CDF h as shown that exclusive B channels 
can be succesfully reconstructed in a harsh environment. Our data have been taken in 
pp collisions st 6 = 1.8 TeV with the CDF d e ec or’ t t during the 1988.89 and the 1992.93 
collider runs. The CDF detector has been upgraded before the start of the 1992.93 run. The 
upgrades relevant to this presentation are the muon chamber upgrade and the employment 
of a silicon vertex detector (SVX). The original CDF Central Muon detector, which covers 
the pseudorapidity region Iv! < 0.6, h as been complemented by the addition of four layers 
of drift tubes behind 2 feet of steel. As a result, hadronic punch-through backgrounds to 
the muon sigoal have been reduced by a factor of - 10. We have also added layers of 
drift tubes in the pseudorapidity region of 0.6 < )q) < 1.0 in order to increase our muon 
coverage. Finally four layers of DC coupled, single sided, silicon detectors with R-4 readout 
have been added around the beam-pipe and provide a very good resolution in the transverse 
position of primary and secondary verticer. The primary vertex resolution in a typical event 
is 35 pm, similar to the transverse beam size. The impact parameter resolution is better 
than 40(15) pm for tracks with PT > 1 (10) GeV/c. We have collected -21 pb-’ of data 
with this upgraded detector during the 1992-93 run. 

2. QUARKONIA PRODUCTION STUDIES 

2.1 1988.89 data 

In the 1988.89 collider run we studied the reactions p+J/+(+(ZS))X - *+p‘X by 
using 2.6 +z 0.2 pb-’ of data. This allowed us to shed some tight on the quarkonia production 
mechanisms at the Tevatron energy. The production mechanisms of the J/+‘s($(!ZS)‘s) ace 
B decays, direct charmonium production and the recently suggested’ gluon fragmentation. 
We obtained the J/4 and $(Z.S’) differential cross sections which are displayed in Fig. I as 
functions of P-r. The number of J/$ end ti(ZS) events used in the measurement of the cross 
section was 889 * 30 and 35 f 8 respectively. Theoretical predictions for the two types ol 
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pruccsses expected to dominate .I/+ and +(ZS) production are also plotted. The solid curve 
in Fig. la (1 b) is a next-to-leading-order (NLO) ca cu a XXI of the production of b~quarks by I I 1’ 
Nason, Dawson, & Ellis (NDE)’ leading to B~mesons and subsequent decay to J/$ (+(ZS)) 
as discussed in Ref. 4. We refer to this overall calculation as B-production model (BPM). 
The dashed cuwe in Fig. la (Ih) corresponds to J/$‘s ($(ZS)‘s) iron, direcl charmoniu,,, 
production’, t!d is, either from Ihe decay of a higher charmonium state or iwm direct 
production through gluon iusios. We refer to this weraIl calculatior~ as the charmunium 
production model (CPM). Th P PUTI of these two cuntribulions (BPM and CPM) is a,~, 
plotted in Fig. I. In Fig. la we fit the theory to the data by summing the two theurctical 
contributions with independent normalizalion factors. With no normalisation constraints 
n good lit is obtained with -69% J/$ production from CPM and -31% J/$ production 
from BPM. IJsing additional information wbicb is described in Ref. 4 we found that the 
90% Cl,. upper limit on the BPM contribution is -60%; we concluded as well that ii future 
measurements exceed this value, then either at least one of the two models considered above 
is wrong or there are additional production mechanisms with a significant can(ributiua. 

We have also reconstructed ,Y, mesons through the decay chain x, +Jj$q, 
J/$ -pep-. In the 1988-89 collider run we reconstructed 67 I8 x, ‘5 and we calculated the 

~‘mss section for the process pi -x,X to he 0(x, --.l/*~) = 1.21-0.4(slal) ‘;I; (ryst) sh”. 

We found that the fraction, f,, of J/$’ s coming from xv decays is I, = (44.9155 

P$‘, (&V/c) 
P90 JO0 ;:: :;: 

W+P-I (G~v/c~) 

Figure 2: a, J/$ P, ~~ec~,urn in the dimuon channrl, b, J& 
rrom 12pb-’ orthc 1~2.a data. 

Illall rprctrvm in the dimuon channel 

but we did not have enough statistics to measure this fraction as a function of Pr. Assuming 
that the only processes for J/$ production are B decays and xr decays, the fraction fb turns 
out to be (63 c 17)%. This value of la was used to derive the b-quark production cross section 
from the inclusive J/G sample (see Fig. 7). 

2.2 1992.93 data 

Due to improvements in the trigger, in the 1992~93 run we have approximately a 
factor of 5 more J/$‘s per pbC’ than in the previous run (see Fig. 2a)). In Fig. 2b) we 
show the .I/$ mass spectrum from a 12 pb.~’ sample which represents - 60% ai the 1992.93 
data. In Fig. 3 we compare the differential J/j, cross section from the 1988.89 data to the 
one from 7.5 pb-’ of 1992-93 data. In the 1992-93 run we have extended the measurement 
to both lower and bigber PT values. The agreement with the 1988-89 data is pretty good. 
In the 1992-93 data, by using the SVX we can measure the fraction of J/$‘s coming from 
B’s directly and without any assumptions. From the measuement’ of the B lifetime with 
inlusivr J/$‘s we have indications that the fraction of J/$‘s coming from B’s ia lower than 
the one we assumed in the previous run. The fraction derived from the lifetime fit is 15%. 
Although this is the right b fraction in the Iii t’ 
interpreted as the fraction of J/$’ i 

e me sample, it should not be automatically 
s mm b’s to be used for the b cross section measurement. 

The reason is that lhe applied track quality cuts favor isolated muons and systematically 
decrease the fraction. This fraction should not be directly compared with the one we derived 
from the 1988-89 data either, because the fraction is a PT dependent quantity and tbr PIN 
regions for the inclusive J/$ sample were different in the 1988.89 and 1992.93 collider runs. 
The measurement of an unbiased fraction fb from the 1992-93 run is work in progress. 

A +(25’) mass distribution reconstructed through the decay chain +(2S) -J/+T+T- 
ir shown in Fig. 4 from - 11 pb-’ of 1992-93 data. All th e racks in the event have been t 
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r~cunstructed by using the SVX. The use of the SVX in the calculation of the *(ZS) drrny 
length indicates that the fi(2.7) t t h s a e as a non negljgihle prompt component. 

With the new data set we are also reconstructing a rerpectable sample of ,y, decays (sm. 
Fig. 5). This sample will be used to measure the fraction f, and to cross check the fraction 
fb measured with the SVX. Since we can now measure the .I/+ differential cross section 
Irom b’s and from x, Is> it will he much easier to disentangle the dillcrent J/$ productian 
mcchanirms. By mearuriog with the SVX th e f raction of prompt x,,‘s we can also nnehsuw 
the ratio of the inclusive mtes of B -4 x,X and B -I J/$X. 

Finally in Fig. 6 we show the T mass distribution irom - 12 pb’.’ ni the 1992. 
93 data. Since T’s are not produced Irom 0 meson decays but they are produced either 

directly or from xa’s, we can use lhe measurement of ;ii;; versus P,, in order to check 
CC’“) 

if the direct production spectrum predicted by QCD is correct. Since !he T(3S) state is 
produced only directly, it will be especially useful for this comparison. The T sample offers 
also the possibility to check the differential production cross section at P, values as Iuw as 
0.5 1.0 Gel’/c. 

3. b-QUARK PRODUCTION STUDIES 

3. I 1988.89 dolo 

In Fig. 7 we show the b-quark production crow sections that we derived by studying 
Y~I~DUS b decay channels in the 1988.89 data. The curves in the mm figure represent Ihr 
theoretical predictions based on the NDE calculation. The uncertainty in the predictions 
arising from choices of the renormalization scale p, the b.quark mass and the QCD .\ pa- 
rameter are also shown. The dashed lines correspond to the central value and the upper and 
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Figure 4: $(ZS) mnrr spectrum in the dimuon channel from - 11 pb-’ olthe 1992.93 data. 
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lower allowed predictions by using the DFLM structure functions”. The dotted lines corre- 
spend to similar predictions by using the MT structure iunctionsx. Finally the solid lines 
represent the central value and the upper allowed prediction by using the MRSDO structure 
iuncrions~‘. 

The b-quark produclion cross section from the inclusive J/+($(2.7)) - flfk- channels 
was based on the measurement of the integrated J/$(,h(2S)) 
(see section 2.1) and on the fraction fa of J/t+Q($(Z.S))’ 

cross section for Pr > 6 Gel//c 
s coming from b’s, For the J/$‘s we 

used the fraction discussed io section 2.1. For the+(Z)’ s WC assumed lhat they all originate 
from B decays”‘. The b cross section measurement based on the $(ZS) sample will have a 
considerably improved statistical error in the 1992-93 data. 

The b-quark cross section from the ep sample shown in Fig. 7, is a sin&b inclusive 
cross section based on the observation of a correlated lepton pair that originates from the 
bb produced in the event. This measurement has been based on - 1009 lepton pairs. It is 
interesting that although this cross section is measured at a similar P+ as the cross section 
from inclusive Jl$‘s and $(ZS)‘s, it has a lower central value. This is an indication that there 
might he something wrong with the assumptions we made to derive f,, from the inclusive 
./ ‘VI and +(ZS) channels. 

B* 
The B meson production cross sections from the exclusive decay channels 

-+Jl$K= and B” -J/+K”’ were based on 14.1f4.3 and 9814.6 events respec- 
tively from the 1988-89 data and therefore they were statistically limited. The corre- 
Spending b-quark cross sections were a’(Pr > 11.5 CeV/c. lybl < 1) = 6.113.1 pb and 
<“(Pi, > II.5 GeV/c, ly’l < l)= 4.4f2.8 pb 

From the inclusive electron production rate and the associated e1ectron.D” production 
rate we derived the b-quark cross section for four different ranges of P.;; lrom the inclusive 
muon production rate in the same data we derived the b-quark cross section for two different 
ranges of P,F. The major systematic uncertainty in those inclusive lepton measurements was 
the level of the knowledge of the background. This is greatly improved in the 1992.93 run 
due to the upgrades of the detect&. 

From the comparison of the data with the theoretical predictions we observe that the 
experimental b cross section is larger than the theoretical one at the Tevatron energy (see Fig. 
7). There is a clear excess in the observed rate at small .?;. At larger valoes of &‘;, the da,a 
are consistent with the upper extreme of the theoretical band. The measurements of b-quark 
production cross sections from the UAl experiment in pi collisions at fi = 630 GeV agree 
much better with the theoretical predictions than the CDF measurements at fi = I.8 Tel; 
do”. There have been several attempts to explain the difference, such as consideration oi 
higher order corrections to the next-lo-leading order theoretical calculation, higher order 
small-x corrections to the partonic cross sections and modificalion of the gluon densities”. 

We know that several of the 1988-89 CDF bquark cross section measurements were 
statistically limited or were derived under certain assumptions; we expect that the analysis 
of the data set we collected during the 1992-93 run will shed light onto the problem. 

3.2 1992.93 dofo 

Since we know that the measured fraction /h for both J/$‘s and $(ZS)‘s is smaller 
than the one we assumed in the 1988-89 analyses (see section 2.2), we expect that the b 
cross sections based oo the ioclusivc quarkonia samples will become more consistent with 
the theory. 

From (14.3 + 1.0.) pb-’ of the 1992-93 data we also reconstructed LO4 t 2, .l/yrh” 
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and 26 i 8 J/+K”- events for I$/ > 6.0 CeV/c and t’./? > 9.0 CeV/c respectively (see 
Fig. 8). The recoustruclion of these exclusive channels has not used any decay length or 
SVX related cuts yet, and therefore the signal to noise ratio is not optimal. Such additional 
cuts reduce drastically the background as can be seen in Fig. 9. Since there are suf7icicnt 
statistics in the Bt- J/$K* decay channel it has been used to determine the differential 
B meson cross section which is shown in Fig. 10. The mensurment suggests that the shape 
of the theoretical cross section differs from the experimental result since there is an excess 
in the ubserveli rate at low Pp (see Ret. 12). We derived the b-quark cross sections to bc 
d(P~; > 7.5 GeV/e,lyb( < 1) = 9.43 + 3.69 +b, ub(P; > 10.5 GeV/c,ly”l < I) = 2.85 -t 1.12 
14 d(P; > 13.5 GcV/c./y”/ < 1) = 1.22 f 0.51 pb Iron, B’-J/$K* decays and ,“(P; _I 
10.5 &V/c, iyhl < I) = 2.61 f 1.29 pb from B* -J/$K”’ decays. The error is statistical 
and systematic combined in quadrature. These new b-quark cross section measurements (see 
Fig. ll), although statistically consistent with the corresponding ones of the 1988.89 data, 
they are closer to the theoretical predictions. 

Finally we have derived the b-quark cross section for two different ranges of P,” from 
the associated muon-D” production rate. These two measurements arc based on 8.8 and 
4.4 pb-’ of 1992-93 data respectively, and they will certainly improve when we use the lull 
data set. 

4. bi, CORRELATION STUDIES 

As already mentioned in section 3.1, the NLO QCD prediction is in good agrer~ 
ment with the data at fi = 630 GeV but is systematically low when compared to the CDE 
measurements at & I I.8 TeV. The process pp-bbX provider further opportunities Ior 
comparison between experiment and NLO QCD. 

In order to obtain a high enough rate for our studies we chose to tag the bh pair by 

3 “0 cr /,,l N=rzig , 5~yrloN .rq,on 
. <->l@O”m’N=2”*6 t 5idri,c,nl, ,c,,, 

m=5:IArOoC2r;e”,r’ 
I~!“ht’:w”,~ 

M(tiK * I &V/C 

Figure 9: ~econ.tructcd B mass lrnm the decay. B* -.lj$K* and B” -J/$K”’ using the svx 
(9 pb-’ of the ,SOZ-~.Y data). 
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the semileptonic decay of the b and b quarks. More specifically, we chose to look for events 
in which one b decayed to an electron and the other to a muon, thus awliding potential 
backgrounds such as Drell Yan and leptonic decays of the J/$, +(ZS), 1 and 2. We made this 
study using (2.65 f 0.17) pb-’ oi the 1988~89 collider run data. The data were collected with 
the dilepton trigger which requires an electron in the Central Electromagnetic calorimeter 
with minimum El of 5 CeV and a muon in the Central muon chambers with a minimum 
Pi ui 3 &V/c. Events with electron-muon pairs in the final state come irum b& production, 
cs production, a cascade decay ol D single bottom quark and “fakes”, that is events with 
misidentified particles. To determine the number of ep events due to b& production, WC 
separated the data into events with leptons of same sign (SS) or opposite sign (GS). The b& 
production, although it produces mainly opposite sign pairs, it contributes to the SS sample 
as well due to B”@ mixing. The cE produrtion contributes only to thr OS sample since thr 
mixing is negligible. We get rid of leptnn pairs irom the decay oi a single B by requiring that 
“b,’ .’ 5 &V/c’. Faker contribute equally to the SS and OS samples and they are removed 
by subtr.+ing the SS ep pairs from the OS. The iractios, faa, of the sidn subtracted events 
due to bb production is drtermined by examining the distribution of the component ui the 
lcpton momentum transverse to the direction of the associated jet, PT’. The P;” distribution 
for Icptons lrom b decays is stiffer than tb e corresponding one from c decays. We obtain 
f,,h by fitting the difference oi the P;:’ distribution for the SS and OS san~ples (see Fig. 12) 

to.0 
to the sum of the normalized b and c distributions. It turns out that f,,b = 1.0 ho., The 

electron and muon acceptances are calculated using the full NLO calculation ofbb production 
by Maugano, Nanm and Rid& (MNR)“‘. In Fig. 13 we show our measured cross section 
hr the proress pp-b&X wsus the Py”’ of the seccmd b given the P;“’ ni the first b (s,.? 
Ref. 14). The inner error bars correspond tu the slatislical uncertainty and the outer error 

.,. 

I- 

i’% - 

+--- 
z- 

I J.56789 

P?‘(e) G&/c 

Figure 12: P;” for elrctrons from the data. OS (ssj evmts arc shown in solid (dashed) liner. ‘ma diercncc 
ol the OS and SS distributions is shown with points. The CY~YC is a 6, of the sun, of the normali.ed b and 
e dirlrib”*ia”. to the aubtractcd data. 

bars represent the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty. In the same plot we also 
show the MNR theoretical prediction using the DFLM structure functions. The upper and 
lower uncertainty hands correspond to variations in the mass ai the b-quark, in A~, and in 
the normalization scale #. In Fig. 14 we show the sign-subtracted distribution ai the angle 
between the electron and the muon in the transverse plane ior events passing all the analysis 
cuts, and we compare it with the MNR prediction. 

The data is seen to be consistent with the shape of the b&X cmss section as predicted 
by NLO QCD. The absolute normalization though is found to be lower than the data by a 
factor of 4. The shape ai the A&,. distribution from b& production is seen to be in good 
agreement with the theory. 

1. SUMMARY 

During the 1988-89 collider run CDF has shown that one can study quarkania physics 
and b pltyricr even in a harsh pi collider environment. The 21 pb-’ we collected with the 
upgraded CDF detector during the 1992-93 run are leading us to a rich program which 
iocuses on the production and decay of quarkonia and b-quarks, and which will answer many 
of the questions posed during the 1988-89 collider ru,. 
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B PRODUCTION AT D0 

Brajesb C. Choudhary 
Department or qiwicr, Ilnivcrsity of Csfifornin 

Riverride, CA, 82511. USA 

For ,hc Da Collsborakn 

Preliminary results on 0 production using single and dimuon events produced in 
pp cdi.ion* St J; = I.8 nv, are prc.mtcd hm the D@ experiment @.I FNAL. Rcaufl. 
Ron, indusiv. muon and Jill studic, are romparcd LO ‘he theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The B-production cross section has been calculated in next-to-leading order 
[I]. Although the DO experiment is optimized to do high p, physics, lhe large b& 
cr”Js SPCLi”” or 5 50 pb at J; = I.8 TeV can be used to study the b production 
mechanisms. The inclusive single muon Rnd J/$ cross sections as a lunclion 4 
muon lransv~rse momentum p;’ and pseudorapidity rf can be used to infw tbc bb 
cross section which wm then be directly compared to QCD +ulalions. The ~hafx 
of the rapidity distribution can be used to constrain the gluon distribution function. 

2. DO DETECTOR 

The DO detector 121 is a large general purpwe detector with nu cenlral mag- 
relic field. It is oplimized for the detection and measurement of muons, electrons, 
jets and missing Irnnswrse energy. Thr detector con&ts of tracking chambers, R 
transilion radiation deleclor, n highly srgmentcd liquid-argon uranium c&rim&r 
with goad energy resolution and an extensiw array al muon deteclors with thick 
magnetized iron absorber to provide sufficient momentum measurement and mini- 
mize backgrounds {From hadron punchthrough. 

The muon system consirls of fire separate solid-iron toroids with diKerrnt 
sets of proportional drift t”brs (PDT’sf IO n~cas~rc track cnordinatrs down I,, 101 
01 2 3.3. The muon momentum is mrasnred 1,~ its bend in the 1.8 Tcsla field 4 
Ibe toroid. MulLiple Coulomb srallering limit,s t,hr mucrn mwmntnm wwhnlinn 
lo 2 20%. The spatial resolut~ion 01 iOn pm is currenllg IinGted fry the srcurar: 
oi llw geometric alignment. Trst bran data indicates that thp intrinsic diliusion 
limit, is z 200 pm. The central tracking CJIR~IIPI. is used Iv identify mwx~s cuming 
from the vertex. The calorimeter rovrragr atends down tu 1q1 of : 4.4 and is 
wed to measure jets associated with lhe muon. The Lola1 int,eraclinn length (A) 
lor the calorimeter plus the toroid varies from 13.18 ,4 and reduces the hadron 
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puncblhrough to negligible level in the final data sample. 

3. INCLUSIVE MUON CROSS SECTION 

3.1. Event Seleelion 
The DO event selection consists of 3 levels of trigger 121 which reduces z 

43 mb [3] of inelastic cross section to 2 Hz of data written to magnetic tape. The 
Level 0 tiigger selects inelastic collisions from beam-beam scintiltator coincidences 
and measures the vertex position. Depending on the detector geometry, Level I 
hardware muon trigger requires 2 bits in either 2 or 3 layers of the muon system 
horn the hit information stored in the muon latch bit in a coarse road 01 60 cm 
width. The efficiency of the Level 1 muon trigger for a high p’; is =z 60%, where the 
losses are mostly geometric. The Level 2 software muon trigger requires a “good” 
muon with p’;~> 3 GeV. 

9.2. Data Analysis 
Special muon runs were taken at tow luminosity for the inclusive muon cross 

sectton measurement. These runs used single muon triggers for 1 n / < 1, I < 1 7 I 
< 1.7 and 2.2 < / q 1 < 3.3, with integrated luminosities of 100nbm’, 10nb.-‘, and 
6nb-‘respectively. Almost 70% of the data for the regions 1 q 1 < 1 and 1 < 17 1 < 
1.7 has been analyzed and is presented here. 

For the ofline analysis the muon was required to have p:,> 5 GeV. Quality 
cuts require that: the muon has hits in all the threr Iavers of the muon system; 
the muon track matches with a central detector track; the candidate has ai least 
1 GeV energy deposition in the catorimrter; the muon has good impact parameter 
vertex projection in both bend and non~bend views; the muon track passes cosmic 
rcjcction cuts and is synchronized within 100”s of the beam crossing t,ime. 

For single muon analysis the overall efficiency was evaluated using ISAJET 
b&- ,,X Monte Carlo events. These wents were put through a cornpI& GEANT 
detector simulation, Level 1 and Level 2 trigger simulators, full reconstruction, and 
offline cuts. As shown in Figure 1, the overall efficiency is 26% for p;‘,> 5 GeV and 
1~1) < 1. For muons in 1 < / 7 I < 1.7, it is 18%. 

3.3. Resuh and Discussion 
The inclusive muon cross section for 17) < I and 1 < 1’11 < 1.7 is shown in 

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. The point to point systematic error on the 
cross section measurement are shown as error bars. The main sources 01 systematic 
error areerroron the luminosity measurement (12%) and the cosmic ray plus albedo 
backgrounds of ii 10% for 1’)) < 1 and = 20% lor 1 < I’ll < t.7. There is an additional 
overall uncertainty ol 30% due to, as yet poorly understood detector efficiencies. 
The data has been compared to (NLO) ISAJET Monk Carlo predictions. Figures 
2(a) and 2(b) show separately the predicted contribution to the cross section Irrm 
b- pS , c- pX. and 1 or K decays, as well as their summed contribution. 

though 
The shape al the p:’ spectrum is in good agreement with .zxpectalion. Al- 
no jet was required either in the trigger or the analysis. it was found that 

nearly 70% of the events have jets associated with them, suggesting that most of 
the events are indeed from b decays as expected. Work is in progress to decrease 
the systematic errors and to extract the bb cross section. 

[ ~~~~~~ i.i::~~~ 

8 12 16, 20 24 8 12 16 20 24 
P,” (GeV) P: (cev) 

Figure 2: Indusiv. muon cross sections lo,: (a) 1’11 < 1; (6) 1 < 1’11 < 1.7 

4. INCLUSIVE J/e CROSS SECTION 

4.1. Event Selection 

For the J/j study it was required that the event have two muons at both 
Level 1 and Level 2 trigger with p:’ > 3 GeV at Level 2. 

I..?. Doto Anolyrir 
In the offline analysis two good quality muons were required in the fiducial 

volume 1 ‘I I < 0.8 with a dimuon transverse momentum p;‘!‘> 8 GeV. In addition 
both muons were required to be consistent with reconstructed vertex position and 
to have a calorimeter energy deposition consistent with a minimum ionizing particle 
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and not back to back in ‘I and r$ (A@< L?O’ and a$< 160’). 

4.3. Resulf~ and Diacuasion 
Figuree 3(a) and 3(b) respeclively show the dimuon mass spectrum fw nun- 

isolated and isolated muons for unlike and like sign muon pairs for an integrated 
luminosity of 7 pb-‘. isolation is defined to be a muon pair with no jet (with jet 
conr size AR = J&q’ .+ AqV = 0.7 and Ei!‘> 8 GeV) within AR 3.7 of the either 
of the muons. If one or both of the muons are within a jet, it is defined to be a 
non-is&&d muon pair. Unlike sign muons dearly show a J/J, peak lor both the 
samples. The Upsilon (T) peak is also evident in the unlike sign isolated dimuon 
pairs but not in the non-isolated pairs. The like sign muon spectrum displays no 
r?w”ant structure. 

m, (Gel 
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0 4 8 12 16 *o 
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Figure 3: “dike-sign (unshaded) and libe sign (shaded) inuariml mms &Jr: (a) 
non-irolstrd and (b) kolakd dimuonr. 

The J/d mass distribution for both isolated and non-is&led muon was 
fitted with a Gaussian signal plus R polynomial background to mat& the tail of 
distribution well beyond the .I/$ peak region. The estimated number of .I/+ events 
is 138t I5 from 3.5 $‘of data. The acceptance times efficiency for .I/$ *as evalu~ 
aled using ISAJET Monte Carlo events, passed through a complete Geant detector 
simulation, Level 1 and Level 2 trigger simulators, full reconstruction and offline 
cuts. The overall efficiency as a function of pi of the J/+ is shown in Figure 4(a). 
The bands show the present rystwmtic uncertainty in the efficiency measurement. 
Figure 4(b) shows the inclusive J/4 cross section. The experimental results arc 
compared to (NLO) ISAJET Monte Carlo predictions for .I/$ production from di- 
rect charmonium production (CPM), bbar production (BPM) and the sum of two 
processes 11,4). The data points are shown with statistical errors only and lie sip- 
nificantly above the ISAJET predictions. Furlher study of the data is in progress 
and the present overall norm&se&n uncertainty is - 100% (See Fig 4(a)). 

t;f~,f/ :;i~I~:-.:,, !,,,I 

10 12.5 15 17.5 20 8 12 16 20 
J/U P, (CCV) p, (GeW 

Figure 4: (a) Owrs” a6icicnc~ far J/11; (b) lnclusivc J/(mo.r s.c,ion. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The DQ experiment has just completed its first run and has accumulated 
nearly 15 pb-‘of data. Using a limited data set we have measured the inclusive muon 
and the inclusive .I/* cross-sections. The preliminary results are in agreement with 
the expectation of the Monte Carlo models. However, at present the error analysis 
is at primitive atage and further work is required to analyze the full data set and 
complete the error analysis before we can calculate the b6 crcm section. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

With the mixing parameter x defined as Am/t’ for neutral B mesons, the ratioof the 
mixing parameters for the Bd and B. mesons is given by: 

Z&I = w~$(~Bdims.) hh.) (/;,&if;,&) (1) 

The value of zd is known to good precision’ (z,+ = 0.665 f O.OSS), end the ratio of 
theoretical form f&or8 (j&Bd/J&B.) should b e calculated to 10% 20% accuracy within 
next couple of years’. Therefore, a measurement of z, can provide a precise measurement 
of the IV&&l ratio. This information, coupled with the measurements of IV,1 and IV,1 
from CLE03, enables an independent determination of the CKM unitarity triangle through 
a measurement of its sides, rather than angles. Present estimates for quantities entering Eq. 
(l), predict B value of z, within B range’ of 10 to 30 within the Standard Model. 

*Ths Miing SubGroup consisted of Theo Akxopoulss (University of Wisconsin at Madision), Mike 
Amtan (“nivemity ol Virghds), Toby Burnett (Univenity of Wwhin@,n), Mary Ann Cummin~ (Uni- 
versity of Hawaii), Slava Galovat,uk (Universily ol Virginia), Ken Johns (University of Arizona), Robert 
Kowslewki (CERN), Ron Lipton (Fermilab), Xinchou Lou (CERN). David Ritchie (Fkrmilab), John Skarha 
(Johns Hopkins University). Qinglanr Wang (Rockeklkr University), Barry Wicklund (Argonne National 
Laboratory). and And& Zieminski (Indiana University). 

‘Operated by Universitislr Research Agwciation Inc. under contract with the United States Department 
of Eneqy Contract No. DEAC0276CH03WO. 
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1.2 Ptinciples /or evaluating B. Mixing Pmposals 

The Mixing Subgroup reviewed aspects of the B. mixing measurements, including: 

- theoretical uncertaintiest 

- CDF’ and DO prospects and proposed upgrades 

Super Fixed Target (SFT) prospects at the SSC” 

- 2, reach of current e+e- experiments6 operating at the Z”. 

the ML method should be sufficient for a first measurement of z., whereas the BCD method 
gives the number of events required for a precision measurement. 

1.3 Comparison Table Contents 

See Table I for a summary of our investigations for the individual experiments. The 
organization of Table I is described BS follows: 

- Rows 1 through 9 describe assumptions concerning expected luminosity, the Bi?f cross 
section, selected B. decay modes, and t = 0 tagging. 

The LEP results and prospects are discussed in the companion paper by X. Lou. The 
available statistics limit the 2. reach of the e+e- experiments to values less than IO. Only 
hadronic experiments have a reasonable chance to e&d the za detern&tion range up to 
20. Therefore the rest of this summary is concerned with the hadronic experiments only. 

A methodology for comparing various B. mixing experiments, developed by the group, 
is presented in the companion paper by T. Burnett’. The large expected value of z, (> 10) 
requires an excellent time resolution to observe B, oscillations. Therefore only exclusive, 
fully reconstructed B. decay modes are suitable. We found the decay modes B. + D.3a and 
B. + D.n with only charged particles in the final state to be the most attractive for the B, 
mixing determination at large values of zw They have B relatively large combined branching 
ratio’ (4.2 * 10m4), allow self tagging at 1 > 0, and have additional kinematic constraints to 
help improve the background rejection. 

The number of events required to determine z, WBS estimated using two methods. 
A first estimate (termed ‘the BCD method’) used a formula, taken from one of the BCD 
proposals’, based on a requirement of 25 events in the 8th quarter of oscillations. A second 
estimate (termed ‘the maximum likelihood method’, or ML) required the 0 for the 2. mea- 
wrement as computed by the maximum likelihood method to be less than 0.20. In the case 
of perfect time resolution and a dilution factor of I, this corresponds to at least 25 events 
observed. Monte Carlo simulations’ indicate that in 90% of the cases the ML method would 
obtain a correct value of I# with a o, of 0.20. 

The formulas used by the BCD and ML methods for the required number of detdcted 
went8 (= EN+> where N,.d 
detecting them) were: 

is the number of produced events and E is the efficiency for. 

No:%) = $$ exp [z + (1.2 - I)$] , 

Nd:; = ’ 
D2d;;_02’ (3) 

or, for the choice of o. made above, 

NML- 25 
d-D2d;;,I (4) 

where D represents the total dilution factor excluding the effective dilution factor dti, due 
to time resolution’. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the number of events given by 

*The Mixing Sub-Group would like lo seknowledge the wntributians of David Londan and Andreas 
Kronfeld with regud to dirus.Gns e~ncerlling the theoretical uncertninliea 

- Rows 10 through 13 give the assumed efficiencies for geometrical acceptance, off-line re- 
construction, triggering, and tagging for t > 0. The numbers were determined by Monte 
Carlo studies done previouslygJO. 

- Ruw 14, the number of B.‘s reconstructed, is obtained from the number of B. produced in 
IO’ seconds (Bow 6) multiplied by the branching ratio (Row 8) and the overall efficiency 
(Row 21). 

- Flaws 15 and 16 describe the expected proper time resolution as determined by Monte 
Carlo studies 

- Rows 17 through 20 give various dilution factors. dmi, represents an inherent mistagging 
at t = 0 due to mixing of some of the b-quark hadrons recoiling against the B.. It is 
averaged over expected fractions of b-quark hadrons. dt, represents mistagging at t = 0 
due to experimental misidentification of the tagging lepton, das represents background 
in the reconstructed B. mass spectrum, and dti, represents tbe eflective dilution due to 
finite time resolution’. d,i, is a function of the expected zr value. We quote numbers 
for I. = 5, 10 and 20. 

- Rows 21 and 22 give the total efficiency (= the product of the individual efficiencies) and 
the product of the dilution factors. 

- Bows 23 and 24 give the numbers of events required to measure z~, as determined by the 
two methods. They should be compared against the number of reconstructed B. per 
nominal year (IO’ seconds), given in row 14. 

- Bow 26 gives the maximum Z, and is determined from the proper time uncertainty alone 
using the formula’ xp’ = (n/Z)(r/o,). 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The tables indicate that the several experiments proposing to mea.we zr should be 
able to go to an z. of at least 20 based on time resolution alone. The SFT experiment, 
with its excellent proper time resolution due to the precise measurement of the long B decay 
length with a silicon vertex detector, has the best x, reach. However, studies remain to be 
done to determine whether or not there are sufficient statistics to measure large 2,. 

In approximately a year’s running with the Main Injector at full luminosity, upgmded 
CDF and DO detectors should be able to accumulate enough events to determine z, _< 20. 
Thus, B. mixing measurements are feasible by the end of this century and hadronic collider 
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experiments have a clear advantage with their large i3g cross section. Many of the Monte 
Carlo inputs used in this summary should be verified by CDF during the forthctiing run 
in 1994. This will lead to an improved understanding of the statistics required end ultimate 
5. reach of bedron collider experiments. 
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Prospects for Measuring B, Mixing at CDF 

John E. Skarha 
Deportment of Physica and Aslmnomy 

The Johnr Hopkins Uniucrdy 
B&mom, Maryland 2f218, USA 

A. Barry Wicklund 
Division of Hioh Energy Physics ~ --~.. ~~-. 

Argonne N.fion.1 Laboratory 
Argonne, Illinois 604S9, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 CDF B Physics Potential 

The original design of the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF)’ was optimized for 
high pi physics measurements associated with W and Z boaon, top quark, and QCD jet pro. 
ductian. Thh choice resulted in an emphasis on the central pseudorapidity region (1q1 < 1.0) 
far detector coverage. Thus, CDF has excellent tracking (Ap~/pr = 0.0066@0.0014p~), good 
calorimetry, and a suitable muon system in the central region. Even with this limited cover- 
age, the large Fp + bX cross section of nearly 100 pbsms for 171 < 1.0 has allowed the CDF 
experiment to make many B physics measurements’. In addition, with the successful oper- 
ation of the CDF silicon vertex detector (SVX)‘, th e capability for making time-dependent 
B, mixing measurements becomes a reality. Upgrade plans, which include extending the 
tracking and lepton identification into the forward region and the implementation of a high- 
rate DAQ system, make a time-dependent B. mixing measurement sn attractive goal during 
the anticipated high-luminosity Main Injector collider runs. WC discuss here the feasibility 
and potential of making B B. mixing measurement based on extrapolations of the current 
CDF detector performance using colliding beam data and the expected upgrade plans. 

1.2 Physics Motivation 

The physics motivation for measuring the 8. mixing parameter X. has been discussed 
many times’. First, it allows en independent measurement of the CKM matrix element V,,, 
which is expected to be equal in magnitude to V<s. Equation (1) gives the standard expression 
for X. (there is a similar expression for Xd), in which top quark exchange in the box diagrams 
is assumed to be dominant: 

x q (AWL -= 
r 

~H.~M~MH.(f~:.BH.)~H.61f2(91) I y::IG:, 12, (1) 

where r~. and MB. are the lifetime and mass of the B, meson, BI(, and f~, are the B. bag 
parameter and decay constant, ~8. is a QCD correction factor end y,f&) depends on the 
top quark mass. We see here the dependence on the B. mass and lifetime; the former has 
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been measured recently in the B. + J/+4 d eta mode at CDF6, and the latter is expected y 
to come from the same channel in the near future. 

A measurement of the ratio of X. to Xd all&w cancellation of the top quark mass 
dependence and reduced dependence on the bag parameter-decay constants. This results in 
an improved measurement of Kd, as shown in Equation (2): 

& of course contains the phase of the CKM matrix, which is thought to be the source of 
CP-violation in the Standard Model. Calculation of the ratio ~~,BH~/~~~BB~ is believed to 
be more reliable and have less error than determining ji,Bs, or j&Eal alone”. Finally, the 
value of X, is necessary for asymmetry measurements related to the unitary triangle angle 
-, in the B, decay modes. 

Standard model prediction of X. places it in the range 10 - 30 for a top me.65 less 
than 200 GeV’. These large values of X. correspond to rather rapid oscillations of the 5, 
meson flavor and provide an experimental challenge to measure time-dependent B, mixing. 
This is in contrast to the Xd measurements performed by ARGUS and CLEO’ which result 
in combined average” Xd = 0.665 f 0.088. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

2.1 Precursor Meosuremcnfs 

We see the CDF approach to measuring B, mixing as a “walk before you run” strategy. 
Although the current priority for CDF is the study of high Fi phenomena, steady progress 
has been achieved in the identification of B decays and in the use of the silicon detector 
and lepton-identification tools. CDF has already made e. measurement of time-integrated 
B” mixing”. This will be improved on in the data sample taken in Run 1A (- 20 pb-‘) 
and in the soon to be acquired Run 1B data (an additional 60 pb-’ or more is expected on 
tape). 

Run 1A data may alea allow a time-integrated B. mixing measurement through 
lepton-D,, lepton charge correlation. Such a measurement would have little X. reach but 
might shed some light on the b + B, and b - Bd fractions at CDF when combined with 
the time-integrated B” measurement. Another possibility in the present Run IA data is B 
time-dependent Bd mixing measurement using lepton-secondary vertex, lepton correlations. 
In this case, no clear charm signal is identified (to maintain statistics), but the lepton as- 
sociated secondary vertex position is plotted for same and apposite sign leptan pairs. Since 
the Bd ascilIation is so slow, rather poor resolution in the decay time may still yield a 
time-dependent measurement of Xd The LEP experiments have already demonstrated 
time-dependent 8, mixing in lepton-associated charm modes’2. 

2.2 General Consideralions 

The general method for any mixing measurement requires determining the flavor of 
a neutral B meson (Ed or B.) at production and decay. The B meson flavor is usually 
determined through the associated lepton from B semilcptonic decay. The lepton from the 
other B gives the flavor of the first B at production, and the lepton from the B itself gives its 
flavor at decay. There is, of course, dilution of the lepton tag due to Bd, B, osciUations, charm 

cascade decays, and fake leptons. The effects of dilution on the B. mixing measurement 
are discussed elsewhere’3. Other tagging methods include the charge sign tagging from 
associated strange particle (X”) p ro UC mn in the b + c + s cascade, charge counting of d t’ 
tracks associated with the B decay vertex, and resonant or non-resonant tagging of the first 
generation hadron produced in the b 1 B hadronieation”. 

The time dependent oscillation of neutral B meson is given by the following mixing 
probabilities: 

Prob(B + B) = +(I - cos(Xt/r)), (3) 

Prob(B - B) = +‘/‘(I + coa(Xt/r)), (4) 

where X is the mixing parameter. So, given a set of events which are tagged as either B + B 
01 B 4 B events, the distribution of these events should follow the exponentially-damped 
cosine dependence given above. The specific cosine dependence can be isolated by taking 
the difference of mixing probability equations and dividing by the sum: 

Prob( B + B) - Prob( B + 8) -= 
Prob( B - 8) + Prob( B + 8) 

cos(Xt/r)~ 

The ability to resolve the cosine oscillations for a given mixing parameter X depends on the 
proper time resolution o,/T. The decay time t = L/p,, = Lmfpc depends on the decay 
length, momentum, and mass. This relation also holds in the transverse plane, which is more 
suitable for solenoid geometry central coUider detectors like CDF, so that t = Lpn/p~c. The 
proper time resolution u,/r is then given by: 

where Lol = p~er/m. The proper time resolution u,/r thus depends on the transverse 
decay length resolution of the B vertex and the B momentum resolution. For a detector 
Like CDF, with a transverse decay length resolution of - 50 microns and APT/~ - 0.2%6, 
the proper time resolution is dominated-by the transverse decay length resolution for fully 
reconstructed B, decays and is dominated by the B. momentum resolution for partially 
reconstructed decays. 

The maximum X. reach for a given proper time resolution can be derived rather 
simply from the cosine dependence’6. If the product of X.utlr is greater than r/2, then 
there wiU be smearing between the positive and negative amplitudes of the cosine and the 
cosine dependence wiU be washed out. This constraint thus sets the maximum X, reach for 
e. Riven proper time resolution: _ . 

So, for example, the maximum X, reach far u,(/r = 0.10 is - 16. Different B, decay modes 
have different proper time resolutions and X. sensitivities depending on whether the decay 
is fully or partially reconstructed. Purely hadronic B, decays such as B. --t D.n, which are 
so far less easily identified in $ip collisions, offer the best proper time resolution and thus 
the largest range of probing for X. Unfortmmtely, the clean B. - J/$4 signature offera 
no help for measuring B, mixing since the flwor of the B, at decay cannot be determined 
from the final state particles. As mentioned above, tb.is mode will however eventually yield a 
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precision measurement of the B. lifetime, which wiU be needed for a B. mixing analysis. For 
the present CDF tracking chamber end vertex detector, the proper time resolution for fully 
reconstructed B, decays is - 0.08, allowing X. to he measured up to 20 before resolution 
effects significantly smear out the oscillations. The addition of an inner layer of silicon pixels 
to improve the decay length resolution is II possible way to extend the X, reach. 

In Table 1, we list the product breaching ratios for exclusive B. mixing decay modes. 
We consider here only the B. --t D.vrs and B. --t D.a decays. For the decay branching 
ratios, we used the s - d interchanged Bd - Dsan end L& - Dn Particle Data Group’e 
(PDG) values. These B. decay modes have the advantage of containing a D,, which can he 
cleanly identified in its &r (already seen at CDF”) or K’K final states. Neither of these B, 
decays has been reconstructed yet at CDF, but several purely hadronic B, decays have been 
seen at LEP’*. Run lA or Run 1B data at CDF should yield several of these events. Of 
course, in order to obtain large samples of these exclusive B, events on tape, the single lepton 
threshold (on the lepton trigger from the other B) wiU have to be lowered and the detector 
coverage improved, or these purely hadronic decays wiU have to be triggered directly with 
a secondary vertex trigger. CDF is now planning a secondary vertex trigger for the Run II 
collider run and beyond”. Initially this trigger wiU select on high impact psrameter tracks 
and look for B” + r+=- decay.. Improvements to this trigger should allow online triggering 
of separated secondary vertices Summing up the two B. decay modes with the 3 D. final 
states, we find a combined product branching ratio of 4.2~10~‘. 

Table 1: Branch: 
Decay Mode 
Da * 4* 
D, - $nnn 
D. - K’K 
&+KK 
K’ + Klr 

(1.2 f 0.4j% 
(2.6 f 0.5)% 
(49.1 f 0.8)% 
(67.0 f O.O)% 

B, + D,arn (8.0 •t 2.5)x10-’ 
B, - D.n (3.2 4~ 0.7)x10-’ 
B, + D,nra,D. + 6x,6 + KK (1.1 *oo.4)x10-” 
B, + D,srr,D, - @TXI,$ +KK (4.7 i 2.2)x10-5 
B, - D,snr,D, 4 K’K,K’ + KT (1.4 i0.5)x10-~ 
B, - D.sr,D, + 9~4 + Kf c (4.4 f 1.2)x10-5 
B. + D.n,D. + qkm,# + KK (1.9 *0.8)x10-’ 
B, + D,s,D, - K’K,K’ + (5.6 f 1.6)x10-’ 
8, + D,nna,D. + 3 modes (3.0 i 0.7)x10-” 
E, -t D,s,D, - 3 modes (1.2 i 0.2)x10-” 
B, - 2 modes,D, -) 3 mode (4.2 4~ 0.7)x10-‘- 

Table 2 lists the product branching ratios for inclusive B, mixing modes. Here, 
the semileptonic decay of the B. is required, and then the reconstruction of the D. 01 4 
is necessary to tag the presence of e B. decay. There are, of course, backgrounds from the 
decays ofother B hadrons to a D. or 4. Due to the missing neutrino or lack of e reconstructed 
D,, the B. is only partially reconstructed, and the X. reach is limited due to the uncertainty 
on the B, momentum. These exclusive decay modes can be examined in either single lcpton 
or dilepton triggered samples. In the single lepton case, the flavor of the B, st production 
has to be provided by some tagging method, while in the dilepton sample the lepton from 
the other B is conveniently triggered on and provides the flavor tag. 

r 
dixing Modes. 

Comment 
PDG, 1992 
PDG, 1992 
PDG, 1992 
PDG, 1992 
PDG, 1992 

from Bd mode, PDG, 1992 
from Bd mode, PDG, 1992 

product branching ratio 
product branching ratio 
product branching ratio 
product branching ratio 
product branching ratio 
product branching ratio 

sum of 3 modes 
sum of 3 modes 
sum of 6 modes 

Table 2: Branching Ratios for Inclusive E. Mixing Modes, 
Decay Mode Branching Ratio Comment 
D, - & I (2.8 *OS)% I PDG. 1992 
D, - drrr 
D, + S#S,W” 
D. - #P 
D. + &a/v 
D. * 4X 
B, - D,fv 
B. + D.fv,D, + #T,$ - KK 
B, + D,fv,D, + 4rrr,+ - KK 
B, - D,fv,D, + K’K,K’ - Kn 
B, + D.fv,D, + 3 modes 
B. -4 D,fv,D, + 2 phi modes 
B. + D.fv,D. + $X,+ * KK 

(1.2 f 0.4j% PDG; 1992 
(6.7 i 3.3)% PDG, 1992 
(5.2 zt 1.6)% PDG, 1992 
(1.4 f 0.5)% PDG, 1992 
(17.3 & 3.8)% PDG, 1992 
(10.5 zk O.S)% B mode e,~ we., PDC, 199: 

(1.4 f 0.3)x10-” product branching ratio 
(6.2 f 2.1)x10-’ product branching ratio 
(1.8 *0.4)x10-” product branching ratio 
(3.8 f 0.5)x10-’ sum of 3 modes 
(2.0 f 0.4)x10-’ sum of 2 modea 
(8.9 l 2.0)x10-3 product branching ratio 

2.3 Ezpepcctcd Rates 

We now consider the expected Run lA, Run lB, Run lA+lB combined end Run 
II+ (1000 ph.‘) data samples obtained at CDF relevant for B, mixing studies. In each case 
the listed numbers correspond to the data samples sftcr applying lepton identification and 
fiducial cuts. We assume no drastic changes or improvements to the present Run 1A trigger, 
which had single electron and muon triggers for pT(f) > 6 GcV/c (prescaled) and pT(f) > 9 
GeV/c (independent from the 6 GeV/c trigger end not prescaled) and dimuon (p&) >- 2.5 
GeV/c), e-p (ET(~) > 5 GeV, pi > 3 GeV/ c , and dielectron (&(e) > 5 GeV) triggers. ) 
This is rather carucrvofive given the large increase in data samples possible by improving 
the DAQ system and lowering the trigger pi thresholds. For all of the following numbers, 
we have required that secondary vertex information be available (50% efficiency for Run 1A 
end lB, 100% efficiency for Run II+) for the partially reconstructed Bd and B. decays and 
the reconstructed D., Da end 4 decays; for each of the latter we assume a reconstruction 
efficiency of 40%. However, we have not included e vertex separation efficiency. For the 
dilepton samples, the number of reconstructed DO end Q events is based en observed rate 
of - 5/pb-’ in the dimuon sample”. This extrapolates to - 100/20pb-’ in the dimuon 
sample, 16/20pb-’ in the e - IL sample and 3/20pb-’ in the dielectron sample, all before 
requiring secondary vertex information. Because of large uncertainties in the identification 
and reconstruction efficiencies, we have not included here estimates for reconstruction of 
purely hadronic B. dece.y&‘. 

Table 3 lists the expected (after full analysis) single lepton and dilepton data samples 
after fiducial and lepton id cuts for the Run 1A data. For the partiaUy reconstructed Bd and 
B, decays in the single lepton sample, we have included a low pi lepton (e,centre.l F) tagging 
efficiency” (including the semilcptonic branching ratio) of 1.8%. A tagging efficiency of a 
few percent is not unexpected given the soft pr and broad rapidity distributions of B mesons 
and the present CDF detector coverage. 

For Run lB, we have assumed a x2 increase in the number of recorded pi > 6 GeV/c 
electron events due to an improvement in the single electron triggerz2. We have also assumed 
an increase in the low pi lepton (e,p) tagging efficiency from 1.8% - 2.5% due to improved 
understanding of the larger angle muon 8ystcm. 
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Table 3: Run 1A CDF Sin le Le ton and Dik ton Data Sam les. 

~1 
R.-tivD.X,D. - +,r,d- KK;B -tIX i 2 3 
B, + IvD.X,D, - 3 modes; B - IX 4 5 9 
B,-IvD,X,D.-+4X,.$- KK;B+lX 9 11 20 

Decay Made PP w ee Combined 
B- bX;B * I"X 40,000 6,600 
B-lvX;B bD"X,D'+ 

1,340 47,940 
4 Kn events 50 8 2 60 

I3 - IvX;B + IvX,d+ KK events 50 8 2 60 

Including these improvements combined with the expected x3 increase in the luminos- 
ity for Run 18, there is a significant increase in the number of tagged partially reconstructed 
& and B. decays (Table 4), and lower Limits on the v&e of X. might be determined in 
both the single and dilepton samples. 

B, - IvD,X,D, - &r,6- KK;B + IX 9 
L?. + IuD.X, D,, + 3 modes; B - IX 25 
B, + IvD,X, D, - #X,+ + KK; B - 1X 56 

Decay Mode 
B - IvX;B + IVX 
B + bX;B - IvD"X,D" - Ks events 

12;$0 $00 4,: “E$;;” 
180 

9 + IvX;B - luX,4 + KK events 150 24 6 180 

For completeness, we have combined the Run 1A and Run 1B expected rates in 
Table 5. We assume here that the increased 2.5% law pr lepton tagging efficiency can be 
applied to the entire single lepton sample. Again, observable sign& of tagged Bd and B, 
decays should be seen. This data should receive thorough analysis by the time Run II data 
taking begins, and d of the lessons learned from reconstructing 9, and B. decays should 
be available immediately on the Run II sample. 

Table 6 lists the projected Run II+ (1 fb-’ data sample), assuming no major changes 
to the present single lepton and dilepton trigger, but including improvements to the detecta 
and tagging efficiencies. These improvements include a doubling of the secondary vertex 
detection coverage, resulting in nearly 100% acceptance and increase in the Iepton (e,p) 
coverage for tagging, not triggering, out to 1 7 I< 2. This results in an increase in the low 
pt lepton tagging efficiency from 2.5% to 3.9%. 

” - PYYIL 

B-+lvDX 
B - IvDX;B + IX 
B +IvD"X,Do --t Kr;b'+ IX 

27,50 

33 I 
B,~IvD.X,D.~O~,~-~KK;B-,IX 
B. -+ luD.X,D, + 3 modes;/3 - IX 
8, - lvD.X, D. - 9X,+5 + KK; B + 1X 

11 10 22 
30 28 58 
69 63 131 

Decay Mode 
B + IvX;B +IvX 16:,:00 9 IvX;B- IvD"X,Do - 26:iOO 5,',",0 

Combined 
191,760 - 

Ka events 200 32 8 240 
B + IvX;B - lvX,+ KK events 200 32 8 240 

The secondary vertex detection improvement to the CDF detector should be ready 
for the start of Run II, but the lepton coverage upgrade is likely to come later in the Run 
II+ running. Nevertheless, we assume these modifications in our rate estimates, which really 
correspond to CDF operating with an increased B physics priority. Of course, now the rates 
are very large and an X. measurement in the partially reconstructed B. decay modes, with 
an X, reach up to possibly 10, is likely. A measurement of X, in fully reconstructed B, 
dewy modes is also possible and this is discussed elsewherezO. 

Table 6: CDF Run II+ (1000 pb-‘) S’ gJ L t 
Decay Mode 

an e e9 on and Dilepton Data Samples. 

B + evDX 
S(l) > 6 4(f) > 9 Combined 

El --t ,wDX 
8,150,OOO lO,OOO,OOO 18,750,OOO 

B + lvDX 
5,000,000 2,500,OOO 7,500,000 

B+lvDX;B-.IX 
13,750,OOO 12,500,OOO 26,250,OOO 

B + IuD"X,Do --t Ks;B + IX 
536,250 487,500 1,023,750 

1287 1170 
B, + lvD,X,D. - qir,$+ KK;B +IX 

2457 
440 400 

B. +IvD,X,D, - 3 modes; B - IX 
839 

1180 1073 
B,-IvD.X,D, + c$X,++ KK;B+lX 

2252 
2681 2438 5119 

3. CONCLUSION 

Decay Mode 
B + lvX;B - I"X 

w Combined 
B 2,O::OOO 330,000 67fiOO 2,397 000 - IvX;B+ bD"X,Do + 

Kn events 5000 800 200 
B - bX;B - IvX,#+ KK events 

6OdO 
5000 800 200 6000 

Based on a preliminary analysis of the Run 1A data sample, we have made estimates 
for the expected number of partially reconstructed B,, and B. events at CDF for Runs lA, 
1B and II+ (1 fb-I). These estimates are based on an mtrapolstion from the present Run 1A 
sample and assume no major changer to the B phyeics triggers and modest improvements to 
the present detector. From these estimates, we expect observable Ed and B, time-dependent 
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mixing signals in the Run 1B data and measurements of X, (up to - 10) in the Run II+ 
sample using partially reconstructed modes. Fully reconstructed 9. decays in the 9. + D,r 
and B. + D.nnn should be seen in Run lB, and a precision measurement of the 9, lifetime 
in the 9. + J/$+$ mode is expected. Measurements of X. up to 20 in fully reconstructed 
9, decays using the Run II+ data sample are also conceivsblez3. 
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METHODOLOGY FOR COMPARISON OF B-MIXING 
EXPERIMENTS 

T. H. DURNETT 
Physics Depahnenl, FM-15, Unitiersily of Waskir@on 

SenttIe, WA 98195, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An objective of ibis workshop was lo provide a basis lor comparison of the capa- 
bilities of differ.-nl experiments, identifying the components entering into lbe comparison. 
A suggested framework was provided by the organizers in the form of a table that allows 
one lo see the computations leading lo the three primary elements in the determination ol 
the resolution lo be expected in the meawrmenl of an asymmetry. These are: (I) N, the 
number of produced events; (2) c, the total efficiency for detecting these events, such that 
cN is the number of events lo be analyzed for the effect; and (3) D 5 1, the total dilution 
factor reflecting a reduction of the effect lo be expected due lo the presence of background 
or mistagging. The e&live number of events is further reduced lo rNDZ. 

In B, mixing, we &h to measure the quantity T, = AM/r. An experiment observes 
two distributions, according to whether the charge conjugations of the B, al production and 
decay are the same or different: 

$ = $,-‘[I f Dcoss,tj (1) 

with the f corresponding lo same/di&renl. (We express t in units of the B, decay time,) 
Thus the experimental challenge is lo assign the appropriate sign lo each presumed 8. decay, 
and measure its proper time at the time of decay. Figure 1 is a cartoon that emphasizes 
the four measurements thus required for each event. As shown, a b6 pair is created, the b 
hadronizes by picking up an S-quark lo form a B,, which may decay as either a B, or a B,. 
An experiment must tag the charge conjugation of the B, al creation, usually by identifying 
the recoil l3; identify the nature of the 0, at decay; measure the distance between the 
two vertices; and measure the momentum of the B, in order lo determine the proper time. 



, ia wd”Clc”l dgsy - 
Figure 1. Diagram showing the basic process and quantities to measure to dete 

1.1 The tng 

The “tag” is the technique used to identify the state of the U, at fxodnc 
is most often done by detccling B lepton, presumably from the semi-leptonic deca 
meson or baryon that was pair produced with the n*,. This has an inherent ineffi 
to the 20% branching fraclion for leptonic decays. Worse is the dilution effects 
and mixing of the tagging B. Other techniques are 

l A leading charged Ii. The idea is to determine whether the 8, started nut 
or 3 quark by finding a meson, parlicularly a IC’, containing the others qua 
appareotly frasable at LEP or SK, where each b quark forms a jet, loultil 
low, and one has particle ID. 

l Jet charge at an e+e- machine: At LEP or SLC most of the time one sees tw 
jet opposile the one containing the 0, was initiated by a b-quark, the &are 
can be oscd as a tag. This charge can be measured indirectly by a weighted 
the observed charges of the hadrons. 

l Forward-backward assymetry in polarized e+e- cottisioos: Uniquely at SL( 
larized beams, the angle of the 8, with respect to the incoming etectroo is 
dilution factor varies from 0 at 90 degrees to O.Y3P, wbcrc I’ KS 0.65 is the pc 
at 0 degrees. 

1.2 The Decay 

Three iterm ahout the 0, mwl be determined when it decays: (I) Its ider 
8,; (2) the position of its decay vertex; and (3) its momentum. The last two are 
order to reconstruct lhe proper time of decay. The proposed lechniques are: 

l Inclusive trptorlic decay: the sign of the lepton salisfies (I) with the osuat 
fraction efficiency penalty. Rcqoirement (2) o leans lhat al lead one other 
the decay be found. flecausc of the missing oeulrino, full reconslruction is n< 
resulting in an inherent resolution for lbe momentum of zz 15%. 

l Exclusive leptonic decay: modes are t’ud aud !vD,. 

l Full reconstruction: modes proposed for this are aD. and 3aU,. 

2. HOW MANY EVENTS? 

Let us delve into the realm of small statistics to try to answer a deceptively simple 
question: given a set of events distributed according to Eq.(l) with perfect time resolution, 
how many are needed to measure r.? A simple criterion is that the oscillatory term in Eq. 
(I) be clearly seen. This implies determining that the coefficient of this term is different 
from zero by, say 5~. Assuming D = 0.4, and using d = 1/D&V, we find fN > 150. A far 
more severe restriction is that presented in the BCD proposal’. It is that the eighth quarter 
cycle of the mixing oscillations contain 25 events, and has the form 

Ndz,) = s. exp 1 
This depends on z.: values at 2, = 5,10.20 for ot = 0 are 6500, 3700, and 3900, respectively. 
This is rather more that the 150 events estimated above. The dillerence is that our original 
criterion was to definitely establish the prescoce of the oscillatory term, while it is also 
necessary to have a proper measurement of its Ireqaency, i.e. 2,. To study this, WE created 
a simulation of experiments, each with N events distributed according to Eq. (I), then 
checked to see if the likelihood function allowed a fit that was consistent with the input 2.. 
With 150 events, the fit is satisfactory 90% of the time, for 5, in the range 5.20, giving a 
result consistent with the expected error of 0.2. It is remarkable that fluctuations in the 
distribution can result in misleading likelihood functions. Performing the same analysis for 
600.event experiments, with an expected error of 0.1. we find unsatisfaclory fits only 1% 
of the time. This suggests that if the magnitude of the oscillatory term is 10 o, that a 
satisfactory measurement of s. can be made 99% of the time. 

2. TIME RESOLUTION 

A very important consideration in measuring zr is the resolution for time measure- 
ment. Roughly, if the resolution in 1 is u,, one can measure I, only if the value is less thao 
l/c,. In this section we make this statement more quantitative. 

The expected resolution io zSr if determined using maximum likelihood, in the limit 
of large numbers. is: 

; = cD2N h(t)/‘(t)* 
lo(t)* - D2fr(t)‘dt 

where lo(f) = e-‘, f,(t) = e-‘cosr.t. and I’(t) = te-‘sinz,i. Note that for D = 1, 
t,., = 00, the integral is simply Jome-‘12dt = 2, (the case derived by McDonald’) while for 
D < I, with the same limits, il becomes approximately I. The maximum of the integrand 
in this cue is at 1 = 2, indicating that the maximum information is at two meant lives. 

When the resolution in 1 is finite, one simply smears the functions Jo, fz, and f’, and 
evaluates the integral. This must he done numerically. 

In the spirit of presenting experimental factors in terms of efficiencies and dilution 
factors, we note that the square root of the integral in Eq. (3) is in effect a dilution factor. 
Thus we define the lime dilution factor by 
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whew I0 repwscnls the iunction obtnirlcd from Jo by lime smearing: 

i”(f) = J,” $& ’ , exp [-; ($ dl’ 

where the time measnremerlt resolution lunctioo wc USB is parametrized by o(f) = (I @ bt. 
Finally, we presrnt ,t table, showing values of d, calculated for varjo,,s ~&es of a a,,d bv 
corresponding to various proposals, and for zS = 5,10,20. 

Table 1. Time dilution factdrs. 

It should be stressed lhal the above were calcluated with t.,i. = 0, which a&nes 
tbal the decay can be detected withoul separation 01 vertices. For inclusive or semi-itlclusive 
muon deteclion, this is unrealistic. The effect is lo reduce the reach in ,zr when o, > 0, again 
certainly the case with ~IUOIIJ. 

4. 

1. 

2. 
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OBSERVABILITY OF MIXING IN PARTIALLY 
RECONSTRUCTED & AND E, AT THE SFT 

T.J. Lawry, S. Canetti, G. Corti, B. Cox, E.C. Dukees, 
A.P. McManus,K. Nelson, I. Teamourania 

Physics Dept., (I. of Virginia, McCormick Rd. 
Charloffesville, Va., kWO1 USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Observation of mixing (Ed --t & and B. + b,) is of great phyaiwd interest. Mixing 
is also experimentally challenging since it requires that the beauty particle be detected, that 
its particle-antiparticle nature be tagged both at production and decay, and that its lifetime 
in the rest frame be messured with high resolution. We propose to study mixing at the 
SSC Fixed Target experiment’ (SFT). I n one year of running 1.8 x 10” Bb events2 will be 
produced. The branching ratio B -a IX, where I is a charged lepton, is 21% (for the svuage 
of Ed and B.), we assume B, is the same. Assuming B./Bd/B. fractions 0.38/0.38/0.14, 
we get 2.0 x 10’ 8. + IX, Ed -+ IX events, and 7.5 x 10’ B. -t IX, B, + IX events. Our 
trigger efficiency for double semi-leptonic B events3 is 51%. We can afford to cut very hard 
on the data. 

Because of the high vertex resolution Andy long flight paths of the B, the dietrace the 
B travels in the lab ia well measured’ (L/uL = 380). The difficulty is to reconstruct the 
Lorentz r = Es/Me since much of the energy of the B is in undetected neutral particles. We 
define the M,“’ and E$’ to be the the invariant mass and energy of all charged daughters 
of the B which fell inside the spectrometer angular acceptance of 2-75 mrad. We find that 
I’“” = E$‘IMf’ gives a useful estimate of the true P since much of the effect of missing 
neutrals cancels in the ratio. 

a. PYTHIA SIMULATIONS 

Figure 1 shows the PYTHIA simulations of Mp/Me (solid), and Ep/Ee (dashed) 
for B, --t IX decays. Figure 2 shows r”“/P with (dashed) and without (solid) a MF > 
4 &V/c’ mass cut. B. decays are similar. 

Figure 3 shows the lifetime distributions t”“/r computed from r”” end the meeeured 
length of the B flight path, for Bd + Ed (solid) and B. + B, (dashed) decays. The 
experimental statistics will be about 300 times greater than that shown in Figure 3. The Bd 
mixing parameter is 0.72, the B, mixing parameter is 15. We require M$’ > 4 GeVjc2 to 
reduce the error in the lifetime and remove background. The smooth curve is the lifetime 
distribution that would be measured by a perfect detector. Since it ia difficult to distinguish 
I& and B. experimentally, the measured distribution would be the sum of the two histograms 
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in Figure 3. The lifetime distributions for lagged Ed -+ & (dashed) and B. --t I?. (solid) 
are shown in Figure 4. 

We can greatly reduce the statistical fluctuations shown in Figures 3 and 4 by weight- 
ing B.,& decays by their probability to decay at different times. The main wurce of ex- 
perimental error in lifetime is the error in P”” which is due to the angular acceptance of the 
spectrometer. Since the distance traveled by the average B is 9 cm, the error in the lifetime 
ia uncorrelated with the lifetime, except for very shortlived decays where vertex resolution 
becomes important”. We take the 1925 B,, and 6858 Ed decays passing all cuts in the 
Monte Carlo and decay them 100 times using the true lifetime distribution in the rest frame 
exp(-t/r)(lfcos(.t/r)) where x = 0.72 for Bd and 15 for B,. For each of the 100 decaye we 
take t”” = (l’““/P)t. In other words we take the dashed curve of Figure 3 and oversample 
it 100 times. Figure 5 shows the result for the sum of Ed + 8, snd B. + B,. The smooth 
curve is a simple fit to the “data”, it gives zd = 0.72 f 0.05 and 2, = 15.4 f 0.22. Since the 
B, and Bd decays dominate at short and long lifetimes respectively, it is easy to extract the 
mixing parameters. 

3. SAMPLE SIZE 

The trigger efficiency for double semi-leptmic B events is 51%. From PYTHIA, 3.74% 
of Ed pass the 4 &V/c* maa cut, u do 5.19% of the B,. We also require that the B. have 
M > 2 &V/e’ (54.1% pass this cut). Th e acceptance for B.Bd events is 1.03% (2.0 x 10’ 
events) and the B.B. events have 1.43% acceptance (1.1 x 10’ events). 

We conclude that mixing can be studied at the SFT with B mesons whose decays are 
not fully reconstructed, allowing very high statistics studies to be done. 

4. REFERENCES 

1. B. Cox et al. “The SFT: A Super Fixed Target Beauty Experiment at the SK,” l.hwc 
proceedings. 

2. Ibid., Section 4. 
3. Ibid., Table 14. 
4. Ibid., Table 4 and following. 
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Prospects for Bi@ Oscillation Measurement at 
LEP 

XinChou Lou 
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1 Introduction 

The measurements of Sq@ mixing [I] have provided direct constraint on the CKM matrix 
element IVtdl. Similarly, it is generally expected that a measurement of Bf$ mixing will put 
strict constraint on IV,,] [2] and the CKM unitary triangles. However data on average neutral 
p meson mixing at high energy e+e- and hadron colliders indicate a rapid Et:@ oacillstion. 
Therelore with knowledge of the time integrated Brq mixing done it is not sufficient to extract 
IV,.]. The time dependent By% mixing must be directly measured. 

Direct observations of the decays of the B. meson, the measurementsof ita lifetime and ma.s 
h&e been recently reported 13, 4, 5, 6, ‘I]. At LEP the B. meson can be effectively tadged via 
its semileptonic decays. The electric charge of a primary kpton tells if the decaying b meson 
is s. Et! or e, Various techniques that identify the b quark Ravour at B,O production time 
(t=O) are being developed. The installations of silicon microvertex detectors at all the four 
LEP experiments allow for precise determination of the Br decay vertex and subsequently the 
reconstruction of the 6: decay proper time. All these make it possible for the LEP experiments 
to study the Bz@ oscillation in the near future. 

The following sections describe the methods of B. tagging at LEP, the techniques of b 
Ravour (t=O) identification and the reconstruction of Bo decay proper time. Finally a Monte 
Carlo study is presented on the sensitivity of the X, measurement at LEP assuming a total of 
4.10’ badronic Z” events will be collected per LEP detector at the end of LEPl. 

2 Tagging the Bf Meson at LEP 

At LEP only a handful of exclusive B. decays have been reconstructed [4, 71. It is apparent 
that the exclusive Bs events will be statistically limited for a Bfv mixing measurement. The 
semileptonic Bf decays Bt -+ D;f+X b ave been detected in numberr much larger than those 
of the exclusive Sf events. A typical signal-to-noise of 2:l is seen in the LEP data in these 
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channels. Furlhermore the presence of the s quark in the B” tieson should result in abundant 
4 meson production in its decays. A preliminary study in OPAL’ shows that about 10% of the 
4l* pairs detected in 2’ decays are the decay products of the Bf. The background 4C* events 
arise predominantly from fragmentation 4’s combining with B primary lepton from b hadron 
decays. The 4!* reconstructed in OPAL appears to have a typical signal-to-noise of L.6:L. 

Other Bf tagging methods are also under consideration at LEP. The inclusive D; events, 
for example, wnuld provide a larger 0: sample with a typical 6: purity of 50% [4]. However 
the process W+ -SC, which results in a 0: in b hadron decays, competes with the spectator 
diagram B: + D;X. Therefore the eleclric charge of the D. meson does not invariably give the 
h flavour of the decaying Bf. Moreover the proper time resolution for the D. tagged events is 
expected to be considerably worse than that of the semileptonic 80 events. Nevertheless the D. 
decays seems to be a promising By tag&g method if the above two problems can he overcome. 

Table 1. Branching Ratios Used [I] 

Decay Process Branching Ratios 
B’- D;PtXm -0.22 
D; + 4x-, 4 + K+K- (1.39 fO.35). 10.’ 
D; + KO’K‘ , K” - K+r- (1.73 -tO.33). 10-1 
D; + 4X”’ -0.30 

‘4+K+K- 0.491*0.008 
Et- D;P+X .D; - 4n-.K”‘K- (6.9+ 1.1). lO-3 
6; + 4P+X, 4 + K+K- - 3.2.10-’ 

aas”rements do not exist; assumed “*he% e = e + p where appo cable 

Based on a simulation of the OPAL detector, the detection efficiencies for the visible final 
stales are found to be 0.09 for B;-r D;P+X and D; - K-K-r-, and 0.10 for 6: -+ 4(+X and 
4 - K+K-. Using the branching ratios listed in Table 1. a sample of -130 80-1 D;PX and 
-660 4l’ events are expected to be reconstructed from 4. IO’ hadronic ‘2’ decays. 

3 Identification of b Flavour of the Bf at t=O 

Three techniques. which have been investigaled at LEP, will be described in this section. They 
are opposile jet leplon log, the fragmenlolioo chorgrd kaon lag and the jef charge method. 

The b hadron and anti-b hadron produced in 2’ decays are well separated topologically due 
to large mas of the 2’. Having reconstructed a Bt, the jet opposite to the 8: containing jet 
is very likely to be associated with an anti-b hadron. The charges ol prompt leptons (e, p), 
characterised by their large momentum and large momentum component transverse to the jet, 
provide information on the h Ravour (t=O) of th e reconstructed Bf meson. Experimentally the 
correctness of this tag is diluted by fake leptons and a 12% average b hadron mixing found in 

The main cvls arc: p, >2 G&. p( >3 Gc”, p$ > I Ge” and 2.0< M((f, <5.0 I&“. K* me %&<kd with 
the dE/dr measurementa in the OPAL jet chamber. 

2’ decays[g]. Monte Carlo simulations show that typically a tagging efficiency of 4.5% with 
75% correctness can be achieved using the opposite jet lepton tag. 

During the hadronisation process of the 6 quark, a s quark must be produced in order to 
form B Bf meson. The i quark, which is alao produced in pair with the s quark, would form a 
strange meson. The electric charge of this kaon (if charged) or of the charged kaon produced in 
the decays of this strange meson should he the same aa that of the 6 quark. The fragmentation 
kaon tag is bapcd on the identification of these charged kaans in the Bz events. By relying on 
the dE/dz measurements in the OPAL experiment at LEP, a Monte Carlo study shows that this 
method can identify about 20% of the reconstructed semileptonic BO decays for which either 
the D.f or a 4 have been fully reconstructed. The corresponding correctness of this tag is about 
75%. 

The jet charge is defined aa [9] 

Q,.t = &.gww 

where Et,.- is the beam energy, a; and p; are the charge and momentum of track i, and x is 
a weighting i&or. The sum rum over all charged tracks associated to the same jet, except 
for those from Bf decays. The value of x is chosen to be 0 ior tracks in the Bf containing jet, 
and 1 ior tracks in the non-$ jets. This choice of 6 enhances the correlation between the jet 
charge and the b flavour of the decaying b hadron opposite to the Bf jet, with which an average 
mixing of only 12% IS found. Meanwhile the jet charge of the Bf jet, which is actually the sum 
oi the charge of fragmentation tracks since the Bf is neutral, anti-correlates with the b flavour 
(t=O) oi the Bf. The lollowing criteri,a is used in OPAL 

IQdB.) - 10. Q;.,(w)1 > 1.0 64 

where Qj.,(B.) and Qjedopp) are the jet charges of the Bf jet and of the most energetic non~Bf 
jet, respectively. This criteria combines the jet charge information irom both the Bz jet and the 
jet containing the other h hadron to maximise the b Ravour (t=O) identification power. About 
70% of the Bf eventa,paas this criteria. The corresponding correctness of the h f&our (t=O) 
identification is found to be 75%, with little dependence on the jet finding algorithm and the 
BfF mixing parameter. 

4 Proper Time Reconstruction 

The kl: decay proper time, f,, can he expressed as 

1, = dV(&) (3) 
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where dl is the 3-d decay length of the B;. /?y is the Lorentz boost of the B;. We need to 
measure dl and 07 in order to reconstruct t,. The 2-d d ecay length of Bf can he measured in 
the plane transverse to the beam direction by all the LEP detectors with the high precision 
dicon microvertex detector. This 2-d decay length can be converted into dl by using the 
direction cosines of the reconstructed Bf. By requiring the 2-d decay length error to be less 
than 1 mm, an wcrage 250 pm error on the decay length can he achieved. The estimation of 7 
hns been demonstrated in ref. [s] by OPAL, by p nramtrising 7 az a function of the momentum 
and the invariant maas of the D:C- pair. The typical uncertainties range from 15.7% at low 
momentum and low mass region to 6.4% at high momentum and high mass region, resulting 
an average boost error of 12%. 

The uncertainty on t, arise from dl and 1 

“f = #q’+ (!&)2 
dl 7 

where ol, oa and 0-r are tbe r.m.s errors on the proper time, Bt decay length and the boost, 
respectively. Depending on the track quality and kinematic cuts applied, an average a,/t of 
16% to 20% can be achieved at LEP. 

5 Sensitivity of the x, Measurement 

In Table 2. quantities relevant to the BfE mixing meawrement at LEP are summarised. 
Notably the b flavour (t=O) mistag probability is typically 25%; and most Bz events selected 
can he used for the oscillation measurement. 

In order to understand the sensitivity of a x, measurement at LEPI, simple Monte Carlo 
simulations were performed, sjsuming 700 BT, q decays are reconstructed with ao overall 
signal-to-noise ratio of I.t:l. The b Ravour (t=O) mistag is taken to be 0.25. The smearing due 
to By decay length error, *“, is assumed to be 0.10, and the proper time uncertainty from the 
boost estimate is parametrized as 0.14$. The proper time is smeared as described by eq. (4). 

In Figures ,.a-b tbe generated proper time and the reconstructed proper time of oscillated The B;E oscillation can be relinbly measured for 6.0< x.1 a shown in Table 3. The 

Bf events are shown. Figure 1.c is ahown with B b Ravour (t=O) mistag 01 0.25. Finally in 8.0~ x. < 10 region should be measurable by combining results from all four LEP experiments 

Figure 1.d the background, for which a ‘proper time’of 1.3 ps is assumed, is included. A fit to to eliminate bad fits. A set of larger decay length error and boost estimation error* have also 

Figure 1.d yields x.=3.9+0.3, compared with the generated value x.=4.0. been used in the Monte Carlo study, resulting in a slightly worse sensitivity on X* 

In Table 3. the results of the Monte Carlo simulation are summarised. For a given Y, value 
(up to x.=10) a total of 30 simulations were carried out. each with a fit to a different 700 Bt, 
$ decay sample. The mean X. fitted, XI’, and the mean variance, < Ix:‘- < x:l > 1 >, were 
calculated based on 30 fits to the proper time distributions equivalent to Figure 1.d for each 
generated x,. 

6 Summary 

The possibility of measuring Bf@ oscillation at LEP is investigated in this paper. Various 
techniques of Bf tagging and b Ravour (t=O) ‘d t‘fi t’ I en I ca mn have been developed by the LEP 

‘Aaauming q+O.lZ *“d ~1=o.15. I 

Table 2. Bzv Oscillation Measurement at LEP 

Experiment 
- . . 

] OPAL at LEP 
’ ;.;; ( M. ) 

1.3.103’ 
maximum 6.5”) nb 
“.,I 

1 lepton char1 

“.“J, 0.10 

130 D;(+. 660 de’ 
2:1, 1.6:1 

n %J , 0.70 
*.rn 

(1) Value at the 2’ peak. In LEP operation the act”., COIBS-section is lower due to energy scan 

Table 3. X. Sensitivity at LEP 
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experiments. The successful comissioning of high precision silicon microvertex detectors at LEP 
allow for precise determination al the Bf decay vertex. With the estimate of the Bf boost, it 
is possible to search for Bte oscillation directly in Zo decays. Assuming that 4.10’ Zo event3 
will be collected per LEP detector by the end of LEPl, the 8.0~ X, region can he explored. 
With significant improvements in the Bf decay proper time measurement, LEP experiments 
potentially can measure X. upto 10. However beyond x.=10 it will be very difficulty for LEP 
to extract X. based on semileptonic B,O events. The exclusive Bf decay sample, which will be 
statistically limited due to small decay branching ratios, is unlikely to offer a better solution in 
the x. > IO region. 
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B -Z MIXING IN SLD 

CBALTAY 

Representing the SLD Collabaratian 

Physics Department, Yale Uniuerdity, 

BOE 6666, 554 Gibbs Laboratory, 

New Hauen, CT 06511, USA 

The mixing of B” and B” is one of the most important topics in B physics 

because the mixing occurs through second order weak box diagrams involving 

1 to d and t to a quark transitions. The mixing parameters are thus sensitive 

to the CKM matrix elements V,d and V,, which are presently difficult to access 

experimentally in other ways. 

Mixing in the By system has been observed in the ARGUS, CLEO and UAl 

detectors. They measured the mixing integrated over time 

Xd = mizedm+i~kdmised = (:I&’ 

and obtained a value of zd - 0.7 where z:d is defined as A/r in the Bj system. 

Since Vt, is expected to be larger than Vtd, we expect the mixing to be substan- 

tially larger in the Bf system. In this case, x, - 1 and a time integrated mixing 

measurement is not very sensitive to 2,. It is thus imperative to measure the 

time dependence of Bt mixing which is proportional to cos(r,i) and is thus sen- 

sitive to z, in the expected range of values. At this time there is a preliminary 

measurement from ALEPH of the time dependence of Bj mixing, but there are 

no measuremenls of the time dependence ai Bf mixing. Such a measurement is 

one of the aims of an extended SLD program. 
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To observe BG - 3 mixing one has to establish the BjO character of the 

meson both at production and at the decoy poinl. The usual technique used so 

far has been to look for a high P, lepton to tag both of the B mesons produced 

in each event. In this method the lepton efficiency, which is 01 the order of 5%, 

comes in squared, and a prohibitively large sample of Bf would be required for 

a precision measurement. 

The availability of highly polarized electrons from SLC allows SLD to ore a 

much more efficient method in which the large forward-backward asymmetry for 

e+e- - 6 + $, which can be written as 

ag _ (B”forward) - (~forward) 

APB - (BOforward) + (~forward) ’ 
(2) 

ir used to tag the B/i? character of each Bt at production in a statistical way. For 

incident electrons with 70% polarization the polarizalion improved asymmetry is 

;ib” .G.* = 50%, (3) 

Thus the forward going meson has a 75% probability of being a 8’ rather 

than a 2, (if the detector had full angular acceptance). 

There are several methods to tug the B ut the decay point. In the detailed 

study cerried out for this paper we have used a high I’, lepton tag. The high 

P, lepton (electron or muon) selects the bz events from a background of lighter 

quarks, and the sign of the lepton establishes the BD/2 character at decay. 

The B branching ratio into leptons times the lepton detection efficiency times 

the probability of passing the Pt > ICeI cut gives a net lepton tag efficiency 

of around 6% (this efficiency includes the angular acceptance of the upgraded 

vertex detector planned for SLD). 

The B” decay point can be reconstructed by intersecting the high P, lepton 

with the B jet uis. An improvement in the LI’ decay length precision can be 

obtained by reconstructing the D produced in the B decay by finding the D 

decay vertex with at least two outgoing charged trucks. The high quality vertex 

detection capability of SLD is crucid for this purpose. Our simulations indicate 

that the efficiency of reconstructing a reliable B decay length with the upgraded 

vertex detector is about 50%. The resolution in the B decay length is about 

,l.?tl,~n, with substantial tails. 

To calculate the proper B” decay time from the measured decay length we 

need to know the B’ momentum. Since we are using B’s tagged by a high P, e 

or p, there is some momentum carried oR by invisible “‘a. We thus estimate the 

B” momentum by using energy conservation in the overall e+e- - B + 3 + 2: 

process, the thrust axis, and a correction in each hemisphere far the charged and 

neutral eneryg tracks coming from the primary vertex. The resolution obtained 

for the B” momentumis around lo%, but with substantial non-Gaussian txils. 

To estimate the total number of B decays we use the measured branching 

ratio 

2 - b6 
z - hndrons 

= 22% 

Thus in a sample of IO6 hadronic Z decays we expect 220,000 bb pairs or 440,000 

b or $ (with our method of using the AFB to tag B’s, each b or x provides a 

separate independent measurement). We make the urually accepted assumption 

that b& pairs produce baryons, B*, Bj, and By with relative frequencies of 9%, 

3E%, X3%, and 15%, respectively. We then use the event selection efficiencies 

discussed above to arrive at the expected data sample of B decays, as shown in 

Table VIII. 
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Table VIII 

Numbers of Tagged B decays in a 10” Z sample. 

Fr act. No. Produced Lepton Tagged LX&me Measun 

VXD2 VXD3 VXD2 VXD3 

B baryons 9% 40,000 2,000 2,400 500 1,200 

B* 38% 167,000 8,400 10,000 2,150 5,000 

4 38% 167,000 8,400 10,000 2,150 5,000 

BY 15% 66,000 3,300 4,000 900 2,000 

T0b.k 100% 440,000 22,000 26,400 5,700 13,200 

The method of analysis using this data sample is to plot the forward backward 

asymmetry using the Be/s character of the B’s at decay time versus the proper 

decay time. This APB will oscillate with a cos(r,t) dependence (far example at 

the decay time when all B” have oscillated to 3, the measured AFB will have 

the opposite sign from the AFB at production). We can thus measure z1 by 

fitting the frequency of oscillation of AFB. 

In the.present simulation we did not attempt to separate the B, from the 

other b hadrons shown in Table VIII but h ave fitted A.~B versus proper time ior 

the combined sample. This works because AFB will not oscillate for the baryons 

or the charged B’, and Bf is expected to oscillate at a much higher irequency 

than Bj. 

A detailed Monte Carlo simulation of this data sample, using zd = 0.7 and 

taking z, = 7.0, is shown in Figure 1. The higher frequency 8: oscillation is 

clearly apparent over the lower lrequency L3: oscillation and the constant B* 

and baryon background. The 2’ fit versus zs is shown for this sample in Figure 

2, with a clear minimum near z, = 7. We have simulated 1000 experiments with 

10’ Z’s each, and plot the E, obtained in each experiment (i.e. the 2, with the 

minimum 2) in Figure 3. We see that we can expect a measurement of o, with 

a precision of better than 10% with such a data sample. 
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A more efficient way to utilize the data is to do a maximum likelihood anal- 

ysis. The probability of each event is evaluated, with its particular value of B” 

direction (co&), proper lifetime with its error, , electron beam polarization, and 

sign of charge of the high pt lepton. The best value of I, is the one ior which 

the likelihood of getting the entire event sample is a maimurn. The significance 

of the result is taken to be the number of standard deviations by which the BP 

fraction ior the fit with the best value of 2, differs from no By at all. The results 

of such an analysis is shown in Figure 4 with different values oi z, as input to 

the Monte Carlo. 

As z, gets larger, it becomes more difficult to resolve the higher frequency 06. 

cillations with our resolution in the proper decay time. The estimated significance 

of resolving the Bf oscillations as a function oi z, are shown in Figure 4. \Ve see 

irom this figure that SLD should be able to make a significant measurement up 

to for an interesting range of z, - 15. 

I,,,/,,,I,~,,,,,,,Iu 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 I8 

6 

Figure 4. The significance of rerolving the Bp ordlstianr for difkcnt YSlUIlj of 

..,Wilh Lh. propod improved WlkX ddcctor. 

The importance 01 B” - 3 mixing, comes from the sensitivity to certain 

CKM matrix elements which are difficult to access by other measurements at 

this time. The mixing is believed to proceed via second order weak box diagrams 

as show in Figure 5. 
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The nixing parnrneter z for Bj and 0; mixing ca” be written as 

A,m G 
-L+ = (,)d,, = ~11/,,li,d,l12m:mOrn~f~F~1, (5) 

where Am is the Di -Dz mass difference (in analogy with the neutral K system), 

B is the so called Bag Model Constant, fe is the weak decay constant, and F* and 

7 are QCD correction factors, and the other symbols have their usual meanings. 

We believe that a precise measurement of the ratio of the 8. to Bd mix- 

ing parameters has a good probability of fully determining the CKM unitarity 

triangle. The unitsrity triangle can be written as 

8: mixing is sensitive to V,d (see Equation 5). However, the precision in this 

measurement oi V,d is limited to about 40% b ecause of the uncertainty in the 

theoretical knowledge of the Bfi Iactors in Equation 5 relating Vtd to X,. The 

lack of knowledge of the top mass, which comes in squared in Equation 5, makes 

things even worse. Thus even a very precise measurement of Bi mixing will not 

define the unitarity triangle very well. 

To see how to use the measurement of By mixing to learn about the unitarity 

triangle*, we rewrite the triangle by dividing all three sides by Vca (which can be 

l We thank J.D. Bjarhn for an interesting discussion on this point 

taken to be real by convention). In addition, we make use al the observation that 

Vc’.a = V,, to an accuracy of better than a few percent to write V,d/V.a = V,d/V,s. 

The triangle thus becomes 

The lower side, the sine of the Cabibbo angle, is very well known. We expect 

that % will be known to an accuracy of - 15% or better from measurements 01 

ratios of B decays to u and e quarks at CLEO. 

The ratio 2 can be obtained from the ratio of Bj to By mixing parameters. 

F’com Equation 5 we see that 

where R is the ratio of the other factors 

,q = (~)(“)(a, 
8, ‘8s 8,/i, (7) 

While the individual quantities Ed,,, f.,, are not very well known, their ratio can 

be estimated to an accuracy al about 10%. We should thus be able to measure 

the 2 ratio with an accuracy of 10%. Since a knowledge of the length of the 

three sides of a triangle fully determine the triangle, such a measurement would 
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dramatically imprave our knowledge ol the unitarity triangle. us illustrated in 

Figure 6. A nonvanishing arca of this triang!e leads to CP violating eilects. Thus 

a determination 01 the triangle will give a mmsuru of the size of CP violations in .- ----__-__ 
I, 

Fi%“IC 6. Dctcrminalio” ol the CKM makx “nilali,y Lxilngk WCLh a 10% measulrmrnt oc ratio 
or the 8. to B, miring prrrmclerr. 
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MEA~UREMENTOF BO- B"MIXINGUSINC~ DIMUONSATD~ 

KEN JOHNS 
Physics Deparlmcnl, Universify of Arizona 

lbcson, AZ 85721 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the 1992.1993 collider run at the Fermilsb Tevatron, the DQ detector was 
commissioned and collected 16.1 pbk’ of data which focused on high pr physics such as top 
searches and electroweak measurements. The B physics accessible in the first run of D0 
includes single, dimuon, and J/$ production cross section measurements over a wide range 
of rapidity and the measurement of the combined B” LP mixing probability x. 

Mixing between B” and its anti-particle can occur in the Standard Model via well- 
known box diagrams. The time averaged mixing probability x is given in terms of the mixing 
parameter z as 

P(B” + B’) 22 
x = P(B” - B”) + P(BO - B”) =;2+2.2’ (1) 

where z is the mass difference of the mass eigenbtates divided by their average decay width. 
Note if rdrrav >> r,,,i, then n >> 1 and 2 + l/Z. 

The mixing parameters zd and I, are of interest because they can be written in terms 
of parameters of the Standard Model 

G s 
z~ = G J~pBnpm.~,,~m, ,,,q *A(z) PC” ,&&;,s, 

for q = d or s quark and where J&BH~ is a calculable constant and I = 3. In particular, 
zd and I# depend on the CKM matrix elements V,, and V,.. An accurate measurement of x 
(or ,x.) can be used to set a lower limit on E. and thus help constrain elements of the CKM 
matrix. 

For the semileptonic decay of B mesons into muons, the combined mixing probability 
,y IS defined 8s 

X= 
BR(b + B” + L?u + ,,+) 

BR(b+ p’) ’ 

which is an average over both B,j and B,” mesons which can mix as well as charged B mesons 
which can not. The b or i can be tagged by the sign of the muon from the semi-leptonic 
decay of the B. 

The semileptonic decay of a BOB” pair into muons (direct decsy) will give rise to 
unlike sign dimuons. Flavor mixing of B B’ or LP will result in like sign dimuons. Like sign 
dimuons can also be produced by secondary decays in which one muon comes from the decay 
b + p while the other comes from the decay b - c + p. In the presence of mixing the 



Process I ‘hpe -. 1 Like Sign Unlike Sign - 
1 Pl 1 b-F-,b+,,+ I~~~- 2x0 - xl Cl- XT +x2 

P2 1 b+ p-, b - E+~- I(1 -x)2+x1 Zx(l -x) 
P3 1 b-tc-,,+,b-,Z+p- 1 2x(1-x) (l-x)2+x2 
P4 I b +eu-. c 4 u+ I 0% I”“% ~_I- 
DE I - ..+ i I- 

-._ ---,” 

I nm I *nnm 
l” L-p ,c-p 

I “IO I l”“lD 

P6 [ DrelI-Yan, J/J, T 0% 100% 
1% I 50% 1 P7 1 decay background LI11 50 

Table 1: Fraction of like and unlike sign dimuons from contributing processes 

fraction of like and unlike sign dimuons for various processes producing dimuons is given in 
Table 1. 

Experimentally, one measures the ratio R of Like to unlike sign dimuons. The data 
analysis for the measurement of R is discussed in Section 3. In order to extract x from R 
it is necessary to model the relative contributions of all processes contributing to dimuon 
production (see Table 1). Our Monte Carlo modeling of these processes is described in 
Section 4. Once the relative fractions of the contributing processes are known, x can be 
extracted from R as the solution to a. quadratic equation. 

2. THE D0 DETECTOR 

The D0 detector consists of inner tracking and transition radiation detectors, a 
uranium-liquid argon calorimeter, and an extensive moon detection system. Details of the 
D0 detector and its performance are given in reference [l]. This measurement emphasizes 
muon detection thus B few relevent highlights of the muon system are included here. 

The moon system consists of 5 iron toroids plus 3 layers of 1Ocm wide proportional 
drift tubes. A small angle muon system consisting of 3cm wide proportional tubes extends the 
7 coverage of the muon system to 171 < 3.3. Th e si ne g d momentum of the muon is measured 
by its bend in the toroid and multiple scattering thus limits the momentum resolution to 
be t 16%. The thickness of the calorimeter plus iron is 14-16 ,J. This implies a very small 
punchthrough probability (lo-‘) and also permits good muon identification within a jet, 

Each drift cell in the muon system provides B latch bit indicating whether or not it 
was hit for each beam crossing. The Level 1 muon trigger is a hardware trigger which uges 
these bits to look for muon hits in 60cm wide roads and requires at least 2 hita per layer in 
2 or 3 layers, depending upon the detector geometry. The Level 2 muon trigger is a. soflware 
trigger which uses code similar to that used in offline muon reconstruction. For this analysis 
the trigger requirement was two Level 1 muons and two good quality muon tracks from Level 
2 with pF> 3 GeV. 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 

The data set used in this preliminary analysis corresponds to an integrated luminosity 
of 6.4 pb-‘. Oflline cuts for the mixing analysis include: 

Two or three high quality moon tracks in 1~1 < 1.1; 

I Process I Tvoe I Fraction I 

Table 2: Fraction of contributing processes to dimuon events 

1 GeV energy deposition in the associated calorimeter ceU plus its nearest neighbors; 
JB dl for each moon > 0.5 GeV; 
A$< 160’ (cosmic ray rejection); 
mp,, > 6 GeV (removes J/$‘s); 
2 < d.< 25 GeV (ensures proper sign determination). 

In addition, each event is required to have at least one associated jet where an as- 
sociated jet is defined as a jet with EF’> 6 GeV within AR = \/A?’ + A@ = 0.6 of the 
moon. Further, all muons having associated jets in the event must satisfy p?’ > 1.2 GeV 
where p;’ is the transverse momentum of the moon relative to the jet axis. These cuts serve 
to enhance the fraction of dimuons coming directly from b$ decay. 

Using these cuts we find a total of 116 like sign and 234 unlike sign dimuon events. 
The ratio of like to unlike sign events does not change significantly if we relax the associated 
jet requirement and ask only that at least one jet be found anywhere in the event or if 
we relax the jet requirement entirely and impose additional cosmic ray rejection cuts. The 
fraction of cosmic rays in these events is estimated to be = 15% based on visual acan of 
a subset of the sample. Correcting for cosmic ray background we find the ratio of like to 
unlike-sign dimuons to be 

R& = 0.51 f O.OG(stot) f O.OZ(sy.9), 

where the systematic err01 reflects the uncertainties associated with our estimated fraction 
of cosmic rays. 

1 Monte Carlo Simulation 

To determine the relative fraction of the processes listed in Table 1, we use the ISAJET 
Monte Carlo event generator combined with P fast detector simulator. A sample of 10000 
dimuon events from b& and c? processes were generated using the ISAJET Monte Carlo 
which includes next-to-leading order contributions. The events were next passed through a 
fast D0 simulator which employs parameterieations of the DO detector response to hadrons 
and leptona as weU as the Level 1 and Level 2 trigger efficiencies. The offline cuts described 
above were then applied and the relative fractions of contributing processea of surviving 
events are shown in Table 2. 
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The accuracy oI the fast simulation model was checked by processing 5999 dimuon 
ISAJET events through the full GEANT detector simulation, complete trigger and recon- 
struction packages, and offline cuts. Similar fractions are observed within statistical errors 
to those in Table 2. 

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Assuming the relative fractions of contributing processes given in Table 2 and using 
the measured value of R from equation (4) we find the (time averaged) combined mixing 
parameter x to be 

x = 0.14 -tO.O3(atat)fO.O6(sya) (Pleldminary), (5) 

where the systematic error is dominated by the uncertainties in our estimation of the fractions 
of contributing processes. This error was determined by allowing the fractions of contribut- 
ing processes to vary within 3a and comparing the extracted values of x with our stated 
result. Our preliminary value of x is in good agreement with earlier results from CDF and 

LIP 1~1l31141 1511w1. 
In progress are improvements to this measurement including analysis of dimuon data 

from the full eta coverage (1~1 < 3.3 ) of the D0 d e ee or t t and reduced systematic errors 
through increased Monte Carlo statistics and the use of alternative techniques in estimating 
the fractions of contributing processes. With reduced statistical and systematic errors a 
lower limit on Z. can be determined. For Run lb of D0 beginning in January, 1994, an 
order of magnitude increase in collected dimuon events is expected. 

The real measurement of interest is za. A direct measurement of za must await run 2 
of DO when a solenoid and high resolution tracking system (scintillating fibers and silicon) 
will be added. Here za can be measured from the proper time distribution of Bzdecays using 
for example BI 4 D,srra and D, + #r with a muon tag on the opposite side. Estimates 
indicate an z, reach of 15-X could achieved with this method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Exclusive semileptonic and leplonic decays of B mewms arc sffected far less than 
hadronic decsye by uncertainties due to strong interactions of quuks. As such, they are the 
modes of choice for mcaeorcment of the CKM matrix elements V,s sod V.S. Non&heless, 
past cdeulations of the decay widths have relied on phenomenologicd models such ae the 
non-relativibtic quark model and QCD cum rules to de&be the behavior of the b and 
spectator quarks. The reliance on models can he leaaened or eliminated by using heavy- 
quark symmetry arguments and/or lattice QCD. Both have made sufficient progress in 
recent years to kindle hope for smaller theoretical uncertrdnties in future determinations 
of CKM matrix elements. This optimism must be tempered by the experimental realities, 
se thia comparison with theory will require the measurement of h&city-dependent form 
factors ee a function of q’. 

Intereat is currently focused mainly on those decaya for which prospects appear to be 
good, both for exerimental measurement and theoretical certainty. We first list the modes 
and discosa the theoretical motivations. We then consider the prospecta for experimental 
measurement of these modea, making projecliona five years into the future (1998). 

a. THEORETICAL PROSPECTS 

From a theoretical standpoint, (aemi)ieptonic decays msy be organized as follows, 
where “D” refers to D., Dd, or D, mesons: 

1. Leptonic modes (70, ~0) 

2. Three-body b - c modea ({D/D-/D”/A.}IG) 

3. Four-body b - c modes ((D/D-}{n/K)lii) 

4. Three-body b + u modes ({r/p/1~/w/N]l~) 

5. b + u modes for the study of pw interference (ral.+) 
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The width of purely leptonic decays of 8, (q = u, c) is proportional to IV&J& 
where fe. is the decay constant, and IV+1 is the C.KM matrix element of interest. The 
tnuonic mode suffers lesst from helicity suppreesion. These sod the three-body taoonic 
modea are also of interest, because they are sensitive to some proposed extensions qf 
the standard model. For example, charged Higgs boson effects may enhance B - TC, 
pi, above standard model expectations of order IO- and 4 x lo-‘, respectively. The 
ratio BR(B + pi)/BR(B - TP) ^I 0.0045 would remain unchanged. Conversely, the 
interference effect with charged current contributions may be destructive, and rates of 
purely leptonic modes may well be much below standard model expectations. 

The bulk of the interest is in measurements of aemileptonic decays to determine fV.,l 
and IV,sl. This analysis requires theoretical calculations of form factors, which depend on 
y = u.v’, where ~1’) is the velocity of the initial (final) state meson. Below we briefly discuss 
theoretical prospects for obtaining the form factors. We discuss IV.,1 sod IV,,,1 separately, 
because the theoretical isauea differ somewhat for the two cases. For more details see the 
contributiona of Grinstein for HQET and Kronfeld for lattice QCD in these Proceedings. 

2.J Decays involving V,s 

Heavy-quark symmetry normalizes the form factors for heavy-to-heavy transitions 
such as B - D(‘)lv and Ab + A.lv at zero recoil y = 1 in the infinite maes limit. Heavy- 
quark effective theory (HQET) 1 c assifies the l/m” corrections. For a generic form factor 

f(Y) 

h h’ 
f(l)=l+c,~+w$t..., 

where i\ = rn~ - m. and the c’s are coefficients of order unity which ere independent of 
m, or have at most a logarithmic dependence on mr. HQET does not, however, predicl 
three coefficients. In the special ceee B - D’lu, symmetry considerations show that cl 
vanishes.’ This means that normalisstion’at the point of zero recoil for thia decay is known 
up to corrections that are of order .&r/m:. This allows for model-independent measurement 
of V,a with small theoretical errors, 

Estimating the size of the corrections is important for determining the theoretical 
uncertainty on the determination of V,a. For this, one must turn to models or lattice QCD. 
Until now calculations have been performed with QCD cum rules, relativistic quark models 
and non-relativistic quark modela. The fire1 goal of the models is to predict the constant 
A. Calculations in QCD cum roles estimate h = 500f 100 MeV,’ while the non-relativistic 

. quark model lndxates that A should just be the constituent mws of the light quark, i.e., 
;Z = mu,d 2 300 MeV.’ The relation A = mo - m, means that the value of h affects 
both the numerator and the denominator in the expression AZ/m:. The difference in the 
estimated size of the theoretical uncertainty on IV&l from B - I)‘lv is therefore around 
4%. 

More theoretical work is being done to further understand these corrections. Al- 
though heavy-quark cITedive theory is a valuable tool, more experience ia needed before 
one will know whether the l/m expansion is quantitatively reliable for charm. Measure- 
ments of the decsys B + Dlv, B, + O!.)lv and Aa - h.lv will be needed to carry out 
l~ilrrr trats. 
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Lattice QCO can also be used to calculate the form factors directly. The lattice 
calculations are most reliable for y near 1, the same the kinematic point es in BQET. 
The limitations of the lattice are time and computer power, and it is unlikely that direct 
calculslions will soon improve on the 4% uncertsinty expected from applying HQET. lo 
the next 5 years, the matrix element for B - D-Iv at the endpoint should be calculabie 
to -5-10%. On the other hand, a lattice calculation of n can probably he done more 
reliably than in the models. Lattice QCD can also be used at y,.> 1 and provide a vsluahle 
cross-check with the experimental y dependence. 

e.2 Decaya involving Vu6 

As mentioned above, the leptonic decay of the B can yield Vu,, given fs. Because 
of the low helicity-suppressed rate, however, semileptonic decays are more feasible. In 
particular, at y = 1 the decay B + plv is especially promising, because only one factor 
survives and the phase-space suppression is lees than for B + dv. 

To date, determinations of IV.,1 have used inclusive semileptonic decays. There are 
calculations based on perturbative QCD that predict inclusive b - ulv rates’, and different 
quark models that predict excluaivc lransitions (and their sum), including the full lepton 
spectrum.’ Unfortunately, these calculations disagree mainly at the endpoint, which ie 
precisely where measurements are free of background from b - c transitions. Hence, the 
mod& are contradictory in the kinematic region where the experiment is feasible. To 
avoid the reliance on models one must study exclusive aemileptonic decays and uee HQET 
and or lattice QCD. 

Semileplonic form factors for B - {r,p} cannot be pinned down with heavy-quark 
symmetry, because the final state hadron consists only of light quarks. One can, however, 
use heavy-quark symmetry to relate B and D decays into the e&me light hadron. Including 
a, corrections from abort-distance QCD and l/ m corrections from HQET one finds 

&j+ = 1 tcri,~ +c,(p) ($- $) t 

In a constituent quark model, one finds numerically:’ 

A;-O(l) 

m 
LI 1.15 f 0.01 i 0.04, 

where the first uncertainty is proper of the model parameters and the second is due to the 
uncertainty in m.. One consequently finds for the differential rates at y = 1: 

Although this ratio is predicted at the 7% level, it will he difficult to measure numerator 
and denominator experimentally, since both rates have vanishing phase space at y = 1. 
An extrapolation to points y > 1 will be necessary, but the extending the calculations to 
those points would be lees reliable. 



Lattice QCD calculations can calculate the form factors for B -t plv and R + nlv 
directly. Although no calculations of B decay form iactors have yet been carried out, 
experience from the light hadron apectruti, the 5 decay constant, and K and D form 
factors suggests than a combined error of - 15% will be attainable in a year or so. Within 
five years, the uncertainties may be as small as 5-10%. As with the HQET, the calculations 
are most reliable at the endpoint y = 1, with some deterioration for y > 1. As with our 
estimates for B + D(‘)lv form factors, these estimates do not include estimates al the 
error from the quenched approximation. It is still somewhat of an open question, how well 
the quenched approximation performs 8s a phenomenology. Nevertheless, this piece of B 
physics is the one moat likely to profit from lattice QCD. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

For our five-year projections, we consider existing facilities of three types, e+e- 
symmetric colliders at the T(4S) (CESR), e+e- colliders at higher energies (LEP) and pjj 
collidera at high energy (Tevatron). SSC is beyond this time scale, but it is reasonable to 
xwume that the FNAL environment is most applicable; the number of b events collected 
by a generic detector after one year of running st the SSC ia estimated to be two orders of 
magnitude higher than the projected number for FNAL. Other possibilities not considered 
are e+e- collisions just above B. or Aa threshold and high energy fixed target facilities. The 
three lacilities considered differ greatly in nearly all of the many factors which determine 
the accuracy of each measurement: numbers of events, event selection efficiencies, and types 
and qwmtities of expected background. We discuss first the many general considerations 
which were used &B input to our evaluation and then the specific results used to make 
our projections. Some of the projected estimates depend on Monte Carlo simulations for 
crucial detector componenta which are not yet built. 

The number of events produced is determined by the cross section and integrated 
luminosity. The number remaining after all triggering and analysis requirements depends 
on other factors, such 8s event particle multiplicities, the presence of other b-hadron decays 
which can enter signals, and energy and angular distributions of b-hadrons. In pp collisione 
the distribution peaked at small angles, so that a large fraction of produced b-hadrons fall 
outside the acceptance of the existing detectors. We consider only the portion which has 
heen observed at CDF, which is estimated to be -20% of the total. The five-year projec- 
tions of integrated luminosity, numbers of b-hadrons produced within detector acceptances, 
and estimated mean and transverse momenta of those b-hadrons are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Projected integrated luminosity (1998), numbers of b-hadrons produced 
within detector acceptsnces, and mean and transverse momenta for 

the three facilities considered. 

Detection efficiencies will also vary by mode, depending on the types and number 
of particles required for reconstruction. It is assumed that the detectors used will be 
those currently in place at the three facilities, with some upgrades. For LEP and FNAL 
we assume capabilities for high resolution vertex reconstruction, projected in the plane 
perpendicular to the beam (“Z-d”) for LEP and in three dimensions (“3-d”) for FNAL (the 
detector waumed for FNAL ia not yet in place, although a “2-d” silicon-based detector ran 
successfully during the last collider run). It iS assumed that detection of no at momenta 
below 1 GeV/c is possible only at CESR and that none of the detectors will have hsdron 
identification fbr momenta above 1 GeV/c. 

Backgrounds to sign& can originate irom random combinations of particles or from 
nonrandom sources). The rate of random accidental candidates depends on event particle 
multiplicity. Because the presence of a oeutrino among the decay products introduces a 
fairly large intrinsic uncertainty in energy-momentum, the resolution of the detector does 
not in general define the background, unlera missing energy and momentum measurements 
are sufficient to further define the neutrino. Such “neutrino detection” is now used for 
some measurements at CESR and at LEP; at ALEPH, the resolution on visible energy 
is -3 GeV sod is crucial to a search for inclusive B - T decays. More often, reduction 
of random background is accomplished through kinematic and vertex requirements. At 
CESR the B is nearly at rest, so that the neutrino’s energy and momentum may he 
deduced from those of the detected daughters of the semileptonic decay. Requiring that 
the neutrino mass implied by these be near zero is very effective in suppressing background. 
At higher energies, the b-hadrons appear in jets and usually carry a large fraction of the jet 
energy. Requiring candidates to have e. high energy and be aaaociated with a jet are then 
effective discriminators against random background. Another characteristic of b-hadrona at 
higher energies is their finite decay length, which is measurable with silicon strip detectors. 
Requiring that a candidate’s reconstructed vertex be separated from the event origin favors 
trucks which are all associated with a single decay and is very effective in reducing the 
multiplicity of random tracks. Both LEP and FNAL projections rely heavily on precise 
vertex measurements to reduce backgrounds. 

A major consideration for all ceases is that of nonrandom backgrounds, where b- 
hadron decnys other than the one under investigation appear in the signal. This type of 
background is difficult to reduce and may dominate the event sample. An example ia the 
decay B, + D’lFIi, which is difficult to distinguish from the more abundant B - D’l-ii 
(D’ - Don) where the r is not detected; consequently, a large subtraction of the latter’8 
contribution is required. An advantage of studying T(4S) decays is that B, and Bd are 
produced with no B, n,nd Ab. To balance this, vertex reconstruction capability in higher 
energy machines may enable significant reduction of backgrounds from modes with one or 
more additional daughters by rejecting those candidates with additional tracks consistent 
with originating at its vertex. 

Another potentially important tool, particularly for distinguishing ieeddown from 
higher B atstcs, is particle identification. In the facilities considered here, such a capacity 
will probably not be implemented in the next few years. This question W&I therefore not 
studied in detail here. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTIONS rste of baryons ia difficult to establish. 

I.1 Leptonic decoys and dccaya with T 

Pure leptonic and semitauonic decays are difficult to measure because of large ml**. 
ing energies. Both are also relatively rare, the aemitauonic due to reduced phase space and 
the leptonic due to helicity suppression. 

Although at the pF collider the fragmentation ia softer and background is much 
higher, Monte C&o studies indicate that ‘with 3-d’ vcrtexing it is possible to achieve a 
signal/background for the D-1-T mode which is of the same order a* that achieved at LEP 
with 2-d vertexing. ‘* With the projected luminosities of Table 1, the yield would be about 
twice that at LEP. 

results. 
Searches for 8. -a TY and B. + pv at CLEO have thus far yielded no positive 

The 90% confidence upper limits on branching fraction* from 0.9 Ib-’ of data are 
0.0.13 and 2.0 x lo-*.* The Standard Model predictions are 10.’ and 4 x IO-‘, re*pectiveIy. 
The branching fractions which may be probed with additional data depends somewhat oo 
the level of backgrounds which are found - tighter cuts may be necessary. With 20 it-’ 
of integrated luminosity, we estimate sensitivities of - lo-* and w lo-*, respectively. A 
feasibility study at ALEPH’ yields a preliminary conclusion that it is possible with the 
projected luminosity to probe the leptonic decays B + rc’,pi? to branching fractions of 
lo-‘. This should allow th e u I II 
effects to be explored. 

range of possible enhancement* from charged Higgs boson 

At LEP a search for decays B + rX finds’* a branching fraction (2.76~0.47+0.43) x 
IO-‘. This value is~in agreement with the Standard Model and rules out enhancements 
predicted by some extended models. It is worth emphasizing, however, that charged Higgs 
boson effects are more enhanced in purely leptonic decays than is possible in semileptonic 
decays. Although the inclusive B + rX result is fully consistent with standard model 
expectations, it does not exclude the posribility oienhancementa’ in B + ri, and B 4 PC. 

I.2 Semiieplonic decays with V& 

The decay pu,d - D’IPT is the only mode to date to have been used to measure 
IV& via HQET and is likely to continue its dominant role, The result from 1.65 iI-’ of 
data from CLEO 1.5, ARGUS and CLEO II is IKa( = 0.038 f 0.003 f 0.004,” where the 
first error is statistical and the second systematic, mainly due to the uncertainty in the 
B lifetime. A simple extrapolation to 20 il-’ of data would give statistical error* around 
10.0001. The limiting uncertainty will undoubtedly be systematic, however, mainly from 
the measurement of the B lifetime. The error here will probably improve by at most a 
factor of 2 in the next few years, 80 that the overall error of l 0.006 may be reduced lo 
io.002. 

Other interesting messurements involve four-body modes calculated via HQET and 
chirsl perturbation theory,” such as & - D”-ntFY. These are the backgrbunds to ‘iid + 
D’+l-ii described above, and it appears that they may be measured quite cleanly at LEP. 

I..? Semileptonic decays with V.s 

The inclusive b - u aemileptonic rate of B./Bd mesons has been measured with 
0.9 &’ of data at CESR and give* a value for IV.sl/lV,,l of 0.075 f 0.008, with theoretical 
rsnge f0.02.” Measurement of exclusive modes ia necessary to reduce the theoretical 
uncertaintiea. A sesrch for decay* B- - V’tFB where V0 is either pa or w* yields a net 
29 exe** of candidate*.” Ii this ia interpreted aa a signal, it correspond* to a branching 
fraction of 1 x 10.’ and is consistent with the inclusive measurement. Ii we project from 
this to 20 il.’ of data, the statistical error will be 8 - 25% on the branching fraction and 
4 - 13% on IV.al. With such B large data sample, it may be possible to perform the first 
measurements of form factors. 

The projected luminosity at LEP is insufficient for b -+ u measurements. Although 
no studies are yet available oi projections at the Tevatron, it seems unlikely, given the 
higher backgrounds and results from studies of the charm modes, that there will he a great 
advantage relative to LEP. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Although semileptonic and leptonic decays are favored for measurement of CKM 
elements due to their minimal theoretical uncertainty, measurements of [K’.s~ and IVu’.al are 
currently limited by uncertaintica of thi theory. Because of new developments with HQET 
and lattice gauge theories, this situation is likely to change in the next few years, with 
both theoretical and experimental uncertainties reduced significantly. The new focus is oo 
the semileptonic partial width at points near qi... 

At LEP, D’-lepton correlations and vertex requirement* have yielded a sig- 
nal/bsckground of *round five for the decay B, + D’+l-D. ” The signal quality is similar 
for other charmed three-body decays. The projected yield is - 750 decays i?d + D‘+lFn, 
and although this does not appear competitive with CESR, the vertexing capability will 
enable rejection of such background* as 8d - D”lF 
studies of these modes and of B - Dt-ii. 

Y and B., - D’+ai-v, 88 well as 
Th es* are important for establishing the rel- 

ative rates to the different channels, for testing the theory, and for reducing systematic 
uncertrdnties. For B. and ilb three-body decays the LEP sample will be an important 
contribution, with - 50 and - 150 events, respectively. The 150 events As + A,l-P 
should give statistical errors on IV,,] which are roughly equivalent to those from current 
measurements with B + D-l-i?, around 10.006. We note, however, that the absolute 
normalization of the width may have larger systematic uncertainties, as the production 

The modes involving Kb which are of highest theoretical interest arc the vector 
meson decay* (B - D’lv) and baryon decays (& - A,lv). The present experimental 
uncertainty on [Veal is around 20%. We expect that in five years the best *tatistical 
errors on IV& will be better than 2%, from mea*orement* of the decay B - D’E et 
CESR, but that systematic errors will undoubtedly be larger, around 7%; the expected 
theoretical uncertainty i* 4%. LEP and/or the Tevatron may be able to provide important 
sopplcmentary information on lhis mode, as they will have better access to the crucial 
regton near qk.. and better rejection of backgrounds from modes with higher multiplicity. 
This would serve to reduce the systematic uncertainties. Aa measurements will probably be 
done at LEP, possibly at the Tevatron, but systematic uncertainties may be problematic. 

Teats of theories which combine HQET and chiral perturbation theory to describe 
four-body mode* appear to be possible at LEP. 

The b - u modes are more difficult, both theoretically and experimentslly. The lep- 
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tonic decays w, tw we most clean, from the theoretical standpoint. Taking full advantage 
ol vertexing and missing tntrgy measurements, it appears that LEP will be sensitive to 
the Standard Model prediction for w, at a level 01 IO-‘. Experimentally, the semileptonic 
modes will be more precisely measured, and any progress will probably be made at CESR. 
We project from inclusive messurements and indications from searches for exclusive decays 
that statistical errors on IV.al will be 5 159 o within five years. The first measurements 
of form factors may be possible with such a data sample, and these may be necessary to 
reduce systematic errors. Present theoretical uncertainties are - 25%. Reduction of these 
to < 10% may be poaaible in the next five yeara. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF B RARE DECAYS 

YOSEF NIR 

Deparimcnt of Nuclear Physics, Weiamann Indilute of Science 

Rekouot 76100, Israel 

for the 6 B rare decays subgroup 

The very large number of bottom hadrons to be produced in future high 

energy ha&on colliders would provide a golden opportunity for a detailed study 

of B physics. Naturally, most interest lies in rare processes that are sensitive to 

New Physics, namely CP violating asymmetries* and Flavor Changing Neutral 

Current decays. We have set to ourselves the following goals: 

. Review B physics capabilities at existing accelerator facilities, i.e. CLEO, 

LEP, SLC and Tevatron, by the year 2000; 

l Identify generic channels that can probe new physics; 

. Single out specific channels that seem especially promising for hadron col- 

liders; 

. Make a “back of the envelope” estimate of possible number of detected 

events, hardware required and possible background. 

We emphasize, however, that a detailed Monte Carlo program is needed to 

provide more definitive answers: we have mainly tried to point out channels that 

justify such a detailed study. 

* We have not studied CP asymmeuiea that would measure the angler a, 0 and 7 of tke 
unitarity tdangle - those have been invcetigated by other working groups in this workshop. 
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1. B PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS 

The CLEO experiment is an e+e- machine running at the T(4.7) reso- 

name. At present, it has 4 x 1O6 B-mesons. The number will rise to 2 x IO’ at 

phase II of the experiment and 6 x IO7 at phase III. The hadrons produced are 

exclusively Ed and B. mesons (about 50% each), The production is coherent. 

There is no B vertex information. D vertex information will be available at the 

later phase. The experiment has reasonable K - r separation. The produced 

B-mesons are essentially at rest, and the resulting events isotropic. 

The LEP experiment is an e+e- machine operating at the Z resonance. 

It will have 4 x lo6 hadronic events at each of its four detectors: with l?&rh.d N 

0.22, this means about 2 x 10’ bottom hadrons. The bottom hadrons consist of 

an incoherent mix of B,, Bd, B,, B, and bottom baryons. The vertex ability is 

limited to 7 .k 5 - 6. Of the four detectors, only DELPHI has I( - li separation. 

The B-jets we high momentum and thus well defined. 

The SLC experiment is an e+e- machine operating at the Z resonance. 

It will have (at best) 10’ hadronic events. and thus 4 x lo5 bottom hadrons. 

The bottom hadrons consist of an incoherent mix of B., Bd, B., B, and bottom 

baryons. The vertex ability is good. It has good K - II separation. The B-jets 

are high momentum and thus well defined. 

The Tevatron experiment is a pp collider running at B CMS energy of 

2 TeV. At present, it has 10” bottom hadrons in acceptance region. By the 

year 2000 it will have about 10” bottom hadrons in the collider mode. The 

bottom hadrons consist of an incoherent mix of B., Bd, B,, B, and bottom 

baryons. It has vertex ability. It has no K - ir separation. The B-jets are high 

momentum and thus well defined. 

We now turn to the potential capability of the SSC/LHC. 

In the collider mode with a 4n detector, the cross section for bottom 

production is about 1% of the total cross section. Thus we expect about 2 x 

10’ B’slsec or 2 x 1013 B’s/year. In the central region we expect 5 x 1O’1 

B’sfyear. The bottom hadrons consist of an incoherent mix of B.. Bd, B,, B, 

and bottom baryons. The machine should be capable of vertex tagging. It would 

have no K - II separation. 

In the collider mode with a forward detector, and assuming C zz 

103’ cm-’ see-‘. we expect about 5 Y IO” B’s/year. Other features are as for 

the 4s detector, except that the forward detector would have I< - in separation. 

In the Axed target mode, we expect IO’ interactions/set, which would 

yield 2 x 10” B’sJyear. The special features are good acceptance, good vertex 

definition and K - n separation. 

Finally, we present some figures of merit for different detectors. 

Table 1. Detectors 

2. THEORY OF RARE PROCESSES 

We chose to concentrate our study in three directions: 

(i) CP asymmetries in neutral B decays into final CP eigenstates that are 

predicted to be (close to) zero in the Standard Model. We call these “clean 

zeros”. 

(ii) Rare decays with two final charged leptons. 

(iii) CP asymmetries in charged B-mesons and baryons. 
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We now briefly discuss the Standard Model predictions for, a~ well 85 the 

prospects of New Physics in each of these three classes. 

Clean Zeros in the CP asymmetries are predicted within the Standard 

Model for three c&es of B, decays. More precisely. some of these =Ymme- 

tries measure sin24’ (II where 

vc,v:s O’rsrg -~ 
[ I l&v,; 

(01) 

The angle 0’ is thus an angle in the unitarity triangle formed by products of 

elements from the second and third columns. The constraints on the length of 

the sides of this triangle imply 

(sinZ@( < 0.05 (v) (siny(. (02) 

these three classes of asymmetries are given in Table 2. 

The predictions for CP asymmetries in B, decays are sensitive to New Physics 

(for a detailed discussion and a guide to the literature. see 121) with 

(i) Significant new contributions to FCNC: 

(ii) New sources for CP violation 

Examples for extensions of the SM where large deviations from the SM pre. 

dictions are possible ate 

a. Non-minimal SUSY models, where squark-gluino box diagrams may con. 

tribute significantly to B,-L?, mixing with new phases in the quark-squark- 

gluino mixing matrix; 

b. Multi scalar models without Natural Flavor Conservation, where scalar- 

mediated tree diagrami contribute to B, - B, mixing with new phases in 

the flavor changing Yukawa couplings; 

c. Models with SU(Z)-singlet down-like quarks, where Z-mediated tree di- 

agrams contribute to B. - B, mixing with new phases in the fermionic 

Z couplings; 

d. Fourth quark generation, where box diagrams with t’ may contribute sig- 

Table 2. CP asymmetries in B, decays. nificantly to B. - L?, mixing with new phases in the 4 Y 4 quark mixing 

matrix. 

In these models, the asymmetries in Table 2 may be large or even maximal, 

instead of the zero asymmetry predicted by the Standard Model. 

Thus, it is not only interesting to check whether hadron colliders can measure 

the few percent asymmetries allowed by the Standard Model. Inst~ead, we are 

interested in whether large asymmetries, of order 0.3, can be discovered in future 

hadron colliders. 

Rare decays with two BnaI charged leptons proceed, within the Stan- 

dard Model, via electraweak penguin diagrams and box diagrams. In addition, 

there are impartsnt long-distance contributions to B -t X@+p- which m&e jt 

difficult to give an exact prediction, 

The prediction for the i - 3s~ processes is based on the assumption that 

penguin diagrams with virtual u and c quarks are equal, up to the different 

CKM combinations. In reality, this is likely to be violated by B few percent. 
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Inclusive modes, with Standard Model predicted short-distance rates of 

BR(B .+ X,p+@-)s~ =(3.5 - 14.0) x lo+, 

BR(B -.+ X~/L+/I-)S~ =(1.5 - 6.0) x lo-‘, 
(03) 

are very difficult to measure in hadron colliders. Instead, we focus on various 

exclusive modes. Our estimate for the Standard Model predictions for these 

modes is (for Standard Model branching ratio calculations, see e.g. 131 for b - 

spbt, [4] for El, --t TT and 15) for B, -+ ,+): 

BR(B + Kp+p-) - 1O-6. 

BR(B - “p+p-) - 5 x IO-‘. 

BR(B, - T+T-) - 4 x IO-‘, 

BR(B, + p+p-) m 2 x lo-‘. 

The precise branching ratios depend on the mass of the top quark 

(64) 

Examples of extensions of the Standard Model that could significantiy affect 

these predictions are (for a detailed discussion and a guide to the literature. 

see (6)): 

(I. SUSY and multi-scalar models. The extra charged scalars contribute through 

penguin and box diagrams with the Standard Model W-boson replaced by 

charged scalars. The extra neutral scalars contribute through penguin di- 

agrams with the Standard Model Z-boson replaced by neutral scalars; 

b. Models with extra SLI(Z)-singlet d own-like quarks, where Z-mediated tree 

diagrams contribute; 

c. Multi-scalar models with no Natural Flavor Conservation, where scalar 

mediated tree diagrams contribute; 

d. Fourth generation quarks contribute through box diagrams with virtual 1’; 

e. Anomalous WWZ couplings affect the electroweak penguin diagrams; 

f. Extended Technicolor models predict flavor changing Z couplings and four- 

fermi operators that affect the decays; 

9. Leptoquarks may mediate the decays at tree level. 

Thus, new physics may significantly enhance the rate. However, the experi- 

mental bound from UAl 171, 

BR(B - XP+~-) 5 5 x lo-‘, (65) 

makes it unlikely that the enhancement is by more than one order of magnitude 

(except, maybe, the mode with final tau-leptons). 

The question that we pose here is, then, whether hadron colliders can measure 

decay rates that are e.t the Standard Model level or, at most, ten times higher. 

Direct CP Violation may be observed in the decays of charged B-mesons 

or bottom baryons. We focus on decays dominated by (strong or electromagnetic) 

penguin diagrams. Theoretically, the asymmetries are difficult to calculate be- 

cause of large hadronic uncertainties (see e.g. [Sl). In Table 3 we list examples 

of modes that might exhibit CP asymmetries: 

Table 3. Direct CP violation in bottom hadrons decays 
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We emphasize that the calculation of the Standard Model predictions for the 

asymmetries ncp(SM), might be wrong by a factor of a few in either direction. 

There is very little theoretical study of the possible effects of New Physics on 

these asymmetries. However, it is likely that interesting effects arise in extensions 

of the Standard Model where there are new significant contributions to these 

decays. Two examples would be: 

a. Models with SU(Z)-singlet down-like quarks; where these decays get con- 

tributions from Z-mediated tree diagrams; 

b. Fourth quark generation, where penguin diagrams with t’ contribute 

Th e question that we ask here is, then, whether asymmetries of order 

10~20% (which can still be accommodated within the Standard Model) or higher 

(signalling new physics) can be detected. 

3. CLEAN ZEROS 

For most measurements of CP asymmetries in B, decays, it is important to 

have the following two features: 

(i) A good mass resolution that would allow B, - Bd separation. This is 

required because the same final hadronic state would correspond to diffwenl 

CP asymmetries in B, and Bd decays. 

(ii) A good length/momentum resolution. One needs to make a time dependent 

measurement, so that the required resolution depends on the yet-unknown 

mass difference in the B, system, z, (x8 = 2n corresponds to 1 oscilla- 

tion/lifetime). For example, if the resolution is A.r 5 0.1 (no p depen- 

dence) and if to have a measurement of the asymmetry we need to resolve 

l/4 oscillation, then the measurement is possible only if I” 5 15. 

Below we evaluate the feasibility of these measurements with the SFT spec- 

trometer in the fixed target mode of the SSC. We take the number of B.‘s pro-, 

duced to be 3.4 x 10g/year. 

The decay 8. - $4 can be detected through $ + p+p- or e+e- and 

$ -+ K+K-. The properties of the SFT spectrometer that we assume are: 

a. Acceptance for I”P + KK + p = 0.3; 

b. t(+ for 2 muons with fi 2 1 GeV = 0.8; 

c. stag with e, p and K = 0.8; 

d. ever, (2 vertices =+ (0.7)‘) = 0.5; 

e. etec = (0.95)” = 0.8. 

Thus, et,t(SFT) = 0.08, giving about 15000 events/year This may allow a 

measurement of the asymmetry at the level of B few percent. 

For this mode, B, - Bd separation is not important, because it is highly 

suppressed in Bd decays. To suppress background, we propose: (i) minimum bias 

requirement of 2~ with fi > 1 GeV and P 2 20 GeV suppresses background like 

lo-” (simulation w&s done); (ii) mass reconstruction of $ with mu = 10 MeV. 

The decay 8. + $Ks can be detected through ti - p+,,- or e+e- and 

KS + &-. As for the previous mode, we estimate et.t(SFT) = 0.08, giving 

about 400 events/year. This may allow a measurement of the asymmetry at the 

level of 10% or so. For this mode, B, - Bs separation is crucial, because most 

events would come from Bd with an asymmetry of sin2fi. 

The decay Ba + 64 can be detected when both 4 + K+I(-. The properties 

of the SFT spectrometer that we assume are: 

a. Acceptance for K+K-, K+K- + other p = 0.3; 

b. c,rig for the other (e,,~) with P 2 20 GeV, Pr > 1.5 Gel/ = 0.1; 

c. CR/K = 0.8, ever, = 0.5. cre< = 0.7. 

Thus, ftol(SFT) = 0.08, giving about 60 events/year. This may allow a 

measurement of the asymmetry at the level of 20% or so. For this mode, B. - Bd 

is not important because it is highly suppressed in Bd decays. However, BS the 
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final state is I<+Ii-Ii+li?, one needs to trigger on the other B. To suppress 

background. we propose: (i) minimum bins requirement of 61 with 12 2 1.5 GeV 

rejects background like 6 x IO-‘; (G) mass reconstruction of @ and mass of 8, 

with 0~ = 13 MeV can dramatically suppress background (but simulation is 

needed). 

4. FCNC DECAYS 

(i) B* + Ii*p+v-. 

We consider the collider mode with a 4ir detector. The trigger is 2~ or 2e and 

some 4 cut, so that the triggering efficiency is c,,ig - 0.1. The reconstruction 

efficiency is - 0.8 for each of the final particles, so that erec - (0.8)3 - 0.5. We 

estimate the vertex efficiency at fucll - 0.8. The total efficiency is then 

eo, = ct,ig x crec v Cue,, i;i 4 x 10-Z. (06) 

At the Tevatron. with 10” B’s, of which 3 x 10” are B*, the Standard Model 

branching ratio of - IO@ leads to 

Ne,,, - eo, x BR(B* --t I<*,I+~-) x iv,. - 1200. (07) 

The question of background is very important here. The dominant back- 

ground is likely to come from B 4 Dpu- with the subsequent D + K@v. The 

branching ratios are approximately 0.1 and 0.03, respectively, so that the overall 

branching ratio is approximately 3 x 10-j. We envisage the following handles to 

suppress this background: 

a. Kinematic fit to K@p (E,, - E,, y 0) would suppress the background by 

- 10-z. 

b. B - D vertex separation would suppress the background by - 10-l. 

c. Requiring M(Kfi) # M(D) would suppress the background by - 10-l 

Altogether, the background may be suppressed to the level of 3 x 10w7. We 

conclude then the the decay B* -+ K*p+p- can probably be measured at the 

Standard Model level of lo-‘. 

(ii) B* --t ~*JL+~-, 

The crucial point about observing this mode is that we need to have r/K sep- 

aration for B*. This would probably require forward detector. We estimate 

G/K - 0.1. This adds to the factor 20 suppression in the branching ratio, com- 

pared to the K-mode: 

N ev,t *ct.,, x BR(B* + r*@+p-) x Ng* x crjK - 6. (‘38) 

We conclude that sensitivity to the Standard Model rate is unlikely to be achieved. 

We note, however, that B’ - H’~+P- might have better prospects of being 

measured. No r/K separation is needed, but the large number of photons may 

pose a problem. We estimate that N ws may be 3-5 times larger than in the 

charged mode: N.,t, - 20 - 30 for the Standard Model rate. 

We expect the main background to come (similarly to the final Kahn case) 

from B + Dpv and the subsequent D + ?~JLY (with branching ratio - 3 x 1O-3). 

Using the sane cuts aa in the final kaon mode, the background can be suppressed 

to below signal. 

(iii) B, + T+T-. 

We considered the possibility to detect the r-lepton through either its leptonic 

decay or its decay to three charged pions. First, we studied the TT - ep+v’s case. 

The advantage is that this mode is self triggering. We estimate the efficiency in 

detecting the p*eF with a PT cut to be c - 0.1. Thus, we expect at the Tevatron 

NW. - c,.,, x BR(B, - r+r-) x Ng, x BR(~+T- --t ,L*?X) - 24. (09) 

However, we find that hackground constitutes a major problem. The dominant 

background comes from B, - D.rv (with branching ratio - 3 x 10m3) and 
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the subsequent D, + TV (with branching ratio- lo-*). There are not many 

handles over this background, as its topology is similar to the signal. With the 

estimated branching ratio of 3 x 1O-5, we find it hard to see how it can be pushed 

below lo-‘, still above the Standard Model branching ratio for 8, - T+T-. 

Second, we study the r + 3a XY modes. The dominant background comes 

from B, + D,Tv, and the subsequent 7 + 3ir XV and D, + 3 prong (about 

20%, mainly KXn). A rough estimate gives w - 150. We see two 

ways to suppress this background: (a) I< identification, which would require 

K/T separation, and (b) use B, + r+~- kinematics. There are 3 vertices and, 

therefore, 12 constraints. There are also 12 unknown parameters (3 for the 

momentum of each of the two neutrinos, 3 for the moments. of B,, r+ and r-, 

and 3 for {x, y, z J of t,he 8, decay). One can then make a O-C fit which may 

give some handles. This would be hard, and a detailed Monte Carla is needed to 

evaluate the feasibility of this method, 

(iv) B. --t fi+fi-. 

The Standard Model branching ratio is tiny, of order 2 x lo-? For this mode 

(unlike the r~mode), we expect the number of events to be the limiting factor and 

not the background. With good 6m,, determination, one could use m,,, = mg 

and vertexing to eliminate background, To estimate the number of events, we 

take a 471 detector in the SSC, with - 8 x 10” B,‘s/year, and assume trigger 

efficiency of etrig - 0.01: 

NM. - etrig x BR(B, + fi+w-) x Ne. - 16. (0101 

This is hard, but the situation might be better with a forward detector. 

5. DIRECT CP VIOLATION 

We have studied CP asymmetries in various B*? A* and =:a decays. Typically, 

the Standard Model predicts asymmetries of order a few percent (with relatively 

large uncertainties). These modes are self-tagging. They would probably require 

an independent trigger. ICJlr separation would be helpful (it may be useful to 

consider K trigger). For the baryonic modes. we need to normalize to standard 

modes in p - p collisions. The best mode is probably A&~ 4 A$, with X, - px- 

and + + P+P- (BR - 4 x 1O-5). 

(i) b - s-(. 

For B detailed discussion of CP asymmetries in this mode, see ref. 191. CLEO 

has measured the exclusive mode [lo]: BR(B - K’y) = (4.5 + 1.5 f 0.9) x 

lo@. The eventual expectations for measurement of the inclusive branching 

ratio (dominated by background) are an upper bound of 1.2 x IO-‘. if no signal is 

observed, and a 10% accuracy measurement, if signal is observed at the Standard 

Model rate, BR(B + X.7) = (3 - 5) x lo-‘. 

Can hadron machines be competitive? A Monte Carlo study of this mode 

has been carried out at UCLA [II]. An energy resolution of 3 and an angular 

resolution of 1 mrd for 7’s are assumed. The signal is extracted by applying TO 

and 7 mass cuts. For the region I+ 2 3.6 GeV the background is completely 

suppressed but the signal is still statistically significant. 

(ii) B- - K-(K+K-)+; B- + K-(K+T-)~.a. 

We study the CP asymmetries in the B- --t I<-d, 4 + K.kK- mode (BR - 

lo@, acp - 0.005), and in the B- -+ K-K”, K” --t K+a- mode (BR - 

5 x lo-‘, acp - 0.05). 

To estimate the efficiency, we use the following SFT numbers: 

bl -accept. x 4,ig x evcrt x tree x ‘X,” 

-0.3 x 0.2 x (0.7)3 x (0.95)3 x (0.9)J 5 0.02. 

The total number of events is then 

(011) 

N.vt8((K-K+)mK-) .-.eto, x BR(B- - dK-) x Ng- x BR($ --t K-K+) 

-1000. 
uw 
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Similarly, 

N,“,,((Ic-?r+)fpoI<-) - 50. (0131 

However, K/r separation is critical. For L1- + qU-, there is background 

from B- + @mm (with opposite o~p!), and we need B factor of 10 rejection. For 

B- + K’OK-, there is background from B- 4 t?“r-, and we need a factor of 

400 rejection. 

(iii) Bottom Baryon Decays. 

For a detailed discussion of CP asymmetries in baryon decays, see ref. [12]. 

The modes Aa + PI<- and As - Ap’ have branching ratios of order 10e5 and 

CP asymmetries of order a few percent, To estimate the number of events, we 

take the fraction of bottom baryons to be 0.1 of the bottom hadrons, etrig - lo@, 

erec N 0.5 and trert - 0.5. The number of events, as fraction of total b’s, is then 

N& 
b _ hadrons - ctoL x BRA --t PK-) x (~d~d - 2.5 x w’o, (014) 

so that at the SDC we expect 1250 events. 

Suppression of background can be achieved by 

a. Secondary vertex, 

b. Kinematics (Am = 25 MeV), 

e. Particle ID (in s&x detectors). 

This would make this measurement essentially background-free. 

For Aa - (pz-),,(K+n-)~.a, we estimate the number of events, as fraction 

of total b’s: 

b -;av;;on, - ctotxBR(b + AK”) x BR(A + p”) x BR(K” t K+n-) 

x(N,,./Na) - lo-‘“, 
(015) 

so that we expect about 500 events in the SDC. This mode is probably relatively 

background free. 

For Ei + (pz-),+(Ii+Ii-)(. we estimate the number of events, as fraction of 

total b’s: 

b -;,v;;on, - rt.,xBR(% - A+) x BR(A - px) x BR(4 + Ii’li-) 
(OlG) 

x(Nz,/Na) - lo-“. 

(where we estimate Et/A& - 0.1) so that we expect ahout 50 events iu the SDC. 

For :: * (PT-)A(P+P-I#, we estimate thr number of events, as fraction of 

total b’s: 

NW,. b _ hadrons - c,,,xBR(E:a + Aly) x BR(A - PT) x BR(ti -#+/I-) 
(017) 

x(Nz,/Na) - 7 x 10-O. 

We need to add a factor to account for self triggering (by two muons and some 

I+ cut). We estimate this extra factor to be 0.1%. reducing the above estimate 

to 7 x 10-12. We then expect 35 events for the SDC. 

An opt&l lrigger would help with these modes 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Hadron colliders are capable of investigating aspects of B physics where high 

statistics is a necessity and background is easily rejected. Among the “clean 

zeros” in CP asymmetries in B, decays, the B, + $4 mode seems promising for 

hadron colliders. Among flavor changing decays with two final charged leptons, 

the B -+ Kp+p- mode seems to be experimentally most feasible. For the ob- 

servation of direct CP violation, the B- + dI<- and As -a pK- modes seem 

promising. A detailed Monte Carlo investigation of these and other modes is well 

worth performing. 
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A STUDY OF SOME RARE SELF-TAGGING B DECAYS 

A. J. SCEWARTZ 
Physics Depmrtment, Princeton University 

Princeton, New Jersey OSSJI 

1. INTRODUCTION 

To observe a manifest violation of CP symmetry in the B system requires observing L 
difference in total or differential rate between decays of B’s and B’a. The neceaaity of knowing 
the initial-state tlavar requiie~, for non-Savor-specific decays such as t/K,, identifying the 
b-flavored meson 01 baryan which wu produced in association with the B of interest. Such 
‘opposite-aide’ tagging haa been extensively atudicd’,l and usually results in a significant 
lose in acceptsnce. An &ern&ve method3 in to study decay channels which by virtue of 
charge, strangeness or other additive quantum numbers unambiiuoualy identifies the b or g 
nature of the decaying B. For example, observing a final state of D’K- indicates B- decay, 
while @K+ indicates B* decay. Thus to observe CP violation in an experiment producing 
equal numbers of B+‘s and B-Is, one compares the number of observed D’K‘ decays to 
the number of observed D’K+ decays. A difference in yields indicates (L difference in decay 
rates. 

A partial list of self-tagging decay modes of current theoretical interest is given in 
Table 1, along with the branching ratio and CP asymmetry expected from Standard Model 
phyeiw3,” The decay mode Bj -s KO*p can probably not be self-tagged but is included 
for completeness. CP violation arises within the Standard Model from the interference of 
two or more amplitudes with different weak phases d, and &. Because we& phases change 
sign under CP conjugation, the interference term which arises upon squaring the r)wn of the 
amplitudes is proportional to COS(+I - 4~) for B decay and cos(& - #,) for B decay. Because 
of the evenness of the cosine function, to observe a physical effect requires an additional 
phase which doea not change sign under CP, e.g. a strong phase; the interference term ia 
then cos(#a - h + A6) for B’s and cos(d, - 41 + A6) for B’s, where A6 E & - 6, h the 
difference in strong phases. If the strong phasea far same reason are equal, h6 = 0 and no 
difference in decay ratea will be seen. 

The first two modes listed in Table 1 hwe 8 CP asymmetry resulting &rom the in- 
terference of two tree-level Cabibbo-suppressed amplitudes. The latter eight modes result 
from penguin graphs which have interference arising from different quark flwora propagating 
within the internal loop; the dispersive amplitude resulting from off-shell Ilavors interferea 
with the absorptive amplitude arising from an-shell flavors. In this table md throughout 
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this paper, charge-conjugate modes are assumed. The list is limited to those modes with the 
greatest potential for experimental observation, i.e. two-body decays with aU charged daugh- 
ters in the final-state. For modes producing neutral kaans, only K” and p final states 
are considered as the secondary vertex arising from the K’ + K*rT decay is considered 
essential for rejecting background at the requisite level. Finally, only the first six modes are 
pursued here, as these alone can produce two or more charged K’s in the final state when 
0: + KtKe, 4 + K+K-, or K” * K+rr-. These K’s can potentially be used to trigger 
B fixed-target experiment, and such a trigger is studied here. Both the acceptance and rate 
of the trigger are considered, and the number of events which an experiment using such a 
tngger could observe by the end of the 1990’S is estimated: 

Table 1. Self-tagging B decay modes with all charged daughters. The estimated branch- 
ing ratios and GP asymmetries are from references 3 and 4. Charge-conjugate modes are 
assumed. 

a. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Quark subprocess Decay mode Branching ratio CP asymmet 

b+uW-, W- -tiid B- - D:K- - 10-d -10% 
b-t&-, W-+ca B: + D;KO* 

b - ss;i B: 4 +K” - 10-S - 0.5% 
B- -#K- 

b - dsx Bi + KosXo’ - 10-S - 10% 
B- + R-K- 

b A SUE 

b - duti 

% - K+a- 
8‘ + K-pa 
0; + K-n+ 
B- - cpo 

- 10-S 

- 10-C 

few percent 

- 10% 

The two or more charged K’B produced by the first six modes of Table 1 can be tagged 
by threshold &renkov counters. The main difficulty in using such counters as e. trigger is 
preventing the trigger from being saturated by pions from the primary interaction. To ac- 
complish this one chooses a counter with a K threshold high enough such that a large fraction 
of accepted K’s do not case it to fire; the J B dl of the spectrometer magnet and position of 
the counter are then adjusted such that most pions below their threshold are not accepted. 
For example, a counter filled with Nz has Cerenkov thresholds of P,~.,,,(T) =5.7 GeV/e and 
pthresh(K)=20.2 GeV/c. For a magnet giving a p,. impulse of 530 MeV/c, kaons below 
threshold are bent by > 1.5” while pians below threshold are bent by > 5.3”. A Cerenkov 
counter located 20 m downstream of the magnet covering Iz/ < 1.86 m is thus hit by kaons 
below threshold but missed by w’s (the magnet bends in the horizontal plane). A kaan 
with momentum 5.7-20.2 GeV/e can thus be identified with a well-segmented scintillator 
firing in anti-coincidence with a Cerenkov mirror located immediately behind (Figure 1). 
This simple picture neglects the intrinsic pr, or more specifically pzs of the r or K and also 

assumes that the A or K enters the magnetic field at z - 0. The latter condition can be 
imposed by positioning the production target as close to the upstream end of the magnet e.s 
possible and (if necessary) placing tracking stations within the magnetic field. The intrinsic 
p, which a track must have to be accepted is to first approximation limited to a? interval 
Ap, = fp, tan 0 around the ?egative of the p. impulse of the magnetic field, where 0 is the 
half-angle subtended by the Cerenkov counter. If the angle subtended is small, then pions 
with low momentum must have values of pz near -p, -per to be accepted. If such larger-p= 
tracks can be rejected, e.g. by a strategically-placed collimator, then only a fraction of x’s 
below threshold would be accepted by the Cerenkov counter. 

Figure 2 shows data from FNAL hadroproduction experiment 791, in which a 
500 GeV/c r- beam is incident on Pt and C target foils. The experimental layout is shown 
in Figure 3. The total J Bdl of the spectrometer magnets correspond to a pT impulse of 
530 MeV/c, which is why this value was used above. Figure 2a shows the z position of 
tracks at a z position 20 m downstream of the center of the magnets plotted versus track 
momentum. There is an abundance of low momentum tracks (nominally pions) within the 
region 111 < 1.86 m. Figure 2b shows the same data but with a cut 101 < 4 cm made at 
the upstream end of the first magnet., This cut restricts tracks to enter the magnetic field 
at o - 0, and because the production target is located 2 m further upstream also restricts 
pz to have magnitude 5 200 MeVJc. The pl t h o s ows that low-momentum tracks are sig 
nificantly reduced from the central z region. Figure 2c shows the projection in momentum 
of tracks with IzI < 1.86 m from Figures 2~ and 2b. The difference between the solid and 
dashed histogram shows that the cut 111 < 4 cm effectively eliminates pians below threshold 
(5.7 GeV/c); using an N, Cerenkov counter covering IzI < 1.86 m to trigger should thus yield 
a K* sample with little pion contamination. 

3. ACCEPTANCE 

To optimize the acceptance of such a trigger one requires that the momentum in- 
terval between 6 and K thresholds for a particular Cerenkov gas be welLmatched to the 
momentum spectrum of kaons of interest which are incident on the counter. Table 2 lists the 
z and K thresholds for three different gases spanning a range of indices of refraction. The 
fourth and fifth columns list the angles through which tracks at these momenta would bend, 
and the sixth and seventh columns list the e position from the center of the magnet and 
the horisontal coverage respectively of e. Cerenkav counter which would accept K’s below 
threshold hut reject r’s below threshold. The table assumes that the magnet gives a pT 
impulse of 530 MeVJc, that particles enter the magnet near z = 0, and that the initial pr of 
tracks is small. The I positions of 10, 20, and 40 m (from center of magnet) are chosen to 
give a Ar sufficient for good mirror segmentation but also &e a kaan survival fraction of 
> 80%. The transverse dimensions of Table 2 are checked against data in Figures 2f and 2i 
to confirm that such apertures accept few tracks with p < pthrzsh(r). For the He counter, the 
cut IzI < 4 cm at the upstream end of the first magnet reduces the number of tracks below 
threshold by a factor 5.6 (Figure 2;); an upstream cut of IzI < 3 cm reduces such tracks by 
a factor 10.2. 

To find the acceptances of such counters, we generate event samples of the six di- 
kaon decay modes of Table 1 with the LUND Monte Carlo. We also generate a sample of 
B- + D°Ke decays where Do - K-r+; th e rate of this decay along with the rate of 
B* + DPKf (plus charge-conjugate modes) can he used to extract the CKM angle -, even 
if a CP asymmetry is not manifest.3 For the B modes studied only the secondary decays 
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Dp + K+K-, De + K-n+, .$ --t K+K-, and If”’ + X+s- are considered. 

Table 2. cerenkov momentum thresholds, bending angles corresponding to such thresholds, 
and z position and horizontal coverage of counters which would accept K'a below thdmld 
but re~iect 6’s. The magnetic field gives a p, impulse of 530 CeV/,: and the initial p. of 

Ied small. tracks-is assun counter LJ” 
F Freon 12 

N, 
Ifelium 

The standard ET91 event generator is used in which quarks and gluons are scattered 
and fragmented via PYTH~A 5.6 and JETSET 7.3.’ The fraction of events in which at least two 
kaons are accepted by a particular combination of counters from Table 2 is calculated and 
tabulated in Table 3. The acceptances include the fact that some decay modes have more 
than two keens in the final state, and thus more than one combination of keens can satisfy 
the trigger. The acceptances also include the probability that the keens live long enough to 
reach z = 10,20, or 40 m and that their r-positions at these z values are within the horizontal 
aperture of the relevant Cerenkov counter (see Table 2). This last requirement reduces the 
acceptance significantly, but to enlarge the solid angle of B counter would probably saturate 
the trigger with pions below threshold. AU tracks are required to have 1x1 < 4 cm at the 
upstream end of the first magnet. This reduces the acceptance by e. factor of 2-3, but the 
restriction is also probably needed to prevent soft pious from saturating the trigger. 

Table 3. The acceptance of the trigger for different combinations of Cerenkov counters 
from Table 2. Only secondary decays 0: -+ K+K-, Do - K-r+, 4 - K+K-, and 
K"' + K+a- are considered. The acceptances include the probability that the K'g live 
long enough to reach the counters, that they fall within the counter apertures, and that they 
have IzI < 4 cm at the upstream end of the first magnet. 

Acceptance for different combinations of counters 
Decay Mode Freon 12 Nz Helium Freon 12 Reon 12 Helium AU3 

only “IdY Only NS Helium N2 counters 

B-+07X- ) 0.0000 0.0022 0.0298 0.0026 0.0360 0.0452 
1 B: - D;K'* 1 0.0000 0.0014 0.0360 

0.0486 
0.0024 0.0432 0.0564 0.0620 1 

B-+DOK- 1 0.0000 0.0004 0.0094 0.0004 0.0100 0.0116 0.0120 
B$ + dK"' I 0.0002 0.0082 0.0776 0.0092 0.079n "."966 "~"!q 

B--r$K- 0.0010 0.0110 0.0600 0.0120 0.0610 0.0614 0.0624 

Bj 4 KO'RO' 0.0000 0.0000 0.0100 0.0000 0.0102 0.0120 0.0122 
B- +K"'K- 0.0000 0.0002 0.0072 0.0002 0.0076 0.0090 0.0092 

Table 3 shows that using en NS counter covering 121 < 1.66 m at 20 m and an He 
counter covering IzI < 1.27 m at 40 m gives acceptances for several modes of 5-1070. The 
acceptance when using all three counters together is only slightly higher. The acceptance is 
smallest for modes which rely on the Km daughter of a B being detected, es the large Q of 

the decay provides the daughter K- with large p,., making it easy to miss the counters if 
the decay plane is not close to vertical. Finally, leaving a hole in the counters for the beam 
to pass through results in a negligible loss in acceptsnce. 

4. TRIGGER RATE 

To estimate the trigger rate we again study E791 data. Assuming the rate from soft 
pions is eliminated “I significantly reduced, the trigger may be dominated by events with two 
kaons in the relevant momentum ranges coming from the primary interaction. The rate of 
this “ccuring is calculated from data as follows. In E791, the light yields from two &‘erenkov 
counters (Figure 3) are used to compute a normalized likelihood for a track to satisfy a 
particular meas hypothesis, given its measured momentum. For each counter the Poisson 
probability t~~e-“/N! is calculated, where N is the number of photoelectrons observed and p 
is the number expected form = m., mu, etc. The relative likelihood for B mess hypothesis 
is taken es the product of the two Poisson probabilities for that hypothesis multiplied by 
the apriori likelihood of the particle being an e/pl~~/K or p. The aption likelihoods are 
just those which one would assign to a track if no Cerenkov information existed. These 
likelihoods are measured from a separate study of particle fluxes and for E791 heve nominal 
e/p/r/K/p values of 0.02/0.01/0.12/0.61/0.04 respectively. The relative likelihoods ere thee 
normalized as: 

Li = 
A x P!'B x Pd""" 

2-L-L 
C,(A;x Py" x P+"'") (1) 

where P;":"" is the Poisson probability for the upstream Cerenkov counter, Pcd“-" is the Poisson 
probability for the downstream counter, the A; are the apriori likelihoods, and the summa- 
tion i runs over species e,p,r, K and p. For more details the reader is referred to reference 6. 
The normalized kaon likelihood for e. sample of tracks which would be accepted by either the 
NZ “I He counters of Table 2 is shown in Figure 4. The aprioti likelihood of a track being a 
kaon is 0.12, and the large peak at this value reflects the large number of tracks which had a 
light yield such that the Cerenkov counters could not discriminate among r, K, or p. The 
peek at 0.75 represents tracke which are K-p indefinite. 

For an individual event, the probability that there is at least one kaon in the event 
which would trigger a particular combination of Cerenkav counters from Table 2 is: 

1 - H(l -L,); (2) 

where j runs over all tracks accepted by the counters, i.e. tracks having momenta in one of 
the relevant ranges end projecting within the corresponding aperture. For consistency with 
the acceptance calculation of the previous section, all tracks are required to have IzI < 4 cm 
at the upstream end of the first magnet. The probability (2) is calculated event-by-event 
for each of seven counter combinationa, and the average probability for 5000 minimum bias 
events ia found. The calculation is then repeated using a more restricted sample: those events 
which already have a keen present (L > 0.5 for an accepted track). The kaon candidate itself 
is excluded from the second probability calculation. The probability for an event to have 
two kaons accepted by a particular counter combination is then the aversge probability for 
an event to have at least one kwn accepted multiplied by the average probability for an 
event to have a second kaon accepted given that it already has at least one accepted. This 
‘di-kaon’ probability is multiplied by the fraction of interactions which satisfy the minimum 
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bias trigger (0.45) to arrive at P di-kaon trigger fraction. The resultant trigger fractions for 
the seven combinations of counters are listed in Table 4. For an He counter at I: = 40 m and 
an Nt counter et I = 20 m, the trigger fraction is 0.57%. Whether this rate can be tolerated 
at the first trigger level depends on beam intensity, the through-put of higher-level triggers, 
and ultimately the tape-writing speeds 

Table 4. The fraction of interactions which trigger the detector for different combinations 
of Cerenkov counters from Table 2. The rejection of the trigger is the reciprocal of the listed 
ve.lues. 

Trigger fraction for different combinations of counters 
Freon 12 Nz Helium Freon 12 Freon 12 Helium AU3 

only only only NS Helium Nz counters 
0.00033 0.0019 0.00064 0.0032 0.0026 0.0057. 0.0062 

5. FINAL SENSITIVITY 

The overall detection efficiency for the six modes of interest is the (geometric accep- 
tance) x (secondary branching ratios) x (reconstruction efficiency). Taking the geometric 
acceptances from the He+ NZ column of Table 3 and assuming the reconstruction efficiency 
to be a nominal 0.70, one arrives at the values listed in the second column of Table 5. Multi- 
plying these efficiencies by the expected B branching ratios end the number of B’s produced 
in a given running period gives the number of rare decays observed. 

The number of B’s which can potentially be produced in a fixed-target experiment 
at FNAL is estimated from the data of FNAL E789, which searched for the decay B - 
*xx * - P+P-. This experiment took B data for two months with a relatively high 
intensity beam (5 x 10’” protons per spin) and has identified 24 B + $X candidates in 
50% of their data.’ With a geometric acceptance of 0.006 and a vertex efficiency of 0.25, 
this event yield implies that they produced 4.8 x 10’ B’s (taking B(B + $X) = 0.0112 end 
O($ - p’p-) = 0.0597’). It is estimated that this experiment could handle 10 x greater 
beam intensity (limited by rates in the silicon vertexer)? and running et such an intensity 
for three 4.month periods would gain a factor of 60 in statistics. The experiment could 
thus produce 2.9 x 10’ B’s by the latter half of the 1990’s. Multiplying half of this number 
(assuming charged and neutral B’s each comprise half the sample) by the overall efficiencies 
of Table 5 gives the projected event samples listed in the fourth column. For comparison, 
the numbers of events one must reconstruct in order to observe a CP asymmetry at the 
3” statistical level are listed in the fifth column. Comparing the two columns shows that 
the experiment could not establish CP violation in B decays unless the CP asymmetries 
or branching ratios were larger than expected. The experiment could measure the rates of 
these rare processes, which may be very worthwhile, and it may be able to measure sin7, 
depending on the value of 7 and the difference in strong phase shifts between Be - D’K- 
and B- -+ DoOK-; this last issue is addressed in reference 10. 

Table 6. The total detection efficiency (see text), the expected branching ratio, the number 
of reconstructed events in 2.9 x lo9 B decays, and the number of events needed to see a CP 
asymmetry at the 3a statistical level. Only second&y decays Dp + K+K-, Do + K-a+, 
4 -t K+K-, and X0’ + K*v are considered. 

Decay mode Total efficiency Expected # of events observed # of events needet 
B.R. in 2.9 x 10’ B decays for 3.~ asymmetry 

B- + DPK- 1.3 x lo-’ - 10-a 
+ DfK”’ 

19 450 
Bj 1.1 x lo-’ - 10-a 16 450 
B- + DOK- 3.0 x lo-’ - lo-’ 43 
Bj + bK”’ 2.2 x 10-Z - 10-s 320 1.8 x 10” 
B- -+ r$K- 2.8 x 10-Z - 10-S 410 1.6 x 108 
B; + K"'R"' 3.7 x 10-s - 10-e 5.5 450 
B- -tKO'K- 4.2 x 1O-3 - 10-e 6.1 450 

In closing, three issues which this study did not address should be mentioned: that 
of background rejection, norm&&ion, end running a silicon vertexer in B high intensity 
proton beam. The background rejection of the experiment is expected to be very good, as 
all decays of interest have et least one secondary vertex, at least one Z-body mess constraint, 
and at least two chsrgcd keens. The B” + DVK” mode, which has two secondary vertices, 
three charged koons, and B higher lo-’ branching ratio, may be especially clean. 

The issue of normalization arises because B+‘a and B-‘s or B% and Be’s are not 
necessarily produced in equal numbers in pp collisions, end one cannot simply compare yields 
of +5K- events and q4K+ events, for instance. Instead one must normalize the yields to some 
more copious but self-tagging end reconstructable mode such as B- - $K- or B” + $X0*. 
This will probably require another trigger stream, such as a dimuon stream. 

The question of running a silicon vertexer efficiently in a high intensity beam is en 
open ‘issue which may be solved by de-focusing the beam et the target/vertexer station 
such that the radiation dose is distributed over a larger area of silicon.” It may also be 
desirable to reduce occupancy in the detector by using pixel-besed CCD’B~’ rather the” 
more conventional silicon strips. 
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Figure 1. Plan view of detector for triggering on B -t K*K*X decays. 
g)-i) Same aa G-C except that E = 40 m and the aperture cut is 1~) < 1.27 m. 
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Figure 3. Plan view of the detector used for ~FNAL experiment 191. 
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Figure 4. The kaan likelihood (see text) for E791 tracks which would he accepted by the 
Nz or He Cerenkov counters of Table 2. All tracks are required to have 1x1 < 4 cm at the 
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1. INTRODUCTION - TWO WAYS TO SEE CP VIOLATION 

Before 1964 the two khan llavor eigenstates K’ and I? carrying strangeness fl were 
believed to be CP - conjugate and mixed by a CP-conserving weak interaction into mars 
eigenstatea IKs) and IKL) which were also CP eigenstates with opposite eigenvalues. Very 
different lifetimes arise (7s = 9 x 10-l’ set; sr. = 5 x lO%ec ) because the dominant 2~ decay 
mode with largest phase apace is allowed by CP only for KS. KL -t 2r WM a transition 
between CP-eigenetatea with opposite eigenvalues and therefore forbidden. 

So far the only experimental evidence for CP violation is the 1964 discovery’ of 
Kr. -) 2s where the two maw eigenstates produced by neutral meson mixing both decay 
into the same CP eigenstate. This result is described by two parameters, 

b+~-ITW _ t 
7+-=(*+*-,T,Ks) =etc; r),. E p; 1;:; E L - 2r’ (1.1) 

Today L c its 1964 value, d data are still inconclusive and there is no new evidence for CP 
violation. One might expect to observe similar phenomena in other systems and alw direct 
CP violation m charge symmetries between decays of charge conjugate hadrons H* -+ J*. 
Why is it so hard to find CP violation? How can B Physics help? Does CP lead beyond 
the standard model? We now present a pedestrian symmetry approach which exhiL&r the 
difficulties and future possibilities of these two types of CP-violation experiments, neutral 
meson mixing and direct charge asymmetry: what may work, what doesn’t work and why. 

a. CHARGE ASYMMETRIES -DIFFICULTIES AND POSSIBILITIES 

2. I How CPT complicates detection of CP Violalion 

Can decays of K+ and KM be different? For decays to charge conjugate final states 
I[*) described by the Fermi Golden Rule, CPT and hermiticity show there is no asymmetry, 

WK*-jt z @*/hII (f’l Kor IK*) I’,@,) (2.1) 
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I (J-I If.& W) I = CPTl (f-l &r W) I = I w+I &A If+) I _ 1 
I (f+l fL* Ix+) I I (K+I d If+)’ I. I W+I fL* If+)’ I - 

(2.20) 

CPT also requires equal total widths of K+ and K-. Since s-wave elastic x*x* scattering8 
go into one another under CPT, u.r,.(n+n”) = u~~,,(zT-x~) is a very narrow Bruit-Wigner 
resonance at the kaon maw with the’same width for both charge states, 

rt.t(K+) = r,.,(K-) (2.26) 

Thus the following conditions are necessary far observation of charge-asymmetric decaya: 

1. Golden rule breaks down. This is exact first order perturbation theory and cao only 
break down where higher order contributions are important. Second-order weak contri- 
butions are negligible; thus higher order strong contributions are needed. 

2. Conspiracy of several decay modes. Total widths must be equal. Any asymmetry 
in the partial widths of a pair of conjugate modes must be compensated by opposite 
asymmetries in other modes. 

For kaons all charge &symmetry effects should be small. All principal decays lead to 
approximate strong S-matrix eigenstates and the golden rule should be good. S-wave x*x0 
is an exact eigeostate of strong S since no inelastic channels are open. The 3~ final states are 
dominated by I=1 s-wave and thus all nearly proportional to the same strong-s eigenstate. 
The I=3 component is AI = 512 and doubly suppressed by AI = l/2. 

2.2 Beating CPT /or Charge Asymmetries in El Physics 

Can decays of B+ and B- be different? Here many more channels are open, diflerent 
decay modes can conspire to give the same total width and final state rescatlering can beat 
the Fermi golden rule via higher order transitions in strong interactions; e.g. 

B- + ,%- + K-no. , E+ --t K”n+ --t K+T” (2.3) 

w*+,,+.. = IS.rM(K+*“) + S,.,M(Ic”n+)l’ 
W,-,,-“0 IS.rM(X-no) + .L,M(K+r-)lZ (2.4) 

where M(I*) 3 (/*I Hwr IB*) and S., and S,,. denote strong elastic and charge exchange 
scattering. This has no simple counterpart in the kaon system. Here both (Kn) .isospin 
eigenstates I = l/2 and I = 312 are AI = 1 and equally allowed. 

A CP-violating asymmetry can arise in a toy model with only B + Kn decays. The 
isospin eigenstates (Kn), are exact strong-S eigenstates. However, asymmetries can occur 
when final states are not strong eigenstates; e.g. It%“, Thus far I=112 and 312, 

IA((B+ - (Ka)~)l = IA{B- + (Xn)r)l (2.5) 

r,.,(i3+) = CI-{B+ - (I~~),) = r,,,(B-) = Cr{B- - (I?~),] (2.6) 
I I 

A[B* + J*) = CC:IA(B* --a (KT),)~ efiWre+ (2.7) 
, 

where C/ denotes isospin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Every &spin amplitude is written as 
the product 01 its magnitude, and weak and strong phase factors emi’“1 and e’*‘. The weak 

CP-vialatiog phase reverses sign under charge conjugation; the strong CP-conserving phase 
remains unchanged. Then 1=3/2 - l/2 i n er erence can produce charge asymmetry, t f 

IA(B+ + K+n”)I1 - IA{B- -+ Kmr”)Iz = -4C/CjlAtA+lsin(W! - W+)sin(S+ - St) 

(2.8a) 
IA{@ -+ K”n+)I’-(A{B- --t f?‘n-)I’= 4C;CIIAtA!Isin(Wt-WC)sin(St-St) (2.86) 

The asymmetries are seen to be equal and opposite for the two charge states, cancel 
in lhe total rates as expected from CPT and vanish unless both W* # Wt and St # St. 
The vanishing of the asymmetry when~ St = S’i is simply interpreted in view of eq. (2.4) 
since St = St implies oo charge exchange, S, = 0. Thus the condition for observing an 
asymmetry is that at leapt two amplitudes arising from different strong eigeostates must 
contribute, and that they must have both different strong phases and different weak phases. 

e.s Charge Asymmetry in Standard Model - Trees and Penguins in B + Kn Decays 

In thestandard model twodiagrams with different weak phases contribute to B - Kn 
decays via two different strong eigenstates and can produce a CP asymmetryl3. The tree 
diagram gives only Kfao; the penguin only 1=1/2 Kn. 

B+(L) -+(,,er,-+ ir + W+ + u -+ ti + u + .i + u + K+ + T’ (2.9a) 

8-(6i)-1(,,,,)-,utW-+~~ut8tst~--tK-+*’ (2.9b) 

B+(L) -ypmpuiny i+ W+ + u -+ 3 t u + (Kn)r,,/, (2.10a) 

B-(h) -+(pe”p.i”)-+ L + w- t 72 -+ 9 t 6 .-+ (Ka),.1,2 @lob) 

So far no penguin contributions have been unambiguously identified and all model 
calculations should be taken with a grain of salt. The tree has two suppressed weak vertices, 
6 --t u and d + u; the penguin hae no such suppression and may he strong enough to 
compete with the tree and produce tree-penguin interference and CP violation. 

Detection of B* -a Ksr*, forbidden in the simple tree diagram without final state 
interactions, would indicate either penguin or tree with final state interactions. Comparison 
with the K’n’ modes can check relative tree-penguin strength;. The two CP-violating ratios 
,*,*‘-X~r+,,I-,A,B--R.r-,l; a”d A B+-x*r* 1-l .9--K-“O 
,“(e+-.K*r+ ,‘+,r(B--n’*-), I~l~+-~+“~~+i?l~--~-“~~ll 

can test cp “io,ation o”er B 

wide range of relative penguin and tree contn utmns. Thear numerators are equal, but the 
denominator for the tree-allowed KG’ may be much larger if the penguin is relatvely small. 

9. SYMMETRY ANALYSIS OF NEUTRAL MESON M” - J@’ MIXING 

9.1 A Quasispin Description OJ Neufral Meson Mizing 

We describe neutral meson mixing by a qua&pin SU(2) picture with the two flavor 
eigenstates of the meson system, denoted by M and &f defined as eigenstates of 0, with 
“spin up” and ‘spin dawn” respectively’,J”.‘, 

o. IM”) = IM”) ; 0. IhP) =.-I”“) (3.1) 
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Strong and electromagnetic interactions conserve quasispin. Weak interactions break qua- 
sispia. If CPT is conserved the m-58 eigenstates MS and ML are equal mixtures of M” sod 
&f*. We can then choose phases and the direction of the quasispin x axis to make 

IML) = (l/d)(IM”)+lni’)); 0. I&J = I&) i (Mdo. IAh) = (ML~o, IML) = 0 (3.2) 

If CP is conserved, MS and MI. are eigenstates of both CP and 0,. If CP is violated, MS 
and ML are not necessarily orthogonal and both can decay into the same CP eigenstate If), 
However, an orthonormal basis of linear combinations of the two mass eigenstates can always 
be constructed to forbid a given decay mode If) for one of the basis states, 

w+q=o; (qqM/) = 0 

This can be seen explicitly in the kaon case by using eqs. (1.1) 

(3.3) 

IK,?) E IK‘) - Ijo0 IKs); (s-“r”ITIIC,““) = 0 (3.4a) 

IK,?) E IX,) -‘I+- lK*); (n+a-pIK;) = 0; (*“*‘ITIK:) = -3r’(*“r”lTI&) 
(3.46) 

The parameter e’ expresses the dilTerence between the states I&$) and IK;). A Ii(:) beam 
should not decay to R+T-, while the decay K: -a mono is proportional to 6‘ and could be 
used in a null experiment to determine 0. 

The basis (3.3) determines a direction in quasispin space. If ML and M,’ are equal 
mixtures of M” and h?, which often occurs when I/) is a CP eigenstate, 

IM;) = (l/&!)(e’“l IM”) + e-ie~“~n;io)) = eie-*~‘*lM~); (M+, IM/) = 0 (3.5,~) 

1~:) = (~/fi)(e’*~ IM”) - e-‘*~/* 1~)) = -ie”~(s~+“)/a IM‘) ; (ML/ e.1~~) = 0 (3.56) 

Then the state Md defines an axis in the z - y plane at an angle 0, away from the z axis. 
The values of 0, for two different CP eigenstates are directly to the CP-violation parameters 
L and L’ in the Kahn case. If they are the same for two eigenatates, like r+r- and I%~, 
c’ = 0. If CP is conserved, 8, = 0 when f is a CP-eigenstate. 

The EPR effect provides a means for creating beams of particles in the state IM,!) 
defined by eq. (3.3). The decay of the odd-parity d-vector meson at rest into an odd-parity 
state of two neutral kaons with momenta k and -k can be described both in the (v; p) 
and (K:; Kf) bases. 

$+ K”(h)li”(-I) - K’(-i)K’(i) = K:(i)K;(-i) -K;(-i)K;(i) (3.6) 

If a decay K,$ --t x+x- is detected at -k’, the wave function collapses to make Kr beam at 
E. This proposal’, called *An experiment for the future” in 1966 is now being implemented 
at 4 factories. 

A similar approach to the B system, using the basis (3.3) and the odd-parity T(4S) 
as the B analog of the 4 gives 

‘f(4S) + B”(c)B”(-2) - B”(-i)L?(i) = B#B;(-E) - B,‘(-i)B,/(i) (3.7) 

The EPR effect is in common use in T(4_S) B decay experiment&‘, noting that detecting a 

81 -+ J at -k producer a 8,’ beam at k. 

3.9 Quasispin Symmelry Bwnking by Mass nnd LiJelitne Diflerenees 

The lifetime difference is determined by phase space and independent 01 the standard 
model. The mars difTcrence is determined by dynamical etTects depending upon standard 
model. Lifetime symmetry breaking is dominant in the kaon system where a pure Ii‘ state 
can be produced simply by waiting. Mass breaking is dominant in heavy quark mesons and 
can be described BS a “magnetic field” in quasispin space. 

In the B system where the lifetime difference is negligible we denote the mass eigen-’ 
states as B‘ (light) and BH (heavy), rather than long and short, The states BL and BH are 
orthogonal and eqs. (3.2) and (3.5) can be rewritten 

I&) = Wv’%lW + Ip)); Qr IBL) = IEd ; (BLIOZ IBL) = (&I OY IBL) = 0 (3.8a) 

IS,) = (l/&%IB”) - 183); (1. I&) = - I&/) ; (BHI~~ I&) = (&I uy 15’~) = 0 
(3.8b) 

I@) = (l/d$(e’*J IB’) + e-“J’* 183) = ei’+l’2 IL?‘); (B,‘Io. 1B;) = 0 (3.9a) 

IB;) = (I/&?)(& 1~9”) - e-iBf’* 18’)) = e’n’BJ’ZIB~); (8;) 02 1B;) = 0 (3.9b) 

A geometrical picture of the quasispin space is shown,in Fig. 1 

Figure 1. Geometrical representation of quasispin space 
The time development of a general neutral B meson state is given by the product of 

a common exponential decay for all states and a quasispin precession in th? magnetic field. 
Thus for a meson which is in the state IB(0)) at time 1 = 0 

Is(l)) = e-f’e-‘Y”“‘/“IB(0)) = E-C’. [cm($) - in,sin(+)) lB(Oj) (3.10) 
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where I‘ is the decay width and w the nuw difference between the two eigenatates. 

3.3 Ezpcrimcnla aa Qua&pin Polarization Measuremcnb 

Many experiments can he described as polarization measurements in some direction 
in quasispin space at time t of a beam polarized at f = 0. A neutral B produced at time t = 0 
in a h&ironic experiment together with another B can be tagged 88 B or B by observing lhe 
decay of the other B. In many experiments the decay of the tagged B is observed to decay 
at time t and the quantity of physical interest is the difference between the decay rates into 
a given final state f for B’s tagged a B or B. This is proportional to the expression: 

N(B" - J) - N(B' --+ f) = I(B,/Ie-'"*("') IB")I' - I(B,'/ e-iM=("2) I”“) I’ (3.11,~) 

N(B" --. f) - N(B" -, f) = (B1le-"“('ll),~,iY~=trll) IB,I) = @,'I L&-~~'IB,') = 

= (BLI ur cos(wt)+io.o,sin(wt) 1~:') = (BLJ (I, 1~:) cas(wt)-(B,II rry 1~:) sin(wt) (3,llb) 

where we have used quasispin algebra in the basis (B,';BI) defined by eq.(3.3). 

For the case where the state IBM) is IE”) we obtain 

N(B" --t B")- N(B'- B")= cas(wt) (3.12) 

This is just the well known B” - p mixing independent of all CP violation, described here 
as a quasispin polarization measurement in the I direction at time t of a beam polarized in 
the I direction at 1 = 0;. 

If IB;)' IS an equal mixture of B” and @ eq. (3.9b) gives 

N(B"+ f)- N(B” + J)= -(B~le-~~*~h~e ioas~/2 IB,) sin(&) = -sin(&) sine, 
(3.13) 

The same approach can be applied to an experiment in which a B is tagged in some 
state IB$ and its decay is observed after a time t in a mode allowed only for B or allowed 
only for B; e.g. leptonic modes. The difference between the probabilities of decay into B or 
B allowed modes; e.g. a lepton asymmetry, is just given by the quasispin polarization in the 
I direction of the tagged state. 

I (B”I ,-k(1/*) I&) I* _ 1 (8”l e-i-(l/*) I@) I* = (B;l ,iY~.(:/*),*,-;Y~.(I/*) IB’j) 

= (Bllo, IB,J)cos(wl) + (B~lo, IB,I)sin(wt) (3.140) 

A common example of such an experiment is the T(4S) decay, (3.7), where one B decays 
into a CP eigenstate like K& and the other into a leptonic mode*. In the basis (B,; B,) 
where (Ks$lTlB,) = 0 the second B is tagged to be in the state IB") (3.9a) at the time 
that the K& decay of the other B is observed, and 

I (&‘I e-iYo~(l/s) IB,!) 1’ - [(PI eeiyo~(‘/*) IBL) Ia = - sin(wt) sin 0, (3.146) 

In the same experiment, the cue where leptonic decay occurs before the KS+ decay the 
observed lepton asymmetry is given by eq. (3.13) but with opposite sign, since observing 
a En decay tags the other as p and vice versa. Thus combining eqs. (3.13) and (3.14b) 
shows that the lepton asymmetry observed at time tl when a I<,+ decay is observed at a 

later time ta = I, + 1 is equal and opposite to that ohs&ed at time tl = 1, + t when a KS+ 
decay is observed at M earlier lime tt. Thus the CP-violating leptoo asymmetry cancels 
out if the resulta are integrated over time. Since time meesurementa are difficult in the rest 
frame of the T(4S) where the two B mesons move very slowly “asymmetric B factories” have 
been proposed to produce the ‘I(4S) in flight so that the B meson8 traverese a measurable 
distance before decay. This cancellation ia also shown by another quasispin algebra identitya, 

= 1 (&I ,iua.(f/s) I*“) 1 = 1 (B’I ,-id*/*) IB”.)’ 1 (3.15) 

The probability that a meson created as a B" at time La will be observed M a B,, at time 1% 
equals the pmbability that a meson created as a 8, at time 11 will be observed aa a E’ at 
time tl. Thus 

P(B”(h) - B,(h)] = P{&(h) -+ BW) (3.16) 

P(T(4.T) - ~(h)B,(h)) = P(T(4S) -+ B’(t,)B’(t,)) P{B’(t,) - B,(Q) (3.17‘~) 

PfT(4.q + B"(f,)E~(f2)) = P(T(4S) - B,(tl)B,(f,)} P{&(h) + B"(Q) (3.176) 

P{T(4S) -t B’(W,(fs)J = P(T(4S) - B,(h)LVs)) (3.18) 

4. HOW B AND K PHYSICS DIFFER - GOOD AND BAD NEWS 

No Dominant B Decay Mode 
No Lifetime Difference 
Mass Eigenstatea Not Separated by Waiting 

Many B Decay Modes 
Rich Data - Small Branching Ratios = 1% 
Final State Rescattering Beats Golden Rule 
Conspiracies Beat CPT Restrictions 

B' - p Oscillations During Decay 
Time Dependence Confuses Measurements 
CP Violation Observable in Mixing Phases 

All Dominant Hadronic B decays involve 3 Generations 
CP violation Observable in B Decays in Direct Diagrams b - aid 
CP Violation in c and s decays only via diagrams with virtual t and b quarks 

6. CONCLUSION - THE LIPKIN APPROACH TO CP 

In 1956, after a 100% parity violation’0 was found in a difficult experiment, B much 
simpler experiment” showed that beta rays were polarized, proving parity violation. Anyone 
who had started our experiment” at the same time as Ambler et alI0 would have obtained 
results first and discovered parity violation. But the community had been brainwashed by 
the theorists who insisted that parity violation violated the “standard model” of that time. 
They only considered sensitive experiments where a negative result could shoot down this 
crazy theory, not a simple experiment that could only detect a 100% effect. 

Moral for CP : Don’t be brainwashed by the standard model. It might even fail to 
explain CP and lead to new physics beyond. This would not challenge its validity in all 
other areas. Keep it in mind but try to use a more general approach. Data inadequate for 
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testing standard model CP predictions will be available long before adequate data. These 
preliminary data can supply information useful for planning subsequent experiments. There 
may also be unexpected large effects. Look for easy experiments that even Lipkin can do 

even if theorists say no. Any indication of CP violation in B physics would be a great 
breakthrough. 

Among questions that can be investigated with early data and be useful for future 
plans are: Is there CP violation in B physics? What is the ball park of CP violation7 
What are lhe branching ratios for physically interesting final states like CP eigenstates? 
Are there additional CP eigenstates not yet observed that can be useful; e.g. (a) States 
containing 11. and other charmonium states. (b) States like $K’ where different partial 
waves have different CP eigensvalues - perhaps one partial wave is dominant. (c) States like 
K&’ + I&s+*-X where the particle X is not observed but can be identified by missing 
mass kinematics. How can one estimate penguin contributions? 
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Abstract 

The search for tree level FCNC with heavy flavors is sensitive to physics beyond 
the standard model. We discuss three types of FCNC experiments, (i) Precise study of 
6 -a J -!7, (ii) Search for B,” --t T+T-, and (iii) B --t #p-X. We also comment on the 
UAl limit for B + pjiX. 

(1) Introduction 

Even before the discovery of weak interaction processes that occur without the 
change of charge in 1973 the issue of the existence of process that also change the 
Flavor of the quarks WBS raised. Indeed the early absence of these processes helped 
the Rise of the Standard Model of Elementary Particles. Recently a large number 
of new possibilities have been raised concerning these effects, it is now believed that 
the experimental observation could be a key indicator of Physics beyond the standard 
model. 

As the evidence for the standard model’s correctness grows it is important to lwk 
for processes that will be particularly sensitive to physics beyond the standard model. 
We note that even though - 3 million 2”’ h s we been collected, there is still no evidence 
for loop corrections. Thus it is important to look for processes that are either completely 
due to B loop (i) or that should be very small in the standard model, (ii) and (iii). An 
example of these processes that are studied here are: 

(i)B-+X.+T 
(ii) B,“,d + r+r- 

(iii) B -+ p+p-X 
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Historically, the search for FCNC has been a key component in the rise of the. 
standard model, as illustrated in Table 11’1. Th e search for Flavor Changing Neutral 
Currents (FCNC) w&s carried out with strange particles mainly in the period 1963. 
19701’1. The first definitive search for Neutral Currents that change the Flavor w&5 
undertaken by the author and his colleagues using the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Kaon Beam. In the mid seventies the absence of FCNC prompted the concept of 
“Natural Flavor Conservation” for the Neutral Currents131. The GIM model was also 
partially invented to explain these resultsl’l. This has come to be a key development in 
the “Rise of the Standard Model” and strongly limits the types of quarks that exist in 
nature. This is an example of how null experiments can strongly influence the direction 
of a field of science. In Figure 1 we trace some of the early and more recent experimentd 
search for FCNC processesl’l. The impact of the null search for FCNC in the standard 
model is powerful, ar is illustrated in Table 11’1. 

We sketch the current status of the FCNC amplitude limits in Figure 1. There 
have been several recent estimates of the expected branching ratios for Rare B decays. 
We quote the recent report from A. Ali (reported at the Santa Monica Meeting on “30 
Years of Weak Neutral Currents”, February 1993) and it is reproduced in Table 21’,8,s1. 
A more complete analysis of FCNC decays th B comes from a B Physics study at this t 
Snowmass meeting is given in Table 31’1. We now turn to the individual decay and 
missing processes indicated above and attempt to justify the numbers reported in Table 
2. These three processes represent a wide range of processes that are either 3’” Family, 
2”d Family, or 3’d -+ 2”d transitions. Figure 2 shows some Feymnan diagrams that 
would give rare FCNC B decay3 and would imply new physics beyond the standard 
model[8,91. 

There are potentially~ two types of elementary processes that can give rise to a 
FCNC reaction 

(i) Through Quark Processes 

(ii) Through Higgs Boson Processes 

In the early seventies a model put forward by Glashow, Illiopoulous and Maiani (GIM) 
explained why process (i) should he strongly suppressed provided a fourth quark existed 
(charm)l’l. In 1974 this quark we.a discovered in the J/q experiments at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory and at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Later a concept 
called “Natural Flavor Conservation” NFC was advocated by Glashow and Weinberg to 
forbid process (ii), It has not been questioned until very recently. If NFC fails, a whole 
world of new elementary particle physics processes become possible albeit it at a rather 
small rate. Recently L. Hall at UCB and Steve Weinberg (UT Austin) have advocated 
that NCF could faillml! 

In the past few years another concept has gained ground in Elementary Particle 
Physics, namely the Supersymmetric Theory. This theory indicates that nature is sym- 

metric at very high energy, where for every particle we now know there will be a super 
pardner, with different properties, Again this theory also provides for FCNC processes. 

Thus we see that two leading theories indicate the existence of FCNC, other theories 
do&s well, in fact FCNC detection maybe the most important experimental task ahead 
for Elementary Particle Physics. We now turn to the current and possible future search 
and study of FCNC processes at accelerators and colliders around the world. 

We consider two type of detectors and hadron collisions in this report 

(I) J&h Luminositv Multi TeV Collider and a Solenoid Detector. We take as an ex- 
ample the Compact Muon Solenoid Detector to be constructed at the CERN LHC, 
and assume that the LHC operates at the luminosity of 10J3em-‘see-’ that will 
produce 1013BB pairs per year Special trigger for the rare B decays discussed here 
would he employed. Our group is a member of this detector collaboration. 

(II) An Advanced Fixed Taraet Exoeriment at Either Fermilab or SSC. We consider 
the proposal experiments 865 and 1367 at FNAL as well as the Super Fixed Target 
Detector proposal for the SSC. At FNAL an effective sample of - lo-’ BB pairs 
can be obtained where as at the SSC the number would he about IO’O (with SFT). 
Special triggers for the B decays discussed here would he employed. Our group is 
B member of E771, P867 and the SFT proposal to the SSC. 

(III) mks on the Siaoificance of the Limit B -+ UOX from UAll”l. 

This limit is an example of the power of these type of experiments the limit is 
5 x 10mJ to 90% CL. It was carried out by the UCLA component of UAl under my 
guidance. Figure 3 shows the region of the decay phase space that was used for the 
search. With this limit we can safely state that the siee of direct FCNC contributions 
can’t be more than an order of magnitude larger than the Standard Model. However, 
this may not provide a strong constraint for processes like B --t ri that are for pure 3’* 
Family transistors! 

(2) Rare B Decays 

(9 &a& estudv “Y 0 fB-+X-TataF ired Tweet Exoerimentl’*l 

The decay mode b -+ s + -, is of great theoretical interest, and could provide 
constraint on SUSY the charge Higgs sector and other possible deviation from the 
standard model! The work reported here has been carried out by a UCLA group (D. 
Cline, J. Park and J. Rhoades). 

Simulation studies are being conducted of the photons from the inclusive decay 
b -t r7 using the Monte Carlo program PYTHIA to generate b events. Since b - sy 
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decays arc not implemented in PYTHIA, we treat the decay as a two body decay, 
assuming that the s and spectator quarks hadronise into a state with a mean mass 
halfway between the K’ and the K;. This generates a mass distribution with FWHM 
equal to the h’i - K’ mass difference. The shape is a Gaussian, truncated at the low 
end at the rows of the A” and at the high end at the mass of the B. 

We easume an energy resolution of %, an angular resolution of 1 m *ad for r’s, 
and (since the calorimetric photon measurement will dominate the resolution) a perfect 
momentum resolution for hadrons. 

The transverse momentum distributions for 7’s from B events have been obtained. 
The B background includes all 7’s; the signal includes only those 7’s originating from 
the b quark. The b --t 57 photons arc broadly peaked in the transverse momentum, with 
a mean of 2.3 GeV and rms width of 0.8 GeV, while the photons from B background 
events had a mean P, of 0.2 GeV, and the distribution fell off somewhat more slowly 
than exponential. The pi spectrum of 7’s from 1,000 non-B events wra also obtained to 
permit background subtraction. The transverse momentum of the photons had a mean 
pr of 0.17 GeV and dropped off at apI of 2.5 GeV. 

Figure 4 shows the pc distributions of 7’s from 250,000 B background events supcr- 
imposed with 1,000 B signal events after the x0 mass range cut of 0 < m?., < 0.2 GeV 
is applied and with the mass cut 0 5 mT7 5 0.2 GeV and with 7 + 77 suppression. 
For the region pt ? 3.6 GeV the background is completely suppressed, but the signal is 
statistically significant. The signal retention is 6.34%. 

Table 4 shows the numbers of 7’s from 1,000 B + X.7 events and from 250,000 
B background events as hmctions of the minimom pt cut. The threshold p, of 3.6 GeV 
is not sensitive to an ET cut. It is clear from the analysis that a dedicated B + X.7 
measurement could he carried out at a hadron fixed target or even possible colliding 
beam machine, assuming a wide hand trigger (like the optical trigger) is used. 

(ii) Search for BZ + r+r- and Other Rare B Decavs 

(8.) fl --t cl+p-x. 

We follow the UAl results which indicate that, in the mrus range of 3.8 to 4.4 
GeV, B signal may be detectedl”l. For a branching ratio of-5x10-e we would expect 
that (IO’O) BB production would be required to obtain a signal or - 10 events above 
background. Since the signal is background limited, it will require a careful study of 
the background and B detailed subtractor. This may be possible with the CDF or D. 
detectors at FNAL over the next few years. This would he very difficult for fixed target 
experiments at FNAL or even e+c- B factories to detect. At the LHC or SSC it should 
be rather straight forward. Some theoretical estimates for this process can be found in 
the references. 

(b) B --t P+P- 

This decay represents a process that is likely to provide an cxccllent signal, if the 
detector has adequate mass resolution, but will be severely rate limited if the branching 
fraction is -I 2x10-‘, 84 expected in the standard modell”l. Again, using the detection 
efficiency obtained in the UAlI”l experiment for this decay mode of - 4 percent and B 
branching fraction of .-. lo@ and a 10 events signal, we estimate that a sample of IO” 
BL? events will be required to clearly detect this signal. Of course, models beyond the 
standard model could enhance this branching fraction by a factor of - 10, but not mrrch 
more since we know that B + #+p- is within a factor of 10 of the standard model 
prediction. Thus, an interesting search could he carried out when - l@@ BB events 
have been produced, 

(c) B + T + i (Reference 9) 

This process has only 3rd family particles and may be sensitive to new types of 
theories that arc beyond the standard model. It also presents perhaps the greatest 
challenge for detection of any FCNC B decay since the experimental signature is so 
complex and the branching ratio so smell, even in beyond the standard model estimates. 
The estimated branching ratio in the standard model is 3.8zlO-‘. There are.estimates 
for the branching ratio in some models that can go to - lo-‘. In addition, this process 
is not constrained directly by the UAl limits on B --t ,x+p-X and thus, any sensible 
search and limit is likely to be interesting. The method of detection and backgrounds 
for this process are discussed in Ref. 171. We summarize these results here. For the 
branching ratio .-, lo-‘, there seems to be little background, but at - 10e6 the process 

B,O-tD.+r+o, 

Li+v, 

will likely become an important source of backgroundl’l. 

We have suggested some kinematic tricks to reduce this background in the Snow- 
mass working group. A Monte Carlo study similar to that for B --t X+7 is being at&cd 
at UCLA. Table 3 lists 8omc of the possible rates for the various processes discussed 
here from the Snowmass workshop. 

(3) Sensitivity of the FCNC to New Physics 

There are several classes of models that may have FCNC processes. We list them 
in a generic sense. 

1. Supersymmetric Theory 

2. Technicolor 
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3. Multiple Scalars 

4. 4th Family 

We believe that these four classes of theories cover8 most of the reports in the literature. 
However, it could be that the discovery of FCNC processes may be unpredicted by any 
extant theory and could lead to the correct theory. 

There is general belief that FCNC must exist in almost all mbdels that go beyond 
the standard model, since the concept of Flavor Conservation is ad hoc and the Higge 
sector is more complex than that assumed by the standard modelI’Jl. In Figure ‘2 we 
show some of the diagrams that give FCNC processes from some of the theories. Clearly, 
the search for FCNC in B decays is of great importance. 

(4) Novel ‘Riggers for Beauty Selection 

The production of 8B pairs at hadronic maehines is very large. As a rule of thumb 
here are the kinds of rates expected per year for various machines: 

a) Fixed Target at FNAL Y lO*BB/year 

b) Colliding Beams at FNAL - 10’ - 10’OBB/year 

c) Dedicated Fixed Target Experiment at the LHC or SSC - 10’OBB/year 

d) LHC or SSC Collider - lo’* - 10’3BB/year 

As a rule of thumb (from the UAl experiment) th e overall detection efficiency for rare 
processes is unlikely to exceed - 10m2 l’ll. Thus, in order to detect all the various 
decays discussed in Section 3, we will need the full range of B production, up to the 
Super Colliders. 

The major issue in using these very large BB rates is the event trigger selection. 
The total hadronic event production per year will vary from 10” - 10”. These events 
must be sorted through somehow to extract the (lo-’ - 10e3) fraction of BB events 
and then to find the rare events a factor of lo-’ - 10-O is required. This is obviously 
an extremely difficult undertaking. 

The key to the use of the large BB rates is the event trigger. We will discuss 
two concepts for event triggers that we believe hold promise for the FCNC studies and 
describe two extremes: 

I. Triga J/V + p+p- events to tag a 88 event. This is currently being used in 
the E77I experiment at FNAL. In principle this could give a trigger with an efficiency 
of - 10-J. 

2. ‘I&&a on the impact parameter displacement of charged tracks from the B/$ 
decay using a fast Cherenkov light signal (optical trigger). Future use of a new type of 
photo d&e&or (VLPC) may be important for this technique. 

There are other concepts, like the detection of an impact parameter using a nearby 
silicon tracking array, and the expected different track multiplicity for events with i)B, 
and the total events, that we will not discuss. 

(5) Conclusions 

We have illustrated in this brief report the importance of B dedicated search for 
FCNC rare B decays at present and future hadronic machines. We also showed that 
the small branching factors for these processes very likely require their study at hadron 
machines. In order for this to be efcomplished, novel trigger techniques will be required. 
The optical trigger is one such clever idea. The continuing search for FCNC processes is 
of great importance. In Table 5 we lirrt some of the models that can be tested by these 
rare decay modes. 

I wish to thank the Rare B FCNC group at Snowmaas for helpful discussions 
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TABLE 1 

Impact of FCNC Search on the 
Rise of the Standard Model 

PROCESS PERIOD 

*%d - 1963 

(K+ + n+vfi) - 1970 

IMPLICATION 

FCNC Absent at first level of 

Weak Interaction IGIM Mechanism1 

s fi Loop + d - 1960.74 New Quark in Loop, m, m 2 GeV 

h”-p 

Ks - Kf, mixing (Charm) 

*f+d - 1970’s Natural Flavor Conservation for NC 

c%u implies that only Q = l/3, Q = 2/3 quarks 

etc. exist in doublets in nature 

b%d - 1980’s Necessary existence of 

b++s,B”-i? (massive) t quark 

STRONG LIMITS ON 

*%d - 1990’s Limits on supersymmetric interactions 

b%d and other exotics 

“. % “P 

K -+ pe 
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,imatea of the branching fractions for FCNC D-decays in the Skmdnrd Model for 
= 1SOGeV and fr: = 200MeV. Note rhnt the CKM-suppressed decays, given in row 
nd 4, depend on IV,dl, and the nombcrs rorrespond to IVtdI = 0.007. Experimental 
1.x limits are aiso listed. 

6s - p+lr- 7.5 x 10-g 

6s --t e+e- 4.0 x IO-‘4 

(a) E.H. Thorndike (CLEO Collab.), Contr. #531, LP-HEP 91 Cont. Geneva, Switr. 
(b) C. Albajar, et al.. UAl), Phys.Lett. &!JZ 145 (1991 
(c) K. Hikwa, et al., ( b artxle Data Group), Phys.Rev. d!u 1 (1992). 

TABLE 3 

Future Search for Rare B FCNC Decays 

MODE 

Bf + K+p+v- 

e+e- 

POSSIBLE NO. 
EVENTS B SOURCE 

BRON OXJXIED AND 
STD. PER YEAR OF PROFOSED 
MODEL OPERATION -CfOR 

-10-6 -5000 pp Collider 
(LHCYCMS 

REMARKS 
ON BACK- 
GROUND 

B +Dwu 

hu 

B” -+ u”e+e- 5x10-8 -100 Fixed B +Dpu 

)1+p+ Targel 
LHB or 

SF-r at ssc 

B: +r? 3x10-7 30 - 180 Fixed Serious 
But Back- Target Back- 
ground at or ground in 
IO-6 Level! Collider 

(LHC) 
(CMS) 

is -+Ds?u 

Lil 

B: -+ p+p- 2x10-9 L 20 Collider s/B>>1 

(High L) 
LHCICMS 

- 10-7 - 30 Collider B --t +Ds?u 
(High L) Ltii 
LHCICMS s/B>’ 
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TABLE 4. Numbers of 7’s from 1,000 B + X.7 events and from 250,000 
L3 Background Events as Functions of the Minimum p, Cut, with the Mass 
Cut O_< m,, 50.2 GeV and with 7 --t 77 Suppression. 

r 
Pl No. of -,‘s km 

:GeV/c) 1K Signal 

2.8 127 

3.0 101 

3.2 72 

3.4 56 

3.6 46 

3.8 34 

4.0 26 

4.2 19 

4.4 15 

4.6 10 

4.8 6 

1 No. of ,+ from 

250K Background 

22f4.69 

14 +::: 

7-::s 

3% 

Cl+!;.” 

o+!;! 

o+!%” 

O+‘b” 

O+‘;‘.” 

o+y 

o+y 

Normalized Background (Signal/Bkg) 

using BR of 4x10-’ 

220i46.9 0.58 

140 ‘2 0.72 

7oxi 1.028 

30x:: 1.33 

NJ”::” 

0”::” 

oy 

o+y 

0”::” 

o+y 

(I”::” 

TABLE 6 

hnpwt on the Existence of New Families of Particles 
an the Search and Observation of FCNC 

FCNC 
Pr0cetZs 

l3 - p+p-x 8 

B-X.+7 

B 4 ri 
(31d Family 
to 31d Family) 

Theory 

Technicolor; 
New Scalar 
Particles 
(Hall/Weinberg) 

Super Symmetry; 
Technicolor; 
41h Family 
of Elementary 
Particles 

New Scalars; 
susy; 
Technic&r 
4’” Family 

Present 
Result 

Limit 
5 x 10-S 
from 
lJA1 Experiment 
at CERN 
Current 
Limit of 
5 x lo-’ 
(Cornell) 

No Current 
Search 

Future 
Prospsect 

Observation 
or 
Limit to 
5 x 10-C 
at FNAL 
Observation 
of a Similar 
F&a&n 
B -4 K’-, 

Study in 
Progress at 
UCLA to 
Observe at 
High Rate 

Crucial for 
all Theories 

Study of 
Detection in 
Progress at UCLA 
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SEARCH FOR FCWNC DECAYS 

B f/+X (Cornell) 

10-Z 
avc l0.C) 

K--W 

&,;; 

r 

y?I$?lI$yg 

\ avr 

10-'4 I I 4 I I I 
65 70 75 80 85 90 95 

year 

Figure 1. A plot of the limits an FCNC Rare K, B and Charm decays BS a function 
of time (from reference 5). 

FCNC 
and 

New Elementary Particles 
Slondord 

Model 
Chorged 

H iggs 

~k*~‘~s 

I Y 

P” P‘ P” B‘ 
B-k*y 

(Come1 I) 
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Figure 2. Some examplea of Feynman diagrama for FCNC - Rare B and K decays that 
arise through new physies (beyond the standard model) [reference 51. 
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SEARCH FOR B+ptp-X (UAI) 
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Figure 3. The M,,p B + p,tiX decay spectrum and the region used by the WA1 group 
(the UCLA component) to search for this decay mode. 

SEPARATION OF B-xx,y FROM BACKGROUND 
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Figure 4. The pt distributions of y’s from 250,000 B background events superimposed 
with 1,000 B signnal events dter the r” mws range cut of 0 < m.,, 5 0.2 Gev is applied 
tiith v -+ 77 suppression. For the region p, 2 3.6 GeV the background ia completely 
suppressed, but the signal is statistically significant. 
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SIMULATION STUDY OF B-X.7 

D. CLINE, J. PARK, J. RHOADES and M. ATAC 
Department of Physics and Aatron?my 
Univcraify of Calijomia at Los Angeles 

405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90024, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A comprehensive study of charm and beauty decays is proposed in P&i’/ as an exten- 
aion of Fermilab experiment Elll. Most of the decay modes studied for the proposal rely 
on the detection of a high pI muon or high maas dimuon pair in the spectrometer. The addi- 
tion pf a Fling Imaging Cerenkov Counter, which is under consideration, would increase the 
number of decay modes accessible. No major upgmdes are planned for the electromagnetic 
detector, but it may be possible to use the existing calorimeter to detect photons from rare 
beauty decays. 

As part of the ongoing simulation for P&37, we have studied the decay b --tsy. We 
expect several x 10” such events to be produced, with about lo3 satisfying the acceptance 
and trigger. The main problem in detecting the signal is that there is a very significant 
photon background. Our simulationa suggest that with good electromagnetir calorimetry 
and by optimizing cuts, adequste background suppression will be possible, and the signal 
wiU be detectable. 

2. b - .,7 SIMULATION 

Simulation studies are being conducted of the photons from the inclusive decay b -.v, 
using the Monte Carlo program PYTHIA to generate B events. Since b 487 decays are not 
implemented in PYTHIA, we treat the decay as a two body decay, resuming that the s and 
spectator quarks hadronise into a state with a mean mass halfway between the K’ and the 
Ifi. This generates a, mass distribution with FWHM equal to the K; - K’ mans difference. 
The shape is a Gaussian, truncaled at the low end at the maas of the x’ and at the high 
end at the mass of the 8. 

We assume e.n energy resolution of 3, an angular resolution of 1 mrad for 7’8, 
snd (since the calorimetric photon measurement will dominate the resolution) a perfect 
momentum resolution for hsdrons. 

The transverae momentum distributions for 7’s from B events have been obtained. 
The B background includes alI 1%; the signal includes only those 7’s originating from the b 
quark. Figure 1 shows the p, spectrum of 7’s from 10,000 B background events. Figure 2 
shows the p, spectrum of 7’s from 1,000 b - r, events. The b - ‘7 photons were broadly 
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peaked in the transverse momentum, with a mean of 2.3 GeV and rms width of 0.8 GeV, 
while the photons from B background events had B mean pl of 0.2 GeV, and the distribution 
fell off somewhat more slowly than exponential. The p, spectrum of 7’8 from 1,000 non- 
B events was also obtained to permit background subtraction (Figure 3). The tmnaverae 
momentum of the photons had a mean p, of 0.17 GeV and a maximum p, of 2.5 GeV. 

According to Ali’ the standard model prediction for the branching ratio of b t sy 
is (2-5)x10-‘. Assuming a branching ratio of 4x10- ‘, there should be 20 signal events 
corresponding to the 50,000 backg round events we genereted. Since even at the peak of the 
signal p, the background exceeds the signal by 2 orders of magnitude, we have investigated 
several cuts to ice whether we can extract the signal from the background. 

In order to suppress 7’s from @, we exclude from the analysis ail 1’s which are 
consistent (within the calorimeter resolution) with combining with any other 7 in the event to 
form a no. Various 77 mass-range cuts are examined. If the me.68 range O< m,, SO.2 GeV is 
excluded, the signal to background ratio is improved by B factor of 142, with a signal retention 
of 55%. Figure 4 shows the invariant mass distribution of 77 pairs from background B events. 
The upper and lower mass limits of the x0 mass range cut are indicated. The distribution 
peaks at the r” mass, with a no mass resolution (n) of 7.1 Me!!. Table 1 summarizes the x0 
mass resolution BS a function of photon energy resolution in the calorimeter. 

Table 1. x” Mass Resolution 

After the r” mass range cut of 02 m,, SO.2 GeV is applied, the background 7’s from 
$’ are entirely eliminated. This leaves high-p, 7’s from B or D to ‘1 decays, which may be 
overrepresented in PYTIIIA, as evidenced by the apparent lack of such background in CLEO 
data. 

Figure 5 shows the pt distributions of 7’s from 250,000 B background events superim- 
posed on 1,000 B signal events after the r” mass range cut of 05 rnTT SO.2 GeV is applied. 
There are about 20 7’8 from signal events with p, 2 3.5GeV, and these are e.lI from 7 decays. 
Figure 6 shows the p, spectrum of 7’s from 250,000 B background events superimposed on 
1,000 B signal events, with the mass cut O< m,., SO.2 GeV and with 7 + 77 suppression. 
For the region p, > 3.6 GeV the background is completely suppressed, but the signal is 
statisticrdly significant. The signal retention is 6.34%. 

Table 2 shows the numbers of 7’s from 1,000 B + X.7 events and from 250,000 B 
background events as functions of the minimum P1 cut. The threshold p, of 3.6 GeV is not 
sensitive to on E, cut. This is shown in Table 3, which includes an additional cut of E, 2 
70 GeV. 

Figure 7 shows the invariant mass distribution of 7 pairs which survived the no mass 
range cut described above. It peaks at the 7 rnrs~ with 7 rnws resolution (v) of 74.5 MeV. 

Table 2. Signal to Background Ratio with no E, Cut 

p, Cut No. of 7’s from No. of y’s from Normalised Backgrcmnd (SignaI/Bkg) 
(GeV/c) 1K Signal 250K Background using BR of 4x10.’ -. 

2.6 1 127 1 ‘I-IF. / .J’l”l”, ! 0.58 ,,*A” I 11”ITl 

1.4 +: ,A” +!! 3.0 1 101 I _. -_ / .X” -<. 
I 

I 0.72 
3.2 72 7 ‘: -7” ‘I 

Table 3. Signal to Background Ratio with E, 2 70 GeV 
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3. FURTHER STUDIES 

Preliminary studies are also being conducted of the exclusive decay mode B 4 X.7. 
First, alI Ka combinations are formed, and events in which the invariant mass is 

outside the range of the K’ (0.7 GeV to 1.1 GeV) are vetoed. Then we select Kr pairs 
consistent with the K’ mass, and form alI combinations of these K* candidates and 7’s 
which survived the I’ mass cut. The following additional cuts are then applied: an invariant 
mass cut on W-7; a cut on the opening angle of the K.-y; and a primary vertex cut on the 
K’-7. 

tector. 
Further studies are needed using the GEANT simulation of the proposed P867 de 

4. CONCLUSION 

Simulation studies have been conducted of the photons from the inclusive decay b+sT 
using the Monte Carlo program PYTHIA to generate B events. An energy resolution of Iox 

3 and an angular resolution of 1 mrad for 7% are assumed. The signal is extracted by applymg 
HO and 7 mass cuta. For the region p, > 3.6 GeV the background is completely suppressed 
but the signal is still statistically significant. The results show that B’s may be observed 
from this decay. 
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Figure 4: The invariant mass distribution 
of 77 paira from background B events. 
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maw cut are marked. 
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Figure 6: The p, distributions of 7% 
from B background events and B signal events, 
with 7 --t 77 suppression. 
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Figure 7: The invariant mass distribution 
of 11 pairs which survive the r” me.68 cut. 
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HEAVY FLAVOR SPECTROSCOPY 

J. Rosen and 1. Marques 
Norrhwesrern University, E~omon. IL 60208. USA 

and 

L. Spiegel 
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As a useful by-prcduct of the unfolding searches for mixing and CP-violation effects in the 
beauty sector there will accme very large data samples for the study of heavy flavor spectroscopy. 
Interest in this field may be provisionally divided into two general classes: 

I Hidden flavor states, i.e. cE end b6 onium states. 

II open flavor states 
a) The D. D,, B, B,, and Bc meson systems 
b) Charm and beauty flavored baryons 

In this brief note we emphasize that there an many missing (undiscovered) states in both 
categories-states which are not readily produced exclusively due to quantum number preferences 
or states which are not readily observed inclusively due to experimentally difficult decay channels. 
As recorded luminosities increase it may be possible to till in some of the holes in the present 
listings of heavy flavor states. Of particular interest to us would be the identification of heavy 
flavor mesons which ~J’C not easily explained in terms of a qfi paradigm but rather may be evidence 
for hadro-molecular states. 

At Snowmass 1993 the topic of self-tagging schemes in B meson production was very 
much in vogue. Whether or not excited B-meson flavor-tagging will prove to be competitive with 
imditional methods based on the partner B decay remains,to be seen. We suggest however that the 
richness of the excited B-system may undermine the efficacy of self-tagging schemes. 

2. HEAVY FLAVOR ONIUM STATES 

Figure I, the batomonium spectrum. illustrates several salient features of heavy flavor 
onium spectroscopy. The observed states, shown in solid lines, consist of six ‘S1 and six 
‘Pt.0.t.2 states. Conspicuous in their absence are D-wave states. singlet P-wave states. and the 
‘So’s, Potential model predictions for some of these states are shown in dashed lines. The reasons 
for this pattern are well known: much of the world’s sample of beauty panicles (hidden and open) 
comes from e+e- machines where the bb pair has the quantum numbers of the virtual annihilation 
photon, I-. Triplet P-wave states are subsequently populated through radiative decays of highcr- 
lying ‘St states. On the other hand, inclusive pmducrion at hadron colliders might lead to a more 
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democratic population of quantum levels. The problem then becomes one of identifying tmositions 
to the gmund state dtrough small and experimentally diffkxlt decay modes. 
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Figure I. Tbc iwttomonium spccrmm. 

The charmonium spectrum is somewhat better represented in terms of observed states. In 
contrast to bottomonium there is an established ‘So (qc) and there is the recent discovery of the 
singlet I’P, (hc) in a hadro-formation experimcntl. As anticipated, the observed mass of the h, is 
very close to the spin-weighted centroid of the triplet P-wave family. The hc has also been seen 
inclusively. again solely in the J&m0 decry mode. albeit with lower statistical accuracy2. One 
interesting feature of this decay mode (J/I@) is that it violates isospin conservation. This mode 
also suggests investigadng Y# final staes as a possible signature for the bottomonium ‘Pt ‘s. 

Generally the spacings between charmonium and bottomonium states are reasonably welj 
described by potential models. Also, independent of the choice of model there appears to be a 
general scaling in level spacings with quark mass. Thus on the whole potential model predictions 
should serve as useful guides to undiscovered states. 

3. EXCITED HEAVY FLAVOR STATES 

A summary of the present understanding of the 
3 

uark-model assignments for open flavor 
mesons can be found in the Panicle Data Group review As m the hidden flavor spectra. many 
slots remain to be experimentally tilled. We draw particular attention to the fust excited kaon. the 
Kt(l270) (Jp = I+). The largest decay branching ratio for this state is into Kp (42M%). which 
can bc conaasted with the decay into K’(892)n (16*5%). Why the Kp mode is so dominant is not 
readily understood within the quark-antiquark constituent picture. Intriguingly, the cenwl mass of 
the K,(1270) is very close to the sum of the central mass of the broad p (770) and the K (500 
McV). Also, we note that 1270 MeV is substantially lower than the centroid of the natural triplet 
system around I400 MeV. The PDG listing suggests a mixing between the states at 1270 and 1400 
but rut interesting alternative is to think of the 1270 state as a hadro-mokcular system. that is, B 
four-quark, L=O, isodoubkt system with equivalent descriptions: 

(Su dd) Q KOpf or K’(oo+p”)/fi (1) 

(id uti) * K+p- or K”(m”-po)/fl (2) 

The appearance of Kp and KO modes is very natural in this picture: within the h&o-molecular 
system the bound p (or 0) decays leading to the observed final states. 

The concept of non-standard meson and baryon states is not new-a multi-quark 
explanation has heen proposed for the fo(97-5) and ao(980)4, for example. The study of heavy 
resottanccs which appear to exist at the boundary between QCD and nuclear physics may shed 
some light on the natwc of the confinement process. 

Within the quark model the ground state neutral B mesons consist of a 6d (Be) or a 6s 
(BP). To date only one excited state, the B’, has been observed. The mass of this 1. (quark model 
assignment) state is 5324.6f2.1 McV. As this state is relatively narrow and much less than a pion 
mass above the B meson ground states. decays to the ground state take place radiatively. 
Unfortunately the signature photon energy is too low for presently configured collider 
sQectromcters. 

Figurc 2 outlines the relationship between the ground states and fun excited P-wave states 
for the K. D. and B systems. The horizontal bars about the central mass values are not 
unccnaintics but rather nprcsent single line widths (*IT). None of the excited beauty meson P- 
waves have yet been seen; the prediction that they lie some 450 MeV above the S-wave states 
reflects the fust order domination of the mass of the light quarks in the splittings (which go 8s the 
reciprocal of the mduced mass). At the 1993 Snowmass conference the msultsS of more detailed 
calculations for masses of the 1’Pt and I’Pz excited D,. 8. and B, mesons were presented. Figure 
2 also shows the Kt(l270) state. discussed above, and where analogs of this hadro-molecular- 
interpreted state would lie in the chant and beauty systems. 
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Figure 2. S-wave and P-wave Heavy Flavor States 

Whether or not there is a significant cross section for these excited states. relative to the 
ground states. is an open question. Presumably a high statistics charm hadro-production 
experiment such es FNAL E-791 could address the question of tesonancc production in the D 
sector. Results from c+c- machines and photoQrcduction experiments may not ncccssaily be 
indicative of hadwproduction wends. 
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Excited beauty mesons will tumble down to the lowest lying ground states (either B or Bs) 
through a combination of radiative transitions and strong decays. As such they will appear to come 
from the primary interaction vertex. Due to parity conservation the 13Pt state cannot decay directly 
b{ pion emission to the B ground;tate but can go through the 8’. Single pion emission of the 
1 Pz (and presumably broader I Pel is allowed. One variant of self-tagging would involve 
identifying a charged pion whose direction vector is close to the neuual B vector and whose n*B’J 
invariant mass is close to the I’Pz. We note however a couple reasons why this type of resonance 
self-tagging may be difficult: 

1. Although the production of P-wave states may be large, only B resuicted number of 
decays-those with a charged pion and neutral B meson in the final state--are 
relevant. For example, given equal initial populations of the 1’9 (B**‘,B**o,?j**o, 
B**+). only one-third of the strong decays will lead to the desired final state. 

2. Contributions from dipion decays such as B”“+n+rB” where one of the pions is 
soft and missed and the other appears to resonate with the Bo with consequent 
flavor dilution. A ha&o-molecular state (BV, V=p.o) would fall in this category. 

It would appear that flavor self-tagging will not work for BP since the 6s system has zero 
isospin and consequently no transitions involving single charged pions. If any or all of the P-wave 
states lie below the mg+m~ threshold, those states will decay by El ‘f emission. Above this 
threshold BP excited states will fall apan into BtK (or B+Kn) and consequently short circuit the 
BP. This is directly analogous to the more familiar situation in charmonium where transitions to 
low lying states are effectively quenched above the open charm thresholds. 2mo and m~+m~*. 

We conclude by observing that there is a rich field Of spectroscopy to he mined. Not only is 
it interesting in its own right. but it can clarify outstanding issues in light quark spectroscopy as 
well as serve as a technical basis for symmeuy studies such as CP violation. 
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Fermi Nalionol Aecelernlor Labordory 

Balauio, Illinois 60510 USA 

1. MOTIVATION 

Mesons with beauty and charm hold a special fascination for the theorist. A bound 
state of two heavy quarks, 8, admit~reliable calculations of both spectroscopy and decay. A 
rich spectrum of extremely narrow eb states awaits discovery. The deep binding of the heavy 
quarks has a pronounced influence upon the B, lifetimeand the pattern of weak decays. The 
decays of B, may open new ways of measuring the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element I/,s. 

These are timely issues because the first’observation of B, is imminent. More than 
10’ b quarks are produced in a year’s run of the Tevatron Collider. They materialize not 
only iis 8. and Bd, but also as B,, bbaryons, and still rarer birds. CDF has successfully 
operated a silicon vertex detector in the Tevatron environment, and has shown that subtle 
spectroscopy of the xc states is possible in a hadran collider. The +n decay mode offers a 
reasonable tag for discovery and subsequent study of the L3,. For all these reasons, Estia 
Eichten and I are filling in a portrait of the 0, and its excited states.’ In this talk, I will 
summarize what we have learned.’ 

2. THE B, SPECTRUM 

The c& quarkonium system occupies a region of space already probed by the $ and T 
families, so the Schrhdinger equation will provide a reliable description of the bound-state 
spectrum. Calculating the B, mass is straightlorward: (i) Choose a quarkonium potential 
with c- and bquark mil~~es determined from ti and T; (ii) Compute the IS center of gravity; 
(iii) Add the hyperfine splitting, 

M(B,) = M(lS) - ?AM; M(B:) = M(lS) + !A,%4 , 

where Ah! = o,l9(0)l’/mam,. Alter surveying a variety of potentials that provide good 
descriptions of the 11 and f spectra, we estimate that M(B,) = 6256 fZ0 MeV/c’, and that 
M(B:) - I%!(&) e 72 MeV/e?. 

We have used standard methods to calculate the entire spectrum, including line- 
structure and hyperfine-structure splitting, in the Buchmidler-Tye potential.s Figure 1 
shows that approximately fifteen narrow states will lie below the BD flavor threshold. 
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Table 1. Partial decay rates and branching fractions for semi-inclusive B, decays 

speetrwn of t?, Mesons 

W- 
40 

30 

2P - 

6.0 0 1 2 
1 

Figure I. The spectrum of cz states. 

3. TRANSITIONS WITHIN THE B, SPECTRUM 

The c& system is the true hadronic analog of the hydrogerr atom because. in contrast to 
c? or bi;, its constituents cannot annihilate into gluons. All the excited cz states below flavor 
threshold decay by electromagnetic or hadronic transitions that cascade to the ground-state 
B,, which decays weakly. Only for the 25 levels do hadranic decays (- IS + z,,) dominate 
over the electromagrwtic lransitions. All the c$ levels are extraordinarily narrow, with total 
widths ranging between 21 and 173 keV. 

We believe that, in time, it will be possible to map out part of the cl; spectrum by 
detecting y or RX in coincidence with weak decays of B,. That would be a wonderful triumph 
of experimental technique and ao opportunity to test our understanding of the force between 
quarks. 

4. THE LIFETIME OF B, 

Weak decays of B, proceed through the decay of either heavy quark or by c$ amihi- 
lation into a virtual Wt. To estimate the semi-inclusive decay rates of the c and 5 quarks, 
we madily the spectator picture to take account of the deep binding of the heavy quarks. 
The influence of confinement has been overlooked in previous work on 8, decays, in which 
c and b have been regarded m free. It has a decisive effect on the system&z of B, decays. 

For the (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Mask&w-suppressed) decays of the 6 antiquark, the 
binding of the i to c reduces the i - E decay rate by about 40 percent compared with the 
decay rate of a free 6 antiquark, to r(U. + is + W’) = 3.9 x IO” SC’. 

For the (CKM-favored) decays of the c quark, binding suppresses the c - s transition 
by a factor of 4.8 compared to the decay r&e of an isolated c quark. This compensates for 
the favorable quark mixing (IV,,1 > IKaj) and makes the c + s decay, at r(Q, --t iu+ W’) = 
0.7 x IO” s-‘, less important than i --) E. 

Channel Partial Width (lOm 3.‘) Branching Fraction (%) 
(CZkV. 6.90 10 
ici’jpv; 6.86 IO 
@by, 1.33 2 
(c+d 18.79 27 
(CC)C.t 5.56 8 

(3)eu. 2.91 4 
mryu 2.67 4 
(&)ud 1.57 2 

T”, 6.70 10 
c3 15.77 23 
Total 69.06 

The compact size of the c6 system means that the pseudoscalar decay constant /s. will 
be large, so that annihilation decays into massive final states are also prominent. We adopt 
the value fsO = 500 MeV, suggested by quarkonium calculations, to estimate decay rater. 
Decays into tight products are helicity-suppressed, but decays into cs and T+U, proceed with 
significant rates, so that r(B, -+ W’) = 2.2 x 10” s-‘. 

The decay rates computed using constituent-quark masses for the decay products of 
the virtual W-bason are collected in Table 1. Adding up the decay rates presented there, we 
arrive at a total rate that corresponds to a lifetime r(B,) = 1.44 ps. Annihilations account 
for 33% of the total rate, c-decays for II%, and bdecays for 56%. Using current-quark 
masses instead of constituent-quark masses for the decay products of the viitual W’, we find 
r(B,) = 1.28 ps. In this case, c-decays increarre to 19% at lhe expense of annihilations. We 
adopt 1.35s 0.15 ps as our best semi-inclusive estimate for the 0, lifetime. The uncertainty 
reflects the broad range of experimentally allowed values of I&al, as well as limitations of 
the modified spectator approximation that we shall bring to light at once. 

To the extent that fs. is known-and we estimate that the uncertainty from potelltial 
model calculations is no more than 20% today-a measurement of the annihilation decay 
rale constitutes an independent determination of IVCal. It is worth thinking ahout how such 
measurements would be made, and normalized. 

6. EXCLUSIVE DECAYS 

Only a small number of final states are available for the decay of the charmed quark 
in B,. Among the Cabibbo-favored decays, the list 

is nearly exhaustive. We can use a combination of heavy-quark methods’ and the non,& 
tivistic wave functions to calculate the exclusive rates for these decays. We have found the 
semi-inclusive decay rate c --t s + W+ calculated in the spectator model to be significantly 
inaccurate for transitions like 8, + pB, 1’) that lie very ctose lo the kinematical limit. This 
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is because inclusive-exclusive duality is not local, but represents an averaging over a “typical 
hadronic” scale of energies. When the allowed phase space for decay is concentrated near 
threshold, semi-inclusive methods cannot be trusted. We estimate the exclusive decay rates 
IyB, 4 L&T) A? lyl3. --t L3.p) sz IO x 1O’o s-‘, far larger than the semi-inclusive estimate 
for 0, -+ (sb)ui that should include them. A similar conflict would arise in calculations of 
the tau decay rates, if the tau mars were around I GeVJc*. locreasing the excludve decays 
of the charmed quark will decrease r(B,) to perhaps I.1 to 1.2 ps. 

For the 6 - E transitions, the kinematical situation is favorable for trustworthy 
calculatiann of exclusive decay rates. The 8 moves with a velocity clone to that of the 
spectator c, so it is a good approximation to treat the wave functions of the B, initial state 
and the cE final state nonrelativistically. The rates for- the semileptonic decays to $, $‘, 
,yc, and I,., as well as the lepton spectra in the rest frame of the decaying B,, can then be 
calcolated in terms of a quantum-mechanical overlap integral. 

With an adventurous spirit, it takes just a little imagination to consider B, decays 
as a source of tagged B. for the study of B.-B, miring and CP violation io the B, system 
The decay 

8: 4 u!*‘e+u , 

VI 6) 

which occurs with a branching fraction about four percent for either electrons or muoos, 
identifies the flavor of 0, at the time of its productioo An I? signals the decay c + s, 
yielding iw = Ba, while an !- tags bS = B,. The subsequent decay of the E, into D.Pu or 
D-Ii+, etc. constitutes a second flavor measuremalt at the time of decay. Event rates at 
the SSC and LHC, or at the Tevatron with the Main Irijector, may make this a practical 
technique, particularly if displaced-vertex triggering becomes a reality. 

6. PRODUCTION AT THE TEVATRON 

Just how rare will B, be in high-energy collisions? A number of estimates, most 
recently a perturbative calculation of the rate at which energetic b quarks fragment into B, 
and B:, suggest that t?, should be produced at about 1Om3 of the b rate in the Tevatron 
collider.’ We would thereforeexpect about IO6 B. to be produced io the next collider run at 
Fermilab. Similar estimates suggest that a few hundred B, should be produced per million 
hadronic events at LEP. 

Promising signatures for the discovery of B, include 

& + +r 
1 e+e- or p+p- , 

for which we estimate a branching fraction of 0.4% times 6.3%, or 2.5 x lo-‘, and 

& --t *ev 

L e+e- or pfp- ( 

for which we estimate 1.5% times 6.3%, or 9.4 x lo-‘. The semi-inclusive branching fraction 
for B, -+ + + anything will be around 10%. The $a, mode may also be detected with good 
efticiency. Decay modes that involve two short tracks may also be appealing targets. The 
D:+ (s 5%) and B.n modes are of special interest. 

7. SUMMARY 

Mesons with beauty and charm are an interesting theoretical laboratory tbat should 
soon become accessib!e to experiment. We can predict the properties of c&states with co& 
dence. In particular, we expect the maas of the ground-state 0, to lie close to 6256 MeV/c’. 
More than a dozen narrow states lie below flavor threshold. They cascade to the ground 
state by makingelectromagneticor hadronic transitions within the& spectrum. The excited 
states are extraordinarily narrow. They may be observable in 7 or wr coincidences with B,. 

Weak decays of 0, are a&ted by the strong binding of the 6 and c constituents. Our 
estimates of the semi-inclusive decay rates lead to a lifetime r(B,) = I.35 f 0.15 ps that is 
appreciably longer than the guess r(B,) ~j (l/ra + l/r,)-’ z 0.71 to 0.88 ps, which neglects 
binding,. The semi-inclusive analysis understates the importanceof B. flight hadron modes. 
Our best lifetime estimate is 1.1 to I.2 ps. 

Finally, while R, is an exotic--indeed, undiscovered~state today, it may have im- 
portant practical applications io the future. The decay 13< 4 B,Pu may provide B clean and 
efficient flavor tag for 9,. 
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B” PROPERTIES 

CHRIS QUICG 
Fermi Nalional Acceledor Labomtory 

Batavia. Illinois 605/O USA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

If significant numbers of B mesons are produced through one or more narrow excited 
(6q) states, the strong decay B”* - B(“%* will tag the neutral meson as (&d) or (bi), 
respectively. This might be dramatically more efficient than using the pair-produced partner 
of the B as a flavor tag, and could advance the search for the expected large CP-violating 
asymmetry in (9 or B”) -+ J/$IC, decay. E.-tagging might also resolve kinematical 
ambiguities in semileptonic decays of charged and neutral B mesons by choosing between 
two solutions for the momentum of the undetected neutrino.’ 

Estia Eichten, Chris Hill, and I have used heavy-quark symmetry to estimate the 
masses, widths, and branching fractions of orbitally excited 8, D., and B, states from the 
properties of corresponding K and D levels.* Our analysis show that one requirement for the 
utility01 8”.tagging--narrow resonances-is likely to be met by the B; and B,. Experiment 
will have to rule on the strength of these lines and the ratio of signal to background. 

For our purposes, the essential idea of the heavy-quark limit is that the spin ZQ of 
the heavy quark and the total (spin + orbital) angular momentum j, = & + i of the light 
degrees of freedom are separately conserved.3 Each energy level in the exit&on spectrum 
of (Qi) mesons is composed of a degenerate pair of states characterized by j, and total spin 
I= i, + &, i.e., by J = j, f !. The ground-state pseudoscalar and veclor mesons, which 
are degenerate in the heavy-quark limit, correspond to j. = ?, with J = 0 and 1. Orbital 
excitations lead to two distinct doublets associated with j, = L f i. 

2. MASSES 

The leading corrections to the spectrum prescribed by heavy-quark symmetry are 
inversely proportional to the heavy-quark mass. We may write the ma98 of a heavy-light 
meson as 

M(n4(jg))=M(IS] + E(nL(j,)) + 
CWdjd) 

w ’ 
(1) 

where n is the principal quantum number and M(IS) = [3M(&) + M(ISo)]/4 is the mass 
of the ground state. The excitation energy E(nL(j,)) h as a weak dependence on the heavy- 
quark mass that we have evaluated in a potential model.’ 
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We focus upon the j, = f states observed as narrow Da or D’n resonances because 
their counterparts in other heavy-light systems should also be narrow. Our overall strategy 
is to use the observed properties of the I( and D mesons to predict the properties of the 
orbitally excited B, D,, and B. mesons. 

There is no ambiguity about the Z+(f) levels KT(1429) and Dz(2459). We identify 
Dl(2424) as a j, = i level because it is narrow, aa predicted by heavy-quark symmetry. 
Following Ito et al.,” we identify Kl(1270) as the l+(f) level, because that assignment gives 
a consistent picture of maaxs and widths. For a given value of the charmed-quark mass, a fit 
to the strange and charmed resonances leads to predictions for other heavy-light masses. Our 
expectations are summarized in Table 1. The prediction for the l+ D, meson lies 34 MeV 
below D.1(2536); that discrepancy is a measure of the limitations of our method. 

3. DECAY WIDTHS 

The decay of an excited heavy-light meson H to a heavy-light meson H’ and a light 
hadron h is governed by heavy-quark symmetry. The two-body decay rate for an &wave 
transition may be written m 

r(H + H’h) = C*pa’t’Fexp(-pz/~2), (2) 

where p is the three-momentum of the decay products in the rest frame of H, C is a normalized 
6-j symbol, and F sets the strength of each independent decay amplitude. Once F is 
determined from the charmed or strange mesons, this dynamical quantity may bc used to 
predict related decays, including those of orbitally excited B mesons. We determine the 
overall strength of the decay and the momentum scale n of the form factor by fitting to 
existing data. We assume that K is typical of hadronic processes (z I GeV) and that it 
varies little with decay angular momentum e. 

The decays ZP(i) + lS( i) + T are governed by a single e = 2 amplitude. To evaluate 
the transition strength F, we fix r(D; t 0~) + r(D; -+ D-r) = 25 MeV, as suggested 
by recent experiments.’ This determines all the pionic transitions between the 2P(q) and 
IS(i) multiplets. The results are shown in Table 1, where we indicate the variation of the 
predicted rates as the momentum scale K ranges from 0.8 to 1.2 GeV. The strengths of Ii 
and (negligible) ‘I transitions are determined by SU(3). The predictions agree well with 
what is known about the L = 1 D and D. states. 

Increasing the D.1 and D:? masses by 34 MeV to match the observations of D,, 
increases each of the partial widths for those states by 1 or 2 MeV. The narrow width 
observed for D,I is close to the prediction from heavy-quark symmetry. This suggests that 
mixing of the narrow 2P(z) level with the broader ‘ZP(f) state is insignificant. This pattern 
should hold for B and B, as well. 

Our estimates for the p transitions are also shown in Table 1. The dependence on the 
momentum scale K in the form factor is much more pronounced than for the pseudoscalar 
transitions because of the wide variation in momentum over the p peak. 

The results collected in Table 1 show that both the B; and the B, states should be 
narrow (20 to 40 MeV), with large branching fractions to a ground-state B or B’ plus a 
pion. These states should also have significant two-pion transitions that we have modeled 
by the low-mass tail of the p resonance. The strange states, B:, and B.,, are very narrow 
(KlO MeV); their dominant decays are by kaon emission to the ground-state B and B’. 

Table I. Masses and decay rates of the 2P(z) heavy-light mesons. 
Width (MeV) 

Transition Calculated PDG I992 CLEO 1993 ES87 1993 
D;(24.59) + D-r 9 
D;(2459) + Dr I6 
D;(2459) -+ Dp 5 to 13 
Dg(2459) - all 30 to 38 l9f7 Sb 28’,‘, 24f7f.5 
D,(2424) + D’n II to 13 
&(2424) - Up 8tall 
D,(2424) -all 19 to 23 20:: 3 ZO!,‘, 15f8fS 

R(2537) - D’IC 2 to 4 ._. , 
D:,(2537) -+ D/i 6 to 7 
I&(2537) + all 8toII 

D.>(2502) -) D-K 3 to 6 < 4.6 < 2.3 < 3.2 
0;(5767) -t 0’~ 11 
8;(5767) + Br 10 
8X.5767) + B’,I 13 to 29 . 
B;(5767) - Bp 4 to I3 
B;(5767) --) all 38 to 63 
&(5755) - B-n I4 
B,(5755) + o’p II to 33 
B,(5755) + Bp 6 to 8 
B1(5755) - all 31 to 55 

B;z(5846) -+ 0’1,’ 2 to 4 
B;,(5846) + BK I to3 
8X5846) -+ all 3 to 7 ._. 
B,,(5834) +‘B’Ii’ I to 3 
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NEW PHASES IN CP VIOLATING B DECAY 
ASYMMETRIES 

FROM MIXING TO SINGLET DOWN QUARKS 

DENNIS SILVERMAN AND WOON-SENG CHOONG 
Department of Physics, University of CaliJomia, Irvine 

Irvine, CA 92715, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Groups such as Eg with extra SU(Z)L singlet down quarks give rise to flavor changing 
neutral currents (FCNC) through the mixing of four or more down quarks’.2,3,‘. These 
FCNC with Z” mediated exchange may cantribute part of Bi - 8,” mixing and of By - B,” 
mixing, giving a range of non-zero values for the fourth quark’s mixing parameters. If these 
are a large contributor to the Bd - & mixing, they introduce three new angles aad two 
new phases into the CP violating B decay asymmetries. The size al the contributioa al the 
FCNC amplitude Ua as one side of the unitarity quadrangle is less thau 0.05 of the unit base 
at the I-o level, but we find that it can contribute as large an amount to Bd - & mixing 
as does the standard model. We find that the new phases can appear in this mixing as well 
ag in B. - L?, mixing, and give total phases completely different from that of the standard 
model in CP violating B decay asymmetries. 

FCNC experiments put limits on these new mixing angles that constrain the possi- 
bility of new physics accounting for Bj - g,” and BP - L?y mixing. Here we analyze jointly 
all constraints on a 4 x 4 mixing matrix obtained by assuming only one of the SLI(Z)L singlet 
dawn quarks mixes appreciably. We use’ the experimenls used on the 3 x 3 CKM sub-matrix 
elementsa which include those on the six matrix elements V.,, V,r, V... V,., V.,, V,S of the u 
and c quark rows, and, in the neutral K system, include 1~1, KL -+ pp (for which there are 
two experiments), and also Bd - & mixing. For studying FCNC, we add the B + ppX 
bound (which constrains b--t d and b - s), Arnx (which constrains J - d along with the 
other K experiments), and Z” -a b& (which directly constrains the V.1 quark mixing ele- 
ment). We analyze all of these together using a joint x’ for fitting all of the 13 experiments 
in the nine parameter angle space of the 4 x 4 mixing matrix. We include both the standard 
model and FCNC contributions through effective Hamiltonians. We then make a maximum 
likelihood plot for the phase difference of the combined amplitude for Bd - & mixing minus 
the standard model phase, versus the phase of the standard model amplitude alone, which 
show that almost any phase can occur through new physics to be observed in CP violating 
Bi decay asymmetries. Similar conclusions follow for B. - 8. mixing, only with e. smaller 
allowed region of new phases. From the bound on the mixing elements, the new singlet down 
quark might have a mass above the 500 GeV range. 
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2. FLAVOR CHANGING NEUTRAL CURRENTS FROM MIXING 

We use the 4 x 4 matrix V which diagonalizes the initial down quarks (&) to thp 
rnas~ eigenstates (djL) by dp, = Kid+ Th e combination of the diagonal matrix in tbr up 
quarks and the matrix V give the charged current interactions ‘,2.J,‘. Here the 3 x 4 submatrix 
of V couples the three up quarks to the four down quarks. The 3 x 3 submatrix of V for 
i, j = 1,2,3 takes the role of the CKM matrix for mixing the standard model quarks, but it 
is not unitary by itself. Th e R aver changing neutral currents between the j’th and i’tk down 
quarks have amplitudes -& f ct$ 

The diagonal weak isovectar neutral current couplings are reduced in streugtb by 
(I - IV’;l’), FCNC experiments will bound tbe three amplitudes l/d,, l/,a, and r/b, which 
contain three new mixing angles and three phases. 

3. FCNC EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN 

The FCNC tree processes with Z0 exchange would contribute at the same time as the 
second order weak neutral current flavor changing processes in the standard model. At the 
FCNC tree level of a four Fermion effective Hamiltonian, for quarks coupling to muon pairs, 
the FCNC couple to a virtual Z0 created in the neutral current annihilation channel. 11) the 
four quark effective Hamiltonian, the FCNC contribute through tree level Z” exchange as 
well, and both annihilation and exchange graphs contribute the same. We can then add the 
FCNC Z” excbaoge terms to the standard model second order weak four Fermion effective 
Hamiltonian H.,,. as computed by Inami and Lim’, and carry them along in all treatnxnts 
of H.,, applied to various neutral current processes. 

4. Ed - & MIXING 

Mixing may occur by the b - d quarks io a Bd annihilating to a virtual Z through a 
FCNC with amplitude Udi,, , and the Z then creating 8 - d quarks through another FCNC, 
again with amplitude Lid,, which then becomes a 0, meson 

For Bd - Bd mixing the four quark b - d coupling, gives’ 

=i = $W~*~sm~~ I(U,d* t WdzI 

and z,, = Am&s, = ~~,Arn~, = ~~,ZlAf,~l. 
The CP violating decay asymmetries rely on a relative phase between the B: - 82 

mixing and the b quark decay amplitudes into lioal states of definite CP. Since we IM.VP 
found that Z mediated FCNC processes may contribute significantly to Bi - L?i mixing, 
the phases of lida would be important. To leading order in s~,,~~&‘~(, and slle@la we 
have 

Udb = -33,(s3,v,; + s,/~* -he -T6”3,2). (31 

We note that the first term has the same phase a in the standard model where the box 
diagram witb the 1 quark dominates the mixing. This requires B oumerical analysis to find 
bow much the other terms’contribute. 

5. LARGE NEW PHASES APPEAR IN CP VIOLATING B DECAY 
ASYMMETRIES 

In maximum likelihood correlation plots, we we for axes two output quantities which 
are dependent on the angles, such BS I&al sod IU.edl, and for each possible biu with giveo 
values for these, we search through the nine dimensioaal angular data set and put ill that 
bin the minimum x2 that gives the coordinates in the bin. We then draw contours at several 
,$ in this plane to present the results. We find that )U & can go from zero up to as large as I 
the magnitude of IV,,,1 at a similar confidence level, witlr the same true for B. -B, mixing. 

We define the phases of the complete Bd - & amplitude, de.<, the standard model 
amplitude, & = ZP, and their difference, &;,f by 

4t.t = “rg(C;, + m, (4) 
4.M = arg(U:t,) = arg((v,;Kb)*) = w, (51 

4dU, = 410, - 4.w (61 

iFrom the maximum likelihood plot with &,, on the y-axis and 4.~ = 2@ on the x-axis 
for ml = 150 CeV we find that the phase dif%rence between the total amplitude including 
FCNC and the standard model amplitude can range up to fl.80” for Bd - Bd mixing. The 
phase of Bd - & mixing enters into the CP violating B decay asymmetries, such as in 
Bi + Jl$Ks. From the analogous plot for 0, - B, mixing, using analogous phases &.,a, 
4.s,a = ~*dww) = w,, and &,,-.a, tbe phase difference ranges over fl0” at l-o 
and f25’ at 2-o. ia, = arg(V,;V,a) is th e small aogle from tbe b - s unitarity quadrangle 
which occurs in b - eEs decays as B, + $4. 4,~,a runs from -5” to 3” at 1-a due to the 
quadrangle allowing negative 0,. 

6. CORRECTIONS TO CKM UNITARITY TRIANGLES AND NEXT 
DOWN QUARK MASS 

The onitarity of the 4 x 4 mixing matrix requires ortbogonality of the different rows. 
Instead of the three terms in the CKM ortbagonality relation, which give a triangle io the 
complex plane, we now have four terms whiclr give a quadrangle. The fourth side in tbr b-d 
quadrangle is Udida = V,:,V.a + V:,Vd + V,;V,a. This is bounded at I-a by jUda/(V:&a)l < 0.06, 
which is at a barely detectable size. 

To estimate the oew D quark mass, we use a Fritzsch ansatz relation between down 
quark mass ratios and mixing angles S& ^1 mb/m~. The Il/ral mixing matrix &meet bas 
the limit IV,al 2 8~~ 5 0.1. Tbis gives a lower bound for rn~ of mo 2 100 x rnb = 500 GeV. 
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CHIRAL LAGRANGIANS, SOFT-MESON LIMITS 
AND EPPECTIVE LAGRANGIANS 

Robert 1. Oakes 
Department of Physics and Astronom , Northwestern University 

Evanston, IL 6020 ll , U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The distinguishing features of the Chiral Lagrangian, Soft-Meson limit, and Effective 
Lagmnglan methods for estimating matrix elements are summarized. 

Estimating the ratio of matrix elements <t$KIH,IB~~0$mEI,vIB> arose during this workshop 
in connection with Dunietz’s talk on CP nonconservation. The various methods discussed wcn 
chiral perturbation theory, soft-meson limits and effective Lagrangians. Hopefully. the 
following remarks will be helpful in clarifying these approaches and their relation toeaeh other. 

- Chiral Lagmnglans. with some form of symmetty breaking, provide B systematic approach to 
calculating the corrections to the chiml symmetry limit, including the nonanalytic log terms. The 
symmetry breakivg includes, at least,, the massc~ The physical decay cqnstantr an? form factors 
~rei;xmselves gwen by a perturbatmn expsnaon, the leadmg term bang the churl symmetty 

-The chiml symmetry limit not only squires the masses to vanish. but the coupling constants 
must also asswne their symmetric values; B point that must be taken into account in comparing 
the chiml paurbation calculations with the soft-meson limit. 

-The soft mesmt limit provides the value of an amplitude at a 
The exwpulatkm can not be ex 

p” 
ted to be smooth unless rapt 2 

int outside the physical ngion. 
y varying contributions, such as 

poles and angular mcnnentum actors. are explicitly taken into account. The corrections are of 
the o&r of (tnl02 when f is the meson decay ctmstant and, in general. ac unknown. 

-In the effective Lagrrngian approach all possible couplings of the fields describing the particles 
nlevattt to the energy regime an included explicitly. The parameters. twsses and coupling 
constants, can be determined from some existing set of data and predictions for other phenomena 
can then bc made. Alternatively, various approximations; e.g., vector meson dominance. can be 
incorporated to constrain the parameters. Essentially, one is simply using the effective 
Lagmngisn to nlate two different sets of data in this approach. 

Consequently, it is equally valid to approximate Dunictz’s matrix element ratio 
the corrections in both cases t&g the order of 

, the same as the dt 

to the chiml symtnehic limit, however, without any estimate of the sire of the neglected higher 
order conhihutionr. 

This work was su 
Energy Physics, under 8 

ported in part by the U.S. Deparmtent of Energy. Division of High 
rant DE-PG02.PI-ER40684. 
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PCAC relation for D’ + D axial form factors 

Claudia 0. Dib 
Uaiveraidad Fed&co Santa Maria, Valparaiso, Chile 

and 
Joaep Taron 

The Ohio Stale University, Columbus, OH, U.S.A. 

The apin-Ravour symmetry anong hadrons containing one hewy quark 
(b, c) and lhe chiral symmetry SCJ(3)‘ x S(l(3)~ wociated with the light 
quarks (u, d, a), spontaneously broken down to S11(3)v, can beinvoked cimul- 
taneously to provide relations rmong matrix elements involving such heavy 
hsdrons and soft Goldstone bosom (K, K, 7). Thia treatment haa recently 
been formulated under the form of au effective theory which incorporates the 
heavy quark and cbirsl symmetries at the same time (1, 2, 3, 41. The effec- 
tire lagrsngian conai& of an infinite number of terms, with an increasing 
number of derivatives, each of which is an expansion in inverae powem of the 
heavy quark masse8. The coefficients of the different terms can not be fixed 
by symmetry arguments alone, and will be fitted from experiment. 

To lowest order in both chiral and l/mp expansions, the interaction la- 
grangian contains B term of the form (see 151): 

- ~.(F’AId:D;. + h.c.) , (1) 

where dll is the 3 x 3 Goldstone boson matrix, and D. and 0: y (a= u,d,a) 
stand for the SLI(3)u triplet pseudoscalar and vector fields, respectively. 
The constant g ia nothing but the effective coupling of PDT, which is a 
dimensionless quantity of order unity and c&n be fitted from I’(D’ -+ Dr). 

The object of this note is to clarify a discussion brought up by E. Levin 
about relations of coupling constanta in the effective lagrangian. The nl&on 
derived below is the analog of the Goldberger-Treimm relation for nucleona 
IS], for the case of the form factors of the matrix element 

(D(p’)lA’ID’(p,c)) = g,(qW + g,(q’)(f’ q)(p t p’)” + gs(qyt’ q)q’, (2) 

where q = p - p’, and A’ ia the axial current of the cbiral symmetry, which 
id conserved in the cbiral limit (i.e. m, + 0). Thus 

(D(~‘)l@#‘lo’(~,~)) = (c. q) I gdq’) + gdq%k. - mk) + gs(q’)q’ 1 
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= o(m:) + 0. (3) 
Taking q’ close to zero, the form factor g3(qa) is dominated by the pion pole 
at q’ = 0. Then, for q2 + 0 it follows that: 

dq’) + a(q%&. - 4) + Res g&‘)lq,,o = 0. (4) 

The matrix element (2) is dominated at q’ -+ 0 by the diagram: 

Notice that relation (4) is valid for finite mass values of the heavy mesons, 
and the mass difference mu. - rno does not originate from chiral symmetry 
breaking but from hype&e splitting, which is of order O(l/mq). 

We benefited from helpful conversations with J. Amundson and E. Levin. 
This work was supported in part by Fondecyt, Chile, grant No. 92-0606, and 
in part by U.S.A. grant DE-FGOZ-91.ER40690. 
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and the D’Da vertex is goeD. (6. q); gDaD. corresponds to g in the effective 
lagrangian (1). One then finds 

R=s dq2)lsr=o = - fi gro.. (5) 

In the infinite c-quark mass Limit, the pseudoscalar meson D and the vector 
meson D’ become degenerate in mass, and the relation (4) reads: 

91(O) = f. sw‘7.. (‘3) 

It is easy to verify that the leading terms of the lagrangian in Ref. 151 satisfy 
this relation for q@ -+ 0. Indeed, the hadronized A’ current reads 

A;’ = -2g (D;D; + hx.) 2’; + O(p;), (7) 

which verifies Eq. (6). 
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PROBING THE WWy VERTEX IN RADIATIVE b-QUARK 
DECAYS 

U. BAUR 
Phyria Deportment, Florida State Univwsity, 

Tallohosaec, FL 32306, USA 

Abstract 

The recent CLEO results on on radiative b-quark decays are used to derive 
constraints on anomalous WW7 couplings. These constraints are compared 
with expectations from pp - e*&7 + X at the Tevatron. The usefulness 
of exclusive radiative B meson decay channels in probing the WW7 vertex 
is largely limited by present theoretical uncertainties in the calculation of 
hadronie matrix elements. 

One of the major goals of future experiments at the Tevatron is to probe the strut- 
ture of the WW7 vertex in W7 and W+W- production. Such direct tests of three vector 
bosan vertices through tree level processes have to be contrasted with indirect tests which 
involve one-loop processes. Whereas bounds derived from tree level processes are essen- 
tially model independent, limits on anomalous WW7 couplings extracted from processes 
which are sensitive to three vector boson couplings only at the one-loop level usually do 
depend on specific assumptions [l]. The dependence on model specific assumptions is most 
pronounced in quantities where anomalous couplings lead to divergencies, e.g. the S, T 
and U parameters. 

Some one-loop processes, such &P b + 37, yield finite answers due to the GIM 
mechanism. Recently, the CLEO Collaboration reported [2] the observation of the decay 
B + K.7 with a branching fraction of B(B - K-7) = (4.5 f 1.5 i 0.9) lo-‘. In 
the following we analyze the implications of this measurement on the anomalous WW7 
couplings, An and X, and compare the result with expectations from future experiments 
at the Tevatron. 

Our calculations are based on the results obtained in Ref. [3] for the inclusive 
radiative decay b + 47 for arbitrary anomalous couplings An and A. Apart from non- 
standard contributions to the WW7 vertex we assume the Standard Model to be valid. 
QCD corrections are incorporated IoIIowing Ref. [4]. T o estimate the branching fraction 
of the exclusive decay mode B --t K.7 we use the approach of Ref. [5]. In this model, 
B(B + K.7) is estimated hy integrating the invariant mass distribution of the hadrons 
recoiling against the photon from the mx + m. threshold up to 0(1 GeV), assuming 
that this range is completely saturated by the K’ resonance. The upper integration limit, 
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Figure 1: Allowed regions in the AK - X plane for mlop = 108 GeV and mlop = 200 GeV. 
The region allowed hy present B + K-7 data is indicated by the shaded hands. The 
short-dashed lines outline the limits from B + X.7 expected from CDF with an integrated 
luminosity of 100 pb-‘. The long-dashed lines show the bounds from the CLEO upper limit 
on the branching ratio for the inclusive decay b + “7. The hatched area, finally, displays 
the allowed region in the AK - X plane which is expected to result from pp + e*&? + X 
at the Tevatron with Jrdt = 100 pb-‘. 

however, is only loosely defined. Together with uncertainties in the B meson wave function, 
this results in rather large uncertainties in the estimated B + K’r branching ratio. For 
the present lower experimental limit on the top quark mass [6], mlap = 108 GeV, we find 
B(B + K’-,) = (2-9).10-‘. Form,., = 200GeV,weobtain B(B + K*-,) = (3-12).1O-s. 
These ranges are consistent with the branching ratios obtained in other models [I). 

The resulting constraints on An and A depend explicitly on mlop, and e.re shown 
in Fig. 1. In order to obtain lo limits from B - K’y, we have added the statistical~and 
systematic errors in the branching ratio linearly. Despite the large uncertainties in the 
calculation of the B + K*? decay rate, the CLEO measurement excludes large regions of 
the AK - X plane. At the la level, only two rather narrow bands remain allowed. The 
width of these bands depends quite strongly on mtop. The region between the two bands 
is not excluded with a very high significance; it still allowed at the 2~ level. 

The CLEO collaboration recently also presented a new upper 95% CL limit on the 
branching ratio of the inclusive decay b - ST 181 of B(b + 37) < 5.4. lo-‘, derived from 
the inclusive photon energy spectrum in B decays. The b + $7 decay rate is much more 
accurately predicted theoretically than that of the exclusive channel tJ - K-7. The region 
in the An-A plane which is consistent with the CLEO limit on b + ST is the one between 
the two long-dashed lines in Fig. 1. The hounds obtained from inclusive radiative b decays 
reduce the region allowed by B + K-1 somewhat. Similar results have also been obtained 
in Ref. 191. 

The current measurement of the B - K’7 branching fraction is based on 13 signal 
events 1’21, A much larger event sample is possible in the near future from CLEO and, with 
a special photon trigger [lo], also from CDF. If this trigger were implemented, up to 100 

B + K’r events are expected in the 1993.94 run. Assuming that the central value of the 
branching ratio does not change, and systematic errors coincide with those of Ref. 121, the 
anticipated improvement is shown in Fig. 1 by the short-dashed lines. Since theoretical 
uncertainties dominate, the resulting bounds are only slightly better than those obtained 
with the present data. A substantial improvement in the calculalion of B(B 4 K’?), 
however, may result from a lattice computation of the hadronic matrix element in the near 
future. The CDF photon trigger may also allow the observation of radiative B, decays in 
the channel B. - dy [lo]. The number of events expected is similar to the rate foreseen 
for B - K’y. So far, no theoretical calculation of the B. + & branching ratio has been 
performed. 

To contrast the bounds on Ax and A from radiative B decays with those from 
dibosdn production, we have also included the lo limits expected from pp + W*T+ X --t 
e*&-/+X with 100 pb-’ [ll] in Fig. 1. WY production is expected to yield much stronger 
bounds for X while B + K’-, tends to give better limits for An. The two processes thus 
campleme@ each other. 

In conclusion, we have shown that present CLEO data on radiative b decays yield 
valuable ioformation on anomalous WW7 couplings. Future improvements of limits ex- 
tracted from exclusive B (and B.) decays depend mostly on the ability to obtain more 
accurate estimates of the hadronic B decay matrix elements. Combined with limits ex- 
petted from pp -+ Wy, An and X can be highly constrained in the near future. 
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PARTON MODEL (MtiSSBAUER) SUM RULES 
FOR b + c DECAYS 
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Department oj Nuclear Physics; Weirmann Institute of Science 

Rehovot 76100, Israel 

and 

School of Physics and Astronomy 
Raymond and Beverly Sac!& Facufiy of Erocl Sciences 

Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Ismel 

The parton model is a. starting point or zereorder approximation in many treatments. 
We follow an approach previously used for the MCssbauer effect and show how parton model 
sum rules derived for certain moments of the lepton energy spectrum in b + c semileptanic 
decays remain valid even when binding effects we included. The parton model appears a~ a 
“semiclassical” model whose results for certain averages also hold (correspondence principle) 
in quantum mechanics. Algebraic techniques developed for the M&sbauer effect exploit 
simple features of the commutator between the weak current operator and the bound State 

,Hamiltonian to find the appropriate sum rules and show the validity of the parton model in 
the classical limit, fr -a 0, where all commutators vanish. 

We assume that bound states of one heavy quark and other degrees of freedom are 
described by a Hamiltonian depending upon the heavy quark Ravour only via its mass. The 
dynamics of the other degrees of freedom, including the interactions between them and the 
heavy quark,+are described by a flavour-independent operator AH, which depends 011 the 
co-ordinate X of the heavy quark and on the other degrees of freedom, denoted by tV., but 
is independent of the heavy quark momentum P. Thus [AH, ?] = 0, but [AH, p] # 0 and 
we can write the Hamiltonians HS and H, for systems containing a single b or c quark 

Ha= H(P,mb,g.&)= m,+P +aH m (10) 

H, = H(P,m,,g,&) = m+ AH (lb) 

These assumptions hold in a number of conventionally used models, and in particular in the 
nonrelativistic constituent quark potential models with various potentials. Spill effects are 
neglected; they are taken into account in a more detailed treatment’. 

The hadronic transition in semileptonic b -+ c decays is described by the matrix 
element (jCI J(q) Iia) of the f wrier component carrying three-momentum (9’) of the Ravor- 
changing weak current between an initial state ];a) containing one and only one valence b 
quark and a final state ]fC) containing one and only one valence cquark. We a.s~urne that J(g) 
depends only on the position of the heavy quark and not on the other degrees of freedom. 
Thus 

I.+% AH1 = 0 (14 
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R(fl = WP+&tr~r, x’,Ewl-HI(P),m,, 
1 

i,L] = JGg-&x-qL- $. (Fc) 
c 

IP, = 6~ + H[p,mc, g,(.] - H[F,rnb,,?,(,] sx Pz & (W 
c b 

arc respectively the heavy quark mass differewe, the free xcoil energy and the “isomer” or 
“isotope” sllift. 

The sum rules can also bc expressed in terms of the energy & carried by the W; i.e. 
by the ieptoos, 

(&(a?) E ~&VI (fcl J(CJ I&) 1’ = MC - ([EC(f)]) = 6m - (ial R($ + I*, lib) 
IV<) 

‘I2 6m 
^- 6m I;;; - (ial P’ lib) __ 

2rn,rna (7*1) 

(l~w(s31’) - U&v(i)])’ = (ial {R(tl + kc)’ lib) - (id (R(i) + L) lib)’ EL: 
^1 (ial p* I4 “I* + (JmY 

3m: m ((4 P’ lib) - Gal P’ lib)‘) (7b) 
Thr sum rule can also be used to obtain an upper bound for the strength of the traosition 
to a given final state I,,.) with energy I&,. Replacing all energies except &,, iu tbr sum rule 
with the lowest possible energy Er gives the inequality 

&I (fml J(tl lib) I2 + &(I - I (/,.,I J(3 I&) I*) 5 (l&(41) = MC + R(i) t Ib, - 6m 

qz 6m 
= M; + zn + (ial P’ lib) - - 6m @n) c 2m,m~ 

Where Eg = MD t & is the energy of the lowest available state of the charmed system. 
The,, 

L = [M; ma] - [MD - m,] t (ial P Ii&) & = (ial Hc - Ha Iia) + MC - MD (8~) 
c 

Note that the matrix element (isI II, 1. ) j ab 1s us an approximate value for MD calculated by t 
taking the expectation value of II, with [;a) a~ a trial wave function. It is thus exact to 
first order in the perturbation H, - Hb which is first order in the reciprocal mass difference 
E. Thus c is second order in I/m<, 

Thus the probability of excitation by an energy E, - Es is bounded by the ratio to 
this energy of the small energy &. [MD -m,] which goes to zero M q2 - 0 with a small 
correction L which vanishes in the eavy quark symmetry limit. %’ 

This treatment can be extended to include spin and relativistic effects. However it 
can be expected to be already particularly good in the low-recoil domain of small q2 where 
the bound (8) places serious limits on the probability of high excitations; i.e. on low lepton 
energies. 
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B MESON DECAY CONSTANTS 

Roben 1. o&es 
Depumwtt of Physics and Astmnom , Northwestern University 

Evanston, IL KG?0 l , U.S.A. 

ABSTRAtX 

The ratio of B nmson decay constants Fe /Fe* is shown to bc very close to unity if the 
chiil aytnmetry of the Lagraegian is broken 6nly by quark masses and the light quark flavor 
SU(3) is a good symmetry of the states. 

Tlte decay constants for the B mesons have been of interest doting this workshop for both 
cxpetimentd and theoretical mesons: FB determines the B --f T Y rate end there are recent results 
for the ratio Fs /F 
necessarily be quite c ose to unity if the chiml symmetry of the L&en&an is broken only by P 

from lattice calculations.’ The ratio FB /Fs can be shown to 

quark mass terms and SU(3) flavor symmetry among the light quarks is used. 

We ~s.wree the energy density is of the form H(x) = Ho(x) + H (x) when H,, is SU(6) x 
SU(6) symm_etric, H, contains the yak mass terms, which break SUr6) x SU(6). and transform 
like dte (6.6)+(6,6) representation. 

The B decay constants Ftt are defined covaiantly and therefore 

(O@“A~‘IB) = Mo*Fe (1) 

The divergences of the axial comnts .we given by the commutators of the axial changes with H,: 

#A,,@)(x) = -i(Q5’B’,Ht(x)] co 

These catt easily be calculated since H (x) is simply the quEk ma_ss terms which have definite 
traosfonoation propetties under chiral Sb(6) x SU(6); viz. (6.6)+(6.6). One readily finds 

M,,‘FB, = (m, + m,<Ol~,slB,) (3) 
and 

MB,%, =h +md(OlkdlB~) (4) 

Since 8,. B,,. end B, belong to en SU(3) triplet the matrix elements in Eqs. (3) and (4) arc 
expected to be ncarl 

d;. 
equal. We emphasize that the operators we SU(3) triplets b 

K 
definition, so 

this appmxitwion pends only on the absence of eny mixing of other states in t e vacuum end 
B meson states, which is expected to be negligible since thete are no nearby states that can mix. 

With this approximation Eqs. (3) and (4) give the ratio 

FB,/F,,=(Mtt, /MB.)*(m,+m,)/(mb+md) (5) 
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For the mesons we take the velues3 Me, = 5279 MeV I’ and4 M,, = 5383 MeVlc’ and for 
the (current) quark masses we shall uses m,=S GeV/c’. m,=lSO MeVlc’, and 
md = IO MeV/c’. From Eq. (5) we then obtain the value Fg /Fo =0.99. with a small 
uncertainty coming from the errors in the values of the messes &d. bar comparison. recent 
lattice cllculationst tied Fe, /Ful = I.1 with an error of about 5%. 

Of course., one also expects Fe /Fo to be very close to unity since only flavor SU(2) 
symmeuy is involved. On the other”handf the ratio Fnc /FB, should differ substantially from 
unity. Although 

there is not a good symmeuy relating the B, a?d Bs states ?nd the matrix elements w. therefore. 
expected to be quite differect. Indeed. potental model csom~tcs6 indicate Fp- /FB~ - 2 to 3, es 
one might expect. since B, IS a “heavy-heavy” meson and B,ts a “heavy-light system. 

Obviously, these same arguments can be applied to the D mesons, as well as possible T 
mesons. but this workshop concerns B physics. 

It is a pleasure to thank the organizers for making this workshop both pleasant and 
productive. This work wes supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of High 
Energy Physics, under Grant DE-FG02-91.ER40684 
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TRACKING AND VERTEXING 
FOR B PHYSICS AT HADRON ACCELERATORS 

Robert Johnson 
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and 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this note, we report on some of the activities of the Tracking and Vertexing Working 
Group of this Workshop. 

Track and vertex finding is essential to exploit the high production rate of B-mesons 
at hadron accelerators, both for triggering and analysis. Here, we review the tracking and 
vertex-finding systems of some of the major existing and proposed collider and fixed-target 
experiments at existing and future hadron accelerators, with a view towards their USefUlneSs 
for El-physics, The capabilities of both general-purpose detectors and those of dedicated 
B-physics experiments we considered. 

2. OVERVIEW OF GENERAL COLLIDER EXPERIMENT CAPABILITIES 

In this section, we consider the tracking systems of some major generic collider exper- 
iments. Subsequent sections compare their performance for flavor tagging and B. mixing. 
Depending on the center-of-mass energy the B decay products are spread over f 2-3 units 
of pseudorapidity 7 at the Tevatron, i4-5 units of q at LHC, and f 7 units of 11 at the 
SSC’. Hence, the angular coverage of a trackingfvertexing system is important; a large and 
continuous acceptance in 7 is required to detect B decays at the large rate required. For 
effective h-qusrk tagging, the tracking/vertexing system must resolve track impact param- 
eters at the level of tens of microns, so a9 to allow tagging of B decays by their displaced 
vertices. A good momentum resolution is required to allow, for example, reconstructing the 
B mass from B --t r+x- decays, or the J/+ mess in B -t JJ$Ii -t ,,+#-I<. Thus, good 
impact parameter resolution and reasonable momentum resolution over as wide a range of 
‘I as possible are needed for B physics. 

f Mail Address: SLAC, MS 94, P.0.B.4349, Stanford, CA 94309 
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The existing detectors mainly use drift chambers for tracking, but have upgrades 
considered or installed with Silicon systems. The di&xent SSC/LHC proposals all have 
Silicon strip syslems, complemented with straw tubes or g.w microstrip detectors at larger 
distances from the interaction point. As an example, the SDC tracking design is dcscribcd 
in a contribution to these proceedings.’ 

In the following figures, we show a schematic representation of x quarter section of 
the tracking system and resolutions of various track parameters ( pr, Impact parameter, phi, 
z, r,,(O) as function of 7) for w.rious collider detector options, prepaied by Alan Sill using 
a paramctrizatian of detector properties. 

cm Pnrmndcrirstion: CTC. SvmDS. SiLD’I 

7 layer/rids di.k system W/i” r=27 cm 

: : : : : : : : / 

i 
: i i : ; j j j 

Figure 1. Schematic of quarter cross-section of CDF la 

Figure 1. shows CDF a~ configured in run la, with 4 layers of single-sided Silicon ver- 
tex detector (SVX) barrels surrounding the beam pipe. The 64 layers of a Central Tracking 
Chamber (CTC) arc immersed in a 1.4 Tesla U-field. For CDF SVX upgrade II, the Silicon 
barrels are to be extended in z and made double-sided. Finally, for upgrade 111, shown in 
Figwe 2., a Silicon disk tracking system with 7 layers on each side is added. 

Figure 2. Schematic of quarter cross-section of CDF III. 

The following figures 3. and 4. show the tracking resolutions for the two cases of 
CDF la and III. Notice how the 2-d impact parameter resolution improves to about 12 urn 
out to ‘) zz 3. Fig. 5 shows the B -a mr mass resolution for this configuration, being close 
to 0.3% for [‘II < 1. 
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Figure 3. Tracking resolutions for CDF la. 

Figure 4. Tracking resolutions for CDF III. 
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1o-1 111111 
0 I 2 3 

Figure 5. .B + lix mass resolution for CDF III. 

The DO detector is also improving its tracking capability (see Figures 6-8) by replacing 
its inner detector with Silicon strips arranged in barrels, disks, and with four concentric 
superlayers of scintillating fihres. The CDF upgrade has more’material at ‘nigh q, thus more 
multiple scattering. If DO would install double-sided barrel detectors, their impact parameter 
resolution would improve. The smaller tracking volume for DO leads to poorer momentum 
and mass resolution compared to CDF. 
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Figure 6. Schematic of quarter cross-section of the DO upgrade. 
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Figure 8. E + =R mass resolution for the DO upgrade. 

Next we show these figures for the major SSC detector proposals. Figures S-11 illustrate 
the SDC detector at SSC. 
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Figure 9. Schematic of quarter cross-section of SDC tracking. 

Notice that the SC& is different; SDC is much larger and longer than CDF. SDC has 
a larger I) coverage, but accepts the same fraction of the B cross-section as CDF. 
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Figure 10. Tracking resolutions for SDC 
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Figure 11. B - ar mass resolution far SDC 

The mass resolution is comparable to CDF’s; however that of SDC extends to larger q. 
The GEM Central Tracker consists of Silicon microstrips arranged in barrels (6 layers, 

double-sided) and disks, and eight layers of interpolating pad chambers, covering the region 
(71 5 2.5, all in a solenoid with a 0.8 T B-field. See Figures 12-14. 

GEM TDR Parameleriralio”. Silicon l lnlcrpoloting 

Figure 12. Schematic of quarter cross-section of GEM tracking. 

Again, note a factor - 2 scale change, GEM is only about half as large as SDC. 

Figure 13. Tracking resolutions for GEM. 
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Figure 14. B - IIT mass resolution for GEM 
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The mass resolution of CDF and SDC is better than that of DO and GEM. 
The CM!? central lracking system consists 01 4 layers of Silicon microstrips and two 

times four layers of microslrip gas chambers. The J/i a 4 pp ma5s resolution is 2G MrV. 
The ATLAS proposal farsees a Silicon Tracker with a layer of pirrl dclrctors followd 

by two of Silicon strips, covering 171 5 1.5. 
The capabilities of the detector proposals specialized for B-physics, BCD albd 

COBI:);, have been described in detail elsewhere. (See Ref. 2 for refcrcnccs.) Their partic- 
ular emphasis is the forward tracking coverage, which will be considered in S~ti~n 5. 

3. COMPARISONS OF TRACKING PERFORMANCE 

We compared the tracking system for vxrious detectors considering the pnrmeters 
important for llavor tagging, B, mixing and B + JJvQA’, decays, as examples. 

The following items are of relevance for flavor tagging: 

l Good acceptance far the leplon tag in 7, as B and x are emitted with large AI. 

. Low pT of B tracks requires low p7 thresholds (<OS GeV ). 

l The multi-prong B final states with typically 4-5 tracks necessitate rather good tracking 
efF&ncy (>SS%/lrack) for reconstruction of the Bs. 

l Good mass and vertex resolution (< 40pm vertex resolution, - 25 MeV mass resolution) 
needed to avoid combinatorics from non-associated B tracks. Three-dimensional vertex 
reconstruction is helpful to reject other backgrounds. 

l An impact parameter or secondary vertex trigger is needed for hadronic B decays. 

l Good momentum resolution is needed over a large 7 region to determine the charge sign 
of tagging lepton or other particle. 

We list these tracking parameters for the Tevatron experiments and SSC proposals in Table 
I on the following page. Table 2 lists the some quantities relevant for studies of 3, mixing, 
and Table 3 those for studies of B + Q’K,. 

The decay length resolutions for all detectors are in the 40.60~m range. The maximum 
reach for X,, the frequency of B, oscillations multiplied with the lifetime, is 20.25. There 
are differences between the detectors in impact parameter resolution and 4 mass resolution 
shown in Table 3. 



Table 2. Tracking Performance for B. Mixing 

Table 3. Tracking Performance for B + $Ks 

electron q-Acceptance Id -3 1~1 ~4 111 ~2.5 111 ~2.5 101 ~4 I’ll d.5 N/A 

e a”‘” (G&J/c) 61 6? 10 10 1 2 N/A 

Trieeer Vertex Resolution 45um N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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4. FORWARD TRACKINGjVERTEXING AT HADRON COLLIDERS 

Two specialized experiments have been proposed especially for B-physics at hadron 
colliders, distinguished by large coverage in pseudorapidity, namely BCD and COBEX. 

BCD has a Silicon vertex detector, and a straw tube tracking system; COBEX is 
distinguished by having its Silicon detector in ‘Roman Pots’ inside the beampipe vacuum. 

IO Table 4. below, we give some of the parameters of their tracking and vertexing 
system. 

Table 4. TrackingjVertexing Parameters for Forward Collider Detectors 

&MS 
Luminosity 

COBEX 
16,40 TeV 

1032 
1.2 
6.0 

5 mrad 
600 mrad 

none 
4.6mm 

lnin 
nn,r 
k,i. 
e”,.. 

~L3empip. 
rsi,i..n 

&P/P (GeV) 
En - JI$KP mass ES. 

KD Forward 
40 TeV 

1032 
1.2’ 
5.5 

8 mrad 
580 mrad 

1 cm 
- 1.25cm 

O.OOlp 
. 

B” * *+v rna.sS res. 
Impact Par. Res. p=m 

0, of primary 
0, of secondary 

single p trigger pr 
L/0 cut for ffo + r+li- 
L cut for B0 + J/$K,o 

8.7 MeV 
21.7 MeV 

200 pm 
150 pm 
1.2 GeV 

0.5 mm 

20 MeV 
6 pm 

100-200 pm 
w 

l-l.5 GeV 
15 MeV 

* Notice that BCD also has central coverage 
A more detailed comparison between the two approaches - Silicon vertex detector 

, ~. insme us. outside the beampipe - is given in Kef. 3. It also concludes that there is little 
difference in the resulting quantities of interest for B physics. 

A forward BCD detector has the potential to be upgraded to include also the central 
rapidity region (though there might be an awkward region near 45” ). 

A few questions remain open in forward B tracking. 
For example, how often does radiation damage require replacement of Silicon detec- 

tors? For a Silicon detector a distance of r cm from the beam with a luminosity of &n-2s-‘, 
the radiation dose per ‘year’ of 10’ set is 

111”s for BCD Silicon, at r = 1.25 cm, the dose is 1.7 Mrad/year; for COBEX at r = O&m, 
1O.S Mrad/year. Does that mean that one has to replace the Silicon elements closest to the 
beam every 3 months? Also, which dose will strips and pixel detectors suffer without losing 
functionality? 

While lor pixels occupancy presents no problems, is the same true for microstrips? 
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Are large superconducting quadrupole magnets feasible, with the fields needed for 
the advertised momentum resolution? 

How can one make a trigger for B” + ,r+z- ? 
Can central detectors do as well as a forward detector on particle identification? In 

other respects, it seems that from a tracking perspective there is no compelling evidence 
that a forward B collider experiment is better than a dedicated central collider (not SDC oi 
GEM). Cost might decide this issue. 

5. BACKGROUNDS 

From fixed target experiments we know that charm signals suller from large back- 
grounds. These backgrounds arise due to combinatorics in charm events, doe to combina~ 
tories in non-charm events and due to combining pieces of charm and even strange decays 
wibh other tracks to give a kinematic&y viable candidate. It is only to be expected that 
these backgrounds be as large or larger in beauty events at the SSC due to the higher mul- 
tiplicity. However, the better signal to background could improve matters. Therefore, a 
preliminary study waz done, using 5000 events each, of minimum bias, charm and beauty 
events to study backgrounds to n+n- decays. 

In the study, only the BCD and COBEX detectors were compared. The detectors 
were idealized in a simple Monte Carlo which incorporated multiple scattering and intrinsic 
resolutions. Firstly, it was found that there is not much difference between the two in terms 
of resolutions. Secondly, fake vertices in the B mass region were counted bs B function of 
the vertex separation. 

From 5000 event samples, one finds that in the region of large vertex separation (signal 
efficiency over 80%) no minimum bias events survive in either detector, only one charm event 
suwi~es (in the COBEX detector) and t wo g eneric b5 survived in the BCD simulation and 
about six in the COBEX simulation. These numbers are to be compared to about 120 signal 
events which survive. 

Clearly, there will be significant backgrounds from generic bz events. Whether the 
charm and minimum bias backgrounds are meaningful needs to be resolved with further 
study. 

6. TRACKING PERFORMANCE FOR FIXED-TARGET EXPERIMENTS 

Fixed target events either use an extracted beam impinging on an instrumented target 
such as SFT and LHB, or use a gas jet or thin wire introduced into the circulating beam as 
target and have the detectors surround the beampipe, such as GAJET and HERA-B. The 
large Lorentz boost of all particles produced leads to very large decay lengths for B mesons in 
the lab frame, 9.5 cm for the 20 TeV proton beam of the SSC, 300 times the vertex resolution. 
However, this advantage is offset by the small angles between the emerging tracks, leading 
to high occupancies in the tracking detectors immediately downstrean from the decay. On 
the other hand, it becomes affordable to add more layers of tracking detectors covering the 
smaller solid angle in the forward direction only (rather than having to cover 4n at a collider 
detector). 

The SFT target consists of a combination of Silicon planes and Beryllium foils. Track- 
ing efficiencies are better than 95% for single tracks, 90% for 2 tracks; resolutions are of the 
order of a few pm. The B” + r.+r- 
in a contribution to the workshopa. 

mass resolution is about 12MeV. More detail is given 

Another contribution6 shows that an active target has no advantage over one with 
separate target foils followed by detector planes, due to the high occupancy in the planes 
immediately following an interaction. 

HERA-B uses 15 planes (perpendicular to the beam) of double-sided Silicon strip 
detectors arranged with increasing distance along the beam axis to provide uniform coverage 
in rj. 

lo the following Table 5 we compare some parameters of the SFT and HERA-B 
detectors. 

Table 5. Trscking/Vertexing Parameters for SFT and HERA-B 

HERA-B 
7mm 

20-30 ,xn 
16 rt 5,un 

350 i 14pm 
0.0001p 
0.0001p 
85MeV 

Notice that HERA-B also plans for a RICH counter system which will provide Kaon 
identification for Kaon energies of S-80 GeV. 

7. NOVEL IDEAS FOR VERTEX TRIGGERING 

Clearly an ideal trigger for B decays would recognize the existence of secondary 
vertices displaced from the primary one. In the past the long time required to read out a 
drift chamber or pixel devices, as well as the difficulty of finding vertices in an environment of 
numerous multiple-scattering-smeared tracks in the vertex region prevented the realization 
of such a trigger. 

However, the improvement in vertex detectors and fast track finding techniques with 
specialized processors might soon make such a trigger possible. 

A Silicon Vertex Tracker trigger processor’ has been proposed to be built for the 
CDF run II; it uses data from the Silicon vertex detector and the central drift chamber to 
reconstruct tracks in two dimensions fast enough for use at trigger level 2 (- 10~s). 

New specialized computer architectures, such as that of the proposed ‘3D-Flow’ mas- 
sively parallel array processor system’ together with fast pixel devicess,g located close to the 
interaction point might make a level 1 B trigger based on displaced secondary vertices B 
reality. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

As regards the usefulness multi-purpose detectors for B physics, all of them have 
sufficient capability to do some measurements, with perhaps CDF and SDC being at a slight 
advantage compared with DO and GEM. 

For the specialized collider detectors, BCD and COBEX are comparable in vertex 
and mass resolution in the forward region, and in backgrounds. 
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An advantage of fixed-target experiments is the larger decay length; it is however 
of&et by the small angles between the decay products. Fixed-target experiments also oll.sr 
good mass resolution and possibly liaon identification, at a smaller cost than a 4x detector. 

Finally, we note the promisiug work in pixel detectors and fast trigger devices which 
is in progress. 
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SDC TRACKING CAPABILITIES FOR B PHYSICS 

DAVID P. COUPAL 

Suycrconducling Super Collider Laboratory,’ 
2550 Bccklcymeadc Avenue, Dallas, TX 75237 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The b6 production cross section is estimated’ to be 1 mb at J; = 40 TeV, implying 
10” produced bb pairs at an SSC luminosity of 103*cm-2sec-’ (0.1 x design). SDC has the 
potential to exploit this high rate to explore a number of B physics topics, in particular, 
CPviolation in the neutral B meson. This note describes the SDC particle tracking design 
(Section 2) and its predicted performance parameters relevant to B physics (Section 3). 

2. DESIGN 

The SDC central tracking design’ is shown in Fig. 2.1. At the innermost radius is the 
vacuum beampipe, currently taken as 4 cm radius and 1 mm thick Beryllium. To date, 
this design has not been optimized with B physics in mind, which would drive it towards 
a thinner smaller-radius design. 

SDCTRACKER 
wmwmlona In maw*, 

40 - 

38 - 

o- 0 I 10 k2 s 

Figure 2.1: The SDC tracking detector. 

l Operated by the Univemitics Research Aaaocietion, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract 
No. DEAC35-89ER40486. 
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Outside the beampipe, a silicon system made up of barrels and forward disks provides 
the bulk of the pattern recognition and vertexing capabilities. Outside the silicon, in the 
region 1~1 < 1.8, a 5-superlayer straw tube tracker provides momentum resolution for high 
pt tracks and level-l triggering. For 171 > 1.8, th e same functions are provided by a gas 
microstrip detector with 3 auperlayers. The components are situated inside a 2 Tesla 
superconducting solenoid with a 1.7 m inner radius. 

The silicon detector consists of 8 barrels of double-sided silicon, one side with axial 
strips and the other with strips at a 10 mrad stereo angle. The inner barrel layer is at 
a radius of 9 cm from the be-line and the outer layer is at 36 cm. There are 13 layers 
of double-sided forward disks on each end of the barrel. Strip pitch is 50 microns for the 
barrel detectors and 32-58 microns for the wedge-shaped disk detectors. The resolution 
per barrel superlayer is predicted to be 17 microns, including an estimate of n&alignment 
contributions. 

A pixel option being considered by SDC would replace the inner 2 barrel silicon layers 
with 2 pixel barrel layers at radii of 6 and 8 cm and possibly 2 small disks at both ends 
of the barrel. The pixel size is 50 microns in r - 0 and 250 microns in z. Charge sharing 
across pixels should improve the resolution to significantly better than (pixel sire)/m. 

The straw tube tracker has 5 superlayers, each containing 8 straw layers for axial 
superlayers (1,3 and 5) and 6 straw layers for the 10 mrad stereo superlayers (2 and 4). The 
per tube resolution is estimated to be roughly 120 microns and the superlayer resolution 
(including estimates of n&alignment contributions) is predicted to be 85 microns. 

The gas microstrip detector covers the region 1~1 > 1.8 with 3 superlayers, each con- 
sisting of 2 layers of radial strips and 2 stereo layers at flO0 mrad. The strip pitch is 
200.450 microns, with a predicted resolution per superlayer of 60-100 microns. 

3. PERFORMANCE 

The resolution of various track parameters are shown in Fig. 3.1 ae a function of 7. 
The pixel option makes a small improvement in impact pararmeter resolution due to its 
smaller radius but significantly improves the resolution in the z component of the track 
extrapolation to the beamline (20) from - lmm to - IOO~m. These track resolutions 
translate into invariant mass resolutions shown in Fig. 3.2 for the J/$ mass ir. the decay 
B + J/4K - p+p-K and the B meson mass in the decay U + x+K-. There is a 
minimum pt cut of 4 GeV/c for muons and 2 GeV/ f c or lam. These results come from a p’ 
GEANT simulation of the SDC tracking detector. The reconstructed mass resolutions in 
Fig, 3.2 are not vertex-constrained, which will improve the resolution slightly. 

As is clear in Fig. 3.1, the pt range of interest in B physics (2-20 GeV/c) suggests that 
multiple scattering will affect vertexing capabilities. To look at SDC vertexing performance 
we consider at B decay mode of particular interest for CP violation, namely Bz - n*n-. 
This B decay mode was generated using ISAJET and input to a GEANT simulation 
of the SDC tracker and a track and vertex reconstruction algorithm. We then form the 
vertex &-square (Xc) between the secondary vertex reconstructed with the m+n- and the 
primary vertex, assumed in this study to be known to infinite precision. This assumption 
is reasonable at the SSC since the 5 by 5 pm transverse size of the beam is small compared 
to the mean tranverse displacement of the secondary B decay vertex (- Zmm). Bj that 
travel some distance before decaying will have a large X$. Fig. 3.3 shows the integral 

of the norm&cd X$ distribution for B --t r+~- and for pairs of charged pions from 
minimum bias, This plot then gives the acceptance as a function of the minimum cut on 
x’v. One can cut at large values of x2 (100-200) t 
reasonable acceptance for B: -t R Y- 

o suppress the background while retaining 
n (0.3-0.4). The minimum bias cross section is, of 

course, much larger thao the signal. An evaluation of the background is beyond the scope 
of this study, requiring a detailed simulation that includes nowgaussian effects such as 
track mis-reconstruction and additional cuts to suppress x+r- backgrounds. 

LOO.0 E” 
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PL - loo0 0.” 
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1 1;; 

k o.5 
Di 

PL - too GDY 

P’ - ‘O CeV 
P, - I Cd 

0.1 ...‘...,l....l,‘,..,“‘.. 

11 

g 1s” 

p:: 

SDC Tracker Resolutions 

vs 11 

11 

Figure 3.1: SDC single track resolutions versus pseudo-rapidity(q). Shown 
are resolutions for pt and track impact parameter (b0) and z position (20) 
at distance of closest approach to beamline. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The SDC design of its central tracker is well-suited for doing B physics. A number of 
design options exist to further enhance these capabilities, namely replacing the inner silicon 
layers with pixels and/or moving the inner layers closer to the interaction region with a 
smaller-radius thinner beam pipe. Further studies of the SDC potential for B physics are 
in progress. 

5. REFERENCES 
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11 

Figure 3.2: SDC resolution in the reconstructed .l/$ maas for B + 
J/fiK + p+@‘-K and the reconstructed B ma.s for B + r+r- versus 
pseudo-rapidity (7). The tracks are required to have a minimum pt of 4 
&V/c for muons and 2 GeV/c for pions. 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 600 900 ,I 

Minimum x2” 

Figure 3.3: Acceptance versus minimum vertex &i-square for B -+ n+ti- 
(solid) and pairs of charged pions from minimum bias events (dashed). 
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Comparison of Forward Collider Vertex Detectqrs 
for B Physics at Hadron Accelerators 

Robert F. Hsrr, Paul E. Karchin and Christopher .I. Kennedy 
Physica Deportment, Yde Universily 

New Haven, CT 06511, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Two silicon vertex detector designs have been proposed for a forwud collider B physics 
experiment at the SSC: in one the silicon syntcm is put outside the bcmnpipe (like in the 
forward part of the proposed BCD detector’); and in the other the silicon syrtcm is put 
inside the be-pipe, close to the circulating beams, with the use of “romul pots” (u in 
the COBEX proposal’). In what follow these will be referred to u the inside and outside 
designs. The two designs arc significantly different in their construction and impact on the 
rest of the experiment. We would like to under&and how the designs compere for doing B 
physics and what we the factors that most greatly influence the rtaultr. 

Two measurements relying on the vertex detector and of particular importmcs for B 
physics are the reconstructed vertex position and B maa. We have andyzcd the resolution 
achievable in these 2 quantities for “models” of the two forward collider vertex detector 
designs. The design parameter8 -.beampipe radius and thickness, silicon position and res- 
olution, etc. - have been varied about their nomind values to observe their effect on these 
resolutions. 

We find very little difference between the two designs; both give nearly the same decay 
length error, impact psrwnetcr error, and reconstructed B mass error, for a large range of 
geometricd parameters. The design parameter having the most signiliant impact on the 
errors of B decay vertices is found to be the point resolution of the silicon detectors. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

#.I The Verlez Error Calculation 

Generd equationa for track and vertex reconstruction can be derived using the tech- 
nique of led squares’. With the least squares technique, the error on the reudt can be 
cdculsled if one know the errors on the meaauremcnts, independent of the measurements 
end the cdculation of the rewlt itself. Neglecting the primary vertex error, we GUI cdcu- 
late the czprcled covariance matrix for a reconstructed vertex from estimatea of the point 
measurement errors and multiple scattering crror~ for Ihe desired detector configuration. 
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The result is an equation for the vertex cow&ace matrix in terms of the momentum 
vectors of the decay products and the position of the vertex. We will get distributions of the 
resulting errors if we integrate the equation over a random distribution of momentum vectors 
and vertex positions for a particular decay mode. We have generated these distributions using 
PYTIIIA’ veraion 5.6 for Bz + r+r- and Bi + +Kt at the SSC. 

We use a simple model of each detector to calculate the expected covariance matrix 
of each track to be used in reconstructing the decay vertex. To simplify the calculations, the 
model has no magnetic field in the region of the vertex detector. The covariance matrices 
are calculated with the Kdman filtering equatic&, starting with the last measurement in 
the vertex detector and working inward to the secondary vertex. It is assumed that any 
tracking detector beyond the vertex detector would have worse resolution than the vertex 
detector and would contribute negligibly to the vertex covariance. Without the aid of any 
other detector, B track must intersect at least 2 silicon planes in order to be measured and 
used in reconstructing B vertex. 

With the track covariance matrices calculated, only an estimate of the momentum 
resolution of the detector is needed to calculate the error on the reconstructed Bi mass. We 
will assume that the momentum is measured in a downstream detector with a dipole magnet 
and use the parameterieation: 

cp. = k I P. I &ii (0 

where k ia a constant, pl is the component of the momentum along the beam, and p. is the 
momentum below which multiple scattering dominates. 

Figure I: The outside the beampipe design showing the beampipe (dark shading) and the 
first 2 silicon discs (light shading). ( a is a view down the beam axis and (b) is e. cross ) 

section in a plane containing the beam axis. The design ia azimuthally symmetric. R is a 
radius in the 2-y projection. 

2.2 The Deteclor Designs 

Several points are common between the two designs. Both detectors arc assumed 
to reconstruct and identify tracka with momenta > 05GeV/c ani to cover not more than 

--+ 

Figure 2: The inside the beampipe design showing the RF shield (dark shading) and the 
first 2 silicon planes (light shading). ( a IB a cross section taken at the position of one of ) 

the silicon planes and perpendicular to the beam and (b) is a CIOSB section in the y.z plane. 
The parameters t.;, and t,;, have not been drawn in this figure for clarity but should be 

obvious from the figure of the outside the beampipe design. 

I < r) < 6 (recdl that tracks must intersect at least 2 silicon planes to bc measured). The 
silicon detectors are assumed to be 300pm thick and measure both x and y coordinates with 
a resolution of~~(, (e.g. pixel or double aided strip detectors). There are n,;, detector planes 
at positions &. (The z axis coincides with the beam, with z = 0 at the primary vertex; 
the y axIs in in the verticd dike&on; and the z axis is in the horizontal direction.) Two 
spacing schemes are used: “linear’ spacing, where the distance betwcen’succcssive planer is 
constant; and “rapidity” spacing, where the distance between succeeding planes is a constant 
multiple of the preceding distance. 

For the outside design (Fig. 1) the beampipe ia a beryllium cylinder of radius vpip and 
thickness t,;,. The silicon detectors are considered ui discs covering the radii from ,,;I inner 
to 7.d ou,w. 

For the inside design (Fig. 2) th c silicon is a pair of rectangular wafers positioned at 
fr,;, inner from the bean in the y direction. Each rectangular wafer is of sine (r,il _,=, - 
r,;l ;....) in the y direction and twice that in the a direction. The silicon is separated from 
the beam by a beryllium RF shield with the triangular shape shown in Fig. 2. The inner 
edge of the RF shield is at fr,, from the beam in the y direction and has a thicknere of 

k+. 

5. RESULTS 

In Table 1 we list the parameters for our %mmind” vertex detector designs. They 
correspond roughly to what appears in Refs. 1 and 2. 

The lut two parameters, k and po, are independent of the vertex detector design. 
They arc needed to cdculate the momentum resolution, which in turn is used to cdcdate 
the error on the reconstructed Bz miss. Their nomind values arc chosen for demonstration 
purpow and don’t necessarily reflect the values proposed by the experimenters. 
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Table 1: “Nominal” design parameters for the inaide and outside designs. See section 2.2 in 
the text and Figs. 1 and 2 for their definitions. 

item 

‘t*F- 
k- I::; 

rit inner (mm) 
r.it mbr [mm; 
Lil mm 

cb-1 (rm) 
n.;, 
Gil (mm) 

k (cd-’ 

PO (G=V) 

- 

1 - 

inside design 
4.0 
0.2 
5.0 
55.0 
0.3 
5 
8 

20., 609 loo., 140., 
180., 220., 260., 280. 

0.0001 
10.0 

outside design 
10.0 
0.4 
12.5 
112.5 
0.3 
5 
6 

15., 30., 60., 
120., 240., 480. 

0.0001 
10.0 

mm mm 
Figure 3: The distributions of cq, SDL, and (rbr, the z component of the impact parameter 
errors, for the pions in Bi + r + - decays. The shaded (line) histogram is for t!te nominal r 

outside (inside) design. 

3.1 Verlcz Resolution 

Ueing a sample of 10000 Bi events where the BO, is forced to decay to ~r’r-p we get 
the distributions of decay length errors (WI), decay length divided by its error (SDL= f/a,), 
and impact parameter errors (a) shown in Fig. 3. The nominal outside design achieves 
25% smaller errors than the nominal inside design, due primarily to the “rapidity” verws 
the “linear” plane spacing. This is shown in Fig, 4 where we compare the nominal outside 
design to an inside design with “rapidity” spacing. The two designs are now very close in 
vertex resolution and it i. quite good. Taking CT (= 3OO~nn for a B meson) as the average 
impact parameter of B decay tracks, these designs achieve impact parameter resolutions at 
led 10 times smaller. Taken another way, the average SDL is greater than 80. 

The optimal plane spacing is not investigated here. Instead, we use the “rapidity” 
spacing for both designs from now an. 
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Figure 4: Like Fig. 3 but with “rapidity” detector spacing for both designs. There ia a 
- 10% acceptance loss for the inside design due to the gap in y, 

u) 400 
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,~: ~:_:_,j ::(i:$$i! 2.5 mm 
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---. 10.0mm 
..‘.“’ 40.0 mm 
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Figure 5: Effect of varying ?.i, inner on SDL 

We varied the silicon radius, besmpipe/RF shield radius, beampipe/RF shield thick- 
ness, the point resolution, etc. to investigate their relative importance to the resolutions. 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the results when v,;l innrr and n,.t are varied. (The acceptance is kept 
constant by scaling v,;r ovls, and I.;, in proportion to ?,;I in..,.) A summary of the results 
is presented in Table 2. There is a strong depcndance on up<, II much weaker dependance 
on r,;, in-, and almost no dependance on t,,. Doubling nti from 5pm to 10pm changes 
SDL more than moving the silicon 1 cm further from the beam or quadrupling the thickness 
of the beampipe/RF shield. If rP, = 20~171, the fraction of events with SDL< 20 increues 
from - 20% to - 50%. 

The dominance of the point resolution in the vertex errors is due in large part to 
the rather high momenta and transverse momenta of the pions in the accepted Bi + x+x- 
decaya. Although good vertex resolution is not required to find Bz -+ $Kt decays where 
$ + p+#-, we expect worse resolution in reconstructing the $J vertex since the muons 
h&e lower momenta and transverse momenta (see Fig. 7). The distributions for 08, SDL, 
and ~8 are plotted in Fig. 8. The effect is about the same as increasing bw to 8 or lO,nn 
for 8: + r+r-. The results for B,j -+ +Ky are included in Table 2 for comparison with 
Bz -+ *+T-. The two detector designs atill perform similarly. With lower particle momenta, 
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Figure 6: Effect of varying vP, on SDL. 
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Figure 7: The fi and I’ distributions for Bi + X+T- (shaded histogram) and Bs + +Ky 
with $J - ~?p- (solid line) at the SSC. 
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Figure 8: Resolutions for reconstructing the $ - p’p- decay from Bz - $Kt decays. The 

shaded bistogrcm (solid line) is for th e outside (inaide) design. The aamc design 
parameter8 are used here as in generating Fig. 4. 

Table 2: The average value of SDL for varied parameter values. “Nominal” and superscript 
“nom” refer to tlie nominal parameter values listed in Table 1. 

pbramcter inside design outride design 
changel B;-+r+r- B;++K: B:-tn+*- B: -llK: 

nominal 81 65 82 58 
112 x crh.., 84 13 96 78 

2 x m”.., 69 49 64 42 
4 x CE”“.. 50 33 43 25 

l/2 x tpy 82 66 84 61 
2xt""" 79 62 78 54 

wti = 1Oum 50 41 _ 57 43 
bpr = lS/rm 36 30 42 33 
u*=20pm 27 23 

I 
32 27 

ii c 1 gg o,,, (out design) I q,, (in design) 
2 500 mt’ upi= ::/ ~~~~~~~::~ 5 ~* 

400 -1Opm 

L 

~:i* 
200 i;pg;~ ’ I o a,;& ---- 20pm 
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-1OFm 
---- 20pm 
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Figure 9: Effect of varying cPpl on the B mass resolution 

v~, while still important, in no longer the only dominant factor in determining the vertex 
resolution. 

3.2 Moss Rem&&m 

Calculating the error on the reconstructed mads serves two purposes: we get an 
estimate of the lower bound on the error coming from the reconstruction of the opening 
angle in the vertex detector and we get an catimate of the momentum resolution that must 
be achieved if one wants to diatinguiuish a Bi from a 8: on the basis of the reconstructed 
maw. The B%Bt mass difference is approximately 100MeV’; a maw resolution significantly 
eme&er tbax this is desirable. 

In Fig. 9 we plot the contribution to the Bz mass error from the opening angle error, 
for the same point resolutiona aa in Fig. 7. Charges in thi. plot will have a reduced ctTeet 
when added in quadrature with the contribution due to the momentum meaauremcnt error 
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Figure 10: Effect of varying po and k on the B mass resolution for the outside design, 
Results for the inside design are similar. 

to get the total Bi mass error. The total is displayed in Fig. 10 for nominal geometry 
parameters and varied momentum resolution parameters. 

Both designs can achieve mass resolutions in the range lo-20 MeV. The mass resoh- 
tion is less sensitive to changes in the vertex detector parameters than the spatial resolution 
but otherwise follows the same general trends. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Despite our initial prejudice that a vertex detector positioned closer to the beam 
would be superior for reconstructing B decays, we find that there is very little difference as 
long as the inner radius is less than - Zcm. For Bi + *+*- both proposed designs perform 
well. Both vertex detectors are capable of reducing combinatoric backgrounds while keeping 
a substantial fraction of the signal with tight vertex requirements. With a good magnetic 
spectrometer, both can well reconstruct the B: mass. 

Due to a lack of other constrtints, Bz + r+r- seems to be the decay with the greatest 
demands on vertex resolution. We looked at the + > p+p- vertex from Bz + $Ky decays 
as an example of reconstructing B vertex with lower p and pt decay products. At these lower 
momenta, the two designs still perform comparably. 

The most important parameter for determining the vertex resolution is the silicon 
detector point resolution. A v,,pl = 5pm is difficult to achieve in practice, requiring: 

+ a silicon readout pitch of 50pm or less, 

l good signal to noise (but limits the detector lifetime in a high radiation environment), 

. tracks at near to normal incidence to the detector (silicon resolution degrades with 
increasing angle of incidence), 

l pulse height information for interpolation between pixels or strips, and 

. alignment of the vertex detector to a few microns. 

In particular, access to pulse height information could,put a severe limit on the readout 
speed of the vertex detector and limit the data taking rate. 

If, for L particular detector design, the point resolution is larger than 5pm then there 
.is even less to gain in resolution by moving the silicon detectors closer to the beam. Of 
course, angular coverage versus channel count and coat may be the dominant issue in such 
a design. 

In order to obtain Bi-Bz mass separation at 30, the momentum resolution should be 
better than up/p = 0.001~ (for pin GeV/c) in the large p limit. An effective lower limit on 
the momentum resolution depends on the silicon point resolution. For r# = 1Opm this lower 
limit is about a,/p = O.OOOlp. A moderate (- 10 GeV/c) scattering term in the momentum 
resolution doesn’t seem to cause any problems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Fixed target beauty (B) experiments proposed at the SSC or LKC come in two buic 
‘types. Extracted beam experiments we a bent crystal of silicon or some other method to 
extract c. beam of protons psraciticdly from the circulating beam u the collider experiments 
are taking data. The two chief extracted beam experiments are the LFIB’ collaboration at 
the LEC and the SFT’ collaboration at the SSC. The second type of tixed target expcrlment 
plsces the detector around the circulating beam using a gu jet or thin wire(c) u a target. 
The (GAJETJ) experiment proposed at CERN for LHC and the HersB’ experiment at 
DESY are of this type. 

2. GENERAL COMMENTS ON FIXED TARGET TRACKING 

The basic diRerence fleeting design between tixed target experiments and coUIdcr 
experiments is the large Lorens boost that dI decay products we given in fixed target 
experiments. Because of this, dl iixed target experiments are long (SO-100 meters) and cover 
a smdl mlid angle (8 - 100 wad) unlike the typical collider experiment wldcb attempts to 
cover a 4x solid angle md on average hu much lower momentum decay products. The basic 
layout of a fixed target B experiment’ is u foIIows: the target (internal/external) is fdlowed 
by a silicon micravertex detector, wire chunberc, one or two dipole magnet(c), ndditiond 
wire chambers, and a cllorlmeter folIowed by a muon detector. There in a h&on ID system 
placed before or after the magnet(s). 

AU fixed target experiments have better primary vertex remIution than c&der ex- 
periment@ either because the target is mmII (internd target or extemd target) or became 
the vertex detector is very close to the target (utemd target). The large loreru hooct &a 
very long decay paths for B particles in the Iab frame with an werage B decay Iength of 
16mm for UI 800 GeV proton beam or 95mm for a 20 TeV proton beam. Hence the ratio of 
decay length to vertex remlution ia l/u > 300 for SSC iixed target experiments. 

8. OCCUPANCY CONSIDERATIONS 

The occupancy of a @trip or wire ic defined to be the probability that the #trip or rin 
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will firein an average event. It is generally believed that efficient tracking is not possible with 
occuplndcs greater than 10%. Let 8 be th c n a gl e a track make* with the beam direction. 
Fixed target interactions with beam energies of many TeV produce large numbers of charged 
tracks at small 8. The need for low occupmcy is an important detector con&&t for fixed 
target experimentr. 

In Figure 1 we show the PYTHIA simulation of the occupe.rx.y YC~UII 8 for strips 
which subtend IO-’ radianna in B - B events with beam energy of 20 TeV (fi = 193 GeV). 
At 9 of 2-3 mrad the occupancy is about 1% and rises to 10% for strips which subtend lo-’ 
radians. A strip of 25 micron width subtends 10.” radians if it ia 2.5 meters from the primary 
interaction. If a gas tracking chamber is placed 10 meters from the primary interaction and 
has wire spacings of 1 mm, then each wire subtends lo-’ radians. Therefor 2 or 3 mrad is 
the practical lower 9 limit for tracking with gas chambers. 

Figure 1: Occupeary of e *cd taqct experiment st SSC energtn r.4 D fmetion of *iv& 

Silicon microstrip detectors can have occupancies below 10% even at 9 = 0 provided 
they are at least several meters from the primary interaction. Bowever the radiation doac at 
a collider6 with luminosity of 103’ is 2.7 x lO’/d’ rad per year, where d is the distance from 
the beam in cm. So the silicon must be at least 1 cm from the beam which forces 8 > 1 
mrad even far detectors 10 meters from the primary interaction. For extracted beam fixed 
target experim&?, the silicon may extend down to b’ = 0. 

4. ACTIVE TARGET CONSIDERATIONS 

An active target provides topological information which supplements the kinematic 
information from the rest of the detector. Requiring all tracks to come from the same vertex 
greatly reducea combinatoric background when reconstructing B decsys. Mis-tag, from D 
decays can be corrected if the B to D decay chain is recognized. The charge of a B. is the 
best possible tag. Measuring the charge of the B. is very difficult without the topological 
information from the active target. 

The SFT active target was studied using a Pythia event generator coupled to GEANT 
(with simulated delta rays, multiple wattering, secondary interactions and Coulomb watter- 
ing) and the SFT lilicon tracking program. The primary and secondary vertex renolutions 
and impact plrametcr rcaolutiona are listed in Table 1. The tracking efficiency for finding a 
8ingle track we.a found to he 95 %. 

* asmming 200 pm active target foils 

Table 1. Vertex resolutions and impact parameter resolutions. 

c* 0, 0. 
Primary vertex’ Kpm Kpm 5gpm 
Primary vertex(using beam track) 3pm 48rn 5gpm 
Secondary vertex (typical B) Bpm Kpm 300pm 
Secondary vertex (B + n) 4pm Bpm 250pm 
Impact puameter (Iepton) atim 
Two track distance of closest approach 3 ,nn 4 pm 

To evaluate the ability of the active target to distinguish charged from neutral B 
tracks, the distance of lhc B vertex to the ncareat other charged track was c.lculated and 
the resulting histogram is shown in Figure 2. The median of the distribution is 100 pm 
which IIIC~.IIII the.t for one half of all B events the B vertex ia separated by at least 3 stripa 
(25 pm pitch) from the nearest charged track in at hwt one view. 

:,d,,,,i- 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.e 0.7 0.8 0.9 

mm 

Fiiurc 2: DLtancc .dkm.t c.pproacb for any charged track lo tlir B decay vrrtu, 



5. MAGNETIC SPECTROMETERS AND TRACKING 

5.1 Per/omance Considemliaw 

AU of the B Physics studies which are planned require very good tracking efficiencica 
and resolutions at high rates ( 10’ --t 10’ interactions per second) both in the ailicon microver- 
tex detector and the spectrometer proper. Special attention has been given to providing for 
adequate redundancy in the SFT spectrometer’ to assure the requisite level of performance. 
The SFT Spectrometer ia a two magnet ayatem where the magnets are operated with oppo- 
site and equal fi kicks of magnitude 1.2 GeV/c each. The tracking information ia provided 
by a silicon microvertex detector composed of a live target and tracker planes, folI.,,ved by 
Bets of pad chambers and wire chambers placed before, between, and after the two analysis 
magnets. The silicon microvertex detector is optimized far high precision off-line tracking 
for the B and charm decays and provides bit informs&m to the vertex trigger. The pad 
chambers provide fast input to the tracking trigger. The tracking chambers upstream of the 
sndyais magnets are positioned to detect the K” and A decays. Various characteristics of 
the SFT spectrometer tracking components are summarieed in Table 2. 

Table 2. SFT spectrometer tracking components. 

Frmt spectrometer 

middle spectrometer 

rear spectrorqeter 

Characteristic0 
90 planes - 15 per view (x,y,u,v,u’,v’) 200 pm double sided 
30 planes - 5 per view (x,y,u,v,u’,v’) 200 pm double rided 

30 planes - 10 per view (X+,-J) wire chambers/ straw tubes 
3 planes of pad chambera 

30 planes - 10 per view (x.u,v) straw tubes 
2 planes of pad chambers 

54 planes - 18 per view (x,u,v) atraw tubes 
3 planes of pad chambers 

In order <o minimize multiple scattering and maximize resolutiona, all spaces between 
chambers, including the volume inside of the magnets have been tilled with He baga. In 
addition, the silicon microstrip detector will be operated in a He gss environment. 

5.8 Momentum and Mars Resofuliow 

The momentum and mms resolutions of the SFT spectrometer have been studied 
using L tracking simulation and they are given in Table 3. The tracks used in the extraction 
of the resolution of the SFT configuration have been generated using Monte Cab of; a) 
Random momentum diatributians within geometric acceptance b) Pythia generated two. 
body final states of: 

JN + PP (1) 
B+m,Kr,KK (2) 

Tbeae tracks have been propagated through the SFT spectrometer while taking into account 
chamber resolutions and multiple scattering. Chamber efficiencies are .usumcd to be 90% 
throughout the spectrometer. Fitted tracka have been pmduced using a reconstruction 
program and were compared to the input tracks in order to evaluate reconstruction efficiency 
and obtain track and maw reaolutians. 

The global track momentum resolution aa a function of momentum ia 

(TpjP = .0009 + .00000941 * P (3) 

for the SFT spectrometer. 

Table 3. SFT momentum resolution and maw resolution. 

1 w/PI 1 UP/P 1 0~ (MeV) 
J/$ + /L@ 0.0039 0.0025 7.6 
B ---t r+r- 0.0045 0.0029 13.0 

The excellent mass resolution shown in Table 3 as~urne~ that the mus of lhe tracked 
particle in known. Figure 3 shows the maw spectrum for five decay modes: Bi + a-~, 
Bj + Kn, B.” --t K+K-, B,o --a Kn and B.” - xx where one or both of the kaona have 
been ansigned a pion mass. Since these modes may well have comparable branching r&x, 
the need for particle identification is clear. 

Figure 4 depicts the SFT mass reaolutian for all of the above modes, with particle 
identification provided by a RICE and L TRD. The badron identification efficiencies and 
rejectiona used can be found within these pmceedingn’ in the hadron identification section. 

300 
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Figma S: Mua mpectra for Br and 8. moda ritbmt putidc idcntication. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Extracted beam iixed target experiment8 provide the excellent mrus remlution and 
particle identification efficiency needed for B physics. Active targets enhance the ability 
of the detector to reconstruct complex decay modes. Coulomb scattering in the silicon of 
the active targel does not prevent the detector from achieving high me..ss resolution. Wb& 
internal target experiments would have sim&.r mass resolutions, momentum reaolutiona md 
particle ID efficiencies, they cannot we an active target and the beam pipe would not allow 
them to detect the smallest angle tracks. 
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ON THE CONFIGURATION OF AN ACTIVE TARGET FOR 
A FIXED-TARGET B EXPERIMENT AT SSC ENERGIES 
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Ch~rlolteade, VA 99901, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The optimal configuration of target and silicon microvertex detector for tixed-target 
B experiments has yet to be determined. For fixed-target charm experiments the uux.l setup 
consists of 8 series of inert target foils - typically a few millimeters thick and aepuatcd 
by a few centimeters - immediately foUowed by a silicon microvertex detector. Beerwe of 
the larger boost at the SSC, the efficacy of using active target ioih - tightly packed GUcon 
microstrip detectors - baa been considered by at Iemt one group: the SFT collaboration [I]. 
It is hoped that with an active target the trlelre of charged B’s themselves can be measured, 
improving charged B reconstruction efficiencies. 

We examine two issues canceming silicon active targets for fixed-target experiments 
at the SSC: 1) the &cd on the acceptanceof the requirement that the B decny vertices occur 
outside of the target foils, and 2) the ability of an active target to directly track charged B’s 

a. THE NEED FOR ISOLATED B DECAY VERTICES 

h there a need for requiring that E decays vertices be Mated from the 1arget foils? 
The lesson from fixed-target charm experimenta is ambiguous: MII~ experiments cut out 
decsy vertices occurring in the target mat&d, others do not. 

First consider the process Ed -* r r + -. The oombin&xic background from the Iuge 
pion production crow section is enormous. With &UT z 1 x10-’ and BR(& -a r+r-) 
r~ 1.0 x lo-’ the signal to noise (before any cuts) is ICSI than lo-‘! The background is 
reduced by cuts on: mam, tranaver8c momentum, vertex-~‘, dole8t-did~ce-of-~pp~~, 
and vertex-separation. It is not yet clear whether these cuts can ~ufficicntly reduce the 
backgrounds to allow a clean mcsaurement of a CP symmetry 121. A more ditllcdt source 
of background comes from T+X- pairs produced in secondary interactions in the target foils 
- a mume of pious comparable in number to that from primary interactions. Monte Carlo 
studies indicate that thin bukground is not L problem at the andysis level [s]. At the trigger 
lcvcl this background may be much harder to reduce to s tractable level. If a wondavy vertex 
trigger i needed, it may be neceaary to require that the mconduy vertieu be idated from 
the target foils. 
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The situation with the Ed + J/$K. mode ia mare fevorable. Nevertheless, although 
this is the cleanest mode acceaaible experimentally, there is a large background of directly 
produced J/Qm. This yield EUI he estimated using the puamcterleation of Lyona [4] for the 
J/d cm~s section: 

u(pN -t J/+X) FJ 17OOexp (-17mJJI) nb, 

where me is the J/e mass. In fixed-target at the SSC, 4 = 194 GeV and r,, = 1.3 pb, 
which ir rougkly equal to the b& production cm18 section of 1.5 pb [5]. Hence the ratio of 
directly produced J/$‘a to B decay J/$‘s is: 

N(dired J/$) = Q(194 GeV) 1 

WB - J/V) s&194 GeV)2xBR(B --t J/$X)’ 

= 42, 

uling a branching ratio of 1.02% for B, + J/+X 161. The extra factor of two in the denomi- 
nator accounts for the fact that two B ha&ma am produced. The ratio of directly produced 
to Ed + J/+K. decay J/$‘s ia 2100~1 (using a breaching ratio of 0.051% for Bd -t J/+K. 
(71 and a fragmentation probability of 0.4 for Ed). At the mmlyais level this background 
can be easily reduced to aem by m-8 and vertex cuts. At the trigger level it may not be 
necessary to cut out directly produced J/$9.: th e p d ro UC non rate of directly produced J/$‘s t 
is approximately 830 per second of which only 12% decay into leptan pairs to give a rate 
of 100 Be which is within the bandwidth of, for example, the SFT data acquisition ayatcm 
[a]. (We have ucd a luminosity of f = 2.26 x 10J’cm-za-‘, which corresponds to UI event 
rate of 10’ per second for a silicon target.) We conclude that directly produced J/$‘s are 
probably not a background requiring B decay vertices which are separated from the primary 
interaction ve*tex. 

A potentially more insidious background is J/$‘s fr om secondary interactions in the 
target. The topology of such events would look like B-t J/$X decays. An catimate of 
the production rate of J/+‘s from thin vaurce require8 knowledge of the mean momentum of 
stable secondtiea and their number. The average momentum of &able hadmnr from 20 TeV 
fixed-target Pytkia minimum hiu events is about 400 GeV (4 = 27 GcV) and the average 
number is about 20. The J/$ cross section at this energy, using the Lyons pammcteriastion, 
is a+(27 GeV) = 0.25 pb. The ratio of secondarily produced J/VI from this source to those 
from B decays is: 

N(aecnndary J/$) ~(27 Cd’) ~~(194 GcV)A”~‘z+pfN~, 10 

W - J/W = U&(194 CeV){ A”‘E l 2xBR(B --t J/+X)’ 

= 3, 

where a~(194 GeV) is the total cross section (40 mb), p is the target density of silicon 
(2.33 g/em?). 1 in the target length (1.8 cm), and N., is Avagadro’s number. The length we 
have used is that of the 4% )I, SFT active target. The factor of 10 represents the fact that 
an average of 20 stable secondaries see on average half the length of the target. The ratio 
of secondarily produced J/$‘s to those produced in Bd -+ J/+K, decays is a factor of 50 
greater or 15O:l. This background ia eliminated at the malysis level by the B mass cut. At 

the trigger level, the production rate of secondarily produced J/pa is approxim&ly 60 per 
second giving . dilepton trigger rate of 4 Es. 

We ox&de that the requirement that the B decay vertices lie outside of the target 
foilo may be necessary to reduce the backgrounds to B --t X+I- .t the trigger level. Monte 
Culo ltudics indicate that it isn’t a problem at the armly& level, although we remind the 
reader that such Btudies invariably underestimate ~OUIEC~ of backgrounds. The background8 
due to aeconduy interactiona UC probably not s problem for the spectacular Ed --t J/+K. 
signature, either at the trigger or analysis lev&. For physics with partially reconstructed 
B’I, such u semileptonic decays, the backgrounds UC luger, particularly for decay model 
with, many llnal states, and the requirement that the B decay vertex lie outside of the target 
faila seems essential. 

5. ACCEPTANCE LOSSES IN A MULTI-FOIL TARGET 

If one caouma that Bdecay vertices muat be required to lie outside of the target foils, 
then care mud be taken to space the foile enough aput so that the fraction of decays in the 
foils ia small. In this acction we eatimatc the fraction of events lost by this requirement and 
attempt to find the optimal number of foils UI a function of target length. 

In order to find the number of B decays occurring in the material of a multifoil target, 
the B lifetime distribution needs ta be determined. This was done using Pythia to simulate 
20 TeV fixed-target 6 production, B fmgment~tion and decay. The B lifetime used wui 
1.31 ps. The B decay vertex distribution along the incident beam direction wu fit to L 
double exponential, giving a &squared of 1.2 (Fig. 1). To find the fraction of decay8 taking 
place in the target foils, uniform & production throughout the entire target wu ummcd 
and the double exponential fit wui used e.o the decay vertwr distribution. 

The fraction of B’s decaying in a target with the same number of foil, (90) and 
thickness (1.8 cm) M the SFT target, is shown in Fii. 2 ra a function of the target kngth. 
&xc, by target thickness, we mean the total length of silicon material in the target and 
by target length we mean the total length of the target, including the space between the 
foils. Two cues are shown in Fig. 2: one in which only decays occurring in target foil8 UC 
counted; the other in which decays occurring in the target foila aa well UI in 8 region of 
1 mm length on either aide of the foiloil, are counted. We call this additional dintame the 
added exclusion length in the following discussion. It is needed because of the m&&m 
error in the decay vertex. With an estimated secondary vertex resolution of a. = 300 pm 
(91 (in the longitudinal or boost direction) the add e d excbmion length of 1 mm corresponds 
to roughly 3u.. We see from Fig. 2 that the fraction of B deckya occurring in the target 
is quite large with the 1 mm added exclusion length. Lengthening the target decreases the 
loss, but at the cost of decrcaalng the acceptance or increasing the area of the downstream 
silicon microstrips. 

The fraction of B decays inside target foil is a Btrong function of the added exclusion 
length. Tbl~ is shown in Fig. 3 wblch g&a the fraction decaying in the target u a function 
of the tided exclusion length for a 18 cm long target: the length of the SFT target. At the 
trigger level a luger than 30. exclusion length may be needed. If that ia the cue then to 
keep the fmction decaying in the target small, either a very long target or a smaller number 
of foils is needed. 

To find the optimal target configuration, the number of foila that minimires the 
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fnction of B decays occurring in the target material wsu determined aa a function of target 
length (always keeping the target thickness at 1.8 cm). With perfect vertex resolution (no 
added exclusion length) the optimal number of foils would be M many M possible. However, 
with an added exclusion length - and we use 1 mm again - a finite number of foils gives 
the smdcst lose. The ruult is plotted in Fig. 4 u a function of the target lagth. For a 
target of the SFT length (18 cm), five foils give the smallest fraction of B decays occurring 
in the target material: 14.3%. 

A comptiaon of the SFT target with the ideal target (both with an added 1 mm 
exclusion length) is shown UI a function of target length in Fig, 5. The solid line shows the 
DO foil SFT target and the dashed line shows the Iraction lost with the optimal number of 
foils (at each target length). 

4. OBSERVING CHARGED B TRACKS 

The ability to see a charged B track requires that the B traverse r, sufficient number 
of silicon planes and that it be sufficiently separated from other charged sccondariea. The 
median B decay length at 20 TeV fixed-target energies is approximately 3 cm. Bence the B 
lifetime is enough to enable it to pass through a sufficient number of silicon planes if they 
arc closely packed. Is the B track sufficiently separated from the other charged particles to 
allow it to be tracked? We start with a back-of-the-envelope estimate. The avwsge charged 
particle multiplicity for b6 events is 30, of which half are in the forward hemisphere in the 
center-of-mass. A maasless particle at DO” in the center of mass is boosted to b polar angle 
of 6 = 117 or about 10 mrad in the laboratory frame. Bence about 15 charged particles 
occupy a 10 mrad cone, giving an occupancy of roughly 1 charged particle per rued. 

To get a more quantitative estimate of the occupancy, the angle between the charged 
B and ita closest charged partner was determined. Only those charged particles which pass 
by the decay vertex of the B were considered. The angular separation is shown in Fii. 0. 
The mean angle is 2.5 mrad and the median angle is 1.5 mrad; consistent with the back- 
of-the-envelope estimate. On average, the B needs to travel 6 distance of 2 cm before it is 
separated by 1 strip from the closest charged partner in a silicon microstrip detector with 
25 pm pitch. 

The silicon strip occuplncy near the charged B’s WYI determined by finding the 
transverse separation between the B and its charged partners at 1 cm z intervals, starting 
at the production point. This was only done for charged Sa with Lifetimes greater than 
4 cm. The results for distances of 1 cm and 4 cm from the production point (UC shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8. The occupancy in 25 x 25 pm’ cells, UI well as the I: and y prdjcctions are 
shown. The occupancy of silicon strips adjacent to the B is very high: over 100% at 1 cm 
from the production point and appmxlmately 100% at 4 cm from the production point. It 
falls off rather slowly with 8% occupancy 20 strips (0.5 mm) away from the B (at 4 cm 
from the production point). Even B’s at polar lnglcs greater than 5 mrad (the median B 
production angle) and duly lengths greater than 4 cm - about 11% of the total number 
- are accompanied by large occupe,ncies, u is shown in Fiis. 9 and 10. At 4 cm from the 
production point the occupancy is on the order of 30% in the stlips nearest to the B track. 

Silicon pixel devices would reduce the occupancy. The smallest cell sisc imaginable 
ia 25 x 25 pm2. The number of such channela needed with ma active target the size the 
SFT proposa to use - 10 x 10 em2 - would be 16 million per foil1 Even with pixels the 

occupmxies adjacent to the Bare direouragingly high: at 4 cm from the production point it 
is appro&mtely 10% for all B’s and 2% for those produced at angles greater than 5 mrad. 

We caution the reader that the events used in this analysis are from a Pythia slmu- 
lation and come from pp rather than psi interactions. The multiplicities in p5’i interactions 
are much great= [lo]. Hence the occupancies estimated here are a lower limit. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have examined two issues concerning multi-foil active silicon microstrip targets for 
fixed-target B experiments st SSC energies: the acceptance loss due to the requirement that 
the B decay vertices lie outside of the target foils, and the ability of the target to separate 
charged B tracks from other charged tracks in the event. 

We con&de, at least with respect to these two considerations, that the target foils 
should be separated by at least several centimeters, and that most charged B’s cannot be 
tracked with any active target configuration due to the high occupancies in planes immedi- 
ately following the interaction point. Even pixel devices with l cell sise of 25 x 26 pm* have 
too large art occupancy if placed closely enough together to allow the average B to tmvuse 
enough planes to concei~bly be tracked. 

In Light of these results, it appears that an active target baa no advantages over a 
separate target foil followed by tracker configuration. The latter configuration haa some clear 
advantages. These include: more flexibility in the choice of target mate&d and interaction 
length, target foil and silicon plane spacings that can be separately optimized (with perhap, 
several cm target spacing and several mm tracker spacing), and less channels for equivalent 
trading efficiency. 
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Figure 1: Decay distribution of uncut 20 TeV Es. The left-hand plot is fit to a simple 
exponential whereas the right-hand plot is fit to a double exponential. 
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Figure 2: The fraction of B decay vertices occurring in the target foils of a 90 foil, 1.8 cm 
thick target, as a function of the target length. Two cases are plotted: one in which only 
decays occurring in the foils are tabulated (dashed line); th e other where decays occurring 
in the foils as well as in an additional 1 mm on both sides of the foil are tabulated (solid 
line). 
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Figure 3: The fraction of E decay vertices occurring in the target foils of a DO foil, 18 cm 
long, 1.8 cm thick target, aa a function of the exclusion length added to both sides of each 
foil. 
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Figure 4: The minimal fraction of B decays occurring in the target foils of a 1.8 cm thick 
target, as a function of the target length (solid line). A 1 mm exclusion length has been 
added to bath sides of each foil to account for vertex resolution. The right axis gives the 
corresponding number of target foils (square points). 
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Figure 7: Top left: the occupancy oi 25 x 25 pm’ cells adjacent to the B track al 1 cm from 
the production vertex, for B’s with decay lengths greater than 4 cm. The upper right-hand 
plot shows the z projection and the lower M-hand plot shows the y projection. Units are 
miUimelers. 

Figure 6: The left plot is a histogram oi the angle between the B and its closest charged 
partner. The right plot shows the integral distribution. Units are radians. 
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A realistic study on a Forward Geometry Collider Spectrometer: 
Performance of a typical fixed target spectrometer at the 

Tevatron Collider 

Paul Lebrun 
F..rmi National Accelemtor Labomtory, Batavia, Illinois 60510 

Abstract 

The performance cd a forward heavy quark experiment at the collider can be estimated 

in a very realistic wayI by simply carrying an existing fixed target ~peclromeler ( E687) 
to the Tevatron Collider, changing only the beam/target configuration while keeping 
all reconstruction cuta identical to those used in reconstructing real charmed particles 
collected during the last Sxed target run. Based on the golden - and typical decay mode 
D + A’sn, it is found that the overall charm acceptance x efficiency is a 3%, thg S-body 

B decay B - Dna being about 3%. Such an experiment compares very favorably to 
E-831 and har real potential to study in great detail doubly suppressed Cabbibb decays 
and to observe Do - do mixing. In addition, this exercise allows us to perform a rough 
but ef%ceetive reality check on similar deign ( e.g. COBEX). 

1. MOTNATION AND METHOD 

Two large central detectors at the Tevalron collider are currently in operation. While 
they clearly have been designed to study large mass objects (eleclroweak bosoo, top quark), 
they have significantly contributed lo our knowledge of B physics. This success has been 
anticipated, ~9 numerous proposals lo build a dedicated Heavy Quark collider detector have 
been written in the last 5 years’. 

While these proposals are mainly addressing B physics and CP violation in particular, 
little attention has been paid to the Charm sector, where interesting physics remains to 
be done, such as an in depth study of doubly Cabbibo suppressed decays and 00 - b0 
mixing. Ultimately, CP violation will also have to be studied in Charm, lo strengthen our 
understanding of this peculiar phenomena. Currently, the global assumption is that Charm 
Physics should be done at fixed target energies, where multiplicities xc small and rates are 
acceptable, and B physics should probably be done more productively al the collider. But, 
M current generation fixed target spectrometers must be upgraded lo lake more rate and 
a a very fast trigger is still hard lo achieve, it might make sense lo consider the Tevalron 
aa a Charm factory, where the~charm lo non-Charm c106s section ratio is expected lo be 
much higher lhan at Fixed Target. At the Tevatron, Charm is produced mainly via gluon- 
gluon interaction, and, without P, cuts, should probably be considered as a non-perturbalive 
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phenomena, where QCD-based models become somewhat unreliable. Let us Simply state 
that PYTHIA predicts a total Charm cross section of about 3.4 mbarns, In other words, 
the probability to emit B c - E pair through soft (PC 5 4.0 CeV/c) gluon emission is about 
7 % per event. In any event, this probab ility is higher at the collider than at a fired target 
photoproduction experiment, such as E681, where only I to 1.5 % of the hadronic events 
contain Charm. 

As a f3 to 4 unit of rapidity coverage is rather costly to achieve at the collider, our 
community is currently debating which kinematic region to cover ( or start covering !). In 
order to establish reality checks on acceptance calculations, Joel Butler proposed a g&&n 
ezperimenl: by simply carrying the known EG87 spectrometer2 to the collider, one can do a 
realistic calculation of what the sensitivity for Charm ( and possibly Beauty) at the collider 
would be. Rather than generating a top-down design for a. new experiment, the idea here 
is to use existing knowledge a Monte-Carlo benchmarked against existing data. The event 
generator will be modified to take into account obvious change in kinematics and keeping 
the experimental Monte-Carlo (with the exception of the target region), data reconstruction 
and final analysis cuts (IS in E687. Once the acceptance and eficiency issues are understood, 
assuming realistic cross section estimates and achievable luminosities, one can compare tire 
relative merits of a next generation fixed target and Collider heavy quark experiment. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ADAPTION OF THE E687 MONTE-CARLO 

A somewhat complete simulation of the E687 spectrometer has been implemented 
using the GEANT3 package. While Calorimetry tuning has been done using GEANT3, a 
more Eexible Monte-Carlo featuring fast and robust charged particle tracking has been writ- 
ten and is referred to M ROGUE. Within ROGUE, the default event generator is currently 
based on the LIJND/PYTHIA’ package. Photoproduction ag well as badroproduction can 
be studied using this package, using the sane underlying hypothesis on parton dynamics 
namely perturbative QCD. 

Default PYTHIA parameters were used, no P, or 7 biases were applied. In order to 
reduce possible systematic uncertainties in the simulation, a few modifications had to be 
made to the interface between LUND/PYTHlA and ROGUE: 

The primary photon generator has been turned off, the PYTHIA beam and energy set 
for the current Tevatron collider ( P - p, 1.8 TeV). Th e overall efficiency of t,be recoil 
electron shower counter trigger (RESH) in the last E687 run was around 50 %, it is 
assumed that at the collider a minimum biased trigger can do better thar. that... 

As ROGUE is responsible for decaying the Charmed or B particles, PYTHIA has been 
instructed to keep unstable particles alive. As ROGUE is set to decay only a single 
c - E or b - b pair, other ‘spectator’ heavy quarks produced in a jet were ignored. 
Events containing particles that ROGUE h as no knowledge of such as on mass shell 
electroweak bosom were rejected. Since these multiple heavy quark events or high P, 
phenomena are characterised by small cross sections this cut does not affect the answer. 
( Typically, less than 1% of the events were rejected). 

Charged Multiplicity limit : The E687 Monte-Carlo and reconstruction programs have 
evidently been tuned for the multiplicity encountered in typical fixed target experiments. 
It is believed that ROGUE/PASS1 can handle multiplicities around 30 with ‘decent’ 
efficiency. The multiplicity is expected to he somewhat higher at the collider. In order 

to speed up the program, this limit has been implemented in two phases: first, one 
selects ‘spectator’ particles in a cone of f250mrad around the Z axis ( one cone, as 
we are simulating a single arm spectrometer at the Collider), second, up to 30 of these 
particles e.re traced through the spectrometer. In addition, in order to take into account 
the loss of acceptance at high rapidity due to the beam pipe mechanical constraint, 
tracks must have an opening angle greater than 1 mrad. It has been verified at least 
for Charm that impdsing a limit of 30 charged tracks per event does not bias the 
**IllpIe. 

It has been assumed that the entire E687 spectrometer can be carried (IS is to the 
collider, with the exception of the Beryllium target. The extent of the beam crossing along 
the 2 direction is assumed to 4 em., as the geometrical acceptance of the Microstrip system 
has been tuned for a 4 cm Beryllium target. No provision for the beam pipes or other 
accelerator equipment has been made. Counter and chamber efficiencies, background noise 
in the PWC system are taken into account in the ROGUE simulation package and have not 
been modified in any fashion. Most important, the reconstruction and analysis cuts have 
not been touched. 

3. CRUDE GEOMETRICAL ACCEPTANCE CONSIDERATIONS. 

At the Tevatron collider, Charmed particles are expected to be produced over roughly 
f3 units of rapidity, with an average transverse momentum of 1.7 GeV/c. Once again, as 
we are concerned with a forward geometry, single arm for now, one can start by making B 
cut on the polar angle, 8, of these tracks : 

0.001 < 8 < 0.25 

This cut corresponds to a window in pseudo rapidity of 7 > 2. Since production drops 
quickly beyond ‘) a 3, one has roughly one unit to 1.5 units of rapidity coverage for Charm, 
corresponding to a single D acceptance of roughly 29 %. Only a .few tracking elements 
of the E687 spectrometer do actually cover 250 mrad; this is therefore an upper limit to 
the acceptance. As two charmed particles are produced in the collision, the probability to 
observe one of them is twice that. Efficiencies quoted on table 1. correspond to accepting a 
single D decaying into a specific mode, the other D decaying without any particular bias. 

Because the production for B’s is slightly more central, and since the D meson pro. 
duced in B decays carries less momentum than the promptly produced D’s, the coverage 
for generic S-body B decay is expected to be smaller than for generic, prompt Charm. (See 
Table 1 and 2). The absolute systematic error on these acceptance numbers is of the order of 
f5%. These uncertainties are due to an incomplete determination of the E687 spectrometer 
geometry and production model characteristics. 

4. EFFICIENCY FOR S-BODY DECAY MODE OF THE D MESON 

Events with a D+ ( Charged conjugate assumed) were selected from a sample of 
prompt charm and, in a subsequent run, from B + anD+. In both caries, the D+ megon 
decays into K-s+*+. The other charmed ( or B) particle in the event wm traced in the 
Monte-Carlo, but no attempt to reconstruct the final state was made. 

All generated events containing a Charm pair were submitted to the trigger simulation 
and the PASS1 reconstruction. Tables 1 and 2 summarizes the effective acceptance, including 
reconstruction efficiencies, at various stages of the calculation, starting with the trigger. 
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The First Level Trigger (Master Gate) requires evidence for at least two charged particles 
in the spectrometer. This can occur in either of two ways: two or more particles in the 
inner part of the spectrometer as signified by at least two sets al hits in the 1X x V 
hodascope ( characterised by a rough angular aperture of 29 by 54 mrad.) , or only one 
track in the H x V hodoscope and one track in the outer hodoscope. (characterised by 
a maximum angular aperture of 130 by 135 mrad.) 

The Multiplicity trigger is the first component of the second level trigger and consists 
of requiring in addition to the Marter Gate two (Low Multiplicity) or three (High 
Multiplicity) confirming hits in the PO and Pl systems outside the pair region ( covering 
about a few mrad or less in the X direction). These chambers are located at 4 m. and 
^. .~..~ .“” 0.4 m. aownstream ot the mteractmn region and are approximately i6 cm by 1~1 cm. 

3. The Hadronic trigger is the second component of the second level trigger and consists of 
requiring roughly more than s 50 (Low) to zz 70 GeV (High) in the hadrometer covering 
roughly 30 mrad by 45 mrad. Because of the finite resolution of this hadrometer ( 
consisting of Iron plates and Iarocci gas counters). This cut is a bit fuzzy, the efficiency 
aa Iunction of incident hadranic energy has been measured and is shown in ref. z 

4. For events satisfying the first and second level triggers, the single charged tracking 
acceptance and reconstruction efficiency have been measured for the Kaon and pion 
from the D decay. 

5. In addition to trigger and track reconstruction, one has to require Cerenkov particle 
identification for the Kaon track. A loose criteria was chosen, as one simply requires 
that the particle be identified as ‘heavy’, (e. g., at least one Cerenkov cell off in the 
correct momentum range - in E687 jargon, ISTATP = 4, 7, 12). 

6. In addition to Kaon identification and reconstruction, one now requires that the two 
other prongs from the D decay are accepted and reconstructed in the Microstrip and 
PWC system. 

7. One now ignore the Monte-Carlo GOD’s block f m arm&ion and proceeds with the Charm 
selection code (in the E687 jargon, the EZDEE filter). In this analysis, one requires a 
good second vertex significantly detached from a gwd ‘primary’ vertex consisting of the 
D+ and at least one other charged track. The detachment criteria was L/!&r. z 7.0 At 
this point, for the real E687 spectrometer, the signal to noise ( a defined ils the height 
of peak at the D mass over the background) is about one to one. Thus, these D’s are 
considered useful for physics investigation leading to the final analysis. 

8. One now proceeds with the final analysis cuts. As the signal to noise requirement 
depends on the physics one has to do, these are negotiable. For the purpose of this 
study, let us limit ourself to the cuts used in a typical Dalitz analysis of D+ + ICCn+rr*. 
Using the following cuts, in the Fixed Target Photoproduction E687, it has been showed 
that the signal to noise is better than 15/l : 

l Target fiducial cuts in Z. 

l LIL,r. > 15.0 

. The confidence level associated to the ,$ of the vertex fit be greater than 0.05 

. I.501 cut at 0.01 ’ 

. IS02 cut at 0.0025 2 

While the collider implementation clearly takes an ori&nal loss due to geometrical 
acceptance, it is worth noting that the vertexing is not more difficult at the collider, despite 
of the fact that many tracks do have low momentum. This is partly because the charged 
track multiplicity at the primary vertex - ignoring the D tracks, which are inferred and not 
directly measured by the hlicrostrip detector - is only of the order of 1 in photoproduction, 
while it is more substantial at the collider, allowing for a better determination of the pr 
imary vertex location. The average L/UL are 29. for E687 and 32. at the co ilider. 

Note also that the mars resolution at the collider ia a bit worse at the collider. The 
mars resolution at the D for E687 is about 10 to 13 MeV/c’ for E687 and at the collider is of 
the order of 19 MeVfc’. This is due to the increase of the number of wide angle tracks at the 
collider. Such tracks have to be reconstructed at the edge of the acceptance, where magnetic 
corrections as well as multiple scattering effects are a bit tricky to handle. Most importantly, 
although the relative momentum resolution increases aa the track momentum increases ( due 
to larger magnetic deflections), the error an the opening angle at the decay or production 
vertex increases substantially, leading to an overall increaw of the error on the invariant 
mass. Fortunately. this degradation is small and manageable. Possible improvements could 
probably be achieved by working harder an magnetic field corrections. In addition, one 
will have to be more careful on the amount of material in such spectrometer, 89 multiple 
scattering degrades the overall spectrometer performance faster in a Collider setting than in 
the Fixed Target cage. 

A similar calculation can be done for a typical all-charged B decay, e.g., B- -+ 
D+a-n-; D+ -+ K-ff+*+. The abbreviated result is shown~ on Table 2 and demonstrates 
clearly that, as expected, the E687 spectrometer performs significantly better for Charm 
than for Beauty. As E687 has not yet shown a B signal corresponding to this decay mode, 
the final analysis cuts are uncertah?. The number on the last section of Table 2 refers to 
the D analysis cuts discussed above, and corresponds to the D acceptance, not the full B 
final state. Assuming that the efficiency on the B vertex selection is 100 %, one can deduce 
an acceptance of 0.6 % for B at the collider, while the corresponding number for Charm at 
the collider is 3.1 90. 

5. BACKGROUND STUDIES 

In addition to luminosity and acceptance issues, a crucial factor is obviously the signal 
to noise. While the background in the F.T. photoproduction case has been clearly identified 
and measured accurately, the background level at the collider is a bit speculative. In the 
following study, one has assumed that the individual performance of each system ( PWC, 
Microstrip, Cerenkav counters.. ) 
target laboratory. 

is aa good at the collider ag it currently is at the fixed 

‘Isolation cut type l refers to the probability that one of the daughter track from the D points back to 
the primary 

%olation cut type 2 refers to the probability that a spectator .,I a primary track points bar!, to the D 
vertex 

B’s 
JAemming that the gluon-fusion model prediction is COIIC~, during the last fixed target run, about 13,000 
were produced, 2.5 decaying into this particular mode. Taking into account the acceptance, the chance 

of observing one event in this decay mode i. dim ! 
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Table 1. Comparison of Acceptance and Reconstruction Eficiency for Charm 

Acceptance stage Act. (%) Photoproduction, Fixed Target P - P, Collider 
Crude Kinematics 
D* within 250 mrad. 99. 29. 
Triggering 
Master Gate 86., 13. 
Multiplicity (Low) 64.5 57. 
Multiplicity (High) 61. 53.4 
Hadronic, Low threshold 94. 81.6 
Hadronic, High Threshold 
Level I- II Trigger 
PASS1 Reconstruction 
Kaon reconstructed 
Kaon rec. and identified 

89. 74. 
55. 46.4 

47. 13. 
40. 8. 

Km recon. and ident. 
Charm Analysis Cuts 
EZDEE Charm selection 
High Purity Vertex cuts 

29. 4.4 

17.2 & .05 3.1 f 2 
7.8 f .3 1.4 f .l 

Table 2. Comparison of Acceptance and Reconstruction Efficiency for Beauty. 

Acceptance stage Act. (%) Photoproduction, Fixed Target P - P, Collider 
PASS1 Reconstruction 
Kaon reconstructed 6. 15. 
Kaon rec. and identified 5.0 6.3 
Km recon. and ident. 3.3 2.4 
saKsa identif. recon., 1.9 0.9 
Charm AnalysiS Cuts 
EZDEE Charm selection 2.5 f .2 1.5f0.1 
Final Vertex cuts 1.3 f .1 0.64 f 0.08 

5.1 Fired Torgel, Photoproduction 

It has been shown that, for most if not all of the Charmed final states E687 has 
analysed, the dominant background is due to Charm itself, e.g. other topologies or final 
states contribute to the background under the fully reconstructed final state of interest’. If 
one considers carefully the background in a mass region where this Charmed background 
is minimum, but relevant. For golden decay mode of the D, this corresponds to a region 
characterised by iCr, 2 1.940 GeV. One can show that the next background source to deal 
with is due to hadranic reinteraction in the Beryllium target. This is after the events have 
been cleaned out of multiple incident photons. Typical signal to noise ratios ( measured at 
the peak of the Gaussian mass bump) R = d(N,i,..,))/d(M)/d(Na.crorounrl))/d(M) are about 
20 to 1 using th e high purity vertex cuts. 

5.2 Collider. 

At the collider, the widely believed presumption is that the charged multiplicity at the 
primary vertex is too high, masking the secondary decays. In fact, this higher multiplicity is 
a benefit, even with B rather modest ( by current collider standards) 1Zplane SVX detector. 
In order to show that this detector can handle collider backgrounds, two distinct Monte-Carlo 
runs have been analysed using the cuts described in the previous section. 

In the first run, one has considered c-E pairs, where charmed mesons are let free to 
decay following the dominant modes specified in the blue book. Using identical vertex cuts, 
the signal to noise is approximately 15 to 1, or better. Note that the cuts used have not been 
optimised for the collider. In the second run, 100,000 minimum bias events where Charmed 
or B particles have been removed were generated and subjected to the same analysis. Very 
few false secondary vertices were accepted in the signal region. Although more statistics is 
needed, probably along with cuts more appropriate to the collider kinematics, this calculation 
shows that minimum biased events at the collider are less of a problem than anticipated. 

Hadronic reinteractions in the target, or embedded pairs due to photon conversion are 
unique to the fixed target photoproduction experiment, and do not exist at the collider. Note 
that multiple interactions at the collider can easily be distinguished from secondary vertices, 
by either momentum balanced cuts ( assuming that we have a two arm spectrometer), or 
by requiring that the secondary vertices be transversely detached from the beam crossing 
region. Thus, it is anticipated that, using current ( or older!) technology, the background at 
the collider will be less of B problem than at fixed target. 

6. OUTLOOK 

About 6.6 millioo charm pairs have been produced at the E687 Beryllium target 
during the last fixed target run. Calling this B 10’ seconds year of running, this gives roughly 
a measured production rate of 1 JsecY out of which rz 1% decay into an all-charged final state 
that can be reconstructed, identified and triggered upon. If the charm cross section at the 
Tevatron collider is about one milibarn, at an achievable luminosity of lo”, the production 
rate is lO,OOO/sec. This study shows that, using the same spectrometer, the acceptance and 
efficiency a,t the collider is only a factor 5 smaller than the one at Fixed Target. In addition, 
the ratio of the Charm cross section to the total cross section is most likely higher at the 
collider than it is at fixed target. This means triggering is relatively easier at the collider. 
Finally, the background is expected to be as manageable - if not more at the collider than 
it is at fixed target, due lo the absence of target and favorable cross section ratios 
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Prior to consider a serious proposal for such a spectrometer a few closing remarks are 
appropriate: 

l The I%87 SVX detector design will of course not work at the collider, where nothing 
can be placed within at least 2mm of the beam during collision and a.t z Icm/ during 
shot setup and scraping. In addition, the luminous region covers at least 30 cm.. not ~I 
cm. But this problem has already been addressed in various proposals. 

l As one of the physics goal is charm mixing or doubly Cabbibo suppressed decays, 
whether it is at the collider or at fixed target, the dominant background for these 
processes is due to Cabbibo allowed decays. The only way to reduce this background 
is not to work on tracking or vertexing, but to strengthen the Cerenkov identification. 
This probably means Ring Imaging technology. Once again, recent progress has been 
achieved, albeit at a non negligible cost. This a130 will also reduce the length of the 
spectrometer and make the collider implementation easier. 

. As previously mentioned, multiple scattering and/or interactions of prompt particles in 
the spectrometer materials must be minimized. More R&D is probably required for the 
front end of such a spectrometer. 
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SUMMARY OF THE ELECTRON ID GROUP 

E.C. Dukes 
Uniuersitjr of Virginia, 

Charlolleavillc, VA 22901, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Lepton identification is extremely important for any B physics experiment attempting 
to measure CP violation. The reasons are obvious: 1) single lepton triggers operate an 44% 
of all b& pairs; 2) lepton triggers are the only triggers (outside of secondary vertex triggers) 
that are feasible for B variety of important B decay modes: for example, B’ - D+D-, 
B” - J&K., and 8. - K,q; and 3) event8 triggered with leptaru are already tagged. 
Although having both electron and muon systems adds to the cast and complexity of the 
detector, there are several reasons why both electron and muon triggers and detectors should 
be used. 

l Yields for CP modes in sny forcseen B experiment are low and provide little utra 
margin of safety, particularly if the CP asymmetries are on the low end of the theoretical 
predictions. Raving an electron as well as a muon trigger giver at least a factor of two 
gain in yield as we!l as increased tagging efficiency. 

. For a fixed target experiment and a forward collider detector, the forward region is 
inhabited by leptons with very large momenta. Magnetic spectrometers have a momen- 
tum resolution which degrades with increasing momentum whereas calorimeters have a 
resolution which improves with increasing momentum. In addition, muons with very 
high energies lose B considerable amou& of energy in dense matter due to radiation (21, 
further worsening the energy resolution. 

l In theory, an electron trigger can have en arbitrarily small transverse momentum thrcsh- 
old whereas the muon threshold - for a central collider detector - has a hard lower 
limit determined essentially by the rather large amount of material (“iron cutoff”) the 
muon must traverse to be unambiguaualy identified M a muon. Although for CDF and 
DO this theoretical limit is rather soft: 1.5 GeV and 3.0 GeV respectively, for the col- 
lider detectors planned for the SSC and LWC it is much higher: 6.0 GeV aad 10.0 GcV 
respectively for Atlas and SDC. 

l Finally, redundancy is important. Recent experience with large coUider detectors has 
show that the muon and electron detectors do not llwaye perform equally well. 
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Most dedicated experiments which propose to search for CP violation in the B system 
have not given electron identification the same consideration 6s muon identification. One sea- 
son for this is the prevailing opinion that electron identification will be difficult, particulsrly 
at the trigger level, due to the presence of large backgrounds. Although the backgrounds 
to B decay electron8 are larger than those to muons, they are not overwhelming and can 
be eliminated. An example of how well one can identify electromagnetic final states in the 
presence of large backgrounds is given in the paper by Marques and Rosen showing that 
charmonium states can be resolved in the presence of a beckground a million times larger 

PI. 
The electron identification group (whose participants are listed in [l]) focused its ef- 

forts on learning what state-of-the-art collider detectors are doing in electron identifwation. 
To this end we entertained several talks each from the CDF and DO collaborations at Fer- 
milab, as well as several talks from proposed SSC and LHC experiments. (See papers by 
Byrum, Denisenko and Peryshkin in these proceedings). Each talk was followed by Lively 
discussion. We also attempted to understand what the backgrounds to electron identification 
will be at the new higher energy hadron colliders -the SSC and LHC - DUI prejudice being 
that only these machines wiU have the energy and luminosity needed to see CP violation 
in the B system. None of the approved experiments at the SSC or LHC is optimized for 
B physics. Hence we focused on dedicated forward collider and fixed target detectors. We 
report here mainly on these latter studies. 

2. ELECTRON MOMENTUM FROM B SEMILEPTONIC DECAYS 

To get an idea of the momenta of interest we have platted in Fig. 1 the average electr~on 
momentum at SSC fixed target (4 = 194 GeV) and collider energies (\/; = 40 TeV). Note 
the large momenta at small angles: in fixed-larget mode the average electron momentum is 
approximately 500 GeV at 3 mrad, the smallest SFT angle [4], and in collider mode it is 
approximately 200 GeV at a pseudorapidity of 5.5 (6 mrad), slightly larger than the smallest 
COBEX angle (51. Muons at these momenta are difficult to measure well. The dynamic 
range is rather large: 25 GeV to 1,000 GeV in fixed target mode and 5 GeV to 290 GeV in 
collider mode. 

The transverse momentum of leptons from 6 semileptonic decays is shown in Fig. 2 
for fixed target and collider modes at the SSC. Shown is the fraction of B - e’xevents that 
survive a given cut on the electron transverse momentum. The B’s are not produced with 
large tmnsverse momenta and hence, ior yields needed to measure CP aeymmetries, fairly 
soft transverse momentum cuts need to he made. 

3. TOOLS OF ELECTRON IDENTIFICATION 

The tools of electron identification are many. They are listed below in Table 1 along 
with a rough estimate of their useful momentum range. There is not space here, nor did 
we attempt in this session, to review the performance of the various methods of electron 
identification. Further information can be found in references [6]-[8] as weU as in the liler- 
ature. Some very general criteria for any electron detector can be given. It must be fast 
enough to function in interaction rates of 10’ SK’ and up. It must also be relatively radiation 
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Figure 1: The average momentum of electrons from B semileptonic decays at the SSC 
as B function of angle for the lixed-target mode (4 = 194 GeV) and as a function of 
pseudorapidity for the collider mode (fi = 40 TeV). 

Electron pr (GeV/c) 

Figure 2: Fraction of semileptonic B decays surviving 8x1 eleclron transverse momentum 
threshold at 4 = 194 GeV (solid curve) and fi = 40 TeV (dashed curve). 
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hard, particularly in the forward regions. Finally, the electron detector must work weU at 
the trigger as weU as the analysis level. This last requirement is the most severe - the 
interaction rate must be reduced by a factor of about 1,000 at the first trigger level [B]. 

Table 1: Tools of electron identification. 

Method Momentum (GeV) 
Calorimetry 
Electromagnetic l-l,000 
Hadronic 3-l ,000 

Tracking l-1,000 

E/P l-300 
TRD l-100 
Cerenkav 
Threshold l-60 
Rich I-60 

dE/dx <5 
Time-of-flight <l 
Synchrotron Radiation 50-1,000 

3.t Calcrimety 

By far the most useful tool is e1ectromsgnetie and badronic calorimetry. This is par- 
ticularly true at the trigger level where there is much experience with calorimeter trigger% 
Electromagnetic calorimetry alone can provide factors of approximately 100 in hadron rejec- 
tion with good electron efficiency based on longitudinal and lateral shower shape differences. 
(See, for example, ref. [IO].) Good calorimeter segmentation, preshower, or shower maximum 
detectors, are needed to get good hadron rejection factors. Another order of magnitude pr 
so in rejection can be obtained using E/P cuts. Such cuts, however, are difficult to make at 
the trigger level. Rejection factors are extremely detector dependent as weU ea momentum 
dependent. 

Hadronic calorimetry in conjunction with electromagnetic calorimetry provides even 
higher rejection factors while retaining good electron efficiency. Present collider detectors - 
CDF and DO, for example - use cuts an the fraction of energy in the hadronic calorimeter 
to that in the electromagnetic calorimeter (Had/EM cuts) to select elr.ctron candidates. 
Care must be taken, however, that the signal B + e*X not he rejected with such cuts, for 
example, when electrons occur in jets. 

In the central region (y x 0) Had/EM cu s t a rc not deadly to B's except those with 
large transverse momentum. Figure 3, from an SDC simulation by Barry Wicklund 1121, 
shows the efficiency for semileptonie B decays in SDC as a function of the b-quark transverse 
momentum for three different As x A+ cc sizes and for Had/EM < 0.04. The efficiency U 
is quite high at all but the highest transverse momenta and is highest for the smallest cell 
sizes. The hadronic ceU size cannot he made arbitrarily small without greatly reducing the 
hadronic rejection factor. With the smallest ceU size shown in Fig. 3 (0.15 x 0.15) one ia 

b Transverse Momentum (GeV/c) 

Figure 3: The efficiency for B - e*X decays aa a function of the transverse momentum of 
the b quark and for three different A7 x A+ cell sizes for the SDC detector (Had/EM < 
0.04). 

still safe. At SSC energies the average angular separation between a B semileptordc decay 
electron and the nearest hadron is approximately 200 mrad at IyI < 1. This corresponds to 
a distance of 35 cm at 1.75 m, the radius at which the SDC calorimeter starts. The SDC 
hadronic cell size (0.1 x 0~1) corresponds to 17.5 cm’. A hadronic shower will deposit most 
of its energy within this cell size [II]. 

In the forward region of a collider detector, or in a fixed target experiment, the 
problem ai hadrons overlapping electrons is much worse. Although the size of the calorimeter 
needed for a jven rapidity coverage is reduced by Ay e A@/ sin 6 in the forward re&n of 
B collider detector, this savings comes at a price. At very forward rapidities - a rapidity of 
5.5, for example - the average angle between the electron from B aemikptonic decay8 and 
the nearest hadron is only 4 mrad. This corresponds to 0 cm at 20 m, D typical distance 
of a forward collider calorimeter from the interaction point. Unlike the case at y = 0, this 
separation is smaller than hadronic shower sizes for even the most compact calorimeters and 
hence Had/EM cuts cannot he used for forward rapiditiea. Themme is true &the forward 
region of a fixed target experiment. 

3.2 Other Technipues 

Other techniques of electron identification are not nearly as useful as calorimetry, 
particularly for central collider detectors. Time-of.flight cannot be used at energies wer a 
few hundred MeV for flight paths ai the order of a meter. Ionization measurements (dE/dx) 
have been successfully used in e+e- collider detectors, such u the TPC and OPAL [13], 
to discriminate between various particle species, including electronr and pions. Recently 
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CDF has also had a measure of success in separating electrons and pions in their central 
tracking chamber. The requirements for good dE/dx measurements, however, are in general 
inconsistent with the requirements of a high-rate B experiment. Nor can dE/dx be used 
effectively et the trigger level. 

Ring imaging Cerenkov detectors (RICH) al so cannot be used effectively at the trig- 
ger level. They suffer from the added disadvantage of being too large lor central collider 
detectors, except when liquid or solid radiators are used. There are, however, no suitable 
liquid radiators for er separation in the momentum range of interest. In addition, RICA de. 
tectors are essentially the only means of kaon identification and it is difficult lo find radiators 
optimized for Xa separation as well as for eir separation. 

Transition radiation detectors (TRD) h eve been used successiully for electron iden- 
tification 1141. Like RICH’s, they are not very etTective at the trigger level, although E715 
at Fermilab managed to get a pion rejection of 40 at the trigger level (151 (and LL factor of 
1,600 rejection at the analysis level, with an electron efficiency of 99.5%). TRD’s have been 
used in collider detectors - UA2 and DO - but they have not been terribly successful. The 
reason for this is lack of space. It is extremely difficult to get high rejection factors with short 
TRD’s. The E715 TRD is 360 cm long whereas the UA2 and DO TRD’s are only 21.5 cm 
and 31.5 cm long respectively. Despite this, Atlas is planning on employing TRD tracking 
detector which should give a pion rejection from 10 to 1,000 (for an electron efficiency of 
0.90) depending on the rapidity. This rejection is luminosity dependent, dropping off by 
about an order of magnitude in going from 1 x lOa to 2 x 103’cm-2s-‘. 

4. BACKGROUNDS AT THE SSC TO A SINGLE ELECTRON TRIGGER 

To achieve a 50% efficiency for B - e*X decays, thresholds of 1.2 GeV and I.8 GeV 
are respectively needed for fixed target and collider experiments at the SSC. Because the 
collider cross section is a factor of 1,000 greater than the fixed target cross section, the collider 
electron trigger threshold can be raised higher to get an equivalent number of B events. The 
geometric acceptance of fixed target experiments, however, is larger then collider.experiments 
-forward or central ~ and so one cannot push the collider pi threshold too high and still 
achieve equivalent B rates. 

There are (at least) six types of backgrounds to electrons that most be eliminated at 
the trigger level 88 well as analysis level. They are listed in Table 2 along with the tools that 
can be used to eliminate them. The rates of each of these hackgrour.ds is detector depen- 
dent, but an idea of their relative magnitudes, as B function of the transverse momentum 
threshold, is given in Fig. 4 for fixed target and collider experiments al the SSC. The equiv- 
alent minimum bias trigger rate for each of the backgrounds, assuming that a 50% trigger 
efficiency is desired for D -3 e*X decays, is given in Table 3, as weU as the needed rejection 
lector lo get a factor of lo” reduction in the rate. 

4.1 Conversion Electrons 

The top left figure shows the rate (per minimum bias event) of -, - e+e- conversions 
assuming a 10% conversion probability. I’ythia minimum bias events were generated to make 
this plot and the electron (or positron) with the highest pi was taken. The rate.is 1 x IO-’ in 
fixed target mode and 1 x 10.’ in collider mode. Note that the average gamma multiplicity 

Table 2: Backgrounds to electron idbntification. 

Background Tools Comments 
7 - e’ conversions Tracking Upstream conversions diffi. 

cult al trigger level. 
Dalitz decays Tracking Impact parameter C”I 

needed. 
Ga”l”la* Tracking, TRD Fairly easy at trigger level. 
Gamma charged Tracking end shower 2Dd end 3’d level. 
hadron overlap. shape, E/P, TRD, 

Had/EM 

Charged hadrons Shower shape, E/P, Easy at level 1. 
Bad/EM 

D-=*X pr cut Not a problem. 

Table 3: Rough estimate of background rejection rates needed to reduce the minimum bias 
trigger rate by IO’ in fixed target end collider modes et the SSC, while retaining 50% of the 
B events. 
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Figure 5: Msterial e particle traverses in a 1 mm thick Be beam pipe as II function of 
pseudorapidity. The solid cuve gives the amount in radiation lengths and the dashed curve 
gives the amount in interaction lengths. 

in e “typical” SSC forward collider experiment.(l.5 < y < 5.5) is 28 out of e total of 104 
gammas end for a “typical” fixed target experiment (5 < 9 < 75 mrad) is g out of a total 21 
gammas. The 10% conversion probability used to make Fig. 4 may be an underestimate. For 
example, although the 4% XI silicon active target of the SFT proposal is 21% of a radiation 
length (gammas see on average half this length), there ia approximately another 5% of e, 
radiation length of material in the spectrometer. For iorward collider detectors the radiation 
length is less then 10% at small rapiditics, but it increases rapidly with increasing rapidity 
doe to the beam pipe, until et 7 = 5 is over 20% for a 1 mm thick Be beampipe (see Fig. 5). 
Reducing the problem with novel beam pipe designs has been discussed in several references 
[IS]-1171, but it appears that these is no satisfactory solution to the problem. 

Conversion electrons can only be eliminated by tracking. Hence they are difficult _. 
Figure 4: Rate per minimum bias event of various backgrounds to a B -a e”X Wgger ILS B 
function of the transverse momentum threshold end for fixed target, fi = 194 GeV, (solid 

to gel rid of et the first trigger level. If the conversion occurs early enough it is e.lmost 

curve) end collider, J; = 40 TeV, (dashed curve) energies. Top left: the 7 - e+e- rate 
impossible to eliminate at any trigger level, if not the analysis level. Fortunately, conversion 

(with 10% conversion probability). Top right: the 7 rate. Bottom left: 1 charged hadron 
electrons tend to have small transverse momenta because the gammas come almost exclu. 

overlap rate. Bottom right: charged pion end keen rate. 
sively from pizcro decays and hence on average only have half the transverse momentum of 
the pizero, end because in the conversion, on average, the electron or positron only has half 
the transverse momentum of the gamma. They are not the major background for either 
fixed tsrget or collider modes. 

4.2 Gommos 

The top right-hand plot in Fig. 4 shows the minimum bias gamma rate es a iunction of 
the gamma PT threshold (again, for fixed target end col!ider modes at the SSC). Gammas that 
don’t convert ere easy to eliminate using either a track stub shower matching requirement or 
a TRD rcquiremenL To reduce the rate by IO’ a reduction of roughly 100 is needed in fixed 
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target mode and 2,000 in collider mode. The latter may be somewhat difficult to achieve. 

4.3 Cammo Charged Hadron Overlap 

The rate, shown in the bottom left-hand plot of Fig. 4 is for stable charged hadrons 
which lie within a Ay x A4 = 0.1 x 4’ of a gamma, B rather generous overlap except for the 
most forward regions. There are many tools available to eliminate this background: track 
shower matching, E/P cuts, Ilad/EM cuts, as well as TRD cuts. It does not appear to be a 
problem. 

4.4 Charged Hadrons 

The rate of charged pions and kaons is shown in the bottom right-hand plot of Fig. 4. 
It is the largest background, but the easiest to eliminate. A large part of the rate is reduced 
by the fact that most electromagnetic calorimeters are relatively hadron blind and hence 
only see B fraction of the hadronic pi. Shower shape, E/P and Had/Em cuts can reduce the 
rate further to the desired level. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

It appears that single electron triggers with high efficiency for B + e*X decays are 
possible, both for fixed target and collider detectors at SSC (and LHC) energies. Back. 
grounds, for n given B eficiency, are smaller in fixed target experiments, but this advantage 
is offset by the need for higher efficiencies due to the much smeller cross section at fixed tar- 
get energies. The additional space that fixed target and forward collider detectors have over 
central collider detectors makes more electron identification tools available. This advantage 
is somewhat offset by the problems in the very forward region for e fixed target and forward 
collider detector. For example, Had/EM cuts cannot be used in the forward region, and 
E/P cuts lose their power. Electromagnetic calorimetry will undoubtedly be the major tool 
a1 electron identification - and perhaps will suffice alone - but only with improvements 
over calorimeters in etisiting collider experiments: including better momentum resolution, 
granularity and preshower detectors. 

The major challenge is getting enough electron identification at level 1 to get the 
minimum bias trigger rate down by the factor of 1,000 or so that is needed. If t!ds can be 
done -and it wiU require some tracking at level I -then trigger thresholds fo: electrons in 
central collider detectors can be set lower than the “iron threshold” of typical muon systems, 
Further reductions to get to the tape writing bandwidth can be obtained easily at levels 2 
and 3. 
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IMPROVEMENT IN THE CDF L2 ELECTRON 
TRIGGER USING THE CENTRAL SHOWER 

MAX DETECTOR 

Karen L. Byrum 
High Energy Physics, Argonne National Laboratory, 
9700 South Cuss Ave., Argonne, Iflinoir 60439 USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As peat of a trigger upgrade for CDF run lb, new electronics will bring the central 
shower max detector (CES) into the ‘9evel-2” trigger algorithm. This upgrade will allow 
the trigger to select electrons within a finer segmentation in the r - 4 view. This will 
be achieved by requiring a pulse height in the shower max detector be associated with a 
projected track from the central fast tracker to within 2 degrees. In CDF run la, the track 
W~.B only required to point to the same 15 degree wedge as the electron electromagnetic 
cluster. This tighter matching will decrease the, “level-Z” electron crew section by about e 
factor 2, while maintaining the electron purity. 

2. THE CDF TRIGGER 

The CDF trigger employs a “level-3” processor farm, which does offline reconstruction 
to adect highly enriched event aamplea for physics analysis. Theinput to this fsrm is provided 
by the “level-l” and “level-2” triggers, which use fast analogue signals from the calorimeter 
and row TDC information from the central tracker and muon chambers, to define electron, 
muon, jet and missing Et trigger objecta. To match the bandwidth of the hardware Event 
Builder and the level-3 farm, the level-2 accept rste is constrained to be less than around 35 
Ha, or 3000 nb at a luminosity of 10” cm-‘a-‘. The CDF single electron tripper, with a 9 
GeV threshold, has a “level-Z” accept rate of 500 nb , or about 18% of the total bandwidth. 
The actual electron purity ia around 1% or 30 nb after “level-3” and offline procewing [l]. 

2.1 The Led-1 Rigger 

The CDF calorimeter cells are 0.1 (7) by 0.25 (radiana) for both the electromagnetic 
and hadronic calorimeters. In the central region of 171 < l., there are F. total of 20 1) by 24 
4 towers. The CDF “level-l” electron trigger requirea one trigger duster with Et > 6GeV 
where e. trigger cluster ia defined to be 0.2 q by 0.25 (mdiaos). 
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2.2 The Level-8 Electron lkggsr 

The “level-2” electron trigger matches B stiff track to an electromagnetic cluster. The 
electromagnetic cluster is defined to be a cluster which: 

1. Satisfied Had/Em < 12.5% where the hadronic energy is the energy in the hadronic 
trigger towers underneath the EM towers in the cluster; 

2. Was found by the EM I t -fi d c us er n er, i.e. there were trigger towers with E, > 9 GeV in 
the seed tower and E, > 7GeV in the shoulder tower or E4 > 6 GeV in the seed tower 
and E, > 5 GeV in the shoulder tower. 

A stiff track was defined 88 a track found by the central fast tracker with P, >9.2 
GeV/c far the I$ > 9 GeV electron trigger or P, >6 GeV/c for the Et > 0 GeV electron 
trigger. A ‘Llevel-21’ electron trigger required the track point to the same + wedge BP the 
electromagnetic cluster. The new trigger upgrade requirement would require the stiff track 
extrapolate to a CES wire cluster above a threshold where the CES cluster would be in 
the wme hemisphere (east or west) as the EM cluster and the 4 match would be within 
approximately 2 degrees. 

3. THE TRIGGER UPGRADE 

The upgraded “level-2” trigger electronics would consist of both upgraded front end 
rabbit electronics boards 121 called XCES pl us surface mounted fastbus electronics boards 
called CERES. The XCES cards will cluster the CES wires into groups of 4. A CES module is 
a rectangular chamber of dimensions 48 cm x 115 cm which contains 32 wires approximately 
1.45 cm apart in the r - 4 view. Each group of 32 wires is read out by a single Rabbit 
electronics card. In addition, cathode strip pads (not used by XCES) separate the CES 
module into 5 cellus in the r-8 view. The XCES cards perform analog sums of the 4 clustered 
wirer and generate a differential TTL high if this sum is above an adjustable threshold. 

In the CDF geometry each 15 degree wedge contains 2 halves, one half-wedge for 
each hemisphere. Each half-wedge consists of two CES modules, separated at approximately. 
z = 121 cm and located at a radius of 184 cm from the p-p interaction point. The XCES 
signals from the two modules in each hemisphere are then OR’ed together to provide 8 bits 
of information per half wedge. 

The CERES board will receive the XCES signals along with the track information 
from the central fast tracker to determine if a “level-2” accept should be issued for each 
event. 

4. ELECTRON LEVEL-2 TRIGGER RATES 

The “level-2” trigger rates in CDF as B function of the calorimeter EL threshold are 
shown in Figure 1. The top curve shows the baseline CDF trigger used in the 1992 run with 
a track P, threshold set at either 9.2 GeV or 6.0 GeV for the two Et thresholds. The bottom 
curves show the same rates with an additional strip chamber pulse height requirement, where 
the 2100 value is greater than 97% efficient for selecting electrons with Et >I GeV and the 
3500 value is greater than 85% efficient. The electron level.2 rates are listed in Table 1. 
Assuming the wne electron “level-2” bandwidth of 500 nb will be available for run lb, with 

11 E, >9 1 250 1 30 1 10 
XCES 

Table 1: CDF Level-2 Electron Cross Sections 

B 100% XCES efficiency, the number of B -t eX per pb-’ can be doubled by lowering the 
E, threshold at “level-2”. 

5. TEST RESULTS FROM RUN IA 

During the last month of the 1992 run la, two XCES cards were implemented on 
one wedge of the CES detector. These signals were received by the CERES board which 
itself operated in a. parasitic mode within the working “level-2” trigger. Figure 2 shows the 
efficiency of the XCES cards for XCES DAC = 60. This DAC setting corresponds roughly 
to an electron of E, = 5 GeV or to an 85% efficiency of detecting electrons with E, threshold 
of E, > 7 and a P, track of P, > 6 GeVfc. 
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ELECTRON IDENTIFICATION IN THE DO DETECTOR 

NINA DENISENKO 
Fermi National Lobomtory 

P.O.Bm 500, Babviq Illinois 60510 

for the DO collaboration 

ABSTRACT 

We present the characteristics of the DO detector together with the methods applied 
to identify electrons. The electron identification technique uses alorimeter information to- 
gether with data from the central tracking detectora. The tine longitudinal and tranwerae 
segmentation of the DO calorimeter cnsblca “~1 to achieve very good pion rejection for elm- 
tram above 20 GeV. The DO calorimeter aI80 provides excellent linearity of reaponsc for 
electronn above 10 GeV. Here we pment recent reaultl of studies of energy reapon.e for elec- 
tmns with energy down to 2 GcV and discuss neceaaary extensions of electron identitlcation 
algolithms for B-physics studien. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The DO experiment has just completed its first collider run. The physics go& of 
this run included mostly the high p, physica: top, elcctroweak, QCD, new particle sear&a 
and B-physics. It WM demonstrated that the design ain18 of DO, excellent calorimetry, good 
energy tosolution for electmnn, phdtonn and jets, high efficiency for event, of interest were 
achieved. In addition to that during the firIt DO collider run the opportunities to exprnd the 
physics menu to low p, physica were studied. Because of the plana to increase the luminosity 
of the Fermilab Collider by 1995/96 up to several units of 10J’ cm-l #cc-’ and to drop the 
bunch spacing to 400 na (it ia 3.5 pa now) it ia planned to upgrade the central tracking system 
of the DO detector in order to meet new demanda. At the same time the upgraded tracking 
system will &w DO to extend ita measurement capabilities towards lower p, B-physics such 
e.8 mixing and CP viol&m in electron channels which maken it necesmry to extend the 
existing electron ID technique to low energies. 

Below we present characteristica of the DO detector mystems used for the clectmn 
identification. We&o discuss trigger efficiencies, offline algorithms and results of simulation 
studies for electron identification for the upgraded DO detector. 

a. THE DO DETECTOR 

The DO detector consists of three major aystema: the calorimetera, the central tracking 
ayatem and the muon system. 
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D&i LIQUID ARQON CALORIMETER 1.04 

Figure 1. Cutaway view of the DO calorimeters 

The DO calorimeters are uranium-liquid argon sampling calorimetera. There are three 
mlorimeters of roughly equal size: a central calorimeter (CC) and two end calorimeters (EC). 
The cutaway view of the DO calorimeters ia shown in Fig. 1. The end calorimeters each have 
a ring of 16 outer hadronic mod&a; inaide this i8 a ring of 16 middle hadronic modules and 
at the center is a single large inner hadronic module (ECIB). In front of the ECIH is a finely 
segmented electromagnetic calorimeter (ECEM). Th e central calorimeter consists a ring of 
Coarse Hadronic calorimetry, inaide of which are the fine badronic modules followed by the 
electromagnetic calorimeter (CCEM). The technical detail 8 of the calorimeter design can be 
found in [1,2]. 

The calorimeters provide full azimuthal 6 coverage, where 4 is tbe an@ in the 
plane perpendicular to the beam. The central calorimeter covers the paeudorapidity re- 
gion 1 q ]< 1.2 md the end calorimeters cover 1 q I> 1.4 down to the beam pipe (I q 1% 4.2). 
AU electromagnetic calorimeter modules are longitudinally segmented into four layera. For 
the ECEM the longitudinal layers are respectively 0.3, 2.6, 7.9 and 9.3 radiation lengths 
thick. For the CCEM they are 2, 2 , 7 and 10 radiation lengths thick. Trsnsverae aeg- 
mentation of the calorimeter modules ia provided by readout of the calorimeter cells u 
pseudo-projective towers of aiee 0.1 x 0.1 in q md 4 space. The third longitudinal EM layer 
typically contains 65% of the electron shower energy and its transverse segmentation is made 
finer (0.05 x 0.05). The semiprojective tower geometry for EM modules linea up with fine 
hedronic modules behind them. The cakvimeter modules were teated during several fxed 
target rum at Fermilab. 
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The EC calorimeter response to electrons with energies from 10 to 150 GeV WBI studied 
in the 1990 run [l]. In 1991 the measurements were done for the Cental calorimeter with 
electrons in an energy range from 2 to 150 GeV [3,4]. Using thin data the energy resolution 
and linearity of the calorimetun were extracted. For both EC and CC the electromagnetic 
sampling rcaolution we.8 roughly 15 %/plfi with a constant term of 0.5%. The hadronic 
sampling resolution WM found to be 50 %J&? with a constant term of 4%. The linearity of 
the calorimeter response is shown in Fig. 2. For electrona above 15 GeV it i8 linear within 
0.3 %. For low clergies a little 10s~ in the response ia seen. For electrons with u1 energy of 
2.5 GeV the deviation from linearity is about 50 MeV [5]. 

The central trscking system consists of a vertex drift chamber (VTX), L transition 
radiation detector, a central drift chamber (CDC) and forward drift chambers (FDC). To 
identify electrons L track reconstructed in these chambers should match an electromagnetic 
cluster found in one of the DO calorimeters. The position reaalution of the central calorimeter 
extracted for telt beam electrona is approximately 6 dr = 3 mm and 6 dz = 3 mm for high 
momentum electrons. While the position resolution of tracking chambers ia much better, 
and for the CDC, for example, it is 6 d+ = 1 mmd and 6 d6= 10 mrad. 

3. TRIGGERS 

The DO trigger system for electrons consista of two levels of hardware triggers and one 
level of software triggers. Level0 selects a valid beun-beam crowing b-cd on L ndntillator 
coincidence. The Level1 triggers are wed to tind electron and jets ceadidates based on 
calorimeter information. The calorimeter procewor covers 1 q I< 4. in trigger towers of 
dq = 0.2 by d+ = x/32. Level 1 electron candid&tea UC formed baaed on EM energy in 



trigger towers exceeding one of several threaholdn. 32 hardware trigger, are defined as a 
logical combination of many hardware conditions. During the collider run seven DO triggera 
included electrons. 

The software filtering of.events (Level 2 trigger) ia performed on one of the 50 VAX 
4000/60 nodes where the FORTRAN filtering code was run,dng. For each hardware trigger 
bit there is II set of “filter tools”. Software filter tools refine the hardware trigger decision 
uring the full detector information. Filter toole exist for jets, muons, electrons, photons, 
missing E,, scalar Et and narrow jets. The electron and photon filtering tools make cuts on 
longitudinal shape (energy fractiona in the four EM layers and in the first hadronic layer) and 
on the transverse shower shape wing the 0.05 x 0.05 segmentation of the third EM layer. 
Many electron filters require the electron to be isolated in the calorimeter. In addition, track 
matching can be.done for the electrona and that is the only difference between electrona 
and photons on that level. The Level 2 electron trigger with no track match and with a 
threshold of 20 GeV has a rejection factor of 25. A factor of 2 - 4 results from the track 
match requirement for 1 7 ]i 1.2 [6]. 

Both the hardware and aoftware trigger performance are well reproduced by Monte 
Carlo simulations. The efficiency of the Level 1 triggers for isolated electrons Y(I Et is shown 
in Fig.3 It is seen that for electrons with E, > 20 GeV the efficiency of Level 1 is always 
better than 98%. The efficiency of the Level2 tools for W and Z electrons arc better than 
98%. 

The first DO collider run W&I devoted to high p, physics and all electron triggers had 
hikh energy thresholds in Level1 (E 2 7&V) and in Level2 (E 2 12 GeV). However, 
some attempts have been made to reduce the trigger threshold down to 2.5 Gev to select 
T - .+ + e- and J/4 - e’ + e‘ [7] decays and to study the DO capabilities of doing 
B-physics with electrons. Two triggera were tested. The first trigger was used~ to collect 
e. sample of eventa with two electrons and an associated “jet”. That trigger required the 
presence of two trigger tawera with EM energy exceeding 2.5 GeV, while the energy deposit 
in the hsdronic layers had to be smaller than 1 GeV and required a jet with pt > 2.5 GeV. 
The other trigger did not require a jet and was prescaled by a factor of 3. The Level1 rates 
for those triggers were measured at a luminosity of 2.3 x 1O3O ox2 l~ec-’ as 60 Hz and 
90 HE respectively. This meam that with certain modifications such triggers can be included 
in the DO trigger list. The Level2 tools apply shape cuts and isolation cuts which were tuned 
on isolated electrona from test beam data down to 5 GeV. In addition to them several filters 
with loose isolation cuts were introduced to record non-isolated electrons. At the moment 
intensive Monte Carlo and off-line studies are being conducted to snalyae the obtained data 
and estimate rejection factora and efficiencies. 

4. OFF-LINE ALGORITHMS 

The off-line electron ID technique is based on the fact that the shape of the elec- 
tromagnetic and hadronic showers c&n be used to differentiate between electrona (photons) 
and hadrons. Electrons deposit almost e.ll their energy in the EM section of the calorimeter, 
while hadrons deposit significsnt amounts of energy in the hadronic layers. The cut on the 
frsction of the energy in the EM calorimeter ( fEM > 90% ) has an efficiency of greater than 
99% for the test beam electrona with energy 10 150 GeV. 

To improve the discrimination against hadrona both the longitudinal and the trans- 
verse shower shape should be taken into account. That may be done using an H-matrix 
technique [1,8,9]. For a “training” sample of Monte Carlo generated electron showers us- 

ing the mean energy (E.) deposited in a calorimeter cell a one can define the correlation 
coefficient C,, 8s 

Co, = (( E. - VL)) ( E, - (E,))). 
The covariance A-matrix then is: 

Jr,,, = CT;‘. 

For each event an effective x’ is calculated from: 

x2 = Z., ( Et - (4)) 4, ( E, - (4)). 

The DO calorimeter has finer transverse segmentation in the third EM layer. In addition to 
the fraction of shower energy in the first EM layer (EMl), the fraction of shower energy in 
the second EM layer (EM2) and in the fourth EM layer (EM4) we included in the H matrix 
defi+tion the fraction of shower energy in each cell of B 6 x 6 array centered an the hottest 
tower in the third EM layer. To include the energy and impact parameter dependence into 
the matrix the logarithm of the total energy and the position of the event vertex were sdded 
~II parameters. This givea UII a 41 dimensional matrix. To simulate the electron shower 
we used GEANT 3.14 and a detailed representation of the calorimeter geametry. We have 
verified the excellent agreement of the MC with the calorimeter response and then trained 
the H-matrix for each of the 37 different detector 7 towers. Using this H-matrix for the 
collider events we are able to calculate a x2 and place a cut to separate EM and Aadronic 
showers. 

Figure 4. Efficiency of the standard 
DO electron ID cuts for Z + et + e- 
events. 

Et, GB” 

The electron identification ia done in three steps. First of all electron candidates are 
identified a* nearest neighbor clusters of the EM and the firet hadronic layer calorimeter cells. 
Then the fraction of the energy deposited in EM layers ia calculated for the cells forming 
the cluster. For the clusters which pass the cut on the fraction of EM energy we c&&&e 
the H-matrix xz and find a track matched with the position in the calorimeter. We define 
the position of the shower cent&d using a weighted center of gravity method [lo]. In Fig.4 
the efficiency of the standard electron ID cute [ll] ia shown for Z - e+ + e‘. It is seen 
that the efficiency ia about 80% with no systematic dependence on the electron E,. 
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5. ELECTRON/PION DISCRIMINATION 

To obtain the beat discrimination against hadrona and to provide high electron find- 
ing efficiency the E-matrix x2 cuts were carefully selected. The H-matrix wan applied to 
test beam electrons and the ,$ cut was chosen to have 95% efficiency, Then the pion re- 
jection factor was determined by applying the same cuts to single pion test beam data. 
The rejection factors arc shown in Fig. 5 as a function of pion momentum for the cue of 
cutting BAD/EM < 0.02 (REM > 98%), and for the case of a cut on HAD/EM < 0.04 
(f,mg > 96%) followed by the H-matrix x’ cut. It is Been that the rejection factor is 900-3000 
for particles with momentum 50 150 GeV/c. 
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Figure 5. Pian/clectron rejection factor VII pion momentum. 

For energies below 20 GeV the situation becomea worse and the rejection factor does 
not exceed 10. As it was shown in [12], for the fully upgraded DO detector it ia possible using 
a modified H-matrix to obtain larger pion rejection factors for energies below 50 GcV. After 
the full upgmde the current DO tracking system will be replaced by I combbmtion of silicon 
microstrip barrel e,nd disk detectors dong with a full scintillating fiber tracker. These dctec- 
tars will be located inaide P superconducting c.olenoid, with a preahower detector located just 
outside the ma?et. For the electron ID studies an H-matrix wu generated using additional 
information from the prcshower detector and the position of the interaction vertices. Using 
the Monte Carhi geenerated B-matrix plus the E/p cut and cdorimetcr/preshower position 
matching, dect on/pion rejection factorr were cdculated. In Fig.5 wlid points and triangles 
represent these 

I: 
dculations. It can be seen that the predicted rejection factor ia more than 

500 for all cner ‘es starting from 10 GeV. The main improvement observed in pion rejection 
at low energy ia due to the E/p cut. 

6. MODIFICATION OF.ELECTRON ID FOR B-PHYSICS 

The electron ID techniques discussed above were created for isolated high energy 
electron& For B-physics atudiea where low energy electrons are often accompanied by hadrons 
the efficiency of electran finding dropped down to 30% 1121 after applying the cuts tuned 
for isolated particles. This makes especially important the optimization of i&.tion criteria 
for both Level 2 triggcra and off-line algorithms. It deo mean8 that transverse shower 
development parameters included in the H-matrix should be much more carefully selected 
wsuming the possible presence of hadrons near electrons. One of the solutions here may be 
using’the H-matrix with only longitudinal shower development parameters, loose isolation 
cut0 together with tight track matching requirements. Using the obtained data and MC 
generated events the electron ID algorithms for low-energy non-is&ted electrons sre now 
being tested. These studies should be performed together with necessary trigger simulations 
before the coming collider run (lb) w h en we hope to include electron triggers for B-events. 
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IDENTIFYING B-JETS WITH ELECTRONS 

Ala.rtder PERYSBKIN 
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(fox the DO Cc&borstion’) 

A powibility of dct4n8 .Icct.o.s from Lquark dccsyo with the DO detector i, 
contiered in tbi note. The efficiency and a purity estimations bwd on a Monte 
Cdo studies .,c pre.cntrd u WC”. 

1. Introduction 

B-jet identification is important for b-physics studies at proton colliders and 
is also useful in suppressing QCD backg round in top searches. This pap=? reports 
the results of an investigation of the efficiency and background of identifybig b-jets 
~by detecting and reconstructing electrons from the semi-leptonic decay of b-quarks. 

The energy of an electron from b-quark decay in the b-quark rest frame is 
limited to half the b-quark mass, about 2.5 CeV. In the lab frame the energy of a 
b-quark may be boosted to several hundred GeV, but the transverse momentumof 
the electron relative to the jet does not change. This means that (~1 electron from 
a b-quark decay is always close to the b-jet from which it came. As seen in Fig.1 
the average distance in q- + space between an electron from the b-quark decay and 
the nearest b-jet is about 0.2. This is smaller than average jet cone size. Therefore 
the overlap of the hadron and electron showers is significant. This overlap makea 
electron detection rather difficult. 

The main causes of background to the sample of electrons from b-quark 
decay8 are shower fluctuations of charged hadrons, the overlap of charged tracks 
and r” showers and the conversion of photons from x@ decaye. The most important 
features of the DO detector [l] which help to suppress this background are the fine 
longitudind and transverse segmentation of its calorimeter, and the good spatial 
resolution and dE/dX measurement capability of the central tracking rydem. 

This paper reports the efficiency for suppressing backgrounds using shower 
shape and track-cluster matching. Monte Carlo generated events are used to deter- 

*sec. 11, for . hII li.t of ,bc DB Cdnboi~tio” tnslilut*.n,. 
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mine the identification efficiency and background rejection power 

2. Event analysis 

The present analysis was performed on 400 al and 400 ri Monte Carlo events. 
Events were generated by ISAJET and a full detector simulation was done using 
GEANT. For every event one of the b-quarks was forced to decay to an electron with 
Et > 2 GeV. This analysis assumes that an EM cluster found near the MC electron 
(AR < 0.06) is a true electron. EM clusters outside this region are considered to be 
fake electrons. 

Efficiency of an electron detection is the ratio of the number of identified 
true electrons to the number of all ISAJET generated electrons from B decay with 
E: > 2 GeV. Purity of an electron sample is defined as the ratio of the number of 
EM clusters corresponding to true electrons to the number of alI EM clusters that 
were found. 

In this analysis the clustering algorithm was optimized so as to increase the 
probability of identifying electrons near jets. Fig. 2 shows the electrons identifying 
efficiency dependence on the neighboring tower’s minimum energy. The efficiency 
was measured after two major cuts. They are the EM fraction greater than 0.9 
(FEl/E,.,., < 0.1 ) and portion of the cluster energy outside the central tower less 
than 0.6 of whole cluster energy. Optimizing of the neighboring tower’s threshold 
yielded an increase in efficiency by almost a factor of 2 and the purity also improved. 
With optimization of the cuts the b tagging efficiency reaches about 56% out of a 
possible 63%. 

In order to find parameters that provide maximum background rejection 

e. number of functions related to EM shower shape and cluster to track distance 
were examined. They are listed in the Table 1. The first part of Table 1 includes 
combinations of the layer energies, number of cells and the energy in various size@ 
of cones in q, 0 apace. The second part of the Table 1 summariaes purity when cuts 
based on moments in 7, 4 and radial (longitudinal) directions are used. 

The standard definition of moments was used: 

M” = 2 E;zl 
a=, 

where M” is the n-th power moment, N is the number of cells in the EM cluster, Ei 
is the i-th cell’s energy and z; is the 6th cell’s location in the q, 9 or radial direction. 
Moments may be centralized by replacing 2, by z; - z and normalized by dividing 
by MO. In this note only normalized moments were used. AU moments of power 2 
or more were centralized. 

Figures 3 and 4 show first and second longitudinal momentB for MC events: 
an isolated electron, an c- near a jet and for a jet that contains L fake electron, i.e. 
an EM shower fluctuation in a jet. 

Events were pre-selected by requiring that each EMsluster haa E, > 3 Gel’. 
The purity after the pre-selection cut wan 25%. The purity of the MC sample IAM 
examined for the cuts listed in Table 1. Each cut wea applied until 10% of the MC 
events were rejected. For the remaining 90% of the events the purity ia given in 
the last column of the Table 1. The cuts which tend to improve the purity of the 
eample are the track cluster distance cut and longitudinal shower size cut (RMS or 
longitudinal moment 2 ). 
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11 ~~nf~~ck?%ra .2 cane)/EM 
11 iongitudinal H-matrix x2’ 

track cluster distance (cm) 
4 2nd moment (radian) 
4 3rd moment (radian) 
1) 2ndmoment‘ ’ 
q 3rd moment 
Longitudinal 1st moment (X0) 
Longitudinal 2nd moment (x,) 
Lormitudinal 3rd moment IX,\ 

- 

- 

Y- 
0.65 

0.99 
0.8 

-100. zz!cc=z 

0.22 
0.1 
35 
0.5 
2.3 
1.3 
1.2 
100. 
8. 

0.32 
0.3 
0.25 
0.1 
12. 
100. 
2500. zzzczzz 

,uritr 
26 
.34 
.31 
.36 
.30 
.29 
.28 
.29 
.26 
.39 
.40 
.34 
.26 
.36 
.31 
.34 
.37 
.29 - 

Table 1: Liit of&owcr .hspe and track paramctcr.. Minimum and maximum cu, v&w e~~re,~ond 
10 poinl “here cni~irney chsngc by 0.8 after applying lb, ainglc cut. 

Results obtained using several combinations of the most powerful parameters 
arc presented in the Table 2. The combination of several shower shape cuts and 
a track-to-cluster distance cut yields an efficiency of 34% and a purity 81% for b5 
and the fame efficiency and 71% purity for tievents. 

3. Conclusion 

This cluster finding algorithm optimization improves the efficiency of iden- 
tifying electrons from b-quark decays to greater than 50% and improves the purity 
of the electron sample. At this stage of the analysis a combination of cuts was 
found which is capable of tagging 23% of the top to leptan+jets decays. For this 
estimation was used 25% value of the branching ratio for decay of any b-jets from 
tievent to electron with Et > 2 GeV. The main advantage of electron b-jet tagging 
for isolating top is the method’s ability to reduce, by a factor of 2, the W+4jcts 
background. 

Further development of this analysis could involve use of an H-matrix con- 
structed from a set of the more powerfully discriminating functions we have dill- 
cussed. This may increase electron detection efficiency while maintaining the rcjcc- 
tion power WC have demonstrated. 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SHOWER SPECTROSCOPY IN A 
HIGH RATE HADRONIC INTERACTION ENVIRONMENT; 

FERMILAB EXPERIMENT E760 PERFORMANCE 

JOSE L. MARQUES AND JEROME ROSEN 
Department of Physics and Aslmnomy 

Norlhwestem University, Evanston, Illinois 60208, U.S.A 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As far as electro-magnetic shower spectroscopy is concerned, the emphasis of the 1993 Snow- 
maw B-physics Workshop has been colored b) the nature and operating performance of 
existing hsdronic colliders (principally CDF and DO). It is important to note that these 
detectors are (1) primarily concerned with detection in central rapidity, (2) very coarsely 
sect&red, (3) primarily designed far W*,Z”, and top decays, and (4) deeply concerned 
with hermeticty (i.e. preservation of the transverse energy balance for neutrino purposea). 
These design considerations do not reflect those of B physics, For example, hermeticty is 
irrelevant to B spectroscopy per se: 

A fine grained shower calorimeter is capable al (1) excellent electron-hadron separa- 
tion which is essential for measurements of semi-electronic decays of B’s and D’s down to 
moderately low pl, (2) good 7, r”, 7, q’, w + ““7, and K; + xnx” reconstruction. 

E760 is an experiment devoted to the study of resonant charmonium production initiated 
by proton-antiproton annihilations. It features a fully towered shower calorimeter with 1260 
elements, 66% of 4n coverage, and operates at interaction rates of IMha. The interactions 
between the circulating p beam and the hydrogen gas jet target are asymmetric with a 
consequent -,m factor of 1.5-2.0. 

What relevance does this experiment have with respect to proposed hadronic B physics 
studies? 

We invite the reader to look at the E760 experiment from the following quixotic vantage 
point. Pseudo-B” particles are created in the mass range 3-4 GeV (with a 0.25 &V/c’ center 
of mass resolution!). We study all neutral decay modes with ae many as 7 separate 7 showers 
or final states characterized by jip + + + X + e+e- + X. Our pseudo-B”% are pristine, 
isolated, and have no overlay of “debris” from an overlapping iY or from the primary vertex. 
Nevertheless, E760’s performance is so strong (background rejection approachin lo*!) that 
w think that some overlay of combinatorial background would not completely diminish an 
inclusive B” shower spectrometer extrapolated from the E760 design. 
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We turn now to a short description of E760 and its operating performance. in section 
3 we will return to the consideration of how this performance projects into the design of 
future hadro-production B spectrometers. 

2. E760 

Experiment E760 operates in the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator and is described in ear- 
lier publications’. E760 and its approved successor E835, study the annihilation ofstochas- 
tically cooled antiprotons with protons from an internal hydrogen gas jet target. Since pp 
annihilations can reach all combinations of J”’ through 2 or 3 intermediate gluon annihila- 
tion, E760 has the capability of directly forming all the charmonium resonances. The main 
thrust of E760 is to study all the low lying (below the open charm threshold) charmonium 
re~~uar~e~ produced by the exclusive reaction: 

pp - 2(3)g + Ee - electromagnetic final states. (1) 

WE0 obtains precision measuremeots of clarrnonium resonance parameters from excita- 
tion profiles, which are obtained by stepping the beam momentum to periorm energy scans 
across the various resonances. The precision of this method relies heavily on koowledge of 
the initial state energy. The mean i momentum can be determined’ to better than one part 
in lo-” while the Accumulator’s stochastic cooling system ensures that the beam momentum 
spread is small (typically qeo,,, z 250 keV/c in the center of mass). 

The total interaction cross section for pp at the charmonium formalion energies is about 
30 mb while the charmonium cross sections of interest range from tens of ab to tens of pb. 
The E760 detector must therefore be extremely selective in order to reject the enormous 
hadronic background. 

2.1 The E760 Deiector 

The E760 detector (see figure 1) is a non-magnetic, large acceptance spectrometer with 
cylindrical symmetry about the beam axis. The central barrel has full azimuthal acceptance 
and polar acceptance from 12” to 70”, while the forward end-cap extends polar acceptance 
down to 2”. The detector has been optimized for detection of high-mass electromagnetic final 
states while still conforming to the extremely limited space available inside the Accumulator 
tunnel. 

The central detector is built out of a series of concentric cylindrical layers that begin at 
the Accumulator vacuum pipe. There are two sets of scintillator ho&scopes, Hl and H2 
with e-fold and 32.fold azimuthal segmentation respectively. The cerual tracking is divided 
into three inner and one outer chamber. The first inner chamber is made of two sets of 
straw drift tubes. These aluminized mylar tubes are instrumented with a charge-division 
readout to give a polar as well as an azimuthal coordinate. Beyond the straw tubes is radial 
projection chamber (RPC) and a separate multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC). The 
RPC provides up to 16 ionization measurements along charged tracks, while the MWPC 
with its transverse pad readout provides a another measurement of the polar coordinate. 
The outer tracking chamber is a barrel of limited streamer tubes (LST) with two layers and 
a planar multiwire proportional chamber in the forward direction with acceptance down to 
12”. Between the inner and outer tracking elements is a threshold Cerenkov counter with 

IN 

BEAM 

Figure 1: The E760 detector. 

the same E-fold azimuthal segmentation as HI and a Z-fold polar segmentation. The forward 
segment (15” < 6 < 38O) of the Cerenkov contains CO2 at 1 atm while the backward segment 
(38” < 0 < 65”) contains Freon13 at 1 atm. The outermost component of the central detector 
is a lead glass electromagnetic Central Calorimeter (CCAL)3 built out of 1280 towers that 
point to the interaction region. The calorimeter is segmented into 20 “rings” in the polar 
coordinate and 64 “wedges” in the azimuth. 

The forward end-cap is instrumented with a scintillator hodoscope (FCII) that has E-fold 
azimuthal segmentation. This is followed by three planes of straw tubes and a fine sampling 
lcad/scintillator Forward Caloiimeter (FCAL). The F orward Calorimeter is made up of 144 
towers that are individually read out through wavelength-shifter bars. 

The luminosity monitor is a 1 cm x 5 cm surface barrier silicon detector mounted 1.5 m 
from the interaction region. It detects recoil protons that are elastically scattered at .SY~~ 
from the beam direction. The luminosity is determined by normalizing the number of recoil 
counts to the known elastic scattering cross section, 

L = Ner.,,iJl~df4 
where da is the solid angle subtended by the silicon detector. The error in the measurement 
of the absolute luminosity is due the error in the fit to the measured pp total cross section 
and in the uncertainty in the detector solid angle dR. The overall error in the measured 
luminosity is estimated to he f4%. 

2.2 ‘Rigger and Event Scleeiion 

E760 employs three basic triggers: a high pi charged trigger, a high pl neutral trigger, and 
a neutral total energy trigger. 

The two high pl triggers were designed to select high mass objects decaying into either 
77 or etem in reactions like: 

pp - EC - 71 
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pp + Ec(JPC = 1.‘) * efe- (3) 
Jip * EC + ?C(.P = 1--)+,x - e+e- +x 

where X is 7, n”, or rr. At the fast trigger level central calorimeter inputs are used to impoae 
mass and coplanarity constraints”. For the neutral final state the scintillator hadoscopes (Hl 
and FCH) are used to veto charged particles. For the charged final states HI, HZ, and the 
Cerenkov arc used to tag the electrons. The charged pi trigger is sufficiently effective 
(< 10 Hz rate to tape) to be easily accommodated within the data aquisition bandwidth. 
The neutral PL trigger requires further processing in the online processors. The processors 
identified hits in the CCAL, compute the invariant mass&s of all the photon pairs, and the 
total energy deposited in the calorimeters. Only neutral pI events with M,, > 2.0 GeV/cZ 
are recorded on tape (-30 Hz). The pi triggers are effective for selecting se resonances with 
high efficiency (typically 85%). 

In order to look at multi-body neutral final states, a total energy trigger was implemented. 
The total energy trigger is designed to select those events in which most of the available 
energy is deposited in the central calorimeter. The basic requirement of the total energy 
trigger is that 90% of the available energy be deposited in the central calorimeter. The total 
energy requirement is imposed at both the first I eve1 trigger and in the online processors. 
The rate to tape from the total energy trigger is typically 70 Hz. 

The selection of events is described in detail in previous publications so we will only 
outline our general procedure here. Events that pass the low level cuts are kinematically 
fitted to the specific event topology in question. For final states containing electrons we 
require that the at least one electron be tagged by the c erenkov. As we will see in the next 
section, this simple set of selection criteria is capable of extracting very small signals from 
the hadranic background. 

2.3 Some Results 

In this section we present a couple examples of the extreme sensitivity of the E760 detector 
in the face of an enormous hadranic background. 

As an example of the results achieved in the detection 01 final states that contain &cm 
trons, figure Z(a) shows the invariant mass m,+,- for events collected at the $I! formation 
energy. The large peak at lower mass arises from the inclusive decays #p + $1 -1 $J -I. X --B 
e+e- + X while the small peak at higher mass is due to the exclusive decay 4” - et + em. 
The shaded area represents the residual background estimated by normalizing to equal lu- 
minosity events collected outside the $1 resonance region. Figure 2(b) shows the invariant 
mass distribution for data taken during the scan of the 'Pt (h,). A comparison of figures 
Z(a) and Z(b) shows clear evidence far events of the type ~?p - $ + X + e+e- + X in figure 
2(b) at a level 100 times smaller than in figure Z(a). 

The cross hatched events in figure Z(b) are those events that mambiguously fit the 
reaction fip 4 $ + 1 - (e+e-) + 7. Th ese events could not come from the decay 01 the 
singlet P since such a decay would violate C-parity conservation. Ilowever, when the width 
of the nearby x, and x2 resonances (which decay to $ + 7) along with the beam energy 
distribution are taken into account, the observed cross section is fully accounted for. The 
two vertically striped events in figure 2(b) iit the exclusive reaction @ - (e+e-) and can be 
attributed to the continuum. In fact E760 has measured this cross section at s = 8.9, 12.4, 
and 13.0 GeV’ and has been able to extract B measurement a( the timelike electromagnetic 

m.. [ GeV/c’ 1 m.. I GeV/c’ I 

Figure 2: Distribution of events YS me+.- (a) taken at the $J(J L z lpb-‘) (b) taken near 
the spin weighted center of gravity of the ‘Po,t,t (J L z 16pb.‘). 
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Figure 3: 'PI excitation curve, where the number of events per integrated luminosity are 
plotted vs center of mass energy in 150 keV bins. 
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proton form factors’. The events in figure 2(b) that are shaded in black fit the exclusive 
reaction jip 4 $ + no + (e’e-) + (77) and are plotted in figure 3. The data in figure 3 are 
binned into 150 keV bins and clearly show the excitation curve for the ‘PI resonance atop 
a -2 pb continuum background cross sectionl. It is worth noting that the probability that 
the structure in figure 3 arose from a statistical fluctuation is less than 1 in 400. 

As a second example of the kind of line calorimetry that can be done in pp annihilations 
we now consider some all neutral final states. The E760 calorimeter is capable of recon- 
strlnting the entire range of mesons that decay into two photons, from the x0 to the xr2. 
Figure 4 shows the two photon invariant mass plot for a sample of pp 4 67. The no is clearly 
reconstructed. In the first inset to figure 4, the r0 has been suppressed and the 7 is the 
prominent feature. Finally in the second inset both th e m” and the ‘I have been suppressed, 
and one can clearly see the w and even the ~1. This line calorimetry is extremely important 
for the rejection of background when looking for charmonium resonances that decay into two 
photons since the dominant sources of backgrounds are pp - lr*rO and pp + ~“7. Figure 5 
shows E760’s preliminary results for its scan of the vc resonance. The solid line in figure 
5 shows the fit to the resonance plus background, the dashed line represents the predicted 
background level from a study of the observed @p + non” and lip 4 r*7 cross sections. 

3. Comments on Electromagnetic Calorimetry for B-physics 

In the last section (2.3), we have provided a smattering of spectroscopic data from E760. 
As noted in section 1, the shower spectrometer is fully towered and fine grained (1280 cells). 
Shower clusters from 20 MeV to 3 GeV are processed and used. The r0 detection efficiency 
is in the range (SO-99)%. Consequently, when the interest is in isolating primary 7’s (e.g. 
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Figum 5: The Q~ excitation ewve observed as pp + 77. The solid line shows the fit to the 
resonance plus background, the dashed line represents the predicted background level from a 
study of the observed fip - T’Y and pp - ~~7 cross sections. This result is preliminary. 

Ir.,d -t 7+7) or transition 7’8 (e.g. xc -a $+7, h. + qc+7) 1”s are rejected by substsntial 
iactors. 

The calorimeter cell sizes are a fairly small multiple of e. MoliCre radius. Consequently, 
the shower clusters provide both energy (ue,,.,sl = 6.0%/m + 1.4%) and shower 
position (rP..i,jnn = 9 mm) information. We eschewed coarse shower blocks which would 
have required an active counter system. 

Of course B hadronic B-physics experiment will be manifestly committed to inclusive 
studies with fewer fit constraints and additional combinatorial background. Nevertheless, 
we believe that E760 quality results can be achieved ii a line grained shower system is 
deployed. At least lOa cells per unit rapidity is advisable. A powerful B experiment should 
aspire to detection efficiency equal to or exceeding 3 units of rapidity. 

A few general words about angular coverage are in order. A central collider system 
providing optimized coverage over pseudo rapidity 171 5 1 (40” c 9 < 140°) encompasses 
76% of the total 4~ solid angle coverage. Shower detectors are generally deployed inside 
a solenoidal magnet or outside the coils. A forward detector operating at q > 2 (8 < 
15.4*) encompassing only 3.5% of 4 r s a somewhat simpler proposition. It is basically P 2 i 
dimensional planar detector. The region 1 < ‘) < 2 is a transition region which awkwardly 
sits between a cylindrical geometry and a planar one. This region is extremely difficult to 
accommodate into a realistic detector. 

The best of all worlds would be an asymmetric collider which would boost the peak 
bi, production cross section into a forward regime. As an illustration, let’s consider 2 TeV 
protons colliding with 10 GeV protons. This scenario would provide an E, = 2.30 GeV 
which would yield a pleasant production cross section’ of about 5-10 pb. In this case 

We prefer to project 0~6 from the known mcc using scaling: 
.&.. = 120 Cc”) a (3) .Y&c,” = 40 Oe”) s (G.l)(3Gpb) = 3 pb 
By .rtr.pol.tion .7b&3,, = 180 Cc”) re (6 - ,a, gb. 



the center of mass frame will be boosted to ~c,n rz 7 which shifts the peak production crws 
section to 7 = 2.6. In this region one could deploy a finely segmented planar electromagnetic 
calorimeter with only modest cost of effort. 

Shower detector design cannot be considered in isolation from other detector considera- 
tions which compete for money and space. To discuss consideration of microvetex tracking, 
RICH systems, and the like would pull us far afield. Suffice it to say here, that our consid- 
ered prejudice for the ideal B.experiment is in favor of B forward spectrometer featuring a 
line grained electromagnetic shower detector. 

A final consideration worthy of comment is triggering. E760 employed calorimetric trig- 
gering exclusively at bath lev.& 1 and 2. Admittedly, we exploited the constraints afforded 
to us by the exclusive nature of the channels we studied. Neverthelcas, we believe tha,t hwd 
wired triggering for e’ produced showers can facilitate $ (or +) + e*e- triggering and 
possibly semi-electronic decays with appropriate pi cuts. Electron triggering can compete 
effectively with muonic triggering if carefully and cleverly executed. The off-line capabilities 
are enormous. For example, CP violation design studies often discuss the B” - $ (or $‘)K:’ 
decay channel. Why not include p - x.K:‘; xc + +-, or even B” A h,K:‘; h, + +r”? 
There are other CP eigenstates as well, e.g. B” + $K’(gSO); K’(g90) 4 K,a:‘. 

Elsewhere in these proceedings’, we have discussed a variety of spectroscoptc possibilities 
short of CP violation in the B, D, B.... systems that are worthy of study. Rich systems of 
excited energy levels are awaiting discovery and study. 
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SUMMARY 

MUON DETECTION WORKING GROUP 

NOEL K. STANTON! 
Physics Department, I~‘nnsns Stotc IJnioersity 

Manhattnn, IiS 66506 USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Muon Working Gvoup 

The areas of concentration of the ~Muon Working Group2 reflected its composition: about 
half of the group was interested primarily in extending the capability of existing general 
purpose colliders (CDF, DO). Smaller numbers of people were interested in 13 physics with 
general purpose colliders at the SSC and LHC, with SSC fixed target experiments, and with 
dedicated forward colliders. 

^ ..I ._ ^ 

l.z wily MUmw? 

Good muon tagging, and possibly also muon triggering, is essential for studying CP via- 
lation in B; --t J/ll X, .I/$> + p+p-; u a flavor tag, with the semimuonic decay B + p+ X 
or B + P-X tagging the flavor of the partner; for studying the physics of the semimuonic 
B decays themselves; and lor looking for really rare decays like B + p+p-. 

1.3 How to IdentiJy Muons 

Some simple ideas involved in muon identification are illustrated in Fig. I. If particles 
traverse an absorber 01 thickness I, the probability for a badmn to pass tbrougb without 
interacting is “q-x/h), wb ere ,! is the collision length. The thicker the absorber, the 
better the badron rejection, as long as the muon is energetic enough to get through the 
absorber. Note however that for a central detector, where p uy ~7, the typical b’s useful for 
B physics (- 2 &V/c) do not permit very thick absorb.&. 

Just detecting B particle on the other side of an absorber is usually insufficient for good 
muon identification. Tbn detected particle could be a low-energy survivor of a badron inter- 
action (punch through); or it could be a real muon, but not the track of interest (mismatch); 
or. it could have come from another source entirely, having avoided passing through the 
absorber. Ideally, the position, direction, arrival time, and momentumof the exiting particle 
should match those expected from the entering one. However, such desirable redundancy 
must be balanced against detector size and cost. 

Even if the particle entering the absorber is unambiguously identified as a muon, it might 

‘Coeonvener D.A. Hedin. 
?The lollowing presentations were given: Vnia Papadimitriou,‘CDF Muon Upgrads’; Tom ~e~ompt~ 

‘CDF Pmblems and Cures’: Ken Johns, ‘DO Muon Tri~ers’; Dave Hedin, ‘DO muons, Central Kd 
#on’; Vladimir Glebov, ‘DO Muons, Forward Region’; Norbert Newmister, ‘Muons in CMS’; patty 
McBride, ‘Muons in SDC’; Gloria Corti, ‘Muons in E??I and SFT’; Al Abaahian, ‘Reeistive Plate Chsm. 
hers’; Mohammad Mohsmmadi. ‘GEM Muon System’; Valery Kubarovaky, ‘SDC Muon System’. 

%r iron, A PI 0.11 m, and 1 Ge” of energy lo.8 OECY~ in about 1.2 m. 
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v. Exit FkW,erlt”M 

Eo trance por& 
fn +,+a “CC df?, f;‘o q 

Monrn%,ti 
Tnl;fYa / c(ifec$on 

Fignrc I. How to identify muons. 

be a pion or kaan which decayed in flight before it could interact in the absorber. Compact 
detectors, in which the flight distance from production point to absorber is small, bnvc an 
advantage in reducing false rnuor~ ID from this source 

2. FIXED TARGET H EXPERIMENTS 

The chief disad\~ant,agc of fixed target cxpcriments for higbstatistics H physics is tbr re- 
duced production cross sr:ct,ion nt lower fi. However, tberc are also some distinct advantagw 
which compensate at Icast partially for this handicap at SSC or LIIC energies. 

1. It is easy to get good geometrical acceptance, - 0.8 Ior I? + pX, - Il.6 for B + J/$X, 
with JJyi + ~l+li-. 

2. Because of the largc Lorcnte boost, there is little loss in R 4 pX efficiency for thick 
absorbers; IO-20 GeV o1 energy loss is no problem 

3. H’s sre ‘high pr’ physics for J3 typical of fixed target cxpcrirncnts, ad this can be 
used to great adwmtage in hardware triggers or offl’ me selection An cxt,reme example: 
Ferrnilab E653, in a 600 &V/c r- beam with an oRline muon pl cut of 1.5 &V/c1 
achieved a factor of 50,000 in background rejection. 

4. Muon pi triggers arc not bard, and dimuon mass triggers arc possible. 

Figure 2. Layout of the proposed SFT spectrometer. 

An example of one such experiment, t,he SFT (Super Fixed Target) detector proposed 
for a 20 TeV proton beam at the SSC, is shown in Fig. 2. It has a muon pr trigger, and 
I5 m of iron absorber. 

An important advantage of fixed target experiments over central colliders for B physics 
is the fact that p and I)T are not the same; one gets two background rejection factors. not 
one. The average muon momentum &in B - /iX is >> $,, for centrally produced r, K 
decays to muons, and in addition fir, in B + PX is >> in, for 11’s from such n’s and Ii’s, 
The expected discrimination ior SFT is illustrated in Fig. 3. Requiring p,, > 20 GeV/c is 
already worth B factor of IO in R, Ii rejection, and a modest pi cut of 1.5 &V/c gives a 
total rejection of xl000 against ii. Ix’ and x40 against charm. 

Some parameters of SFT and of the proposed I.HH detector at LHC arc compared in 
Table I. 

For fixed target experiments, muon ID and muon-based triggers are relatively easy and 
quite powerful. However, because of the small BL? cross section it is not clear that FT 
experiments can afford to use only muons from B + J/$X for CP st,udies, or only muons 
from B -+ IX for tagging; the corresponding electron charmels are also needed for statisticS. 
Unfortunately, tbesc electron cbwmels appear to be a good deal more difficult than the moon 
““es. 
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G/u (Ge 4 

Figure 3. Product of geometrical and trigger eficicncics for )1’s in SW, and Ior backgww~l 
muom from 77, I< decays and charm, as a lunct~ion of the niini~nun~ allowed pr,,. A moment~um 
cot of p, > 20 GeV/c has already been imposed. 

‘Table 1. Same m,rameters of SFT and LH B 4.1 CDF 

I’~~~,,I~t<:~ 

Muon coverage 
R, IC decay distance 
Absorber thickness 

Single p Dimuon 
SF1 I.HH SF1 

2 7s ,111 < 100 u,r 2 75 mr 
40 m 30 n, 4om 
I.5 m 6m 15 m 

Minimum pu (&V/c) 20 CeV/c IO c&V/c 20 GeVlc 
Minimum 7)~~ I.5 GeV/c 1.2 GeV/c 1.0. 0.5.GeV/c 
Muor, goon,. efic. epy 0.82 ? 0.68 
Muon trigger effic. ET,, 0.45xBR ? 0.9s 

fw fT* 0.37xBR 0.45xBR 0.65 
li. IC reiection - 2000 > 100 ? 
CE rcjcclim 1 -100 1 ? II 7 
Tagging elk. L~T,,~ 1 I -~ u O.RxBR 

3. FORWARD COLLIDERS 

One such proposed forward collider experiment, COHEX at LHC*, is sketched schemat- 
ically in Fig. 4. Of necessity, the beam pipe passes through the muon range filter, which 
cannot bc as thick as those for SSC and LHC fixed target, experiments. Forward collider ex- 
pcrirnents lie between the kinematic regimes ol fixed target and central colliders: pu and pi* 
are still separately cflective in reducing backgrounds, but less so than for fixed target. The 
COHEX proponents require an additional impact parameter requirement to get sufficiently 
low trigger rate; this costs an additional factor of about 0.13 for reconstruction efficiency. 

i”:jfx~-~--igr 

p:, -~!;l;L;erry-e 
k---//m - 

Figure 4. Cartoon of thr proposed COBEX detector at LHC 

4. UPGRADED CENTRAL COLLIDERS: CDF AND DO 

Upgraded existing central colliders are certainly proving grounds for future R experi- 
ments. It is also interesting to know bow well they could compete with dedicated B experi- 
ments when the upgrades are complete. 

The CDF muon system and the upgrades planned for it are discussed in detail in 
the paper by T. LeCompte and V. Papadimitriau. Muon detection in the central region 
(pseudorapiditylql < 0.8) is shown schematically in Fig. 5, and tbe evolution of the detec- 
tor is illustrated in Fig. 6. For the muon system, these consist of increasing the absorber 
thickness (Central Muon Upgrade) and 7, coverage (Central Muon Extension) in the central 
region, and moving the lorward muon system closer to increase angular coverage and de- 
crease the potential P, Ii decay path. Th ere will also be upgrades to the CDF rate capability 
and to the silicon tracking. 

Difficulty was encountered with the Central Muon Extension during the last CDF run 
with backsplash from the beam pipe and forward calorimeter. This backsplash bypassed the 
absorber and produced an unacceptably large trigger rate. The cure was a. beam pipe of 
lower mass, and tighter timing of the muon scintillators. 

‘There wes unfortunately no COBEX expertise available, 80 that the forward rallider option is leas fully 
developed the.” Ihe others in lhk repo,t. 
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Figure 5. Sketch of CDF muon detection in the central ragion 

Proposed CDF Detector Evolution 

n ~ q :::‘.,‘:” E-8, g,.<. Sn.mb.l 
ll..ll.l..“.llc c.lO1l..l.l 

q ll.., I*l.ldl”* . q .d,*“l< c.#O1#..l.l 

Figure 6. Evolution 01 CDF. 

Table 2. Comparison of CDF and DO parameters for B + pX. 

II CDF I[ DO 
Parameter Run la Run 111 I3 physics Run III 

(now) (M.I.) takeover (MS.) 

fraction (offline) < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 
r, IC decay fraction 11 0.50 1 0.25 I 0.35 < 0.05 tot 
cr RC: aftm c,,ts 11 < 0.15 1 - I -. ,, 0.10 
9 + px per year 11 0.5M I 150M 1 300M 11 -4OOM 

Table 3. Comparison of CDF and DO parameters for H - .1/+X, with .I/$ - ,L+,~K, plus 
a muon away-side tag. 

u CDF II DO 
Run la 1 Run III 1 B physics 11 Run III 
(now) (M.I.) takeover (ML) I 
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5. GENERAL-PURPOSE COLLIDERS AT LHC AND SSC 

Distributions in pi arrd T) for muons from B decay at LHC energy we shown in Fig, 9. B’s 
are very much low-pi physics, with the peak of the moon pi distribution at about 1.5 GeV/c. 

24” 
200 
160 
12” A 

‘iLL1 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
P,[GeV/c) 

Figure 9. Expected distributions in py and 7 for muons from B decay at LHC enr;gy. 

5.1 SIX and GEM at SSC 

B physics has not had high priority in planning for GEM and SDC, ad thinking about 
how to use low-luminosity (- 10s3) initial running for B physics is just ‘xginning. As wit,h 
central colliders at lower energy, a.n important issue is how to trigger at, an acceptable rate 
on muons of relatively tow p-r. The results of one such study for SDC by D.P. Coupat is 
reproduced in Fig. 10. Coupal limited his study to b quarks produced with pi > 10 &V/c; 
this leaves an estimated 250pb out of a total SSC b& cross section of l-3 mb. For this 
preselection, Fig. 10 shows the relative acceptance for tp, 2/r, and 3/1 triggen as a function 
of pr for B + J/ILK:, J/$ - pfp-, tagged by B-+ p-X. ‘lIacks with pi < 5 GeV/c wilt 
barely penetrate the SDC calorimeter and toroid. The acceptance for triggering on three 
muons with pr > 5 GeV/c is about the same as that for one muon with pi > 20 GeVjc, 
about 2% of that for no pr requirement. 

Pi “?i” t&“/c) 
Figure IO. Relative acceptance in SDC for 171 < 2.5 for l/1, 2/1, and 3~ triggers, 86 a function 
of pr, from B + .Jf$Kp. .I/$ + p+lr-, tagged by B+ 0-X. 

The muon trigger concept of GEM is illustrated in Fig. II; muons are tracked in B 
magnetic field in air after they emerge from the calorimeter. GEM will be able to trigger on 
single muons or dimuons with m > 10 GeVfc and 171 < 2.5, and to tag B jets with muons 
with pr > I.5 GeV/c. 

Figure 11. Level 1 muon trigger concept for GEM. 
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5.2 CM’ at LHC 

TIE Corr~pact Muon Spectrometer (CMS) proposed for LHC (Fig. 12) is optimized lor 
muon identification. As shown in Fig. 13, the detector has considerable redandzrncy, including 
multiple momentum measurements, and tight 4 cowrage with no gaps for Iv/ < 2.5. The 
CMS proponents have done substantial planning lor doing B physics in the early running 
(luminosity - 10s3), and have csrefully studied resolution, backgrounds, and calibration of 
the dilution factor. They will be able to da trimuons with pT < 4 &V/c OL’ &muons with 
pr < 5 GeV/c with a 100 Hz trigger rate at that luminosity, and theu turn up the p7 
thrcsbold as luminosity increases. For the trimuon option and an integrated luminosity ol 
10’ pb-‘, CMS can obtain about 5.6 x 10’ events per year of R i Jl+K,o, .I/$ -+ IL’,,- 
with an away-side muon tag, giving errors on sin (20) ol 0.06 to 0.0!3. 

CMS 
A Compact Solenoidal Detetor far LHC 

4 Stations MS1 - MS4 
Redundancy 

0 Acceptance 

3 independent momentum measurements 
in air (belore absorber), after coil, after return yoke 

very good coverage for low-p, muons 
MSlt MS2 = 100% 

Per Station: 
40 cm space 
lo-16 measuring planes 

+ track vector in r-Q space 
position accuracy: - 100 pm 
direction: - 1 mrad 

Figure 13. Moon detection in CMS. 

Figure 12. The proposed CMS detector for LHC. 
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MUON IDENTIFICATION AND TRIGGERING AT De, 

MARY ANNE C. CUMMINGS 
Deparlment of Physics and Astronomy, University of Hawaii 

Honolulu. HI 96896 

DAVID HEDIN 
Physics Deporlmenl, Northern Illinois University 

DeKalb, IL 60115 

KEN JOHNS 
Physics Department, Chivewily of Arizona 

Tucson, AZ 85721 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The DO detector is a large, general-purpose detector designed to take full advantage 
of the 2 TeV energy of the Fermitsb collider. The design of the experiment emphasizes 
accurate identification, complete angular acceptance, and precise measurement of the decay 
products of W and 2 bosom: charged leptons (both electrons and muons), quarks and 
gluons, which emerge 8s collimated jets of particles, and noninteracting particles, such ts 
neutrinos. The primary physics goals of 00 include searching for new phenomena, such as 
the top quark or particles outside the Standard Model, and high-precision studies of the W 
and Z bosans. In addition, the excellent muon identification allows the study of b quark 
production and decay. 

The 00 detector is shown in Figure 1. It consists of three major hardware systems: 
calorimetry, muon detection, and central tracking, which together allow fairly complete char- 
acteriaation of most proton-antiproton collision events. The central tracking system consists 
of four drift-chamber systems (vertex, central, and two end systems) and transition radia- 
tion detectors for electron identification. Surrounding the central tracking system are three 
uranium/liquid-argon calorimeters. The uranium is a dense medium, allowing containment 
of high energy hadron showers in a relatively short depth, as well as equal response to 
electrons and hadrons, white the liquid-argon ionization medium gives ease of calibration, 
stability, radiation hardness, and the ability to build in fine segmentation in alI three coordi- 
nates. The energy resolution due to sampling fluctuations alone is ; z % far electrons and 

=“’ 
in $re detail below. 

for charged pions. Finally, surrounding the calorimeters is the muon system described 
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2. D0 MUON SYSTEM 

The muon system consists of 5 iron toroids plus 3 layers of proportional drift tubes 
(see Figure 2). The muon toroids are used to measure the signed muon momentum and 
absorb all remnant portions of hadron showers. The central taroid is 1.09 m thick while the 
ends are each 1.52 m thick. The toroids are operated with an average field of 1.9 T. The 
momentum resolution is dominated by multiple scattering with a typical value of 20%. The 
combined calorimeter plus toraid thickness varies from about 14 A in the central region to 
19 A in the end regions. This thickness reduces the hadronic punchthrough by a factor 01 
10.” below prompt sources of mwm and allows good muon identification within B jet. 

Three layers of drift chambers, one between the calorimeter and toroid and two outside 
the toroid, are used to measure muon trajectories. The wide-angle muon system consists 
of 164 chambers, using 10 cm cells, which cover the angular region greater than about IO 
degrees. These chambers combine drift time measurement with time division and vernier 
pads to obtain 3D points. The innermost layer has four measurement planes while the outer 
two have three each so that most muons are measured with ten 3D points. In the small- 
angle (SAMUS) region between 5 and 20 degrees, six modules of 3.0 cm drift cells are used 
with each module having six planes in an XX,YY,UU configuration. The smaller ceU size 
is needed in this region to reduce cell occupancy and to sharpen the & threshold of the 
trigger. Figure 3 gives the muon geometric acceptance as a function of 7 for different layer 
requirements. Gaps in the central region coverage are due to support and service structures. 

Muon identification utilizes information from the muon system itself, the central 
tracking, and the calorimeter. The primary backgrounds in the central region are from 
cosmic rays, which are out of time with the beam crossing and do not intercept the primary 
vertex, and hadron-induced spray (often uncorrelated chamber hits) which produces poorly 
fit tracks which also tend to miss the vertex. Good tracks in the muon chambers are defined 
by using appropriate track quality cuts (for example, on the x2 of the fit and the number of 
hits on the track) and that there are no muon chambers along the track without hits. The 
hit density is largest at small angles and our multi-layer chamber coverage is also best in 
this region (with some muons hitting 24 wire chamber plqnes). 

The 00 calorimeter is sensitive to minimum ionizing energy depositions, and the 
presence of such energy along the muon track helps to eliminate non-muon backgrounds. 
Muon chamber tracks are also matched with the central detector tracks. In addition to 
properly projecting to the muon chamber hits, the matched central track can be required to 
have a good fit and small impact parameter. Thie aids in eliminating non-muon and co?nic 
ray backgrounds, and can also tag n/K decays. Finally, timing information in the central 
tracking and muon chambers can also be used to remove cosmic ray muons. 

3. DO MUON TRIGGER SYSTEM 

The goal of the 00 trigger system is to reduce the roughly 250 kKz interaction rate 
to 2 Hz of good physics events to be written to Bmm tape. There are three stages to the D0 
muon trigger. The first two (Level 1 and 1.5) use hardware logic to make trigger decisions 
in about 3.5 and 20 ps respectively. Also used at Level 1 is a. hardware jet trigger which 
uses energy sums in A+ = A? = 0.2 calorimeter trigger towers to identify jets. At Level 
2, muon reconstruction and jet finding software is used on a VAX model 4000-60 processor 

farm. The Level 2 trigger is a subset of the offline reconstruction software and is designed 
to take about 100 400 ms per event. The total trigger rate (all triggers) out of Level 1 
is about 350 Hz. The Level 1.5 muon trigger reduces this rate to about 100 Hz which is 
sent into Level 2. Level 2 outputs 2 Hz of events to tape. The Level 1 and Level 1.5 muon 
hardware triggers are described in detail below. 

A block diagram of the muon trigger system is shown in Figure 4. The basic infor- 
mation provided by the wide- and small- angle muon chambers to the muon trigger system 
is a single latch bit for each of the approximately 15,000 drift cells of the mucm system. 
This bit information gives the bend coordinate of hit drift cells with B granularity of 10 cm 
in WAMUS (1~1 < 1.7) and 3 cm in SAMUS (2.4 < 1’11 < 3.3). Together with the analog 

‘time and charge signals, these bits are transmitted to the MCH and received by 200 Module 
Address Cards (MAC’s) which reside in 24 VME data crates using custom backplanes. Each 
muon data crate has a 68020 microprocessor used far downloading data, in-situ electronics 
testing, and event building. The MAC cards and subsequent level l and level 1.5 muon trig- 
ger electronics are kept physically distinct for the 5 separate 7 regions of the muon detector 
(CF, EF-North, EF-South, SAMUS-North, and SAMUS-South). 

The MAC cards receive the latch bits, perform zero suppression for data acquisition, 
and generate bit patterns corresponding to hit centroids far input to the level 1 and level 
1.5 muon trigger electronics. Centroid is defined here as the most likely half-cell (5 cm in 
WAMUS and 1.5 cm in SAMUS) traversed by a track projected to the midplane of an A, B, 
or C layer muon chamber. Centroid PAL I o g ic is programmed using pairs of drift cells and 
can find the correct centroid even in the presence of geometrical in&&n&s or delta rays. 
The MAC cards transmit a bit pattern corresponding to a logical OR of the centroids to the 
level 1 muon trigger (called the CCT or Coarse Centroid Trigger). In WAMUS (SAMUS) 
this OR is performed on a group of 3 (4) centroids. The MAC cards also produce a B full 
list of centroids to be sent to the level 1.5 muon trigger (called the OTC or Octant Trigger 
Card). 

The WAMUS CCT cards receive the OR’d bit pattern from the MAC cards and OR 
them again (OR-by-4) into hodoscopic patterns of 6 cell width (60 cm). Each CCT ,x&n 
accept inputs from up to 13 MAC cards. In the CF region this corresponds to inputs from 
3 A layer MAC’s, 5 B layer MAC’s, and 5 C layer MAC’s, The resultant bit patterns of B 
and C layer MAC’s are input to two PAL’s which jointly produce a 12 bit output pattern 
corresponding to A layer bits for 12 possible roads. This “predicted” A layer bit pattern 
in then compared with the actual 12 bit A layer pattern to determine good level 1 trigger 
““O”8. 

Other 7 regions such as SAMUS-N and -S and overlap regions in which muon tracks 
begin in SAMUS chambers and continue into sections of the WAMUS chambers use CCT 
cards for level 1 triggering as well. For example, in the SAMUS region, CCT’s are first used 
to find apacepoint triplets in each of the A, B, and C layers using spatial coincidences of 
X, Y and U plane bit patterns from from SAMUS MAC’s, Bits from good X-Y-U triplets 
in each of the three layers are next used to search separately for X, Y, and U roads of 12 
cm width. Finally, bit. from found X, Y, snd U roads are used to find triple coincidences 
corresponding to good A layer spscepoints which are taken as good level 1 trigger muons in 
this region. 

The output of all CCT’s for a given v~ region is dent to a second CCT-like card which 
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performs counting of muons in that region. Two bits of muon multiplicity for each of the 
q regions is sent to the Trigger Monitor Card (TRGMON) described below, CCT decisions 
are available within the 3.5~6 inter-bunch crossing time. The results from individual CCT 
cards are latched and readout using the CCT LATCH card which resides in the OTC VME 
crates. 

After a trigger framework decision of any level 1 muon trigger, the MAC full centroid 
lists ere strobed into the OTC cards for level 1.5 decision making. Triggers requiring the 
muon level 1.5 trigger delay sending digitizing orders until the level 1.5 trigger with its 
sharper transverse momentum threshold can confirm good level 1 muon triggers. Each OTC 
accepts inputs from 3 layers of MAC’s, The mapping of MAC’s to OTC’s follows that for 
CCT’s except that centroids from a given layer are transmitted serially and not in parallel 
as the bit patterns for the CCT’s are. The OTC compares all combinations of A, B, and C 
centroids to determine if they correspond to tracks above a threshold transverse momentum 
(typically 3 7 GeV/c). The address space for each combination exceeds the physical limits 
of available fast SRAM’s so instead each combination of A, B, and C centroids is used to 
generate 2 addresses to 2 SRAMS’s containing combinations which correspond to tracks 
exceeding a given transverse momentum threshold. A good trigger requires a “1” from both 
memories. A 4 x 4 array of these SRAM’s allows the lookups for the 16 combinations of 1 
A centraid, 4 B centraids, and 4 C centroids to be carried out in parallel. 

For each good trigger combination further processing is done by using the latched 
input centroids s.s address inputs for a second set of memories. These memories produce 2 24 
bit trigger words which are user defined and output to FIFO’s for read out by the OTCMGR 
described below. Presently these trigger words are simply the centroids for good triggers 
however this information is also available for further processing both on the OTCMGR and 
at level 2. Processing times for the level 1.5 trigger in WAMUS regions are typically less 
than 2 us. 

The SAMUS OTC trigger feces a large combinatoric problem due to the large flux of 
beam jet related particles near the beam. In the SAMUS region, three types of OTC’s are 
used to first find separately X end Y A-B-C layer roads and good X-Y-U spacepoint triplets 
i the B layer of SAMUS. Centraids from these three OTC’s are sent to B second level of 
OTC’s which link the B layer centroids from X and Y roads with the B layer centroids 
of good X-Y-Y spacepoint triplets. Combined processing times for both stages of SAMUS 
OTC’s can exceed 100 us however each OTC contains e programmable long timeout which 
aborts trigger processing in the case of very long processing times. 

After each OTC’s processing is complete, its output FIFO is read by the OTCMGR 
(OTC manager) card. The OTCMGR collects, processes, and buffers the trigger words from 
all defined OTC’s in a given OTC crate. A status word for each defined OTC is read out 
as well. A new version of the OTCMGR uses the ccntroid information contained in the 
trigger words to s.pply a second transverse momentum threshold to the event. This allows 
the level 1.5 muon trigger the flexibility of 2 different transverse momentum thresholds. The 
OTCMGR for each 7 region processes all the trigger words for that region and sends to 
the TRGMON 3 user defined bits of transverse momentum, multiplicity, and/or geographic 
information. Upon receipt of good level 1 or level 1.5 trigger from the framework all trigger 
words in the OTCMGR are read out by the VME Buffer/Driver (VBD) in each OTC crate. 

The TRGMON (Trigger Monitor) card receives from each q region two bits of level 1 

2.p’;~ 3 GeV in Y!, E;.“> 10 GeV 

Table 1: B Triggers for D0 run la. MUON (n,Ym) is d e ,ne as n ““0116 in ‘I region Ym. f d 
Region Yl is I?( < 1.0, Y2 is 171 < 1.7, and Y4 is 171 < 3.3. JET(n,m) is defined as II jet 
trigger towers > m GeV 

muon multiplicity and three bits of level 1.5 information The TRGMON resides in B separate 
VME crate called the muon supervisor crate along with several TIMER cards which control 
timing signals sent to the MAC crates. These level 1 and level 1.5 7 region bits are mapped 
into 16 level 1 and 16 level 1.5 physics bits (e.g. 2 moons anywhere in /?I i 3.3) via 
+wnloadable RAM on the TRGMON. It is these 16 level 1 and level 1.5 bits which are sent 
to the AND-OR network of the trigger framework along with trigger information from other 
detector systems to determine whether any of the programmed 32 specific level 1 physics 
triggers have fired. 

In the 1~1 i 1.0 region, the Level 1 muoo trigger efficiency (excluding geometrical 
effects) shows a plateau at 90% for py.> 8 GeV and is half that value at p; = 4 GeV. The 
Level 1.5 muon trigger efficiency in that region shows a plateau at 85% for p’;> 12 GeV and 
is half that value at py. = 7 GeV. 

4. B TRIGGERS AT DO 

On 00 , B’s are identified by their semileptonic decay into muons. Thus triggers for 
b physics are dominantly muon triggers. The b physics triggers used in the first run of DQ 
are listed in Table 1 along with the measured rates out of Level 1 and Level 2. The rates 
of single muon triggers without any jet trigger requirement are too high to be run without 
large prescales. Data for these triggers were collected with special single muon trigger rnns 
at times of lower Tevatron luminosity. 

Improvements in b triggering for run lb of DO include installation of new scintillator 
on the top of D0 (for improved cosmic ray muon rejection at Level 2 and possibly Level l), 
use of Level 1.5 with lower p; thresholds (giving increased rejection), a large tile jet trigger 
( larger (Aq = 0.8 x A$ = 1.6) trigger towers will give increased rejection from sharper ES’ 
efficiency curves), and improved Level 2 moon identification algorithms. 
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Figure 1: The D0 detector. 
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Figure 2: The D0 muon system 
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Figure 3: Geometrical acceptance of the DO muon system 
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the DQ muon trigger system 
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THE CDF MUON SYSTEM 

Thomas J. LeCompte 
University of Illinois ot Urbana-Champaign 

and 
Vaia Papadimitriou 

Fermi National Acceleralor Laboratory 

We describe the characteristics of the CDF muon system and our expe- 
rience with it. We explain how the trigger works and how we identify 
muons offline. We also describe the future upgrades oi the system and 
our trigger plans for Run IB nnd beyond. 

1. Description of the CDF Muon System 

The CDF muon system consists of four subsystems: The Central MUon chambers 
(CMU), the Forward MUon chambers (FMU), the Central Muon upgrade chambers (CMP), 
and the Central Muon extension chambers (CMX). The first two subsystems were parts of 
the detector from the 1967 collider run. The last two were added only in 1992, for Run IA 
(See Figure 1 ‘Top. Figure 1 Bottom shows the detector in the Run 11 configuration). 

The CMU system is located around the outside 01 the central hadron calorimeter 
at a radial distance of 3.47 m from the beam axis. It is segmented in 4 into 12.6” wedges 
which fit into the top of each 15” central calorimeter wedge. This leaves a gap in the central 
muon coverage of 2.4” between each wedge. Each muon wedge is further segmented in ~4 
into three modules of 4.2” each. Each of the three modules consists of four layers of four 
rectangular drift cells. A stainless steel resistive 56 pm Sense wire is located at the center 
of each cell. The chambers measure four points along the trajectory with an accuracy of 
250 pm per point in the 9 direction. Charge division gives an accuracy of u =1.2 mm per 
point in the z direction. Th e c am ers cover the angular region 56’~ 8 <124’ or (q( < h b 
0.63. In this region their average coverage is 64% due to the 4 gaps between the wedges and 
the boundary between the central arches at 0 = 90’. Because there is an average of only 
5.4 pion interaction lengths between the CMU chambers and the event vertex, about 1 in 
220 hadrons traverses the calorimeter without interacting, thereby causing the hadron to be 
misidentified as a muon. r\nother limitation of the detector is its restricted 0 coverage. 

The CDF forward muon system consists of two muon spectrometers measuring muon 
momentum and position for polar angles r-16’ (forward) and 164” -177” (backward). This 
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system consists of B pair of magnetized iron toroids instrumented with three sets of drift 
chambers and two planes of scintillation trigger counters. We have an average of 17 pion 
interaction lengths in FMU and therefore there ia no pian punch-tbxough brckgronnd. The 
main source of background in FMU is decays of pions snd kaons in the spwe between the 
interaction point and the detector. 

The CMP consists of an additional 60 cm of steel absorber behind the current central 
muon system, followed by a second set of muon chambers. .The return yoke of the CDF 
solenoid &eady.provides the necessary steel at the top and bottom of the central detector 
so that it is only necessary to add more steel on the two sides, where two movable steel walls 
were installed. The CMP chambers have single wire drift cells. Four chamber layers are 
required, with one pair of chambers half-cell staggered relative to the other pair. CMP has 
a pseudorapidity coverage of 171 50.57 and has an average 4 coverage of about 80%, so that 
the fraction of CMU also covered by CMP is 72%. It re d uces the punch-through rate by a 
factor of - IO (see Figure 2) which allows us to lower the pr thresholds without the trigger 
rates becoming unmanageable, and also to identify muons within jets which is especially 
important for bottom and tap physics. 

CMX: 
CMX consists of “pinwheels” of drift cells around each end of the detector. It extends 

the B coverage by covering the region .62 < 171 i 1.0. In the region -45” < 4 ~225’ the 
cells lie on a conical surface to maximize the acceptance. In the region 225’ < 4 <315’ the 
cells have been assembled in B flat pinwheel-like structure to minimize the space occupied. 
Because of the angle at which particles traverse the calorimeter, the amount of steel is larger 
here than in CMU and no new steel is added. We have 8 layers of drift cells between 2 layers 
of scintillator which provide three-dimensional tracking. The scintillabars (CSX) provide tbe 
timing of the muon track. The cell dimensions are 1” x 6” x 72” and WC have a single wire 
per cell. The resolution is 2.50 pm (I cm) perpendicular to (along) the wire. Forty-eight cells 

are glued into a module covering 15” in 4. Two arches with 8 modules each were installed on 
each si#e of the detector for Run IA. CMX covers currently 213 of & 30’ at the top of the 
detcctbr have no coverage due to interference with the main ring shielding and the cryogenics. 
SO” in the bottom were not instrumented either. We have an increase of approximately 25 
% in the dimuon sample due to the dimuons that have one muon in the CMX. 

3. Today: Run IA Triggers 

CDF uses a three tiered trigger system. Level 1 (Ll) has an input rate of 300 kHe, to 
match the 3.5 ps crossing time. Level 2 (L2) has an maximum input rate of approximately 
2.5 kAz, and an output rate of about 20 Hz. L cvel 3 is a farm of computers that runs a 
slightly streamlined version of the offline reconstruction code, and can write about 6 He to 
tape. 

At Level 1, we require either a single muon with a m above B high threshold, or 
two muons with p~‘s above a lower threshold. For the central region, the high threshold 
is approximately 6 GeV, and for the extension it is 10 GeV. The low threshold is 3 GeV 
everywhere. Because the pi is mcaeured by the slope of the track in the muon chambers, 
with P lever arm of only L few centimeters, this messurement is cruder than measuring the 
transverse momentum in the central tracking chamber; the turn-ens arc therefore rather soft. 

In addition, if the muon is in z, CMU chamber that is not in a CMP 4 gap, there must also 
be B CMP hit for the muon to @ass the high pi threshold. Low pi muons do not have this 
CMP requirement. The total Level 1 muon cross section is about 110 pb. 

By Level 2, CTC tracking information in the r - r$ plane is available from the CFT, 
or Central Fast Tracker. A track with pr > 9.2 GeV 1s required to match within 5 degrees 
of the mum stub for B single muon trigger, and a track with pr > 3 GeV is required to 
match within 15 degrees of one of the two muon stubs for B dimuon trigger. (The 15 degree 
requirement is there because there is not enough hardware to implement the 5 degree match 
on both sets of triggers.) 

This dimuon trigger has two changes relative to the 1988-1989 run trigger, changes 
designed to increase the number of J/$ ‘s written to tape per unit luminosity. One change 
was to lower the trigger threshold at Level 2: in the 1988-89 run we required both muons 
to have pi > 3 GeV/c; that requirement has been relaxed to requiring at least one muon to 
have pi > 3 GeV/c. Figure 3 shows the substantial increase in J/$ yield from this change. 
In the 1988.89 run we also required that the two muons be separated from each other by at 
least one full muon wedge. In Run IA, the separation requirement was reduced to a singe 
muon chamber This change increased the acceptance by approximately a factor of - 2 at 
high ~7’6, for a combined trigger efficiency increase for J/$‘s of approximately a factor of 
live. Figure 4 shows the dimuon trigger efficiency plotted against muon pi for the Level 1 
trigger; Figure 5 shows the same thing for the Level 2 trigger. 

3. Experience with the CMX system 

Making the CMX system work was not trivial. The CMX allocated trigger cross 
section far Run IA was 64 ph for Level1 and 78 nb for Level2. In May 1992, though, we 
had 4000 pb at Ll and L2 was significantly above the allocated cross section as well. The 
excess of triggers was not associated with the main ring, since the triggers were azimuthally 
symmetric. The excess was not due to pion punch-through that WC had not anticipated, since 
the triggers did not pile up at cracks in the calorimeter. It was not some kind of strange beam 
loss either, since we did not observe any kind of east/west (protonfantiproton) arymmetry. 
These convinced us that the triggers were coming from the pp interaction. One clue in the 
understanding of the problem was that there was no calorimeter energy associated with the 
triggers. This led us to think that the triggers might possibly be coming from interactions 
of low-angle particles in the beam pipe or in the forward calorimeter. In addition, these 
particles appeared to have extremely low momentum, and rates in the fro:lt and back sections 
of the CMX showed indications that a substantial fraction of these particles were ranging 
out in the chamber material. The secondary-interaction or “spray” hypothesis was further 
supported by the fact that there was much more activity in the inner surface of the endplug 
calorimeter in Run IA than there was in the 1988.89 collider run. If there WBS a spray of 
particles from the beampipe into the plug calorimeter, it could also affect the rates of CMX. 
Monte Carlo studies were performed which were successful in predicting the observed trigger 
rates. In August 1992 we were convinced that the problem was due to particles interacting 
in the beam pipe and in the forward calorimeter. The available solutions were: a) to change 
the beam pipe; b)since a particle coming from the beam pipe or the forward cahximeter 
is delayed by roughly ten or twenty nanoseconds respectively relative to particles coming 
from the interaction point, we could apply a tight time gate to the sdntillator coincidence; 
c)rcqucat that the muon has fired the Aadron Calorimeter TDCs. 

In February lY93 we repiaced the old, 69 mil thick stainless steel beam pipe by a 
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thin one which was 30 mila of Aluminum end the trigger rates were reduced by factora of 
2-3. The addition of B tight time gate et the scintillators and the Hadron Calorimeter TDC 
requirement made tinelly the Ll trigger rates manageable in Me& of 1993. 

4. Offline muon reconstruction 

Although we identify muons at Ll by requiring a muon track, end at L2 by requiring 
that this muon track matches to a Central Tracking Chamber (CTC) track, we bavo to 
apply tighter cuts otlline in order to reject background. We first request that there is less 
than 3-4 v difference in position between esch muon chamber track end its eesocirted, 
extrapolated CTC track, in both r+ sod I views where v is the calculated uncertainty due 
to multiple scattering, energy loss, and measurement uncertainties. One can make similar 
requirements for the slope. We have not used slope cuts till now but we may do in the 
future. (The remaining difficulty arises from the effect of 6 rays in the muon chambers 
causing B mismeasurement of the slope) Th ese cuts have efficiencies greeter than 98% while 
they reduce the background by a factor of approximately five. Depending on the snalysis, we 
also perform isolation cuts by looking at the energy in e cone around the muons and other 
energy related quantities or we request that the muon has CMP confirmation. It is seldom 
easy to understand the efficiency of the calorimetric cuts and therefore they me usually 
avoided. 

5. 1993: Run IB 

In Run IB, the delivered luminosity is expected to double, and the trigger bandwidth 
at Level 2 and Level 3 will also (approximately) double. Tbi s means that the cross-section et 
Level 1 will have to be reduced by approximately a factor of two. To do this, we are adding 
the additional requirement that the hadron calorimeter TDCs show energy deposition within 
30 ns of the interaction. A muon deposits approximately 1 GeV of energy in the central or 
endwaIl badronic calorimeter, which provides sufficient light at the phototube to measure 
the time. This information is used offline to reject cosmic rays; the plan is to use it online as 
well, to reject all out of time backgrounds: cosmic rays, forward calorimeter albedo, spray 
from the beampipe, main ring-induced particles, etc. Additionally, the CSX scintillaton on 
the CMX will also be required to be in time, to within a few nanoseconds, further reducing 
the out of time background. Applying these timing cuts reduces the cross-section by more 
than a factor of two, so we are using the additional available bandwidth to implement I 
so-called “7 gap” trigger. Muons which are in the 4 region covered by the CMP, but not 
the 7 region (rejected by the IA trigger) will b e accepted at Level 1 if there is hadron TDC 
confirmation in the 7) region not covered by the CMP. 

At Level 2, the total cross-section is approximately the same. However, the crow 
sections of several triggers, including the single muon and dimuon triggers, is increasing 
with luminosity. To fight this, a number of changes wiU be made. First, the L&e1 2 CFT 
(Central Fast Tracker) thresholds will be made different for muons with and without CMP 
confirmation. CMU-only and CMX muons wiU have B 12 GeV threshold; these triggers arc 
intended for electroweak and top physics. The CMU-CMP muons, however, will have their 
threshold bwerrd to ‘I or 8 GeV. The rationale is to trade low purity muon triggers for 
higher purity triggers, thus decreasing the overall trigger rate and increasing the number of 
B + p + X events simultaneously. 

For dimuons, more drastic steps most be taken. The current trigger, which requires 

only one of the two muons to have a CFT track with pi > 3 GeV has (L cross-section that 
grows considerably with luminosity. Many of these events have one reel mudn of m > 3 
GeV, and one junk atub. Requiring a tnck to point to both muon stubs is expected to solve 
the cross-section growth problem. Unfortunately, requiring both. legs to paal the pr > 3 
GcV threshold (the current CFT lower limit) removes 80% of the J/$‘s, To solve this, the 
CFT is being modified BO that the lowest pr threshold is 2 GeV. This 2-2 trigger should have 
approximetely the 8eme J/+ rate es the Run 1A 3-O trigger. J/$‘s that pass this triaer 
will have decays even more symmetric than those that pass the 3-O trigger; tkda may have 
implications for J/$ polarization physics. It is also possible that we wiIl be eblc to m&e e 
tighter track-stub matching cut (5 degrees instead of 15) in Run IB. 

Level 3 wiU remain essentially unchanged. The pi thresholds wiIl be changed to 
rel3ect the new Level 2 thresholds, and it is possible that the tracking wiU be restricted to 
the region of 6 that caused the trigger e.g. on J/$ triggers, the awey side jet won’t be 
tracked. 

6. 1996: Run II end beyond 

In Run I the FMU chambers were located - 10 m away from the interaction point. 
For Run II FMU wiU move closer to the interaction point (- 5 m awsy) to increase the polar 
angle coverage for muons, as well as to reduce the decay in flight background by reducing the 
decay length. This wiU create some triggering problems though; the FMU chsmbers were 
built to form roads with the planea of chamber cells which point at a vertex IO m and not 5 
m away. The trigger roads CM be rewired to work under the new conditions but at the cost 
of not having a sharp PT threshold. We plan to use s&till&or signals from the upgraded 
plug calorimeter as a Ll trigger. We may also be able to use the FMU scintilletor sign& 
but probably the occupancy wiU be too high at Run II and beyond. There ere also thoughts 
of using timing information from the plug calorimeters at Ll, if there is timina informstion 
available, 

In the central region, hardware upgrades that had been started for Run I wiU be 
completed for Run II. In particul?r, the bottom portion of the central muon extension wiU 
be installed, and the #gaps in the CMP will be filled. I n addition, the CMU wiU be operated 
in proportional mode rather than streamer mode. 

Also in Run II, the beam bunch spacing wiU decrease from 3.5 ps to 396 ~8, in 
preparation for the 192 ns crossing time in the Main Injector era. The meximum drift time 
in the CMU chambers is about 700 na, and the maximum drift time the CMP chambers is 
about 2 ~3. So, establishing the correct to becomes the critical new feature of the Run II 
trigger. 

The CMP chambers wiU be surrounded by scintillators, called the “CSP” detector, 
for Central muon Scintillator upgrade. (Slightly fewer than half the counters have been 
installed in the CDF collision hail to test the system in Run IB.) 

These will be able to give a to for high pr muons. However, for B physics, we 
would prefer not to rely on the CMP/CSP for to information, because of the more restrictive 
momentum requirement it imposes on muons from J/$ decays. Two alternative sources of to 
information have been identified: calorimeter TDCs and the planned new hardware tracker. 

The proposed “XFT” (extremely Fast Tracker) hardware tracker wiU provide a set of 
tracks and estimates of their transverse momentum for each crossing. A dimuon trigger could 
be implemented by requiring two low pr CMU stubs, and two XFT tracks of m >- 1.5 GeV 
matching to these stubs. The crossing with the two XFT tracks is taken to be the crossing 
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of the dimuon event, and the time of that crossing is the to of the interaction. CDF If difficulties arise in doing this, the alternative plan is to use TDCs on the hadron 
c&rimcter outputs. This is more than sufficient to identify which 132 vu crossing caused 
the trigger. 

Unlike Run I, the bandwidth is not really a limiting factor. The rates from the 
B - r+r- trigger overwhelm everything else. Planned thresholds are 1.5 GeV on each leg 
for dimuon triggers, 6 GeV for single muon triggers in the upgrade region (3 GeV if the 
muon has a large impact parameter as measured by the Level 2 vertex tracker), and 9 GeV 
for muons without CMP confirmation: again, for W, Z and top physics. 

7. Summary 

The CDF muon system, originally designed for electroweak and top physics, is capable 
of triggering on B - p + X and B + J/y5 + X decays. Since the 1989.1989 run, we have 
increased coverage with the addition of the CMX, purity with the addition of the CMP, and 
yields by lowering trigger thresholds. A lich program of investigating the physics of b’s is 
already underway. The CDF strategy for the future is to continue increasing the coverage 
and triggering efficiency. 

Figure I 
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SUMMARY OF THE HADRON ID GROUP 

K. Nelson’ and M. Shea@, Co-canvenors 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The members of the Hadron ID Working Group represented a wide spectrum of exper- 
imental environments snd detector expertise. On most afternoons, two or three speakers 
presented results from detectors,used for particle identification. The majority of the presen- 
tations were reports on the performance of detectors used in current generation experiments, 
but some detailed the results of more speculative work being performed in the framework of 
detector research and development far expected future experiments or upgrades to existing 
experiments. One session wall held jointly with the El ec t ran ID Working Group because the 
talks on Transition Radiation Detectors’ and the Aadron Blind Detector’ were of interest 
to both groups. 

One of the more noteworthy features of this working group WBB the large representa- 
tion and contribution from members of the CLEO colIaboration, despite the fact that this 
workshop WBB organized to discuss B physics at hadron accelerators. The present CLEO ex- 
periment utilizes dE/dx and time-of-flight (TOF) d e ec an for particle identification. Three t t 
standard deviation pion/kson separation is achieved by the former up to -.7 &V/c and 
the latter up to .9 GeV/c. Members of the group are carrying out an aggressive research 
program to develop techniques for extending the hadron ID capability to at least the 2.5 
GeV/c needed for the symmetric collider program and even beyond this to the 4 GeV/c 
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required for the proposed asymmetric machine of the futures,‘. In order to provide space 
for the hadron ID upgrade, it will he necessary to improve the capabilities of the tracking 
system to attain the se.me resolutions as previously achieved but in 20 cm less radial space. 

Since no hadron ID is currently contemplated for the central collider experiments ap- 
proved for either the LHC or SSC, our discussions focused only on central collider experi- 
ments at the Fermilab Tevatron. However, since the luminosity of these machines is likely 
to be somewhat below design at turn-on and since the large cross section for B produc- 
tion at such high energies allows for a very rich program of B physics at lower luminosity 
(-1032 en-‘see-‘), we hope that the detector groups will at least consider ways in which 
they might include this capability. It is difficult to retrofit detectors with subsystems for 
hadron ID once built”. This wan evident in the presentations made by members of the 
CDF group’,‘. A modification to the amplifier-shaper-discriminator cards in the CDF cen- 
tral tracking chamber allows pion/kwn separation at law momentum by measurement of 
dE/dx. However, at least for some analyses, the momentum range covered is not very well 
matched to the tracks to be identified once all selection cuts on candidates are made. This is 
likely to be true for the proposed TOF upgrade as well. A Ring Imaging Cerenkov Counter 
(RICH) would be a better match but there is not enough space outside of the central track- 
ing chamber for a RICH, so that the central tracking chamber would have to be replaced in 
order to add one. 

The proposed forward collider and fixed target experiments at any of the three labora- 
tories do include hadron ID detectors. However, because the very small cross section for B’s 
in fixed target at the Tevatron precludes measurements of CP violation in B decays in that 
experimental environment, we limited our discussions of fixed target experiments to those 
proposed for the LHC or SSC only. 

2. DO WE NEED HADRON ID IN ORDER TO MEASURE CP VIOLATION 
IN B DECAYS? 

ThC need for hadron ID in future B experiments is dependent on the specific mcasure- 
ments to be performed and must be established on that basis. Once the case is made, it is 
necessary to determine whether there are viable techniques which can provide the required 
discrimination in the various experimental environments proposed for the measurements. 

Hadron ID is useful for the purpose of augmenting the lepton tags of the ‘other” B 
in measurements of CP violation which require tagging of the other side B. While it id not 
absolutely essential that hadron ID play a role here since the lepton tags are reasonably 
efficient and can even be used in the event triggers, estimates of the relative contribution of 
K tags vary from e. factor of three’ to B tactor of five9 depending on the momentum range 
(i.e., the experimental environment) and the cuts assumed. Thus, including the kaon tags 
can considerably reduce the experiment running time needed to reach the desired accuracy 
in such measurements. Most of the decay modes that have been proposed as good candidates 
for CP violation studies do require this type of tagging, e.g., the decays of neutral B’s to CP 
eigenstates where both B” (or Bz) and B” (or Bz) decay to the same final state. Examples 
of decays of this type are B; -+ r r + -, the most often mentioned candidate far measurement 

of the angle a, and the decay usually identified as the prime candidate to be the “discovery” 
channel, Bz - Jl$K,. (See reference 10 for B discussion of these snd other channels in 
which CP violation phases can be measured.) 

A possible method for flavor tagging of B decays has recently been suggested”, which 
may prove to be even more effective than the other side tags. In analogy to the D system, 
where D” production accounts for some 20 to 30% of the D’s produced in the e+e- contin- 
uum, it is postulated that a sizeable fraction of B’s may result from the production of B** 
resonances. If this is indeed the case, the mass difference of the B” and the B coupled with 
the batchelor pian (or kaon) sign will identify the B 8s a 8’ or Do. It is also possible that 
fragmentation effects alone will lead to a correlation in the sign of the nearest hadran and 
the flavor of the B for low-mass B-r (or K) pairs. Particle ID wiU play an important role if 
these ideas prove fruitful. The sign of th e accompanying hadron will identify the B as a En 
or B”. The flavor of the accompanying hadron (r or K) will identify the B as Bd or B.. 

Hadron ID (coupled with good tracking resolution) allows the separation of B decay 
channels of interest from backgrounds due to the reflections of B decays with similar topolo- 
gies. The example usually cited is Bi + r+r-, for which both B; + Ks and By + KT are 
expected to be backgrounds when the B is misreconstructed by assigning the pion mass to 
the kaon in the decay. The results of a detailed Monte Carlo study indicate that the large 
combinatoric background to Bi 4 r+r- can be eliminated by cuts on vertex separation, on 
the p, of the tracks, and on the distance of closest approach of the reconstructed B to the 
primary vertex”. Thus, the reflections of the other B decays modes mentioned above are 
expected to form the major backgrounds to this decay. 

3. WHAT ARE THE DETECTORS OF CHOICE FOR HADRON ID IN 
THE PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENTS? 

Although the pi distributions of B decay products are peaked at very low values, so 
that, e.g., approximately half of the I e pt on daughters from direct B decays have pt below 1 
GeV/c”, the momenta of the B decay secocdaries vary widely over the full kinematic range 
of proposed future B detectors. This can be seen in Figure I, which is reproduced from 
the Bottom Collider Detector (BCD) Propo~al’~. The top three plots show the integrated 
momentum specta of B decay products for a representative set of ten non-leptonic decays 
modes with relatively low multiplicity in, from left to right, the central, intermediate, and 
forward regions of the detector. The bottom three are the same distributions for the decay 
B” -+ K+cr-, chosen for the plot since it is the decay that yields the highest momentum 
kaons. Since detectors for hadron ID discriminate on the basis of p and not pi, the demands 
placed on these detectors e.re very different depending on the kinematic region covered. 
Techniques need to be found which allow the separation of pions from kaons at from below 
1 GeV/c to approximately 4 GeVJc in the central region, as well as methods which work in 
the range of tens of GeV/c in the intermediate region and up to hundreds of GeV/c in the 
forward region. 

Particle identification techniques discussed for use at low momenta, i.e., in the central 
and intermediate regions, were dE/dx, TOF, and RICH counters. As shown in Figure 2, the 
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combination of dE/dx and TOF can be expected to provide at least 2~ separation between 
pions and kaons up to almost 5 GeV/c assuming the expected performance of the CDF central 
tracker when used for dE/dx*. (Note that th e curves are shown versus p, for q = 0, where p 
is pt.) The time resolution needed for a TOF detector that would actually fill in the dE/dx 
crossover region with pion/kaon separation having 2~ accuracy is somewhat beyond what is 
possible with current technology. However, time resolution of 110 ps has been achieved in 
counters tested for use as TOF detectors”. The OPAL dE/dx discrimination is somewhat 
better than that in the CDF detector and even extends all the way out to 20 GeV/c”. This 
is accomplished by using e. pressurized chamber and instrpmenting a large number of planes, 
both of which serve to increase the ioniaation statistics. The discriminstion achieved is shown 
in Figure 3. For comparison, the expected discrimination of a. RICH counter proposed as 
B CLEO upgrade4*’ is shown in Figure 4. The RICH uses a liquid radiator, CsFlz, which 
has a low threshold, 7, - 1.5, and thus “turns on” for pions at just above 200 MeV/c and 
for kaons at about 150 MeV/c. Th e maximum momentum versus dip angle at which 4~ 
separation can be realized in this detector is shown in the figure. To demonstrate that the 
discrimination shown extends to high enough momentum, the maximum kaon momentum 
for B 4 Kn decays versus dip angle is also shown. See Reference 16 far a comparison of 
the dE/dx, TOF and RICH techniques including also threshold Ccrenkov counters. The 
figures of merit for the different detectors are discussed in this reference, which is one of the 
submissions to this section of the proceedings. 

The RICH detector was the clear choice of the group for the hadron ID detector of 
the future. Several of the participants are actively involved in research and development 
on this technique, The large number of both liquid and gaseous radiators available for use 
allow for a wide option of n values, where n is the index of relraction, and thus a large 
range in 7,. The combination of both k’ d m s o ra la or in a single detector is possible, so f d’ t 
that discrimination of hadron species can be achieved over a large range in momentum. The 
conventional techniques for detection and readout, B detection volume filled with photo- 
sensitive gas which acts as B time projection chamber, is suitable for e+e- machines but 
not for hadron machines. Thus, most of the research and development projects involve 
studies of “I&” cathodes with a thin layer of CsI adsorbed on the surface for detection 
of the Cerenkov photons. TMAE is sometimes also added. While the results of the tests 
arc not yet consistent from laboratory to laboratory, the bottom line is that, even for the 
results showing the lowest quantum efficiency, enough photoelectrons are emitted to make 
this a viable technique”. Further research should improve the performance substantially. 
Discrimination using RICB counters does not extend to momenta much higher than 200 
GeV/c. At higher momenta than this, and thus for the most forward region of the forward 
collider or fixed target experiments, it is planned to augment the RICH system with TRD’s. 
The expected discrimination as a function of momentum far the forward RICH ce.n be found 
in References 19 and 19, and that for TRD’s in References 1, 19, and 20. 

One further point that came out in the discussions of the CDF detector’ was the fact 
that dE/dx in the silicon planes allows particle ID at very low momentum. This is shown in 
Figure 5b) and is to he compared to the same plot for the central tracker shown in Figure 
5a). Since the very low momentum tracks are not seen in the central tracker, the silicon 

planes provide the only particle ID for those. The combination of the two detectors together 
gives better discrimination than would either one alone above the crossover region. Since 
dE/dx information comes along, not really “for free”, but at the price of including analog 
readout on tracking detectors, we would urge the proponents of future detect&to consider 
this option in making their plans. Analog readout also allows for better tracking resolution 
in some cases, which could provide further motivation. 
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Figure 1. The integral momentum spectra of B-decay products in the Central, Intermediate, 
and Forward detectors, according to an ISAJET simulation of the proposed Bottom Collider 
Detector experiment (Reference 13). The upper three plots average over the ten different 
decay modes listed in Table 5 of Ref. 13. The lower three plot. are for the made B” - X+r-, 
which has the stiffest momentum spectrum of any nonleptonic decay. 
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Figure 3. Particle separation in number of standard deviations verse momentum using 
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Figure 2. Expected K/r aepuation in number of atmdard deviationa versus momentum at 
q=O for dE/dx md Time-of-Ilight detectors in CDF. 
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Comparison of Particle Identification Methods 
S. Kwan 

Fermi Nan’onal Acceleroror Laboratory 
P.O. Box 500. Baravia, Illinois 60510 

1. Introduction 

There are four primary methods for hadron identification which can be applied in a 

B experiment: (I) Time of flight (TOF): (2) ionization loss (dE/dx); (3) Cherenkov 

radiation. including Ring Imaging Cherenkov counters (RICH), threshold cwnter~ and 

various novel ideas such as the internally reflected Cherenkov imaging counters (DIRC)[l] 

and the H&on Blind Detector[Z] and (4) transition radiation[3]. No single device is able 

to cover the wide range of mmnentum of hadmns from the central collider geometry to the 

fixed target configuration at the SSULHC. Both the TOF and the dE/dx are useful only at 

low momentum and their use has been nstricled to central collider geometry in hadmn 

machines or e+e- machines. Even there. a combination of the two methods or with 

Chcrenkov counters is required to give the whole range of momentum coverage. On the 

other hand, a RICH can be useful at central or fonwd collider experiments and fixed target 

experiments as well as e+e- experiments (e.g. DELPHI, SLD) including B-factories. For 

the high momentum domain in the fixed target experiments for the SSCILHC. a TRD is 

needed to cover the momentum range from 200 GcVic up to 500 GeVlc. The physics of 

the various processes are covered in the excellent review article 151. Here we will briefly 

compare the performance of a Cherenkov threshold system, RICH and TOF. 

2. Threshold Cherenkov Counter 

The performance of any Chcrenkov system can be described by No. a figure of 

merit which is given by: 

No = (370 cV-’ cm-‘) E AI! (1) 

where E is the average over the whole acceptance bandwidth (AE in the photon energy 

domain) of the detector efficiencies including the quantum efficiency of the photon 

detector, transmission of the system and mirror reflection. 
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Threshold Cherenkov counters are widely used in fixed target experiments because 

of their large phase space acceptance and simplicity in operation. The threshold of a 

Cherenkov counter is given by: 

Yt Pt = J& (2) 

where n is the refractive index of the Cherenkov radiating medium. The quantity +$ = lpllm 

(c=l) is useful in comparing different particle identification techniques since both TOF and 

dE/dx also scale with this variable. For threshold Cherenkov counters. for two particles of 
unequal masses ml and m2, the range in momentum over which particles will be separated 

is : Ap = y,P (ml-m2). Though such a counter does not cover as wide a range of 

momentum as a RICH. it can be combined with other techniques or used in a multi- 

counters system. As an example, we take the two large multicellular threshold Cherenkov 

systems Cl and C2 in the Fermilab Tagged Photon Spectrometer which has been used 

successfully in a series of charm experiments E69llE769iE791. Cl which has 28 cells, is 

tilled with nitrogen at STP(index of refraction. n=1.0003089) and C2 which has 32 cells is 

filled with a mixture of nitrogen and helium (80% He, n=1.0000901 at STP). By careful 

attention to the details of the light collection. a typical No of 70 cm-’ for Cl and 123 cm-’ 

for C2 was obtained corresponding to a mean number of detected photoelectrons N (where 
N= No L sin20. L being the length of the radiator) of 15 in each cell of Cl and C2 per each 

isolated high momentum track. Even though N seemed to be large. AE was also large 

(about 5.3 eV) and the actual detection efficiencies attained were only 3.1% and 6% 

respectively. The resolution of these counters is given by: 

5% tan% 
P =(2\risj 

(3) 

which when evaluated for Cl and CL in the above example would give whtes of 7.7.1O-5 

and 2.3 .W5 respectively. 

3. RICH 

The resolution of a RICH detector is given by: 

BP= Ol3 
P tane~N 

where oe is the total angular error per detected photon. Comparison of the equations (3) 

and (4) shows that the resolution of a RICH detector is better than that of a threshold 
counter by a factor of tam3 /(2@ which could be as much as 250 for the least chromatic 

radiators like He or Ne. This difference is due to the fact that a RICH counter directly 
measures 0 whereas in threshold counters it is only inferred from the value of N. Eq. (4) 

could be rewritten as: 

0~ = npsiot30e nP ae 

P \IN 
= -= K, 

J( NoL) 
(5) 

which could be delined as the quality fictor for a RICH detector. Tbe panicle identification 

capability of a RICH detector can be expressed in the number of standard deviations no to 
differentiate a particle of mass mt from a particle of mass m2. Identification with no 

standard deviations may be attained at momentum: 
2 2 

ml-m2 
p = J’-zK& (6) 

For a 1.4 m long radiator of CF4 gas (I bar and 293’K. yt=31 .g) with detector parameters 

(photon energy=6.5 eV, AE=l eV and No=75 cm-1)[6]. the RICH p resolution =1.6.10-6 

which is about a factor of 125 better than an equivalent threshold counter with yt=31.8. 

Three o separation between nn< is in principle possible up to 153 GcVlc for this RICH 

whereas the equivalent threshold counter can do n/k separation only from 5 to 17 GeVIc. 

4. TOF 

A TOF counter measures the flight time t = L/p (c=l) a particle would take to 

traverse a flight path L. For two particles of unequal mass mt and m2 but of equal 

momentum p, the flight time difference over L is given by: 

This time difference is small, e.g. with a 1 m long flight path, the time difference between a 

1 GeV/c pion and kaon is only 380~s. Also, one can see that the time diffennce decreases 

as p2. Using TGF measttnments. the panicles will be separable when: 

(8) 
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Given the present technological limit in time resolution, the maximum permissible~flight 

path and by systematic errors for large TOF systems, this method of particle identification 

is uxful from about 800 MeV to about 2 GeVlc in which it fills the so called ‘“crossover” 

regions in the dudx measurements. 

The p resolution for a TOF system is given by: 

(9) 

where oz is the time resolution. To get to the same p resolution as the RICH quoted above. 

one needs a time resolution of 7.5 Is! It is obvious that a TGF device cannot compete with 

gaseous RICH in the high ydomain( y z-20) so a compatison in the low ydomain would be 

more appropriate. Here one has to use liquid or solid Cherenkov radiators. A proximity 
focusing liquid RICH counter would give a p resolution of 1.2.10-3 [61 which still 

corresponds to a time resolution of 4 ps over a distance L =1 m. 

5. Discus&n 

Of course, in comparing the different techniques, there are other things to be 

considered apart from the performance of the detectors. For example, dE/dx is usually 

available in gaseous tracking chambers in collider experiments. Other factors such as (I) 

technical difficulty and the necessary R&D involved; (2) construction and opcrdtion costs; 

(3) manpower needed; (4) triggering posstbdmes; (5) detector mass and space available; (6) 

stability and ease of operation and (7) inherent limits to the performance such as decays in 

flight, interactions in the material of the system or backgmunds have to be consid-red and 

weighed carefully before a de&on is made to choose a par&lar technology. 
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USE OF TRANSITION RADIATION DETECTORS (TRD’s) 
FOR B TAGGING/TRIGGERING IN FUTURE COLLIDER 

OR FIXED TARGET EXPERIMENTS’,” 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Transition Radiation Detectors (TRD’s) h ave been used successfully for particle idcn- 
tificatian in high energy physics experiments over approximately the last ten yeus. They 
have been utilized in a variety of experimental environments. including the Intersecting 
Storage Rings at CERN’, hadron collider experiments at the CERN SppS and at the Fer- 
milab Tentron’, and an internal gas jet target experiment at the Spljs’ as well aa fixed 
target experiments at both laboratories’*5’6.“‘. The primary application has been elec- 
tron identification’,‘,‘,‘,s,6, b ut, more recently, they have been used to identify hens as 
well, including both primary beam particks’md secondaries in the very forward rqion 
of a multiparticle spectrometer8. These versatile detectors show &rat promise for use in 
the identification of B decay products in future heavy quark experiments at hadron acccl- 
erators. While their anticipated role in the central or moderately forward region of the 
collider would be to identify electrons, in fixed target or in the very forward collider region, 
they would be expected instead to discriminate among hadron species. This is because the 
total TR energy radiated is proportional to the Lorentz factor, 7, of the charged particle. 
Thus, a TRD which “turns on” for electrons between 1 and 2 GeV demonstrates the same 
response to picas only when they reach an energy of 250-500 GeV. 

This is demonstrated in Figure 1, which shows the expected average number of TR 
photons rwiiatcd and detected per module of the E769/791 TFLD’ for electrons, pions, 
kacms, and protons incident as a function of particle energy. The numbers shown have been 
calculated using the simulation package developed for modeling this detector’, which was 
found to reliably predict the actual detector performance. The measured efficiency for the 
x-ray capture signal to be above the 4 kcV threshold set on the electronic readout circuit, 
which wa( 63%, has been included in the numbers shown. Comparisons to the results of 
Reference 4 indicate that saturation is not modeled correctly in the simulrtians, so it haa 

‘Talk presented at the “Workshop on B Physics at Badron Accelerators’, 
Snowmars, Colorado, June 21 . July 2, 1993 

“Work supported under NSF FEY-86-15267 and PHY-89-01274, 
and DOE DEAC02-76-EROO661-Task D and DE-AC02-76.CEO-3666. 
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been put in by hand at the gamma value corresponding to that for pions at an energy of 
500 GeV. This seems prudent, since no experimental data are available from the E769/791 
detector at higher pian energies than this. Tests run during E791 indicated that saturation 
does not occur below this value, although this is somewhat above the saturation energy 
for pions of 430 GeV predicted using the method discussed in Reference 10. (Note the 
author’s comments on the reliability of this estimate, however.) 

Because it has been shown to model the E769/791 TRD welI at both 250 GcV and 500 
GeV, the TRD simulation package will be used in what follows to estimate the discrimina- 
tion possible using TRD’s for particle identification in the various regimes detailed above. 
The projections will include the actual detector propertics, including readout by means of 
a latch. (See the note included in Reference 9.) Thus, the summed hit probabilities for the 
two~plane detector assemblies assumed in the simulations in Section 3 wiU be somewhat 
below those indicated on the curves shown on Figure 1. The dashed line on the plot shows 
the drop in response for the pions due to the use of a latch for readout. The crosses, 
which show the measured response at 250 GeV and 500 GeV, are to be compared to this. 
An enhanced performance, closer to the solid curve, could be achieved by instead record- 
ing all electronically separable clusters using a pipelined readout as is proposed for SSC 
experiments”. In all the simulations, a 10% background per plane has been assumed from 
ionization loss alone, which is consistent with the background measured in this detector 
during the E769 run. 

First, a few remarks about Transition Radiation for those not familiar with the tech- 
nique. Like Cerenkov Radiation, TR is a relativistic effect. It is the radiation that is 
emitted when a relativistic charged particle crosses the interface between two media with 
d&rent plasma frequencies (or, equivalently, different dielectric constants). It is .a bulk 
property of matter, i.e., there is a minimum thickness of material that the particle must 
traverse, commonly called the “formation zone”, below which radiation wiU not occur at 
the interfaces. Since the total energy radiated at each such interface depends linearly on 
the line structure constant, a = l/137, radiators must he constructed from many thin foils 
(-100.200) in order to build a practical detector”. The E769/791 detector is an example 
of a typical, practical TRD. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE E769/791 TRD 

The E769/791 TRD was made from 24 identical modules, one of which is shown 
schematically in Figure 2. Each contains a radiator made from 200 12.7 pm polypropylene 
(CHz) foils stacked alternately with nylon net spacers, which are 180 pm thick. The nylon 
net was cut sway in the region of the beam since it was found to attenuate the TR x-rays 
by a factor of approximately 2. The radiator volume was flushed with helium during the 
E769 run but was run with air during the E791 tests, since the difference is not significant. 
The radiator is followed by a two~plane proportional chamber with single cell depth ,635 
cm, and active area 76 mm wide by 65 mm high. The 64 sense wires (anodes) are spaced 
at 1 mm and aU are oriented horizontally since the chambers were not used to measure 
position. The wires arc 10.2 pm gold-plated tungsten and the cathodes are 12.7 ,,m mylar 

with 140 A of aluminum sputtered on10 both sides. The chamber gas used was xenon 
bubbled through methylal at O”C, which results in a mixture that is approximately 90% 
xenon. There is a .3175 cm buffer volume filled with nitrogen in front and ia back of 
the two-plane chamber. The gas volumes were maintained at equal pressure to keep the 
chamber gains uniform e.cross the planes. 

Because it is comprised of many layers, each with a relatively small number of foils in 
the radiator stack followed by two chamber planes that are shdlow in depth, this detector 
is an example of a “fine-sampling TRD “,“. This means that at most one x-ray is likely to 
be captured per plane, which is the reason that the latch readout, although not optimum, 
sufficed. Also, because of the short integration time of the electronics circuits used, which 
shaped the pulses from the very localized ionization of an Fess source to 26 ns folI width 
at half maximum, this TRD discriminates using the technique of “cluster counting” ‘J.“. 
This has been shown to give better separation between species than the method of total 
charge collection. 

While the total length of the detector as built was 2.79 m, an equivalent detector 
could be built in approximately 1.52 m by eliminating all wasted space. The total amount 
of material in the detector was 8.7% of an interaction length and 16.9% of a radiation 
length including two .3175 cm scintillation counters used for gsting. It would be diicult 
to reach the 90% efficiency for pions coupled with a factor of 30 in background r&ion 
(in this case protons, since the kaons were separately tagged by means of a Differential 
lsochronous Self-Focusing Cerenkov counter [DISC]“) that was achieved with this detector 
with much less material than this. The method by which the pion sample was selected is 
illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the distribution of TRD planes bit per event for all 
events in which the beam particle was not tagged by the DISC as a kaon from a typical 
E769 data run. As shown by the curves in the figure, the proton and pion peaks were 
each tit with a double binomial on a run-by-run basis. A plane count cut was chosen such 
that 90% of the integrated pion distribution lay above it. Then, the background above 
this cut was calculated using the proton curve. The technique was verified using plane 
count distributions made for the protons sod pions separately during special runs in which 
the DISC pressure was set to tag them. Further details about the E769/791 detector are 
contained in Reference 7. 

3. USE OF TRD’s TO IDENTIFY HADRONS IN FIXED TARGET OR 
FORWARD COLLIDER 

Figure 4 shows the expected spectrum for pions from the decay B- rr in Gale,, an 
internal gas jet target experiment proposed for the CERN Large Badron Collider (LAC)“. 
As shown by the arrows on the fig&c, the spectrum extends to very high momenta, 2200 
GeV, above which the planned Ring Imaging Cerenkov Counter (RICH) will no longer be 
able to cleanly separate pions from kaons. Thus, the experiment plans to use a TRD to 
reduce the B- h’n background to the mode of interest in the momentum range indicated 
on the figure. The proposed TRD is made from xenon-IiUed straw tube detectors 4 mm in 
diameter and spaced on 8 mm centers. Tubes are staggered from one row to the next. AS 
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shown in Figure 5, each straw tube layer foUows a foil layer made from 12 15 pm CHZ foils 
with - 320 pm gaps. The total depth of the 100 module detector is 80 cm and it contains 
approximately 10% of a radiation length of material. The threshold for x-ray clusters is 
set to 5 keV, which is well above the peak of the minimum ionizing background pulses, 
which is at 1.8 keV. 

Figure 6 shows the results of simulations of this detector. The number al hits above 
the TR threshold expected per track for pians and for kaons at 150, 200, 300, 400, and 
500 GeV is shown in the plots to the left. The kaon suppression factor as a function of the 
energy of the hadron is shown in the plot on the right. A factor of ten in suppression is 
expected between 150 and 460 GeV. 

As in GaJet, the Super Fixed Target Beauty Experiment (SFT) at the Supercon- 
ducting Supercollider (SSC) plans to use the combination of a RICH and a TRD far the 
identification of hadron secondaries resulting from the decays of B hadrons”. Figure 7 
displays the distributions in the number of hits above the 4 keV threshold expected per 
track for protons (dotted line), kaons (dot-dash lint), and pions (solid line) traversing a 
detector with 24 radiator-chamber modules identical in construction to the E769/791 de- 
tector. The curves shown are for particle energies of 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1900 GeV, 
respectively. Discrimination is needed to higher secondary energies than for Ga.Jet because 
of the higher energy of the primary beam at the SSC. Th e rejection for kaons or protons 
versus efficiency for pious is somewhat better for this detector than for the one proposed 
by GaJet. However, this is at the price of about 50% more material in the detector. 

4. USE OF TRD’s TO IDENTIFY ELECTRONS IN THE CENTRAL AND 
MODERATELY FORWARD COLLIDER 

Since electrons radiate TR and hadrons do not over a two order of magnitude range in 
momentum, the momentum window over which it is possible to discriminate electrons from 
hadrons is large. A TRD can be designed to saturate at just below 2 GeV for electrons, so 
that above that value, the efficiency for electrons is constant. In the same detector, since 
the effect goes M 7, pious do not radiate appreciable TR until they arc at energies near 
that same value of 7, in the range of hundreds of GeV. When used in combination with 
an electromagnetic calorimeter, the two can provide a background rejection of -lo-’ with 
good selection efficiency for electrons. 

Figure 8, which is reproduced from the Micro-Bottom Collider Detector (pBCD) pro- 
posal submitted to Fermilab”, shows the inclusive leptan p, spectra from a) direct B 
decays and c) daughter D decays and and also the integrated spectra., labeled b) and d). 
Figure 8 b) shows that even for the harder direct decays one-halI of the integrated lcpton 
spectrum lies below 1 &V/c in pt. Since pt equals p at 9V, the requirement for good 
electron identification, even for the purpose of t&ng the “other” B in an event, extends 
down to a momentum at least as low as this. Figure 9 shows the expected hit distributions 
for electrons (solid line) and pions (dotted line) at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 &V/c in a possible 
future TRD appropriate for use in the central region of a hadron collder. The simulations 
were carried out assuming 24 modules, each with a radiator made from 50 12.7 pm foils 

followed by a single-plane xenon-filled detector ,635 cm in depth. The results indicate 
that a TRD could be built with total depth less than half a meter which is capable of 
discriminating electrons from pions at as low a momentum as 1 GeV/c. 

Not only can TRD’s be used &line to discriminate between electrons and hadrona, 
but they should also make it possible to trigger on electrons online at the first trigger kvtl 
providing the cell sizes are small and the drift time in the gas and the electronics cm 
be made fast enough. Since they are constructed using narrowly spaced wire chambers, 
TRD’s are also capable of identifying electrons inside jets, which makes them well suited for 
identifying b and E jets. And, they can simultaneously be used as high resolution tv.cking 
detectors and for partick identification by splitting the wire signals and subjecting them to 
multiple thresholds’3. The down side of TRD’s is that they represent a significant amount 
of material, especially in radiation lengths. 
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Figure 1. Expected average number of photons detected above the 4 kcV threshold in each 
module of the E769/79l TRD for electrons, pions, kaons, or protons incident BE a function 
of particle energy. The dashed line shows the degradation in performance due to readout 
by means of a latch. The crosses indicate the measured performance of the detector at 250 
and 500 GeV. 
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Figure 3. TRD plane count distributions for all event triggers on a :ypical E769 data 
tape for which the incident beam particle was not tagged as a Kahn by the DISC Crrenkov 
counter. The peak to the left contains protons and the one to the right, pions. The results 
of the double binomial fits to each of the two peaks are indicated by the curves on the 
plot. 
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FAST RING IMAGING DETECTORS 
FOR FORWARD B COLLIDER EXPERIMENTS 

Marina Artum and Yurii Mukhb, 
Deparlment of Physics, Symcuse Uniueraily, 

$mwsc, NY 1X244, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A good h&on identification system is a crucial element in an experiment designed to 
measure CP violation asymmetries in B decays. In particular the reactions B + r+r- and 
B --t K*xS need to be d&entangled with high accuracy. Note that the kinematics of the 
reactions B - w+r- and B + IC**r are so similar that conventional particle identification 
approaches have no chance to provide adequate separation between these two decay channels. 

An experiment designed to detect B’B produced in the forward direction in a hadron 
collider hu the advantage of having enough longitudinal space to allow the insertion of a fast 
Ring Imaging Cherenkav (RICH) detector, which should suit both the particle identification 
needs and the processing speed required at SSC. In order to set the scale for the momen- 
tum coverage needed, simulation studies have indicated that moat particles coming from B 
decays at SSC have a momentum rmalIer or roughly equal to 100 GeV.’ In the next section 
the performance expected for a typical fast RICH detector suitable far this application is 
discussed. 

The fast RICH detector considered in the present study can be located downstream 
the tracking system. We show that a, single gaseous fast RICH can accomplish the physics 
goals, namely that the lowest momentum at which the particle species need to be unam- 
bigucusly identified is of the order of it few GeV, corresponding to the threshold of the most 
cOmmOn gas radiators. 

2. A FAST R.ICH FOR A SSC FORWARD COLLIDER EXPERIMENT 

Figure 1 shows the schematic detector configuration assumed: the fast RICH system 
occupies a region between 4.5 and 7.5 meters downstream the interaction region. The dis- 
tance of 4.5 m is assumed to leave enough space for the tracking system. This distance is 
not critical for our conclusion and we can easily adapt our system to a greater longitudinal 
separation from the interaction point. The detector length is determined by the requirement 
of maintaining a minimum of approximately 10 photoelectrons within the whale angular 
coverage. This requirement is vital to ease the pattern recognition problem with the high 
occupancy expected in hadron collider environments. 
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Figure 2 shows the geometry of the detector studied and the relevant coordinates. 
This system consists of a gaseous radiator enclosed in a vessel which has a spherical mirror 
at its outer side along the beam tine and a flat quartz entrance window. The gss chosen in the 
present study is CF.: among thegaseous fluorocarbons ia thcone having thelowest chromatic 
dispersion. Other fluorocarbons, like C,F., are characterized by similar performance. The 
momentum thresholds for producing Cherenkov radiation are 4.4 GeV, 15.8 GcV, 30.0 GeV 
and 0.016 GeV for w’s, K’s, p and e’s rcspcctivcly. 

Near the entrance window there is a gaseous photosensitive detector with pad readout. 
The photosensitive element needs to match the bandwidth of the radiator and the quartz 
window(s). Solid state photodetectors, namely CsI (with or without adsorbed TMAE) con- 
stitute the most attractive choice. We have assumed sn average quantum efficiency of 28% in 
the bandwidth between 6 and 7 eV. This is likely to be a reaaonsble efficiency for CsI vacuum 
deposited photocathodes with adsorbed TMAE.‘,’ We are uvarc that there arc reports from 
our groups of a lower quantum efficiency,‘,s and we hope that the many groups presently 
investigating these photocathodes will make progress in understanding the factors affecting 
their performance. In particular, the effect of the polarization and the incident angle of 
the radiation is presently poorly known but crucial to understand the performance of these 
photocathodes in conjunction with Chcrcnkav radiation, which is polarized and focused at 
a characteristic angle. The mirror retlectivity is assumed to be 80%. For the present study, 
the chamber efficiency is taken to be 100%. 

It has been assumed that the detector is very close to the inner surface of the gaseous 
radiator, in order to maximize the radiator active volume and therefore the number of 
photoelectrons. The mirror radius is chosen in order to optimize the image focusing on 
the detector surface, or, in other words, to minimize the sensitivity to the location of the 
emission point along the charged particle trajectory, z., which is unknown. It is well known 
that spherical mirrors focus the image on a spherical surface with radius r,/Z. For small 
apertures a flat surface at B distance ~~12 from the mirror has equivalent properties. 

3. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED FAST RICH 

The number of photoelectrons CM be predicted from relationship: 

N,+r,AE 0) 

where a is the fine structure, constant, h is Planck constant, c is the speed of light and the 
average efficiency < c > is the average over the detector bandwidth, AX, of the product of 
the quantum efficiency Q, the overall transmission coefficient T of the elements along the 
path of the Chcrenkov photon8 and the average mirror reflectivity R. Figure 3 show the 
expected number of photoelectrons for a mirror radius of 6 m, corresponding to the optimal 
focusing discussed before. 

The resolution expected for the reconstructed Chcrenkov angle is calculated with an 
analytical method detailed below. The coordinates of the photoelectrons at the pod surface 
of the detector can be related to the Cherenkov photon angular coordinates B and 0, which 
are wpectively the polar and azimuthal angle with respect to the direction of the charged 
particle. These two constraints define B and 0 u implicit functions of the other variables 
which enter in the transport equations: 

F(r,t~,*,@,b~ 0 1 Ed=.-fP.O~ 6 * 44 9 m *, es 3 PI PI 0, (2) 

C(~,Y,I,B,~,~,.~S,~,,E~) =u-s(e,d,s,,h,*.,Eph) (3) 
where 8, is the charged particle dip angle (measured with respect to the normal to the 
detector surface) and #p is the charged particle azimuthal angle, z. is the coordinate of the 
emission point along the charged particle path and Eph is the photon energy. From these 
relationships we can calculate the derivatives r38/8u;, where v; identifies each variable which 
appear in the above equations: 
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The expected error in the reconstructed Cherenkov angle can be calculated a: 

The relative importance of the different contributions to the error in the Cherenkov angle 
changes depending upon the charged particle angle S,.e The uncertainty associated with 
the emission point along the particle trajectory zc, which is the dominant source of error 
in proximity focusing systems, is .negligible in this case if we choose the mirror radius such 
as the detector is close to its focusing surface (in this cue a sphere with separation r,/2 
from the mirror). The chromatic error, due to the uncertainty in the photon energy within 
the system bandwidth, is quite small due to the low dispersion of the gea radiator. Some 
additional chromatic aberration produced by the refraction in the quartz window has been 
taken into account. In the present study a pixel size of 1 x 1 mm’ haa been sasumed. This 
corresponds either to the actual pad segmentation in the detector or to an effective size 
achieved via analog or digital centroid method.’ This fine segmentation is dictated by the 
small chromatic ewx charactctidng gas radiators. A larger pixel size would be the dominant 
error in the reconstructed Cherenkov angle in a properly focused system, namely with the 
detector as close u possible to the focal surface of the mirror. 

Photons are generated at equal intervals in the eagle 4, which determines the ph- 
ton location in the Cherenkov cone and the resolutions calculated at each angle <a(+) are 
weighted by the corresponding transmission coefficient T(4): 

< 0s >= \//TM)W/T(Wl-; (6) 

Figure 4 shows the results for a mirror radius of 6 meters, which represents the optimum 
focusing condition. 

Finally, Figure 5 summariees the momentum at which a 4 - K--T, p- K and r-e. It 
CM be seen that for small incident angles (8, z 8” ) a 40 r-K separation is achieved up to 250 
GeV. The degradation associated with the particle incident angle ia due to the lower number 
of photo-electrons in the assumed radiator geometry and to a diminished focusing effect 
due to the non optimal mirror-radiator distance at the edges. The design of the optimum 
detector geometry for maximum separation power over the whole angular acceptance of the 
B spectrometer can he optimized only when the tracking schcmeis defined, and the angular 
spread of the particle downstream the analyzing magnet is defined. In L recent study’ 
an angular aperture of 10’ ia assumed, over which our proposed detector would achieve 
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nearly optimal sepuation power. An alternative schemes ban been proposed: it haa similar 
geometry for an angular range between 0 and 5.7’ and an upstream fast RICH covering the 
region between 5.1” and 34.4” located before the momentum rnalyeing magnet. In addition, 
it involves a liquid radiator in both sectors. This solution improves the performance and ease 
of construction of the hadron identification syetem at tbc expense of some valuable tracking 
“ohme. 

In conclusion, our study shows that a fast RICH syetem based on a gas radiator and 
solid state CsI photocathode has a great potential to meet the challenge of providing adequate 
hadron identification in the momentum range relevant for a forward E spectrometer. An 
optimization of the focusing scheme for the required angular acceptance can be achieved 
once the parameters for the corresponding tracking system are defined. 
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the forward collider detector. 
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HADRON IDENTIFICATION IN A FIXED TARGET 
EXPERIMENT AT THE SSC 

KS. Nelson and B. Cox 
High Energy Physics Lobomlory, Univ. of Virginia 

Charloftcsdle, Va. 22903 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This article will present the design criteria and expected performance ofa hadron iden- 
tification system in a fixed target experiment at the SSC. The proposed SFT spectrometer[l] 
will be used an a model for the discussion. 

2. KINEMATIC RANGE FOR PHYSICS GOALS 

Two primary uses of hadron identification in a B physics experiment arc Bavor tagging 
and the rejection of background dE,to particle reflections in the reconstruction of exclusive 
decay modes. In the first case it will he seen that use of baons can increase substantially 
the number of events which can be tagged. In the latter case, decays in which particles UC 
mis-identified cm form a background to a desired decay mode. 

To be specific consider the example of tagging the t = 0 flavor of the the CP mode 
B - J/$lfs by the decay of the other B badron in the event. It is assumed that the CP 
ste.te itself triggers the apparatus, e.g. through the di-muon decay of the $. 

PYTHIA is used to generate iI& target p - p cdhionn at fi = 193 GeV. The 
acceptance is taken to be 2mr (3mr) < 9 < 75mr in polar angle for muons (hadrons). In 
addition alI particles are required to have E > 20GeV to minimize multiple scattering in 
the active silicon target and to allow muons to pcnetrstc the hadron shield. Out of 40,000 
generated events rpproximately 9,000 Bd - J+Ks decays satisfy these cuts. Figure 1 shows 
the energy apcctra of r/K/p daughters of the other B hadron, which l+ave L transverse impact 
parameter bw > 20,um. The relative particle ratios shown in i+re 2 are important for the 
determination of cuta to diecrbninatc among the particle types (6-c. 3.2). 

The gain in statistical power hy using Kaon tws compared to muon tags is demon- 
strated in figure 3. The probahilly that the charge of a muon or kaon’&rrectly identifies the 
flwor (bar&) of its pant ia shown in liguc I M a function of 4. Here au tmignmcnt of 
“correct” uumen that the muon occnrs in a b + c trarwition and the luon occurs at the end 
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of a b - c - 6 cascade. When nwre than one muon or kaoaon is available m a tag then the 
one hWin.5 the highest 9 is chaen. hm figure 38 one ~rn that the fraction of correct [I] 
muon tags increases with P, up until about 1 GcV/ c whik the fraction of correct kaon tags 
appears to be nearly independent of PT. The fraction of events for which a tag partide is 
available is ahown in figure 3b as L function of the Pr cut. Integration over all P, indicates 
that there is rpprotimately 3 times ea many potential Kahn tags M muon tags. However after 
P, cuts of 1 GcV/c for muons and 0.3GeV/c for kaons are made, approximately 5 times as 
many km,” t868 mrvive a, compued to muons. 

2.2 Reconsiwclion of Ezclwivc Modes 

Hsdron ID m&y not always be necessary in EUC~ where intermediate mass constraints 
UC available although it may be crucial in reducing, s yet, unanticipated backgrounds. In 
contrast simpler, e.g. two-body, decay modes may require hadron ID to reject so-called 
“reflected” decays. Perhaps the most demanding example is the separation of a desired CP 
mode B.+ 4 7~ from B., 4 xK. The momentum resolution of P fixed target spectrometer 
may not be sufficient to distinquish between these two modes on reconstructed mass alone. 
Figure 4 shows the r/K energy spectra assuming equal branching fractions to these two 
modes. The distributions appear remarkably similar in shape with x/K - 3. 

3. THE FIXED TARGET HADRON ID SYSTEM 

The identificstion of hadrons in the momentum ranges indicated in figures 2 and 
4 can be achieved in a combined system composed of a RICH and a TRD. A simplified 
layout of the proposed SFT experiment is shown in figure 5. For reasons of clarity only the 
components relevant to particle identification are displayed. 

9.1 Detector Description 

The Cerenkov radiator gas ia chosen to be Neon which implies a pion threshold of 
- 12GeV/c and a maximum Cerenkov angle of 8, = 11.6mrod. Assuming a conservative 
value for the figux-of-merit N, = SO/cm, a 16m long radiator would yield 

(Nph) = N.LainZBc - 11 

detected photons for an infinite momentum ring. As illustrated in figure 5b ccrcnkov photons 
are focussed by segmented mirrors onto photon detectors located outsides of the experimental 
aperture. The expected error A& in measured Cerenkov angle 8~ due to the off-axis 
imaging is estimated from 131 to b c 1 ess than 1% of Bc. The chromatic error[4] 

A&h, = $-A& 
i~nta”8c 

depends on the photon energy bandwidth AE, of the detector and is - lOOprod for the 
broadest bandwidth detector considered; a UV enhanced photomultiplier tube. The final 
source of error ia the finite position resoution due to pixel size 8, 

the foul length f = lbm nod the pixel six-z is taken to be in the range O&m < 8 < l.Ocm. 
The lower end of this range could be achieved in l solid photocathode wire chamber[S] rldle 
the upper end could be satisfied hy &siting small diameter phototubes[b]. Using thae 
waurca of error figure 6 shows the sepuation significance of x and K ring u l function of 
momentum P. 

AI the .hility of the RICH to disc&in& between r wad K dqs falls below la In 
the rmge of 175 - 200GcV/c a TRD is wed to extend the plrticle ID capability of the SFT 
experiment up to - 500 G&‘/c. 

The design md simulation of the detector is taken to he aim& to the Fermilab E’l69 
TH.D[7]. There are 24 mod&s in depth, each cornpoled of either a stack of radiator foils 
or a foam radiator followed by a double layer of Zenon fIlled PWCs. This detector and its 
simulation are described in mom detail in another contribution to these proce&ngs[g]. 

9.2 Drtcctor Performoncr 

In the simplest case partide detection efficiency and rejection of bwkgmund are 
inter-related by the choice of cut on the physical sign&l from a detector. In the absunce of 
a specific requirement on either efficiency or backgmund, figure 7 illustrates a method for 
establishing aa experimental cut for separating pious from kaond in the TIW. 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the number of TRD planea firing for piona md 
kmns at 200GeV/c, using the &d&m in [S]. In this sample the r/K ratio is taken 
to be 3. PI might be expected for particles stemming from a secondary vertex. The cut 
ia chosen at the intersection of these two distributions. The kmo detection efficiency and 
the pion contamipation within the “Kahn-identified” smple is obtained from the cumulative 
distributions evaluated at the cut value. The results UC plotted in Iiguro ga md b for 
x/K = 3and 10 and 200GcV/c < P < lOOOGeV/c. In [g] it is noted that the “practical” 
pion TR yield may well saturate for P = 500GcV/c. The calculation is repeated in figure 
10 with this Limiti!Jg behavior. 

A similar calculation is done for the RICE to obtain the curves of ligure 9. The 
drop in efficiency below 50GeV/c is due to the requirement of at leaat three photons being 
detected. In these calc&tions a pixel size of a = 1 cm is wsumed. 

Heferring to fiyres 8 and 9, if one requires a Kahn efficiency > 90% and a pion 
contamination < 10% then the combination of both detectors permit a momentum range of 
50 GeV/c < P < 700 GeV/c for an assumed particle ratio r/K = 3. A less favorable particle 
ratio of K/K = 10 would restrict the momentum range to 50GeV/c < P < 500GeV/c. The 
lower momentum cut of 5OGcV/c is necessary if one requires a +‘postive Kahn id” of a particle 
in order to distinqtish it from other non-radiating particlea such as protons. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Using the two simple examples of flavor tagging and reconstruction above, adequate 
hadron identification in a fixed tarset expcrimant at the SSC is feasible using a combination 
of a RICH and a TRD. The large momentum range associated tiith fixed target kinematics 
can be covered by detectors built with etisiting tccbnologies. 

A&,. = & ,whcrc 
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Experience with dE/dx at CDF 

J.D. Lewis 
Fermi National Accelerator Labmtory 

301aui0, IL 60510 

Prior the the 1992.93 Tewtron collider run, the CDF Central Tracking Chamber’ 
(CTC) was instrumented to measure charge deposition in addition to drift times for the 
outer 54 of its 84 sense wire layers in order to measure specific ionieation (dE/dz). The 
Amplifier-Shaper-Discriminator (ASD) cuds were modified to include charge integration. 
The amplifier output is discharged at a constant rate, converting the integrator pulse height 
to the width of the diccriminnted pulse. L&my 1879 TDC’. meaure both the arrival 
time and the width of a pulse. A typical pulnc width from a minimum iotiing particle is 12 
counts or 24 ns. Bowever, the limited resolution does not present a problem because primuy 
ioniaation statistics yield an expected single pulse resolution of 40%? 

Bcccwe the integration time of the circuit is short, the measured pulse height (i.e. 
the pulse width) ia sensitive to the shape of the sense wire pulse and is not a linear function 
of the input charge for p&es that are only a few times larger than the average for minimum 
ionizing particles. A number of hit selection criteria and corrections are required. To limit 
the effect of field non-uniformities on the charge collection, bits used for dE/dz must be 
in a region where the drift field is uniform. greater than 4 mm from either the sense wire 
plane or the cathode wire plane. A bit isolation cut, using only hits that UC more than 

40 ns from the nearest hit on the same sense wire, reduces the effect of charge deposited by 
other tracks 0x1 mccsurcmcnt of hits on a track of interest. Calibrations have been made for 
run-by-run variations in gas gain caused by changes in atmospheric pressure, temperature 
and goa mixture. The pulse shape ia highly dependent on the angle the track makes with the 
drift direction md with the wire. Currently correction functions to account for this effect 
are being developed. Calibrationa for wire-by-wire variations in grin are also under study. 
The actual dE/dz measurement is formed from the the meam of the lowest 50% of corrected 
bit widths. 

Because the pr spectrum of B’s is wft, the topology of minimum-bias events is sim- 
ilar to B events, w they can be used to study the performance of dE/dz for B physics. 
Typical tracks in minimum-bias cvente have 30 hits wnilable for dE/dz mcwurement after 
hit selection. Using only the run-by-run corrections, we achieve a dE/dz resolution better 
than 15%. This rrsdlntion providu over one standard deviation separation between Alec- 
trona and pions tit 5 GcV and can be U&II in identifying soft electrons for tagging B flavor. 
Fire 2 show dE/& mururements for kinematicslly identified electrons and pioar in the 
momentum rana l-3 GcV. The outlook for dE/dr in CDF is that correction functiona will 
be complete before umlyria of data from Tentmn Run 1B begins. For Run 2, new pram- 
plifiem will be required for the CTC M that it will be possible to run at lower gain. This will 
&a require JICW ASD boards, allowing the opportunity to include charge integration in the 
design from the rtut and providing linear response over a much wider range of p&c heights 
and shapea. The plu is continue to use the mme charge-t-width eonvm&m scb.eme. IO 
the did&d future, one might envision &ding l time-of-tlight system to CDF at the radius 
of the s&&d. Fiie 2 shows K-r separation u a function of momentum for tracka at 
md incidence with dE/& murucuement with the same number of hits but realizing the 
theoretical resolutiona and with time-of-Qht measurement with 100 ps resolution. 
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Figure 1: Truncated mean dE/dz values for k mematically identified electrons and piona 
measured in TDC counts for tracks with momentum in the range 1-3 GeV. 
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Electronics, Trigger, Data Acquisition, and Computing Working 
Group on Future B Physics Experiments 

S. Geer 
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. Batavia. Illinois 60637. USA 

INTRODUCTION 

Electronics, trigger, data acquisition, and computing: this is a very broad list of topics. 

Nevertheless in a modem panicle physics experiment we think in terms of a data pipeline in which 

the front end electronics. the trigger and data acquisition, and the offline reconstruction are linked 

together. In designing any piece of this pipeline it is necessary to understand the bigger picture of 

the data flow, data tates and volume, and the input rate. output rate, and latencies for each pan of 

the pipeline. All of this needs to be developed with a cleat understanding of the requirements 

imposed by the physics goals of the experiment; the signal efficiencies. background rates. and the 

amount of recorded information that needs to be propagated through the pipeline to select and 

analyse the events of interest. Any assessment of the strengths. weaknesses. and feasibility of any 

given data pipeline xheme needs to be tempered with a few words of caution: 

i) The electronics and computing technology used in high data volume pipelines is evolving 

rapidly. This introduces uncertainty in our estimates of the capabilities of technologies that will be 

used in a few years time. Factors of two in rate capability at each stage of the pipeline are well 

within tlx uncertainties of the future B physics pipelines discussed in these proceedings perhaps 

factors of ten uncertainty am not out of line for some of the more aggressive extrapolations. 

ii) The design of a data pipeline is an iterative process. The iteration is both between the 

physics goals of the experiment and the technical feasibility of meeting those goals, and also 

between the various pieces of the data pipeline: for example the capability of the offline computing 

to reconstruct the dataset in a reasonable amount of time can and will have an impact on the 

triggering goals of the exptximent. An assessment of a future pipeline becomes pprt of the iterative 

procedure we would expect that weaknesses that might be apparent in the comparisons of the 

various pipelines described in these proceedings will likely be addressed as the designs evolve. 

iii) The physics goals which underlie the design of future B physics data pipelines an 

themselves in the process of being uoderslood in more detail. It may be that our perception of 

which B physics approach will be tbc most rewarding will change in the coming years. 
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GOALS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

Given the above. in a single workshop we cannot expect to be able to make definitive choices 

between the various experimental approaches that are being proposed. However. we were 

fortunate to have the active participation of 26 people in the group. representing a broad collective 

expertise with greatly varying backgrounds and experience. TIis enabled us to: 

(a) Compile a list of currently proposed parameters for the data pipelines of a great vtiety of 

proposed future B physics experiments at hadron machines. The results of this endeavor are 

presented in the paper by Sergio Conetti et at: “Comparison of Trigger and Data Acquisition 

Parameten for Future B Physics Experiments”. The tables contain information as given by the 

proponents of the various approaches. Many of the numbers were questioned as we compiled 

them, and some of the numbers were subsequently revised by the proponents as a result of 

discussions and the collective learning process that occurs in a workshop. Nevertheless the 

tabulated numbers do not represent a consensus about the feasibility of the various approaches. 

However the similaities and differences between the experiments are instructive. 

(h) Look at a number of technical developments that are being proposed or considered for 

use in future B physics data pipelines and gain a sense of the direction things are moving in. There 

were quite a number of presentations in the working group sessions on new technologies. The 

various contributions have been edited by Jean Slaughter. and her contribution in these 

proceedings summarizes this material. The quantity and quality of the R&D discussed is certainly 

encouragmg. As a part of OUT activities on new technologies there was a subgroup run by Marvin 

Jonson on trigger processors. and a mini-workshop organized by Paul Shepard on deadtimelless 

front-end electronics. Reports from both of these activities appear in the proceedings. 

I would like to conclude with some of the things which impressed me as the working group 

sewons progressed. Firstly. the technology required to meet the demanding high data volume 

needs of the next round of B physics experiments appears to be available. now or within a couple 

of years. This seems to be the case for both tixed target and collider B physics experiments. 

Secondly, although there are many differences between the various data pipelines that are being 

proposed. there are also striking similarities. All experiments have a multi-level trigger scheme 

(most have levels 1. 2. and 3) where the final level consists of a computing farto that can run 

offline-type code and reduce the data volume by a factor of a few. Finally, the ability to recons~~~t 

large data volumes offline in a reasonably short time, and making large data volumes available to 

many physicist for analysis, imposes severe constraints on the foreseen data pipelines, and a 

significant uncertainty in evaluating the various approaches proposed. 
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COMPARISON OF TRIGGER AND DATA ACQUlSlTlON PARAMETERS 

FOR FIJTURE B PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS 

s. Cone,!, 
Univ. of Virginia. Charlottesville. VA 22901. USA 

S. Gecr 
Feti National Accelerator Laboratory. Batavia, Illinois 60637. USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The main [ask of the Trigger and Data Acquisition Working Group was to collect the global 

paramerers of the Trigger/DA schemes envisaged by various approaches to future hadronic B 

physics. and to perform a zeroth order comparison of the overall performances. A few general 

comments are in order before presenting the detailed tables: 

I- The numbers are presented as provided to the working group by representatives of tnc 

various collaborations. Due to the limited time. no in depth attempt was made to verify the validity 

of the quoted perfonnan$e figures, nor to examine the technical implications and feasibility of any 

given scheme. 

?- The level of reliability for the performance figures repaned in the tables covers a wide 

range, due IO the lwge variation in the pmccdures followed to derive the actual numbers. In order 

of decreasing reliability, sources of estimates were: 

extrapolations from data 

full detector and trigger simulation (with or without suppan from data) 

- event generation (e.g. Fythia) plus smearing to simulate detcctor resp0ns.e 

-educated guess 

performance goal. rather than actual projection 

3. The exchange of ideas and information among workers with different backgrounds and 

experience was very constructive. AS a result of the discussion some presonceptions were 
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removed, triggering schemes and ideas were sharpened and the overall picture oi triggering on B’s 

in a high rate environment became cleaer. 

2. PERFORMANCE TARLRS 

The condensed picture of all rhe data rhat became available at the workshop is presented in 

Table I. In spile of the large quantity of numbers appearing in the table. an even cursory 

examination of it allows us 10 identify some common trends and to make soroe general comments. 

Staning from the top. the tin! well recognized fact is that all detecrors. including the ones like 

SDC. GEM and ATLAS which were nor designed having B physics in mind. are capable of 
addressing B -> Jlvchannels. by tripgermg on di-muons and possibly di-electrons. Even so. there 

nre large differences m efficiency for the B-> J&I channels when going from collider to fixed rage, 

cnvxonments. These differences are due to the increased discriminating power of a lepton pr GUI 

in the fixed target mode because the ~ransvcrse momentza characteristics of B decay products. 

typically around one or two GeVic. are large compared 10 minimum bias interaclions at lixed urge, 

energ~e\. while the sane IS not true for collider energies. On the other hand. the 6 cross-sections 

.ve much larger at collider energies. 

While everyone appears IO be capable of developing a viable J/w trigger, Ihe situation changes 

drastically for the other channels of inreresr Ifollowing the workshop’s theme. one representative 

remion for each of rhc unitarily angle\. plus a generic b trigger addreuing “all other B physics”. 

were mcluded in Table 1 I. :\h shown m the Table. only a t’w of the dedicated R detecrors presem 
capabilities for non-J/~+ modes or for an mclusive B trigger (it should be noted [hat. for rhe purpose 

of [his document. CDF Ill and DO 111 are being considered as dedicated B dereclors since they 

represent the best effort oi the collaborarlons to upgrade their detectors in order 10 address B 

phyxcs). It is interesring to examine the ctmilarilies in rhe approacha of different dcwc~nrs to the 

(rigger sequence: effecrively every setup plans for a Level I trigger based upon lepton and/or 

hadron pr. with a notable difference for GAJET that proposes the intriguicg idea of impact 
parameter optical triegcr. At Level 2. ail the entries. with the exception of the high pi non R- 

Tpecific detectors. include the implementauon of a multiple venex and/or impact parameter trigger. 

All detectors also cnvirage a last level of selection performed in a Level 3 Processor Farm. 

although it should be noted that the Level 3 rejection factors reported in the Table are generally 

derived from the Iwo sources of lowest reliability (i.e. educated gwxses or simply design goals). 

Some special remark should also be made about the BCD approach. The BCD basic strategy is to 

require a IO’ suppression at Level I. no Level 2 and a further factor of 100 a Level 3. By their 

own admission. the BCD performance parameters provided by the proponents are design goals 

rather than simulation results. Moreover the realism of the goals a IOx rejection at Level I with a 

Inodes! I GeV/c pi GUI or a Level 3 accepting 10b events (= 500 Gbytes) per second has been 

questioned. On the other side one should recognize the soundness vi the basic philosophy of the 

BCD approach. staring that since B prodocoon at the SSC in collider mode represents 1% of the 

total cross-section it is wse IO develop a trigger thar is as loose as possible at [he lower levels while 

uying to defer the selection to when the events can be fully analyzed. 

Going back to the table entries. the brief descripdons of trigger choices also contain the rules 

for developing a generic B trigger; the two main approaches ax: 

I- prewwe of one (or more) high pi lepton (possibly reinforced by a high pi hadron) plus 

mme ran of venexli”,pacr parrameter rngger. 

2~ presence of several ilwo or more, high pr hadrons. again combined with an indication of 

secondary veroces activity. The v&es of m threshold can be oprrrmred to get the best acceptance 
for. e.g.. the B ~> XTI decay mode. 

It is obvious [hat both of there approaches can be developed and run in pwallel and in fact they 

end up prowding \Imilar acceptances for an inclusive B rrlgger imce rhe loss due to lhe semi- 

leptonic Branching Ratio in the first approach is oifset by the need to impose higher pi thresholds 

when rl lspron is not presenr. 

A few words about rates: rather lhan comparing luminosities. possibly a misleading quantity 

when comparing beam beam collisiom with beam Impinging on a heavy target, a better indication 

of how hard the detectors land from end electronics1 need to work is given by the list of lnreraction 

Rater and lnpur Rarrs 10 Level I. An Interaction Rate larger than the corresponding Ll Input Rate 

indicates a regime of mow than one interacl~on per crossing (or per beam bucket on target). Ihe 

ratio between the two giving the average number of interaclions per crossing. 

A more derailed discussion and comparison of the differenr strategies and their hardware 

tmplementations would be quite interesting. but goes far beyond the scope of the present 

document. It is worthwhile. nevertheless. IO get a feeling for the relative complexity of the 

hardware by looking al the product. either al Level I or 2. of the Input Rate by the Latency. We 

have indicated in bold characters the cases where such a product exceeds lOO% system occupancy. 

forcing therefore the need for pipelined and/or parallel processing. a fairly slraightforward 
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requaremenr at Level I, but typically a rather complicated (an&or costly) proposition ill Level 2. A 

few more comments can be made about some general fearures, 

Concerning [he performance requested from Level 1. one norices a very wide spread of values. 

ranging from a reducrion of minimum bias of a factor 7 for COBEX up to 6000 for SDC and 

GEM. Much less spread is observed at Level 2 (ranging from IO to 100). and even less at Level 3. 

where all detecrors se~lle for rejections between 5 and IO lwilh the exception of BCD). Combining 

all levels logether. all detectors end up achieving global rejections contained in Ihe relatively narrow 

range of IO4 to 105. except for ATLAS (4 IOs) and COBEX, which envisages a global rejection of 

IO’. This rather modest rejection. obviously chosen to minimize rhe Loss of B eveots (first rule of 

triggering: there is no free lunch. any attempt to reject background will also entail a loss of signal). 

does nor come wirhour technical complications since ir requres that dam be logged at the rather 

unbltious rate of 3M) Mbyresisec 13 times higher rhan SDC but still lower lhan BCDI. 

Another important iaue ib wherher the performances required by Ihe various deleclors 

reprehem a major jump wlh respecn to what is being done routinely roday. For [his purpose we 

have collected (Table ?I the parameters relative 10 the bar represenratives of loday’s hadronic B 

physics: CDF. the most fertile producer of B hadro-production results lo-date. and IWO examples 

of fixed target experimen&. FNAL E77liP8.67. heavily based upon B-specific Iriggers. and E79 1. 

more of a charm than a B experiment. relying on the technique of ao open trigger. The comparison 

beween today and tomorrow is comained iu Table 3, showing the growth bf the mos1 critiai 

parameters going from CDF I to CDF III and from E771 to the SFT While one can observe 

expected growths of fairly large factors in most eouies. all of the extrapolations are rather 

reasonable. especially when the requirements of the B experiments are compared to the SSC high 
“p, detectors. The increaSe in the trigger efficiency for B->J/~I modes needs some commenting: for 

CDF. a factor of IO increase is achieved by increasing the acceptance of the miclovertex detecmr 
and lowering the lepron trigger pr threshold. while in the fixed target mode mast of [he gain comes 

from the increase in geometric acceptance typical of the SSC vs Tevatroo environment for equal 

solid angle coverage. The Table shows how both Level 2 and 3 triggers will need Lo work at a 

much higher level of performance. which is nevcnheless quite compalible even with today’s 

technology. Finally, the projected increase in logging rates and data ret volume ends up being 

within a factor of four of what has already been achieved by E791 (see Table 2). 

3. FINAL COMPARISONSANDCONCLUSIONS 

The major purpose of any triggering scheme is to maximize rhe number of signal events 

recorded on tape, while miciiniziog the background. From the inform%tron contuned in Table l u’e 

have rxtracted and compiled Ihe rates of B production vs. the rxe al which B events are expected LO 

be logged onto rape. Table 4 shows how, in spite of the large differences in B production raws, 

*panning over lhrer orders of magnitude Ior more than four of HERA-B is included) the logging 

rates for M ewnrs are contained within one order of magnitude (or two including HERA-B). This 

IS a consequrnce of the by now well recognized effect of Ihe larger acceptance and better 

triggerability of fixed target dereclors, which stan up with a disadvantage in terms of B cross- 

sectlo” 

In conclusion, we t\we acrn Lhal dedicated B derecrors ue able 10 address al the trigger level 
rhe whole specrrum of B decays, as opposed to just collecting B->JIv events and that Ihc 

appropnxc tngger strawgy is a combination of high pr Icptons, high pr hations sod vertex/impact 

pxramewr trigger,. The performance requred of the lrlggcr/DA sysrems appears IU be. wirh somr 

possible sxceplion~. well wlrhin today’s wchnology or al mosl a mild sxrrapolation of it. 

Dedicared deleclors should be able to log inclusive B evcms ar the rae of up LO a 1.w hundred per 
vxond. or for rare decays of rhe type e.g. B-> rm. of a iew lens per hour. 
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Table 2: TRIGGER, DATA ACQUk3lTlON. AND COMPUTING SUMMARY 
Table 1: TRIGGER. DATA ACQUISITION, AND COMPUTING SUMMARY 

FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 
FOR EXISTING EXPERIMENTS 

Inclusive b I,,, I/“* 
Luminosity IO” 10’2 10’3 IO” 4 ,oJ) 103) 2.10~~ IO” IO) 
Int. Rate ,MHI, 5 5 loo loo IO 7 40 IO 70 60 IO 
hhar per 1O-3 10~’ IOF IOP 10-Z 7.10-j IO” ,,4,10~L 3.10~5 10~2 IO-’ 
lllt~~tlCll”” 
Million lk,. 0~6 I 4” ,, 7 0.6 0.5 0.65 I IO I.2 
Channels 
I.1 Rtmd 1 1’1 had PI had Plell P 2 lept PI hnd op,, PI PI p S”rnE~ 

e.lr $I c.u e.p venx mass e.p Imp si rl had 
u _ 

/ :I,,.“,-” l,lCi 4 ” 4 2 2 ? IO I rl,“F!,l~ 2 i.2 .__._.. I, ,, 
Input ,MIfzj 2,5 2.5 60 60 10 7 IO IO 40 40 IO 
3urputlKHr) 100 ,o I”-100 10~1cc N~A Icim 1” 50 xx, IW 100 
LL Iv v Icpt4 lepl-,J N.A !J PI lepl Id YC”l P\ Trk PI P, 

Icptid venx mars 111391 tmp Irk Imp cc 2 had 
1II1PS 9 ver,r ! plr imp 
“h<>l”” 

i,fP”c-Y,IJ<I 20 ‘1 IO-F” :x0’ N.A. ‘? IOOO? I(1 1(120 lam? 20 

3u1put I KHzi <I 0.5 I 1 loo 30 1 5 3 1 5 
1.3 FARM ,MIPSI < I”5 ? ‘! 2,105 IOh ? 104 ? ? ‘! 105 
3utput iHrl <loo < 100 100 ,oil looa so00 loo loo0 300 cl00 <SW 
OFFLINE 
Evnr SirelKbl I<220 ( 190 )I000 1400 1500 160 150 120 
Raw Data~sct < 220 < 190 1000 ml 5000 3000 50 
liT^ ,.._I-\ “L~,“‘,r”~ I I I I I I I 

1 IOOK I4WK?j 2.10~ 1 ? 
I I I I 

:PU (MIPS) <70K ‘? 110~ 120~ I? I? 1 IOK 
kc. Data-Set < 320 ‘? 2oiKl ml 5oGil ? < 50 ‘7 1 ‘! 7 
<i,d”, mhi 
E 

+ 4% for pp if CDF can tugger pb up m q = 3. 

b modes 
and Trigger 
Efficiencies 

E791 
xbar 
40%) 

!4K 
nteraclion 

i3oolm 
lo 
mose El 

L.5 
io Th 
iOTh 
IOCKKI 
16Tb 
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Table 3: Coqxwison of Present and Future Experiments 

CDF I -> CDF III E77 I -> SFT 

Interaction rate (MHz) .3 -> 5 3-> IO 

Channel count 8~10~ -> 6~10~ 5~10~ ~> 6~10~ 

J/psi trigger eff. 0.3 70 -> 2.5 (8, % 10 % -> 60 
(including geonl. accept.) 

% 

Level 2 Input (Hz, 2x103-> 105 1.5XloJ -> 5x104 

Level 3 Input (Hz) I5 -> loo0 a->5Oca 

DdU dyrar (Thy,esj I.5 -> 200 10 -> 200 

Table 4: Comparison of Event Rates 

bb i Set 
Producei 

5x 103 

5x101 

106 

106 

105 

5X104 

40 

l.hxlO’ 

2.1x103 

6x IO5 

IO’ 

I 
EVENTS TO TAPE/SECOND 

TOTAL”’ B INCL. vKs *?I DsK 

<IO0 

<lW 

100 

IW 

loo0 

5ooo 

100 

locKI 

300 

<loo 

>25 1.2XlO~’ 1.6~10.~ 
(3.8) 

3.8x10-’ 

1.9xlo.~ 

1.9x10-2 

>2OciJ’” 2.7x10-’ I .6x lO-2 

5.8x IO-2 3x 10~’ 

4.1x10-4 

320 1.9XlO~2 5.8~10.’ 

I.oxlo-2 4.0x10-~ 

2.0x10-* 

<IO(x) 0.7x 10~2 5.0x10-3 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One essential feature of a fixed target B experiment, when compared to collider detcc- 
tars, is the much better performance achievable at the trigger level in terms of background 
rejection for L given signal retention. To a large extent this is due to the fact that. in the 
fixed target environment, transverse momenta carried by products of B decay are larger than 
thcae typical of minimum bias interactions. This is illustrated in detail in fig. 1: fig la show 
the integrd distribution of the maximum PT for r and X (i.e. the fraction of minimum bias 
events with at kut one &aged pion or Leon passing a transverse momentum cut) for the 
fired target vs. the cdlider environment. One can see that a cut of, e.g., 2 GeV/c reduces 
the fixed target rate by two orders of magnitude, while only affecting the collider rate by P 
factor of 2. In contrast, fig. lb gives the integrd PT distribution typical of B decay products 
(more specifically the P, of the muon from inclusive B -+ p decays); the distribution falls 
gently in the range of i&crest, so that one can achieve reasonable acceptancea for P, cuta 
in the 1-2 GeV/c range. In view of this, the SFT trigger strategy is strongly bared upon 
the transverse momentum characteristics of the events, requiring, at the first level, suitable 
combinations of 4 cuts cm leptons and hedrons; in the following, we wiU discuss separately 
the muon, electron and hadron tri~ers,.rmd then show how they CUL be combined to achieve 
the required global performance. Next, we will discuss how the unique properties of the SFT 
live target allow the implementation of a multiplicity jump, multi-vertex trigger, providing 
a further level of rejection at higher levele of triggering. 

2. MUON TRIGGER 

The muon trigger hardware consists of 3 or more plane8 of Resistive Pad Chambers 
(RPC) behind 20 GcV of shielding, comb&d with a set of pad chambera located before the 
d,fdding’. A muon p, cut of 1.5 GeV/ c i 6 imposed by using Programmable ‘Logic Gate 
Arrays to accept only those pad chamber coincidences which are consistent with the 4 
cut: in such a eonfiguration, the information from the RPC muon detectors ir only used to 
identify the region in space where II muon was detected, while the pad chambers in front 
of the shidd determine S with good resolution. The anguhu acceptance of the trigger ia 
2.75 mrad. From PYTIIIA simulations the trigger acceptance in 37%, so acceptance times 
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the breocbing ratio to muons gives an acceptance of 8% of the B - B cross section. The 
acceptance of 8% includes only events where the muon comes directly from the 8. If one 
includes muona from the decay chain B - DX, D + 0X' the acceptance rises to 8.8%. 

The geometric acceptance times branching ratio for the c - Z cross section is 0.18%. 
From Table I the charm trigger rate is comparsble to the trigger rate for beauty. 

The main source of unwanted triggera comes from r, K + pu decays in flight. As- 
suming a distance of 50 metera from the target to the start of the hadron shielding, PYTIIIA 
simdatious predict L trigger rate from decay of pions and kaons of 1 trigger per 2270 mini- 
mum bian events. From Table I, the totd muon trigger rate is 4.4 khz, assuming 10’ inter- 
actions per second. When sccounting for the finite PT resolution intrinsic to the envisaged 
triggering hardware, our simulations show a rate increase of about 50%. 

Note that both the B - B end c - E cross sections include en A enhancement of 2.5 
since the tuget ia assumed to be Silicon (A=28.1). The I ower limit on the C-I cross section 
is, the measured value from current fixed target experiments, the upper limit assumes the 
cross section s&es linearly with fi. 

3. ELECTRON TRIGGER 

At first glance, implementation of an electron trigger appears to be much more prob- 
lematic than P. muon trigger, since in minimum bias interactions muons wi!J be present only 
in the case of *, K in flight decay, while practically every event, in addition to e lsrge number 
of photons, will dso contain e+e- pairs due to photon conversions in the target or in the 
detector elements. Even so, a more detailed analysis shows that, since the electrons and 
positrons are the product of the cascade chain x0 + ~7 + c+e-, their typical moments and 
traosversz momenta are rather small when compared with electrons from B deczy. 

The hardware of the electron trigger consists of en Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EC) 
with active pre-radiator, a Transition Radistion Detector (TRD) sod the same pad chambers 
as for the moon trigger. Similarly to the muon strategy, Calorimeter and TRD are used to 
signd the Ukdy presence of an electron in a given region of space, while the pad chambers 
confirm the presence of e candidate track consistent with the electron !ocation and measure 
its PT. For electrons we require PT > 1.5 GeV/c and E. > 20 GeV/Z. The acceptance of 
the trigger is 2-75 mrad. The ecceptmccs and bnnchlng ratios for B events s.re the mme 
for electrons end muons. 

5% 

One soorce of unwanted triggers is photon conversion to e+e- in the silicon target. 
The photons fsom an average event pass through half the target plus the downstream silicon 
trwking plaoee, which gives e photon conversion probability of 11.7%. When imposing the 
E end P, cut, mentioned above, PYTEIA simulations predict a triaer rate from photon 
conv&mu of 1 triggw per 2780 minimum bias events. 

Table I. Eigh PT Muon Trigger. 

A second MUTCC of unwanted triggers is hadron-electron confusion. With the conser- 
vative assumption that the comblnstion of EC and TRD p rovides m online hadron rejection 
factor of 100, then PYTIIIA simulations predict a trigger rate from eJ* confusion of 1 trigger 
per 1430 minimum bias events. A third source of unwanted triggers is accidental overlap of 
photons cod charged hadrons in the electromagnetic calorimeter. This rate is small com- 
pared to the other backgrounds. Assuming 10’ interactions per second, the electron trigger 
rate is 1.5 kha, from photon conversions and 6.8 kh e f ram e/r confusion. Again this rate 
will increase by about 50% due to the finite 9 resolution. 

Table II. High PT Electron Trigger. 

4. HADRON TRIGGER AND FIRST LEVEL STRATEGY 

The fed information Irom the pad chambers, besides participating in the definition of 
the lcpton triggers, can also be exploited to produce a high 9 multi-hadron trigger. While 
the main motivation for such a trigger is to go after decays of the type B - a-+~-, it will 
also increase the c&&d sample of genetic inclusive B’s, According to our simulations, 
. rcesormbk choice of PT thresholds for the B --t r+r- decry is an asymmetric fi cut 
on two hedrons , with thresholds set et 3.0 and 1.0 GeV/ c respectively. Such e condition, 
which will retain 45% of the B + x+x- events where both ~‘8 are within the spectrometer’s 
acceptance, wiU dso accept 8% of the generic B decays, while rejecting miminum hiss events 
et the rate of lo-‘. The information relative to the presence of high PT hadrons can also be 
combined with the lepton trirr~ers, to provide additional rejection with negligible loss of B 
sigud. 

In summary, we are envisaging to recagnise, at Level 1, the presence of high PT 
leptons and hadrons, in order to form severd independent trigger conditions, vie. v. generic 
muon-h&on or electron-h&on trigger, a .I/$- oriented di-muon end di-electron trigger, 
end. di-bedron trigger .imed melnly et B + w+s- decay, but else cap.ble of recording 
inclusive B decays with reesonable efficiency. Table III shows the, sommary of PT thresholds 
for the various conditions md their overall effect on minimum biu and charm events. Ram 
Table III it then appear@ that the combination of all trigger conditions would provide an 
overdl Level 1 rejection of about 3 x 10w3. As mentioned earlier, finite PT resolotion would 
increase the ectud rate to 5 x 10m3. 



I Table III. Summary of First Level Trigger. 
( 

I 
Triaeger Type Min bias !3lprlU 

5. SECOND AND THIRD LEVEL TRIGGER 

In addition to the 4 spectrum of the secondaries, another distinctive feature of B 
events to be exploited at trigger level is the presence of multiple vertices ( two B and two 
charm decay vertices for the typical B event). At the SFT we are envisaging to develop 
a multi-vertex trigger, based upon the principle of multiplicity jumps, to provide a further 
level of selection. Multiplicity jump triggers have been investigated rather extensivelya~3 
and are known to be affected by fluctuations, especially when the number of multiplicity 
measurements available ir limited. At the SFT, the separation between vertices ir of the 
order of several centimeters, and the active target configuration &ws to perform several 
measurementa of each multiplicity state. In this context, the silicon-bared scheme of ref. 3 
appears to be particularly appropriate for the SFT configuration, since the analogue mul- 
tiplicity measurements could be provided by the same elements that are used for tracking. 
Another advantage of the p&e height scheme of ref. 3 is that it might allow in principle, to 
recognize and discard fake secondary vertices due to secondary interactions, characterized 
by L larger energy deposition in the foils at the interaction point, followed by a decrease 
in measured pulse height when the nuclear bred-up products are ranged out. Given the 
non-trivial aspects of multi-vertex recognition, it is expected that it will be performed with 
the help of L fast processor (or possibly a neural network), and consequently it will operate 
as a second level trigger. Alternative schemes of multi-vertex recognition, based upon a 
system of Associative Memories’ comparing tracks reconstructed in the upstream vs. down- 
stream sections of the vertex detector is also being considered. In any case, it appears that 
multi-vertex recognition will provide thecxtra level of mild rejection which is required of the 
second level triaer. A final selection step will be executed by a micro-pro&o: farm which 
will have access to the complete event record. 

The overall trigger performance figures, summarized in Table IV, have been shown 5 
to be very competitive when compared with other options for studying B physics at hadron 
mddne.. 
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1) B. Cox et al., The SFT, a Super Fixed Target Beauty Experiment at the SSC. that 
proceedings. proceedings. 
2) M. Bdli~ing, presentation at the Snowmass Trigger and DAQ Working Group. See also M. 2) M. Bdli~ing, presentation at the Snowmass Trigger and DAQ Working Group. See also M. 
Eding et al., NIM A 333, 324 (1993) Eding et al., NIM A 333, 324 (1993) 
3) T. Alexopoubs and A. Erwin. A Multiplicity Jump Triaer Using Silicon Planes, thw 3) T. Alexopoulos and A. Erwin. A Multiplicity Jump Triaer Using Silicon Planes, thw 
proceedings. 

4) S. Conetti, Associative Memory ASIC’a for Trigger Systems, First Annual Conferenw on 
Electronics for Future Colliders, L&my Corp., Chestnut Ridge, NY. May ‘91. 
5) S. Conetti and S. Gccr. Comparison of Trigger and Data Acquisition Parameters for &. 
ture B Physics Experiments, these proceedings. 
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Fig. 1: Integrzd I+ distributions for minimum bias and B events. la: fraction of 
minimum bias events with at least one n or K with I+ larger than threshold. The solid 
curve ir for &I94 GeV and the dashed curve fur J;= 40 TcV. lb: fraction of B 
decays with p: greater than threshold ior J.7 ~194 GrV. The four curves correspond z r 
momentum cuts of 5,10,15,20 &V/c respw,ivcly. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

COBEX (COlliding Beauty Experiment) is an open geometry forward spectrometer 
dedicated to exploring B-physics and designed to run at a h&on collider. Its principle design 
features allow it to exploit the expected large forward hadro-production rate of B-mesons. 
COBEX will be capable of providing large data samples of reconstructed. exclusive B-meson 
decays with good tneasurements of dtc decay proper lifetimes, mass and initially pmduecd flavors 
(i.e. tagging). The details of the physics scope. tneasunment techniques and apparatus plan for 
COBEX can be found in Refetences [I] through [41. 

This talk will limit itself to a description of tttc triggering and data acquisition parameters 
tequitrd by COBEX to achieve its physics goals. 

2. OUTLINE 

The talk will proceed by first discussing some of the COBEX characteristics relevant to 
specific B-meson decay modes important to the measurement of CP-violation and flavor mixing. 
Next comes a description of tbc trigger options followed by dtc implementing trigger architecture. 
ll~e furl swtion will ptesent the expected rates of events based on Monte Carlo simulation of the 
pwticulardeaymodes. 

3. COBEX PHYSICS GOALS 

COBEX has been pmposed as a B-physics experiment capable of achieving a meastuetnet~t 
of Cp-violation in B-meson decay. It also has the potential to measure B. mixing. Both topics 
benefit from the ability to tag c*, &* and K*. to rcconsttuct the B-meson decay vertex accutatcly 
and to measure the decay children momenta well. The open gecmeoy spectmmter tow also have 
good multiparticle detection efficiency. These features would provide COBEX the possibility of 
studying other aspects of B-physics. Examples of possible observations and meas~rctnet~ts 
ittclodc among others: B-meson decay modes, lifetimes. masses and production mechanisms. 
Such P general purpose detector would also be capable of seatrhing for additional b-hadnxts, e.g. 
B,. At, etc. Finally, COBEX may be able to exploit the relatively large a? cross seedons and 
ohmin vay hqe samples of chatto particle decays. 

The most ambidws goals cf COBEX concern the measwemeot of CP-vidation. and thus 
most of the following estimates3 are based on decay modes for which unambiguous obsetvatiotts 
CM be made. COBEX has been studied for P number of collider situations. llte TEVATRON 
c.ption is considucd bcrc. 

l Scppaied by US Nalmal Science Fcuuladcn Grant PHYW-14879 
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4. TRIGGER OPTIONS 

The fundamental trigger philosophy of COBEX is to select with the broadest possible 
criteria those events which have the highest probability of containing a b-ha&n decay. These 
events tu’c selected in four steps: I) the data acquisition system is gated on the beam crossing, 2) 
a level 0 trigger determines if a pp interaction occurred at the time of the crossing. 3) the silicon 
detector data is tcconstntcted online and in real time to provide a level 1 bigger indicating that the 
event is inconsisant with having a single vcncx (referred to as the “topology” trigger) or it is 
dctcrmincd that an event with at least one it having a t~ansvcrsc momentum of greater than 1.2 
GeVk is contained in the event (referred to as the “muon” trigger), and 4) the went is fully 
reconshucted by a processor farm and if selcctcd (this is a level 2 trigger) is recorded on tape 

5. TRIGGER AND DATA ACQUISITION ARCHITECTURE 

The COBEX trigger and data acquisition system consists of three decision levels. An 
initiating event gore occurs for every beam crossing at the interaction region. The level 0 
decision. an %teraction pre-trigger”. determines the existence of a pjj interaction. This 
determination requins information from a set of scintillation counters and fast pulse logic. Tte 
data acquisition system resets if the level 0 trigger determines that no interaction occurred. 
Absence of the level 0 reset rewlts in the digitization and readout of the data into FIFO buffers. 
These buffers are controlled so that the level 1 triggers can either pass the went on for further 
processing or reject the event. The FlFOs are deep enough to buffer the data flow in the digital 
pipeline against fluctuations in event size and computation time. This nduces the readout dead 
time due to such fluctuations. 

Two data streams. the Silicon Strip Detector and Muon Detector. provide information to a 
Data Driven Processor (DDP) which wxonstrucfs the event and provides trigger information for 
level I. The Silicon Strip Detector allows a DDP to reconstruct track trajectories and determine a 
primary interaction vertex for each x- and y- view. A ~2 is formed from the distance of closest 
approach of the tracks. This procccdure is iterated and the two tracks with the largest ~2 arc 
excluded from the calculation. The final ~2 forms the basis of the “topology” trigger. An went 
with small x2 has a high probability of being consistent with containing a single vencx (the 
interaction vertex). 

The Muon Detector data arc used to reconsuuct the 1 mancnta. The momentum magnitude 
provides the information for the “muon p” trigger. Both the “topology” trigger and the “muon” 
uigger CM be combined in the DDP to decide on the disposition of tie event. 

Assuming that the level I trigger “passes” the event. all of the data flows into a micro- 
processor farm. At this stage the events arc fully reconstructed. and hence. all information 
required to form a standard “DST’ strip arc available. This event filter happens as a level 2 
trigger. Events passing at this level arc written to tape. The exact triggers applied at level 2 will 
depend on actual experimental conditions. The level 2 processor “farm” will be made large enough 
to accommcdate the event flow from level I, to tape. 

6. TRIGGER AND DATA ACQUISITION RATES 

Tbc following rates arc calculated for the assumptions presented in Tables I and 2, which 
rcprescnt the running conditions at the Fermilab TEVA’IRON. The events used in this study were 
generated using PYTHIA. Details can be found in the P845 Proposal*. Table I has the 
calculations relevant to the “CP-nach” of COBEX for both the “topology” and “tnuon” triggers for 
two B-meson decays. The bottom line entry quantifies the error in the determination of the CP- 
violating parameter sin (2&), related to the difference of the decay proper life time distributions 

for cvcnts wilh B” and B0 tagged. It should be noted that the numbers for B -+ k’ R- numbers 
do not include the effect of background under the X+X- invariant mass distribution. The effect of 
dtesc backgrounds are currently under study. 

The Table 2 calculations do not include the incteaxd trigger rates due to the inclusion of a 
?ttuott’* Uigger. However. the bandwidth into the level 2 farm can be incrrascd by increasing the 
number of nodes in the farm or by increasing the speed of each node. The relatively small event 
sires result from zero-suppression and “sparsification” algorithms placed early in the readout 
pathways. Triggering and data acquisition strategies for B-physics experiments have been rcccntly 
revicwcd4. 
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Table I. Comparison of yield estimates and error on sin (2@() for a 200 pb-1 run of 

COBEX at the TEVATRON’. 
Decay MC& B + z+n- s+//yK,o 
Trimcr To!mlagy MUM TOcalOi(” M”CHl 
peak luminosity (ldzcm-2 s-1) 1.0 1.0 1.0 I.0 
CJ&h~“S) 75 75 75 75 
Full branching ratio Ixlo-~ 1 x10-5 2.8X10” 1.4X10-J 

Gem*icacccplance(mnlmd, 0.15 0.15 0.2” 0.32 
Trigger eftilciency 0.20 0.0*3 0.20 0.12 
Rn?mmctio”efficie~y 0.37 0.14 0.33 0.12 
-fq*ing elociency 0.36 0.76 0.36 0.37 
0.54 0.09 0.19 0.09 0.09 
Events in 2xm’r 480 25 1200 360 
6[sin(Z@;)],or mph-’ 0.15 0.45 0.0% 0.18 

Table 2. COBEX data rates at the TEVATROG. 
Luminosity 1032 cm-2 s-1 
Total inelastic o 6% IO-*’ cm2 
Int. Rate 6MHz 
biifitelaCl 1.25x10-3 
Numbers of detector 5276lXl 
channels 
Level 0 Scintillator 
Input 2.53 MHz maximum beam crossing 

late 
Level I T0pol-w 
tacncy h 3.8 ks 
Input rate .6MHz Maximum readout rate 
output rate 6.7 KHz 
Level 2 &P Farm for full event reco”S,. 
LatCnCy ICWps each processor 
otltput rate 36Hz 
MIPS 34x103 

CT and bg only 
=670x50 MIPS 

C”C”l size 60 K Bytes 
recorded data set 3 G Bytes 
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Part 2 of the Summary for the 
Electronics, DAQ, and Computing Working Group: 

Technological Developments 

A.J. Slaughter 
Physics Depa~lment, Yale hiucrsily, 

New Ham, CT 06511, USA 

1. Introduction 

The attraction of hadron machines as B factories ir the copious production of B 
particles. However, the interesting physics lies in specific rare final states. The challenge is 
selecting and recording the interesting ones. Part 1 of the summery for this working group, 
“Comparison of Trigger and Data Acquisition Parameters far Future B Physics Experiments” 
summarizes and compares the different proposals. In parallel with this activity, the working 
group also looked at a number of the technological developments being proposed to meet 
the trigger and DAQ requirements. 

The presenations covered a wide variety of topics, which are grouped into three cate- 
gories: 1) front-end electronics, 2) Level 0 fast triggers, and 3) trigger and vertex processors. 
The group did not discuss on-line farms or oIlline data storage and computing due to lack 
of time. 

2. Front-end Electronics 

Pixels would be ideal for use in high resolution vertex detectors, but the problem has 
been the readout. Steve Shapiro reported on recent work to develop a data push architecture 
for an array of pixels. The new design features allow the detection of the particle itself to 
initiate the readout cycle, sending the address of the hit in terms of the rows and columns 
within the array, the time of arrival, and the pulse height onto a data line for use in the 
trigger and in the data acquisition system. The details of his presentation can be found in 
reference 1. 

Paul Shepard organized a mini-workshop on deadtimeless read-out for silicon vertex 
detectors. The goal of the workshop was very specific: how to modify the design of the 
SVXII for deadtimeless operation by nllowing simultaneous read and write to the pipeline. 
The conclusions are summarized in a contributed paper to this session. 

3. Level 0 Fast Triggers 

Compared to a colliding beam experiment at the same accelerator, fixed target ex- 
periments suffer a large penalty in cross section. One advantage of the fixed target option 



may bs very fast level 0 triggers. There were four presentations on ideas for such triggers. 

3.1 Optied impocl parameter trigger 

The original idea for this trigger came from Charpak, Giomataris, and Lederman2. 
A hemispherical shell with the appropriate index of refraction is centered on e point target. 
Cerenkov light produced in the shell by tracks originating at the target escapes. Light from 
tracks with a finite impact parameter is internally reflected and eventually e&s the edges 
of the shell where it is detected in a phototube. The contribution by Y. Giomatsris and S. 
Loucatos explains the idea, gives the results of an experimental test, and discusses some of 
the limitations and possible improvements. This trigger is being studied in conjunction with 
the Gas-Jet proposal at LHC and Pg65, a fixed target proposal at FNAL. 

3.2 Oplicd sum(P&) trigger 

B decay particles have, on average, higher transverse momenta than tracks in mini- 
mum bias events. A conceptual design for e variation on the previous trigger to exploit this 
difference was presented by Y. Giomatari.. The target is placed upstream of a toroidal mag 
net and the spherical shell is downstream. The geometry is such that the apparent impact 
parameter doe to the bending in the toroidal field is inversely proportiaond to the transverse 
momentum of the particle. Therefore the cot on the internally reflected light in the shell 
becomes a cut on the sum of the transverse momenta of the event. Obviously, the central 
conductor of a toroidal magnet presents problems, but a design using a dipole magnet may 
be possible. 

3.2 MUrfiplicity jump triggers 

There were two talks on multiplicity jump triggers. These triggers detect the differ- 
ence in the number of tracks before and after a B decay. Previous attempts to do this in 
charm experiments have had limited socce~s, due to nuclear fragments, Landau fluctuations 
and problems with online calibration, electronic noise, and stability of the gains of a large 
number of microstrip amplifiers. M. Helling reported3 on an experimental test of a design 
that detected and compared the Cerenkov light from two separated quarts plates down- 
stream of a target. They found a resolution of 2.7 MIPS over a range of multiplicities from 
5 to 20 tracks and measured an average multiplicity jump of 2 for a sample of Kf dewys. 

As described in a contribution to these proceedings, A. Erwin has looked It ways to 
use the large number of silicon planes in a B experiment to make P multiplicity jump trigger. 

4. Track and Vertex Processors 

AU the B experiments discussed at this workshop expect to use some kind of trigger 
in which tracks are found and the presence (or absence) of a secondary vertex deduced. 
There were talks on a proposed CDF trigger upgrade for Run II, the data driven processor 
for CODEX, and an conceptual detector/trigSer design by W. Move. The later two are 
described in contributions to these proceedings. 

The proposed trigger upgrades to CDF are in the context a change of the DAQ 
architecture that was described in a talk by P. Sphicas’. 

P. Wilson discussed the XFT(Extremely Fast Tracker). The information from the 
central drift chamber tracker (CTC) would be used to find tracks at Level 1. The algorithm 
is based on the unique CTC geometry. The requirements and performance goals as given in 
hia talk are: 

1. Pipelined to find tracks within 2 microseconds for level 1 decision 

2. Decision every 132 ns 

3. WP, 5 l.B%P, 

4. 6416 E 9 mrad 

5. elroc* c 98% 

The tracks can then be used for low pt inclusive lepton triggers and a possible hadronic B 
trigger in which the mass is reconstructed. 

Giovanni Punzi described the SVT or S’I I eon Vertex Tracker. The processor uses wed 
tracks from the XFT and hits from the silicon vertex detector to do precision tracking at 
the trigger level. The goal is an impact parameter resolution on the order 0130 microns and 
decision time of less than 10 microseconds so that the trigger can be used at level 2. The 
algorithm does pattern recognition via an associstivc msmory. The pattern of hits in the 
silicon acts as an address into memory which contains a set of possible roads. Once pattern 
recognition is done the hits are passed to a DSP processor farm for fitting. A final processor 
tags secondary tracks by evaluating the impact paramter in the transverse plane with respect 
to the beam. 

After listening to the presentations on the various experimental proposals and plans 
for trigger processors, a subgroup tried to draw some general conclusions on DAQ and 
triaer architecture. The discussion is summarized in a contribution to these proceedings by 
hf. Johnson. 

6. Conclusions 

It was very clear from this workshop that the trigger is a central element of the 
experimental design for a dedicated B detector. It drives the DAQ architecture and strongly 
influence detector configuration. The encouraging note was that solutions are emerging as 
fast, essentially deadtimeless digization of the data at the front-ends becomes a reality. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBGROUP 
ON 

DEADTIMELESS FRONT-END ELECTRONICS 

P. F. SHEPARD 
Deparbnen~ 6fPhysics and Astronomy 

Universiry ofPittsbw#h, Pimbwgh. PA I5260 

The subgroup on deadtimtlcss front-end ebxtronics and data acquisition systems met for two 
days on JUK 23-29. Rcscnlations WCIC made by the. fouowing individuals 

R. Yarema 

E. NY& 
S. Kkiofekkr 
M. Johnson 

E. NY@ 

s. Mali 

Ikd- Silicon Readout Ekctmnics 
Rim Fmnt-tnd -a Devdopmcnt 
Svx-n and Ikyond 
silicm Rcsdout systam 
Possihk DAQ sdutiats for Tracking Delstcrs 

UthCLIiC 
Pixel Detectors vrich Data Driven Rewhxt 

This report summarize s some of the material presented at these discussioos. R concenuates on 
the need for and tccbnical obstacles to the development of bigb rate deadtimcless front-ad 
dcctronics for silicon vertex tracken 

lk large yield of bb events at hadron cdidcn indicate the desirabiUty of level I eigger rates of 
order 30-1CKl kHr In ordw to eliminate undesirable deadtime tbc required front-end ektronks 
needs (0 bc fully pipekd pnd capabk of supporting subsequent trigger levels without incurring any 
deaddme. In these discussions it has tceo assumed that tbc level 1 latency time is of onkr 2-4 lu. 
For~thepknnedkvel1lavnCyforcDFinthcmaioinjectarosis32bcpmaossingss,132 
ns buwacn crossings or 4.2 w. 

Shown in Fig. 1 is a simptiticd schematic of one channel of tbe peamplificr and analog pipeline 
section of the present SVX II readout chip design for CDF nnd Do. ‘Ihe length of the pipeline is 32 
cells. I& preamplifier attains sp~roximatcly deadtimzless opwatian by only ratting during the 
rdatively long gajM between group of ham in the collida. 

However. the pipeline is not deadtinkss because it ha only P single port and is not capable of 
simultaneous nad and write opaations. During the digitization. sparsiftcation and readout of the 
data into level 2. tbc clocking of the storage capacitors is stopped, the switch to the prcamplifvr 
sexion is opcnod and the switch to the digitiraticr./resdout section is closed. In the digitiatior, 
configuration the pipeline is incapable of accepting data from sukquent beam crossings until the 
digitization process is finished, a pwxss which takes 7-9 ps pu event. For e level 1 acapt rate cd 
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50 kHr this results in a deadtime of 3545 %. ‘llte reason for accepting this limitation in the fist 
place is that it avoids the complication of having simultaneous analog and digiti operations with the 
possible adverse effect on the analog operation due to substrate and bond ti couplings. 

l-l 123 ” 

Jg$$x-lF 
preampliiier 

pipeline = 4 miaDSBC 

Figure I. One channel of the SVX II preamplilia and analog pipeline x&ion 

It is possible to ovc~ome this deadtime limitation by consmxting a dual pwt analog pipclinc. i.e. 
one which is capable of simultaneous mad and write operations. Research on dual port pipelines for 
silicon strip detector applications is being pursued aggressively by both the RD2 and RD20 projects 
at CERN. E. Nygard reported on RD20 developments. Shown in Fig. 2 is a simplitied schematic 
of the dual port pipeline king &veloped by RDZO. The RD2 design is similar.’ 

Wrilcl . . ...” 
I .I !I -~ ~.~... . 

tw ” lJuJ+Iz?“ie~ ‘;-i’y y ,y 
ID agnmmon. 
~;;~~a~ 

I I 1 I 
1 213 n 

F&e 2. Schematic of occ cell of dxc RD20 analog pipelinc under development at 
CERN. 

The RD20 design has simultanwus read and write capability, asscciative skip logic and level 1 
buffering. A pipeline with I60 storage cells and 128 channels per chip is planned. A 32 channel 
version has been implemented in a tad soft design. Work to implement the design in a rad hard 
Harris prcuss is in progress. With simultaneous read and write capability it is possible to continue 
to write into the pipeline each team crossing while a different cell or cells are king read for 
digitization in response to a lcvcl I trigger. Extra cells an provided to buffer the statistical 
fluctuations in the level I bigga and skip logic is needed so that cells waiting for processing after a 
kvel 1 accept an not 0vcnvTitten. 

It is possible to extend the SVX ff analog pipeline design to a dual port version. This is shown 
in Fig. 3. This can be accomplished by the addition of a second set of switches to each storage 

capacitor and a second read amplifier in addition to the mite amplifier already present Not shown is 
the additional pointer and skip lo&C required. 

Figure 3. Possible modification of the SVX II pipeline to a dual port pipeline. 

The necessary addressing logic for a dual pwt pipeline has been developed at LBL for tic analog 
pipclining of calorimeter signals for the SSC and could be adapted for use here. possibly in a more 
simplified form.2 ‘flu additional pipeline cells for buffering, the nev~ read amplifier. additional 
busses and skip logic can bc expected to in- the physical length of the pipeline across the chip 
by a factor of about 1.5.3 This could force the readout chip to be divided into two chips, one 
containing tbe preamplifier and analog pipeline and dx other the digitization and readout logic. 
Finding a tad hard two poly process would be of considerable benefit in reducing tbe size of the 
pipeline. It has already been learned from the SVX II single port design that cross talk can bc a 
serious problem and considerable care is required in layout to avoid it Crosstalk can be removed 
and area for capacit&s maximized using a mirrored layout tecbnique.4 

A more critical issue is not the pipeline design, but possible noise coupling in a chip which has 
simultaneous dam acquisition and readout In this situation the sensitive hontcnd amplifier is active 
while digitization and readout is occwring with a high speed clock. This can inUoduce noise through 
bond wire and subsbate coupliig. Bond wire coupling issues was studied using dx SVXC chip and 
a solution to this source of noise coupling exist.5 using differential lines, reduced logic level swings 
and/or layout techniques.5 Substrate coupling is probably the most difficult problem to solve. 
Operation of various digital elements. partictdarly large drivm affcc@ the subshate and thus analog 
circuits on the same chip. Possible solutions to this problem include isolation tschniques. silicon on 
insulator (SOI) fabrication processes and fmally tk USC of separate chips for the analog and digital 
circuits. Work to study the effect of isolation techniques on the substrate coupling problem are in 
plOgrCSS.6 
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AN IMPACT-PARAMETER OPTICAL DISCRIMINATOR 
FOR B DECAYS 

Y. GlOMATABl.3 
Lmumne University, Swilmhd 

and 

S. LOUCATOS 
SPP-DAPNIA, CE-Saclay 

91191 Gifisu~Yvelte Cedez, Fhmce 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At future hdron machines ( LHC, SSC ) the b-production crowsection in t&d- 
target experiments is sufficiently large to allow observation of CP-violation in the BBsyatcm. 
Provided that the s&e of the target ir small, the precise knowledge of the primary vertex, ia a 
~ttroq achntage over cdlidu experimenta. At the LHC, a luminosity of 2 x l@’ an-’ mm’ in 
a utmll ioteraction region can be achieved using l thin jet target ‘. The ratio of Q to cd,,, ti 
lo-“, the hunch crossing rate is expected to be 40 MHz md the interaction rate 70 Ml&. The 
time between two interactions (25 ns) requires pipe-tine architecture of a silicon microvertu 
trigger. A fast first-level selection of the events can reduce the input r&e into l Si tr+r 
and hence the depth of the pipe-line. The optical discriminator, described here&a, is s 
possible solution. The idea is to use the &renkov light emitted by charged p.rticka crossing 
l spherical cry&d shell and retain thaw having a sizeable impact puameter with respect to 
the centre of the sphere where the target is located ‘. 

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE OPTICAL DISCRIMINATOR 

The principle of the Opticd Discriminator (OD) is illustrated in Fig. 1. The radiator 
iB L thin crystal with a refractive index n,, abaped sa a BheU limited by two concentric ~phero 
and surrounded hy a medium of refractive index “2. To avoid the detection of relativistic 
particles earning from the target, i.e. with b = 0, it is shown in ’ that the refraction indices 
have to satisfy the condition: nf - 4 = 1 - E with c small and pasitive. When s single 
crystd ia used in air or vacuum, nl = 1. and nl har to he dose to, but lower than, a. The 
choice of L wilt determine the minimum impact psruneter b. which will be the thsohdd 
of the device. In order to obtain a gwd sensitivity to very small impact psnmekrs, hut 
avoid background from minimum bias tracks coming from the optical cent=, the minimum 
impect parameter b,,,;.muat be amall hut greater than some lower limit. 

Chromatic dispersion has dro to be taken into account: n, t and L are &dependent. 
This chmmaticity has to be minimized. Unfortunately, c.uch a quasi-schromstic behwiou~ 
cannot be obtained with a single medium (R, ? & and n1 = 1): h Maria with the 
wavelength (chromatic aberration). Bowever, if the cry&d ia constructed with a care of 
a high index material (18,) md a cladding of an appropriate lower index material (11%). the 
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Figure 1: The principle of the optical discriminator: a particle with zero impact 
parameter (a) produces Ccrenkov light refracted through the surface of the crystal, 
whereas for a particle with a non-zero impact parameter, (h) part of the Cerenkav 

light is internally reflected and trapped. 

wavelength dispersion of the core material may be balanced by the dispersion of the cladding 
material giving an achromatic pair. 

The principle of the detector was tested at FNAL ’ and at CERN >. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS 

We summarize here the results obtained at the CERN PS test beam with g GeV/c 
momentum pions. The simplest case, that of a single medium, wea chosen: a LiF crystal, 
whose refractive index is close to, but does not exceed, fi for wavelengths above 270 nm. 
The emitted light was guided by an ellipsoidal mirror to a photomultiplier. 

The distribution of the signal amplitude ia shown in Fig. 2. The background due to the 
scintillation of the air inside the vessel during the ppssage of the particle. has been measured 
and is subtracted. The agreement with a detailed simulation is gwd and the behaviour of the 
device well understood. The fatI at large impact parameters is due to the cut-off imposed bye. 
40 mm diaphragm in front of the photomultiplier. Rejection of large impact parameters can 
thus he achieved by adjusting the diameter of the diaphragm in front of the PM. This is a 
useful property of the OD, as closing the window will reduce the background due to delta 
rays and nuclear interactions. If optical fibres are used, instead of a mirror for light readout, 
the same pleasant feature is encountered, owing to the optical fibre aperture. 

At zero impact parameter the observed signal is not zero. This is due to two kinds 
of souxcs: i) Processes that take place in the crystal and may still be present in future B 
experiments md which are the inherent background (delta rays and nuc1ee.r intcraction~ in 
the crystal and propagation of unwanted photons) and ii) Effects associated only with our 
test-beam measurement and the a&up excluding the crystal. The observed value of (0.04 f 
0.02) p.e. has to be considered ea a first estimate of the crystal-induced inherent background. 
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Figure 2: Amplitude of the signal as L function of the impact parameter with and 
without filter and with two different diaphragms. Data (point.) and Monte Carlo (lines). 

Studies are being pursued for a more precise determination. The contamination caused by 
the inherent background to B-meson search, will depend on the threshold impcmed on the 
signal. Simulation studio are under way and show that contamination cut be suppremed 
by coincidence techniques. 

4. PERSPECTIVES 

The experimental resulta ohttined are in agreement with expectations and demon- 
stnte the ability of the OD to reject small impact panmcten. liawevcr, the presently 
obtained threshold is too high md its rise too smooth f or a direct application u a B-event 
sclcctor. 

A program of te&dc.l development of the device has hrtcd, to obtain . b&b ef- 
ficiency in B-maon pain and I strong rejection factor against unwanted minimum biu 
events I. Solutiona under study are: achromatic pairs, replacing the air or vacuum surround- 
ing the cry#tal by a liquid or a gu under pmmre, wing the rcllection (brahold condition 
on the inner surface of the crystal instead of on the outer one, etc. A further improvement 
of the signal at small impact puunekrs can be obtained by splitting the total thicknew of 
the device into seven such Z-layer elements (fig. 3). 

Fire 4 shows eilicienda for Bd -+I+*- and minimum bias events expected for l 6 
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Figure 3: Comparison of expected signals for different crystal configurations, 
LS a function of the impact parameter. For L 3 mm LiF crystal, 

an achromatic crystal and a 7 layer one. 

layer sapphire-liquid assembly. A reduction factor OS 10 should be achieved with a threshold 
at 8 p.e. The efficiency for i3d -x+r- events is around 60%. A similar efficiency is expected 
for B., + J/$h’,dccryti. 

Another way to improve the efficiency is to in&w the quantum yield of the pho- 
todetector. A new development concerning visible-light photon counters (VLPCs) seems to 
be promising, as quantum efficiency is optimum (80%) in the range from 400 to 800 nm ‘. 
Rejection may be improved by using the information of the direction of the emitted light, 
with . segmented, VLPC detector. A teat f o an OD with VLPC read-out ia in preparation. 

The optical discriminator device is part of the proposed detectors for the Gajet ex- 
periment at the LAC ’ and Pg6.5 at the Tevatron ‘. 
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THE Pi SELECTION OF B EVENTS WITH THE OPTICAL 

DISCXIMINATOR 

Y. GIOMATARIS 
Lowanne University, Switzerland 

J. DERRti 
SPP-DAPNIA, GE-Socloy, Fmnce 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We propose a very fast (few ns) trigger using an optical discriminator for B-m-o 
selection in proton-proton collision experiments. With only few read-out channels, the device 
can Perform a fast trigger on the global P, of the event and it is insensitive to low P, 
particles (P, <lGeV). We discuss possible applications of this device for collider or fixed- 
target experiments at LHC, at the highest I uminority operation. Simulations show very 
promising results : in the fixed-target (collider) mode WC expect a rejection factor of 1W 
(IO) on minimum bias events, with 45% of efficiency on the B’s, independent of tb4r.dece.y 
mode. We also discuss applications of this device in present detector designs. 

To select B events in a fixed target experiment, an impact parameter optical discrim- 
inator har been proposed ‘. By trapping the Cerenkov light in a thin crystal, events with 
tracks having a significant impact parameter can be selected in a Iew ns. Extensive tests in 
a particle beam have demonstrated the feasibility of this trigger device ‘.‘. A limitation of 
the Optical Trigger is the need for a very small interaction region (100 pm) which limits ita 
application to the fixed-target mode or to colliders having a small interaction diamond, like 
the asymmetric tilted collider ‘.I. In addition, in order to obtain a good rejection factor for 
minimum bias event and good efficiency for b& events, the device must be sensitive to very 
small impact parameters; the result is a low number of photoelectrons for B-m-n cvcnts. 
A research and development program har started in order to improve the output ai.@ #. 
Based on the same principle, but taking another approach, WC propose to trigger on events 
with charged tracks having a small impact parameter behind a magnet. As all the light 
of the Cerenkov cone is collected, the number of the photoelectrons is DOW confortrkle and 
good efficiency for B-meson pairs can be obtained. 

2. P, CUT PRINCIPLE 

The transverse momentum, P,, of charged tracks from B events is higher than these 
from the minimum bias ones. So an efficient selection of B events consists in selecting the 
charged tracks with a P, higher than l-2 GeV/c. Th II is quite a low value and it ia often 
hard to obtain with a threshold applied on the signal of a calorimeter. In most of the collider 
experiments the lowest typical applied P, threshold is higher than 5-8 GeV/c. It results in 
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ao unacceptable large inefficiency and the goal is to lower those thrcaholdr. 
Our ides is to tranform the P, threshold into ao impact parameter thmhold. A 

magnet, placed on the path of the tracka gives to each of them-a kick da, 8 being the 
diffusion angle : 

d9 = 0.3 J Bdl x $ '(1) 
Such a kick is equivalent to an impact parameter, b, with respect to the target. 
If the magnet is a toraid with the same axis as the beam, f L?dl x 6 is a constant, since 

the magnetic field is maximum around the beam axis and falls inversely proportional to the 
distance of the axis. So e. P, cut is translated into an impact parameter cot. Figure 1 show a 
schematic view of an experimental set-up with a toroidsl magnet forward spectrometer along 
the beam axis of B fixed-target or a collider experiment. The magnet is axially symmetric 
M well as all the major elements of the spectrometer. 

The spherical crystal, placed behind the magnet, is centered on the target. Its edge 
is a strip on the surface of a cone having its top at the center of the sphere. In this way the 
outgoing light from a particle with small impact parameter focuses to the optical center. On 
the contrary, most of the light cmmitted from a particle with a significant impact parameter 
is either trapped in the crystal or goes out without pointing to the center. 

Thus, the collection of the light which focusses to the center of the sphere is a selection 
of tracks with small kick, i.e. high P,, 

3. SIMULATION 

B’s and Minimum Bias events have been generated by Pythia in two cues: in a 
fixed target (FT) experiment, and in collider mode at LHC (6 TeV per proton beam). In 
the FT case, the crystal has an acceptance of 300mrd, while in the collider it has 600mrd 
with a hole of IOmrd along the beam. The Cercnkov light created by the charged particles 
through the crystal has been simulated and followed up to the exit face by Monte Carlo. 
The light collection is done by quartz fibers placed along the exit cone pointing to the center 
of the crystal. The numerical acceptance of the fibers gives a natural cut on the outgoing 
light angle. The collected light is converted in electrons by a very fast photodetector cog. a 
photomultiplicr. 

The kick of tracks has been simulated in a toroidal magnet giving 3.3 Tm near to its 
axis, along the beam. This means that d9 is equal to 1Omrd divided by Pt(GeV/c) times 
the sign of the particle charge. As the crystal is behind the magnet, it is quite far from the 
primary vertex (a few meters). So the size of the interaction region has a negligible effect on 
the impact parameters generated by the magnet. 

As shown in Figure 2, it is clear that the impact parameter h is strongly correlated 
with the angle of the light into the fiber. 

The fibers, with an numerical acceptance of about 100 mrd, accept all the light from 
particles with small b, but only a small part from high b. The results on the efficiency versus 
the threshold (in photoelectrons) are given in Figure 3., respectively for B’s and Minimum 
Bias events. 

iFrom the previous figures, we can deduce the variation of the reduction factor of the 
minimum bias events with respect to the efficiency of the B’s, which is shown in Figure 4. 

In a fixed target experiment at LHC, a rejection of 100 can be obtained with 45% 
efficiency on B’s, In collider mode, we get only a rejection of 10 with the same efficier,cy on 

B’s (with one spectrometer arm). But this rejection factor corresponds to the same minimum 
bias rate, because in the collider mode only l/l0 of the luminosity of the FT mode is needed. 

The main difficulty of this scheme is the implementation of toroid coila near the beam. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The selection of B’s by an optical P, discriminator is very promising md gives higba 
efficiency in the fixed-target mode. It is a very fast, global trigger, independent of the 
decay mode. It is a way to improve the efficiency for B-meroo pair sclcctioo in existing 
collider experiments suffering of important losses caused by trigger limitationa. It can be 
used for future Beauty investigations in very high luminosity proton collisions. The effect 
of a deterioration of the obtained rejection due to gamma conversions in the crystal needr 
further studies. The implementation of B toroidal magnet in such M experiment ia also an 
open question. 
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Fig. 1: Scheme of a forward spectrometer with a toroidal magnet 
The crystal ia located downstream of the magnet (schematic). 
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Fig. 3a: Efficiency versus threshold (number of pe.) for B (white) 
and Minimum hiaa (hatched) events, in cue of a fixed target experiment 

Fig. 4: Minimum biar rejection futor versus efficiency 
for LHC-FT and LHC-Collider (one-arm spectrometer). 
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Fig. 3b: Efficiency versus threshold (number of pe.) for B (white) 
and Minimum hiaa (hatched) events, at the LHC and in the collider mode 
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A Multiplicity Jump Trigger Using Silicon Planes 

T. Alcropoulos and A. R. Erwin 
Univwsity of Wisconsin 

Madim, WI 597706 

Since diwn tracking planes are already present in a B decay experiment, it is an 
attractive idea to use these u part of a multiplicity jump detector. Two average B decays 
would produce a multiplicity jump of around lo in the final state. Such a trimer hrs 
been tried for a fixed target Charm experiment with disappointing success.’ The failure was 
attributed to the difficulty in adequately controlling the gains of a large number of microstrip 
~plifi~~~. 

One could limit the number of amplifiers needing adjustment hy collecting all the 
charge tom a &xm wafer with a single amplifier on the backside of each micro&ip detector 
as ahown wkematicdly in Fig. 1. An efficient system for monitoring and calibrating with 
single beam tracks should be employed frequently during the run. 

Input noise doer not appear to be a problem for planes ea thin as 300 pm. Using a 
2.8 x 2.8 cm’ Aamamatsu plane into a single Fermilah QPAOZ amplifier, we obtain 16 mV 
signals from minimum ionizing particles in the presence of about 5 mV rms wipe. Thinner 
detectors would imply more capacitance and thus mire noise and smaller signals. 

The Landau tail on the high energy aide of the energy loss distribution suggests 
wame difficulty. Fig. 2 shows energy loss distributions for 5 GeV/c pions in a 300 pm 
plane and several multiplicity jumps of 6. For about 30 secondary particles there ir an 
obvious inefficiency for distinguishing larger statistical fluctuations from a real jump of 6. 
This problem can he mitigated hy working only with plane-pairs and accepting the smaller 
multiplicity of the pair. See the diminished tail in inset of Fig. 2. For large numbers of 
planes (such ~8 90 in the SFT proposal), one CM employ more complex algorithms. 

The most difficult problem for the silicon detectors comes from the proton spallation 
products of the heavy nuclear target. The behavior of the spallation protons is ewentialIy 
independent of beam energy and particle type and well described by a simple computer 
model.’ 

If silicon wafers are the only target material, then about 45% of the collisions will not 
have a significant spallation proton (i.e. one which ranges through mwe than one 300 pm 
thick wafer). See Fig. 3. If one arranges for most of the target material ta be Be, then about 
51% of the collisions will not contain a significant spdlation proton. For about half of the 
events a simple multiplicity jump can be used correctly to pass judgement on B production 
candidates selected by other components of the trigger (e.g. dimuon identification). 

The greatest difficulty arises when the target is constructed entirely of active 300 pm 
w&n. A stopping, normally incident proton can produce L 30X to 40X minimum pulse in 
the stopping wafer. (See Fig. 4.) If the amplifier does not saturate, it praduces a multiplicity 
jump of 6 to 14 when compared with the preceding wafer. All earlier multiplicity jumps are 
5 or less. The simplest procedure would be to reject all events in which any wafer has more 
than 30X minimum energy deposited in it. This unfortunately wvauld reject about half of 
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the legitimate B events. 
The algorithm that used plane-pain to reduce the Landau tail would also eliminate 

observation of the large multiplicity jump at the stopping wafer, since that jump involvea 
only one pair of planes. (See Fig. 4,) If one chooses to ose passive Be u target material 
between Si wafers, then the large multiplicity jump of a stopping proton can be vetoed by 
the large multiplicity dccreue in the following plane. 

If the pulse heights from the active wafers UC immediately di&ized by tlash ADC’s. 
the simple digital logic for jump detection can be programmed into Xilinx logic arrays. 
Decisions can probably be made fast enough to participate in a level one trig6a. 
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Fig, 1 Portion of a possible multiplicity jump trigger. 
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Fig. 2 Some energy loss distributions in 300 pm Si wafers. 
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Fig. 4 dE/dx of a stopping proton in 300 pm Si planes expressed as multiples 
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IMPACT PARAMETER TRIGGER 
and VERTEX DETECTOR 

FOR FORWARD COLLIDER 

W. SELOVE 
Physics Department, University of Pennsylvania 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Abstract 

In a forward collider design, Coulomb xattering produces an unavoidable smear- 
ing of the vertex region by low-pt tracks. A detector and trig@ng design is de- 
scribed which aims at differentiating B events from mimimum bias events with high 
efficiency, in spite of this smearing, by measuring momentum and pt of all tracks 
in real time, and triggering only when an event shows a number of high-pt tracks 
with substantial impact parameters. Triggering efficiency an order of magnitude 
larger than for a lepton trigger can be anticipated. Detector planes are located 
within 4 millimeters of the beam line; a replaceable-vertex-region design provides 
for rapid replacement of radiation damaged closest elements at time intervals of a 
few months. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many of the most important objectives of the study 01 B hadrons require the level of 
statistics which can only be obtained at the large hadran colliders. The available production 
rates are particularly attractive for machines of the SSC and LHC type. The design of 
detectors far suitable experiments has attracted a very large amount of effort. Some of the 
earliest detailed designs were developed by N. Lockyer, K. McDonald, and collaborators.’ 
These early designs emphasized good coverage of the central region, where most B mesons 
are produced in a symmetric hadron collider. Schlein and collaborators have developed a 
different design, focused on the use of those B mesons (and baryons) which are produced 
into a ‘forward” cone, typically one covering angles from 5 or 10 mrad to 600 mrad from 
the beam line.2.3 Such a design has the advantage of promising to collect of order l/3 of the 
B’s which could be collected with an extended-central-region detector, while costing only 
a fraction as much as such a central detector, a most important advantage when the costs 
involved are in the tens of millions of dollars for the forward design and in the hundreds of 
millions for the central design. 

Two critical components of P dedicated B experiment are the vertex detector and 
the trigger system. For a forward collider, it is important to minimize the extrapolation 
distance, from detector planes to vertex region, by locating the forward detector planes close 
to the beam - within a few millimeters if possible. Early work on this problem was done by 
the CDF group.’ Schlein and collaborators have built and operated a silicon strip detector 
array, with planes very close to the beam, and have thus shown the important result that 
such close operation appears practical. Their vertex detector system is designed to provide 
a B trigger in a hadron collider experiment.’ 



In a B experiment for the SSC, one wishes to make use of the maximum possible 
production rate for B mesons. Recent designs for such an experiment have taken a luminosity 
of 103’ aa the desirable rate to design for. At this‘luminosity, interactions would occur at 
IO7 per second, and B meson pairs would he produced at IO5 per second. It is a challenging 
problem to design a trigger, and a vertex detector, which at these rates (a) could operdte 
rapidly enough to provide a Level-1 trigger, (b) could give a large rejection factor against 
“ordinary” events without being fooled by apparent secondary vertices when none are in fart 
present, and (c) could at the same time have a wry high efficiency for true R events. In this 
report I describe a vertex detector and trigger system which is a forward~collider design, as is 
Schlein’s, but which has a number of new elements and features which promise to provide very 
substantially improved performance. (See Section 3.) With regard to radiation damage, the 
report aho describes a new approach providing for operation to 5 or 10 Mrad. and presents 
a proposal for meeting the problem of occasional replacement of damaged regions of the 
detector planes. 

2. OBJECTIVES 

At a luminosity of lO32 at the SSC, the interaction rate will be IO MHz and the 
B-production rate 0.1 MHz. While it may not be practical to think of recording all B events, 
at this rate, it is desirable to have a Level-l trigger which has at the same time very high 
efficiency for B events and very good rejection for minimum bias events. 

In a forward collider design, Caulombscattering in the first detector planeencountered 
produces an unavoidable smearing of the vertex region, with impact parameters varying 
inversely with the pt oi forward tracks actually, inversely with the ‘y-component” of the 
pt The smearing tends to interiere both with any Level-1 trigger which seeks to detect 
the presence of secondary decay vertices and with any further determination, e.g. in a later 
triggering Iwcl, of the preseoce of multiple vertices or of candidates ior some particular rare 
type of decay. 

If the pt of each individual track can be determined in real time, a triggering system 
can be emoloved which in a kvel-I trieeer ienores the lowest-m tracks. This amroach would 

. I 

provide, io principle, maximum rejectzn of minimum-bias events while retaining maximum 
sensitivity and efficiency for B events, which tend to have a number oi high-pt tracks with 
substantial impact parameters. Such an approach is similar in principle to determining 
the &-square value with which the event satisfies a single-vertex hypothesis, but dors not 
require an actual chi-square calculation. 

3. MAJOR DESIGN FEATURES 

Figure 1 shows the proposed layout of the silicon vertex detector, and Figure 2 shows 
the proposed magnetic field arrangement. The design shown in Fig. I assumea that the length 
of the actual interaction region is only a few centimeters, as would be the cake at the SSC. 
There is a series of iorward planes, close to the beam line M in Schlein’s design. The spacing 
oi roost of those planes is uniform in pseudorapidity, as wggested by McDonald.’ In the 
central region there is also a set of barrel cylinders, covering about 2 units of pseudorapidity. 

The purpose of the barrel system is to make possible a very precise determination of 
the longitudinal coordinate of the primary vertex, using central-region tracks. This coordi- 
nate is needed for the real-time tracking; and it is also needed for distinguishing those cases 
in which more than one primary interaction occur at once. 

The magnet layout shown in Fig. 2 uses three dipoles. One is located at the inter- 
action region. It has two functions. One: it allows quite accurate momentum determination 
of tracks at larger angles, so that the downstream magnet system does not have to have 
an extremely large aperture. Two: with only a modest strength, of order 0.1 GeV/c 
pt kick in 30 cm, particle momenta and pt values can be determined at high speed, for 
almost all tracks produced in an interaction. Real-timept determination is the primary tool 
for making a high-rfliciency impact-parameter trigger. 

The second and third dipoles are part of a conventional spectrometer system. 
The silicon planes in the vertex detector will be pixel planes. This is necessary in 

order to obtain high speed tracking. Pixel planes with data-driven readout, with fairly high 
speed readout, have been developed by S. Shapiro and collaborators.’ 

Finally, an outline of a system for real time tracking hsn been reported to this Work- 
shop by D. Crosetto and me. The basic scheme is described in section 7 below. The system 
uses a massively parallel very high speed processor with 3-d ~mensional interconnections, de- 
veloped by Crosetto. That system, and its application to the real-time tracking problem, ia 
described in a report by Crosetto.” 

4. RADIATION DAMAGE 

In order to distinguish heavy-quark events from others, by an impact parameter 
trigger, the vertex smearing due to Coulomb scattering must be minimized. It has long been 
known, and particularly emphasized recently by McDonald, that for the smaller angle part 
of a forward collider detector the transverse smearing due to Coulomb scattering is inversely 
proportional to the transverse momentum of a track. In fact this smearing depends not just 
on pt but on the ayn component of pt , i.e. on py (y is the vertical axis, and is the direction 
in which a gap is left in the detector planes in Schlein’s design.) Thus tracks of low py will 
give the worst smearing of impact parameter when extrapolated back to the vertex region. 

The smearing is proportional not only to I/py hut also to the distance R from the 
beam line at which a track first encounters a silicon detector. To obtain efficient separation of 
heavy-quark events from minimum bias events it is advantageous to bring the silicon planes 
close to the beam line - to within a few millimeters if possible. 

At such close distances, and at high luminosity, radiation damage is a limiting con- 
sideration. Recent detailed studies of radiation damwe effects on silicon detectors lead me 
to the conclusion that individual detector wafers CM be satisfactorily operated, with today’s 
materials, at up to 5 Mrad or so. (See Appendix A.) At the SSC, and at a luminosity of 
103’, and if the closest part of the detector planes is 4 millimeters fmm the beam line, the 
radiation dose in the very &west part of the detector wafers will be about 1.5 Mrad per 
month. Thus one should plan to replace the closest part of the wafers rt intervals of perhap. 
3 months. Alternatively, one might operate with full uznsitivity at 4 mm for 3 months, and 
then with loss of sensitivity in the very closest part of the plan- for an additional 3 or 4 
months; at that time, full sensitivity will still remain beyond 8 radius of 6 mm. 

If the vertex detector planes are composed of quadrant sections, M in Schlein’a P236 
run at CERN,’ one can plan to use a design which permits replacing only the moat severely 
damaged part of each plane, at intervals. If, for example, in each quadrant the closest I 
square an of each plane is built M a separately replaceable unit, tben at intervals of 3 to 6 
months only a few percent of the total silicon area ham to be replaced. A possible arrangement 
for a replaceable vertex reg$on section of the detector is described in Appendix Il. 
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6. VERTEX SMEARING IN A FIXED-TARGET EXPERIMENT 

In an ideal tracking detector, sequences of hits delineate unambiguous and error-free 
tracks, the tracks can be extrapolated with no errors, and they define perfectly the vertices 
which are the sources of the tracks. Figure 3 shows an example of the hits and tracks 
found in a sample double-vertex event in experiment E771, a fixed-target B experiment at 
Fermilab. The two vertices are about 6 mm apart. The detector planes in this view start 
3 cm down&earn of the verlice. Tracks from the secondary vertex are shown with long 
dashes. The track with short dashes is a track whose slope matches closely the slope of a 
triggering high-pt muon found in the spectrometer downstream of the vertex detector. 

In this experiment, the target region contained a number of target “foils”, each 2 mm 
thick, with 4 mm gaps between them. The vertical lines in Fig. 4 at z cwrdinates of -37 
mm, -31, -25, etc, up lo -7 mm, show the locations of the front faces of these foils. In this 
event, the triggering high-pt muon came from the decay of a high-pt pion produced at the 
primary vertex. The secondary vertex is located in the following target foil, and appears to 
he a secondary interaction in the target material. 

The tracks shown in Figure 3 were found hy a multi-stage tracking program, which 
first finds an apparent primary vertex, then looks for tracks which intersect in a tight bundle 
near that vertex, identifies hits from such tracks and removes them from the hit hank, and 
then searches for additional tracks using the remaining hits. This procedure is quite effective 
in finding multiple-vertex events, in this experiment. 

However, if there are two vertices within a short distance from each other, say within 
2 or 3 mm, it is very difficult to recognize that there are multiple vertices. The nature of 
the difficulty is emphasized in Figure 4, which shows the tracks found in the first stage of 
the tracking program, when a primary vertex is being sought. These “original” tracks show 
extensive smearing of the vertex region, due lo two principal kinds of effects. 1) Even for 
tracks which use relatively well-isolated hits, extrapolation errors back to the vertex region, 
caused by measurement uncertainties (finite strip widths) and by Coulomb scattering, cause 
smearing. 2) In angular regions where several planes have high occupancy, multiple false 
tracks are found by the tracking program. 

8. VERTEX SMEARING IN A FORWARD-COLLIDER EXPERIMENT 

Figure 5 shows a Monte-Carlo (Pythia) minimum-bias event, for the Tevatron. The 
tracks drawn correspond to the 26 charged particles produced in the “forward cone” (positive 
pz). within 600 mrad of the beam. Five of these tracks, numbers 10 through 14, go down 
the beam hole and do not reach the vertex detector planes. 

Figure 6 shows what happens to the 21 tracks which do hit the vertex detector planes, 
when Coulomb scattering in the first detector plane hit is taken into account in a crude way. 
The vertex region is quite smeared; 3 of the tracks extrapolate back with apparent impact 
parameters larger than 90 microns rms, and 2 more with values above 35 microns rnms, just 
from Coulomb scattering in the first plane hit. 

If at the first detector plane which is hit the distance from the beam line is yl, and if 
the y-component of transverse momentum is py , and if the detector thickness is 300 microns, 
then the rms displacement in impact parameter, due to the scattering in that plane, is 

b= 0.8 YI 
-Pm, 

PY 
where b is in microns when ye is in mm and py is in &V/c. 

For a detector array like th.1 in Figure I/ and with R, the y~distance from beam line to first 
strip, equal to 4 mm, y, will be about 5 mm, and b is approximately (4/py) in microns. 
Thus a py value of 0.10 CeV/c gives a b of 40 microns rms. The tracks in Fig. 6 which 
show displacements larger than 40 microns thus have py values of ahout 0.05 &V/c; and 
the fact is that in 21 tracks, at the Tevatron, several have py values this small. 

B decays typically produce several tracks each with py greater than 0.5 CeV/c. 
If py can be measured at trigger level, for every track, then a promising trigger for B 
candidates can hz made by requiring the prcsroce of sewral high~py tracks with substantial 
impact pararnelers. say above 50 or 75 microns. With Coulomb scattering held to about IO 
microns rms, and with measurement error held similarly, such a high-pt impact~parameter 
trigger offers the possibility of giving high rejection of minimum bias events while retaining 
maximum sensitivity and efficiency for B events. 

7. ON-LINE PT MEASUREMENT 

Figure 7 illustrates the basic scheme for on-line measuuremcot of morrvx~t~m and 
transverse momentum A primary vertex is located at z 0, and detector planes at z,, a2, etc. 
The detector planes are pixel planes, with a position resolution better than 5 microns rms in 
one direction. We take the cue that the resolution in Y is 5 microns and in y is 10 microos. 
(Shapiro has found a resolution better thao 5 microos in the ” narrow” dimension direction 
of the pixel planes he has tested. To obtain also good resolution in the other direction, it 
will he necessary to use an additional plane at each station; this could be either a pixel or a 
short-strip plane.) 

The z coordinate of the primary vertex is determined to within 100 microns, using 
tracks through the barrel part of the vertex detector. With a very small beam cross section, 
the primary vertex is then well defined in 3 dimensions. Consider a track, curving in y. 
which then gives hits at (y,, al), (y2, zz), etc. From the points (yo, zo) and (y,, zI) 
we calculate a slope for the chord, and the extrapolated straight-line expected hit position 
at z2. The calculation, as explained lurther in the report by Crosetto, is made in about 100 
“sec. Note that since the planes are pixel planes, this extrapolation is carried out io both x 
and y, and note that in x the trajectory is indeed a straight line. 

The plane at zz is searched, in the vicinity of the straight-line extrapolation, for a 
matching hit. In x , the non-bend plane, the matching hit should he found within one 
resolution width, which means within less than about 20 microns for momentum above 
I CeV/c and for plane spacing about 2 cm. When a matching x hit is found at zr, the y 
interval in the vicinity of the straight lineextrapolation is searched. For tracks of momentum 
1.0 GeV/c, in a magnetic field of 1.0 Tesla, and with planes at z separations of 2 cm, the 
magnetically produced deviation of the actual hit from a straight line fit, from one chord 
to the next, will he I20 microns. For a more extreme case, with a momenton, again of I 
CeV/c hut at a small angle in y, 50 mrad, the first hits would he at z = 12, 17, and 25 cm, 
and the deviations from straight line fits would he about 500 microns. 

The region which must be searched, particularly in x, is quite small, and it appears 
likely that tracks from the primary vertex can he recognized, and their momentum and pt 
values measured very rapidly, lo sufficient accuracy for a I.evelLl trigger. For tracks from r, 
heavy quark decay vertex, wilh the decay vertex within 1.0 millimeter transversely from the 
beam, the proposed search and tracking procedure appears likely to also work well. Much 
more detailed study will he needed to make a critical evaluation of the efficiency, and of 
possible problems from background processes. 
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0. RATES 

At the SSC sod at 1O32 luminosity, and taking the B-Bar production cross section to 
be shout 10-27cm2, 100,OOil B pairs will be produced per second. Single B’s into a forward 
detector of half-angle 30 degrees, with all fragments contained, or one less than all, will be 
about 20,000 per second. In a *standard year”, of IO’ running seconds, the number of single 
B’s into the detector will thus he about 2 x 10~‘. And the number which will also have a 
tagging particle contained, from the other B, will be about 5 x 10~0. 

This is about 3 orders of magnitude larger than the the annual rate of B-Bbar pairs 
expected for present designs of electron-positron B factories. It is this very high production 
rate, into the detector, which offers the promise of greater sensitivity for an SSC B exper- 
iment than for e+/e- B factories. To capitalize on this capability, however, will require a 
triaering system which can pick out some IO4 events/s- with a high-pt secondary vertex, 
out of IO’ interactions/set. It should also be noted that along with the IO4 B events/set 
which one would like to examinine with higher level triggers, there will be a larger number of 
charm events, perhaps nearly an order of magnitude larger. This large yield of charm events 
also offers the possibility of new significant studies of very weak processes. 

One is thus led to the view that for a Level-l heavy-quark triaer for an SSC exper- 
iment it is desirable to reject “ordinary” events by a factor of up to 100, but not more than 
100, while retaining highest possible efficiency for secondary-vertex events. Further trigger 
levels will probably he required before events are delivered to the recording system .-’ even 
if a rejection factor of 100 can be achieved, IO5 events per second, or of order 1 gigabyte per 
second, would still remain to be dealt with. 

The objective, then, for the Level-l trigger being proposed, is to reduce the event rate 
by a factor of IO+, while retaining high efficiency for heavy-quark events with distinguishable 
decay vertices. 

n. SUMMARY 

This report describes an approach to a secondary-vertex type trigger, for Level-l use in 
a B experiment at the SSC. The scheme uses a configuration of vertex detector, magnets, and 
pixel p&es, which together with a massiveinterconnected parallel processor, of the Crosetto 
type, can provide on-line tracking with momentum information. The pt information gives a 
major improvement in the clarity of the vertex region, and makes possible the use of impact- 
parameter measurements on high-pt tracks to provide a means for efficiently selecting B 
events. The objective is to reject ordinary events by a factor of up to 100, while accepting 
a major fraction of the IO4 tagged B’s, and of the still larger number of charmed mesons, 
which would be collected per second in the detector at a luminosity of 1032. 

As compared with a high-pt muon trigger, which is a possible alternate trigger for 
a high-luminosity B experiment, the high-pt impact-parameter trigger offers an order of 
magnitude higher efficiency for collecting B events. The real-time tracking provides, in 
addition, detailed momentum vector information for use in higher level triggers. 
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APPENDIX A. RADIATION TOLERANCE 

Radiation damage effects in silicon detectors have been studied for a number of 
years. Initial indications were that for high energy protons an integrated Ruence up to 
1014 protons/cm2 could be tolerated without causing appreciable loss of pulse height. This 
corresponds to approximately 3 Mrad, neglecting the effects of secondary particles produced 
in interactions in the silicon. 

Recently, io experiment E771, it has beeo f ound that hy the time 1 Mrd was reached, 
the silicon strip detectors showed substantial Iosa of pulse height, and that by 2 Mrad the 
detectors were virtually dead in the region where the beam particles had passed through. 

The loss of signal in the beam regioo of the E771 detectors has DOW been understood 
to occur because of effects related to the formation of p-type impurities under irradiation. 
The problem basically resulted from the fact that the bias voltage was not sufficiently high 
to keep the detectors fully depleted at the Ruence levels reached. With increaing Ruence 
the density of p-type impurities increwes, and finally the hulk material hecomes dominantly 
p-type. The voltage required for full depletion then increases with further Roence, reaching 
approximately 200 volts at 2 Mrad. Moreover, the electric field gradient io the depleted part 
of the detector reverses sigo, after type inversion, and the electric field becomes relatively 
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strong at the “n-side”, dropping to P minimum at the p-side. The result is that if the applied 
bias voltage is insufficient to give full depletion, and if the point of type inversion hzw been 
passed, then an undepleted layer exists near the p-side, the electric field is very weak io the 
depleted material near that undepleted layer, and the current into the p strips drops very 
rapidly with further increasing Ruence. The E77l detectors reached this condition starting 
around I Mrad, where the voltage required for full depletion had increased to roughly equal 
the bias voltage which was used, 100 volts.’ It has been known for some time that if one has 
double-sided silicon strip detectors, then the strips on the n side continue to function after 
type inversion, even if the bias voltage, Vbias, is less than the voltage Vdepl needed for full 
depletion. The pulse height will decre- under this condition, but not extremely rapidly; 
the charge collected from a minimum ionizing particle traversing the detector will be smaller 
than that obtained with full depletion, by approximately the ratio of the depleted thickness 
to the full detector thickness, so by the square root of Vb&Vdepl. Thus even if the bias 
voltage is only l/4 of Vdepl, for example, the collected charge, on the n strips, will still be 
approximately half of the asymptotic fully-depleted value. 

It is thus clear that if one reads out with n-type strips, rather than with p-type 
strips, then a 300 micron thick detector operated at 100 volts will still give useful signals; 
approximately half of the asymptotic pulse height even at 4 Mrad or so. It is possible to go 
even further. If one uses detector readout elements of small area - pixels, or short strips 
~ the sign&to-noise ratio is much improved compared to longer strips. One can then use 
thinner detectors, so that the voltage required for full depletion is smaller. Useful operation 
is then possible at still greater fluence values. Thus for example planes of 150 microns 
thickness can be expected to require only 75 volts for full depletion at 3 Mrad, not 300 volts; 
and at 12 Mrad should still give half of the asymptotic pulse height. For a forward collider 
design, where Coulomb scattering in the detector planes produces a large amount of vertex 
smearing, the use of thinner planes lhan those used in conventional strip detectors provides 
the further attractive result of reduced Coulomb scattering. 

It is from these considerations that I come to the conclusion that silicon detector 
wafers, with readout elements of small area as proposed in this report, can be satisfactorily 
operated up to 5 Mrad or more.’ 

APPENDIX B. REPLACEABLE VERTEX-REGION SECTION 

With silicon planes coming within a few millimeters of the beam line, radiation dam- 
age can be expected to require replacement of the closest parts of the planes at intervals 
shorter than a year. Figure 8 shows a proposed layout of a replaceable beam section in the 
vertex-detector region, Gate valves are used, to allow rapid pumpdown after replacement. 
In the forward region the gate valve forms the last part of a muon wall. With a detector 
having only one arm. a gate valve can also be installed freely in the backward region. 

’ I M indebted to T. Ohsugi, T. Koodo, and 8. J. Ziock, for very belpfu, disrussiona; and to L. ,%,rt,,ey 
for many extremely US&I discuwiona and for relcntlelg punuins the study of the E771 resulti and their 
trhrpretatia”. 

Fig. 1 Vmer Ducclor 

m 2 Mlgocl arm”gemcnt 
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Fig. 7 Trajectory for momentum determination 
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REAL-TIME TRACKING 
WITH A 3D-FLOW PROCESSOR ARRAY’ 

D. Crosetto 

Superco”ducti”g super Collider Lmr~tory’ 
2550 Berkleymeade Ave. 

Dallas. TX 15217 

Abstract 
me problem Of real-lime macl;.finding has ken perfmmed 10 date wtdl CAM (Conlen, Addmsabk 

Memarks, “r WLUL fast coincidence klgic. trcau~ Ihe prccesing Ybeme was duugtlt IO have much rlowuer 
perf”mLa”cr. Adrancea in ,cchnology togelhrr wilh a new arcblecuual approach make it feasibh 10 also explore 
Ihe computing lechnique for real-dnle track fInding *us giving dle advanlages Of impkmendng atpondlmr dm 
ran l-m more p23amerers such as cakulm tie sagiu?. CurYX”W, pr. ac. wi* respeu 10 (he CAM approzb. The 
repon describes rc4-timr track finding usmg new comp”un~ approach technique hsed 0” the 3D-now may 
pnxersw ryr,em. l-hi, rystem CmSiPIS 0, a fixed i”lerco”“tmio” arChi,ecl”re sdltme. ldlawing tlaibk alg”ridlm 
impkmemaaon cm a scalable pla1tom. The 3D-now parallel processing system tci track fmding is wame in si*e 
and pdormance by rilher increasing UIP number Of p‘c.xrrors. or increasing the speed or else Ihe number Of 
pipelined s!a$ei. The present article describes tie conceplual idea and d-2 design supc of *e pm,iect. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order 113 have heher rejection at the Lrvei-l trigger. based on the ralculadon of a&ihional paranmnr 
kvhh respect 10 CAM. a 3D-“ow parallel pocessing system approach has been invesdgated. 

A compeddve rulutin in perfommwe 10 the CAM approach is derkd by using xx only a ~ratlel- 
processing solution. bu8 a150 a prccesror witi a special archilecmre presendy not available on rhe marka 
‘lhse femm are contained in dx ?D-Flow pracesvrr and CorcAsI of high-sprd communicadon pans (a 
large numher of diem to allow fast communicadon in six kections). and standard arithmetic apecation as 
in regular processors. In addirion. UK processor also perform some special inslrucdons 10 tnwe efficiently 
execute high energy physics algorkims. FlFOs at Ihe input port. 10 demndomire ule prwrrsor clock uiti 
an external device clock Ial dx daecm). an* data-driven types of operations. Hi-gtdigha of Ihe proposed 
scheme are depicted in Section 3.2. 

2. 3D.FLOW PROCESSOR 

The ?D-Flw pmesror. F&we I(a) and l(b). is a pqrammahle. dam stream pipelined device dnf 
allows fast data mwemenls in six dirxtions witi d@ilal signal-paressing capaMity. TM design of Lhe 
pmcesm has ken completed. and 225 hews of consultancy from industry have checked the feasibility of 
tie 3D-Flow idea. A total of 6coO lines of VHDL code. describing Uu bebavia of dx? single units and their 
innconnection. allows one 10 simulate atgaitbms and check the timing of all signals in tix ciruit. A mbk 
forma7 of Microso* Excel sets the inpuVoutput condbions at dx external pins of ti pcocesror at ah 
sate. Other f‘nmals are used 10 download data-mem 

Y dwerholds and counter values have also been provided.‘. 
values imo the processor. Pmgram memay. 

Ii~ 
‘Ibe 3D-Flow operates on a data-liven pincipk Program execution is controtted by the ppsence of 

dx dam at five pMs INoRh. East. West. South. and Top) accmdtng lo Lc insrmcdons being executed A 
clnk synchmizes UK operation of do cells (a paaype witI he made at 60 MHz). Witi ti same 
hardware one can build towcat. programmable. Level-l tigers fa a small and low-event-rate. OT high- 
perfcr”wx. pqrammable Level-l tri@ers capable of erecudng mom canpler alSmttb”,s. 
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At each input pOn of ule ID-Flow pnressor there is a FIFO lha, de rar~!.,mires d,e dala from the 
cak,,tmeter 10 the pmcesmr array. North. East. Wes,. and Soulh pans arc ,2-M, parallel bidirec,i”nal on 
separate lines for input and “ulput. wbilc the Top pan is 12.bit parallel input only. and the Bo(1”m pan is 
12.hit parallel output only. North. Em. West. and Souti pans are used 1” exchange data kween adjacenl 
,xwessms klon~in~ 1” ,he same 1D-““w anay (sage,. 

Top and bO”om po”s are used 1” r”ute inp”, data and ““tp”, res”l,s k,ween sages under ,zqram 
~ontml. Each 30.Flow cell ~onsisfs of a Muhiply Accumulale unit IMAC): tithmelic logic unils IALUr~: 
comparator “nils: encoder “nils: a resjslrr file: a,, interface to the Universal Asynchronous Receiver and 
Tmsmitler WART). used 1” preeload progams and 1” d&q and monitor during Uleir execudon: data- 
memory 10 be used also as a look-up lable 10 linearize Ihe crmpresxd signal. 1” rem”w pxknals. and 1” 
apply catihration mnstants: and a program storage surrounded by a syrlem of three-ring bwes. At each 
clock. a Ihree-ring bus sysmn allows input data from a maximum “f&v” pns and outpa f” a maximum nf 
Rve ports. Owing the same cycle. resuhs from the inlemal unils (ALU. rrc.1 may k sent duwgh tk 
inremal ring bus 10 a mtimum of five pm The ar&itecruce of Ihe 3D-““u Processor ccl, is shoun in 
F&e ,(a,. the inputhutput in Fieure I(b). 

North 

S&h 

(b) 
FIgwe 1. 3D.Flm” Processor 

3. REAL-TIME TRACK FlYDlNG AND REJECTlON 

3.1 Lookup-table versus computing techniques 

Real-lime tracking techoiquea. used I” dare in ex,,zrimentr are of vie look-up uble type. The ,or,k-up 
tahlc technique has a rcry last rerpnnse. hut it requires a large amounl of rmmor) and is limilcd to 
rcco~niri”~ only tracks tia, have bee” prerecorded in,” d,e mem”ry. 

Anodwr technique. ““1 used very much ,(I da,e. is dx compudn~ tcchniquc ,,,a, offers d,e advanrqc of 
implcmcndng algorithms rather dm just rdyiq on a coimidewe. One reas”” lhal il has “01 heen urcd is 
its much 1mver perfomlancr widl respcc, 10 kx>k-“p lams. 

Thhc f”llowi”g approach Of Rx-rirnc mcking. widl Ihe ?I>-mm paralk!-prK-crrinp iysrcm af,crs a 
fast and progxnmahle rqmnsc thal may sdve Ihe problem in some real-time tracking appiicalions. 

Figure 2 depicts b”w inf”rmation fmn, diffcrcnt sub-deiec,ors is se”, in,” d,c I”-M,w paralk- 
pr”E”“i”~ ryr,cm. 

FIg”re 2. XWbw sy.1.m rrwl”l”g da,. from d”ter.nt s”bd.t.ctors. 

In the mck-finding applicadon. a number of 7D-Flow processors are used for each “plane.” Depnding 
on the complexity of tie algodlhm and dx number of tracks erpcted in a given area. the user decides dw 
mm C”n”enie”, picelperf”rma”ce ~epme”tati”n of die “plane” in Smaller areas. each Of wbicll sends me 
information 1” a ?D-Flow processor. 

As an illustmive enample. Figure ? shows tk mapping of the strip (wire) signals to a 1D-Flow 
processor may. while Figure 4 shows Ihe mappi@ of de si_enals fmm a subset of a Waclting detecnx int” a 

.I .1 II .I .I 3040~ pvxessor. Thus. if we have a “plane” <consisting “f several subplanes I: y u . v 1 of 512 
u’icer or strips and we know n priori fmm Monte Carlo simulation that the number of expected lracks is 
not yeater lhan 10. the” a conremienl seepmenladon would he a I I x 1 I ?D-Flow pmcessor array for each 
“plane.” web that each “ne receives as input a small fracdon of inf”mnd”n “f ti endre plane te.g.. 48 
wires or svips ofeach s&plane). 

We assume that an appmximaw verlex pint has km localed in a first step of Ihe Level-l tracking 
program.3 For each detector plane there is a 2-dbnensional ?D-Row pmeswr array: fn successive 
detector planes there are s”ccessi”e arrays for ~,a@. 

Each 3D-“or pmcessor takes the x and y coordinates fmmm a hit on the tin, plane and compltcs ule 
predicted coordinates on the nrxl plane by a straight-line enw~poladon. If cwcd tracks are expected in ar 
or two dimensions. the processor in the nexl array sbwld Imk for a bit in a uider region of ileresI. In k 
next plane. and in (he c‘mespondi”~ small area. the 3D-Flow processor checks whether lk pedicted I and 
y cmrdinater lie in ils region of cpration. If $0. dx pnxessor should find a bit which may c”me close 1” 1 
straight-line pxdicted value (or deviates by a relatively small am”unt if a cwvafure is expecled~. The 
processor calculates. for tis track. the new slopes fin x and y). dw sa#ta. the m”men~lm (PI. and dx 
uansverse m”me”!um. The results of Ule calc”,adon are passed “n 1” the ID-Flow pmceS”r thal will 
“perare “n the curresponding area &men, in the next plane. 

If the calculation 10 w whaler Ule predkwd x. y ccardinate pair lies in the operaline region of dw 
individual ?D-now prncesror shows that it does not. dx processor lhen forwards dw received quantities 1” 
the adjacent 3D-Flow processor in the same array ,“r stage). Tk processor lhal Bnds that Ur predicted 
ccwdinawr match its opcratinp ma *en check for continuity of Ihe track in lbat plane by searching for a 



hi, in its region. 1flhC hit is found. Ihe prw~LsUr CBIC”I1,CS IhC !“10”,e”l”“l. CIC.. anil lhr ‘esuh is ,“‘war*~d 

10 the nex, prKCSKK ‘am) (<>I wsgr,. and won. 

3.2 Tracking Detector Versus 3D-Fkw Processor Array 

The tracking ile,ecwr IpIS”1 he 3fMWW pnlcusslir array is shown in tiyrcr 3 an* 4, 

Tracking Detector 

( 3D-Flow Processor Array 

P,~n~ J,racking Detector 

Pocesso*- A 

Flg”r* 3. Tracklnp deteclar Ye,*“* m.F,OW Figure 4. Mapping 01 signals ,rom a 
procauor army. *“bs*l 0‘ a traCkl”g detector 

IntO a 3&FIovd pro,ce*mr. 

The signal from Uu wires of UK crnlral plant is sm 10 Ute input of 811 31).Flow pwcerrorr of Uk 
xmzn?d C”l”rn”. 35 are ti signals fmm *e wiws Of the aher p,anrs (0 Ihe t*hCr prwrssws as Sh,W” in 
Fig”re4. 

3.3 Timing and Synchronizalion 

Depending “” me arnO”nl Of comp”d”g required 10 ca,c”lakT the unknown paramek!rs and “,e number 
“f hits prr plane. ths “SW YkClS an appropna,r wgmenrarion “1 “r pkinr and awxialcs it 1” a 3”.Flou 
procrssor array. Now that thr high co,nmunica,ion sprrd of ti 3D-Flow prcccrwr 3,ou.s ti exchanec of 
data Mween adjarenl area. UIUS alluwiny a rysm~ whh no boundary limimion. 

Sincr each pikxcrsor ha the capability to simultaneously nwr data and perform calcukuhnr. wv 
~dumns have kc31 rescn~rd for each *rwrzssor may in under I0 indicae Utehrw acliviries. For rxample. cow 
“ET”” i”dicalc6 ,“a, data cwn, #I. fnxn delrCt”r plane XI, is moved 10 prwrrsor stage (“I may, II: and 
mw ‘Ymr” indhtrs thal ti weived dim of evenl dl. from plane XI. is prtxessed in the processor stage 
(or may) #I, at *he same time rhal tie proresror is nreiving the data of rvrm *? from plam II. and 50 cm 
for row “Wree.” etc. Fulluwing this sequence. by row “cighl” the results uf evenl 111 are ready for output. At 
this time. me pip: is full. and a,, die processors are perfmdny !he IWO *p!rationr Of mo”ing and 
romp”li”p on *ala from dmxent evrn,s. 

<Tab!4 1. Thing Of vata moulnp’ and ‘data procensinp’ on each JDFlOW *mae. Re*“,ts 
aI* moved I” sequsnce an*, comp”tl”g. 

I 
cgw~ I” EVI-ml~SI* COwmt~ conp,,ns 

EVmL? mEY3~n>.sTI LY,.RI 

4.0 CONCLUSlONS 

The 3D-Flaw system provides an alternative to real-time finding lookup-uble !echnique wit!, a re,adve 
fast track Rndl”g comp”d”g achnhpe. The ad”an,ages a”Kmg the IWO lerhniq”rs iP the kSS amGun, of 
memory required by the computing Mmique. thus loww ~51. AdditionaUy. it allows cakulaion of wxe. 
pawnews. e.g. sagitta. pt. etc. in order to acbiieve better rejecdon. 
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DATA DRIVEN PROCESSOR “VERTEX TRIGGER” FOR B EXPERIMENTS 

E.P. Hanouni 
Deparrmenr of Physics and Asrronomy. University of Mossachusens 

Amherst. MA 01003. USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Data Driven Processors (DDP’s) are specialized computation engines configured to solve 
specific numerical problems, such as vertex reconstruction. Tbe architecture of the DDP which is 
the subject of this talk was designed and implemented by W. Sippach and B.C. Knapp at Nevis 
Lab. in the early 1980’s’. ?ltis patticulat implementation allows multiple partdlel streams of data 
to provide input to a heterogeneous collection of simple operators whose intemotmection form an 
algorithm. The local data flow control allows this device to execute many algorithmic steps in 
parallel and many events con~urrendy. The DDP so configured can execute algorithms extremely 
quickly pmvidcd that care is taken in the layout of the algorithm. I/O rates of several hundred 
megabytes/second an roatincly achieved thus making DDP’s attractive candidates for complex 
online calculations. 

This talk originates from a series of discussions which became CERN RD.215. The 
original question was: “can a DDP teconsttuct tracks in a Silicon Vertex Detectw, find events with 
a separated~vertex and do itfost enough tote used as an online trigger?” Restating this inquiry as 
thaw. questtons and dexribing the anwets to the questions will be the subject of this talk. The 
tlmx specific questions ate: 

(I) C&an algorithm te found which teccmst~cts tracks in a planar geometry and no magnetic 

(2) Cm separated vertices be ncogniztd in some way; 
(3) Can the algorithm bc implemented in the Nevis-UMass DDP and exexxte in I@20 ps? 

The answer to these questions is “yes”. 

1. OUTLINE 

The discussion begins with a description of the Silicon Vertex Detector geometry relevant 
to vet%% teconshuction. The next section consists of a statement of the algorithm developed for 
vettex reconstmction in the SVD. A comparison of the simulated data with data from CERN P- 
23gz verifies that the calculation correctly predicts vertices. A short section describes the DDP 
implementation, mlevant architecture and execution time. Finally the expected trigger efficiency 
based on Monte Carlo is presented. 

3. SILICON VERTEX DETECTOR 

The algorithm will depend on the detector’s geometry. channel configuration, spatial 
resolution. channel occupancy, noise and event type (especially minimum bias). The specification 
of the algorithm benefited greatly from the existence of data from CERN P-238 which utilized a 
43003 channel SVD system. This SVD consisted of 4 quadrants each (4.5 cm)* in area. Each 
q@mttt had 6 planes of x-view and 6 planes of y-view. The strip pitch was 50 pm and strip 
wtdtb 25 pm The cnttte deteztor was centered on the SPS beamline with the planes perpendicular 
to the beam. lhis test tun demonstrated that the ttattsverse and longitudinal vertex positions (x. y. 
2) can he determined to 25.25 and 20 pm. 
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The test also demonstrated the feasibility of operating an SVD close to the beam of the 
SPS, and the viability of forward open geometry spectrometers such as proposed by the COBEX 
collaboration. 

4. VERTEX RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM 

The algorithm was developed by generating minimum bias and B-meson events using a 
PYTHIA;GEANT simulation. The results of the simulations were checked against the data from 
P-238 to msure some degree of veracity. The “data” from the physics/detector simulation was then 
submitted to a DDP emulator which performed the algorithm in Table I in an exact software model 
of the DDP. 

executed 
in parallel 
for each 

Table I. Vertex rcconstmction algorithm 
Fmd Pomts 

Fmd Tracks usmp. wints from tbne 
dcvctw plattii, loop over points in 
segment tint and third plane and predict 

the second plane’s point 
within 25 pm (note that narrow 
m&i eliminates tracks which 
scatter in Silicon, accidental 
tracks. etc.). 

Resect Dupltcates IOOP Over ltst of tracks 
cotilpating slopes and 
interceots. eliminate those track 
duplic& fatthest from beam. 

exaued 
for all track 

Calculate Pnmary Vertex calculate the z-pmttm of 
intersection with beam line for 

candidates the list of rracb. 
Track Ehmmatum chmtnate rrmks wtth Imm or 

rnOR pmjec3ed impact 
parameter (events with more 
than 10suchtrack.x ate 
l+ClCd). 

lfcrale these 
steps 2 times 

Calculate x* Use track slope and interceptF 
to calculate an e”ent Y= at 
pnmaty wttex. 

Ehmmte Track eliminate track with worst ~2, 

Ctdculatc final x2 

llte calculation can be organized so that the “typical” event reconstruction time might be 
less than the “full” event ~o”struction time. This is achieved by organizing the algorithm to reject 
events which cannot posstbly pass the final cuts, e.g. the strip multiplicity is too small, the point 
multiplicity is too small, the track multiplicity is too small. etc. Many eventz con be eliminated on 
only a partial cmnputation. 

The final decision made by the algorithm must decide if all the tracks come ftom a common 
vertex. This decision used the final ~2 from the reconstruction calculation. Typical vertex 
disttibutions from P-238 lit Gaussians in x- and y-views with (I = 100 and 84 pm. This was 
consistent with a 30 vrn measurement resolution and a 16 w beam width in the y-views. Similar 
resolutions could be obtained online pmviding a potentially powerful separated vettex trigger. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF T~HE DDP 

The algorithm described in the preceding section will k partially constructed and operated 
during CERN RD-21. The basic outline of the implementation has been described in other 
references’. Although the panicular hardware implementation in ECL is ten years old the DDP 
returns large computation time advantages over standard commercially available systems. 
“Modernization” of the hardware is possible, as are new architectures6. Then ate plans undeway 
at UMass to pursue some of these posstbdmes. 

The performance of the processor in terms of computation speed breaks into two pans: 
calculation latency and computation time. The latency is defined hete as the time for the result to 
emerge from the bottom of the pipeline. In the case that the result is the trigger decision. this time 
is also the “computation lime”. However. results may be available before the full computation has 
completed. Thus the time to the tint result is the pipeline latency, the time to the last result is the 
computation time. Offline studies of the RD.21 DDP demonstrate that an entire event requires of 
order 104 clock cycles for the event to pass through the DDP. At 5Ons per clock cycle this would 
require 500 ps. However. this is the latency of the DDP. The computation time is propmtional to 
the product of the numkr of strips in first and third planes. A number of events can k pipelined 
jn the DDP. teducing the time ktween output by the number of events in the pipeline. Further 
tnc-s in computation spxd can lx achieved by taking full advantage of the parallelism available 
in the DDP architectun. In this SVD geometry the x- and y-views of each quadrant of detectors 
could have separate line tinder hardwan This would result in an eight fold incnase in the most 
computationally intensive stage. ?licse details arc presented here to provide a glimpse at some of 
the issues which need to be resolved at the implementation age of Ihe DDP design. 

6. TRIGGER EFFICIENCY 

Details of the trigger studies have been presented elscwherr). Many of the specific results 
of these studies depend on the exact properties of the wentS and the detectors. Monte Carlo tesults 
have been checked with data when ever possible, e.g. the P-238 data were used to check the 
PYTHIAGEANT simulations. 

Figure I shows the efficiency of the separated vertex trigger for B, + D;n’?r+lr- and 

B, + J I v K,” as functions of tk x’ cut in the DDP algorithm. This study indicates that the 

minimum bias event backgrounds could be suppressed by l/lo0 for a x1 cut of 30 while the B- 
mem decay modes wouldbe reduc.ed by l/4 to in. 

The practical aspects of such triggers is king studied by RD-21 at CERN in a “fixed 
targcr mode, i.e. using a target foil behind which the SVD is positioned. This test will help verify 
the stmulstion study results and pmvide valuable experience in interfacing the DDP to the SVD 
readout electronics. 
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Figure I. Trigger efticiency of the separated venex trigger algorithm used 
in the DDP as a function of the ~2 cut for COBEX at the TEVATRON. 
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REPORT OF THE TRIGGER PROCESSOR SUBGROUP 

M. JOHNSON 
Fermi Naiional Accelerator Laboramy 

Baravia IL 6OSlO USA 

This is a summary report of a small group of people who met one afternoon to 
discuss trigger processors. The members of the group were A. Erwin. E. Hartouni. 
M. Johnson. J. Lewes. W. Selove. P. Sbepard. D. Summers and P. Wiiwn. 

The trigger processor group spent much of its dm discussing new architcaure’s 
for high rate experiments. There was an attempt to differentiate between data driven 
architectures and the more conventional systems where triggers are divided into a serks 
of levels. This was ttot too successful because most peopk felt that there were elements 
of the data driven architecture in almost all bigger systems -- particularly at the hoot end. 
Tlum are. however. broad divisions that are present in almost every trigger system. These 
are listed in table 1. 

Table I. Definition of the trigger levels. 

Level 1 This is the section of the trigger that is truly dead timekss. Tbe data is 
pipelined witb enough buffers so that no crossing (event in fixed target) 
is IOU. A higgex decision is generated at every croenkg (but dekyed by 
the kngtb or tbe pipeline). 

Level 3 Rccessor farm wilh one compkte event per processor. 
Level 2 Evaythllg in between. 

we also agreed that the lkvelojlment of complex, high rate experimetlts will force 
s.everaI changes in tigger architectures. At high rates. even small amounts d dead time 
per tigger me impomnt. Since the level J system is dead timeless. more compkx 
decisions will be moved to kvel 1. An example of this @cad was given by Peter Wilsca. 
He described the Xtm Fast Tracker (m) for CDF. This device ws data tica the 
Central Tracking Chambex to form epck negmettts at level 1 t&z (about 2 p.) This d+ta 
is used both for level 1 decisions and as input to level 2 pmcuuxl urb as the silkan 
vertex detector. W. Selove and D. Crowto dewxibed a propoe system for . pixel 
de~torthatwould~hirsfromapixeldctectorandfrom~~ItLcvell.Erhgroup 
of pixels is connected to a pmcessor and every prccesaor kc-tedtoitswighbon 
over one of six paths (fax8 of a cube). Processors are stacked in dcptb to farm a pipeline. 
At every crossiog the results from one stage are transferred to tbc next stqe in tbe 
pipelii until the computatia~ is completed. 

The kvel2 is a catchall for everyGig between tbc dead timeless kvel 1 and the 
microplocessor farm. It varies from very simple caIcuktIons in B small fixed tqget 
experbnent m multi element event fitting in a large collidea cxperima Dead titw is vuy 
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important at this level since the calculations often take tens of microseconds. Pipelining 
CM still be used but usually only the smaller, fixed target experiments can use it. E. 
Hartouni described a system for E690 that did not have distinct level I. 2 and 3 structure 
and was fully pipelined. There were enough stages in the pipeline so that dead time did 
not occur until the entire data s&am was blocked. Their event size was only I KB so the 
large number of registers was not prohibitively expensive. There were several 
independent pipelines in the system so their event rejection scheme is more complicated 
than one with distinct levels. Their system had several points in the pipeline where an 
event would hold until the other pipelines caught op. Reject signals would intercept 
events at these paints and discard them. 

When pipelining is impossible. the dead time can be substantially reduced by 
buffering the data from level I. This does not eliminate dead time but it can substantially 
reduce it. Events from level 1 arrive with a paisson distribution. Level 2 processing time 
is usually variable and it typically follows an exponential distribution. Assuming that 
there is only one queue (never really true). there is a simple formula from queuing theory 
that gives the probability that all buffers are full (the system is dead). 

a = (1 - r)r” 

1 - yn+I 

Here. a is the probability that all the buffers are full, n is the number of buffers and r is 
the ration of input rate to output rate. a and r must be less than I. One can use this 
formula to find the input rate for a specitic dead time as a function of the number of 
buffers. Fig. I is a plot of the ratio of the input rate for n buffers to the single buffer case 
as a function of the number of buffers for 10% dead time. It shows that with 8 buffers, 
one can get about 9 times the input rate compared to a single buffer for a 10% dead time. 

An imponant issue in any trigger system is event synchronization. This is usually 
not a problem for level 1 since an event leaves the pipeline at the same time. It is also not 
a problem for level 3 because an entire event is in a single processor. Level 2 can become 
a problem if it uses multiple buffers and multiple data streams and processors. Since 
different level 2 processors proceed at different rates, one does not easily know where the 
event is in a given data stream. One data stream may have a given event in the input 
queue. another will have the event in the output queue and a third may be processing the 
event. There is the further option of aborting all other processors on an event accept in 
one processor or letting all processors proceed to completion before accepting the event. 

There are two ways of handling these multiple streams. One wey is to lock all the 
processors together so that no processor can proceed to the next event until the current 
event is finished. We will refer to this as the locked processor scheme. The second one is 
to let the faster processors proceed on to the next event as soon as they have finished the 
current one. For the case where all processors must run to completion before accepting an 
event. there is no gain in letting one processor to get ahead of another. The throughput 
rate is determined by the slowest element so one should use the locked processor mode, 
For the case where a fast processor can go ahead. there is a gain that depends on the reject 

rate for the fast processor. For large reject rates. almost all events must also be processed 
by the slow processor so it again dominates the throughput rate There is a small gain as 
the reject rate declines because tbe effective rate into tbe slow processor is reduced by the 
ratio of the accept rate to the total rate for the faster processor. This assumes that the 
faster processor eventually gets at least one event ahead of the slow one so that accepted 
events are not processed at all by the slow processor. This gain is quite slow. however, so 
it usually is not worth tbe complexity that this adds to tbe system. 

Highly selective trigger systems are crucial to experiments to measure very rare 
processes such as CP violation in the B system. The rapid development of comercial high 
speed digital signal processors and application specific integrated circuits hold great 
promise for delivering these systems. However, these technologies are very sophisticated 
so successful designs will require good understanding their capabilities by physicistc. 

0 2 4 6 6 10 

Number of Buflers 

Figure I. Rate increase compared to I buffer as a function of the number of buffers for 
10% dead time. This a~swnes a Poisson input distribution and a single stage queue. 
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SUMMARY OF THE MACHINE DETECTOR INTERFACE 
WORKING GROUP 

S. WHITE 
Brookhaven Nafionol Loboratory 

Uplon, NY 11979, USA 

and 

V. BHARADWAJ 
Fermi National Acceleraior Labordory, P.0. Boz 500, Batavia, 

II 60510. USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Machine Detector Interface working group met to consider the accelerator and 
beamline issues as they impact the various B physics experimental options. The options 
may be divided into fixed target type and colliding beam type experiments. The fixed 
target experiments use bath extracted beams and internal targets in storage rings. For 
the colliding option, apart from using existing and planned accelerators (e.g., Tevatron and 
SSC) the working group spent some time looking at the concept of asymetric hadron colliders. 
The latter may offer 8ome kinematical advantages and their novel nature make them look 
advantageous. 

2. MACHINE DETECTOR INTERFACE PAPERS 

The papers for this working group may be divided into three parts. The first four 
papers explore the fixed target options, the next three the colliding options. The last six 
papers are individual contributions of interesting ideas that may he useful in the design of 
accelerators and experiments. The papers are entitled 

Fixed and Internal Target Options: Parameters and Impact 

Test of an Internal Wire Target at the HERA Proton Ring 

Extraction from TeV-Range Accelerators using Bent Crystal Channeling 

Synopsis of a Design of a Crystal Extraction Facility in the SSC East Utility Straight 

Design of the SSC Medium-Beta Interaction Regions 

Summary of the Snowmans Working Group on Machine Detector laterface 

Asymmetric Collidel 



Experimental Modification of SSC Interaction Region 

R.adinlion Environmrnt and Shielding at thP SSC 

Fixrd~Target Pxrtic-IP Fluxrs and Radiation LPVPIS a,t SSr Energies 

Longitudinal Wak&4d Focusing: An Ilnconwntional Approach to Reduce the Bunch Length 
in Twatron 

Obtaining Slow Bwum Spills at th* SSC Collider 

liltra Thin Bram Pipes for Internal Target, B Exprrim~nts 

Point~&Likr Internal Targrts for H Expe-rimrnts 

3. COMMENTS ON VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES 

Experimental approacbrs t,o futurr h-physics exprriments differ widely. Proposals for 
fut,urr experim.ents discussed at this workshop aim t,o wr center of mass energies from Js = 
,111 (:rV (HI:RA~B) up to the Js = 10 TeV at the energy of the SSC (COBEX,BCD,SDC...). 
Although the B production fraction improves by three orders of magnitude over this energy 
range. lower energy, fixed target approaches have bren advocated for a number of reasons. 

On one hand it is argurd that, in low-r energy collisions B ~FSO~S are more easily 
identified herause the physjcs background lras lowrr multiplicity and mean p,. On the o&r 
hand, many arguments r&t* to thr machine detector interface which was the subject of our 
working group. For example, hrcause of thr importance of measuring thr secondary wrtex 
position in these cqxrimmts, thr acrelrrator henmpipe plays a special role ~particularly 
in the forward dirwtion Collidw proposals have- chosen either to place their microvertex 
det~rtors outsidr thr beamtube (irk which GUN the radial location of the first tracking layer 
IS limited to 2 I rm by mnrhinr rquirements at injection energy) or inside the heampipr 
with a “Roman Pot” mechanism to mow thmm claw to the ham after atahle conditions are 
achieved. Fiwd target, expcrimvnt,s wing extracted hswns do away with the troublesome 
beampipe. 

Similarly, fixed target approaches may simplify the task of triggering on secondary 
vortices zince the length of the interaction region is typically IO-30 cm in pp colliders while 
it. can be made arbitrarily short with a foil or wire target. Another argument for the fixed 
target approach r&t.-s to the boost, of the h~decay secondary particles which may be better 
tracked and idwltifi4 in a forward detector geometry. If there is indeed a tradeoff between 
optimum boost and center of mass energy it may well he that the most favorable conditions 
for b experimenta would rxist at an asymmetric hadron collider. 
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FIXED AND INTERNAL TARGET OPTIONS: 
PARAMETERS AND IMPACT 

C. T. MURPHY 
Femilab, Boz ,500, Batavia, Illinois 6OSliJ, USA 

The accelerator and experimental parameters of the various fixed target and internal 
target B-physics proposals have been collected and compared in Table 1 below. The Hera-B 
experiment targets protons on fine wires in the halo of the circulating beam; it is discussed in 
detail in the article following by Thomas Lohse. The GAJET experiment targets protons on 
a hydrogen gas jet in the circulating beam of LHC; it is discussed by L. Camilleri elsewhere 
in these proceedings. The LHB crystal experiment extracts protons from LHC using a bent 
crystal and makes B’s in a solid target external to the machine. The SFT (Super Fixed 
Target) experiment does the same thing at the SSC. It is discussed in an article elsewhere 
in these proceedings. The extraction scheme for the SSC is discussed in the article following 
by Dukes, Murphy, and Parker, and B test of this scheme which has begun at the Tevatron 
is discussed in the article by Carrigan, Murphy, and Newberger. In the final article of this 
section, D. Ritson discusser a scheme for creating large step sizes of halo beam onto a crystal 
or wire target by perturbations of transverse phase space. 

Tsblc 1. Parameters of several experiments 

In Table I, the crow section per nucleon for b6 pairs produced by protons is given in 
line two. The lower number is the CI(MII section recommended by J. Smith at this worhhop; 
the higher number is the one used by the proposers of the experimenta. To obtain the 
number of events produced per second, M A-dependence of A’ for the b6 cross section hu 
been assumed. The bunch spacing snd interactions/bunch refer to an RF bunch. 

Although the GAJET experiment pm&es L large yield, it bra a handicap of having 
two inelastic interactions per RF bunch. The Herr-B experiment also has three interactianm 
per bunch, but they will usually be in different wires which are rpacially quite separate from 
cacb other (there UC .3 wires). While the yield of the.Hera-B experiment is low, it is the 
only proposd discussed here for an wcelerator which already exists, and thus has a large 
head-start on the other experiments. 
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TEST OF AN INTERNAL WIRE TARGET 
AT THE HERA PROTON RING 

THOMAS LOHSE 
MPIftir Kemphysik 

ffeiddberg, 69Of?9, ccrmcng 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Shortly after the HERA machine started its luminosity operation a working group was 
formed to study the possibility of exploiting the HERA proton beam for a high statistics B 
experiment able to discover CP violation in the B system. The efTort resulted in two detailed 
reports I,’ submitted to the DESY PRC. 

HERA has four intersction paints, two of which are occupied by the two large exper- 
iments HI and ZEUS, and one which is planned to be used by the HERMES experiment. 
The fourth interaction zone is currently available and suited to house a dedicated B de$ector. 
In principle, HERA has two independent rings and one could investigate the possibility of 
proton proton collisions (with asymmetric energies). Since this would, however, interfere 
with the routine e-p operation, we concentrated on the fixed target option in which protons 
from the beam halo intersct with massive internal targets, e.g., thin wires grouped around 
the beam center at distances of about 4 r.m.s. beam sizes. 

In the fixed target mode, the center of mass energy is only slightly above 40 GeV. 
This is quite close to the b&threshold and thus the B cross-section is tiny; about 10 to 
20 nb are expected theoretically. The charm cross section- a dangerous background- is three 
orders of magnitude larger and the total inelastic cross section dominstes by 6 orders of 
magnitude. In order to get a precision of 0.05 in sin(2p), one thus has. to produce a huge 
number, lo”, of inelastic events, requiring 5 snowmass-years of data taking at interaction 
rates of about 39 MHz. There rates are in principle achievable at the HERA proton ring: 
With a nominal 2. 1013 protons stared and lifetimes around 50 to 100 hours, natural beam 
losses correspond to 50-100 MHz. We have to require, however, that the internal target is 
very efficient and able to absorb around 50% of all halo protons (which are about to leave 
the machine anyhow). 

Since the feasibility of an internal target is of primary importance, beam tests were 
set up at the HERA proton ring. The mein results of the 1992 tests are summuizcd in the 
following. 

a. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The choice for the target location, llgm upstream of the center of the HERA w-t 
hall, was dictated by practical necessities like finding II beam pipe section void of other 
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machine elements. Relevant parameters for optics, beam and target are summarized in 
Table 1. The optics are quite different from that for .the proposed final target srrsngcment; 
most significantly the relatively large horizontal 0-f unction of 93 m exceeds the maximal value 
of 50m assumed for e B experiment. In addition, other (position independent) parsmeters, 
the total current in the machine, the machine aperture, and the number of target wires, were 
smaller than in the design in reference’. 

Table 1: Parametera of the target wire and the proton beam at the ted location 1lSm 
upstream of the HERA west hall. 

The target was mounted verticeIIy on e movable fork. It consisted of a 1OOpm thick 
copper wire, followed by a second spare wire and finally a 100pm thick copper foil. Since 
the first wire was not damaged during the tests, the back-up targets were never used. The 
fork war driven by a stepping motor (normally used for collimators) with a step size of 3pm. 
It was directly controlled via the collimator control panel from the HERA control room. 
The target area we.8 very close to the main proton collimators. These beam scrapers were 
situated about 6 m downstream of the target. Secondary collimators existed 214 m and 259 m 
downstream of the main collimators. 

Fig. 1 shows the whole experimental set-up. Downstream of the target (T) and e 
beam pipe section of increased diameter (ZOOmm), telescopes were placed above, below 
and at both sidea of the beam pipe. Each of the four telescopes consisted of two plastic 
scintillators, a smaller one (Sl, 40 x 40mm’) positioned at 1.4” from the target, end e. 
larger one (SZ, 80 Y 80mm’) at 1.8 m, followed by II acintillator-lead shower counter (Sh) of 
the same active ares end a depth of 18 radiation lengths. After the first measurement, the 
upper telescope wea dismantled and its two scintillators were plsced 0.3m upstresm of the 
target M “VETO” counters (Vl, VZ). Th 1s rearrangement sllowed us to determine to what 
extent the telescopes were triggered by beam related beckground and not by intersctions in 
the target. 
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During the whole running period HERA WM filled by a short train of 10 consecutive 
bunches (with e hooch spacing of vx 96ns). The arrival times st the test experiment were 
derived from e close-by besm pick-up. Only the bunch-crossing (BX) signal of the Iead- 
ing bunch wes allowed to trigger the tclcscopea. This rulea out any pile-up from preceding 

Proton Beep: 
Beta function p. =96 m 
Alpha a* = -1.68 
Emittsnce tr = 9. 10-O red m t, = 9. lo-’ red m 
Spatial dispersion d. = 0.82 m d. = 0 
Angular dispersion d., = 24 mrad d.. = 0 
Beam size (r.m.s) cz = 0.9 mm or = 0.5 mm 
Number of bunches 10 (with 96 ns spacing) 
Typical current 1.6 “A (= 2. 10” protona) 

Target Wire: 
Material Copper 
Diameter 100 pm 
Interaction length 151 mm 
Radiation length 14.3 mm 

I, 

PI 
n cl 

\I” 

1ow nr 

L 

II 
IDP 

Figure 1: Sketch of the expedmental set-up. Sl, S2: scintillatars; Sh: shower counters; 
Vl, V2: scintillators used as VETO counters; T: target. 

bunches. Data on the background detected by Si-pin-diodes in the vicinity of the collima- 
tors and from ZEUS (scintillators C.5, proton-gated) and Hl (veto weI1) were continuously 
displayed in the control room and were partly available off-line. 

In total we performed 7 experiments with the wire close to the beam, corresponding 
to L IotaI of 22 hours of data taking. In particular, the wire was several timea systematically 
moved towards the beam in small steps, while HERA was operated in normal luminosity 
mode. In these situations, where the test experiment was running in a purely par&tic 
mode, the main collimators were positioned at about 5 1.m.8. beam widths from the nominal 
proton beam position end were not moved. In two occasions during the power saving hours 
in November, when only protons had been stored in the machine, the collimators could be 
opened with the wire already positioned in the beam halo. 

The beam lifetimes were~typically around 100 h when the target ,u retracted. With- 
out e-p collisions, the lifetime wea probably much larger, but no messurement beyond 100 h 
was available. The presence of the target reduced the lifetime to typically 30-SOh, either 
with or without e-p collisiona, and no distinct differences between these two aitustions were 
observed. 

The data presented here were taken from those running periods where the conditions 
were rather stable, i.e., neither jumps in the beam position nor violent besm losses in either 
the proton or the electron beam occured. 

s. INTERACTION RATES IN WIRE SCANS 

In the parasitic experiments, the wire wan carefully moved towards the beam in emaIl 
steps of 30pm. An example is shown in Fig. 2e, which displays the horizontal wire position 
ea c function of time. At time 2OOOe e first increase of the trigger rate (Fig. Zb) wee observed. 
Simultaneously the percentage of triggers with the VETO counters fired (Fig. 2c) dropped 
from 90% to 35%, demanstrsting that iI& incrcaae in the trigger rate wea not due to beam 
beckground (which could have possibly been created by the disturbance by the wire). The 
obvious interpretation ie that at ibis time the wire just moved out of the shadow of the 
collimator and started to scrape away protons from the beam hdo. 

In the following hours the wire was moved another 14 timea towards the beam, cu GUI 
be seen in Fig. 2. After each step, the coincidence rate first increased sharply, accompanied 
by e corresponding drop in beam lifetime. Within minutes, the rate then gradually settled 
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Figure 2: Wire scan information venzu~ time: a) Ho&x& wire position; b) ORed coinci- 
dence rate using three scintillator telescopes; c) percentage of triggers with VETO counters 
fired; d) background rate measured by the proton gated ZEUS s&tiUator C5. 

to a new equilibrium and the beam lifetime recovered’. The equilibrium rate increased 
steadily while the wire was moved in, showing its increasing efficiency in scraping protons 
with increasing distance from the collimator shadow. The percentage of triggera with VETO 
counters firing dropped to 5% after the first few wire moves and stayed at this level for the 
rest of the experiment. 

The transient after a wire step can be semi-quantitatively understood. The wire 
cleans up the halo with bet&on-amplitudes beyond the wire position and the beam profile 
i. slowly re-adjusting to the new boundary condition given by the wire. The shape of the rate 
dependence aftcr,a wire step is identical to that observed on the pin-diodes after a collimator 
is moved in. The only quantitative difference ia the transient time which is about a factor 
of 5 longer for the wire than for the collimator. This ia no surprise since the wire is acting 
like a semi-transparent scraper and particles with amplitudes beyond the wire position thus 
have a finite lifetime. 

During the whole operation the data taking of the other HERA experiments was not 
disturbed. Fig. 2d shows the ZEUS background rate, which stayed constant throughout the 
run and WQ.S only little affected by the wire movements. 

1. EVENT TOPOLOGY 

It was shown in the last section that the rate of VETO events drops quickly to about 
5% of the total trigger rate when the wire moves in and then stays at this level independently 
of the total interaction rate. There are two possible origins of this 5% remnant: 

l The wire disturbs the beam and thus produces beam background events, the rate of 
which scales exactly with the interaction rate. 

l In the real inelastic interactiona in the wire, a significant number of tracks are emitted 
backwards, so that a VETO counter ia hit in roughly 5% of the cases. 

The following analysis shows that the second effect is most probably the dominating one. 
Fig. 3 ahows the time spectra of VETO hit. in events where one (hatched histograms) 

or both (open histograms) VETO counters fired. When the wire is totally retracted, the 

‘We rheckcd in s dedicated crperimcnt, in which the wire stayed in one position for &ou* 30 ndnutc~, 
ti3.t the r.tc redly reach” a” equilibri”m. 

60 80 
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Figure 3: Time spectra of events, where one (hatched histograms) or both (open histograms) 
VETO counters had fired. One TDC channel corresponds to 0.6 ns. The spectra are shown 
for the wire retracted or fully moved in. 

background events set both VETO taunters at once in almost all CBS~S, When the target 
is moved in, however, x 80% of the events set only one counter, showing the presence of 
a new low multiplicity component in the counters. in addition, in these events where only 
one VETO counter is set, the VETO signal is delayed by zz 3 ns with respect to the beam 
background. This could be due to slow particles coming from the target; it takes the beam 
1 ns to arrive at the wire target, and secondary particles near the velocity of light would 
reach the VETO counters Ins after the interaction of a halo proton in the wire, i.e., after a 
total delay of 2 ns. 

In a more quantitative analysis’ of the rates of single and double VETO hita we 
could extract the fraction of background events triggering the detector. The measurements 
indicate that the wire does not increase the background but cleans up the beam (at least 
locally), such that the background rate is reduced by a factor 2 to 3. 

The interpretation of the VETO signals requires the existence of slow particles moving 
into the backwards hemisphere. The origin of these particles is not obvious, since a proton 
interaction with a nucleus in the wire produces secondary particles strongly boosted in the 
forward direction. Simulations based on the FRITIOF3 generator and a GEANT detector 
simulation in fact predict that leaa than 1% of the interactions should produce B particle 
hitting a VETO counter. 

One possible explanation is the production of nuclear fragments, not included in the 
event generator. These fragments are protons with kinetic energies below a few hundred 
MeV, observed by several experiments in hadronic interactions over a wide range of center 
of mass energies’. At the smallest kinetic energies (below 25 MeV) these fragments are 
produced isotropically. With increasing energies they acquire a slight forward boost. The 
multiplicity produced in interactions with nuclear targets is a strong function of the mus 
number of the target nucleus. Heavy target materials, like the copper wire used in our teat 
experiment, therefoze have a certain disadvantage as compared to lighter targets, since the 
slow moving fragments can produce considerable radiation damage to detector elements. 

An independent hint for the existence of extra particles not properly described by 
the FRITIOF generator is obtained from the analysis of the event topology in the forward 
hemisphere. It is observed that the trigger telescopes are more strongly correlated, i.e. fire 
more often simultaneously, than expected from Monte Carlo events. The events are thus 
more crowded than expected. This effect is not yet quantitatively understood. 

6. TARGET EFFICIENCY 

The interaction rates measured in the test run (10 to 100kHz) are small (yi compared 
to the requirements for a B experiment (10 to 50MHz). Th e main reason is the fact that 
the machine is still run+ng with a small fraction of the final design current. A quantity 
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Figure 4: Target efliciency obtained from the observed coincidence rate as function of the 
target position (relative to an arbitrary zero-point near the aswxned center of the beam 
pipe). Also shown is the efficiency predicted by tracking simulations. 

which is more useful than the absolute interaction rate ia therefore the target efficiency, i.e., 
the fraction of protons interacting in the wire as compared to the total number of protons 
leaving the machine. Target efficiencies of 5OY o are sufficient to reach the desired interaction 
rate for design proton currents and design lifetimes of the proton beam’. 

The target efficiency, CT, can be computed using the number of protons, Npy stored 
in the machine, the lifetime 7p of the proton beam, and the measured interaction rate on the 
wire, IP,*: 

1 cT = _ .3 R”“” 
r., Np 

Here, 6.re is the acceptance of the trigger telescopes, which has to be estimated by 
Monte Carlo simulation. For the test set-up we find c- = 43% based on the FRITIOF 
generator and the GEANT detector simulation. 

The coincidence count rates of Fig. 2, always taken ten minutes after the last wire 
movement, were converted to target efficiencies, shown in Fig. 4 as function of the target 
position (relative to the assumed center of the beam pipe). At about 5.24mm the wire leaves 
the shadow of the collimators and the target efficiency stsrts to become non-zero. At 4.7mm 
(ix., about half a r.m.s. beam width further in) the efficiency reaches 6 to 7%. 

A single particle trackins simulation’ was used to predict the target efficiency for the 
single wire target of the teat experiment. The prediction is indicated in Fig. 4. It is in good 
agreement with the measurements. WC used estimates for the actual machine parameters, in 
particular a tight collimator setting at 50. We also varied assumptions on the drift speed of 
halo particles aa well M assumptions on coupling and absolute beam position. The predicted 
target efficiency was found to be rather insensitive to these parameters. 

The target efficiency in the test experiment was limited by the large p-function and 
the tight aperture. In a control experiment with only protons in the machine (and cxpcr- 
imcnts switched off) we opened the collimators and reached interaction ratea of 100 kHz, 
corresponding to 15% target efficiency. The aperture was in this case still limited by an 
unidentified obstacle in the proton ring around 5.50 (horizontally). 

6. SUMMARY 

The first phase of test experiments using internal wire targets has led to a proof of 
principle of the technology, together with rather detailed understanding of the mechanisms 
relevant for the interaction of wire targets and beam halo. The main results are: 

. Interactions of halo protons with the wire have been observed with rates up to 100 kHz. 

l The wire does not produce large beam background; it reduces the beam lifetime to 
typically 40 to 50 h. 

l Tracking simulations are able to quantitatively predict the observed interaction rates. 
Extrapolating to design parameters, the models predict rates sufficient for a major E 
experiment at HERA. 

l Transients of rates observed directly after a wire movement resemble those expected for 
* semi-transparent scr8.p.x. 

Nonetheless, a number of problems remain. The most serious ones are the unexpected 
event topology, suggesting that the events are more crowded than expected, and the time 
structure of VETO signals, suggesting the existence of a component of more or less isotrop- 
ically produced slow particles. These problems will be attacked by B more sophisticated 
target and detector, which have been installed for the 1993 run. We are confident that these 
tests will give the final proof of the feasibility of a halo target for the planned I3 experiment. 
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Plans and first results from Fermilab Experiment 853 are presented. E853 is M ex- 
periment to test the feasibility and efficiency of extracting a low-intensity beam fmm the 
halo of the Tevatron using channeling in a bent silicon crystal. The motivation of the 
experiment ia to apply crystal extraction to tranr-TeV accelerators like the SSC. Ghan- 
ding developments related to crystal extraction and some early results from accelerator 
atudle. at the Tcvatron are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The possibility of beam extraclion from accelerators using bent crystals bar been 
discussed since Tsyganov first proposed bent crystal channeling ‘. Protons have already 
been extracted using bent crystals at Dubna ‘, Serpukhov >, and the SPS at CERN ‘. 
The idea of extracting halo beam from the SSC with a bent crystal was first seriously 
discussed by C. R. Sun 6. Further considerations of the idea ‘*‘.* led to a proposal s tha; 
the SSC (Superconducting Super Collider) East Campus footprint be modified to make this 
possibility feasible at a later time. The possibility of ao SSC facility led to a proposal 
for an experimental feasibility study of this extraction method in the Fcrmilab Tevatron, II 
superconducting accelerator very similar to the SSC. This experiment (E853) has now been 
approved for 72 hours of dedicated study time during the Fermilsb Collider Run in 1994. 
Some of the accelerator testa connected with the experiment have already been carried out. 

The experiment and the associated channeling studies have several goals. For chan- 
neling the crystal must be able to be aligned to the beam quickly, crystal quality must be 
satisfactory, and the crystal must be able to survive the radiation damage due to the proton 
beam. One goal of the accelerator experiment is to extract one million 900 GcVjc protons/s 
with IO” protons circulating. Other goals are to show that the luminosity lifetime is not 
seriously shortened and that no intolerable backgrounds are created at the Tevatron collider 
experiments. In addition, the relationship between the RF (radio frequency) modulation 
amplitude used for extraction and the extraction efficiency will be determined. 
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2. SSC EXTRACTION 

The idea of extracting the natural halo of ihe circulating SSC beam to make low- 
intensity beams hsa intrigued people for the last decade. Since this halo will eventually 
be absorbed on “scraper” collimators, why not put it to better use? The current propodd 
is to install II copy of the abort insert planned for the SSC West Utility Straight Section 
in the unused East Utility Straight Section, but with e. bent crystal replacing the abort 
kicker magnets. Details of the SSC extraction concept are given in the next paper of these 
proceedings and in Ref. 10. 

3. THE TEVATRON EXPERIMENT 

E-853 is taking place in the CO straight section of the Tevatron, the normal location of 
the proton abort line. The abort line consists of a three-bend magnetic dogleg that provides 
B 4 mrad horizontal kick so the abort line can clear the magnets at the downstream end of 
the long straight section. The middle bend in the dogleg consists of II series of Lamb&son 
magnets. During collider runs, the abort line is not used at 900 GeV, so one of the kicker 
magnets has been replaced by a bent crystal. Further details are given in Ref. 11. 

Two issuer raised at this workshop were the effects of environmental noise on the 
beam stability and the possibility of accidently moving the entire circulating beam onto the 
crystal because of a large instability too rapid to trigger the beam abort promptly. The 
latter is judged to be impossible in either the SSC or the Teuatron, but further quantitative 
study is needed on both issues. 

4. CHANNELING CONSIDERATIONS 

Recent studies “indicate that for the crystal used for SSC extraction the number of 
type A dislocation loops should be kept small and that linear dislocations densities must be 
less than l/cm’. The silicon crystal to be used for Tevatron extraction has been selected to 
be dislocation-free (less than 1 dislocation/cm’). A suitable sample was found by observing 
the line width in double x-ray scattering and by using film decoration techniques’3. The 
40 mm long crystal is 10 mm wide and 3 mm thick so that it is substantially thicker than 
the vertical beam diameter (0,=0.32 mm). With the use of x-ray scattering the crystal has 
been oriented so that the curved surface contains a (110) plane that will be parallel to the 
accelerator beam st the upstream end of the crystal. The techniques used for this crystal 
analysis are described in more detail in other publications 13. 

The alignment and flatness of the vertical surface facing the circulating beam (the 
ellective septum face) are critical factors. The 640prrd bend angle of the crystal must be 
controlled to lZO~rad, half the acceptance angle of the extraction channel. These issues are 
also discussed in Ref. 11. 

An analysis ” of the effect of the crystal bender on the crystal lattice WM carried 
out with the finite element program ANSYS to simulate the stresses and deformation in the 
crystal while being squeezed in the holder. It WM found that doe to the finite stiffness of the 
aluminum benders and the Rap-back of the bent crystal, a design bend for the aluminum 
bender of 0.96 mrad WM required to get an actual full bending angle of 0.64 mrad in the 
crystal. Along the surface of the crystal facing the beam, the variation of this bend angle 
whs negligible at the entrance and exit of the crystal due to the silicon overhang beyond the 
lengths of the aluminum pieces. The force required to accomplish this bend is less than 5 kg 
with a maximum stress in the crystal of less than 10’ psrcals. 
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The possibility of radiation damage of the crystal has been investigated. In a study at 

BNL15 at high fluence WC have found mesaurable radiation-induced dechanneling produced 
at a Suencc of 4’10’~ protons/cm’. While this ir of some concern at the beam intensities 
expected for the SSC, particularly for radiation-induced dislocations’“, it is not significant 
for the lower beam intensities and short runs planned for the Tevatron tests. Heating effects 
of the beam losses on the crystal have also been calculated and are negligible at the Tevatron. 

5. CRYSTAL IMPACT EFFICIENCY 

The challenge is that there is inadequate natural halo, in either the SSC or the 
Tevatron, to obtain extracted intensities high enough to he interesting for experiments. 
Halo must he generated by perturbations of either the transverse or longitudinal phase 
space in a manner which does not appreciably decrease the collider luminosity. As a result, 
the usual method of resonant extraction in the horizontal plane is not permitted. For that 
reason, techniques have been investigated that create off-momentum halo in longitudinal 
phase space using RF voltage modulations and thereby continuously populate the region of 
phase space nesr the cryatd. The crystal is placed at a point of high dispersion so that the 
off-momentum particles sre at large x at the crystal. 

In this approach particles which are already in the tail of the momentum distribution 
me rapidly excited to larger momenta c.10 as to achieve large step sizes, without affecting very 
much the core of the momentum distribution. The most promising technique of populating 
the halo (the CERN ‘a approach is along the same line) is by generating amplitude-dependent 
diffusion rates in either the longitudinal (SSC and Tevatron) or transverse (LHC and SPS) 
planes. By generating a signal which has a small effect at low amplitudes but generates 
large particle diffusion ratea at greater oscillation amplitudes, luminosity lifetime can be 
preserved while creating a steady state population of particles which feed into the crystal. 
These are observed in Monte Carlo simulations to strike well into the crystal (greater than 
1 pm) with the bctatron motion aiding the penctrstion. This avoids surface irregularities and 
crystal edge misalignments sod maximizes the extraction efficiency. This diffusion rate profile 
is generated by taking advantage of phsse space non-linearities which create amplitude- 
dependent particle tunes. Since each particle reacta only to RF signds at their local resonsnt 
frequencies, frequency-dependent signal power densities cause amplitude dependent diffusion 
rates. Though in most cases simply-shaped random RF noise is utilized, more complicated 
waveforms have also been investigated an a mechanism to improve the mean penetration 
depth into the crystal I’. 

A diffusion model ” has been developed for crystal extraction using RF noise-induced 
halo growth based on a diffusion equation. This har some similarities to the diffusion in 
transverse energy approach wed for analyzing crystal dechannding. Monte Carlo simulations 
(1000 particles) have also been used to track diffusing puticler through a million turns of 
the SSC lattice. The diffusion results (which are Ins computationally intensive) and the 
simulation program agree. The simulation @bows that there are viable scenarios to provide 
halos without disturbing the core of the beam. 

WC are also investigating a second approach to increasing the penetration depth into 
the crystal by adding another thin, aligned cry&d to spread the beam with channeling 
wcillatiorm. Thia could increase the penetration into the bent crystal sobstmtidly md relax 
the radiation load on the cryatd. Another ides being explored is the use of a simple thin 
multiple-scattering target to achieve the ame effect le. 

0. EARLY RESULTS RELATED TO TeV-RANGE EXTRACTION 

During the recent Tentron collider run, an unbent crystal was placed 11 the planned 



location of the bent crystal but to the outside 01 the ring. This wa,s used to study whether 
halo beam scattered by the crystal crested intolerable backgrounds at either of the two 
collider experiments lo, Several sets of measurements were performed. The eff~t 01 RF 
noise on the beam in the absence of collimation was studied during a store at 900 GeV. 
Collimation effects were also observed with conventional collimators and the silicon crystal 
at the proposed bent crystal location. 

For the diffusion studies two levels of external random noise were applied to the RF 
system. With an rms external voltage of 500 mV, corresponding to an rms RF gradient 
fluctuation of 3 KV/turn, it was found that the longitudinal density narrowed while there 
were many more particles at large amplitude. Once the equilibrium shape of the longitudinal 
bunch distribution was established, an exponential particle loss rate appeared. With 5 
KV/turn noise, the relative proton loss rate corresponded to a beam lifetime loss constant 
of 12 minutes. With a reduced noise Ievcl of 30 mV (an RF voltage jitter of 500 V rms) 
the loss rate time constant WBI I7 hours, so that a fwtor of IO reduction in noise amplitude 
was responsible for a 100.fold I ass rate reduction. The nominal intensity time constant for 
Tevatron Collider protons varies from 40 to 120 hours. 

To estimate the impact of a bent crystal on the CDF (Collider Detector at Fermilab) 
detector a horizontal collimator was placed next to the beam at AO, one-third around the 
ring from CO. The collimator was brought in until losses uicrc observed on it. The rms RF 
amplitude noise level wea set at 500 V/turn. Even though this noise level induced a lass rate 
ten times that which is desired for crystal extraction, the maximum proton background rate 
measured in the CDF detector was 5 KHz. Depending on the luminosity, a background rate 
below the 5-10 KHz range is considered acceptable at the CDF detector. 

In order to assure that the measurements made with the collimator were meaningful 
for crystal extraction calculations, an unbent silicon crystal was installed on the radial outside 
of the accelerator beam, so that it could not intercept DC beam. (DC beam consists of those 
particles which have diffused out of the RF bucket and are spiraling radially inward due to 
synchrotron radiation losses.) On the other hand, particles with large bet&on amplitudes 
could strike the silicon crystal as their momentum error increased. With the crystal as the 
primary sperture and the same diffusion conditions s above (10 times that planned for 
extraction), it was found that the CDF loss increased from approximately 2 KHz to IO-15 
KHz. 

Based on these studies, the effects of crystal extraction should have little or no dele- 
terious effects on L collider experiment and it should be possible to perform parasitic studies 
of crystal extraction during a collider run. 

A group at CERN is currently carrying out a similar experiment ‘,” in the SPS, 
operating at 120 GeV. Their method of inducing diffusion is to introduce white noise on a 
horizontal dampa (electroststic plates capable of deflecting the beam II few tens ofprad). 
To date, they report extracting beam with sn efficiency of about 9%. Their studies indicate 
that it ia important to consider multi-turn extraction, since a particle first incident on the 
crystat with an angle greater than the critical angle will be multiply-scattered by the crystal 
to a different point in phase space and often will reenter the crystal on a later betatron 
oscillation with e. smaller angle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The option of extracting a smdl faction of the circulating 20 TeV SSC beam has 
been discussed for some time (see previous uticle in this volume). The potential uses of 
such a beam would be many, but in particular, the opportunities of doing B physics UC very 
appealing ud have led to an Expression of Interest (EOI-14) which discusses extracting 
approximately 10’ protans/scc from the halo of the circulating beam using L bent nilicon 
crystal I. From the beginning the SSC bra recognized the exciting physics potential of an 
extracted beam, and the SSC footprint includes a stmtificd fee land are8 and a buried beam 
zone .ccess .rea for the muon vector from an extracted beam hall *. 

In this memo we consider the implementation of a crystal extraction system in the 
csat utility straight of the SSC. We show that an extraction system can be added with only 
minor dtcratians to the collider: the addition of a three-magnet dogleg (identical to that 
designed for the west utility straight); the addition of two dipole atrings; and the addition 
of. 160 meter long &we to mate the extmcted beam line micmtumml to the c&da 
tunnel. The present scheme to allow for momentum scraping in the colt utility straight 
is not dkted. The design of the alcove is similar to that of the two &ova needed for 
the scraper shielding in the east utility atrdgbt. As is the case with the scraper alcoves, 
excavating the alcove before the tunnel ia finisbed ia cost effective md would alleviate much 
of the disruption md added cost involved in adding an dcove to the finished tunnel at a 
later date. The full details of thin scheme arc found in an SSCL Report ‘. 

3. SHORT DESCBIF’TION OF EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

The cast utility straight is 1350 meters long. Detail* of the utility straights, including 
magnet and tpod piece specifications, are given in reference ‘. Changn to the lattice to 
make the diapersion large in the cast utility Btraight, thus making momentam scraping 
possible, are still in progress. The dispersion needed for momentum scraping is consistent 
with that needed for aydd extraction. Momentum scrapinS will be done with a Bystem of 
scrapem and collimators Gtuated in l warm dogleg. The extraction scheme proposed here is 
consistent with the present ideu for momentum scraping, dthougb the dogleg angle required 
for extraction Is slightly luger in order to allow the extracted b- to completely misl the 
spool pieces md cryostats of downstram magnets. 
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The extraction line is 8hoan in schematic form in Fig. 1. The circdaiing beam i8 bent 
toward the outside of the ring by L dipole magnet. Immediately after the dipole a silicon 
crystal bend8 a small fraction of the beam halo in the vertical direction. The charm&d 
particle8 enter the field-free region of a Lambert8an magnet string and continue on down the 
utility straight. Near the end of the dogleg a warm dipole atring steers the beam into a 
alcove situated at the end of the east utility ntmight. A string of 8tandard calIider dipole 
magnets at the alcove bend8 the extracted beam further away from the utility straight md 
into a microtunnel of 16 inch diameter and 150 meter length. Another microtunnel of 48 
inch diameter follows, connecting to a 15 foot diameter shaft. After the two microtunncla 
the beam is far enough away from the collider tunnel to dlow for shafts and large diameter 
tunnel8 to be excavated without compromising the integrity of the collider tunnel. 

3. MAGNET LAYOUT FOR THE EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

The dogleg portion of the extracted beam is a direct copy of the dogleg used for the 
beam abort in the West utility straight (with e. few elements such a8 the abort painters and 
blow.up quadrapoles removed). The lower beam (which is going north) is bent 1.266 mrad 
towards the outside of the tunnel (aw8.y from the center of the ring) by a 13 meter BSM 
dipole magnet. Aftw the BSM magnet a two meter insert house8 the crystd and go&meter 
which is moved horizontally into the halo of the circulating beam. The crystal is slightly 
bent in the vertical direction to give a bend of 160 prad upward to channeled protons. The 
channeled proton8 enter the field free region of a 144 meter long Lambertson string and 
continue OR part the magnets at the end of the dogleg. 

The positions of the scrapers and collimator8 in the east utility straight are consistent 
with the addition of the Lamb&son and closed orbit dipole magnets. Omitted from Fig. 1 
i8 the shielding required for the momentum acrapera and the position of the alcoves to 
accommodate the shielding. They are positioned at approximately 130 f 15 meters from the 
center of the straight and are 25 meters long. 

The extracted beam goes through the magnet supports of the three magnets at the 
end of the dogleg. If the tunnel wall is at it8 nominal value, or further out from the theoretical 
tunnel center, then a magnet support identical to that being designed for the west utility 
straight, where the beam abort also goes through magnet supports, can be used. Otherwise, 
8 special magnet support will be needed for the three magnet8 at the end of the dogleg. 

A trim magnet (EDl) is needed for fine pointing the beam to the alcove. There is 
about 30 meters of free space between the last collimator and the magnet string at the end 
of the dogleg. The ED1 magnet string is placed in this location. A bend of 0.308 mrad is 
needed to get the beam to the proper position at the start of the alcove. This would require 
a field of 20.54 Tm or 5 standard TUD w.rm dipole8 with a 17.5 meter slot length. They 
fit comfortably in the allowed space. 

4. ALCOVE DESIGN 

The alcove starts just after the QU4 quadrapole magnet at 1160 meters from the start 
of the East utility straight and is 160 meter8 in length. The alcove depth is 3 feet for the 
first 120 meters and 4 feet for the remaining 40 metera. 

The alcove has been positioned to begin just after the QU4 dipole and end just before 
the end of the east utility straight. By situating the alcove at the end of the etraigbt, advan- 
tage is taken of the sharp turn the circulating beam takes in the DS region, separating the 
extracted beam line tunnel and collider tunnels apart as rapidly u possible. This minimizes 
the length of microtunnel needed to transport the beam to the first shaft (which is required 

to be at least one shaft diameter from the collide tunnel). 
A 8harp bend is needed in order both to get the beam deep cnougb into the alcove to 

allow a microtunnel to be bored, and to increase the angular separation of the extracted beam 
from the collider tunnel. The bend (ED2) is done by 5 standard 15 meter collider dipole8 
with 8 total bend angle of 7.6 mrad. The ED2 string is situated between QU4 and QF and 
hence the cryo and power fmm the lower ring CM be used. Special apool pieces transferring 
the cryo and power need be designed. After the ED2 magnet &ring is a qusdrrpole magnet, 
EQl, which is identical to QUl (3.625 meter slot length) and which allows the size of the 
beam at the experimental target to be controlled. 

6. THE EXTRACTED BEAM TUNNEL 

The u8e of microtunnels allow8 a modest sired alcove to be used to mate the collider 
tunnel with the extracted beam he. The minimum diameter microtunnel that cull be 
bored for a reasonable distance i8 approximately 10” in diameter. This rise microtunnel 
would be 150 meters in length and would be followed by a micmtunncl of 48” diameter md 
200 meter length. (An 16” diameter tunnel cannot be bored for the full 350 meter length 
without the possibility of large deviations from the nominal line.) After 350 meters the beam 
line i8 far enough away (approximately 6 meter,) from the collider tunnel to allow a small 
hall to be excavated without affecting the integrity of the collider tunnel. The ball aodd 
be 15 x 15 x 40 ft8, abich i8 an adequate size for the tunneling machine and asaociiatcd 
machinery. A shaft to the surface would be at this hall. 

The position of the experimental hdl shown in Fig. 1 is essentially the same as that 
proposed by Murphy and Stefanski 8. The beam line would be microtunnel with occasiond 
shafts for (~ccc88 to trim magneta, pump8 and other equipment. Detailed design of the beam 
line is yet to be worked out. In order to avoid the muon vectors coming from IR5 (GEM) 
and IRE (SDC) the experimental hall ia located 2,000 meters from the end of the east utility 
straight. At this point the hall is about 560 feet from the collider tunnel, well within the fee 
simple land acquired by the SSC. There is no water above the experimentd hall preventing 
a shaft from reaching the surface. 

6. COST ESTIMATE 

A preliminary cost estimate has been performed by Gunter Matthea of PBMK 8. 
This estimate includes overhead and design and construction mmagement fees. The alcove 
ia estimated to coat about $l.OM, and the microtunnels, ahaft, and first acceba chamber are 
about S1.6M. These estimates are very conservative md undoubtedly overstate the true cost. 
In particular, the estimate8 of the microtunnel cost8 are little better than rough gueaw at 
$715 md $550 per linear foot respectively for 40” md 24” diuneter tunnel8 (no estimate for 
an 16” diameter tunnel wa8 poscdble). Thee should be compared to the cod8 of $1,000 and 
$600 per linear foot rcapectively for the lined and unlined cdlidcr tunnels! 

Matthes’ estimate of the time needed to complete the excavation of the dcovc is 4 
months. Note that the tunnel i8 in Taylor Marl, which greatly adds to the alcove coat. The 
time needed to excavate the shaft, chamber, and mlwtunnel i8 ntimated to be 3, 1, and 
2.5 month8 rapectively. 

Thee e8timate8 resume that the dcove would be excavated before the tunnel i8 
lini8hed, that is, dtcr only the liner and perhap Boor have been added to the excavated 
tunnel. Excavating the dcove after the tunnel is fmi8hed would be fu more upemive and 
could di8rupt the collider conrtruction timetable. At this time it i8 not known when the east 
utility 8trdght tunnd will be finished. 
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We have no cost estimate for the tunnel to the experimental area or the experimental 
hall itself. Nor have we made estimates of the cost of the magnetic elements as it is impossible 
at this time to get reliable figures. 
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DESIGN OF THE SSC MEDIUM-BETA 

INTERACTION REGIONS 

YURI M. NOSOCHKOV 

Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory * 

2550 Beckleymeade Avenue, Dallas, TX 75237, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the SSC design’ the 87.12 km long collider lattice consists of two 35.28 km identical 
arw located on the North and South sides of the machine and two 8.28 km clusters placed on 
the West and on the East. Each cluster contains two interaction Regions (IRS), the Utility 
section and the interconnect sections between them. According to present plans the goal for 
the optics in the East IRS is to provide for a high value of the luminosity and, hence, for a 
low 8’ at the Interaction Point (IP). The West IRS are aimed at providing for a large space 
for detector which can be achieved at the cast of higher value of the 8’ and lower luminosity. 

The optics of each IR are based on the same optical configuration which gives an oppor- 
tunity to use mostly identical quadrupoles and dipoles in Iour IRS. Trivial modification of 
the central region in this basic configuration allows for a wide range of values for detector 
free space from L’ = 20 m to L’ = 90 m, suitable for the experiments in both clusters. L 
denotes here the distance between the IP and the nearest magnetic element cd the machihine. 
In this paper we briefly review the current design of the so-called medium-,!3 IR optics with 
a large free space for detector of L’ = 90 m, which could be used in the West cluster. 

2. IR CONFIGURATION 

Figure 1 shows a vertical schematic view of a complete IR.’ The total IR length is 189Qnr. 
The first beam goes along its beam line from the top left side on the picture to the bottom 
right, while the second beam starts at the top right and proceeds to the bottom left side. 
The vertical dipoles straddle the beam lines, the focusing quadrupoles are shown above the 
lines and the defocusing quadrupoles below. The optics are antisymmetric with respect to 
the IP, which means a mirror symmetrical magnet locations, but opposite magnetic fields on 
the left and right sides of the IR. 

Each half IR is composed of three modules: the final focus triplet, the M ‘= -I section 
and the tuning section. Besides the quadrupoles there are vertical dipoles placed in two 
steps, which bring the beams into collision. The final focus triplet quadrupoles and adjacent 
splitting dipoles located in the center of the IR are common to both riogs. The beams share 
the same beam pipe inside these magnets. The triplets focus the beams to extremely small 
sizes at the IP and, therefore, these magnets are quite strong (i.e., long). In the above 

‘Operated by the ““iverailies R%ea.ch Association Inc., lo, ,he U.S. Depsrtmcnt of Energy. under 
Contract DEK35-89ER40486 
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Figure 1: Vertical view of the IR. L’ = 90 m. 

figure the triplet focusing polarities are shown for the first beam, and they are opposite 
for the second beam. The M = -I section is a module of 8 quadrupoles providing the 
negative identity transfer matrix across this section. It is used lo compensate for the vertical 
dispersion generated by the adjacent pairs of dipoles and it is located in the 45 cm vertical 
separation region which requires a Z-in-l magnet design. The rest of the quadrupoles in 
the IR form the tuning section located in the region of standard 90 cm vertical distance 
between the rings. There are 6 families of the tuning quadrupoles in this section which have 
independent power supplies and provide a variable p al the IP. 

It is an important design feature that the triplet gradients are not touched during the 
&squeeze which allows a possibility for doing this procedure independently in two rings. 
Secondly, no additional magnetic errors are introduced in the triplets during the @-squeeze. 
Another optical feature is the inclusion of a secondary focus symmetrically on each side of 
the IR, a point al which the IP IS Imaged. This image can be used basically as a means of 
doing beam diagnostics at the IP. 

3. OPTICAL PROPERTIES 

In the present design with L’ = 90 m. the gradients of the tuning quadrupoles can 
be ret lo provide a minimum 8’ of 1.95 m. This corresponds lo a B-k in the triplets of 
9 km which is about the maximum value allowing a region of a good field quality for the 
beam in the 5 cm bore quadrupoles used in the IR. Theoretically, even lower value of fl 
could be achieved with larger bore triplets. The lattice functions in the IR corresponding lo 
B’ = 1.95 m are shown in Figure 2. This configuration providea a high luminosity and can 
be used at collision conditions. Al injection energv, however, much lower /3,.., value and, 
hence, higher p are required because of the larger beam emitlance. The optimum solution 
for injection conditions is when the B’ is 40 m and the flvb is reduced lo less than 600 m. 

A smooth transition between the two optical configurations is achieved by varying the 
gradients of the six quadrupoles in the tuning section. The variation of gradients during 
the 0 squeeze is shown in Figure 3. The above change of the gradients keeps the transfer 
matrix across the IR constant, thus not affecting the rest of the machine. It is planned that 
at normal operation conditions the &squeeze will lake place in each magnetic cycle shortly 
after the top energy is reached. Because of significantly slower change of the tuning gradients 

Figure 2: Lattice functions in the IR al collision. L’ = 90 m, p = 1.95 m. 

0 

2 4 6 810 2” 4” 

BehI Punction at the IP (In) 

Figure 3: Tuning gradients. L’ = 90 m. 

as a function of 8’ al the beginning of the !%queeze than al its end, an exponential change 
of the p’ with lime will be applied. The approximate duration expected for the 8.squeeze 
is about 100 seconds, which is consistent with tazhnical requirements for a variation of the 
current with lime in the quadrupole power supplies. 

4. GENERAL PARAMETERS 

Table 1 presents general SSC beam parameters and their comparison for the low-@ and 
medium-p IRS. In the ceae of medium-8 IR the parameters are presented for collision and 
injection values of P’. Due lo large proton energy in the SSC, the synchrolron radiation 
from the beam becomes so large that it causes I significant reduction of the beam emitlance 
during store time and therefore an increase of the average luminosity.3 

5. ALTERNATIVE IR CONFIGURATION 

The current design of the IR optics provides for a wide range of the available space for 
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Parameter Low-p IR, L’ = 20.5 m Medium-P IR, L’ = 90 m 
B’ = 0.5 m 8’=2m/B’=40m 

Beam energy (TeV) 2 x 20 2 x 20 
Initial luminosity (cm-%-‘) 10” 3.10~‘/1.5.103’ 

Average luminosity (cm-%‘) 1.4. 10” 4.2. IO= / 2.1 lO3’ 
Interaction rate fs~‘1 for C = 80 mb I.1 108 3.4 10’ / 1.7 

Table 1: General SSC parameters for low-p and medium-P IRS. 

detector from f20 m to 190 m around IP. A further increaSe of this space would require 
a modification of the baseline design. An example of such alternative optics is shown on 
Figure 4. It is almost the hareline configuration, except there are no 2-k-I regions with 
M = -I sections in this design. Hence, additional space is available between the final focus 

L 

Figure 5: Collimators in the IR 

triplets and also outside them. The main problem in this design is a compensation of the 
vertical dispersion generated by the IR dipoles. The strengths of additional skew quadrupoles 

7. REFERENCES 

required to correct for this dispersion become unreasonably large at low and medium values 
of 0’. A possibility for such optics could be a high-0 1R configuration.’ 

I. J.R. Sanford, D.M. Mathews, Eds., Site-Spcc$c Conceptual Des+, SSCL Document 
SSCL-SR-1056 (1990). 

Figure 4: Alternative IFi Design L’ = 100 m 

6. COLLIMATORS IN THE IR 
2. Y. Nosochkov et al., “Current Design of the SSC Interaction Regions,” Pmcmdings ofthe 

Port. Act. Conf., Washington, May 1993. 

Figure 5 shows locations of the collimators labeled CIRI. CIR2,..., etc. in one IR.5 The 
schemedoes not show all the magnets in the IRexcepl those located next to collimators. The 
nearest to the IP collimators CIROl, CIR02 have fixed 25 mm diameter aperture lo protect 
the 50 mm bore triplet ouadruooles. All the other collimators have movable iaws oositioned 

3. W. Chou et al., “Emit&e and L&Gnosity Evolution during Collisions in the SSC 
Collider,” Proceedings of the Part. Act. Conf., Washington, May 1993. 

4. D.M. Ritson. private communication. 
5. A. Drozhdin, private communication. 

. . . 
at l6a distance from the beam at injection energy and al 200 al collision conditions, 
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SUMMARY OF THE SNOWMASS WORKING GROUP 
ON MACHINE-DETECTOR INTERFACE 

V. BHARADWAJ. P. COLESTOCK, J. COOPER, G. GODERRE, I. HOLT 
Fermi Narionnl Accelerator Laboramq 

P. 0. Box 500, Boravia, If. 60510 

1. MACHINE DETECTOR INTERFACE CONSIDERATIONS 

From the detector point of view. what experimenters need is an outline of the 
EXPECTED machine parameters tempered with some indication of the POSSIBLE machine 
parameters. Given guidance from accelerator physicists on the machine, experimenters may get 
the germ of an idea of how to exploit a particular machine propeny. Similarly. given some 
indication of what is imponant to the experimenters, accelerator physicists may have ideas of 
how to modify the machine appropriately. We discuss below a list of machine parameters as 
viewed by experimentalis&. 

1.1. Luminosiry 

From the discussions in the other working groups at this workshop it is apparent that no 
planned experiment anticipates a wealth of data -- typical experimenls am looking at B-physics 
in exclusive channels with small branching ratios. For example, to measure the CP Asymmetry 
angle beta, we hope to use tie decay B --> J/w + K i. The B branching ratio for this decay is only 
4 x 10d. Then in addition the I/I+----> 2 )I ot 2 eleclrons branching ratio is only 0.06. the Ki --> z- 
ii branching ratio is 0.68. the typical detector rapidity and Pt efticiencies are small. and the B 
must be tagged by seeing a lepton from the other B in the event. The IypicaJ overall efficiencies 
are of the order of 10~9.~Therefore the experimenter’s demand for B-physics is for the largest 
possible integrated luminosity in the shortest possible time, i.e. for higher and higher 
luminosities. 

1.2. Number ofBunches/Bunch Spacing 

This parameter coupled with the luminosity gives the number of interactions per crossing 
seen by a detector. Here lhere are not many quantitative studies (in fact we are aware of no 
specific study on B-physics), but the gut feeling is that fewer interacticas per crossing is better, 
since the detector information is then less confused. In high transverse momentum (P,) physics 
(e.g. W, 2. top,. .) these extra interactions are not expected to be a major headache since the 
txtra particles in the event from the extra interactions are from minimum bias events and have 
typical Pt.s less than a few GeV compared to the phenomena being inve&igated. This confusion 
factor is likely to be more important for “soft” B-physics [decay products of 5 GeV object 
produced with low PI) than it is for high Pt physics at the same accelerator. 

Given a trigger on a rare event, the average number of extra interactions is the same as 
the number of interactions per crossing. Recall that the probability of n interactions per crossing 
is given by Poisson statistics, so the distributions have very long tails. The average number of 
interactions per crossing is only part of the story, and the number of trig&ted events with more 
than 3 extra interactions in the crossing can be large. See Table I for an example at the Tevatmn 
at a luminosity of ld2, 
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Table 1. Interactions of the Tevatron al luminosity 103’ 

Bunch spacing 
( “SCC ) 

number 
of 
bunches 

average 
number 
of extra 
interactions 

5% with % with % with 
>or= >or= >ur= 
3 extra 6 extra IO extra 

3 6 15.4 100% 99% 90 96 

396 36 I.8 25 % I& 

132 9Y 0.6 2% 

The bunch slructurc also has severe implications for the detector elcclronic read-out 
systems. I1 is worth noting that both CDF and DO ak the Tevaron are attempting to build elec- 
trorocs in all systems capable of 132 nsec between crossings as part of the round of detector 
upgrades leading to Tevatron Collider Run II with 396 “xc spacing, The “hjecc is to build all 
this electronics once and avoid the need of another expensive upgrade Mer. It is important to 
understand Ihe Tevalron bunch scenario for 132 nsec as these electronics designs are being 
frozen within the next year. For example, the required existence of an abort gap between some 
bunches may provide an opportunily for the experimenters in lheir design. How long are these 
abort gaps ‘? Row many are see” at an interaclion region ? Similar questions and answers should 
have an effect on B-detectors at Ihe SSC. 

1.3. Beam Energy 

In our thoughts this is fired at the SC. but historically has been variable over a small 
range (546 GrV 10 YM GeV, perhaps eveno~ally even slightly higher) at the Tcvatron. B cross 
secL~““s rise with energy and larger statistical samples are always better -- this is one clear 
advantage of the SC. II has been pointed out al this workshop that the theory prediction of the B 
cross section from CERN p-pbar to the Tevatron does not match the results reported by CDF. II 
the Tevatron could be operated with high luminosily at a lower energy, we could learn inlor- 
malion vitally importam to all the planned experiments at higher energy colliders. 

1.4. Luminosiry Lifetime 

Experiments roost cope with PEAK luminosilies while tbe final physics results depend on 
the INTEGRATED luminosiry. By selling a trigger threshold on some parameter, the enperi- 
menler triggers the delcclor on a fixed cross seaion and therefore the trigger rate is directly 
propordonal 10 luminosity. As the luminosity decreases. the experimenters usually retrliate hy 
lowering the parameter lhr&hold so as to keep the trigger rate “ear the peak capahiiily of the 
defector. However. the greatest INTEGRATED luminosily comes from the short periods at the 
highest luminosity. so the final experimental slalislics on a given process are strongly coupled to 
the peak luminosity. Any effori which smooths lhe peak to valley ratio of luminosily is welcome. 

1.5. ~*/Longirudinal Emirtonce 

These two parameters couple 10 give the length of the luminous region. AI the Tevalron 
the region is very long (sigma of order 30 cm) and this complicates the experimental design of 
the silicon vertex detectors now at the heart of most collider detector h-physics suatcgies. For 
example the CDF SVXII is now designed as a 1.02 meter-long barrel lo cover the rapidity range 
of q tl .O. while a device only 0.22 meters long would be required if the Tevalron were a 

longitudinal point source. AI an estimated silicon barrel cost approaching 40 K$ pr centimeter 
of length. this extended source problem lranslales directly into a lo: of cash. Could changes in the 
RF or a small crossing angle help this siluation without I”” much compromise in the luminosity ? 
Again, at the Tevatron. these devices are being designed now for Collider Run II and beyond. so 
feedback on the machine possibdides will be far more timely now than five years from now. The 
silicon detectors under design all have conceptual upgrade paths, so information on possible 
changes in the luminous region for far future collider runs is also useful. 

1.6. Troonsvurse Emirtance 

Experimenls (e.g.. CDF’s SVT) now envision fast secondary vertex triggers based on 
silicon vertex detector information. The idea is Lo look for charged tracks with a large impact 
parameter when extrapolated lo the transverse beam position. as expected if the tack actually 
comes from a secondary vertex. Therefore these trigger devices depend on a small and stable 
transverse barn six What are the expected (and possible) machine parameters ? Note that the 
presence of extra inleractions in an event can confuse these triggers -- for example if you wished 
to make a secondary verLex cut al IO0 microns with such a trigger and the tranver~e beam size 
were already of order IO0 microns, the lriggcr would select multiple imeraclions and not b- 
decays. Similarly, if the Lransverst beam spot moved by IW microns beween collider stores or 
during a single store. the trigger could be confused unless this transverse position information 
were available in real Lime. On the other hand if the experimenters assume a 50 micro” beam size 
but 10 microns is possible. this can make a huge difference in the trigger design and perfor- 
mance. Clearly this is an area whew the experimenlalisls and acccleraIor physicists must be on 
the same wavelenglh all the time. 

2. SUMMARY OF TEVATRON PERFORMANCE - PAST, PRESENT AND 
PROJECTIONS 

In this section we give a summary of Tevatron Collider performance. focussing on the 
recent Collider Run as it relates Lo the potential for future B-physics expaimcnls at Fermilab. We 
consider the overall performance characteristics, and present specific issues concerning intensity 
limitations, lifetimes and beam stability. 

2.1. Performance summaq of the 1992.93 Trvarron Collider Run 

The recently completed Collider Run has see” the successful implementation of separated 
orbits and simultaneous operation of two inleraclion regions. As a result of these and other 
improvements, the peak luminosity achieved was over a factor of four greater than previous 
levels and the average delivered luminosity exceeded I pb-I / week. A plot of the integrated 
luminosity over the run, as compared to the previous run. is shown in Fig. I 

There was a steady increase in the initial luminosity, and in the integrated luminosity per 
store during the early phases 01 the run, which can largely be auribuled to increases in the 
extracted number of pbars which achieved collision. The inital luminosity was observed to be 
essentially proportional to the numher of available pbar:, as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, two 
diffcrenl operating modes are depicted: the nominal p = 0.5 m and the p* = 0.25 m, corn- 
spending to Iwo alternale low-beta inscrlion latlices in “SC. 
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Figure 1. lowgrated Collider luminosity for the 88-89 and YZ-Y3 runs, 
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Figure 2. Initial luminosity as a function of pbars achieved at collision. TWO operaling modes are 
shown: the open circles are al b’ = 0.5 m and the solids are at p* = 0.25 m. 

Under typical operating conditions. inilial luminosities in the range of 6-8 x 103’ cme2 
sec.1 were achieved accompanied by luminosity lifetimes in the range of I5 hrs. as shown in 
Fig. 3. The lifetimes were seen 10 be due primarily 10 emioance growth which, in Urn, is 
believed LO ix caused by low-level power supply noise. Fig. 3 indicates that the lifetime is 
largely independent of luminosily. although there may be a slighl degradation aI lower p due 10 

the lacl that less time was spent finding and mainlaining an optimal operating point under ties 
condiliow The corresponding particle lifetimes are shown in Fig. 4. which shows the lime 
evolution of protons and pbars during the coarse of lhree successive stores. 

“+?+-r+ 4 10 
Luminosity @30/s) 

Figure 3. lnilial luminosity lifelime as a function of the inilial 
spond to p* = 0.5 m and the solids correspond to p’ = 0.25 m. 
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Figure 4. Time evolution of three successive Collider stores for particle intensities (proroos, 
solid. p-bars. heavy solid) and the measured luminosity (dashed). Ihe dominaol factor in the 
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luminosily lifetime is due 10 emillance growth at the rate of 0.3 E I hr. 
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2.2 Oprrorional Issues 

In addition to the usual issues related 10 hardware reliabilily. there were a numhcr 01 
operalional issues which affected the stabilily of the beam. The primary issue affecting operadon 
was due IO periodic drifts in Ihe Tevalron orbit, and hence in Ihe Tevalron operadng point as a 
resull 01 [he nonlinear fields in [he device. believed lo he due primarily LO the nonlineariries in 
Ihe low beta quadrupoles. The position of lhe inleraclion region was observed 10 drift by as much 
as 200 microns over Ihe course of several stores. accompanied by tune changes and. in some 
ca.%s, changes in Ihe particle IKelimes. Although not possible during [his run. il is believed lhat 
such orhilal changes can be conuollcd in future operation. 

2.3 ProjtwPd Ttwuron Op~rofion 

The opcrabon of the Tevatron Collider follows three s,ages in the coming years. as shown 
in Table I. The lirst of these slages. lahcllcd IB. involves Ihe commissioning of a new. higher- 
energy Linac. accompanied hy an expected gain of a facmr of three in inlcgrated luminosily. In 
Phase II, the number of hunches will be increased 10 36 X 36, giving rise lo an expecwd incrcasc 
in luminosily of an addilional 30%. Finally. in the Main lnjeclor era. the intcgrared luminosity is 
expected Lo reach 20 ph~‘lwk. 

Another mode of operalion has been considered in which Ihe bunch number is increased 
10 99 X YY. In order for such a mode of operarion 10 he feasible. il is necessary IO dcvclop last 
ri%-lime kickers. This nphnn will he explored more fully in Ihe following seclion. 

2.4 T~vnrron Bunch Lnadiq 

Prcsen~ly [he Tcva~n collider operates wilh six prolnn and six phar hunches spaced 
evenly arnund the ring (3500 nwc spacing). The hunches arc loaded nnc at a Lime srarling wilh 
Lhe protons. Each hunch consisL$ of eleven huckcls coalesced inlo one which is done in Lhc Main 
Ring. As [he inlcnsity per bunch incr~ascs. the number ofinleraclions per crossing as seen hy Ihc 
expcrimrnls increases to an unncccplahle level. Thcrcforc in a lurure collider run. [he Tcvalron 
will switch 10 thirty-six hunch opcradon. Hnw these hunchcs arc loaded is conslraincd hy a 
number al faclors. 

I. There musr he a gap in lhc hunch train for Ihc ahorl kickers 10 rise Lo their nominal vollagc. 

2. Both crperiments (BO and Ml) mw rcceivc lhc same luminosily. 

3. To use Ihe preswn coalescing syslem. the hunches musl he spaced no less lhan ,wcn,y~onc 
huckels (3Y6 nsec) apart. 

4. No hunch-‘%” collisions. 

The constrain& dictate a three-fold symmetry oi three groups of twelve hunches spaced al 
wemy-one buckels within Ihe group. Figure 5 shows Ibis configuration at a panicular monw~t in 
time. The ahor( gap is 2600 nscc which is smaller than the prescm gap of 3SllO nscc. 
Developmenl on shnrlening Lhc rise lime of Ihe ahort kicker is nndcrway. 

As with the prescnl loading scheme. the pmlons would he loaded l~irst. Twclvc halchcs 
would hc coalesced inlo twelve hunches spaced a, 376 nscc. They would hc injected inlo Ihc 

Tevalron as a group. Three injections would fill the Tevation. The presenl injection kickers are 
adequate for this purpose. The pbars however, are loaded in a differem way. l%e pbar source will 
be modified exlracl four balches of phars. These would lhen be coalesced in the Main Ring and 
injected into Ihe Tevatron. This requires an injection kicker wilh a rise time of a[ least.316 nsec 
and a flattop time of ar leas1 1224 “sec. A kicker meeting these requirements is under develop- 
ment. 

For ninely-nine hunch operation in lhc Main Injector era and assuming two experimenrs. 
[he injection kicker liming requiremenU become very suingent. The bunches would be grouped 
in three groups of thirty-three each wilh a bunch spacing of I31 “sec. Injection kickers would 
have 10 be developed with lhis rise time. Also there would have to be modifications LO Ihe Main 
Injeclor coalescing sysLem as well as RF modilicadons IO lhe pbar source. The protons could be 
loaded in balches aT thirty-three hut Ihe pbars would be loaded twelve al a lime. 

Figure 5 (a). Loading scheme for the 36 X 36 mode of operation. The bunches are arranged 
with three-fold symmclry and an abort gap sufficient 10 permit clean removal of the beam. 
(b) Loading scheme for 99 X 99. 

2.5 Orher Projected hn,,rovem~nrs Bunched-beam Cooling 

A proposed scheme for improving [he integrated luminosily is the use of smchastic 
cooling of the hunched-hcam in Lhe Tevatron. The process by which this is done is similar LO that 
roudnely carried out in and-prolon storage rings, bul with the addilional complication Lhar the 
feedhack signal musr be carefully scparaled from lhe large coherent signals associated with the 
hunched ham. This projecl is now in developmem a[ Fermilab and if successful can signifi- 
canlly increase Ihe Wegrated luminosity of a given store. The effecl of a cooling time on the 
order of 20 hrs. can lead Lo a 50% increase in inlegraled luminosily, as shown in Fig. 6 
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Figure 6. Simulation of Bunched-beam cooling. An increase in inlegraled luminosity <II appron- 
imalely 50% is realized with a 20 hr. cooling Lime 

2.6 Bunch Shmming 

In an elf011 Lo pennil sborler bunches in Lbe Tevam~n, an invesligalion was underwken 10 
dclermine viable means of controlling bunch length. One scheme propuscd wu d,at of raising 
the rf frequency. However. upon further study il was delcrmined that a much simpler method was 
LO raise the rf voltagt~ The bunch length scaling with voltage is shown in Fig. 1. The associated 
scaling of the momenun spread is shown in Fig. 8. 

Figure 7. Bunch length scaling with rf vollagr 
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It should be noted that il is assumed that the Tevauon is well below instability tiresholds 
such LhaL the shorter bunch lengths do not present a stability problem fur the Collider. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Tbe study of CP violation in beauty decay is one of the key challenges facing high 

energy physics [I]. Much work [Z] has not yielded a definitive answer how this study might 

best be performed. However, one clear coa&sion is that new accelerator facilitks are needed. 

I’mpospLc include experiments at asymmeuic ekcmn-positioncoBi&~ (31 and in fixed-target 

and collider modes at LHC 141 and SSC [Sj. Fixed-target and collider experiments at existing 

accelerators. while they might succeed in a lirst observation of the effect, will not te adequate 

to study it tborougbly. 

Giomataris 161 has emphasized the potential of a new approach to the study of beauty 

CP violation: the asymmetric proton collider. Such a collider might be realized by the 

constntction Of a small storage ring intersecting an existing or soon-to-exist large synchrotron. 

or by arranging collisions between a large synchmuon and its injector. An experiment at such 

a collider can combine the advantages of fixed-taxget-like speftrometu geometty, facilitating 

triggering. particle identification and the instrumentation of a large acceptance. while the 

increased Js can pmvidc a factor > 100 iwcax in beauty-production cross section compared 

to Tevatmn or HERA fued-target. Beams crossing at a non-zero angle can provide a small 

interaction region. permitting a tint-level decay-vertex trigger to be implemented 171. To 

achieve large& with a large Lorentz boost and high luminosity. the mact favorable venue is 

tk bigb-etwgy booster (HEB) at the SSC Labwwxy. tbougb cl\e CERN SPS and Fermilab 

Tevstmn are also wottb considering. 
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We next comment on these issues in somewhat more detail: 

1. ‘lbe cro.w section for beauty production in hndron collisions is a rapidly increasing function 

of energy at cumently available energies IS]. Thus P modest increase in&can provide a large 

increase in beauty production rate. 

2. A Lorentz-boost 7 confines the beauty decay products, distributed - isotropically in the 

center of mass. to a cow of typical half-angle tan-l (I/y). Thus less detector area is needed 

with boosted events. and P spectrometer of given cost can have higher beauty detection 

probability. An additional effect is that touch of the increase in beauty cross section at very 

high 6 consists of events produced in the extreme foreward or backward direction , which 

typically go down the beam pipe undetected. These are exemplilied by comparing the 

(expensive) CDF detector, with beauty geometrical acceptance < 10% for typical decay modes, 

with the (more modest) lixed-target detectors of Fermilab Proposal 865 [9I and the HERA-B 

proposal IIOI. whose acceptaxes for typical decay modes are > m%. 

3. At the values offi (-a few hundred OeV) we are considering. beauty events are 

diitinguished by substantially higher transverse momenta than are typical of “minimum-bias” 

background events, and this distinction cao be used in tbe trigger to reject the background. At 

ultra-high energy (e.g. Tevatmn or SSC collider). the mass of Ihe bquark becomes negligible 

with respect to the available center-of-mass energy. so that beauty production becomes 

kinematically similar to the background. 

4. Tlu ability to trigger on the beauty decay vertex is crocial to carrying out a sensitive study 

of beauty decay in P wide variety of modes. ‘llw (for example) CDF intends to implement a 

fast vertex trigger for Tevatron Run II. sod the optical impact-parameter trigger features 

prominently in the LHC fued-target “GAJET” proposal. Other triggering schemes provide 
inadequate sensitivity. for example tk high-pt dilepton triggers cunently in use by CDF have 

efficiency < I% for the - 1% of beauty decays to J/v. and the high-p, single-muon trigger used 

by the Fermilab fixed-target experiment E771 is < 50% efficient for the - IO% of beauty 

decays to roooos. Tests of the optical impact parameter trigger are in progress at CERN; it 

appears likely that background rejection factors - IO-100 cao be achieved with beauty 

efficiency > 50%. largely independent of d-xay mode.. 

5. Hadron identifxation is key in P beauty erperimenL for example it makes possible kaon- 

tagging of the initial beauty quantum number [IO]. sod it improves the signtikgmund ratio 

for the kaon-rich tinal state of the copious beauty to chnm, decay cascade. Tote higher 

momenta of Lorentz-boosted beauty decay products and tbe fad target-like spectrometer 

layout facilitate effective hadmn identification using threshold or ring-imaging gas Cberenkov 

C0Untei-S. 

We estimate I61 that given the good acceptance and trigger efficiency possible in an 

symmetric-collider experiment, - 10” produced beauty events per year should permit a 
detailed study of beauty CP violation, as well as other topics of interest such as Bs mixing and 

flavor-changing neutral-current decays 19. I II. Ms calls for luminosity in the raoge - 103* - 

IO= cm‘* xc-l: the exazt value needed depends on &and the still impwfectly knom beauty 

cross section. as well ss bow mwb wming time is made available per year. We have begun 

studies to understand the limits to luminosity in asymmetric configurations with various 

crossing angles. 

2. SCALING LAWS FOR THE ASYMMETRIC COLLIDER USING 

THE TEVATRON 

One option explored at this workshop was the possibility of M asymmetric collider using the 

Tevatron and P new machine whose energy and size am to be specified. 

Tke following conclusions were reached in these discussions: 

I. space charge fames ate the dominant limit to intensity in the low energy ring; these may lx 

mitigated. to some degree. by the use of flat beams; 

2. beam-beun lotax. and the associated tune shift in the high energy beam. are the primary 

limits to intensity (and emittance) in tlte high energy machine; an assumption was made to 

limit tbe fraction of the total beam-beam !uoc shift due to the oew interaction region to 

appmximately one third of tlx now acceptable level; this will reduce the detector luminosities 

by about l/3: 

3. geometric constraints most likely will preclude tbo use of common quadropoles for the low 

energy and high eoergy rings in the interaction region: thus large-angle, or even 90’ crossiog is 

prefetrexi. 

Based on these considerations, a simple waling law for the asymmetric collider could be 
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obtained. In tbe low energy machine, the acceptable space charge tune shift is of ordes unity. 

and in twos of machine parameters is given by 

*” =bd.myLgL 

SC 4n&n(l +w& 

where go is the fraction of particles inlersecling Ihe high energy ring. a~ is the ratio of dw 

horizontal 10 vertical beam sizes. ro is lhe classical proton radius, bye is tk vertical beta 

function. NL is dx number of particles in the ring. sy~ is the vertical beam size sod n. and pL 

are ti usual relntivistic factors. For P flat bunched beam in the high energy ring intersecting a 

EC beam in the low energy ring at right angles. tbe following approximate expression for the 

luminosity can be given 

L -NHNL afo 
4loJ,Lo,H 

‘k beam sizes in Ihe respective rings are forced to be equal and are given by 

where a~ and a~ are the aspect ratios of the respective beams. Using tbe space charge limit 

above. the maximum luminosity can be expressed in tie following form 

L,~ < B&:%oadl+adz 

2~xy’RLr&!~ 

where E is the maximum allowable woe shift. taken here to be 0. I Now it is funher noted lhat 

there is a maximum allowable Iield strength in present-day magnets al about 6T wilh a 
minimum bend radius of about 8 m. Tbii means that RL is actually a function of energy above 

about 14 GeV. Anticipating this limit. the linal form of the space charge limil is in tbe 

following form. using Tevatmo parameters: 

We MW invoke the limit due to the beam-beam forces exerted by the low energy ring OR the 

high energy ring, given by 

lo a similar fashion we have Ihe limit doe 10 the bean-team tune shift as 

L.&q < 2.0 x 1019 K(l+sL) cm-%e& 
f%L 

In the above we have made tbe assumption that tbe maximum allowable tune shift due to 

beam-beam effects is about one-ddrd of the present allowable tune shift in tbe Collider. ‘Ihis 

caoses a reduction of tie Collider luminosity of about 113. If we now further assume that tk 

minimum beta function in dte Tevatron is on the order of a few meters with M emiuance of 
20~ (present conditions, see below). lhen tbe dominant limit on the luminosity becomes Ihe 

beam-beam limit. 

The results are ploued in Fig. I against lbe nassary luminosity as governed by Ihe bb cmss- 
section. lltis shows that a possible solution can be found at a value of R = LOO. If an aspec, 

ratio of 10: I can be achieved in the high energy ring in the interaction region. tin n. = IO0 

with 0~ = 4 m and & = 2 m. Such a siluation is viable provided a new low-p region can be 

installed. 

L,< < 6.5 x 10s paH(‘+aL) cm~%zI 
I$: 
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EXPERIMENTAL MODIFICATION OF SSC INTERACTION REGION 

D. E. JOHNSON 
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory’ 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The SSC Collider design has four interaction regions. Two of these regions are cons 
figured for high-luminosity collisions and have been previously described in detail. The 
other two regions are, as yet, uncommitted. Early Cdld I er es d ig ns called for two medium- 
luminosity regions, and lattice designs very similar to those for the high-luminosity regions 
were developed.’ An updated mediunr-beta design was recently developed.2 Questions 
have been raised by experimental proponents as to the possibility of inserting analyzing 
magnets into the lattice design. This paper examines the interference of experimental 
magnets with the basic machine lattice. 

2. LATTICE DESIGN 

A layout of one~half of the Medium-beta IR design along with its lattice functions is 
shown in Figure I. 

04 lx 08 

Figure I. Layout of Medium-beta Interaction Region 
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The beta-squeeze is accomplished by adjusting the quadrupoles 94 Q9 on either side of 
the interaction point through a relatively small, continuous tuning range. This tuning is 
done after the beams have been accelerated to 20 TeV. As the beta function at the IP is 
reduced, the chrnmaticity produced by the IR quadrupoles increases dramatically. This 
increaw most be continuously tracked by the correction srxtupoles. Concurrent with the 
beta squeeze, the two beams are brought into collision with a set of trim dipoles on either 
side of the IP. The timing details of beta squeezing and crossing control will be determined 
exprrimentally in the future. Thns, the ability to control in detail the beam’s behavior 
throughout the interaction region will exist as part of the basic lattice. This ability may 
be used to provide for analyzing magnets as well as for its primary purpose. 

Many of the proposals for expcrimcnts in a medium-luminosity rrgion desire to have a 
variety of magnets in or around the b?amline, These magnets include dipoles, quadrupolq 
r&up&s, toroids, and solenoids. Alt of the requests which have been examined can 
be accommodated wit,h slight modifications to the basic IR design. These modifications 
consist mainly of a small ret,uning of the interaction qoadrupotes, and, in some CAWR, the 
introduction of compensating magnets. ThP effect of the experimental magnets on the 
very stiff C&d-r beams is almost negligible, and can b* easily controlled. An example of 
such compensation is presented brlow. 

The Fnll Arreptanw Detector proposal is rwrently considering analyzing magmts swh 
as tbp onoc listed in Tahlr 1.” 

Table 1. FAD Magnet Rqucst. 

Distal<? Magmt Type pr Kick at, Coil Apcrturr 
From IR (m) GeV/c Radios (m) 

3.0 Q!lRd 0.8 1.5 
6.5 QUWI 0.8 0.75 
lG.5 Sextup<,lr 0.8 0.75 
38,” Sextrlpolr 0.8 0.75 
70,” Dipole 1.1 O.i5 

Th? FAD magnrts ran be arrommodat~d into t,he SSC IFl d-sign in t,hr fullowing 
manrwr. The quadn~prrlt~s arc innrrtxd with oppositr signs and t,he-ir effects arc rcmo~cd 
wit.h a vary slight retuning of thr lwta~sqnrrzing quadrupolrs. Tta dipole is compensated 
witb t,hp addition of t,wu otb*r trim dipoles. forming a simple orbit thrw bump This 
could also hr compnlsnt~rd by some complirat,ion on t,br rruasing~anglr system, if de&xl. 
Thr srxlopolcs an- globally tntwcl on1 tbrmtgb the vxist,ing r-hromalirit~y sPxtup&s. Tlwir 
~-tht on t,hr Iwnm adds nnt,hing t,a the rxirt,ing nrxt,~lpolp rq~~iwn~ent,s. 

Figure 2 SIIIWI tlw lnt.t,irr hurtinns for the fully rompcnsated expcrirnrntal wgion arrd 
Tablr 2 lists the tuning quulrnpolr gradienls at, 20 TeV for tbr original IR design and for 
the ron~prr~snt~d dwigxr. Tbr rompcnsat,ion adjnstmrnt, is far smallw t,hi~n t.hat wquired 
t,o pmdwe t,br: b&i squrnr and will not cans- any in-raw in the I yshn Somr iorrrawrl 
rmplrxit.y will Iw addrd due t.o t.lw rrwrt t,r, track ttw effects of l,tw analyzing mag,,rt,s 
ak,rrg wit,t, ;,I, of t,t,T otbrr IR systems, hut, t,hr, i,,crcas~ is small. and wily Lolrrahl~. 

‘I(m) 

1 

0 

0: 

Figure 2. Medium-beta Interaction Region with compensatrd exp~riment.al magnets 
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Table 2. IR Tuning Gradient,s for /?’ = 2m 

Quad Standard (T/m) Compensating (T/m) 

:z -184.2866 177.9441 -186.0234 178.4417 

:; -158.99GO 161.3788 -158.3286 161.6200 
48 ~52.5808 -54.3169 
49 115.8781 115.7887 

&ml ;, * 

FAD 
’ + M 06 m 
‘9 Compenrating wa,*fo 
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RADLATIONENVIRONMENTANDSHIELDLNGATTHESSC 

Milind V. Divan 
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Physics Research Division, SSC Laboratory. Dallas, Texas. 

INTRODUCTION 
Much higher radiation levels are expected at the SSC compared to all previous colliders 

because of the increased center of mass energy (40 TcV) and the increased luminosity 
(lO%m-‘s-1 for a general purpose high PA detector, and IO’%cm-2s- for the proposed B 
detectors). We have perfonrcd a comprehensive study of the radiation environment for the 
pmposed GEM detectott at the SSC. As a result of this study. we have developed a shielding 
scenario that will ensure tbat the detextoor will operate with its design ~erfotmance for at least 
10 years ar the standard luminosity of IO’fcm-‘s-1. WC define a standard SSC year (SSCY) as 
IO’S, 

The main concerns of our study have been: 

* The charged particle. neutron, and photon fluxes. and the hit rates generated in the 
inner tracker and the muon spectrometer. 

* The radiation doses delivered. especially to the inner tracker layers. the endcap and 
forward calorimeter coqonents. and the beam line components within and near the 
experiment. 

- Radioactivation of the inner and forward parts of the detector and the beam line. and 
levels of radioisotopes generated in the expaimental hall. 

While much of our study was specific to the detector geometry proposed for the GEM 
experiment. many of the results are applicable to other SSC experiments. In particular, the 
general considerations of energy loss in the collision hall presented in Section 2 should be 
applicable to the proposed B-physics experiments. In Section 3. we preszent some results 
specific to GEM, and we draw conclusions specific to proposed B-physics detector 
geometries such as BCDS-’ 

ENERGYDEPOSITION 
There are three major sources of radiation: local beam loss in the collider tunnels; 

interactions of the 20 TeV proton beams with the residual gas in the beam pipe; and panicle 
production at the interaction point. The contributions of each of these sources to the total 
particle tluence and the deposited energy will depend on the luminosity. At the standard SSC 
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luminosity of I@3cm-zs-’ the radiation levels will be dominated by the particle production at 
the interaction point. 

Beam loss in the walls of the beam pipe occurs simultaneously around the accelerator. 
The b-am size is large in the final focus quadrupoles near the interaction points (IP). so the’ 
beam loss is particularly severe in these regions. Using the MARS12 code system4~. we 
have estimated neutron and charged particle fluxes due to this b-earn loss by making 
simulations of proton orbits around the accelerator and of the hadronic cascades due to the 
lost protons. For the interaction region geometry anticipated for GEM, we find that the 
contribution from this source is negligible. We expect the same conclusion to hold for the B 
detector, unless there are dramatic changes in the low beta quadrupole magnets. 

The particle tluxes due to interactions of 20 TeV bxm protons with atoms of the residual 
gas (beam gas interactions) in the evacuated beam pipe was computed using the MARS12 
code system. The calculation assumed a pressure of 10~’ torr of nirmgen in the warm regions 
of the beam pipe (which extends up to the low beta quadrupoles located 35 m from the 
interaction point). A density of 4.0 x 108 N2 moleculcs/cm~ was assumed for the cold regions 
of the beam pipe inside the magnets. The cross section of 20 TeV protons (SO mb/nuclcon) is 
such that this density corresponds to a loss of 1.1 x IO” protons/m/SSCY from the two rings 
in the IOO-m-long experimental hall. We used the value of 2 x IO” protonslm/SSCY, which 
includes a small contribution from protons whose orhits are disturbed by the other interaction 
regions.6 The details of the calculation are shown in Reference I. Beam gas interactions as 
far as 60 meters away from the interaction point contribute to the panicle fluences in the 
central cavity of the detector. The secondaries from the interactions are directed towards the 
interaction point. They further interact in the forward edges of the calorimeters producing a 
shower of particles near the beam line in the central cavity, For GEM, we have estimated 
that at the standard SSC luminosity (IO”cm-2s~‘) the contribution to low energy neutron flux 
due to beam gas interactions is less than 3% everywhere in the detector. The contribution to 
the charged hadron flux at a radius of 10 cm from the interaction point is about 6%. The 
beam gas hadron flux is distributed approximately flatly in radius (R) in the central cavity, 
but the charged h&on flux from p-p collisions falls as IiRz. 

At the nominal B detector luminosity of 1012cm-zs-1 the contribution from beam gas 
interactions near the beam line will become significant. since the machine current, 1.3 x lOI 
protons/ring. is expected to remain the same. The exact numbers will depend on the 
geometry of the forward elements. The number of beam gas interactions may be reduced by 
demanding a vacuum better than I@’ torr. hut (his may not be practical for a B-physics 
detector because of the lack of space for pumps in the forward regions. 

Now we examine the contribution from p-p collisions at the interaction point. We used 
the event generator DTUIET’ to estimate the energy deposited in the detektor and in the 
nearby beam line elements by 40 TeV p-p interactions. Figure I shows the fraction of the 
total energy from the interaction point emitted as a function of pseudorapidity. 

DTUJET produces a pseudorapidity (q) plateau of 7.5 charged particles per unit 
pseudorapidity (for -5 < q < 5) and mean transverse momentum of 0.6 GeV in agreement 
with extrapolation of data from lower energies. There is no data in the far forward regions 
(1~1 > 6.0); therefore, we assign an error of a factor 2 to the distribution of total radiated 
energy. For a detector covering 1~1~ 6, we see that roughly 5% of the energy is deposited in 
3 < lrll<6 and more than 90% of the energy escapes the detector. At least pan of this energy 
must bc intercepted in a thick collimator placed in front of the low beta quadrupoles. This 
reduces the heat load on the cryogenic magnets and the radiation damage to the coil 
insulation. For GEM. we have chosen a 3 m (16.7 interaction lengths) deep iron collimator 
with a 25 mm diameter inner apcnure placed 32 m from the interaction point. For a lower 
luminosity B detector the inner diameter of the collimator can be larger. Unfortunately, the 
errors on these calculations are such that it is conservative to assume that we need a 
collimator with the smallest possible inner aperture. 

2.5 5 7.5 

Id IP- 
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The amount of energy lost from the collider at the interaction point (4.0 x 109 TeVls and 
4.0 x lw TeVIs for lower luminosity) is greater than the beam loss in the accelerator magnets 
neat the interaction paint (approximately 4.0 x 107 TeV/s) or the beam loss in the residual 
gas of the vacuum pipe (4.0 x IO’ TeVls). The energy intercepted by tbc forward 
cahimctet’s (5%) is less than the energy into to the collimators (about 30%). Due to the 
proximity of sensitive detectors to tbe fonvard calorimeters. both the collimator and the 
forward calorimeter regions will be the dominant sources of background neutron and photon 
fluxes. For a lower luminosity detector beam gas interactions contribute a large fraction of 
the backgmund near the beampipc. 

SHIELDING CONSIDERATIONS 

In this section. we briefly describe the shielding designed for the GEM detector and draw 
some conclusions for the proposed B-physics experiments. Figure 2 shows the detector and 
shielding configuration for GEM. The detector can be divided in tbrce parts for shielding 
consideration: the central tracker cavity. the calorimeter covering I$< 5.8, and the muon 
SyStCItt. 

Tks Cenhnl Tracker Coviry 

The main concerns in this region of the detector are random hit rates due to albedo 
neutrons and photons and the total radiation dose to the sensitive detector elements such as 
the silicon tracker. An earlier SSC Laboratory Central Design Group report. SSC-SR-10338, 
addressed the radiation environment in the central detector cavity. The albedo neutron and 
photon fluxes in the central cavity arc affected by the volume of the cavity, the composition 
of the electromagnetic calorimeter. and by the shielding material placed in front of the 
calorimeter. The neutron flux scales as 11R2. where R is the characteristic din&ion of the 
central cavity. Furthermore. the flux is proportional to ( I+A). where A is the mean number 
of reflections that a neutron experiences before being absorbed. For the GEM detector, we 
plan to place baated polyethylene on the surfaces of the calorimeter to reduce the flux of 
albedo neutrons by fast absorption. With this shielding in place, we calculate the average 
flux of neutrons of all energies to be about 4 x 10’2 nlcm’/SSCY. The average flux of 
photons above 100 kcV will be about 6 x IO’~Icm~ISSCY. These calculations were 
performed using the LAHET-MCNP code system.9 The single rates in the central cavity are 
dominated by the charged particles from the interaction point. The lifetime of the innermost 
silicon strip detector. placed 10 cm from the interaction point. is also dominated by the 

8 
9 

DE. thorn. “Radiation LCYC,6 in the ssc ,n,crac,ion Rs*ions,- SSC-SR-,033. he 10. ,988. 
“User Cuidc to LCS: *e LAHET Code Syatcm.” Rkhud E. he1 and Henry Liehtsnnein, Lm .4km01 
ri.riona1 laboratory. LA-“R-89-3014. Sep. 1989. “MCNP: A thsral Monte Carlo cc& far Ncuuon and 
Photon Tranr,wn,” Judith F. Brissmciner. LA-7396-M Rev. 2. Sep. ,986. Tladieion Cs,cu,ationr using 
L*HETIMC,~F,CtNDER9a,“, Pmscdings Of ,hc II tnlernationa, Con‘crcncc on cahnimsuy in High 
Energy PhYIICI. Corpus chriru. LA-“R-89-3014. Oct. ,992. 
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radiation dose due to the charged panicles. The dose at standard luminosity to a detector 
placed R cm from the beam line is 50 Mrad/(Rlcm)*/SSCY. We expect the silicon to survive 
about 10 years at standard luminosity (IO%t+s-1). 

For the B-physics detectors, the luminosity will be lower (IO”‘cm-ls-1). the tracking 
volume will be larger than a general purpose detector like GEM. Also, for some B detector 
designs a more open geometry is contemplated. All of the above differences will lower the 
neutron and photon albedo fluxes to about IO”/cmYSSCY. The lower luminosity should 
allow operation of silicon detectors as close as I cm to the interaction point. Other systems 
such as RICH detectors, time of flight counters are also needed for the B detector. Hit rates 
and damage to these systems need to be accessed. 

The main concern for these systems is the radiation dose in the forward calorimeters. The 
maximum dose at the inner comers of the forward calorimeter is dominated by 
electromagnetic showers. The hadronic dose is distributed over a much larger volume that 
the electromagnetic dose as expected from the ratio of interaction length to radiation length. 
For GEM, WC have chosen to place the forward calorimeter close. 4.5 m. from the interaction 
point. This choice has resulted in a compact design with no gaps through which neutrons can 
escape and cause random hits in the moon system. The maximum doses at standard 
luminosity to forward calorimeters expected in GEM are 400 MradiSSCY at the inner edge 
with IO MradlSSCY of hadronic dose distributed uniformly in the 3 < lql< 5.8 region. For 
the lower luminosity B detector, the forward systems will probably be farther away from the 
interaction paint with corresponding decrease in the maximum dose. 

Muon System 

We have spent considerable cffori in reducing random hits due to neutrons and photons in 
thepuon chambers. The largest sources of neutrons in the detector are the collimator and the 
forward calorimeters. The muon chambers are approximately 10 times more sensitive to 
photons than to neutrons. Most of the photons in the moon system, however, are produced 
by interactions of neutrons. Therefore, WC have concentrated on removing neutrons as close 
to their sources (the collimator and the forward calorimeter) as possible. We have 
accomplished our goal by hermetically sealing the entire beam line. The thick calorimeter 
serves as a shield in the central region: the concrete and the field shaper shield the beam pipe, 
the collimator, and the quadrupoles. We have computed the neutron and photon fluxes using 

the GEANT-CALOR’O~“~‘* and the LAHET-MCNP code systems. The computations were 
performed with and without the shielding shown in Figure 2. The fluxes without the 
shielding are in the range of IO” IO” neutrons/cmYSSCY at standard luminosity through 
the muon system. The photon flux is about 30% of the neutron flux. The shielding shown in 
Figure 2 reduces these fluxes by about two orders of magnitude. 

As explained in Section 2. the lower luminosity at the B detector will reduce the 
contribution to particle fluxes in the moon system due to p-p interaction by a factor of IO, but 
the contribution due to beam gas interactions will remain the same. Therefore. one should 
expect a reduction of only about a factor 5 or a flux of few times IO” neutronsJcmYSSCY in 
the muon system without shielding. The exact distribution will depend on the choice of 
detector geometry and the size of the hall. It is likely that the muon system will produce the 
trigger for the B detector. The trigger requirements. along with the moon chamber 
technology and the granularity. will determine the amount of shielding necessary. The 
cxpcrience from designing GEM suggests that a closed geometry is preferable to open 
geometries, which might be easier to construct. Thick concrcte shielding around the beam 
line up to the tunnel entrance will probably be needed. 

After a choice of the B detector geometry, calculations with one of the above mentioned 
code systems should be performed to assess the background rates and shielding. 

The radiation task force for GEM consisted of the following individuals: Gerry 
Chapman. Joe Coyne, Milind Diwan, Yuri Efremenko. Yuri Fisyak, Vladimir Gavrilov. 
David Lee. Mike Marx. Roger McNeil, Nikolai Mokhov. Brent Moore. Kate Morgan, Vasiliy 
Morgunov. John Rutherfoord, Laurie Waters. Bill Wilson. and Craig Woes,. 

I thank Linda Fowler for typesetting this paper on such short notice 
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FIXED-TARGET PARTICLE FLUXES AND RADIATION 
LEVELS AT SSC ENERGIES 

EDMOND C. DUKES 
Physics Department, Univcdy of Virginia 

Chorlotiewille, VA 9901, USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We cdcdate the charged puticle fluu, and radiation doses from minimum ioting 
particles (MIP), electromagnetic ~howen, md hadronic showers, in a &d-tar@ up& 
meat at the SSC. We follow the work of Groom [l]. essentially boosting his rcdts into the 
Laboratory Irune. 

The &i&on in dense matter, such u1 a calorimeter, in produced by several ~oulces: 
electromagnetic showers, kadronic showers, and minimum ionieing particlea. We do not 
consider other sources of radiation such u1 beam hdo, A dependent effecta, and low energy 
neutrons from mconduy ~tuces. Nor do we consider the effects of magnetic fields. Low 
energy neutrons have been ahown to he an important wurcc of radiation for collider upcri- 
mats at the SSC [Z]. In Ii&-target experiments, where the spectrometer is more open and 
where most detector elements are far way from secondary particle dumps, these sources 
UC not aa important. They M also very much detector md experimentd hall dependent. 
Hence the results presented hue ue only a lower limit of the c&nated raditition dose. 

a. PARTICLE RATES 

WC need to know the number md momenta of particles of each type (hadron and 
photon) impactin.q a particulu ICY 

bN 
zizj’ (1) 

We start with the invuimt cross section 

au 
E;i;s = f(&s), 

md work our way hack to Eq. 1. In generd, the intiant cross section ia a function of the 
particle momentum p’cnd the center-of-mass energy a. We may rewrite it u a function of 
npidity y and transverse momentum p,: 
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The invariant cram section is well described at small I” avcra(le values of trsnsverae 
momentum by the factored form: 

f(n,w) = gha)h(u,a) = A(u)=-~‘~, (4) 

where both A and B are weak functions of 8. This functional form greatly underestimates 
the large tramverse momentum behavior of the cma section where a power law is m”re 
appropriate. Bowever, the probability of L particle having a large transverse momentum is 
tiny and an such doea not affect these results. It is more convenient to deal with a distribution 
differential in pl rather than p:: 

dlN 
- = $f(y)p,e-“/~ 
d&e 

This equation haa bee” normalized such that after integration over all tranaverae momenta: 

H(y) ia the rapidity distribution. Multiplying Eq. 5 by pt and integrsting over all transverse 
momentum gives ZR(y)B. 28 then is the mean iranaverse momentum. 

I” our subsequent diacuaaiona we will “se pseudorapidity q and and rapidity inter- 
changeably. The pseudorapidity of a particle is defined I” be 7 = -In tan(8/2) and is 
approximately equal to the rapidity when both p > m and p, > m are true. (For example, 
a 100 MeV pion at 10 mrad bra y = 4.8 and 7 = 5.3.) The particles we are concerned with 
are charged and neutral piona with 1111 average iranaverse momentum of 0.350 GcV/c, 8” the 
above spproximatio” is (L good one for most transverse momenta. 

The center-of-mass rapidity that a typical fixed-target spectrometer sees lies appmx- 
imstely between -2 and +l (3.5 mrad to 72 mrad) M is show” in Fig. 1. This interval lies 
on the flat psrt of the rapidity plateau. The fi dependence of the height of the rapidity 
plates” is well described by the form 

dN 
,j,=o = 0.01 + 0.22l” 8. 

At & = 193.7 GcV, E(0) = 2.3. 
In our subsequent diacussio” it will prove to be m”rc convenient to “se the polar angle 

0 rather than the pseudorapidity 7. Using the fact that 

Ea. 5 becomes 
dlN II 

dW, __ = 2nB1 Sin2 8 PI =-pJB, 

and the number of particles incident on u1 area da is, “kg the fact that dG = da/?, 

.9. NUMBER OF PARTICLES 

Integrating Eq. 9 over all transverse momenta rjves the number of particles impacting 
a ““it mlid angle dR: 

dN II 
zi= Z*ain’U (11) 

The number of particles impacting M ares d” is 

dN H H 
da Z*r’ ain’ 8 =2*r:v 

where T: is the redid distance of da from the beam line. Plugging the numbers in for the 
height of the paeudorapidity plateau gives the number of charged particles per “nit area per 
interactian: 

dN 0.37 
x = 7 charpdpsrtide~/~rc~interaction. 

This is platted in Fig. 2. 

(13) 

Assuming these charged particles are dl minimum ionizing particles, we con convert 
Eq. 13 into radiation “nit* (merm/mua). For polystyrene a minimum ionising particle 
deposits dEl& = 1.95 MeV/g/cm2, and fince 1 Gy (100 Bad) = 6.24 x 10’ MeV/g (or 1 Gy 
= 3.2 x log MIP/cm’) then 1 MIP/cmz = 3.125 x lO-‘O Gy. Elencc 

D 
1.2 x 10-10 

MIP = 
6 

Gy/interaction, 04) 

where Dmlp is the radiation dose snd r~ is in cm. This i8 plotted in Fig. 3. 

4. DOSE FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC AND HADRONIC SHOWERS 

The flux of charged particles from the primary intemction given by Eq. 9 is composed 
largely of charged and neutrd pions, the charged component being twice the neutrd. The 
flux of gammsl is essentially the charged particle flux since mod c”mc from the decay of 
pizerol. However, their average transverse momentum is half that of the charged pious. 

All of the g-u will shower in a dense materid, depositing fat more radiation 
thm a minimum ionizing puticle. The cbuged hulrom (piom) will shower u well. The 
electtomagwtic energy is deposited nonuniformly with molt of it coming at the abower 
maximum. The hdrordc energy ia deposited much more “niformly and over a much luger 
VOl”UX. 

It has been ahown [l] that the maximum radiation dose deposited by either an incident 
gamma or a htiron of momentum p cm be puameterised by 

Dan = $ = Ap- Gy/indde”t put&/cm’, (15) 

where f is the lIux of putida per “nit area (d&‘/h), A is a can~trnt ud a ia a number 
between 0 and 1. For a” electmmagnetic shower A = 3.2 x 10es and a = 0.93 where. p ir 
given in GeV/c [3]. The doK i not a dmng f”nction of m&rid. To find the told dae 
we need fold Eq. 10 with J?,q. 15 md integrate “vex dl transvem moment.. We hwe (wing 
n=m/dnlo: 
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Fig. 2. The number of charged particles per unit area per interaction BS B function of the 
radial distance from the beam. 
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Fig. 3. The radiation dose in polystyrene per interaction due to minimum ionizing particles 
as a function of the radial distance from the beam. 
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Fig. 4. The maximum electromagnetic radiation dose in a dense materid per interaction ar 
a function of the distance from the target and the radial distance Irom the beam. The dose 
is given ia units of 10-l’ Gy. 
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Fig. 5. The hadronie radiation dose in a dense material per interaction as P function of the 
distance from the target and the radial dirtancc from the beam line. The dose is given in 
units of 10.” Gy. 
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md 

D=AA’ B” 1” z”+le-*dz 
2* (rainB)‘ain’B 0 (2 = m/B) (17) 

A 
= 2rH(~,i”~‘lin~Br(a+2). 

r(o + 2) is the Gamma function. 
Groom has ahawn that the exponential form for the tranwersc momentum distribu- 

tion can be replaced by the average momentum. Following hia lead, we replace the mamen- 
turn spectrum (l/Bs)p,e-P”B in Eq. 16 by 6(p, -p,), 

D = ~B/o-(rain~ainlB6(P-i)dp- (19) 

where ~7, = 28. Integrating over transvcrae momentum gives: 

D = ~~,,~i~Zdf)!:inD*. (20) 

The difference between Eq. 20 and Eq. 18 is r(a + 2) vs Z”, or with a = 0.93, 1.91 VB 1.88, 
which ia less than 2%. Since the difference ia amall we continue using Eq. 20 only. The 
maximum dose rate from electromagnetic showerr using Eq. 20 is 

D., = &B (s)O & Gy/interaction. (21) 

Using the values given above for H(O), A, and a, and 28 = p, = 0.350/Z GeV/c gives 

D., = 4.4 x lo-lo vt Ili~O.gJBGy/intcr~ction, (22) 

where ?I ia in cm. The result is plotted in Fig. 4. 
To do the same for hadronic showers is to repeat the above discussion using different 

rlues for A (3.8 x lO-‘O Gy), ~1(0.89), and 28 (0.350). The mozimum done is about 9 times 
less than the dose caused by a gamma of the mme energy (Q 10 GeV). The reuion is the 
more uniform distribution of energy in a hadronic shower. The maximum energy deposition 
occum at about one interaction in depth. Plugging the numbers in gives: 

DM = 0.55 x 10-l’ ,: mi~o.m gGy/interaction, 

where ~1 ia in cm. This result is plotted in Fig. 5. 

(23) 

5. REFERENCES 

1. D. E. Groom, Ed., Radiation Levcb in tic SSC Inferaction Regions, SSC-SR-1033, (1988). 

2. T. Pal, these proceedings. 

3. D. E. Groom et al., SSCL-285, (1990). This is an erratum to SSC-SR-1033. In particular 
the maximum electromagnetic dole in that memo wan found to have been over&m&d 
by . factor of three. 

Fig. 1. The relation between centcr~of~mass pseudorapidity and laboratory angle at fixed- 
target energies at the SSC. The h orimntd axis is the fractional momentum in the beam 
direction. The vertical axis is the transverse momentum. Lines radiating from the origin are 
in 0.5 pseudorapidity increments. The equivalent laboratory angles (in mrad) are given. 
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LONGITUDINAL WAKEFIELD FOCUSING: 
ANUNCONVENTIONALAPPROACHTOREDUCE 

THE BUNCH LENGTH IN TEVATRON 

A. GERASIMOV 
Femi Notional Accelerator Labomlory,’ P.O. Bar 500, 

Bolavia, IL 60510, USA 

Achieving a shorter bunch length in Tevatron would provide a better information on 
the primary vertex and will allow the collider experiments to use shorter vertex detector.’ 
It would also allow an increase of luminosity by a further reduction of the @-functions at 
the interaction point. The conventional path to this goal by using higher RF voltages or 
increasing the number of RF cavities appears however prohibitively expensive.’ I propose 
here an alternative solution of “wakefield focusing” building on the ideas of Alexei Bu~ov~-~ 
for electron storage rings. 

The physics of the wakefield focusing can be explained as follows: the rear particles in 
the bunch are affected by the front particle wakeiields, but not vice versa. Therefore, for the 
flat (step-function) wakefield the rear particles will be stronger decelerated hy the wakelieldr 
than the front ones. For the energies above transition, the longitudinal “mass” is negative, 
and the reduction in energy incurs the reduction in the revolution period. Subsequently, 
above transition the rear particles will tend to “catch up” with the front ones, so that the 
wake&Ids will provide an extra focusing and the bunch length is reduced. Below transition, 
the effect of the wakefield is opposite and the bunch length is increased It is assumed that 
the wakefields decay within one revolution period, so that the corresponding impedance is 
the broadband one. 

An approximately capacitive structure was proposed in Reference 5 in the form of 
a dielectric channel. It would not however be feasible for much longer proton bunches. I 
propose another type of structure for creating the capacitive impedance: a narrow Rat- 
flanked gap in the conducting pipe. A row of such gaps produces an additive effect and 
allows to achieve the high wakefields. 

In Figure 1, electric field pattern is shown at the moment after the hunch passed the 
gap is presented. The simulation was done with the use of the wakefield-calculation code 
TBCX6 This code allows to simulate only the closed cavities, so I added a large cavity on the 
outside of the gap. In the narrowband scheme, the cavity is actually the necessary element 
of the scheme. 

‘operated by the Universities research AsMciation. Inc, under cottt.ILct with the KS. oept, of Energy. 
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8 - o&i - 100-200 cm. This is more than the bunch length in Tevatron and is sufficient 
for the purpose of the wakefield focusing with narrowband impedance. 

Figure 1. Electric field lines for the gap-cavity system. 

The wakefield function W(s), is presented in Figure 2. Horizontal scale of the graph 
is in meter units. One can see that after reaching a maximum at distances Y 20 behind the 
peak of the bunch density, the wake function decreases only slightly and stay nearly constant, 
for about 70 cm 

For the purpose of focusing with the broadband impedances, the wakefield has to stay 
nearly constant (after reaching its maximum) for a few sigmas of the bunch dist,ribution.“,4 
In the new scheme with narrowband-type of wake that I propose, there is no need to have 
the wakefield that stays constant for more than 20. For the Tevatron bunch with n z 30 cm, 
this condition is still not well satisfied as the wakefield decreases noticeably after reaching 
the maximum. The reason for that is the leaking of the charge to the outer surface of the 
pope as mentioned above. 

In order to have the maximum possible wakefield focusing in the broadband scheme, 
one needs to achieve the total wakefield potential W,, 
tial VRF. For Tevatron. where VRF 

that equals the maximum RF poten- 
- 1 MV and bunch intensities are about Nv - 1.2. 10” 

(particles per hunch), one can estimate the necessary gap capacitance C I y (with P for 
the inner pipe radius, A the thickness of the wall and h thegap length) as C z .14. 10m3 (m). 
It was assumed here that the gap satisfies the “Rat capacitor” restrictions h < A as well as 
the condition A < r. That small capacitance creates the problem siece it means the short 
discharge time. 

To solve it, I propose the usage of the ferromagnetic filling of the outside cavity. The 
basic idea in our case is that the high permeability of the filling on the outer side of the 
gap (which is not filled) will drastically increase the surface inductance of the outer surface. 
One can expect that the time constant of the leakage to the outer surface will increase as 
7’ - 7&i 

light in 
The other aspect of the advantage of the ferromagnetic filling is that the speed of 
the outside cavity will be reduced by a factor of fi - 50. this means that if there 

are many gaps in a row and they are separated by a distance o = 2-4 cm, the total w&&&l 
will be purely additive with respect to the individual gap wakefields up to the distances 

2 
t 

Figure 2. Wakefield function W(r) for the case of Figure 1 

Overall outlay of the structure can be as follows: Packages of gaps with thin con- 
ducting inserts are alternating with beam pipe section of about 2-S cm long. The outside of 
the pipe is coated with ferrite. Let’s assume 5 cm pipe section will be required. The length 
of the package should be increued to M much as the discharge time limitation allows, but 
increasing it much above IO cm would not gain much. Assume therefore the length of the 
package h = 10 cm. In order to minimize the capacitance C = rA/h, the smallest possible 
radius of the pipe should he taken. For Tevatron, with certain effort one could probably 
achieve about r = 2.5 cm. The width A cannot be reduced to much less the r, but can 
probably be made as small as A = 1 cm. This corresponds to the capacitance of the package 
C = =$ = 0.25. IO-? (m). It would take then about 100 packages and a total length of 
about 15 m (including the space between packages) to achieve the bunch length reduction 
by a factor of 2. The package of rows should be divided t In 
with its own cavity. 

0 several separate structures a& 

Numerical simulation of bunch comprnsion by the adiabatic increu of the wakefield 
was carried out hy implementing the single-turn mappings for each particle that~ included 
both the RF field and the wakefield effects. 

The wakefield intensity parameter L, that is the ratio of the maximum RF voltage 
to the maximum wakefield voltage, is slowly increased from 0. to h over the time period 
much longer than the synchrotron period l/w.. Results are presented in Figure 3, where the 
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center-of-mass displacement o = (2) and size o of the bunch are shown as a function of time 
(measured in turns). 
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Figure 3a, b. Time dependence of (a) h onch displacement (I, and (b) half bunch length 0 
for initial n,, = 0.1, W. = 0.1 and errux = 2.1. Time units are in turns. 

One important feature of this graph is that there is a sudden increase in o and 
oscillations of o that start when displacement (I reaches the value close to 0.5. The reason 
for that is quite simple: when the wakefields are stronger than RF voltage. the beam is 
getting decelerated on each turn (so it will be lost very fast). 

One can see indeed that the adiabatic compression is working but the relative reduc- 
tion of the bunch length for the value of o is quite small. One natural way to remove the 
energy balance limitation is to think up a way to “recycle” the energy of the wakefields and 
return it back to the beam For the structures with the cavity as in Figure 1 this comes 
about quite naturally when the quality factor Q will be high. The energy loss can be made 
arbitrarily small by achieving high Q if the resonant frequency of the cavity w, is tuned not 
close to any of the revolution frequency rnult~iples. The total wakefield force oow has the 
contributions from the previous turns. 

One example of the simulation results of the adiabatic bunch compression with the 
high-Q wakefields (narrowband impedance) is presented in Figure 4. The parameters that. 
specify the broadband component are w,/wo = 514.5, Q = 10290 ( h’ t w IC L corresponds to tbt: 
decay of the wakefield io 20 turns) and main RF harmonic number h = LO28. 

In Figures 4a, b one can see that the bunch is focused to a significantly smaller size 
while the displacement of its center~of-mass is kept at a fairly low value. The latter is the 
indication of the low parasitic loss (small deceleration). This is also the reason why in this 
regime one can raise L to so high value L- = 6.2 without losing the stationary phase regime 
as in the broadband case. 

A more detailed report on this work is to appear shortly as a Fermilah prepriot. Many 
Fermilab people contributed to this work by sharing their expertise and giving useful advice. 
I am particularly thankful to Fady Harfoush for the help with TBCI calculations and to 
David Wildman of dixussions of RF cavity properties. 
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Figure 4a, b. Time depeodence of (a) buoch displacement a, and (b) half hunch length c 
for oe = 0.1, UJ, = 0.1 and fmai = 6.2. Time units are in turns. 
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OBTAINING SLOW BEAM SPILLS 
AT THE SSC COLLIDER 

D. Ritson 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

Stanford, CA 94309 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is substantial interest in providing slow-spill external proton beams in parallel with 
“interaction running” at the 20 TeV SSC collider. The proposal is to cause B flux of particlea 
to impinge on a target consisting of a bent crystal extraction channel? Additionally, B slow 
spill onto a conventional internal target could be used BS B source of secondary beams for 
physica or test purposes and might ahi0 be used for B-physics as proposed for HERA. The 
“natural” beam loss rates from elastic and diffractive beam gas scattering and IP collisions 
are not sufficient to provide suitably intense external proton beams The presently favored 
scheme for providing sufficient spill intensity is to increase the emittance of the beam via rf 
noise excitation of the longitudinal synchrotron oscillations! 

To prevent loss of luminosity, the rf excitation is non-linear and preferentially blows up 
the halo of the beam. The “target” is to be located at B region of high dispersion forcing 
particles at the edge of the momentum space onto the target. 

T. L&se” in this workshop has described a propcad internal target to be used 
at HERA that will not employ rf excitation but will use the finite loss rates observed 
at the HERA machine!’ The Hera loses are caused by a variety of sources in 
addition to beam gas scattering or IP interactions. These sourcea include machine 
imperfections, improperly centered IP collisions, tune modulation, poor chromaticity 
correction, beam-beam interactions etc. Initially, the beam lifetime at HERA was too short 
to obtain satisfactory integrated luminositi~. Subsequently, through careful attention to 
detail, the beam lifetime was increased to > 20 hours. Even with these changes, present loss 
rates provide the required intensity onto an internal target. The Tevatron and SPS proton 
anti-proton colliders have had similar experiences with their investigations of loss rates and 
also find that beam lifetimes may be substantially shorter than expected solely from beam 
gas and IF’ interactions. This paper propose deliberately introducing controlled errors like 
moving the betatron tune gradually closer to the edge of the operating diamond to provide 
the desired beam ices rates. 

Qualitatively such errors move the edge of the chaotic region or dynamic aperture of the 
beam clmer to the beam, effectively %craping otT” halo particles. The particles, once out 
of the dynamic aperture, diEuse into increasingly chaotic regions of the aperture until they 
impinge on an approprist~ely positioned internal target. 

We discuss mechanisms available to shorten beam lifetimes, corresponding rates of 
dii?usion out through the aperture, and target entry step distributions. 
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2. LOSS MECHANISMS 

A satisfactory loss mechanism should satisfy the following criteria: 

I. The perturbation should be simply and precisely controllable. 

2. The perturbation should not cause accumulation of the beam into 
stable island regions. 

3. Ideally, the perturbation of choice should be simple to implement 
and economic. 

We believe the approach most likely to satisfy all the above criteria is to use tune shifts 
that move the beam closer to the high order controlling resonances in the vicinity of the 
operating tune point, perhaps to be wed in combination with err018 in chromatic correction. 
Other approaches could involve the introduction of positive chromaticity into the lattice or 
the excitation of a high multipole magnetic element in the lattice. An overview of the physics 
nod operational experiences of such approaches can be found in a number of publications?’ 
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21 Effects of tune shifts. 

Early studies at the SPS collider eq4ored beam losses as a function of operating 
point. These studies dramatically illustrated that moving the operating point close to 
resonances BS high as tenth order strongly decreased the lifetimes of the beams while in 
collision mode. Subsequent simulations and operational work with h&on colliders confirm 
these observations! The loss mechanism is not straightforward and appears to involve the 
generation of chaotic phenomena. 

At the SSC, the bunch spacing is very small (5 m&es), and this small spacing will 
basically determine the parameters of the interaction configuration. The “short-range” 
beam-beam forces come from the central collisions at the IP, and the counter-circulating 
beam is the source of “long-range” beam-beam force at B large number of satellite collision 
points before the beams are bent apart into their separate rings. To minimize the long-range 
effects, the beams are to be crossed at the It’s with the largest crossing angles that 
are consistent with other physical constraints. Even then, the long-range tone shifts are 
comparable in magnitude to the beam-beam tune shift at the central collision point. 

Figure 1 show a figure taken from an SSC report by J. Irwin” showing the effects 
of high order rexmaoces in combination with the long range beam-beam interactions in the 
tune plaoe in the vicinity of B typical operating point close to 0.26 in tone. Resonances up to 
eleventh order are includd. Superimposed oo the tune plane is the beam footprint calculated 
by Tennyson5 with the tune &F a function of both vertical and horizontal amplitude! The 
most notable feature of the footprint is the “wings” in the tune space at large betatroo 
amplitudes. These wings are the direct, result of the strong long-range tune shifts encountered 
as particles pass close to the coonterrirculating bunches at large amplitudes 

Small changes in the operating point, can move the high amplitude wings, but not the 
main core of the beam, to the boundaries of the tune space set by high order resonance 
lines and cause particlff in the wings to become unstsble. With increasing amplitude, 
such unst,able pa&i&s move even closer to the countercirculating bunches and encounter 
increasingly strong nowlinear forces that furt,her destabilize their motion. 

d 
0.29 

MI? 

Figure 1. Tune space around the expected operating point at 0.26. 
Resonances are shovm up to tenth order. The Q. = Qu first order 
coupling resonance is shown aa B dotted line. 

A controlled movement of the SSC operating point should successively remove high 
amplitude particles and result in a required beam loss rate without at the same time affecting 
the central beam phase space and the luminosities. 

2.2 Chromaticity Effects on beam life-time. 

The same local and global SSC correctors designed to remove chromaticity can also of 
course be used to introduce non-zero first or second order chromaticity. Non-zero lattice 
chromaticity causes particles to modulate their tune in synchronism with their off momentum 
component at the synchrotron IYeqency while undergoing synchronous motion. Thus a 
machine with finite chromaticity is tune modulated at the synchronous frequency. Tone 
modulation gives sidebands to resonance lies that enhance the effects of these resonances, 
and if overlap with other xsoneace8 occur, chaotic regions in phase space may be created. 
This has been investigated extensively both by simulation and experiment.- 

Chromaticity errors alone in an SSC crossing configuration. although destabilizing the 
beams. could possibly result in trapping particles in stable “islands” in phase space. It 
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might well prove advantageous to use chromaticity error8 in combination with shifts in the 
operating tune to avoid island formation. 

2.3 The use of strong non-linear multipole field erram. 

The long-term dynamic aperture of a machine is decreased by the presence of high 
multipole magnetic field errors: This has long been suggested as a means to provide “massless 
scrapers.“+0 However, locating non-linear magnetic elements at the high beta points in the 
IR triplets ia ruled out because they would simultaneously destabilize both the beam and 
the countercirculating beam At other locations in the lattice, beta values are substantially 
smaller, and through simulation we find that very strong elements would be required. This 
is because the long-range forces present from the countercirculating beam at - 100 are 
very strong sowces of non-linearity, and B significant modification of loss rates: requires the 
introduction of commensuratestrength non-linearities. This does not exclude this option 
but does make it substantially less attractive. 

3. DIFFUSION RATES AND ENTRY STEP DISTRIBUTIONS 

Typically targets would be located 5-10 (I out from the beam orbit and I - 20 in from 
the primary beam scraper. At such a location, rf noise excitation causes slow changes in 
beam size and entry steps of a few microns? In terms of an effective diffusion velocity at 
the target, this corresponds to a few microns beam movement over a synchronous period, 
B velocity commensurate with or lea than that expected from orbit movements caused by 
seismic or cultural no& Mtintaining a uniform spill rate is likely to require stabilization 
of the orbit at the target by a feedback system sensing instantaneous spill rates. This is 
feasible but adds complexity. 

Reference 11 discusses the use of a “spreader” target to increase the step size into the 
primary SSC collimator. We have investigated using aspreader target in combination with rf 
noise excitation and find that a 0.5.radiation-length tungsten spreader target positioned 30 
microns in from the edge of the main target will increase step sizea by 8x1 order of magnitude. 
However, the effective diffusion velocity into the spreader target, in conjunction with orbit 
instability, sets the spill modulation. Therefore the spill pattern is unchanged by the addition 
of * spreader target. 

For mechanisms that modify the dynamic aperture, the target is located beyond the edge 
of the long term dynamic’aperture. We have simulated outward diffusion of particles at the 
target location with such mechanisms. Figa. 2 B and b show histograms of entry steps at 
nominal SSC interaction conditions with horizontal and vertical tunes set to 0.42 for targets 
located at 7 and 100 horn the beam respectively. The entry steps are now tens of (18 in 
magnitude and correspond to effective diffusion velocities at the target of tena of microns 
over a few revolution periods. The effective velocities now substantially exceed the velocities 
of orbit movements expected from seismic or cultural disturbance. Therefore, obtaining a 
uniform spill does not require stabilization of the orbit at the target position. 

With the small target entry steps that result from rf noise excitation, the crystal must 
be positioned with a horizontal beam oEset for vertical bend! In thin conliguation, there 
ia substantial loss of efficiency if vertical entry angles exceed 1 microradiao. For extraction 
of ofT.momentum particles (rf noise excitation), this is not a problem because the mu of 
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Figure 2. (a) and (b), derived from simulation, show histograms of the 
entry steps into targets located 7 and LOO away from the central orbit, 
respectively. The conditions are for nominal SSC beam intensities, 
emittances and crossing angles, and for fractional tunes of 0.42 in 
horizontal and vertical 

the nominal vertical angular divergence is 0.3 microradians. For our suggffted mechanisms 
that extract particles at large bet&on amplitude. there could be problems with a target 
positioned in this way. In the presence of substantial cross-coupling, vertical entry angles 
could well exceed 1 microradian. However, with the now substantially larger entry steps into 
the crystal, the machining tolerances to be expected for the surfaces of the crystal permit 
good channeling efficiency for crystals positioned with a vertical beam offset for a vertical 
bend. In this configuration the channeling efficiency is naturally insensitive to horizontal 
beam divergence, and in the vertical plane particles enter the crystal only at extremes of 
their bet&on orbit motion with directions closely parallel to the beam axis and therefore 
effectively with small vertical beam divergence. Thus the 1.0 microradian constraint on 
vertical entry angle does not cause substantial losses in chanelling efficiency. 

4. WIRE INTERNAL TARGETS 

HERA proposes to use a thin, high-A internal target for B-Physics. The high A provides 
an enhanced relative craw-section for B-production!’ For SSC energies we have veri6ed the 
HERA result that for a high Z target to be e&ient, it should be located in a relatively low 
0 region. Thin precludes ita we in L SSC utility straight. However the w of carbon targets 
in B utility straight would give quite acceptable efficiencies, and locating a high Z target at 
the SSC clone to secondary IP fodi would be satisfactory. 



5. CONCLUSIONS 

In additon to rf noise excitation, other methods should be able to provide slow controlled 
beam spills onto SSC targets. The most convenient and easily controlled of such methods 
is to move operating tuna so BS to keep the large amplitude beam halo on an edge of 
the “operating diamond.” This positions the dynamic aperture to cause short lifetimes 
before loss for large amplitude particles The target is naturally located for nominal SSC 
operation outside the edge of the dynamic aperture, where etlective diffusion velocities are 
large This ensures that spill intensities remain uniform and are minimally modulated by 
orbit movements from cultural and seismic disturbances. 

We believe that both rf noise emittance growth and movement of the edge of the dynamic 
aperture are likely to satisfactorily provide controlled beam loss and that a. final choice of 
choice of method may be determined by operational experience at current accelerators or 
with the SSC. 
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ULTRA THIN BEAM PIPES 
FOR INTERNAL TARGET B EXPERIMENTS 

HANS JosTLEIN 

Fermi Nntionnt Accelerator Luborafory 
MS 122, P.O. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60540 

Experiments looking for particles from B-decays at colliders, especially at large 

eta, find that the material presented by typical beam pipe walls (0.5 mm Be) present a 
significant mass, causing multiple scattering. 

Under external pressure conditions, wall thickness is needed to resist 

deformation of the pipe. The pipe is unstable if the energy released by the reduction of 
internal volume exceeds the energy stored in the deformed pipe wall material. Both 
energies are proportional to the cube of the deformation. The deformation mode 
depends on pipe length between stabilizers, and can range from oval (basic mode) to 
high order “ripple type” modes. 

Very low mass pipes can be designed by combining a thin wall pipe with 
periodic ring type stiffeners. 

This design can be made compatible with the very low outgassing requirements 

by using a two step process. The thin pipe “sleeve” is made by brazing a thin Be sheet 
into a cylinder, and by brazing on appropriate ends. This sleeve can be vacuum baked 
and tested at reduced differential pressure, but not be fully evacuated. 

After the sleeve has been leak checked and vacuum baked, the external stiffening 
rings are attached using adhesives. 

We are currently developing such shuchxes in ti Fermilab Physics Department. 



POINT-LIKE INTERNAL TARGETS FOR B EXPERIMENTS 

HANS JosTLEIN 

Fermi National Accelmtor lntoratoty 
MS 122, P.O. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60540 

Fixed target geometries are being studied for B experiments. Some use internal 
targets in colliders, e.g. the proposal for HERA. 

Their current proposal uses very thin stretched wires (see Figure 1). The wires 
are brought into the beam halo when the beam is stabilized. Their measurements have 
confirmed that sufficient luminosity’ and stability can be obtained without impairing 
collider performance for concurrent other experiments. 

Fixed target geometries lead to high laboratory momenta of the secondary 
particles. resulting in large vertex displacements. Wires constrain the primary vertex in 
the two dimensions transverse to the wire. The third dimension is constrained only by 

the beam spot size. It appears desirable to use a point like target, if possible, to 
constrain the event vertex in three dimensions. 

Another concern is the possible instantaneous luminosity fluctuations. Successive 

bunches in the collider may exhibit different widths, or undergo collective motion and 
lead to fluctuations on a fast time scale, leading to pile-up problems in the detector. This 
is a well known problem when splitting small amounts of beam from the fringes. The 
fluch~ations get better the closer one gets to the core of the main beam. 

It appears technically feasible to answer both concerns with the following target 

design, as seen in Figure 2. 

The target consists of an extremely thin wall, short, tubular section, as shown in 

the sketch. The wall would be a few microns thick, the tube diameter about 30 microns, 
and the length a millimeter or so. This target could be made by vapor depositing 
diamond on a carrier wire of 30 microns diameter, and then etching away the support 
wire from one end. The resulting structure is a wire, with the thin tubular section 
extending from one end. The wire would be driven into the beam until satisfactory 
luminosity is achieved. Diamond has a very high thermal conductivity and working 
temperature. The support wire could be Tungsten or other high temperature material. 
Chemical vapor deposition of diamond is now commercially available, e.g. for tool 
coating, at reasonable cost. 



Beam 

Effective source length 
along the stretched wire 

Figure 1. Stretched wire solution (HERA proposal) 

Holder for hollow diamond tube target 

I 

source 
size 

Tubular diamond section. 
with core wire etched away 

Figure 2. Tubular diamond “point target”solution 
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE BOB0 CP ASYMMETRY 

VERA LUTH 
Suprrcorrducrin,q Super Collider Lrrhomtory 

2.750 Brckleymrod~ Avrnuc 
Dallas, Tr*os 75237-3946. Unifrd Srures 

A figure of merit for a meuurement of CP violation is the error on the intrinsic 
asymnelry +,a. The observed asymmetry A<,bz will always be smaller than At.,, due to a 
number of effects thu dilute the me;lsuranent. If we define 

4,~s = D. 4:~ 1 

where D represmrs the product of all dilution factors, then the rrror un kp is given by’ 

&q,=; !+L 
i-- ,*, x?k=q=+z 

In other words, N,f,,, the number of produced B” or s” needal to obtain a givrn error on a%.,, 
is given by 

N 
I 1 

,‘““1 = G G 

Thus, to determine the figure of merit for a purtiular decay mode one must determine the 
,number of reconstructed events N,, and calculate the corresponding dilution fxtor 1). N,., 
depends on the luminosity and production cross section. on the branching ruio of the 8” or g” 
into the specific final state under study, Br. and on E, the reconstruction efficiency for both the 
combbution of the signel CP state and any ragging signal. The production rate N,.,,. the 
dilution factor n. and the efficiency E. differ substantially in magnitude as II function of energy 
and detector layout. The detation efficiency and dilution hclor cm both be writteat as a product 
of several fxtors that an be estittuted for a particular experiment. These factors depend 
critically on the decay mode under study. the tagging Imethod. the detector configuration. and 
more generally on the production process, backgrounds. and detector performmce. Furthermore. 
our present knowledge of these quentities varies largely. as well our ability to ultimately measure 
the dilution fctor which relates the experimentally observed asymmetry to the true CP 
asymmetry. 

6’ AND B0 PRODUCTION RATE. 

The ~tutnber of prcducxd R” (8” per year is given by the following relation, 

N,,,.,,, = Il.dr oh5 Zf,, 

where 

IL/f represents the luminosity integrated over 111’s. 

ahh6 is the cross section for I& production. and 

f;, is the fration of neuml 6::. ~nesons produced per b or 6. 



Predictions for hadro-prodwtion cross~sections exist, though the inclusive hh production 
nmeasured at the Tevrtron, over a limited acceptance. is substantially larger than theoretically 
predicted. The fraction of 8:: mesons is assumed to be of the order of 0.38 in high energy hadro- 
production. The production truss sections for various experiments are listed in Table 1. 

Table I: Cross sections for hh production in ,I,’ iotcrau.tioos. 

c.m. Energy Cross section 

GeW cd 

HERA proton bean 40 2. lo-” 

Tcvatron F.T. h3 4. lo-~ 

LHC Fr 123 I. IIIV” 

SC‘ FT 1% 2 1or” 

Tevatron Collider 1x0,, 5.Ill? 

LHC Collider 14.(1lll1 3. IO?” 

SSC Collider 41,,01,0 1.1or2 

B” HRAN(:HIN(: RATIOS 

Only a frw of thr hrwxhing ratio? to CP rigencnstacs have hero nmeaurcd. Most of 
llwn are drrivc<I following thr sswnption of BSW. The v~lwcs to be used in this workshop wr 
liwd in ‘Tahlr II. 

Kt”FI(‘IEN(‘IKS. 

Table II: B” Branching Ratios 

Final State Branching Ratio 

WY, 4. Ior4 

VK *” 1.5. Id 

VU, 4.111-4 

D% h.l11r4 

n+n- 2.lllr’ 

P’X’ h.lor5 

+ i ,I- 7‘ &III 

The total drtrction rfficirniy. excluding thr gcnrrally poorly known branching ratio fw 
Ihr decay II) tlv <‘P eqxnrtatr under study. GUI he cnaveniently fxtorrd as 

r = t‘,i<., f,,,? Fcp E,,,< 

with rhc following definition\: 

c,., is the branching ratio for the specific final state that is nhwwhle fw thr dray to ;L 

CT eigrnstatr. 

E,,,,? is the efficiency to trigger on the cvrnt. 

E( ~ is the cfficiclwy to detect and fully rccoostruct a specific CP eigenrrare. and 

E,,,~ is the efficiency for obtaining a B flavor tag in the h/y event with the detected 

specific final state. 

Obviously. E depends on the detailed layout and performance of the assumed detectors, 
iocludiog the effects of background. The fxtoriration of E is useful to obtain insight into the 
performance of ilo experiment. though the specific values for the fxtored efficiencies will he 
corlrlated (e.g.. other fxtors depend on the trigper). 

I)H.U’l’ION FACTORS 

The dilution of the lmeasured asymmetry can bc attributed to three principal sources. 

0 = ‘Lie ‘L,, 4, 

with the following definitions: 

d,,,;, accounts for the mixing of the neutral B meson prior to its decay; 

o,,,, = I - 2~s results from the fraction I(, of decays that are incorrectly lagged: and 

,,,,, = \ISIS+R results from the presence of background in the observed wnple 

of N..,,> = S + B decays. 

Both & and c/,,~ depend strongly on the CP decay Imode under study and the tq!ing 
method, thus they are very closely linked to the respective detection efticiencic\. 

Dilutton Due To Evolution With Tm. At B hadron Imachine. the h and 6 evolve incoherently 
and hadronize nearly independently. The rate for a single neutral R meson decaying to a C’P 
eifenrtate is 

or 

H(R” + f;.,,)= r-“(I + sinZr$&n(xl?J) 

X( B” + fc-p I - cm” (I - ri,,2q,.ps~i,llxrf)). 

Due to anixing of the neutral B mesons, the observed asymmeuy is 

A,l,,s(fJ = D’riri St sin2 @<,, 

where 1)’ = d,,,w <l,,#, The asymmetry A,,,,,(t) is zero for I = 11 and rises to a lnaximum at 
I = XI ZxT, resulting io XI overall dilution of the mewnemeot. Still, the asymmetry integwted 
over illI decay time does not vanish and in principle no measurement of the decay time is 
required. In this case, the dilution due to the mixing is rl,,, =x / /+x2). resulting in a value 

““m = 0.47 (0.14) for x = (1.7(7.01, If on the other hand, the decay times are Imeasured. the time 
dependence of the arylnmetry can be fit, resulting in a dilution of 

,, 2 = 1+41’+2xsin2~ rr,, -m zxrt,, 
mw 2(1+4x+ 
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Hur I,, is the lik~imd cu1, 2ppliccl tc/ ~rqeit Iuil\~~~~~~mI, 1?u i,,=ll. kuw uhuins 

,,,,,,, =& ~~~~~~~ I i 1 + 4)’ xdling in cl,,,,, ~,i~SX,,i.S11,,W \ =,1.7,7.,l,~ 

Of cwr~c. it cut in the c!ccay ti~nch ff,, j_ 01 will alw rlffcct thr dcks~mm ~IIicic~~y imcl 
hrr~cby rhe st~~tistici~l error w thr asym~nctry ~~i~aiu~~cnien~. I~u~~thcrn~w the Icwlulitm ,)i 111~ 
ckc:ly lillle lilca\urcI11cIII will hpilcl (1/l Ihll fil ultl IhrWhy il,j,i,l. kn INgc ~A, IhC liill(. IlipCIIIklll 
fit will ~c\uIl in cl,,,,, i (1.5 (Ihilc lhc linx inlrg~i~t6rl ~1w:~s~~rw~~~w~ will I~c\LIIL iu 2 wry w.dl 
d~lutiw~ fxfor fvln~~c i~rtpwtmtly. lhr obxi~vi~&n~ of llw lilac d~p~dcnw 01 111~ kd\y~m~w~~y uil/ 
~I~~IvI~Ic Ihe very inlp.rtiiwt vc~~ificition 01 the ctcifiri of the ahynmxWy ibud ulll hiplifirallly 
r”hll”~C 1hc cledilrllily ut Ill‘ IIIcLI~III~L:IIIcI~I~ 

IX ill, il,,, Ihr T,, ‘T;l~~in~ ,1,~,1,1,. Thr ihV<,,~ 01 he K” or K” l~illl IbC ,aggcd Ihy till. decay 0, to< 
ximd H pwtick eithm hnugh ih wmLlcplimic decay or 1hough lhc 112\~,1 nf :I h:ty chdlnn 
p:iriiilc. ~n10st wxdily hy Lhr charge ot Ltw rccomlmy kwn. A I~IC~KIII /I( H decays will he 
inco~wx~ly rsggrd eithcj I~LJIMA thf tagging H xnixcs i1mo the wrong IIavw w hec;tu\c the 
tagging lrpton dots I~CII ulGguulc fronr the decay of the H. hut illwad Irwn UK CIIXJ~C dcay (11 
a chrmed meson iresrrlling in the wrong sig!). In addition, kptoa and kaon hipuh may 
originarc cirhcr Irwn parricle 1101 wsocialal with the B decry or GIKIIIIC dec;~y, 01~ C:UI bc tlw 10 
xiid~,,,a, ,)r other b:,ck~rou,,d ~ourccs. Prompt ,nuo,, r,gna,< cu bc faked by backg~~ou,,d\ UC,, 
a\ ii and K decay or hadrmic pwch through (rcruhing ill a wrung ‘ign tq Fill% of the limcl~ 111 
gcnct~al. 9s one iftrpnwve\ the purity of thr tagging sample hy xlri~tcr sclcclion critaia llx 
coirc~pondm~ rllicicncie~ decrrasr. 

A\ an cx~~nplc. WC give rc~ults frmn II suiy prrllrmcd by Nardie Roe of the DII grwp 
I, i\ aszLIII1cYl 1,131 IT quark* hadrunizc ~1s fl,,.H,,.X,.and A,, IU thr raIici 
t;, : f,, : ,.‘ : fA = : 0 3X 0 1X 0 14 -0 IO If’ WC tleno~~ rhs fwctiun of lags due 10 semi-lcpwnic 

decay from a Ini. H drcay. due 10 casudc decays of charm. from pion ur kaan decay and 
lhxlron punch throtigh as F,,, F<., F(,, and F,., rerpecriwly, then lhr wrong-sjgu tagging fracrim 
ib ~LVCII by 

The relative signal am1 background contributions to the lepton tag vary slrongly 
ah a function of the IUI on mnrvcrse mommtum. For instm~~-r, Montr Csrlo studits for the 
upgraded IllI detector indicate that the optinwn rado of rhc signal and background conrribution 
is oblaincd ‘or a cu, ilf ,‘, =ZGtw/c, resulting in F, =0.X0. Fc. = 0.17. 
Fll = II.03 and Fp = 0.0. The fraction of tagging R’s which Imixes to give a wrong-sign tag i\ 

1 , 
given by n = f. i 2 + xi / 2(1 +x;) f;! = 0.14. It is assumed rhat the R, mesons are fully mired 
(I~ 2 5). The term (I - a) Fc ukcs into xmunl that cascade leptons have the correct sign if Ihe 
H tmcson mixes beforr it decays. The Do Monlr Culo simulation rswlts in W: = 0.27 and 
cl,,+ = 0.44 with a cut at ,,, = 2 Gel//c on the muon transverse ~nome~~t~m. If is ;~ssumcd that 
the backgrounds due to punch through and pion and k&on hc;ly are charged synunerric. md Ihat 
the rates of R” and EC’ production are equal over the whole dctrctor. Both of lhcsc assumptions 
need to be experimentelly verified. espwially in the case of,,,> as opposed tu ji,’ collisions.. 
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Dilution Due To Backrround. The presence of beckground in tbe mmplc of rrconstrucled C‘P 
decays dilutes the measured asymmetq by a factor S/S+ B. However, the oumber of observed 
decays, N,. incrra.se.s as (S + R) i S so that the effecl of the background ix cl,,, = \ISIS+R. 
even ii the background is charge symmariu. 

Tbr lcvcl of background remain\ an open enpcrimrnul question for mux1 decay ~nndrr 
The (:DF group rrportni il ratio of S I S + X i 11M fur thr ohserved sample of .I : yK’ dccayr. A 
constramt on rhr K, amaw plu\ lhc requirement uf a Irpton tag wd additional cut\ on dw decay 
vertrx are IUK to improve [his rnlio substantially. though 21 a significant loe in cfficirncy~ 011 
the other hand, lowrring the ,j, requirements for the Imulti-lepun trigger and lcs striogrnt cut> 
on the rrxk recowwxliw ~nay increase thr level of background. This is an arca whew nwrc 
srudy mtl actual cxprrimcntal tlala arc ncccsrxy IU improve our utldrrstanding of rhs potential 
iiar B physL\ a1 hadron acc~lcr~~turs. 

SUMMARY TAH1.E 

‘To provide a hasir for 3 comparison of diffrrcm rnpcrimcnts. Table 111 give* II list of the 
ahovr p~rametcr~ that delcrnlinc a figure of Inwit for the mcasurc~ncr~t of CP violatiw> for a 
given rlccay ~mode in a given dslctor model. The dau in lhc table reprrsem the apecurium hx 
an e*F B Factory like those prrxntly under study at Cornell, KEK. and SLAT. It i\ hoped that 
as iu result uf this workshop similar data will bccomc availahlr ior all Ihc propwrd cxperinre~,t\ 
under study. for a varicly ofdecay modes rrlatsd w different angles in tbr unitxiry triangle. 

‘See illso: U. Hitlin, F. Porter, N. Roe. J. Darfan. V. Liith. A. Snyder. &bar Note #XI. SLAC 
(IYYZL 



l-able III: Mc~rurcment of CP Asymmetry: Angle h 

Experiment PEP 6 FACTORY 

Energy E,~,. (TeV) ,l.Ol,l 

Luminosity L(IlI”m~‘.v~‘) 3.0 

Cross section o,,,(pb) ,I.l”112 

Crass section a,,,,(mhl ,l.lH1.5 

R” fraction, f;, Il.5 

N ,“,“, / Ill’s 3.h.lll’ 

Br(.l / yK,j 4. IlIP 

CP final state /+1ra+a- 

B flavor tag /*,K’ 

Fd‘., II.14 

E,,,: (,.9X 

4 7, II.57 

E,,,c (I.45 

L (1.47 + Il.57 

4., (LX4 

4.q I.,HI 

Total efficiency E 3.h I+ 

rota dil”tion D Il.411 --t 0.4x 

Figure of Merit. Ii 1)‘~ 5.6 -4 3.x lo-1 

N ,,,,, d for SA, ,. = 0. I 4.4 t 3.0, IO 

Tim for meuurement (IO’s) 1.24 +,1.x4 
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Dilution Measurements for CP Violation 
in B Decay 

A. kidman’ 
CERN. Geneva, Switzerland 

Abstract 

The dilution effect appearing in the search for Cl’ violation in the Bi, i$ decay 
is discussed. We consider pN collisions at large c.m. energy (LHC and SSC 
projects). A measurement of the dilution parameter is proposed by considering 
B*, Bz, Bj decaying into channels where CP violation ia not present. 

1 - Introduction 

The dilution effect was often discussed in the search for CP violation effects 
in Bj, Bj decaying into a self-conjugated statelms, F (F = f;). The mixing 

phenomena Ed0 - Bi allows the search for CP violation with the requirement of 
tagging the associated beauty hadron produced in the event where the F state has 
been observed. The dilution effect is due to the n%dentification of this associated 
beauty h&on. In the following we discuss methods for measuring the dilution 
effect occuring in pp experiments. Nute that this measurement would allow one 
to estimate the real value (or its upper limit) of the parameter describing the CP 
violation of the Bj. Bi decay (see below). 

Let us consider that tagging will be given by the charge of the lepton in the 
semileptonic decay of the associated beauty hadran. namely B. Iv6 - 1+X and 

B,Nb + 1-X (X meaning anything). Here Nb z bqq (J?J~ E 6@) represents 
a beauty baryon. The CP violation could then be detected by comparing the 
number (N-) of I-FX and (N+) I+FX events obtained in a given experiment. 
Thus CP violation in the Bi decay will lead to a nowzero value of the asymmetry 

parameter 

* = x - N+ 

.V- + h’+ 

In hadron hadron collisions several types of beauty hadron pairs can be produced. 
With events where there is only one pair of beauty hadron in the final state, we 

’ LPNHE, LJniversit6 de Paris VI et VII 
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obtain the following calculation of the asymmetry parameter3-5: 

A=- 
1 $$ (P*+PNl+ 4% + 4 

(1 + G)(l + z;, Pa + (1 z:,, pd --I (11 8 
The CP violation effect is described by the paramete# n L sin2d. The quanti- 
ties p*, pa, pa and pi are the production rates in pp -+ b&X interactions of the 

B*, Bj (or B;), E,o (or Bf) and Ns (or I$), respectively, taken here as: 

p+ : p* : pa : pN = 0.38 : 0.38 : 0.14 : 0.10 (2) 

The nuxmg of the Bj,, meson is given by the zd,, parameters, related to the 

mixing by’ (assuming that there is no CP violation in the Bj,, ++ Ii;,. process), 

Ej,+B,o, 
1 1 

“‘d.8 = 
4, 

J% * q. + q, - E& = 5 iqy ’ (3) 

Bi I - % 
Bd,, = - 1 - old,, 

% - B:,, + *:,, - #,s - 
(4) 

Formula (1) is obtained by assuming that there is no CP violation in the decay 
amplitudes3-’ and that their moduli are equal for the decays of the various 
pairs of beauty hadrons’. Apart from this approximation, formula (1) takes into 
account all the mixing processes exactly. Note that IAl is smaller than the value 
obtained by tagging only charged B meso&. In this latter case we would have 

(5) 

giving IA*] z )0.47sin2,$ with” q = 0.72. Using for the general case, formula 
(1) and (2). zs = 8, the asymmetry parameter becomes IAl = 10.36sin241. This 
expression is not very sensitive to I*, since by taking zS = 10, IAl varies by less 

than 2 %. 

Let us denote by N(b6) [N*(b&)] th e number of pp + bbX events needed to 
detect sin24 with a given number of standard deviations in the case of formula 
(1) [formula (5)]. Using then the expression Nf = a2( l/A’* l), relating the total 

number of events N, necessary to observe an asymmetry parametu A’ with s 
standard deviations. we obtain 

w, l,j 1 - 0.22sinZ20 

.V(hb) - 1 - 0.13sin~2m 

We thus see that by using the general case [formula (I)]. we need less pp + b&X 
events than in the case of using A, despite the fart that IAl i iA,1 (and even 
if the B* detection efficiency were to be 100 %). Note that this last unequality 
is often considered ax a component of the dilution effect dw to mixing, although 
it is the mixing process that allows here searching for CP violation in Bj, Bi 
decays. 

2 - Dilution effects 

The asymmmetry parameter A given by equation (1) will decrease because 
of the mistagging of the I* due to 

A) the cascade process, b + c + I+ (6 + C - I-) where the I has the apposite 
charge of the b + I- (b - I+) decay, 

B) the I’S coming from other decaying particles (K, T, for example). 

C) the punchthrough in the detector (chargeof the- leptons identified wrongly). 

Mistagging of e* and II* will certainly be different for caxs B and C as they 
depend essentially on the detector used in a given experiment. Note also that 
these cases contribute equally to the misidentification of I+ and I- in the final 
state. 

Let us now define the mistagging parameter of the leptons. Assuming that 
the correct (wrong) number of events is represented by Ni (N;), on? has 

A =N;+N+y-NY-NY 
m 

NC 

where A, denotes the measured A value (the subscript m will denote hereafter 

a measured quantity). Here Nt is the total number of (true and wrong) tagged 
events, whereas the sign indicates the charge of the lepton. The real A value and 
the fraction of wrong tagging (w) are defined by 

A= N;-NT NF-NY 

N;+N’ = Ny+NY 
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Id= 
N~+NY=~-N;+~~ 

Nt N 

One obtains then A,,, = A(1 - Zw), where A is given by formula (1). Let us now 
suggest how to measure w in order to estimate A as well as the number of events 
required to observe an eventual asymmetry with a given number of standard 

deviations. 

3 - The measurement of w 

In order to estimate w, we consider B* + j*. Ed0 + j and Bi - f decay 

channels where CP violation should not occur (f # f, see Ref. 9). Then the 
measurement in an experiment of the number of events having there kinds of 

dews lk(f*L Nndfl =d f%.(f)1 would allow one to estimate the expected 

number of events having the final states f*. f or i in addition to the tagging 
lepton [N(l*jr), N(I-j) and N(/+j)]. A difference between the N(lj) estimates 
and the observed number of events [N,(lj)] will all ow one to estimate the dilution 

parameter w for the cases A to C. 

a) The B* - j* decay 

Let us first consider the B+ + f+ decays. The events having I-f+X in the 
final state will be produced by the following beauty hadron pairs appearing at 
the production time (i = 0): 

la) B+B-, 

2a) B+B; , 

3a) E+Bo I 1 

40) B+Na 

Then the relations between the expected number of I- j+X events [N(I- j+)] and 
the observed ones [N,,,(j+)] will be given by 

N(l-f+) 
__ = BR(b - 1-X) x (P+ + m I% + pa Ps + PNI > 
Nm(f+) (81 

where we assume that the semileptonic branching ratio, BR(b 4 I-X), is nearly 
identical fur the four ca~es~~. Note that &., [formula (4)] is introduced aa Bi, - 

Bi,, does not contribute to the I-j+X final state. With equation (2) and 5, = 8, 

one find that N(I- j+)/N,,,(j+) - 0.87 x BR(b 4 IX). 

The meavred number of events N,(l- f +, thus allowsto obtain 

N(I-j+)- N,(/-j+) 
WIG 

.v(l- j', 

[see formula (7b)]. The same type of evaluation could also be obtained with the 
I+.f-X final state. In fact. a larger statistic could be obtained by caking the 
B+ - j+ and B- -+ j- decays, yielding 

w2 
N(1-j+) + N(l+j-) - Nd-f+) - Nd/'f-1 

N(I-j+j+.Ir(/+j-) (10) 

b) The 8; + j process 

Here we have to take into acaxnt the coherence of the mixing processes when 
a pair of neutral beauty mesons is produced. As an example, let us consider the 
I- jX final state. The following pairs of beauty hadrons (produced at t = 0) can 
contribute to the production, namely 

lb) B-B;, 

26) @Bj and Bt8: (coherent mixture), 

36) i?;B; , 

4b) NbB; 

For these cases the production rates (Pi.) can be calculated with the wave func- 
tions describing the decay processes ‘,’ without CP violation effects, and leading 
to 

PIS = BR(B - IX) P+PI , 

I 

1 - ldIa fib “z Br(B - ‘X) l + (1 + =:, (1 + $) 1 & 2 1 
1 Psa=BR(B-IXl 1+~ 1 1 & 2 , 

Pra = BR(B - 1x1 PNP~ 

Similarly to the previous case, we obtain 

N(I-f) 
Ndfl =BR(b-‘-x) 

] , (11) 
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assuming again that the decay amplitudes we identical in the four cases. This 
gives a ratio of N(I-f)/N,(f) - 0.82 x BR(b + I-X) with the same assumptions 
as above. By measuring the Nm(f) and N,,,(f) es well as h’,,,(I-f) and Nm(f+i) 
one gets a formula similar to (10) but where ft + f and f- --t i. 

4 - Discussion and conclusions 

Previous work@ have shown that large values of w might be due to the 
cascade processes. In pp interactions at large c.m. energy, kinematical cuts have 
to be chosen in order to decrease w without reducing the number of events to” 
much”. These cuts will, of course, depend on the c.m. energy and the detector 
used for the experiment. 

The absence of CP violation in B* - f’ decay “ccurs when there is only 
one graph that contributes to the decay’,“. For instance, the B* + J/ILK* 
process could be used (see Fig. 1). These channels could be studied easily 
as the search for CP violation in the Bj,Bi + J/$K,O decays (with J/$ + 
Iti-) has been proposed in all the intentions for pp experiments at the LHC or 
SSC projects”. The t,riggering method for these reactions could certajnly be 
useful for the identification of the B* + J/vK* channels. However, in the 
collider experiments no particle identification of K” and & is expected. This 
might somewhat complicate the detection of thr B* - Jl$K* channels (large 
background). Thr B; + J/$K” and B; + .l/tiii*” decays (case b in section 3) 
could br identified m”re easily because of the KS0 and I?‘O decays. The decay 
of K” and I?” need to have charged K in their final states in order to identify 
the Bi or Bj mesons. One rould. for instance, consider the KS0 + K+a- and 
I? + K-a+ decays. 

Let us also note that a charged Ii due to the cascade process (Fig. lb) 

b + c + K- (b 7 E - Ii+) will have the same charge as the lepton appearing 
in the b + i- (b - /+). If one could detect 5 + l+K+.Y or B - I-Ii-X 
(where the K is due to the c or C decay) for the tagging process, one would have 
events where the lepton does not arise from the cascade process. Moreover, if the 

inclusive I?, L? - l*h’*X branching ratio was really known, it would be possible 
to ASP the method described in Section 3 in order to evaluate the dilution part 
that would not be due to the cascade process. 

From the present discussion. it appears that the measurement of the quoted 
channels in a given experiment will be important in order to measure the w # 0 
value due to the dilution effects. Then kinematical cuts could be investigated in 
order to decrease 10 wit.hout reducing the sample of events to” much. Finally, the 
knowledge of w allows one f” estimate A as well as the number of events needed 
to measure A, = A(1 - Zw) with a given number of standard deviations. 
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Fig. 1 - a) Diagrams contributing to the B* - J/$X*, Bj + J/$R’O and 
81” + J/@-P decays. b) The quark decays leading to the B - I-K-X and 
B - I+ K+X processes. 
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FLAVOR IDENTIFICATION OF NEUTRAL B MESONS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The identification of the flavor of neutral B mesons at a given time is a crucial element 

in measurementa of CP asymmetries in neutral B decays.’ In a et=- - T(4S) B-factory’ 
the flavor of BO(@) is determined unambiguously by observing 8 charged leptao from the 

decay of the other neutral B. The two neutral B mesons form a coherent C(B”g) = -1 

pair and the charge of the leptan sewes to “tag” the flavor of the other B at the time of 

semileptonic decay. Since the CP asymmetry is odd in the time-difference of the two dccrys, 
asymmetric storage rings are needed for an asymmetry measurement. 

IO high energy e+e- collirions and in hadronic reactions’ I conventioae.l method of 

determining the flavor of neutral B mesons is again to use as L ‘Yag” the lepton from L 
semileptonic decay of an anaociatcd b hadron. In this case the flavor is misidentified part of 

the time LB a result cd 8’ - s” mixing. The probability of misidentification depends on the 

relative production rates of Bi, B.O , R+ and b baryons, which can only be crudely estimated. 

An alternative method of flavor identification wea recently suggested,’ which avoids 

having to observe the decay of the associated bhadron. This method uses a corrdation 

between the tlavor of decaying neutral B mesons and the charge of pions produced nearby 
in phase space. Here we wish to expand upon this method.6 

In Section 2 we present two arguments which support a B - r correlation, based on 
“B”” resonances and on b quark jet fragmentation, and estimate the expected magnitude of 
this correlation. Flavor tagging is based on a statistical correlation and involves a dilution 

factor. In Section 3 we describe the manner in which this factor enters the general time- 

dependence of neutral B decays. We study decays to flavor eigenstates, to CP eigenstates and 

to other interesting states from which CXM ph ases can be determined. Section 4 discussa 

“B”” resonance decays, stressing the importance of corresponding studies using charmed 
mesons. We conclude in Section 5. 

In this discussion we will assume that at high energies produced B0 and B” arc alwryr 

incoherent with respect to one another. This commonly accepted hypothesis, which is usually 
assumed in my high energy tagging method, should eventually be tested experimentally. A 

more general study, which also allows a partially coherent admixture of B” and B”, is beyond 

the scope of this presentation. It can be found elsewhere.‘,” 
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2. THE B-K CORRELATION 

One argument for a correlation between the flavor of a neutrd B md the charge of 

L nearby pion is based on the existence of positive-parity uB”” resonance+ with Jp = 
O’, l+, 2*. The ides stems from L method which has been used to identify neutral D 
mesons through the decays of charged D’ reaonsncea.’ The D'* resonance, with spin-p*rity 

Jp = l-, lies just above the Da decay threshold, giving rise to a charactersitic soft pion. The 

corresponding l- B’ lies only about 46 McV shove the B, so that B’ t Br is forbidden. 

However, there are positive-parity resonances, with Jp = DC, l*, 2+, and mw*e* below 

about 5.0 GeV/c’ which ace expected to couple to Br and/or B’a. This mu value can 

be extrapolated from the corresponding known positive-parity charmed resonsnce m***e*. 

Details are given in Section 4. When a B” resonance decays to Bx and/or B’s meson* * r+ 
will accompany r. Bi and not a z, Th e re a tve production rate of B” is unknown at present. I t 

D” production accounts for about 20% of all D mesons produced in the e+c- continuum 

and in charm photoproduction.’ It is not unreasonable to assume L similar production rate 

for B” in e+e- and in badronic collisions. 
The second argument is that in b-quark fragmentation the leading pion cartie* informa- 

tion about the flavor of the neutral B (B’). Th 1s is illustrated in Fig. 1, which demonstrates 
that a nearby r* is more likely to accompany L Bt than a z. This effect was recently 
calculated for LEP energies* using e. soft fragmentation version of JETSET 7.3. It was 

found that the correlation factor [N(B*r+) - N(B*x-)]/[N(B*r+) + N(B%-)], for piona 

with the lowest M(Br) due in each event, increases from L value of 0.17 at M(Br) = 5.5 
GeV/e’ to the value of 0.27 at 5.8 GeV/c’, and stays constant up to 6.2 GcV/c’, where very 

small rates are expected. Adding B” production at *level of 20% may lead to L correlation 

factor as large as 40% or 80 at LEP energies. The correlation may be leas pronounced at 

the Tevatron, where the b and g jets sre leas strongly separated. An important cxperimentd 

question is how to maximize this correlation in a given experiment, using wying kincmat- 
icd constraints on the B - n system, such as the range of invsriard mass or the relative 

*ngle/rspidity of the two particles. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1: b (6) fragmentation into E (e) md a cbargcd pion. 

3. TIME-DEPENDENT RATES AND ASYMMETRIES 

3.1 Decays to States of Specific Flavor 

Consider low-mass B - r combinations, and denote’ the relative production rates of 
“right-sign” combinations by N(B%+) = PI snd that of “wrongsign” combinations by 

N(B*n-) = P*. In general one expects PI > 4. For simplicity we will only discuss 
charge-symmetric production processes, such as in, e+e- and pp cc&ions, where one has 

N(I?*a+) = N(i?n-), N(BY) = N(gn+). Let us imagine that II neutrd B decays to * 

state of identifiable flavor, for instance Bi - J/$ K”, or l$ + J/$ r*, where the flavor 

of the neutral K’ is identified by K” - K+rr- or ff* + K-n+. 
The produced neutral B mesons oscillate between a B’ and II B” state with a frequency 

given by the mass-difference of the two mass-eigenstates, Am E mn - mu, We assume that 

the produced B* and B” arc incoherent with respect to one another. At proper time t the 

relative numbers of “right-sign” combinations (B%+ or PC), R(t), and the numbers of 
“wrong-sign” combinations (BY or Bar’), W(t), are then given by 

R(t) = e-y[P, eo*‘( y) + P* *in*( $@)I , 

W(t) = emr’[P, *in’(y) + P*co**( $f)] 

(1) 

(2) 

The decay widths of BE and BL are both assumed equal to r. The time-dependent asym- 

metry is 

R(t) - W(t) p* - pr 
R(t) + W(t) = 9-tp, co*(Amt) ’ 

snd the corresponding time-integrated eaymmetry is 

M(t) - W(t)ldf PI - P, 1 

IW) + WtW = p,+p,l + (Am/r)’ 

(3) 

(4) 

The time-dependent correlation of Eq. (3) has c cbarutcri*tic cos(Amt) beh*vim. It* co- 
efficient gzive* the tagging dilution factor (PI - P*)/(S + P*), which measures the E - r 

correlation at the production. 

An alternative way to measure (PI - P,)/(P, + Pt) by using charged B meson* instead 
of neutrd ones exists when the production process is isospin-independent. This is the cue 

in e+c- mnihilstion. On the other h-d, in Pp collisions, while this may follow from @ 

umikilation into gbmns, there e&t dso other mecbaninns’ which Ied to non-isoecdu find 

data. If isoecdar production holds, then the dilution factor cut be obtained by forming 

right-sign’md wrong&grv combinations of charged pione with charged B mc*m* in the same 
low-maw range u with neutrd B mesons: 

PI - P, -= N(B+r-) - h’(B+x+) 

P, t P, N(B+r-) + N(B+r+) ’ (5) 

Ieoscdar production may be checked by compuing Eq. (5) with Eqe. (3) md (4). 
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33 Dccaga to CP Eigcwtatcs 

Consider B decays to a CP eigenstate, such as l3,” + J/+ KS, and take B - r com- 
binations in the same low mass-range as in the specific flavor decays. B0 - B” oscillations 

lead to time-dependent rates. One now defines a time-dependent asymmetry in terms of the 
charge of the pion produced along with the neutral B: 

N(JI+ Ks,*+;t) - N(J/11 k-,x-;t) 
Asym’(J” Ks’r’t) q N(J/$ Ks,&;t) + N(J/+ KS,=-;t) (6) 

We find 
P, - Pr Asym.(J/$ &,n;t)= -(---- p, + p, )#I= W*i=(Amt) , (7) 

where p is one of the angles of the CKM unitarity triangle.’ Similarly, the time-integrated 

asymmetry is 

Asym.(J/+ KS,*) = -(” -’ s+s)( 1 $$$ ) sin W 

That is, the usual symmetry is diluted by the tagging dilution factor (PI - P,)/(P, + P,), 
The procedure is to first measure this factor in the flavor asymmetry of Eqs. (3) and (4) and 

then determine the angle ,9 from the CP asymmetries. 

3.3 Decoys to Non-CP Eigenstafes 

Angles of the unitarity triangle can also be determined from neutral B decays to states 
f which are not CP eigenstates.’ This is feasible when both a B” and a B” can decay to 
a find state f which appears in only one partial wave, provided that a single weak CKM 
phase dominates each of the corresponding decay amplitudes. Two interesting examples are 

81” -p-n+, for which one must neglect the penguin amplitude, and R,O + D;K+, where a 
single amplitude is known to contribute in the standard model. Here we wilI show how the 

dilution factor enters this method. 

The time-dependent rates for states which start as En or B” at t = 0 and decay at 
proper time 1 to the state f or its CP-conjugate f are given in Ref. 1. The corresponding 

time-dependent rates for states f 01 i in conjunction with pions of positive or negative 
charges are given by: 

I’,.,(t) = (1/2)e-“{IAl’+ IAl’f [PI P.][(jAl’- I@)cos(Amt) 

+Z(AAlsin(A6+ 2dm + A&)sin(Amt)]} , 

rJw,t(t) = (1/2)e-I“{IAl’+ IAi’f [P, - Px][(jAf’- IA(‘)cos(Amt) 

+2/AA(sin(AJ - 24, - A#,)sin(Amt)]} , (9) 

where we have taken P, t P, = 1. IAl and IAl are the magnitudes of the decay amplitudes 
of B” and 8” to f, A6 and A+o are the strong and weak phase-differences between these 

amplitudes, and #M gives the phase of go-p mixing (+nr = 8, 0 for Ed, Et, respectively). 
These four rates depend on four unknown quantities, IAl, IAl, &“(A6 + 2& + A4D) 

and sin(A6 - 29~ - A$D). Measurement of the rates allows a determination of the we& 

CKM phase 2#~nr t A+,. In the two cases B,” + p-x+ and Et -+ D;K+ this phase obtains 

the values 2a and 7, respectively. The dilution of the two oscillating terms (cos(A.mt) and 
sin(Amt)) wiII affect the statistical power of the analysis. 

4. MASSES AND DECAY DISTRIBUTIONS OF “B”” RESONANCES 

4.1 Positiue-Pa+ D Mesons 

The bound states of a charmed quark c with a light anti-quark ci in an L = I system 
have been discussed in many places, including Hefs. lo--12. The understanding of such 

resonances will help in anticipating the properties of the corresponding meson8 involving 6 
quarks. 

The fine structure of the L = 1 
corresponds to j = l/2 or 312. 

cg system is dominated by whether the sum L t S, z j 
The states with j = l/2 and their expected decay modes 

UC: 

Jz; = 0: : - (Dr)+, , (10) 
J1; = 1: : -(D-*)1=0 , (11) 

Neither of these states has been observed yet. The states with j = 3/2 are expected to be: 

Jz; = 1: : - (D’*)t=, , (121 

J; = 2; : - (DT)~=>,(D’T)(=~ (13) 

The states in these two pairs of equations are expected to be split by an interaction whose 
strength depends on one inverse power of the heavy quark mass. 

Candidates for the 1: and 2: states exist:’ 

D’(2420) + D’r , (14) 

o’(2460) + Da, D’r (15) 
The identification of the 2: state is unique just on the basis of decay modes. The identifi- 

cation of the Ij state is supported by the small mass splitting between the states and by 

the Dalitz plot distribution in the DTT final state. This distribution is consistent with the 
production of an ! = 2 D’n find states 

Adjusting the predittions of Ret 10 to make the 1: and 2; states correspond to the 

observed ones, one then expects the 0: and 1: states to show up around 2.34 and 2.35 
&V/C’, respectively. Other predictions for these states have been summarized in Ref. 11. 

A recent interesting suggestion’3 IS that these particles could be the parity doublets of the 
0-D and 1-D’ mesons, split from them by chiral symmetry breaking. 

The failure to observe the 0: and 1: states up to now has usuaIIy been ascribed to their 

ability to decay via S-waves, and thus to be extremely broad. It is important, nonetheless, 

to see if such states can be identified, perhaps by comparison with exotic channels. Thus, 
for instance, to search for the 0: state one might compare r+D’ (non-exotic) and r-Do 

(exotic) channels, while to search for the 1: state one might compare r-D’+ (non-exotic) 
and vr+D’+ (exotic) channels. 
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One .lso expects O:, l:, 1: and 2: s t mngc charmed mesons, about 100 MeV above the 
corresponding nonstrange ones. (Th IS is about the observed splitting between the D: and 

the D+, and between the D:+ and the D’+.) A candidate for the 1: strange state hss been 
Me”? 

D:(2536) -+ D’R , (16) 

The absence of a DR mode suggests that this is not the 2: state. 

4.2 Ertmpolation to Positive-Parity B Mesons 

A detailed study of thespectroscopy of L = 1 hq mesons has recently been performed in 

Ref. 15. Some earlier treatments UC contained in Ref. 16. Here we comment on those features 
which can be obtained primarily from extrapolating the known or expected properties of the 

L = 1 cq mesons, 

The line-structure splitting between the states 1: and 2: scales aa l/mp, where Q is 
the heavy quark. Thus, we expect the corresponding @ states to be spIit by m./ma z l/3 

times the splitting in the charm system, or about 13 MeV. Now, the spin-weighted average 

of the charmed 1: and 2: masses is about 2445 MeV/c’, which lies about 470 MeV/Z above 

the spin-weighted average of the D and D’ masses. Thus, if the dynamics of the cq and b,j 
systems are similar, we expect the spin-weighted average of nonstrange 1: and 2: b@ states 
to tie about 470 MeV/c’ above [3&f(P) t M(B)]/4 ^1 5313 MeVjc’, or at 5783 MeV,‘c’. 
(Taking account of the slightly greater binding energy of the brj system, the authors of Ref. 15 

find this value to be 20 MeVJc’ lower.) 
The (I:, 2:) states should then Lie at (5775, 5766) MeV/c’ (or (5755, 5767) MeV/? 

in the estimate of Ref. 15). The (Of, 1:) states should lie about 100 MeV lower. For 

the corresponding strange states, one should add about 100 MeV. (This appears to be true 

in comparing the En with the recently observed By,” and in comparing nonstrsnge and 

strange Jp = It charmed mesons.) We summarize these expectations in Table I. The L = 0 

decays [except for bi(0:) + BK, which has very Little energy release] should correspond to 
very broad resonances, while the ( = 2 decay widths should be tens of MeV or less (as in 

the D’(2420) and o’(2460) cases). Detailed estimates have been made in Ref. 15. 

Table I. Expected properties of L = 1 bq states. 

q=aord *=a 

JE Mass Decay Mass Decay 

(GeV/e’) mode(a) (GeV/c’) mode(s) 

0: 5.66 (BS)kO 5.78 (~K)t=.,~:7 

1: 5.66 (B’ho 5.78 B.7, BIT 

1: 5.76 (8’Gr 5.66 (gWt=s 
2: 5.79 (B*h=,,(ZT’r)t=, 5.89 (BK)kl, (B’K)t=, 

1.3 The %S St&a 

Tagging using an 
R mesons.‘.‘* In order 

associated kaon may be a promising method for identifying strange 
to make use of methods for tagging 0: = ci or x = hi using an 

associated kaon, one must study K-D: or K-z combinations above threshold: 2.46 or 
5.07 GeV/c’, respectively. The 2: cii state, D’(2460), should be just barely able to decay 
to K-D:. The K-x threshold IS a b eve any of the nonstrange resonances in Table I. If a 

resonance is to be responsible for K-q or K-B:’ correhtions, the lowest candidate will be 

a 2s state. 

The spin-weighted averages of 2s cE and b6 states probably lie about 0.6 GeV/c’ above 
the corresponding IS states. The spacing between 1s and 2s states of one Light quark and 

one heavy quark is probably slightly greater than this. ” In Ref. 15 the 2s - 1s spacings 
are found in o QCD-motivated potential of the BuchmiUer-Tye’O type to be about (740, 

720, 6.30, 660) MeV/c’ for (D, B, D,, L?.) states. At any rate, the decay modes RX- and 

B:‘K- appear to be allowed for the Jp = I- 2s 6~ state. 
Making use of the estimates of Ref. 15 for nonstrange states but just adding 160 MeV/c’ 

for strange states, we expect the 25 cq and bq levels to have the approximate masses shown 

in Table II. If the strange states really have smaller 2s - 1s spacings than the nonstrange 
ones, m predicted in Ref. 15, one should subtract about 60 MeV/c’ from the estimates in 
the second column of Table II. Here we have assumed the same hype&e splittings as in 

the 1s cases. The hyperfine splitting in a nonrelativistic model should be proportional to 
Ic(O)l’, where g(r) is the Schrijdinger wave function. For a system of reduced mass p bound 

in a linearly rising potential V(r) = or, IZ’(O)l’ = (p/4x) (dV/dr) = (po/4*) independently 

of principal quantum numbers There is some reason to suspect that this is an appropriate 
limit for II light quark bound to a heavy one. 

Table II. Estimated masses and sample decay modes of 2.9 c@ and bq levels. 

q=iz.orH ‘I=: 

Mass Decay MUS Decay 

JP (GeV/E’) mod?(s) (GeV/c’) mode(s) 
- 

e# (0-j 2.66 -. D’r. D!R 12.78 . D’K 

cg (1r) 2.62 D(‘)r, D?a 2.92 D(‘)K 

bq(O-) 6.00 B-r, zqr 6.10 B’K 

&(l-) 6.05 P*, B(‘k , 6.15 i+“K 

The results of Tables I and II suggest that B(,‘)R correlations may be similar to Dp)R 
correlations, which should be easier to study. One possible exception is that the D(2460) 
shoold be just barely to decay to D:K-, while the corresponding Jp = 2+ resonance in the 

B system is expected to be too light to decay to i?.K-. 



4.4 Angular Distributions and Kinernattcs 

1. Effect ojloss ofpholon in B’ -.I ET. The D’ can decay to D7r or D7, but the B’ 

is only able to decay to ET. The energy of this photon is so low (about 46 MeV) that its 

detection is unlikely in most experiments. (See, however, Ref. 21.) Even if the photon is 

missed in the decay B” ~-a B’n --a ET”, the effective mass of the En system is shifted down 
from ‘he true B” mass, but not broadened appreciably. 

To see this, let p., pi and p, be the momenta of the pion, B, and photon in the B 
rest frame. Let 8, he the angle between the photon and the pion in this frame. We have 

l&,1 = I$ = 46 MeV = jr;Sl, while for M(B”) = 5.79 GeV (the value we predict for the 2: 
state), one has pr = 464 MeV. A bit of arithmetic leads to 

Me- zz MB.. E, + !QY cos e 
MB.. ’ ’ 

or, for M(B”) = 5.79 GeV, M(Bn) 2 M(B”) 146 - 3.8(c0.8,)] MeVjc’. The predicted 
mass differences between the Br system and the B are then: 

M(Ba) M(B) = 
(446 + 4 cos 6,) MeVie’ (1:) 

(461 + 4 EOS e,) MeVjc’ (2:) 

where in both cases a photon from 8’ 4 B-, has been missed. Its loss causes negligible 

broadening of the resonances. The resww.nce masses are about 20 MeV/c’ lower in the 

estimates of Ref. 15. The decay of the 2: state to Br leads to a peak with 

M(B*) M(B) ^1 500 McV/c’ (19) 

The relative strengths of the peaks in 1: and 2: decay are 3:2 as shown in Refs. 11 and 12. 

3. Dolttrplof anoly~i. of B” + B’r - Byr. The Dalite plot distribution given by the 

8, dependence can be measured if one can detect the photon.” Normalizing distributions 

W(0,) aa above, we find for P spin-2 B” decaying to B’r, with B’ + ?B, that W(b’,) = 

3(1 + cos’0,)/4. This function is peaked at 0, = 0 and r. The correrponding distributions 
for a spin-l B” decaying to B’x in a state of angular momentum l ue W(0,) = 1 for ( = 0 

and W(0,) = (2 + 3&8,)/4 for ( = 2. This last function is peaked at 8, = r/2. 

4. Dislribuliom for polmized D” and B”. D&e plot distributions similar to that of 

D” a D’n, LY + Dra cannot be measured for B” decays since the decay B’ -+ B* ir 
kinematically forbidden. However, if D” or B” resonances are produced with my polar- 

ization, their decays to D(‘)n or Bt’l T may produce pions with a non-lotropic distribution 

with regard to the polarization axis. This point has recently been cmphuised in Ref. 22. 

kt us imagine that a spin-J resonance R (standing for D” or B”) is produced along 
some axis vi. By parity invariance one expects the same probability for h&city ,I and -)i with 

respect to ri, but, aside from this, populations eaociated with different helicities cu d&r. 

This, in turn, can lead to non-t&&l distributions in the mgle 8, between the momentum 

of the pion 11 to which the rcllonance R decays and the direction ri. LabelI+ theme relative 
decay probabiitica by WIAI(8,), where 

d(c-BdW,i,(e,) = 1 , we(h) t 2 5 W,*,(h) = 25 + 1 , (22) PI>0 
we have (for P = D or B, V = D’ or B’): 

R(2+) + Pr 

w,(e,) = (5/4)(3~06J8, - 1)’ , w,(e,) = (15/2)sin3elcos~e, ,, w2(e,) = (15/8)8in*e, . 

2. Dditz plot andysti of D” - D-X,, D’ + Da,. Let us define B to be the angle 

between the two pions in the D’ rest Lame. We recall some results already quoted in Ref. 11 
R(l+) -4 (V*)c=o 

for the distribution in B (equivalent to a Dalits plot variable). When a spin-2 D” decays 
wow = wded = I , 

to D’n, it does so via a D-wave, and the decay probability W(B), normalized in such a way 

that 
II * (Vr)c,a 

3: 
d(m e)w(s) = 1 ) (20) w.(e,) = (3/4)(1 + 3de,) , wded = (3/4)(1 + [3/2lde,) , 

is W(0) = (3/2)6in’e. When a spin-l D” decays to D’s, it can do so either by an S-wave 

(as expected for the 1: state) or a D-wave (as expected for the 1: state). The corresponding R(2f) + vr 

(ii) 

(24) 

w 

distributions we 

w(e) = 
1 (S w.vc) ( 

(1+3cos’8)/2 (D W.Y.) 
(21) 

w.(e,) = (15/2)sin’e,eos’e, , w,(e,) = (5/4)(1-3~0s’e,+4~0l*e,) , 

w,(e,) = (5/4)(1 -de,) w 
It .ppears that ‘be decay D(2420) -+ D’r is compatible with the distribution for 4 wave. Of COY~, for R(O+) + PI there is m c$ dependence. 

Tbia supports the identification of the D(2420) u the 1: state. The D(2460) indeed appeu* The above distribuiions are rdevrnt to any attempt to select piowl) or p&-B ox- 

to bwe JP = 2+ : relations by meann of an&r rather than diective-mass cut,. If d&rent v&a of (,I( M 
When and if another remnance decaying to D’m im &covered, WC predict that the populated difFerently, nx.b angular cut. can dtbu cnbar~ce or degrade . sign.i r&J, wu 

distribution will be isotropic in 8 an expected for the 1: state. due ari&liy to a rpeciiic ruosunce or band of ICJODIIICO. 
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8. CONCLUSION 
We have discussed the possibility of identifying neutral I3 mesons using hadrons pro- 

duced nearby in phase space. The simplest example is the expected correlation between a 8: 
and a rt, which we expect to be stronger (with relative probability P,) than that between 

a BT and a 1. (with relative probabilty Pa < P,). Th e correlation is expected to be most 

pronounced for low effective masses or small rapidity differences. It can exist as a result of 
rcsonlmces in the Br ayatem, but can also be due simply to the fmgtientation of a 6 quark. 

We gave some estimstes of the correlation factor (PI Pz)/(Pl + Pz). 
The proposed tagging method is based on a statistical correlation. We have noted that 

time-dependent asymmetries, in neutral B decays to flavor-eigenstates, to CP-eigenstates 

and to other states from which CKM phases can be obtained, arc diluted by the correlation 
factor (P, - P2)/(Pr + P,). As g ‘d UI ante for studies of this correlation one may look at 

the corresponding correlations involving D mesons. We have treated several issues regard- 

ing resonances, discussing some properties of the positive-parity charmed mesons and their 
extrapolation to I3 mesons, expected masses of 2s states, and the angular distributions in 
decays. 
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ABSTRACT 
A comparison of geometry, tracking, and muon triggering indicates that a untral 

detector hap a higher efficiency than a forward detector of equal psuedo rapidity coverage 
at both Tentron and SSC energies. The diRerencc at the Tcvatron is considerable, *bout 
& factor of four. At the SSC. however, the difference is about a factor of two, M other 
considerations such es vcrtexing, particle ID, or cost may make a large forward detector e.n 
Uractive option. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There have been many proposals to study B-physics at hadron colliders, both at 
SSC and Fermilab energies. Attempts to compare these proposals are often complicated by 
differences in ape&c detector systems, most of which are currently unbuilt and untested. 
Considering the intricacies of the problems with specific detector systems, we have carried 
out this analysis in an attempt to understand the moat general issues involved in these 
experiments, independent 01 their specific subsystems. 

We analyzed potential experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron (TEV), center of mws 
energy of 1.8 TeV, and the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) center of mass energy 
of 40 TeV. For each of these two energy ranges we looked at three detector geometries: a 
central detector with a pseudo-rapidity (7) coverage of -2 to 2, a big forward detector with 
an q coverage of 1.5 tq 5.5, and e. small forward detector in the range of 1.5 to 2.5 units of q, 
These ‘I ranges were chosen because at the SSC both SDC’ and GEM? cover approximrtely 
-2 to 2. The big forward detector was chosen to match the q coverage of the central detector, 
four units of pseudo- rapidity, with a minimum q of 1.5. This value WY chosen since it is 
sufficiently forward to make it practical to build. The small forward d&e&x’s q range wu 
chosen to determine the effect on acceptance of restricting the coverage, presumably to save 
money. 
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WC looked at two specific decays: 

B: + $tK.O,++p+t’p ,K,O-n’tr- 

Bdo - r++n- (1) 

These two decays were #elected for a variety of reasons. They are bath important de&y6 in 
determining CP violation in the B sector and therefore will be 01 great interest in my B- 
physics experiment. Additionally, the comparisons in efficiency between two and four body 
decay states is of interest. Also of interest is the efficiency of a muon trigger far muonic final 
statem, with the muons coming from the 4 decay, and a non-mucnic final state, where the 
source of non-background muons is the other B particle in the event. This comparison is 
important both for using the muon ra a trigger and to use it as L tag of the B. 

This study WM done utilizing PYTHIA 5.63 and JETSET 7.3’. The initial interaction 
at the SSC energy w11( two 20 TeV protons colliding with each other. The interaction at the 
TEV energy was one 0.9 TeV proton colliding with & 0.9 TcV anti-proton. Decays of pious 
and kaons were allowed in I cylindrical region of radius 1.7 m, approximately corresponding 
to the calorimeter radius for both CDF md SDC, and a length of lOm, consistent with the 

expected distance from vertex to calorimeter in 8 forward detector. Events were selected 
where the 6 quark forms II B” meson. The B” meson was forced to decay into the desired 
find state. In the case of ED to 1/K., ‘he + was forced to decay to two muons and the 
K, was forced to decay into two charged pions. The b quark wu allowed to hsdronise and 
was decayed according to PYTHIA, which implies no Cabibbo suppressed B decays. B -B 
mixing was not turned on in PYTHIA for th’ IS study. For each of the conditions that we 

studied, 10,000 events were generated. Ten thousand events were &a generated for the 
minimum bias study. When generating the minimum bias background, events containing b 
quarks were eliminated. We did not consider the effects of multiple interactions within one 
beam crossing. 

2. GEOMETRIC ACCEPTANCE AND TRACKING 

The first area of investigation is the efficiency of the two modes in the various exper- 

imental configurations and energies. We first required that all daughter particles fell within 
‘he given ‘I range (qm,.. < q < q,..). Next we required that all of the particles were “track- 
able”. This wea approximsted by imposing a 0.5 GeV/c minimum momentum requirement 
on all of the daughter particles (P > 0.5 &V/c). Th 1s requirement had almost no effect on 

the efficiency in the forward detectors and a realtively small effect on the So - rr decry 
in any configuration. It did cause a considerable reduction in efficiency for the B” to $K, 
decay in the central detector. A muon tag was imposed next. This muon tag required that 
the second B in the event decayed into a state containing a muon and that the the muon 
was also in the specified q range(q,.. < 71.. < v~...). This muon tag immediately caused 
a factor of 10 reduction due to the branching ratio of B to p X. Finally, the 0.5 GeV/c 
momentum requirement wll~ placed on the tagging muon to insure the ability to track the 
muon (P,.. > 0.5GeV/c). Results are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Efficiency in % for B big central detector, a big forward detector, and a small 
forward detector. The efficiencies do not incude the branching fractions for 6 - r+r- and 

:riteria .ue 

ETZ 

IVC.) 

Criterion 
-2<‘1<2 

P > 0.5 GeVJc 

-2 < ‘)ca* < 2 
P,., > 0.5 GeV/c 

1.5 < ” < 5.5 
P > 0.; GeV/c 
1.5 < ‘l@ < 5.5 

P,.,p > 0.5 GeV/c 
1.5 < ‘I < 3.5 

P > 0.5 GeV/c 
1.5 < ‘I,.. < 3.5 

Pt., > 0.5 GeV/c 

ectic 

+K. 
ssc 

32 
23 
1.7 
1.6 - 
17 
17 
1.5 
1.5 
7.4 
7.3 
0.4 
0.4 

mula 

*“E;, 
49 
49 
3.7 
3.6 
16 
16 

0.95 
0.95 - 

11 
11 

0.57 
0.57 

The big forward detector has relatively smaller eficienciea than the central detector 
at both TEV and SSC energies. This is primarily due to the particle distribution at the 
respective energies. Figure 1 shows the number of daughter particles as a function of pseudo 
rapidity for both decays and both energies (Fig. la and lb). The distribution in q for the 
TEV energies is much more populated near zero than the distribution for SSC energies and 
falls quickly between three and four. The distribution for SSC energies cuts off more slowly 
and still has an appreciable particle density up to about an q of 5. We were aware that the 
QCD calculation of the angular distribution of b quarks, by Bergcr and Meng’, does not 
exactly match the PYTHIA distributions’. We investigated the effect of these discrepancies 
by weighting the PYTHIA distribution to match their QCD predictions. We found that the 
corrections were at oc below 20%. Since these corrections are small compared to differences 
between geometries they were ignored 

0.04 

0.03 

0.02 

0.01 

0 

0.04 
3 
:z 

: 0.03 

: 

E 
.N 0.02 
a 

! 

: 0.01 

0 

Fiire 1. Normaliscd daughter particle distribution in eta. (The u-x under each plot i 
one.) For a) B + +K. and b) B - rx. for Tel’ (s&d line) md SSC (dashed line) energia. 
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3. MUON TRIGGER Table 2. Efficiencies in %. Transverse momentum cots on the trig-ger muon are explained 

The efficiency of the single moon trigger was examined as a function of both mo- 
in the text. 

mentum (P) and transverse momentum (P,). W e a so were interested in the percentage of I 
minimum bias events which were rejected as a function of cuts on muon P and Pt. Log plots 
2a and 2b show that the efficiency of minimum bias events drops quickly for both increasing 
P and P,. The efficiencies of both tagged and untagged B events, although starting at a 
lower value due to efficiency, decrease much less rapidly than the minimum bias background. 
Since the general behavior of efficiencies as a function of P and Pl are 60 similar in terms 
of what the efficiency of the signal is for a given background reduction, seen in all of the 
samples, only the efficiency plots versus P, will be presented. The efficiencies as a function 
of P, for all three detector configurations are presented in figures 3,4, and 5. For the B” 
to +K, signal, the efficiencies of the untagged samples allow us to consider the possibility 
of other tagging schemes such as looking for the kaon from the decay chain of the other B 
in the event or the pion from a B” decay. These tagging schemes were not examined here 
since their efficiencies are very dependent on the specific particle ID systems of the detector 
and thus beyond the scope of this invcrigation. For the B” to rr samples only the tagged, 
efficiencies are presented. In addition the minimum muon P, for a minimum bias reduction 
of 100 and the efficiencies related to this PC cut for signal are presented below (Table 2). 

104 
111 III, I8111 1, 

0 5 10 
mome”t’uTr (Ge\ 

1 

Figure 2. Comparison of efficiencies of a minimum moon a) momentum and b) transverse 
momentum on minimum bias events (solid line), untagged B - $K, (dotted line) and 

tagged B + +K, for a central detector at SSC energies. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

As we can see from Table 2 there seems to be a fairly strong advantage in efficiency 
for the central region especially in comparison to the small forward region. This is most 
pronounced at the Tevatron. The tagged T* decay in the central detector has a total efii- 
cicncy of 2.8% but only .77% for the big forward detector, down by a factor of almost 4. The 
efficieny for the small forward detector is down by almost e. factor of 6. Although iherr ir a 
factor of two ditTerence in efficiency between the central and big forward detectors at SSC 
energies, other factors, such as cost or space constraints preclude us from eliminating thir 
option at the SSC. The forward detector geometry allows the possibility of having L second 
arm in the opposite direction to increase efficiency. It must he remembered that all of thae 
results will be affected by other factors, including vertcxing, particle identification and actual 
7 coverage. At present no hadron collider detectors have the ability to fully 
and reconstruct B events over any of the q ranger discursed in this analysis. 

trigger, identify 
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Figure 3. Efficiency as a function of transverse momentum cut in the central region 
-2 < q < 2 for: a) B + 1~ at SSC energies, b) B - TT at TeV energies, c) B + +K. at 

Figure 4. Efficiency M a function of transverse momentum cut in the big forward region 

SSC energies and d) B - $K. at TcV energies for minimum bias (solid line), tagged 
1.5 < 7 < 5.5 for: a) E - nn al SSC energies, b) B - xx at TcV energin, c) B -+ $K. at 

decays (dashed line), and unta=ed decays (dotted line, only $K. decay). 
SSC energies and d) E + $K, at TeV energies for minimum bias (solid line), lagged 

decays (dashed line), and untagged decays (dotted line, only $K. decay). 
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Figure 5. Efficiency w a function of transverse momentum cut in the small forward region 
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Abstract 

The observation and precision measurement of CP violation asymmerries and the 
phase of the CKM matrix is a major objective of B experimenrs at the SSC. The yields of 
reconstructed and tagged B decays and the various factors which minimize the dilution 
factors make mea~urcment~ of CP asymmrries in the fixed target option known as the SFf 
more than competitive with much more expensive hadron collider experiments and 
significantly better than asymmetric e+c- B factories. Moreover. the superior time 
resolution possible in the SFf configuration allows a precision in the measurements of 
mixing and time depcodenl CP violation effects in Bs decays that is possible with no other 
option. We prexnt estimates of the sensitivity and precision of mea~urcmem of the CKM 
matrix elemenl phases possible with the SFI option for various B decay modes. 
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1. Introduction 

The SFT[‘I “exlemal” fixed target experimental contigurarion has several technical 
advantages in the measurement of CP violating asymmetries compared to e+e- or ha&on 
collider experiments and is more economical to implement. Some of these technical 
advantages generated by the Lorentr twos1 and are common IO both internal (gas je1)[21 and 
external target (emacted beamA& target) rixed target B optionsf’Jl although tic two types 
of tixed target B experiments differ considerably in their implemen[ation. However, rhe 
use of a live target in which the full inleraction and subsequent decay veniccs can be 
observed directly is possible only in the “exfernrd” fixed target option. As will be shown. 
the live target coupled with rhc other technical advantages of the fixed targel cxperimenr are 
more than enough to offset the larger B cross sections available at collider energies. 

The higher momentum of B hadrons and the resulling longer B decay lengths and 
higher momenwm of the B decay products result in lower multiple scatlcring and much 

barer ratios of vertex resolution IO decay length in the SFT (<L&L> for B decays = 380!) 
than in collider options. This makes possible very good lime resolulion measwemenls of 
the CP asymmetries in both BOd and Bo, decay distributions, minimizing “dilution” effects 
due to mixing and minimum decay length criteria. The very good time resolution also 
makes possible measurements using [he rapidly oscillaling Bos and allows use of more 
complex analysis procedures using decays into CP non conjugate final states where 
analysis of the time distributions are essential. Indeed. it is possible given the kinematics of 
the very high momenfum R decays to observe Bo oscillalions and even 10 exvact Rod and 
B(‘s mixing parameters from panially reconsrructed B decays141. The superior ratio of 
decay length to resolution of lixed urge! experiments also significantly decreases the 
dilution effects due to misragging by allowing association of the tagging particle with a 
given secondary or rcrtiary vertex, Moreover, the rehuively low multiplicily of the SSC 
fixed rarget events logether with the better venex resolution and longer decay lengths leads 
fo better venex recognilion and reconstrucLion efficiencies for both the ragging and CP B 
decays. The overall resull of these effecrs is LO make possible more precise measurements 
of the angles of the uniurity triangle. 

Finally, the fact that a fixed target speclrometer need cover only a relatively small 
solid angle compared to a forward collider experiment, let alone a 4n hadron or e+e- 
experiment, leads to undeniable economies in detector consrruction. A qualitative summary 
of the relative merits of collider versus fixed target (either internal or external targel) are 
summarized in Table 1. The factors in favor of SFT are designated by a t. Asterisks 
indicate items that are advantages or disadvantages peculiar to [he extern;ll (extracted 
beanflive targel) option in dislinclion 10 lhe imernal txget oprion. T;lble 2 comparer a few 
collider and fixed target B production paramerers. In Table 2. we have taken IO’ 
inferactions per second as a limit for high rate 8 physics fixed iarget or collider detector 
(0 IX interactions per bucket a! the SSC) to avoid the problem of multiple high multiplicity 
wents per bucket. The heavy target enhancement of [he pN B producrion wd toul cross 
sections is taken to be A”~2R for the fixed target experiment. 

Table I 
\dvanrapes of Fixed Tareer Vs. Hadron C( 

Cross Secdons 
Difftculr Exwction’ 
Higher Acceptance 

Exremal Experimental Area* 
No Beam Pipe* 

Higher Momentum Ssondaries 
Lower Track Muhiplicity 

Active Target* 
Higher Reconsrmcrion Efticiencies 
Venexing EfticicncicslResolu[ions* 

Track Rcsolurionr 
Radiation Damage’ 

Triggering Efticiencymexibility 
Time Resolution 

Smaller Detectorshwcr Cost 

Table 2 
B Production Paramel 

heraction Rare 

O-I’ (PN or psi) 

‘JBB$WgpSO 

Event Charged Muhipliciry 

‘PB’ 
( Pleplon ’ 

Median B Decay Length 
Mean B Decav Lcnzth 

for the SSC Fixed Target C 
SSC Collider 

IO’ Inusec 
100 mb 
IOOOpb 
l/lo0 

“few” hundred 
43 GeVfc 
36 GeVk 

3mm 
l3mm 

cr B Physic Option 

+ 
+I- 
+ 
+I- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

pared LO SSC Collider 
SSC Fixed Target (SW 

10’ 1ntlrcc 
356 mb 
‘56pb 
II6300 
= 20 

445 GeVlc 
280GcVic 

42 mm 
95 mm 

2. The WI’ Spectrometer 

The SFT spectrometer shown Fig. I is a IWO magnet open geometry forward 
spectrometer. The WC spectrometer provides angular coverage from appmximarely 2 to 
75 mrad for muons and electrons by means of a five layer Resistive Plate Counter (RPC) 
muon detector and a scintillating fiber EM calorimeter. Parricle ID for n.K and protons is 
provided over the same angular range by a RICH counter/transition radia[ion detector 
(TRD) combination 151 for momenta between 50 and 700 GeVlc with kaan efficiency 
greater than 90% and pion contamination less than 10%. The EM calorimeter coupled with 
the TRD provides electron ID. Straw tube and silicon microsrrip planes provide charged 
particle trajectory measurements both upstream and downstream of the analysis magnets. 
The specification and parameters of [he SFf specrrometer are described more fully in EOI- 
14[tl than possible is here. If particle ID is not necessary for a panicular track, then 
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charged panicle reconsn~tion can be perfomted using silicon microstrip detectors at angles 
less than 2 mrad wi,h respect ,o ,he barn. 

5% Supet- Flxed Target Beauty S~ectr~meler 

w---i-+ + 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 IU 

mater3 

Fig. I 
SM‘ Spccmnelel 

While space does no1 permit a derailed descriplion of all detectors. dw xcrplanccs 
and the momemum, spa&al, and time re~oiutions have been esrimzwd for this s~ectmmelcr 
using GEANT simula&ms which incorporate experience oblaincd in rhe Fermilab fixed 
target progmml61. We have estinuredl7i rhe various vcnex resoludons given in Table 3 for 
the SFT silicon microvertex detector/live target arrangemem based on a detailed track 
reconsuuction in a hit level Mon~e Carlo of B”d->n+n- decays in 20 TeV fixed larger 

interactions in the silicon live target, including multiple scattering. charge sharing. delta 
rays. smp widths. secondary inleractions. etc. 

Table 3 
SFf Silicon MVXD Vertex Resolurions 

nex (Noacks=2. ~20 GeVlc)* 
Lepton Impact Parameter 

~~ 4 

-- 3 

-- 2 

Table 4 gives the average z separadons of B decays in the SFT as compared with 
the z resolutions for the various venex quantities. 

Table 4 
SIT Primary. Secondary and Te esohions 

I 

As can be seen, the separation of primllry and secondary vertices is very much larger than 
the resolutions that can be attained in the SFT live rarget resulting in r(B)/or = 70 or even 
more impressive, 

<Decay length>loL=380 

with this son of ratio of decay length 10 vcnex resoludon, the I 5az GUI set as a standard to 
mure adequate separation of primary and secondary vertices is not saious at all for the 
fixed target option in distinction to the collider configuration where in causes significant loss 
of El decays. These excellent vertex resolutions also result in 

or- 0.018 ps 

a time resolution achievable in no other option. 

me uacking system of the SFT, optimized in several ways, combined with Ihe two 
magnet system OPerated with qurl and opposite 1.5 CeV/c p, kicks, results in a 
mOme”,“rn resnlution of 

op/p=.cc09+o.MMoo84l~p 

The two body IIMSS resolutions of the spectrometer corresponding m these tracking 
mwlutiOns are given in Table 5 for the I/‘P-yip and Bad-x+x-. These resolutions a 
impoI’Unl to minimizc backgrounds and the dilutions in the CP xymmerries that result ft.,,,, 
them. 
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Table 5 
SFT S~cctromcfcr Track Momentum and Two Body Mass Resolutions 

I Oh/m I O& I w (Mevl& 

JrY->l~+p- 0.0039 0.0025 7.6 

BO->x+n- 0.0045 0.0029 13.0 

Finally, because of the large number of tracking planes, the Efficiency for single 
track and two track vertex reconstruction are 295% and >90% respectively. These 
resolutions and efficiencies when combined with the expected efficiencies for K/n/p/c/p 
identification possible with the RICWTRDIEM CalorimeteriRPC p detector system of the 
Sm result in the esrimates of Table 6 for the mistagging and overall efficiencies for the 
tagging &I$ or K panicles wed 10 determine the panicle or antipanicle nature of the other B 
in the event. 

Tags Mistags 

Table 6 
Mirta~sIEficiencics 

Efficiencies 

Vcnex Dctcm Toal Vertex Vertex Panicle Track Total 
Assoc. Ineff. Mistag Assoc. Sep. ID Rec. 

B->P* ~0.025 <O.OlO SO.035 0.95 09.5 0.99 O.Y5 0.85 
B-x+ <0.025 co.05 <0.075 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.82 
B->K* <0.025 -0.10 SO.125 0.95 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.77 

3. The Measurement of the Angles of the Unitarity Triangle 

As is well known. [he unitarity of the CKM ma~rixlRl can be expressed in six 
independent relationships[91. one of which is 

V”dV*“b+V~V’~b+V,dV’Ib=O (I) 

This relationship can be expressed as a triangle in the complex plane. the angles of which 
are the phases of the CKM matrix elemenu in the Wolfenstein approximationl’01. 
Following Aleskan et alI’ll, for finite resolution. [ime dependent mesruremenrs of B 
decays into CP cigenrtates (referred to as CI:us I decays here;tf,er, or “almo~,” Cp 
elgcnstates or etgenstaten at the quark level (referred 10 :th Class II dccxys). the error in 
sin(2Q) is given by 

&(rin*Q) - $.L*L*L*L*L* & 
zag 4, d, da, L., 4., 111.1 

(2) 

where Q is one of the angles of the unilarity triangle and Nrecoo is the sum of Ihe 
reconstructed and tagged B” and 6” decays in the selccred mode for which a measurement 
of CP asymmerries is being analyzed. Use of other types of decay modes for delerminarion 

of the CKM matrix phases is also possible. For example. measurements of four (or six) 
amplitudes for B decays of the Class III form 

B->@+X B->$O+X 
B->Df’+X B->Do+X X#Tc 
B->D”,+X i -> Do,+x 

can and will be used for determination of the angles. particularly “y. Here the quotation 
marks indicate that the angle “7 is the angle gamma of the unittity triangle defined by 
quation (I) above only in the Wolfcnstein approximation[‘21. For the precision of 
measurement anricipatcd for the SFT and other options at the SSC. the differences between 
“I’ and y will be significant. For brevity, the method of ana~ysislt’l of Class 111 decays 
will not be discussed in detail here but is referred to in the connibutions 10 this workshop 
of the fixed target yworking gmupll41. 

The various “dilution” factors in the error are 

d,,, = dilution of B,, mixing = [,I+ + p&] + 

where P~,~,,P,.P~ are the hadronizarion fractions for B:. By. B:. A, 

dcp = dilution due to CP decay statistics 

=e-<-. I+ 
[ 

2%. S’” %‘T, - c”s2%,7,., 
1+4*:,, ] %-a #Z 

d, = dilution due todeviation of final state from a CP eigenctate 

2P 
=--i I + p ,SCP,,.,,,. + 1 

db,, = dilution due to background = 
Ei 

dyMl = dilution due to mistagging = (I- 2~) 

d,,. = dilution due 10 time resolution = e 
-2.2/2 ’ 

A few things can be immedintely noted about the error, SsinZQ and ihe various 
dilution factors. SsinZQ is inversely proportional m the square roa of the number of 
t~~~n~tmctcd, lagged events and inversely proponional to the dilution facfor. If a choice is 
10 be made, it is better to give up statistics in a perdcular decay channel in order to improve 
its dilution factor. Since all terms are positive in the expression for dtag. this dilution factor 
is minimized if all possible species of the other B are used for ragging. However. it should 
be cautioned that the doubly damaging dilution dolistag due to mistagging may be less 
bothersome if a panicular B species is seleaed for the tagging B. The mistagging can anise 
from several sources 
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1. b->c->p.e decay: This source of m&lags is minimized by p, cu,s on leprons and can be 
elimina,ed completely if the complete even, topology including all secondary and ,eniary 
vertices is reconstmcrcd. In lx,. mislags can be idenlified and changed to proper rags if 
,he lep,ons and K’s can be assigned ,o the proper vertices. A capabili,y for comple,e vertex 
,opology is a strcnglh of the Sm live rarget experimenral configuration. 

2. ILK-z-p.! decays: This source is minimized by association of Ihe lepmn with rhe primary 
verlex. I, IS also minimized in ,he tigger sample by p, cu,s on lepton imposed by the 
mgger. 

3. Punchrhrough of hadrons through ,he muon shield: This is no, a serious problem for ,he 
SFT fixed rarge, muon de,ec,or since, as shown below, the shield can be very ,hick 
because of ,he high momentum of the Lorentz beasted fixed target muons from B decay, 

4. y->e conversions This source is minimized by p, and momemum cu,s on e+c- pair 
since [he conversion ekc,rons fmm the # decay photons are rrlarively low in energy. This 
will be quan,i,a,ivcly discussed in the oiggering secrion below. 

We have atlempled 10 estimale the dilution fac,ors for ,he various combinaions of 
B”d and Bos decays even though important information abou, the various modes (such as 
hadroniralion factors, backgrounds, values of physics parameters such as p, xs, etc.) are 
poorly known or completely unknown a, this time. We describe below ,he assumptions we 
have made in the esdmation of the dilu,ion fac,ors. 

We have used hadronization factors pdpd/pdpA = 0.38 IO.38 IO.14 IO.10 and 
mixing puamerers xdd.7 and xs=lO 10 calcula,e l/d,eg=l.49. We have used the same 
mixing parameters and a ISo,-3.75m.m minimum parh leng,h criterion (leading ,o a 7cu, = 
15aJLdecay of 0.039 for the SFT silicon vertex de,ecror) 10 calcula,e I/dCp = 1.77 and 
1.40 for Bad and B”s respeclivcly. Since 0% = odLde,.ey = O.W26. the effec, lime 
resolution results in Ildres -I even for B% decays for ,he SFT The minimum time cu, 
and the effec, of the finile time resolution are much more serious for ,he collider 
configurations (cspccially ,hc cenval collider configurarion) since the rario of resoluion to 
path lcnglh is much power ,han for the fixed urge, configuration. In parricular, 
measunmen,~ of B”s time distibulions are very difficult in collider experiments. Next, 
since litdc is known abou, p for the non CP cigcnstare modes, we have again followed the 
lead of Aleksan et alf,,l and assumed P value of It2 for the ratio of [he rates for &>f ,o 
Bo->f for the non CP cigcnstate modes. This results in l/dp=1.03 for such modes as 
compared 10 I for [he decays imo uuuc CP eigcns,a,es. Finally, while [he backgrounds 
considered so far for the various modes have been negligible, this work is s,ill in progress. 
Table 7 below indicacs the various backgrounds under s,udy. Each of these types of 
backgrounds mu, be srudied mode by mode. 

Secondary tnteractionsl,Sl negligible Special to the SIT 
Most serious for B->nn 

B decays of Sa,,,c[7.,61 
Topology 

In process Example: B-xx vs. B->KK 
Panicle ID required 

Minimized by wxi mass rcsolurion 

Loss or eain of a track 
Complete reco&uc,ion of B decays 

Good track and venex resolurion 
compared 10 decay lengths minimizes this 

We have made wha, scents ID us a consrrVa,ivc assumprion tha, a minimum signal 
to background rario of 5/i can be achieved for most modes. This assump,ion leads ,o 
l/dbkg = 1.12. 

Collecting all of these fac,ors together, we show in Table 8 below es,ima,es of [he 
individual and overall dilution facrors appropriae ,o Class I and II decays of neutral & 

lha, we .we considering. 

Table 7 

Table 8 
Dilu,ion Factors 

I/dp 1 l/dbkg 1 I/dmis,ag I I/drcs I Ildtota,l 

I ? (7177 1,075 l,,* =I d..I._I.LI 
3.48.3.59 

)I* 1.33 3.93,4.05 

BOS e-t 1.075 1.49 2.51.2.59 I .40 
Kt l.0.1.03 

1.12 
I.18 1 .oo I 2.76.2.84 
1.33 3.1 1.3~20 

t 

These dilution factors arc used in whr, follows 10 weigh, properly [he various 
[hat an tagged using [he three passtblc tagging methods listed in Table 8. 

CP decays 

3. Yields of Beauty Decays in the SFr 

The final number necessary for the esdmares of ,he error in [he determination of 

sin2Q is the number of reconstrwxd and lagged events. N,,,,,. 
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N ..cca = N, - f 8 * 4~ - K, * A,<, - E 
f = WP . Qag * errig 

NB E Number of B’s produced per year of operation in the SFT 
BRCP = Composite Branching ratio for the CP decay 
BRag a Composite Branching ratio for the mg decay 

fB 5 Hadronization ratio for specific CP and wgging B configuration 
Accp E Composile acceptance for the BCp, Btag and trigger particles. 

WP -Composite detccror and rcconsrruction eflicicncics for CP B decay 

%g t Composite detector and reconstruction efficiency for tagging B decay 
eoig P Composirc detector effvzicncy for trigger 

In the following sections. wc will evaluate Nrecon for specific modes. 
The cross scclion for pp.> BE production as a function of 4s has been calculated to 

third order by Nason. Dawson and Ellisl”l. Tl, csc calcularions have been further refined 
by Bcrger and MingllRl. Based on these calculations. a B hadroproduction cross sections 
for pN imcractions of 2 &b and 0.5 10 Ipb at SSC and LHC fixed targel energies 
respectively are expected. In addition, to estimate the production of B’s by protons on 
silicon for the SFf live target. an A dependence of AI.0 has been assumed resulting in a 
psi cross section of 56 pb for B production at 193 CieV. To estimate the number of the 
various B species. the hadronization fractions p+/pd/p,dpA = 0.3H IO.38 IO.14 10.10 have 
ken used. 

Using a total inelastic cross section of 32 mb for pN interactions a! IY3 GcV and an 
atomic number dependence of A 0 ‘2, the total cross sccdon for psi inleraclions at IY3 
Gevlc at the SFT is calculated to be 3.52 mb. This leads to rhe expcciarion al one BE pair 
for every 6300 interactions in psi interactions ai 193 GeV (compared to =I/100 at &=40 
TeV, a factor of 60). llsing the crystal extracted beam with intensity 2.5~10’1 
protons/second producing 107 interactions per second in rhe SFT live target region 4.0% of 
an meradon length) operated for 10’ seconds. lOI interaction will be produced in one 
year of operation. The average number of interactions per beam bucker (16 ns spacing) 
will be 0.1 to 0.2 at this intensity. As a result, we expect cleaner interactions compared 10 
other options such as gas jet and wire experiments which plan for 2 10 4 inferactions per 
bucker. The BB pmiuclion together wirh the hadronizadon fractions given above results in 
the expected yields of rhc various B species per year in the SF7 given Table Y below: 

Table Y 
Produclion per Year (10’ xc) of B Pairs in SFT 

B Pair Cross Section for pN 2 vh 
B Pair Production Cross Section for psi 56 pb 

Number of B Pairs I .6x IO” 

Given these species of B’s, the numbers of interesdng B daxys which arc useful 
for triggering, tagging or CP studies themsclvcr can be estimated. Table 10 tabulates the 
production per year in the SFT of these decays. Table IO also includes yields of 
combinations of CP and leptotiaon tagging or lepton triggering using the other B decays 
where tagging is needed 

Table IO 

The branching ratios of Table IO are composite branching ratios for the required B 
dceay configuration. They include branching ratios for all secondary decays such as Kos- 
xn. Jr?-++. Q->K+K- required to produce an cxpcrin~cnt;~lly detectable final state. 
The composite branching rario also contains the branching rxios for the tagging and {rigger 
decays of the “other” B where required. For B->D decay composite branching ratios of 
Table IO. we have used only the experimentally accessible D modes into all charged decay 
products given in Table I I in our determination of [he yields of B decays suitable for CP 
violation measurements. These all charged decays rest111 in 2. 3.4 or 5 charged particles 



in the final state in a variety of topologies (one prong, IWO prong and three prong venices 
in one or two vertex topologies with the incoming neutral or charged B sometimes 
observed in rhe SFT live target). The geamctic acceprances of each 01 the modes inTable, 
10 that have a ti or D” in the final state have been determined from a Monte Carlo which 
includes the 3 and 5 body fmal states or the 2 and 4 body for the charged D’s and neutral D 
mesons respectively, properly weighted wirh the BR’s for the individual channels. In the 
tinal yield calculations, the tracking, panicle ID and ucrcxing efficicnci& for the LYs are 
also included using the weighted average of Ihe pro&c, of these factors for Ihe various 
modes taking into account the various vencx topologies of the modes 

M 
D Meson 

@CP 

Table I 
‘All CharRed D*d, Do, I 

Made 

K*n+n- 
Kf,+n-x+n- 

Il+lf-llf 
K+K-n* 
,+n-trf- 

K+K-n+n-n’ 
rr*:n+n-n+n- 

Kfrr+lr- 
K-n+ 

K-x+x-n+ 
K+K- 

K+K-a+n- 
iT+n- 

lr+x-x+x- 
R+T[-il+lt-fl+l- 

X+X- 
K+K 

p, V+< Dee 
BR 

Y.hxlO-2 
6.1x10-3 
2.8x10-3 
3.9XlO~2 
1.2x10-2 
1.4x10-2 
0.2X10~2 
1,4x10-3 
3.7x 10~2 
7.5x10-2 
4.1x10-3 
2.4x10-3 
1.6x10-3 
7.5x10-3 
4.0x10-4 

1.6x10-3 
4.LxIO-3 

lades 
TOWI 

10.5X10-2 

6.7x10~* 

12.8x10-2 

5.6x10-3 

We must determine how much of the B production tabulated in Table 10 remains in 
the uiggcrcd even1 samp!e wrirrcn to tape. The flexible three level triggering strategy 
adopted for the SFT detcctorl’91 is based on detection of high pi leprons and hadrons. To 
rcducc the Level I 107interaction/scc rate to a level sufficient for a second level trigger 
(-IO4 /set), we plan LO adopt a strategy similar IO the one successfully employed for muon 
rriggcn in Fermilab Experiment E771 10 both hadrons and lcptons in the SFfY The SFC 
triggers will impose at level I bath p, and nwmentum requirements on hadrons and leptons 
within the angular range 2 mrad 10 75 mrad as given below: 

*opposite charge dileplon uigger 
max. pr lepton .l.O GeVlc, min. p, lcp1on>0.5 GeV/c 

Pleplon >20 GeVie 

* opposite charge dihadron wiggcr 
max. pi >3.0 GeVlc, min. pt >I.0 GcV/c 

* lcplon -hadron trigger 
pI lcpron >I.5 GcVlc, p, hadron >I.0 GcVlc 

p~cpron >20 GcVlc 

This ensemble of triggers allows us 10 trigger on semileplonic and kaon decays 
from tagging B decays or on the various CP decay topologies of interest (Bad->n+n-, Bad- 
>J/Y’KO,, Bf->DOKf. Bos->DOK*O, etc.). 

The Level I pt requirement is imposed by forming coincidences of collections of 
pads in several planes of pad chambers which encompass all possible trajcctorics of oackn 
above a given pt threshold. The lcpton ID for the high p, p or e are imposed on thin 
tracking trigger at Level I by requiring an additional coincidence 10 be sarisficd by a signal 
from the region of the muon detector or elceuomagnedc calorimeter which is pointed at by 
the high pt charged particle trajectory formed by rhe pad coincidences. In the ease of the 
RIClUIUD. as discussed below, the requirement of the panicle ID is imposed at Level II 
because of the additional complicarions of extracting information from the RICH. Any 
particle not receiving a e or )I ID at level I is considered to bc a hadron. The minimum 
momentum requirement for muons is imposed b the thickness of the muon detector. The 
minimum momentum requinmcnl for the e 2. IS se1 by imposing a threshold on Ihe 
electromagnetic detector elemems indicated by the high pt track trajectory. This trigger. 
which can be implemented with Programmable Logic Array chips, will require 
approximately 150 ns 10 form, similar 10 the high p[ muon trigger of E771120l. A latency 
period of approximately 1 &scc will be required to collect all signals neeessary for this 
aigger from me spee!mmc*er. 

The dielectmn, dimuon, dihadma and hadron lcplon triggcn have inefficiencies due 
to the various detector components required LO form them. Intrinsic IO each of Ihesc 
triggers is the tracking nigger foroxd using the pad chamber signals. In order to minimix 
pad chamba ineff~ciencics, five planes of pad chambers will be used and each plane signal 
will be formed from the OR of signals from a double gas gap. To form the pad coincidence 
which defines the track. any three out of five will bc required. This should effectively 
tliminatc inefficiencies at this stage of the uacking trigger. We expect to achieve better 
than 98% cffGieney fa wh nwk pair with this system. 

A seuwd eomponenl of the ineltiicncy will k present due to incffrieney in mcL 
ID for the clearon and the muon. We will identify the moon using Resistive Plate 
Chanters @PCs) similar to those used in ii77 I. Requiring aony three of five chamber to 
delk I nucm. we expect to achieve efficiencies better than 99% per moon. ‘Ihe situation 
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with elstxons may be worst since the electron is tagged by a coincidence of the TRD and 
the EM calorimeter. To be conservative. we assume this can be formed with greater than 
95% cflicicncy pa electron or 90% per electron pair. Overall. WC estimate the detector 
efficiencies for tbc single ckctrott. single muon, dihsdron, dielectmn. dimuon. electron 
hadron and muon hadron higgers to bc 95%. 998, 98%. 90%. 98%. 94% and 98% 
RXp&Vely. 

The major contributions to the muon and electron trigger rates are due to n.K 
scmimuotdc decays. hxltvn punch through and charm mcson decay in the case of the muon 
trigger The main backgrounds to the electron trigger arc the overlap of charged hadrons 
and photons, e/n misidentification. and photon conversions in the target. For c/n 
misidentiIication. \yc make the conservative assumptions that the EM calorimeter gives an 
online pion rejection of a factor of ten and the TRD adds a second factor of ten. 

The major contributors to the dihadron trigger rates are direct production of 
chargcd hadrons in the primary interaction and charm meson decays into charged kaons. 
The pt cut eliminates much of the tt,K->II decay triggers for the muon aiggcr and a 
substantial fraction of the #->n->c+e- conversion triggers for the electrons. The p,c 
tiggcn due to punch through hadrons in the case of the moon trigger and conversion 
electrons from n” photons in the case of the clcc~~oon trigger are further reduced by the 20 
@V/c minimum momentum cut on the electron and moon candidates in Level I 

The SFT trigger rate has been estimated using PYTHIA simulations for minimum 
bias and charm production. ‘Ihe retention of Et signals for the modes of interest have also 
beat estimated using PYTHIA 7he trigger rates for each Level I trigger are summarized in 
Tables 12. 

Table I2 
Level I Interaction Rate Suppressions of Trigger Backgrounds 

Level I Level I Level I I 
n.K->p.c y Bacboound Charm->w,c 

e-hadron (I.5,1.0) 1 9.7x1@ 1 2.7x10-7 

Total Suppression 3.1x10-3 

WC estimate that we can achieve at Level I an overall suppression of 5x10-3 taking into 
accotmt the finite pt resolution for pt cuts required by the various triggers, This would 
result in 50 KHz of triggers passed on to Lcvcl II for funhcr filtering. 

For those cvcnts triggered on decay products from the BCp decays themselves. 
both lepton and kaon tagging using the other B decay are possible. For those events in 
which the other B decay provides the trigger, only the given decay product (high pt lepton 

or kaon) is normally available for tagging purposes. This will be further discussed in the 
tagging section. 

s fT Level II 
AS discussed above. the various level I SFf triggers result in a composite Level I 

trigger rate of approximately 50KHr. An additional level 
the trigger ‘ate to the goal of <lo4 events per second fe 
global Uigga rejection of a factor of 25 for all modes can 
requirement for pmsena of secondary vertices in the silia 

The Level II trigger is basal on use of associative memories for fast tracking in the 
silicon detector. Associative mcmoricsare inverse memo 

of triggering is rcquircd to reduce 
:eding Level III. This additional 
be pmvided by a relatively loose 

on detector. 

all possible valid track trajectories. When hit information from the silicon detector is 
provided to the associative memories. the data patterns are compared with the stored 
configurations. Providing there are matches between data hit patterns and valid track 
posstbthttes. the associative memories return the location of the correspondence which can 
be used as an index for track slopes and intercepts. Once tracks arc reconstructed in this 
manner. a post associative memory processor will process the tracks. evaluating a function 
of the impact parameters which indicates the likelihood of the presence of secondary 
vertices in the event. Using this algorithm, Monte Carlos estimates indicate that the 
required factor of ten suppression of trigger rate can bc achieved with a B retention of90%. 
Thus. WC expect a uigger rate of 5ooO triggers/second surviving Level II. 

SF-f Level III 
Level III of the SFT data acquisition system is provided by an online farm of 

rclativelv modest orooortions. not markedlv larger than those already in operation or 
proposed for the Fcnnilab fixed target program. We expect to be able to easily achieve a 
reduction of J factor of five for events selected for offline analysis by this farm. Finally. wc 
estimate that composite SFf trigger and data acquisition system would have less that 10% 
dead time and pass approximately loo0 20 KBytc events/second to storage at 107 
interactions pa second. Therefore, a relatively modest data storage capacity is required for 
the SF-f (<20 MBytes/second). 

Level I. II, and 111 of the data acquisition system necessarily result in loss of B 
signal in the various decay modes. We have investigated the signal loss using PYTHIA 
and simulations of the SFf detector. Preliminary results for acceptances and trigger 
efficiencies and the trigger level retention factors are given in Table 13 for both CP decay 
products and the tagging pa$clcs if required. 
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Table I3 

B+:>,&+ . B->I* OS5 0.42.0.96 0.90 
Bad->J,Yp +>l*,K* 0.56.0.5 I 0.91.0.97 0.90 
Sod->J,‘Pt$ -B->l*,K* 0.60,0.55 0.91.0.97 0.90 

The acceptance factors in Table I3 include QII the charged decay products of the 
BCp and Btrig/tag For some triggers. both lcpton and kaon ragging are used. In thcsc 
cases the first number in the acceptance column is for lepton tagging and the second 
number for kaon tagging. The second factor in the Efftrig is the efficiency due to detector 
inefficiencies. If the Iepton from the other B decay provides the trigger, then pions from the 
B decays are not required to have 0>2mrad. 

&L&&f Rcconstm-a.&faeeed Events 

All the acceptance and efficiency factors contributing to the yield of reconstructed 
and tagged events in the SFT arc collected and the expected numbers of events in 
potentially interesting modes have been summarized in Table 14 below. All branching 
ratios for the various intelrsting B decay contigumtions have been included in the estimates 
of the numbers of BCp decays produced per year in the SFT The estimates include the 
branching ratios for the tagging and triggering particles as well as for the CP decay and the 
decays of secondary D’s, K”s, 0, etc.. 

The acceptances listed in Table 14 an the overall acceptances for every component 
of the B went that must be rcconstrucrcd in order for the ewn to be useful in the extraction 
of a particular angle of the unitaity triangle. For cxamplc, for B decays where triggering 
or tagging is rcquixcd. the acceptance of the uiggcring or ragging particle arc included in the 
acceptance. 

The cfftcicncy estimates in Table I4 include estimates of etng. stag and ECP. ettig. 
the trigger efficiency. includes both the effect of trigger settings such as minimum pt and p 
of rhe triggering sacks as well as the estimated efficiency of the detector components which 

generate the trigger. In addition. the trigger efficiency includes a factor of 0.9 to account 
for a live time goal of 90%. elag is the efficiency for tagging the went. This quantity does 
not contain branching ratios or acceptances but reflects only the efficiency with which the 
process of tagging the event can be accomplished. This process requires several steps 
which vary from mode to mode but generally includes some particle ID for the tagging 
particle. the reconstruction efficiency for the tagging particles, the vertex association 
efficiency among other factors. Similarly. the eCp factor contains no branching riltios or 
acceptances. It only reflects the efficiency with the charged decay products of the BCP 
decay can be reconstructed and form a vertex distinguishable from other vcrticrs in the 
event. The product of the three efficiency factors is the cff~cicncy for triggering on. 
reconsttucting and tagging a particular BCp’Btag even, topology for events where ,he 
necessary decay products of both B’s arc in the acceptance of the spcctromcrer. Nrecoo. 
the penultimate entry in Table 14. is the total number of accepted, triggered, tagged and 
reconstructed B events ofeach given topology which arc available for use in either time 
independent or dependent extraction of the angles a, p and yof the unitarity triangle. 

Finally, the various event samples which are tagged with both a lspton or a kaon 
must be corrected for overlaps between the two kinds of tags. The sum oi the two ragged 
samples is greater than the actual number of K or lepron tagged events brcausc of the 
events which contain both a lcpton and a K from the decay of the other B. Kaons are 
present in 85% and leptons in 21% of the B decays. If we make the assumption that the 
tags completely overlap. then every B->I decay will also have a kaon tag if we ignoring 
losses of either K’s or Icptons due to inefficiencies. With this assumption. we can have no 
more than the number of kaon tagged events as the total number of tagged decays sod the 
lcpton tag does little except corroborate the kaon tag. The opposite assumption would be 
that they are maximally uncorrelated would lead to 103% of the events tagged by one or the 
other with a 6% overlap. We adopt the average position that there is a 15% overlap. 
Therefore, a total of 85% +6W =9l% of the sum of the kaon and lepton tag samples will 
have one or the other or both types of tags. 

In addition. a correction must be made. in the case of the event topologies such as 
B-X* which are collected by two different triggers to account for events which satisfy 
bath single lcpton and dihadron triggers. If we assume the ovrrlap bctwccn the two 
triggers is maximal then every ditin trigger which has a lepton tag would also pro&cc 
a lcpton trigger and these oiggcrs must be subtracted from the dihadron trigger sample to 
reduce the overlap. While, not every lepton tag producer a trigger. a conservative approach 
yielding an upper limit on the overlap would be to assume thx the lepton tags and the 
lcpton trigger overlap completely. Therefore, WC take the number of dihadron triggers 
comcted as described above for overlaps in lcpton and hadron tags as a lower limit on the 
number of independent B”d->U+a- events accumulated by both triggers. As indicated in 
Table 13, the only example treated in this paper of a specific B decay accumulated by 
multiple oiggers is the B-x% decays. Since an attempt will bc made to accumulate all 
different modes with as many different triggers as possible, we will have to address the 
issue of tiiggcr overlaps mwe ~pletely in future work. 

The numkr of events cotrected for tag and/or ttiggcr overlap is given in the coIunm 
labeled Nmrr in Table 14. 
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Table 14 
Summary of Recons!m~ct~ 

B CP*tap.*tri I Prod. 

B.>p* 3.4x109 
B-X* 3.3x109 

B->K+ 2.7.10’0 

1 Bed->n+n- * B-A* (taa) 1 2.5xlod 
B’&+n- 
B”d->n+n- 

0.55 0.36 0.85 0.42 360 360 
0.55 0.36 0.85 0.47 II0 II0 

0.56 1 0.79 1 0.85 1 0.60 1 1.200 1 5.~10 
0.51 1 0.79 1 0.77 1 0.60 1 4.300 1 
0.60 0.79 0.85 0.54 26,OLKI IO,,MIC 
0.55 0.79 0.77 0.54 85.000 

4. Estimated Errors in a. p and ‘y’ per year of SFT Operation 

Collecting all the factors which contribute to 8he error in 0 as given in equation (2). 
we have made &mares of the errors in a, e and “/ per year of SFT operation using 
several B-> CP eigensrate modes. We point out that additional information and 
measuremen!s of these angles can be obtained using Class II and Class 111 decays (as well 
as other B decay types not discussed in this paper. These errors are preliminary and 
incorpora8e only a portion of the CP-tag topologies that can be used for measurements of 
CP violadon in B decays in fixed target experiments. Therefore, they should be considered 
as upper limits on the errors that can be achieved in the detcmdnadon of each angle. The 
results are given in Table I5 below. 

Table 15 
Expected Emxs in a, B and ‘y per Year of SFf Operation 

From Time Dcwcdcnt Mcasurcmcnrs of Bcp> CP Eiwnstates 
LI B(CP.tas..tria) I Rod. Acw b-d + lMh+ &in24 &$ 

no, .-+-- _ P .I ,.““1 ” ‘-‘04 0.55 0.31 
Ds .0.50 0.28 16,700 3.71 0.030 

L.JII@’ 
0.g” 

0.74 0.24 

6.8x104 0.30 0.44 34,000 3.80 0.021 o.~ 

“” , 
I 2.64 I n,. 

‘Weighted by the proportion of the p. e ~IIU R naga 

5. Summary 

The SFf facility is more than comperative with e+e- and collider configurations for 
precision measuremcnls of CP violation and dckrminadon of the phases of the CKM 
matrix. Based on the 543.5h4 cost estimate of EOI-14[11 and the $1 l7M and >$2OOM 
estimates for a forward colliderl2ll and c+c- opdonsf221 respectively. the fixed target 
option appears to be the most economical method of performing measurements of CP 
violadon. 
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